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TO OUR READERS.

There are periods when "we would not if we could be gay," and this is one of them. We huve

had to assort the letters accumulated during many years ; and as they were perused and placed

aside, the picture seemed realised of the old soldier returned to his boyhood's home, and, as be

etood within its open door, the admitted breeze

" Caught the old dangling almanaclis behind,

And up they flew like banners in the wind
;

Then gently, singly—down—do\Tn—down they went.

And told of twentj' years ii-revocably spent."

Each almanack in that series recalled events—some craped, some golden—and so was

it with our letters of years gone by. Many from friends now busied with life's sterner employ-

ments; others from those who have adopted "a home across the waters;" and not a few from

Beaton, and Errington, and Chitty, and Payne, and others whose life's work is finished.

Now, though we would not be gay, yet we have yielded to this train of thought, because

we can add a record of those characteristics of life—merciful compensations. Many pens that

enriched our earliest numbers still add value to those now current. Many pens that once were

active for us in " the old country " still afford us aid—novel aid—from Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, and even the Isles of the Pacific ; and still more numerous year by year are the fresh

pens ably employed to add value to our columns.

When we laid down the last of the accumulated letters of bygone years we observed, " What
kindly feeling pervades them all!" That sentence is now endorsed on each bundle; and when

at the end of future years we have to assort a fresh accumulation of letters, we have no fear that

the same sentence will not be appropriate, for all continue to be like spirited to those from

which we give these two extracts :

—

b'

" Canada West.—Your kind and genial letter gladdened the heart of myself and wife more than anylliing in

tlie epistolary line ever received by us. Its thoroughly English tone and fraternal good wishes were particularly

enjoyable, and, withal, very seasonable ; for on the day of its receipt I was rather downhearted after discovering the

fearful liavoc made by those pests, field mice, among oui- young trees. We should be indeed dull without the weekly
gleams of sunshine brought by "' our Journal ;" but the additional warmth produced by your note will long be
maintained.

" I trust that before long we may have the pleasure of shaking hands personally, although now we can do so

across the water. The idea, too, that my little scrawl will please " AVilthhire Rector " will, in our eyes, give

increased value to his ever-welcome contributions. On the day of the arrival of your letter another inspiriting event

occurred in our establishment. Some days previously, while in the bush, as it is here termed, I discovered under
the snow a small Hepatica, which I chopped out of its frozen suiToundiugs and brought into the house, and after

thawing it out, potted it. On the day above named it opened the iirst blossom, and I can assure you it is as liiglily

prized as the first Orchid in a great establishment.'

The other extract, from a letter signed "A Poor Working Man," is as follows :
—

" The kindest thanks of myself and all my fellow worldng men are due to all those who have kindly interested

themselves in promoting, by then- wi'itings in your Journal, the instruction and comfort of the working man. All

honour to the noble band. May they live to write, and see tlie fruits of their labours in the improved condition, both
moral and social, of the poor and often neglected sons and daughters of toil."

Every reader will join with us in chorusing that gratifying, cheering wish. We retain the

aid of that "noble band;" therefore we renew our advance cheerily. Yet there must occur

some oversights, so for our future volumes we will employ the words of the old herbalist Gerarde
—"Accept them, loving countreymen, as tokens of our good will; and we trust that the best and

well-minded wil not rashly condemne us, although some things have passed worthy reprehension."
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AOiCIA9,TARNE9IA,NA,53; PLATVPTEEi
after b.ooflung, 10^ ; soil for, 109

Accrinjitun I'uultrv yhow, 270

AchimencB-and Tydsa, 63: cuUnre,

110; gru^nDg speciinen. 1S4 ; list of,

SiS; liquid iiianuro (or, 453

Aorophyllmn veiiosum culture, 4o2

Ai^avo sohidiu'era, HtiO

Asncullunii ( Koyal). Sooiety's Poultry
Show, 1 .2, S.'y : Slmw at Bury, 319

Allamiintht Mtartiuj,', 54

Aloyaia citriodora cuttings, 381

Alston Poultry Show, S7

Alum-crys lull i Bed flowers, 429

AljS8uni, Sweet, for edging, 152

Aniarnnihub melanchoficua ruber cul-

ture. 414
Amayllia Adonif, W ;

pardina, 410

Aiaateiira and pentlemen'd gardeners
at exhibitions, 127

Anemones', lakintr up, SS2
Angelica culture, IGa

AuKTiBcuin ci ralum. 163
Aonuals-for bedding, 152; for orna-

ment and bouquets, 102; orniiratn-

tal-folias,'cd, 134; for pots, IGcJ ; for

lato blooinini,', ilH ; cultui'e of early,

451
An hurium Scherzerianum culture,

168
Ants—drivinff away, 199, 815; exter-
minatms, SS3,4S:;; exptilling, 397

AphiUoB, destroying iu tlio opuu air,

S33
Apples— for XorlTi of Ireland, 109:
branch-w sawn off, 111 ; pruniup py-
ramidal ireefl, 251 ; crop ot 1867, 372

Apricot— u- Peach treatment, 74; pro-
fusely s.jt, 276

April, liii-dy plants flowering, 407
Aquilegia pyrenaiea, 28
Aiabia-v.irie-iata, propagating, 398

;

lucida Taviepatu for edging, 432
Artt-misia jninu;:, S4S
Aria and Sciences. Hall of, 313
Ash, grafting a \V(CT»ing, 199
Aspara .us -ueds.eii.t up, 218 : making,

£52.3.11; planung. i;'i2 ; cullurt-, 2S2,

314 ; blighi. 317; couch prasB in beds.
S18; a bundle ot, 390; fasciated,

Aspect of greenhouse. 233
Asphalt -w altis, 2ti(>

Aflpbaliin^t i'. gravelling, 104
Asphudelus culttirt*, 74

Asier, Cape, cut nr«, SIJ4

Ancuba — berries ptjisonous ? 45 ;

atandish's hi.-rmaphrodile,71; pol-
len of, 23:;: flowers, f^rlilising, 30 )

;

cuttings, 816 ; raisin;; from seed, 381

Auricula secdlngs, pricking out, 3:^2

Aviary—rtmovjng paint from, IIG;
birds for. llii; bir(!& in, 273

Ayr Poult i» yhow, 335
Azaleas-foiciug. imd culture, 18 ; Her

Llajcstv, 2S; soil for, &1 ; manage-
ment. 74 ; leav.-M f:Lliiug, 109 ; list of,

119 :
potting, 167 : not lloweriuij, 218,

:i33
;

prupagatiiig, 2u7 ; cuiUnga,

Bacon, "Wiltshiek mode op cucino,
20

Budminton ronltry Show, 4:14

Balm, propagatui:^ Guldtjn, 453
Bals.ims for.luh, 94
Bant, ms—with Cochin-Chinat;, 20;
duiibing Game, fH), 420: Sebright,
211-1; i-c-.ted. 318; storv of tho Black,
SU'-. chictr-ijs, food 'nr, 438

Barii-bed, funjrxi<* in, 413
Bitrli'.stou 1 u.i, 9

Barltria GibbOni, 1G3
Buaket plan',>-, lia/dy, 300
Bath and West i.f En;;lRnd Poultry
bh.)w, 117 : dotting-* at, 431

Beans, protecting. '.23

Bedding plMniM-ntiw vai-iegated, 153;
from Beed, 103; exhibiting collec-
tions of, 2iS : fo- a iinrth :<siject,2i2;
blue flowered, 322 ; blu£, 37G

Beddiuff-out, mlea for, 397
Bees—hive overluratid, 19: swarms
deserting, royal cull BQiiled. 20;
EgjTttian, foul brood, 39; Wood-
bury hives, 40; brood remaining
undeveloped, supply of water im-
portant, limiting drones, shifting
hives, 60 ; American Boc-keeparb' In-
stitute, shifting stock hives, 79:
maggots in combs, breeding in sa-
pprB, storing combs, 80; swarms
clustering, variation iu hybrids,
hiving in moveable comb hive,
breeding in supers, Btavvatiou
amid plenty, Ligurian o.ueena, 93;
Woodbury hives, 115 ; clustering,
movina: hives, total mortality, 116;
an unlucky apiary, pollen-pather-
ing at Christmas, 13'J ; food of
queens, importance in the economy
of n^ilurc foul brood in a purchased
stock, boxes for hives, wooden-
topped straw hives, 140; foul brood,
155 : boxes for hives, feeding in-
spring, 156; transformation of
comb, rcmovini,' old comb, 171;
Petlitt's new hive, gloves, 172

;

hybridisation, plurality of qM^enii.
187; tomtits, "Management Oi'," de-
cayed stock, greatest apiary, 18S

;

fumigating, keeping in Devon,
202 ; driven, foul brood, aspect of
apiary, 203 ; desertion oihivea, con-
demned and suv;>d, hives, artificial
swarms, 204; brecdinp iu supers,
younp, successful driving, gh>veH,
employing empty combs, Wood-
bury's unicoirb hive, 220 ; foul
brood, queeuleafi, unfertile queens,
339; distiince of drones' influence,
breeding in supers, 240; ndvantnpea
of iramo hives, hy'nidisati'm, 255;
hives, situation of, entrance to
Nutt's collateral, 25G: Bagster's
melting honeycombs. 270 ;

propa-
gating Ligurians, 271; preventing
ewarming, flowers for, arliliciul
swarms, production of qupcns, ven-
tilating, 272; plurality of queens
In a hive. 287 : how to empty honey-
comb^i, non-refiatinp. propapating
Biguriau, Payne's hives, 23S; in
Russia, 303, 401 : frame hives, ft-ed-

iug. range of flight. SiH ; Ligurians
in Ireland, drone-Hi-ood, S19; honey
candying in combs. 3:20; jiiistnUiug
their hives. 335; mend or nu-thep-
lin, preventing loss of swarms ; Li-
gTiriins in Irtland, obtaininp arti-
ficial swarms. 33o; hvbridisation,
351; obtaining artificial awarnis,
prcventinp si cnnd swanns, 352;
non-resisting, 367; "Why did ye
die?'' comb-emptying macliine. not
working in a sup.^r. dctroying
drones and drone-brood, 363 ; Li-
purian disappoiutmente, mead, mt-
theglin. and hydromcl, 383: dress-
ing hives and feeding BWiirms, 391;
11 city of. queen layinp eggs in one
cell, artificial swarms. 402: LitiU-
rian dis'.ppfiintmema. 413; in
Egypt. 419, -iSo: iirtificial swarms.
420: bar-frame hivf>B. 435; at the
Manchester Eshibilinn. iS''

;
pro-

moting swai-ming, confining. 455;
trapping drones, united swarms.
Bwarms. foul brood, destruction of
drones, honey harvest, 45fi

Bei^'onia Pt-arcei cnltrre, fcl

Berkeley. Bev. M, -l , nM
BerJcs and Hants Poultry Phow, 899
Bipnonia—arpyrco-viola'sccns, SI; ra-
dicans. propapatinp, 260

Billhergia sph;icel.'t;f. 410
Bindweed, destroying, 373
Pivd dorlfM-<^. *">

Bii-mingham Eoae Uhovr, 351; Albion
P.peuii ituu ......uiL .->ln)W, 413;
Poul'i-v Show, this v.-^ar'^, 43a

Bleti.f Sherrattianfl.410
Bos soil, trees fur, 110

Boilera—tubular, 13; piping ono will
heat, 5t; improved saddle-back. 89;
for heating three houses, 93; ma-
na.,'ement of, 133 ; heated by kitchen
firo. 151; h.-ated by gas, 199; and
their bursting, 232

Bones, dissolving, 109
Border, plants for shaded, 109
Botanic (Royal) Society's Showo. 22f;,

277, 3r.8,375, 392, 425 ; tiorists' flowers
ut. 413

B'lttom heat. 165
Bougainvillroa glabra, COO
P.owioa volubilis, 23
Bowling-green making. 217
BoK—cuttiug,217 ; edgings, trimming,
281 ; cutting. 307

Brahma Pootra^ ISG, 319, 382, 434:
characteristics, 40; at the BriRlol
Show. 76, 96, 112, 136; and Grey
Dorkings. 140; breeding Bark.
170. 185. 200, 2o7, 302. 317; food
thev consume, 187; vulture-hocked,
188, 2i4; usurpation, 199. 219 ; coraba
and hooks, 218, 219; not hatchinp,
220 ; crosses in dark, 236. 238 ; couph-
ing. feathers, 240 ; colour of dark,
2J3 ; size and symmetry of, r. Ham-
burghs. 254; comb of, 269; pea
comb, 2S5 ; chickens losing feathers.
320

Breasts, crooked, 20
Br^nt, Mr. B. P.. 71
Brighton Poultry Show. ir4
Bristol and Clifton Poultry Show, 35
56,78

Broccoli for sprinp, 293
Bulbs after flowering. 414
BuHoek's liver for fowls, 210

Cabbage ~ CUT.TURE, 149; new, l.'"i3;

manuring, 163 : sowing, 1»2 ; rarly,
2S3; Veitch's Improved Matchless,
431

Caladiums—rootstocks decaying, 131;
culture, 150, 152 ; growing specimen,
1S4 ; liquid manure for, 453

Calceolaria cuttings, 185
Ciilifomian items, 69
Camassia esculenta culture, 394
Camb'^rwell, beware of, 366
Camellias — stocks for, leaves yel-
low. 32 : buds falling, praftrng, 54;
soil for, 54, 67. 381 : propagating,
manapement, 74; stocks for, 93;
culture. 118, 225, 2-14. 276, 293. 361 ; list

of. 119 ; prrafting, 151 ; green turf for,

ly4, 210; Mrs. Dombrain, 211; in
conservatory-bed, 216 : not flower-
ing, tubs for. 218 ; for market, prun-
ing roots, 234; select, 2.'j2; remov-
ing, 266; soil and treatment, 292:
unhealthy,316.414; leaves rusted, 348

Campvlobotrys refulsrens cnltiire, 2^i2

Canada—friends in, Ifii ; notes in, 229 ;

jottini^s from. 293 : West.. 414
Canaries-pairing, 1-10, 368; ^\iih in-

flamed skin, 15'j; among U :o.;odfn-
drons, £20; for an aviary, 2ijfi

:

asthma in. 272 ; eating eg .'h. 2>h
;

footless, 352; eggs shell-hRs, 3.^1:

prizes for, 401 ; feathers diseased,
438

Cannas. plantinp, 318
Carnations —select, 94; and Pinks,
supports for. 431

Carrots for fodder. 93
Cftsi'uiroa fdulis, 81
CdBsia corymboaa culture, SIC
Catalopnes, 4
r.-^tarrh in fowls. 116
r>'t. chicken-entinp, 402

a tleva Dowiana.l Warscaw iczii

S<t3; citriua, 300,410
Cauliflower culture, 264
Cedrus dc-odara pruning, P6
Celerv—winter protection for, 27 ; cul-

ture. CS1.S4.T

Cer^'stium tomcntosmn, propagating,
338

Ciiieus hoxflsonus jfraflinff, Ac, 2GC

Cham BBrope seed sowing, 7*
Oheere, Rev. G.. 312
Cheltenham Horticultural Show. 425
ChickooB-lood for, 286. 30*; dead in
their Bhells. 3G8; blistered, 868;
killed by kindness, 402; dying, 433;
droopinp, 456

Chimonanthus grandiflorus from cut-
tings, 148, 175

Chiswick, vacancies at, 164
Christinas trees, 12

ChryBanthemums—new and old. 100;
(Pompone) St. Michael, The Coun-
tess, and Madge Wildfiro, 211; cuU
taTe»279

Cinerarias — culture. 221 ; sudden
death of, 24^; flagging, *^52, 300;
dying suddenly, 279

Citrus-japonica, 147: genu3, soil for,

364
Clavija fulgens, 163
Clematis round trees, 216
Cleradeudron Balfourii cut'nre. 217
Cilimbers for walls of dwellings, 133
Clinibinp plants for preenhouse, 199
Coal -quantity needed, 234 ; economy

in. 319
Cochin -Chinas — cock's comb, 40;
^Vhite and BulY mixed, 80: cock'^
eves, 116; cock, tnil of, 1:^6; para-
lysed, 140; not lajiug, 172, 384; hen
s'taggeriup, yard floor for White,
204 ; lepa wartcd,2'6

Cockerell, Capt.. resignation of, 130
Cockroaches, 420
Cockscombs for July, 51

Cocoa-nut fibre refuso for the Gladi-
olus, 252

Cold— intense, 23, 4?:, 65: rain'mnm.
51; and its eonsequences, 65, 10',

129, 147.161,163,177.195
Coleus Verschaffelti for bedding. SC-l

Columbanan Society, *he City. 287

Combs—frost-bitten. 116 : varieties of,

118 ; of cock bleeding. 304
Competitors, let them be fairly match-

ed. 126
Conifera? at Basing Park, 294
Conifers, fine, C6
Conservatorv-heating and Ttlanli'ip,

169 ; glass for south, 184; plants for,

252
Convolvulus mauritanicus for an edg-

ing. 110 : culture, 109

Cordyline australis, 263
Coronilla done flowering, 393

Correa potting. 300
Cotton- seed, 13; improvemert of
promoted by a knowledge of tho
plant, 127

Covent Garden Market. 13. 32. 5?. 73,

Si;. 108. 138. 151, 167. 183, 198, 216,233,

2M. 266, 282. 293, 315, 332, 317, S6S,

S80,a!l7. 413.432,452

Cows dropping alter calving, 135

Cramp in cock's ftet, 438
Cratiegus oxyaeantha.new double, 410

Cream, production ot, 172

Creve Cccurs, 384; head afl'eclcd, 40;

feathers ragged, 4"2

Crinoline and its consequences. S2l

CrocuBcs — failure of yellow. 252 ;

bnlbs, moving, 2S3 ; eleven Tarieties.

410
Croqnet-pTound.retnrfng, 316

CroBS-breeding fowls, 1 16

Cross breed of fowls, 18G

Crotons. snilfor, SHl

Crystal Palace 47; Bird Show, IS7;

Show. 863, 374
_. ,„ , .,

Cucunibers-not setting. IS; failures,

86, Hi4, 225; planting out. 150; on
trfllis. stoppinp, cocoa-nut refuse

for. 184 : avoiding failures. 1"3
;
Inr

cool culture, 234 ; in pots, 28J ; con-

tinuous pupplv of. 290; with Knsh-
rooms. 301; bitlfmetiS m, 311;

prowinp on ridges, 313 : nots veliiD^

their fruit. 347; cnture, 31 J; pot-

rulture, 375, 3S1 : faikd. insects m
frame. 39)^: on ridges, disease, 412;

training, 452
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CnprcBsas LawBoniana fi^m euttinjrE,
161

Currant—bad f( of Black Hwollon. 13;
calture. '^i;, 193 ; lUuck. bud insi-ct, 74,
880 ; pruiiiiik' iind proimnalintr Blm-k,
8C; trpc culture, I'.lS; insi^ot preyiuK
on the Black. 2KH ; fruitless, 3S7

;

Bommer-pruninR, 453
Curcumft auatnilaHica, 29
Cntbnsh'B Bpriiig flower ehow, 227
CatliuKB, hotbed tor, 94
CyclamenB—frosted, 134; cuUnrr, 225,
260 : persicum culture, 321 ; not
tiowennp, 34y

Cygneta, feeding, 402

Daiilus fob exhibition, 169
DaiBiee, erudieating. 168
Daisy. Aocuba-Ieav-^d for edging, 432
Dalechampia Roezliana. 360
Dandelion for fowls, 98
Daphne odora buds falling, 73: in*
dica potting, 300; cueorom, propa*
gating, 398

Daturas, plantinjf, 348
Delphiniums—select. Ill : formosum,

SC4
Denbios. 143
Dendrobium macrophyllum Veitchi-
anum. 410

Deodorising, 3^7 ; night soil, 199
Depredators, deterring, 345
Dew-point, 31'i

Dianthuses. removing, 453
Diarrha'a in chickens, 420, 456
Dick, Mr. Robert. 130
Dictyopsis Thunberirii, 263
Dipladenia startiog. 54
Disa grandiflora. 1U5; culture, 348
Dobson, Mr. J., 344
Dombeya Mastersii, 2G3
Dorkings, 80: Grey and Brahma
Pootras, 140: hens stjurred, 188:
hens pickinij featherH, 204; points
in White, 240 ; hen's coniba, 3S4. 399

;

399; cock paralvsed, 4U2; chickens
crooked-breasted, 453

Draining a clayt-y sml. 413
Drip from room of stove, 151
Drunhennefis, 390
Dubbing-scissors. 116, 402
Ducklings and artificial mother, 834;
dying in tlie shell. 420

Ducks — Rouen, for fsxhibition, 40;
lame, 150 ; nninber for a drake, 172 ;

snails for, 352; eggs soft, 256; rear-
ing Call. 3'34

Dumfries Ornithological Show, 38
Dyckia rariflora hardy, 1G5

EnorNOS for wauib, 61. 100. 143. 223
Edinburgh Working Men's Flower
Show, 441

Egg-produein q" fowls, 116
EggH—production of. 20: nt Birming-
ham Show, uo ; eprinkling whilo
hatching, 40; detecting lertile, num-
ber a hen lavg, packing for travel-
ling, 80; ill-flaTonred, 156; from
frallet, 156 ; removing as soon as
aid^ 188 ; imported, fowls for pro-
ducing, 204 : good producers of, 240 ;

packing, 256: chilled, 304: preserv-
ing, 304; in line sawdust. 320; pur-
chased, unproductive, 350 ; weight
of, 352 ; poultry yard for wholesale
production of, 382; guaranteeing
high-priced, 415; no hatching, 420

;

vitality rttained in chilled, 435; un-
j)rodnctivenefls of l)ij;h-priced.454

Elaeocarrns reticalutus culture, 218
Embothrium coecineum culture, 4^2
Entomological Society's Meetinga, 8,

87. IIJX 180, 202, 826. 393
Epidendrum ebumeuni, 9, 360
Epime-liunis, 'J83

Epworth Poulti y Show. 334
Eranthemum rubroveninm culture, 284
Eriostemon Smithii culture, 218
Essences, fruit, 283
Encharis amazonica culture. 364
Evergrtjens—for a blind, 32 ; not gene-
rally known, 158 : pruning, 217

Everlasting flowers. 13
Example, a worthy. 311
Exhibited fowls injured, 34
Exhibitions, horticultural, in June,
3»5

PaRPDGIUU GRANDE, HARDINESB OF,
142

Feather-eating fowls, 420, 43.1

February, h.irdy fiowtrs in. 177
Fernery—constructing. 94; charcoal

fire in. 217; slugs and woodlice in,
tempt-rature, 2S4

Ferns—for a fernery, 13* : losing their
fronds, 218; temperature for. 252;
enlture of Filmy, 305; Golden u^c
thriving, 316 : accIimatiBalion of
New Zealand tree, 391 ; blackened,
and woodlice on, 398

Ferrets, 884
Figs—the Channel Islands, 44 ; trees,
entting back, 163 ; out of doors, 879

Fir and Pine, 73
Fitt«iua argyroneura, 360

Fleas in ponltry-hone^, 204
Florists' fljwers at the Koyal Horti-
cultural Suciety'w Show, 222

Flowt-r gardening, jottings about, 442
Flowers— and tbtir associations, 175;
beds, size and separation of geome-
trical, '^10; planting, 252, 253; de-
stroyed, 267; and their litnesa, 294;
pots, cleaning, 348; preserving
colour of dried, 393

Flues, lime cement for, 253
Foliaged plants, ornamental, 421
Forcing-houBe temperatures, 110
Forcing (lowers, art of, 246
Foreman's management of fires, 144
Fowls—exhibiting borrowed, 34; mu-

tilating a competiioi's, 55; tor a
cottager, 55; throats dinordereii, 80 ;

lungs, abscess in, 93; dung as a ma-
nure, 111; food reqn-rca for, 116;
breathing with dimculty. 116; ca-
tarrh in, 204; dung for liquid ma-
nure, 217; disordered, useful, 220;
trespassing, 234; cottag- rs', in Sus-
sex, salt for, 254; eating feathers,
272: desirable kind, 27':i; laiiurea
with, 81-14

Frame, uses of, 74
I-'rames, &c.,215
French varieties of fowls, 220
French Lavender, 233
Frosts—excluding. 52; of Mar. 376,
378,423: of January and May, 386

"Fruit Garden, The Miniature." 104
Fruit, essences of, 288 ; artificially
flavoured, 429

Fruit-trees, shoots, pinching, 84;
transplanlin;:,' lar^e, 117, llj2 ; pinch-
ing shoots ol dwarf, 251: hoUPo for
growing, S17: prufipeota. 372,876

Fuchsias —potting, 167; for exhibi-
tion, 169 ; hst of hardy, 453

Fuel, economising, Itir

"

Fumigating, plants injured by, 74
Fungi, parasitical. 71
Furnaces, management of, 133
Furze, cutting down, 284

Game fowls, 20, 418 ; cooks noirriNG,
20 ; points in, S3 ; breeding Duck-
wing and dai'k blood Pile, size of
cocks, 60: breeding, 75, 153, 170, 185,
201, 237, 2k3 ; with diff^-rent legs, food
for,80: characteristics, 95, 131; co-
lour of yellow Birchen hen, 172;
what trees and shrubs are not in-
jured by, 148, 175, 210 : not laying,
240- origin of, 334 ; hen's comb. 3HH ;

cock's beak damaged, 384 ; cockerels,
2''i6; crossing for colour, 2ti8; va-
rieties of colour, 302; breeding this
year, 4*3

Gapes, 304; in chickens, 415, 430; ad-
ministoringcamphor for,4:j8

Gardenia fragraus not flowering, 217
Garden—of one acre, labour needed,
33; of two acres, men needed for,
94 ; expense of, 169 ; with north as-
pect, 218 ; management, 347

Gardeners—examinalion for honours,
43, 60, 843; Improvement Societies,
43 ; Benevolent Institution, 301, 377

Garston vineyard. 62, 261. 338
Gauze for fruit protecting, 265
Geese ^vith projecting feathers, 80
Genista — not flowering, 234 ; done
flowering, 398

Gentiana acaulis sowing, 199
Gesneras-zebrina epleudens, leaves
curhn?, 34- cul'ure, 110; not thriv-
ing, 333; Ohromatella, Cymosn,
Liudleyona, Kosea punctatissima,
360

Gishurat Compound, 444
Gladioluses—in poor soil, 25; ImiH-ra-
trice Engtnie. Reine Victoria, and
John Waterer, 163; cocoa-nut libre
refuse for, 252; at Fontainebleuu,
422

Glass—ground, fo increase light, 11;
substitute for, 315

Glazing a small span-roofed house,
332

Gloxinias — culture, 110, 421 ; list of,
348

Glue as niannre, 252
Goldfinch mule with indurated skin,
40

Gold fish—curing fungi on, 140 ; in an
aquarium, 172; disappearing, 288;
with trout, 836

Gomphia Thcophrasta, 360
Gooseberries-t^vo Belect, 4S3; Bum-
mer-pnining, 453

Grafting-wax, 109
Graft's influence on the stock, 426
Grapes—Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat
11,74; in a cool house for market'
26; cracking, 109; bunches becum'
ing tendrils. 101*: Royal Ascot, 164.
Muscats shanking, 16S; Muscat'
spotting find shanking. 184 ; rusted'
184,301; time required for ripening'
195,276; shanking, 216: stalks shank'
intr, 332; Archertield Early Muscat'
348 : dark coloured. 364 ; spotted, 380 '

preventing shanking, 398; failuresj
451

Grave, flowers for, 414
Gravel of drive, tuminff, 2C7

Greenhouse—constmcting, 33; heat-
ing a small. 185 ; not completed, 217

;

heating, fruits in, 235; (limber for
back wall. SuO : heating anl con-
structing small, 318 ;

plants lor
flowering in Julv, 848 ; constructing
a small, 433 ; stages, 452

Gritts cauliflora, 28
Griflinia hyacinthina maxima, 360
Guano liquid manure, 284
Guinea fowls, to distinguish sex, SOI
GuzBiannia picta culture, 283
Gypsum as a fertiliser, 443

Hamfax Poultry Snow, 113
Hall of Arts and Sciences, laying
loun-Iation by the Queen, 344

Hamburghs — comb, 20 ; Silver-span-
gled cock's tail, 77; tail of GoUlen-
pencilled eoc!;, 140; cockerels d>ing.
156; distini;uishing age of, ITi;
II. Brahma Pootras, 254; varieties,
256 ; merits of. 454

Hardiness of shrubs, 284
Hamoi^B-room stove, 60
Hatcbing, artificial, 367
Hays's Constant Stove, 184. 253
Haythovn, Mr. John, death of, 195
Heat— danger from accujnulated, 81

;

accumulated 108, 223; radiating
from pipes, to prevent, 152

Heaths, cutting down, 333
Heating-modes of. 41: failure in, 53 :

small plant-houses. 184,439: by hot
water, regulating, 167 ; pipes parti-
ally hot, 163

Hec!anondwike Poultry Show, 13
Hedge, evergreen, 74
Helianthemum ocvmoides, 28
Heliotrope unhealthy. 234
Hens-abduiaen swollen, 80; propor-
tion of cocks to, 140 : feathered, 18S;

eating eggs. 272. 304, 368: induc-
ing brooniness, 366; not laying, SS4 ;

witn inflamed vent, 420
Herbitry maua-^iement, 298
Hoe, a scuflSe. 360
Hoeincr, its influence. 354
Hollies — crafting and budding, 3.?,

109 ; transplanting, sowing, 283;
watering ns^wly-plnnted, 316

Hooper's Nursery, 433
Hop—drving, 41 ; for Strawberry-beds,

315
Hornbeam. rropfifraMng, 74
Horticultural Exhibitions, conflicting,
82

Horticultural (Royal) Soeiety, Annual
General Mi'eting, and Report of
Council, and Chiswick Board. 90,

103, 120; becoming a Fellow. 332;
Botanical Lectures, 181, 215, 26^,

278, 2'J4. 309; Bury Show Special
Prizes, 47. 90,195; Committees and
General Meetings, 66. 145. 177. 209,
245, 279. 825,357, 373.390, 424: CapC.
Coekerell's resignation. 130 ; and
Commissioners of International
Horticultural Exhibition, 145 ; First
Spring Show, 20-^.222; Mr. W. Paul's
Show of Spring Fliwers and Lec-
tures. 22t, 216 ; Second Spring Show,
278; Special Prize Show. 325; Floral
Fete. 344, 357 ; Tricolor Pelargonium
Show. 857, 373; June Show. 377,
389, en-ors in prize list of. 410, at-
tendance at, 411; WeeklyShowH. 4,

325, 314, 357. 373, 391, 424, 443; trar-

deners' esaminarions. 3i3, prizes
awarrfed. 411; Journal, 69; Vice-
lYesidents. 181

Horticultural Shows in July, 4.'^0

Hospital for hoart diseases. 413
Hotbeds— heatinc, 54: mtiking. 198;
for cuttings and seeds, 205; for
raising seedlintrs, 2i3: making a
slight. 299: temporary, 3S2

Hot water—heating by, 54: pipes for
bottom heat, covering, 364

Houdan fowls, 301. 331 ; confined, 80;
characteristics. 204

House-of-all-work. heating, &c., 259
Humeas-dying, 316; elegans culture,
403

Hyacinths — Tho Roman, 67; in a
room, 13; Early Roman, 84; dime
blooming, 151, 167 ; effect ol tlteir

perfume. ; in Inner Temple Gar-
dens. 219

Hydrangea paniculata, var. grsmdi-
flora, 3C0

Hygrometers, 7

Ice—EKEPiNO. 7, 106 ; PTiEREnvrxo, SO :

ceUars, 47: stack. 53 : collecting and
Btorin-r. 64 ; amusements on. 91

' Icounm Bofinicarum Index," 51
Inipatiens laHfo'.ia, 163
Incubators. 1''., 187; management, 38.

416; V. ntilating. 98; and tempera-
tures. 188: a new, 171, 219; batch-
ing bv, 238, 269, 456 ; xiviU, b67 ; regu-
lator, 4 2. 438

Indian Com growing, 199
Inspcte. lianishing, 218
* Instantaneoue Reference for Poul-

try, PiL'Gons. and Ratibits," 139
International Horticultural Exhibi-
tion of 1866,391

Ireland (South), Poultry Show, 116,

Ircsine Herbatii. 258; in N»rlh Ame-
rica, 159; aureo-reticulata, 252; pro-
pagating, 817

Ins- KiTmpferi. 216, 234 ; a small, 381
Iron, oxide of, in water, 8,s0

Inmene amancfPS culture. 364
Isolated plants in flower gardens, 889
Ivy—for feraery, 151 ;

pruning, 168 ;

variegated, 421
Ixias under hand-lights. 51
Ixora coccinea leaves browned, 234

Javuap.t. nAUDY Fi.owEns in, 85, 17?
Jasmines shedding their flowers.

349
Jedburgh Poultry Show, 113
Juniperus rccurva, 112

KenBAL POIJLTBT SHOW, 77
Kidd, W., 51
Kirkcaldy Poultry Show. 57
Ivitchen—range, hot air from, 5; fire,

hot air Irom, 74; boHer, heating
from, 217

Kumquat, 147

Labels for kruit tkees, 4
Ladder, the .American, 248
Lalia— albida var.roaea, 2G3 ; majalis,
425

La Fleche fowls, 834
Langholm Poultry Show, 37
Lapageria rosea— seeds sowing, 152:
propagation, 300

Lapwmg8,2S9. 240
Latania seed sowing, 74
liHunceston Poultry Show, 400
Laurels- leaves for fumigating, 31 ;

on a bank, 233
Lawn — worms in. 252; r'"novating,

2^3; covered with lichen. 284; im-
proving, 316 ; destroying fuugus on,
432

Laying, promoting, 80

Leaf mould making, 414
Leaves-bleached, mauagemcnt, 83

:

skeletonising, 51 ; collecting, 132
Le Brest fowls. 456
Leeds Poultry Show, 34
Leg weakness-in fowls, 20 ; in chick-

ens, 334
Leigh Park, 404
Liability for loss, 210
Lilac-tide. 372
Lilacs—forcing, 151; leggy. 163
Lilium—lancifolium culture. 103; an-
ratum. aud tenuifolium suwir.g, 134 ;

hiematochroum, 163; auraium cul-
ture, 185, 257; management of off-

Fets. 252; seedlinss. 343 ; bulbs, 310
Lily of the Va'ley, forcins. 234 : alter
flowering, 316; bulbs from Japan,
848

Lime-with animal manure, 32; and
salt, applying, 167; for fowls, 220;
cement, 253: ru'ibish, grasd on,2C7:
water, making. 846

Lindky Libmry, S91
Linum flavum, 234
Liquid manure in a stove, 151
LobeiiaP. tall. 343
Long Finn again, 171
Lonji Sutton Poultry Show, 413
Loquat. 199
Lui.'U HoriionlturalSh«w,12C
Lycaste Skinneri calture, 94

Madagascar, i^oumes pitoM, 291
Magnolia Lennei, 410
Maiden-hair fronds decaying, 1C8
Maize. Japanese, 364
Malt comus tor Strawberry-beds, 315
Manchester Poultry Show, 16; Na-
tional Horticultural Exhibition, 375.
406

Mantrold Wurtzel for poultry, 153
Mantraps illegal, 109

Manettia micans, 81

Maranta illustris, 410; roseo-picta.
361

Masters, Dr.. lectures by, 181, 245, 262.

278, 294, 399
Mathiola bicomis, 28
May, flower« blooming in, 334
Mead or motheglin, SSti; v. honey
beer. 437

Mealybug. 317
Melons— for Julr, 94; p'* constmet-

in'-'. 169 ; for exhibition, 199 ; to ripen
in August, 234; plants killed, 251;
pit healing, ii&\; in a cold frame,
413 ; dving off. diseased. 414

Melrose Poultry Show, 233
Men for iin acre, 13
M..sospinidium sanguineum. 1G3

Meteorology of 1866 at Linlon, I'ifl

" Meteorologj', Handy Rook of." Cll
Mignonet'.e, tree, alter flowering.

364
Millet as poultry food. 381

Mimulus cupreus. sowing in heat,

lij4; maculu^UB oultitro, 331
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HisHetoe, 267; seed, sowingt 93, 151,

16tt

Moles, 316
Mo33 un lawn, 234
Mulberry tree— wiser than the Peach.

109 ; uQf rai'.fal, 199 : pTOpagaCioD,
266: bearing early, 28J

Monster Poultry Show, IS
MuBhrooms— culture, 12,2^: forcing.

132; encouraging in a field, 184;
beds, wuodlice in, 125; spawOj in-

aertim: in fields, 316
MyoRotiri olpcBtrin, 163

MyrtUB Cheken, 360

Nastwich Poultry Sh*w, 236, 154

Nectarine trees—treatment of, 277;
unfruitful, 347 : blossoms foiling,

881
Netting—for seed-beds, 32; for Peach

trees, 151 ; fur protection, tanning,
1&4 ; a yard of, 234 ; for doors, &c.,

334; cost of, 234; for a Jruit garden,
S16

Kewcaetle-t'n-Tyne Columbarian So-
ciety, 57 : Uird Show, 114

Newchurch Poultry Show, 335
New Zealand, inseetivoroua birds for,

167
Nitrate of soda for a lawn, 32, 54

;

as a manure, 383
Northern Poultry Club Show, 153

Oak—EVERQHEEN. INJimED BT PEOST,
300 ; and Ash. leafing of, S3S, 442

Oats, ground, 220
OdontoRlossum grande culture, 500
Okeford Fitzpaine, 2S ; Roses and

fruits at, 356
Oleanders not flowering, 267
Oncidium tocrratum. 211
Onions, sowing, 182 ; culture, 264
Orange-house in Januarv, 119
Orchards, old, in Kent, 69
Orchard-houses, as a protective, 210;

future, 241; management, 197,265.
310, 314, 3y3; Peaches in, 310; blos-
soms in, falling, S33 ; the fors and
againsts, 342 : pros and cons, 405

Orchids, Mr. Bateman'a notes on,
347

Osier planting, 32
Osmunda regalis culture, 316

PAISLEV ORNTrHOLOGICAL SHOW, 34
Pampas Grass, culture, 1; frosted,

ir>2; drying, 364; injured bj &ost,
414

Pancratium culture, 364
Pasaifiora laurifoUa self- fertilising,

64
Pausies—Thomas Downie, Miss J.
Kay, Imperial Blue, and Hugh Adair,
28; sowing in heat, 134; dying sud-
denly. 279

Paris Universal Exhibition, 327, 537,

3SS; horticultural jurors, 249; hor-
ticulcultural awards, 300 ; Garden,
370

Parrot eating leathers, 288
Parsley culture, 233
Parsnip seed eaten, 349
Pass ifloras—lanrifolia self-fertilising,

64 : for a greenhouse, 348
Passion-Flower for open air, 216
Paulo%vnia imperialis, suwiiig seed,

Paul's (W.), show of spring flowers,
and lecture on, 224, 216

Peach trees-covering, 13; wood of
red spider on. 32; newly planted,
54; scale on, 54; not hurt by the
frost. 94; failing in peachery, 106;
(Tummor-rmniDg, training in a
bouse, 109 ; wash for, Un ; buds. 192

;

treatment of. 277 ; glands in leaves,

2M ; fruit fallin-;, 317 ; nearly killed,

364 ; leaves blistered, 364 ; blos-
soms falling, 381 ; and Nectarines
in orchard-house, thinning fruit,

414 : leaves diseased, 432
Peacock's feathers skinned over, 320
Pears—planting. 4; protecting blos-
som, 13; culture, 27, 50. 70, 44R

;

pjantinET, 47 : and perplexity, 85

;

Huyshe's Victoria, Prince of Wales,
Princess of Wales, and Prince Con-
sort. 88, S61 ; on Quince and Pear
stocks, 173, 190 : Beurro Clairgean,
511; eighteen guineas per dozen,
235 : pruning pyramidal, 251 ; cul-
ture, fan training, 295 ; blossomless,
itl6: leaves diseased, 333 ; unproduc-
tive in pots, pyramids unproduc-
tive, ?*0 : summer pruning, 447

Peas—earlv, 4, C7. 103. 159. 192, 193, 197,

225. 249, 2C0, S95, 419; seed needed,
estimate of varieties, 28; sowing
and protecting, 149; protectors for,

199; Marrow for autumn, 199; tender-
ness of forced, 215; Gardener's De-
light, 223; protectin?, 226; planting
out, 350; cnlture of. 258,342; roots
eaten by millipede, S32; early, tested
ftt Chiswick, 39S ; the Dew. 449 ; fail-

mg.4£<2

Peat chareoal, 184 ; snaking, 216
Pelargoniums—Meteor, 28

;
grafting,

32; cuttings, waterintf, 74; Tire-
buck's, 126; cultinc down Zonal,
134; Custlemilk. 151 ; for exhibiiiun,
169; treatment of old beddint; and
Mrs. Pollock, 184; sports, cutlinps,
1H5; of the past season, 191; Miss
Martin, 211; for bedding, 216; sift-

)Dg soil for, 218; pinching, 234; old
plants of Tom Thumb, 234; Trico-
lored, 213, 357, 373; Milton and
Negress, 263; culture of Tricolored.
273; origin of, 275. 291; estimate of
bedding, 2«9; at Koval Horticultural
Society, 297; bedding, 301; culturo
and turf soil for Tricolored, 308;
"Treatise on hybridisation and cul-

tivation," 312. 326; leaves blackened,
816; origin of Tricolored, 323 ; exhi-
bition at South Kensington, 330;
leaves spotted, 349; sporiing, Mrs.
Grieve, 380 ; origin of variegated,
387; definition of Zonal and Nose-
gay, for exhibition, 414 ; what are
variegated ? 441 ; at Bury St. Ed-
munds Show, 445

Pentstemon seed sowing, 343
Peperomia arifolia i-. argyreia, 211
Perches for fowls, 172
Perennials, merits and culture of
hardy, 353

Perth Poultry Show, 97
Pests of the garden, 451
Pets, ladies', 40
Pheasants—confined, 80 ; in an aviary,
220: silting and feeding, 402

Philadelphus mexicanus not flower-
ing, 217

Philesiahuxilolia culture, 452
Philoperisteron Society's Show, 78
Phloxes, list of, 3&1
Photinia serrulata propagating, 283
Picotees, select, 91
Pigeons, 384 ; Barbs at York, 20 ; flight

feathers of Owl, 80; dung as ma-
nure, 151 : preparing Runts for ex-
hibition. Pouter cock ill. 116; en-
trance for Fantails, 156 ; Turbits,
204; notes on fancy, 235; Society,
267 ; for a lady, pole-houses for,
25fi ; Runts, 30i ; laying soft eggs,
40S

*' Pigeons, their structure, &c.," 270
'* Pigeons, Breeding of Trumpeter,"

154
Pimeleas—flfter flowering, 316; decus*
sata culture, 54

Pin in a fowl's breast, 219
Pine Apples— black inside, 93; select,
109; in small pots, 173

Pine-pit heating, 185
Pink, parentage of Clarke's Lord Lyon,
445

Pipes, circulation of water in quad-
rangular, 301 ; hot -water, quantitv
needed. 198

Pits, shaded, 109; converting to a
house, 33

Plantain, eradicating, 16S
Plant case, 218
Plants—drj-ing, 82; recently intro-
duced, bl

Pleroma sarmentosa, 211
Plough, snow, 216
Plum tree blijihted, 349
Plungingmaterial, 93

Poa trivialis argentea elegans, 548
Poinscttia culture, 266
Portulaca culture, 284
Potatoes, 6, 144 ; and their culture, 21

;

notes on some. 43; early, 67;
frince of Wales, 85; alkaline ma-
nures for, 93,111.393; sprouting for
planting, 94; gOoSip about, 99, 127:
best first eariy, 134 ; Birmingham
Prize, 147; estimate of, 159: plant-
ing, 167, 1S3, 2;^4 ; for the far north,
174; Grammars, 184; cause of dis-
ease. 194 ; York Regent, 223 ; grow-
ing on ridge-and-forrow system, 233;
earthing up, 394; diseased, 412; ex-
periments with various, 410

Pots, cleaning, 214
Poultry—past and future, 14 ; judging,

15, 94; show netflects, 16 : keeping
profitably, varieties together, wings
cut, 20; proportioning sexes, 40;
cottager's, in confined space, 55 ; in
confined space, Go, 80; cross-breed-
ing, 60 ; yard inclosure, height for,

80; handling at sales, 80: Com-
mittees, want of courtesy 95 ; pro-
tracted detention of, 95 ; mutilating
at shows, 95, 135 : exhibiting bor-
rowed, 95; washing, 98; keeping,
results. 111; effects of season on,
111; "Instantaneous Reference for
Poultry, Pigeons, and Rabbits,'' 189;
mortahty amonc. food, market, 140

;

consumption of, 152; cross-breed-
ing, 153; for damp yard, 156; sick,

156; flooring fr>r, 156; produce, 201;
shows, summer, 201: doings, 255;
keeping, year's result, 268: runs, 272;
breeding hints, o51 : houses, por-
table, 350,382, 416 ; shows and their
management, 350 : keeping, exten-
sive, 415 ; run. grrasH for, 420

Poultry Club, 15, 34, 30-2: late Treasu-
rer of, 55 ; Secretary, 76

" foaltr7-keep«r, The Frsotieol,'* 100

Primrose, bine, 25«, 29S
Primulas—seed, sowing, IS; seedlings,
&4; corlusoides amfsna, 81; dis-
eased, 169; blue, 258, 293; Chinese,
after flowering, ssl, blooming a
Sfcond year, 439

Privet berries poisonous, 266
Propagating—and Cucumber - house,

93: bouse, heating, 151
Propagation of shrubs and trees , 893
Pi'otecting material, 72
Prunus sineusis, double, after flower-

ing, 316 : pruning, 349
Pruning-time, 397; evergreens, 399
Psidiums, 44 ; Kaddii, 8
Pteris serrulata, sowing, 32
Pullets, what are, 438
Pyreihrums and Peonies at Versailles
Nursery, 423

Queensland, 132
Quickset hedge, caterpillars on, 54

Rabbits — lop-eared, ears op, ex-
hibiting. 140; Welsh, 155; prizes
for, 401,415

Radiation of heat from the earth, 312
Radishes, 281
Rain- gauges for, 135; water becoming
hard, 198

Railway charges, 16, extortion, 285
Ranunculuses, taking up, 333
Raphanus caudatus culture, 169
Raspberries, training, 132
Red spider—on Peach trees, 32; on
wall trees, 89 ; a devourer of, 147

Rhododendrons—seed sowing, graft-
ing, 110 ; protectinij, 111 ; flowering
early, 152; marginato-punctatum,
163; seedlings, 168, 252; not flower-
ing. 218; longifoUum, 230; propa-
gating, 2S3; pruning. 316; Exhi-
bition, J. Waterer's, 407 ; injured by
frost, 414

Rhubarb running to seed, 316
Ribbon border. 266
Rice for fowls, 116, 402
River bank planting, 151
Rivina lievis for table decoration, 275
P.ock plants, list of, 364
Roofs, double, 73
Rose Amateur's Guide." 193

Roses—importation of, who raised our
best, 2; Napoleon III., 28: French
with English names, abusi™ of
terms, 46: pruning, 53,216; exhibi:-
ing, 83; effects of the frost, 105 ; fes-
toons of climbing, removing old
Banksian, 110; notes of and about,
129

;
growing plants under standard,

133 ; forcing, 151, 234, 246 ; in pots in
greenhouses, 157; for clayey soil,

169 ; sowing Alpine, 199 ; in a frreen-
house, 184; Tea-scented in a green-
house, 234 ; culture of pot, 253 ; train-
ing against a house, 266; and other
florists' flowers at the Royal Horti-
cultural Societv'g Show, 292; bark
of trees eaten, 333; Tea-scented and
Noisette in August, 832

;
prospects

this year. 340, 341; insect on, 347:
leaves blistered, 348; not flower-
ing. 349 ; at Okeford Fitzpaine, 356;
attar of, 361; insect destroying the
leaves, S64 ; for list of stocks. 876;
on Manetti atocKs, 386 ; mildew
on, 388; Isabella Gray not bloom-
ing, for training to house, 398

;

effect of frost on their pith, 405

;

injured by frost, 425: retarding
their blooming, 432 ; at Brie-Comte-
Robert, 450 ; removing in July, 452

;

taking up Tea-scenied in winter,
452; cuttings, 453

Rubbish heaps, 101

Rubua leucodermis, 283

SACCHARIKE food foe FOWT.S, 172
Saceolabium Bicranteum,262
St. Cloud, trees before. 380
Salt for poultry. 98, 237. 254
Sand, granitic, for Ferns, 233
Sarcanthus crinaceus, 211
Sashes, double, 73
Savoy, Feather-stemmed, 338
Scale on Pine Apples, 283
Scilla sibirica, 41'J

Screen under trees, 316
Scutellaria costaricana, 419
Sea-kale—sal tin ur, running to seed,

168: forcing, 182; management after
forcing. 252 : culture, 399, 314

;

bitter, 364 ; leggy, SSO
Sedum maximum versicolor, 361
Selaginella denticulata variegated, 252
Season, mildness of, 7

Seaweed as manure. 397
Seeds, protecting, 431; sowing small,
431

Seemann, Dr. return of, 429
Sewage—management, 53 : town, 409
Shading. 346 ; material, 169

Shows of 1867, 8
Shreds, substitute for. 93, 109
Shrubs, hardy, forcing, 151

Simpson, Mr^ teetimonial to, 19&

Siphoeampylns Humboldtianus, 2U
Silting, preventing hens, 415
Skinnt- r, Mr. G. U.. 147 ; death of, 139
Sloping bed, planting, S33
Slugs—and snails, 5l3; deatroyiof;
348; and seeds, 378

Snak« millipede, 332
Snow on walks and houses, SO
Soap-suds as a manure. 109
Society of Arts' prizes awarded to
gardeners, 411

Sola for manure, 300
Solanum capsicastrum culture, 398
Soot water, making, 346
SophronitiB prandiflora, 211
Sorghum tartaricmn, 310,327; aliat
cemnum, 297

Spanish fowls—worn out, 116; cock's
comb black, 220 ; face treatment. 240

;

cock become thin, 256 ; cockerel dia-
ordered, 272 ; cock's face alcer«d«
288 ; cock's face, 456

Spar^xis under hand-lights, 54
Spharogj-no lalifolia culture, 168
Spinach, Australian, culture, S64
Spir^a salicifolia, 169
Spring- flowering plants, list, 266, 441
Spring flowers. 371
" Standard of Excellence." 415
Stanliopea oculata culture, 300
Stemonacanthus Pearcei, 410
Stephanotis iloribunda in a green-
house, 348; cutting down, 381

Stones, removing from soil, 152
Stoves in plaut-houses, IZI
Strawberries—for market, 4; plant-

ing. M : what is a good crop of? 82,
160; injured by frost, 93; forcing,
101; planting out forced. 168, SS3;
Dr. Hogg. 276; going blind, 284;
price of, 309 ; culture, 345 ; scapea
eaten, 848 ; out of doors, 879 ; pro-
pagating by runners from unfruit-
ful, 381; good crop of, 394; May
Queen early, 395

Sugar-bakers' skimming, 54
Sugar Grass, Chinese, 216
Sulphate of lime as a manure. 233
Sulphur—in coals. 217 ; and lime, 234

;

burning in vinery, Sb3 ; quantity
needed for fumigation, 348

Sunderland Bantam Show. 59
Snper-phopphate of lime. 316
Sussex, cottagers' fowls in, 254
Sweet Williams removing, 453
Sycamore grafting, 218
Synadenium Grantii, 211

Tacsonia ionea not ploweeino, 53
Tallies. &c., making, 214
Tan— old, for Ferns, 216; insects in

234
Tapeinotes Carolinje, 163
Telopea speciosissima, 448
Temperature'*, natural, 355
Thorne OrnithologicaJ Show, 202;
Poultry Show, 455

Thuja gigantea and Lobbiana con-
founded, 143

Tinnea a:thiopica, 263
Tobacco -Pooley's ground, 377, SW;
dutv-frce for gardening purposes,
407, 423. 442 ; touch paper. 445

Todea superba browned. ?6l
Tomato culture in cold frames, 444
Towerville, 25
Town— Gardening, 189, 207, 227 ; flower
garden planting, O'^O

Trees, overhanging, 1B4
Tricvrtis hirta, 217
Triteleia uniflora. hardy, 180, 213, 243
Tritoma uvaria. sowing, 134
Tritonia planting, 110
Tropaeolum tricolorum culture, 848
Tuberose culture, 110
Tulip Tree of New South Wales. 448
Tulips—under hand-lights, 54; early,

324; taking up. 332; siniile, ten va-
rieties, 410; double, five varieties,
410

Turf—soil, 61; green, for soil, 95;
storing for potting, 132 ; burned
for compost, 152

Turfing, 265
Turkeys—fattening, 60; for breeding,

116 ; food for, 20-1 ; failures with, 304;
young, picking their feet. 456

Turnips, 1H2; storing, 107; fly, pre-
venting, 396

Tussilago farfara variegata, for bed-
ding, 134

TyditJi and Achimenea, 53

Uecbolisa aurba, si

Vacaxt r.RorvD, 13
Vallota purpurea culture, 169

Variegation of leaves, causes of, 385
Varieties - what is meant ? 377

Vegetable Marrow culture. 199
Ventilating orchard-bouse, 432

Verbenas — cuttings, striking, 94 ; mil-

dewed, 109; culture, 141. 176 : cut-

tings, 1^; planting ont, 213; flower
ing in pots. 217 ; for exhibition, 81

tiweet-econted, cuttings, 381



Vermin, IflS

Vines—<iur, 6, 23, 48, 6fl; aiiil bdidcrF.
7,44,142,^06. 274. 827. 829: roots in

wet Boil. I.'! : torfiei'H, niakinc, 22, 7< :

lifting, R'2; boniurfl, stratified, i'<:

compnst, 51; iidmittinp nir to. i'i:

sulnhor nnd cliiy for, 74: forcinir,

74, 16M; Blac!: Aliranlc, prat^inp, t).<)

:

prauiiirr, 04; borders, tTul>8 in, 93;
roverin-f ^or, 95. 4r.3: chsircnnl for,

151; plautinfT. 110, 8.10: produce of,

in a vinpi-)-. lU; cuUtire, 117; stop-

pinp Tinfrtiitfnl, 134: brown pntches
ou. 1R7 ; rcnovutiiip old, VJS ;

prnnini:;

old, 199 ; w-ith t<Tminal shoots killed.

216; brrnkin-; wcnk!y, 217: remov-
iop shoot 6. 217 : WQterinjr. 'il7: leuvpg
browned, ilH; nt Krecnliouse back,
y84: leaves scnlded. diseased. 231;
ai^'rial roots of, 252 ; trainincr, Musent
weak. 266: nnnroductiye, 2tifi; train-

ins, 290 ; ripcninij wood prematurely,
301; mildew, 260, 364; borders, in-

side, 310; leaves comicated, RIO

;

lavt-rinsr. S-22 ; top-dresaing borders,

393; fruitfal at end of canes, 833;

temperature for Masrat of Alexan-
driu.S19; insect on,S97; unh.'-aUhy,
iiirn>itts on, waterinsr iu inside
border, SOfl; frnitful liccoinint,- un-
fruitlnl, 4n«: tbrip« on Ica^'ts, 414;
ienvos scorehed, 414; Mnscnt Ham-
bnrch mildewed, 453; borders, wii-f-

worniB in, 414: nso of n glazed ont-
side. 422; sho^rts miUU-wcd, und
bunchoB brown. 4.13

Vinery- dividin(T, .'•!
;
pipeR for. 111;

heatinp, 108; roof anfjle, 199: ven-i-
latinn, 175 ; pronnd, 179,211 ; mjikinji,

217: aspect, 800; fire inside, ItlG

;

evlindric or tower, 40ft

Viola cornuta, 371, SK9, 444. 4.'>2; sowim,'
in heat, 134; from seed, 234

;
plant-

in p, !11H

VioK-tfi—Xeapolitnn, mnnaETeraen' of,

of. 132 : effects of their perfnme, 249
;

Czar, euUnre. 300; inpotB,881
Vultnrc hocks, 135

Walks—coKCUETE, B2 ; loobe ciuvel,

181 ; mana-j'ing', SG5 ; sabdoing weeds
on, 430

"Wall trees—pruning old. 110; bordera,

'^\'a'nnts. renovafinc old. 175
WiilHalt Poultry Show, U, 96
Wiiratah. 413
Wiirficpwicr. J. It. von R., death of.lSl
Wart under hen'a eye. 40
Water Lilies in a vase, oultnre, S3
Water containing iron. CIG
Waterinp. !I2, 4r.2 ; Geedhnjjs, 299

f
Weeds on walks, to destroy, 228, 234;
buminp, 317

Week, work 'or. 11. 29. 51. 71, 90, 106.

131. 148, lfi.% ISl. 1!>6. 213, 230, 249, 263.
2aO, 297, 312. 330, S44, 361. :^.77, 395, 411.

42'J. 449 : doinirs of last, 12. 30, .V2, 7-\

91. 107. 131. 149. 166, 182, ly7. 214. 231,
250. 264, 231, 299. 313, 331, 345, 362,
378,306.412,4:^0,450

Wr-llingtonia gigantea from cnttinps,
16S

Wentworth Pooltry Show, 36
\Vpa(, ont in the, 22 9

Wh:tr-'edale Poultry Show, 287

Wheat, Bpron(ed. for fowls. 2-1*

Whitehav.m Poultry SUoa-, &8; the
disquitifi'-ation n', 76

Wicton I'onltry Sti»w.269
Willows and (isifr.-i, 73
Winter's ellecis at Messrs. iTery'a,
340

Wireworms, 347; destroyinp, 253; in
Vine border. 434

WoodbridKe Poultry Show, srj), 367
Woodlice-dcstroyint,',251,43a; eating

fruit, 414
Woodseat, 426
Worms, destroying, 410

YKWB—MAKAGINO IbISR, 216; TRANS-
PLANTING, 283

Yucca leaves drooping, 199

Zamia elliptic* culture, 801
Ze;i,japonica foliis Hlbo-vittaiis, 861

Zinc flower-pots, 233

WOODCUTS.

PAGE
Barlaeton Hall, flower garden 10

Bee-Mves, Pettitt's moveable comb, and bar-frame 172

Flower-garden Plans 10, 428

Pruit-treo borders, formation of 50, 51

Hoe, Scuffle , . 360

Icehoase 106

Ladder, American 248

Paris Universal Exhibition, horticultural department 828

Pear, Huyshe's Prince Consort 89

„ „ Prince of Wales 83

y, „ Princess of Wales 89

„ „ Victoria 83

„ Fan training 296

Pear, Fan training, modification of 296

„ Horizontal traiuing 70, 71

„ Oblique Cordon 447

„ Pyramid training 446, 447

„ Upright training 298

Poultry-houses, portable 350, 883, 416

Roses, exhibition stand for 129

Strawberry ci'inoline 210

Training, Double Lateral Cordon 212

Pear trees 70, 71, 296, 448, 447

Vinery, Ground 212

Wood seat, Flower Garden at 428
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Day
of

Month

Day
of

Week.
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JANUARY 1—7, 1867.

ClECCMCISION.
Myoporum parvifolioizt*

Oralis marginata.
Osalis sansuinea.
Oxalis variabilis.

Epiphany. Twelfth Day.
Pittosporum tobira.

Average Temperature
near London.

Day.
43.3

42.4

48.0

42.6

41.8

41.0

41.6

Night.
80.9

29.5

30.6
31.3

SO.O

28.8

28.6

Mean.
87.1

85.9

36.8

86.9

85.9

84.9

S5.1

Rain in
last

J9 yeara.

Daya.
12
16
19
16
14
IS
14

Son
Rises.

m. h.

9af8
9 8
8 8
8 8
8 8
8 8

Snn
Sets.

Moon
Rises.

m. h. m. h.
69af3

j
83afS
83
SO
24
12
55
32

Moon
Sets.

m. h.

23afl
56 1

33 2
17 3
7 4
8 5
8 6

Moon's
Age,

Days.
25
26
27

1

Clock
before
Snn.

m. 8.

8 44
4 12
4 41)

5 8
5 So
6 2
6 28

Day
of

Year.

From observations taken near London daring the last forty years, the average day temperature of the week is 42.2' ; and its nighl
temperature 29.9^. The greatest beat was 57% on the 3rd, 1860; and the lowest cold 4\ on the 2nd, 1854. The greatest fall of rain was
0.86 inch. N.B.—The Calendar contains the names of plants flowering in the greenhouse.

LIBRARY
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GARDEN.

THE PAMPAS GRASS.

T is somewhat remarkable

that so little has been said

about tliis very beautiful

plant, wliich at the present

time shows itself so con-

spiouousl}- in most situa-

tions in the south of England. Is it thought not to be

hardy enough to withstand severe ranters, or has the

novelty which it possessed when it was first introduced

died away ? Its beauty cannot be said to have done so,

for nothing can be really more attractive than some of the

specimens on which upwards of a himdred plum}' spikes

testify to the profuseness of its blooming, while its grace-

fulness as a plant entitles it to a place where its blooming

is even more uncertain than in some favoured localities.

Certain it is that the Pampas Grass is less grown than it

ought to be. Many places of considerable size contain only

a single specimen. As it is not over-nice in regard to situa-

tion it is deserving of being planted more largely than it has

been. Except in one or two cases it has not as yet perfected

seeds in tliis country, and therefore, as it does not naturally

increase itself here by selfsown seeds, suckers, or layers, it

must be propagated by other means. Fortunately these

means are not difficult, and if there were a demand, young
plants could be had in any quantity. I will now offer a few
notes on the culture of this most beautiful of all autmun-
flowering plants.

However objectionable some situations may be to the

plant, certainly the character of the soil makes little dif-

ference to it. I have seen it thriving well on a dry rocky
hill, and equally at home by the side of a pond or ditch

;

and the description of soil seems, indeed, to have less effect

than the presence or absence of moisture, for I have seen
it flon-ering in the greatest perfection on the black peaty
soUs of Bagshot, and here a plant is doing pretty weU on
the stifl'est of clays. I think that it always requires sun-
shine to do well, and very probably it will succeed best

where there is sufficient moistm-e without stagnation, for

the best plant which I ever saw was gron-ing by the side of

a piece of ornamental water in the garden of J. Holling-
worth, Esq., near Maidstone. This plant about three
years ago had upwards of 120 spikes of bloom upon it, and
I believe that number has smce been much exceeded. The
soil rested on Kentish rag, or what in other places would
be called limestone. Other plants at the same place, grow-
ing in various positions, were also flowering well : but I
believe that the whole had the advantage of sunshine at

all times.

Free-blooming as the Pampas Grass is, there are times
when its non-flowermg is cUfficult to account for. Many
years ago I planted one out iu a dell amongst slurubs, the

Ko, SOI.—T«b XII.. Msw Ssures.

situation was moist rather than dry, and the plant grew and
flowered for a few years, and I beHove was amongst the
first that did flower out of doors ; each succeeding j'ear

added to the niunber of its spikes untQ in the bright warm
summer of Is.jij there was a blank—no flower, although
the plant gi'ew as fast as before, and seemed all right.

Unwilling to remove a plant that was favourably situated,

it remained tliroughout the next year, during which compa-
ratively few plants of this species flowered, a ckcumstance
which seemed attributable to the dull wet character of the
smnmer. The severe \\dnter which followed killed many
plants of Pampas Grass in difl'erent parts of the country,

and did not leave tliis one entirely unscathed ; its non-
flowering in li^Ol was therefore excused. The plant re-

covering its former \'igour, half a dozen blooms were pro-

duced in 1862, which, being less than it had fm'nished in
1858, was anything but cheering ; and in 1sm;5 and ISfil it

was altogether destitute of flowers. This, of course, led to

the plant being condemned, and ha'\"ing been taken up in

the spring of 180.5 it was di\ided into a number of small
plants, some of which promise to do well, one or two being
in flower at the present time. Now, how is the plant's

not flowering in seasons, when other specimens (Ud so

to be accounted for '.' The situation, I have no doubt,

exerted a considerable influence, for some trees and shrubs
grew up and partially shaded the plant, and though it

continued to grow no flower-stems were produced. In
some situations a gi'eater number of flower-spikes nill

be found on a plant of a given size than on another
cUfl'erently placed. We have here one or two specimens
which seem as large as that referred to as having had up-

wards of 120 spikes of bloom upon it, 3-et we have never at

tliis place reached half that number. The plants here are

mostly growing on a dry stony soU. I believe the Pampas
Grass sufl'ers much fi-om the roots of trees encroaching on
it, and possibly tliis assisted the other cause in preventing

the specimen in question flowering. It is certain that the

Pampas Grass prefers being alone to contendmg n-ith

other plants for the occupation of an allotted space of

gi'oimd : and it is equally true that it looks best when in

such a position, for few plants can equal and stiU fewer

excel it for symmetry of growth and a uniformly good
appearance on aU sides : it therefore deserves an open
position, so as to exhibit its beauties to the greatest ad-

vantage.

Independently of its dislike to shade, or rather conten-

tion •svith other plants for support from the gi-ound wliich

it occupies, I believe that the Pampas Grass flowers more
or less freely according to the varieties that are grown ;

for there are certainly diflerent shades of colour, and pos-

sibly some varieties may be earlier than others. A some-

what dark-colom-ed one is often regarded as the earhest,

though it is by no means the prettiest : the narrow-leaved

plants also often furnish bloom earlier than the broad-

leaved—that is, small plants begin to flower sooner ; this

is a consideration, for at best the Pampas Grass is not

the quickest of plants to come into blooming, and some
have to wait three or four years ere they have any bloom

worth mentioning. Neither is it the best in the %vorld 'o

No. 96?.—Vol. XXXVU., Old Sekies.
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propagate, for it sometimes happens that a stooky-looking

plant tliat appears to invite being pulled into twenty pieces,

with a I'ttle root attached to each, will be found not to yield

more than three or four plants a few months afterwards.

This, of course, is where they are left to take care of them-
selves ; nursing in a proper propagating-house or ground will

in many cases insure as many plants as offsets. The Pampas
Grass is also not one of the easiest of plants to transplant

;

losses arise with it quite as often as with evergreen shrubs,

yet the latter drawbacks are trifling, and ought not to prevent

a more extensive cultivation of this charming autumn flower,

which deserves a place wherever there is a chance of its flower-

ing ; and even in places where this is uncertain an isolated

plant or two on sites judiciously chosen give a sort of tropical

aspect to the spot not afforded by anything else. It would,
however, be well if the farthest position northward at which
the plant flowers were made known through the pages of this

Journal, so that intending planters might know how to base
their expectations. I believe the plant is much affected by
the impurities of large cities, and is therefore not adapted
for the London squares, but of this I am not sufficiently in-

formed.
It has often been a matter of regret that this plant does not

flower earlier, and a summer substitute for it has been sug-
gested in the shape of Arundo conspicua, a pretty graceful-

growing plant, but the paucity of the flowering spikes and their

smalluess, although burue on stalks as long as that of the
Pampas Grass, renders it only a poor substitute; other kinds,
however, may jn-ove more suitable, and even earlier-flowering

varieties of the Pampas Grass may in time be obtained. As it

is, there seem to exist variations in the times of flowering as
well as in the colour and formation of the spike. This is

more interesting than it there were no variety, and affords

another reason for a more extensive cultivation of the plant.—-J. EOBSON.

NOTES OF AND ABOUT ROSES.
1. Importation fkoh France.—I have read with satisfaction

the protest, at page 404, against the wholesale importation of

new Koses which are annually sent from France to tempt the
unwary, and deceive even the most practised rosarians. Long
before the publication of the article above alluded to, I have
had it in mind to again direct attention to this subject, with
the view of ascertaining whether it is possible to find some ex-
pedient for mitigating the plague yearly inflicted on the
Eose-growing and Eose-loving public. At present there are
but few signs of any abatement of the evil, for evil it assuredly
is in many respects. It is a severe tax upon our patience ; not
much less so upon our purse, upon our credulity, upon our
time ; for it is a waste of time in propagating a large number
of kinds " to prove " them to be worthless, and therefore a waste
of material on account of a useless application of it.

'

I am
aware that these expressions will not be deemed "orthodox"
by some of our more enthusiastic Rose friends, but it is

necessary t;i speak out, and that, too, without reserve.
If a really good Rose makes its appearance, it matters not

whence it comes, we welcome it, and accept it with due
honour and delight ; but so often do we have to glean it out
amidst a host of worthless or indifferent companions, that
the task becomes dispiriting, and we begin to regard with
suspicion every new-comer. It is not simply good Roses that
we should seek forout of the new announcements, but better
ones—that is, such as show some marked improvement or new
feature in advance of kinds we already possess, particularly as
regards form, colour, and size, combined with healthy habit
and constitution.

I believe that the majority of om- nurserymen with whom
the cultivation of Roses is one of the most important subjects
of their business, regard, not simply with dislike, but with
aversion, the thankless task of propagating so many new kinds
annually, when experience has shown that only a few, a very
few, will remain sufficiently longin fav( ur to be "both profitable
and useful. Various remarks inserted in thtir catalogues
seem to intimate this feeling rather strongly, still more so the
number of names yearly expunged from their lists, previously
inserted because they were new. That " Index Expurga-
torius " of Roses, issued from Sawbridgeworth, though some-
what too rigorous to please most of us, is a notable advance
in the right direction, and a severe but telling evidence on
tbp part of the veteran horticulturist whose name it bears.
The impatience of the numerous Rose amateurs to possess

and try novelties is, doubtless, the great cause of the demand
being supplied, and while the demand continues the supply
will be sure to follow. I do not propose, however, to discuss
this matter further than stating my belief that if purchasers
would only wait a sufficient time, for the truth would be sure to
come out, propagators would be relieved from a great burden,
and the time, labour, and expense of increasing inferior
Roses would be more economically applied, and more profitably
too, by a more cautious and restricted selection from the host
of new seedlings every year produced in France. I anticipate,
therefore, no detriment to the interests of the growers who
import them, but, on the contrary, much prevailing dissatis-
faction would be removed

;
gi'eater confidence and increased de-

mand for what is really good would be substituted.
More convincing than any argument will be the statement of

a few simple facts relating to the actual number of Roses raised
in France during several consecutive years ; a comparison of

the total number with the actual number of the same period
at present in the best trade catalogues will show very
pointedly the extent to which this annual importation is at-

tempted or actually carried on. By the Roses of any par-
ticular year is meant those sent out by our own nurserymen
m the spring of that year, and, therefore, first known to us in
the course of the season following, although announced by the
French growers in the autumn previous. As we know at

present but little of the past year's Roses, and almost nothing,
except by name, of the batch recently published in these
pages, no mention is made of any of them in the lists about
to follow, nor are they included in any of the numbers about
to be given. I therefore select the five years preceding last

year—that is, from 1861 to 1805 inclusive.

The number of new Roses sent out during that period stands
as follows :

—

1861 1862 1863 1864 1865
Hybrid Perpctuals SI 5S 67 48 69
Bourbon 3 8 4 6 7
Teas 3 5 4 8 2
Other kinds 8 4 5 1 5

Total 40 65 80 58 83

In aU 336.

If this number is not strictly accurate, the defect arises from
the circumstance of JM. Eugene Verdier publishing his an-

nouncements sometimes on a separate sheet. In one instance

(1862), I have lost or mislaid this sheet ; the total, therefore,

is deficient by the number of Roses sent out by M. Eugene
Verdier in that year—probably six or eight.

The number of new French Eoses annually announced in

the catalogues of our principal growers varies, of course,

according to the number sent out in France. In the five

years 1861-5 the numbers varied from about thirty-five to

forty-eight ; the actual number introduced during the whole
period, therefore, scarcely exceeded two hundred, leaving

about one hundred and thirty that have probably never been
introduced into this country. In some of the best catalogues

not more than one hvmdred of these two bundled are now in-

serted, in several less than one hundred, aud m one above

alluded to I do not think there are fifty. In Mr. Radclyfie's

list of the best Eoses at page 202, there are but twenty-five

that belong to this period.

During the same five years there were about a dozen
English seedlings and Roses sent out by our own growers,

five of these are in Mr. Eadclyffe's list, and some of the

others are still regarded with favour.

These facts speak for themselves.

2. Who Raised Our. Best Roses.—I quite agree with " D.,

Ileal " that before attempting to estimate the merits of a new
and unknown Rose from the character and descr;piion given of

it by the raiser, it is some help to our estimatinu to know the

name of the raiser (especially in the case of French Roses),

that we may judge from his antecedents what amount of confi-

dence may be placed in his annoimcements. Our own nursery-

men, as a rule, do not affix the names of the raisers of Frenih

Rotes published in their catalogues, unless for some distinc-

tive purpose, as in the case where the same name has been

given to two different varieties, which has more than once

occurred; thus we have had Souvenir de Conite Cavour (Mar-

gottiii), and another of the same name by Robert et Moreau,

also Maiechal Souchet (Dnmaiziu), aud another by GuiUot fils,

and the name of the raiser is added no lunger than while

both kinds are retained in the catalogue. In the lirst instance,

Robert el Moreau's Souvenir de Comtu Cavour was dismissed

the second or third season after its aj^peaiance, while Mar-
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gottin's ranks among the best Koses in cultivation, altliongh

Margottin's name is no longer affixed to it. In the second in-

stance, some growers retain Damaizin's Marfichal Souchet and
reject the other, while some prefer that of Guillot fils. It is

true that not much confusion is hkely to arise in this case, as

neither of them will now become popular, not even occupying

a second rank.

The names of the raisers of our best Eoses are scarcely

known among cultivators in connection with particular flowers,

and not always remembered by the most distinguished

rosarians. It will, therefore, not be uninteresting to recapitu-

late some of the best Eoses that appeared during the five years

I have selected, in connection with the names of the raisers.

It will serve to remind the reader to whom we are indebted

for them, and to judge from these data what amount of credence

may be placed in the announcements recently published, and
ably commented on by " D., Deal,'' but which it must take at

least two seasons to prove.

I take for my basis the list given by Mr. Eadclyffe, or, more
correctly, those of that Ust that were introduced during the

period ; there are twenty-five, exclusive of English Eoses. To
these I add others, not of equal merit, but so good and
generally approved that they will continue in favour till sur-

passed by others of a similar character. I may be pardoned
for alluding here to a former article, my statements in it hav-

ing been misunderstood by the correspondents who followed

on the same subject. In giving a list of the best Eoses of 1865

it seems to have been inferred that I had put them down as

being the best Eoses, whereas it was only intended to point out

which were the best of that particular year.

There is a difference of opinion regarding four in Mr. Ead-
clyffe's list—viz.. Due de Gazes, General Washington, Sojur

des Anges, and Professeur Koch. The first, though unsur-

passed in its colour and size, opens badly, and too frequently
yields a large proportion of imperfect flowers to only one good
one. If it were constant, and as fine as Mr. Eadclyffe grew it

at Eushton, its place in the first rank would be indisputable.

The fault of not expanding is still more applicable to General
Washington, which rarely produces a perfect flower. Sceur des
Anges is partly objectionable from the same cause, as well as

inconstancy in colour, which probably arises from its being a

sport. Professeur Koch is worthless here, but as Mr. Eadclyffe

is confirmed by Mr. W. Paul and Mr. Eivers, the authority for

giving it a first place is too strong to controvert.

With the above qualification I submit a list of the best Eoses
sent from France during the five years 1861-5, with the names
of the raisers.

EUGENE VEEDIEF..

Madame Charles Wood Dr. .^dr>'
Pi-ofesseur Koch Eushton Radclyffe
George Prince Madame Verschaffelt
Madame Victor Verdier Leopold Premier
Prince Camille de Rohan Alpaide de Eotalier
Madame Caillat Mareehal Niel
Joseph Fiala

The foregoing list shows that we are indebted to M. Eugene
Verdier for several of our best Eoses. notwithstanding the
severe censure that has been occasionally passed upon him on
account of the great number he sends out annually. That he
does this to a fault cannot be denied, and it would be well if

he withheld the inferior kinds. I am not quite certain if I am
correct in assigning Leopold I. and Alpaide de Eotalier to him,
having mislaid or lost his list for the years in which these
Eoses were sent out. Marfchal Xiel was raised by an amateur
named Pradel, but mis en commerce by M. Eugene Verdier.

CHAKLES VEKDIEB.

Duchesse de Cavlus
Madame W. Paul

Vicomtc Vigier
Fran*ois Lacharme

The first two are very properly in Mr. Eadclyfte's Ust. The
last is a superb Eose, but of weak growth.

LACHAKME.
Charles Lefebvre Xavicr Olibo
Alired de Rongemont Madame Charles Verdier
Baron \. de Rothschild

To Lacharme belongs the honour of raising the best crimson
Eose known. The last two, I am inclined to think, require
further trial.

ILiRGOIIIN.

Soavenir de Comte Cavoor Jean Goxijon
Rev. H. Dombrain
Louise Margottin

Mdile. .\mt'iie Halphen
Charles Margottin

Nos. 3 and 4 liave been proved here to be well worthy of a
place in the Eose garden, though somewhat too rough for ex-

hibition purposes. 5 and 6 are Bourbons not yet surpassed in

their class for colour and form.

GIUNGEE.
General Washington Due de Wellington
Mam-ice Beruardin Leopold Hausburg
Baronne Pelletan de Kinkelin

2, 4, and 5 are the best.

GUILLOT FILS.

Engene Verdier Abbe Berleie

No. 1 is distinct and good.

GONOD.

Madame Moreaii Achille Gonod Celine Gonod

No. 3 is a very pretty Bourbon of satiny rose colour, with

slightly incurved petals.

OGEK.
Soeor des Anges Belle Nonnnnde

LECOMPTE.

Martjchal VaiUant

One of the best and certainly one of the most Pei-petnal Roses
known. I have had blooms of it in all weathers, from the end
of May to the middle of December, in the past season.

TOUVAIS.
Dnc de Gazes Frant^ois Louvat
Serairamis Julie Daran

The last two must give place to many better in the scarlet

crimson class.

DAILAIZIN.

Alphonse Damaizin

Of perfect form and colour, but hardly strong enough in

constitution.

PORTEIIEE ET FILS.

Pien-e Netting Charles Wood Jean Rosenkrantz

LIABAUD.

Clemence Joigneaus Mons. Eoncenne Madame de Canrobert

The third was one of the best, if not the best Eose shown at

the National Show at Kensington last summer ; it was in Mr.

Cant's box. Like too many other fine Eoses, as Furtado,

Vidot, and MdUe. Bonnaire, it is reported to be not sufficiently

vigorous to be a first-class kind.

LEVEQDE ET FILS.

Due de Rohan Ellse Vilmorin Madame Derreux Douville

All of these are surpassed by others of similar colour. No. 1

is in Mr. Eadclyffe"s list. No. 3 is very good.

JAIIAIX.

Madame Boutin Marguerite de St. .4mand

Both first-rate. No. 2 is probably the best light Hybrid

Perpetual in cultivation.

By stretching my leniency to its utmost, I can find but fifty-

seven out of three hundred and thirty sent out during the five

years 1861-5 that I consider at present to be worth cultivation.

To the rosarian it will be evident that many of these must be

dismissed before long.

—

Adolphcs H. Kekt.
(To be continued.)

THE GREAT SHOWS OF 1867.

While taking note of the dates fixed by the various societies

for holding their gi-eat fi-tes for 1867, I have been sorry to

observe that the National Exhibition at Manchester and the

five-days Show of the Eoyal Horticultural Society of Loudon

are appointed so that it is impossible for the same exhibitors

to attend both Shows. I think this is much to be regretted,

as no doubt the object of both Societies is to collect into one

focus as much of the horticultural and floricultural skill of the

country as possible, and, of course, by so doing, they deserve

the liberal support of the public. In those respects the one is

sure to interfere with the other. Of course the E^yal Horti-

cultural Society has a right to be looked upon as the premier

Society, but as the Manchester folks had advertised the date

of their week's Show long before the Eoyal Horticultural Society

gave notice of theirs, would it not be a graceful act to pay

some deference to that which had every prospect cf affording

the toOing thousands of the great emporium of trade such a

feast of beauty as they never saw before ? As one v.ho has not

the slightest personal interest in either fete, I think it a very

great pity that some arrangement could not be made by which

the two great Shows should be m,",de available to all exhi-
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bitors, and doubtless there are such, who wish to aWend both
gatherings.

It is a pleasing thing to see these Societies profiting by the
example set by the International Horticultural Exhibition of

18CC, and determining to keep their fetes open for nearly a
week ; thus, by varying the price of admission on various
days, affording an opportunity to the millions to pay plea-
sant court to Flora and Pomona. It is now a recognised fact

that if shows are to pay and societies to exist, the basis of
their constitution must be widened in the matter of admission,
so that the general public can have an opportunity of seeing
the gorgeous flowers and fruits brought together on such occa-
sions

; and I think that this, the first great attempt of " Cot-
tonopolis," with its toiling thousands, should have as little

opposition as possible.—D. Thomson.
P.S.—In the advertisement of the five-days Show of the

Eoyal Horticultural Society, which appeared in the last Num-
ber, you have printed July for June.

[The dates given were those sent to us. A corrected adver-
tisement appears this week.]

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Weekly Ssovf, necembei- 22mr.—-Mr. Wm. Bartlett, Sliaftesbni-y

Eoad. Hammersmith, was awarded a first prize for a coUectiou of
Pi-imiilas, &c. Mr. B. Brown, gardener to E. H. Wyatt, Escj,,

Wandsworth Lodge, Upper Tooting, had also a first prize for a col-

lection of flowering plants. A collection of plants consisting of
Camellias, Hyacinths, Primnlas, Tulips, and Heaths, was exhibited
from the Society's Garden, Chiswick. Mr. B. Brown, gardener to
E. H. Wyatt, Esq., obtained a first prize for a collection of fruit

;

and Mr. T. Neale, gardener to R. A. Cartwright, Esq., Edgeott House,
Banhuiy, was awarded an extra prize for a Smooth-leaved Cayenne
Pine Apple.

Thrctifbcr 2^tJ(.—On this occasion an extra prize was awarded to
Mr. W. Bartlett, Shaftesbuiy Eoad, Hammersmith, for a collection of
flowering plants ; and a coUection of Cinerarias, Heaths, Mignonette,
&c., from the Society's garden, Chiswick, completed the exhibition.

MARKET STRAWBERRIES.
One word more, and I have done with this subject. I do

not recede from my original list. The varieties I named are
all sure and gr-eat croppers. It is pleasing to me to find that
" EciLA " adopts these sorts named by me in my two last com-
munications : Empress Eugenie, Frogmore Late Pine, Mar-
guerite, Sir J. Paxton, and Wonderful. Patrick's SeedUng is

a good cropper, and a good Strawberry. With regard to the
others, British Queen is not to be depended on. Amateurs,
even, are hereabouts giving it up. Cornucopia was raised by
the late Mr. Nicholson. I do not know it. Comte de Zans,
Alice Nicholson, and another Strawberry, were kindly sent to
me by Mrs. Nicholson this spring in an envelope ; but they
were so much dried, that, though carefully potted, they died.
La Constante is a wonderfully good Strawberry, handsome,
level, beautifully formed, of distinct and delicious flavour,

suited to strong land and a northern aspect. It is a great
cropper, and would be an admirable market sort were it not
apt to burn in hot seasons in some lands, and slow to reproduce
its^ plants. It is of. the same tufted formation as Kivers's
Eliza. Mr. AT. Prince, of Flushing, says, " it burns consider-
ably, and is a poor cropper ! " I agree to the former, not to

the latter. Myatt's Eleanor is a noble wedge-coned Strawberry,
but a fitful cropper. It is entirely superseded (also Elton Pine,
a very good market sort), by the four late Strawberries, Won-
derful, Cockscomb, Dr. Hogg, and Frogmore Late Pine. They
are hardy, sure setters, great croppers, mostly large fruit, and
more or less Queen-flavom-ed.
As Wonderful and Frogmore Late Pine seem to be agreed

upon, let me induce market gardeners to try Dr. Hogg and
Cockscomb. These four will distance British Queen and Caro-
lina Superba. If flavour is not a matter of great consecjuence,
Cremone's Perpetual, Hooper's Seedling, and Ananas Lecoq
would do.

I agree with " Ecila " that it is desirable that market gar-
deners and gentlemen's gardeners should relate their experi-
ence. 1 shall in due time be found to be right. I am no
puffer, and will be no party to appraising commodities, no
matter by whom they are raised or sent to me, to the deception

of the British public. I haTe always been guided by the nature,
and not by the names of persons or things. I have " The Lady,"
strong plants, on trial. It will gratify me much if I be able to
speak favourably of her. Mr. Turner says Dr. Hogg is first-

rate.—W. F. Eadclitfe, Okeford Fitzpaine.

PLANTING PEAR TREES.
My principal motive for writing is to state my objections to

the practice which Mr. Abbey recommends. " Holes 9 feet
square (see second column, page 4()0), should be dug, and of
such a depth that the stem will not only be as deep in the soil

as it was before, but so that the union of the stock and scion
will be covered to the depth of 3 inches."
No hole in any cultivated garden need be more than from

.3 to 4 feet in diameter and 20 inches deep, and the covering of
the junction of the bud or graft 'with the stock, as fully pointed
out in your columns last spring, pages 180, 193, leads to injurious
consequences, for besides placing the tree by far too deeply in
the soil, it induces the putting forth of roots from the graft,

by which the effect of the Quince stock in giving fertUity is

destroyed. Here, where there are more Pear trees old and
young on Quince stocks than in any other garden in Europe,
great care is taken every spring when the ground has been
slightly dug to bury the weeds, which in seasons like this we
are reluctantly compelled to do, for digging among bearing trees

should be avoided. Great care is taken to withdraw all loose

earth from the base of the tree, so as to leave a space of about
an inch between the swollen junction of the graft with the
stock and the surface of the ground. This mode of culture has
been followed here with Pear trees on Quince stocks twenty to

twenty-five years old, and is the only sound method of

culture.

In planting, I may add a word of advice. Before the tree is

placed in the hole throw in some loose earth in the form of a
mound in the centre of it, tread it gently, and on this place

the tree ; no sinking will then take place, so as in wet soils to

have the roots in a basin of water.—T. E.

CATALOGUES.
With regard to the subject entered upon by your correspon-

dent, " MoNTicoLA," I may observe, that terrible as is the
cattle plague, the catalogue plague is in some respects worse.
Though the symptoms are different in the two, they are equally
contagious and destructive, the former of bulls and cows, the
latter of truth and confidence. Queen, Lords, Commons, the
farmer, the justice, and the peasant, have with one will agreed
to stamp out the cattle plague ; but the catalogue murrain stUl

rides rampant.
The progress of this terrible complaint was arrested for a

time a while ago, by a few indignant spirits, and the name
your humble servant gave to the " fat " catalogues will cling to

them for ever. An abatement of symptoms, temporary, alas !

and illusive, ensued, only to be succeeded by an outburst more
violent and destructive than ever. Fatty degeneracy of the

worst form has set in ; who shall arrest the downward course ?

Let the young, bold, muscular horticulturists of the day, and
there are plenty, who are the consumers of these wares, set their

faces at, turn up their noses at, shake their heads at, drive

their quills at, and withdraw their support from, the great im-
posture.

Let me recommend to a certain large class of your readers,

a good commercial speculation—to wit, a catalogue which shall
" tell truth and shame the ." It would pay, sir—it would
pay.— ***.

EARLY PEAS.
Seeing a remark about Peas in The Journal of Horticul-

ture, I am induced to say a word in favour of Dickson's First

and Best. I have grown for the last ten years several of the

new Peas as they came out. As regards Dickson's First and
Best, I can most unhesitatingly affirm that it is the very best

early Pea I ever grew as regards earliness, productiveness, and
quality. It may be that there is a difference betwixt "Theta's "

soil and mine, as it is a well-known fact that what will do well

in one place will not answer satisfactorily in another ; but if

the Pea in question does not suit "Theta's" soil, that is no
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reason why it should not suit that of othei- localities, and I

would recommend gardeners to grow it, and prove it tor them-

selves.—J. Eastwood, Gardener to E. Xatlian, Esq., DUhbury.

OUR VINES.
" Cue Vines," as we always call them, though they helong

to Cousin Herbert. He lives near to us, just over the wall—an

ugly red brick wall, built by a neighbour who did not like us.

Well, these Vines had been thought and talked about for years.

Great piles of sods had been laid together in heaps until they

crumbled into soft mould from very old age. Every known
preparation had been made for them, everything done for them
that could be heard of or read about in books, from Mcintosh

and Thompson down to the last weekly and monthly magazine.

Great thought, and talk, and curiosity, gathered about this

was-to-be new vinery, some saying one thing, some another,

all the household seeming to have a right to argue and dispute,

as if Cousin Herbert had not long since come of age. Uncle

Tetley said, " It was a very foolish idea, would not pay cost

for the land covered, only cause their highly-rated house to be

rated higher still ;" and Aunt Margaret said, she " was sure

they were not rich enough to have such a place, and that every

mouthfol would cost a shilUng, if, indeed, we ever managed to

grow any." But yet the work went on, foundations were dug,

books pored over, fresh soil laid up in heaps for fear there

should not be enough, scrapings from the roadside, sods from
a field and a neighbouring common—wherever a bit of grass

grew that could be spared it was doomed to the great heap under
the wall. How often this heap was contemplated I cannot tell,

but it appeared ever to give satisfaction to the inspector. Now
it did crumble into pieces just like the dust soil found under
old evergreens. It had rested idly under that west wall for

five years, and when turned about had a rich moist look, for

every bit of grass and fibre had rotted away. Then came cart-

loads of manure. This, too, was put down under the west

wall ; a west wind filled the house with its odour. Cook said she

had " no need to season her dishes, it was done for her." Next
came bags and bags of bone dust. Our wondering neighbours

asked if we were going to open our stately mansion for a flour

depot. Then came loads of leaf mould black as coal. " Grand
stuff this," said the man who brought it, " fifteen year old if

it's a day, worth its weight." Nest came lime rubbish. Cousin
Herbert had had some trouble to obtain it. It was the plaster,

and dust, and bits of lime from old bricks, and the pulling

down of a bank just furnished the opportunity of obtaining it.

This lime rubbish was put down alongside of the leaf mould,
and a gentle breeze blowing put a thin coating of it over

everything, as if the first snowstorm had come. Then all the

woollen rags we could find were put together, old coats, waist-

coats, and such like torn into shreds, or cut into small pieces

and laid by the side of some crushed bones, the last arrival.

So all the heaps were side by side under the wall, fibry loam,
leaf mould, manure, crushed bones, lime rubbish, woollen rags,

and bone dust—mounds of such strange size and appearance,
I think poor Boffin would have been distracted.

During this time the fair structure was reared, space and
capabilities for eleven Vines. Then the Vine-bed or border
was made, dear me ! with what minute care. A little soil

mixed with the crushed bones forming the lowest deposit.
" This is the solid food not yet proper for the infant Vines,"

said Cousin Herbert, as we stood watching. " They will have
arrived at an adult age before they reach the ale and beef

cellar, for you see they have to grow down as well as up." Then
all the mounds were carried away bit by bit ; even the woollen
rags disappeared ; layer after layer, first of one sort, then of

another, till the border inside and out would hold no more.
What work there was about this border, to be sure ; no one

must dig in it, or tread upon it, or plant plants in it, or sow
seeds in it. Cousin Herbert was so very particular he watched
it night and day. I often wonder he allowed the weeds to grow.
Then we had so much trouble, for Aunt Margaret would walk
across it coming to our house, because she said it was nearer,

though it only saved 3 yards ; and Cousin Janet would in spite

oi all we could do or say, sow her Mustard seed in it. Poor
thing ! she never knew how often we pulled the seed up before
it grew. I think the deposits must have been put in too
lightly, or some father mole had chosen the site for the mani-
polation of a new home, for little hollows or sinkings we could
not account for were constantly appearing. Uncle would have
it somebody's hens came there to scratch ; and yet they could

not, for the holes were no larger than sparrows make in any bit

of gardening done up with great care, and the more care taken
with it the more they go there to bathe or roll themselves.

After this there came the eagerly discussed question. Where
were the Vines to be purchased ? " Oh, " said papa, " I would
not go to any of those men with their long puffing advertise-

ments, it is all show and no good."
" No," said Uncle Tetley, " I would go to some quiet un-

heard-of experienced gardener."
"Yes, and then if they all turn out rotten you will get no

recompense," said Cousin Herbert, looking down tenderly upon
his new Vine-border ; and well he might, for it was nearly all

his own hard work.
" I would not go to a young man anyhow," said papa, '• for

he will think he knows everything, and yet if you go to an old
one they will say he knows nothing."

" I am not sure all the Vines in the world are worth this,"

said Cousin Walter, rubbing the blisters inside his soft white
hands. He had spent his Saturday's half-holiday helping his

brother, and was not used to a spade and barrow. " I would
go somewhere for them, where I could purchase them old

enough to bear next year. There is no good in waiting until

yon are too old to enjoy them."
At last the decision was made, a nursei^man of high stand-

ing was chosen, the choice of the Vines left to his better and
more practical judgment. A man was sent over with them to

plant them, the vinery and border having been previously
examined and declared almost perfect in their arrangements
and ingredients. There were one Lady Downe's for the centre,

six Black Hamburghs, two Muscat Hambiu'ghs, and two
Eeeves' Muscadine.

It was an October afternoon, a clear white sky with crimson
bars, a cold wind going up and down making hard hnes and
crosses in every pond and gutter, and crisping up the noisy

autumn leaves. The sun shone into the new vinery for a few
minutes, lighting up the empty space and touching the pale,

thin, unpromising-looking canes, the return for so many
pounds.

" You wiU not need to put a fire in here yet for the sake of

the Vines," said the gardener who planted them, "but you
must keep out the frost, or it will spoil your plants."

I will tell you about these plants some day if all is well.
" A fire, indeed !" said Aunt Margaret, " it will take a barrow-

load to fill that big grate ; we cannot afford it, and coals rising

every week. I think Herbert has gone clean out of his mind."
So at last we had our vinery, at which people laughed, and

predicted doleful things. An amateur's Vines succeed, indeed !

They needed a professional gardener to make them do that, and
even then they did not always, and at Uncle Tetley's they kept
no regular gardener, only a man once a-week or so to tidy up.
" To think that a gentleman with a fine education should come
down to wearing an old coat out at the elbows, and to dig, and
mix up, and barrow, and tear, and work Uke a common man, all

for the sake of growing Grapes better than his next door neigh-

bour, was ridiculous," So said the gardeners about .

"I wish the Vines were at Jericho," said Cousin Janet snap-

pishly, or growing stUl in that Bradford nursery, for you can
talk about nothing else."

" I wish he had never built it," said Cousin Kate, " for I am
afi'aid it will lead to nothing but trouble, and work, and cost,

and dirt. Only this morning Herbert said, ' Now you girls

must look after that place to see all goes right.' No, it will

lead to nothing but bother, and dissension, and failure, utter

failure ; and instead of growing such Grapes as were never
grown before, we shall be laughed at by the whole country side."

Nor was this all ; the servants complained, called the vinery " a
nuisance." The one-day-a-week man refused to clean up about
the boiler ; as a great favour he would make the fire ; but theii

the very best fires will not keep in for a week, and what was to

be done then '? An old man in the village was hired to do what
others would not ; but he was very expensive, and very trouble-

some ; and cook said, " It was wearisome, for he was always
going past her kitchen window either with ashes or clinkers.

Sure as ever it was windy down he would go and scrape in'.O

his basket all the ashes he could find," and these ashes blew in

at the windows, and under the doors, and filled every place and
every thing, even the ovenwas not safe. Poor cook declared
" she could not go anywhere, open a cupboard or drawer, with-

out meeting with ashes. It was a very Pharaoh's plague." The
housemaid said, " Sure as ever Saturday afternoon came, and
the yard was scoured out, and no Uttle doing it took, and all

cleaned up, then they would bring either coals, or cinders, or
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slack," and these had to be put down very near to the front-

lutohen door. And certainly a great deal of fuel was consumed,
for the old man burnt away at the coal, and often said he had
the best fire for miles round ; he had no thought about him, for

the hotter the sun shone the more and more he put on the fire.

It had uo rest, no peace with him. When spoken to about it

he took offence, and never made his appearance again. Then,
too, all the dust, and dirt, and spoiled dinners, and mischief
that happened in the house, were put down to the greenhouse.
Aunt Margaret, who had lived with uncle Tetley many years,
ever since his wife died, and had brought up .Janet and Kate,
was very much put out ; she often said she would go away before
the time of ruin came, for that vinery wouldpiove to Herbert,
if not to all of us, a very white elephant. ,

Things wore on in this uncomfortable way until December,
when one evening just as it was growing dark, Kate came run-
ning across to our house in great trouble, exclaiming, "Oh,
Maud, what shall we do ? all our plants wiU be killed. The
thermometer in the garden is standing below 30°. The green-
house fire is out, the old man has not come, and there is no
one to make it. What shall we do ? Papa told the housemaid
to see after it, and she walked straight up-stairs to Aunt
Margaret, and gave notice to leave. The kitchen girl would
have tried to make it, but cook kept her very busy , and would
let her have neither fire nor wood. What must we do ?

" We must go and make it, Kate. We have more plants
than we can afford to lose."

" I wanted to do it, but Aunt Margaret said it was not a lady's

work, and if I were bringing myself down to minding a furnace
fire, it was a pity Papa had spent so much on my education."

" Never mind that, we must go."

So we pulled on our hoods, ran through the two gardens as

fast as we could, tucked up our sleeves and flowing skirts, and
commenced operations. It was a good thing Uncle Tetley was
so fond of herrings, but for the old boxes I do not know what
we should have done ; with the help of a huge blocker they
were soon chips, that day's Times, found by chance near at

hand, for we dare not go into the house, was thrust into the
long, narrow grate, wood after wood piled upon it, then coals,

then a light put to it, and all shut up close, fire-door, and ash-
door, and so close did they fit. not a ray of light reached us as

we sat on the lowest step of the stairs in the splendour of a

twenty-four dip candle. Our white petticoats were soiled, and
no wonder, for dust from the coals, and ashes, and soot, and
spiders' webs, lay thick upon the walls, and the flue-doors, and
in every comer. Three cell-like cellars opened out before us,

for coals, cinders, and slack ; into their gloomy darkness we
dare not penetrate, they lay beyond the reach of our poor rush-
light.

" It does not make a bit of noise, Kate, it must be going out."

So we opened the door and tried to look in, we could see

nothing for the volumes of smoke that rolled out, half blinding
us. This soon cleared away, for our fire would not bum, was
dying out as fast as it could, smothered, though we knew it not.

All this time Master Frost came on, nearer and nearer;
already he stood close by, working fast with his icy tools,

carving strange fantastic figures on the glass, roof, and window,
travelling round every square of glass, seeking any point how-
ever small for entrance ; and then we knew full well, ruin and
death, death and ruin we could not avert, must follow.

Again and again we tried to make our fire burn, thrusting
in wood and paper and coal, and found out after an hour's toil

that it would burn- if we would let it have air. All by chance
we left open the ash-door, then crackling and sparkling up
went the fire with a roaring noise, as if to make up for lost

time. Once more we sat down upon the stairs to watch and
wait, no use in going up into the \inery, and so letting in great

gushes of frost. The sun had shone upon the house all day,

and it had not been opened, so the chance was it might contain
enough heat to set at defiance, for an hour or two at least, the
outside cold.

What beauties we were to be sure ! Our elbows sooted, our
arms grimed, as if some Indian chief had painted us for his

especial pleasure. And, then, what hands we had ! Kate de-

clared " we should have to take in washing for a mouth before
they were clean."

When they knew all about it, how Uncle Tetley laughed, and
Aunt Margaret scolded, and Cousin Herbert said, " It must not
happen again, something or other must be done." And yet
what ? for Aunt Margaret would not have a man hanging about
the house, doing nothing two-thirds of his time, and then to

have a regular gardener, why that would run away with more

than £1 a-week, and to get a man or boy for an hour or two
each day was just impossible ; and then, too. Cousin Herbert
wanted to manage the Vines—have them all his own way. And
we wished to have our plants all to ourselves without a gar-
dener to knock them about, and call them his, and to look
cross when we cut a few flowers for our pastor's wife. So we
talked about it at home, and at Uncle Tetley's, and were doing
so one day, when Mary, the cook's help, a young girl from the
country, came into the room with some coal ; in her eagerness
to speak, she dropped her box down with a great noise, saying,
" I am sure I could manage that fire if you would teach me,
Miss Kate."

So we set to work under Cousin Herbert's directions, re-
ceiving our lessons night and morning, and duly imparting the
same to Mary, who acted under our supervision. A month
and the fire was managed to everybody's satisfaction. There
might be mistakes sometimes that could not be prevented ; but
we kept the frost at bay. Cousin Herbert always made up the
fire safely for the night, that was his portion of work, his duty.
My own opinion is, many a young girl would manage a

greenhouse fire as easily as she does one in her kitchen grate,
if she were rightly taught. Kate had often called the little

boiler-house the darkest, dirtiest, and most badly-planned one
in the world. It soon changed under Mary's management,
brush, and broom, and lime, making short work of ashes, and
coal dust, and spiders' webs, and we could w-alk down into
it without soiling our feet, or having to take extra care of our
skirts.

—

Maud.
(To be continued.)

[Heartily, very heartily, the Editors respond to your good
wishes. They thank you for your kindly greeting, and wish
for you and yours a very merry Christmas and a truly happy
New Year. Tlieir Christmas would be merrier, and tlicir New
Year happier, if they knew more of your name than " Maud,"
and more of your whereabouts than is revealed by the post-
mark.]

POTATOES.
In page 462, Mona's Pride is highly eulogised, in the follow-

ing page it has a poor character. Mr. Myers, an experienced
cultivator, in his advertisement last sin-ing gave it a high
character. I have found it not earlier than the Ashleaf, and
so inferior in flavour and liable to disease as to be worthless.

What, then, can we say to opinions so equally balanced ? I

have been for many years a sort of amateur cultivator, trying

all or nearly all the varieties to test their qualities, merely to

gain a knowledge of the sorts best adapted to the wants of my
family, and have come to the conclusion, that except the Ash-
leaf and two or three other early sorts, there is scarcely a

variety that can be safely recommended for all soils and
climates, as they differ to so great an extent according to the

nature of the soil, and, I may add, of the season. In 1862, 1863,

and 1864, 1 imagined that my choice was fixed for life—Ashleaf

forced for spring, in the open ground the same sort for summer,
the Lapstone tor autumn up to Christmas, and the King (Hud-

son's), for early spring. They were all perfect, and when
steamed and brought to table with their jackets bursting, one
often declared that one could dine off them. Alas ! that this

is for the present passed away.

In 1865, the bines of all but the very late sorts died off in

August from the disease, but as they had finished their gi-owth

and the tubers were particularly clean and sound, I thought

but Uttle of it. Towards the end of the month the tubers of

the Royal Ashleaf became too firm and had lost their flavour.

As these had been our grand resource for the summer and
early autumn and had never failed, we were loth to credit the

fact. It was too true, however, and so we turned to our

autumn favourite, the Lapstone, steamed and served as usual

To our discomfort we found the flesh yellow, firm, and flavour-

less—no bursting of jackets—so for the first time for many
years paring and boiling with salt, and drying-cloth i:i-c>mdiim

artevt, was resorted to. They were drier, but still flavourless,

and this lasted all through the winter, not only with the Lap-

stone, but with the King and Pink Fluke, both hitherto so

good, and thus two unsatisfactory Potato seasons have nearly

passed ; for this season they are exactly of the same character

there is no satisfaction in eating them. I may add, that in

1865 I planted for trial eight or ten of the popular sorts of

Kidney Potatoes, all of which proved as unsatisfactory as my
hitherto above-mentioned favourite kinds. The question is,

Is this disagreeable change to be permanent ? I hope not, but
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I am thinking of a change, and intend to try one or two of the
white floury kinds, which I have up to this time considered
deficient in flavour. I am, however, firmly convinced that soils

influence the quality of Potatoes to an extent greater than has
ever been calculated: hence the necessity of a trial before any
variety is planted to a large extent. I may add, that I changed
my seed of the Lapstone last spring. Its produce is, if anything,
inferior to that from my own seed. In 18G5, " The Boon " was
as described by " D.," page 463, and the Silverskin but little

better.

The " disease " has this season assumed a curious phase.
Here formerly if Potatoes were taken up early, just before

being ripe, and exposed to the air for a few weeks, they always
proved sound and healthy seed. This season the converse of

this has t;ikeu place. A large quantity taken up at the end of

July and laid ou the surface of the soil for two or three weeks
till they were perfectly green, are now a mass of rottenness,

while those taliou up some weeks later and stored in the same
place are comparatively sound. With four early kinds—Early
Ten-Week, Coldstream Early, Shutford Seedling, both free-

bearing excellent early sorts, and Early May, all planted on
the same day, and all taken up at the same time fully ripe,

and free from the disease at the time, it has been more
violent and destructive than I ever remember. They were
spread on the surface of the soil for a week or two till green,
then placed in shallow baskets, which were placed in a shed
exposed to the sun and air. In October, on examining them
previous to storing them in the cellar, two-thirds of them were
found covered with patches of mould and perfectly rotten. The
state of the atmosphere which, as is well known, was con-
stantly overcharged with moisture, must have encouraged the
growth of the fungus which so mysteriously destroys one of

our most valuable products. Hitherto exposure has acted as
a_ preventive, but this season apparently as an incentive to

disease. Thus are science and practice alike baffled, and we
must bow to that which no man can comprehend, the will of

the great Pailer of All.

—

Solanum.

HYGROMETERS.
We can generally learn from any horticultural work the

temperature which will suit the plants which we wish to culti-

vate ; but we seek in vain for any definite directions as to the

degree of atmospheric moisture which they require. It was,

therefore, with much pleasure that I lately saw in a contempo-
rary a recommendation from Mr. D. Fish, that during the

season of active growth the wet bulb should stand 4° below the

dry, and during the ripening period from 10° to 15°.

Observations upon this subject have been few, not only be-

cause gardeners in genaral have not been sufficiently alive to

its importance, but also because of the trouble of keeping in

working order a wet-bulb thermometer, and the difficulty of

finding for it a suitable position in the house, sheltered from
the sun and cold currents of air. Some time ago I tried a cat-

gut hygrometer. I spliced together two A violin strings, and
thus got a length of about 8 or feet, which being passed over

a brass pulley took up only 4} feet. One end was fixed, and
to the other was attached a quarter-pound weight. It acted,

it is true, but it did not respond sufficiently quickly to in-

creased moisture to be of any practical utility.

Two years ago I had an illustration of the importance of the
subject. One side of an orchard-house was filled with Figs
ripening off their second crop ; the other side was filled with
plants of Physalis edulis. There was no syringing, but the
Figs were poor in flavour. It occurred to me that as the
Physalis was a thirsty plant, requiring a large quantity of water
at its roots, the air might be too damp, so I removed the Phy-
salis, and the Figs became perfect.

It is possible that some cases of Peaches not ripening well in

orchard-houses may arise from some mismanagement as regards
moisture either in the air or at the roots ; but it also may
arise, as your con-espondent " G. H." thinks, from a deficiency

of heat. In my own case, this, I believe, is the cause why so

few of the Peaches in an unhealed house, though well swollen
and well coloured, are really sweet. The house has no sun
after three or four o'clock, and there are too many tall trees

near it. lu that exceptionally warm year, 1858, the Peaches
were exceptionally good, and all that could be desired.—G. S.

hood, and in my garden (on a sunny bank, it is true), several

plants of Keens' Seedling have fine trusses of bloom. Be-
sides this, in the open garden, but in a sheltered spot, a

small Hampton Court Vine has not yet lost its leaves, which
are at this moment as green as they were at midsummer.—H.,
J'entnor, I.W.

ICE-KEEPING.
Should we be deficient of ice this season as we were last, I

think the following account of ice-keeping may be worth a

place in your columns.
I was not able to take any ice from the ponds here last season,

till the first and second days in March, and then it was only

about li inch thick. As we had a fall of about 2 inches of

snow ou the "iTth of February, I set a man to work to put
together in a ridge a quantity of snow, by pushing it up with the

back of a wooden rake, and on the 1st and 2nd of March, I fiUed

our ice-house with ice and snow. I began with ice, putting in

three cartloads of ice, and then one load of snow. I levelled

the ice before putting on the snow, spread the latter over

the ice, and rammed all well down. For this purpose I used a

cylindrical piece of wood 9 inches in diameter, and 14 inches

long, into one end of which I had made a hole and driven in a
plain stake for a handle, so that a man could stand upright,

and, taking hold of the handle with both hands, walk over

the ice and snow, and ram all well down. Two or three men
can ram each layer well in about fifteen minutes. I kept on in

this way till I had filled the well, which is one of the old-

fashioned barrel-shaped wells, 16 feet deep, and 12 feet wide at

the middle. Now, all gardeners who are in the habit of storing

ice, know within a little how much ice and snow I had in this

well. Carts vary much in size ; twenty-eight of our cart-

loads will fill this well, if the ice is thick enough to build up

a little above the sides of the cart ; but when ice is very thin

we cannot do so. I have stored away ice in wells and stacks

for the last thirty years, and I never knew ice keep so well as

the snow and ice have done. I took from the well no less than

twelve bushels of ice every week for three months, and used

some before for dinner-parties, so I have since, and now
there is in it more than 2 feet thick of ice, and it has not

wasted more than 15 inches from the side walls. I took some
ice from this well yesterday (December 18th), and no one would

know that there is snow amongst it. The ice is rather rough-

looking, but it is all ice now.
I do not think we shall be so short of ice this season. I

think we shall have plenty in .January ; but if the ice be 3 inches

thick when I fill the well, I will put snow with it, if I can

obtain it clean, but at present we have a great many leaves on

the park.—G. Shoet, Fluton Hall Gardens.

Mildness of the Season.—On this shortest day of the year,

fine bouquets of Primroses may be gathered in our neighbour-

VINES AND VINE BORDERS.
So much has been written by practical men about the forma-

tion of Vine borders, one recommending them to be 5 feet deep,

another 3 feet, whilst another grows full-sized, high-coloured,

and fine-flavoured Grapes without any prepared border, that an

employer of labour who wants to lay out his money to the best

advantage is perplexed to know how to proceed.

I do not think the five-feet-deep borders are the best for

growing Vines. Some years ago I had the management of

three vineries where the Vines were planted in such borders,

and in all three houses the Grapes were liable to shank. The

roots of the Vines had a tendency to go straight down to the

bottom of the borders in search of food instead of spreading

out in a horizontal direction as they ought to have done. I

have dug these borders over, and never found a root near the

surface. In the first house which I will mention were planted

Black Hamburgh, Red Frontignan, and Chasselas Musque ;

the two latter were grafted on the Black Hamburgh, but even

then the Grapes were liable to shank as soon as they were ripe.

The Black Hamburgh, being of a hardier nature, succeeded

better.

In the Muscat-house matters were much the same. Some-

times the stalk of a single berry, sometimes the stalks uniting

several berries, and in some cases whole shoulders, would shank

without any apparent cause. In this house the Muscat of

Alexandria Vines were the least liable to shanking their fruit,

whilst the Canon Hall Muscat on its own roots was the most

so, and the flesh of this sort had not that degree of firmness

which it acquires under the best cultivation. This is a Grape
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seldom seen in perfection, although one deserving of exten-

sive cultivation. It is, I think, very much improved by being
grafted on the Blixck Hamburgh. The best fruit of it which
1 have seen was from Vines grafted on that sort, the border
being composed mostly of the natural soil of the garden.

In the third house were planted Black Hambui-gh, and, I

think, Eoyal Muscadine on their own roots. This house used
to do better than the other two ; but I always thought the

Vines would have succeeded still better if the roots had not
gone down so deep, and further experience has confirmed me
on that point.

With regard to the next Vines that came under my notice,

the borders were what would be called shallow—that is, from
2 feet 3 inches to 3 feet deep, and they were made at first

about half the width they were ultimately intended to be.

The soil was taken out to the required depth for about (i feet

wide on both sides of the front wall, so that there was a prepared
border on each side of the wall, one outside and one inside.

The soU was composed of the top spit of an old pasture, with-

out the addition of manure of any sort. The Vines were
planted on a ridge raised about 9 inches above the floor line,

a single rod was taken up from each plant, and nearly in every
case the Vines reached the top of the house the first season,
making strong short-jointed wood, and well ripened, without
the assistance of artificial heat, even in the case of the Muscats.
In the following season they were cut back, the rods being left

from 8 to 10 feet in length ; and being carefully started in the
spring they broke regularly, showing in most instances three
bunches at each joint. Of course the greater part of these
were removed at once, leaving in the end only from three to

six bunches on each Vine, so that they ripened these well, and
again made strong growths. They were supplied during the
growing season with liquid manure, but not in large quantities,

about three or four times in the course of the season. Next
year the Vines carried a good average crop of from six to twelve

bunches each. I did not see any of them weighed, but I judged
some of the Black Hamburgh bunches weighed upwards of

3 lbs. each ; they were beautifully coloured and of excellent

flavour.

I will now notice the state of the roots in these vineries. In
lorking the borders over in order to add some farmyard manure,
the roots were found to have spread in a horizontal direction

to the outside of the prepared border, quite close to the sur-

face. If I had had the sole management of the borders, and if

the materials could have been obtained, I would have pro-
ceeded in this way : I would have thrown equal quantities of

fresh hoise-droppings and cowdung into a heap together ; they
would soon have heated, and if the cowdung was wet, as it

sometimes is, it would have dried in the course of fermentation.
After the heat was gone—(the heap ought not to be allowed to

heat violently ; if it do so it should be spread out on the floor

of the shed. I presume, of course, that it is in a place where
the rains will not reach it)—to every two barrowloads I would
have added one of turfy loam, and surface-dressed the "Vines

with the mixture instead of digging amongst the roots. The
repeated waterings would have washed the nourishment down ;

and the manure being kept on the surface, the roots would
be near it too, and there they would be better able to feed

the Vines than if they were down at the bottom of five-feet

borders, and that is where they will go, especially if bones
or other manure be added to the loam when the borders are

made.
Since then I have had the charge of forming the borders for

two vineries, and I was prevailed upon to add some manure to

the loam when the borders were made ; a small quantity of

lime was also added, and the Vines imder the same treatment
have not done so well as in the case when only the turfy loam
was used. The borders were rather more than 3 feet deep,

and scarcely any roots are to be found near the surface. I

have therefore come to the conclusion that turfy loam without
the addition of any manure the first season is the best material
of which to form a Vine border. There is plenty of nourish-
ment to be found amongst the decaying roots of the grass the

first season, and manure can always be added either in the
liquid form or by means of surface-dressings.

In the preceding observations I have simply recorded the
results of my own experience. When I say that borders made
without the addition of bones or other manures are the best

I do not intend to assert that borders formed in the other way
will not answer. I have no doubt they will, otherwise practical

gardeners would not be found to advocate them ; but I hope
onr amateur friends will not be disheartened because they

cannot go to the expense of having flagstones and other ex-
pensive materials buried at the bottom of the border, because I
am fully convinced that they are not necessary.—J. Douglas.

psidiu:m raddh.
I WISH your correspondent who signed himself " EiDDii,

Pctcrhorouijh " (December 20, 1805), would state whether the
above fruit is superior in quality to V. Cattleyanum, and whether
it is equally hardy. Of the latter there are two varieties, the
fruit of one being spherical, of the other somewhat Pear-
shaped. The nurseryman of whom I bought my plant assured
me that it required a stove, and it certainly came out of one,
but it soon accommodated itself to a slightly-warmed orchard-
house, and fruited abundantly. On two occasions it stood a
temperature of 30° uninjured. The fruit seemed to me de-
cidedly inferior to the larger tropical Guavas, so I gave up
growing it.—G. S.

HOT AIR FROM A KITCHEN RANGE.
" EusTicrs," in the Number for December 18th, inquires

how he can utilise a fire situated in the kitchen, of which the
wall containing the fireplace forms the side of an out-buUding.
This he can easily accomplish by passing an ordinary piece of

gas-pipe, bent at two right angles, through the fire, so as to let

one end project into the room towards the hearth, the other
into the out-building. The heated air in the intermediate

part rises into the out-building, and the air rushing in from
the room to supply its place passes in its turn through the
heated tube and is delivered warm into the out-building. This
simple plan can also be advantageously used to increase the

heat of ordinary stoves, whether in the greenhouse or hall.

—

J. M. F., Streatham.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The December Meeting of this Society was held at Burlington

House on the 3rd inst.. the President, Sir John Lubbock, F.K.S., in

the chaii'. Amongst the donations to the Society's Ubrary received

since the last meeting were the Memoirs of the Linnean Society of

Normandy, the " Hymeuopterous Memoirs " of M. Sichel, &c. Six

nes members were balloted for and elected.

Mr. W. F. Evans, F.L.S., sent for exhibition a number of insects,

chiefly Beetles (especially the beautiful Pyronota festiva. belonging to-

the family Melolonthida!), which had been found amongst wool im-

ported from New Zealand.
Mr. Stainton exhibited living specimens of Gracdlaria scalarieUa,

bred from lai-vre found at Cannes in the South of France, mining the

leaves of Echium vulgare, communicated by M. Milliere ; also some
ilat pouch-like galls, obtained from IMeutone, near Nice, formed on
the leaves of Pistacia lentiscus, apparently by Aphides, hut which
were inhabited by a Phycideous larva.

Mr. lanson exhibited" a box of insects collected by Mr. W. Home in

the vicinity of Rio Janeiro.

Mr. Daer exhibited a chrysalis of the common TortoiseshtU Bntter-

ily, from each shoulder of which depended a slender filament nearly

as long as the chrysalis itself.

The Secretai-y communicated a notice on the employment, in tropical

countries, of mahogany timber of Westei-n Australia, that Hnd of

wood not being subject, from its peculiar qualities, to the attacks of

White Ants, which are so destructivo to aU other woodwork in hot

climates.

Dr. Sharp exhibited Stenns major, a species of Staphylinid® new to

the British lists, taken at Southend.

Professor Westwood communicated a biogi-aphical notice of the late

Mr. S. Stone, whose collections of insects, nests of "Wasps, &c., a&

well as his antiquarian collection, had been presented to the museums
at Oxford. He also exhibited a number of specimens of the Gipsy

Moth, Liparis dispar, reared by Mr. Briggs, of St. John's College,

Oxford, showing the variations which had resulted from feeding some
of the individuals exclusively on T>'hito Thorn and others on Elm.
The females of the latter set were invariably crippled, and the whole

of them sterile. This exhibition gave rise to considerable discussion.

Professor "Wcstwood also communicated a letter fronj Edward Holds-

worth, Esq., of Shanghai, containing a description of the caterpillar

of the beautiful Moth Bombyx Selene.

The discussion, commenced at the preceding meeting, on Natural

Selection and Mimetic Analogies, was resumed, and continned at

gi-eftt length, being participated in by Dr. Sharp, Messrs. Bates. Belt,

Stainton, Weir, '\\'allace, McLachlan, Professor Westwood. and the

President ; during which the immunity of the Heliconian Butterflies

in South America from the attacks of birds (suggested by Mr. Bates

as a cause of the mimicry which he assumed to have been adopted by
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certain species of Pieridio), wag confirmeJ by Mr. Belt, who stated

that he had observed, for a considerable period, a particular nest of a

pair of insectivorous birds at Marauam in Brazil, and had noticed

that although they captured other Butterflies, Dragon Flies, .tc., in

great numbers for the food of their young, not a single Heliconian was

taken, although flying about slowly in great quantities at the time,

and close to the spot. Mr. Stainto"n also stated, in proof of the dis-

taste of birds for certain species of insects, that on one occasion' he

had captured a quantity of Moths flying rouud a lighted lamp, the

whole of which, with the exception of a single Spilosoma Menthastri,

proved to bo the common Noctua exclamationis. On discovering this

next morning, the whole were thro^vu to some young turkey.;, which

greedily devoured them, except the Spilosoma, which they could not

be prevailed upon to touch ; and Mr. Weir stated that he had offered

the larvfo of the same species of Spilosoma to some birds which he

had kept in an aviary, aud^that in Uke manner they had refused to

touch them.
Mr. McLachlan read two papers, entitled, " A Description of a New

<ienus of Hemerobiidffi," and " A Description of a New Genus of

Psocidffi."

New Orchid.—An Orchid has lately flowered in the col-

lection of Mr. Thomas R. Tnfuell, at Spring Grove, which is

pronounced by Professor Reichenbach to be an entirely new-

species of Epidendrum. Herr Reichonbnch proposes that it

shall be called Epidendrum eburneum, in consequence of the

ivory-like appearance of the flower. The plant has been figured

by Mr. Fitch, for the authorities at Kew, and will appear in

the " Botanical Magazine " shortly.

BARLASTON HALL,
The Seat of Ralph Thomas Addeeley, Esq.

Baklaston Hall lies about five miles south-east of Newcastle-

ander-Lyme, five miles south of Stoke-on-Trent, and half a

mile north of Barlaston station on the North Staffordshire

Railway. The village of Barlaston is delightfully situated near

the summit of a high acclivity on the east side of the vale of

the Trent.

The Hall is a handsome mansion near the north end of the

village, and, viewing it in the distance, appears well sheltered

with forest trees. I passed into the grounds through a plain

entrance-gate by a commodious lodge. The carriage-drive to

the house is through a long avenue of Limes, which skirts the

drive on either side, and terminates on the east side of the

mansion. A footpath to the right, a little beyond the lodge,

leads to the kitchen gardens, and arriving at the frame-ground,

I observed various houses, which I will notice in the order I

passed through them.
The first is the fernery, 52 feet long, 1.5 feet wide, and IG feet

high ; the Perns are interspersed with a few stove plants, such
as Marantas, fine-foliaged I3egonias, Aspidistra elatior fol. vit-

tatis, &c. On the left-hand side of the house is a raised rockery,

and the fairy Maiden-hair and other Ferns growing among the

stones loolc very attractive. At the farthest end of the house
is a fine specimen of Cyanophyllum magnificum, with luxu-

riant foliage of this season's growth. Up the pillars, and sus-

pended from the roof with graceful ease, are plants of Passi-

flora alata, and Thunbergia Harrisii. The next house is .39 feet

long by 10 wide, in two compartments. The first was for early

Cucumbers ; the plants were just coming into bearing, and
and looked very healthy. This house promised to be very useful

for a good winter supply.

In close proximity is a late vinery. The varieties of Grapes
cultivated include White Tokay, Lady Downe's, West's St.

Peter's, and Black Morocco. The fruit was all gathered, and
underneath the Vines was a miscellaneous collection of plants.

Behind the vinery, with a north aspect, is a house in which
are -wintered large Aloes and Orange trees, which are inter-

spersed on the terraces and in the flower garden during the

summer months. We now enter a span-roofed stove, 40 feet

long by 10 wide. Here were many things that attracted my
attention, but the visit being hurried, I cm only mention a

few of the most conspicuous plants that deserve a place in

every collection.

Among the most beautiful plants with fine foliage were
examples of Alocasia metallica and A. Lowii, with their lus-

trous, bronzy, shield-like appearance ; A., macrorhiza variegata
;

Gesuera chromatella and G. refulgons, with their curious mark-
ings and velvety foliage, admirably adapted for dinner-table

decoration—the light playing on the brilliant crimson hairs,

with which the latter is well studded, makes it an object of great

attraction ; Croton angustifolium, pictum, and variegatmn

;

DracEBua Cooperi and ferrea ; Gymnogramma peruviana ; also a

few Orchids, Oncidium flexuosum in bloom being very pretty.

In cold frames there were useful collections of robust Cinera-

rias, herbaceous Calceolarias, and a lot of nice Cyclamens just

expanding their charming blossoms.

I then left the frame-ground, and entered the kitchen garden,

where neatness and good order markedly predominated. Near
to the edges of the kitchen-garden walks are nice symmetrically

trained pyramidal Pears. Across the centre of the kitchen

garden, ranging east and west, is an arched trellis of iron wire.

To this trellis are trained Pear trees, which in summer must
make this a very pleasant promenade. In the different quar-

ters were good supplies of winter vegetables, and beds of Celery

with three or four rows in a bed.

On the south wall is a range of glass upwards of 200 feet

long, divided into six compartments. Beginning at the west

end of the range, the first division is an early Peach-house,

started a few days before my visit (November 21st). It is

GO feet long, 18 feet wide, 1.5 feet high at the back, and i feet

high in the front ; rather a large house to start so early. It is

furnished with a neat, narrow, slate path 2 feet wide, and the

trees are trained, one row against the back wall, and another

row to an arched trellis in front. They were in excellent con-

dition, and promised well for a large supply of fruit. I have
seen a Peach-house on the same principle at Thorneycroft

Hall, in Cheshire, with the front trellis in the form of an arch

;

it economises space, and admits a greater amount of light to

the lower part of the trees on the back- wall.

The next house is a vinery 27 feet by IG, exclusively planted
' with Black Hamburghs. Going out of the -vinery we come into

the conservatory, which is nearly the centre of the range, and
opens into the central walk of the kitchen garden.

Several large greenhouse plants are turned out into tha

border, and so luxuriant are they, that their heads nearly

protrude through the roof. A large Habrothamnus elegans

would soon be smothered with hundreds of racemes of crimson

flowers. Brugmansia Knightii had just done blooming. I often

wonder why we do not more frequently meet with this gor-

geous autumn-blooming useful species in general collections of

greenhouse plants.

Beyond the conservatory is another vinery, that had been
recently planted with a mixed collection of Vines. It is

31 feet long by IG feet wide. Stepping out of this house we
enter another Peach-house, 27 feet by 18, which is started

about the early part of January. The last house in the range

is a greenhouse S2 feet by IS, with plants in bloom brought

from the other houses, and even at the time of my visit, when
flowers were scarce, it was a glorious mass of floral beauty. I

observed as the most conspicuous in bloom, dwarf examples,

about 8 inches high, of Poinsettia pulcherrima, very effective,

and one of the most useful plants at this season, either for the

decoration of the stove, or for conservatory and gi-eenhouse

embellishment. There were also in flower Chrysanthemums,
Epiphyllums, Fuchsias, and Primulas, with a sprinkling of

fine-foliaged plants.

In the pleasure grounds, the first attractive objects were two

very large herbaceous borders on each side of the walk, more
than 200 feet in length, planted with choice Phloxes, Pentste-

mons. Antirrhinums, &c., and near to the edge of the beds were

rows of Snowdrops and Dog's-tooth Violets. These beds are

screened from the main walks by large evergreens and other

trees of varied foliage. Passing on through a serpentine walk,

and across to the carriage drive, I was brought to a most de-

lightful retreat for a hot summer's day. On the left-hand side

of the walk are a number of raised flower-beds ; on the op-

posite side a rustic cottage covered with Honeysucklos, Cle-

matises, Roses, and Ivy.

Through an Ivy arcade near to this spot, in a secluded little

dell, is the hardy fernery and rockery. Among the Ferns were

Lastrea Filix-mas cristata, Osmunda regalis, Polypodium vul-

gare, Polypodium dryopteris, and many others, natives of the

district.

From thence I passed on by the Rose garden. All the trees

are named, and most of she popular varieties may be found

amongst them. As I passed along this walk my attention was

arrested by immense clumps of Rhododendrons 12 or 14 feet

high. Better examples of this noble flower it would be difiicult

to find. It is scarcely possible to conceive their beauty in the

months of May and June.

Ascending a flight of steps on to the terrace, we came in

front of the mansion. The front is to the west, and the terrace
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extends to the uortli anil south sides. It is bonnded on each
side by an ornamental balustrading, and the views from this

terrace are very extensive and varied. Tlie park falls with a
gradual descent to the lake. Beyond the lake is the North
Staffordshire Bailway. The railway is skirted by the Mersey
canal, and beyond that, through the valley, the river Trent
winds along. In the distance may be seen the snug little

hamlet of Trentwell, and the large wood at Trentham ; while ta
the right on a bright day are distinctly seen the towns of Stoke-
on-Trent, Burslem, and Tunstall.

The accompanying is a plan of the flower garden. The beds
are surrounded by a beautifully dressed stone edging about
3 inches high, within which the beds are raised above the
gi-ass. The beds, a a, are raised about 2 feet, and encircled
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with ornamental stonework. Through the kindness of Mr.
Myatt, the head gardener, I subjoin a list of the plants with
which the beds were adorned during summer, and also a second
Ust, giving a description of what the beds are now filled with

Jor spring decoration.

In conclusion, all that I saw at Earlaston was very praise-

worthy. The extensive grounds were in good keeping ; each

department gave commendatory evidence for Mr. Myatt and his

assistants, from whom I received the utmost courtesy.—

QuiNTiN Read, Port Hill Gardens, Burslem.
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NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Those of our readers who have rooms a:'A 'conservato-

ries with a north aspect, or which are overshadowed by other

buildings, will be aided by the following note of a suggestion by

Sir David Brewster :
—" If, in a very narrow street or lane, we

look out of a window with the eye in the same plane as the

outer face of the wall in which the window is placed, we shall

see the whole of the sky by v,'hich the apartment can be illu-

minated. If we now withdraw the eye inwards, we shall gra-

dually lose sight of the sky till it wholly disappears, which may
take place when the eye is only (i or 8 inches from its first

position. In such a case the apartment is illuminated only by

the light reflected from the opposite wall, or the sides of the

stones which form the window; because, if the glass of the

•window is 6 or 8 inches from the wall, as it generally is, not a

ray of light can fall upon it. If we now remove our window
and substitute another in which all the panes of glass are

roughly ground on the outside, and flush with the outer wall,

the hght from the whole of the visible sky, and from the re-

motest parts of the opposite wall, will be introduced into the

apartment, reflected from the innumerable faces or facets

which the rough grinding of the glass has produced. The whole
window will appear as if the sky were beyond it, and from every

point of this luminous surface light will radiate into all parts

of the room."

We have received from Messrs. Lucombe, Pinoe, & Co.,

of Exeter, a bunch of that admirable Grape, Mrs. Pince's Black

Muscat, which was ripe on the Vine twelve montlis ago. We need

hardly say it is now in the state of raisins, and these nre as fine,

fleshy, and delicious as the finest imported ^luscatels. We
take this opportunity of stating that Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat
is one of the most valuable acquisitions in the way of Grapes
which has been introduced for many years. Imagine the de-

licious but milTy old Black Muscat of -Alexandria, with a robust

constitution, a thick, stout, sturdy, berry-stalk, a tough mem-
branous, though not thick, skin, and with the property of hang-
ing till the sap rises again, and you have Mrs. Pince's Black

Muscat.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

We have but little to add to former directions in this depart-

ment. The principal routine of business to be performed at

this season is thorough draining, opening, clearing out, and
repairing old drains, and making new ones, altering walks and
fresh casing them with some good hard materials, the edgings
having first been evenly made up. There is nothing in a

kitchen garden which has a more neglected, dilapidated ap-

pearance than uneven, weedy walks, with gapi)y, overgrown,
or irregular Box or other edgings. Tlie wheeling out of ma-
nures on spare borders and quarters, and trenching, must be
proceeded with, and all possible speed should be made with
these operations in suitable weather. Hoeing and surface-

stirring amongst all kinds of progressing crops must be per-
formed in tine days. By this practice the mutilation and de-

struction occasioned by obnoxious insects and their larviE are

to a great extent prevented. We should never hear of the
destruction committed by slugs, snails, wireworms, or other
vermin to any considerable extent if such a system were faith-

fully carried out. Abundant preparations for the coming
spring must be made in this department. A stock of garden
mats must be procured for covering-purposes, and a mat or

two cut up, tied in bunches in two classes, and hung up ready
for summer use. Plenty of shreds for wall trees will require
cutting, and the old ones should pass through the ordeal of

boiling water. Here, too, the preparation of labels for dating
and naming crops must proceed, and the seed-drawers should
be thoroughly examined, cleaned out, and the old seeds dated
and classified, in order that their relative value may be readily
known. The new seeds will, of course, want arranging. Above
all, a scheme of cropping, based on a judicious rotation, should
be laid down forthwith. Broccoli, Celery, Carrots, Eudive,
Lettuce, Parsley, and other needful articles, should be pro-
tected in due time from frost.

FEUIT GAEDEN.
Figs against walls will require some protective material

placed over them in the midland and northern counties. This,
indeed, has been a favourable autumn for performing opera-
tions in the fruit department. We hope that all speed has
been made. It may be said that the ground has been damp
under foot for standing to prune and nail ; but surely a dry

board to stand on could be obtained. It should always be

cleaned and put to dry in the tool-house, so as to be in readi-

ness and comfortable for the feet again by the next day.

FLOWER r.AKDEN.

Tiie weather is still exceedingly favourable for the eseOution

of alterations or new work, and it will not be the fault of the

weather if such work be not finished in good time this season
;

but we know from experience that it is in many cases easier to

commence such operations than to know when or where they

will end, and we would merely recommend here that every

possible dispatch should be used to complete all such opera-

tions as speedily as possible, in order to have the hands at

liberty for the regular work, which, save in a few favoured

cases, will soon require all the labour that is allowed. If not

yet done, the leaves should be cleared up and the shrubbery

borders lightly forked over to give them a fresh appearance.

Lawns and gravel walks must be frequently rolled, so as to

keep them firm and smooth. Those who purpose planting in

the spring—for many persons still retain the notion that

planting can be done in spring with greater certainty of suc-

cess than at any other season—should lose no time in pre-

paring the ground by trenching, or whatever may be deemed

necessary for the plants. On light saudy soils there will be

no particular necessity for making the pits at once ;
but, how-

ever friable the nature of the soil may be, it will be all the

better of exposure for a month or two to the action of the

weather. Where Ehododendrons are grown in masses and ex-

hibit any indications of having exhausted the soil, a top-dress-

ing of cow-manure, well decomposed, some .3 inches deep, and

extending as far as the roots, should be applied at once. This

will strengthen the plants for flowering, prevent rapid evapora-

tion in summer, and keep the ground cool and moist, which is

essential to the well-being of this handsome tribe of plants.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Attend carefully to valuable pot specimens of hardwooded

plants, whicli it may be necessary to winter in the conservatory,

for many of these are very impatient of fire heat and a con-

fined atmosphere, and ought, therefore, to be kept as much out

of the way of its influence as circumstances permit. Such

plants should be placed near the glass, turning them partly

round every week so that all their parts may be equally exposed

to light ; and admit fresh air on every favourable opportunity,

but carefully avoid cold cutting winds, which, if allowed to

blow through plants just after they have been kept close with

fire heat for some time, are sure to disfigure the foliage. Use

no more fire heat than may be indispensable, and be careful

to counteract its drying effects on the atmosphere, either by

means of evaporating-pans or by sprinkling the border, &c.,

as may be necessarv, to prevent anything like a dry, parch-

ing state of the atmosphere. Look'weU to plants in a grow-

ing state, such as Leschenaultias, and Pimeleas ;
remove the

bloom as fast as it appears, but those plants of the former

which are intended for early bloomiug must not have their

flowers removed after this time. The number of plants

brought forward will depend upon the demand, and must be

regulated accordingly. Azaleas and Ehododendrons for forcing,

still out of doors, must have some protection should severe

I weather occur, or remove them to any spare house till wanted.

i
Narcissus, Hyacinths, &c,, should be protected by a frame ;

as

i they now begin to grow, remove the plunging material down
! to the surface of the pots to prevent them rooting upwards.

Mignonette and Neapolitan Violets will require abundance of

light and air to keep them from damping. As a change from

the present to severe weather may come on suddenly, be pro-

vided with ample means for covering pits and frames should it

occur. As, with the exception of forced plants, most of the

others are now in an inactive state, the temperature of plant-

houses should fall to its minimum point, consistent with the

safety of the various inmates. Nothing can well be worse for

the development of a healthy, vigorous growth in plants than

subjecting them to a high temperature at the present season of

the year when light, so important to the healthy action of

vegetable life, cannot accompany it.

STOVE.

Here all is still and quiet. Keep a moderate heat of from
50° to GO', and give plenty of air. The Ixoras should be

elevated near the glass to set their bloom, and have plenty of

air at all times ; keep them comparatively ch-y. Stephanotis,

Allamandas, &c., may be potted and trained preparatory to

starting, and the staking of all specimen plants must be pro-

ceeded with as fast as possible.
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PITS ANn FRAMES.
Plants of a succulent character will require much attention

during damp, rainy weather. Geraniums, Calceolarias, &c.,

are very liable to become mouldy. Eemove all leaves so

atJected as soon as they are discovered, or the evil will spread.

—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
The general worli has been very much the same as in pre-

vious weeks. Some time was taken up in preparing, by orna-
menting for Christmas festivities, which we hope will never
become so old-fashioned as to lose their force and influence

upon all ranks and ages of the community. Keenly enjoyed
as Christmas gatherings are by the young, we question very
much if they are not e%"eu more henelicial to those getting

up in j-ears, as in their case especially it is well that the heart
should be kept young even whilst the body is feeling the effects

of age.

In ornamenting a room with evergreens, there is generally a
great objection to anything in the shape of a nail in the wall

;

but much may be done by having poles covered, a flat piece of

board fastened to the top, and that covered with layers of

cloth to go against the wall, and then these poles may be con-
nected together with strings of leaves ; and the running line

obtained, all sorts of festoons and wreaths may be added at

pleasure. For this purpose the twigs of Laurel, Laurustinus,
Holly, etc., should not be too large, so that they may be nicely
tied to the cord ; and the more neatly this is done, the more
nice and symmetrical will the wreaths and festoons appear. A
good variety may be given even by making the most of the
strings of common Laurel, and having prominent parts done
with Laurustinus in bloom, and different colours of Holly,
with or without flowers, natural or artificial.

Christmas Trees.—These are events chiefly for the young,
and beautiful they look when well done. We mention them
here because we find there is a great difiiculty with some of

our friends—first, in obtaining a symmetrical tree, and,
secondly, in making it stand upright when it is of a large

size, and more especially if much weight is hung upon it. This
must be the only excuse for adverting to such a simple matter
here ; but the simplest matters are often the most puzzling to

those who have never attended to them before. Last year we
heard of more than one Christmas tree that came to grief,

falling over on its broadside just when the children were
clapping their hands in approbation at the brilliant light from
the many coloured wax candles, and the glitter of many a
beautiful toy.

Of all trees the Spruce is the best for a Christmas tree, as

the dark foliage contrasts well with the brilliancy when the
candles are lighted. The tree may be of any size ; from 10 to

13 or more feet would be a good height from the floor for a
large party and a large room. We do not trouble ourselves
with the roots of the tree, but cut it over at the desired height.
The more regular the Layers of branches are the better, and if

the foliage on them should he rather thick, a good deal may be
cut away from the lower side of the branches, so that the light

may appear to more advantage and the different things sus-
pended be better seen. This will also secure the candles fixed

on the different tiers burning without coming in contact with
any of the twigs above them. The long point of a young
Spruce tree also forms a natural place, as it were, for fastening
the principal flag. to, and less flags may be fastened to stand
out obUquely from the base of this terminal shoot. The tree

will always look best when, from the wide branches at the base
to the terminal shoot, a somewhat equal but slightly irregular
cone is formed of the different layers of branches. Were you
to search a whole day in a wood for a fine-balanced tree, you
would not find one in which there would not be some breaks
in the conical outline, and hence, where a very tine regular
effect is required, not only will the branches require thinning
in some places, but it would be well to have a number of

branches in reserve from the largest to the smallest size. By
means of a large gimlet for the smaller branches, and an
auger for the larger ones, we can make each l.iyer or ring of

branches regular all round—that is, moderately so. so as not
to interfere with the natural appearance of the tree, by securely
fastening a branch in the bole where wanted, and of the
requisite length. By this means the poorest and most un-
Symmetrical tree may be rendered very symmetrical. This is

all that would be required where the articles to be suspended
were light ; but when they are heavy and useful, as for a

women's club, all the main branches could be kept firmly in
their places, and hold a good weight without being depressed
out of shape, by a fine copper wire being fastened 2 feet or
30 inches from the top of the tree, taken round each main
branch from top to bottom, and then fastened by a nail to the
tub, in which the tree was placed. From six to a dozen of
such strings would keep all the main branches in their places,
and as the higher tier could not be unduly depressed too close
to the branches beneath, the candles might burn with little or
no attendance. AVe recommend small brass wire instead of
small string, because hardly to be seen, and also because string
would be liable to be burned, and then the weight might un-
duly depress the branch. For light toys no such bracing would
be required.

Some of this work may be done before the tree is fixed, but
the most particular should be done afterwards. As a pot for
the tree, nothing answers better than a moderate-sized tub or
an old beer-barrel without one end. A four-gallon barrel will
do for a small cut-over tree ; a nine-gallon barrel wUl hold a
large one, on which almost any likely weight may be suspended.
In placing, the first proceeding is to saw the bottom of the
bole of the tree across horizontally. Then we measure the
bottom of the vessel, say a barrel, and if it is circular we take
a board cut round, and half an inch less in diameter than the
inside diameter of the vessel. This is nailed at the centre
securely to the centre of the bole of the tree. The tree is then
lifted, and the board and the base of the tree are placed in
the barrel, the board resting on the bottom of the barrel. This
is a better holding than even a lot of roots would be. On the
top of this board the barrel or tub is filled to the top with
bricks or stones and sand well jammed in, and no common
weight will cause tree or tub to swerve. The top and sides of
the vessel may be concealed with Ivy, &c. A Spruce tree has a
good weight of itself ; and when much weight has to be put on
it, some such precautions are necessary if the tree is to main-
tain a natural position, and the floor of the room is to be
encumbered by no bracings. No doubt there are other modes
of making and then securing fine symmetrical Christmas trees

;

and as we learn that in some parts of the country these trees
will be in request until at least the 12th of .January, if any
extra hints can be given before that time we are sure that
many would be obliged. We have merely treated of the tree

in its skeleton appearance, or in its merely gardening point of
view. The furnishing of the tree is a matter for the ladies,

who can do it with a grace that few of us can hope to equal,
though we can appreciate it when done.

KITCHEN GAr.DEN.

Mushrooms.—In our out-door open shed the Mushrooms were
like broad blue Scotch bonnets ; and we mention the fact fcr

the purpose of disclosing a great secret. As the bed had become
a Uttle dry from the covering, they were watered all over the
bed from the spout of a pot, with water in which dried cowdung
had been soaked. Now, for such watering of Mushroom-beds
we rather disapprove of manure water from any dung that is in

a green state ; but when previously dried and then soaked, we
have great faith, so far as large Mushrooms for broiling are

concerned, and we would prefer dried sheep and dried deer-

dung to cowdung. In all such watering we never like young
Mushrooms to be touched with the water, it is apt to make
them leathery, and therefore we prefer the spout of the pot to

the rose ; and if the bed should be at all dry whilst the surface

is moist enough, we prefer making holes with a stick instead of

soaking the surface soil.

Fr.riT AND OEXAMEXTAL DEPAET3IEXT.

Much the same as last week. Managed to plant out in weU-
prepared rich borders, lots of the single and double blue Violets,

which had been pricked out thickly in a temporary bed. A
pressure of other work prevented us striking cuttings, or divid-

ing the plants of Neapolitan Violets, growing, and then lifting

them into a frame or pit in autumn, which along with never
allowing a runner to appear, is the best plan for managing such
desirable plants. Some plants in a pit were put in late last

season, and being rather small, we thought they might do with
top-dressing for another year ; but although they will do fairly

they will not be so good as if they had been treated as stated

above.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
James Veitch & Sous, Eoyal Exotic Nursery, King's Eoad,

Chelsea, S.W.

—

Catalogue of Garden and Flower Seeds, d!rc.—
List of Gladiolus.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 29.

A RETURN to dulness in the trade penernlly is the characteristic now,

and heavy consignments reach us both English and foreipn. there being

a large supply of rough home-gi'own Apples, which hardly command
prices to pay commission. Pears are limited to Winter Nelis, Glou
Morcean, and Passe Colraar. Some excellent Pines have come from the

Azores, quite equalling those we have had occasion to remark upon in

former years. The best Potatoes have slightly advanced in price.

S. d. B.

Apples J sieve 2 0to3
Apricots ,'. doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10 18
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.

Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9 1

Gooseberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 4 8
Lemons 100 5 10

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums i sieve

2

5

d. s. d
0to4

10

Quinces doz.
Raspberries.
Strawberries ,

.lb.

, lb.

Walnuts bush. 10 20

VEGETAELES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad., bushel

ScarletRun.:^ sieve
Beet, Red '.. doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage .'. doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
GarUc lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

OtoO

2
1

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley, .doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-iiale basket

' Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
I
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

s. d. B.

StoO
1

2
2

3
3

9

6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one will wi-ite privately to tlie depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture. Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. Ail

communications should therefore be addressed solehf to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'C, 171, Fleet

Street, London, B.C.
We also request that correspondents will not mis np on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

Htacinths rN A Room 'C. .V. TI'.).—The bc^innincr of October is the
best time to pot Hyacinths and to place them in glasses. You may pot
the small bulbs now in 41-iuch pots, and large ones in six-inch pots.
Drain the pots well, and use a compost of turfy loam two-thirds, and
well-rotted manure one-third, with a free admixture of sharp sand.
Three parts fiU the pots with soil, place on the surface a little sand, and
on this set the bulb in the centre of the pot ; then fill in soil around the
bulb, so as to be level with the crown, leaving the least possible part of
the crown uncovered. Give a gentle watering, and place the pots in a
dark cupboard for a fortnight, then set them on a ledge or shelf in a
window having a southern aspect ; keep the soil moist by watering, never
allowing it to become either too wet or too dry, and turn the pots
round frequently so as to have the spike and foHage erect. If you grow
Hyacinths in glasses, fill these to within an inch of the bulb with soft
water, and place tiicm in a dark cupboard imtil the bulbs begin to push
and have made considerable progress. A piece of charcoal about the
size of a small walnut may be put into the water, and it will tend to keep
the water sweet. Do not change the latter so long as it remains sweet,
and when it is changed use soft water which has been in the house some
hours. Keep the glass replenished with water as this evaporates.

Azaleas Forcing (A Younqstcr).—Your house with a day temperature
of 60 , and a night one of 50^, is sviitable for bringuig on Azaleas. In
such a temperature, with a fair amount of ventilation and a moist atmo-
sphere they will flower in sis or eight weeks, dependant, of course, on
the state of the buds. Some Azaleas lose many of their leaves at this

season ; many shed them through their having had the soil much too dry
at some time.

Azalea Culture fH". H.\—The small-leaved kinds you name do not
require treatment different from that of Azaleas generally. It is seldom
we find it necessary to thin out the shoots of Azaleas, for weakness is

favourable to flowering rather than otherwise, and gi'oss shoots fre-

quently do not flower. "We fear you do not give the plants liberal treat-

ment, nor sufficient moisture, as they are so liable to thrips.

PiinnrLA srsENsrs Flowers (D., Ncicark).—The pips are very fine, but
no judgment could be formed of their merits, for they were bruised by
the post-office stamping. Flowers must be sent in a bos and in damp
IU05S.

Covering Peach THEEa {Agnes).—It is not necessary at this season

to protect Peach trees. When the buds exhibit indications of swelling

the coviTiuR may he put on, and remain on day and night in order to

retard the blossoms. After the flowers open the covering should only be
used at night, except on frosty or foggy days. Whenever the days are

mild the covering should be removed during the day. Your proposed
mode of protection is verj' good, only the covering must not remain down
by day after the blossoms expand, when the weather is fine and mild.

The mesh of the nets should not exceed a ijuarter of an inch. Woollen
nets are best, but cotton will do if the meshes are not too large. You
may double or treble the netting.

CccusrBER Fruit not Setting (Jame» Pfm).—The fruit fall when they
should swell because you do not fertilise the flowers, which is necessary
with some kinds at this season. Other causes are a deficiency of bottom
heat or a too high night temperature. Withno particulars we are unable
to advise further.

Vacant Ground (T. M.).—Fork over your Ught sandy soil now, and
pick out the roots of weeds, but do not lay on manure. Your ton of

scrapings from the footpaths, mixed with leaves, weeds, &c., and to which
you have added three pecks of lime, \W11 be further improved by the same
quantity of salt the next time you turn it over. Put this compost on
the ground in the spring when digging, previously to planting, sowing,
&c. The " Garden Manual " will suit you. If you enclose twenty postage
stamps with your direction you can have it free by post from our office.

Cotton Seed of all varieties m«y be obtained from the Secretary of the
Cotton Supply Association, Newall's Buildings, Manchester.

Ix-DOOR Plant Case (Lover of the Coitn/rt/).—Either of those yoa
mention would do for forcing on a small scale.

Everlasting Flowers (E. M. B.).—The varieties of each species of

what are termed " Everlastings," are so numerous that it is impossible to
identify them—in fact, they are unnamed. The two heads you enclosed,

for instance, are each Helichiysum bracteatum. and in ordering seeds of

them, all that you could say to distinguish them would be to describe one
as the white, and the other" the crimson variety. The large yellow Ever-
lasting is the yellow variety of H. bracteatum. The small yellow, if you
mean that used in constructing "Immortelles," is Gnaphalium are-

narium.

Protecting Pear Blossom: (A. Q.).—In most cases it will be sufficient

if a piece of thin calico or tifi'any be thrown over each bush or pyramid,
there being at each comer a piece of string which can be tied to the tree

so as to prevent the covering being Mown off by the wind. Where con-

venient a stout stake may be inserted by the trunk, and extending 1 foot

higher than it, and then* other stakes should be placed against this up-

right, outside the branches, one end resting on the ground and the other
secured with string to the upright. These stakes, which may be slaters'

laths, 1* by ^ inch, should be placed l' feet apart in a circle round the
tree. The covering being fastened with string at a distance of 1 foot

from the ground, will be secui-e against vriud, and home at such a dis-

tance from the blossom as not to injui'e it.

Primuxa Seed Sowing {Anxious to Enow).—To have good Primulas,
seed from good flowers must be sown, and to seciure this the purchaser
must give rather a high price. Good Primula seed is dear. Your time
of sowing is suitable for an autumn and winter bloom. Our plan is

I

this : the seed is sown in the first week in March in pans one-third filled

with broken pots, an inch of moss, coooa-nut fibre, or the sittings of the
1 compost being placed thereon; and then the pans are filled to the rim
! with turfy loam, sandy peat, leaf mould, and silver sand in equal parts,

i passed through a half-inch seive. The surface is made smooth, the

!
seeds scattered thinly over it, and just covered with the same compost.

i A gentle watering is then given, and the pan is placed in gentle heat,

I such as that of a' Cucumber-frame. Care is taken to keep the soU moist,

but by no means wet, and when the plants appear the pan is brought

, near the glass, so that they may have abundance of air and all the light

' possible. Here they remain until they are of suflSclent size to pot off;

they are gradually hardened off and removed to a vinery or other house,

and in Jime or early in July transferred to a cold frame, where they are

shifted as occasion may require.

Swollen Black Currant Tree Buds (W. J.).—We know of no insect

that deposits its eggs in the buds of the Black Currant " causing them to

swell to an enormous size." If you send us shoots having on them some
swollen buds we will endeavour to determine the name of the insect.

NuitBER OF Men NEEDFtx (R F.)—A general rule used to be a man
for each acre ; but flower gardens and pleasure groimds need much more
labour than kitchen gardens. Soil, proportion of each department, and
other considerations, have an influence also.

Vinery (A Sco( .—We do not think you would do any good with a
vinery on such a north-east aspect without heating the house, and even

then the situation would be unsuitable. We would prefer devoting the
wall to Plums, Cherries, and Pears.

Vine Boots in Wet Subsoil (B. T.I.—The best thing you can do,

having drained the border, is to concrete the bottom, place 6 or 10 inches

of rubble over it. and having carefully ir.ken up the roots of the Vines,

to wTap the roots in mats covered with straw, make a fresh border, .ind

replant carefully about 6 inches from the surface. Add as much hot

litter on the i;m-"face as will give a temperature of from 65^ to 80' in the

earth, and let the Vines break natm-ally.

Tubular Boiler {Tubular) —We do not remember the account of the
boiler your refer to in 1862. We do our utmost to oblige our readers, but
we cannot afford time to seek for references for them ; they must do
tbat. We place less value than some people on having pipes with
water under the fire; we believe that good bars are in ever>- way better.

Your boiler ought to heat 1.200 feet ; but a Ko. 4 does not give us a defi-

nite idea, as difl'erent makers differ in sizie, and the size would have
enabled us to have judged better. If well set, &.C., do you keep the heat

from going up the chimney by a damper ?

Names of Fruits [Bichard Xic7ioUon).—Ap2ile8 : 1, Warwickshire
Pippin ; 2. Crimson Queening ; 4, Feam's Pippin ; 5, Alfriston ; 6, Holland-

bury. Pear: 1, Susette de Bavay.

Nasies of Plants (A Kovice).—h Adiantnm, insufficient to determine

the species; 2, Onychium japonicum : 3, Pteris longifolia; 4, Gynmo-
gramma caJomelano's ; 5, Aspidimn molle {?) (i-Ved).—Oporanthus luteus*

(^m(i(tur).—We cannot satisfactorily name the scraps you send. 1 is
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Specularia si)eciilum ; 2, probably a loaf of Albizzia lophantha; 8, Con- I nu8 fasciculatus. (An Old Suii«cri!)fr).—Garrya elliptica. (Frederick
taurea ragusina; and 4 maybe Cineraria maritima. I J. Bri/an) —1, Rivina Wehheri.—l, Pellica geraniifolia ; 2, Pteris semipinnatn ; 3, Pblebodium
teris; 2, Euphorbia jacquiuuctlara; 3, Justicia spcciosa ; 4, Habrotham- ' aureum; 4, Platyceriuin alcioorne (?); 5, Davallia canariensis.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Eight Days ending December 29th.

Date.
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varieties of poultry :—Dorking, Spanish, Buff and White
Cochins, and the two classes of adult Game. Subscription
one guinea each, to be divided among subscribers only into two
prizes—three-iifths for the first, two-fifths for the second. The
Hon. Secretary, Mr. .T. Bayliss, will receive subscriptions, which
will close on the same date as the entries—viz., January .5th.

Several gentlemen have already given in their names as sub-
scribers to the Buff Cochin and Game classes.

THE POULTRY CLUB.
Absence from home prevented me last week from correcting

one or two errors in your report of the Club meeting at Bir-

mingham. The first I observe is with reference to the motion
proposed by me with regard to the detention of the Club funds
by the Hon. Treasurer without explanation. You say, " An
explanation was offered by Mr. Zurhorst exculpating Mr. Tud-
man," when in point of fact the very reverse was the case.

The facts are as follows : Mr. Tudman, having had due notice
of the resolution calling on him to explain why he had not paid
over the money voted and ordered by the Stewards on account
of the Rochdale prize list, came to the meeting, anticipated the
call for an explanation by giving in his balance-sheet, resign-

ing, and leaving the room before the motion could be brought
on, without remark of any kind, except that some of the money
received on account of the " Standard of Excellence " had not
passed through his hands. Mr. Tegetmeier explained that he
had offered it to Mr. Tudman, who declined to receive it, and
that as a last resource he had remitted it to the Hon. Secretary.
As Mr. Tudman had apparently run away to avoid explana-

tion, I deemed it necessary to offer some remarks, before with-
drawing the motion, as to why I brought it forward. In doing
so I dealt as lightly as possible with the absent ; but I was
compelled to show how far, in the gi-atificatiou of private feel-

ing, Mr. Tudman had jeopardised the credit of the Club, and
I stated circumstantially my reasons for calling on Mr. Tudman
for a public explanation. As he did not choose, though
tilling a most responsible office, to afford this, I was compelled
to come to the conclusion that his conduct was unjustifiable
to the honourable body for which he was trustee ; and so far

from exculpating him I left the facts in the hands of the meet-
ing, expressing my own opinion of the undignified and selfish

eoui'se he had pursued.
The motions respecting the judges were consolidated ; and

SO close was the division of opinion, that the first voting re-
sulted in a tie. The second voting had the same result, an
additional vote having been obtained on each side, and the i

Chairman finally gave the casting vote.

There was no question submitted as to the disposing of the
remaining copies of the " Standard," for the Club has no doubt
on this subject, as there is still a fair demand, though not as
great as at first.—F. W. Zurhorst, Hon. Sec. Poultry Club,
Donnybrook.

Absence has prevented me replying to " A Member," whose
letter appears in your Journal of the 18th ult. ; but I am, no
doubt, all in good time, and I am sure the spirit of fair play
which always animates your Joiu-nal will afford me space.
The communication in question is a tissue of misstatements
fi"om beginning to end. But to begin. He says, ' a member
high in otfice informed him that the ' Standard ' had been cast
aside as useless long since," &c. Now this is so utterly at
variance with the facts, that I am inclined to think " A Mem-
bee " must have dreamed it (I should not venture to think it

was a concoction), as the following figures are well known to
all members, including those " high in office," who have taken
the trouble to read the reports or attend the meetings. The
" Standard " cost some £27 to publish and bind a five-hundred
edition. The whole of the members then on the books received
a fr-ee copy. The numbers sold have been sufficient to pay the
whole expenses and leave a balance of from £8 to £10 appli-
cable to other purposes, together with some 1.50 copies available
for sale or presentation free to new members on application to
the Honorary Secretary. At our next balance our publishers
wOl have a goodly balance of cash to hand us, and I am this
day sending off copies to individuals outside the Club who have
applied for them. So much for assertion No. 1. Now the next.
The numerous commendations of the " Standard of Excel-

lence " that have appeared in the columns of the press, and its

large sale, render any further comments on its merits unne-
cessary.

With reference to the Club Judges not judging book in
hand, "A Member" again displays his ignorance of facts. I

will simply quote a portion of the minutes of a meeting held
the 1st of October, 1801, Mr. KeUeway in the chair. Mr.
Beldon said that some misapprehension existed as to the rules
for judging, " no judge could be expected to go about book
in hand ;" and it was then unanimously resolved that to pre-
vent misapprehension the title of the forthcoming book should
be changed from "Rules for Judging" to "The Standard of

Excellence." The Club prospectus published in January, 1865,
stated that it " was for the guidance of exhibitors," and to
"obtain as far as possible uniformity of judging." I presume
our well-informed " Member "

(?) will now understand why
the Judges at Rochdale did not go about book in hand.
As to the discussion and division on the additions to the

Judges, I suppose " A Member " will allow others to entertain
an opinion. It is a pity he did not, as he says he attended ihe
meeting, assert his, instead of confining himself to writing
anonymous uncertainties !

Again, with regard to the Rochdale Show, how reliable is
" A Member's " information ! how exquisitely just his informa-
tion ! He says the Rochdale Show must have cost the Club
£30, and then says he was at the Birmingham meeting. Had
he either opened his ears or lifted one of the balance sheets on
the table, he would have seen that the Show unfortunately cost

the Club £128 (not £30 as he suggests)—viz., £75 guarantee
money, and £53 from Club funds, and that though the entries

paid the prize list, the receipts at the door amounted in three
days to but £13, the rain having come down incessantly from
end to end of the Show.

I may add that copies of the balance sheet were laid upon
the Club table, as well as sent to each guarantor, and the
promptitude with which those gentleman to a man paid the
call after receiving the balance sheet needs no comment. What
Mr. Tudman said at the meeting I have stated above. I am in
possession of the shorthand-writer's notes, and the omission
of the full report respecting Mr. Tudman's resignation and its

causes was dictated by a desire to avoid personality.

As to what Mr. Tudman and Mr. A.^hton did for the Club,
the minute-book before me shows that they attended the first

meeting, with manj' other gentlemen at Liverpool, but that
they proposed no resolutions. They were appointed joint Secre-

taries—Mr. Ashton speedily resigned, and Mr. Tudman
followed him twelve months after.

With regard to the Club costing half its subscriptions to

work, I have only to point to the fact that the annual income
is £57, a small amount of which is in arrear, that no less

a sum than £40 has been paid this year out of the Club funds
towards the Show, and that Mr. Tudman by his balance sheet

had upwards of £12 in hand at the Birmingham meeting, the

printing, stationery, and postage for the whole year being
under £8.
In conclusion I would advise "AMembee" ere he again

rushes into print to get up his facts a little more accurately.

It was only due to the members of the Club that this refuta-

tion should be written, but no further anonymous correspon-

dents will be recognised or replied to by—F. W. Zurhorst,
Hon. Sec, Poulinj Club, Donnybrook.

POULTRY JUDGING.
I SEE quite enough to dishearten exhibitors in the present

system of judging, and the rejection of the motions on this

subject before the Poultry Club show that we have little hope
of reform in that quarter. The Poultry Club has proved a

disappointment. I agree for the most part with the letter of

your correspondent lately on the subject. I make no charges

of dishonesty against the judges, although I am quite aware
that dishonest judges do exist. I think a vast deal of mischief

arises rather from a friendly feeling towards local exhibitors,

and a pertinacious interference of officials, than from any pre-

meditated favouritism.

Not a sufficient number of judges is employed, too much is

expected of them, and many of them are wilhng to believe

that they are competent to judge in all classes. Everything

connected with the fancy bl-eediug of poultry is undefined,

uncertain, and unsatisfactory. There is no point of authority.

We have no fixed rules—no standard by which to work ; every-

thing seems to be a matter of taste and opinion.

With this feeling I attached myself to the Poultry Club;

but however good a man the present Secretary may be, the
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members Jo not seem inclined to do anything. Except the
" Standard of Excellence," which with all its faults is a useful
production, nothing has been done.

I am inclined now to go in for poultry as an article for food.
I dare say you have seen Mr. Geyelin's circular, " Our SyRtcm
of Selling Poultry, and the Eernedy." He has, I think, the
right plan, but at present he fails in bringing it to boar.
The National Poultry Company may answer as a place for

breeding and selhng good birds, but there is a want of vigour
there, iiud under the present system they will not produce any
change.
You will think I am a general grumbler, but I am sure you

will agree with me in many things. I want to work certain
reforms, and I will do so, if possible, without angry feeling or
personal attacks.

—

Egojiet.

SUNDRIES.
In reply to " Cleeicus," before he accuses his " Black

Country " dealer of imposition in the matter of his Partridge
Cochin cock, he should be able tojmivc that some imposition h.ad
been practised. I do not think any person conversant with
the changes of plumage that fowls undergo in moulting, would
be satisfied with the simple statement offered by " Cleeicus."
Changes from black to white are well authenticated, and would
appear much more like ' shameful dishonesty," than the case
mentioned, and yet Dame Nature may be alone to blame.

In reference to " Poultry Show Neglects," and " Exhibitoe,"
I can sympathise with him in the matter of catalogues and
prize lists, though not as relating to Newport. I have before
now in the pages of " our Journal," advocated certain cour-
tesies to exhibitors. A ticket of admission is one courtesy I
have advocated; it might induce the exhibitor to attend the
show, he might purchase, and thus aid the funds ; and in any
case I do know this, that it gives the exhibitor a more lively
interest in the welfare of the exhibition. As to catalogues, I feel
that exhibitors ought to be the fust persons considered. I have
gone myself to an exlnbition to find all the catalogues sold,
though I had ordered one. It does appear to me that ex-
hibitors are really the backbone of exhibitions. This may be
diseased imagination on my part, but I think that as the great
majority must be unsuccessful, it would be wonh the while of
managers to pat all on the backs, and show them some little
attention. Let it be a rule at every exhibition, to dispatch by
the first possible post a catalogue and prize list to every ex-
hibitor. Would the managers of a large show lose £5 by such
generosity? I should say, certainly not; but a very few ex-
hibitors declining to enter at a second show would cause a loss
of far more than £5 in entries.

Railway charges, however, seem Hkely still to be the stumb-
ling block to increase of exhibitors. To myself quite recently,
obtaining prizes has not been sufficient to preserve me from
losing money by exhibiting. I have just paid 4s. Gd. for one
hamper of Polish fowls (therefore not heavy), travelling one
hundred miles on a single railway, and since that I have
sent to the Nevrport Show three pens for 5s. 2d. ; the return
jom-ney cost me 10s. 3d., the distance being under one hundred
miles. Mr. Cork is right, most probably, in his reply to
" ExHiBiTon." The railway should be blamed for detention. I
can only say my birds returned from New Shoreham in capital
condition. One cock has been exhibited three times successfully
since that Show, without being any the worse. This could not
be if he had sultered from neglect at Shoreham. The " Ex-
hibitoe " at New Shoreham might probably, with trouble, have
traced the packages, and found out where the fault was. Per-
haps he had better pocket the affront. My crusade against the
railways has ended, as I think, in all poultry parcels being
charged to me on our local railway 50 per cent, extra. I cannot
help fancying that orders have been given to all clerks to look
out for my name, and to lay it on heavily.—Y. B. A. Z.

INCUBATORS.
If "Edgwoeth" and " A Sr.ixisH Beeder " will put them-

selves in communication with me, I shall be most happy to
reply to their queries about my incubator.

I have endeavoured to construct it to be as perfect as
possible in command over internal and external temperature

—

I believe hitherto the weak point—and I will guarantee that if

one is fitted according to my instructions, it shall keep the

requisite temperature, 102' to 103°, absolutely without vari-
ation

; further, that if the slight extra expense is incurred of
having my outer anti-radiation casings, many a mishap of the
gas or lamp going out will have no evil effect, for the incubator
shall keep its proper temperature for six hours without any
heating medium whatever. One thing, however, I cannot
guarantee when an incubator has gone out of my hands—that
is, another's attention thereto.

Lastly, in reply to " H. Wilcocks." There must be some
error, for Mr. Massey assures me all correspondence is duly
answered. May I request '

' H. W." to write once more ?

—

Feedk.
ScHEciDEE, Manager, National Poultry Company (Lindted).

MANCHESTER POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Most amateurs of experience anticipated a fii-st-rato Show this year at

the Belle Vue Gardens, Manchester, and their anticiimlion was correct,
for the Show of December 21st, 22uil, and 24th, has been by far the best
of any yet held under the management of the Messrs. .Jcunison. This
is not to be wondered at, for every successive year proves only the more
certainly that no better place exists for the accommoilatioc of a large
show, nor can there be any more praiseworthy individuals as regards
the general attention paid' to every portion of the valuable live stock
exhibited, in proof of what we have just stated, a large quantity of
homo-baked bread was expressly made on the premises, each loaf being
from 5 to G inches thick, and about the size of the large flagstones used
for paving our general thoroughfares. These immense loaves of bread,
each pretty well as much as a man could Uft, had been mads a few
days previously, and were consecpiently in excellent condition for the
purposes intended, being not in the least clammy, but, on the contrary,
sweet and good-flavoured. They were broken to small pieces, well
soaked in cold water, and then mixed with barley flour, and this con-
stituted the first food of the poultry after bein" tnken from their travel-
ling baskets. During the whole Show, once each day they were allowed
a similar meal, the remainder of theii- food being a mi'^ture of excellent
barley and Indian com. From this careful n.anagement doubts can-
not exist but that many pens of poulti-y will actually be returned in
far superior condition to that in which they were received at Manches-
ter. Nor war, the scrupulous care of the pioprietors of the Belle Vue
Zoological Gardens expended exclusively on the poultiy, as a very large
entiy of dogs had also been consigned to them. To meet the require-
ments of this host of animals, quite a string of living horses an-ived at
the Gardens a few days previous to the meeting, nor was a single one of
these animals slaughtered until it had undergone veterinary inspection
to ascertain if it was perfectly free from constitutional disease. The
quantity of this flesh when mixed with a duo proportion of barleymeal
would hive staggered the beUef of almost any one. The small toy
and pet dogs were provided also with other kinds of food more especi-
ally adapted to their respective wants. This careful management,
under so experienced a supenision, renders the Manchester Show so
popular and well supported. It is by experience proved that railway
companies are always among the last parties to avail themselves of
suggestions, however urgently directed ; but wo cannot forbear once
again drawing the attention of railway directors to the impolicy of
putting dogs and poultry to travel in the same van, for we are informed
several valuable pens of fowls were destroyed by their- canine fellow-
passengers during transit, to the no small annoyance of the owners of the
poultry, and as inevitably to the ultimate serious loss of the railway
companies themselves, wlio, as a matter of course, are legally liable for
such gi-oss neglect and mismanagement.
The arrangement of the pens throughout the whole Show was ad-

mirably adapted for the inspection of the public, and it would, indeed,
be inviiUous to particularise the merits too closely of individual classes,
when we are fortunately enabled to say that scarcely an indifferent
class throughout the whole Show could be selected. The Grey Dorkinf/s
were most commendable, the young classes exhibited (of a cockerel and
pair of pidletsl proving exceedingly good and popular. A reference
to the printed prize list will show our readers that in this, as in almost
all other breeds throughout the Show, the premiums were very widely
sown. Perhaps besides being one of the most extensive, the best class
in the whole Show proved to be the young Black SjuuiisJi. Never had
the Judges awarded prizes to better specimens, nor could their con-
dition throughout the whole entry be sui-passed. The Cri're C/nirs
mustered strongly, and were good ; nor were the Polands less worthy of
our highest praise. The Game classes were remarkably well iilled,

but the condition of many of the birds from the late wet weather was
not equal to what it might otherwise have been. In Cochin.'^, both
the Bufl" and the Partridge-coloured ones, the Manchester Show held
a very high position : they were evidently the picked birds of the king-
dom, most of them having been specially reserved by theii- owners to
test their quality at Belle Vue. The young Buff Cochins, although
the first prize was £10, strange to say, undoubtedly proved by far the
least deserving of any of the Cochin classes.

Geese, Tiirl-etis, and Diiel-x, were shown in great abundance : and
here, as nsnal, Mr. Charles Jennison exhibited a veiT- well-filled class
of a gi-eat variety of "fancy " water fowls, taken purposely from the
pools of the Gardens. Another scarcely less interesting feature of the
Show was a class composed of foreign Zfores, some varieties being so
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small as hardly to be larger than sparrows, though of the most ex-

quisite colour and martings.

This class for Doves, and the collection of Pigeons with which they
were closely connected, were literally thronged with visitors during the

whole time the Show was on view. The weather being very favourable,

everjlhing went off most satisfactorily.

Dorking (Coloured, except Silver-Grey).—First, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright,
Etwall Hall, Derby. Second,Viscoantess Holmesdale, Linton Park, Stai)le-

hurst. Third, J. Anderson, Ruthven House, Meigle. Fourth, J. White,
Warlaby, Northallerton. Hif^hly Commended, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot,
Owestry; J. White. Commended, Hon. W. H. Fitzwilliam, Wentworth
Woodhouse ; Rev. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-Cleveland ; J. Robinson, Vale
House, Garstang ; W. H. Walker, Sbenfield, Brentwood. Hens.—First
and 6econd,Viscountess Holmesdale. Third, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. Highly
Commended, W. McConnell, Chelford, Manchester; Miss Davies, Wrex-
ham Road, near Chester; Duke of Newcastle, Clumber Park, Notts ; Mrs.
A. Hurt, Alderwasley, Derby ; H. Anderton, X>eigh, Lancashire. Com-
mended, T. Statter, Stand Hall, Whitfield, Manchester; Admiral W.
Hornby, Knowsley Cottage, Prescot ; Mrs. Dale, Falconer House, Scar-
borough. Chickens.—First, D. C. Campbell, M.D., Brentwood. Second,
Viscountess Holmesdale. Third, T. Statter. Fourth, J. White. Highly
Commended, Admu-al W. Hornby; Viscountess Holmesdale ; J.Anderson;
D. C. Camjibell, M.D. ; Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. Commended, E. Longton,
Woolton, Liverpool; Miss Davies. Pullets.—First, Duke of Newcastle.
Second, Miss Davies. Third, D. C. Campbell, M.D. Highly Commended,
Hon. W. H. FitzwUham ; Miss Davies; Messrs. Guuson it Jefierson,
Whitehaven; J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury; Viscountess
Holmesdale. Commended, Viscountess Holmesdale ; J. Anderson.

Dorking (Rose-combed).—Prize, Viscountess Holmesdale. Chickens.—
First and "Second, Viscountess Holmesdale.
Dorking (White).— First, Second, and Third, H. Lingwood, Needham

Market, Suflolk. Highly Commended, J. Robinson.
DoRiiiNG (Silver-Grey).—Fii-st, R, D. Holt, Orrest Head, Windermere.

Second, Rev. T. O'Grady, Hognaston Vicarage, Ashbourne. Hens or
Pullets.—Fii-si, Rev. T. O'Grady. Second, Miss Milne, Otterbum, Kelso.
Highly Commended, D. Parsons, Cuerden, Preston; J. Hardie, fcorbie
Ewes, Langholm.
Extra Dorking Prizes.—First, Admiral W. Hornby. Second, Messrs.

Oonson & Jefferson. Third, J. Robinson. Commended, J. Anderson.
Spanish.—Cocfc.—First, Messrs. Burch & Boulter, Sheffield. Second,

H. Lane, Ashley Road, Bristol. Third, R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.
Fomlh, E. Jones, Berkley Place, Clifton. Highly Commended, T. B.
Hartley, Hoywood, Manchester; D. Parsley, Kingsdown, Bristol; R. Tee-
bay ; J. H. Wilson, St. Bees, Whitehaven. Commended, W. R. Bull, New-
port PagncU ; J. Thresh, Bradford. Hvns.—First, E.Jones. Second, H,
Beldon. Third, E. Brown. Highly Commended, G. Bridle, Didsbui-y

;

Messrs. Eurch&Boulter; J. Thresh ; W.H.Walker. Commended, J. Stevens.
Chicktns.—Fiist, D. Parsley. Second, Viscountess Holmesdale. Third,
E. Jones. Fourth, T. Clilf, Hanley. Highly Commended, Miss Davies;
Miss Eiggar, Ecclefechan. Commended, E. Jones ; A. O. Worthington,
Newton Park, Burton-on-Trent ; W. R. Bull; J. R. Rodbard; Hon. Miss
D. Pennant, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor; Messrs. Burch & Bo^llter. Pullets.
—First, J. Stephens, Walsall. Second, W. R. Bull. Highly Commended,
T. B. Hartley.
Extra Spanish Prizes.—First, H. Beldon. Second, Thii-d, and Highly

Commended, R. Teebay. Commended, E. Brown, Sheffield.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon and Buff;.—Ooct.—First, E. Smith, Middle-

ton, Manchester. Second, H. Tomlinson, Birmingham. Thii-d,A. Fenton,
Crimble Hall, Rochdale. Foiurth, Rev. F. Taylor, Keastwick, Kirkby Lons-
dale. Highly Commended, A. Fenton; R. White, Eroomhall Park. Shef-
field. Commended, G. Fell, Springfield. Warrington

; R. White ; H. Bates,
Yardley, Binnlngham ; H. Mapplebeck,Woodfield, Moseley. Hens.—First,
H. Tomlinson. Second, E. Smith, Middleton. Third, A. Fenton. Highly
Commended, G. Fell ; Rev. C. Spencer, College House, Attleborough ; A.
Fenton; Mrs. R. White. Commended, W. A. Taj-lor. Chickciis.—First,
H. Mapplebeck. Second, G. Fell. Third, Hon. Mrs. Sugden, Stapeley
House, Nantwich, Cheshire. Fourth, A. P'euton. Pullets.—First, H.
Mapplebeck. Second, T. Boucher. Highly Commended, Hon. Mrs. Sug-
den ; Rev. C. Spencer ; W. A. Taylor. Commended, Hon. Miss D. Pennant.
Cochin-China Extra Prizes {Cinnamon and Bufl"j. ~ First, A.

Fenton. Second, J, Nelson, Heaton Mersev, Manchester. Third, C.
Jennison, Belle Vue, Manchester. Highly Commended, A. Fenton.
Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge-featheredl.- Coct.—First, R.

White. Second, J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court, Wrington, Bristol. Thii-d,
A. Fenton. Highly Commended, E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop, Com-
mended, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven ; E. Tudman ; J. Elliott,
Westleigh, Leigh

; A. Fenton ; J. R. Rodiiard. Hens.—First, J. Stephens.
Second, E. 0. stretch. Ormskirk. Highly Commended. E. Tudman; A.
Fenton. Commended, E. Smith. Chickens.—First, E. Tudman. Second,
J. Horrocks, Tonge, Middleton, Manchester. Third, E. C. r-treteh. Com-
mended, A. Fenton. Piillcts,~FiTst,J. Pool, Ulverston. Second, E. Smith,
Highly Commended, E. Tudman ; A. Fenton. Commended, E. C. fatretch :

C. E. Ridsdale, Copley, Halifax.
Cochin-china (White).—Coct.—First, R. Chase. Ealsall Heath, Bimiing-

ham. t^econd, F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybrook, Dublin. Commended Rev-
W. J. Mellor. Hens.—Fir&t, R. Chase. Second, F. W. Zurhorst.
Extra Cochin-China Prizes.—First, R. Chase. Second, E. Tudman.

Third, E. C. Stretch. Highly Commended, J. Holme. Commended, Hon.
Mrs. Sugden ; E. Tudman ; H. Beldon ; J, Horrocks.
Brahma Pootka f Dark).—First. R. W. Boyle. Second, J. Stevens. Third,

W. Hargreaves. Highly Commended, M. Brooksbank. Commended, T.
Pomfret; H, Lacy. Hebden Bridge; J. K. Fowler; G. H. Roberts.
Brahma Pootra (LightJ.—First, A. O. Worthington. Second, C. Maples,

jan.
Brahmapootra (Either varietv).—CbcR.-.—First, R. W. Bovle. Second,

Col, Stuart Wortley. Third, J. Shorthose. Commended, C. Cork.
Extra Brahma Puotea Prizes (Any variety).—Fiist and Second, T.

Pomfret.
Polish (Any variety).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, P. Unsworth,

Highly Commended. G. C. Adkins, The Lightwoods; Sir .it. G. Gore
Bart.; T. Walmsley; H. Beldon ; H.Carter; Mrs. C. W. Brierley. Com-
mended, T. Wiilmsley. Chickens.—First, P. Unsworth. Second, Su- St.
<x. Gore, Bart. Highly Commended, G. *:. Adkins; P. Unswoitth. Com-
mended, G C. Adkins; R. Charlesworth, Manchester: Miss J. Bailv
Hartley, WLutney, Hants.

ChSve Cceur.—First and Second, W. Blinkhom, Waterdale, near St.
Helen's. Third and Highly Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley.

Game (Black-breasted Reds).—First and Second, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.
Third, R. Scrimminger. CocA:.-First.R. Pashley. Second, T. Gorton, juD.,
Cheetham Hill, Manchester. Third, R. Scrimminger. Highly Commended,
Sir St. G. Gore, fart ; J. Halsall, Ince. near Wigan. Commended, F. J.
Astbury, Charlotte Street, Manchester; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.; C. P.
Ackers, Bickersham, near Wigan; H. M. Julian. Chickens.—First and
Fourth, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, S. Matthew. Third, W. Callender,
Welshpool. Highly Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. ; F. Sales. Com
mended, F. J. Astbui-y ; J. Halsall.

Extra Game Prizes (Black-breasted Reds). -First, P. Norbury. Second,
Mrs. Hay. Third, J. Anderson.
Game [ Bro%vn and other Reds, except Black-breasted).—First, Sir St. G

Gore, Bart. Second, T. Statter. Third, J. Wood. Highly Commended,
Sir St. G. Gore, liart ; R. Pashley; S, Matthew. Cock —First and Third,
Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, R. Scrimminger. Highly Commended, T,
Statter; C. Chaloner; R. S\Tift. Commended, J. Fletcher; G. W. Cooper,
Chickens —First, Rev. F. Watson, Messing, Kelvedon, Essex. Second, J,
Anderson. Thud, E. Aykroyd, Girlington Road, Bradford. Fourth, J,
Wood. Highly Commended, F. Sales; G. (. lements ; M. Billing, jun,
Erdington. Commended, T. Statter; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.

'

Extra Game Prizes (Brown and other Reds, except Black-breasted).—
First, S. Matthew. Second, E. Aykroyd. Third, N. Grimshaw.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Hen^.— First, T.West. Second,

W. Cox. Third, Mr ^t. G. Gore, Bart. Highly Commended, T. Robinson

;

G. Clements. Commended, W. Bourne; J. W. Harrison; C. Marlow.
Chickens.—First, J. Wood. Second, J. Halsall. Third, W. W. Pyne,
Highly Commended, H. J. Stokes. Commended, E. Aykroyd.
Game (Duckwings. and other Greys and Blues).—First, Duke of New-

castle. Second, A, K. Briggs, Rawden, near Leeds. Third, S. Matthew,
Stowmarket, Suffolk. C/ncfccH-s.-First and Second, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.,
Hopton Hall, Wirksworth, Derbyshire. Third, W. Horton, Albrighton,
near Wolverhampton. Commended, J. Firth. Halifax.
Game (except Black-breasted and other Reds).

—

Cock.—First, F. Sales,
Crowle, Lincolnshire. Second, J. Charlton, Chapelthoi-pe, near Wake-
field, Yorkshire. Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Hen.—First, J. Charlton.
Second, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Commended, J. Firth ; J. Halsall, Ince,
near Wigan.
Game (White and Piles).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, T. West,

St. Ann's, Eccleston, St. Helen's. Highly Commended, G. Wostenholme,
Queen Street, Sheffield. Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Chickens.—
First, Pv. Scrimminger, Pailton, near Lutterwoi-th, Warwickshire. Se-
cond, R. Pashley. Highly Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bail.
Game Extra Prizes (except Black-breasted and other Reds). —

First, T. Burns, Abram, near Wigan, Lancashire. Second, J. Anderson.
Commended, P. Norbury, Eowden, Cheshire.
Ducks (White Aylesbury j.—First, Captain H. B. Lane, Bracknell,

Berks. Second, J. K. Fowler. Third, E. Leech.
Docks (Rouen).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bni-t. Second, T. Bums.

Third, T. Statter. Fourth, T. Wakefield, Golbome, near Newton-le-
Willows. Highly Commended, E. Longton; T. Statter; Miss Davies;
C. P. Ackers; E. Leech; J. Nelson; S. H. Stott; J. Holme, Knowsley,
Prescot, Lancashire. Commended, A. Fenton.
Docks {Black East Indian).—First, A. Fenton. Second, C. Sidgwick.
Duck Extra Prizes (Any variety). — First, Messrs. Guuson and

Jefferson. Second, R. Leech. Third, T. Wakefield.
Ornamental Water Fowi,.—First, J. Jennison (Black Swans), Se-

cond, S. A. Wyllie, East Moualey, Surrey (Mandarin Ducks). Third, J".

Jennison, Belle Vue, Manchester (Carolinas). Highly Commended, A. O.
Worthington, Burton-on-Trent (Fancy Geese and Canadian Geese); E.
Longton; Mrs. C. W. Brierley. Middleton, Manchester (Mandarins);
J. Jennison (Mandai-ins, Shieldi'akes, Pintail, Barnacle Geese, Brent
Geese).
Geese (White).—Fii-st. Messrs. J. & W. Rostron, Levenshnlme, Man-

chester. Second. W. Gamon, Chester. Third, R. Harper, Reddish, near
Manchester. Commended, Messrs. J. & W. Rostron.
Geese {Grey and Mottled).—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, S. H. Stott,

Quarry Hill, Rochester. Third, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory, near
Manchester. Highly Commended, J. Hardie.
Turkeys.—First, *E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, Mrs. Dale. Third, J,

Smith, Breeder HUls, Grantham. Highly Commended, F. E. Richardson,
Bramshall, Uttoxeter ; S.Lang, jun., Barrow, near Bristol ; S.H. Stott;

R. Leech, Rochdale. Poults —First, E. Leech. Second, J. Smith. Third,
Mrs, Dale. Highly Commended, Miss Davies; J. Anderson; F. E.
Richardson: J. Hardie; E. Leech.
Extra Stock (Anv varietv of Fowls not before named).—First and

Second, S. A. Wyllie (La Fleche and Houdan). Third, Col. Stuart Wortley
(French Fowls).
Hamburgh (Blnck).—First, C. Sidgwick, Keighley, Yorkshire. Second,

G. Lingard, jun., Selly Oak, Birmingham. Commended, R. S. Moore,
Gateacre, near Liverpool. Chickens.—First, J. Lancashire, Tonge, Chad-
derton, near Manchester. Second, J. Fielding. Newchurch, near Man-
chester. Very Highly Commended, R. Goodwin, Middleton, Manchester.
Highly Commended, J Jackson, Bury, Lancashire. Commended, J,
Harrop, Middleton, Manchester; G. Lingard.
Hamburgh [Golden-pencilled) — Chickens. — First, T. Wrigley, jun.,

Tonge, Middleton. Second. J. E. Powers, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.
Third, F. J, Astbury. Highly Commended, B.. Beldon. Commended,
T. Walker, jun., Denton, near Manchester. Cocfr— First and Third, T-
W^riglej', jun. Second. A. Bamford, Tonge Lane. Middleton. Highly
Commended, R. MacGregor, Perth, N.B.; J. E. Powers; W. Hargreaves,
Eacup. Lancashire.
Hajiburgh (Silver-pencilled).

—

Chickeiift.—First, H Beldon. Second,
J. Walker, Haya Park, Knaresborough Third, T. Shan>les, Rawtenstall.

Highly Commended, J. Thresh. Cocfc.—First, H Beldon. Second, T.
Sharpies. Highly Commended, J. Parr,Barton-on-IrweU. Commended,
B. Bee.
HA^rEURGH (Pencilled).—Fu-st, A. O. Worthington. Second, J. E.

Powers.
Pencilled Hamburgh Extra Prizes (Either variety).—First, J. E.

Powers. Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).

—

Chickens.—First and Second, J. Roe,
Abfield, Manchester. Third, N. Marlor. Darton. Manchester. Highly
Commended, J. Buckley, Taxmton, Ashton-uuder-Lyne ; J. Andrew,
Waterhouaes, Ashton-im'der-Lyue ; J. Ogden ; T. Scholes, Hollinwood,
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Mimchester; E. Brierlcy. Commended, W. Hortun : J. Buckley; W. A.
Hyde ; T >choIes ; J.' Pun- ; H. Carter, Upperthong, Holinlirtli : J.

Wiilkor. Co<-;; —Fii-st, J. Ogden Second, T. Walker, jun Third, W. A.
Hyde. Ashton-imder Lvne Highly Comraeniied, J. Roe; J. Buckley;
N. Miirlor. Commended, E. Bricrlev ; H. Carter.
Hamburgh (Silver-spanBledj.—C/nclfjia.—First, J. Fielding. Second,

.7. A. Taylor. Third, .T. Walker. Highly Commended, H Beldon : .1.

Lancashire. Commended, J. Fielding ; J. Jackson ; Mrs. A. Hurt.
CocJ:.—First, T. Sharpies. Second, J. Fielding. Commended, T. Wrig-
ley, jun.
HAsmoRon fSpanglcil). — Hc)r«.— First, J. Ogden. Second. J. Roe.

Very Highly Commended. T. E. Hartley ; J. Fielding Highly Com-
mended, T. i-choles; N, Marlor; J. Walker Commended, J. Buckloy.
Spangled Hamburgh Extra Prizes.—First, N. Marlor. Second,

J. -Andrew.
Game Bantams (Elnck-brcasted and other Reds).—First. .1. Fi-yer,

Staveley, Derbyshire Second. J. Crosland. jun. Third. G Smith.
Fom-th. J. W. Morris. Highly Commended. H. Ashton. Polefield, Prost-
wich

; D. Parsons
; G. R. Dayies ; Miss E. A. Crawford. Commended,

Sir St. G. Gore. Bart. ; A. Fenton ; J. Holme ; R. MacGregor.
Game Bantams f.\ny other variety).

—

Ch ickenn.—First, J. Crosland, jun.
Second, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Third, Rev. W. J. Mellor.
Game Bantam.— CocA-.s\—First. J. Ban-. Swan Island, Atherfon, near

Manchester. Second, Mrs. C. W. Brierlev. Third, J. Crosland, jun.
Fourth. G. Griggs Highly Commended, F. L.Roy, jun. ; A. Fenton;
J. A. Taylor

; Miss E. A. Crawford. Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.

;

G. R. Dartes; W. Parker.
Game Bantam (Any variety).—iTciK.—First, S. Lang, jun. Second, W.

M'Connell. Commended, .1. Anderson.
GAjfE Bantam Extra Prizes (Any variety).—First and Third, D.

Pal'sons. Second, J. BaiT,
Bantams (Any variety except G.ime).— First. A. K. Briggs (Black

Bantams). Second, M. Leno (Gold-laced). Third, G. Griggs (Speckled-
booted Bantams). Highly Commended. F. L. Roy. jun. (Silver-laced
Sebright) ; H. Ashton (White-booted; ; J. W. Monis ^Black Bantams).

PIGEONS.
Powtehs (Any colom-).-First. J. Thackray, Petergate, York. Second.

F. Crosslcy, Elland, rear Halifax. Highly Commended, J. K. Harvey,
M.D

, Cork; E. E, M. Ruyds, Greenhill, Rochdale.
Carriers (Black).— Cocl-.—Fij-st, J. Firth, jun.. Webster Hill, Dews-

bnry. Second. P. Crosslcy. ifen.—First and Second, F. Crosslev.
Carriers (Any other colour).—Coct- First, G. H. Roberts. Pen-

wortham, Preston. Second, A. Mangnall, Broughton. Hfii.—First. J.
Hawley, Bingley, Yorkshire. Second, A. Lowe, Over Hutton. near Bolton.
Youni) Birdi.—First, J. Hawley. Second, F. Else, Westbournc Grove,
Enyswater, London. Third, G. H. Roberts. Commended, M. Hedley,
Claremont Green, Redhill. Surrey.
Dragons—First, H. Yardlev,'Marhet Hall, Birmingham. Second. J.

Percivall. Highly Commended. H. Yartlley. Commended, F. Crosaley.
Antwerps —First, S. A. Taylor, Sutton Coldfield. near Birmingham.

Second, .7. Hawley. Highly Commended. S. A Hawley.
Jacobins {Any colour).—First, T. H. Ridpeth, Rusholme. Second, J.

Mur, Glasgow. Commended, A. Mangnnl
NcNS—First. F. Else. Second, C Bulpiu, Bri.lgewater. Somerset.

Commended, H B. Wliittaker, Alkrington. Middletou.
Runts.-First, T. D. Green, Saffron" Walden, Essex. Second, E. E. M.

Eoyds, Greenhill, Rochdale. Highly Commended, H. Yardlev.
Barbs. — First, J. GeU, York. Second, J. Thackray. Highly Com-

mended. .7. Fielding, jun.. Rochdale. Commended, J. Thackray.
"

Torbtts.—First, J. Thackray. Second, C. Bulpin. Highly Commended,
J. Hawley.
Owes.—First. F. Crosslcy. Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Com-

mended, J. Fielding, jun. ; j. Bnily, jun.
Trdhpetess.-First, J. Hawley. Second. W. H. C. Gates. Besthorpe,

Newark, Notts. Highly Commended, J. Firth, jun. Commended, J.
Thackl-ay.
Fantails.—First and Second, H. Y'ardley. Highly Commended. F.

Else.
J a J

Tumblers (.Umond).—First, J. Thackray. Second. R. Fulton, Dept-
lord. Third, F. Crosslev.
Beards.-First, J. Thackray. Second and Highly Commended, W. H. C.

Gates.
Balds.—First. T. H. Ridpeth. Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Com-

mended, J. Hawley.
Tumblers (Any other variety).-First, J. Thackray. Second, R. Fulton.

Highly Commended, .J. Fielding, jun. ; E. E. M Eoyds.
Ant other Varietv not Before Named.—First. Third, and Highly

Commended, J. Bnily. jun. (German Toy, Archangels, and Austrian
Powters). Second, H Yardlej-.
Doves (Any variety).—First. Second, and Highly Commended, J.

Jennison. ZooIogical.Gardens.Manchoster (Chinese Doves, FrenchDoves,
and Stock Doves).

RABBITS.
Black and WHiTE.--First, J. Read, Coventi-y. Second, W. Newsome,

Leeds.
Y^lowand White.—First, W. Steltox, Greenheys. Second, J. Taylor,

Sueffield.

ToRToisEsHELL.—First and Second, G. F. Jones, Bootham, York.
H^hly Commended. H, Handford, Wilford, Notts.
Blue and White —First, G. F. Jones Second, W Newsome.
Grev and White.—First, W. Stelfox. Second and Highly Com-

mended, H. Handford.
Self-colour —Fir.^t, J. Taylor. Second, J. P.eed. Highly Commended,

H. Handford.
Longest Ears.-First, W. Newsome. Second, G. Mellor, Macclesfield.

Highly Commended, E. E M. Boyds, Green Hill. Rochdale
Angora.—Prize, A. Parry, Rochdale. Highly Commended, C. Rayson,

Prestwich, Manchester.
Other Foreign Rabbits —First and Highly Commended, S. A. WvUie,

East Moulsey, Sun-cy (Leporides). Second, t). Barker, Cheadle Hiilme
(Himalayan).

Judges.—Dorlings, Spaimli, Cochins, Bralanas, and Creve Cxurs

:

Ml-. Edward Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham, and Mr. W. B. Teget-
meier, Muswell Hm, London. Game, Game Bantams, tie. : Mr. J. H..

Smith, Skeltou Grange, York, and Mr. E. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston,
Hamhiin/Jis, Polanth, Duels, itc. : Mr. .Tames Dixon. North Park
Bradford, and Mr. S. Fielding, Trentbam. riijfons : Harrison "Weir,

Esq.. Pecldiam, London, and T. J. Cottle, Es(]., Cheltenham. EalMts:
Mr. Henry Yardley, Market Hall, Birmingliam.

HECKMONDWIKE POULTRY SHOW.
December 26th.

A GOOD numlicr of first-class birds were exhibited, and the visitors

seemed highly gi-atified while examining the various classes of birds

shown. The Committee consider the Exhibition a success, and feci

in a measure repaid for the labour bestowed in connection with it.

Game (Black-breasted Red) —First, Extra, and Second, G. Noble, Stain-
cliffe. Highly Commended, W. Fell. Adwalton.
Game (Brown-Red).—First, J. Hodgson, Bowling Old Lane, Bradford.

Second, H. C. Mason, Drighlington. Bighly Commended, W.H. Robinson,
Long Lee, Keighley; T. Kilburn, Batley Carr. Commended, J. Ineson,
Staincliffe.

Game (Duckwings and other Grey and Blue).—First, W. Fell. Second,
C. Smithson.Heckmondwike. Highly Commended. W. Kellett, New Road,
Birstal ; J. Elam, Heckmondwike. Commended, W. Fell.

Game (White and Pile).—First H. C. Mason.
Game (Black and Brassy-winged).—First J. Ineson. Second, J. Ibbotson,

Gomersal.
Game Bantam (Red).—Extra Cup and First, C. Clegg. Second, G.Noble.
Game Bantam (Duckwing).-First, J. Hirst, Hillhouse, Heckmondwike.

Second, J. Elam. Highly Commended, J. Ibbotson ; H. Shepley, Carling-
how. Commended. — Armitage. Gomersal.
Bantam (Black).—First, J. Parker, Heckmondwike. Second, S. Schofield,

Heckmondwike.
Spanish (Black).—First, W. H. Charlesworth. Newhouse. Huddersfield.
Habiburgh (Golden -spangled).—First, H. Firth, Dudley Hill. Bradford.

Second. J. F. Loversedge, Newark. Notts.
Hamburgh (Pencilled).—First, J. Ibbotson.
Cochin-China.—First, H. Firth Second, S. SchofieW.
Anv other Distinct Breed.—First, P. Greenwood, Rawfolds, Cleck-

heaton.
Game (Red).—First, W. Fell. Second, G. Noble.
Game (Any colour).—HciL-First, —Suddick, Tong Street, Dudley Hill,

Bradford. Second, G. N«ble.
Extra.—First, J. Brooke. Second, G. Noble. Eighly Commended,

J. Elam ; J. Beaumont.

Judges.—Mr. J. W. Thompson, Southowram ; Mr. Enoch Hntton,
Pudsey ; and Mr. Mason, Kochdale.

MUNSTER POULTRY SHOW.
0\ December 'JOth, the Exliibitiou of PouUit^. Pigeons, song and

ornamental birds was opened in the new market, which was appropri-

ately decorated for tlie occasion. The pens were arranged on stands

in rows, so as to give intermediate space between each row for a pro-

menade, enabling the visitor to see evei-y bird in the Exhibition.

The entries amounted to 444, and the Exhibition was decidedly the

finest of the Idnd ever held in Muiister, or perhaps in Ireland, and in

the opinion of the gentlemen selected to judge of the merits of the

various classes, is highly creditable to Limerick.
The department for Pigeons, singing and ornamental birds, was a

source of the gi-eatest attx-action. Mr. Corbett. of Castleconnell, ex-

hibited a complete aviaiy, composed of foreign and native birds, both

song and ornamental, and it is not too much say his birds would form
an exhibition in themselves, for this gentleman has perhaps the finest

private collection of this Idnd in Ireland.

In the Fiffcon classes there was a keen competition in, conseqnence

of the superior quality of those exhibited. Mr. A. W. Shaw gained

the medal for the gi-eatest number of points in Pigeons, and Mr. Per-

rott, of Cork, won the silver cn]i for Iht: best pail* of Powters of any age

or colour. The collections of those gentlemen were very extensive, and
remarkable for the beauty exhibited by the birds they contained, and
they likewise were gi-eat objects of attraction to visitors, particularly to

connoissenrs. lu the poultry department the entire collection was
worthy of admiration ; and to those who are not rearers of fowl it showed
to what perfection those birds required for domestic use can be bred,

and how lamentably deficient Ireland has been hitherto in their rear-

ing. Now that this Exhibition has been so great a success, let us hope
that it v.ill lead to the establishment of a permanent Society in Lime-
rick, so that in the course of a few years it will not only take the lead

in this country, but that it ^"ill result in establishing annual exhibitions

of all Iduds of fowl equal in extent and breed with the most favoured

ones in England. Ireland is eminently adapted for being a first-class

fowl-breeding country ; and we see no obstacle that could not be over-

come in having as good a breed as that which exists in England.

—

{CJiroiiich').

Dorking (Coloured or Silver-Grey).—First, F. W. Zurhorst, BelvilJe
Donnybrook. Second, R. P. Williams, Cloutarf, Dublin. Highly Com-
mended, J. C. Cooper, Limerick. Commended, Mrs. Fosberrv, Clorane,
IviUUmo; T. O'Grady. Roughgrove, Bandon. C'l u-Atchs.—First, t. O'Grady.
Second, Major Vnndcleur, Limei-ick. Highly Commended, F. W. Zurhorst;
J. C. Cooper. Cuiumended, T. O'Grady.
Spanish.—First, R. P. Williams. Second, J. C. Cooper. Highly Com-

mended, Miss E. de C. Drevar. Commended, A. Comyns, jun. Chielieng,

—First, A. Comyns. jun. Second, R. P. Williams. Commended, R. P.
Williams; J. C. Cooper.
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Gajie (Blnck or Brnwn-breasted).—First and Second, J. C. Cooper.
Commended, J. Purcell. CarriR.
Gisre (Any other variety).—First, A. E. Allen, Cork. Second, J. C.

Perry, Brow-nins's Town, Cork.
CocHiN-CniKA (Cinnnraon or BufiT).—First and Second, F. W. Zurhorst.

Highly Commended, R. P. Willinnis. Commended, F. W. Zurhorst.
CocHiN-CiUNA (Brown or Pjirtridpe-feathered).—First, C. F. Staunton.

ClondiUkin. Second. J. C. Fitzgerald, Abingdon House, MuiToe.
Cochin-China (White or Black).—First and Second, F. \V. Zurhorst.

Highly Commended, A. Comyns, jun.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—First, R. W. Boyle, Bray, Co. Wieklow.

Second, J. C. Peiry. Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper.
La Fleche — Firs:t, F. W. Zurhorst. Second, J. C. Cooper.
Malay.—First and Second, J. C. Cooper.
Creve CfEUR.— First. J. C. Cooper. Second. D Sullivan, Ballyhrown.
HouDAN.—First, F. W. Zurhorst. Second, J. C. Perry. Commended,

J. C. Cooper.
Sultan Fowl.—First and Highly Commended, F. W. Zurhorst. Second,

J. C. Cooper.
White-crested Black or Black-crested White Fowl.— First and

Second, Miss E. de C. Dvevar.
Golden or Silvrr-crested Fowl.—First and Second, W. Sylvester,

Sheffield. Highly Commended, R. P. Willinms,
Hamburgrs (Golden or Silver-pencilled).-Prize, F. W. Zurhorst.
Hahtborohs (Golden or Silver-spangled),—First, J. C. Perry. Second,

R. P. Williams.
Gaime Bantams.—First and Second, C. F. Staunton, Castleconnell.

Commended. W. Coi-bett ; J. Lloyd, Warren's Place. Cork.
BANTAiis (Any other variety).— First, Miss F. Croker, Ballynagarde,

Limerick. Second, F. W. Zurhorst.
Ayy OTHER Variety of Fowl.—First. W. Corheti. Second, J. C.

Perry. Commended, R. Wheeler: Ciipt. Gilbert. Killalne.
Ducks iKouen).—First. R. P. Williams. Second, T. Hollis. Reading.

Third and Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper. Commended, Lady Clarina,
Elm Park, Clarina.
Ducks (White Aylesbury .—First and Third. F. W. Zurhorst. Second,

R.P.Williams. Highly Commended, F. W. Zurhorst; R. P. Williams;
D. O'Grady. Commended, J. C. Cooper.
Geese (White).—First and Second, J. C. Cooper. Third, W. Corbett.

Goslilips.—First and Second, J. C. Cooper. Third, S. F. Dickson, Ver-
mont, Limerick.
Geese (Grey and Mottled).-First and Second, J, C. Cooper. GonUngs,

—First and Second, J. C. Cooper. Third, T. Costelloe, Murroe, Com-
mended, -J. C. Cooper ; S. F. Dickson.
Turkeys.—First. T. Hollis. Second, F. W. Zurhorst. PowUs.—First

and Second. J. C. Cooper. Third, Mrs. E. E. LlewelUm.
Selling Class 'Anvdistinctvarietv)-—First and Second. Capt. Gilbert.

Third Mrs. Webb, Kno'cldong. Highly Commended, R. P. Williams ; Capt.
Gilbert; J. C. Cooper. Commended, J. Christie; Capt. Gilbert; J. C.
Cooper.
Cup (value five guineas), for the greatest number of points in poultry,

J. C. Cooper.
SINGLE COCKS.

Dorking (Anv colour).—First. D. O'Grady, Ballynorth, Pallaskenry.
Second, R. P. William^. Commended, J. C. Cooper.
Spanish.—Prize. J. Bresnahan, Limerick.
Game.—First, .J Downey, Garvey's Range. Second, P. Mack, Newtown.
Cochin-China.—First and Second, F. W. Zurhorst.
Erahua Pootra.—First, R. \V. Boyle. Second, F. W. Zurhorst.

COTTAGERS' PRIZES.
Ant Distinct Breed.—First and Third, J. Christie, Ballybrown.

Second, P. Enright. Mackinich. Fourth, Mrs. M. Switser, Clarina.
DtTCKS.—First, Mrs. M. McMahon, Cooper Hill. Second, T. McMahon.

Third, Mrs. M. Switzer.
PIGEONS.

PowTERS Yellow. Red, Mealy, or other colour^—First, J. H. Perrott
Cork. Second. A. W. Shaw, Limerick. Highlv Commended and Com-
mended, A. W. Shaw : J. H. Perrott.
PowTERS (Black-pied and Blue).—First and Second. J. H. Perrott.

Highly Commended, Dr, Harvey, Cork ; J. H. Penott. Commended, J.

H. Perrott.
Powters 'White). —First, Dr. Harvey. Second, J. H. Perrott. Highly

Commended, A, W. Shaw.
Carriers iBlackl.— First and Secnnd.G.'Wherland, Cork. Very Highly

Commended. G. Wherland. Highly Commended, A. W. Shaw. Com-
mended. A. W. Shaw; Dr. Hnrvey.
Carriers (Dun).—First and 6econd,G. Wherland. Highly Commended,

A. W. Shaw.
Carriers (Blue or other colour.—Second and Highly Commended, A.

W. Shaw.
Short-paced Tumblers (Almonds).—First. Dr. Harvey. Second, A.

W. Shaw. Vci-y Highly Commended and Highlv Commended, A. W.
Shaw.
Short-faced Tumblers (Kites or whole feathers).-First and Second,

A. W. Shaw.
Short-faced Tumblers (Mottles or other colour).—First and Second,

A. W. Shaw.
Common Tusiblers (Balds or Beards).—First, Second, and Commended,

A. W. Shaw.
I Common Tusiblers (Ermine or Fawn-booted).—First and Second, C.

Cooper, Cooper Hill. Limerick.
Barbs (Bbickl.-First, G. A. Wherland. Second, C. P. Staunton.

Highly Commended, G. A. Wherbmd ; J. H. Perrott.
Barbs (Anv other colour).-First and Second, J. H. Perrott. Com-

\
mended, G. A. Wherland.
Jacobins 'Red or Yellow).—First and Second, J. H. Perrott Com-

mended. C. F. Stnnnton ; J. Lloyd ; T. O'Grady.
Jacobins f.Anv other colom-).—First, and Second, T. O'Grady.
Pantails (White .-First, J H. Perrott. Second, C. F. Staunton.

Highly Comni'^nded. J. H. PeiTott. Commended, T. O'Grady.
Fantails ("Anv other colour).—Prize, J. W. Edge, Birmingham.
Owls (Blue or Silver).—First, C. F. Staunton. " Second, J. H. Perrott.

Owls (Any other colour).—First, A W. Shaw. Second. J. W. Edgii.

Trumpeters (Mottles). —First, J. H. Perrot. becuud, A. W. Shaw..j
Highly Commended, J. H. Perrott.

Trituteters (Any other' C:ol6ur).~First, C. F. Stattoton. Second, T.
O'Grady.
Tubbits.—First, A. W. Shaw. Second, F. Waitt, Sparkbrook, Eirming-

ham. Highly Commended, F. \Vaitt. Commended, C. F. Staimton ; T.

O'Grady.
Nuns.-First, T. O'Grady. Second, A. W. Shaw.
Any other Variety of Merit —First, J. Lloyd. Second, J. H. Per-

rott (Brunswicks). Extra Second, W. Corbett. Highly Comraonded, F,
Broemcl, Ladywell, Kent ; F. Waitt ; J. W. Edge. Commended, F. Waitt

;

J. Lloyd
For the Best Patb of Powters (Any age or colour).—Cup, J. H.

Perrott.
Medal.—A. W. Shaw.

CANARIES.
Yellow (Belgian).— First and Second, W. Corbett. Commended,

T. Fitzpatrick, Catherine Street, Limerick.
Buff lEelgian).-First, Mrs. La Touche, Newbridge, Co. Kildare. Se-

cond, W. Corbett.
Variegated (Belgian).—First and Second. Mrs. La Tonche.
Crested or other Varieties.—First and Second, W. Corbett. Highly

Commended, .Mrs. La Touche; Miss F. Croker, Ballynagirde, Limerick.
Commended, Mrs. La Touche.
Goldfinch Mule.—First and Second, Hon. E. Roche, Whitegate, Cork.

Highly Commended, J. LjTich, Limerick. Commended, MissF. Croker.
Linnet Mule.—Prize, C. Cooper.
Ornamental Waterfowl.—First, Second, and Third, R. P. Williams.
ORNAMENT,iL Birds.—Highly Commended, W Corbett.

The following were the Judges :

—

Poultry and Pifjcons: Mr. P. Jones,

Fulhara, London ; Small Birds: Mr. James Keating, Cork; Mr. John
Donotrhue, Limerick,

HIVE OVERTURNED.
An accident has happened in my apiary which has cloubtless

occurred to many others. The night of the 13th-14th of

December was very boisterous here, and after long-continued

rains the ground had become much and deeply saturated

;

on Friday morning the news was brought me that a stock o^

bees had been blown over, and I found my only remaining

primitive hive standing out on a post driven into the ground
had come to grief, the pedestal having given way with the

weight. The hive with its contents, after having rolled 12

or 14 yards down an inclined plane, had furtunately righted

itself as to position, and the poor bees, ever ready to make
the best of matters, had collected and clustered, with the ex-

ception of those crushed and a knot on the two or three bits

of comb that had tumbled out in the descent, on the only comb
that had not been detached, and which remained up inside the

hive. The great mass of ruin was on the ground under the

hive, the honey of course running out.

Having ascertained the state of aff:iirs, I called to my
gardener to bring his spade, and, making it quite clean, we
pushed it under the comb and hive, and in that manner lifted

the lot on to a floor-board, and carried it to another stand near

to its former place, but more secure. We then placed a tea-tray

under the lip or landing-board to catch the honey that was
draining out, and on this, an inch or so above its surface, a

piece of perforated zinc to give the bees that might come out

with it a chance of escape from drowning. I then left them
until the evening, when I took away the floor-board with the

great mass of debris, and put in its place a clean dry one with

some sealed combs of honey, to enable the bees to go in and
out with safety. On Saturday there was a great commotion
cleaning up the outside honey, not only by the rightful owners,

but also, 1 feared, by robbers from stocks not far distant ; and
yesterday, to be certain, I placed more honey outside, and soon

perceived proof of their being robbed, some slaughter being

caused by fighting, although the thieves had the worst of it.

I now propose feeding by filling a short-neeked water-bottle

with honey and sugar, tying muslin or the like over the opening,

and placing it inverted in the hole at the top of the hive, cut for

supering. Will this plan, by giving the necessary quantity of

food, save the bees ? (I could not see the quet>n among the two

or three hundred killed, so trust she is safe;, or could j'ou

under the circumstances suggest a better plan ?—A. T.

[With only one comb remaining in the hive and at this

season, a fatal issue appears almost inevitaMe. Still, with the

exceptionably mild weather we are now experiencing, and in

the genial climate of Jersey, the poor bees may possibly have

the ghost of a chance ; but in order to enable them to avail

themselves of it, food should be given in a wide-mouthed

pickle-buttle, which should be"perseveringly refilled as rapidly

as it is emptied. The stock would, however, have a better

chance of surviving if the broken combs were pieced together,

and the whole fitted iuto frames and retained therein by means

of strips of wood, zinc clips, or any other mode which your

ingenuity may suggest. V/hen the job is complete, the combs
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sboiild be placed in a hive, and tlie bees either knocked out or

brushed from their present domicile on to the top of the frames,

whence they will find their way down between the conabs.

The remaining comb should now bo out out of the old hive,

fitted into a frame, and added to the others, and, the crown-

board being put on, the hive should be placed on the old stance.

After the expiration of two days, advantage should be taken

of the first few hours of mild weather to open the hive and

remove the artificial supports from all the combs which have

been fixed by the bees, after which the necessary supply of

food must be furnished as rapidly as possible by means of an

inverted pickle-bottle.]

SWAEMS DESERTING THEIR HIVES.
I FIND in page 476 a few remarks on the subject of bees

leaving one of Neighbour's hives shortly after they were hived,

which appears in your opinion to have been caused by the

smeU of the wood. I cannot say that I coincide in this

idea. I had once two swarms which were put into two straw

hives in one day, but to my mortification they deserted their

hives a few hours after being hived and flew away. This

took place in my early days, but since then I have not in one

instance had any difficulty of this kind to contend with, al-

though I have hived several hundreds of swarms, some of

which I have put into wood, straw, and glass hives. I have

also stocked Nutt's collateral boxes, Woodbury bar-frame boxes,

Stewartons, Langstrotbs, and boxes invented by myself known
as Addey's ten-bar sUding boxes, likewise Neighbour's and

other kinds, of which some were newly painted inside, and

others not painted at all. I once put swarms into some straw

hives which were sewn with tarred twine and used as soon as

made ; but I have not in one instance had the bees leave after

hiving since I made a practice of cementing wax inside at the

top in such a way that the bees can attach their combs to it.

With irons made expressly for the piu-pose I cement a bit of

comb to the top before hiving, and in boxes which contain bar-

frames I coat them with wax inside, and fix small bits of

combs under the top part of each bar ; by so doing I have

escaped the difficulty which many apiarians have had to con-

tend with.

I may add, that I admire the humane principle, having

during the last autumn taken not less than two hundred stocks

of condemned bees in this neighbourhood to make unions of,

and I shall always feel it a pleasure to impart information on

the humane system of management.

—

Thos. Addey, Sen.

HOW LONG MAY A ROYiVL CELL REIMAIN
SEALED?

I NOTICED a singular circumstance' in raising queens this

year. After having supplied a queenless stock with some
brood-comb under a bell-glass on the top of the hive, as is my
custom, three queen cells were started, one of which was

sealed over in thirty hours after it had been commenced, whilst

the other two were not sealed till four days after, and both

emerged from their cells on the twelfth day
;
yet, strange to

say, the one that was first sealed was not hatched until the

fourteenth, being about eleven and a half days after being

sealed.—-A Lamaekshire BEE-KSErEK.

OUR LETTER BOX.
ToRKSHTUE Society's Poultry Show.—The first prize for Cochin-

China (Yellow or Buff), was awarded to Heni-y Steward, Laurel Villa,

Bistiopsthorpe, York,

Analyses of Egos (W. H. M.).—-'\Ye are obliged by yonr commnnioa-
tion ; but we have several much fuller and more particular analyses by
Dr. Prout and others.

Game Fowls (Query).~-*^1 do, of course, include hens in statinp that

Brown Reds stand first for shape and carriage. The best Game hens are

the Dark Grey and Brown Ked hens, with dark combs and faces; these

are always the gamest and hardest. If by Blood hens is meant Red
Blood hens, which is the correct meaning, the hens of the Cheshire
Piles, and the White-legged wbeateu hens are tbe best, as described by
me in page 436, together with the other red-eyed breeds there mentioned.
Game hens should be short in body, and rather upright and erect, with

sloping backs. Hens carrying their backs level or horizontal are less

Spirited birds. The sportsmen's breeds described by me lately are all the

best breeds for spirit. I mean to give some further notes on Game fowls,

if possible, soon ; un judging and breeding them first. Having visited

Batavia in Java, Singapore in Malacca, and the coast of China in l84lt

and 1850, and Spanish America previously, I can also give some notes

on the wild Indian 'breeds, and ou the so.ts used,for fighting iu those

countries, such as Gallus Bankiva, Sonneratii, giganteus, reneus, furcatug,
Sianlcyi, Jungle Fowl, Firebacks, and a few other foreign breeds. Should
"Query" wish to write to me privately he can have my address, and I
will wiUingly answer his queries to the best of my ability. There were
two slight errors or misprints in my article in page 4it6. In Dark Black-
breasted Reds 'clear-hackled' is spelt ' clean-hackled;' and in Red Duns
* dark shade ' is made * dark shape ' as to the legs.

—

Newmakket."
IvEEPiNG Poultry Profitably {F. J. C.).— Mr. Brent in his notes

upon this subject, meant that if eggs only were desired he would recom-
mend White Dorkings to be kept. If chickens only, then Brahma Pootra
heus and a Houdau cock. To keep the breeds pure if allowed to run
together in a farmyard would be impossible. We have found for both
eggs aud chickens either Dark Cochin-China or Brahma Pootra pullets
and a coloured Dorking cork were productive.

Various (F. T,).—We never give salt to fowls. Citrate of iron is only
given to individual fowls afflicted with leg-weakness. Four grains daily
is the dose. If bruised oats are the food given to fowls, and they have a
good grass run, there is no need fur soft food, except that a change occa-
sionally is always desirable.

Production of Eggs, &c., {Aliquis).—We published Mr. Brent's notes»
and you will see an answer to-day to another correspondent. It is not
usual for a Grey Dorking cock to lose all his black feathers and become
quite white the third year. Many poultry-breeders in 1867 will keep
journals who never kept them before, and we hope will send us the re-

sults of their experience.

Poultry Run Glazed (Frances).—Do not have it heated. Being
glazed it mil be quite warm enough for early chickens, even in the
severest weather.

Lkg-weakness (CoTistant Siihscriber).—The weakness you speak of, ap-
parent in yonr Houdau cockerel, is unusual at this time of year, or in the
breed you keep. We therefore seek for some other cause. Is your
poultry-house paved, bricked, or boarded ? Either would cause it.

There is no healthy flooring to a poultry house but earth. Either of the
floors we have mentioned causes an unnatural action of the feet (toes),

and they induce cold in the limbs, which causes the weakness you com-
plain of. At this season of the year you have Uttle hope of a cure ; bat
if the bird promises well, and you wish to save him, put him in a small
place on oat-straw, feed on oatmeal slaked with strong ale, and give him
raw eggs to eat. Break the shell iu hall, and let him have the yolk only.

Give him also cooked meat chopped fine. Feed very frequently, and a
little at a time.

Crooked Breasts (F. N.).—We are not responsible for the omissions
of the "Standard of Excellence." The crooked breast-bone of 5'our

Dorking cockerel may be hereditary, or it may arise from quick growth
and narrow perches. It is always a bad sign, and we should not breed
from a bird that had it. Where a fast-grown, and consequently weak
bird roosts on a narrow perch, it lacks the power to support the body by
the clasp of the feet, and from very lassitude the breast rests on the
perch. At an early age, being only a gristle, it takes the impress of it.

Eggs Laid at the Birmingham Show (J. L. A.).—Those who frequent
the Birmingbnm Show caunnt fail to have observed the men who go
about to collect the eggs. Evei-y one is broken tbe moment it is seen.

It has been .attempted to purloin them, but the offenders have always
been given into custody.

Game Cocks (A Subscriber).—V^e can give you no rule for preventing
Game cocks fighting. Many have tried it : none have succeeded. It is

their nature. They may be separated for a time by the following pro-

cess;—When two are determined to fight, let two persons take a long rod
each, and at the end fasten an empty bag or pilJow-case. As soon as the

birds are spaiTing closely, each person must choose one of the two cocks
and buffet him well with the empty bag. They will leave off fighting,

but the jirocess must be frequently renewed.

Varietifs Running Together—Proportion of the Sexes fE. M*
^_ J.) .—Separate your fowls at once. There is no certainty after the new
vear begins. In breeding for exhibition a cock should not have more
than three hens in January. As the weather gets warmer and the days
become longer the number may be increased. The disappointment in

early eggs is caused by the neglect of this rule.

Bantams with Cochin-Chinas—White Cochin-Chinas (Marti/n).—
We speak under correction. We have for many years kept Bantams aud
Cochin-Chinas together. We have never had the suspicion of any bad
results ; others will tell you differently. No coloured feather of any hue
is admissible in the saddle of a White Cochin cock of any age.

Fowl's Wing Cut—Hamburgh's Combs {H. C. G.).~A cut wing is a
disqualification. The comb of a Hamburgh must not only be quite up-

right, but firm on the head.

Barbs at York Show.—Your coiTespondent is labouring under a mis-

take in writing that my birds were so highly dressed that one of them
was nearly blind before leaving the Show. It was merely the effect of

cold. The bird's eye had not even been bathed with anytbing except

water. I hope you will oblige me by inserting this, and clear me from
what amounts to a charge of cruelty.—E. E, M. Royds.
Wiltshire Mode of Curing Bacon {B. i?.).—Directions for an eight-

score pig :—Lay the flitches on a long wooden tray, slightly tilted for the

brine to run out of a hole made iu one corner. In Wiltshire there are

always four chines ; lay eveiything in the tray. Allow one stone of salt,

one pound of saltpetre, half a pound of bay salt. Mix all in a pan, and
rub in at first daily, and after the first week every other day for a month.

At the end of that time rub the flitebes with bran, aud bang them up in

a dry kitchen, mth a stick placed between them and the wall--A Wilt-

shire Lady.

POULTRY MARKET.—December 31.

We have had a curious Christmas market. There was a good supply

and a bad demand in the early stages, and things were reversed at last.

Turkeys were sold at high prices on Monday and on the Christmas morn-

ing. "They monopolise all, aud other quotations are not to be made.

Now, as at other times, one fact remains apparent—that Turkeys are in a

measure, and with rare exceptions, subject to the law of meat, and

quality being given, tbe more that thev weigh the more they are worth.

This rule is good up to 18 lbs.; after that they maUe fancy prices, and

J over 20 lbs. every pound adds greatly to valve.
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weight of 3J lbs. These were sound to the centre, and when
baked, camo out of their skins sparkling like powdered sugar.

They were produced from large Potatoes plauted whole and

wide, and when turned out the soil looked as if it had been

literally paved with Potatoes of enormous size, and there was

scarcely a single tuber that could be called small.—D. Tuojison.

MAKING VINE BORDERS.
After reading the article by "ViTis"on the construction

of Vine borders at page 420 of the last volume, I thought it

was really requisite for some one of experience in the matter to

make a few remarks as quickly as possible, for what " Vms "

says is calculated to lead people sadly astray, and it is pro-

bable that any one about to make Vine borders will be proceed-

ing with the work at once. Therefore, without any apology, I

offer the following remarks.

In the first place, I consider it exceedingly presumptuous on
the part of " Vitis " to refer to the system proposed by a prac-

tical man like Mr. Wills in the jeering way that he does, thus

endeavouring to detract from the merit of that method which
is not only undeserving of condemnation, but than which,

when the exact proportions of the materials are stated, it is

impossible to imagine a more correct mode of making a Vine
border where the question of expense is no consideration. I

do not suppose Mr. Wills for one moment thought his method
would meet the requirements of such men as " Vitis." If

" Vitis " bad politely requested Mr. Wills, stating his means
and the object in view, I have no doubt Mr. Wills would have

had much pleasure in giving instructions as perfect in their

way as the plan which he has already laid down.
With regard to the depth of the border described by Mr.

Wills, his provision for airing it and its being composed of

such open materials sufficiently remove all objections on that

score, especially if it be made 2 feet C inches above and the

same depth below the ground level, seeing that a foot or

1.5 inches of the lower portion consists of drainage, so that the

layer of turf forming the bottom of the compost will be only

15 inches below the ground level. This, with perfect drainage,

will, I am quite satisfied, protect the mass of compost from be-

ooming dank or unhealthy for the roots of the Vines in any
part.

I am no advocate for applying bottom heat to Vine borders

in the usual way with hot-water pipes, but I cannot see any-

thing but what is right in the way in which Mr. Wills pro-

poses to apply it, the object being merely to keep up a circula-

tion of air around the mass of compost.

After very extensive experience in the formation of Vine
borders, I can with confidence strongly recommend Mr. Wills's

plan to all who do not mind going to the expense. I am sure

Mr. Wills must have bestowed much thought on the subject,

and I am sorry he did not make calculations, which I have no
doubt he is well able to do, showing the exact pro.portions of the

materials used, as his doing so would have prevented sharp

people, who are always ready to point out errors in such a nice

way, having the opportunity of doing so. I beg to propose that

Mr. Wills shall be allowed to make a chapter of remarks on
his own article, to give bim an opportunity after more mature
deliberation of adding and supplying whatever may be deficient,

so as to make it perfectly plain to the most ignorant on the

subject. I maintain that the article is a good one, and worth
bringing prominently forward so that it may be made perfect.

A few words more respecting the depth of the border. I have

found that it is not right to water Vines after the fruit begins

to colour, which process lasts about one month, and if the

Grapes are wanted entirely for private use it may be a month
or two more before the crop is cleared off, during which time

the Vines should have no water poured on the roots. As
Vines thrive best in very open material, three months, with the

shallow borders made entirely inside, and composed of open
materials, is too long for the roots to be without water in, it

may be, the hottest three mouths in the year : hence my reason

for recommending the deep border, which will retain moisture

sutlicient for the Vines until water may be applied after the

crop is cleared. I would not make the deep border on any
account without the provision for airing it.

With regard to the method of making a Vine border described

by " Vitis," there is one tbiug aloue in it that in nine cases

mit of ten would lead to nothing but disappointment and labour

in vain. I do not mean to say there would be no Grapes,

but in most cases the Vines, if used for early forcing, would Le

backward at breaking, come on slowly, and at the best be only
middling when finished.

How this state of things would be brought about is soon
told. The roots of the Vines would go down not only many
feet, but 3'ards, out of the influence of the atmosphere, either

natural or artificial.

One February I planted some Black Hamburgh Vines, and
forced and fruited them the second season. The border was
made entirely inside the house on a good floor composed of two
layers of bricks grouted in mortar, and was about 3 feet deep.

It was composed of fifteen parts of the very best turf from an
old pasture, three parts of old lime rubbish, two parts of an ex-

cellent quality of sand, as the turf was destitute of sand, but
neither heavy nor light, and one part crushed bones, with a

little nicely-prepared horse-droppings, just sufficient to make
the roots start boldly. It was not hunger that drove the roots

from home, yet the Vines during the second season perplexed
me sorely, for in many respects they showed indications of

their roots having gone down into wrong quarters, which I

could scarcely believe to be possible. At the end of the second
season the Vines were lifted and removed to another house. I

was astonished to find that the roots had found their way
through the floor at the bottom, and I traced them 9 feet down
below the level of the floor, and then cut them of the thickness

of my finger ; how much further they went I do not know.
What I want to impress upon the minds of those who aro

looking out for instructions in the making of Vine borders, is

that they should make sure of preventing the roots from
rambling away from the prepared border, and how difficult

this is to accomplish ; and if they are not willing to go to the

expense of doing this, to let it alone altogether. I recommend
them not to be satisfied with anything less than the foUswing
carefully executed.

After the necessary preparations are completed for laying

the floor, which should be made before any brickwork con-

nected with the structure is commenced, scrape together in

heaps 2 inches of the material forming the bottom, and
saturate it with coal tar, which may be procured at a trifling

expense from the gas works, if any such exist in the neigh-

bourhood—if not, use another material destructive to the

roots of the Vine. Mix the whole well together, let it lie a few

days, then spread it all over the bottom again, and upon this

place close together a layer of brickbats, or any other material, to

the thickness of 3 or -1 inches. The man when putting this

down must have a board upon his own work to stand upon ; the

substance under the layer should be so stiff that it will not

ooze up when trodden upon. Next grout the layer all over

with mortar so stiff that it will not work up the tar on being

spread and brushed about with a broom ; then let it remain a

few days to dry and harden. The boundary walls and all the

walls connected with the structure must have their foundation

upon this floor, or if brought from below must have a layer of

slates at this level. The boundary walls from the level of the

floor must be made so that the roots may have no chance of find-

ing their way through. This may be effected by means of

slates put in the middle of the wall, or by leaving a cavity to

be filled with a layer of the material used for the bottom of

the floor. This may appear to be an unnecessary precaution,

but I have found it quite requisite. I have known the roots

of Vines go through a floor composed of two layers of bricks,

and two brick walls besides, hence my reason for applying

something more than ordinary brickwork to secure them, and
never in my experience have I lifted Vines without finding that

they had wandered away from the prepared border. I do not

think Muscats can be grown to perfection without this precau-

tion, but with it, and covering the outside border, they may
be fruited as perfectly as the Black Hamburgh—that is, they

may be made to produce bunches as full and regular in the

berry and finely ripened, the berries being of an enormous size.

" ViTis's" experience of Vine-growing leads him to think

that under any circumstances a little drainage is ail that is re-

quii-ite, then again he speaks of the border being trodden upon

until it is quite hard. To say the least of it, this is a very loose

style of gardening to set before the pubUc.—A Gardiskee.

At page 481, in your Journal of December 25th, a writer who
signs his paper " Fokwards " states he has rtad Mr. Pearson's

little book on the Vine, in which he reccmmeuds green turf,

which he says from many soils would make the worst possible

Vine border. I have referred to the work in question, and

find the passage stands thus :—" The soil for Vines should bo

light and porous, and moderately rich, and is better for ccn-
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taining a good quantity of lime. The bulk of it ought to be

chopped turf from an old pasture ; if neither too sandy nor too

heavy, this alone would grow good Grapes. It may be used

the day it is cut as advantageously as if kept a year. To ten

bavrowloads of this turf soil add two of broken oyster-shells,

old lime rubbish, or chalk, or a mixture of the three, which is

preferable ; one of horse-droppings, and half a bushel of broken

bones."
Now I would ask, Is the remark of " Forwards " a fair one ?

Is not the sort of turf soil pretty well indicated in the passage

I have quoted from Mr. Pearson's book ?—A Lovek of Fair

Play.

PEAS—QUANTITY OF SEED NEEDED-
ESTIMATE OF VARIETIES.

In reply to the question relative to the quantity of Peas

sown per acre of kitchen garden ; that here is nearly five acres

in extent, and there is a large demand for Peas, yet I find

24 quarts ample for the whole season.

Too much cannot be said in favour of Essex Rival and AVon-

derful. Although Essex Rival is about a week behind Dick-

son's First and Best in coming in, I depend upon it for large

gatherings.

For a first crop I sow in pots in the end of .Januai-y, harden

off, and plant-out the first opportunity, and find the yield to

be more than double those from November sowings, and quite

as early, to say nothing of the trouble of the latter from mice,

&c., and especially from the gardener's feathered friends.

I find the following sorts are as good as any I have tried :—

Dickson's First and Best, Essex Rival, Dickson's Favourite,

Wonderful, Yeitch's Perfection, Hairs' Dwarf Mammoth, and
Ne Plus Ultra.—Ct. E., Strawhen-ij Hill.

OUR VINES.
{Continued from page 6.)

Through all the winter time, day after day, we looked at our

Vines. They were still pale, leafless, uupromisiug-looking
canes, giving no sign of growth, nor even of life. Uncle Tetley

peered at them through his spectacles, and papa bought a

large magnifier ; but yet we could make nothing out. Cousin
Herbert took a trowel and turned away the soil from about the

Vines. There were lots of little white thread-like roots push-

ing in all directions ; but, then. Cousin Herbert had never

seen Vine roots before, and did not know whether they were
right or wrong, so I asked George, our gardener, a supposed
clever man. " Why, you see. Miss, I never took much notice

that way. I am not sure they should be either white or brown,
I have seen them both. I don't think it matters much."
February passed, JIarch came—a dry, sunny, blustering

month, as much dust in the streets and on the moors as would
have ransomed every kiug in Christendom, our Vines at South
Field were out in full leaf ; those at llidge Close had not a leaf

to be seen, nor even the least appearance of any swelling of

the eyes. " They are dead right out, I am sure," said papa;
" I would write to that Bradford man and tell him, if I were
you, Herbert ;" but Herbert had larger hope and longer patience,

so waited on. One morning in the first week of April, a little

glistening tear had gathered in the eyes of several of the Tines,

and during the same day the had-beeu-owner walked in.

" What ! Tour Tines in this state yet ?" He took up a
syringe and doused them over and over again. It was a regular

thunder-storm inside, with heavy rain. How it did run down
the glass, carrying with it a good many Yorkshire blacks we
did not know to be there. Certainly it was a cleansing opera-

tion. Kate timidly suggested the idea of drowning, but he
only S3'ringed away the harder, saying, " Do you not know I

pledged myself for the success of these Tines ? and unless you
wish mo to fail yon will not let them die of thirst. Tell your
brother to syringe them night and morning, and during the

day while the dry sunny weather lasts, and tu water them once
a-week, giving them at least three gallons each." Then he
took up a watering-can and emptied the cistern that always
stood fall in the vinery.

After this the Vines grew apace. Cousin Herbert syi-inging

them every morning before he went to his ofiice, and in the
evening when he returned, and Kate looking after them during
the day. There was no doubt they bad wanted water, for in

the moist atmosphere they grew amazingly, leaf after leaf un-

folding itself in the warm April sunshine. Soft delicate leaves

they were, and very beautiful.

One morning going into the vinery we found several of the

leaves on the Lady Downe's Vine and one Muscat Hamburgh
eaten by some insect, nearly all the young leaves were more or

less disfigured
;
perfectly round holes they were, as if they had

been cut out with an instrument. Cousin Herbert said " We
must see after it, for the Vines would be injured if not de-

stroyed ; if the leaves went wrong the roots would follow,

for the leaves are the great root-feeders." Uncle Tetley

always laughs at this theory, and calls it absurd, and says,

" There never yet were and there never can be leaves without

roots." So Kate and I spent much time seeking for something

that could have done the mischief. Aunt Margaret thought it

was a caterpillar. No one seemed to share her opinion. Janet

said, " The likeliest thing was an earwig," but then it was too

early in the season for those little, lazy, comfort-loving pests to

have become troublesome, and in all our search we never met
with one. I said, " Miglit it not be a snail or slug ?" " Oh,

no !
" said Kate, very wisely, " it cannot be that, for the little

molluscs never make those clear ring-like holes, they are much
too greedy, they eat on straight before them until leaf, or

flower, or whatever they have attacked is done with, unless

they meet a midrib or dry stem which proves harder than

they like. Besides, they would have gone to the Ferns at our

feet in preference to making a long uphill journey for very

doubtful food." Cousin Y'alter said, " It might be the crickets,"

with which om- vinery was already sadly infested. " That

cannot be," said Janet, " for crickets are anti-vegetarians."

So the search went on day after day, and the wonder what-

ever it could be agitated the two households in no small degree.

Even Aunt ilargaret shared in the search, and came in con-

queror after Kate and I had spent a weary time, and Cousin

Herbert pounds of paraflin composites, for the evening was his

only spare time, and he would not use our farthing rushlights.

Yes, Aunt Margaret came in one day with a little cinnamon-

brown beetle stuck at the point of her darning-needle, looking

hard at it as if afraid it would escape. " Is this the gentle-

man you are seeking?" said Aunt Margaret. " A clever fellow

he is to hide away just on the very bit of Tine bark nearest to

his own colour. I tell you what, Kate, with all your cleverness

and your quick eye for shade and colour, you could not match
yourself like this."

" Clever do you call it. Aunt Margaret ?" said Kate, " I caU

it the Divine instinct of self-preservation."

"Well! well!" said Aunt Margaret.
" It is all chance," said Janet, " you might just as well have

found it anywhere else—across the way on Maud's Dendrobium
nobile, for instance." Janet's book-learning and French read-

ing had made her rather sceptical about what she called simple

things.
" I do not think it looks like an insect to eat Tine leaves,"

said mamma, who was at Ridge Close at the time, and who is

a great lover of those little hard-backed fellows.

" Then, pray," said Cousin Herbert, " what was he doing up
there ? In truth, I searched the leaves under and over, but

never once thought of the canes. You deserve a gold medal

for your success, Aunt Margaret."

Then the poor little beetle was put under the magnifier and
subjected to close observation. If he had any shyness about

him he must have been greatly troubled. Some one wanted to

keep it as a specimen for future use, but Aunt Margaret coolly

put it in the fire, saying she was a member of the " Humane
Society, and, doubtless, it was suffering from the prick of her

needle." After this we found several ; they were always hiding

away on the bark, on the shady side of the cane. Whenever
a new hole was seen then fresh search was made until they

were fairly exterminated.

Through all the long summer days, and the shortening ones

of autumn, the Tines grew and flourished. How much we
thought of them ! How proud we were of them ! If they had
been chickens, or children, they would have been spoiled right

out with over-kindness or over-praise. Everybody admired
them. They shot right out straight as an arrow, as if aiming

to reach at one-year's spell the light graceful roof. Uncle
Tetley used to go round the vinery nearly every day, and
slacken the strings which tied up the Tines to some Uttle brass

hooks Cousin Herbert had put in by the sides of the windows
for that purpose, saying as he did so, " The poor things must
have room to grow." I have a fancy Cousin Herbert used to

tighten them many a time to keep them up in their proper

i place. However, the canes did thicken fast, almost past beUef.
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Far into November the leaves were fresh and green, growing on
still. Cousin Herbert became uneasy, " It could not be right,"

he said, " they ought to be going to rest as aU the Vines in

the houses about were. Papa sent George in to look at them
and hear what he thought ; but George came back a Job's

comforter. " Ah, well !
" he said, " they have grown much too

fast. Such soft, hollow, fuzzy canes will never ripen to bear
fruit, whatever Mr. Herbert may say, or his fine gentleman
gardener. I know better than that, a bit of practice is worth a
deal of theory."

Soon after this some frosty nights came and the leaves
changed rapidly. Bright golden leaves they were, speckled
over with brown, and they tumbled down in all directions, dust-
dry withered things. Then, in December, Cousin Herbert
bought a new knife to cut back the canes. It was quite an
affair; we formed a procession to the vinery to see the opera-
tion. " They are easy enough to cut," said Cousin Herbert,
when high up the ladder, " did not need a new knife for the
operation." I begin to think, After aU George is right, they
are a. bit soft and fuzzy.

" They are no such thing," said papa, who always sticks up
for the Vines against everything and everybody. " Why, look
here, at these good thick buds, I should not wonder but you
may have fruit next year."

" Yes, if our Vine doctor will let us," said Kate, "but he
says they ought not in justice to the plants."

" I would take no notice about what he says," said papa.
" To be sure not," said Cousin Walter, " take the gifts the

gods send, and not wait for the years that may never be."
^ " I rather think your Vine doctor, as you call him, will have

his own way, in spite of all you can do or say," said Aunt
Mai-garet, " and I would not injui-e my Vines for the sake of
one year's waiting. Some of us may live to see the fruiting
years if Walter do not."

Cousin Herbert had a soitv time of it up the ladder, one
wanting them to be cut shorter, another to be left longer ; but
in and out among the canes his knife went, and the work was
soon done.

So the Vines were once more at rest ; the canes were thicker
and darker, the little brown beetle would have to get himself
a darker coat if he wished to escape observation as easily as
before

; and the buds were large and plump and full of promise.
Throughout the month of February we could see the sign of
coming growth, the hidden life ready to burst forth when the
spring sunshine called it. March they were out in fuU leaf,

growing vigorously—nay, madly growing, as the Willow grows
by the waterside, as if all hfe meant so much cane and leaf,

and nothing more. Such monster leaves George could not
find on our South Field Vines. He said he " was glad he could
not, for coarse leaves would lead to coarse fruit."

In this second year we did not forget the syringing process,
and tried our best to keep the house at a proper and increasing
temperature. Several bunches of incipient bloom made, their
appearance to our infinite deUght, but as the weeks passed the
bloom did not open, but twirled and twisted itself up into
tendrils. We puUed it down, even made httle cotton bags and
put in stones and bits of bricks and hung them up to the
bunches to keep them straight, but they still twirled and
twisted and would have their own way.

" Why, there would have been blossom. Miss," said George,
only Mr. Herbert has washed it all away. Vines should never
be wet after they come into leaf."

One day the Vine doctor, as we call him, came in. "I have
been into youx hotise," he said, " and looked round. Your
Vines are in first-rate condition. I have cut them back properly
and stopped the laterals. They will go on now famously. It
should have been done before, but I could not get over sooner."

" I suppose they are bleeding, then," said Kate.
" Well, perhaps you had better take in some basins, or

dishes, or something ; it is a pity anything should be wasted

;

and yet it will do them no harm, they are in such rude health
they can bear a trifle with impunity. I would cease syringing
for the present if I were you, they grow fast enough."
When we went into the vinery and found the floor and

shelves covered with leaves, and shoots, and laterals, we gave
a great cry of horror. We thought surely ruin had come and
no mistake, and asked in dismay, "Where would be the roots
which all these leaves would have made ?"

" Never you mind the philosophy of the roots ; but look
here, these are the leaves to take care of, for they feed the buds
for next year's bloom ; they must not be injured or broken off

by any means. If you want Vine leaves, take some of those

high up belonging to the eyes that will be cut away. It is

better, though, to let them alone. Next year you will have fruit,

I hope."
Although we told all this to Uncle Tetley, he laughed and

would not believe, and a few days after a lady came begging
Vine leaves to put about her French Grapes, a sort of make-
believe they were English. What does Uncle Tetley do but
invite her in to choose. So she, of course, all unknowing,
chooses the lowest down, easiest to get, and the largest. Poor
Kate declared boldly he must not take those, but one, two, were
already gone. By main force—half play, half earnest—we held
him back, Janet scolding all the time, asking what right we
had to interfere to prevent her father from breaking off any
leaves he might fancy—all of them, if it would give him
pleasure. He was surely worth more than all the Vines in the
world. " If I were you, papa, I would take what I wanted,
they are all your own."

" They are not," I said sharply, " they are our Vines, and
Uncle Tetley never calls them his."

Uncle only laughed, and the visitor declared she would much
rather have a few small leaves if they could be reached.
Though she said so, I am afraid she went away with her hand-
ful of leaves which our young Vines could ill spare, thinking us
shabby, niggardly creatures.

So on into the summer months we went all prosperous, and
yet we were not quite safe through the wood ; for during
August several of the leaves on two of the Black Hamburghs
assumed a strange appearance, the edges of the leaves curl-

ing in as if to hide the stems ; and the leaves when broken
off and examined were scabbed and blistered, as if the green
liquid which fills the little cells had flooded over, and in seme
evil hour broken up the light tissue boundaries. What could

it be ? what had caused it ? were questions asked continually.

We turned to the gardening books which had been pored over

beforetimes without number, and soon found a name for the

disease, its cause and prevention. But, oh ! those warted
leaves, how beautiful they were when seen through a magnifier

!

What a marvellous world each seemed to hold in its hollow

!

What glorious mountains covered with green moss and scarlet

Lichens, the very stones among which seemed to sparkle like

diamonds ! and then such soft deep-sheltered vaUies as to live

in would be Paradise. Where the scabbed edge had been
broken there seemed to rise up immense rocks, pile upon pUe,

and beyond these stretched long weary gi-een plains, over which
a feeble spider moved, like one of those huge, clumsy, extinct

animals of the era before man was.
" Never mind fretting about it, Herbert." said Aunt Mar-

garet one day, "it's my opinion Vines are like little ehildreu;

there are so many diseases they are liable to, which they must
have if they are ever to grow up. It's only their measles or

chicken-pox period ; they wiU be all the better when they get

through it."

" Then after all we may sit under our own Vine and Fig tree,

and hope to eat the fruit of our own growing," said Cousin

Herbert one evening in autumn, as we lingered in the vinery.

The rich sunset was tinging the dark leaves oS an old Sycamore
tree, and a silver-barked Birch was swaying to and fio, making
long graceful shadows on the grass beneath.

"I wonder," said Kate, "if we should ever grow rich and
great, and be forced to keep gardeners, if we should have as

much enjoyment in proportion as we have in this little place."

" No, indeed, you would not; you are too independent, and
like your own way too aauch, Kate, and you know too much.
No, you would feel very like renting your own property, or

living by sufferance in the house you had mortgaged," said

Cousin Herbert.
' I think there would be a great deal more pleasure and com-

fort, certainly less labour," said Janet.
" I think there would be less idle time," said Aunt Margaret.

" All, girls ! you waste a gi-eat deal of precious time. When I

was young, people never sat as you do, with folded hands doing

nothing ; they even took out their work with them when they

went visiting."
" Then, I think, dea!f Aunt, we must be living in the re-

action period," I said, "and yet aU rest, aU folding of the

hands is not idleness."
" Perhaps," said Kats,. " we work harder when we do work,

and so get through mors. At any rate, they say Ufe's pulses-

beat faster than of old."
" Then why do you work so hard,." said Janet, " and at a

man's work, too ?"

" Because 1 Mke it," said Kate, " smd aertainlp it i& not moift
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a man's work than a woman's. I think, indeed, it is the world's

great plot of neutral ground belonging to all who have skill, or

taste, or strength, to work in it, and all may work in it on a
level, for the necessary outlay is small, it needs no costly tools.

I often wonder dear i3essie Parke? never tried it as a good, a

pleasant, and a remunerative emploj'ment. To be sure the

Latin names might he hard to learn ; but then many Vi"omen

have learnt harder things."

"And very fine they would look out in the rain and puddle
planting monster trees they could not carry," said Janet.

"Well, I suppose few women live beyond the rench of a

man's stronger arm, and help could always be procured to do
what women were unable or unwilling to perform for them-
selves,'' said Kate.
So the autumn and the winter came again, the leaves all fell

from the Vines ; they were once more at rest. All rubbish was
carried away, the house was smoked, well swept down, and our
fire-maiden came in with hot water, soap, and brush, to " clean
out the place," as she called it. How she laughed and sang at

her work, called it her holiday, and how clean and fresh she
made it, and the only extra cost to ns was a new print dress for

the one cook said she " had spoiled doing new-fangled work."

—

Maud.
(To be continued.)

THE GL.VDIOLUS IN POOR SOIL.

Being a great admirer of that beautiful flower the Gladiolus,

I beg to state, in support of the opinion of some growers, that

this flower does exceedingly well with me in very poor SOU,

very little better than brick-rubbish, and the atmosphere is not

very good, the place being only one mile from London Bridge.

I mention these facts for the encouragement of those who may
think soil and situation may not suit this flower.

I have had spikes equal to those I saw this season at the

Crystal Palace ; they have been admired by experienced gar-

deners.—WiLLi-iJi Edw.yrds, Bcrmonilscij.

A VISIT TO TOWERVILLE, HELENSBURGH.
Ai this season (October), when the shadow of approaching

winter is beginning to fall on the parterres and flower-borders,

the lover of floral beauty can still find under glass much of

the brilliance of summer, and even some of the first fresh-

ness of spring. On tho afternoon of the 16th was gathered
and arranged what it was feared would be the last bouquet of

out-door flowers for the season. It was for an invalid lady
friend in London, who would appreciate the gift all the more
that it came from her natal district. It seemed to be the finest

of the many which had been gathered and arranged in the
course of the season. Next morning the hoar frost lay thick
on plant, and flower, and grass, and at a glance it was evident
that, in as far as the more tender specimens were concerned,
my worst fears had been realised. Cast down though for the
moment I unquestionably was, the thought that I was that day
to pay a long-promised visit to a very dear friend, one of the
most enthusiastic and successful amateur horticulturists of my
acquaintance, dispelled the rising gloom, and made me forget
the grudge I owed John Frost for coming on so very soon.
The day was not far advanced when I started. Glasgow was

soon reached, and then by rail to Helensburgh—one of the
most sunshiny seaside towns in the west of Scotland. The
sun was bright overhead, but a misty veil hung over the Frith
of Clyde, and shut out from view one of the most glorious
panoramas on which the eye can rest, and which, if equalled,
is certainly not surpassed. Arrived at our terminus, I hur-
ried on to TcwerviUe, along pleasant streets, skirted on either
hand with villas and villa gardens, and, after a ten-minutes
walk, arrived at the private entrance.
The first object that attracted attention was the flag which

my hospitable friend had raised in expectation of my arrival,

and which the morning breeze flung out from its folds with a
force that made the strong flagstaS bend like a Willow saphng.
Next the villa came in view, enlarged since my last visit ; but
so skUfuily had the architect adapted the addition to the origi-

nal building, that even a practised eye would fail to detect
what recollection alone informed me of—that its parts had been
plaimed and erected at different times. As it now stands it is,

both iatemally and externally, a very model of its kind, and,
_ whik) aeithei imposing iamm its siae nor pretentious in its

style, it gives one that idea of elegance and comfort whioh we
deem essential to a seaside summer residence.

Another turn in the road brings the owner in view. He is

leaning on a gentleman's arm, for, unfortunately, Mr. Hender-
son has been for the last eight mouths an invalid, set aside
from any active share in the business of the important and in-

fluential firm of which he is a partner ; but here his love of
flowers and plants has served him in good stead, occupying
without fatiguing his mind, affording healthful recreation,

giving a present enjoyment, and leading heart and mind " from
Nature up to Nature's God." As a man of business, as an
enlightened patriot, as a warm-hearted friend, he has gained
a name both in this country and in Italy, where he is even
better known; and if it be the will of Providence that "a
youth of labour " should be followed by an " age of ease,"
amid such scenes as those by which he is surrounded. I am
persuaded that, even as he has no occasion, so he will not be
tound to complain.
The first cordial welcome over, and a slight repast disposed

of, we are once more on the gravel on our way to see the latest

novelties and improvements.
The lawn, with its adjoining terraces, stretches away east-

wards from the villa. It is sufficiently extensive to admit of

the intro4uction, without confusion, of a large number of our
rarer Conifers and evergreens. All along the main approach,
on the right hand there is a row of Cedi'us deodara, while on
the left hand these are admirably balanced with large Portugal
Laurels, in the intervals between which rise deciduous trees in

great variety, and a fine effect is thus produced. Among others
were fine specimens of Welhngtonia gigantea, Cupressus ma-
crocarpa, and C. Lawsoniana. One feature in the decoration
of the lawn is quite unique in this part, biit is easily accounted
for by Mr. Henderson's long residence in Italy. Here and
there, partially hidden by the evergreens, or skh-ting the line

of walk, or forming the terminating point in some pleasing vista,

are beautiful marble statues, copies of well-known works, and
although, assuredly, we have not the warm, dry chmate which
some regard as essential to this kind of ornamentation, stiU

the effect on the day of my visit was charming ; and after the
eye became accustomed to their presence I would not on any
account have dispensed with them.
The great attractions of Towerville, however, are under

glass. Adjoining the house is a small conservatory, in whioh
a matchless collection of tree Ferns have their temporary
abode. The larger number are specimens (some of them
10 and 12 feet high), of Cyathea dealbata, the fronds of which
are already 5 feet long, and yet only one-half of their original

size when they were dug up in their native habitat. The
taUies attached to these splendid plants tell a marvellous tale.

I

They inform us that in the beginning of this year (1860), they

were growing in the depths of a New Zealand primeval forest

;

j

and now, after the lapse of only eight or nine months, they
are throwing out their graceful fronds in every direction, over-

arching the on-looker with their silver tracery. What care

must have been bestowed on them in their transit from the

Antipodes ! and what skilful treatment by ilr. Henderson and
his clever painstaking gardener before a result so satisfactory

could have been realised ! A new house is being planned by
Mr. Clark, of the Glasgow Botanic Gardens, for the reception

of this interesting collection of valuable plants.

A few steps from the small conservatory is the Orchid-house
•—a spacious building, with a passage all round, so wide that

it is obvious that the comfort of the ladies of the household
has in this been consulted. The impression produced on enter-

ing this house is one not likely to be soon effaced. In front

you have a tiny sheet of water, on which the huge leaves of

the Victoria regia are floating as healthily as if on the surface

of a Guiana lagoon, and in which some gold fish are glancing

like flashes of fire. Overlooking the little lake, as if the

i;enii(s loci, is a statue—a beautifully executed copy of the

famous Nina del' Arno, surrounded on all sides by foliage df

the richest colours and the rarest forms. Overhead a Banana
(Musa Cavendishii), showing unmistakeable signs of fruit,

shoots upward to the lofty roof its broad leaves, some gra-

dually unrolling. The effect of the central row of plants,

including another Banana (Musa textihs), is very fine, and is

greatly heightened by the splendid specimens in front, by
which their stems are concealed. Among these may be parti-

cularly noticed Cissus discolor (7 feet high), Maranta zebrina

(4 feet high and 7 feet in diameter), Alocasia zebrina, and Alo-

casia metaUica. Interspersed are large plants of Golden and
Silver Ferns, such as are seldom seen elsewhere, and at least
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one magnificent specimen of Adiantum euneatum, for which 1

confess a special fondness. Between the pathway and the
sides of the house a bench runs all round covered with plants,

and over them, depending from the roof iu wire baskets and
on wooden matrices, you have Orchids iu endless variety ; the

odd Eiiape of the flower in one ease, the rich colours in another,

and the jiowerful perfume in a third, compelling you to

pause and admire. Not a foot of space in this large house is

lost, and yet the arrangement is so perfect, that when at the

farther end you meet with n lovely copy of the Venus de Medici,

you are satisfied that her presence there is in thorough keeping
with the whole.

Attached to the larger building is a smaller one, in which the
temperature is lower, and where another class of Ferns and
Orchids is under cultivation. Here you may rest on the sofa

and admire the wall over against you, clad with Moss and
covered with graceful Ferns, which are retained in their position

by ornamental wirework ; on turning your eye to the right you
may see reflected iu the large mirror which forms the outlet

the whole passage along which you have come, with its verdant
and variegated fringework

—

" So wondrous fair, the whole might seeui
The scenery of a fairy di-eam."

Space will not permit me to speak of the greeuTiouse, or

vinery and Peach-house, in the former of which are many rare

and beautiful plants. My object is so far served, in showing
what men of meaus and taste may do to provide an endless
source of instruction and enjoyment for themselves and their

friends, and in paying a just tribute to one who has used with
such industry and liberality the advantages and facilities

which, as an extensive shipowner, he enjoys for introducing new
plants and splendid specimens of known species to our land, in

which the disadvantages of climate can be overcome by the aid
of art.—J. E. A.

CURRANT CULTIVATION.
The Currant is one of our most useful hardy fruits,and may

be grown to perfection as well in the gardens of peasants

as in those of the wealthy. Under ordinary circumstances it

will be ripe by the early part of July, and by careful protec-

tion from the depredations of birds the Bed varieties may be

had in use until the end of October.

Although I venture to offer a few cultural remarks on this

useful fruit, I do not by any means wish it to be understood

that I anticipate offering any new suggestion, or writing any-

thing not well known to the majority of gentlemen's gardeners
;

but I write for the amateur.
Whatever mode of pruning the Red and White Currants may

be adopted, they require to be regularly pruned every year. In
rearing young trees various methods may be practised, but the
easiest and most general is by cuttings.

In raising trees from cuttings the first object to be attained

is a clear stem about G or 8 inches high, and free from suckers.

The cuttings are procured from the growth of the previous
year, and for them the strongest, straightest, and best-ripened
shoots should be chosen. All the buds on the portion to be
inserted in the ground should be carefully picked out, leaving

three or four of the terminal ones, and reducing the cutting

to about a foot iu length by taking off the unripeued points.

By removing the buds, or eyes, the trees are prevented from
throwing up suckers, which are injurious, besides being un-
sightly and troublesome to displace. The cuttings may be
planted in a shady situation in rows about 18 inches apart,

and about 9 or 10 inches asunder in the row. They will gene-
rally iu the first season produce about three shoots each, all of

which may be allowed to grow during the summer, in order to

assist in the production of roots. If it is intended that the
trees shall be grown in the open quarters in the usual bush
tnm—open in the centre, then when the leaves have fallen in

the autumn, two out of the three may be cut away, leaving the

third, the most upright, for the future stem, and shortening
it down to about three buds ; the lowest bud below the cut

must be about 8 inches above the grouud. Three shoots will

usually be produced in the following year, and iu the autumn
the trees will be ready for their final planting.

Any common garden soil will suit the Currant, and it will

grow freely and bear abundantly either in an open or a shady
situation ; but to insure good fruit the ground should be well

cultivated, and, previous to planting, be trenched to the depth
of 2 feet. While they will grow in almost any soil, Currant

trees delight in a strong loam, and will there produce best,
but on a sandy soil the crop will come in rather earlier. The
time of planting will be from the fall of the leaf to the be-
ginning of March, but to insure success they should be planted
in October.

When the trees are planted the roots should be nicely and
carefully spread out in a horizontal position, and the shoots
may be reduced one-third of their length, taking care to cut
to a bud pointing outwards. We have now a tree with a stem
8 inches high, and three branches diverging from it. Several
shoots will be produced in the following season ; but two should
be encouraged on each branch, the rest being shortened to within
one or two buds, or an inch of their base. The six shoots left

will form the framework of the future tree, and should be again
shortened to two-thirds of their length, or about 9 inches. On
these other branches may be encouraged from near their base,
and at a regular distance from each other of G or 8 inches at
their extremities, and confining the head to the height of 4 J or
5 feet. When the trees are thus formed, by allowing the re-

quisite number of branches to rise at regular distances from
each other, they will require every winter the laterals or side

branches produced in the previous year to be cut back to one or
two eyes, around which a number of little fruit-spurs rtill be
formed ; and the leaders having attained the desired height
must be cut to within two or three buds of their base.

There are some people who recommeud summer pruning for

bush Ciirraut trees. Where trees are strong and luxuriant,

producing a mass of watery spray, crowding the centre of the
bush, this may be removed in June to admit sun and air

—

agents essential for perfecting the growth and flavour of the
fruit. All the root-suckers may be twisted off. I may here
observe that if there be no more shoots retained than will be
necessary to remain at the winter pruning, the next season the
tree will iu consequence be less vigorous, for more leaves are
encouraged, or more of the respiratory organs of the plant

;

and in proportion to these so wiU the roots be, and the more
roots the more vigorous the tree.

Besides being planted in the open borders. Currant trees may
be trained against a wall. For this purpose they may be
planted 3 or 4 feet apart. In training wall trees two branches
should be taken, right and left, in a horizontal direction, about
G or 8 inches from the bottom of the wall. From these, up-
right shoots should rise at about 8 inches from each other.

As these grow upwards the leaders will require shortening, ac-

cording to their strength, to encourage the formation of fruit-

spurs. The laterals must be shorteued-in in June, and at the
winter pruning should be cut nearly close to the old wood.
Many other modes of trainiug may be adopted, according to

the inclination of the cultivator; but the same S3'stem of

pruning may be invariably pursued—namely, spurring-in the

laterals and shortening the leading shoots.

My remarks have hitherto been applicable to the Red and
White Currants ; the system of pruning to be followed with the

Black Currant must be somewhat different. The Red ' and
White Currants bear the fruit both ou the young wood of one,

two, or three years' growth, and on the older branches, from
small snags and spurs ou the sides of these, and which often

continue fruitful for several years. The Black Currant bears

chiefly on the wood of the preceding year ; also from spurs,

which, however, are less abundant and smaller in size than

on the Red and White Currants. In pruning very little short-

ening is required. The chief thing to be done is, when the

branches are too crowded, to thin them oat, or to shorten

back any that are becoming too high. No two shoots should

be allowed to touch each other, and all cross branches must be

cut clean away. The fruit is disliked by some peoijle, and
never brought on the table for dessert. It is used in tarts

and puddings, and made into jellies, wines, and preserves.—

QuiNiiN Read, Fort liill Gardens.

GRAPES IN A COOL HOUSE FOR MARKET.
Aftek many years of plodding industry my friend has ac-

complished his purpose. By the labour of his hands he has

built himself a home. His plot of garden he has walled round,

and in the enclosure he is about completing a vinery. His

aim has been to obtain abundance of light and ventilation.

He has succeeded admirably. The house is a lean-to, the

back wall 18 feet high, length of rafter 18 feet, length of house

upwards of 80 feet. He purposes planting twenty-seven Vines

of a sort or sorts which will produce by sale the best returns.
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On this point he asks my advice, and so anxious am I that be

shall be advised in the best possible manner, that undeterred

by any false pride as a gardener, I appeal to you, and should

be greatly obliged if in an early impression you would name
the kinds you consider most suitable ; and what would you

advise to be planted on the back wall? It is not intended to

use much fire heat, but an apparatus is fixed in case it is re-

quired.—YoilKsniKEMAN.

[In such a house we would plant only Black Hamburghs.
They are good croppers, and find a ready market. With the

Vines at something like 3 feet apart, it would be useless plant-

ing much against the back wall. If the house is wide, per-

haps it would be as well to plaut Vines there, but they could

not bo expected to bear much until they reached the roof, after

the front Vines were established.]

PEAK CULTURE.
{Continued from Vol. XI., page 461.)

2.ND.—WALLS AND ESPALIEKS.
Peau trees trained on walls with a few exceptions produce

the finest, largest, and best-flavoured fruit. To have some
kinds in perfection it is necessary to grow them against a wall,

especially in cold, wet, exposed situations.

Selections of the best varieties for wall culture according to

my experience and taste are

—

Doyenne d'Ete
Jargonelle
BeiuTe d'Amanlis
Gansel's Bergamot
Brown Beurre
Thompson's
SecMe
SnffolU Thorn
Urbaniyte
Flemish Beauty
Figne de Naples
Marie Louise

IHIKTY-SIX.

WiUiams's Bon Chretien
Louise Bonne of Jersey
Hacon's Incomparable
Althoi-p Crasauue
Beurr<j Diel
Jose-phino de Malines
Passe CoLmar
Comte de Lamy
Van Mons Leon Leclcrc
Eem're Bosc
Duchesse d'AngoulJme
Borgamotte d'Esperen

Glou Mori;eau
Forelle
Jean de "Witte
Winter Nelis
Knight's Monarch
Napoleon
Beurre d'.^'eraberg
Beurre de Ranee
Ke Plus Meui-is
Chaumoutel
Easter Beurre
St. Germain

KiTCHES.—Uvedale's St. Germain.

Doyenne d'Ete
Jargonelle
BeuiTe d'Amanlis
Gansel's Bergamot
Brown Beiu-re
Louise Bonne
Thompson's
Seckle

Jargonelle
Gansel's Bergamot
Louise Bonne
Marie Louise

Marie Louise
Winter Nehs

Jklarie Louise

Marie Louise

Doyenne d'Ete
Jargonelle
Beurre d'Amanlig
•Gansel's Bergamot
Thompson's
Seckle
Suflolk Thoni
Urbaniste
Flemish Beauty
Figue de Naples

*Marie Louise
Althorp Crasanne

TWEXTY-FODK.

Hacon's Incomparable
Williams's Bon Chretien
Marie Louise
Van Mons Leon Leclerc
Josephine de Malines
Bergamotte d'Esperen
Flemish Beauty
Althorp Crasanne

TWELVE.
Van Mons Leon Leclerc
"Williams's Bon Clu-ctien
BeiuTe Diel
Forelle

SIX.

Beurre d'Amanlis
Beurre Diel

THHEE.
Josephine de Malines

THREE FOK SIZE.

EcmTe de P.ance

FOR ESPALIERS.

•Beurre Diel
* Forelle
^Passe Colmar
Williams's Bon Chretien
Louise Bonne of Jersey

*Haeon's Incomparable
'Van Mons Leon Leclerc
*Ducbosse d'Angoult'-mo
*.JaSfphine de JIalines
^Bergamotte d'Esperen
Beurre de Capiaunioat

Beurre Diel
Forelle
Passe Colmar
Glou Mor(,:eau
Winter Nelis
Enight's Monarch
Beurre de ilance
Ne Plus Mem-is

Glou Mor(,'eau
Winter Nehs
Beurre de Ranee
Ne Plus Mem'is

Glou Morijeau
Beurre do Rauce

Winter Nelis

Beurre Diel

Comte de Lamy
'*Beurre Bosc
*Glon Mor(;ean
Jean de Witte
•Winter Nelis
•Knight's Monarch
•Napoleon
•Beurre d'.Aremberg
•Beurre de Kance
•Ne Plus Meuris
•Easter Beurre

Those marked with an asterisk requii-e a wall in cold, wet,
exposed situations.

A wall for the cultivation of Pears ought to be 12 feet high
and not less than 10 feet. If under 9 feet high there is little
chance of a crop unless root-pruning be fre'quently practised.

I have come to the conclusion, 1st, That if trees are wanted
to occupy but a small space they must be on the Quince ; and
to have them frmtful root-pruning, or rather lifting, should be
commenced with the planting of the tree, and continued bien-maUy or trienmaDy until the energy of the wood growth of the
tree be subdued. -Jnd, That to have the Pear on the Pear stock

fruitful and healthy, space must be afforded sufficient to allow
the tree to develope itself in its full proportions. 3rd, That
root-pruning and frequently pruning, pinching, and stopping,

though they favour fruitfulness, cause premature death.

From the above it will be seen that I am an advocate for

plenty of room. I find Pears like it. They are fruitful or
barren in proportion. The distance apart which I would re-

commend for Pears on the Pear stock against a 12-feet wall is

30 feet ; on one of 11 feet, 33 feet ; and upon a 10-feat wall,

30 feet. However high the wall, I would not plaut the trees

less than 30 feet apart. I have a Marie Louise upon a 20-feet

wall, covering a space of 80 feet by 20, or 720 superficial feet

of wall, which is no more than sufficient, and yet very little

pinching is required. The tree produces fruit much finer in
size, colour, and flavour than those afforded by trees occu-
pying much less space. It is the same with trees of Glou
Mori,'eau, Forelle, and other varieties. For low walls, or those
from 7 to 10 feet high, trees upon the Quince stock are alone
suitable ; and they should be planted 12 feet apart on a nine-
feet wall, 15 feet upon an eight-feet one, and 18 feet apart
upon a seven-feet wall. If root-pruned 3 feet less distance
should be allowed.

The above distances are for trees fan or horizontal-trained

;

but for upright training on the Pear stock, after which fashiott

trees are sometimes grown for covering high walls, I would
allow feet apart. Upright-trained Pear trees on the Quiuca
may be -1 feet apart on a 12-feet, and 6 feet apart on a 10-feet

wall.

For espaliers, when there are six side branches the trees may
be 2-1 feet apart on the Pear stock, and 1.5 feet opart on the
Quince, allowing 2 feet more distance between the trees for

every less number of side branches.
It is to be understood that all the distances named are for

trees planted in good Pear ground, for if the soil bo poor the
trees will not be nearly so vigorous, and they may be kept
fruitful upon a less extent of wall. The same remarks apply
where the soil is shallow and hot. In a poor Ugbt soil hori-

zontal-trained trees may be planted 18 feet apart if trained on
a 12-feet wall ; and where the soil is of a medium texture 21 feet

will be a suitable distance. For espaliers the distance may be
lessened to the extent of 3 feet between each tree.

A west aspect is the best for Pears, and for the hardier kinds
a north-west aspect answers tolerably well in the southern
counties ; but in the northern ones not only is a west wnll

necessary for the hardier varieties, but a wall with a south-weat
aspect is requisite in order to have certain Pears in perfection.

In elevated and exposed situations nothing short of a west wall

is suitable, and a south-west aspect would in many cases be
preferable. It is worthy of note that the hotter the aspect the

finer the fruit will be in respect to size and appearance, but
these jn-operties are very often no criterion of the real merits

of a Pear. A Pear should not only have a smooth skin, bo
large and well-coloured, but be melting, juicy, and of fine

flavour. These characteristics are not generally combined, for

the fruit from trees on hot walls (not fined), are large and well-

coloured, but are woody and juiceless, and have less flavour

than those grown on bushes and pyramids. The fruit from
the last, where the climate is suitable, is invariably the most
melting, juicy, and high-flavoured.—G. Abbey.

(To bo continued.)

WINTER PROTECTION FOR CELERY.
There are few places where Celery is not in great demand at

almost all seasons, and much time and labour aro required to
produce first-rate crops of it. From the first handling of the
tender seedling in early spring to the protecting time in
autumn, considerable attention is required from the cixltivator.

It is not, however, my intention in the present short article

to advance anything on a subject already so well known as the
cultivation of this plant, but merely to put forward a plea for
the better protection of a crop that may cost us some trouble,
and it may be even anxiety, as I have known more than one
employer fond of having large and fine Celery, who would be
so dissatisfied in the event of its failure that the gardener was
no longer secure in his situation.

After Celery has finished growing and been finally earthed
up, it is in danger of decay, and no time should be lost in ex-
cluding from it heavy rains, or even shght frosts, either of
which are the first death-blow to the heads. This is only found
out when the digging-up takes place, when invariably out of
every dozen one-thii-d is found good for little. This is fre-
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quently the case witli the later part of the crop, more parti-

cularly in heavy, damp soils, aud where the quantity grown
being large it is impracticable to take it up and store it away.
The usual materials employed in the protection of Celery

are fern, straw, or litter of any sort ; but all of these are in-

suliicient to resist such drenching rains as we have experienced
during the past autumn. The natural growth of the plant i-s

certainly above ground ; the consequence is when it is treated

artificially, by being buried root and stem, it is more liable to

decay if not properly protected from an excess of wet.

The way we manage to save all our crop, let the weather be
what it may, is as follows ; the expense is rather considerable

at first, but eventually a great saving is effected :—A quantity
of old sailcloth was purchased at a sale, and it was cut into

strips wide enough to form a kind of avch over the plants
in the rows. A few stakes driven in between the plants along
the row, with a strip of wood nailed over the top of the stakes,

are sufficient to support the cloth. Pegs stuck in at each side

of the ridge, a little below where the edge of the cloth reaches,

and some strings attached to the cloth, will secure it from high
^?inds. The cloth has a coating of tar, which enables it to re-

sist the heaviest rain, as well as a severe frost, without in the
least interfering with the foliage of the plants. After the rain
or frost has passed away the covering can be taken off with
JUtUe trouble.

If the above material is not to be had, old doors or sashes
placed on each side of the ridge aud the side edges brought to

meet over the plants, will answer the purpose much better than
the littering system. A free circulation of air around the
foliage is necessary when the weather will permit. This is not
obtained if the plants are almost covered with litter on the first

appearance of frost, and the litter perhaps only removed as the
Celery may be required.—W. C, Bouyhton, StaplehursU

JIATHIOLA BICORNIS.
We think you should call attention to this very acceptable

addition to our annual flowers grown for their perfume. We
ean fully endorse all that Messrs. Backhouse said of it when
they sent it out, -which is saying a great deal now-a-days,

when we see but few of the so-called "novelties" figuring a
j

second year in flower-seed catalogues. Its only di-awback is

that the flowers are clceei in the daytime ; but we intend to

try it mixed with Phlox Drummondi, Petunias, or some annuals
j

of hke growth this year, which will give the beds a pleasing
'

appearance by day. Like most of its tribe it was vigorously
[

attacked by slugs and snails, and doubtless in many places it

never was seen after sowing.

The following is Messrs. Backhouses' description, slightly
'

abbreviated, and we advise all who have not tried it to do so

in the coming season :

—

" An evening-scented Stock of unrivalled fragrance, from the

mountains of Greece. No annual in cultivation, even including

Mignonette, surpasses or perhaps equals this in the powerful

and yet delicate perfume of its flowers. At 100 yards distance

the scent of a bed of this annual, on a summer's evening, is

often so stroug as to arrest special attention. The plant grows
1 foot or more in height—the upper half or two-thirds being

a branching spike of pink and lilac blossoms, partially closed

during the daytime (when the scent is feeble), but expanding
fully towards evening, and remaining so ditring the night and
early morning. Unlike some ' night-scented ' flowers, this is

pleasing in colour, and, especially when grown in a mass, forms
quite a pretty effect. The perfume resembles that of the Stock
and Sweet-scented Clematis combined. It must be treated as

a common hardy annual."
In reference to Mr. Eobson's hint that we should give a few

notes on the Apples suited for orchard culture, we beg to say

that press of business at this season prevents us doing so ; but
we shall endeavour to give such a list some time this year.

—

Thomas BnNYAKD & Soss.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Cattleya Dowiana (Captain Dow's Cattleya).— Nat. ord.,

Orchidacea;. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of Costa

Eica. Flowers yellowish nankeen ; lip crimson purple, with

yellow lines. A superb species.

—

{Bot. Mag., t. 5618.)

BowiEA voiiDBiLis (Twining Bowiea).

—

Nat. ord., Liliacese

IAnn., Hexandria Monogynia. Native of the Cape of Good
Hope. Curious, but inconspicuous.

—

{Ibid-, t. .5619.)

CcBCUMA ACSTBALASici (Australian Wild Turmeric).

—

Nat.
ord., Zingiberaceap. Linn., Monandria Monogynia. Introduced
by Messrs. Veitch. Native of Cape York, Australia. Flowers
yellow; upper bracts pink.

—

(Ibid., t. 5620.)
HELi.tsTiLEMOM ocYHoiDES (BasH-like Rock-rose).

—

Nat. ui-d.,

Cistaceffi. Linn., Poljandria Monogjmia. — Native of Spain
and Portugal, ilowers yellow, with plum-coloured eye.

—

(Ibid., t. 5621.)
Grus caulifloka (Anchovy Pear).

—

Nat. ord., Myrtacea;.
Linn., Monadelphia Polyandria. Native of West Indies.

—

(Ibid., t. 5622.)
Pelakgoniuh—Meteor, a tricoloiued. Eaised by Mr. Salt-

marsh, Chelmsford. In the style of Mrs. PoUock.—(Ftoral
Ma<i.. pi. 321.)

Aquilegia pvkenaica.—A dwarf species. Flowers purplish
hlue.—(Ibid.., pL 322.)

EosE — Napoleon III. A Hybrid Perpetual, raised by
M. Eugene Verdier. Dark crimson.

—

(Ibid., pi. 323.)
Pansies—Thomas Doienie, white, purple llotch and fringe.

Miss J. Kay, yellow, crimson maroon blotch. Imperial Blue,
blue, with deep purple blotch. Hurjh Adair, v.-hite, dark mauve
blotch. Eaised by Mr. Fleming, Cliveden.— (/Mrf., pi. 324.)
Azalea—Her Majesty " is a sport from iladame Miellez, and

one of the finest Azaleas which have yet been obtained, both as
regards form and substance, while in colour and marking it is

quite distinct from all others. The flowers are of the full

average size, and the colour is a soft lilac-tinted blush more or
less dense, white at the margin, thickly spotted with crimson
in the upper part, and marked with variable stripes, or some-
times broadish bars of deep rosy purple. Its high quality as
regards the flower itself, and this novelty of colouring, wUl
make it an acquisition in any collection of these showy plants.
Mr. Barnes says, ' I have never seen anything like a spurious
flower upon it ; and it is also a strong, robust grower '—two
quahties which add immensely to its value."

—

(Florist and
Fomologist, vi., 2.)

INTENSE COLD.
By our Meteorological Report it appears that the temperature

near London feU in the past week to a lower point than has
been recorded at any time during the last forty-one years.

The minimum thermometer at Chis wick indicated on Saturday
morning the 5th inst, that the lowest temperature during the
previous twenty-four hours had been 11° below zero, or 43° below
freezing. We are assured that the instrument was correct, and
that its readings corresponded with other thermometers in the

neighbourhood. It will be very interesting if our readers will

communicate the temperatures registered in other parts of the
country, and, as soon as it shall be apparent , the damage done
to vegetation.

OKEFORD FITZrAINE.
A SMAEL, quiet, Dorsetshire village, nestling amidst the

downs, and surrounded by orchards and pasture lands, where
cider enough, and sour enough to give cholera to half the
county, is made, and whence rich Dorset butter finds its way
to the great aU-devouring metropoUs ; with its church recently

and well restored, without any of that gaudiness at which good
taste must revolt ; very hke, I dare say, to many another

village in its neighbourhood—such is the quiet haven where
I believe we may say our good friend and ardent Rose-lover,

Mr. Eadclyffe, has anchored, or rather, let us say, is laid up
in ordinary for the rest of his days. When one writes of

Okeford Fitzpaine it is like wi-iting about Stratford- on-Avon.
It is the residence of our Eose-growing friend that wUl give

it an interest in the eyes of the readers of The Joih-.nal of
Horticulture, even as it is the " Swan of Avon " that makes
Stratford the place of pilgrimage for many a true-hearted

Englishman. Many a Eose-grower will find his, aye, and if

not afraid of the bachelor Eose-grower, her way thither,

and I know wOl ever find a hearty welcome. Let them drive

up with a Marcchal Niel or Jules Margottin in their button-

hole, and " open sesame " wiU be the word. Thither at the

close of November I found myself wending my way ; and
albeit it was the wrong time of the year for Eoses and
Strawberries, I yet knew we should have a genial talk together,

and that our imagination would clothe the Eoses with their

many-coloured blossoms, make us inhale the fragrance of the

Strawberries, and even detect the bloom on the Peach trees.
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At present any one. even a Rose-grower, might easily pass

by Mr. Radclyffe's witliout noticing it, for it is one of those
small, old-fashioned, cottage houses which we see in most vil-

lages, close to the road, with a strip of garden about G or 8 feet

wide between the house and the road. I say at present, because
yellow Roses are planted in fi'ont, and I doubt not wiU ere

long cover it, as they did the house at llushton, and so be sure

to attract the passers-by. If the house is old the gardens are

old too ; but a master's hand has been at work on them, and
I have no doubt that ere long they will be a garland of beauty
and fragrance.

It is well known that Mr. Eadclvffe is about the strongest

client that Manetti has, that he has written it up on all occa-

sions, and with justice too, for nothing could do better than
his did at Rushton ; hence all his Koses are dwarfs, budded
low down on the Manetti, and the greater portion of them most
vigorous. Here, for instance, as you look out of the window is

a border of Bourbon Acidalie, consisting of six plants of that

fine white, perhaps when caught well the finest white we have
;

there on that bank on the other side is a bed of Souvenir de
la Malmaison. Then, as you mount the somewhat steep bank
you find Roses on all sides—Roses in beds and borders, in

sixes and dozens—here a dozen of Charles Lefebvre, there a
dozen of Jules Margottin, another of Senateur Vaisse, and so

on. Oh, what a crown of beauty these will be in July next

!

At the farther end of the garden you come to a long border of

yellow Roses—Gloire de Bijon, Triomphe de Renues, Celine

Forestier, and such-like flowers, which will give a continuous
bloom during the greater part of the year. Tou can see at

once the liberal treatment they all receive—plenty of manure
of good quality, dug in round the stems, and applied in every
way. Then Mr. Eadclyflie has an eye to the future. He has
sunk a weU and put up two pumps (no man could value water
more than he does), so that he will be able to give them plenty
of moisture if we have a dry season. There is only one point
on which I have any doubt—viz., as to whether his Roses will

do as well on the Manetti in this rich loamy soil as they did
on the dry, strong, chalky soil of Eushton. There the stock
throws vigour into plants which on the briar would have lan-

guished and died, but I am not so sure that he will find it the
same on his present rich soil. I shall be curious to know
whether the Manetti will not be too much for the Rose, and
whether some of the not-over-vigorous-growing varieties will

not succumb to its influence. I fancy I have found it so.

We of course had a long talk about varieties. Mr. Eadclyffe

has been so bitten by supposed novelties, that he has gone to

the extreme, I think, of discrediting aU new ones ; but as soon
as he finds that a variety is really good he sets to work at it,

multipUes it, and obtains a good stock. Thus, in his 120D Eoses
there might not be found, perhaps, so much variety as in some
gardens, especially in those of persons who grow much for

exhibition, but they are all well-proved sorts, which will not
fail a grower when he wants a few dozens of good Roses. As
his Eoses had all been moved this year, theu' removal having
commenced in August, there was not much autumnal bloom

;

but treated as they are, I am sure there will be abundance of

it when they have the opportunity of returning the labour and
care bestowed on them.
The Strawberries were looking in splendid condition, the

collection comprising the best varieties in cultivation. Mr.
Radclyffe has written so much on this delicious fruit, that I

can only say that the appearance of his beds fully bore out the
statements he has made concerning them. Rivers's Eliza, Dr.
Hogg, Cockscomb, Mr. Radclyffe, Sir Joseph Paxton, and
Frogmore Late Pine seemed to be his special favourites for

growth and excellence. They were certainly most promising,
and will by-and-by yield, I feel certain, if the season be at all

favourable, a most abundant crop.

AU who were interested in Eushton will remember the three
wonderful Peach trees which were one of the sights of that
garden, producing year after year large crops of fine fruit, and
invariably succeeding in doing so when others had failed.

Now these trees he could not remove, but he was determined
not to be without Peaches ; so one of the first things that he
did was to run up a wall (which I think he will have to make
higher), 217 feet in length ; on this wall he has planted
twenty-two Peach and Nectarine trees, which he is treating
on the pinching and repinching system. He says the days
of long pruning are or ought to be over. He is not, however,
satisfied with these. He is trying the system known as the
cordon or Du Breuil system, originated in France, and much
practised there both for Peaches and Pears, especially in the

neighboui'hood of Montreuil, which supplies so much fruit to

the Paris markets. He has obtained 107 trees of Peaches and
Nectarines, comprising Noblesse, Royal George, Early Albert,

Walburton Admirable, Prince of Wales, Barrington, Salway,
Early Victoria, Early York, and Bellegarde Peaches ; Pitmaston
Orange, Victoria, Prmoe of Wales, Elruge, and Violette Hative
Nectarines, all on the Plum stock. Of these he has planted
fifty-five against the walls and fifty-two a little in advance.
If these latter, he says, form fruit and do not ripen, he will

another year put Ughts behind them ; and he adds, " If I

should succeed in raising fruit from the main stems of maiden
trees that have never been cut down and trained, it will be
probably the first time that it has ever been done."

It will be thus seen that for the lover of Eoses or of fruits

—

for one who pursues his hobby with all a lover's ardom-—there
is abundance of interest at Okeford Fitzpaine. It is one of
the glories of gardening that you have at all seasons something
to interest. Your diied bulbs of Tulip or Gladiolus have each
their history and are interesting

;
your bare bushes of Eoses

or well-covered plants of Strawberries are not dull to you ; and
what shall we then say of the glories of the garden in the
summer, when the Queen of Flowers holds her court ? Then
will Okeford Fitzpaine be worth a pilgrimage, and I should
gladly lay it out amongst my anticipations of the future, that
I may be there to see, and rejoice with our genial and hearty
friend in the success of his work.—D., Deal.

WORK FOR THE "V\TEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Little out-door work can now be performed where snow has

fallen, and we beUeve this is the case pretty generally ; men
should therefore be employed about such work as can be done
within-doors, and which we have already pointed out. Carrots,
where young ones are wanted early prepare a slight hotbed for
the purpose, cover it with leaf mould to the depth of 6 or
8 inches, in which sow the seed. A httle Eadish seed may be
scattered on the bed at the same time, but the Radishes must
be drawn young. Cucumber-:, the plants in houses must be
strictly attended to, to keep them in health ; refrain from re-
moving or injuring any of the leaves, if possible

; guard against
over-watering, which is particularly injurious in dull weather;
prepare dung for the main early bed ; make a smaU seed-bed
for raising the plants ; after the heat is up, stir the dung inside
the frame every other morning until the heat is sweet and
regular. As soon as the young plants have perfected their seed-
leaves they should be potted, two in a pot 4 inches in diameter,
using some of the soil already in the frame. Plant them deep
in the pot, so that a little fresh soil can be added as they grow.
Caullttowers, should the weather prove severe, the frames con-
taining young plants should be covered with mats, or some
material to protect them in some measure. Plants in the open
ground should have some pliable rods bent over them, and
then be covered with mats. Du-arf Kidneij Beans, the plants
in bearing should be placed in saucers or shallow troughs,
having some soil in them, which should always be kept moist.
This will encourage the growth of roots, and will also prevent
the heat of the flue drying the soil at the bottom of the pots.
Lettute, when the frost is severe protect the frames which con-
tain young plants for spring use. Those also which contain
Cabbage Lettuce for present use must likewise be covered up.
Musliroomn, beds should now be made in sheds or houses pur-
posely fitted up for a spring supply. The horse-droppings
should be well beaten down, and the bed should not be less
than a foot in depth. Temperatiure sticks should then be
thrust to the bottom in several places and examined daily;
when the heat has become somewhat regular, and not exceeding
80°, the spawn may be inserted just below the surface, and the
bed afterwards earthed up. Sea l:ale, as that which was
covered first is cut, remove the pots or boxes to that portion
which has hitherto had no covering, so as to keep up a suc-
cession ; the dung and leaves which have been previously used
will serve the pm-pose again if a little fresh be added.

FLOWEE GARDEN.
A change has taken place in the weather, which renders it

necessary to protect all choice trees and shrubs in the open
garden which are not hardy enough to withstand frost. The
roots and the collar of the stem should be securely protected,
as, if the rest of the plant is injured, there is some chance of its

shooting again. Trees and shrubs that have recently been
planted should have their roots secured from frost, and in some
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cases it would bo well to bind liaybands round the stems of

valuable trees. Cover cboice bulbs sufficiently to prevent the
frost injuring them, and also the roots of Fuchsias and other
half-hardy plants. Roses must have additional coverings to

the roots, such as litter, moss, leaves, sawdust, or rotten tan,

and the tops must be protected with straw, fern, hoy, laurel,

spruce, or broom boughs, in fact, anything of that kind, and
the drier the materials are used the better. The same remarks
apply to creepers on walls. Over these mats may also bo
fastened, for although coverings are not required to be firm, the
mats are useful in keeping the other materials drj' and clean.

Now is an opportune period to make and colour the plan of the
flower garden, if not already done. Make it the beau ideal of

what a flower garden might and should be, and so ascertain the
quantity and quality of the plants requisite ; then determine,
in spite of diiiiculties, to carry the plan out, and a surprising
amount of success is certain to follow.

FRUIT GAr,rjE>:.

Prune espalier .4pples and Pears, and fork up ground about
them in frosty weather, to disturb and destroy insects. In the
orchard thin out cross and crowded branches from Apple, Pear,
and Quince trees, it is a great mistake to have too much wood.
Scrape off moss and lichen from the stems, and if time will

serve, dress both these and espalier trees with a mixture of

quicklime and blue clay mixed to the consistence of thick
paint ; if this is well done there will be no need to scrape
them for some years.

GREEXHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOKT.
Take advantage of bad weather to wash up and arrange the

stock of dirty pots, to paint any tubs or baskets, wires, &c., out
of use. Prepare labels of various sizes, and forked sticks for

pegging down plants in the flower garden. Look over the stores,

and provide whatever may be required tor the season's use. The
princijial work in these houses will consist in keeping them and
their inmates scrupulously clean. The conservatory should
now be gay with Camellias and forced plants, which will take
the place of the Chrysanthemums now over. Keep up a regular
succession of plants to bloom in spring, by bringing forward
the stock of forcing plants as wanted. Roses, both dwarf and
standards. Honeysuckles, hj-brid Rhododendrons, and Azaleas,
with a host of other things, will enable yen, in addition to the
usual occupants of the houses, to make a brilliant shov.- through-
out the spring. Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Lily of the
Valley, and other plants of the above class, must be duly for-

warded as wanted. Hardwooded plants will require a dry, pure
atmosphere to guard against mildew and damp. The surfacing

of many plants that are not likely to require shifting can he
performed. Great caution is required in the application of

heat, as it would have an injurious tendency for the future to

cause excitement at the present time amongst any tribes of

plants that are required to bloom in their natural season. A
day temperature of 55° will be quite sufficient here at present

;

if this cannot be maintained without strong fires, be c'ontent

with 45°, and moderate tires, remembering that with this low
temperature a very small circulation of the air will suffice. A
high degree of heat would both hurry the beautiful Camellias
and other choice flowers past their best, and create a neces-
sity for the application of more atmospheric moisture, which,
unless a warm ?'oof is secured by covering, must end in drip, to

the great prejudice of the delicate blossoms.

COLD FEAMES.
As long as the temperature here can be maintained from 32°

to 35°, little harm will ensue by keejiing them covered. Our
practice is to tilt the hack and front alternately whenever the
glass rises to 32° out of doors. By these means the accumu-
lating damp is dispelled, and the plants receive as much light

as will prevent etiolation. Take care that the roof is well

protected ; the best way is to put a mat on the glass, then a coat

of clean straw, and then another mat.—W. Keake.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
" A FEW hints have come our way to the effect, " Beware of

prophesying about the weather," merely because we mentioned
frost as being likely to occur between Christmas and the new
year. We never do assume to foretel what is to come, but our
guesswork has not been so far wrong after all, as the new-
year's morning brought a sharp frost with it, which would have
been sharper still but for a fall of snow diuing the previous

night.

Ice.—Bat for the snow on Wednesday morning, which covered
the ice on our ponds somewhat deeply, and thus prevented the
thickening of the ice, so as to give it strength for the ice-hoot,
we would have secured some on that day. We propose when the
snow falls less heavily, and it the frost continue quite as severe
as it is this (Wednesday) morning, to break holes in the ice and
jet water over the snow-covering, which will thus by another
morning give us a good thickness of ice, and enable the men
to secure it from deep ponds without danger.

We cannot say that the last season has taught us any lessons
about ice farther than have been communicated in former years,
except this, that snow that had been collected, and with no
great weight of ice above it, when dug out was not so firm as we
used to have it, and though it answered quite as well for the
butler's purposes as ice, it did not suit the housekeeper so well
for pastry and icing. On the whole, we consider ice better
than snow, when it can be had. Both do exceedingly well when
mixed, and especially when there is enough of moisture, either
naturally or communicated, to run all into a solid mass, not an
interstice being left for air. Ice itself will keep better when so
pounded together. All our previous experience with snow alone
would point to the importance, not only of pounding it to-

gether well, but it the snow is at all dry, using a httle water
to make it go closer together. Last season we did not use
much labour with it, as we expected to put in a heavy weight
of ice over it, which would have done the compressing process
for us. As it was deemed unadvisable to do so, the snow-ice
came out less firm and compressed than usual. When snow
is thoroughly compressed, there is little difference between
it and ice. When not well pounded, it will be too loose for

freezing-mixtures, creams, &c., though very good for cooUng-
purposes.

Sifee2nnri Walla was a hopeless task. So long as the snow,
though deep, was light, a broom could make a pathway quickly,

but in half an hour there were 3 or 4 inches more snow. When
the snow becomes deep, there is nothing better for walks and
roads than simple snow-ploughs, such as a triangle formed of
three stout pieces of wood 4 feet long, 1 foot deep, and from 11 to

2 inches thick for walks, with a handle to hold by at the base,

and a ring and chain in front for another man or two to pull

by, according to the depth of the snow. For roads, the pieces

of wood should be stronger and deejDer, and if the base be
G feet, the two sides should be 7 feet, and be well braced be-

tween to hold men or heavy weights if the snow is heavy. Such
a simple machine, with handles like a plough, and one or more
horses put to in front, would soon clear a great space of road.

When the snow is deep, 5 feet in width at the base would bo-

enor.gh, and when once an opening is made, the space may be
made wide enough by holding the plough sideways along each
side of the opening, and thus sending the snow farther back-

each way. Except in deep cuttings, and large snow-wreaths,

men can do but little with shovels in comparison with what can.

be quickly effected by such a simple plough.

Gutters and Leads oi large houses should be examined, especi-

ally when frost precedes snow, as in that ease, if a few leaves

should collect in the cesspools for the water-pipes, the moisture
contained about them may be frozen over hard, and if a sud-

den thaw come, and there is much snow on the roof, there will be
no outlet for the water, the gutters and the leads will be flooded,

and the water will pass through the roof and the ceilings of

the rooms. We aro apt to forget at times how much more
quickly snow will disappear from a steep roof, even at an aver-

age temperature of from 35° to 40°, than ice will become
melted that has been formed in the cesspool of a pipe. We
have known cases where generally-intelligent people would not
acknowledge this simple matter until they consented to put a

pound of ice into a ]iound of water, even at 40', and to wait

until the ice melted. This simple e.xperimcnt, too, and testing

the temperature of the water in the melting process, would
give an idea of the amount of caloric that was parted with
before water could become ice, and the amount that must again

become absorbed before the ice could be changed into water.

At any rate, we can recollect of fully half a score of cases in

which, owing to the slow melting of ice, and the unwilhngness
to incur the trouble and the expense of sending a man to the

roof of the house to see if all the water-courses were clear,

what would have been obviated by even less than a day's

wages has involved a loss, in damage to ceOings, papering,

and furniture, of scores of pounds, and in one or two eases

himdreds would have been nearer the mark. This is a matter
generally attended to by the carpenter, bricklayer, or gardener,

and very often by the last. There is nothing very desiiable in
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the job ; but it is important that some one should have it as

a matter of duty to attend to, otherwise it may turn out that

what is the business of everybody may become tlie business of

nobody, until after much mischief is done. Perhap-s, too, the

appointing some one in particular to look after such a simple

matter is all the more important, as just in proportion to the

energy, fidelity, and industry a man brings to bear on his own
particular department, so in general will it be found that he is

extremely sensitive as to going at all out of that department
without clear and specific orders and defined arrangements.

KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Here the weather has pretty well brought all matters to a

stand, and rabbits and hares will give us little trouble with

some other things. We htve before had trouble with young
plantations of Cabbages, but now we shall have none with a

nice quarter planted in September. Not a single plant is left,

and Brussels Sprouts will ere long follow them if the four-

footed game are to have their way. These Cabbages had been
netted round, but nothing but high wire netting would have
kept the vermin out. Seeing how matters were going, we have
potted some hundreds of strong Cabbage plants, and set them iu

an orchard-house, resolving to plant them out in better times.

We did so with a line lot of Caulillowers last season, and
after all they were so cut off level with the ground b}' rats,

that to have Cauliflowers moderately early we were obliged

to force them on under glass lights. Wherever game and
rabbits are encouraged close to and in the garden, rats follow

as a matter of course, and they will increase do what yon will,

until they pretty well frighten people to go out at night from
the strength of their bauds, and their clearing everything that

is eatable before them, as we have reason to believe, from the
newspapers, they are already doing in some parts of the

country. All forced' vegetables are much the same as in pre-

vious weeks, and it is well to have a good stock iu such weather,

as it makes one more independent of out-door supply.

FRUIT GiEDEN.
The weather did not jiermit of much being done out of

doors, with the exception of wheeling to Gooseberries and Cur-
rants manure and the decomposed rubbish-heap, which will be
pointed iu when the weather changes. After the heavy snow
on Wednesday morning we took the opportunity of sinokinii

the orchard-houses with bruised Laurel leaves. The snow was
shaken o£f the Laurels with a rake, and a dozen armfuls of

the young shoots were obtained. The task was not one of the

most pleasant, bat then it did not last long, as the shoots and
leaves could be beaten and broken inside, and then there was
plenty of in-door work for the day. These houses are so open
that it would be a great trouble to smoke them with anything,
unless at such times as there was a good covering of snow on
the root. We need not give details as to making the small
fires and piling the half-bushels of bruised Laurel shoots and
leaves oa them, farther than this, that the great object is

to obtain all the smoke possible, to have it cool, and never to

allow a twig or a leaf to flare. The houses were filled with a
very dense smoke for at least six hours, and though we have no
faith in any kind of smoke destroying the eggs of insects, we
would not give much after such o continued smoking for any-
thing having the breath of life. Even a man could scarcely go
iu to look at the smouldering heap for a few minutes. We
forgot, we think, to answer the question put last year as to the
efiioacy of such smoking with Laurel leaves and shoots as con-
trasted with tobacco smoke if it could be cheaply obtained.
Well, if equally cheap, we would by far prefer tobacco of

home-growth or otherwise, and one of our correspondents lately

showed how that could be successfully and economically grown
iu shrubberies in fresh soil, and afford there, too, a nice
appearance ; but at present, not to speak of the law interfering
with private growth, there can be no comparison as respects
expense between tobacco and the Laurel leaves for smoking
for such purposes ; aud as prevention is better than cure, we
would always be inclined to resort to the plan under similar
circumstances. Through this and other precautions we have of

late years been troubled with few insects, with hardly one all last

season in these houses. We must not, however, make too sure,

and a little effort to secure freedom from insects now will be
much easier than killing them if they do appear at a critical

time. With snow-covered glass and all together we could scent

the pungent odour of the Laurels some hundreds of yards
from the houses.

ORNAMENTAL DErAItTlTENT.

The great object has been to keep cold pits and frames
secure by covering, and in houses just to keep plants safe, and

at the lowest temperature compatible with safety ; and this re-

quired the smallest amount of air to be given, and also pre-

vented the waste of heat in raising into vapour the amount of

moisture that would have been required in a higher tempera-

ture. Until now, damp and excessive vapour in the atmo-
sphere have had to he guarded against, and no great amount o£

vapour will have to be added to the atmosphere of houses kept

in a cool state, say from 45" to 5o°—at least not much more
vapour will be required than can be given by damping the

floors and stages of the house, unless the outside thermometer
should be much more than 10° below the freezing point. Much
also will depend on the state of tho atmosphere, as a glass

house will often be more cooled in a temperature of 5" below-

freezing, v/ith a brisk wind, than it will be when the out-

side is 10° below freezing, but with not even a zephyr moving.
In protecting we threw a little straw over some pits suppliec5

with a little heat inside, but in all other cases we were glad of

the heavy fall of snow. It will protect many vegetables from
the cold, and it w-ill make cold pits and frames more secure.

As we know that the temperature inside is low enough, so as to

arrest growth, we will not take away the snow or expose the

glass so long as this weather is likely to last, aud the keen
frost along with the snow, even with a low barometer, would
lead us to expect some days longer of it.

So long as this stormy weather lasts the keeping the houses
safe, with no waste of fuel, must ever be a first consideration.

If the damper is not used, heating by hot water must always

bo expensive, and for small single houses much more so

than flues or stoves. We have been amused by the details

given by " JIacd " about lighting a stove, and could corroborate-

them with instances of those who ought to have known better.

Looked at from " JIaud's " stand-point, the whole article is ad-

mirable ; looked at, as we think unnecessarily, by bringing in

the gardener's stand-point, there are several allusions that may
receive hereafter a little healthy criticism. But as to the fire,

we have had many smart young men beaten with a furnace, that,

besides heating a boiler, went through a long tortuous flue in

the back wall of the house. When this furnace fire was
lighted after long periods of damp weather, there was no
chance of making it draw if a soot-door, near the end of the

flue, was not taken out and a small brisk fire put in the flue

there. We recollect seeing four clever fellows once, almost as

black as chimney-sweeps, hut with bright lines down their

cheeks where the water was brought liberally from their eyes

by the acrid, sour smoke. We had seen the smoke pouring

out of the shed in which the stokehole was placed instead of

coming out at the chimney-top, and had heard the men called

in, one after another, to consult, as smoke-doctors, in the great

emergency, as to how to make the smoke go up instead of out

on them,''and all without avail. Well, everything had been

done correctly, a little dry litter and dry wood had been used

for lighting, the furnace door had been shut, and the ashpit

door had been opened that the air might reach the fire through

the bars, and yet out poured the smoke by the crevices of the

furnace door, open ashpit door and all—and why ? because no
one had thought of the damper, which was full in near the

furnace, aud when jjulled out smoke aud flame shot up like a

sky-rocket. We congi-atulate " Mavd " on having such close-

fitting furnace and ashpit doors. They are the first essentials

to economical heating by boilers ; and the second essential is

the due regidation of the damper—that is, the dumper shoul(i

be pulled out on lighting the tire, at least for half its length,

and then whenever the fire becomes bright aud the heat is

well up, shove the damper in to its full length, and afterwards

draw it out just a little to give a little draught. There seems

to be so much difficulty in this simple matter, even among
professionals, who, by having the damper out at all unseason-

able times, send the heat from tons of coals up the chimney,

that we have come to the conclusion, that in all heating of

small and moderate-sized houses by boilers, it would simplify

matters to pull the damper out partly when lighting the fire,

and after the fire was established to send the damper at all

times right across the flue, but to have a hole in the centre of

the damper about 1 inch in diameter, or two or three holes

that would come to as much, which would be sufficient for

draught, and yet send much heat back again on the boiler.—K. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE KECEWED.
William Paul, Waltham Cross, London, N.

—

Select list of

Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds, Seed Potatoes, dc.
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COA^NT GARDEN MAKKET.—.Jantaey 5.

The wintry weather of the past week Ims shut out tbe greater part of
onr supjilies, ns the growers are nlmost nntible to tjet to mnrket, and
rou(,'h t'l tills have considerably advanced in price. Orange'; and Nuts are
plentiful, owing to the large stocks on hand ; but Pears are very limited
in quantity, and good dessert Apples command a ready trade. Potatoes
remain as before, liut there are few arrivals this week, and very little

business has been transacted.

Apples i sieve 2
Apricots ". doz.
Cherries lb,

Chestnuts bush. If)

Corrantfl A sieve
Black "..do.

Piga doz.
Paborts lb.

Cobs lb. 9
Gooaebemes ..quart
Orapes, Hothouse, .lb. 4
Lemons 100 5

d. R.

OtoS Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) .. doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums { sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

2 0to4

5

S
il

S

Walnuts bush. 10

u

20

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Bronid. . bushel

ScarletRim.A sieve
Beet, Kcd '. doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts A sieve
Cabbnge ."". doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

B. d. s. d
OtoO

B. d.

6

3
3
8
3

4

3
1 6
3
4

8
6
3

1

Leeks bnnch 6 toO
Lettuce per score 2 3
Mushrooms pottle 10 2
Mustd.& Cress, punnet 2
Onions per bushel 4
Parsley, .doz. bunches 12
Parsnips doz. 9
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel 2 6

Kidney do. 8
Pvadishes doz. bunches 1
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz. 8
Sea-kalo basket 3
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel 5
Tomatoes .... per doz.

d

2

5

1 8

4 6

4
1 6

4

Turnips bunch 6
Vegetable Marrows dz.

8 9
fi

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*«• We request that no one -will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AJ]
communications should therefore be addressed solebj to
The Editors of the Jom-nal of Horticulture, d-c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C,

We alHo request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once

.

Eecrrf. de Rance Pear <J. J. 2".).—You were misinformed. There is
only one Pear known by this name. It is fully described and its syno-
nymes stated in Horn's " Fniit Manual." *We apologise for having
omitted this answer accidentally for so long.

Nitrate of Soda for a Lawn (Bf.Wc//I.—Nitrate of soda is usually sold
under the name of cubic petre. It should be pnunded fine and sown over
the lawn in March at the rate of 1 lb. to each thirty square yards.

OsrER Planting (Salix, D»;>7(h).—For white basketwork, the French
Willow, Salix triandra ; for other baskets and fine wickerwork, Salix
Forbyana. The annual shoots of the first are not less than 8 feet long,
and of the second not less than « feet. The sets should be planted
3 feet from each otlier. We do not know which species is locally known
as " The Packthread Willow."

Books (A Sithsrribcr, Bandon).—'' The Garden Manual" for twenty
postage stamps, " The Poultrj- Book for the Many " for eight postage
stamps, and " Bee-keeping for the Many '" for five postage stamps. If
you enclose the stamps with your direction, the books will be sent to you
from our office post free,

Gabden Walks (Idem).—You may make most excellent walks without
gravel, if you can procure gas tar and follow these directions :—A layer
of stones, brickbats, shells, or clinkers, G inches deep, to form a dry
bottom ; a layer of chalk or lime, in the proportion of one to ten of the
stones or other foundation, and well rolled and watered to the thickness
of 3 inches, with a rise of 2 inches in the centre ; over this half an inch of
gravel and lime, or fine chalk ; water and roll well again ; add one-eighth
of an inch of the best coloured gi-avel; and again roll until quite solid.
Have the wnlk 2 inches wider on each side than you desire, asthis checks
the turf and weeds from encroaching, and prevents the rain water getting
to the foundation of the walk.

Stocks for Camellias—Propagating Azaleas (Cori'^tnnt Header, J.H.).
—The best kind of stock is the single-flowering Camellia. The stocks
are raised by sowing the seed, or fiom cuttings, but the latter are not
nearly so free-growing. The beginning of April is a good time to graft
Camellias. The varieties of Azalea indica are propagated by cuttings
taken from the shoots of the current year when about half ripe ; inserted
io very sandy peat and silver sand under a bell-glass on a gentle heat,

they root freely. The " Garden Manual " will suit you. It may be had
free by post from our office by enclosing tKenty-six "postage stamps with
your address.

Evergreen Trees for a Blind fi?cT().—The Weymouth Pine we fear
would not serve yon ; but Pinus austriaca and Scotch Fir would, wo
think, grrjw well when established. Pinus cembra will grow almost any-
where, and Pinus mnritima thrives in such a soil as yours ; so does the
Pinaster Pine, of which Pinus Hamiltonii, about which you inquire, is but
a vai'iety.

Pteris serrulata Sowing fJf. H.).—The spore-cases on the part of
the frond sent us were ripe, and the spores shed. It will suffice to place
the fronds over the pans full of compost, and to rub the under side of the
frond with the hand gently, so as to cause the spores to fall on the sur-
face of the compost. If you do this nntil the surface is covered with a
fine brown powder perceptible to the eye, you have done all that is

needed.

CAMELLLi Leaves Yellow (Irffm).—Your plant is only shedding its

old leaves. Continue it in the stove until the growth be perfected, beep-
ing it in the coolest, lightest, and most airy part. When the wood be-
comes firm, and the buds show in the axils of the leaves, remove the
plant to a cool housi.

Netting to Protect Seed-beds (Tj/ro).—You can obtain the netting
of any dealer in fishing tackle, and such is frequently advertised in our
columns, y^ou may save yoiu-self much trouble in the prutection of seed-
beds by moistening the seeds you propose sowing, throwing a few pinches
of red lead over them, and mixing up so as to give the seeds a reddish
hue, or a slight;coating of the red lead. No birds take our seeds now, and
we simply treat them in the above manner before sowing.

Mixing Anislu* Manure and Lime (7(ifm).—From the fact that lime
sets fi-ee the ammonia by causing rapid decomposition of animal matter,
it is considered wasteful, ammonia being produced faster than the plants
are able to appropriate it, and it is consequently often lost. Animal matters
had better decompose slowly, and thus give out ammonia gradually.

Trenching {Idtm).—Your gi-onnd will be all the better of a good trench-
ing, bringing some of the subsoil to the toj), so that by exposure to frost

and air It will be rendered suitable for the growth of plants. The black
soil is best at bottom. The I'oots will go do^Ti to it.

Grafting PELARGONimis (R. J.).—Your best mode of grafting will be
side-grafting, leaving the head of the stock partially reduced imtil the
union is complete. The operation would be much facilitated by placing
the plants worked in a geutle heat of 50" or 55", and a bottom heat of from
65- to 70", and maintaining a close and moist atmosphere, with shade
from brif^iht sun. The surest of all modes is grafting by approach, or
inarching, and you may follow that mode by raising the plants for scions
to the height required, they being in small pots.

Bed Spider on Peach Trees {H. H..—Unnail the trees, and wash the
wall with a sohition of H ozs. of soft soap to the gallon of boiling water.
If tbe wall is very much cracked and full of crevices, have all the joints
made good w ith hair mortar, and wash the wall with fresh lime and soot,
mixed with sufhcient urine to bring them to the consistency of lime-
wash. Apply the mixture boiling, and take care not to drop the wash
upon the trees. Before naihng wash them with a solution of 4 ozs. of
soft soap to a gallon of water, and apply it at a temperatiire of 140",

taking care not to dislocate the fruit-buds. The best preventive of the
attacks of red spider is to keep the trees well syringed with water from a
garden engine during hot weather, and to aflbrd them plenty of water at

the roots. Avoid gas tai".

Cucumber [L. A.).—"Telegraph'* is, as you say, one of the most
prolific and best varieties for early forcing. vVny of the principal London
seedsmen, we should think, could supply you with seed of it.

Wood of Peach Tree [X. A. B.).—The wood enclosed by you was
perfectly healthy The dai'ker colour of the centre is natural. As you
do not state whether the tree was over-luxuriant, nor any other particu-
lars, we cannot suggest the cause of unfruitfulness. Cutting off the
branches most probably was \vrong.

Drying Plants (Hortni*).—Put them properly spread out on dry sand,
and cover them with some of the same, and ch-y them in a gentle heat.
When dry fasten them by stitches of thread on cartridge paper.

Greenhouse Constructing (J. F. C).—We like, as a whole, the pro-
posed plan of your house very well. We would advise that for a 14-feet-

wide house, the back wall should be from 2 to 3 feet higher than the
proposed 11 feet. The modes of ventilating will answer very well. The
proposed conical stages in the house—that is. four shelves on the one
side, four on the other, and one inder at top in the centre, will answer for

storing away great numbers of small pots in winter. For showing ofl

flowering plants in such a lean-to house, a flat-sparred table 24 or
27 inches ofl' the ground would do as well and cost much less money.
The proposed heating will keep out sharp frost. If you wanted more heat
you could take two pipes, smaller ones, along the back and as far as the
doorway. You could also greatly help by having a cistern where your
two proposed pipes terminate at the doorway. The IG-oz. glass you allude
to would do, and so would the^ rafters 20 inclies apart, but to have a nice
fixed roof, and be in little danger from hail, &c , we would advise the
rafters to be 18 inches apart, and the glass to be 21 -oz , though it would
cost nearly a third more. Wood will answer for the front shelf, but stone
or slate would be better. To do justice to the plants the Vines should
not be nearer than 5, or even 6 feet to each other. Conical boilera
supplied from tbe top ai'e easiest fed, but unless the grating works on a
I)ivot so as to let all fall down, they are worse to clean out. On the
whole we think a small saddle boiler mil be as useful to you ; in fact, if

the house had been ours, and the pathways had been tiled instead of
being flagged, we would have had a small flue all roimd below the tiles

instead of a boiler, and then on a cold day the warm tiles would be com-
fortable to the feet. We think your stokeliole and all else will do.

Lifting Vinxs (5. T>. M.).—The Vines you propose lifting will, if the
operation be carefully performed, bear a crop next season, but we would
not take more than half a crop, and if the Vines show weakly, we would
not allow them to bear this season. After replanting cover the border
over the roots w'th 18 iuches or 2 feet of hot dung, keeping the honse
cool for a fortnight or three weeks, and allow the Vines to break naturally
—that is, do not force them. The chalk will answer £or the border instead
of lime rubbish, but we prefer the latter.
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CoN\'EHTiNG Pits into a House (A PvoUx Inquirer).—Your range of
brick pits 'JQ feet long by 5 in depth, we have no doubt would make a good
house by poing to the expense of adding to them another side and end«,
thereby making a span. You do not state the width, and we cannot,
therefore, advise you as to size and the purposes for which it might be
employed. Unless you have other pits or frames wo would not recom-
mend the conversion of the former into houses; for .the expense is in
many cayes equal to that of new structures, and after it has been in-

curred the converted pits are seldom eijual to such in durability, appear-
ance, and utility. Besides, after much has been spent in the conversion
of the pits, further outlay will probably be necessary in providing new-

frames or pits, which are for all intents and piu-poses the most useful of

glass structures. If you do not want pits for Cucumbers and Melons, aud
for alTording protection to plants, or if you elect to grow them in houses,
wheu a place already built and needing no increased expenditure would
answer as well, if not better, the proposed conversion may be made. The
case will be different if the pits are of sufficient widtli for a house ah'cady.
and only need iiathways and slight alterations for heating, &c.; but even
then wt do not see how your garden will be complete without frames or
pits, nor how you will manage without them.

Labouk for a Garden of One Acre fJ(^'hi).—Your garden of one acre,
one-fourth of which is grass, one-fourth shrubbery, aud the remiinder
kitchen garden, with, in addition, a greenhouse aud the pits above named,
i\'ill be well managed by a gardener, affording him occasional help such as
that you speak of by your gi'oom, though it is as well to keep everj'

servant's work as distinct as possible, and interfering as little with that
of others as the case will permit. Doing so saves much grumbling, v.hich
is never pleasant to either employer or employed, and. besides, no master
can teach a servant a more important lesson thiiu that of self-reliance.
It does away with all excuses, and every one ii then able to answer for
himself. An active and skilled gardener would manage your garden to
your satisfaction, and he would have nothing to complain of in respect
to being overworked. We think a gardener of the qualifications you re-

quire, ought to have 'los. per week without a cottage, or 21s. per week
with one. We think it is not only consistent with "your interest," but
that of your gardener also, that " you should take an active interest in
the garden," for where there is no interest the master will often neglect
furnishing proper working plant and materials, which to au active
servant is discouraging.

CuLTCBE OF "Water Lhjces in a Vase (Ru« in Vrbe).—1, Plant them
' during April or May, securing the roots in the mad, and pressing it about
- them so that they may be kept at the bottom ; or tie a moderately large

stone to the root of each, which we fiud from experience to answer well,

i the plants being dropped into the vase at the desired place. 2, Plaoe

6 inches of turfy loam of a clayey nature at the bottom of the vase, and

I

equally over it, and a short time after the plants are put in cover the
, mud with an inch of fine gravel from which the dirt has been washed
j
out. 3, The Lilies \\-iU thrive if fresh water bo admitted every day to the

j
amount of one-third the contents of the vase. By fi-esh water, rain or

pond water is meant. 4, It would do to feed the vase with soft water by
a pipe from a cisteni at the top of the house ; but as you say the supply

j
from that source would ouly be available when rain falls, it may be too

I

uncertain and insufficient. The vase should at all times be kept full of

I water, and never have less than 1 foot of water in it, and bettor the full

,
depth of 18 inches. Gold lish would thrive in the vase vcr,- well in sum-

I
mer, but not in winter, for the water will be liable to be frozen in a mass

I

during severe weather, and if not it may be too cold for the fish in winter.

If the vase were placed in the groundso that one-third or so were above
i the ground, you might have the gold fi>h in winter as well as summer,
j

covering half the vase over on the approach of frost with a thickness of

9 inches or 1 foot of straw, and removing it in spiring. This would not

i interfere with the Lilies, and it would save the fish, the ice of the on-

I
covered part being broken d:iily.

Hollies Grafting and Budding llltx).—The grafting may take place

wheu the slocks exhibit signs of growth, or begin to swell their buds,
which will be the case in April, the scions being taken from the trees and
inserted in the stock the sajue day. Let the scion be the wood of the
previous year, and of free growth. Budding should be performed when
the leaves of the tree from which the buds are taken have attained their

full size and the buds are discernible in their axils ; it requires a certain

amount of discrimination to make sure of wood-buds. These are more
generally situated on the strong shoots, and especially those that come
from a branch which has been cut back or shortened. Drawings and
fuU directions for grafting and budding are given in " Fruit Gardening
for the Many." which you can have free by post from our office, if you
enclose five postage stamps with youi* direction.

N awt-.s of Fruits {W, B. S.).—No. 1, Beauty of Kent ; 2, Margil.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Loudon for the Vreek ending January yth.

Date.
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by any remarks made, as some of the writers of them appear
to have been.

—

Newmakket.

EXHIBITING BORROWED FOWLS.
Yon ask, Is it not contrary to all poultry exhibition rules to

exhibit birds not the exhibitor's own ? In reply, I say that
scarcely is there a poultry show in this district (iiud I believe
others to be the same), in which every pen of birds belongs to

the person who exhibits them. I will take for example Mid-
dleton, Lirminyham, and Manchester. I was at the whole three
of the last Shows held at these places, and at two of them I

know birds were exhibited that did not belong to the persons
who had them in tlieir names, for I knew the birds as well as I

know any person I do business with.
Besides, it is, I assure you, quite common vrith the largest

and most successful exhibitors to borrow and lend, particularly
if their own birds get out of condition, &c. I could mention the
names of a host of persons who would tell you they did it (if

they spoke truly), and that it is a general understanding amongst
friendly exhibitors to borrow and lend. Within the last few
months I have known poultry travel for more than thirty
miles, to be exhibited at local shows in the borrower's name

;

and generally it is understood, as I have said before, to borrow
and lend, if agreeable, which is often the case, to the parties
so dealing.

If this practice is brought up amongst the poultry world, a
good many will say. What harm is there in it ? If birds can
beat mine on their merits, I am glad to see them do so, no
matter under what name, nor who is their owner. Certainly if

they are borrowed birds there is no honour for the exhibitor,
and no one knows that any better than the party who wins
under such circumstances. In this district secretaries and
committees, as my countrymen say, "wink" or close their
eyes to the borrowing and lending system, and I think some
schedules do not specify that the birds shall be the exhibitor's
own, and this has been done because the exhibitors were the
masters.

—

Exhibitok.

[The foregoing is from an honourable exhibitor, who would
not adopt a practice that is contrary to good faith. In his own
oase he exhibited in the name of his breeder, which needs no
objection ; but we consider that borrowing fowls to exhibit is

open to great abuse, and, therefore, should not be allowed.
Let us take as an instance a poultry-fancier, whom we will

call G, having a yard of ordinary Cochin-China fowls, and
hiring from a well-known breeder of that variety, whom we will

call H, a pen of his best birds. G exhibits and gains a prize,
and, consequently, is enabled to sell eggs and chickens at a
high price. Is not that obtaining money under false pre-
tences?—Ens.]

INJURIES OCCURRING TO EXHIBITED BIRDS.
I ExniBiTED a Golden-pencilled cockerel at Manchester. He

was delivered to the railway company in perfect feather, and
on my arriving at the Show on the first day (Dec. 21), at 10.30,
I found both his sickle feathers had been drawn. The Secre-
tary of the Show knew nothing of the matter, neither were the
feathers in the basket. Who is responsible ?—Chakles Sidg-
wiOK, Ei/dillesden Hall, Keit/hleij.

[The difliculties in such cases are the proving the amount of
damage, and who was the wrong-doer. If a railway porter
eaused the damage the railway company would be responsible

;

if a man employed by the Exhibition Committee, that Com-
mittee would be liable.—Ens.]

rated from blame, for this class was unfortunately placed in

the worst lighted part of the building), while several pens, the

most perfect I ever saw, were passed over without notice. If

puckered earlobes and flesh-coloured legs bean "improvement"
in Black Bantams, then, in the humble opinion of your corre-

spondent, we, like I'addy, are advancing backward.

—

Black
BANr.vM.

After criticising the various classes up to No. 2G, your cor-

respondent goes on to say, " The cup for the best pen of Ham-
burghs fell to Mr. Eeldon's Silver-pencilled, and they well

deserved it." I say that it was a mistake, to say the least, as

the cockerel had one of his sickle feathers dark and the other

light, which ought to have been a disqualification for the

cup, which might have been very safely awarded to the first-

prize pen of adult Ciolden-spangled belonging to the same per-

son, and I believe Mr. Beldon felt ashamed of the decision. As
regards the Black Bantams, the cock in the first-prize pen had
white legs, and was altogether a large bird. So much for the

judging in these classes, and it would not be much trouble to

go further with the mistakes in other classes.—J. W.

POULTRY CLUB.
Mk. Zdehokst, in your impression of January 1st, attaches

my name to a series of false statements, wbich statements if

adhered to, or repeated, he will probably lind that he is not

quite the immaculate being he thinks he is.

—

Bdwd. Tubman,
Ash Grove, Whitchurch.

LEEDS POULTRY SHOW.
In the report of the above Show, page -193, is the following

remark :
—" Tbe next class was for Black Bantams, and they

were good—so good that Birmingham first-prize birds could not
gain the .Judges' notice." How your correspondent can so far
have fallen into mistake is to me an enigma, unless his words
are intended more in irony, as it was patent to all eyes that
one of the greatest possible mistakes had here been made, if

we may rely at all upon the rule laid down by our greatest
authorities, ihat " Black Bantams shall have black legs." The
first-prize pen contained a cockerel with flesh-coloured legs
and puclicred earlobes, such as I have seen disqualified at many
previous exhibitions (though the Judges may easily be exone-

PAISLEY ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
SHOW.

The thii'teentli annnal Exliibitiou of tlie a')ove Associalion was lield

on the 1st and Snd iust., in tlie Volunteer Drill Hall, and was most
successful. Upwards of 1200 birds were shown, and an unusually large

number were sold.

Spanish.—Firs^t, J. Hutcbisnn, Bisbopton. Second, J. K. Rennards,
Helensburgh. Tbird, W. Creelman, Kilmarnock. Chickens.—First and
Cuu, J. Fvfc, Kcmpock Point, Gouroek. cjecondj A. M'Lachlan, Paisley.
Third, J. "Cvawfor-J, Beith.
Dorkings (Colouredl.—First, W. Reid, Hayston, Kirkintilloch. Second

nnd ThiiJ, H. Keys, Springfield. Chichens.—First and Cup, R. Fulton,
Cardross. Second and Third, J. Bums, Craigends.
DoEKiKGS CWhite).—First and Third, J. Aitken, Paisley, Second, J.

Pettigrew, DalracUington.
Cochin-China.—Medal, First, and Second, J. Stuart, Helensburgh.

Third, A. Patersou, Airdi*ie.

Brahma Pootra.—First and Second, A. Campbell, Blytbswood. Medal,
Brown & Cochran, Peith. Third. Mujor Smith, Janelield Place.
Old Scotch Breed.—First. A. Grant, Glentyan MiU. Second, J.

M'Diarmid, Glasgow. Third, W. Thomson, GlasgoV. Slodal, R. Watson.
Busby.
HAiTBURGns (Golden-spangled).—First, W Wotberspoon, Castlehead,

Medal, Second, nnd Third, .R. Cunningham, Stewarton.
Hajieurghs (Golden-ptiucilled).—First and Medal, R. M'Gregor, Perth.

Second. E. M. Riebfird. jun.. Dumbarton. Tbird, A. M'Ewau, Stewarton.
Haimburghs (Silver-spangled).—Mtdalj-First, and Thii'd, J. Stewart,

South Arthurlie. Second, A. Glen, Erskine.
HAMiJURGUS (Silver-pcucilled).—First and Medal, R. Calderwood,

Stowarton. Second, A. Gieudinning, Stratbblane. Third, J. F. Hamson,
Kendal.
PoLANDS fTopped) —Fii'st, W. R. Menzies, Crossmyloof. Second, D.

Murray, Eglinton Castle. Third, R. M'Nab. Cardonald.
GA3IE {Black Reds).—First and Medal, J. H. M'Nah, Barrhead. Second,

P. Alexander, Bridge of Weir. Third, J. Bryson, Ilogganslield,

Game (Anv other colour).—First and Medal. J. J. WUson, Darlington.
Second. J. M'Indoe, Barrhead. Third, W. B. Menzies.
Any otiierBreed—First and Third, W. White, Paisley. Second, W. R.

Menzies.
Duces (Aylesbury).—First and Second, H. Heys. Thii-d, H. Jones,

Aylesbury.
"Ducks i Any other colour).—Fii'st, J. H. M'Nab. Second and Third, A.

Grant, Kilbarchan.
Game Bantam.—First and Medal, W. Mabon. Jedburgh. Second, J.

Sharp. Johnstone. Third, R. M'Gregor.
Bantams (Black).—First, A. Clelland, Crookitholm. Second and Third,

J. C. Neilson, Airdrie.
Bantams (Any kind).—First and Medal, W. Blorris, Paisley. Second,

T.Knowles, Aberdeen. Third, W. Raesido, Irvine.

PIGEONS.
PowTERS.

—

Blue.— Fivf^i and Medal, R. Fultnn, London. Second, W.
Lightbody, Glasgow. Third, G. White, son., Paisley. i3[acfc.—First, J.

Sharp, Johnstone. Second, K. Fulton. Third. G. White, sen.. White.—
First, R. Fulton. Second J. Sharp. Tbird, W. Neilsou, Johnstone. Aivf

other colour.— First, R. Fulton. Second, W. Lightbody, Third, G.
AVhite, jun.
Tumblers (Short-faced).—First, and Second, R. Fulton. Third, G.

White, sen.
Tumblers (Common).—First and Second, J. Sharp. Third, J. Fielding,

Rochdale.
CAr.raERS (Any colour).—Fji-st and Second, R. Fulton. Thhd, G White,

sen.
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Second, W. R. Park, Molrose.

Second, J. Sharp. Third, F. Waitt,

Park, Mokose. Second, J. Sharp. Third, J. and

Pantails.—First, J. Mair, Glasgow.
Third, J. Sharp.
Jacobins,—First, G. White, sen

Birmiugbam.
Nras.— First, W. E,

D. Gray. Kilbarchan.
TunBlTs.—F. Waitt. Second, G. Brown, Kilbumic. Third, J. Sharp.

Pigeons (Common).—First, E. Stirrat, Dairy. Second, J. Glasgow,

Dairy. Third, G. Brown.
Any other Distinot Breed.—First, J. Fielding. Second, G. White,

ion. Third, J. Midi-.

CANARIES.
Paths for Silver Cup.—Cup, A. Kelly, Paisley. Second, W. Hunter,

M. D., Kilbirnie. Third, T. Buchanan, Glasgow.
Yellow.—Coc/m.— First, D.Bell, Beith. Second, J. Mair, Kilmaniock.

Third, G. .\yton, Glasgow. Hciii.—First, J. Graham. Kilmarnock. Second,
A. Mitchell, Paisley. Third, W. Harper, Paisley.

BnFF (Coc/.s).—First, J. Mair. Second and Medal. T, M-Mutrie Third,

H. Webster, Kilbarchan. Hem —First and Medal, W, Calderwood, Beith.

Second, R, Hunter, Oakley. Third, D. Bell, Ueith.
Pair Piebald for MED,iL.—Medal, A. Kelly.
Piebald (Yellow).—ror/.-.-First. J, Wilson, Galston. Second, D. Dun-

can, Carron. Third. W. Hunter, Kilbirnie. Hem.—First, A. Kelly. Se-

cond, R, Hunter. Third, W. Hunter.
Piebald (Buffi.— First, R. Hunter. Second. A. Crawford, Johnstone.

Third, W, Sunter, Paisley. Hem.—¥h-st.'T. G. M-Loan, Glasgow. Se-

cond, G. Haddow. Kilwinning. Third, J. Mathers, Glasgow.
Goldfinch Mule. First and Second, J. M. Laker.
Goldfinch.—First, G. Haddow. Second, J. Crawford.
Home or Foreign.— First, H. C. .\guew. Second, M. .\ndrew, Paisley.

Judges.—Poult n/ : Messrs. W. Farquhar, Barrhead ; R. E. C. Benton,
Daralee ; H. Todd, Paisley ; J. Holburu, Stewartou ; J. Stevenson,

M.D.. .^rdrossan
; J. lledpath, Edinburgh ; J. Crawford, St. Hollox

;

and J. Hunter, Greenock. For Pii/eons : Messrs. -J. H. Frame, Car-

Inke, and J. Patou, Stewarton. For Canan/ Birds, tOc. : Messrs. W.
Taylor, Glasgow ; W. Orr, Beith ; .T. Wren, PoUoksliaws ; A. Brown,
Stewarton ; W. White, Renfrew ; M. Wilson, Paisley ; D. Buchanan
Paisley ; and J. White, Paisley.

BRISTOL .«D CLIFTON POULTRY EXHIBITION.
No poultry show coukl have been better conducted than the one

jnst named, although it was the first meeting of the Society. A veiy
brief glance, however, over the names, as published, of the Committee,
twelve in number, prove? that the whole of its members are known .is

being among the most noted of our poultry breeders and exhibitors,
and, consequently, well aware of every requisite to insure success.
All of them seemed most willing to aid by their own personal super-
vision, and the result was, that a Show so attractive in its general
arrangements is very rarely to be scon. Another most favourable
feature connected with the Show cannot possibly bo passed by without
favourable mention—viz., the extraordinary suitability of the Clifton
Rifle Drill Hall to the purposes of a poulti*y show ; in fact, if built ex-
pressly for that end alone, it could not be improved. The great extent
of the building, and the perfect light throughout the whole was most
gi'atifyiug, and although T.S'J pens wcro exhibited, double that number
at any future Exhibition could, if requisite.be accommodated.
As might be expocteil, the classes for Black S2«'iush were quite

woi-thy of the fame which the neighbourhood has so long enjoyed, as
producing the best fowls of this variety in the kingdom, Messrs. Rod-
bard, Jones, and Lane, taldng the three prizes in the adult class in
the order named, with extraordinarily well-shown birds. In Spanish
chickens no less than thirty pens competed, all good ; in fact, so
excellent a competition was, perhaps, never before submitted to tho
decision of public arbitrators. The Judges themselves, in an addendum
to the piize list, say " that Nos. 20, 23, 38, and 42 were the best four
pens ever seen." They belonged respectively to Messrs. Parsley,
Roue, Lane, and Jones, all residing in the locality. It was to Mr.
Parsley's chickens that the silver cup for the best pen of Spanish was
awarded. In Dorh'nf/s, Bristol Show stood well. Lady Holmesdale
showing a pen of old ones, that, though so long well known, seem to
stand out as vigorous and perfect as ever. It is a proof both of com-
bined careful management and vcrV stroug natural constitution, when
Dorkings of such extreme size and weight remain eligible for com-
petition after so many exhibitions. The triumph of this extraordinary
pen of birds was, perhaps, gi-eater than even on any previous occasion,
as they gained a triple honour ; being first in their own class ; takin™
the sUyer cup, value five guineas, for " the best pen of Dorkings," and,
as a still higher achievement, a cup for the " best pen of poultry in
the whole Show," given regariUess alike of breed or age. It is'but
justice to say, this largest cup was decidedly the best ever allotted
to poultry, and thongh at first announced in the schedule as bein"
of only ten-guineas value, its real worth exceeded that amount by
several pounds. Lady Holmesdale seems to have reserved the strength
of her poultry-yard for this express occasion, by also taking the
second prize for adults, likewise both first and second prizes for
Dorking chickens. Mr. Lin,gwood took both first and second prizes
for White Dorkings. In Buff CocJiiii.i the Show proved very good

;

Mr. Fenton taking precedence in old birds. Colonel Wortley was
second, and Mr. Cattell third. In chickens Mr. Chase was first, win-
ning also the Buff Cochin cup, closely run by Mr. Mapplebeck, who
secured both tho second and third positions. In White Cochins
Mr. Chase obtained the first prizes in both classes, consequently
the White Cochui cup also. This gentleman's bii-Js were exhibited '

in excellent condition. In BraJnnas Mr. Boyle, of Dublin, was the
successful one, tlie silver Brahma cup finding its future home in the

Sister Isle. In spealdng of G'tine fowls the name of Mr. Fletcher,

of Stoneclough, appears in nuvai-yiug repetition. As to the rivalry

in these classes, however, it must not for a moment be supposed that

the entries were few, for on the contrary they far exceeded in numbers
the generality of shows, as evidenced by the fact that Class IS, for

Black or Brown Reds, contained scventy-ono entries. Never could

Game fowls be shown in a condition more creditable to the exhibitor,

and we may mention that it was this cup pen of Game fowls that ran
so closely for the principal cup, that the Judges were some con-

siderable time in giving the preference. Sir St. George Gore's first-

prize single Black Red Game cock was a most excellent bird. All the

Ilauihftrfjh classes were far better than of late, the cup peu beiug a
glorious trio of Goldcn-sp.angled, tho property of Mr. Hyde, of Ashton-
under-Lyne. The Puli.th class was one of the very best in tho Exhi-
bition. Mr. Kelleway, of the Isle of Wight, gained the Bantam cup
with an exquisitely beautiful peu of Duckwings ; it was, perhaps, the

most admired of any of the pens of fowls in tho Show. It is long

since any others so good were exhibited, although evidently identical

with the late w'inners at Brighton. The Black Bantnms were parti-

cularly good, and some extraordinarily good Booted Bantams were
shown.

Jlrs. Seamons, Sir St. George Goi'e, and Mr. Leech, as customary,

took precedence for Biirl-.s, Geese, and Tarkeijs, in all of which classes

the Bristol Show was well filled.

The untiring attention shown by evei-y member of the Committee
to the welfare of the valuable collection itself, as well as to the com-
fort and convenience of evei"y spectator, is worthy of all praise. One
of Briudley's patent incubators was on the spot. It is evidently

somewhat novel in the mode of applying the heat, but, unfortunately,

at the time of our visit was not in full operation.

Spanish (Black).—First and Cup, J. E.Eodhard, Aldwick Court. Wring-
ton. Second, E. Jones, Clifton. Third, H. Lane. Bristol. Highly Com-
mended, E. Jones ; W. Roue, Bristol. Commended, R. Wright. Hol-
loway Road, London. Chicl:ens.—F\vs{. and Cun, I). Parsley, Kingsdown,
Bristol. Second, W. Roue. Third. H. Lano. 'Very Highly Commended,
E. Jones. Higblv Commended, S. Healing. Borough Mills, Tewkesbury ;

E. Jones; C. Bell, Kingr-down ; T. Bniufleld, Bristol; Hon. Miss D. Pen-
nant, Ponrhyn Castle, Bangor ; H. Line ; W. Roue ; J. Davey, jun.. Town
Mills, Taunton ; A. Heath, Calne, Wilts ; J. E. Eodbard. Commended,
E. Jones; Hon. Miss D. Pennant.

DouKiNos (Coloured).—First and Second. Cup for 'Best Pen of Dorkings,
and Cup for the Best Pen of any v.rriety. Viscountess Holmesdale, Linton
P.ark, Staplehurst, Kent. Third, G. W. Cooper. Andum, Cheshire.

Commended, C. .-^mith, Dumford. Salisbury; Mrs. Hargreaves, Arborfield

Hall, Reading. 67ii:c;cen.9.—First and Second, Viscountess Holmesdale.
Third, J. U. Wilson, St. Bees.

Dorkings (T\'hite).—First and Second, H. Lingwood, Barking, Need-
ham Market, Suffolk. Thii-d, T. P. Edwards, Lyndburst, Hants. Com-
mended, Rev. G. F. Hodgson, North Peiherton near Bridgwater.

Cochin-China (Buff and Cinnamon).-First, A. Fenton, Crimble HaU,
near Rochdale. Second, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London.
Third, J. Cattell, Birmingham. Higblv Commended, H. Tomlinson, Bir-

mingham ; .K. Fenton. Ckielceii3.—¥ivii and Cup, R. Chase. Balsall Heath,
Birniingham. Second and Third, H. Mapplebeck, Woodfleld, Moselcy,
Birmingham. Highly Commended, .\. Fenton. Commended, Miss -T.

MiUward, Newton St. Loe. Bristol; Mrs. W. G. Burnall, Mount Hill.

Cochin-China (Brown and Pai-tridge).—First and Cup, A. Fenton. Se-
cond, B. Tudman, Ash Grove, Whitchurch. Salop. Third, J. Stephens,
Walsall. Commended, A. Fenton. O/iiclcns.-First and Third, E. Tud-
man. Second, J. E. Rodbard. Highly Commended, A. Fenton.
Cochin-china (White).-First and Cup, E. Chase. Second, L. Samuels,

Horfield, Bristol. Third, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory, Notting-
ham. Highly Commended, Rev. F. Taylor, Keastwick, Kirkby- Lonsdale.
Commended, J. H. Wilson ; W. Zurhorst, Belville, Donnybrook, Dublin.
CTiicAcns.—First, E. Chase. Second, J. G.ardiner. Bristol. Third, F. D.
Johnson. Lozells, Birmingham. Highly Commended, E. C. BovUle, Wil-
lington, Burtou-on-Trent.
Brahmas (Dark).—First and Cup, R. W. Boyle. Bray, Wicklow. Se-

cond, F. Sabin, Birmingham. Third, Col. Stuart Wortley. Chickens.—
First, L. Wright, Kingsdown, Bristol. Se'-ond, E. W Boyle. Third. H.
Lacy, Lacy House, near Hebdon Bridge. Highly Commended, Mrs. Har-
gi'eaves.
Brahmas (Light).—First and Second, J. Pares, Postford, Guildford,

Third, E. Pigeon, Lympstono, near Exeter. Chiclccm.—Yivsi and Second.
J. Pares. Third, F. Crook, Forest Hill.

Malay (Any variety).—First, J. C. Cooper. Cooper's Hill, Limerick.
Pecond, Eev. A. G. Brooke, Euyton XI. Towns, Salop. Third, J. Hinton,
Hinton, near Bath.
Creve CiEUP..—First, W. Blinkhoro. Watordale, near St. Helen's, Lan-

cashire. Second, J. C. Cooper. Third, Col. Stuart Wortley. Highlj
Commended, J. Walker, Haya Park, Knai'esborongh.
Game (Black-breasted and other Eeds).—First and Cup and Second,

J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, near Manchester. Third, W. Dale, Weston-
super-Mare. Highly Commended, s. Dupe, Evercreech, near Bath ; f^ir

St. G. Gore, Bart., Hopton Hall, Wirksworth, Derbyshire. Commended,
Eev. F. Watsi.n, Messing, Kelvedon, Essex.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys .and Blues).—First and Second. J.

Fletcher. Third, H. M. Julian, White Frinr-gate-bridge, Hull. Highly-

Commended, W. Bradley, Severn Navigation, Worcester ; W. W. Pyne,
.South Lancing, Sussex; S. Dupe. Commended, W. Dale.
Game (Any other variety).—First, J. Fletcher. Second, Sir St. G. Gore,

Bart. Third. C. Bulpin, Eiverside, Bridgwater.
Hameurghs Golden-pencilled).—Firbt, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Eingley,

Yorkshire. Second and Third, F. Pittis, jun., Newport, I.W. Highly
Commended, J. E. Powers, Biggleswade; H. Pickles, juu., Earby, near
skipton.
Hambubghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

jun. Third, J. E. Powers. Hghly Commended, H. Belden.
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Hamburghs (Oolden-spnnRlcd).—First, and Cup for Best Pen oJ Ham-
borplis of any variety, W. A. Hyde, Hurst, Ashton-undcr-Lyne. Se-
cond, .T. Buckley, Taunton, near Ashton-imdcr-Lyne. Third, I. Davics,
Harbome, near Birniingliani. Ili<!bly Cninmended. Messrs. S. 4 E.
Ashton, Mottram, near Muncliester ; .T. Roc, Hadfield. Manchester.
HAJtBrRGHS (Silyer-spansled).—Firtt and Second, J. Fielding, New-

church, near Manchester. Third, II Beldon.
Hambuhghs (Black).—First, G. Lingard. jun.. Sellv Oak, Bimiingham.

Second, T. Fletcher, Commissioner's Cflice, Great Malvern. Third, H.
Beldon.

Polish (Any variety).— First, H. Beldon. Second, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.
Third, T. P. Edwards. Highly Commended. .T. Hinton ; J. Percivnll, Har-
bome, Birmingham; H. Beldon : G. C. Adkins, Tlio LiRhtwoods, near
Birmingham

; Sir >t. G. Gore, Bart. Commended. T. P. Edwards.
Any other DiSTrKCT ViniEXY.—First. S. A. Wylke, East Mouseler,

Surrey. Second, H. Lcwortby, Newjiort, Barnstaple. Third. R. H.
^lcholas. Malpas, near Newport. Highly Commended, H. M. Maynard,
Holmeivond, riydc, I.W. ; P.P. Cotlier, Salisbury : Col. Stuart Wortley

;

J. C. Cooper: Mrs. .>;. Norlhcote, Upton Pvne, near Exeter.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other P.eds).-First and .Second,

H. Shnmock, Soulhwell. Notts. Third, C. Harris, Maindee Park, near
Newport, Mon. Highly Commended. G. Griggs. Oaklands. near Romlord,
Essex ; Rev. A. K. Cornwall, Beneombe. Dmslcv; E. .ToTOson, Liscard,
Chesbu-e; R. Swift. Southwell, Notts; Miss E A. Crawf'ord, Famsfield,
honthwell

;
Sir H. G. Gore. Bart. ; A. Fenton. Commended, S. Lang, iun.,

Ban-ow Gumey, near Bristol.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).—First, and dip for Best Pen of

Bantams of any variety, J. W.Kellewny, Merston. I.W Second W S
Forrest, Eacle ClitT, Greenhithe, Kent.' Third, Mrs. .^altmarsh, Chelms-
ford. Highly Commended, Misses R and E. Todder, Little Carlton, near
Newark, Notts. Commended, H. Dowsett, Pleshey, Chelmsford ; >ir St.
G. Gore, Bart.
Bantams (Gold and Silver Sebricht).—First. M. Lcno, Dunstable Se-

cond and Third, U SpaiT. Dunstable. Highly Commended, Messrs. S.
and R. Ashton ; M. Leno ; Rev. G. S. Crnwvs. Tiverton. Devon.
Bajjtams (Black, clean-legged).—First, 'E. Cambridge, Stokc's Croft

Road Bristol. Second and Third, H. M. Maynard. Highly Commended,
Mrs. H. Freke, Highworth, Wilts : E. Cambridge.
Bantams (White and any other variety) —First, G. Grigcs. Second

• ^1 Jfssor. Beverley Road, Hull. Third, L. Samuels. Highly Com-
mended, W. Osmond. Dorchester.

"

Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell. Ayles-
bury, Bucks. Second, H. Jones. Dinton, Aylesbury. Highly Commended,
J. Logan, Maindee House, near Newport, Mon. ; S. Lang, iun. ; Mrs. M.
Seamons.
DrcKs (Rouen).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, C. A. Nichols,

Yatton, near Bristol. Highly Commended, W. Peach, Tockington
Gloucestershire

;
G. M. Hulbert, Perott Brook, Cirencester ; J. R. Rodbaj-d.

DncKS (Any other variety). —First, Sir .H. G. Gore, Bart. Second, A.
Jtenton. Highly Commended. T. C. Hanison, Beverley Road, Hull ; L.
Samnels; G. W. Harrison, Spalding.
Geese (.Any variety).—First. Mrs. M. feamons. Second, A. Sperrin,

Bitton. Highly Commended, Mrs. Layer, Hewish, near Congresbury,
Bristol

; Mrs. Matthews, Aredunnock, near Usk, Mon. ; A. Sperrin ; J C
Cooper.
Turkeys (.4ny variety. —First, E. Leech. Second, S. Lang iun.

Highly Commended, B Sherralt. Tavnt:n, near Gloucester; J.Logan.
Commended, C. Edwards, Wrington, Somerset ; J. C. Cooper.

SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish (Black).—Pii-st and Cup, T. J. Perry, Bristol. Second, W.

Roue. Very Highly Commended, T. Cliff, Hanley, Staffordshire. Highly
Commended, E.Jones: R.Wright ;HLaue. Commended. T Bamfield
DoREiNG (Any variety).—First. H. Beldon. Second, J. 0. Cooper.

Highly Commended. S Onlev, Cheltenham ; Hon. Miss D. Pennant ; J.
Fox, St. Bees, Cumberland

; L. P.atton, Taunton ; F. Porlett, Great Bad-
dow, Chelmsford; B. Johnson, LanKlev Bun-ell, near Chippenham.
Commended, Rev. E C.adogan, W.alton Parsonage, Warwick.
Cochin-Chixa (Buff and Cinnamon).—First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Se-

cond, H. Mapplebeck. Highly Commended, H. Mapplebeck. Com-
mended, Hon. Miss D. Pennant.
Cochin-China (.iny other variety).—First, Messrs. Keal & Phillips,

Westbury-on-Trym. Second, A. Fenton.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.

Second, J. Fletcher. Highly Commended, T. Dyson, Halifax. Com-
mended, H. Thompson, Hilmarton, Calne, Wilts ; Rev. G. S. Cruwys.
Gamt. (Any other variety).—First and Second. Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.
HAMEtiHGHS (Spnngled>.—First, W. Ban-stow, Femcliff, Bingley, York-

shire. Second, I. Davies.
Hamburghs (Pencilled).-First, H. BeWon. Second, H. Pickles, iun.
Brahma Pootra (Any variety).—First, R. W. Boyle. Second, E .Joyn-

son. Highly Commt-nded, L. Wright. Commended, C. b. Lambert, Kings-
wood, Bristol.
Game Bantams (Any variety).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second,

A. Fenton. Highly Commended. Sir St. G Gore. Bart. ; A. Fenton.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, J. W. Morris, Rochdale, Lan-

cashire, .--eeond, S. Lang, jun., Ban-ow Gurnev, near Bristol. Highly
Commended, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage, Newmarket. Com-
mended, M. Leno.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Bii-mingham, and Mr. John
Donglas, of Clumber Park, Motts, officiated as Judges.

WENTWOKTH POULTRY EXHIBITIOX.
This Exhibition was held on Saturday, the '29th, and Monday, the

81st of Becemhtr, and it would be an injustice were we not to accord
onr highest ]iraise to the management of the Committee. Every effort
was made to insure success, and this end was duly achieved by the col-
lection of a show of poultry that would have done credit to any county
of the kingdom. The Riding School, in which the Show was held, is a
building that is most peculiarly well adapted to the pui-poses of a
poultry show

; in fact, not thus less eligible thau for the uses for which

it was originally intended—as a Riding School. The only drawback
to the whole proceedings was the circumstance that the Committee,
having a long time ago engaged the pens of Messrs. Tui-ner, of Sheffield,
were through a delay in transit from the Limerick Show, compelled to
adopt the most speedy measures to have everything ready for their
own meeting, and fortunately having a large number of pens remain-
ing from former meetings, they at once raised about the lialf of the
number of the pens w-auted from resources directly at command. As
Masborough is so near to Sheflield, we would snggest to the Messrs.
Turner tlie propriety of having at instant disposal a number of extra
pens on hand, to meet evei-;^' emergency for the future, as any want
of fuliilmeut of engagement is a matter of the most serious im-
port to poultry committees, thus thrown out of gear in arrangements
over which they cannot possibly have any command. As the income
per annum by per-ceutage on outlay from letting these pens is so
favourable to the Messrs. Turner, we do not for a moment doubt this

friindly bint on future management will he duly attended to, more
particularly as the pens when they an-ived were placed in the back-
ground unused, and at that hour unwanted.
The Dorliinijs constituted a collection of unusual excellence, al-

though we regi-etted to sec many othei-wise most excellent pens
\vith the spurs fixed outside the legs in one or two of the inmates, a
veiy fatal defect. The Dorkings, as a whole, were a most favourable
feature, but numbers of the chickens were thrown out by the radical
malformation just alluded to. Breeders of Dorkings cannot be too

I careful on this point. The f'ochiiis were most creditable, as were also

the Bt-alinufs It appears that although the last pens put up at Went-
wortli were of these classes, they stood the adtlitional trial without
any difhcnlty. The Game generally were of high repute, and the Hon.
W. C. Fitzwilliam's Brown Ked Game cock seemed alike capable of
testing bis individual superiority in the exhibition or the cock-pit. A
bird in more unexceptionable condition has been rarely exhibited.
The tS/'anish classes were, undoubtedly, very good, although we saw,
-with regi-et, many specimens that from being the tirst-rates of their

day, were, by age and over-exhibition, rendered only tit to be put aside

as castaways. The Haiiibnnjhs were, as expected, generally good ; and
the Polamh so good a class that evej-y pen. though unsuccessfal in
prizetaldng, was highly commended. In truth, it was the best Poland
class seen anjwhere for years past. Although the Game Bantams
wanted condition most sadly, the class for the '* extra variety of

Bantams," proved one of the gems of the Show : capital Cochin
Bantams, Japanese Bantams (both Mottled and White) of extra-
ordinarily good quality. Booted Bantams, and Golden and Silyer-

laced Sebrights, being entered here abundantly.
In Diicha, though somewhat unusually, Aylesbury and Kouens com-

peted in the same class. Aylesbnrys had. undoubtedly, the advantage,
and were sbo-ivn in a condition that could hardly have been complained
of, even by the most critical exhibitor.

The French Fowls were shown in large numbers, and. perhaps,
never were two pens of La Fltche fowls exhibited so evenly matched
for prizetaking. Both were the property of the Hon. W. H. FitzwiUiam.
and the slightest alteration in condition must always tell favourably
witb them as to their position in the prize list.

Wentworth AYoodhouse Park, a favourite resort in the locality, -was

not neglected at this meeting ; the attendance was good, and the
weather most favourable ; nor can we omit to mention that the great
care bestowed on the ponlti-y merits onr highest praise. The efforts,

also, of Mr. H. Potter, the Hon. Sec. of the Show, realised all it so
well deserved—unanimous approbation.

Dorkings.-First, Hon. W. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Wentworth Woodhonse.
Second, W. Harvey, Bank Street, sheflield. Highly Commended, G. W.
Chambers, Clough House-, Eotherham ; Hon. E. D. Pennant, Penrhyn
Castle. Commended. H..n.F. C. H. Hawke, Wormersley Park, Pontelract;
Lady C. W. Fitzwilliam, t-iai-rowden House, Wellingborough. CUiclcens.
—First, M. Brooksbauk, Manchester. Second, Rev. G. C. Stenning, East
GrLnstead. Highly Commended, J. ^Vhite, Warlaby, Northallerton.

Cochins.— First, E. White, Broomhall Park, Sheffield. Second, W.
Fenton, Crimble Hall, Rochd.ile. Highly Commended, W. Fenton ; W.
Dawson, Hopton Mirfield ; W. Harvey. Commended, Hon. E. D. Pennant

;

W. Wood, shefneld. Chickens.—First, W. Fenton. Second, R. White.
Highly Commended. W. Fenton.
Bra'hmas.—First. R. W. Boyle, Galtriin House, Bray, Co. Wicldow. Se-

cond, W. Harvey. Highly Commended. W. Whiteley. East Bank, Sheflield :

F. Powell. Knaresboi-ough ; J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury.
Commended, E. Sheemian, Springfield, Chelmsford, ^hickt-m.—First,
R. W. Boyle. Second, J. K. Fowler. Highly Commended, G. W. Chambers j
F. Powell: J F. Newton, Kirby-in-Cleveland; M. Brooksbank. Com-
mended, Hon. F. C. H. Hawke; Mrs. Newman, Worsbro", Bamsley.

GA.-HE (Reds).—First, Earl Fitzwilliam. Wentworth Woodhonse. Se-
cond, W. J. Cope, Barnsley. Highly Commended, R. Butcher, Cresswell,
Chesterfield; J. B. Hepworth. Hatfield, Doncaster; C. Chaloner, Steetley,
Whiteweil, Chesterfield. Chickens.—First. C. Chaloner. Second, F. Sales,
Market Place, Crowle. Highly Commended, W. Cox, Brailsford Hall,
Derby. Commended, E. .4ykroyd, Girlington Road, Bradford.

GA:irE (.\ny other variety).—First, H. Snowden, Great Horton, Bradford,
(Duckwing). Second, W. J. Cope (Duckwing). Highly Commended, R.
Butcher (Piles). C/ijcA'c/w.-First, J. Cope (Duckwing). Second, Rev. G.
C. Stenning (Duckwing). Commended. C. Chaloner.
Spanish.—Fii-st, Messrs. Burch & Boulter, Sheffield. Second, J. B,

Hartley, Roe Acre House, Heywood, Manchester. Highly Commended,
W. Harvey ; J. Thresh, Bradford. Commended, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick
Rectory, Nottingham. Cliiekcvt.—First, Hon. E. D. Pennant. Second,
Messrs. Burch & Boulter. Highly Commended, J. Thresh.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, W. Harvey. Second, I. J. Harri-

son, Smyleton Park, Oxenholm. Highly Commended, T. J. Saltmarsh
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Chelmsford ; B. Heaton, Bingley, Yorkshire ; I. J. Harrison. Commended
W. Cox.
Haubdrghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, T. Crookes, Owlerton. Second,

W. Har\-ey. Commended, J. Crookes.
HAfttBUKGHS (Silver-spansled).—First, W. Harvey. Second, J. Crookes.

Commended, Hon. W. C. W. Fitzwiliiam.
HABintTROBS (Goldcn-spnngled).—First, G. Haifrh, Holmflrth. Second,

Vt'. Harvey. Highly Commended. J. Roe, Hadtield. Manchester.
PoLANDS.—First, R. Charlesworth. Brooks' IJar. Manchester. Second,

Mrs. Procter, Hutt Street, Hull. Highly Commended, W. Silvester, Spring-
Wood House, Sheffield; .T. Longley. Penistone ; Mrs. Proctor: W. Harvey.
Any other Variety not Previously Mentioned.—First. Hon. W. H.

W. Fitzwilliam (La Fl. die). Second, Hon.W. C. W. Fitzivilliam, Went-
worth Woodhouse (La Fleehe). Highly Commended, Lady M. Thompson,
Sheriff Hutt.m Park, York (Cr(ve Cceur) ; H. Sa\-iUe,'Rufferd AWiey,
Ollerton (Black Hamhurghs); J.Elgar, Osmanthorpe, Newark (Houdanf.
Game IIantams.—First. R. Charlesworth. Second, Rev. \V. J. Mellor.

Highly Commended, J. Parlun, Clav Cross; W. Parker, Clav Cross; J.
Ewing. Tuftou, Chesterlield ; R. Bentley, Finningley Park, Bawtry ; W.
Fentou.
Bantams (Anyother variety).—First, W. Harvey. Second, S. S. Mossop,

Long Sutton, Lincolnshire. Extra Second, R. Bentley. Highly Com-
mended, Messrs. S. & R. .\shton, Mottram ; W. Parker ; Lady C. W. Fitz-
william

; W. J. Cope ; H. Saville. Commended, Mrs. Saltma'rsh, Chelms-
ford.

DncKs (Aylesbm-y or Rouen).—First, Hon. W. H. W. Fitzwilliam (Ayles-
bury). Second, Hon. F C. H. Hawke (Rouen). Highly Commended.
Messrs. Burton & Trariss, Thurgoland Bank, Sheffield ; 'F. G. Godwin
(Ronen) ; Hon. W. H. W. Fitzwilliam (Aylesbury) ; J. K. Fowler (Ayles-
bury). Commended, Lady M. Thompson (Aylesbury) : F. Powell (Rouen)

;

W. Dranstield (Rouen) ; \V. Clarke, Wentworth (.Aylesbury).
Selling Class (Anv variety).-First.Hon. W. H. \V. Fitzwilliam (Creve

CoBurs). Second, J. thomilv, Hadfield, Manchester (Cochins). Highlv
Commended, H. Saville (White Call): W. Dransfield (Dorkings); Hon.
W. C. W. Fitzwilliam (Silver-spangled Hamburghs).

SWEEPSTAKES FOR SINGLE COCKS.
Game.—First, C. Chaloner. Second, G. Wostenholme, Exchange Street,

Sheffield. Highlv Commended, C. Turner, Carlisle Street, Sheffield.
Commended, W. .j. Cope. CocJ-en';.—First, W. J. Cope. Second, F. Sales.
Commended. G. Wostenholme.
Game Bantam.—First, F. S. Roy, Nenthom, Kelso. Second, R. Charles-

worth. Commended, R. Swift. Southwell, Notts.
Gajie (Undubbed).—Prize, W. Cox. Commended, C. E. Rhodes, Car

House, Rotherham ; C. Chaloner.

The Arbitrator was Edward Hewitt, Esq.. of Eden Cottage, Spark-
brook, Birmingham.

LANGHOLM POULTRY SHOW.
The Exhibition of the Eskdale Society took place ou the 1st and

2nd inst.. and the following prizes were awarded :

—

Gajjte (Any colour).—First. J. H. Wilson, St. Bees. Second, J, Broush.
Carlisle. Third. A. Thomson, Carlisle. Highly Commended, J. Brough;
J. Hardie.

Ga*ie (Black or Brown-breasted Reds).—First, A. Thomson, Harraby
Green. Second, G. Bell, Wigton. Chickens.—First, G. Dobson, Longtown,
Second, A. Thomson.
Game (Duckwings or Piles).—First, A. Thomson. Second, J. Brough.

Chickens.—Second, J. Brough (Lemon Pile).
Spanish.—First. J. Huesb, Bradford. Second. W. Paterson. Langholm.

Chickem.—First, W. Paterson. Second, J. Hardie. Highly Commended,
W. Paterson; J. Strong, Carlisle. Commended, A. BallautjTie, New Lang-
holm.
Dorking (Silver).—Fu*st, J. Hardie. Second and Highly Commended.

T. L. Jackj^on. Bush. Cft/cfr^ns.—First and Second, J. Hardie. Highly
Commended, J. H. Wilson.
DoBKiNGs (Dark).—First, Miss Malcolm, Milnholm. Second, -T. Hardie.

Highly Commended, T. L. Jackson. Chickemt.—YiTsi, R. Reed, Moat.
Second, J. Hardie. Highly Commended, D. Gellntlv. Meigle.
Hambcrghs (Golden-spangled).-First, A. Hatclie". Selkirk. Second, S.

Hyslop, Langhohn. C?ii<'/.-f n.*.—First, W. Blackstock, Con-iecommon.
Second, J. Long, Longtown. HiglUy Commended. J. H. Wilson.
Hamburghs

i
Golden-pencilled).-First, W. Bowe, CarUsle. Second, R.

Burrow. Chickens.—First and Second, R. Burrow. Highly Commended,
J". Hardie.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled) —Prize, W. Bowe. Chickcnft.—Fvcst and

Second, J. Hargravos. Carlisle. Highly Commended, W. Dave}', Lang-
holm. Commended. G. Macmilan, Jedburgh.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—); iiet.T. Harrison. Singleton Park.

Second, J. Musgravc, Longtown. Chickens.—First. J. Musgrave. Second,
H. Greenwood. Bradford.
Cochin-Chinas.—First, Mrs. W Ford, Harden Green (TA'bite), Second,

Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Whitehaven. Highlv Commended, J. Hardie
(Buff). Commended. W. R. Park, Abbotts Meadow.
Brahma Pootra.—First, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Second, Miss M.

Jardine, Albie Hill.

Any other Different Breed.—Second, W. R. Park (Crcve Coeur).
Highly Commended, R. Plenderieith, Longtown.
Game Bantams (Black or Brown -breasted Reds.)—First, J. Hervey,

Jedburgh Second, A.Thomson. Third. H. Nicholson, Whitehaven.
Game Bantams {Duekwing or Piles .— First. W. Easton, Jedburgh

(Duckwings). Second, D. Little, Broomholm. Third, J. Lnnn. Jedburgh.
Any other Variety of Fancy Bantams.—First, J. A. Robinson, Sun-

derland. Second, T. Little, Netherby Gardens. Third, R. Burrow.
Highly Commended, J. Wallas, High Moor, Wigton.
Tdrkeys.—First, J. Hardie. Second, Mrs. Jackson, Bush. Langholm.

Highly Commended. R. Reed; T. L. Jackson. Commended, Miss Max-
well, Harkwhill. Poults.—First. T. L. Jackson. Second. J. Hardie.
Very Highly Commended, Miss Malcolm, Milnholm, Langholm. Highlv
Commeuded, R. Reed ; J. Hardie.
Geese.—First and Second, J. Hardie. Highlv Commended, — Dickson,

Iiokerbie.

Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, T. Paterson, jun., Melrose. Second, J. Steel
Kelso. Highly Commended. W. Macadam, Priorslynn ; J. Hardie.
Ducks (Rouen .—first and Second, J. Hardie.' Highlv Commended,

A. Warwick, Woodhead.
Ducks (Any other varietv).—First, J. R. Jessop, Beverley Road, Hull.

Second, Miss Bell, Billholni. Highlv Commended, T. J. Harrison ; J. R.
Paterson.

COTTAGERS' CL.\SS.

Any Breed.—First. W. Urquhart, jun. (Dorkings'. Second, A. Ballan-
tyne (Spanish). Third, J. Laidlaw (Spanish). Highly Commended, W.
bole (Hamburgh) ; A. Rea (Dorkings); J. Con*ie (Game).
Any Breed. —First, R. Latimer, Forgebraehead. Second, Miss C.

Graham, BlisspiUh. Third, Mrs, Armstrong, Kirkton. Highly Commended,
C. Beattio, Bush Cottage ; Mrs. Hnr\'ey, Sorbie Cottage. Commended,
W. Gordon Milnholm : T. Irving.
Selling Class.— Fii-st, R. Burrows. Second. J. Brough. Highly Com-

mended, A. Thomson ; G. Mackie, Purdoms Crook ; T. L. Jackson.
Single Cock.—Highly Commended, R. Bell (Wild Drake). Commended,

J. Laidlaw (Brahma" Pootra) ; S. Hyslop (Hamburgh
i

; T. L. Jackson
(Indian Drake).

PIGEONS.
Croppers. — First. J. A. Robinson. Second, W. Cheyne, Selkirk.

Highly Commended, A. Thomson ; J. Campbell, Langholm Distillery.
Jacobins.—First, R. Thomson, Kendal. Second, T. C. Taylor, Middles-

borough.
Fantails.—First, W. R. Park. Second, T. C. Taylor.
Carriers —First, A. Thomson. Second, T. C. Taylor.
Bares.—First, R. Thompson. Second, J. A. Robinson. Highly Com-

mended, A. Thomson.
Nuns.—First, R. Paterson. Melrose. Second, R. Irving, Langholm.

Uighlv Commended, A. Thomson ; T. Paterson, jun.
TuKBiTs.-First, R. Thomson. Second, W. R. Park. Highly Com-

mended, A. Ormiston. Kelso.
Any other Variety.—First. A. Thomson. Second, W. R. Park. Highly

Commended, A. Thomson ; J. Campbell. Commended, F. Waitt, Bir-
mingham ; T Taylor.
Selling Class.—First, W. R. Park (Fantails). Second, J. Campbell.

Highly Commended, K. Paterson (Turbitsj.

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow Don! —Corfc.—First, H. M'Dougal, Edinburgh.

j

Second, R. Ballantyne. Hen —First, H. M'Dougal. Second, W. Tinline,

I

Galashiels.

j

Scotch Fancy (BuflF Don).—Cocfc.—First, H. M'Dougal. Second, J. R.
Thomson. -ffc/t.-First, H. M'Dougal. Second, R. Ballantyne.
Belgian (YeUow).—CocA'.—First, B. Carlyle, Carlisle. Second, W. Tin-

line. Hen.—Second. H. Carlvle.
Belgian (Buffj.—Coct.—First. IT. Carlyle. Second, A. Beattie. Hen.—

First, W. Tinline. i-econd, W. Macadam, Priorslynn.
Yellow Flecked Fancy.—Coct.—First. J. Cleghorn, GalashielB. Se-

cond, T. Darling, Hawick. Hen —Second. J. Dalgliesh.
Buff Flecked Fancy.— CocA-.-First, R. Paterson. Second, J. Hope.

Hen.—First, W. Tinline. Second, W. Balmer, Hawick.

GOLDFINCH MULES.
Yellow Flecked.—Co cfr.—Prize, E. Graham, Rowanburn.
Buff Flecked.—Cock.—First, J. C. Wilson, Langholm. Second, R.

Graham.
Yellow Common.— Cock.—Prize, R. Graham. Ht-n.—Second, R. Graham.
Buff Common.— CocA-.-Second, R. Graham. Hen.—First, W. Balmer,

Hawick. Second. W. Morrison, Langholm.
Yellow Flecked CoaiMON.

—

Cock.—First, W. Hotson, Milnholm. Se-
cond, W. Morrison. Hen.—First and Second, W^ Hotson.
Buff Flecked Common.— Cock.—Second, W. Clai'k, Langholm. Hen.

—i^econd, J. Hope.
Goldfinch.- Cocfc—First, R. Gi-aham. Second, W. Hotson.

ALSTON rOULTRY SHOW.
This Exhibition was held ou the '^^nd of December, 1866, in the Town

Hall, where some capital pens of bii-ds were exhibited, especially in the

Oarnc, SjxniisJt, and Hamburffh classes.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).-First, J. Haldon, jun., Alston.

Second, J. Stephenson, Nenthead. Chickens.—F\x<it, Walton & Gray,
Annatwalls. Second, J. Haldon, jun.
GAarE (Any other variety).—First, G. Wilson, Kirkoswald. Second,

Millican ti Brown, Nenthead. C/i (cA.Tns.—First, G.Wilson. Second, E.

Armstrong, Randal, Holme.
Dor.KiNGS.—First, W. Walton, Cocklake. Second, T. Bowes, Kirk-

oswald. Chickens.—Prize, G.Graham, Gai-rigill.

SPANISH.-First, T. Storev, Alston. Second, J. Jopling, Leadgate.
Chickem.—First, W. Arthur, Haltwhistle. Second, T. Storey.

Hamburghs (Gold-pencilled or spangled).—First, T. Richardson
Goatley Hill. Second, T. Greenop,Renwick. Cliickcns.—Fixst, Walton and
Rutherford, Green Ends. Second. J. Dryden, Alston.

Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled or spangled .—First. Walton & Rutherford.

Second, Miss Friend. Harbut Lodge. Chickens.—Fir^t, J. Stephenson,

Nenthead. Second. Walton & Rutherford.
CocHiN-CHiNA.^First and Second, J. Dryden.
Polish.—First, Walton & Rutherford. Second, Millican & Brown.
Bantams.—First, F. Clementson, AJston. Second, T. Bowes.
Any other Pure Breed.-First, J. Dryden (Brahma Pootra). Second,

T. Peart, Garrigill.

Duck (Aylesbury).—First W. Lowrv, Featberstone Station. Second,

J. & J. Kindred, Bailes. DHct//H(7.—First and Second, Miss Friend.

Duck ( Rouen).—First, J. Thompson, Sun Inn. Haltwhistle. Second,

I. Walton, Brownside House. DnckUmj.—Fix&t, G. Rutherford, Nenthead.
Extra axocK.—Goo^c—First, J. Thompson. Second, I. Walton.—

Fowls.—First and Second, J. Dryden. Bahhit^.—Fix^t, Master H. James,
Glarghyll HaU.
Canary (Belgian) —Prize, J. MiUican, Alston.

Canary (Yellow and Buff).—First, J. Stephenson. Second, Millican

and Brown.
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Canary (Yellow and Buffmarked).—First, R. Walton, Ncnlhead. Seond,
W. Bell, Alstyn.
Goldfinch Mule.—Prize, Millican & Brown.

Mr. Trotter, of South Acomli, was Judge of iiouUi-y, ami Mr. Thomas
KichardgOD, of Kirkoswald, made the awards for Canaries.

DUMFMES AND ^lAXWELLTOWN
ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.
The eigJith unnnnl Exhibition of Poulti-y, Pigeons, Canaries, itc,

of this Society, tviis held in the Hall of the Mechanics' Institute, on
December 31st and Januarj' Ist and '2ud. The varions birds, Sec,

were placed on the forenoon of the 31st ult., but as some pens did not
an-ive by railway till nearly one o'clock, the Judges could not com-
mence their labours till after that biour. A vei-y 're at improvement
on previous shows was that pens were provided for all tlie poultry,

except in the Bautam classes.

The Show was decidedly the best that liaa taken place since the
Society was instituted. The show of poultry was mucli larger tliau

last year ; total entries 385.

Of Genie fowls there was a splendid show of Blaclc Reds and other
Reds. There was a smaller show of Dnckwinj^s and other Greys, but
the class in both departments was very good. There was a smaller
show of Sfanish tlian last year. The fii-st prize in the aJult class went
to a very superior pen. The Z^ori-iM'/swerj numerously represented.
Miss M. A. Johnstone, Terregles Gardens, gained the first prize with
a veiy choice pen, which received the first prize last year as young
birds. They have never been equalled at any preceding show. The
Hamhurtjhii, both Golden and Silver varieties, mustered in gi'eat force

;

and there were many very beautiful pens. Of Bialuua Pootras there
was an excellent show.
The Ducks were more numerous than last year, and the whole of

the pens were very good. Only two pens of Occsc were shown ; the

prize birds were ijure white, and were of large size and handsome shape
—they were universally admired. The other ijair was gi'ey ; they
were larger than the white, and were very fine specimens. The
Tvrlays were scarcely equal to those of some former shows. Bantams
were not so numerous as last year.

Pigeons were also fewer in number than last year, but there were
Bome beautiful Doves exhibited.

The arrangements reflected great credit on the indefatigable

Secretai-y, Mr. John Ma:;weU, and the members of the Committee.

Game (Black Reds nnd other Keds and Blues).—Fir?t and Second. W.
D. Dickson, Carron Croft. Highly Commended, T. Taylor, Riccartou,
Kilmarnock. ChJckcm^.— First nnd Mc(l;il. J. Carr, Lnngtown. Second,
W. D. Dickson. Highly Commended, W. Bowie. Commended, R. Kerr.
Ddckwings and other Obeys. — Fii-st, J. Davidson, Citadel Row,

|

Carlisle. Second, C. Graham, Dumfries. Hiphly Commended. J. Kii^gar,
I

Gateside-of-Trench. CJi icJien>i.—First. J. T^ ardinfr. ^laxwcUtown. Third, I

T. Hill, Collin. Highly Commended, M. Wells, Collin.
i

Spanish (Black).—Fir?t, Mif;s Biggar, Braes House, Ecclefechan. Se-
j

cond, J. Tbomson. Cocklicks, Annan. Chickens,—IPivsi and Medal, Miss
Biggnr. Second. R J. Linton, Kirkmahoc.
DoRKiKGs.— Kir.^t and Medal. Bliss M. A. Johnstone, Terregles Gardens.

Second, W. F. H. Arundell, Barjarg Tower. Highly Commended, J. Pool,
Croftheads, Annan; J. ?J'Kenzie,' BarnhiU. Chickm^t —First, Miss M,
Holm, Hillhead. Second, W F. H. Aruudelk Highly Commended, Mrs.
Corrie, Heithat Hill, Lockerbie ; Miss A. J. Douglas, Lockerbie House.
Commended, Miss M. A. Johnstone.
Cochin-Chinm (Any colour).-First, Miss Biggar. Second, W. Cowan,

Clarancefield. Highly Commended, A. Reid, Kewtonreid. Chicknu-^.—
First, Lady J. J. Douglas. Lolcerbie House. l=econd, Miss Biggar. Highly
Commended, Mrs. Maclde, Erncspie.
Hamburgh fGnldcn-spautrlert) —First and Medal. Mrs. Corrie. Second,

T. Musgrove. Longtown. Highly Commended, J. liichardson, Lockerbie;
A. M'Lean, Ruthwell. Chickcnfi.—First, Miss Biggar. Second, H. Currie,
Ardrossan. Highly Commended, Sirs, i orrie ; R. Ken\
HAiTBDRGn Golden-peuciliedi.—First. K. Burrow, Longtown. Second,

J. Ramsay, Carnsalloch. Commended. J. Malliuson, Dalbeattie. Chicken*.
—First, W. Bowie, Carlisle, second. T. Musgrove. Highly Commended,
"VV. Wallace, Kirkmahoc. Commended. T. Johnstone, Waterside.
HAMncRGH (Silver spRngled..~First. J. Hunter. Gatelnwbridge. Second,

J. Hutchison, Townhead, Mouswald. C«mmended, E. Chrystie. Dumfries.
Cftic/it-ns.—First and Medal, A. M'Lachlan. Thovuhill. Second, Mr3.
Deans. Drumlanrig Castle. Highly Commended, Mise Ross, Springfield,

Applcgirth. Commended, R. Kerr.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First, J. Musgrove. Second, J. Thomson,

Nethermill, luvkmichacl. Cltickcna.—First, N. Vv'ilsou, Croys. Second,
R. Ilannay, Tarfi' Bridge. Commended. J. Musgrove
Brahma Pooteas.—First, Mrs. Waugh, Castlehill, Lochmaben. Se-

cond, Mrs. Groig, Kirkpatrick, l)m-ham. ChickcJit:.—First, Mrs. Gordon,
Culvennan Second, W. W. Anderson, Chapel Moffat. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. Gordon.
Any otuer Vakietv.—Fii-st and Second, Mrs. Gordon (Houdan, Crive

CcEur).
Selling Class,—First, Miss Biggar (Black Spanish). Second, T. Max-

well, Allanton Mill (Dorkings).
Bantams (Golden ,and Silver-laced).—First, Miss Johnstone. Second,

'W. W. rtuderson.
Bantams ( tlack).—First and Medal, R. Murray, Maxwelltown, Second

R. Watts, Ci-aiR8.

Bant.\ms (White).—First. W. Teenan, Locbsiae. Second, J. Maxwell,
Allanton Milk t^ommcnded, H. Robinson, Riccartou, Kilmarnock.
Game B.^ntasis Black Rtds and other Beds .— hirst, C. Harper, Thorn-

hill. Second, T. Maxwell. Commended, B Coltart, Dumfries.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys).-First, T. Maxwell. Second, R.

Hope, Dumfries.

Any other Variety.—First, J, Palmer, Maxwelltown. Second, A.
Anderson, Ryedale.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, Miss A. J. Douglas. Second, T. Johnstone,

Waterside. Commended. Mrs. Gordon.
Ducks iRoueu).-First, Mrs. Thomson. Second. J. Boyd. Fouthwick.
Geese (Any variety).-First. J. Brown, Inglesloii. Second. J. Pool.
Turkeys (Any variety).— First, Mrs. Henderson. Second, Mrs. H.

Wilson. Langholm.
PiGKONS.—THHi?)/cT5(Short-faced).—First, J. Sharp, Johnstone Second

and Commended, R. Henderson, Maxwelltown. Common.—First, J. Sharp.
Second, J. Love, Dumfries. Commended, J. Kennedy, Dumfries. Catriers.
—First. J. Sharp. Second. T. Maxwell. Powicrs.—Prize, J. Sharp. Fan-
tails.—PMrst, K. Maisie, Maxwelltown. Second, A. Easton, Lochanhead.
Any other DiMinct JSrecd.—Fir&i, J. .sharp, (Bhick Magpies). Second, J.
Thomson (Barbs). Commended, C. Harper (Trumpeters).

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow).—CocA^.-First, Second, and Medal, J. Harding,

Maxwelltown. Thiid. J. Thorpe, Dumfries. Jfe^.s.—First and Third, J.
Harding. Second, J. Thorpe.
ScoTcH Fancy lBuff].— CocX.-.t—First, J. Harding. Second and Third.

J. Thorpe. Hem.—First, J. Thorpe. Second. J. Harding. Third, J.
M'Quhae, Maxwelltown.
Pieb *ld (Yellow).- CocA-.v —First, Third, and Med.Tl. J. Law. Lockerbie.

Second, J. Thorpe. Hens —Fhst,^. Law. Second and Third. J. Thorpe,
Pikbald (Buff) —6'ocArs—First, J. Law, Second. J Thorpe. Third,

R. M'Cubbin, Annan. Hens.—Fii-st, J. Thorpe. Second, J. Law. Tiiird,
J. Little, Dumfries.
B^LGI^N (Yellow or Buffi —First. .T. Tweedio, Lochmaben. Second, T,

Whitaker, Lochmaben. Third. J. Mallinson, Dalbeattie. Hens.—First
and Third, T. Whitaker. Second, J. Malliuson.
Goldfinch Mules (Yellow).—Fii-st, A. K. Herries, Dumfries. Second,

J. Kirk, Dumfries.
Goldfinch Mules (Buff).—First, J. Law. Second and Third, J. Hard-

ing. Maxwelltown.
GuLDFiNCH.—First, D.Aitkinson. Second, C. Grieve. Dumfries. Third,

J. Wilson, Dumfries.
FoRKiGN Birds.—Parrot, any colour.—Prize, W. Lawson, Dumfries.

Foreign, ajij/ rarifi/i/.—First, J. AiTustrong, S.C.A. (Love Birds), liarcst
Birds of any variety.—Viize, J. M'Cririe, b.CA. (Coek uf the North).

Judges.—PonUr}i and Pir/rous : James Stevens, Esq., M.D., Ardros-
san ; Mr. James Paton, Stewai-ton. Cannncs and I'orn'i/n Birds:
Mr. G. Grant, Paisley ; Mr. G. Crawford, Boith.

INCUBATOK MANAGEINIENT.
I AGREE with your correspondent " Investigatoh " that it

would be most useful if those interested iu the artificial hatch-

ing of eggs would compare notes through your Journal. The
subject is now being much inquii'ed into, and I am satisfied it

will not be long before artificial incubation can be adopted with
the certainty of a successful and profitable result. I have for

a considerable time devoted much attention to the subject, and
the results of my experiments have been considered very satis-

factory ; but I cannot myself feel satisfied until with certainty

I hatch every good egg that is placed in the incubator, and in

a properly constructed machine this ought to be a certainty.
" Investigatok " is mistaken in supposing that a tempera-

ture of 110^ is fatal to the embryo life of chicks ; this I know
by actual experience. In August last X started my incubator

towards evening, and finding about 10 r.M. the temperature

had continued gradually rising until it had reached 110', I

lowered the gas to reduce the heat, but, as it turned out, not

sufficiently, for on looking after il at 5 a.m. I found the thermo-

meter still at 110". I determined upon changing the eggs, think-

ing mischief had already been done, giving twelve of them to a

broody hen, and leaving two in the incubator. The hen hatched

eleven out of the twelve ; the twelfth contained a dead matured
chick. The incubator hatched one, the other being a clear

egg. In other cases during my first trials I have frequently

had the heat up to 110^ in different stages of the hatching, and
have found that if not continued too long it will not interfere

with the actual hatching of the chicks. So great a heat ought,

however, to be carefully avoided; one result that I have expe-

rienced from too high a temperature being that you will have

a lot of chicks matured, and nearly so, dead in the shell ; and
another, that those which manage to escape from their shells,

assisted or otherwise, will be extremely weak iu their legs,

growing worse as they become older, scui'ding about more by
the help of their wings than their leg?:, and most of them
eventually dying.

I will conclude by naming what I am satisfied are essentially

requisite in the artificial hatching of eggs—viz., damp atmo-

sphere, otherwise numbers of chicks will die in the shell, and
those hatched will be weakly ; constant ventilation ; tempera-

ture ranging from 100^ to 10(3°, but as steady as possible at

103°— the heat to be slightly increased towards the end of the

hatching ; tiurning the eggs twice a-day ; and darkness imtil

the chicks are due, otherwise numbers will perforate the shell

prematurely.
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The incubator should also be placed in a room upon which
the sun does not act, or it will be impossible to maintain a

uniform temperature.—E. S.

THE EGYPTIAN BEE.—Part VK.
HOIV I SUCCEEDED IN TBASSPORTISG IT TO AMERICA.

Havino, as related in page 306 of the last Volume of " our
Journal," completely purged my apiary of an element which
had turned out so entirely obnoxious, and having published
without reservation the very discouraging results of my expe-
rience of the Egyptian bee, I had no idea that I should ever

become possessed of the materials for another paper on the

subject; such, however, turns out to be the case, and it came
about iu a rather unexpected manner.

During the latter half of September, I received a letter dated
the Sth of the same month, from Mr. Jas. T. Langstroth, sou
of the distinguished American apiarian, and member of that
eminent transatlantic firm, " L. L. Langstroth & Son, of

Oxford, Butler County, Ohio, Importers and Breeders of

Italian Queen Bees, and Agents for Langstroth's Patent Move-
able Comb Hive." Alter very politely acknowledging and
replying to a letter written by me last spring, and enclosing
for my acceptance a carte of his distinguished parent, the
reception of which, as will readily be believed, afforded ma
much pleasure, and which has formed a notable addition to my
gallery of apiarian worthies, Mr. Langstroth, jun., went on to

say—" We have been much interested in your articles in regard
to the Egyptian bee, and, Uke true bee enthusiasts, are possessed
with an insatiable longing for a queen of that variety. We
would, therefore, ask you, as the highest favour you could
bestow upon us, to forward us a pure queen of that variety,

packed not like Herr Vogel's, but with sufficient honey for a
twenty-five-days journey, and with rather. fcic worker bees. For
this queen we will remit you in draft on London any sum you
see fit to name, on receipt of your letter advising us of her
shipment. You will easily understand that we wish to have
the credit of first introducing these bees to America, and to

give you the credit of furnishing them for exportation to this
country. We have only received the first four Numbers of The
Jonr.NAL OP HoiiTicni.TnRE, containing your description of

these bees. If they do not mix with the natives or Italians as
easily as the Italian race hybridise with the natives, and if they
are less inclined to sting than the Ligurians, we shall hope
that they may aid in the advancement of apiarian science in
this country. If, however, uour opinion (which we have not
yet seen), is that they are ' a humbug ' even, we still desire oue
queen for the purpose of experimenting. We, therefore, sin-

cerely hope that you may be able to send us a queen, even if

you have to replace her by the procurement of another from
Herr Vogel, as we give you carte blanche in regard to price."

Reflecting on and admiring the facilities and wondrous speed
of modern postal communication, by which the article aa-
nouneiug the successfulintroduction of the Egyptian bee into
my apiary, and published in London so recently as the 21st of
August, could reach one of the Western States of America so
rapidly as to admit of its perusal, and a long letter being ad-
dressed to me in consequence within eighteen days, I debated
how I coidd most speedily and completely fulfil the desires
of my transatlantic friends. Evidently the first thing to be
done was to " catch my queen," and as I had not one of the re-

quired species remaining in my apiary, I penned a few lines to

Herr Vogel, on the 2.5th of September, asking him to send nie
another Egyptian queen as soon as possible, writing at the
same time to Mr. Langstroth to report progress, and request
farther instructions. Herr Vogel very politely acknowledged my
note by return of post, informing me that he would dispatch a
pure queen of this year on the Sth of October, and in due
course I received from him the following, dated 9th of October

—

' Dear Sir,—I liave tlie pleasure of sendiug you a truly impreg-
nated Egyptian queen, as advised in my last.

" The workers tliat accompany her are true Egyptian bees, and are
bred hy the quoeu you receive. She was reared about the cml of .July
last, and all the queens reared from her brood turned out to be true
Egyptians, the number being five.

" If there should be a few black bees among the workers that ac-
company her, they are not bred by the queen, hut mnst have found
tUeir way into the EgT,-ptian stock from a ueighbonrinf? hive.

" As the queen which you receive is unsurpassable in purity, I
would suggest that in future yon should rear your queens from her
brood only, for then they will all be like the mother from whom they
are descended.

'

This letter preceded by a day or two the arrival of the Egyp.
tian queen, which came to hand on the Kith of October. She
was packed this time in a small and light box, and reached me
in much better condition than her predecessor, although both
herself and her attendants were very torpid, and appeared be-
numbed with cold. I, therefore, lost no time in introducing
her to a hybrid Italian stock from which I had previously re-
moved the queen, and by which she was well received.

Prior to the arrival of the Egyptian queen, I had the follow-
ing letter from the Rev. L. L. Langstroth, dated from New
York, on the 2Sth of September, and iu which he incidentally
alludes to my controvery with Dr. Camming :

—

" Dear Sir,—I have been reading in the tiles of the London Tim^^,
to which I have just had access, your criticism of some of the state-
ments of the Tuubridge Wells Bee-master. I had previously read his
work called the ' Times Bee-Master,' and the perusal of your com-
munication, which under the circumstances must he considered as both
courteous and forbearing, only deepens my conviction of his unfair-
ness in controversy, as well as his ignorance on the subject he dis-

cusses. It would, however, be unreasonable to loolc for accuracy from
a bee-keeper who not only describes an octagonal hive in use in his
own apiary as a liexagonal hive, but who ascribes its great success to
its hexagonal shape.

" Since writing to you from Washington, I have seen in Champollion's
work on Egypt, figures ef the queen, worker, and drone, of Apia
fasciata. From my previous letters you will see how anxious I am to
obtain this fall an Egyptian queen. As a matter of mere business, I
can hardly expect to procure one of you this season, but venture to
hope that yon will ' str.ain a point ' to put rae in possession of so
valued an acquisition. I have sent an order to Germany, but fear
that it cannot be filled this fall. If you can send me a queen in whose
purity you have confidence, I will defray any expense to you of pro-
curing one next season, to replace her in your apiary. If under all

the circumstances you can part with one, I would suggest sending her
in one of your straw trame-hives, with plenty of provisions sealed over
in old combs, and with a very moderate allowance of bees. The whole
arranged for transportation not d-la-mode Herr Vogel. I have planned
a simple and efficient contrivance for draining honeycombs on the
centrifugal principle, as applied by Major Von Krashna. His happy
idea will prove especially useful in some of our apiaries, where even
under present arrangements a yield of from lOD lbs. to 200 lbs. of
honey is often obtained from a single colony.—Yours very truly,

*' L. L. LANGSTKOTn."

In compliance with these instructions, I packed the Egyp.
tian queen and her alien subjects with the utmost care, in a
straw frame-hive, and despatched them from my apiary to
Liverpool on the 2l3t of October, thence to be sent on their
long voyage across the vast Atlantic by the ' Inman," line of
steamships, one of which left England the next day.
The result was communicated to me by the Rev. L. L. Lang-

stroth, in a letter dated from Philadelphia on the 15th of No-
vember, in which he says :

—

" Thanks for your great kindness in the matter of tho Egyptian
queen. Thanks to your admirable paclriug, the colony arrived in per-
fect condition, and although not delivered to nie until eight days after
the steamer arrived, I found only a few dead bees—not many more,
probably, than would have died had they remained on their stand in
your apiary. A. bee-expert at the Custom House pronounced the
package to be the best conceived and executed of any he had ever seen.
I should Uke much to pay you a deserved tribute in the columns of our
bee-journals, but fe.ar it would bring upon you an avalanche of in-
quiries from our excit.able bee-keepers.

" I am not surprised that you found the Egyjitians very cross in
your cool and damp climate, for I find such weather as is the common
rule with you makes the Italians quite irritable. Our drv and hot
summers wdl, no doubt, seem natural to those daughters of the Nile."

I need hardly express my gratification at the complete
success which has crowned my endeavours to transmit the
Egyptian bee to the New World ; and although I have myself
very little hope or expectation that the extreme irascibility of
this beautiful little Apis will become ameliorated by change
of climate, it will, nevertheless, afford mo much pleasure to

learn that the favourable anticipations of my distinguished co-

temporary have proved more correct than the sombre vatici-

nations of—A DEVoxsnir.E Bee-keeper.
P.S.—I may add that I presented my trans\tlantic fiicnds

with the bees which accompanied the queen, a^licK merely for
repayment of my expenses out of pocket; a req'iest which was
most promptly complied with.

FOUL BROOD.
I NOW give my promised experience with foul bvnod. The

stocks which I experimented with were eight in number

:

three which had had a part of their combs excised, and five
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which had combs from diseased stocks'. Two of those with

excised combs and one of the others did not survive the winter,

whilst another did well and swarmed twice. At this time I

examined it, and found foul brood in the bottom box, while the

two top boxes, which had old combs, were quite free, the disease

having broken out in the new-made combs ; but when the

young queen commenced breeding it spread throughout the

whole hive. In another I ventilated, and retarded breeding as

much as possible, and it was only when the weather became
warm that this one fell a prey to the disease. The other three

stocks are quite free, and at this time the best I have in my
apiary. I am inchned to think that the disease which causes

foul brood exists in hives even when no breeding is going on,

and that transferring diseased combs to other hives will infect

them. Infected combs may be known by their clammy and
adhesive character, and are of a brownish colour, appearing

also thicker than usual, as if some fungus existed. I believe

it is impossible to get rid of the disease so long as any of these

combs remain ; but I imagine that the side combs may be used

with impunity if they have a fresh and dry appearance, as they

were side combs only that were in the hives which escaped

the malady, notwithstanding that the combs were taken from
diseased stocks. My experience with foul brood leads me to

believe, that instead of cold having anything to do with it, it

is quite the reverse, and that it is warm weather which propa-

gates it. This has certainly been the case in my apiary during

the last two seasons.—A Lanakkshike Bee-keepek,

WOODBURY HIVES.
I WILL describe an improvement in the Woodbury bar-and-

frame hive, especially where the compound bars and frames

are used. I have tried it, and it quite answered my expec-

tations. It is intended to facilitate the moving and removal of

the frames, by doing away altogether with the notches in which

the frames rest. In the front upper and inner edge of the hive

you have, first the usual three-eighth rabbet ; below this, instead

of notches, is another rabbet one-eighth of an inch wide, by

three-eighths deep, and the positions of the bars and frames are

marked by incisions or lines, which are inked to make them
more conspicuous. The back upper and inner edge of the hive

has the rabbet made three-quarters of an inch deep ; on this

rabbet rests a loose piece of wood one-quarter of an inch thick,

and three-quarters of an inch deep, by 14.{ inches long. This

piece is also marked with lines in the same way as the front

of the hive, to show where the frames are to be. Through the

back of the hive are five set screws which are made to bear on

the loose piece of wood, so that when the bars and frames are

in their places, by turning the screws the wood is pressed for-

ward and holds them all tightly, so tightly, indeed, that the

hive may be turned upside down, and drummed, without their

getting out of their places. A bit of brass or iron is let into the

moveable piece of wood where the screws bear upon it,to pre-

vent its being galled.

I was led to this contrivance by the difficulty I have ex-

perienced in moving the frames when well cemented by the

bees. The advantage of this plan is, that by loosening the

back screws the frames are all set at liberty at once. The loose

piece of wood can be easily pressed back, no matter how well

cemented, and the frames can be gently pushed one towards

another without lifting up, as you must do when they are in

notches. Another advantage is, that old hives can be easily

altered to this plan. It is also inexpensive, and the notched

piece of wood at the bottom is never required to keep the frames

in their places.

My experiments as yet have all been with the black bee, but

I hope to have the opportunity of multiplying a stock of Ligu-

rians next spring, and should hke to ask Mr. Woodbirry the

way in which he would advise a bee-keeper to proceed with one

Ligurian stock.

Can you tell me where the queen-cages (pipe-oovers) de-

scribed in Neighbour's book are to be obtained, and what is the

price of them?—C. F. George.

[Wire pipe-covers are sold by many tobacconists at a very

moderate cost, and form excellent queen-cages. Mr. Woodbury
premises sn article on the propagation of Ligurians at no very

distant date.]

RocEN DccKs (H. B.j.—U yoa read the report of the Birminghnm Show
yon will see you were beaten in weiRht. Your birds of 1866, weighing
14 lbs. the pair, are, nevertheless, good birds, and would havo won years
ago. It is a good plan to confine them for a fortnight or throe weeks
before exhibition at a large show. Your feeding is good, and an increase
In the amount of flesh will add weight. The great point in rearing birds
that are intended to compete against all England is to feed them from
the first with a view to success. By this we mean, never to allow them
to_ become thin or out of condition. No amount of feeding will make
winners of birds that have ever gone back. Indian corn is not good food
for young growing poultiy ; it makes only fat.

Brahma Pootras {Novice /». Jirakmax).—There are certain points that
are in dispute. Both sexes should have pea combs

;
yellow, feathered

legs. The cock should have a black or spotted breast, we prefer the latter;
and he should have a light hackle and saddle, black tail, and black-and-
white-marked wing. The hen should be pencilled all over. For perfect
specimens neither should have any buff feathers or shade. The hen
should as much as possible be pencilled on the breast. Vulture hocks are
objected to by many. Large size.

Cheve Cceur's Head and Eyes Affected {Crire Cfvicr).—These birds
are subject to such attacks as you mention when they change about from
one place to another. We do not consider it infectious, and the conva-
lescence is not long. While they are suffering they should have very
little water. It is enough if they are allowed to drink three times per
day. They should have no water within reach. Barley and oatmeal are
the best food, with some whole Indian corn once in the course of the
day. Buckwheat meal is good food for them, and that on which they are
principally fed in France. Potatoes and pollard are not good. They mast
have green food ; and if they have no grass run they should have good
large sods of growing grass cut with plenty of earth—they will eat it all.

It is not well to give them many peas. In such attacks you wiU find
some stale bread soaked in strong ale very good food and beneficial.

Apportiontng the Sexes in a Yard {Lex).—It depends on the time of
year. At this season four or five hens are enough to run with one cock

;

but it is not necessary to can-y this rule out strictly, as few hens are
laying. As the weather becomes warmer the number may be increased
to fourteen or fifteen. When you turn down another cock it is more than
probable—almost certain—there will be fighting ; but after it is decided
which is the master they will take separate walks and hens. You can
insiu-e similarity of breed on one side by having all the cocks alike. We
cannot teU you what the breed wiU be unless we knew the hens you keep.
As a rule chickens take more after the hen than the cock.

Wart Under Hen's Eye (J. H.).—If it is productive of no inconveni-
ence we should take no notice of it. II otherwise, it might be burnt with
caustic ; or if small at the roots it might be cut off.

Sprinklfng Water on Incubating Eggs {Harriet].—The eggs require
to be sprinkled with water once in the day (the morning is the best tirne),

for ten days before hatching. If the weather is very frosty it should be
done immediately before the hen goes on them after feeding. Half the
failures in hatching are to be attributed to the neglect of this precaution.
They do not want artificial heat, but at this season of the year they
require to be in an outhouse sheltered from draughts, and the flooring of
which is of earth and dust. They require high feeding, and it is well to
give them a meal by candlelight at eight or nine o'clock, as the nights
are so long. The chickens soon begin to look for it, and come out at the
first glimmer of light. They should have beer to drink.

Comb of Cochin-China Cock (W. H. Q.).—There is no fixed size for
the comb of a Cochin-China cock. The essential points are that it shall
be perfectly upright and correct in shape. We never saw a Dorking comb
on a Cochin cock ; tlieir shapes are essentially ditferent. and the Brahmas

I

have pea combs, which are never seen on Cochins. Wherever the combs
1
are overgrown they show signs of turning over behind, and such are dis-

I

qualified. Most of the prizetakers at Birmingham have been successful
I exhibitors for years, and are themselves too good judges to send faulty

birds.

Ladies' Pets {A Lover of the Country).—I see no reason why yon should
not indulge your desire 'or some Pigeons; and if you procure some of

the tamer varieties, as Fantails, Trumpeters, Jacobins, Nuns, &e., they
will not be Ukely to leave your place, especially if yon have more than
one pair. Of course, as pets you will provide them with comfortable
board and lodging, and there isno reason to consider they would in :iny

way prove a nuisance. A Jay may be kept tame in a cage and taught to

talk, but Jays are very a2>t to be mischievous if allowed their liberty.

CoUared Turtle Doves would roost in your trees, and if tamed before they
were let out would make very interesting pets. Bantams are very pretty,

and would do well in your ornamental grounds ; but if you fear them you
might have Plovers if your grounds are enclosed.—B. P. Brent.

Goldfinch Mule with Indurated Skin (if. BedweJl).—I have ex-

amined the bird seut. I think rape seed injurious to cage birds from its

pungency ; but whether it would affect a bird in the manner yours is I

cannot say. Round one eye. down the back of the neck, and along the
shoulder of one wing, the "skin is denuded of feathers, white, hard, dry,

and granulated ; at the back of the neck was a tumour of a white cheesy-
looking substance as large as a pea. When Uving at Bessel's Green my
fowls were mostly attacked in a similar manner, and Ducks would not
live long with me. I attributed it to some mineral in the water, it having
a gi-eenish tinge, and the soil being what geologists call the green sand
formation.—B. P. Brent.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Address {Rev. H. S.).~li you enclose a stamped envelop

full direction we will send the address you aek for.

your

POULTRY IVLOIKET.—Janu.uiy 7.

We have had an anomalous week. There is always a temporary dearth

after Christmas ; but this year we have had snow enough to impede com-
munications, and this has diminished our small supply. It has caused a

rise that will not be maintained.

ds d. a.

Large Fowls 3 6 to 4

SnoIIer do 3 8

CLickens 2 6 3

Geese 6 7

Ducks
, Pigeons 10 1

6 Partridges 2
Pheasants S

Grouse
Hares 3
Rabbits 1

Wild do

d
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smooth, and the latticework is close enough to allow of a person
walking over it in safety, the woodwork occupying about one-
half of the area. On this floor, to which access is gained by a
door, green or wet Hops are often laid quite a foot thick, and
the moisture they contain is driven off in about ten or twelve
hours, seldom more than the latter, as such kilns are kept
going night and day, and two loadings in the twenty-four hours
are expected. Allowing a little for loss of time in putting on
and taking off the Hops, ten hours may be said to be required
in drying a mass quite a foot deep by means of the fire kept on
below, the heat passing np through the coarse hair-cloth and
through the mass of Hops lying upon it.

One of the modes of .applying lire heat to dry the Hops is

by means of what is called the cockle system, being simply
a cast-iron box of about a cubic yard in capacity, which is

turned bottom upwards inside the heating chamber, and has
the fire underneath it. There is in one side of the box a very
small hole for the escape of the smoke, which afterwards tra-

verses a flue passing round the chamber, and finally enters a
chimney. There are dampers at proper places to check the
fire burning too briskly. The heated metal, the fire being in-

side, or rather underneath the box, gives off the heat that dries
the Hops, and cold air is admitted from the outside, and passes
over the top of the cockle. This mode, as will be seen, resem-
bles in a great measure the Pulmaise system, and I need hardly
remark that any kind of fuel is available for such a heating
contrivance ; it has, however, all but gone out of use for Hop-
drying, few kilns being now erected on this principle, and in
most of the older ones open fires have been introduced. In
their case the fireplace is raised a little in the middle of the
heating chamber, and merely consists of bars a foot or so from
the ground with a little brickwork surrounding them, and for
about a foot higher. Directly oyer the fire, and about halfway
between it and the drying iloor, an iron plate, about i feet

square, is bung by a chain to the kiln fioor ; this, receiving the
upward current of heat, spreads it all around, and at the same
time prevents any danger of the centre of the floor taking fire.

Coke, charcoal, and Welsh coals are burnt—not common coal
or wood, as the smoke from either would be objectionable.
The heated air from the fireplace in passing through the

mass of wet Hops dries them by degrees from the bottom to
the top ; and to encourage a stronger upward current of hot
air various means have been adopted. With this view open-
ings in the outer wall at the bottom are general, sliding shutters
being provided to close them when required. A few years ago
a patent was taken out for a plan in which a number of cast-
iron pipes were carried iu a slanting direction from the bottom
of the outer wall to the top of the fire. The pipes lying in this
position, and their ends being open, it was considered that the
heat acting on the upper ends of the pipes would cause the air
which these contained to ascend, and that its place would be taken
by air from the outside, entering by the lower end. This plan
had many advocates for a time, and the principle was highly
spoken of as affording a certainty of a greater volume of heated
air being driven upwards than by the means previously in use

;

but these advantages seem to have been more imaginary than
re.al, for during the last year or two the plan has in many
cases been abandoned, and the simple method of allowing an
open fire to collect its own air to heat and send forth in the
best manner it can has been again resorted to as the most
simple and effective means of drying Hops. Ceiling's patent,
as the invention alluded to is called, has, therefore, fallen to a
considerable extent into disuse.—J. Ron-son.

(To be contiaued.)

ADMITTING AIR TO TINES.
In a recent communication I made a few remarks, founded

on experience, on the formation of Vine borders. I will now
advert to a subject which is of as much importance in connec-
tion with Vine-growing, and that is ventilation. It has been
ably discussed iu The Journal of Horticulture already, but
the more it is brought into prominence the more will its im-
portance be appreciated, by young gardeners especially.
As soon as Vines commence growing iu the spring they make

rapid progress, and require unwearied attention until the Grapes
are perfectly ripened and perfect in flavour. If the latter are
not both there must be somctling wroug, and no cultivator
ought to be satisfied until he arrive at some definite conclusion
as to the reason of it. If the evil is in the borders no amount
of attention to ventilation can remedy that ; but if the borders

are not in fault, perhaps the ventilation may have something
to do with it. To be successful in anything requires a great

amount of patience and careful attention to the most minute
particulars ; but more especially is this the case in gardening.
A quarter of an hour's inattention in the early months of the

year will do more mischief than can he remedied iu the course
of the season. It is in the early months of the year that the
gardener must be watchful, and especially so in regard to Vines.
Judicious ventilation is of the utmost importance to them.
When vineries are of the lean-to description it is seldom

that there is any means of ventilation provided in the back
wall of the house. Now 1 think this is a mistake. In wet
weather the lights cannot be drawn down, and the front sashes
must be opened instead; but if means of ventilation had been
provided in the back wall it would have been better to have
afforded a little air there. I have gone into a vinery in a dull

drizzly day, and it was easy to perceive by the closeness of the
atmosphere that none of the ventilators were open. The lights

had been drawn up on account of the rain, and the person iu

charge did not think it of consequence to open the front sashes.

Now, if ventilation had been provided in the back wall, and the

ventilators had been opened a little in dull weather, it would
have kept the atmosphere pure without materially lowering the
temperature. In a house 30 feet long, four spaces 18 inches
long and 6 inches wide would be sulficient, with a board in

each to hang on centres, and all to open at once with a rod and
lever. If a fine wire netting be fixed over the outside it will

prevent the ingress of all insects, check the force of cold cur-

rents of air, and still admit enough in dull weather.
I have often experienced the benefit of opening the venti-

lators a little very early in the morning. I like to take advan-
tage of that period of the day to thin the Grapes before the

sun rises high and becomes troublesome. I put on a little air

before commencing operations, at the highest point of the
house generally, by drawing down every alternate light about
2 or 3 inches, and by this means the atmosphere is insensibly

changed, and no oppressiveness is felt, which certainly is the
case when no air is admitted. As the sun rises the thermo-
meter will also rise rapidly, and more air must be admitted

;

but a watch must be kept for the cold cutting winds which are

so prevalent in the spnng mouths, for the berries are some-
times injured by cold draughts, especially in their young state,

while the foliage is apparently unaffected.

There is also much to be gained by judiciously husbanding
the sun heat, especially by shutting up early iu the afternoon.

I think it well, also, to have the hot-water j)ipes or flue at

nearly a uniform heat, excepting, indeed, in very severe weather,
when the temperature of the house must not be too low. I

would rather see in a cold frosty night the temperature 5° lower
than usual, than the pipes overheated to raise it to the required
point. In many cases enough pipes are not put in at first

;

and for the sake of an extra first expense an ultimate loss is

incurred, more fuel is wanted, and the plants are liable to be
injured by the fumes from overheated pipes. In a house
IG feet wide there ought to be six rows of four-inch pipes

—

that is, if the Vines are to be forced early, as half of that

heating surface would keep the frost out if the Vines are only

intended to start naturally, without the aid of heat artificially

supplied.

I may also allude to a circumstance connected with some
young Vines planted here in the spring of 1864. It happened
that with some of the sorts to be planted I was unacquainted,
and if on bearing they were found to be unsuitable they were
to be removed. Some of the others were not intended to be
permanent ; so that by planting a permanent Vine between
those which were not to remain I could in the second sea-

son train a young rod up from each tide of the permanent
Vines, to be ready to take their places in the autumn of 1865,
when the first crop was cut. I found that where two rods were
trained up in that way the main or central rod was stronger

than in the case of the Vines which had only one rod, and I

believe it had as many roots as any two of them. If I had the
opportunity I would like to plant a vinery, say with room for

nine Vines 3 feet apart, in this way

—

2 1 2 2 1 '2 2 1 2
1 representing the permanent Vines not to be cropped the first

season ; 2, those to be cropped heavily in the second season
and then to be destroyed, while two young shoots must be
trained up from each of the permanent Vines to supply their

places. Thus there would be six Vines to bear a crop the

second season after planting, each of which would carry from
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9 to 12 bnnchea. In the third season after planting the per-

manent Vines would be able to carry a crop of twelve bunches

each. They would, I have no doubt, support double that

number ; but it is better to crop lightly at first, as the young
rods will have to make wood that season.— J. Douglas.

NOTES ON SOME VARIETIES OF THE
POTATO.

As planting time is approaching, in fact come, to those who
have warm nooks and corners, allow me to state my experience

of some of the leading kinds. Being located in one of the best

Potato-producing districts, with a soil that can hardly be sur-

passed for producing them to perfection, I have thus had an

opportunity of growing, seeing, and proving many kinds under

favourable auspices ; and I have paid attention to the subject

for nearly half a century, collecting materials, very hetero-

geneous I must say, on the management, cause of disease,

and preventives, enougJi to supply an editor with clippings

and anecdotes for several years ; but as the cattle and Potato

plagues have alike set all our knowledge and writing at

defiance, and proved one nostrum after another useless, I shall

not vex you with extracts from my Potato hihlinthiquc, but give

a list of sorts and their qualities as proved here (Somersetshire),

on a fine, deep, sandy loam—a soil never too wet nor too dry.

1. T17ii(c Clumpcr first, as being our great staple produc-

tion here, and a sort that resists the disease better than any

other kind that I have tried. The crops of it have been extra

fine this season ; and I have heard the growers say, that al-

though they lost one-third by the disease, yet they had a good

average crop left. This kind also keeps well until late in spring,

or, in fact, till the early kinds come in. It is a good-flavoured

sort, and boils dry, but having a yellowish tinge when cooked

it does not look so well at table.

2. Grammar.—K red Potato, very like a Forlyfold, a great

cropper, and was cultivated largely at one time in this neigh-

bourhood, but having proved watery in the heart when cooked,

it has been abandoned. I think this is the sort called Gram-
part about London.

3. Forti/fuld Earhj.—Our best early and best second early

sort ; white, mealy, and nicely flavoured. It requires a rich

soil to grow it to perfection. It is, par excellence, my favourite

Potato. When the size of a marble you can cook it, and it will

prove dry from beginning to end. It is rather subject to

disease.

4. Forty fold Late.—Exactly like the Early in colour, quality,

and flavour, but is the best late-keeping sort I know. It is

very subject to disease, on account of growing so late in the

season. Perhaps the same as Covent Garden Blue.

5. York Recent is unsurpassed for dryness and other

qualities. It comes in early, keeps late, and is fine all the

year round. The Dahnahoy planted alongside of it proved to

be the same. The seed was procured from Messrs. Lawson and
Son, who sent it out under the new name. The seed had
been evidently grown in that fine Potato district that lies be-

tween Musselburgh and Dunbar, on the Firth of Forth.

They looked a tine improvement on the Regent, but cultivated

together I could see no difference.

6. Patterson's Victoria.—This has proved here to be one of

our best kinds, and apparently an improved Regent of a flatter

form, more like a Lapstone. It is mealy and excellent, finely

flavoured, and a great cropper. It grows late, and is therefore

subject to the disease ; one-third of mine perished. This is

just the sort for " Solanum," it grins through its leathery

jacket in fine style.

7. Fluke.—Now so well known that description is useless.

Its thready appeai-ance when dressed is its only fault.

8. Mona's Pride is an early sort any one might be proud
of having raised. Early, prolific, dry, and of fine flavour, I

think it the best of the Ashleaf familj'.

9 and 10. Salmon Kidnei/ and Red AMeaf have been here

famous croppers, but only second-rate in quality.

11 and 12. Royal Asldeaf and Imperial Asldeaf are two
worthless sorts when compared with others ; the names are

the only thing either Royal,or Imperial about them.
13 and 14. Teleyraph and President are very good pig Po-

tatoes, and, like 11 and 12, the names are their best recom-
mendation.

15. Myatt's Prolific.—A first-rate second early, mealy, and
finely flavoureJ. Produces good crops.

IG. Napoleon.—A fine mealy Potato, fit for a Prince's table.

17 and 18. Dean's Early Ashleaf and Dean's Royal Prolific

seem very good, but I have not seen enough of them yet.

I'J and 20. PaUerson's Blue Round and Seedling Rock are

both so like others—viz., Jersey Blue and White Rock, that I

cannot see any difference. The last is, however, a fine Potato,

and does remarkably well in this locality.

21. Handxn-orth Prolific.—The most dwarf Potato I know,
and the earliest. If its other qualities were equal to those,

it would be first-rate as an early sort. It might be improved
with Early Fortyfold.

22. Cvford Early.—This is designated by one of your adver-

tising friends as " the best Potato out," and I endorse the

opinion so far as to say that it is one of the earliest, one of

the dwarfest, and one of the handsomest of its race ; it is also

mealy, but yellow-fleshed—a great drawback with many people

who prefer showy, laughing, mealy kinds, as " SoiANnii" says,

tempting you to eat them.
I have stated my experience with a few kinds that I have

tried here from time to time, and described the kind of soil

they were tried upon. "D.,"of Deal, would have added in-

creased value to his article, page i(J2-3, Vol. XI., had he told

us the sort of soil his is, which I suppose is a good one, being

near the sea.—J. Scott.

P.S.—On the morning of the 3rd, thermometer at 17' ; -ith,

thermometer at 12° ; 5th, thermometer at 10°. Snow G inches.

One o'clock, thaw going on fast.

GARDENERS' EXAMINATION FOR HONOURS.
Wr- are now enabled to give the list of the successful candidates

at the recent examinations of the Royal Horticultural Society,

and it is very encouraging to see so many of the young men
who presented themselves come olif so well as they have done.

Although this is the first examination of the kind the Society

has held, it shows how large a per-centage of the young gar-

deners of the present day really devote their time to the ac-

quirement of a thorough knowledge of their profession ; and it

is also evidence against an opinion, which was becoming some-
what general, that the young gardeners of the rising generation

had no aspirations, and that the race of the Paxtons, Spencers,

and Thomsons was rapidly becoming extinct. We are informed,

judging from the papers sent in, all of which were more or

less liighly creditable, that if these examinations become pei-

mauent, we may look forward in future years to having a

much larger number of educated and high-class gardeners in

the country than we have ever had, and we shall know also

where these are to be found. We hear, also, that even those

who failed on this occasion gave such evidence of better things

.as to leave no doubt of their success on a future occasion.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, on the report

of the Examiners, elected, on the 8th inst., Mr. K. C. Kingston,

Royal Gardens, Kew, and Mr. George Stanton, Berry Hill

Gardens, Taplow, M.aidenhead, to be Associate Members of the

Society. A medal has also been awarded to Mr. G. Stanton for

the highest number of marks in practical gardening.

The following certificates have also been granted—viz.

:
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VINES AND VINE BORDERS.
I THINK Mr. Wills has entirely misuinlerstooj my motive in

asking for further details respecting tbo Vine borders at Huut-
royde. It is not often that any gardener has the opportunity
of doing what Mr. Wills proposes to do, and h.aving begun the
culture of the Vine on a large scale without any practical
knowledge of the subject, I thought Mr. Wills would be able to

say whether I ought to be satisfied with the growths my Vines
have made, or whether I could have doubled their growth if I

had gone to greater expense in forming my borders.
In the account I gave of my Vines (page 421), I omitted to

say that I allowed many of them to bear fiom one to three
bunches each. Where three were left two were on side shoots,
and the other on the main shoot. These bunches were well
coloured and ripe in the early part of September, four months
from the date of planting.

If Mr. Wills had followed my example, and given a fair

statement of the cost of the proposed Vine borders, including
brickwork. Hags, hot water, air-shafts, &c., I should have been
much obliged to him ; and I can see no reason why my desire
to know more about these Huntroyde Vine borders, which,
when completed, will contain nearly 3000 cubic yards of com-
post, should induce him to regard me as a foe or a grumbler.
That the compost described by Mr. Wills will grow very

good Grapes I have no doubt, from the fact that the Vine
grows vigorously in all soils and in all countries, from the
shores of the Baltic to the Peak of Teneriffe ; in the strongest
clay, as well as the poorest of sandy and gravelly soils.

The finest young Vines I ever saw were growing in or-
dinary garden soil a few miles from Tirlemout in Belgium.
The valley of the Garonne has no advantage in soil over the
valley of the Medwny. Will Mr. Wills say why Maidstone has
not its vineyards as well as Bordeaux ? If luxuriance of vege-
tation depends more on soil than climate, why should not the
Castor-oil Plant be grown in England as well as in Italy, or
the Sweet Chestnut ripen its fruit in our woods as well as it

does in the south of France.
I assure Mr. Wilis that having made a section of his borders

in accordance with the description given in his article of the
16th of Oclober, I am not likely to forget anything about
them, and I am only waiting for the particulars as to cost which
I have asked for to complete my notes for future reference.
Notwithstanding Mr. Wills's explanation about the nine-inch

layers of his border, I am still unable to see what benefit
336 pecks of soil will derive from 1 peck of bones. " The ex-
pense is not so great to gentlemen." I am surprised that a
writer of the Journal should forget that many hundreds of its

readers are gentlemen without " a piece of land from which the
sods can be cut," and whose purses are unequal to the demand
of " ten guineas a-ton " for bones. I shall always be ready to
exchange information with Mr. Wills, either about Vines or
the soil and climate proper to grow them in, but only so long
as he is disposed to discuss the matter in friendliness and
candour.

AVould Mr. Wills really be so very much astonished to see
an "article by Mr. Thomson, or any other gardener endowed
with a moderate share of common sense, advocating such a
barbarous system of Vine culture " as that mentioned by your
correspondent " Vitis? " If so, why has he not already given
utterance to his indignation at the barbarity of shutting up
a Vine in the mid-season of its growth in a mean tempera-
ture of sr for Hftmburghs. and 85° for Muscats? Mr. Wills
must surely know that this temperature, in which the " pro-
prietors of villa residences who are not supposed to employ
scientific gardeners" are recommended to grow them, is wholly
unnecessary. Is Mr. Wills's silence to be attributed to the
benefit he has received from the application of the author's
styptic to the bottoms of his Pelargonium cuttings ?

If we were to follow the -l.'jth degree of south latitude from
the coast of the Bay of Biscay, making little excursions for a
few degrees north and south of that lino till we come to Astra-
chan or the Caspian Sea, we should pass through countries
possessing great diversity of soil, but almost eijual summer
temperatures, and nearly the same annual rainfall. In these
countries, with 23 to 27 inches of rain annually, and a mean
summer temperature of 70° to 73° Fahrenheit, the Vine grows
and fruits well even without cultiv.ation. In Mr. TLomson's
tre.<itise it is recommended, "By the time the bunches are in
bloom " to "let the night heat be 70°," to allow a rise by sun
heat to 80°, and to shut the lights early enough to raise the
thermometer to 90°. In growing Muscats it will be right to

increase these temperatures 5°. Does Mr. Wills know of any
country where Vines have to endure a like heat at the period
of their bloom ? Is he aware of the rainfall necessary to
countries having so high a temperature? The lower valley of
the Niger has a temperature in the beginning of the rainy
season of 74° to 80°, rising in the month of September, as
the rains decrease, to from 70° to 84°. The annual rainfall is from
G to 7 feet, and this is more than doubled by the river, which
in its rise of 28 feet in perpendicular height brings down an
immense volume of water at a temperature of 80°, producing a
luxuriance of vegetation never seen in the home of the Vine,
but which delighted the sight of your correspondent " A
Surgeon " in his visit to the home of the Oil Palm. The Vine
seems to be veiy much at home in the lower valley of the
Volga. The rainfall and the temperature during the summer
months are about the same as in the south of France, the heat
perhaps a little higher, and the Grapes as fine as any in the
world. The mean summer temperature is 72°.

I do not say that Mr. Wills will not do yery well with his
borders. I believe Mr. Thomson has grown good Grapes in
the heat he recommends ; but I do say the heat of the one
and the soil or compost of the other are wholly unnecessary for

the growth of Vines. I hope in time to be able to prove they
are equally unnecessary for the growth of Grapes.—H. S.

PSIDIUMS.
In answer to your correspondent " G. S.," Psidium Kaddii

requires a stove to bring it to perfection, it is th^u superior to

P. Cattleyanum. I am under an impression that " G. S." has
not P. Kaddii, as I am not aware any nurseryman has it true
in this country. " G. S." states, " There are two varieties of

P. Cattleyanum, the fruit of one being spherical, and the other
somewhat Pear-shaped." This assertion shows how careful

people should be before they make a positive statement ; for

the one is P. Cattleyanum, which attains a height of from
15 to 20 feet; the other, P. chiuense, which averages from
6 to 8 feet. They are equally hardy, and great bearers.

Psidiums as yet have not had that attention paid them they
deserve, as they are equally useful at the dessert and for jelly

;

and it must be borne in mind that those which appear least

grateful to the palate make the best jelly.

The Psidiums which I cultivate are—1, P. chinense ; 2, P. di-

chotoma ; 3, P. aromaticum ; 4, P. acre; 5, P. pomiferum
;

6, P. Kaddii ; 7, P. pyriferum ; 8, P. Cattleyanum
; 0. P. mon-

tanum ; 10, P. cuneatum ; 11, P. arai^a; 12, P. araracja^ean
;

13, P. sp., a large purple kind. Nos. 11 and 12 are Por-
tuguese names, and very distinct. I consider the best four

of the above to be—1st, P. ara(,'ai;ai,'ean ; 2nd, P. Kaddii

;

3rd, P. pyriferum; 4th, P. aromaticum ; but all are useful,

as they come in at various times.

I imported the above, as no depeudance is to be placed on
purchasing ihem true, even if they can be obtained at all.

Casimiroa EiiULis.— I See the above-named plant advertised

by a London nurserym.in, giving a flaming account of its capa-

bilities of adapting itself to various situations. It may exist

in the west of England in a sheltered situation, but it requires

a stove to grow it in perfection, when it becomes a large bush,
having numerous Apple-shaped fruit. The fruit are very pala-

table, and liked by some, but must be used with caution, as

they are liable to produce lethargy, which lasts some time, and
is difficult to shake ofi.—Raedii, FcteTborough.

THE CH.\NNEL ISLANDS' FIG.

I AM obliged to " G. S." for recalling this matter to my mind.
There is no doubt whatever that he is right in stating that the

common Channel Islands' Fig, so largely exported of late years,

is not identical with the Brown Turkey Fig. I consider our
Fig by far the finer, and the more valuable of the two, and it

might be worth while for English market-growers and others

to cultivate tliis sort more extensively. It has been known in

these Islands for a very long period, and I should like to know
when it was first introduced at Tarring, as it is cultivated there

at present, and under what form of training and pruning it

thrives at that place.

For my own part I believe that if the Fig tree be not closely

summer-stopped, it would be best to leave it unpruned alto-

gether, cutting clean out any useless shoots. Here the growers

spread it out over a low platform of poles, and thus expose a

large surface to the vertical rays of the sun. Many young
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BhootB, of coarse, assnmo a vertical position, but the crops are

so enormous that they prevent any gross production of wood.

Nothing is done but thianing out these verticals. Of course

nothing grows underneath the tree, but then this causes the

soil to remain unmoved—^an essential matter with most fruit

trees.

In seeking to identify the Channel Islands' Fig with the

Brunswick, Tarkey, Del'Archipel, or that capital sort Black

Genoa, I sometimes thought the last identical with ours, but

the ultimate decision must rest with Dr. Hogg. Let any one

read through the chapter on Figs in the "Fruit Manual," and
he will be possessed with increased respect for the care which
has produced it.

It was with pleasure that I saw " G. S." had turned his

attention to this matter; but why call our Pig the "Com-
mon Purple?" Why not " Channel Islands' Fig," considering

its antiquity and increasing culture '! May I, in the name of

many here e.xpectant, request a verdict?—T. Breuaut, Giicni.teij.

STRATIFIED VINE BORDERS.
In page 22 your correspondent " A G.iRDENEB" considers it

"exceedingly presumptuous" in mo to offer any remarks on
Mr. Wills's system of making Vine borders. Alas ! poor me,
and " J. S." and " H. S. !

" what assurance we must possess to

approach a subject treated on by a Jupiter ! for evidently Mr.
Wills, although I am sure entirely innocent of it, is so con-

sidered by " A Gakdener." I saw and described a vinery and
a Vine border, both of which I thought of high excellence and
great simplicity. If your correspondent had also gone, and
had exercised his eyes and his reason, he could have enlightened

us as to any defects in the Bishop Stortford system. My motive

for writing the article was that I hoped it would awaken some
of our clever gardeners as to the feasibility of making Vine
borders as Mr. Miller has done ; in fast, I wished to know the

opinion of some clever observer as to the merits and demerits

of the system. I described as well as I could what I saw. " A
GiKDENEE " merely gives us his opinions ; one of them I know
to be fallacious :

" The roots of the Vines (in an inside border),

would go down not only many feet, but yards." Now, I know
from long experience that the roots of Vines are most easily

kept to the surface if they have annually surface-dressings.

In a very sensible article (page 7), by Mr. J. Douglas, I am
supported in my views on this subject.

Why the roots of Vines planted in a border inside should
the second season find their way through the floor to a depth
of 9 feet, as described by " A Gardener," is something very
remarkable ; there must have been something wrong at the

surface. I know this is " presumptuous " on my part, but I

can only refer to Mr. Miller's border, wliich I have no doubt
will be copied by hundreds, who will not dread being " led sadly

astray," as your correspondent fears. The truth is, what has
been done aud found good will be imitated; and so sound
knowledge spreads, iu spite of clever and fluent writers, which
but few of us gardeners are ; still, what we know we should
endeavour to make known, however homely the style.

There are many good things in Mr. Wills's articles, but his

stratidcation I cannot understand—a homogeneous border seems
so much more in accordance with Nature and common sense.

How Mr. Wills can command the roots of his Vines to finish the
food in one layer before they seek it in another (see page •tV'.i),

I am, I confess, entirely at a loss to conceive. To say to roots,
" This is your food for 1867, in 186S you may take the next
layer," is something perfectly new. If they were sentient

beings, and could understand the word of command, all would
be well ; but roots are eccentric, as described by "A Gardener,"
and I have no doubt would refuse to obey the dictum of e?en
our most clever Grape-grower, Mr. W. Thomson, whose book
all should read. The only method I have found fully success-

ful in commanding the roots of Vines is by light, rich, summer-
dressings, so that in the course of the summer the surface of

the borders and the pots in which my Vines are grown is a
perfect network of roots all running to be fed. This, not only
with Vines, but with all other fruit trees, is the most perfect of

all modes of culture ; it is practised most undoubtedly by our
good gardeners, but as yet not nearly so much known as so valu-

able and simple a mode of culture ought to be. " The million "

ought to know that the surface of a fruit-tree border, or the
surface round an isolated fruit tree, should never be stirred

more than from 1 to 2 inches iu depth, and only then if the
soil be stifi aud inclined to " bake " in summer, and that it

should have annually in April a rich light dressing from 1 to

2 inches in depth. Tliis opinion, I fear, your correspondent
" A Gardener " will think " presumptuous." So be it.

In writing and thinking about inside borders for Vines, it

has occurred to me that Grapes, Melons, aud Cucumbers are

all natives of climates very different to ours. There, Grapes
ripen freely in the fields and hedges ; there, the Melon and
Cucumber are equally at home. Now, we should think a gar-

dener a very original cultivator if he planted his Melons in the
cold soil outside his Melon-frame, and trained the young fruit-

bearing shoots under the glass ; he would have to whistle for

his Melons. It is true that the ligneous Vine roots bear the
cold and moisture better than those of tho Melon ; but the
reasoning for outside-border-malcing for Vinos rests the same;
it is, in fact, perfectly illogical in theory and practice.

In his second jiaragraph "A Gardener" seems to think
I am poor and ignorant, and that I ought to have humbly
written to Mr. Wills for advice under my peculiar circum-
stances. I fear I must sport a piece of brag. My experience
dates long before that of Mr. Wills, and my puise is strong

enough to allow me to spend £1000 on a Vine border without
inconvenience if I felt inclined.

—

Vitis.

ARE AIICUBA BERRIES POISONOUS"?
During the late severe frost I allowed two robins to live in

my large greenhouse, where I have two Aucubas with ripe
fruit. My attention has just been turned to the beautiful
berries, and I found something had eaten oS the pulp from the
seed, and wondered what it could be. I thought a mouse
had taken the brilliant morsel; but, on inquiry, my young men
had found one robin dead in the path, and a post-mortem ex-
amination proved that it had been poisoned by eating the
berries of the Aucuba japonica.

It is well that the greatest care slo lid bo taken to keep these
most beautiful and brilliant berr'es from children or inex-
perienced persons—so tempting, yei so fatal. Being at present
but little seen or known, yet likely to be produced on one of

our most general, most attractive, and ornamental shrubs, it is

necessary to promulgate this caution, to prevent, if possible

farther more unhappy results. — Jabez J. Chater, Gonville
Nuneries, Cambridge.

[This is a timely note of warning ; but it is not qnite proven
that the berries are poisonous. What becume of the other
robin ? Might not the cold, or fighting, for robins are most
pugnacious, have killed that found on the path ? It is very
desirable' to give some of the berries to other birds and animals
which will eat them, and thus prove whether they are poison-
ous.

—

Eds.]

EFFECTS OF THE INTENSE COLD.
As you invite your subscribers to let their experience be

Icnown through your Journal, I venture to speak of mine
during the late intense cold.

I live on Eaiiswood Common, Eedhill, thoroughly exposed
to the south aud south-west, partially sheltered from the north
aud east, situated on the clay, and lying low.

I have a good many Laurels, and upwards of 250 trees
of the best varieties of Eoses. The thermometer on the .Srd

was at 4° about 12. .SO a.ji. It sank much lower I believe,

but I did not register it, though I know it was below zero at
a friend's in the neighbourhood. This is the result ; Laurels
are all bronzed, though not killed outright. Eoses are all

right, except Pavilion de Pregny, which seems much pat out
by the frost. Madame Furtado, supposed to be tender, I
believe to be very comfortable and unharmed ; Rushton Bad-
dyffe as well as any. Isabella Gray aud Marechal Niel
(mother and child), grow in the south side by side. Is-obe!la

is much cast down, and looks wrinkled aud aged ; Marechal
Niel looks as well as he can possibly do ; and yet both
were unprotected, except by a little litter at the roots. The
trees arc all newly planted. Moiret, Comte de Paris, Devo-
niensis, Homere, Du Luxembourg, Louise de Savoie, and
Narcisse, all against the hou«e facing the south, se?m happy
and well-to-do enough. At this I cannot hut rejoice, as I was
reared in the beUef that Teas cannot stand 32' of frost. Of
course I cannot say whether their blooming will be affected,

but if this depends on the condition and appearance of the wood
at present, I do not think they will disapprint me. I can let

you know this if you care that I should. I shall hope to see
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the experience of others in the next Number of the Journal.
—A. B. A.

[We shall be mnch oblifieJ by the future notes you offer ; and
Tve shall also be obliged by notes from other correspondents on
the effects of the intense cold.

—

Eds.]

NOTES OF AND ABOUT ROSES.
{Continued irom patfc 3.)

3. FnExcn Roses with English Names.—When a French
grower obtains a good Rose from his seed-plots, which, accord-
ing to his own estimate of it, he describes as " Variite extra,
superhe, tres hellc, rrmayquahle , liors liijne," &c., it is, of course,
offered for sale as soon as a stock of it has been propagated ; but
it is too often the case that others inferior to it in all points, and
therefore not desirable, are sent out with it, coupled with the
flattering but deceptive descriptions for which the French lan-
guage affords gi-eat faciUties. This is an especial failing of an
eminent Paris nurseryman, which cannot be otherwise than
detrimental to his reputation ; for although we are indebted to
him for some of the best Roses in cultivation, his best produc-
tions have been, for some years past, invariably accompanied
with others that have proved worthless and disappointing.
There is an old French proverb which runs thus—" On wit d'lin
autre (ril que ne voit aon prvclmin." If we loosely interpret
this to mean " Each one takes his own view of the matter,"
and accept it as a truism, we must make allowance accordingly

;

but there remain some obstinate facts, such as were shown in
the previous communication.
Many of these inferior kinds have English names attached

to them
; they are, therefore, sure to attract attention in this

country. There can be no wish to depreciate the politesse of
onr French friends; we readily acknowledge the distinction
they pride themselves on, of being the most polite people in
the world; but can we receive with a good grace compliments
that have a tinge of the ridiculous, and, as intimated by one of
onr oldest rosarians, accompanied with an " nrrierepensce,"
connected with the sale of the varieties to which we find honoured
and respected names affixed, but which on trial we cast aside
with a feeling of vexation, or something stronger ?

A perusal of the French lists for the five years, lS(31-.5. will
afford sufficient evidence of this. From them I glean the
following, with the names of the raisers :

—

KfSES. MISrE.
James Dickson Eugene Verdier.
Richard Wraith
Mrs. Charles Wood "

.lames MitchelUMoss)
"

John Cranston (Moss)
George Paul '

'

'

"

John Nasmith
"

Souvenir de William Wood V.'.V.
.'.'.

"

Rushton Kadclyile !!!..!!
"

John Keynes .
'.

'*

William Bull '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
"

I am not certain that M. Eugrne Verdier is the raiser of the
last two

; he had, however, a share in the " edition."
Robert Fortune Ducher.
Princess Aliee
William Paul [['Ill]]] Guiiiot pere.
Mrs. Freeman
Souvenir do Ladv Eardley .'!.'..".'.'!!!!

"

Mrs. William Paul Charles Verdier.
John Fraser (Moss) Granger
.John Standish. Trouillard.
Reynolds Hole
Mrs. Standish !!!.'."!!!!!!]!

"

The last two I believe were sent out by Mr. Standish.
Peter Lawson Thomas
John Veitch ;;;;;; Lcveque ot ms.
Kev. H. Dombrain Margottin.
JohnWaterer Portemer.
Arthur Young (Moss)
Henry Mnrtiu (Moss) !!!!!!.*!

"

Viscountess Douglas '.V.'.V. Gonod.
Deuil de Prince Albert "

."

"

Lady Emily Peel .'.'.'.'.'..'.'
Laciiarme.

Charles Wood Portemer fils.

I have taken the liberty of substituting the dear old Saxon
" Mrs.'[ for Madame, believing that the worthy ladies repre-
sented in the above hst, being Britons, are not ashamed of their
native laud.

Of the thirty-one above named three only are in Mr. Kad-
clyffe's list of the best Roses—viz., Mrs. Charles Wood, Mrs.
W. Paul, and Rushton Eadclyffe. Tbe last, although worthy
of the place assigned to it as a ffrst-class flower, is, to my great

regret, a failure here from defect of constitution, and, like
Gloire de Santenay, Furtado, and Franvois Lacharme, must be
given up in soils not naturally suitable for Roses.

It would be an injustice to omit any honourable exception to
the majority of the French Rose-growers as regards the num-
ber and quality of their productions : M. Charles Verdier has
sent out but few Roses from his establishment, bat these have
in nearly every case proved to be of great merit. Besides Mrs.
W. Paul, above mentioned, we are indebted to him for Duchesse
de Caylus, Vicomte Vigier, and Francois Lacharme, as noticed
in the previous paper ; his announcement of Paul Verdier for
the next season may, therefore, be anticipated with some de-
gree of confidence.

Of the remaining twenty-eight varieties there are three others
that may be considered deserving a place in the rosery, their
habit and colour being good ; but their form is not up to the
standard now raised so high by such flowers as Lord Macaulay,
Chabrillant, Senateur Vaisse, Madame Victor Verdier, Duchesse
de Cavlus, and others. These are .John Keynes, Charles Wood,
and Viscountess Douglas ; the last is surpassed by others of
its colour.

The others can be disposed of in a few words. Peter Lawson
is fine of colour, but too often shows a yellow " eye." Mrs.
Standish is a pretty light rose, but uncertain, and only opens
well in favourable seasons. Reynolds Hole is a pardonable
mistake ; let us hope that our amiab.le and respected rosarian
may soon have a lopresentative wortby of him in the Queen of
Flowers, to whose interests he is so loyal and true.

Bourbon Roses are not in very high favour as a class, always
excepting Malmaison, Acidalie, Baron Gonella, and to which
may be added, with a slight qualification, Louise Margottin, or
Madame de Stella, Celine Gonod, Sir Joseph Paxton, and Rev.
H. Dombrain, the last two being the best of their colour' in the
class with English names, or any name.
Moss Roses are too rarely seen either in the garden or on

the exhibition table; yet, what more beautiful than the old
Crimson and its variety called Lanei? In tbe above list are
five Moss Roses. Is there any one between Land's End and
John o'Groat's house who knows anything about them ? It

woiild be a waste of space to offer any comment on the others
given in the list, although they represent names most distin-

guished in English horticulture.

i. NosiENCL.O'UEE

—

Abcse OF Tekms.—It is quite reason-
able that the raiser of any new variety ot flower should assign
to it such a distiuctive name as his fancy or interest in-
clines. Generally the appellatives given to English flowers are
well-selected and short ; for, undoubtedly, short names are the
best and easiest to be remembered. When we turn to the
nomenclature of French Roses we often find the opposite of
brevity, in some instances no less than six words being used to
designate a single variety. We cannot complain of the grand
array of princes, dukes, duchesses, marshals, generals, and
other high and mighty personages when they represent known
and distinguished individuals ; but we do stumble over such
appellations as Souvenir de la Reiue d'Angleterre, Triomphe
dela Terre des Roses, Souvenir de Bemardin de St. Pierre, La
Baronno Pelletan de Kinkelin, and which when uttered by those
unacquainted with theFrench language haveaverj'odd and even
ludicrous effect ; still more so the contractions very often and
naturally applied to those lengthy designations for which our
French neighbours appear to have an especial aptitude. I know
of an instance whicli afforded me much amusement when it

occurred. An honest, hard-working, but somewhat illiterate

gardener in this neighbourhood, whose ideas of orthography
are rather misty when any departure from the strictly phonetic
principle is observed. Labels his Roses for his own and others'

recoguilion. When the name is copied from a catalogue all

goes on rightly enough ; but a catalogue not being always at

hand, our friend is left to the resources of his own memory.
Some very curious derangements are the consequence. The
instance that amused me was the well-known General Jacque-
minot, which was marked General Jaek-me-uot, the syllables

being distinctly separated. It is very usual to recognise that
Rose about here as " General Jack," Charles Lefebvre as
" Charley," and Jules Margottin as " Old Jewels." Mr. Rad-
clyffe knows similar cases, I believe. What Xavier Olibo will

become it is not easy to guess, unless, as "D., Deal," conjec-

tures, " Holybones."
These cases are simply absurd, but not altogether unnatural,

nor inexcusable. Much more deserving of notice, in my
opinion, is the abuse of a term that has now been many years
applied—I mean the teim Perpetual, as used to designate what
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is DOW the most important section of Rosea as distinguished

from Bourbons, Noisettes, and other Hybrids. It has been
more than once correctly remarked that this term is an abused
one ; then why perpetrate it :' The word perpetual not only

does not express what the Rose is, but also it is not the

equivalent for tlie word the French use—viz., remontant. Now.
the word yi'inmitant does express, as nearly as it is possible

to find any word, the idea intended to be conveyed ; but as

we have no equivalent English expression for it, it is worse

than ridiculous to make a floundering attempt at translating

a word which admits of no translation. The usual proce-

dure in such cases is to adopt it ; there can be, therefore, no
more impro|iriety in designating this particular section of

Roses litmontant Hybrids than in calling a fiddle a violin.

The French themselves make no attempt to translate such
words as "jockey," " shunt," "wagon " (with one

.'/J,
" milord,"

A'C, although these words contain letters and sounds the very

opposite of their adopted orthography and pronunciation. In
the same way we accept such phrases as sano-froid, aidc-de-

€amp, beau-niondt\ &c., in their original signitication, without
essaying to render them into English.

Upon the ground of common usage, then, I venture to sug-

gest that the terra Remontant Hybrids should be substituted

for the incorrect " Hybrid I'erpetuals."

—

Adolphus H. Kent,

{To be continued.)

ICE CELLARS.
I NEVER knew until I read Mr. C. Short's communication

that it required any great care te keep ice in an ice-well, where
such a well is high and dry, provided you put in the ice when
it is in pretty good order.

I have to keep ice in what were the cellars of the old man-
sion. There is a lake running close up to the passage door,

and the water rises within a few inches of the fioor. The
ground about the cellars is also very wet and boggy. The
walls are what I call dry walls, being built without cement or

mortar ; and the roof, a span, is of slates. The height from
the level of the ground to the top of the roof is G feet, and, in

fact, there is more roof than cellar. Any one accustomed to

ice-keeping will at once perceive that it is very difficult to keep
ice in such a place. Do what I would, or rather the men, for

I allowed them their way, the ice always dwindled down to a

few barrowfuls by .^.ugust, and we never begin to use the ice

before that time.

I ought to liave stated that we have three doors to the cellar,

and that the passage is 20 yards long. Any one can imagine
the draught of au- that rushes towards the ice when a man un-
covers those three doors and runs up and down the passage
twice or thrice with a basket of ice to till his barrow outside.

I asked the men it they never covered the slates or roof.

"No," said one, "for the water would lodge in the roof and
make it damper than it is." "Do you not till the cellar up to

the top of the roof with ice ?" The answer was, " No ; only
level with the top of the cellar, otherwise we cannot get the
straw in.

As the ice always diminished so much by August, I thought
it was time I had my own way; so last year I had the small
cellar fiUed up to the top of the roof on the 5th of March with
the worst lot of ice I ever remember carting. I then had the
roof covered outside with Is inches of soil. I opened the well

early on a frosty morning in April, when the ice had sunk a

little, and gave it a good soaking of water, which froze as it

was poured in, and then covered up well with straw. The re-

sult was I had a better supply out of one cellar than I ever had
out of two before.—T. Elcome.

Crystal Palace.—There appears to be every probability
that the portion of the Crystal Palace which was destroyed by
the calamitous fire on the .Sflth ult., will speedily be restored
to its original perfection. The shareholders and season-ticket-

holders will, it is understood, contribute largely to this object

;

and a movement has been originated by Mr. Francis Fuller,

one of the founders of the Crystal Palace, to promote a public
subscription in aid of their exertions. He believes that 1,500
persons can be readily found to subscribe or collect £100 each,
which would suffice to restore a building which may be said to

be of national importance, and which has so greatly tended to
the refinement and social progress of the people. Many offers of

snias of this amount have already been received ; an influential

Committee is being organised, and it cannot be doubted that
all classes of society will cheerfully contribute, according to

their means, to accomplish the desired object. M. Elondin
has addressed Mr. Fuller, expressing his deep regret at the loss

which the public have sustained, and his desire to give, as his

contribution, two gratuitous performances on the high rope in

the Crystal Palace, in aid of the Restoration Fund, which will,

in all probability, produce a considerable sum.

THE nOYAL HOnxiCULTURAL SOCIETYS
E.\HICrnON AT BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition at Bury St.

Edmunds in July promises to be a great success. Chiefly

through the exertions of Mr. D. Fish the guarantee fund
amounts to more than £1160, and the special prizes to nearly

£260. The schedule of prizes will now soon be issued. They
vary from £7 to £1 for stove and greenhouse plants in small
numbers—from six to tw'elve specimens, so that the classes of

competitors may be very inclusive. Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Gloxinias, Achimenes, Liliums, Petunias, Ferns, cut Roses,

Pentstemons, Delphiniums, Fruits, ttc, are all to be exhibited

in small numbers for the same good reason.

The special prizes are as folloiv :

—

£ 5. d.

Royal Horticultural Society of London, for Palms and Fine-
foliaged Plants 25

The Ladies of Bury, for Orchids, a i"20 gold cup and oue
ofi'S 25

The Town of Bury, for Ferns, threocups,fl5,£10,andi-7.. S3
Ditto, for Lycopodiuuis 5 5
Ditto, for the best window plant grown by a cottager, a

silver watch 3 3
The Borough Members, for best and second-best Hand-

bominets for Ladies, U guineas and 4 guineas 10 10
The Kev. Frederick Clieere, President of the Bury Horti-

cultural Association, for an Essay on the Diseases of

Plants 10 10
Eye Horticultural Society, for the best '21 Roses Grown by

au Amateur, a Member of any Horticultural Society
in the County of Suffolk 10 10

Woodbridge Horticultural Society, for the best 12 Picotees
Grown by an Amatetu: 5 5

Stowmarket Town, for the three heaviest bunches of Grapes,
agoldmedal 10 10

Ipswich Town, not decided 25
Thetford Town, not decided 10
Sufl'olk County, not decided 26 a
Suffolk Gardeners, for the best 12 Roses Grown by a Suffolk

Gardener 7 7
Ditto, for the best 12 Seedling Variegated Pelargoniums . . 5 5

The Proprietors of the Gardenerit* Chronicle a silver cup,
value £20, for the best Collection of Fruit and Vege-
tables—namely, of Fruit, any Five of the Following
Eight Kinds, one dish of each—Grapes, Melons (two
Fruits), Strawberries, Gooseberries, Currants, Cherries,
Raspben-ies or Apples (of the Crop of 18ij6) ; and of

Vegetables any Eiglit of the Following Fourteen Kinds,
one basket or bundle of each—Peas, French Beans,
or Scarlet Runners, Broad Beans, Cauliflowers, Cucum-
bers (brace). Summer Cabbages, Early Carrots, Turnips
Artichokes, Onions, Spinach, Rhubarb, Potatoes, or
Mixed Salading. Open for competition amongst all

Comers 30

The Proprietors of The Jocrn.4l of Horticulture, for the
two best Desserts, consisting of not less than Seven
Kinds of Fruits of 1887, arranged as for the Table, com-
bining Quality of Fruit with Taste of .Arrangement.
Opeu to Gentlemen's Gardeners and Amateurs only.

Two First Prizes of the Value of 10 guineas each 21

A'-S.

—

Only one of these Prizes can be taken by the

same person,

Mr. Samuel Barrett. Hardwicke, for the best Collection of

Yegettibles Grown by a Cottager, a three-guinea watch 3 3

For the best Kept and Cropped Allotment, 1^ guinea

;

Second ditto, 1 guinea 2 12 6

£258 6

There are also numerous prizes for cottagers' plants, fruits,

cut flowers, and vegetables.

PL.\NTING PEAR TREES.
I HAVE to thank " T. R." for his criticism of my paper on

Pear culture, and beg to assure him and your readers there is

an error of mine, or the. printer's, at page 460, of No. 299.

"Holes 9 feet square should be dug, •to.," should read " Holes

equal to 9 square feet should be dug, &c." The difference,

then, between the holes which I recommend and those advised

by " T. R." is not very material. " No hole in any cultivated

garden," writes " T. R.," " need be more than from 3 to 4 feet

in diameter, and 20 inches deep," and these dimensions, I may
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add, are twice as \vide and deep as I find necessary for plant-

ing orilinary-sized trees, such as those obtained from nurseries,

when the gruimd lias been properly trenched ))reviously to

plantinp. la trenched ground, all the hole that need be made
is one wide enough to admit the roots without turning their

points up, down, or aside against its sides ; and it is deep enough
if it allows of the fibres being covered with 3 inches of soil.

If " T. E." finds a hole 20 inches deep necessary to plant a

Pear on the Quince stock, I must say he plants much deeper

than I do, or his ground is of that uncultivated and unprepared
character as to require holes " 9 feet square " in addition.

" T. K.'s" other objection is to covering the junction of the

stock and scion with 3 inches of soil, for this, "as fully

pointed out in your columns last spring, pages 180, 193, leads

to injurious consequences, for, besides placing the tree by far

too deeply in the soil, it induces the putting forth of roots from
the graft, by which the effect of the Quince stock in giving

fertility is destroyed." Who, last spring, pointed out the in-

jurious consequences of covering the junction of the stock and
scion with soil ? " T. 11.!" His conclusions based solely on
his having some Louise Bonne Pears on the Quince rooting

from the part of the scion covered with soU, the trees ceasing

to be ijroductive, which would lead to the inference that Pears

on the Pear stock arc not so fruitful as those on the Quince
stock. Now, I have trees of the Louise Bonne on the Pear
stock, that annually produce heavy crops of fine fruit ; and we
have scores of trees, both on walls and in the open ground, on
Pear stocks, producing an abundance of fine fruit : hence it

follows that the Pear on the Pear stock may be fruitful. I

thought that the one great merit of the Quince, as a stock, was
in giving early fertility to the Pear, not greater or more ex-

tended fertility than the Pear stock'; but, if I understand
" T. R." aright, a Pear rooting from the part covered with soil,

it being worked on the Quince, ceases to be productive, to which
he should add. Unless the tree is not to be kept so dwarf and
stunted as it was before, and the soil is not favourable to the

fertility of the Pear on its own roots. In my soil it does not

in the least matter whether the Pear tree be fed by its own roots

or those of the Quince ; once it commences bearing it con-

tinues to crop well afterwards, and can be kept very dwarf by
a moderate amount of summer-pinching. The soil is a rather

light loam, about 15 inches deep, on gravel. On heavier and
deeper soil the Pear tree may root so deeply that the effect of

the Quince in giving fertility may be destroyed, for the Quince
has a more shallow disposition of roots than the Pear : hence the

tree rooting from the graft will have a tendency to wood growth
rather than the formation of fruit-buds, the good ofiices of the

Quince in giving a more dwarf growth being destroyed.
" T. B." accepts as proven that a Pear tree covered with

soil above the junction of the stock and scion does root from
the latter. I must allow that I have seen that ; but I cannot
admit that it invariably occurs, for with some kinds of Pears

it is the exception rather than the rule, and is in most soils a

tardy process, though in some it may be general ; but such I

have not found, and I have had experience of Pears on Quince
stocks in six different soils and situations.

When I find Pear trees on the Quince, with the junction of

the stock and scion covered with soil, rooting from the graft so

freely that their bearing, health, and longevity are interfered

with and impaired, I will gladly make a public recantation ; but
until then I must be excused covering a very ungainly swollen

junction, and exposing no part of the stock to the drying influ-

ences of the sun and air, but using it as a root-forming, conse-

quently food-collecting, medium. In the meantime '• T. R."
will, perhaps, inform us whether budded trees root as freely (or

at all), from the Pear as those that are grafted, and how soon
rooting may be expected to occur after the junction is covered

with soil. I have my own particular experiences on these

points, and reserve myself for confession at a fitting time and
place.

" T. E." concludes with a recommendation. I may do so

likewise ; and it is—Should those having Pear trees on Quinco
stocks, with the swollen junction hidden by soil, perceive them
making an undue amount of wood not to be restrained by sum-
mer-pinching, lift these in autumn and plant them, after

searching carefully for roots from the Pear where covered with
soil, removing these, if any, so that the soil will reach only to

the swollen junction, and the trees will be as fruitful as ever ; and
if your soil is not unfavourable to the Pear, care nothing about
the roots from it, for no tree lives so long, is so healthy, or so

well fed as by its own roots ; also to gain fruitfulness, plant on
a raised mound, by which the roots will be kept near the surface,

and one of the main advantages of having trees on Quince
stocks will be secured.

Finally, though my stock of " Pear trees, old and young, on
Quince stocks," is not equal to that in " any other garden in

Europe," I have had sufficient experience to prove that I re-

commend a iiiund, but I should not feel justified in considering

it " the only sound method of culture." Others have a right

to their conclusions, and experience is fully entitled to weight.

—G. Abi'by.

OUR VINES.
(Continued from jmijc 25.)

Foe a long time we had looked forward to the fruiting-year

with great interest. Should we really have Grapes ? W^ould
those fine buds develope into bloom, or spend all their energies

in leaf and cane ? We could but wait and hope ; but we waited
with an eagerness only amateurs can feel.

Our Vines broke in March, all but Lady Downe's, she put
forth shyly as if only half knowing what she meant to do ; but
then it did not matter much, for we knew she was a rampant
grower and took long strides. To our impatient waiting it

seemed as if the blossom would never show itself. After weeks
of anxious, almost hopeless inspection, the bloom made its ap-

pearance, at least what we thought would turn into bloom—

a

round hard lump, like a great Cob nut, covered all over with
minute excrescences. Out of this lump we supposed the

bunch of Grapes would come ; but day after day we looked in

vain for any sign of progress. If there was any growth it

was all internal, did not manifest itKclf to our closest ob-

servation ; and yet the Vine was not idle, the work was going
on though we saw it not. After long waiting these little ex-

crescences seemed to part from each other, and form stalks

or stems of their own, so that as time passed the contour

of the future bunch was fully shown. But, then, were these

the very berries to enlarge into the future Grapes, or simply
the flowers which must first open before the fruit could foiTU ?

In our ignorance we did not know, could not make out. We
had grown Vines for years at South Field, or rather the gar-

dener had, yet could not remember ever having seen them in

this stage of growth. To be sure our pomological curiosity had
never carried us so high. AVe wearied ourselves trying to find

out from books, sought long, but the bit we wonted we could

not find. Cousin Herbert said the " whole lot of gardening
writers were donkeys ; they wrote for themselves so that they

might tell nothing but what was already known." Our Vine
doctor laughed and said, " Some things were so simple people
never thought to write about them" However, the question was
settled, the bloom had not yet opened, and it must do so before

any fruit could be.
" It is my firm opinion there never will be any fruit," said

Cousin Herbert.
" Well, I always said the Vine border was much too rich,"

said Uncle Tetley ;
" as George says, you will grow plenty of

coarse leaves minus fruit."

"I do not reckon much on what George says," said papa;
" he is amazed at your success, and is afraid your Vines will

one day be better than his own. As for the Vine border being

too rich, what i^ it when they bury dead horses in it ?
"

" Disgusting in the highest degree," said Aunt Margaret ;
" I

would never eat another Grape as long as I lived, if I thought

that was the usual practice."
" Not very pleasant certainly to any one troubled with sugges-

tive ideas," said Cousin Walter.
" But, what is to be done ?" said Cousin Herbert. " I would

not like to be without fruit this year. We have waited long

enough, never mind the canes whether they be thick enough;

or ripened enough, or strong enough, only let us have fruit."

" Never mind what people say about your border," said our
Vine doctor very quietly. " 1 assure you it could not be better,

and I dare venture to say you will have half a score bunches
on every Vine. What is the good of putting yourself into such

a state, and keeping me in a perpetual fever by your doubts ? I

am half afraid I shall go over the line yet. Put on a little

more heat, do not open quite so soon, and shut up earlier, and
you will have fruit, fine fruit too, this year. The bloom wants

"a little petting to open, not that the flowers are very brilliant

or very fragrant, they are neither the Glory Pea of New Zea-

land, nor Stephanotis. It is only the after-results that make
the bloom of value."

So Uncle Tetley would not have the house opened until much
later in the day; indeed, he would not have it opened- in
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the least unless the day was very sunny ; and we were not sur-

prised when, a week or two afterwards. Cousin Walter came
running in, sajiug, "The Vinos had the red spider; all the

high-up leaves were all but coloured with them." What was

to be done ? We dare not syringe for fear of the bloom, which

was just opening.
" Sweep them off with a little brush," said Janet.
" You could almost as soon empty the sea with a bucket,"

said Cousin Walter.

So there was nothing for it but letting the two grow together

for a time. When the berries were once fairly set we could keep

down the insects witli syringing ; but the red spider turned out

to;be only brickdust, to our great joy and Cousin Walter's an-

noyance.
During May the bloom opened, but the berries set slowly

;

they seemed to have a predisposition to twirl and twine them-
selves up, and we had our fears lest they should run right off

into tendrils, as they had done the year before. Again we hung
np our little weighted bags on the bunches and tried to keep
them down, but to our great disappointment much of the

bloom dropped off, leaving only a bare twisted stem.

After all our fretting and worry we had a great deal more
fruit, every one said, than we onglit to have had the first year.

The berries when once set enlarged rapidly, every week there

was even measurable difference in the breadth and length of

the bunches. There was no looking back now, they pushed on
as if vieiiig to outdo each other—went at the rate tired horses

go when their faces are set homewards. The number of

bunches had to be lessened ; on several of the Vines they were
growing too near each other. Cousin Herbert said " he would
thin them." I am sure his heart ached the while. It seemed
a cruel thing to cut away the very good we bad waited for so

long.

After this there came the time of thinning out the berries.

A pair of scissors was bought for the purpose. Cousin Herbert
commenced, but soon gave up, saying " the operation was too

delicate for his thick fingers." Papa said, " he would send
George over to do it for us." Kate and I declared " the berries

should go unthiuued first, wo would not have him ! one pro-

fessional was enough to work under." Then Cousin Walter
would try, but he cut away right and left, without ever thiak-

ing or looking what he was doing; taking off whole shoulders

at one snip, or a nice cluster of berries that had ample space

to enlarge in. It was too much trouble to pick out the poor,

little, thin, crowded berries clustering away out of sight behind
the big ones; "Besides," he said, "it was not fair play, let

the dwarfs have a chance of becoming giants." Then Aunt
Margaret would try, but she pricked, and bruised, and cut them
in all manner of ways. The " syrup" Janet called it, but it

was more akin to vinegar, dropped upon her peach-coloured

dress and stained it. " I cannot think how it is Kate, dear,"

she said, " but I am always cutting the berries instead of the

stalks." Then Uncle Tetley would try, and he chose a sunny
day for the performance, and very sunny it was, the glass

standing up at 80°, though every breath of air was let in that

could be—doors, and windows, and ventilators wide open. Poor
Uncle Tetley did not do much—ten minutes and he was done
for, and more than half the time he spent rubbing the per-

spiration from his red face with his white handkerchief; he
puffed, and sighed, and finally threvr down the scissors, and
rushed out into the cooler fresher air, exclaiming, " Every man
to his trade, I would rather pay a gardener £5 a-week than do

that. It's murder complete ! I believe, Margaret " (for, of

course. Aunt Margaret was all sympathy), "I am so melted I

shall never stiffen again."

Then Kate and I did what we could in some fashion or other.

We tried to do it in white kid gloves, for Janet said every berry

we touched would be injured, but our hands became hot, and
the gloves so stuck to them we could not move our fingers, so

were obliged to tear them off. It was neck-breaking work and
very hot, though we chose the coolest time of the day, and
did not do much at one time. " I am not sure, Maud," said

Kate, " which is best or worst, these vapour-baths at sunny
midsummer, or lonely vigils iu cold, and dark, and dust in

midwinter."
All went on well for a few weeks, then the Vines, or rather

the berries, seemed stopped in their progress, as though they

had received a sudden check, or something or other which had
frozeu-up their energies, not that they appeared to be ailing or

growing bad, they were simply standing still. It might be

they were resting after their long hard work. The rest was
long enough to awaken oiu- fears. We had heard of Grapes all

at once ceasing to grow and never ripening. Surely such a fat^

was not coming to ours '? There was nothing for it ; we must
read-up again our old books, and find out the best thing to do
under the circumstances. At last we decided that a syringe
in warm water every afternoon when shutting-up was the best

remedy. Perhaps we followed this too closely, for it brought
on what George called a fatal disease. Many of the berries

were covered over with small specks of brown. These specks
spoiled the smooth uniform greenness of the berries, even if they
did not lead to anything worse. George called it the mildew
or mould, and said it had come with the " absurd practice of

syringing late in the day. I tell you what, Miss, they never
will be good for anything, and Mr. Herbert may cut them all

off at once and carry them away. If ho do not, the canes
will be infected."

" Whatever it is, I am sure it is not mildew," said Kate,

when I told her what George said. " There is no mould or

fungus about it. Why, Herbert can take it off with his pen-
knife, and there is no mark left on the berry underneath."

" Then you do not think I need fetch up the wheelbarrow
yet," said Cousin Herbert.
"Not for the mildew," said Kate. " I am afraid we are

going to have something worse. Several of the bunches on
Lady Downe's are shanking."

" Shanking ! Dear me, how learned we are !" I said. " Pray
what does that mean?"

" Why, the stem or shank dries up so that it will not feed

the berry, and then the berry becomes wrinkled, gets less

instead of bigger, and never ripens."

Here was a real grievance we all went in to see, for Lady
Downe's was a general favourite. Four of the bunches had an
old, dried-up, shrivelled look, it was very possible all the others

might becorne so. What should be done ?

" I think, Kate, we had best cut them off at once, they are

not at all respectable-looking," said Cousin Herbert.
" No, wait a bit," said Uncle Tetley, " they may improve.

In my opinion they are only scorched by the sun, they look as

if they were pinched of water."
" They seem to be always ailing," said Janet, you cannot be

managing them right."

After this there was nothing for it, we must send tor our-

Vine doctor, we could not rest without. Janet said he would
laugh at us and Cousin Walter, that we were " very silly, for

it might turn out to be nothing after all."

" Well, I dare say we can get over both these troubles," said

Kate, "better than losing our fruit."

So he came, and very gravely looking round exclaimed,
" What is the matter you should send for me all this long

way •? You will drive me mad yet. I see nothing amiss with
them."
Then we pointed out the shanking and the brown spots.
" Why, the fact is just here, you girls want to do things

better than other peojjle. Did you ever know any one rear

chickens without losing at least fifteen per cent., and I assure

you few people can grow Grapes without some going wrong.
Every flower that opens will not set into a berry, the Queen's
own gardener could not make it ; and every berry that sets

will not grow to its full size ; and every full-sized berry will

not always ripen equally to the same depth of blackness. As
for Lady Downe's, she is rather given to shanking, and then,

perhaps, we have let her have rather too much to do. She is

a fast worker, and yet that is no reason why she should be put
upon. You see she has twelve to fifteen good sound bunches
left."

" Shall we cut off these unsightly ones and so relieve her?'

said Cousin Herbert.
" Well, no. I am not sure it would. Y'ou see the Vine has

got over the pull and the strain, and is now ready for the down-
hill work, and yet they do not look well."

"But, then," said Aunt Margaret, " what is this on the
berries ? My brother's gardener thinks it is the mildew, and
that it will destroy all the fruit both for this ye<«' and next."

"Nonsense, it is no such thing; it is caused by syringing

with water that has stood in an iron cistern. It is rust from
the water settling on the berry ; aud, indeed, you must not
syringe any more, for these berries are coming to their full

size fast, and will soon be "showing colour. You must be very

careful for the next two montlis ; water your plants as little as
possible, aud then early in the morning; keep a warm, dry,

airy house ; if it rain or be windy do not open, but when the
sun shines open freely as much as you can ; if a cloud go

over and it is cold, close all up again."
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" That is certainly a great deal of trouble to be constantly

running in and out, always looking for wind or rain-cloudi;. I

am sure a gardener could not do that," I said ;
" some of bis

work might be mowing a lawn half a mile away."
" Well ! But if to grow as good Grapes as any in the land is

his hobby, be will take care bis work at such hours of the day

is not even half a (juarter of a mile away. That is where many
gardeners miss it—they will not give the thought and trouble

necessary ; they will give work, hard work too, but not thought.

Never you mind the trouble. Miss Kate, it is only for a time
;

give them plenty of fire on dull, cold, wet days, and plenty of

Iresb air on clear, warm, sunny ones, and }-ou will have lirst-

rate ({rapes yet, though your poor Vines have had nearly every

malady under the sun."

So once more we sailed out into smooth water, our Tines

grew and flourished ; the bunches enlarged, they were tied-up

by the shoulders, opened out, and made the most of, and there

was a bright glow of health about them as though they had
passed through all their troubles and were the better for it.

Lady Downe's seemed to carry her fifteen bunches (for we had
cut away the ill-looking ones), with regal pride. It seemed to

be no effort to her to do it, she might have done more and not

suffered in the least. What great, round, fleshy, plum-like

berries they were, growing out of a thick stumpy-kind of stalk !

It was a sort of impulsive Vine, this Lady Downe's, making all

its growth by fits and starts ; and when the colouring-time came
the berries presented the oddest, strangest appearance, just as

if they had been dashed at here and there with a black-paint

brush, a regular daub with fine splutters all up and down over

the green. These black patches increased until all the berries

were dark. Aunt Margaret said " they looked as if the sweeps

had been in during the night shaking their soot-bags."

Then the Black Hamburghs, they coloured as they had
grown, by a slow but sure process, never having to turu back,

for they never made a false step. Uncle Tetley said "they
did their work by the day, not by the piece, and it did not seem

to matter a great deal whether they did much or little." They
changed gradually from a deep green to a pale, delicate, Bohe-

mian-glass colour, becoming darker and darker as the weeks

passed until they were coal black.

Then the small round berries of the Beeves' Muscadine

formed themselves into small round bunches, changing very

little in colour as they ripened, brightening up, but not much,
as they took the last faint tinge of yellow. Then the Muscat

Hamburghs, with their long, slender, oval berries, making long,

slender, oval, most graceful, most exquisite bunches. There

was sparkhng brightness about them, reminding one per-

petually of the poet's line

—

" A thing of lieauty ia a joy for ever."

The heavy berries hanging on their slender stalks seemed like

transparent bags into which some invisible hand poured

coloured nectar, drop by drop, every added drop shoeing a

deeper colour, and a higher tide-mark, until the little bags were

brimfull. With pleasure not unmixed with wonder we watched

their onward growth. If we had spent idle time before, we
spent much more now.

—

Maud.
(To be continued.)

VINE BOEDER COMPOST.
I THANK " Faik Play " for noticing my incomplete quotation

from Mr. Pearson's book. I feel that I ought to have said

some kinds of green turf, etc. I had been reading Mr. Thom-

son's book, and thinking that his method of preparing turf was

much better than using it green, as recommended by Mr.

Pearson. Mr. Pearson is always honest in all he says and

does, and I have no doubt that he has found his turf to be good

even when used green, as the fine loamy pastures in his neigh-

bourhood give a turf of first-rate quality. I happen to Uve in

a district in the south where green turf is a most dangerous

article to emplov, as that from hght calcareous pastures is so

full of grubs, from those of two or three species of cockchafers

to those of different species of Tipula, that the roots of all trees

and plants are soon destroyed if it is used in a fresh state.

I once planted some young fruit trees on some light cal-

careous soil which had for many years been a pasture, think-

ing that by turning in the turf I should not have occasion to

nse any manure ; the trees suffered fearfully, grubs without

end, aided by wireworms, having barked and cropped the roots

to a great extent, hence my condemnation of green turf as a

portion of any compost, for inexperienced persons might visa

it and suffer as I have done. Mr. Pearson is quite right in

recommending his fine green turf, but I think a caution should
have been given.

—

Fouwabds.

PEAR CULTURE.
{Continued from page 27.)

Borders and Soil.—The borders for Pears should equal in

width one-half the distance apart at which the trees are planted,

and should in no case be less than 12 feet wide. For trees

upon the Quince the border may be ''> feet less in width than
for those on the Pear stock.

In depth the border should not be less than 2 feet, nor ex-

ceed 21 feet. In all cases it should be well drained ; and where
the subsoil is of a cold wet nature, in addition to draining

there should be a concreted and rubble bottom—that is, the

bottom should consist of a layer of rough gravel or lime rid-

dlings 3 inches thick, rammed quite hard, then of another
layer of lime liddlings half the thickness of the first, and made
as hard as a barn floor ; and lastly, of another thin layer of equal

parts lime riddlings and fine gravel, made to the consistency of

thin mortar and rammed h.ird after it has stiffened. In this

way a barrier will be formed through which the roots will not
pass; and 9 inches of rubble upon it will afford free drainage

for the water passing through the soil, add to the warmth of

the border, and check long sappy growths, which are never
productive of fruit.

When it can be obtained the top spit of a rather strong loam
is the soil to be preferred, and if the turf be taken with it no
manure need be applied. Where the soil is of a light nature

one-fourth cool manure may be added—cowJung is best. The
border should be drained to a depth of not less than 3 feet, and
where the soil is of a loose nature one drain along the front, or

4{ feet from the walk, will answer; but where the subsoil is

adhesive there should be a drain 1 toot from the wall, and
another 9 feet from it outwards towards the walk, both running
parallel with the wall. These drains should have proper falls

and outlets, and be formed of three-inch drain-tiles.

Fig. 1.

The ground in all cases should be trenched to a depth of

2 feet, and, where the soil will allow, 3 feet is not too deep. If

a proper border, which is always the best and cheapest in the

end, is to be mnde, a layer of sods may be placed on the rubble

;

and the earth, as it is brought, should be placed with the gi-ass

side downwards, till 9 inches or a foot higher than the depth

desired, so as to allow for s'ettling, the amount of which will be

equal to about one-third of the depth of soil. The soil should

not be trodden upon, more especially if the ground be at all

wet, and the worst time of all to make fruit borders is when it

is so ; dry weather ought to be chosen.

In wet soils and cold situations much may be done towards

rendering the soil drier and warmer by raising the border.

Unfruitful trees are chiefly those in borders not properly

drained, and where no attention has been paid to preventing

the roots going down too deep ; but if these borders had been

raised, well drained, and shallow, and if means had been taken

to prevent the roots going down, the trees would have been

fruitful and healthy. Where the subsoil is of an adverse
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nature— that is, wet or sandy, the place where the tree is

planted should be made quite impenetrable to the roots in a

downward direction. They have a disposition to go down by the

wall, and that may be prevented by concreting a space equal

to 3 square yards by the wall where the tree is to be planted.

The concrete should be quite close to the wall, and about 1.3 inches

from the surface. Some place a flagstone or slates immediately
under the tree by the wall, and this to some extent prevents

the roots going down, and induces them to spread themselves
through the border.

Fig. 1 will serve to illustrate my views as to borders where the

soil is heavy, the subsoil retentive of moisture, and the situation

low and wet, subject to spring frosts, as low situations usually

are. To prevent the roots going down, the bottom of the border

is concreted at a a, and drains are laid at '/ b b to carry off

superfluous water. < c Is the border 2 feet deep, formed of

rather strong loam, the top spit, without admixture, d Is the
ground level ; so that the borders, <• c, for trees against the

wall, and at <• for pyramids and bushes on the Quince, are con-

siderably raised.

egio

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 is intended to show a border where the situation is

not low nor wet, and the subsoil loose or free, as sand or gravel,

but not free from water lodging, a Is the border trenched

2 feet 6 inches deep, or to the depth shown by the dotted line

b b. c c c Are drain-tiles to carry off water passing through the

soil. « Is a space flagged, slated, or concreted to a distance of

a yard from the wall, 3 yards in length, and 15 inches from
the surface, to prevent the roots going straight down by the

wall into the subsoil, d. Espalier.

—

G. Abbey.

(To be contmued.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The following are from Mr. G. J. Symons and other au-

thorities :

—

MINIMUM TEMrEEATURESDUKING THE FEOST OF JAN0.\RT 2Nn-5TH.

Deg.
Middlesex—Chiswick — 11.0

Bucks—Datchct — 8.0

Scotland—Kells — 8.0

Middlesex—Staines — 7.0
Surrey—Cobham Pyports — 6.8

Berks—Wallingford — 6.0

Stafford—Sugnall Hall . . — 6.0

Mdlesx.—Winchmore Hill — 4.0

„ IXammersmith — 3.0

Surrey—Cobham Lodge. . — .S.O

Berks—Maidenhead .... — 3.0

Oxford—Dorchester — 2.0

SuiToUt—Downham Mrkt. — 2.0

Surrey—Camberwell — 10
Armagh—Ai-magh .— 1.0

Kent—Maidstone 0.0

Hampshire—Laverstoke 1.0

Herefordshire—Leominster . 30

Deg.
Somerset—Street 3.5

Hampshire—Southampton . . 4.0

„ Winchester 4.0

Hertfordshire— Berkhmpstd. 4.6

Surrey—Wimbledon 6.0
Berkshire—Long Wittenham 6.0

Middlesex—Camden Town. . 6.7

Cambridgeshire—Cambridge 8.0

Middlesex—Netting Hill 9.0

Rutlandshire—Oakham 9.0
Devonshire—Exeter 0.0

N. Devon—Stevenstone 10.0
Dorset—Bridpoit 11.0
.Suffolk—Grundisburgh 11.0

Westmeath—Mullingar 11.0
Brecon—Hay 12.0
Norfolk—Norwich 14.0

Dublin— Monkstown 17.0

The old tedious process of skeletonising leaves by slow

decay in water is superseded by the following, communicated
to the Edioburgh Botanical Society: —" A solution of caustic

soda is made by dissolving 3 ozs. of washing soda in 2 pints of

boiling water, and adding 1 J oz. of quicklime, previously slacked

;

boil for ten minutes, decant the clear solution, and bring it to

the boil. During ebullition add the leaves ; boil briskly for

some time—say an hour, occasionally adding hot water to sup-

ply the place of that lost by evaporation. Take out a leaf and
put into a vessel of water, rub it between the fingers under
the water. If the epidermis and parenchyma separate easily,

the rest of the leaves may be removed from the solution, and
treated in the same way ; but if not, then the boiling must be
continued for some time longer. To bleach the skeletons, mix
about a drachm of chloride of lime with a pint of water, adding
sufficient acetic acid to liberate the chlorine. Steep the leaves

in this till they are whitened (about ten minutes), taking care

not to let them stay in too long, otherwise they are apt to be-

come brittle. Put them into clean water, and float them out

on pieces of paper. Lastly, remove them from the paper before

they are quite dry,'and place them in a book or botanical press."

Mr. WiLLLiM KiDD, so generally known as a lecturer

and writer on birds and other domesticated pets, died on the

7th inst. at Hammersmith, aged sixty-four.

An appendix is just published to Pritzel's Icomim Bo-
tanicarum Indcc, a most useful work as a guide to all known
portraits of plants.

WORK FOR THE -WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

On Friday night the 4th inst., we had 35° of frost in Kensing-
ton, with 12 inches of snow on the ground. The Aucubas and
other large shrubs have suffered severely. A thaw occurred on
Saturday, and now that the snow has vanished we can resume
operations in this department. See that the previous direc-

tions are carried out ; if not, take the first opportunity when
the state of the soil will admit. It is bad policy to tread upon
trenched ground when soddened with wet, and the delay of a day
or two will often be found a gain. Beam, to guard against

accidents sow in pots or boxes, or on strips of turf, a moderate
quantity of Long-pod Beans and Early Bcus for transplanting.

Place them in a vinery at work, or other place where there is a
gentle heat, and when about an inch high remove them to a
cold frame, secure from frost, to harden. The value of a little

seed is nothing compared with the loss of an early crop, and if

the weather prove favourable these transplanted crops will

come in as soon as, and very often sooner than those sown at the

latter end of the year. Embrace every opportunity of stirring

the surface about the advancing crops. Oiilnns, sow in a warm
corner for early spring use, and plant out small ones of last

year's growth for the same jmrposo and to bulb for kitchen
use ; the soil should be light and rich. Slialtot.i and Garlic,

plant out in hght rich soil ; draw a small drill, and fill it with
charred refuse and lay the bulbs thereon, but do not cover

them ; they will by-and-by require a shght pressing down.
Sea-lialc, see that the fermenting material about it is not too

hot ; begin in time, and give it a gentle heat, or the stalks will be
as weak as straws. Cover up a succession, taking care to place

pots or a substitute over the crown to keep it apart from the
fermenting matter, for notwithstanding all that has been said

in favour of covering with loaves or ashes, &c., without pots, we
feel sure that nothing will entirely do away with the earthy
flavour which it thus acquires. Manuring and trenching as

fast as the crops are cleared off will still be the principal

feature here ; turn over compost heaps in the frost, and pro-

cure a fresh supply if needed ; make up all vacancies in Box-
edgings, if the weather is open, and turn up gravel walks,
leaving them rough for a time.

FRUIT GARDEN.
If not done in the autumn, prepare and wheel in soil for

fruit trees which are to be removed, or for tilling up vacancies

on the walls ; this, however, is far better done in the autumn.
See that the drainage is perfect. Stake all newly planted trees,

and mulch them whether on borders or in the open ground.
Continue pruning and nailing in favourable weather, and as

fast as the trees on the walls are completed manure the border
and fork it up. The quantity and quality of this manure must
depend on the crops taken from the borders ; it is never ad-

visable to plant any very exhausting crops on them, but we are

aware that in many gardens it can hardly be avoided, and
when this is done fresh soil and manure must be added. We
have a great objection to digging in manure on fruit borders
where the roots of fruit trees can take hold of it, because
we think it causes unfruitful luxuriance, but unless we could

dispense altogether with cropping the borders it can hardly
be avoided. In nailing, lay hold of the hammer in the right

hand, taking a nail between the fore and mid fingers, with the
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head inwards towards the thumb, and a shred between the fore-
finger and thumb ; the left baud will then be at liberty to place
the branch in its proper position, and all the materials will be
ready for performing one operation in the most convenient
manner. Cut the dead wood out of Raspberries; prune Currants,
and, where birds are not destructive to the buds. Gooseberries
also. Scrape moss and lichens off Apple and other fruit trees.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKTATOKY.
Although it is not desirable to shift the general stock of

stove or greenhouse plants for a few weeks to come, yet under
some circumstances a part may require being fresh-potted at
this time. Wheu such is the case, room must be made to
keep them apart from the general stock for a short time after-
wards, as their treatment will be somewhat ditfereut. Most soft-
wooded plants require heading-back or pruning at the present
season, and this should always be performed a sufficient time
before the plant is repotted to enable it to m nke a fresh growth.
It is often necessary, too, with this class of plants to dis-root
them in some measure at this poltiug, and such is an addi-
tional inducement to defer it till the plant hag made sufficient
growth, say young shoots an inch long, to enable it to bear the
operation without injury. Stove plants of similar habit will be
much benefited by bottom heat and a moist temperature till

active growth commences. Thin and tie out the shoots as they
advance. Much of the beauty of plants consists in their having
clean healthy leaves. Attend to the training of plants on
wires and trclUses. Fast-growing plants, such as Tropreolums,
will require looking to frequently. Cinerarias will now require
some assistance in the shape of weak manure water.

STOVE.
Little advance in temperature may be permitted here at

present ; wait for an increase of light, without which any appli-
cation of heat and moisture will be vain. Let 60° without sun
be the maximum, sinking several degrees at night. Endeavour
to create motion in the atmosphere by admitting fresh air in
very small quantities at a very low level. Some of the Ljelias
and Cattleyas will commence rooting, let them have attention
and encouragement. Cymbidium siuense is a most useful plant
for the drawing-room ; it generally flowers about this time,
and the scent is most delicious—equal to the most powerful
summer Mignonette. A thorough search for snails and vermin
should take place previous to potting, and all scale, moss, &c.,
must be cleansed from the leaves. Dry roots of Gloriosas,
and a portion of the stock of Gesneras, Gloxinias, Achimenes,
and other herbaceous stove plants may now be plunged in
bottom heat to start them previous to potting. As the principal
kinds of Begonias will now be showing bloom, they may be ad-
vantageously removed to the conservatory, previously staking
them carefully to preserve their fine foliagefrom being damaged.

POBCING-PIT.
The following plants may be now introduced with every

prospect of success, the plants being in good order :^Fran-
cisceas. Gardenias, Hedychiums, Gesneras, Phajus, Daphne
cneorum, Clerodendrons, Eranthemums, Honeysuckles, Sweet
Briars, Cinerarias, Roses, Lilacs, Rhododendrons, Azaleas (both
Chinese and the common), Dutch bulbs. Acacias, Ealmias, Poly-
gala cbamaibuxus. Pinks, especially the Anne Buleyn, Aloys'ia
citriodora, Heliotropes, &e. It is not meant that these are all

equally eligible for forcing, but that all of them may be forced
if well prepared for the purpose in the previous summer, by
early growth, early rest, and a potful of healthy roots. A day
heat ot 60° or 6.5° will suffice at present, sinking at night to
50° or 55°.—W. Eeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Notes on storing ice will be given shortly ; it will, there-

fore, only be necessary to mention that owing to the rough, wet,
though mild weather commencing on the morning of the 6th,

most of the other work has consisted in cleaning glass, washing
Peaches and Vines, cleaning and moving plants, washing pots,
&c., inside the houses and sheds, and giving all the air that
could be safely afforded to vegetables and plants in cold pits
and frames.

E.Tcliiiling Frost.—Thanks to the covering and the snow,
nothing has suffered from the severe frost, except such as will

be at once referred to, and which, as serving to show how little

artificial heat will keep out a frost not far from zero, may be
more generally useful than giving a detail about different plants,
which would be little else than a repetition of the doings of past
weeks.

We have a long verandah, 10 feet wide, in front of a waU,
with upright glass in front lU feet in height, and roofed with a
rounded canopy of zinc. In this verandah a largo number of
plants, such as Scarlet Pelargoniums, stood until the late

frost. Before it came the plants had to be moved to one end,
and the most tender were taken away ; but there were some
large vases draped with a thick covering of Ivy-leaved Pelar-
goniums that could not well be removed, and at the approach
of frost these were covered over with mats and left where they
were, close to the back wall, to take their chance. Though the
place was kept close, and the air, therefore, still, the frost

through mats and all nearly made wrecks of the trailing white
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, which we partly expected, as hardly
a better radiator of heat could be found than a roof of dark-
coloured zinc. Of comse, in .^uch a dry still place, any frost

could have been kept from plants if they had been deeply
enough covered with dry hay or litter, but it was not desirable

to do so.

Now for the converse, showing what even a small stove, or
some borrowed heat may do in an otherwise unhealed place.

The verandah, of a similar width, is continued for -40 feet along
the end of the mansion ; but here it is much loftier and of a
more architectural character, and is separated by glass doors,
&c., from the part first mentioned. The height of the front,

chiefly glass, and without any protection, is about 12 feet, the
height from the floor to the centre of a low span-roof of thick
ribbed glass being about 15 feet. The roof is concealed from
the outside by an ornamental parapet, and thus the snow lay

on it, unswept by the winds, during the three days of the
severest frost. The back wall was the end of the mansion,
and, therefore, was protected from the cold by fires in the
rooms on the other side of the wall. A glass doorway at the
west end of this 40-feet length, opened into one of these rooms,
in which a fire was burning all day, and say until ten o'clock

at night. The room not being used in the evening, the glass

doorway was opened two or three hours, which would tend
then to heat the air in this part of the verandah. With the
help of the comfortable back wall, and the assistance of this

open door for a time, such plants as Coleus were destroyed, but
some large plants of Scarlet Pelargoniums, about which we
were chiefly anxious, were not in the least touched, and even
some rather large plants of Heliotropes, not very far from the
door, showed no signs of suffering. Such pendant succulent
plants as Nasturtiums were also uninjured. Some variegated

Pelargoniums in vases within a few inches of the glass in front,

unprotected by any blinds, did not suffer in the least. Some-
thing, no doubt, was owing to the dry back wall, with rooms
and fires on the other side, but no chimney in the wall ; some-
thing, also, to the air being dry, and the soil about the roots of

the plants being rather dry ; but the safety is chiefly to be at-

tributed to the door being open between this part of the ve-

randah and the living-room for a few hours. This door, be it

noted, is at one end of this part of the verandah, and, therefore,

nearly iO feet from the other end, which, we may remark, is

chiefly glass, and yet as respects the safety of such plants as

Scarlet Pelargoniums, there is scarcely, if at all, a shade of dif-

ference between one end and the other. This may give a hint

to those who are greatly perplexing themselves as to how best

to ventilate and change the air in their plant-houses. The
above simple facts prove that the opening of a door between
the end of a room and the end of a verandah is capable of

Securing a double circulation of heated and of cold air from
the farther end of one to the farther end of the other re-

spectively, and that this would continue so long as the fire

burned, or the one place was much warmer than the other.

If we were asked if we should be satisfied with such a bor-

rowed mode of heating a plant-place, we would say. Decidedly
not, as there might not always be the same favourable circum-
stances in such a severe frost, and it might not be suitable to be

always fixing on the hardiest plants, and, besides, it is always
best for one part of an establishment to be independent of the

favours or the caprice of another, even as respects borrowing

heat from a room ; and, therefore, when flowering plants are to

be kept in a place all the year round, we prefer that it .should

be independently heated ; but still the simple facts show that

thousands who would have their little glass house attached to

their sitting-room but for the dread of flues, and boilers, and
water-pipes, may accomplish their object by means of a small

stove, or more simply still, by denying themselves the warmth
of their sitting-room, by opening the communication between
it and their pet plant-house during a few of the coldest hoiu'S.

—E.F.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET—jANrAEY li.

Stjppues moderate, and French goods confined to Lettuces, Endiye,

and Barbe ih Cnpucin, with the exception of a few bundles of forced

Asparagus, which is at too high n price to obtain anything but a very

limited sale. Pears now are almost over, and goud dessert Apples are in

request. There have been heavy arrivals of Potatoes, both coastwise and
. by rail, at former quotations.

FRUIT,

Apples i sieve 2
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Cnrrants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. H
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 4
Lemons 100 5

d. B. d
OtoS

18

,

8
10

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

kitchen doz.

Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
P».aspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

TEGETABLES.

8. d. B.

OtoOArtichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

ScarletRun.A sieve
Beet, Red '.. doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts A sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle 2
Cucumbers each 1

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch 3
Garlic lb. S
Herbs bunch 3
Eorseradisli . . bundle 4

2
1

2
2

6
2

1 6
3
S

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.ifc Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley, .doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

8 Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches

Q Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket

I
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel

I

Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

. Vegetable Marrows dz.

B.
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boat, nnil wo can only account for their not having done so from your
keeping them in constnnt growth without affording a season ol dr.niess
or rest

;
or they may not have heen Iniincd suffiricntlv near the Klass to

afford tlie shc.ts a sufflcienfy of liaht and air, of which thev can hardly
have too nmcli. Your PomcKTanate out of doors will only succeed on a
south aspect, and in a warm soil and sheltered situation. Both it and
^acsonia Devoniensis are tender.

Labels tor Fruit Thees IA. /M.-The most enduring labels are those
formed of lead with the names of the kinds of fruit tree impressed or
indented with an iron stamp ahout Imlfwar through the lead, which may
ho that known as 7 lbs. to the Buperlieial foot. The labels should be
J inches long, Ij wide, and have a hole through a shoulder left in the
middle or one side of the label. The label should be fastened to the
tree with stout flexible lead wire, allowing room for the tree to grow. You
wiU require punch letters of the alphabet, and the figures corresponding
to that of the year in which the trees were planted, if you care to date
their planting. Labels of this kind only perish with the lead. These are
the most durable labels we know. Zinc labels are also good and last a
long time, if the names of tlie trees be written on them with proper ink,
which may be made of 1 drachm each .)f verdigris and sal ammoniac
powder, ^ drachm lamp black, mi.xed with 10 drachms of water. The
labels should be made bright by rubbing them with sand paper, then
write the names upon them immediately in a clear bold hand with a
quill pen.

DiPLiDENIA AND AlLAMANDA STARTING INTO GROWTH {M. F.).—YoU
Will now prune them, thinning r.ut the weak and shortening the strong
growths, and when the shoots have grown an inch or two pot the plants
••arefnljy, and encourage their growth by affording plenty of heat and
moisture, but avoid making the soil very wet ; in fact, be careful in respect
to w.iter until the plants recover the potting. Water sparinglv until they
are growing freely. » o . .,

PIHEI.EA DECCSSATA TREATMENT (7,ifm).~The plant uow covcred with
young growth in your stove looking to the north, and being rather dark,
should without lurther delay be removed into a light and airv situationma greenhouse. The shoots you sent do not exhibit Hoiver-buds, but it
IS too early to distinguish them. Thev may form flower-buds, and, if so,
•mil most likely flower during May or June.
Newly Planted Peach Trees (Wcmo).—Your wall being onlv G feet in

height. It IS certain you cannot want growth to any great extent. We
would not, therefore, cut back the trees, but, having a sufllciency of
shoots to cover the wall at 9 inches apart, train them at their full length,
and in spring pineli the side shoots or take out their points at the third
leaf, excepting any that may be required to train in to cover the wall, as
already stated, with branches 9 inches apart All laterals after the first
pmching should be stopped at the first leaf. If von propose to treat them
on the long-pruning system, it may be neeessarv to head back the trees
so as to furnish the requisite number of strong long shoots, and in that
case the strong shoots may be cut hack one-third and the moderately
strong two-thirds their length, and vou must make up your mind to wait
two or three years for fruit; but liv the first plan you will with proper
care be sure of a crop the year after planting.

Camellia Bl-ds Pallino {£. r.l.—We should think the buds fall from
the want of proper support, and attribute it to the roots not being healthy,
or at least inactive. Tlie leaves are probablv scorched through allowing
the sun to shine powerfully upon them whilst wet and immature. It is
not necessary to pot every year, once in three years is sutHoient if the
drainage is good. When making new growths they require an abundant
supply of water, with bent, plentv of atmospheric moisture, and slight
shade from bright sun. The soil should at all times be kept moist, no
water being given until there are signs of dryness.
Amaryllis Adokis {.4n Amnlru,).—rhis will succeed "if started in a

good bottom heat from the beginning of March to 3Iay." Gradually with-
draw the plant from heat, moving it to a light warm greenhouse ; there
place it in the full sun, water plentifully for at least six weeks longer, and
afterwards diminish the supply.

IxiAs, SrAEAxis, and Tulips under Hand-lights (I<;,>m).—The pots of
these, now that growth has commenced, may be removed to a light, airy,
cool gi-eenhouse, or to a cool part of a warm one, affording plenty of air

;

or you may leave them where they are, and protect with mats in severe
weather, giving air when the temperature is mild.

Heating Hotbed lIilrm).~By having a door made to fit closely at a.
as shown in your sketch, you may prevent the heat escaping. You may
keep up the heat by renewing the dung at each end alternately and
frequently with hot well fermented material, and by keeping the snace
beneath full of the same.

.- «•
o e

Grafting Camellias (Mem) —Obtain stocks of the single red, and in
spring, just before the plants begin to push afresh, whip-graft them just
above the soil. After the graft has been made plunge the pots in a mild
hotbed of from 70 to7r,', and cover with a bell-glass, hand-glass, or elose-
fltting frame, in addition to the outer glass covering of the house, keep-
ing close until the gi-alts commence growth, then admit air by degrees.
Full directions for grafting are given in " Fruit Gardening for the Many,"
which you can have free by post from our oflice, if you enclose five
postage stamps with your direction.

VlNERT (One ill Pt:ri<!exil!i).—la the house 50 feet long by 12 wide, in
•which you have three Peach trees and a Vine against the back wall, there
IS nothing to prevent your having these trees in a cool house, and a 'Vine
up the rafters at every 4 feet, but you must restrict these Vines to close
spur-pruning, and not allow the bearing laterals to extend too far from
the stem, fm- just in proportion tj your shading the roof with Vines will
you darken juid injure the trees on the back wall. If you divide the
house into two, and have a stove in one end, that end will come in before
the other, and thus give you a succession, a matter of importance as
respects the Peaches. The inside border will do for the Vines, but you
must top-dress it well every year. If vou left two or throe of the rafters
vacant it would be all the better for the back wall. If you value the
Vines most, then plant against each rafter. For such a house, Black
Hamburgh. Esperione, Royal Muscadine, and Buckland Sweetwater will
answer weU.

Extent of Piping a Boiler will Heat (Exeehior).—V,-e should
judge such a boiler, suiTounding a furnace 18 inches by 24, would beat
from 250 to 3IK1 feet of four-inch piping, but much would depend on
the working. We do not exactly perceive the importance of the Bii-

teen tubes, 6 inches by 1{ at the top, through which the fire passes to
the flue. Are these tubes for air and smoke, or are they for water, and
the smoke to get to the flue between them ? The feeding-door being
beneath these pipes leaves us in doubt. The boiler complete, without
brickwork, is an advantage, but unless the boiler be inside, with merely
the feeding-doors outside the house, much heat will be lost, especially
if the boiler is not protected at the sides by a non-radiating, non-con-
ducting material, as has several times been reconimeuded for such
boilers. To obtain the most heat and no dust, the boiler should bo inside
the house, and the foedmg-door, ashpit, &a., outside.

Planting Strawberries (C. ir.).—The groundyou intend to plant with
Strawberries should at once be trenched to a depth of 2 feet, or as deep
as tho soil allows. Too much of the subsoil, if it is sand, gravel, or clay,
must n«t be brought to the surface, though a few inches may do no
harm. If there he turf on the gi-ound place it at the bottom, and unless
the soil is light no further manuring will be required, but if it is light
and poor apply a good dressing of cowdung, and place it a foot or
18 inches from the surface. It would be well if the soil is heavy to throw
it up in ridges, and being exposed to frost and air it will be'the easier
worked, and more suitable for the plants. Choose a limj when tho
ground is in good working order during March to plant the runners of
Inst year, moving them with a ball of earth to each. Spring ia the best
time to plant Strawberries.

Soil for Camellias and Azaleas (.Senej-).—Camellias do best in a
compost of turfy loam formed by cutting turf from a pasture where the
soil IS neither very light nor very heavy, but a good medium-textured,
hazel or yellow loam. Cut it 3 inches thick, and place it in on open
situation, gi-ass-side downwards, with a layer of cowdung an inch thick
between each layer of turves. At the end of six months turn the heap
over, and again three months afterwards, and at the end of twelve
months the soil will be fit to take under cover, and being chopped up
with a spade it constitutes the best compost we know for Camellias.
Failing this, two-thirds loam, if tm-fy all the better, and one-third peat,
with a free admixture of sand, will grow them well, but not equal to the
former compost. If the loam is poor and not turfv, you may add one-
fourth of your well-rotted dung ; the little old mortar there is in it will do
no harm. The Azaleas should have a compost of two-thirds s.andy, turfy
oeat, and one-third turfy loam, adding one-sixth of silver sand. Azaleas
do not require manure. Both Camellias and Azaleas requii^e the pots
well drained.
Nitrate of Soda (Bexley).—One dressing of nitrate of soda for a lawn

is sntlicient for one season.
Caterpillars on Quickset Hedge (Jdcm).—Syringe the hedges in

the evening with a solution of 2 lbs. of soft soap, and one peck of lime in
thirty gallons of water, straining tho solution so that dirt mav no( clog
the syringe ; or after a shower strew newly slacked lime over the hedges.
Peach Trees Infested with Scale (Anjriuus).—\\'e sympathise with

you, but caunot believe that the use of the composition named at page 78
of No. 226, Vol. IX , would cause the mischief you complain of, for we
have employed it m.my times before and since tbat time for dressing
Peach and other fruit trees without the loss of a single fruit-bud, or in-
jury to a oranch or shoot. We fear the brusli has been used with no light
liaiid, and been rubbed up and down as in painting woodwork, which
would, to ft certainty, disturb the buds. The brush should have been
used gently, taking proper care not to disturb the buds. The wood,
you say, is dried up. None of the ingredients of the composition will
destroy the wood of any deciduous smooth-barked trees, and how it

could penetrate through the sciles of the buds we do not know, unless
they had begun to swell before the application of the composition.
Either the latter was applied at a higher temperature than lUi', or
the trees were so much infested with scale (which you state rendered
them unsightly in growth), that the shoots were' exhausted. Irre-
spective of any harm from the application of the composition, we do not
think you have any hopes of a cr,>p of fruit this year. You must now
wait and see the result of the swelling of the buds, and the commence-
ment of new growth ; and should the buds fall, as we apprehend they
will do to a great extent under any circumstances, cut away the shoots
that should have borne to within half an inch of the lowest new shoot,
and train that in the place of the shoot cut away. An attack of scale,
such as your trees appear to have suftered from, was more than sufficient
to have caused the evils of which you complain.
Heating by Hot Water (J'urdinier). -We do not understand your ease

thoroughly, because you do not state where your steam-pipe was placed,
where your supply-box is situated, or whether it communicates with the
top or the bottom of the boiler ; and, again, the exact position of this
supply-box is also a mystery, since it is described as being 2 feet above
tho boiler, and, again. ;l feet above the highest point of the pipes. Now,
first, with the supply-box so much higher than the highest point of the
pipes, in order to prevent this boiUng over, we would change the tap into
an open gas-pipe, going out of the house, and at a height of several feet
above the supply- box. Then, if this did not answer, you would have
either to make your supply-box larger, or add another one at the same
height, to communicate by a lengthened tap-pipe with tho highest point
in the pipes of the house. Y'our trouble of boiling over arises from tho
power of the boiler to heat five times the quantity of piping, tho size of
your supply-box being insufficient for the rapid exhaustion of greatly
heating the water. Y'our house would have been better heated with moro
piping. By taking the air-pipe from the tap, as proposed, out of the
house, and, say fully feet above the water-pipe, reversing its end f,
putting on merely enough of fire to heat the same 80 feet of piping, and
banking up and using the damper, then we think the boiler may be used
without boiling over.
Sugar-baker's Skimming (3/. T. Smith).—It has been frequently ap-

plied to Vines and other fruit trees which required manuring. Its fer-

tilising qualities are chiefly owing to the ox blood used for clarifying the
syrup. We never heard of its employment as a liquid manure, and do
not think it would dissolve.

Names of Fruits (
Umpire).—Apples : 1, Court of Wick ; 3, Sykebouso

Russet; 4, Biggs' Nonsuch; 5, Autumn Pearmain. Pears: -2, Beurre
Derouineau ; 8, Swan's Egg; 4. Zepiiirin Grt-goire, (}V. H. S.).—Your
Pear is bt. Leziu.
Names of Plants (J. C. 37- \—A Maxillaria most likely; but too far

gone when received for identification. (E. ^f. Buck).—1, Cheilanthes
myriophylla ; 2, Pelliea hastata ('.')

; 3, Selaginella hortensis ; 4, Blechnum
sp. ('/) ; 5, Unychium japonicum ; 6, Asplenium dimorphum. (C. T.F.).—
We will give the name and particulars ol your Sulanum next week.
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Certainly Black Bantams sLould Lave black legs and not
puckered earlobes, such as "Black Bantam" Las seen dis-
qualified at many previous exhibitions. Well, so far so good

;

but I suppose wo do not end with an idea, that because one
pen is better in the colour of the legs, and to " Black Bantam's ''

fancy better in the earlobes, that ho ought to have won. I
trust, however, that " Black Bantam " will grant me as much
forbearance as be seems to have towards the Judges, and that I

may be exonerated from blame, as on the Leeds Show day I ex-
pressed my opinion against him, and although we did not then
aga-ee, we parted good friends, and as such I trust we shall con-
tinue. Still, I must tell "Black Bantam" honestly, that in my
estimation his birds were beaten at Leeds by the pen he con-
demns as having Mesh-coloured legs and puckered earlobes, and
if he will look at his own pens I will read him their faults
from memory, and for which I vouch.
The cock which " Black Bantam " had in his pen has the

most disagreeable comb I ever saw in a pen to win a Birming-
ham prize

; it is large, tall, clumsy, and at the top, where it

ought to be serrated, it is neither like a comb nor approaching
one, and I heard a friend of " Black Bantam's " say it was
like a piece of pudding batter. The hens were small and good,
" if.'"—if what ? why, they had been healthy ; but they were in
such a bad state, that 1 trust "Black Bantam" will require
me to say no more on this subject. Perhaps he will ask.
Where was he beaten after all ;' Well, in the comb of the cock,
the plumage of the pen, and the health of the birds. These,
in my estimation, were the points which carried the honours
to the pen which contained a cock with lightish-coloured legs,

but in every other point a pen difficult to excel ; and liad
"BI.ACK Bantam " judged without prejudice, he would, in my
estimation, not have dwelt so long on the puckered earlobes,
as he calls them, as there was very little difference in that
respect betwixt the lirst-prize pen and his own. Having stated
my opinion so candidly in this case, I must only add that
I have not the slightest desire to offend one for whom I have
a strong feeling of friendship.

Next for " J. W." If he will read my remarks on the Ham-
burgh cup pen he will see that though I differed from the
knowing ones, yet at the time I honestly quoted their opinions.
—J. D. Newsome,

DOTTINGS AT THE BRISTOL AND CLIFTON
POULTRY SHOW.

Fon some Tveets past tte west of England lias been invaded by hnge
placards advertifing tbis Show. Tbese placards have not been
headed by nngninly Cochins, as is generally the case—and by the
word " ungainly " I do not refer to the breed, but to the representa-
tions—but by very respectable portraits of white-faced Spanish fowls.
This, at least, is appropriate, for is there any part of England or the
world that can cope with dirty Bristol in* this aristocratic breed?
Surely, if Dorldng was right in holding a show for Dorkings only,
Bristol might thus have acted in refe-rence to Spanish ; but wilder

counsels ruled. Still, it is an interesting poultrj- speculation to dis-

cover why Bristol and Spanish are inseparable
; why the best exhibitors

and the greatest prizetakers should have congi-egated at Bristol—in
early "mania" days Rake and Plummer. the latter sweeping first,

second, and third prizes for chickens at the first Worcester Show, and
then, as if satisfied, retiring from the fancy ; these quickly followed
by Kodbard, and now Lane. Jones, Parsley,' Roue, and others, till, in

a poulti-y Bense, Bristol may be called the capital of the Spanish
country. Time was when a darkened house was thought to improve the
white face. Well; at Bristol it is nearly always dark ! So far, if this
theory is still held, Bristol atmosphere is in favour of first-rate Spanish.
Be this as it may, whatever the local advantages may be, Bristol
people, who, in my boyhood's days were said "to sleep with one eye
open," know how to take advantage of them.

"Whatever may be the faith of other parts of the country in the
great Game critic of our Journal, Bristol has no faith in " New-
market," and evidently believes in the beauty of tlie Spaniaid rather
than of the Game ; and so long as they can show us such Spanish as
appeared at the Bristol Show, so Ion. may they retain their prtference.

l>oubtless, it has often been a mystery to poultry-breeders, and es-

pecially to us southrons, why, with many local prixetakers in Bristol

and its environs, ^vith a teeming population in addition, Bristol should
be withont a poultry exhibition. "A burnt child dreads the fire,"

proverbs tell us ; perhaps this explains it. Many years ago Bristol

held an exhibition. I think it was the first place where Mr. Rake ex-

hibited his strain, which he had kept many years without Imowing
their real value ; he was at the head of the chicken class. This show
was, I believe, the starting-point of his triumphs. Alas! like many
other attempts, I fear, this show was not a success. Nothing daunted,
two or three years later Bristol essayed again, this time at the Zoolo-
gical Gardens, but again, I fear, in a pecuuiaiy point of view it was

a failure. I recollect well going onco to see that show, and feeling

convinced that the influx of visitors conld not possibly pay—there was
no difficulty in seeiug any pen you pleased, the fact beiug, as 1 believe,

that the Gardens were too far away from the town. For many years,

then, matters have remained dormant, and Bristol men have been
content to reap their triumphs abroad instead of at home. The
autumu of 1S60, however, brought whispers of a poultry exhibition;

but the first-bom, and let us hope not the only chUd, was to be no
puny bantling, but one that should at starting boldly challenge any of

its older rivals for liberality of prize list and accompanying excellence

of specimens. The appearance of the prize list satisfied the first

;

some one or two minor points might be wisely amended, but the prize

list was eminently liberal. As regards the second point, any connois-

seur who visited the Exhibition would allow that the eight hundred pens
formed a splendid collection of domestic poultry. It may, I think, be

safely affirmed that never in the western counties has so valuable a

collection of birds been brought together.

Let us. however, take the prize list. Spanish, of course, were first-

class. Never, jierhaps, has a better collection been seen; bat every

prize, whether in the adult, chicken, or single cock class, was taken by
Bristolians. Bravo, Bristol ! In the chicken class were twelve

highly commended pens ! The show of these birds was magnificent.

The secoud-i)rize single cock was a most splendid bird ; but, unfortu-

nately, had one side of the face disfigured, or he must have taken the

cup. Mr. Parsley's cup chickens were also most excellent ; and the

other prize pens, with Mr. E. Jones's very highly commended pen,

were only behind because they could not all be first.

UorliHfja formed a large entry ; but as far as one can gather, not a

first-rate collection. In the chickens not a single commendation was
awarded amongst thirty pens! The old birds contained the pen that

the Judges considered the gem of the Exhibition, to which Mr. Lang's
ten-guiuea cup was awarded. I am no Dorking breeder, and possibly

know nothing of Dorkings; but I liked Lady Holmesdale's second-

prize pen better than this her cnp pen. I examined it closely. The
local papers said it was owing to the particularly " clean condition of

the legs ' that it obtained its position. The legs were clean certainly,

the scales looked soft, but the cock was deficient, as it appeared to me,
in the proper Dorlcing fifth claw. This I had always imagined should

be distinct, standing out from the other toes, and generally from 2 to

3 inches long. If this be correct, then the bird failed here, for the

claw was certainly not 2 inches long, and this claw seemed rather to

have an inclination for the fourth, and somewhat to follow its coui'se.

The comb of the cock was large, and certainly t^ristcd. Lastly, one of

the hens had a much smaller comb than the other, and, instead of

falling over, it twisted, but remained erect—at least, so it appeared to

me and to many, who examined the pen closely. They were certainly

vei-y heavj- birds. The third-prize birds were large, but the cock was

duck-footed, and one of the hens incUned to the same defect.

The CorJiins were a grand array of bii'ds, especially the Brown birds,

some of these being magnificent specimens. Mr. Fenton's cup hens

appeared too fat to me, and they were dull and heaw in the pen.

With my pcncltaiit for a moderate vulture hock, my delight was great

at seeing many birds in these classes prizetakers, with unmistakeable

vulture hocks' Mr. J. Cattells third-prize Buffs were even a shade

beyond what I like—at least, the cock was. The cnp chicken birds

had also well-covered hocks, which added greatly to their beauty ;
so

had several cf the highly-commended pens in all the varieties.

I cannot sufficiently express my satisfaction at seeing these adjudi-

cations, the more so, as when I came to examine my favourites the

Hv(ihmn:<, there was unmistakeable evidence of the mischief that the

fear of the vulture-bock disqualification had produced in legs absolutely

with feathers as far apart as the raisins in my grandmother's pudding.

Numbers of the pens shown were positively deficient in leg feathers.

Sir. Boyle's cup Itirds were beautiful in condition; good in all respects.

They were, however, iu my humble opinion, closely pressed by an un-

noticed pen, belonging to Mr. Lacy, that contained two magnificent

hens, only one of them was, I imagine, too old and too fat. and the

hinder parts often seemed on the ground. 'Jlhe second-prize birds had
nothing to recommend them that I could see. The third-prize cock

was wretchedly feathered. A pen from the Rev. W. J. McUor deserved,

but did not obtain commendation. So much for the adult Dark birds.

Passing to chickens, I did not see a good pen there, to my fancy. The
fii'st-prize birds were coarse-combed and poorly feathered. Mr. Boyle's

second-prize was better, but the pullets did not match on the breast.

In one respect there was a general improvement—viz., the bronzing
of the wing ; this was far less visible. In Light birds Mr. Pares had
it almost his own way, in spite of his sad loss through railway tender

mercies, for which I heartily trust the company will suffer. I cannot
say that I liked these bii-ds ; generally the poorness of leg-feathering

was lamentable. One of the chicken pens that was awarded the third

prize was claimed for Her Majesty the Queen, at .t'-^O ! The single

cock class contained the gem of the Brahmas in Mr. Boyle's first-prize

bird. He left nothing for me to desire—heavily feathered, short-

legged, splendid black breast, evenly spotted, and faultless condition.

The rest of the noticed birds in this class were wretched.

3Lifaj!S.—Yes, to be sure, Bristol had a class for them, and by
several it was not the smallest class in the Show. The cock exhibited
by Mr. Cooper was a beautiful bird ; the hens very poor. The cock
shown by Mr. Brooke was a veiT good-coloured bird.

Of Crive C'u'urs there was a good entry ; but why not Black Polands ?
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There was a cock in the Poland class that would have made a very

respectable Crt-ve Cicui-. Mr. Blinklioru's bii'ds were large and
massive -framed.
Game constituted an exhibition in itself ; but as I have neither the

head-piece, nor the eye, nor the pen of *" Newmarket," I shall only

say that the contest for Mr. Lang's cup was said to he between Lady
Holmesdale's Dorkings. Mr. J. Fletcher's Game, and Mr. Parsley's

young Spanish ; that the latter was first disposed of. then the Game.
I couJd detect no fault in this beautiful pen, whilst condition was
faultless. Setting aside that the dithcnlty of showing a paii- of hens
IS much beyond that of a single hen, I must give my venlict for the

Game pen. Mr. J. Fletcher headed all the Game classes for cock

and hen.
The HainhvTfih classes were well filled, and contained beautiful birds.

The Silver-spangled are my favourites. The tails seem perfect, but
surely the bar on the wing is less marked than in former j-ears. Black
Hamburghs had some faces pale with rage at being unnoticed, or else

from their Spanish ancestors !

Polands were indeed a splendid class, nine pens out of fifteen

entries being noticed. The Silvers were especially good. These birds

formed, to my mind, one of the great beauties of the Exhibition, and
I trust another year they will be divided into several classes.

In the Any other variety class the fi.rst prize went to very large La
Flt'che. The cock, I should think, was among the heavy birds of the

Exhibition.

Bantams, beautiful little pets, and in their own estimation by no
means the least important. Mr. Kelleway's cup birds I thought ex-

qtiisite. I cannot say that I fancied the first-prize single cock Game ;

he was certainly in splendid fettle, bnt his wings nearly raked the

ground.
The Duchs, Geese, and Tiirlceys were no mean part of this Exhibi-

tion. There was in the Any other variety of Ducks a lovely pair of

small Ducks, quite one of the gems of the collection, but what they

were I cannot say ; and this brings me to one of the mistakes of the

Exhibition. The catalogue contained no names of the varieties in the

Any other variety classes, so that the uninitiated were perfectly at a

loss when examining them.
From various causes there were many empty pens : they were useful

in separating specimens. It appeared to me that in this respect the

Committee weru rather unfortunate, several bleeding combs being

noticeable. The Dorking single cocks were in pens decidedly too small.

These minor matters, inseparable fi'om the most careful an*angements,
were the only drawbacks. No praise is sufficient for the labours of

those gentlemen who have been instrumental in providing the west of

England with such a treat. May their shadows never be less ! and
may this experiment prove thoroughlv successful, and establish on a

firm basis the Bristol and Clifton Poultry Show. The Rifle Drill

Hall is perfection—beautifully lighted, equable in temperature, taste-

fully decorated, and free from smell.

And here I close my dottings with a well eanied " thank yon " to

the Committee for such a sight ; and when they next invite theii-

friends, as I trust they will, may my bii'ds be there to crow and I to

See.—Y. B. A. Z.

HAMBCitGH (Pencilled).—First, J. Watson. St. Clairtown. Second, D.
Normand. Third, J. Slorrison, AUoa.
Game Bantams.—First, A. C. Hrown, New Scone, Perth. Second, A.

Robertson, Burntisland. Third, H. Anderson, jun., Chapel House.
B.iNTAMs.—First, A. C. Erown. Second, J. Ness, St. Clairtown. Third,

G. Penman.
Axv OTHEH Rref-d.— Fifst. Sectiud, and Commended, Countess de

Fliihault (La Fleche, Houdan, Crevo Coeur). Third. W. U. Park (Grove
Co-ur).
Selling Class.—First, D. Normand (Dorkings). Second, R. Stewart

(Black Red Game'.
Bantam.— Cocfc.— First, J. Young,' Kirkcaldy. Second, A. Robertson.

Third, .V. C. Brown.
Ducks (Any breed).—First. A. Haggart, Leslie. Second, A. Couper,

Dunfermline. Third, A. Spalding.

PIGEONS.
Tumblers."First, J. E. Spence, Musselburgh, Second and Third, J

Robertson, St. Clairtown.
F*ntail3.—First, W. R. Park. Second, J. E. Spence. Thii-d,G. Laing,

Kirkcaldy.
Nuns.—First, W. E. Park. Second, J. Bogie, Wemyss. Third, R. B.

Hcggie. Kirkcaldy.
Any oTH^R Variety.—First, Conntess de Flahault (Jacobins). Second,

J. E. Spence (Powters). Third, R. B. Heggie (BarbsJ.

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow).—CocA:a.—First, G. Binnie, Perth. Second and

Third, W. Bonthron, Kirkcaldy. Hens.—First, J. Kemp, Galasiiiels. Se-
cond, G. Binnie. Third and Fourth, J Sime, Dunfermline.
Scotch Fancy (Buff).— Cocta.—First, G. Binnie. Second, J. Mitchell,

Third, J. Morrison. Fourth, J. Herdsman. Kirkcaldy. Hens.—First and
Third, R. Hunter, Onkley. tSecond, W. Bonthron. Fourth, J. Bennet.
BELGIAN Fancy lYellow).—Cocfc*.—First. T. Sidey, Dunfermline. Se-

cond. J. Clephom. Third, T. Kerr, Edinburgh. Fourth, J. Bennet.
HcH*.—First, J. Kemp. Second, T. Sidey, Third, W. Tinlin, Galashiels.
Fourth, W. Pitcnithlv.

I

Belgian (Buff).— ' octs.—First. T. Sidev. Second, J. Kemp. TMrd, J.

Bennet. Hcn«.—First, J. Cleghom. Second, J. Kemp. Tlxird, W. Tin-
lin. Fourth, W. Pitcaithlcy.
Flecked Fancy (Yellow).— Cocts,—First, T. Kerr. Second, G. Spence.

Hfjts.—First, W. Bonthron. Second and Fomth, R. Hunter. Third, J.
Gardener.
FLECKEn Fancy (Bnfif).—rocts.—First, E. Hunter. Second, J. Gardner.

Third, A. Fleming, Uysart. fi^fn*.—First, J. Morrison. Second, R. Hunter.
Third and Fourth, J. Herdsman. Kirkcaldy.
GouoFixcH Mci.Es (Marked. Yellow).

—

Cocks.—^First, J. Robertson,
Aberdoiu". Second .and Third, W. Kirk.
Goldfinch Mules iMarked, Buff .—First, A. Fleming. Second, Third,

and Fourth, W. Kirk.
Selling Class (.\ny vnrietv).—First and Second, Mrs. Wilson (Yellow

Flecked and Buff Hen). Third. A. Clark (Buff Cock).

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. Anderson. Knthven House. Piqe/ytis and
Canaries: Mr. A. Stewart, Perth; Mr. Thomas Haddow, Glasgow.

KIRKCALDY POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show of the Fife and Kinross Society was held at

Kirkcaldy on the 7th and Sth inst. There were upwards of 140 entries

for Poultry, about 20 of Pigeons, and nearly 100 of Canaries.

The Game fowls were much superior to those exhibited in any pre-

vious year. DorkhxjsvreTe also very good. Of Ilamhimihs. there was
likewise a good show. The Silver-spangled were much admired.
Pigeons were good.

Game.— Coc/:.—First, A. Spalding, Pvaith. Second, J. M'Grecrr, Crieff.

Third, J. Lyall, Kirkcaldy. Highly Commended, H. Goodall, Kirkcaldy.
Commended, J. Crombie, Leslie.
Gams (Reds).—First, C. Jamieson, Forfar. Second, T. Baird. Auchter-

tool. Third. A. Speed, Leslie. Highly Commended, A. Hagpart. Leslie.
Commended, R. Stewart. Koltv. Chickens.—First, C. Jamieson. Second,
B,. Stewart. Third, H. Goodall.
Game (Grey).—First, J. Fisher, Kirkcaldy. Second, T. 'Williamson,

Kirkcaldy. Commended, C Jamieson. Chickens.—First, A. Speed. Se-
cond, H. Goodall. Third, J. Penman, Boroland, Dysart. Commended,
J, Chapman, Kirkcaldy.
Dorking (.^y varietv).—Coc^-.—Fii-st and Second, Countess de Flahault.

Tullyallan Castle. Third, D. Raines. Bridge Hiuich, Stirling. Hi-^hly
Commended, Countess de Flahault. Commended, D. Normand, Kenno-
way.
DoEKrNG.

—

Chickem —First and Second, Countess de Flahault. Third,
D. Gellatly, Meigle. Highly Commended, Countess de Flahault.
Cochin.—Cock.—First and Second, Mrs. Oswald. Dunnikicr. Thii-d,

Earl of Rosslyn, Dysart. Commtnded, H. Terris, Kelty
CocniK China (Any varietv) —First nr.d Third, Mrs.'Oswald. Second,

W. R. Park, Melrose. Commended, H. Terris
Brahma Pootr* (Any variety k—First and Second. K. Jopp. Aberdeen.

Third, D. Annan, Torrof Moonzie. Cupar, var. Cnmmended, H. TeiTis.
Spanish.—First, R Dick.=on, Kirkcaldy. Second. J. Beveridge. Kirk-

caldy. Third. W, Rohors-ton, Duufeimline. Commended, J. Michie,
Wemyss Castle.
Hambcroh.- Cort.—First, R. Hmiter. Blairadam Second, H. Goodall.

Third, G. Penumn, Prinliws. Commended, A. Pratt, Kirkcaldy
Hamburgh (Spnncjled) —First, W Koddie. Cowdonbeath. Second, B.

Stewart, Kelty. Third, D. Stevenson, Cowdenbeath. Commended, A.
Hutton.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE COLUMB2VRIAN
SOCIETY.

The second annual Exhibition of this Society was held on the 1st

inst., in a very commodious room at the Phoenis Inn, Newgate Street,

Newcastle on-Tyne.
The Show was confined to members, andonly for birds bred during

the year, but the Exhibition was open to the public at 6*-/. each admis-

sion. The pens were '* home-made," all on a level, and, considering

circumstances, answered the purpose well.

The birds were both numerous and good, especially Short-faced

Tnmblers and Fanlails. The first prize for Almonds was awarded to

a first-class head-and-beak cock with fine can-iage an d good eye, bnt

deficient in colour ; the second went to a promising hen of good colour,

but not equal in other properties. Several other good Almonds were

worthy of notice, and there is a great improvement in Short-faced

Tumblers in this district. In the class for Any other variety of Short-

faced birds, the first prize was taken by a fine Red Mottle, and the

second by a good Kite. The class also contained a good Dun. Powters

were numerous, being fair average birds (Ash cock first, and Red hen
second). Some promising Blues also competed. Carriers were not so

good ; the prize birds showed a little style, but were weedy and light in

beak. Barbs were poor. Owls were rather numerous, and were of the

old English Blue variety. The prize pair were small and good of

their kind. In Trumpeters the class was only small ; the first prize

was awarded to a fair average Black. In Jacobins, a pair of small

Beds were nnmistakcably the winners. Some Yellows were shown in

capital condition, but were lame and coarse. Turbits formed a very

good class. A pair of good Swallows were exhibited, one of which

took an extra prize for the best Toy in the Show. The prize Nuns
and Magpies were good. Fantails were a very creditable collection,

the prizetakers (cock and hen) ought to go together, and would un-

doubtedly hold a prominent position at some of our best Shows.

We would suggest that in future there should be separate classes for

cocks and hens, instead of allewing them to compete together; it

would be much more satisfactory and give all an equal chance.

Vie wish the Society every success, and trust that the next Show
will far exceed the present one.

TrMBLF.BS (Almond, Short-faced).—First, T. Thompson, Wide Open.
Second, W. Petre, Felling.
S^LF-CoLoTJRKD Tcmrlehs (Short-faccd).—First, W. Petre. Second,Ri

Daniels, Newcastle-on-Tyue.
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PoWTEHS (Any colour).—First and Second. T. Tbompson.
Carriers.—First and Second, N. Stephenson, High Felling.
Barbs.— First, R. Daniels. Serimd, \V, Pctre.
Trcmpeterr.— First, J- Bell. Newc.islIe-on-Tvne. Second. R. D.nniels.
Turhits —First, W. Byers, Seati.n Sluce. Second, H. Morrow, Carras

Hill.

.Tacobins,—First, C. Vnux. Snnderland Second. K. Daniels.
Fantails.—First, R. Fawdon, Gateshead. Second, R Daniels.
Owls.—First, W. Brown. Low Fell. Second, R. Fawdon.
KuNs.— First and Second, J. Bell, Newcastle.
ToMBLKRs (Almond, Coloured).—First and Second. R. Fawdon.
Tumblers (YcUowI.—First and Second. P. Stephenson.
Bald He*d.— First, H. Mon-ow. Second, P. Stephenson.
Beards,—First and Second, W. Petre.
Dragons.—First. R. Fawdon. Second, P. Stephenson.
Antwerps.— First and Second. .T. Bell.

.'^w.*LLowB —First and Second, W. livers.

Blue Rocks.—First and Second, H.'Wardle, Newcastle.

Mr. J. R. Kobinson, of Siiuderland, officiated as Jnd^c, and Lis
awards gave general satisfaction.

THE WHITEHAVEN POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

This year's Show proved nn exreedinply fjood one ; in fact, whilst
the quality and condition of the birds manifested a very preat im-
provement, there were considerably more than a hundred entries

beyond those of any precedinp; year. This fact, thongU anfjnrinf; well

for the stability of the Whitehaven Show, seems rather to have taken
the Committee by Burprise. and necessitated an arranjjement of the
pens that was not so efficient as it otherwise mifjht have been, causing
many of the bottom pens to be placed so low that inspection of any
kind was a work of considerable difficulty, as they rested on the ground
itself, whilst a great portion of the Game cocks was, as being in the

third tier, placed far above the heads of the majority of spectators.

This unexpected increase in numbers had, of course, to be immediately
provided for as the Committee best could, but we are told that that

body pui-jiose in future years to make an improved arrangement of the
pens, by which the light—by no means too much, under the most
favourable circumstances, and this year increased by the disadvantage
of a very dull cloudy day—will be no longer impeded. It would be
well, too, whilst these alterations are under consideration, to increase

both the height and the depth, from back to front, of the Pigeon
pens, as they are not sufficiently large for the birds to turn without
injury to their plumage. There might also be an improvement in

another department of the Exhibition, for under present plans the
show of eggs, which certainly seems a veiy popular pai-t of the Exhi-
bition, enjoys the very best of lights in the whole Riding School, aud
which would be much better appropriated to the best of the varieties of

poultry. We c:^nnot. however, do otherwise than congratulate the
Committee on the general success of the undertaking ; and the pro-

gressive manner iu which for nine years this Show has been now
carried on, affords great encouragement to renewed exertions.

As Game classes are first on the Whitehaven list, we refer to them
accordingly. In these classes, Mr. Fletcher, of Stoneclough, near
Manchester, had the almost exclusive possession of the highest posi-

tions on the prize list. It is certain a long time has elapsed since so

perfect a collection of Game fowls of all varieties has been exhibited

by any single individual. The manner in which they were, selected

for the Show, and the extraordinarily good condition in which every

pen of this gentleman's fowls was shown, cannot be too highly praised
They had obviously been under ven' experienced management, and
these birds were evidently at the ven,- moment quite as ready and
willing to support their claim in the cock-pit itself, as they had been
in the exhibition-pen. The competition in all the Game classes was
far greater than usual, the liberal prize list causing gi-eat rivalry.

We always like to see the greatest amount of emulation between
exhibitors, as it directly promotes the well-being of poultry shows.
At the same time we cannot speak more strongly than we feel against
the fearful amount of " trimming " now unfortunately resorted to

by many Game exhibitors, both as to the hacldes and many other
portions of the plumage of the Game cocks. At Whitehaven Show it

is certain that several pens of Game fowls had the under feathers so

artistically cut out that they were exhibited almost as devoid of feather

as thongh ready for immediate battle. It is evident this -very act

caused many fowls to lose all chance of position, although they might
have stood well on the prize list if they had been simply left alone. In
Dorh'nf/s the Show was verj- good, but the fatal objection, now too
general, of spurs turning outside the legs instead of inwards, was more
nniversal than we remember to have previously witnessed at any show.
The tS'paiiish classes were particularly good, more especially the adults,

though several of the hea^-y corrugated-faced birds, formerly far more
popular than they are at the present day, were evidently blind alto-

gether, or so nearly so, as to be useless alike for exhibition or pro-

creation. Some excellent C'tfhois were shown, Mr. Fenton sending a
collection of great value. Perhaps the best classes of Cochins were
the Partridge-coloured, Imt they enjoyed so slight a proportion of day-
light, that it was difficult to distinguish them. In Brah/nas there was
a good display, but one or two of the best pens were labouring under
snch complete prostration from continuous exhibition, that their

chance of success whilst so depressed was obviously bygone. The
HaTidfurghs were worthy of most favoiurable mention, especially the

Spangled varieties. As faithful journalists, however, it is onr painful
duty to briefly allude to the cruelty practised on the cock in Pen 260,
of Goldcn-sjiangled Hamburghs, that once discovered not only lost
a most excellent pen every chance of success, but resultt;d also in its

immediate "disqualification," to say nothing of the absolute lUsgrace
to the owners ever attending such exposures. We really regret that
the simple feeling of self-respect, independently altogether ^of a more
proper and a higher motive, does not exercise a surliL-ient res traiut upon
the minds of every exhibitor, to proven* he adoption of such. grossly
unfair means of obtaining prizes uudes?rve lly. It* istnidmitted tha
such deceptions may possibly at the outsei, succeed* iu eluding
Judges, owing to the brevity of time allowed them for making their
decisions, and that premiums may, perchance, be ^secured otherwise
unattainable, but on discovei"y, the disgiace everfollomnfon snch
exposure, will certainly outweigh unmerited success. Most proba-
bly from the cock's comb being either'hollow or too wide, the poor
bird's comb had actually had i large^iiece cut completely out of the
centre of it. and it was afterwards sewn tightly together again, entirely
through and through, the stitehes still remaining. Its sufferings must
have been gi-eat, aud Messrs. S. & R. Ashton. of Motfram. have onlj
themselves to blame for their present most unenviable position.
The Black and also the Game Jianfams were very good; and the

Turknjs were of unusual weight. One cock Turkey alone weighed
31A lbs., and a single hen drew the scales in her favour at fully 18 lbs.

Some beautiful specimens of Sebastopol Geese were also exhibited in
capital feather.

Among the Duels shown in the class reserved for "Any other
variety" (excepting Aylesburys and Ronens). were two pairs of Shell
Ducks, the best of which obtained the high distinction of winning not
only their own first prize, but also the silver cup given to the best pen
of Docks of any description. Such an achievement as purely fancy
waterfowls being the recipients of a ]irize of this kind rarely occurs,
but in this case so lovely a pen of birds well deserved it. They were
exhibited in the most resplendent feather, were faultless in condition,
and as being two or more years old were pure in the colour of the bills

as the brightest polished red coral. This pen was exhibited by Mr,
;
Charles Jennisou, of Belle Vue Zoological Gardens, near Manchester,

I

aud reflected the highest possible credit on the management of that
gentleman. They were entered at the very low price of £3 Is. 6tl. It

is needless for us to say they are no longer the property of Mr. Jcnni-
son, there being quite an excitement among many amateurs to claim

I them. The lucky purchaser, however, we are glad to say, is an
amateur of great experience, who has excellent arrangements for their

future well-doing, and no doubt under his care we shall he able to
report many future successes to this truly magnificent pen.
Among the many other oddities exhibited, was a couple of very

nicely plumaged Califomian Quails, that although not by any means
scarce at the present day, appeared to he quite a novelty in this neigh-
bourhood, the singularity of the reversed crest and general plumage

i

exciting a host of admirers among the visiters all the time the Show

I

was open to the public. This paii- of birds was defended by the really

i

prohibitoi*y price fixed on them of .£1000 ! A single Jhen of this
' species, still in our possession, laid forty-three eggs last season, and a
' fellow bird nearly the same number, proving they will, therefore, breed
' iu an aviary freely under favourable circumstances, though the males
,
in spring are usually most pugnacious, and, consequently, many old
birds of this description cannot be kept together.

Game.— Cork.—First and Cup, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough. TMnnchester.
Second. C. W. Brierlcy. Middletnn. Manchester. Third. J. H. Wilson, St.

Bees, Cumberland. Fourth and Fifth, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart., HoptoQ
Hall, Derbyshire. Hiphly Commended. J Fletcher ; Sir St. G Gore, Bart.
Commended, J. Harnie. Sorbie Ewes, Langholm. Cockerel.—First, W.
Boiilton. Second and Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.
Gamf. (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, J. Fletcher. Second,

J. H. Wilson. Third, C. W Brierley. Highly Commended, Sir St. G. Gore,
Bart. Commended, J. Geld.ird. Collincroft, Kendal.
Gabie (Puckwina and other Greys and Blues).—First. J. Fletcher. Se-

cond and Third. Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Commended. R. Pickering, Carlisle.

Game 'Anv other varietv).—First aud Cup. J. Fletcher (Piles). Second,
Sir St. G. Gore. Bart. (Piles). Third, R. Wbittnn. Burnley. Hiphly Com-
mended, H. Thompson. Maiden Hin,uenr Penrith. PnUetx.—First, J. H.
Wilson. Second, ^ir St. G. Gore. Bart. (Duekwing . Third, Rev. W. J.
Mcllor, Nottingham (Brown Rod). Highly Commended, E. Swainson,
Xibthwaite. Greenodd, Xewton-in-Cartmell (Black Red) ; til- St. G. Gore,
Bart. (Dnckwinc).
Dorkings ( Silver- Grey).—First, T. L. Jacksnn, Bush of Ewes. Langholm.

Second, H. Hcys, Barrhead. Third, R. D. Holt.Orresbead. Windermere.
Chickcnx.—Firk, R. D. Holt. Second. J. Hardio. Third, W. W. Rutttidge,

Dorkings (Any other varictyi.—First, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley.
Second, R. I>. Holt. Third. T. Rogers. St. Helen's, Lancaphire. Pulletg.—
First and Cup, T. Rogers. Second, J. Fox, Whitehaven. Third, J. Hardie.
Highly Commended. J. H. Wilson; H. Savill, Ollerton. Notts; Messrs.
Gimson & Jefferson. Whitehaven. Commended, H. Savill ; A. Thouipson,
Whitehaven. (7(i>Afn^.—First, R. D. Holt. Second, W. W. Ruttlidge.
Third. T. Oliver. Hitrbly Commended, Duke of Newcastle.
Spanish.—First and Cup, II. Beldon. Second, Messrs. Burch & Boulter.

Third, T. B. Hartley, Heywood, Manchester. Highly Commended, A.
Piidpath, Edinburgh; J. Thresh, Bradford. Commended. Mjhs Biggar,
Ecclefechan, Dumfries ; E.Brown. Sheffield; J. H. Wil.sou. ( 'hickens.—

First. H. Beldon. Second. T. Cliff, Hanley, Staffordshire. Third, Miss
Biggar. Highly Commended, A. Ridpath ; Miss Biggar ; Messrs. Burch and
Boulter; D. Gellatly. Meigle. Commended, Mrs. Rawlinson ; R. Smaley,
Livexy, near Blackbuin. PuUeU.—First, W. Roberts, jun. Second,
Messrs. Bnrch A Boulter. Third. J. Thompson, Biugley. Highly Com-
mended, T. B. Hartley; W. Paterson, Langholm ; G. Robinson, Kendal

;

' J.H.Wilson.
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Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Buffi.—First nnd Cup, H. Beldon. Se-

cond, C. W.Brierly. Third, J. Cattell, Birmingham. Highly Commended,
Rev. F. Trtvlor, Ki'rkandrew Rectory, Lont;towa. Cfti>fcctt«.~First and Se-

cond. A. Fenton, Crimble Hall. Rochdale. Third, H. Mapplebeck, Bir-

mingham. Highly Commended, W. Copple. Eccleaton, Prescot.

CocHiN-CnrsA Grouse or Partridge .—First, T. Stretch, Omskirk. Se-

cond. .7. Stephens. Walsall. Third. E. Tudman, Whitchurch, SaUp.
Highly Commended,IC W. Brierlev. Cliick-rns.—First. A. Fenton. Second,
E.Tndman. Third, J. Horrockii. Tonge, iliddleton, Manchester. Highly
Commended, C. Bensou. Darlington. Commended. J. Horrocks.
CocHiN-CHiNA(White|.—F;rit and Third, R.Smallej-. Second, H. Beldon.

Commended, J. H. Wilson.
Cochin-China (Any colour).—Pu/Zcr^.-First and Third. C. W. Brierly.

Second, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson. Commended. J, Poole, Ulveraton.

Brahma-Pootba (Any variety i.—First, W. Hargreaves, Newchureh
Rood, Bacup. Second. Uev. W. J. Mellor. Third. H. Lacy. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. M. Seamons. Hartweli, Aylesbury, Bucks ; T. Pomft-et,

Houghton Lane, near Preston. Cliickm^.—FirsL R. W. Boyle, Galtrim
House, Bray, Co. Wicklow. Second. H. Lacy. Third, J. Pool. Highly
Commended, Miss E. A. Aglionby. Hawkshead, Lancashire. Commended.
Capt. C. J. Ewen. Lowther Street. York.
Hameup.ghs (Golden-spangled). — First, H. Beldon. Second, J. H.

WiLson. Third. F. Rnbinson. Chickens.—First, H. Beldon. Second, C.

W. Brierly. Third. X. Marlor, Denton, Manchester. Disqualified,

Messrs. S."& R. Ashtou. Mottram, Manchester, a piece being designedly
cnt out of the cock's comb, and afterwards sewn up again.

Hamburghs (Silver-spangled 1.—First and Cup, A. K. Wood, Castle

Donnington, Derby. Second, J. Robinson. Third, J. Smalley. Com-
mended, H. Beldon. Chickcns.—First. H. Beldon. Second. J. Smalley,
Third. E. Hird, Ulpha, Broughton-in-Furness. Highly Commended, J.

Robinson.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled^—First and Third, H. Beldon. Second,

S. Smith, Xorthowram. Halifax. CT/cJItm^.—First and Third, H. Beldon.
Second, T Wrigley, jun., Tonge, Middletnn, Manchester. Highly Com-
mended, R Bun-o\v, Longto^\"n. Cumberland. Commended, R. Little,

Longtown. Carlisle.

Hambcrghs {Silver-pencilledl.—First nnd Second, H. Beldon. Third,

T. Shari'les, Forest Bank, near Rawtenstall. CciVAvn;*.—First and Third,

H. Beldon. Second, H. Picldes. jun.. Earby.near Skipton. Highly <'om-
mended, T. J. Uarri.rou, Singleton Park, Kendal; J. Piatt, Lancashire.
Commended, J. \Uhite.
HAMBt'BGH.—pMf/t'f,-;.—First, H. Beldon. Second, R, Burrow. Third,

J. Birkett, Kendal.
PoLASDS(Any variety'.—First nnd Second, H. Beldon. Third, J. Smith,

Keighley. Commended. J. Percival, Harlmrne, near Bu-mingham.
Aky Variety Except Bantams.—First, K. Beldon (Black Hamburghs).

Second, Miss A. M.Bass, Broughton. Carlisle (La Fl.:'che). Third, J. Newby,
Moncaster Head, Ravenglass (Russian). Highly Commended, J. G. Milner,
Leybum, Yorks (Houdan) ; W. F. Dickson, Whitehaven (Houdan) ; F. W.
Zni'horst, Donnybrook. Dublin (Houdan).
Selling Class.—First and Third, H. Beldon. Second, J. Thompson

(Spanish). Commended. J. Munn, Stackstead, Manchester (Brahmas)

;

G. Arbuthnot, Mairsbank, Edinbm-gh (Brahmas, Partridge Cochin) ; C.

W. Brierley ; J. Towsei-son. Whitehaven (Dorking) : R. Payne, Brierfield,

near Burnley; Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson; J. W. Harrison, Spalding
• Teal Ducks): M. Irwin, Whitehaven (Polands) ; E, G. Jones, Parton,
Whitehaven (Rouen) : G. H. Roberts.
Game Bantams.-First. C. W. Brierley. Second, Sir St. G. Gore. Bart.

Third. J. A. Collinson. Halifax. Highly Commended, J. Crossland, jun.,

Wakefield : A. Fenton ; E. Joynson, Liscai'd, Cheshire ; W. Hodgon, Dar-
lington. Commended. Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Whitehaven.
Game Bantams.—^First and Third, J. Crossland, jun. Second, C. W.

Brierley. Highly Commended. Rev. W. J. Mellor; J. Shaw, Mount, Plea-

sant, Halifax; C. Ashworth, Halifax; R, Charlesworth, Halifax. Com-
mended, E. Joynson.
Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced).—First, M. Leno, The Pheasantry,

Markyate Street, near Dunstable, Beds. Second, T. C. Harrison. Third,
Messrs. S & R. Ashton (Silver-laced). Highly Commended, Mrs. Salt-

marsh, Chelmsford (Gold-laced).
Bantams (Any other variety).—First. Cup, and Second, H. Beldon.

Third, H. Savill (Japanese silkies). Highly Commended, H. Ashton,
Prestwich, Manchester (Rose-combed White-booted). Commended, E.
Hntton.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second and

Third. Mrs. M. Seamons.
Ducks (Rnuen).—First, J. Munn. Second, A. Dickinson. Third, E.

Leech. Highly ommended, J. Hardie ; J. W. Harrison.
Duces (Any other variety).—^First and Cup, J. Jennison (Shell Ducks)

Second. H. Savill (Carolmas). Third, C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended,
E. Hntton (Mandarin : Mrs. J. M. Armstrong, Wigton, Cumberland (Shell

Ducks) ; C. W. Brierley ; Sir St. G. Gore. Bart. Commended, Miss bpedding
(Rouen and Muscovy)
Geese (Anv varietv).—First. Messrs. J. & J. Coupe, Rawtenstall. Se-

cond, J. Hardie (Toulouse). Third, H. Savill (Sehastopol). Highly Com-
mended, B. Baxter (Toiilouse); J. Hardie (Toulouse).
Turkeys (Any variety .—First. J. Hardie (Cambridge). Second, J. Fox,

Whitehaven. Third, E. Leech. Highly Commended, T. L. Jackson
(Norfolk'.

Rabbits.—Lop-eared.—First, Messrs, Bowman & Fearon. Second and
Third. W. Allison, Sheffield. Any other variety.—First, J, W. Harrison
(Leporides). Second, H. G. Daltou (Angora Buck). Third, J. Lucas
(Angora Doe). Commended, D. Fisher, Sandwith;]T. Pomfret, Houghton
Lane, near Preston (Himalayan Doe).

CONFIXED TO THE COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.
GA3IE.— CocA-.-First and Cup. T. Swinbum, Whitehaven. Second, H.

Thompson. Third, J. Weeks, Cumberland. Highly Commended, R.
Pickering. Commended, J. Han-is. Wigton.
Gasie (Any variety).-First. J. Erough, Carlisle. Second, G. Bell, Wig-

ton. Third, J. Mitchell, Egi-emont. Highly Commended, J. H. Wilson.
Commended, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon.
Game (Any variety).—Fii'st, J. H. Wilson. Second, R. Pickering. Third,

G.Bell, Lamplough.
Dorkings.— Coc/i*.—First, J. H. Wilson. Second and Third, Messrs.

Gnnson & Jefferson. Fourth, G. Dixon, jun.
Dorkings lAuy variety).—First and Second, Messrs. Gunson & Jeffer-

Sou. Third, G. Dickson, jun.

Spanish.—CocA-.—First and Third, J. H. Wilson. Second, W. Hale,
Whitehaven. Fourth. Withheld.
Spanish.—First and Second, J. H. Wilson. Third, G. Mawaon, Cocker-

mouth.
Cochins on Brahmas.—Cori.—First and Second, Messrs. Gunson and

Jefferson. Third and Fourth, W. Burnyeat, jun., Whitehaven.
Cochins or Brahmas.—First, Mes?rri. Gunson & Jefferson. Second,

Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Third, J. H. Wilson. Commended, Messrs.
Gunson & Jefferson.
Hamburghs.— CocA:.—First, J. Hargreaves, Second, J. Fox. Third,

J. Brougb.
Hamburghs (Any variety).—First and Second, Messrs. Bow:nan and

Fearon (Silver-pencilled). Third, J. H. Wilson (Gold-spangled). Com-
mended. H. J. Nicholson, Whitehaven (Gold-spangled).
Bantams.—Cock:—First, Messrs. Bowman li Fearon. Second, M. W.

Taylor, Penrith. Third, J. Mossop, Rottington Hall.
Bantams (Any variety).—First, H. J. Nicholson (Black Red'. Second,

Messrs. Bowman & Fearon (.Black Red). Third, J. Wallas, Highmore,
Wigton.
Ducks (.\ny variety).—First and Cup, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon (Ayles-

buiy). Second, J. Towerson, Whitehaven. Thii'd, W. F. Dixon. Highly
Commended, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson
A silver cup or piece of plate, given byG. C. Bentick,Esq., for the most

sucessfol exhibitor of Poultry.—H. Beldon.

PIGEONS.
Carrier.—Cocts.—First, J. Thackray, York. Second, E. E. M. Royds,

Greenhill, Rochdale. Highly Commended, E. Brown. Henx.—First, J.
Uawley. Bingley. Yorks. Second, G. H. Roberts, Penwortham, Pi'eston.
Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds.
PowTERS.- CVicAs.—First, J. Thackray. Second, J. Hawley. Highly

Commended, E. E. M. Royds. Commended, J. Thackray ; R. Dodge.
Hens.—First, J. Thacki-ay. Second, J. R Robinson. Highly Commended
J. Hawley; E. E. M. Royds. Commended, J. Thackray.
Tumblers Almond .—Prize, J. Thackray.
Tumblers (Bald-headed).—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Fielding, jun.,

Rochdale.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—First. J. Thackray (Beards). Second,

J. Percival. Commended, J. Tiiackray iSelf-coiour yellow) ; H. Mapple-
beck.
Jacobins.—First. F. Else. Second, J. Thompson. Highly Commended,

R Thompson.
Trumpeters.—First, J. Hawley. Second, R. Dodge. Commended,

J. R. Robinson, Sunderland.
Barbs.—First, G. H. Roberts. Second. .T. R. Robinson.
TuREiTs.— First, R. Thompson. Second, Highly Commended, and

Commended, J. Thackray.
Owls.—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Commended, J.

Thacki-ay ; J. Thompson ; E. E. M. Royds.
Fantails.—First, J. Hawley. Second, H. Yardlcy, Birmingham. Highly

Commended, R. Dodge; F. Else, Bayswater. London.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First and >econd, J. Thackray. Third,

J. W. Harrison. Spalding (Hyacinths). Highly Commended. J. R. Jessop
(American Passenger); J. Hawley; H Yardley; J. Waitt, Richmond,
.^parltbrook, Birmingham ; E. E. M. Royds. Commended, J. Thackray;
H. B. Whittaker, Middleton (Archangels) ; H. Yardley.
Selling Class.—First, J. Thackray. second, J. Waitt. Highly Com-

mended, J. Hawley (Dragons and Magpies) ; J. Waitt; F. Key, Beverley
(Barbs); E.Brown (Carriers); J.Thompson; E. E. M. Royds ; H. Miers,
Whitehaven (Baldheaded Tumblers).
A Silver Cup or Piece of Plate value Two Guineas, presented by the

Committee to the most successful exhibitor of Pigeons—J. Thackray.

CAN.^RIES.
Belgian (Yellow).—Prize, J. Walker.
Belgian (Buff).—First, J. Walker. Second, J. Bewley, Penrith.
Mule (Yellow).—First and Second, H Ashton.
Mule (Bun).— First, W. Graham, Carlisle. Second, H. Ashton. Highly

Commended, J. Thompson, Maryport. Commended, H. Ashton.
Piebalds (Yellow or Buff).—First, J. Boulton, Ulverston. tecond, J.

Rigg, Cumberland (Buff).

Lizards (Gold or Silver-spangled).—First, J. Thompson (Go!d\ Se-
cond, Mrs. F. Johnson, Carlisle (Gold). Highly Commended, J. Thomp-
son (Silver).

Judges.—Poidtrij : Edward Hewitt, Esq., Eden Cottage, Sparl-
brook, Bimiijigham ; and Richard Teebay, Esq., Fnllwood, Preston,

Occsey Turlcijs^ DncJcs, liabhits, and Pigeons : W. B. Tegetmeier, Esq.,

Mnswell Hill, London. Canaries : A. Benson, Esq., Whitehaven.

SUNDERLAND BANTAM SHOW.
The Association, known by the appellation of the Sunderland Poultry

Society, held its first Exhibition in the Athenjcum on New Year's-day,

and it proved a great success, both financially and as a meritorious dis-

play of birds. The competition ^as confined exclusively to Bantams,

and considering the small latitude given, the entries were very nnmeroas.

Mr. Sim, of Cramlington, officiated as Judge, whose awards appeared

to give entire satisfaction. Mr. Sim pronounced the collection to be

first-class.

It had been intended at first to have held it as a close show amongst

members of the Society only, but the numerous entries induced the

Committee to throw it open to the public. There were several

Bantams not for competition, which were very praiseworthy, amongst

which may be mentioned a pen of "White Rose-combed Bantams be-

longing to Mr. C. Grimshaw, wbich were well formed and well feathered.

The same exbibitor had a good peu of Bhick-breasted Reds, and may
be complimented on the specimen which took the first prize amongst,

single Pile cocks, which was exceedingly glossy, full feathered, and
proud in can-iage. His first-prize peu of Piles contained a pair of

beautiful hens, of remarkable similarity, every mark in one seeming

to be identical in the other. The best single cock which took an extra
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prize was a Black Kcd belonging to Mr. F. Grimsbaw, tlie prize being

given by Mr. F. Hunter. Tbis specimen was extremely glossy. Tbetirst-

prize specimen in single Japanese bens was a proud and dignified bird

belonging to Mr. G. Lilbnrn. The same gentleman possessed tbe most

lively and vigorous pen in tbe Show, whicb uudoubtedly merited tbe

lirst prize wbicb was awarded to tbem iu tbe Uuckwing class.

Tbe following is tbe list of prizes :

—

Game (Black Red).—First, — Mallen. Second, C. Grimsbaw. Single
Cock.—Fiist, C. Grimsbaw. Second, — Rodgcrs. Single Hen.—First, C.

Vans, 3un. Second, C. Grimsbaw.
Game (Duckwings).—First, — Lilbum. Second, -- Mallen. SingleCoek.

—First and Second, G. Lilbum. Singlf Hen.—First and yecond. R. YouU.
Game (Piles).—First, C. Grimsbaw. Single Cock and Single Hen.—

First, C. Grimsbaw.
Game Hens (Bbick).—First and Second, R. Youll.

Game (Japanese).

—

Cock.—First and Second, G. Lilburn. Hen.—First,

G. Lilburn.
Extra PnrzES.—For best pen in llio Show, given by Mr. J. W. Grim-

sbaw. — MalJen. For best Black Red Siu'-de Cock, given by Mr. F. Hunter.
— Mallen. Ditto Hen, given by Mr. Grimsbaw.—C. Young, jun. For
best Duckwiug Cock, given by Mr. F. Grimsljaw. — Lilburn. Best Cock
above one year old, given by Mr. Youll. — Hunter, For best single ben
of any breed, given by Mr. C. Vaux.—C. Grimsbaw.

—

{Sunderland Herald.)

BROOD REMAINING UNDEVELOPED.
INFLUENCE OF AN ABUNDANT SLPPLY OF WATER ON THE

PRODUCTION OF BROOD.

The translation from Dzierzon by "A Devonshire Bee-
KEEPEK," Iq page 419, brings to my mind a question which I

asked through your Journal some time since, but to which no
reply was made. The question was. What is the reason that

bees sometimes fail to hatch their young ? Doubtless, many
may think that cold weather or the want of pollen for food was
the cause ; but this was certainly not the case with those I

referred to, and I will relate one of many similar cases that

have come under my notice, and shall be glad of any infor-

mation on the subject. On the 15th of July I deprived a

strong hive of its queen, giving it a ripe royal cell, which was
hatched-out and well received in about twelve hours, the queen
becoming a mother, or one able to be a mother, in a few

days, laying eggs in abundance. I looked forward with anxiety

to the time of hatching, being somewhat sanguine of a pure
impregnation in consequence of her time out being very brief,

the weather not being favourable for a long flight ; in fact, so

much so, that no other queen ventured out. The period having
arrived at which young bees were expected, I made an exami-
nation, hoping to see well-marked Ligurians, but to my great

disappointment there were only eggs and grubs, in number
about twenty thousand. The frames were, therefore, dropped
into their places, and I expected that in ten days or so I

should be sure to see young bees. When that time arrived I

examined the hive again, but not a single young bee or grub
was to be seen. Thinking then that the weather was the

cause, I commenced feeding, and continued it until the end of

October ; but all this time not a single bee was hatched. Just

as they were ready for sealing they disappeared, although all

the rest of my stocks were showing young bees in abundance.
It being one of my best hives, I have been much puzzled to

account for the aberration, and, as may be expected, it is now
^eatly reduced in numbers, and as yet not a single bee has
been hatched.—A Lanarkshihe Bee-keeper.

[I have a very strong impression that this remarkable in-

stance of non-development is due to that mysterious disease

foul brood, and that it is in point of fact one of its phases.

As bearing on the fact of the production of brood being pro-

moted by an abundant supply of water, I may relate a mishap
which occcurred in the autumn of 1804, when an attempt
which I made to transmit a colony of Ligurians to Qiaeeusland

was entirely frustrated by the extent to which breeding was
carried during their imprisonment. The stock was heavy, and
being by no means a very populous one, I deemed its store of

provision sufficient to last fi'om three to four months. When
the voyage, which was protracted to ninety days, was somewhat
more than half over, the gentleman who had charge of the bees

suspecting something wrong from their unusual silence, lifted

and inspected the hive, when the actual state of affairs became
at once apparent—their store of provisions had given out and
all had died of starvation. That this fatal result was produced
by excessive breeding during the voyage, was evidenced by the

fact that the mass of dead bees from this originally weak
colony lay from 3 to 4 inches deep (or as my correspondent
expressed it, the full depth of Lis linger), in a receptacle

14J inches square ! There was attached to the hive an ap-

paratus for permitting the daily supply of water, which had

been carefully attended to. The heat of the tropics had probably
stimulated the breeding powers of the queen, and the result

had been such a drain upon the stores of the hive as to

exhaust them when the journey was little more than half over.

—A Devo.nsiiire Bee-keeper.]

LIMITING THE PRODUCTION OF DRONES.
Is regard to destroying drones and substituting worker for

drone combs, either with or without brood, I doubt if so much
benefit is derived as is expected, when we take into considera-

tion how prone bees are to transform worker into drone comb
when they are inclined to raise drones. The extra honey con-
sumed and the time occupied in doing this will be as disadvan-

tageous as if they had been let alone. Before I possessed

Ligurians I used to think that I prevented the raising of drones
by giving young queens as early as the season permitted me
to destroy the old queens, and substituting ripe queen-cells a
day or so afterwards, when, it the weather was fine, not much
time was lost in breeding, and if plenty of room was given, a
large quantity of worker and very little drone brood was de-

posited until the stocks were removed to the heather, when, if

the weather was fine, they commonly produced a good many
drones. I have invariably found that when an unusually large

number of drones are being hatched, young queens are brought
forward, and a change of queens may be expected.—A Lanark-
shire Bee-keeper.

[Never having witnessed an instance in which bees have
transformed worker into drone comb, or vice versa, we rather

doubt whether they are so prone to effect this transformation
as our correspondent imagines.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Langholm Poultry Show.—The first prize for Spanish was taken by

James Thresh, not Huesh. The eiTor is not ours, but the catalogue's.

Feather of White CocHiN-CnncAS (.4 Very Old Sitfcscrtfter).—There
is so slight a tint upon the tips of some of them, that we should not call

them. coloured. It is not so strong as in what is called French white.

Breeding Duckwing Game Fowls {Chanticleer).—You ask if you are
likoly to breed good Duckwings from a pood Duckwing cock with good
pullets of the Black-breasted Red breed? In reply, crossing different
colours is wronp, as a rule, and is likely to breed mongrel-coloured mix-
tures. Breeding from pullets at all is also wrong, as a rule, for they are
ino young. To breed tlie best Duckwings, put a good Duckwing cock to
from two to four good Duckwing hens. Cock and hens of different strains
are to be preferred, with short bodies, stjuare shoulders, good necks and
heads, and legs and thighs well placed. As a Cheshire breeder, I should
try to obtain the "Old Cheshire Silver Duckwings,"' once so celebrated,
as they are purer and gamer than the Yellow or Birchen Duckwings, and
are harder birds in tiesh and feather. You may, however, breed some
good birds from the cross proposed, as the cock is a Duckwing; most of
them will probably have too much red and brown from the Red cross.
Willow-legged Black-breasted Reds are softer, weaker, and less game than
Willow-legged Duckwings.

—

Newmarket.
Breeding Dark-blood Pile Game Fowls (Idfin).—As to whether yon

are "likely to breed good Dark-blood Piles from Light Pile hens and
l^uUets with a hlack-breasted Red cock," Piles ai-e best bred from Piles ;

hens better than pullets. Bright-red-eyed W'hite-legged Piles are best, of
a bright red colour. Dark-coloured Piles are too slow. The Piles, if good
white-legged birds, are superior to most Black-breasted Reds. In cross-
ing tbe colours named for breeding Piles, the cock should be a Pile and
the hens Partridge-coloured. However, a few good birds may be thrown
from the cross proposed. No Piles are first-rate unless with red eyes and
white legs, and reddish birds.

—

Xewjiarket.
Size of Game Cocks (Zrfrw)-—I think all cocks above 5-^ lbs. in weight

are too slow and often too clumsy. The articled weights for fighting at
the Royal Cockpit, Tufton Street, Westminster. London, were from
3 lbs. 6ozs. to 4ilbs. ; all above this were "byes" or " tum-outs," and
fought as such.

—

Newmarket.
Pocltry in Confined Space {Crive Crcur).—Buff Cochin-Chinas or

Dark Brahma Pootras will best suit you. The food mentioned in tbe
Manual will be coiTCct.

Cross-breeding (A. R. .B.).—We are not very fi-iendly to crosses, bnt
hardly think that you propose a good one. We do not cross between
sitters and non-sitters, which would be the case if the mixture were be-
tween Brahma and Houdan. We think very highly of both. The latter

are excellent layers; as good, we think, as the former. Both are hardy
alike, and as they bear confinement, we see little ditficulty in keeping
both. Beau and pea meal have a tendency to make flesh hard. They
may do for the old stock, but they will not do for those intended for table.
Fattening Turkeys H. M. Jj.).—There is no book pubhshed on the

management of Turkeys. Shut tbe birds up in any place where they can
perch and roost warmly at night. Let them have a trough of food by
them made of oats, barley, and a few beans, all ground together and
flaked with milk to be nearly liquid. Let them be fed three times per
day. a good bellyful each time, but not more than they will eat. They
must have gravel and water. If put up in good condition, three weeks
or a month of this should fatten them.
Shifting Hives A.B.).—Any time of the year you may move stock

hives a few yards, doing it by little and little, shifting them slightly and
with extreme care, to prevent disturbance, every mild day, so as to bring
thorn gradually into their new position.

Stove for &arness-room (Omega).—One of Hays's Constant Stoves
al3 Os. will suit you. They are advertised iu our columns.
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some of its relatives, is often used, though it has not much to

racommend it, being difficult to keep in order, and plants here

jmd there often die out, making unsightly blanks in what ought

to be, whatever it be composed of, one unbroken line.

Of the host of herbaceous plants used, comparatively few are

well adapted for the purpose. Most of them make a broader

line than good taste can sanction or economy allow where nar-

row walks and narrower borders are the rule, as they too often

are in the case of villa gardens, added to which many of them
require relaying every year, and most of them every two years,

to keep them at all within the bounds of respectability.

One of the least objectionable in the above respect is that

pretty little plant the GentianeUa (Gentiana acaulis). It is

most at homo in wet damp places, where it will go on year

after year throwing up its great Gloxinia-like tubes without

being lifted or receiving any attention beyond a slight docking

with tho spade and line every spring when done flowering.

Several of the Sedums answer very well, but the flowers

require to be clipped off before the seeds ripen, as they spoil

the gravel with seedlings.

The Sea Pink (Ai-meria maritima), is so well known and so

often used for back edgings that I need only say it has many
good qualities to recommend it, not the least of which is the

facility with which any quantity of it can be procured, if within

a reasonable distance of the sea.

The Auricula is also a great favourite in small gardens ; so

is the Arabis family, especially the variegated variety, but of

it a reserve ought always to be kept to make up blanks, which

will frequently occur.

Many of the Saxifrages make neat edgings, but require fre-

quent re-arrangement.

There are many others that are largely used, of which not

very much can be said in their favour. All the Daisies are

highly objectionable on account of the trouble they give. The
equally numerous family of Primulas are too large-leaved, and

Mr. Wills's long-lost j)m(e(7e, Viola cornuta, though 1 hear some
are using it, is of far too genteel a nature to enter the lists

against tacketty boot-toes and accidental barrow- wheels.

Perhaps on the whole the best substitute for Box will be

found in dead materials. Of these, white dressed freestone

takes the highest rank, and indeed in situations where weight

and massiveness, or harmony with architectural surroundings,

are desirable features this is indispensable. Unfortunately its

costliness places it almost beyond the pale of common use ;

but a wooden kerb well painted with thickish paint, then neatly

sanded, and, when dry, again coated with thin stone-coloured

paint, if well done, looks remarkably like stone, and endures a

long time.

Cast-iron edgings as usually made are also rather too expen-

sive ever to become very popular, but as they will last any

length of time, this expense is more apparent than real. As

it is, a very neat and by no means insignificant-looking edging

could be made for about Is. per yard according to weight.

With regard to terra cotta edgings I have not had the ad-

vantage of seeing many that have been laid down for any con-

siderable period ; what I have seen struck me as being what

we would call little more than half-hardy, a great many little

corners and edges being scaled oft by the frost, particularly

about the joints. They look well, however, and as my opinion

of their endurance must be taken in connection with a Scotch

winter, they may, perhaps, do very well in England.

I was once acquainted with an old, retired, sea captain, who,

after carrying Her Majesty's mails for many years to somewhere

round the Cape, settled down in a snug little villa not far from

the seaside, as most old sailors do, and took to gardening. His

tastes certainly might not be of the purest, nor his theories, of

which he had a great many, the most correct ; but his shell

Wilts were the whitest and his edgings the neatest in all that

locality, and they were neither more nor less than old ship cables

of about 2 inches in diameter. The way they were put down

was this :—The ground being marked off, short stout stakes

were driven in to a little below the level of the walk ; along the

tops of these common paling rails were nailed to serve as a

bed for the cable, to which it was fixed by stout nails, and
when the gravel was raked in the woodwork was entirely hidden.

Thau this, for a simple, not very expensive edging, nothing

could be more artiatio.

All up and down our shores, but more particularly on the

south' and west coasts of England, there are to be met with

whole acres of rocks and boulders all bored over with little

holes as if milUons of fairy wimbles had been busy at work

ever since the creation. This is the handiwork of several

species of burrowing molluscs, known to those skilled in marine
lore as Pholades, Saxicavse, &c., and the means they use in

making and the ends for which they make these countless

holes in the hardest rocks have long been a puzzle among
scientific men. Be that as it may, these molluscs manufacture
one of the best materials for making rustic edgings that I know
of. Broken up into pieces of nearly uniform size, and either

laid on the ground or fixed on a foundation of brick by means
of cement, it has a more unique and coralline appearance than
anything else of the kind obtainable in this country. It is

most suitable for walks in or about rockeries, ferneries, &c.

Even for making rockeries themselves, if such caricatures there

must be, it is much better than ordinary cobbles, tree roots,

bottlework, clinkers, and all the other conventional abomina-
tions which when tumbled together are dignified by that

name.

—

Ateshire Gaedeneb.

[ObUge us by sending your name and address.^EDS.]

GARSTON VINEYARD.
{Continuedfrom I'ol. XI., page 40-1.)

I DAVE the more pleasure in resuming my description of the

Garston Vineyard, because it will enable me to prove to
" ViTis " and other readers that I only stated the truth in my
article on making Vine borders. What " Vitis " says may be
correct in reference to the ridge running through Hertfordshire,

Essex, and Cambridgeshire, and which is composed of a cal-

careous sandy loam, a soil in which the Vine luxuriates with-

out borders or anything except water. Give the Vine plenty

of water in the above localities, and a moderate amount of

horticultural skiU is all that is necessary to grow good Grapes ;

but confine the roots of the Vine within the walls of vineries in

borders only 3 feet deep, follow the practice which has pleased
" Vitis " so much—namely, watering only once a-month, and
I think " Vitis," or any one else would look in vain for good

results. In Lancashire both climate and soil are adverse to

the Grape-grower, and " Vitis " will therefore perceive that it

is wrong to dogmatise on any subject, no matter what, when
conditions differ.

Some years ago, long before Mr. Miller was heard of as a

Grape-grower, there was a Mr. Nash at Bishop Stortford, who
surprised everybody with his fine Grapes ; but there was no
merit due to Mr. Nash or his gardener—the soil was there

ready, and they could not help growing good Grapes. The one
want above all others to be attended to in the sandy soil of

Bishop Stortford is water. The Vines will require it weekly,

or oftener, during their season of growth. The great merit is

in producing results under unfavourable conditions. This Mr.

Meredith has done. He has not only had to contend with

climate, but with the constant outlay which his undertakings

involved.

Nine years ago last March Mr. Meredith began carting bricks

to what was then a green field. One of his first proceedings

was to build a good substantial dwelling-house, which is very

commodious and pleasantly situated ; most of the rooms up-

stairs and down are nicely heated with hot water. DiU'ing the

first year Mr. Meredith built his dwelling-house, four vineries,

and four Pine-stoves, besides several other smaller houses and

pits for plants. From three of these houses he has out his

most extraordinary Grapes. These results will at once show

that when he made the borders nearly ten years ago, he clearly

saw that to make a shallow border for permanent Vines on a

cold lazy subsoil was useless. He was also well aware that to

insure success it was necessary that a border should be made
both outside and in. He had likewise a settled conviction

that it was necessary, though expensive, to make a good lasting

Vine border ; if he had not done so he would have been under

the necessity of replacing the splendid Vines that have borne

such enormous crops of good Grapes, and which still give

promise of greater results in future years, with others which,

as soon as they were arriving at the proper age and strength

for bearing good crops, it would have been necessary either to

have lifted whilst another border was being made for them, or

to have replaced with fresh Vines. In either case there must

have been a break of a year at least before any favourable

results could have been obtained.

The front of Mr. Meredith's dwelling-house faces due south.

On each side of the house there is a lean-to vinery, 55 feet

by 17. The healthy Vines, and the magnificent Grapes which

these houses produce every year, abundantly prove that aspect

has nothing to do with the well-being of the Vine. One of
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these houses, No. 1, which I shall first describe, is on the west
side of Mr. Meredith's dwelling. Not a gleam of sunshine ever
falls on this house earlier than 2 p.m. ; and as the house is

principally devoted to late Black Hamburgh, Alicante, and
West's St. Peter's Grapes, these being kept back as much as

possible till late in the spring, we may safely assume that very
little sun ever shines on the house during the most critical

period of the crop, which I consider to be from the time the
berries commence stoning tiU they change colour. The Vines
in this house, as in most of the others, are planted inside, and
about 2 feet apart. The front rests on pillars. The border is

raised to within about 2 feet of the glass in front. There are

no front lights, but there are some ventilators 2 feet by 10 inches
along the front wall ; and the border, both outside and inside,

is built up above these, leaving merely a square hole outside,

the size of the ventilator. Through these openings the air is

admitted to the house. The border outside is about 12 feet

wide, that on the inside about 5 feet, and it is intended to add
another piece.

I cannot too forcibly remind those who contemplate making
Vine borders that one of the most important precautions to

insure success is making the border by degrees. I would make
a section of the border complete, and plant the Vines in their

proper position the first year, then add a yard or so to the
border outside, and thus proceed every year till the full width
had been attained. By these means the roots would take firm

hold of the border as the Vines grew in strength ; and at the
end of three years the roots would occupy every inch of the
border, and would have thoroughly established themselves, and
be in a condition to produce splendid crops of fruit. At the
time of my visit (October), the Vines in this house were clothed

with abundance of fruit and foUage, not a yellow leaf was to

be seen ; and the Grapes, though not ripe, were as black as

Sloes. Here were to be seen splendid bunches of Black Ham-
burgh, Black Alicante, and West's St. Peter's.

On this side of the dwelling-house is situated the dining-

room, and from it a glass door opens into the vinery. The
effect when sitting in the room is very pleasing. The green
and healthy foUage, and the clusters of jet black Grapes, are

seen to great advantage by the subdued light. The Vines were
planted in August, 1857, and were then young plants in a grow-

ing state.

After leaving this house we pass round the north side of the

dwelUng. Here are two small lean-to's filled with greenhouse
plants ; the small squares of thin glass which cover the roots

and ends remind one of the time when horticulture in general

and Grape-growing in particular were in their infancy. Passing
through these houses we arrive at the east side of the dwelling,

where we enter No. 2, or what Mr. Meredith calls the east

house. It is of the same dimensions as the west house, and is

filled with Black Hamburgh Vines, from which have been cut

the marvellous bunches that have astonished every one at the
metropolitan and other shows for the last four or five years.

The Vines were planted in June, 1857. The house is built

and the borders made just in the same way as in the case of

No. 1.

From this house was cut the bunch of Black Hamburgh
weighing lb. 5J ozs., exhibited by Mr. Meredith at the Ediu-
burgh International Fruit and Flower Show last September
twelvemonth. WUl " Vitis " ever cut a bunch like this from
any Vine grown in his shallow inside border ? At the last

Edinburgh Show another bunch, cut from the same house, and
weighing lbs., was exhibited. There are twenty-six Vines in

the house ; the number of bunches borne by each every year
will averagQ eight, and their mean weight will be about 3^ lbs.

The Vines from which the large bunches were cut had four

and five bunches on at the same time. The length of the canes

in this house is about 12 feet. This shows the fallacy of the

report that has been spread abroad by persons who have not

seen the Garston Vineyard—that Mr. Meredith only grows one
bunch on a Vine for exhibition purposes. He told me he once
tried the one-bunch system, but that it proved a complete
failure ; and the particulars about it are, as nearly as I can
recollect, as follow : Noticing on one or two occasions some
extraordinary shows on some of his strongest Vines, he was
induced to leave only the one bunch, thinking he would cause

the Vine to throw its whole energy into that bunch, and by
these means he fancied the berries would be swelled out to

an enormous size. The laterals were duly pinched out, and
the Vine treated just like the others growing in the same house.

The result was that the bunch shanked and the berries refused

to colour, whilst all the other Vines in the house produced a

large and well-finished crop of fruit ; and such single bunches
were the only ones that shanked, or that did not colour. The
result was nothing more than one might expect, if we take into

considerition the strength of a Vine in the most luxuriant

health, with all its energies concentrated on one bunch. Had
there been four or five more bunches left on the Vine, or only

two besides the selected bunch, it is probable it might have
realised Mr. Meredith's expectations ; as it was, the strength

of the Vine was absorbed by the foliage instead of by the single

bunch.
The sun leaves the house to which I am referring about

1 P.M., and when we take into consideration the wet and sun-

less season of 1866, it seems almost impossible that such
splendid results in Grape-growing could have been obtained

from houses whose aspect in both cases, one would think, is so

at variance with the law laid down by gardeners up to a very

late period—namely, that the aspect for a vinery must be due
south. These houses and another facing the north, which I

shall describe in the course of my ramble through the Garston
Vineyard, will abundantly prove that any aspect will suit the

Vine, and that a large amount of light is not absolutely neces-

sary to give Grapes a good colour and fine finish.

Here, then, is comfort for the amateur and those whose sites

for vineries offering a southern aspect are few in number and
very much Umited as regards extent ; for they may have their

vineries in any back yard, provided it is not too much hemmed
in with other buildings and not shaded by trees, if they will

make their borders according to the instructions I have given,

and treat their Vines liberally ; but on no account must they

foUow up the once-a-month system of watering, recommended
with such confidence by "Vitis."

I was astonished to see no covering of any sort on the out-

side borders. I was more astonished when Mr. Meredith told

me there had been no covering of any kind on the borders

throughout the summer, and that the Vines had absorbed

their share of the enormous quantity of rain that had fallen

in 1866. What shall we say after this, about confining our

Vines to inside borders, and subjecting them to the severe or-

deal recommended by " Vitis ?"

And now a word about the expensive style of Vine-border-

making that "Vitis" bo sternly condemns. Supposing the

material and labour for making the border of the vinery above

described to have cost Mr. Meredith £50 ten years ago, let us

see what the produce of the house has been for the last six

years. I have stated that there are twenty-six Vines in the

house, that the average quantity of bunches produced by each

Vine was eight, and that the mean weight of the bunches
was 3} lbs. I think that the average price per pound for the

quality of Grapes would be 5s. at the season they are ripe,

which is from July to September : we find, then, that the

twenty-six Vines would produce in six years -1,368 lbs. weight

of Grapes, and that the commercial value at os. per lb. would

be £1,092. I have no authority from Mr. Meredith for quoting

the above figures, I only do so to show that it is worth while,

even in a commercial point of view, to make a Vine border

thoroughly, and that it is better to allow Vines to properly

establish themselves before fruiting. " H. S.," near Staines,

would do well to take a hint from this, and not be in a

hurry for the half ton of Grapes, but wait a reasonable time

before he expects such a large return for the small outlay. The
Vines in the house I have just been describing are in perfect

health and vigour, and there is no doubt if Mr. Meredith is

spared to superintend their management, that they will present

the same appearance in twenty years' time. Of course every

year they will want a larger amount of food in the shape of

liquid manure, with annual surface-dressings of bones. The
Vines are pruned back to the last eye at the base of the shoot

every year. It would do a Vine-grower's heart good to see the

condition the Vines are in, and if he minutely inspected them
he would see large numbers of dormant eyes starting near the

base of each shoot.

In describing what I saw at Mr. Meredith's vineyard, I can-

not help making comments as I proceed. If, however, I may
be thought wrong in any of the ideas I may have formed, I am
at all times open to correction, and shall always feel grateful

for any information that .any of the correspondents of The
JouKNAL OF HoRTicuLTUEE may be disposed to give in an open
and friendly manner
The houses numbered 3, 4, 5, and 6 are all span-roofed, and

are in a line with the house last described. They are used in

the early part of the summer and spring for growing on young
Vines. They are now fUled with a fine, healthy stock of Indian
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Azaleas and a miscellaneous collection of greenhouse plants,
for Mr. Meredith having two very intelligent sons, who have
jnst finished their education, it is his intention to commence a
general nursery business, which will make hia estabhshmeut
more interesting to visitors. There are two fine pieces ot

ground right and left cf his dvvelliug-houae, and facing the
road, on which he intends to build some magnificent houses
for plants.—J. Wills.

(To be continued.)

COLLECTING AND STORING ICE.
I MENTioxEP (page 30), my intention to throw water over a

pond that had half an inch of ice upon it, too weak to stand
tho ice-hook, and which I feared would not become much
thicker even by sharp frost, as there was a depth of fully

3 inches of loose snow on the ice. The plan answered so
well that I would not hesitate to resort to it again whenever
there was danger of the frost not continuing. The water
was thrown with jets, so as partly to melt and partly to go
tmderueath the snow on more than one-half of the pond, as
we could not make it reach towards the centre. On the ne.xt
morning on all the part so watered we had a fine plane of thick
ice, but of two distinct properties as respects density, the ice
formed first, before the snow, being much harder than that
formed above it from the melted snow, though when welded
together the freezing went right downwards as usual. All the
part so watered came out in large pieces; but when, towards
evening, wo came to the unwatered part we could make but
little of it, the partly congealed snow on the top slipping off

the ice, as we were obhged to draw it towards us.

It is not always that such a chance can be obtained ; but the
Wocks of ice, although causing extra work, even when mode-
rately broken, to place in the ice-house, packed more firmly
there than could have been done if the ice had all been of uni-
form hardness, unless well broken.

^\^len the space to be filled is small, much will depend on
firmly pounding the ice after breaking it well ; but when the
capacity of the ice-house is large, and the weather uncertain, I
would prefer a large quantity of ice imperfectly broken to a
smaller portion however well poimded. I have often proved
that fifty loads housed somewhat roughly will keep longer than
forty loads well pounded. In fact, provided there is enough
small and pounded ice in which to pack the larger pieces, the
ice will keep nearly as well as if all were pounded small. The
great point is to prevent air circulating through the mass, and
a large heap will soon become compact even from its own
weight. I may here mention that for many years I have used
neither salt nor straw about or over the ice, merely packing the
doorway with straw.

In general our old-fashioned ice-house does not need air-

giving, except when it is opened for use ; but there are a few
occasions when, if the surface were covered with dry straw, it

would be the better of a small air-pipe from the roof. The
low state of the barometer outside, and especially before, during,
and immediately after a thunderstorm, seems to have an effect

en the atmosphere of a close, shut-in ice-house, very much
similar to that which it is said to have on the atmosphere of a
deep coal pit. I have frequently noticed that in a fine day in
summer, with the barometer approaching 30 inches, the" air
of the ice-house would feel comfortable and dry, and the sur-
face of the ice be comparatively dry ; whilst in an equally fine,

sunny day, but with the barometer falling to 29 inches, and
with signs of an approaching electrical disturbance, the open-
ing of the ice-well would often be attended with an outpour of
visible vapour. Now, it would be better in every way if this
Va.iour escaped as formed, instead of surrounding and hanging
over the ice ; and such are the cases in which I think it would
be better that the ice should be covered with a dry, non-con-
ducting material, as straw, and that there should be an air-vent
by a small pipe.

I have during the season had several communications as
to the success and the non-success of ice-heaps from dairy
farmers and others, with whom ice is becoming every season
more a matter of importance. I think that when the heap has
proved more or less of a failure, this result has been chiefly
caused by the smallness of the heap and the insufficiency of
the covering. In this respect it should not be forgotten that,
ether things being equal, the keeping of the ice will not depend
on an arithmetical progression as to the size of the heap.
'Thus, a heap of a dozen loads will not keep half the time that

a heap of twenty-four loads will do ; nor yet will a heap of

twcaty-five loads keep half the time that a heap of fifty loads
would do. In fact, for aU practical purposes, it is scarcely

worth while making a heap if it will not contain forty or fifty

cartloads—that is, before the ice is broken. The larger the heap
the more compact it is—that is, the fewer superficial feet ex-

posed the better proportionally will the ice keep ; and these
advantages are, perhaps, best secured by a round blunt cone,
though a long blunt ridge, like a flat span-roof, answers very well.

In neither case should the base be less than from 12 to 16 feet,

and the height should not be less, if possible, than 7 or 8 feet.

I have known cases of a dozen loads of ice being so emptied
down rather roughly, and some cartloads of straw piled over
the heap, and yet the ice came out ser^viceable in July ; but
there would be a better chance if more ice had thus been col-

lected and the work had been done more systematically, though
it is sometimes wonderful how long ice will keep when heaped
in this rough way.
Some inquirers are puzzled because they cannot find such

favourable places for forming a heap as I and others have de-

scribed. In this there need be no difficulty. If the ground is

quite level a small trench will have to be made, a yard or

4 feet from the heap, and that, too, will have to be covered with
straw to prevent the heat acting on the trench. It is rare,

however, that a little mound, (j or more inches higher than the
general ground round it, cannot be found ; and in such a place

there will be ro necessity for a trench or anything of the kind,

as, if the ice be placed on a few inches of brushwood, any little

melting that takes place will find its way to the lower ground
imperceptibly. No better chance for forming such heaps could

be found, where water is near, than a frosty time when the
ground is covered with snow, especially if the heap is to be
formed in the corner of a meadow, as not only could large

blocks be built in the sides of the heap, but a considerable

portion of the surrounding snow could be brought up with the

ice ; and a good watering over all, and the ice exposed to the

severe frost, would make the whole heap like a solid block of ice.

No class of men could form these heaps more economically

than farmers, as the straw covering would cost them little or

nothing, for it would always come in for use when it had served

its purpose over the ice-heap. The straw must be dry when
used, and ultimately, when rough-thatched to throw off all wet,

it should not be less than 3 feet thick, though I have seen good
heaps with not much more than 2 feet of covering. A hole

will have to be carefully taken out whfin ice is wanted, and it

would be well to have small bundles of straw to fill in the hole,

and an old door over all outside. The straw covering should
extend a few feet on the ground round the heap, the farther the
better, to prevent the ground becoming heated near the heap,

for though earth is a slow conductor of heat, it does conduct,

and the farther the straw extends the greater will be the safety

of the heap in this respect. From want of this consideration

I have known heaps that melted prematurely, not from the
heat finding its way through the thatching or covering, but
from rising through the ground beneath.
Two more observations will make all clear. Unless you

make something like a regular house above ground, be satisfied

with covering tho ice and laying the straw close on it with-
out any intervening frame, so that as the ice shrinks the cover

will sink with it and leave no space for air. Make sure that

the covering will not produce heat by decomposition ; it must,
therefore, be dry. Lastly, avoid everything like holes in the
covering, whether by birds, rabbits, or rats, as all these holes

will merely be ventilators to let the warm air in. A series of

tar strings round the heap will help ; a fence of fine wire net-

ting would answer admirably.
My apology for these remarks is the hope that ice-heaps will

be more general, not only in dairy farms, but that they will

also be considered essential adjuncts to all hospitals and in-

firmaries, where ice from other sources cannot be easily or

quickly obtained.—E. Fish.

PASSIFLORA LAURIFOLIA SELF-FERTILISING.
Is the last volume, page 348, your correspondent " A. B."

writes on the cultivation of Passiflora laurifoHa, or Water
Lemon. I perfectly coincide in his remarks on the cultivation,

but he is in error about its impregnation, as I know by long
experience that it is fertilised by the pollen of its own flowers.

I have grown upwards of two hundred fruits annually on one
plant, all of which were fertiUsed by its own pollen. I consider
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it advisable to name this, as some might be deterred from
eultivating Passiflora laurifolia if they were obliged to grow
other kinds for the pollen.— J. Jones, Ganlener, lioothhtj Hou-fe,

near Lincoln.

THE INTENSE COLD AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
Nemagh, Irehnd.—On the night of the ind, the thermo-

meter registered V below zero, and on the 3rd it again fell

to zero. Such a degree of cold has never, I believe, been
heard of in Ireland, even within the memory of our venerable

friend, " the oldest inhabitant." My thermometer was pro-

nounced incorrect, as "that was a degree of Canadian cold

never experienced in England or Ireland." This I was slow to

believe, as the instrument was procured from a well-kuown
maker. The fact was, that I put it on a stand about 1 foot

from the ground, out on the grass away from all shelter, thereby

testing the real temperature more accurately than some of my
disbelieving friends, whose thermometers were hung on a wall

outside their windows. From what I have read in " the

Journal," and daily papers since then, I think I may feel

certain that my thermometer is correct. As to the effects on
vegetation in my own garden, as far as they are yet appa-

rent, almost all the vegetables, including a fine crop of early

BroccoU, Savoy and other Cabbages, in different stages, are

either destroyed or severely injured ; and the damage done
in frames which were thought to have been securely protecte.l,

is too melancholy to record.—C.

BiRROw-os-HusrEER, Li.NcoLNSHiRE.—The temperature as

taken here by a Negretti & Zambra's thermometer, suspended
in an exposed quarter of the kitchen garden, the aspect, north,

was as follows :

—

Lowest Temperature.
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as will be seen when the i?now is gone. During the Christmas
of 1860, the thermometer registered 44° of frost here.

—

Henry
Mat, Hope Nurseries.

PoYKTON, NEAB Stockport.—I beg to enolose the readings of
a self-registering thermometer, 4 feet from the ground, and in
the shade :—

Max. Mir.
Jannury 9th 32^ .... 12"

„ 6th «' .... 28'

„ 7th 60° .... 88'

„ 8th 50^ .... 41J"
„ 9th 46- .... 87=

„ 10th 44" .... 85'

„ nth 86" .... 28°

„ 12th 28° 18°

—FiLIX-lUS.
Kii.LALOE, Co. Clare, iRELiVD.—The thermometer here is

a self-registering one, and is placed about 5 feet from the
ground, in a stand, such as was described some years ago in your
Journal. The scale is, of course, Falirenheit's. We generally
suffer little here from hard frosts, and still less from snow, and
the fall here this year has been trifling.

January 8rd 16=

„ 4th 20=

„ ISth 22=

15th 16=

\

Mai.
1 January 13th 254°
'

„ 14th 22"

„ 15th 28°

„ 16th SOi"

„ 17th 80l'

„ 18th sr
„ 19th 84"

Min.
,
18=

, lu'
10"

23i"
,
20"

, 14J
=

,
21"

January 16th
17th
18th

18°
14"

The lowest temperatures previously registered were as follow

:

—1850, January 17th, 1.5^°; 1856, January 13th, 18°; 1859,
December 20th, 18°—W. H. Mayne.

GAEDENEKS' EXA^MINATION FOR HONOURS.
" A Subscriber " would be glad to know where he can find

the rules and regulations for the examination of gardener lads,
as he is of opinion that by encouraging the education of young
gardeners an essential improvement would be effected in all

branches of horticulture. His attention was called to the
subject by the report of the " Gardeners' Examination for
Honours " in this Journal. He would suggest that with these
reports a list of the questions at the examination should be
published (not the answers). The advantage of this to future
candidates would be to give them a notion of the subjects on
which they would have to prepare themselves for examination

[We do not think it would be beneficial if the Royal Horti-
cultural Society were to publish the exact questions that are-
put in the examination papers of gardeners for honours, but
there can be no objection to publishing a syllabus of the sub-
jects upon which the examinations are founded. We have,
therefore, inserted below that which is published by the Society
of Arts, and which is for all purposes the same as that on
which the examinations of the Royal Horticultural Society are
based.

" Floriculture.—Improvement of races in plants, by what means
it can be commenced and carried forward. Hybridisation, objects of.

Conditions necessai"y to ensure fertility in flowers.
" Wanning and ventilation of houses for plant culture. Influence

of ventilation on plants confined iu forciup;-houses. Limits of tempe-
rature endurable by plants, and bo\7 to tuni this to advantage in prac-
tical floriculture. Bottom heat, value of in plant culture.

" Watering, the rationaJe of, iu the culture of pot plants. Liquid
manures, special recommendations of. Food of plants, how and whence
derived, and in what form received.

.

/'Propagation, the various modes of, and theii- special adaptations.
Vitality of seeds, duration of, and how best preserved. Budding,
Grafting, and Inarching, how performed, and to what subjects best
adapted. Increase by cuttings and by layers. Leaf-cuttings, how is it

that they can organise buds ? Composts for various classes of plants.
** Acclimatisation. Is it possible to increase the hardiness of any

race of plants, and what are the most Hiely means ?
" The leading flowers of the different seasons, indicating those to be

obtained naturally, and those by artificial means.
" Special Culture—Ferns, Orchids, Succulents, Heaths, Hardy

Annuals, Bedding Plants.
" Text Books :

—
' Lindley's Theoiy and Practice of Horticnlture

'

(Longmans). ' M'Intosh's Book of the Garden ' (Blackwood & Sons).
' Thompson's Gardener's Assistant ' (Blackie & Son).

" The Examiner, in his remarks on the work done by the candidates
on the last occasion, says they ' tail most especially, as a rule, in con-
veying clearly and concisely the purport of their own replies, and lose
force of expression by multiplying words. They are strongly recom-
mended, as a part of their studies, to practise the writing out of short
pithy remarks on each of the subjects set down in the programme,
comparing their own remarks with the statements in the text books,
and repeating this from time to time, cutting out all superfluous words,
so that they may get the essential partienlars well impressed on the
memory.'

' Fruit-tree Culture.—Kinds of fruits adapted for variona soils
and exposures. The Propagation, Pruning, and Training of Frnit
"Trees. The Structure and Functions of the Organs of Trees, con-
sidered in their relation to growth and reprodnction. The Forcing
of Frnit Trees, and their cultivation under glass, both in and ont of
pots. The Theory of Ripening, and the principles that ought to regu-
late the preservation of fruits after they are ripe, or their subsequent
maturation. The Packing of Fruit for transmission to great distances.

" Veoetadle Culture.—The kinds and quantities of vegetable
seeds and roots required for cropping gardens of given dimensions.
The most approved mode of culture of the different k-inds of vegetables
and salads. The preparation of fermenting materials for artificial
heating. The forcing of vegetables and salads.

" General Suhjei-ts.—Soils, Water, Atmospheric Air, Light, and
Heat in their relation to the successful cultivation of fruit and vege-
tables. JVIanures and their application. The Diseases and Insects to
which fruit trees and vegetables are subject, and their remedies. The
erection, heating, and ventilation of garden structures.

"Text Books:—'Lindley's Theory and Practice of Horticulture'
(Longmans). 'The Cottage Gardener's Dictionary' (Bell & Daldy).
Hogg's Frnit Manual,' Third Edition (171, Fleet Street). Rivera's
' Miniature Fruit Garden ' (Longmans). Brehaut's ' Modem Peach
Pruner' (171, Fleet Street).

" The Examiner, in his remarks on the papers worked on the last
occasion, says;—'I am pleased to see the rising generation of gar-
deners devoting themselves to a study of the theory of gardening—to a
study of those principles which ought to regulate every gardening
operation, and without a perfect knowledge of which there can be no
perfect practice

, Practice without a knowledge of the principles by
which it is governed is an insecure and baseless foundation ou which
to rest when natural conditions are disturbed or unexpected difficulties

arise. I therefore urge ou gardeners most strongly the necessity of
studying the principles which regulate vegetation ; but at the same
time I desire also to see the fruits of that study exemplified in the
practice, for a knowledge of the theory without the practice ia

worthless.' "]

ROYiUj HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
J.VNB.ARY 15TU.

Floral Committee.—There was a large attendance of the members
of the Committee, but nothing for them to do. A single plant, from
Mr. Howes, Seven Sisters Road, of a variegated Primula, was the
only specimen sent. This was not worthy of notice, several plants of

the same character having been known. The Committee seemed to be
of one mind in lamenting the .great losses many of them had sustained
from the severe weather, the Roses and some of the Conifers having

, been entirely killed. The subject of the tobacco duty was again dia-

t

cussed, and as soon as Parliament meets some steps will be taken to
i obtain tobacco for fumigating plants at a low rate and on the same
j

terms as that used for washing sheep and the Hop plant, when infested

I
with vermin.
Feuit Committee.—Mr. Whiting, gardener to Mi-s. Hope, The

Deepdene, near Dorking, contributed nine sorts of Apples, for which
he received a special certificate. Messrs. Slater & Sous, Malton, like-

J
wise sent a number of .\pples, chiefly for the determination of the
names ; and from W. Wentworth Bnller, Esq., Strete Raleigh, came
several dishes of Court of Wick, intended, we believe, for distribution

among the members attending the meeting. The only other subject

worthy of notice was a bunch of Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat Grape,
exhibited by Messrs. Lncombe, Pince, & Co., of Exeter, to show the

extraordinary length of time for which it may be preserved. With
reference to this propei-ty. as well as to the merits of the variety gene-

rally, remarks have ali-eady appeoi-ed at page 11.

General Meeting.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

The business was entirely of a formal character. Sixteen new Fellows
were elected, and the St. Ann's (Nottingham) Amateur Floral and
Horticultural Society was admitted into union- On the table were
placed a few subjects, not refen-ed to as being brought before the

Floral Committee. These were :—a variety of Sophronitis grandiflora

called AlexandiTua, and having purplish crimson flowers, from Messrs.

E. G. Henderson ; cut spikes of Barkeria Skinneri and a Ljelia, from
Mr. Hodges, gardener to E. Wright. Esq., Gravelly Hill, Birmingham

;

Zonale Pelargonium Mimas, a promising variety, which received a
secoud-cla,ss certificate last September, from Mr. Mann, of Brentwood ;

and from Messrs. Backhouse, of York, cut spikes of an Oncidium
allied to O. serratum, with brownish green flowers having a small lip,

and Brassavola cuspidata.

FINE CONIFERS.
I SEND the dimensions of seven trees of WelUngtonia gi-

gantea, which are in the pinetum here. No 1 is 23 feet 4 inches

high ; its circumference of stem is 6 feet 2 inches, and it

measures 18 feet 4 inches through the branches. No. 2 ia

30 feet 6 inches in height ; No. 3, 17 feet in height ; No. 4,
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17 feet in height; No. 5, 16 feet in height; No. t), 16 feet

7 inches in height ; and No. 7, a cutting from No. 1, 11 feet

4 inches high.

We have also some very fine specimens of Picea nobihs,

Nordmanniana, and pinsapo, and of Pinus austriaca, strobus,

and excelsa. Some trees of Pinus insignis are between 30 and

40 feet high. Abies Albertiana and A. Douglasii are about

30 feet high ; and Brunoniaua, alba, morinda, and Menziesii

are about 40 feet in height.—H. HicKjiis, Gardener to R. E.

Thoimon, Esq., Kcnjield, Kent.

SOIL FOR CAMELLIAS.
Seeing your reply in last week's Journal to " Sexex " as to

the best soil for Camellias and Azaleas, in which you recom-

mend turf cut 8 inches thick and stacked with a layer of cow-

dtmg an inch thick between each layer of turf, to be turned in

sis months, again in three months, and another three months
to elapse before it is to be nsed, and all the rest of it so tho-

roughly disheartening to amateurs—allow me to say a word

or two by way of cheering up " Sen-ex," for I am sure he must
feel greatly depressed at the prospect of losing his CamelUas

by having to wait twelve months for soil to repot them in.

Last March I purchased a lot of neglected plants from a

neglected greenhouse, and among the rest a very sickly-looking

CamelUa in a deplorable state of filth and wretchedness. Being
desirous of ascertaining the colour of the leaves, after a tho-

rongh washing with soap and water I found it to be a compro-

mise between green and yellow. This result caused grave

doubts as to the soundness of my bargain ; but feeling assured

that there was appropriate advice somewhere in " our Journal,"

I went in for a read-up, and I saw that excellent article by
Mr. Pearson published in the number for the 27th of last Feb-

ruary, and in which he says, " After many years' experience I

have come to the conclusion that turf from a sandy loam is

the only soU fit for Camellias, and that the addition of leaf

mould, peat, manure, Sec, is always injurious." He goes on
to say, " Cut the turf as thin as if it were intended for a grass

plot ; chop it, or, what is better, pull it to pieces, and use it

the same day it is out. In using so fibrous a material con-

siderable pressure must be employed in potting, otherwise it

will be too loose."

After giving three cheats for Mr. Pearson, and three groans

for men who would recommend one-year-old . but never

mind, I set to work, turned out my Camellia, shook out the

sour soU and dead roots, and repotted it—in what do you
think ?—why, in fresh-cut turf, pressed it firmly down, and I

should hke you to see the plant now, the picture of health
;

its flower-buds, of which I had to take off at least a dozen,

swelling beautifully, and promising a glorious show. But I

suppose you wUl not insert this.—T. L. C.

[You see that we have not only inserted your communica-
tion, but one from Mr. Pearson on the use of fresh turf. It is

a step in the right direction, and though decomposed turf is

excellent for Camellias, the Editors hope to have it established

that fresh turf is as good for them. Editors have to recom-
mend what they know is successful.]

there was, for my good parishioner declared my Potatoes un-

equalled in size, quality, and quantity. The secret was, I

planted whole sets of medium Potatoes, which I had started

early. The Potato was Myatt's Ashleaf.

Last year the greater part of the Ashleaf Potatoes were waxy
and diseased, the Scotch Cruftles were nearly as bad, and the

Early Heroes were worse.

Having tried many plans of Potato culture I thoroughly

agree with " D.," of Deal, and Mr. D. Thomson, as to the ad-

vantage of using whole sets. As an experiment I disbudded a

few sets, leaving only one eye, and was rewarded by an earlier

and larger yield. The ridge system I should condemn as

strongly as your last correspondent, provided the soil is light

and dry, but the case is quite altered if you have wet, heavy

grovmd.
I wUl give you, some tim3, the remits of this year's colturei

—EONSOC.

THE ROMAN HYACINTH.
I WAST to say a word in favour of a little bulb which I do not

think meets with the attention that it ought, I mean the pretty

little Roman Hyacinth, believing that in another season some
of your readers who are situated as I am will be very glad to

make further acquaintance with it.

I have no means of forcing plants, my object being, as far as

greenhouse plants are concerned, to keep them safe from frost.

Those who can force will, therefore, probably think little of a

Hyacinth like this, which is so much inferior in size and
beauty to the Dutch varieties ; but to me it is a matter of no
little pleasure to be able to have at Christmas a pot of Hya-

cinths in full bloom, distributing their fragrance through the

room, and that without any extra trouble. By forcing they can

be had, I know, in November, but I think they are not nearly

so pretty when forced as when grown naturally. It is a mis-

take, toij, to plant them too thinly ; they should be placed with

the bulbs almost touching one another. I put six into a

32-sized pot, and have had them now for some weeks in bloom

in my sitting room, their little snowy bells standing well up

above the dwarf, stiff, glaucous foliage, and diffusing a plea-

sant but not overpowering odour throughout the room. Doubt-

less if they came in in March and April along with the other

bulbs, we would not think a great deal of them ; it is the fact

of their bloomiug when they do that really gives them their

value, and it is because of this I recommend them to those who,

Uke myself, are obliged to study what is economical as well as

pretty.—D., Deal.

[We are well pleased that our correspondent has noticed this

fragrant little flower. It is a very old tenant of our gardens,

being introduced in 1596. Formerly it was called Hyacinthus

romanus, but La Peyrouse has founded on it a new genus, and

it is named Bellevalia operculata.]

EARLY PEAS AND POTATOES.
My garden is of light, porous soil, is well protected from the

north and east winds, and thoroughly drained. Its slope is to

the south and west. In this garden were sown on the same day
Carter's First Early, Sangster's No. 1, and Daniel O'Kourke Peas.

From what I had read of the first I expected to have a crop

almost before Sangster's or Daniel O'Eomke had formed pods
;

but the lesson taught me was that the old friends were tru e

friends, for Sangster's and the well-tried Daniel O'Eourke
yeilded many dishee before the first-named ; and when the lazy

first did come, it was not worth waiting for. The Peas were all

grown upon the same plot of ground ; the rows all ran from
north to south, and received precisely the same treatment.

Elevation above the sea 260 feet, and distance from the coast

nine miles.

About six months after I entered upon my parish work a

worthy farmer came to visit my garden, and having examined
my flowers and my vegetables, exclaimed— " Well, your
Reverence, you can beat me in all but Potatoes." All but

Potatoes ! Well, do you know, I did not hke that " but," and
I rfiBolved next year there should be no "bat;" and none

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETYS MEETING.
The first meeting of the rear was held on the 7th inst., Sir John

Lubbock, F.E.S., the President, being in the chair. Amongst the

donations received since the last meeting were the pnblications of the

Natural History Society of Geneva, contributions on American Lepi-

doptera, and on the Zjgicnidse of Cuba, by Messrs. Grote and Robin-

son ; on Danish Coleoptera by M. Sehiodte ; and Dr. Gerstaecker'a

annual reriew of entomological publications. A new part of the

" Society's Transactions," containing papers by Mr. F. Smith on Bra-

zilian Hymenoptera, Mr. Trimen on the Butterflies of Mauritius, and

Mr. McLachlan on new genera of Psocidse, was announced as ready

for distribution among the members.
A memoir by Captain Hutton was read on the Japanese SUtworm,

allied to the common Chinese Bombyx mori, which had been much

overrated, and which he believed was only a hybrid between a sickly

degenerate race of the latter insect and the Uttle B. sinensis
;
and ha

expressed bis opinion that the only way to renovate the European

stock of Silkworms now so much contaminated with muscadine, &c.,

was to depute experienced entomologists to visit China with a view to

the rediscovery of the Silkworm in its natural state of freedom.*

Professor Westwood exhibited a largo collection of Heliconiidae

and Pierida) from the interior of Brazil, collected by the late Dr.

Buichell, whose entire collections had been presented to the University

Museum of Oxford. They were extremely valuable, not only fropi

• Captain Hutton cnnnot have been aware that at the last Interna-

tional Exhibition at Paris some Silkworms and silk of a beautiful tex-

ture were exhibited which had been recently imported from Japan,

and which had been found quite tree from all attacks of the moacadina

longua.
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the rarity of many of the specimens, but also from the fact that the
precise locality and date of capture of everj' individnal was recorded,

BO Es to show most satisfactorily the extent of the geographical ranf;e

of every species and supposed local variety. With reference to the

mimetic re:iemhlauce between animals inhabiting diJTerent localities,

he cited the instance of the humming birds of the New World and the

Humming-Bird Moth of Europe.
Mr. AIcLachlau asked for an explanation of the fact that the last-

named insect is frequently to he observed in considerable numbers
chasing up and Aowti walls, banks, or cliffs, exposed to the hottest

Bnn, and especially about stone walls near the sea, but no explanation
was offered.

Mr. h\ Smith stated that in consequence of this habit of the Hnm-
ming-Bird Moth, a clay nest found npon a wall, over which the

Moth had been seen hovering, had been sent to the British Museum,
on the supposition that it was the nest of that species of Moth, hut it

was found to have been made by a Mason Bee.
• Mr. A. E. Eaton mentioned that during the last season he had
found the nest of the Hornet in an unusual position—namely, in a
sand bank, where there was no wood near.

The following memoirs were read— Chorentidai and Crambina col-

lected in Egypt in 1864, and Crambina, Pterophorina, and Alucitina
collected iu Palestine in IStio by the Rev. O. P. Cambridge, deter-

mined and the new species described by Professor Zeller, the German
descriptions translated by H. T. Stainton, Esq ; and a monogi-aph on the
genus Hestia, with a revision of the Danaidan Euttertlies—namely,
ninety species of Euploea, seventy of Danais, and ten of Hestia, by
Mr. A. G. Butler.

OUR VINES.
{Concluded from page 50.)

So we came to the autumn of another year, and the yellow
leaves fell from the great Sycamore tree iu the garden close by,

and the Silver Birch threw its long shadows on the grassy lawn,
and our fruit, yet tmtasted, hung ripe and ripening in the vinery.

It seemed as if we had come to the very point, reached the end
for which we had aimed and worked, as if our land of promise
lay all before us ready to enter in and possess, as if the reward
had come for all our care, and thought, and work, and study

;

not the reward of so much pleasure or enjoyment, or eating, or

giving away to friends, which though last is not least ; but that

deeper, richer, better, more lasting reward, success to our efforts,

the power expended coming back to us in a larger measure,
giving us a sense of knowledge we could never more part from.

" You are not out of the wood yet, with all your shouting,"
said Cousin Walter, one Saturday afternoon in October, the
day appointed for the first fruit-gathering, and our Vine doctor

had promised to come over and help in the arduous work.
" What is the matter Walter ? " said Cousin Herbert, " Why

there is mould, and no mistake, upon these berries," and he
was rubbing away with all his might at abunchofLadyDowne's.
" Come up and see for yourself, Kate."

" It is not mould, it is the very bloom yon are rubbing off,"

said Kate in great alarm, " Come down this minute."
" You do not mean to tell me this mealy whitey-blue stuff

is bloom do you ? why the very canes are covered with it"'

" So they often are on Lady Downe's," said Kate.

"You are a jackanapes, Walter," said Uncle Tetley, "if I

were you, I would not meddle with what I did not understand."
I do not think we should ever take a prize for Grapes, even

if we were to try, and they were never so fine, said Uncle Tetley,

we handle them so much."
"Well, you see they are our first," said Cousin Herbert,

" and a great deal of pleasure lies in the touch ; they are some-
thing like a first baby, much made of and tossed about. The
idea of a Greek scholar rubbing the bloom away from his Grapes,
thinking it mould. But if there is no mould, which I am not

sure about, there are plenty of thi'ips on that Reeves' Musca-
dine, you can find them by hundreds, if not thousands."

" Never mind the thrips, said otir Tine doctor, coming in

jnst then, let the thrips die with the dying leaves. You can
do nothing, you can neither syringe, nor smoke, so you must
do as you say here in Y'orkshire, ' bide your time.' "

" Well you may laugh," said Kate, " but I expect some morn-
ing we shall find the thrips has carried everything out to the
lawn."

" Then I will help you to bring them in. Bless my life you
have in comparison none, half the gardeners in England would
swear they had not. if they had no more. I tell you what. Miss
Kate, 1 would not like being your gardener, no not for a thou-
sand a-year. Come now, what about those bunches, which are

we to cut, and what are we to do with them ?
"

" Think of your friends to be sure," said Annt Margaret,
" no good will ever come of them if you are stingy."

" Well, I suppose," said Cousin Herbert, " the largest mttst
go over the way to Mrs. Arthur Tetley's ; or, perhaps, dear
Aunt, you will not mind taking it with you ; and, then, George
must come in for a share, for after all his queerness, I have
seen him give many a helping hand on the sly."

" And, then," said Kate, " Papa says Dr. Brown must hare
a bunch, for he does not grow them, and is very fond of them."

" And you would not forget our Rector," I said.
" No need to think of him," said Janet, " look at all the

people in his congregation who have vineries, and, doubtless,
will send. Why I dare say he has more than he can eat."

" And, then," said Cousin Walter, " there is lawyer Forden,
he must have, or all the fat wiU be in the fire."

" And there is Walter's learned schoolmaster," said Uncle
Tetley. " And, then, there are neighbour Cuthberts."

" No need to think of them," said Janet, " they are rich,
and can afford to buy."

" I dare say all the people we have mentioned can do that,"
said Kate. " After all it is only an expression of kindly neigh-
bourly fading."

"It looks as if you thought such a deal about them, as if

you had never had Grapes before, and were proud of them, and
wanted to be thought clever."

" Well, we do think a great deal about them, Janet, we are
very proud of them, and we have never had before of our own
growing ; and there is another thing, we are not ashamed of
our feelings, nor of showing them. I wonder what they were
given us for, if they are always to be hid away."
Then we had great work with our Grapes, cutting them down,

buQch after bunch, some weighing more, some less than we
thought. Cousin Walter held up our little rubbish-basket for
their acceptance, but Cousin Herbert shook his head, saying,
" Nay, nay, that will not do. we must have something better
and cleaner." Then Aunt Margaret brought to light from some
place where it had been hid, where we never could make out, a
beautiful silver basket and Grape-scissors, saying in reply to
our exclamations, " Oh, never mind where it came from, it is

a present." If we have not a first-rate gardener, that is no
reason we should not serve up our fruit iu a decent, proper
manner. Then in triumph we bore into the dining-room our
silver basket heavy with its own worth, heavier still with its

weight of Grapes, and we formed a jury, and sat in judgment
on them round a blazing fire.

" These Black Hamburghs are very good," said Uncle Tetley.
" I think them splendid, would not desire better," said Papa.
" I like Beeves' Muscadinebest." said Cousin Walter, bobbing

one alter another of the little round berries into his capacious

mouth.
" I do not," said Mamma, "really, Herbert, you must send

me over some Muscat Hamburghs, they are my taste."
" They are, indeed, very delicious," said Kate, " I would

rather have one hunch of Muscats, than a dozen Black Ham-
burghs."

" Well, Lady Downe's is my favourite, there is something
sparkling, something piquant about her, and then, too, there

is a substance about the berries not like so much sweetened

water."
" They are very good," I said, "with one great fault, rather-

moreish."
" Janet you eat away, but do not say one word," said Aunt

Margaret.
" Oh, Janet is thinking deep waters do not bitbble as they

run," said Cousin Walter.
" They are very good," said Janet, " but I have eaten

better."
" I never did," said our experienced Vine doctor, " and many

a professional grower would be proud to show such. In one
respect, though, I think you have missed it, Mr. Herbert, you
should have kept an accurate account of cost and return, valu-

ing your pleasure at so much, then we might have had some
idea how your bank book stood."

" I assure you I dare not do that," said Cousin Herbert, " for

cook says they have burned no end of coals and cinders, and
Maud and Kate would have brought in heavy damages for

spoiled Jferino dresses and soiled skirts. Next year, if all is

well, I will try to do so, and then we can weigh the worth of

our Grapes against our coal bill."

Then Mary, our little helper, came in for her share. " These
are for yourself," said Aunt Margaret, "and the others for

cook and Martha."
Cook said, they looked very well, but she didn't mind

much about such things, they were a great bother ; she troilld
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rather have a mng of beer, or a cup of strong tea any time

;

and after all, Martha, '•! don't believe they are all right, for

they 'ave left more than half on their platee, maybe they are

mouldy as Master Walter said."
" Oh ! no," said the housemaid, " quality never eat the

skins."
" I eat all," said Mary, with a glowing face, " both skins

and stones, they have cost too much to waste."

So we came to the end of the third year, and the day of our
great fruit-cutting was the anniversary of the planting. We
left many bunches to hang until Christmas, until the new year,

if they would keep so long. We sent many bunches away to

friends near and distant, and the packing up with great care of

those little fruit-baskets was a real pleasure to us, as great,

nay, I think, almost greater than the receiving of such would
be to us.

" That is right, Kate dear," said Aunt Margaret, coming in

as we ticketed our last basket to a lame boy lying ill, "never
forget the old, the poor, the sick, nor the unfortunate, gifts to

Buch come back to the giver with a blessing."—iLvuD.

OLD ORCHARDS IN KENT.
I HAVE been expecting some one to say more respecting the

Flemish Apples and Clierries, and the subject so much the

more interests me because I came from the very parish Mr.
Eobson names (Teynham).

I will take as my station Frognell Farm, in the parish of

Teynham. When I was a boy I well remember some old

Flemish Cherries there iu an orchard adjoining the homestead,
called the Cherry Orchai-d ; but the Flemish Pippin was chiefly

in an orchard called Siller HiU, iu Green Street, in the parish
of Linsted, adjoining that of Teynham, and on the other side

of the road in orchards belonging to F. Barling, Esq., who
grows, I believe, all the sorts of Apples, Pears, and Cherries
worth cultivating, but the age of the trees I am not at present
able to give. My father says when he first went to live on the
Frognell estate, about sixty years ago, there were some old

Flemish Cherries there then, and I believe, if not recently

removed, they are there now ; but we must not expect to find

trees in places where they are grown for profit after they cease

to bear a good crop. At some tiiture time I will give a more
Batisfaelory note on them, after writing to the managers of the
orchards of the above-named places.

I cannot but think that the place spoken of by Mr. Robson
must be Frognell. or somewhere thereabouts. I will state my
reasons for thinking so. In a little orchard on the other side

of the road from the Cherry orchard used to stand the ruins of

a building called the Moat House. It had a moat round it,

but this moat was partly filled up about forty years since. A
few years ago the railway went through this little orchard, and
I do not know whether ,iny traces of it are left. Not more
than 100 yards from the Moat House stood another old build-

ing called the Old Bedlam : this building was pulled down
about sixty or seventy years ago. The oldest building that I

know of standing there now is what is called Frognell Great
Bam. I forget the date of it, but I believe it is two or three
hundred years old. Another field near Teynham church, about
a mile from this place, is all foundations, and iu one place is

a well, which is now arched over. It appears to me that cen-

turies ago these plaoes must have been of some note.

—

G.
Holmes, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

JOURN.VL OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The fourth part, just published, completes the first volume
of the New Series, and, hke its predecessors, is deserving of

high commendation. We have heard a complaint that the con-

tents do not embrace a due proportion of practical gardening

;

but we cannot assent to that complaint. There are abundance
of sources whence information on practical gardening may be
derived, and the pages of the Society's Journal are better occu-

pied with such relative information as is afforded in the present

part by Mr. Berkeley's notes on Orchid Fungi ; Professor

Goeppert on the Breslau Botanic Garden ; Mr. Hadwen's ex-

periments on Temperature, and Dr. Masters on Double Flowers

of Primula sinensis.

Mr. Bateman contributes a brief note upon an Orchid-pot,

made of earthenware, in the form of a tree's branch, on which

he finds Orchids grow as well as on a natural branch, while

the disadvantages consequent on the decay of the wood are

avoided.

CjVLIfornlin items.
At the recent State fair at Sacramento, J. Q. A. Warren, of

Sacramento, who has travelled extensively among the Sandwich
Islands, showed " a collection of Sandwich Island Ferns and
flowers, embracing over five hundred specimens of beautiful

texture ; cabinet woods of the Islands highly polished ; seed
and seed-pods, very curious ; Sandwich Island Cotton in the
boll and loose ; samples of Sandwich Island Rice in the paddy,
cleansed and polished ; Poi Calabash and Water Calabash ; silk

cocoons of immense size, raised by himself at the Islands from
eggs furnished by L. Prevost ; Coffee, Castor-oil Bean, Bread-
fruit, Ginger, land shells of one hundred varieties, and a large

collection of Island curiosities."

We also learn from copious reports in our San Francisco and
Sacramento exchanges that the fair in most respects was a
great success. The wondeifidgrowthandyieldof all the cereals,

fruit, and vegetables, has ceftsed to be a wonder and topic of

remark, and all attention is being turned to new topics. The
state is already becoming famous for wool and wine, as we see

the wool quoted in all our eastern markets, and meet the wine
at all our principal fairs and on the shelves of the druggists.

Cotton and silk are now attracting much attention iu California.

We take from the Sacramento Union the following items of

objects at the fair.

" L. Prevost, of San Jose, has a large collection of silkworms
on exhibition. In fact, silk culture, from the early stage of

the worms feeding on the Mulberry leaf to reels of sQk itself, is

represented in this gentleman's exhibit ; and the following

extract from a private letter to him will show that a still more
advanced stage will soon be added. Under date of San Fran-
cisco, September 17th, 1866, Meyer i- Neumann say :

' Per-

haps you wLU perceive in to-day's ^i(a, that we finished a small

piece of rep, but the machinery not being in proper working
order yet it is not of that quality which we intended to exhibit

at the State Fair. Nevertheless, one of us will come to Sacra-

mento the day after to-morrow, and bring the sample along

with him.' Many of the cocoons exhibited by Prevost were
raised from eggs furnished to him by different parties."

The Oakland Manufacturing Company exhibit two pieces of

cotton sheeting as samples of the first hundred pieces, two as

samples of the first thousand pieces of 40 yards each, and
two of cotton shirting as samples of the first hundred pieces of

•10 yards each, manufactured in this State. The mill of this

company wove its first yard of goods on the 1st of December,

18G.5, and has beeu in active operation the most of the time

since. The company have paid from twenty-five to thu-ty cents,

per pound for cotton, and manufactured it into goods at an ex-

pense of fifteen cents, per pound. The mill is located in the

village of CHnton, Alameda county. Among other cotton they

have worked up a small lot of the variety known as the green

seed, which they found to be equal, if not superior, to the Ten-

nessee and Georgia upland cotton. With the experience of the

past for a guide, a great improvement is expected in the pre-

sent and future crops. They confidently expect that the cotton-

growers of this State wiU be able to furnish thtm with sufficient

raw material to keep their manufactory in constant operation.

They have just entered into a contract to furnish twenty thou-

sand yards of manufactirred cotton for exportation to Mexico."

Hop Culture.—The Alta's correspondent says :—" No branch

of agriculture pays better than Hops. For brewers' use the

Hops of CaUforuia have double the strength of any imported.

We visited the Hop vineyard of Fhnt & Haynie, on the flats of

Norris' ranch, American river, near Sacramento, recently. It

covers twenty-five acres, and was planted iu February and

March of this year. The vines stand 8 feet apart. It is well

demonstrated that short poles and cross-traUing on connecting

cords, produce better crops than high poles. The crop for this

first year is 24,000 lbs., worth at seventy cents, per lb., 16,800

dollars. Next year the plant starts from fixed roots of one

year's growth, and the crops will double. It will be seven

years, probably, before the plant will show deterioration."

Castok-oil Beaxs.—The Castor-oil Bean has been grown the

present year (1866), to a much greater extent than is generally

understood, and from the success of the present year we think
the growing of the Bean and the manufacture of the oil from
it may be said to be successfully begun.
The Northern District Fair of the present year, can claim
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the credit of makiDR the first exhibition of the Castor-oil Bean
in any quantity. There was a large sample of nearly 100 lbs.

exhibited by J. D. Blanchar, Esq., grown near Marysville.

We obtained the following statistics :—Dr. McDonald has
this year one hundred acres of Castor-oil Beans. Mr. Chas.
Justice has a field of five acres. W. H. Drum and many other
persons have grown a greater or less number of acres, and this

beginning has given assurance that the work that thus began
will be continued, and the Castor-oil Bean and the oil from it

wiU ere long be numbered among our valuable exports.

—

{Cali-

fornia Farmer.)

PEAR CULTURE.
{Co7itimied from, page 51.)

rRUNixo AND tiu:ning.

Espalier or Horizontal Taining.—Commencing with amaiden
tree, which is one that has never been headed or cut back, it wiU
have a clean, straight stem, and be moderately strong, or rather

such trees are to be preferred, as

the buds are not so widely distri-

buted. It should be planted care-

fully and early in autumn after the
leaves begin to fall. If they have
fallen, or from the fall of the leaf

to the middle of February, or be-

ginning of March, during mild
weather, the tree should be cut

fcack to within 1 foot of the ground,

always cutting from the back of

the bud, as shown by the bar at

a, fig. 3, indicating the cut. This
will be the commencement of the

first season's pruning.

Shoots will be produced in spring

from the three uppermost buds,

that situated the highest should
be trained upright, and the other

two respectively to the right and
left, and as nearly at an angle of

43° as can be; only if one grow
stronger than another depress it,

and raise that which is weak, so that shoots as nearly as

possible of equal strength may be produced. This is a main
point, and must be attended to ; for if a shoot once be formed
weak, it is difficult to render it equally strong with its neigh-
bours, and a tree with longer shoots on one side or part than
the other is neither pleasing nor profitable. This is the first

season's treatment as regards pruning and training.

In the autumn the appearance of the tree will be somewhat
similar to that represented in fig. 4, and the upright shoot

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

should be cut to within 1 foot of the point at which it was first

shortened, or as near to that as a bud with two buds below it

eligible for horizontals will permit. It should be remembered at

the time of shortening the upright shoot, that 1 foot is the dis-

tance to be allowed between the horizontals ; therefore, they,

or the buds left to produce them, should be a little below the

line along which they are ultimately to be trained. This will

be readily understood on reference to ^ir;. 4, in which 6 is the

place where the upright shoot is cut, and c c the horizontal

line. As the side, and particularly the lowest branches (it is
usual to term a shoot of the current year, and until it produces
secondary shoots a " shoot," but afterwards a brancl^hen it

produces side shoots, whether headed or not), cannot be too
strong they should not be depressed or brought to the hori-
zontal line for another year ; and any shoots they may produce
should be allowed to grow unchecked, unless they become too
strong for the leaders, when they should be brought back,to six
leaves. The leaders of the side branches and upright are not
to be stopped, but should respectively be carried to the right
and left, and that of the upright in a vertical direction ; and
the side shoots are to be trained at an angle of 45°, as in the
first season. The shoots or laterals from the two side branches,
if stopped at the sixth leaf, may shoot again ; these are not to
be stopped for the present.

Fig. 5.

In the autumn of the second year the tree will somewhat le-

semble/(7. 5. The leader or upright shoot should be cut back
to a, in the same way as it was in the preceding season, and
the laterals, h b, shortened to two eyes, and to not more than an
inch in length. The shoots upon the side branches will come
from the eyes left on the lateral wood. Such shoots are to

have their points taken out when they have made six leaves,

and sub-laterals being produced from them, such are to be
stopped at the third leaf. The side branches may remain for

another season at an angle of 45° ; that, and the laterals not
being close-pinched, will secure for them more vigour than were
they trained horizontally, and the laterals closely pinched. The
bars show where the knife is to be used.

In the autumn of the third season the tree may have the
lowest pair of side branches brought to the horizontal line,

Jig. 6, a a, those of the last year's production still being re-

tained at an angle of 45° for another season, when they are to

be brought to the horizontal line, the leader or upright being

cut back as before to furnish the leader and side branches of

the foilowing year. The side shoots, b b, are not to be shortened,

nor the growth or leading shoots of the side branches, a a a a,

in this or subsequent seasons, until they reach the limit of the

space they are to occupy. Tlie laterals, d d d d, must be cut

in to two eyes or buds in this and all subsequent seasons, but
the very short, stubby growths about an inch in length, and
which produce a tuft of leaves, are never to be cut, but should
be left at their full length. These are spurs upon which the

fruit of the Pear is produced, and are represented at c c, bijig. 5,

and I' e e e.fig. 6.

The following year's treatment is simply a repetition of that

in the preceding one ; the two side branches produced in the

previous season are to be brought to the horizontal hue, and
those of the year allowed to grow at an angle of 45° for a twelve-

month longer, when they are also to be brought to the hori-

zontal line. In after-years, stopping the laterals, shortening

in autumn to two buds or an inch, heading down the upright

shoot, training in the side shoots at an angle of 45° for two
seasons, and subsequently bringing them to a horizontal

position, should be persevered in until the upright reaches the

top of the wall. When the tree attains nearly the height of

the wall, it will not be convenient to train the side branches at

an angle of 45°, neither is it desirable, as they wUl acquire
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Bnfficient vigour ; therefore, towards the autumn of their pro-

duction, they may be trained horizontally.

The above is undoubtedly the simplest mode of forming
horizontal trees for walls or espaliers, as once the horizontals

are started there can be no doubt in training tbem. The growth
is easily under command, the sap equally distributed, the

branches equally exposed to light, and though the distance of

1 foot between the horizontals may seem great at first, it is not
more than is necessary for the full development of the leaves

and spurs, their due exposure to light and air, and the proper
maturation of the fruit. At 9 inches apart the side branches
or horizontals more thickly cover the wall or espalier, but at

that distance the wall is so completely covered with foliage

that the sun's rays never reach it, consequently no heat isjia-

Fig. 6,

diated to the benefit of the tree in cold seasons ; and in the

case of espaliers the side branches at 9 inches apart so over-

crowd and shade each other, as to prevent the proper develop-

ment of foliage and perfection of fruit-spurs. 12 inches is the

distance to be recommended between the horizontals, both for

walls and espaliers.

The height to be recommended for espaliers is 6 feet, the first

pair of horizontals being 1 foot from the ground. The rails

should be of wire, and the upright and straining posts should i durable for ironwork,

(To be continued.)

be of iron in preference to wood, onlaccount of durability. The
uprights or supports may be let into stones about 2 inches, and
run in with lead. They should be midway between each pair of

trees, as the branches are more rigid near the stem, and have its

support, besides which they seldom bear so large a quantity of

fruit as nearer their extremities. No. 8 wire is the most sub-

stantial, though No. 12 will do. Both supports and straining

posts should have four coats of oil paint ; red lead is the most
G. Abbey.

NOTES AND GLE.ININGS.
A KUMOUK having been in circulation that Mr. William Bull

had become the possessor of Mr. Standish's new Hermaphro-
dite Aucuba, we are requested to state that there is no founda-

tion at all for the statement, that the Aucuba is in the sole

possession of Mr. Standish, and that he does not contemplate,

nor ever has contemplated, disposing of it, until he does so to

the public generally in the ordinary course of trade.

—— At a meeting of the Quekett Microscopical Society

Dr. Tilbury Fox, one of the Vice-Presidents, read a paper on
" Human Vegetable Parasites." The author's chief aim was
to elicit from the members information in regard to the part

played by Fungi in the production of diseased conditions

of plants, men, and insects, and he confined his remarks to

the following points : First, the probability of the frequent

existence of the germs of fungi in the textures of healthy living

beings, and in situations to which the external air has no
access ; the modes by which fungi effected an entrance to those

spots ; the fact that parasitic germs enter the systems of plants

and animals at a much earlier date than is generally believed,

through the soft textures of the young tissues ; that fungi lie

dormant a long time in the system, until favourable conditions

occur to promote their growth ; that fungi only become sources

or inducers of disease when they develope to an undue amount

;

that fungi will not flourish on a healthy surface ; the distinc-

tive features of vegetable and animal structures, especially

artificial germination ; and the effects, chemical and other,

produced by the growth of fungi. Dr. Fox illustrated all these

different conditions by a reference to the phenomena of " ring-

worm " and allied diseases. Mr. M. C. Cooke gave a number

of very interesting facts in reference to the parasitism of plants,

entirely confirmatory of Dr. Fox's observations ; detailing cases

in which the germs of mUdew and rust must have entered

very early indeed into plants, and even been contained in the

seed, developing as the plant grew up ; also where the elements
of rust entered through the first pair of young (cotyledonous)

leaves. He also stated that he never looked for parasitic fungi

on those plants that appeared vigorous and healthy, but was
sure to find them on those which looked sickly or grew in

unhealthy places.

With very great regret we have to announce the death

of Mr. B. P. Brent, to whom our readers have been so often

indebted for useful information in our pages. Mr. Brent
edited for us " The Pigeon Book," and " The Canary and Other

Song Birds," the subjects of which he well understood. Mr.
Brent died at his residence Parkhurst House, near Uckfield,

Sussex, on the 18th instant.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCnivN GARDEN.

Where the soil abounds in silica, or is what is technically

termed too sandy, procure, if possible, a quantity of clay and
spread it from 2 to 4 inches deep over the whole surface of

the soil, allowing it to he for a time that the air and frost

may pulverise it, when it may be dug in, and it will very much
improve the ground. The use of sand in the same way where
the soil is a heavy clay will likewise be very beneficial. Capsi-

cums, seed of the large sort should now be sown in pans or
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pots placed in heat ; as soon as tbo plants are an inch or two
high, put them in small pots and replace them in heat ; after-

wards shift them when necessary, until the end of May, when
they may he planted out on a south horder. Cucmiibers, the
plants in bearing in the forcing-house should have a top-dress-
ing of fresh rich soil ; use every means at command to keep
them free from insects. When the young plants in the seed-
hed have made one rough leaf, the leading bud above it should be
removed so as to cause the plauts to throw out two shoots from
the axils of the seed-leaves. Cuttings put in and struck in the
seed-bed will come into bearing quicker than seedling plants.
Herbs, keep up a supply by introducing some potted plants into
any forcing house, or in*,o a frame or pit where there is heat.
Letluci\ sow Green or Brown Cos in shallow boxes placed in
any situation where there is a command of heat. This sowing
will only be necessary where there is a deficiency of autumn-
sown plants, otherwise no seed need he sown till the middle
of next month. Puttitocs. plant in pits or frames where there
is a slight bottom heat ; the sets should have been previously
laid in a forcing-house to shoot. Sets may be planted in pots to

be placed in any convenient part of a forcing-house until the
shoots are several inches high, when they may be planted in
frames, but we do not much approve of this plan as we have
found it result in a deficient production of tubers. 'Tomatoes,

sow seed of the Large Red immediately, so as to have good
plants when the weather shall permit of their being turned out.

FRUIT GAKBEN.
It is now a good time to wash fruit walls, and we would

strongly recommend our readers to do so, particularly walls
against which Peaches are trained. The washing should he
done before the trees are pruned, as if a few buds are rubbed
off it will not he of so much consequence as it would be after

pruning. A good mixture is composed of lime, sulphur, and
soot, brought to the consistence of paint with strong soapsuds.
About 1 lb. of sulphur should be used in every pailful of lime
after being mixed with the soapsuds and sufficient soot to give
it a dark grey colour. The trees should be tied from the wall
and the mixture laid on with a whitewash brush. Prune and
remove the suckers from Filberts, which rarely, except in
Kent, are managed as they should be. The making of fruit-tree

borders, particularly for the finer kinds against walls, requires
the use of fresh turfy loam ; let that, therefore, be in readiness.
The only addition should be road scrapings, or something
similar, whore the loam is heavy, for the Peach and Apricot

;

use loam alone for Cherries and Plums, adding a small quantity
of rotten cowdung for Pears, but not if the loam is rich. Dust
over on damp mornings with soot and lime Gooseberries, &c.,

which are attacked by birds. Raspberries may have the old
wood removed and the new shoots thinned. Leave the shorten-
ing of them till another time.

FLOWER Cir.DEX.

With the exception of pruning and thinning, or wheeling
when the weather is frosty, little can be done in this depart-
ment at present. Any of the shrubbery borders which may
require a dressing of fresh soil or manure, should, however,
be attended to whenever the weather is favourable for such
work. Proceed with any alterations in hand involving the
removal of a considerable hulk of soil, cutting walks, or any-
thing which can be judiciously done now, in order to have the
hands at liberty for the ordinary routine of spring work which
will soon be demanding attention.

GKEENHOnSE AND CONSERVATORY.
As the season i-s at hand when the business of increasing

onr stock of plants will demand particular attention, it will

not be inappropriate to suggest the advisability of preparing a
place calculated to afford the required convenience. There is

scarcely a gardener who is not called upon to apply his skill to

replace the losses that invariably and necessarily attend the
occnrrence of a rigorous season like the present, and yet we
rarely find a proper situation appropriated for the purpose.
For the plants principally in demand for decorating the flower
garden, such as Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and Verbenas, the
common plant-houses are unfortunately found suflicient in
many cases ; and we see them crowded with pots of cuttings, to
the destruction of all order and propriety, in addition to the
insects which are often introduced along with them. What
we wish to recommend is a small pit constructed with beds to
contain plunging materials, and provided with a heating appa-
ratus capable of supporting a bottom heat of 'J()°. This, with
a complement of bell-glasses, would enable the gardener not
only to raise his stock of summer plants with certainty and

expedition, but give him the opportunity of multiplying his rare
and more difficult plants at the seasons most suitable to them.
The unsettled state of the weather lately has called, and most
probably will continue to do so, for much judicious manage-
ment in regulating the temperature of large greenljouses.
Naturally plants will make little progress at this season, hut
they may be stimulated to unhealthy activity if attention he
not directed to the regulation of the temperature. Eradicate
scale and other insects from climbing conservatory plants, at
the same time tie and arrange them. Care must be taken that
Camellias receive no check, or their buds will be endangered.
Brugmansia sanguinea, a noble conservatory plant, demands
similar attention. In greenhouses it will be necessary to exa-
mine softwooded plants in order to remove decaying leaves,
and make an arrangement that will give them liberty to receive
the full benefit of light and air.

FORCIKG-riT.
No diminution of temperature must be allowed here. Pinks

after they have jnade a little growth require to be removed to
a cooler place, or the buds will fall. Gardenias require a warm
moist atmosphere, which may now be slightly increased as
they exhibit activity. Much care is necessary with Dutch
bulbs. Hyacinths, &c,. in removing Ibeni from the plunging
material. If they are suddenly exposed to light a premature
development will be the consequence. They should be placed
in a somewhat dark part of the pit for a few days, and abun-
dance of atmospheric moisture applied; on the last much
depends.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK,
Never has the changeable character of our climate been more

conspicuous than during the first fortnight of the year. The
thermometer on the 3rd and ith was close on zero as a minimum,
up above 50' as a maximum in the shade on the 7th and 8th,

and then swept down again from the 10th. The frost on the
last of these dates, though scarcely so severe, was, from the ab-
sence of snow, likely to do more damage to young exposed crops
of all kinds than the frosts preceding it. The little skifi's of

snow which we have had, such as half an inch on the 14th, and
as much more on the night of the 15th, will do something to
mitigate the evil in this respect. Another favourable circum-
stance was that when the frost was unusually severe the atmo-
sphere was very still, and, therefore, the cold did less to lower
the temperature of houses and injure plants than a frost of

scarcely half the intensity accompanied by a dry, searching,

scorching wind that would find its way into every hole and
cranny. The weather has been so exceptional that it would be
weU to notice a few simple matters which, owing to circum-
stances, occupied a considerable share of our attention.

Protecting ilaterial.—Dry straw, litter, and old hay are in-

valuable for protecting purposes, and their value is greatly in-

creased in proportion to their dryness, a matter which is very
frequently forgotten, as, in uncovering, the men are very apt--
say in the case of glass—to collect the covering in fi'ont of the

frame or pit, just in the place where, if a shower come, the
water will run off the glass and into the covering. This is

not of much importance if that covering is to be turned into

fermenting material, but is of great moment where there is, as

in most places, a difliculty in procuring dry material, and not
without paying well for it. It would be easy to avoid this by
placing the covering in little heaps where the rains would not
wash into it or into the base of the heaps, and thus be raised

through the whole by capillary attraction. Without much
trouble such little heaps cannot be defended from the rain that

falls, but if thrown together like little haycocks, it is only the
outsides that will become wet ; and very little practice will show
the great difference between dry and wet litter in excluding

cold, and that which is much the same, in excluding heat.

Owing, we believe, to the comparative stillness of the air in

the severest frosts, and the somewhat dry state of the litter,

we have never known such hard frosts kept out by such a small

amount of covering. Sometimes in a very sharp morning,
when at first sight we thought it would be prudent to shake
up the surface of the covering, and thus break the lines of

radiation and conduction, and so force the frost to begin its

work afresh on the surface, or even to add a fresh sprinkling to

the surface, we have been saved either labour by examining
and finding that the frost had not been able to penetrate the

slender covering. Let us, however, add here that a covering

of litter would be greatly increased in its protecting properties,
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in proportion as its surface was frequently brolcen and turned
so as to break the lines of the radiation of heat.

Since the second frost -we had uncovered no cold pits and
frames until the bright day of the 15th ; and then, as the air

was very keen, we merely uncovered a part of the glass to give
the benefit of sunlight, and covered up again early in the
afternoon. We were rather afraid that the cold places were a
little too warm ; but when, in the case of Caulifiowers under
hand-lights, we found the plants were lying on the ground,
both the ground and leaves crusted a little, we let well alone,

and allowed the covering to remain on, knowing they were
better as they were than if alternately thawed and frosted.

Such plants will sustain no injury when thus slightly frosted
if they be covered up for weeks, only they must not be uncovered
until properly thawed, nor must they be exposed to a fierce

sun for a few days afterwards.

It would not be safe to expose Calceolarias and the generality
of the hardier bedding plants to so much cold as Cauliflowers,
Lettuces, and Radishes will stand ; but if these should be
covered up days and weeks it is necessary that the atmosphere
about them should be as much above freezing as to keep them
safe, and cold enough to prevent anything like growth. An
average of 3.5° under glass is good under such circumstances.
In such a temperature they will not prow, and little moist
vapour will be raised to create damps and their evils. In very
cold dull days even -Asparagus in a hotbed-frame was left

covered-up, but in fine days it was exposed to the light ; other-
wise, fi-om the heat below, the heads or shoots would be apt to
be drawn and too much blanched.
Double Hoofs or Sashes.—Except in the way of experiment

we have had little practice with these, though recommending
them to others. It would be very interesting to know how
such large houses as the fernery of Mr. Bewley, near Dublin,
behaved during this frost, as well as those belonging to other
gentlemen who have given the system a fair trial, and that,

where it was desirable to have a tolerably regular temperature
and a somewhat equable degree of atmospheric vapour with
the least application of artificial heat. TVe shall be surprised
if these conditions were not more easily secured, and at a less

expense for fuel, in houses with double sashes than in those
glazed in the usual way.
The necessary amount of atmospheric moisture in such

severe weather is most easily secured in common houses and
pits by allowing the heat to fall, so that the plants shall be
safe, giving what little air may be neceasary at the highest
point of the roof, and chiefly in suushine, preventing sun heat
and fire heat meeting and raising the temperature so much
as to require much cold air to l.e admitted, and covering the
glass of front sashes of houses and pits, however slenderly,

so as to diminish the escape of heat from the glass, and thus
obviate to some extent the necessity of large fires. In such
weather in common houses, from which it is next to impossible
to exclude the external air, more evil is done by admitting that
air freely at the ventilators than in giving none at all beyond
a little in the sunniest days, after the sun has affected the
temperature of the house, and when, in expectation of its

shining, the fires have been allowed to go out or become very
low. The man who cannot be brought to study and consider
whether there is likely to be sunshine early or not is not fit to

take the management of houses, or of the furnaces that heat
them, if the requisite amount of economy in fuel and labour is

to be secured. Thus, as alluded to above, suppose that the
mean temperature of a house in average weather is 70" by day
and 65° by night ; to maintain the house at that temperature
in such weather as we have lately had would not only, if it were
large, require a large quantity of fuel, but also a great amount
of vapour to he thrown into the atmosphere, which vapour of

itself would require additional heat to raise it, for the higher
the temperature of the air the greater would be its capacity for

moisture ; and then again the higher the temperature thus
maintained, the greater would be the necessity for admitting
eold frosty air in sunshine.

Let two facts be kept in mind, and then there will be less

perplexity about firing and ventilating : First, there is no heat
so good and so cheap as sun heat ; and secondly, in every way
it is mistaken policy to allow in plant-houses a strong heat
from a fire and a strong heat from the sun to meet each other.

In a common glazed house, with some openings between laps,

ifec., and in such a cold day as the 15th, but duU and without
STin, we would have put on a small fire, and would have given
no air except what found its way in in spite of us. In a dull

damp day, with an average temperature of 40°, a brisk fire and

moderate air-giving would do good by setting in motion a
stagnant atmosphere ; but we see no reason for making strong
fires in cold sunshiny days that we may neutralise the effects

by sending in huge volumes of cold, dry, frosty air, both pro-
cesses being exhaustive of the plant's energies.—R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEn'"ED.
William Cutbush & Son, Highgate, London, N.

—

Catalogue

of Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds.

Richard Dean (.\ssistant Secretary to the late International

Horticultural Exhibition and Botanical Congress), Ealing,

London, W.

—

Catalopue of Xiw and Choice Verjetahte and
Flower Seed-i. Though chiefly confined to novelties much care

has evidently been exercised in their selection, and there are

in addition useful descriptive and cultural remarks which will

render this Catalogue what it professes to be, '• A ' Welcome
Guest ' at the Gardener's Fireside.''

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N.— Descriptire Catalogue of Floieer and
Vepetable Seeda.—List of Choice Bedding and Border Plants.

Hooper tt Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden JMarket,

London, W.C.

—

General Spring Catalogue.

COVENT G.\RDEN M.^RKET.—.Januaby 2:$.

DuRiVG the past week we have experienced a creat falling off in the
supply of rouf^h Roods, and the continued frost has compelled us very
materially to modify the importation of French produce ; still the prices
are but nominally bicher, and any increase would soon check the
demand. Very few arrivals of Potatoes have been reported, and the best
are worth more money. The trade in Broccoli from the west of England
is almost suspended. Dessert Apples and Fears remain the sam.e.

Apples A sieve 2
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Firs doz.
FUberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseherries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 6
Lemons 100

FRtriT.

d. B. d
I

to 3 Melons each

9

,
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 5

18
I
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ,. doz. S

kitchen; doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4
Plnms ^ sieve
Quinces ". doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

d. 8.

0to4

8

5 10 I Walnuts bush. 10 20

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRun.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.

VEGETABLES,
d. s. d B.

6 too 8 Leeks bunch
10 Lettuce per doz. 2
4 Mushrooms pottle 1

Mustd.& Cress, punnet
3 ' Onions. . . . per bushel 4

Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bnnch
Horseradish .. bundle

3 1
Parsley.. doz. bunches 12

6
I

Parsnips doz.
3 Peas per quart

Potatoes bushel 3
6 8 Kidnev do.

8 P^dishes doz, bunches 1

3
I

Rhubarb bundle
2 Savoys doz. 3

! Sea-kale basket 2
0, Shallots lb.

3 Spinach bushel 5

8 10 Tomatoes per doz,

3
I

Turnips bunch
6 0. Vegetable Marrows dz.

d. a. d
6 too

3
2

5

1

4
4
1
1

4
8

t

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

FtoEisTs' Flo'v\"ers, &c. {G. Mo$s).—There is no such work aa yon
name. If you enclose sixteen postage stamps with your direction, &nd
order "Flower Gardening," "Greenhouses," and "Florists' Flowers,"
they will be sent to you psst free.

Gakden Plan (A. F.).—Write to Mr. Gibson, jun., whose advertisement
is in our first page.

Pine and Fik (A Beginner).—They are popular names, and are indis-
criminately applied to the section Abietinse of the Conifenc.

Willows and Osiers (Id-em).—These are all members of one geaaSt
and the names are indiscriminately used in popular conversation. If
any distinction is commonly attempted, it is by calling every tree Soliz
a Willow, and every Salis annually cut down for its rods an Osier,

Daphne odora Floweb Buds Falling iA Younri Gardener).—Yonhavfl
excited your plant into growth, and caused it to cast its buds, not having
allowed it sufficient time to Bwell them ; although they were not cast
until a few days ago, they have probably been inactive for sometime.
You should place ihe other plant in a light, airy situation in a house frith
a nice, growing, rather moist temperature of from 45* to 50^ at night. It
will flower in due time. A temperature of from 55'^ to 65"^ by fire heat is
too high.
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Plants Injured nv Fumioatpno (T. S. L.).~TLe miscbiot is to bo
attribnted to your liaviiig used live coals for iguitiny the tobacco. The
scorched loaves will for the moat part fall, and the others will be so un-
sightly and so liable to mildew that wo would have them picked off.
Your plants will recover, though it will be some time before they do so.
In future place a few pieces of charcoal in a tiro, and when r|uito red use
them instead of live coals for placing at the bottom of the cage, and put
the tobacco upon the charcoal.

^
SOLPHun AND Clav FOR ViNEs (7oto).—1, The composition should con-

sist of two-thirds tnlpliur and one-third clay, by bulk, with enough water
to give it the consistency of paint. 2, It is very desirable to limcwash
the walls, adding to the lime one-third of its biUk of sulphur. 8, A mix-
ture of lime and sulphur is not so good for painting the Vines as sulphur
and clay, and we do not recommend it for such purposes.
ASPBODKH-S COLTCRE (Irfcm).—You do not say which of the species

you have, but we presume it is hardy, and, if so, its treatment will be
that of a perennial thriving in an open but sheltered sunny situation. Use
a compost of sandy loam, mixed with one-third leaf mould. Give it a
top-dressing of the same kind of soil every autumn, neatly pointing it in
around the plant in spring.

Book M»;mrno?(.»).— " The Garden Maniol." Yon can have it free by
post if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your addi-ess. It is quite
suitable to your requirements.

Hot Air rnoM a Kitchen Range (HmUcis'i.—Vfe are rather surprised
that the opening of the usual valve did not help vou a little, but they are
generally too high-placed for the puniose. You have to some extent mis-
understood what we said as to the position of the second hole we advised.
According to your section you have a hole made for a two-inch pipe at
the top of the left-hand side of the back of the oven, and what we advised
you to do was to make a similar hole for a pipe communicating with the
iwHom of the right-hand side of the back of the oven. Hence, too, the
necessity for the two plugs when cooking in the oven was re(inired. We
know the ditEculty of arranging these matters when the mistress of the
house has to be consulted, and, of course, the interests of the oven and
of the greenhouse might thus often clash : therefore, we also proposed
closing in a chamber over the oven, and taking the heat from that
instead, but even then you would mostly lose the place above the oven
lor general purposes. The heat from the oven is not by any means lostm ordinary eases, as it greatly tends to warm the room. " Wethink as you
managed the first hole in tho back of the oven, vou might manage
another, but at its bottom. If not, however, we would advise a small
stove, uron or brick, for your glazed building. If the place is small you
will obtain much heat from tho chimnev. We would do what we could
to obhge.

Mrs. Pince's Black Mpsoat (G. p.),— It does not require so much
heat as do the common Muscats, but can be grown in an ordinary
vinery. It is a very robust grower, and abundant bearer, not requiring
to be grafted. *

Vines and Dwarf Kidney Beans (C. S., ChichrtUr).—The honse has
l3een kept too close ; more air should be admitted, and more moisture
kept in it, and not so high a temperature either during dull davs or
during the nights. In tho stage of growth which the Vines are now in,
shoots 6 inches long and drawn, 75^ by dav and 60' or 65° at night
should be the extremes.

Ehkor.—At page 44, column ,1, line 13 from bottom, for " south" rend
"north."

CmswicK Temperature (/mjuirfr).—The temperature recorded on the
morning of the 5th inst. as the lowest diu-ing the preceding twenty-four
hours IS coiTcotly given by us in our Journals of the Sth and 15th, as 11^
below zero. You did not notice tho minus sign preceding the figures on
the 15th.

Black Currant Bud Insect (W. r.).—The Black Currant buds in the
neighbourhood of Glasgow are at this season of the vear infested by im-
mense numbers of an exceedingly minute, undes"cribed, four-legged
species of mite, which causes the buds to swell, and renders them un-
fruitful. We cannot advise any plan for the prevention of this injury,
except that of picking off and burning the infested buds.—W.
Raising Hornbeam (H. H. .4.).—Hornbeam is raised very abimdantly

by seed. Cuttings may possibly he struck, but th.at mode is less likely
to afford good healthy plants. In Hertfordshire, where the tree is ex-
tensively giown as copsewood, it is customaiT to bend down some of
the poles as layers when there is a lack of stubs, and by fastening them
to the giound they strike root, but we think all the young trees are
roared from seed. Its reputation as copse-wood is due to its making
excellent firewood, otherwise as a timber tree it is of slower growth than
the Beech, and never attains the size of that tree. It also cuts better as
a coppice tree.

Uses of Frame (Nemo) .—Yon may use your frame as vou propose for
raising Lettuce plants by filling it to within 1-2 inches of the glass
with dung, and placing 8 inches of soil over the latter. We would make
a. bed of hot dung from 18 inches to 2 feet in height, and a foot wider
than the frame all roimd

; put the frame on, fill it to within 9 inches of
the glass with hot dung, and on that place 3 inches of loam and leaf
mould in equal parts, with an inch of flue soil over it. The bed should
be made evenly and well trodden down, but not the soil. We would then,
after levelling the surface, sow some Lettuce, Cauliflower, and Celerv
seed, appropriating one-third of the frame to each. The light may bo put
on, and kept close until tho plants appear, when it should be tilted in
mild weather until the plants show their rough or second leaves, for if
the frame be kept close the plants will become drawn. When the air is
frosty keep on the light, and protect at night with a covering of mats.
The bed may be made in the last week in February or first week in
March. TJio Lettuce and Cauliflower plants, when s'uffieiently large to
handle, may be taken up and pricked off in a sunny sheltered situa-
tion. This will give those left in the frame more room, and by the time
the Lettuces and Cauliflowers are cleared out the Celery will need
pricking off, which may be done within the frame. Y'ou may use the
frame in summer for Cucumbers, and in winter for protecting Cauli-
flower plants.
Making Vine Border (F. S.).—It would be well to make the border as

inuch above the ground level as you can for dr>'ness and warmth, and it
should be 3 feet deep. If the subsoil is wet, clayey, and unfavourable, the
bottom of the border should be sovcred with a thin layer of lime rubbish,

slope from the house, and a drain should run lengthwise at two-thirds of
the width of the border. Tho lime rubbish must be beaten quite firm,
and two more layers of similar thickness laid on and rammed hard.
Upon the concrete bottom place 9 inches of brickbats or stones, the
roughest at the bottom. A layer of sods, grass side downwards, may ba
placed on tin. drainage, and the border may be composed ol turf cut from
a pasture, 3 inches thick, where the soil is a good hazel or yellow loam
inilined to be sandy rather than clayey. Tliis is to be chopped roughly
with a spade, mixed with one-sixth old mortar rubbish or chalk, and one-
tenth half-inch bones. The compostshould be carried up 1o a thickness of
2 feet 6 inches, and may be beaten with a fork as the work pr.iceods, but
under no eircumstancea trodden down. The border will settle down
gradually. Thompson's "Gardener's Assistant" is a good work foe
general purjioses, and may bo had through any bookseller.

Camellias Propagating {A .Su(..wri6fr).—Camellias may bo propa-
gated from cuttings, and, indeed, are largely propagated in that manner,
but it is only the Single Red for stocks. The double kinds grow very in-
differently from cuttings, hence they are grafted on stocks of the Single
Red, which is the only eligible mode of propagation to secure a free-
growing plant.

Watering Pelargonium Cuttings (C^-lin).—The plants with thelenTCS
flagging and the soil in tho pots dry, ought to be watered. Whenever
the soil becomes dry, and the leaves of tho plants are affected thereby,
give as much water as will come through the pots. Water will not ba
necessary so long as the leaves do not flag, but in your greenhouse it
ought to be given before they do so to any great extent. Water the
plants at once, and again when they require it.

Evergreen Hedge iH. A. flijim).—You may form a hedge at once of
American Arbor Vita; (Thuja oceidentalis), by procuring plants 4 or 5 feet
high ; they are kept in stock at that height by tho principal nurserymen.
They should be planted 1 foot apart. This Arbor Vitie will not do for a
fence to keep out cuttle. Privet makes a good hedge when planted alter-
nately with Thorn, and it will do for an outer fence : so will Thorn and
Holly, which make tho best of all hedges. Arbor Vita and Yew make
the best evergreen hedges, but Yew foliage is poisonous to cattle.

Apricot versus Peach Treatment (A. 2.).—Y'our gardener nnnflilg
your Peach and Nectarine trees, so that he may cut out the wood that
has borne fruit in the previous year, and any old, worn-out, and useless
shoots ; also to give each shoot and branch its proper share of the space,
and secure the proper covering of the wall. It is evident your gardener
acts on the long-pruning system with the Peach and Nectarine. Ho does
not unnail the Apricot tree, because the tree chiefly produces its fruit on
spurs, and a branch once made continues to furnish fruit-spurs so long
as it exists. He will nail in a young shoot where practicable, and occa-
sionally cut out a spurless branch, training a young one in its place

;

beyond that he will not interfere with the unnaiiing of the tree, and con-
sequently no readjustment of the branches and shoots is needed.

Forcing Vines (.4 Suffolk Siihscriher).—1o have the Grapes ripe by
July it will be necessary to start the Vines the beginning of February,
To secure this the border ought to be protected, and you will require fire

heat from February to July inclusive : hence we conclude it would hardly
be a profitable unduTtakiug, considering the smallness of the house.

Annuals for ORNAaiENT and Bouquets {H. F, F.).—We are making
inquiry, and will answ er your questions fully next week.

Sowing Latania and Cham-T^rops Reed (Helen).—The seeds maybe
sown singly in three-inch pots, in a compost of sandy peat, loam, and
leaf mould in equal parts, adding one-sixth of silver sand. The pots
should be well-drained, and the seeds sown so as to be covered twice their
diameter with soil. The soil should be kept moist, but not saturated.
The pots may be plunged in a hotbed of 90^ if you have such, and, if not,
in one of not less than 75°

; tho atmosphere should have a mean tem-
perature of 70

'. You will have to exercise patience in waiting for the
appearance of the plants, for the seeds are slow in vegetating.

Camellia and Azalea Management (A Noe'iee).—The Camellias and
Azaleas will do excellently in your greenhouse from which frost is ex-
cluded. Give them a hght and airy situation, yet free from currents of
cold air, and water when the soil shows signs of dryness ; but it must not
be allowed to become so dry as to cause the foliage of the .\zaleas to flag,
and that of the Camellias to become limp, nor, on tho other hand, should
repeated and regular waterings be given when moisture is not required.
Air should be given whenever the external atmosphere is mild, and pro-
tection from frost should be afforded. The above has reference to the
winter treatment, which will continue in your case from September to
May. After the plants have bloomed pot them if necessary. The house
being cleared of bediling plants, the Camellias and Azaleas, if out of
bloom, should be sjTinged morning and evening, and the floors, walls, &c.,
kept moist, so as to encourage growth. Air should be given early in the
morning, but not nearly so much as during other periods, and the house
should be closed early. The temperature being 55' at night, and from
75- to 80° by day, your plants will gi'ow freely. They should have plentiful
supplies of water when making new growths, also whilst in bloom. When
the plants have made a good gi'owth and show their terminal buds, or the
Azaleas their points distinctly, discontinue the morning syringing, but
continue the sprinkling of the fl()ors, Ac, and tho evening syringing until
the buds are formed, paying particular attention to the giving of air early
in the morning, so as to have tho foliage dry by the time the sun shines
powerfully upon it. This treatment is to be continued until the buda are
set, when more air must be giveu, and the house kept cool and moist,
though twice as dry as when the plants were making new growth. They
need not interfere with the bedding plants, for both only require protec-
tion from fiost.

Names of Fruits {Subscriber^ C [P.).—The Pear, Easter Beurre; th6
Apple, Court of Wick.

Names of Plants {Editin Tatilor),—1, Nephrodium patens; 2, Aspidium
coriaceum ; 8, .^diantum concinnum; 4, Nephrodium mollo. (G. B.).—
Ageratum glaucum, otherwise Kupatorium nitidum. (K, T,\—Dactylls
glomerata, war. variegata. (C. S. F.).—J^olanum eiliatnm. (^1 Youngster),
—You should send better specimens, and Ferns in fruit only. 1. Eraothe-
mum leuconeurum ; 4, .\diantum hispidulum. The other specimens in-
sufiicient. iPteria).— 1, Lastrea Shepherdii; 2, L. decomposita ; 3, Asple-
nium sp. insufiicient ; 4, Aspidium coriaceum ; 5, Pteris serrulata

;

6, Sageuia ap. in»afiicient for identification. (^. .B«).^OdOQtoglo3S12Ja
I BhrenbergU.
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hot blood often Latch at the end of nineteen days in -warm
weather. Eed wheat and dry stale Iread crumbs are the best

food for young chickens ; for fowls, Ijarley in winter, and oats,

peas, rye, and buckwheat at ether times. Grass and clean
water are great necessaiies. Young chickens must have no
damp food at all. Game are very hardy, and being hot in

blood stand dry cold well. Poultry-houses should be of brick
and tiled, not slated, and not too warm. Slate is bad.

—

New-
MABEEI.

BRAHMA POOTPaS AT THE BPJSTOL SHOW,
As an old friend, " Y. E. A. Z.," has virtually questioned the

decision which gave to me the first prize for Dark Brahma
chickens at Bristol, and, in fact, gone out of his way to depre-
ciate my birds wholesale, perhaps I may in justice ask room
for a Une in defence of my pen, the more so, as I am, though
a very old lover of fowls, comparatively a beginner in this
breed, and exhibited Brahmas for the lirst time.

That our '• Persian friend " is an admirer of vulture hocks
both in theory and practice is well known ; and most Brahma
breeders also know that he has carried his hobby so far, as, in
the opinion of all but those who share his views, nearly to ruin
his own yard and some others crossed from it. ^Vbile this
point was yet undecided, while there was a chance of his gain-
ing over the judges to his opinion, he, perhaps, did right to
persevere ; but now that the matter appears finally disposed of,

and it is evident the judges will not have the hock he admires,
it is rather hard that he should subject others who have shown
more judgment to such one-sided criticism. Certainly any one
reading his " Dottings " would suppose the first-prize pen was
nearly bare on the shanks ! whereas it is the fact that all

three birds (which had very good combs indeed), were, and are
BtUl, well and fully feathered from hocks to toes !

Here I might stop, the simple fact that two such eminent
Judges as Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Douglas placed my birds before
a remarkably good and successful pen of Mr. Boyle's, which
gained a first prize elsewhere a few days after, being, I should
think, quite sufficient answer even to our Persian oracle. To
say that I consider myself a good judge of Brahmas, and that
I selected this pen with the greatest care, may also be beside
the mark, but I will just state in addition to both that several
of the most eminent Brahma breeders have complimented me
on this my first success, and pronounced the pen by far the best
shown this season in the chicken classes, especially in the dark
colour of the breasts, which surpassed any birds" I have ever

I -will only add that " Y. B. A. Z." himself had made several
entries, and it was a subject of general inquiry why he did not
send his birds. Had he done so we might have seen his
notion of a perfect pen. A single cock he did send, but the
bird had the misfortune to remain unnoticed.
With regard to the management of the Show generally, I

would hke to draw attention to the system of judging, which
cauld not be too " highly commended," and which deserves to
be universally known and followed. The two Judges were
shown into the hall, and the feeder placed at their service to
put together for comparison any pens they desired ; but no
one else, not even the Committee, was allowed. Thus they
were enabled to make their awards in peace and quietness, and
totally ignorant of and uninfluenced by all local interests.
Every judge could testify how his arduous, and often thankless,
labour would be facilitated were this admirable plan generally
and rigidly adopted.—L. Wbioht, Soutlmell Street, Kiiiusdown.
Bristol.

THE SECRETARY OF THE POULTRY CLUB.
ConTKAKY to my intention I have a word or two further to

say concerning Mr. Zurhorst's attack upon me. It is a perfect
matter of indifference what notice I had, or what assertions the
Secretary may make, regarding my conduct as Honorary Trea-
Bttrer to the Poultry Club. As I had nothing to clear 1 wanted
no opportunity to clear myself. I asked none, and by what
authority Mr. Zurhorst assumes that I had anything to clear I
am at a loss to know. Had the resolution at Birmingham
been brought forward by any other than a servant of the Club,
I might probably have replied to it ; but as it was done with no
other intention than to annoy and insult me, I declined to
notice it. Mr. Zurhorst, when he proposed the resolution, well
understood the whole of the aitair in question, which, with

other matters he has for some time past been writing about,
are, I believe, of as great indifference to the members of the
Club as they are to me.
To reply further to Mr. Zurhorst's misstatements would take

up more space than I choose to ask, and more time than I am
agreeable to give. He, Mr. Zurhorst, has now got the Club
into the hands he wished.

—

Edwd. Tudman, Axh Grove, Whit-
church, Salop.

[We cannot spare any more space for this controversy. It

has been throughout one otficial of the Club insulting the other—"each willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike"—without
leading to any result either beneficial to the Club or useful to
our readers.—Ens.]

THE DISQUALIFIED GOLDEN-SPANGLED
HAMBURGH AT WHITEHAVEN.

I HOPE you will do us the justice to inform your readers all

about the disqualified cock at Whitehaven. The cock shown
by us never had a hollow in his comb, he never had a large or
small piece actually cut out of his comb designedly or other-
wise, nor was the place ever sewn up again. Either of the
Judges cannot but know, that the cock had never a hollow
comb, for Mr. E. Hewitt has judged him seven times, and Mr'.

E. Teebay six times. To show your readers that the cock
could not have had a hollow in the centre of his comb, or any-
thing else to hinder him from prizetaking, we will just mention
his career since August, 1806.
The first time he was shown was August 20th, 1866, at Mot-

tram Show, where he took the first prize and premium prize
for best pen in the Show, and was pronoimced splendid by the
Judges, Messrs. Dixon and Hutton. On August 2.5th at Halifax
he was again first, and was pronounced by Mr. Teebay remark-
ably fine and well meriting the position ; August 30th, Peni-
stone, first prize again ; September 1st, Keighley, first prize

;

September 4th, Earnsley, first prize ; September 18th, Morley,
first prize. Here he was eaUed very good, and pressed closely
for the cup. September 20th, Jliddleton, here to one of the
pullets happened a misfortune, and the pen was passed over
by the Judges. September 24th, Eadclifi'e, Jirst prize ; Octo-
ber 4th, Farnworth, highly commended, the pullet being out of
condition ; October 5th, Oswestry, first prize ; October 10th,
Long Sutton, second prize. Gold and Silver competing together;
October 22ud, Wolverhampton, second prize. Some days after
this he was sent on approval to Great Malvern, and on his
return was on the railway from Saturday morning till Monday
at noon without food or water, and was sent on the following
morning, November 8th, to Ipswich Show as a single cock, and
took the first prize. On December 12th and 13th at Ulverston
Show he took the first prize, beating those that had beaten
him at Farnworth ; December 18th and 19th, Newport, highly
commended ; January 2nd, Bristol, highly commended ; then
Whitehaven, disqualified. Thus he made a total of eighteen
journeys by rail, having travelled since he was first shown
3050 rniles without a day's illness, so we will leave you to judge
whether he is a mean bird or not.

As we are charged with having cruelly cut a large piece out
of his comb, we shall make our defence, not by falsehood, as
your correspondent has done, but by truth, and truth alone.
All poultry exhibitors of any experience must knew a biid'8

having travelled upwards of 3000 miles in a hned hamper,
and being placed in heated exhibition-rooms, would spring
his comb, and give it a tendency to fall over : this was the
case, and before sending him to Newpoii his comb was a little

inclined to one side, which we suppose was the cause of his
non-success at that Show. On arriving home we put a stitch

or two in his comb to hold it in its place whilst it got firm on
his head again, and in the hurry he was sent to Bristol Show
with the stitches in, and was not disquahfied ; they were
allowed to remain in his comb, and he was sent to Whitehaven
as he was, and disquahfied. We must, however, say he waB
not sent to Whitehaven with the stitches in his comb with any
intent to defraud or obtain a prize without having merited it,

but by mere carelessness or neglect ; but we feel hurt when we
read that the cock's comb had either been " hollow or too wide,
the poor bird's comb had actually had a large piece cut com-
pletely out of the centre of it." We wonder what a novice one
must be to think of the idea of cutting a large piece out of a
cock's comb that had already a hollow in the centre ! and it

must have been madness on our part to spoil a nice comb by
taking a piece out of the centre. The cock is quite good
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enough without having a piece taken out of his comb, or any
such ernelty. We vouch that he never had a hollow comb, or

Lad a piece taken out. All that was done was the stitch, as

already stated ; and we will give the person £5 who can show
the hollow place in the centre of the comb, or where it has
been, from the first time of his being shown to the last.

We do not find fault with the Judges for disqualifying our bii'd,

for we are aware that they were justified in doing so, but we
do not like the report, given in your Journal, that we had been
BO cruel. All that we want at the hands of any Judge at any
show that we are exhibiting at is fair play and justice ; we do
not want a prize given to our fowls except they are worthy of

it, and have merited it, and that shall always be the wish of—Samuel & Robert Ashtox, Mottram, Manchester.
P.S.—Just as we send this to you we received information

that our discjualitied bird has been awarded the second prize

at Kendal, against the best Golden-spaugled Hamburgh breeders

of the day. This must go to show the correctness of the above
statements. At the same time we wisli to say that all the stitches

have been taken from his comb, and if we mistake not he will

puzzle many a good bird before January is out, if justice be
done to him, which is all that is wanted by us.

[The statement of Messrs. Samuel & Robert Ashton, in at-

tempted refutation of your report, is certainly somewhat
amusing, as perhaps by this act (entirely their own), a more
confirmatory document of the cruelty really practised and com-
plained of, on the comb of their tioklen-spangled Hamburgh
cock, could not have been produced, even had these two gentle-

men purposely predetermined it, with the sole view of in-

creasing the exposure of their own misdoings. The Messrs.
Ashton refer to the mode of imposition practised as "the stitch;"

and again, as one or two stitches, being put into the comb, not
" with any intent to defraud, or obtain a prize without having
merited it, but by mere carelessness and neglect ;"' and also that

they shall make their defence " not by falsehood, as your corre-

spondent has done, but by truth, and truth alone." Well, then,

let the truth, so far as hitherto reserved, be told. At Whitehaven
when "disqualified," three stitches were taken out of the
cock's comb by Mr. Hewitt, and two by Mr. Teebay. Even
then others still remained, and were permitted to do so, purely

out of compassion to the feehngs of the bird itself, as had all
the stitches been at that time extracted, most probably the
whole of the previous sufferings of this fowl—prior to the con-

firmed adhesion of the excised part—would have been repro-

duced, even as at the very beginning.
The Messrs. Ashton, as the owners of the bird, complain

bitterly of the statement of your reporter, of their " having been

BO cruel," adding, " all they want at the hands of any Judge is

justice and fair play." Every really conscientious exhibitor

will undoubtedly feel grateful to the Judges at Whitehaven,
Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay, for the fearless justice and richly-

earned disappointment they meted out, as the proper reward
of such acts as the Messrs. Ashton thus unblushingly avow
themselves to have been guilty of—cruelties, alike incapable of

either justification or palhation, and that tend more than all

other duplicities put together, to bring discredit on a pursuit,

naturally an i anocent one, and one at the same time capable of

producing both amusement and profit to all classes of society.—The Reporteh.]

TAIL OF THE SILVER-SPANGLED
HAMBURGH COCK.

I NOTICE in your impression of the 8th inst., a letter from
" J. W.," in which he complains of the Hamburgh cup at Leeds
being awarded to my Silver-pencilled chickens, on the ground
that the cockerel had odd sickle feathers—that is, one sickle

was darker than the other, and that I felt " ashamed of the

award." I cannot tell how he has come to the conclusion that

I was ashamed, as, on the contrary, I feel proud of the achieve-

ment, and think this cockerel one of the best I ever exhibited.

Previous to the Show I had several cockerels brought in to

choose from, and both myself and man came to the con-

clusion that he was the best. He caught cold at Leeds, and at

Manchester I showed one of his brothers—well, he took the

first prize ; this pen was claimed. I then showed at Bristol

another of the brothers, he also was first, and at Whitehaven
I showed another brother, which likewise took the first prize, so

that I think myself justified in considering him a good bird,

I grant he has odd sickle feathers—that is, one feather silvered

more than the other ; but one feather being a good one, and the

other better, I do not see that this should disqualify him. It

is very common for Silver- spangled cocks to have one clear
feather in the tail and the other splashed, but this does not
disqualify a bird, although it would go against him, if another
as good in all points, and superior in this, were opposing him.
Now, allowing these odd sickles to be a defect (although the
Judges may never have noticed it), I consider the bird in ques-
tion to be the best shown at Leeds. This is my opinion, and
" J. W.," of course, is at liberty to have his own. Still, if he
will come over to Goitstock, if not too far, I will try to con-
vince " J. W.," as the bird is now nearly well again, that he
is one of the best birds out.—H. Beldon.

THE KENDAL EXHIBITION OF POELTRY
AND PIGEONS.

So successful a Show as that which opened on the 17th iust., and
closed ou the 19th, has never bcsfore been held at Kendal. It took
place this year in Duckett Mills, a newly-erected building exceedingly

well adapted for the purpose, being a very extensive etructare, of

only a single storey, and well Ughted throughout from the roof ; in

point of fact, uothiug could be more desirable. The proprietor, Mr.
Medealf, generously placed it at the disposal of the Keudal Poultry
Show Committee, and not only made a donation of three guineas to the
tnnds, hut at a considerable outlay made good all the means of access

to til mill so perfectly, that even the most fastidious visitor could find

nothing to complain of. The weather, as most of our readers might
anticipate, was severe in the extreme. Many of the bhds were con-

sequently received in sad condition, but the Kendal Committee used
every endeavour to revive them, and in many cases very successfully.

The variety and Uborality of the food provided, merits the highest

euloginm. In spite of every etfort, however, it was evident to visitors,

that many pens of Pigeons and poultry were so far frostbitten doruig
their railway transit to the Show, that it will take some considerable

time before their recovery be completed.
There was a vei"y grand display of Game, fowls ; in fact, it was the

opinion of the Judges, that so many Black Reds, and of such ex-

cellence, had never before been shown at any one meeting. The Ham-
har'jh classes were exceedingly iuterestiua, every variety being repre-

sented well. Golden-spangleii took the Hamburgh cnp. Grey as well

as White Dorhitujs were wcU shown ; faulty legs and feet, however,

seemed to be almost the order of the day, and this failing deprived

many otherwise excellent pens of every chance of success. Both the

£n(hiiuts and Cochins mustered strongly, but many of the specimens
seemed to be suffering acutely from the severity of the day. The
Bantams proved a very excellent part of the Exhibition, a gi-eat va-

riety of breeds being present. Duekwing Game were the winners of

the Bantam cup.

Many of the Turl-cti^ and Duels shown were of unusual merit, and
the cup for the best pen of Ducks of any kind, again, as at White-
haven Show, was awarded to the extraordinary pen of Shell Dacke,
claimed on that occasion, so that these excellent bii"ds have, besides

first prizes, taken two silver cups in a few days. They were mnch
admired. Of Pintails, Widgeons, Carolina Ducks, and Mandarins,
there was a good entry.

In I'/;feons, few shows equal Kendal, as many first-rate birds are

kept in the neighbourhood ; and as Uberal prizes were offered, the

competition was severe. It is decidedly best, however, in the case of

all Pigeons, to put the water outside the pens, instead of within ihe

wires, as by the latter course the pens become wetted unnecessarily,

and the plumage of the inmates soiled in proportion.

Game (Whites and Piles).—First and Cup, J. Fletcher, Stoneclongh,
near Manchester. Second, J. Brough, Carlisle. Third, H. Thompson,
Maideu Hill, Penrith. Commended, W. Wainwright, Stetton-under-Fossei
near Rugby.

Gjxe (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Third, J. Fletcher.

Highly Commended. H. Thompson; J. H. WUson, St. Bees. Cliicken/i.—

First, W. J. Cope, Bamsley. Second, J. B:utow, jun., Keudal. Third,

E. Acki-oyd, Bradford. Highly Commended, W. Boulton, Dalton in For-
ness ; J. Hodgson, Whittington, Bm-ton, Westmoreland.

Game (Any other variety).—First, J. Fletcher. Second, W. J. Cope,
Thiid, H. Snowdon, Great Horton, Bradford, ffrn.—First, T Burgess,

Burleydam. Whitchurch. Second, F. Pittis, jun., Newport. I.W. Third,

T. Rol.iiison.Ulverston. Highly Commended, T. Wilcock. Jlorley, Leeds;
— Hodsson, Darlington ; E. Aki'oyd. Commended, A. Fenton, Oriinhle

Hall, Rochdale.

Hameurgh (Golden-pencilled).—First and Third, F. Pittis, jun. Se-

cond, A. K. Wood, Castle DouniuctM, near Derby. Highly Commended,
R. McGregor, Perth; H. Beldon, Goitstock, Binglcy.

Hameckgh (Silver-pencUled).—First. A. K. Wood. Second, W. M.

Mann, Kendal. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, J. Eobinson,

Yale House, near Garstang.

Hameuruh (Golden-spangled).—First and Cup, N. Marlow, Denton,

Manchester. Second, S. & R.'Ashtou, Mottram. near Manchester Third,

J. Ogdcu, Hollinwood, near Manchester. Highly Commended, T. Bor-

Ress; A. K. Wood; J. Buckley, Taunton, near Ashton-nnder-Lyne ; C.

W. Erierlev, Middleton. Manchester.
Hambuboh (SUver-spauRledl.—First, A. K Wood. Second, .J. Eohm-

son. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, J. Wright, Keighley ; Jt

Robinson; A. K, Wood,
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DoBEraos.—First, W. Copplc, EccleBton, Preston. Second, J. Eobin-
son. Tliird, W. Hnrrey, Shifflcld. HiKbly Commended, Hon. Mrs.
Howard, Kendnl ; T. Burpcss ; H. lieldon ; W. Copple. Commended,
Hon. Mrs. D. Pennant. CItickcwi.—First and Cup, D. Parsons, Cuerden,
near Preston. Second, W. W. Kuttledge, Kendal. Third, J. Robinson.
Commended, T. Kew, Burton, Westmorland ; M. Brooksbank, Manchester.

Cociira-CnrxA (Cinnamon and Buff).—First, R. White, Sheffield. Se-
cond, J. Cattell, Birmingham. Third, A. Fenton. Highly Commended,
Rev. F.Taylor, Keastwick.Kirkby-Lonsdalc: W. Har\'ey; H. Mapplebeck,
Woodtield, Moselev, Birminghiim ; H. TonUinson, Birmingham. Com-
mended, J. Poolo, Ulverslouo ; CoL Stuart Wortlcy.

CocniN-CniNA (Broivn and Partridge-feathered).—First and Cup and
Third, A. Fenton. Second, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. Highly Commended,
E. Tudman, Ash Grove, Whitchurch; Miss E. A. .\glionby, Hawkshead.
CocHlN-CniNA (White).— First, R. Smnlley, Lancaster. Second, Rev.

F. Taylor. Third, Rev. W. ,T Mellor. Colwick Rectory, near Nottingham.
Highly Commended, K. Atkinson, Kirkbv-Lonsdale ;" R. Smalley. Com-
mended, G. Calvert, Darlington; W. F. Dickaon, Gill Head, White-
haven ; W. Harvey.

Spanish (Black).—First and Cup, T. B. Hartley, Hevwood, near Man-
chester. Second, J. H. Wilson. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended,
J. P. Harrison, Greenside, Kendal ; J. Thresh, Bradford. Cliiekem.—
First, E. Urown, Sheffield. Second, H. Beldon. Third, Hon. Miss D.
Pennant, Penrbyn Castle, Bangor. Highly Commended, A. Fulton,
Sedgwick, Milnthorpe; Hon. Miss D. Pennant; W. Harvey.
Brahma Pootras (Light'.-First, H. M. Mavnard, Holme Wood, Ryde,

I.W. Second, T. J. Harrison, Singleton Park, Kendal. Third, W. H.
Heelis, Hawkshead, Windermere.
Brahma Pootras (Dark).—First. R. W. Boyle, Bray, Co. Wicklow, Ireland.

Second, J. Poole. Third, M. M. Brooksbank. Highly Commended, Miss
E. A. Aglionby ; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Commended, A. Fulton.
French Fowls (Houdan, La Fl.che, or Creve Coeurs).—First, Col.

Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London. Second, Rev. G. Hustler,
Stillingfleot, Yorkshire. Third, W. A. G. James, Kirkby-Lonsdale.
Any other Distinct Variety not previously bientioned, except

Bantams.—First, H. Beldon (Silver-spangled Polands). Second, Miss E.
A. Whittaker, Eelmount, Hawkshead (t;uckoo Dorkings). Third, Col.
Stuart Wortley (Guelderlnnd). Highly Commended, T. Wakefield, Gol-
bome, Newton-le-Willows (Black Polands) ; J. Robinson (White Dorlungs)

;

Commended. E. H. Woodcock, ThornhiU, Wigan (Silver-spangled Ham-
bnrgbs and Black Polands) ; W. Harvey.
Selling Class.—First, C. Gamett, Oxhenholme (Rouen Ducks). Se-

cond, J. Thompson, (Black Spanish). Third, B. Smnlley (White Cochins).
Highly Commended, R. Thompson '(Duckwing Game); E. H. Woodcock
(Black Polands) ; T. Pomfret, Preston (Dark Brahmas) ; T. R. Beetham,
Sprint, near Kendal (Slate-coloured Muscovy) ; H. Thompson (Red Pile
Game). Commended, G. H. Roberts, Penwortham, Preston ; J. Barrow,
jun. (Brown Red Game); E. H. Woodcock; J. Rawlinson, Hawkshead
(Silver Grey Dorkings) ; H. Beldon (Silver-spangled Hamburgh).
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Keds).—First, E. Joj-nson,

Liscard, Cheshire. Second, F. Pittis, jun. Third. D. Parsons. Highly
Commended, J. W. Morris, Rochdale ; Master G. Crosland, Thorns Lane,
near Wakefield. Commended, O. Smith, Staveley, near Chesterfield ; W.
Parker, Clay Cross, Derbyshire ; W. H. Butcher, Lea Malt Kilns, Preston.
Game Bantams (Any other varietv).—First and Cup, F. Pittis, jun,

(Duckwingsi. Second, Master G. Crosland. Third, Miss E. A. Aglionby.
Highly Commended, Master G. Crosland; Master W. Sergencson, Liver-
pool.
Bantams (.\ny other variety).—First, W. Cope. Second, H M. Mav-

nard, Ryde, I.W. Third, M. Leno, Markrate Street, near Dunstable.
Highly Commended, T. C. Harrison, Hull; J. W. Monis, Rochdale.
Commended, J. B. Jessop, Hull ; S. R. Ashton ; H. Beldon ; F. L. Roy,
jun., Nenthorn, Kelso; Rev. F. Teale, Gazeley Vicarage, Newmarket.

SINGLE COCKS.
Game.—First and Cup and Third, C.W. Brierlev (Black Redi. Second,

J. Fletcher. Fourth, J. H. Wilson (Black Red). Highlv Commended, J.
Fletcher; C. P. Ackers, Bickershaw, near Wigtou (Black Red); J. H. Wil-
son (Black Red). Commended, J. Cope ; S. Dupe, Evercreech, Bath ; J.
Hodgson (Black Red); D. Tait, Hawkshead (Black Red). Cockerel.—
First, H. Snowdon. Second, F. Sales, Crowle, near Bawtry. Third, J,
Wood, Wigan. Fourth, F. A. A stbury, Manchester. Highly Commended,
J. Pennington, Birkenhead Park; W. J. Cope.
DoRErNc— First, R. D. Holt, Orrest Head, Windermere. Second, O. E.

Cresswell, Hounslow. Commended, D. Steel, Windermere ; J. Robinson.
Game Bantam.—First and Cup and Second, C. W. Brierley. Third, R.

Gerrard, Chowbent, Manchester. Highly Commended, Rev. "W. J. Mellor.
Commended, J. W. Morris, Rochdale ; T. Eastham, Preston.

Best Game Cockerel and Pullet (Any variety).-First and Cup and
Third, M. Graham, Kendal. Second, J. Gelderd, Kendal. Highly Com-
mended, R. Woof, Old Hutton. Commended, R. Woof; J. Barrow.

' Best Pen of Hamburghs (Any variety!.—First and Cup, T. Suart.
Second, S. C. Noble, Kendal (Silver-spangled). Third, H. Arnold (Pen-
cilled). Highlv Commended, G. Walker (Silver-spangled). Commended,
H. Arnold (Pencilled) ; S. C. Noble (Silver-spangled).
Best Pen of Spanish (Blackl.—First, J. Harrison, Cowan Head,

Kendal. Second, T. Simpson. Third, J. Goth, Woodside, New Hutton.
Highly Commended, J. P. Harrison. Commended, J. Watson
Best Drake and Duck (Anv breed).—First, W. Willison, Underbarrow.

Second, W. Taylor, Kendal, third, T. J. Harrison.
Best Pen of Turkeys.—First, T. J. Harrison. Second, T. Airey,

Crooklands. Third, Mrs. T. N. Clark, Fell End, Witherslack. Highly
Commended, R. Noble, Kendal ; T. J. Harrison.

DncKS (White Aylesbury).—First and Third," J. K. Fowler. Second,
E. Leech. Commended, J. Robinson.
Docks (Rouen).—First, J. Robinson. Second, W. Copple. Third, J. J.

Waller, Kendal. Highly Commended, J. Redhead, Kendal. Commended,
C. Gamett ; T. Burgess.

J Ddckb (Any other variety).—First and Cup, C. W. Brierley (Shell Ducks).
Second, T. C. Harrison (Mandarin). Third, J. Jennison, lielle Vue, Man-
chester (Carolinas). Highly Commended, A. Suart, Staveley, near

Kendal (Penguin Ducks) ; F. Pittis, jun. (Bnenoe Ayxean) ; A. Fenton
(Grey Calls and Buenos Ayrean) ; J. Jennison (PintaUs and Widgeons).
Commended, C. W. Wilson, High Park, Kendal (Wild Ducks) ; H. Beldon
(Grey Call).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First, H. M. Maynard. Second, W. Jackson, Bolton-le-

sands. Highly Commended, J. Hawley, Eingley; H. Yardley, Birming-
ham.
Tumblers (Almondi.—First, F. Key, Beverley. Second, H. Yardley.

Highly Commended. J. Thackray, York; J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale.
Tujidlers (Any variety).—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Fielding, jun.

Highly Commended, J. thackray.
Owls.—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Very Highly Commended,

J. Thackray. Highly Commended, J. thompson.
PowTERs AND CROPPERS.—First, W. Harvcy. Second, J. Thackray

Highly Commended, J. Thackray; H. Yardley.
Barbs.—First. R. Thompson. Second, J. Cragg, Kendal. Highly Com-

mended, J. Fielding, jun.; G. Sturgess, Leicester. Commended, H.
Y'ardlev ; R. G. Hadwin.
Fantails.—First, R. Dodge, Sheffield. Second, J. Thackray. Highly

Commended, H. M. Maynard ; H. Yardley ; F. Waitt. Commended, J.

Thackray ; J. B. Jessop ; H. Arnold, Aikrigg End, Kendal ; H. Yardley.
TuHBiTS.-First, R. Thompson. Second, W. Harvev. Commended, F.

Waitt.
Trumpeters.— First, R. Dodge. Second, J. J. Wilson, Darlington.

Commended, J. Thackray; Rev. W. J. Mellor; G. Sturgess.
Jacobins.—First and Second, R. Thompson. Highly Commended, J.

Thompson ; G. Sturgess. Commended, H. Yardley ; F. Key ; F. Waitt.
Any other Variety.—First, F. Waitt. Second, J. Wainwright. Very

Highlv Commended, F. Pittis, jnn. Highly Commended, J. Thackray;
J. W. thompson. Hull; W. Jackson, Bolton-le-<ands; H. M. Maynard.
Commended, J. thackray; Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven.
Selling Class (Any variety).—First and Second, W. Harvey (Hyacinths

and Priests). Highlv Commended, F. Winn, Ullswater, Penrith; J.

Walker, Newark; R. thompson; R. G. Hadwin, CoUin Croft, Kendal; R.
Smallcv, Lancaster ; H. M. Maynard ; J. Hawley ; H. Beldon ; J. Thomp-
son ; H. Yardley ; E. Brown. Sheffield. Commended, W. R. Park, Abbots-
meadow, Melrose ; E. Smalley ; W. Jackson ; C. W. Wilson ; J. Thomp-
son ; F. Waitt.

Messrs. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook. Birmingham, and Eicharil

Teebay, of FuUwood, near Preston, were the Arbitrators.

THE PHILOPERISTERON SOCIETY' S SHOW.
The annual Exhibition of Pigeons held in the great hall of the

Freemason's Tavern, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn, on the

loth Lnst., was, as usual, very interesting, and attracted large numbers
of Pigeou-fanciers. Carriers were numerously represented by collec-

tions of great excellence from Messrs. Date, Square, Else, and
Everett ; and the Duns, Blacks, and Whites from Messrs. Crossley,

Hedley, and Carroll were much admired, as were the beautiful Tum-
blers exhibited by Mr. Esqnilant. A collection of thirty Powters,

shown by Mr. Voickman. constituted of themselves a great attraction.

The Almonds from Mr. Lucy and Mr. Merck, and the Fantails, Jaco-

bins, Turbits, Magpies, Helmets, and Nnus from Mr. "Wicking were of

great excellence, and so were the specimens of Almond Baldheads
contributed by Mr. Morris. Of Barbs some beautiful Blacks, Keds,

and Yellows were exhibited by Mr. Hedley : and Dragons of high

excellence were contributed by Mr. Jones Percival and Mr. Crossley,

the latter exhibiting the pair of Blue Dragons which took the first

prize at Birmingham. Fine specimens of the above and other varieties

were contributed by Mr. Thackray, Mr. Betty, and others.

A DAY IN THE RIFLE DRILL HALL. BRISTOL.
WiiEN I drew up my blind on 'Wednesd.'iy morning, January

2nd, and saw how the earth was covered with snow, and the
atmosphere was filled with it, and how the light had to struggle

through clouds as full of snow as a filled sponge with water, I

said to myself, " I am very sorry for my Bristol friends, for I

fear their Show will be ruined." All Wednesday the weather
was bad, traffic was impeded, and none stirred abroad, unless

they were driven from home and shelter by dire necessity, save
a few snowball-Ioying boys, and they, too, were obeying the
law of necessity, for youth and health tingling to the fingers'

tips prompt mirth and mischief.

Thursday morning, however, broke fine and clear, no more
snow had fallen, and a frost on snow makes it dry and crisp,

altogether a different and less-dreaded material to snow in its

new-fallen, light, wet, and boot-soaking condition. This cheered
me, for I saw more hope of people getting out to a poultry
show. Forth I went, enlivened by the air and the bright day.
As I travelled on I could but notice the transforming power

of snow, how it so masks Nature that one loses oneself even
in tolerably well-known roads. The seasons, indeed, alter a
scene, but snow makes it altogether a new scene—it thoroughly
disguises the face of dame Nature ; earth white and all alik«,

trees standing up black and frowning. Bristol, not too clean,

but still a most interesting city, reached at last, and its narrow
streets threaded, its docks passed, and draw-bridge crossed.
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College Green, to my left, alive with sliders, and beyond it the

cathedral, now restored, but still how inferior to the chui'ch of

St. Mary Eedcliffe. What a city rich in architecture, to possess

both a cathedral and, perhaps, the very finest parish church
in England ! I think of Chatterton, Southey, Coleridge, and,

greater than all. Bishop Butler, the author of the wonderful
"Analogy."
Pressing on I am at the foot of Park Street, a fearful hill

always, but now doubly fearful with the frost. I see before

me carts locked together ; horses, whose careless owners had
not caused their shoes to he roughed, putting out all their

strength to drag forward heavy vehicles, but strength only end-

ing in slippiug and no advance ; foot-passengers here and there

falling, if ladies, to the infinite damage of their chignons.

Soon, but not very soon, I am at the top of this hilly, slippery

street, and alight in front of a new building to my right, and,

after walking down a corridor, I am in the Hifle Drill Hall.

First, I would remark, that the situation of this hall is ad-

mirably fitted for a Bristol and Clifton show, as it stands mid-
way between the two places. It is convenient both for Bristol

citizens and Clifton residents. It is no long walk for the Bristol

man of business or fowl-loving artisan, and the daintiest Clifton

boot can reach the hall unsoiled by city mud. So much for its

situation ; as much may be said for its interior capabilities.

It is large, nearly square, the roof supported by light iron

arches, the lighting admirable, and, gas being burnt, the tem-
perature was most agreeable to man and bird.

The arrangements of the Show were excellent, and must
have cost the Committee, all amateurs, much thought and
work. I walked round and round trying to see where I could
suggest improvements ; but I am unable to suggest one, and as

to blots there were none to hit. The pens were good and large,

the space between the rows was ample, more room being given
than is usual, neither were the pens so high as to preclude a

view of the hail, or of one's friends in other parts of the building.

Not unfrequently the pens are so high that I feel as if walking
between two feu banks. Then across the two ends were the
Bantam pens ; this was a very good arrangement. These little

fowls look best when separated from the larger birds, and as one
came down each row, there, full before one, was the whole range
of the fairies ; this was a very pretty feature. Along the side

wall were benches with backs, and between each two benches
a large evergreen plant or tree. Then above floated numerous
flags and many twinkling points of flame, which raised the
temperature so pleasantly. In one comer was a refreshment
stall, where the viands were not dear and u-cre good, and the
proprietor need not read " The Boy at Mugby" in " Mugby
Junction." Standing at the refreshment counter one saw the
hall to full advantage, and though fully remembering other
shows and my pleasure at them, yet I must dub this as the very
prettiest and best-arranged winter show at which I ever was
present. We had hght, warmth, good taste, and nearly eight
hundred pens of poultry. Owing to the pleasant temperature
the birds did not mope in corners with hanging heads and
rnflied plumage, but showed to advantage.

It will be needless for me to repeat the prize list, rather I

will mention any features of the Show which seem to me to

demand particular notice. First, a word about the Spanish.
I was prepared to expect much at Bristol in this class, knowing
who resided in and near ; but the excellence of the birds sur-

prised me. The chickens, especially, were deserving of an
emphatic " Most excellent ;" they belonged to Messrs. Parsley,
Koue, Lane, and Jones.
Lady Holmesdale carried off, to add to her many cups, one,

I think, better than any her ladyship previously possessed
—viz., the cup of the Show ; but it was not won easily

;

other pens were nearly if not altogether, to some judgments,
quite equal to hers. The first-prize White Cochins were again
most admirable ; I could scarcely leave the pen. The Par-
tridge Cochins were again extremely good ; next to the Spanish
I preferred this class. The third-prize pen of Light Brahmas
bore a ticket stating " These birds have been purchased by Her
Majesty." The Game were of varied goodness, some even not
dubbed. But, well ! they paid their entrance money ; but why
wUl people send birds to be laughed at ? I was able to feel Mr.
Fletcher's first-prize hen as she passed close to my hand, and
the hardness of feather was wonderful.

It was really quite pleasant to see so many pens of Polish,
birds always attractive at a show ; may I beg many a breeder
to have at least one sitting of eggs this spring ?

Among the more recently imported varieties I would decidedly
state that the Houdan is much the handsomest breed, and '

worthy of becoming more gonorally Imo-wn ; by the way, it

might be well to print the names of these new kinds In the
catalogue.

The Bantams, seen so well at this Show, were also well worth
seeing. The first-prize Duckwingg were admirable ; and Mr.
Cambridge's Blacks were first, and the cock, perhaps, the very
best I ever saw. It pleasedme to see the old-fashioned Speckled
Booted. Horace Walpole frequently mentions, " I first fed my
Bantams." He was an early riser, and I apprehend his were
these Booted Speckled—the best known in the last century.

Let me press upon readers having but a small yard or garden
to go in this year for Bantams ; nothing is a prettier pet.

Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys—happy Geese and Turkeys to
have survived Christmas—abounded. The Brown Call Ducks
pleased me extremely, perhaps the prettiest of the smaller
Ducks, though apt, if allowed to fly, to be shot by mistake for

wild Ducks. The little Blacks are very nice for a small piece
of water, and may be kept like Bantams where larger birds are
unsuitable.

I spent the chief part of a too-brief winter's day in the Eifle

Hall, and though I have no blot to hit nor improvement in
arrangeqjent to point out, yet I would in conclusion remark,
that the first few days in the New Tear are not good days for

exhibitions ; people's heads are full of visiting, Christmas is

scarcely gone, indeed, I found that neither lectures nor penny
readings were well attended so soon in the year ; Paterfamilias

is also grumpy, owing to those bills, always larger than he
expected, and instead of, as at other times, fobbing out five

shillings with a smile for all his family to go to the poultry

show, he, with the youngest in his hand, now says, " No, girls,

we must economise; think of what those bonnets of yours
cost me." This is all I can suggest, as the Secretary told me
there were to be Pigeons next year—Pigeons that cost so little

for carriage, that a great number may always be relied upon as

sure to be sent. Trusting that the Bristol Show may be an
annual one, and ever be well attended, I heartily thank the
Committee for the pleasure they have given me.

—

Wiltshike
Eeotoh.

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPEES' INSTITUTE.
A Bee-keepees' Institote has been established on Kelly's

Island in the state of Ohio, where an association which claims

to be " composed of the best apiculturists " proposes for "a
small compensation " to educate its patrons in the science

and art of bee culture. Advantage has also been taken of its

position to introduce the Italian bee into Kelly's Island, where
it is stated to be separated by a distance of twelve miles

from any native bees. Queens of this variety are advertised

for sale at eight dollars (about £1 13s.) each, with a reduction

on taking a quantity.

SHIFTING STOCK HIVES.
One of the most important principles to be attended to in

practical bee-keeping is. Never to shift stock hives, but to allow

them to remain, as De Gelieu says, "fixed to the spot as the

ancient oaks." Many people imagine they may be safely

moved a few miles in winter, but in my opinion, this is a very

improper time to change their situation. However gently

handled, a certain amount of disturbance necessarily takes

place, and then the bees, which were previously inactive, begin

to consume food, which will inevitably be attended with evil if

the weather be such as to confine them to their habitations for

any length of time. Of this I have had indubitable evidence

on several occasions.

Two years ago, on a comparatively mild day in January, I

had a hive in excellent condition carefully conveyed on a pole

by two men to the distance of a mile, but the commotion in-

duced by the carriage made itself felt during the remainder of

the season. On account of the inclement weather that followed,

the bees were unable to leare their hive for several weeks, and
the frequency with which they approached the entrance without

daring to venture out, showed the deep distress they were in.

Numbers fell down on the floor-board and died ; those that did

go out never returned, and in a short period every bee would

have perished had not an- exceptionally fine day seasonably

arrived, which permitted an airing to be taken. Other hives

which had not been interfered with did not appear to suffer in

the least during the period of confinement referred to.

On another occasion, pecuUar circumstances led me to rouse

a hive into complete activity about the beginning of December.
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It wftfl a. remarkably strong stock, and appeared capable of

standing the severest weather. If egress had been possible, I

have no doubt it would have done well, but a period of chilly

ungenial weather set in, the temperature gradually fell, and
very few of the bees which came out of the hive were able to

return to it. About the middle of February following the ther-

mometer indicated IS"" of frost, and as the bees by that time
were filled to repletion, they could no longer take in more food
so as to enable them to keep up the requisite degree of warmth
in their hive. The consequence was the death,, in one night,
of nearly five thousand bees still attached to each other in a
cluster. .1,^
Such are the evils which I have observed to follow on an un-

seasonable interference with stocks ; but even when a hive is

removed in the ^vinter season to a strange place, and in the
gentlest possible manner, vast numbers of "the population
perish if a fine day do not immediately follow, so as to tempt
the inmates to come out in a body; -for if 'they leave; the hive
singly or by twos and threes, they 'generally do So -without
taking much notice of the^ aperture to their houses,, aaid as
they fly about for some time without being able to find it,' they
soon become benumbed, and so falldo,wn and die. Not one in

a hundred when the temperature is low can mak^, its .way back
to its home after removal to a new locality ; for the place^ is

strange, a considerable time has to elapseere.a.svifficieut survey
of it can be taken, and there are very few tlays in the winter
months when bees can with safety linger niiicli^more tlmn,a
minnte or two out of doors. It is different when the day sub-
sequent to removal is genial and fine. They then corrie out in
such numbers as to make an inexperienced person believe they
are going to swarm, and as they crowd around the entrance,
those on the wing examining the new situation are ai once
directed to the home which they might not otherwise have
found. '

With these facts many bee-l>eepers must be well stcquainted,
and it is only for the benefit of novicesJ state them. I,y/ould,
therefore, tender this advice. Never to remove .stock? ,tp either
a short or a long distance during the months of. December,
January, and February, or if you do, let it, be early In the
forenoon, and on a day when, about noon, in their new situa-

tion the bees may with safety be allowed to go abbjoad,—E.'^ S.
.' V. ) .ItP^Cf '

.

'<:' ( : 'iy.iT.V-i:'"'

OUR LETTER BOX*'. 'i^ /ur:/^K
Hen's Abi^omen Swollen fTiieho).—If the hen yf^U'fnetatfftti iirst'^'e a

Spanish heu, it is the l)epinniug of an iuourablo malady ; in ftU cases
such attacks are incnrablo. but very often tbcy clo not interfore with the
usefulness of the bird. We cannot guess nt tlie cause of illness in the
two pullets, but eating snow sometimes causes strange mala^Ues.
Peomotino Laving (Novice).— Wery few f(m}a lay in tlii^ weitther.

Cooked meat chopped fine, bread soaked in ale, and griDund oats mixed
with milk, tallow chandlers' preaveseoaJted in boiling water, n liUlS hemp-
seed, are all stimulating food, and tend tomakefowld lay, but they injm-e
the birds.
Game Fowls with DiFPEnENT-coloured Legs (Scot).~lt thb pen

included none but the finest and best birds that were evtir'seen or bred
it could not compete, as the diflference in the coloui; of tbe legs is a
positive disqualification. It used to occur at the shows in tlilS country
formerly, but of late we have never seen it.

Height of I^ct.osvrr (Suffolk Subscriber).— A. fence 5 feet high will
keep almost any fowls within bnnnds, unless they are tempted by some-
thing on the other side which their confinement does not afford ; but
even then they will seldom attempt it, more especially if the fence is

made to slope inwards.
i

, , , ,

'

HouDANs Confined (Wf?m).—Houdans do as well in CQttfinenient as at
Kberty, and a four-feet fence will It'eep them in. '^ '^'

'

-

Pheasants Confined {Z<Zem).—Common Piieaaents beaj: confinement
well, and can be profita^>ly kept. No license is j;equired for selling ,

their
produce.
DijBBiNG Game Bantam Cooks (aallus).~Thej, as well as Game cocks,

may be dubbed at from five to seven months old. The best way is to use
a pair of curved scissors, and to cut from the back of the skull to the
nostril, keeping so close as to leave no comb whatever, but taking care
not to expose tho skull. Afterwards remove the gills and deaf ears with
the same instrument. Other birds than we havp mentioned may of
course he dubbed, but not younger ones, as, if the operation is performed
too early, the combs gi-ow after it, and it again becomes neocssary.

Detecting Fertile Eggs (C. S.).—We can tell you of no way of
testing tho fertility of eggs till they have been sat upon for a few davs.
Take an egg that has been sat upon five days, and, choosing the strongest
light you can, sunhght if possible, place yourself in a dark house, and
open a chink of the door to admit a small str.mg ray. Then hold
the egg between the thumb and finger of the left hand, while with
the right you form a telescope, as it were, and fixing it close to the eye
at one end, if you press the egg against the othor,.no light will be ad-
mitted save through the egg, and if it bo fertile jt.u will after five days'
incubation distinctly see the streak of blood in the yolk. This is the first
formation of the chicken. If the egg is quiteiclearthere is no life in it;
at a later period the eggs show by motion when th&y arc put ir> warm
Water.
Fowls with Disordehed Thboats (D. (?.).—To your fowls which make

a hiccoughing noise give some bread and strong beer. They are suffering
from cold.

Number of Eggs a Hen Lays (T.).—Tho number of eggs laid by a
hen is not affected by the cock, but, as a whole, the hens do better, even if
there be but one cock to twenty hens. We do not know the price ol
feathers.
Geesk with Long-pho-ikcting Feathers [E.N].—Your Geese are

either Sebastopol or crossed with that breed. The pure bird is very
beautiful, generally white and covered with long curling feathers, bat
they are not very heavy. That is our reason for thinking yours are not
pure.
Mixtdre of White and Bcff Cochin-Chinas (D. M., 01a.Mf}ow).—We

are nnable to say what colour the produce of the cross would be, but it

has always been said the Hlnck Cochins were produced in that way. It
is certain they could not be continued on account of their eccentricities
iu the way of colom*.
Poultry tor a Small Yard (M. A. JTcaici/).—Any of the dark varie-

ties of Cochin-Chinas or Brahma Pootras will suit you.
HANDLraa Poultry at Sales (IF. H. it/.).—Thero is no rule that we

know either sanctioning or forbidding the practice. The safest way would
be not to have a bird taken out or put into a basket, except by an
attendant appointed by the auctioneer.
DoRKiNG-8 (Nemo).—If we were about keeping Dorkings we should pur-

chase pullets and a cock, either at one of t^ie exhibitions or at a sale at
Mr. Stevens's, King Street, Oovent Garden, taking care not to have
them a brother and sisters.

Good Intention,—If ^^ Inqitiri:r"v:iti enclose to lis a stamped envelope
with his direction we will send him the address of a lady who will meet
his wis:hes as far as her stock of the various fowls will allow.
Fern" Cloths (J. J'. S.).—We ha.ve seen ferns printed in black on a

white ground, but never white op a black ground. It must be effected in
the dying.
Crkve Ocbtths at RnoREiiAM Show.—In the prize list of the Shoreham

Poultry Si^ow you gave me Credit for taking tho second prize for Game
Bantams, wliich.ijj a mistake, but I hadthesocond prize for Crt-ve Ooeurs.
—J. C. Phair.
Flight Feathers of an Owl Pigeon (Elrtn).— The flight feathers

should not be of the same colour as the wing bars, but of the same
colrtur as the body of the Pigeon—thus : in Blue Owls blue, in Silver
Owls silver. ,

.

Food for Game Fowls (TjqscIi).—Feeding on Peas is said to be best
for hardening the flesb and feather. Barley is beat for cold winter
weather, as being the wannest food. For warm summer weather red
wheat, oats, rye, huck\yheat, or brank, is best; the latter is also good for
winter feeding. I feed my Game fowls on barley in winter, and on
barley and red wheat in summer. The hardness of feather and flesh, or
what is termed "good coudition," of course, greatly depends upon the
strain or breed of birds kept. No good feeding can make soft birds hard,
and good condition also greatly depends upon a good healthy country
walk and great cleanliness, as bad walks often spoil good birds. My
articles iu this Journal begin with the Number of September 18th, 1S66 ;

pages 821, 415, and 436, give other information such as is required by
" Bosch." ~^' i^EWMAmCE^."
Poultry Keeping iM. I. E.).—To answer all your queries would fill a

coliunn of our Journal. If you enclose seven postage stamps with your
address, and order "The Poultiw Tiook," it will be sent to you free by
post. It contains all the information you ,a^ for, and much more that
will be useful to you.
Bird De.vlers (I. S. R. Z) ).—In answer to your application we give the

following:—^Mr. Hawking, Bear Street, Leic-ester Sqnare ; Mr. Judd,
2^, Newington Butts ; Mr. ITraser, The Green, linightsbridge ; Mr. Isaacs,
3*2, Prince's Street, Leicester Square; Mr. Jamrach, 180, St. George
Street, E, ; Mr. Rice, 156, St. George Street, E..

Maggots IN Combs—Brekmn-g IN Supers—Storing Combs (E. B.).—
You should go over the conibr; carefully, and pick out and destroy evei^y

maggot, or the combs may be entirely destroyed before the time comes
for making use of them. You run no risk in trying to utilise these combs
after destroying the worms, for if tliey are too far gone to be available the
bees will soon make an end of them. Queens ai-e not so prone to breed
in stipers when tho commiiuicatiori with the stock hive is at the sides
only. It is aaid that queens may be entirely excluded from supers by
the communication being restricted to naiTow slits one-fifth of an inch
wide. We should be glad if any of our readers who have tried this plan
would communicate the results of their experience. We do not imagine
that any one sells wire suited for drono traps, but believe you must get it

made purposely for you. Empty combs after having been carefully in-

spected, to make sure that they are free from wax moth, should he
wrapped in paper and put away in a bos or diTiwer in a perfectly di-y place.

Packing Eggs for Travelling iSpangltd Hamburgh),—We cannot
reply better than by quoting the following fi*om "The Poultiy-Keepcr'3
Manual," published at our office :—'' We know of thirteen eggs which,
after journeying 800 miles (from Winchester to Kendal), produced nine
chickens. They were in a strong box, 2 inches of bran at the bottom,
then an inch layer of oats, on this the eggs were laid on their sides,

covered an incli deep with oats, and then 2 inches deep of bran. A
gontleman of much experience wyote as follows U> ns on this subject :—
' As an experiment to test my mode of packing eggs, I sent five eggs more
than 170 miles by railway; they were absent throe days, and twice
travelled through Loudon in tho railway van. On their return they were
placed with some other eggs under a hen, and four out of the five eggs
were duly hatched. These eggs were carefully packed, and the hd of the
box screwed down. The only objection to oats, as a packing material, is,

that sometimes, hut very rarely, an egg may be pierced with the sharp
end of an oat; I have only known, however, one or two instances of such
an accident. The plan I now adopt in packing eggs is to \vrap each egg
iu several folds of newspaper, and then place a thick layer of cotton-
wool and straw cut to the length of the box, both under and over the
eggs, fiUing up every interstice ^vith pledgets of cotton- wool. This plan
prevents any chance of the eggs being broken, and preserves their

vitality as well as is done by the oats. There is one thing I invariably do,

and I think oiight to be done by everyone who sells eggs for sittings, and
that is to wi'ite on each ep.g, legibly with a pencil, the date on which it

was laid. Egg-boxes should invariably have their lids screwed, down. I

have constantly received boxes of valuable eggs, of which not one has
hatched, and, I believe, solely in consequence of the lids being nailed
down, the jar ol the hammer destrojdng the vitality of the egg. No eggs
should be packed in sawdust, nor should eggs more than ten days old be
sent to any distance.'

"
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I have beard tbat a largo warehouse in Manchester was very
nearly being burnt down from a quantity of cotton being laid
against the wall of a room, on tbe other side of which was a fire

kept burning night and day. My own house was in danger of
being burnt, and, in fact, was on fire from this cause—accu-
mulated h;at.

In consequenoo of the sickness of one of my children a good
fire was kept up in a bedroom night and day for some weeks

;

the fireplace was a rather low one, and the hearthstone, a large
and thick stone, was laid upon the beams which carried the
floor ; of course the bottom side of these beams was covered
by the ceiling of the room below. No fire touched the hearth-
stone, the bottom of the fire was n foot above it, yet, on a
burning emell being perceived, search was made, and tbe wood
was found on fire, and only air was wanted to produce flame.
My attention was first directed to this subject more than

twenty years since in the following manner :—Having a flue
running through a greenhouse I thought to make a hotbed for
striking cuttings over it ; so I built a wall in front of it some
18 inches or 2 feet higher than the flue, and laid some pieces
of wood across, which were covered with slates, on which was
placed a bed of leaves. I bad as nice a hotbed as could be
desired, and all went on well till one morning I found the place
on fire, and all the plants killed. The thick bed of leaves pre-
vented the escape of heat in anything like the proportion in
which it was given out by the hot flue : hence the accident.

In warming an old house by flues it is almost impossible for
the architect to know the position of every piece of wood

;

and even in a new house hot water would be much safer.
There is an old saying, that experience is of no value till it is

paid for, but a fire in one's dwelling-house is too great a price
to pay for knowledge, so I hope these hints will be useful.

—

J. B. Peabson, ChilweU.

WHAT IS A GOOD CROP OF STRAWBERRIES '.'

Mat I suggest ,in answer to the above question as a very
important item in the consideration of the particular aspect of
Strawberry culture, discussed of late in the pages of the Jour-
nal? Could ' J. T.," or others, state definitely that in such a
year, from so many square yards of land, there were gathered so
many pounds weight of Wonderful, and from some other num-
ber of square yards in the same field, so many pounds of Frog-
more Late Pine, the question of the relative cropping of these
two varieties would be reduced to the best of all tests—an
arithmetical calculation. Given a certain soil, season, situa-
tion, and mode of jilanting we should have determined posi-
tively for us which of these two sorts excelled the other in
cropping, and to what extent. Presuming the time and course
of ripening of the two were identical, the comparative value of,

perhaps, a better crop in one to a superior flavour in the other,
woold remain to be estimated, and this done, we should have
ascertained a fact to be remembered so long as Frogmore Late
Pine or Wonderful was worthy of a place iu our catalogues.
Had your correspondent Mr. John May, March 20th, 1866, only
told us the distance between tbe rows, and between the plants in
the rows, from which he gathered 96 lbs. of fruit, how viiluable
it would have been to have had such a standard to test our
results ! If Mr. May's 144 plants produce 96 lbs. and mine
only 45 lbs., I at once understand that my system of Straw-
berry culture wants reforming

;
yet here we are, hundreds of

fragarians, congratulating ourselves and neighbours upon mag-
nificent crops, while one and all of us are jiositively ignorant
of what really constitutes a crop worth growing

!

Fruit-farmers who have kept their books well could furoish
us with much in this direction, both of interest and value.
Till they do so, let some of us, who have time to spare, devote
an hour or two iu the coming season to weighing, as accurately
as the blackbirds will allow us, tbe crop produced on anj' con-
venieut plot completely under our own supervision. As an
estimate of what even in ordinary culture may be expected, I

may remark that a crop of 10,800 lbs. per acre, or nearly 2^ lbs.

per square yard, is certified to have been produced iu the State
of Maine, U.S. I believe it will be found that our best English
growers far exceed this ; hosv far, it is worth a little trouble to
ascertain.

May 1 suggest, without seeming over-critical, that in the
question of produce generally there is a degree of looseness of

statement which our good friends the agriculturists have long
since ceased to tolerate ? When the cropping-merits of a new
Potato or otlier vegetable ai'e boasted of, let its admirer, when

speaking of its wonderful crop, tell us also something of the
weight and scales he measured it by. I do not mean that any-
one wilfully mis-states, but when one of those earliest of all
Peas is fit for the table on some early day in May, it would add
to our interest to know the length of the row, tbe number of
the pods, and the gross weight of the whole—say even the
number of Peas.

Seriously, let us apply this matter of weight and scales
to a question which was lately adverted to iu your columns.
If Mona's Pride be ten d.ays earlier than the Asbleaf, the
sooner we all have it in our gardens the better. I saw it

hinted the other day that the Ashleaf was considerably the
earlier of tbe two. Now, who is right ? Every one speaks out
tolerably strongly, but on what basis? What of the scales and
weights ? Let us settle this before another season passes over.
Given, fifty sets of each sort of like average size, planted on the
sarne day, let ten plants of each be lifted on the loth of May,
their produce weighed, and all tubers above 2 ozs. counted.
Kepeat this every five days, aud by the middle of June each
grower, for himself at least, may determine whether, in the
event of the spring of 1867 being an average one, he should or
should not continue to grow tbe variety in question ; aud some-
thing like this was just what tbe introducer of Mona's Pride
was morally bound to do for his constituents, aud to publish
the results, before presuming (if he did presume), to offer it at
5.S-. per peck.—S. E. T.

CONFLICTING HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITIONS.

I AM glad to see that 31r. D. Thomson has directed attention
to the unfortunate circumstance that the days selected by the
Royal Horticultural Society for holding their large show next
summer are the same that had previously been fixed upon for
holding the great National Show at Manchester.

It has long been known that such a show would be held at

Manchester in the summer of 1807 ; it has been noticed by
tbe press, both editorially and by correspondents, and it is im-
possible to believe that any of the great Societies could be ig-

norant of the fact of the show itself, or of the dales on which
it was to be held.

As the Eoyal Horticultural Society, iu particular, have for

their object the advancement of horticulture, it is a pity that

they should so arrange their programme that the principal
show in London should come in direct collision with what is

likely to be the most extensive one held in the provinces.

Exhibitors may be anxious to contribute to tbe Manchester
National Show, and at the same time be desirous to let their

plants, itc, be seen at South Kensington as usual. This might
have been done if the Koyal Horticultural Society had fixed

upon a difl'erent date from that already occupied.

Many visitors will be desirous of witnessing the National
Show as a first attempt at a long-continued exhibition in the

provinces, and at the same time they will not like to miss the
metropolitan show. Now, they must ultimately sacrifice the

one or the other. This uupleasant circumstance arises from
want of circumspection in those who arrange for the shows of

the Royal Horticultural Society.—T. Jones, MiixJiolme.

[It is very unfortunate tbat the two great exhibitions of

the Eoyal Horticultural and tbe Manchester Society should he
held so near together, as the circumstance will, no doubt,

cause great inconvenience to many, and disappointment to

others who would be desirous of exhibiting at both places;

but we are sure that it was not with any idea of interfering

with the interests of any other society that the Hoyal Horti-

cultural felected the period they have done for holding their

show. For some years past the Council have chosen tbe week
between tbe Derby and Ascot races as that in which to hold
their great exhibition of the season ; aud as the Derby day this

year falls on tbe otb of June, had the Council adhered to their

usual date tbe exhibition would have opened on tbe 12th, at the
very time when tbe Manchester Show is open. We do not

know what may have induced the change, but we should ima-
gine tbat tbe Manchester Society having adopted tbe week of

the Royal Horticultural may have induced tbe Council to hold
their Show a week earlier to secure the time when London is

full, instead of waiting tiU after the close of the Manchester
Exhibition, when numerous visitors, whose attendance they
might reasonably have expected to secure, will have left. It

appears that the want of circumspection rests more with the
JIanchester Committee, who should first have ascertained
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whether they were not taking possession of a date which was
known to be that on which the Royal Horticultural Society
usnally held their great summer exhibition.]

NOTES OF AND ABOUT ROSES.
(Continued from page 47.)

5. Exhibition.—Public exhibitions of any flower afford a
powerful stimulus to an improved culture of it; they also tend
to spread abroad a more general knowledge of it, to raise it in

the estimation of those who do not make it an especial object

of cultivation, and, by bringing together specimens grown in

different localities and on different soils, offer a ready means
of comparison under different circumstances to those who do.

This is pre-eminently the case with the Rose. There has never
been a public exhibition of any particular flower that has at-

fcacted more spectators, excited more interest, or engaged so

many persons in making it. It is, therefore, a matter of some
importance that Rose shows should be so managed that the
confidence of exhibitors should be secured, the excellence of

their productions fairly and impartially recognised, and that
the crowds of admiriug visitors who throng them should be
able to inspect the stands with as little inconvenience as pos-
sible, and without disappointment. These conditions secured
in the main. Rose shows will continue to flourish for years to

come.
It would be saying too much to affirm that these conditions

are fulfilled, it would be etjually wrong to assert that they are

not. There is, therefore, a media via, which, though as stated
of old, the safest, is wide enough,nevertheless, to admit of dis-

cussion, with a view of testing the soundness of what is be-
Ueved to be good, and remedying what is thought to be de-
fective. Qnot liomiites tot sententicc. Inviting the opinions of

other correspondents interested in this subject, let us endeavour
to discuss it calmly, without prejudice, and in a friendly man-
ner. We may then hope to effect improvements where needed.

Rose shows have been found to be paying-exhibitions ; the
very important consideration of ways and means is hence set

at rest. The next prominent points are the schedules, rules to

be observed by exhibitors, and the judging of the specimens
exhibited, to which may be added, as materially influencing
success, the most appropriate time for holding the exhibition.
An equitable adjustment of the classes to the capacity of the

various growers ought to be a primary consideration in com-
piling the schedules. I have before me most of the schedules of

the Royal Horticultural Society, and of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany, for the years from 1861 to 1860 ; also, the list of awards,
with two exceptions, of the latter, for the same period. For
the earliest of these year.s the two schedules were nearly alike,

differing only in the number of trusses required in the highest
class for amateurs, being twelve more in the schedule of the
Koyal Horticultural Society than in that of the Crystal Palace
Company, and this difference has been maintained ever since.
There were also three classes in the former not inserted in the
latter—namely, twelve trusses of SenateurVaisse (open), twelve
of any other kind (open), and eighteen of Tea-scented. After
that year the divergence increases annually. Last year there
were only six classes identical. While, however, the Crystal
Palace schedules show no alteration, except in the number of
Roses in pots during the six years, those of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society became more elaborate and suitable to the
progress of Rose culture every succeeding year, the schedule
of last year being the best that has yet been framed by them.
This speaks well for the Society, and shows that the Council,
or those who compile the schedule, are fully cognisant of the
increasing interest taken in Rose culture, and desire to give
the full weight of the powerful influence of the Society in pro-
moting it.

There is not, that I know of, nor should there be, any anta-
gonism between the two shows. The same, or nearly the same
exhibitors contribute to form both. There is, however, a dif-

ference in the number of visitors attending the two shows.
Last year this difference was very marked ; while the Show
at Kensington was superior in many respects to that at Syden-
ham, the number of visitors who attended the latter was
greatly in excess of the number at the Kensington Show. This
circumstance should have some weight with the authorities at
the Crystal Palace to induce them to revise their schedule for

another season, if they wish to obtain a display satisfactory to
the visitors, and at the same time deserving the confidence of
exhibitors.

It will not be deemed out of place here to remark, that all
who have seen and know the beautiful structure at Sydenham,
must have learned with the deepest regret the sad calamity that
has recently happened, by which a portion of the Palace has
been, let us hope only temporarily, destroyed by fire. What-
ever may be the arrangements for the forthcoming season
affecting horticultural shows, the Company may rely on the
sympathy and support of the horticultural body who have
hitherto contributed to these Exhibitions, and as regards the
Rose Show, the most popular of them, a considerable accessioa
of strength would, undoubtedly, be obtained liy simply adapt-
ing the arrangements to the reixuirements of the times.
The classes in the schedule may be reviewed under three

sections—those assigned to growers for sale, to amateurs, and
the open or miscellaneous classes.
As I hold it to be a primary consideration in the framing of

the schedule, that the classes be arranged to meet the capa-
cities of different exhibitors, I am impressed with the belief
that the compilers of the schedules for the Rose shows acted
upon this principle, by allotting the different numbers from
ninety-six to twelve trusses to different classes, for the purpose
of inviting the eompotition of growers .according to their stock

;

of those growers for sale with whom Roses form one of the
most important subjects of their business, as well as of those
with whom they are only a portion of the general stock ; for
those amateurs who have time and space for the cultivation of
several thousand plants, and can cut their forty-eight on any
given day in the season, as well as for those wiio with less of
either, yet feel the same pride in filling a box of twelve, on
what to them is the eventful day of exhibition. If this was, as
it ought to have been, the original object, it has been very de-
cisively nullified. In the list of awards at the Crystal Palace
Show, in 1861, will be found the names of sixteen different
nurserymen among the successful competitors in the various
classes, and eighteen amateurs. On turning to the last year's
list we shall find but seven different nurserymen taking twenty-
eight prizes ; of these, five names well known in connection
with Roses secured twenty-five prizes among them, the re-
maining three were taken by the other two ; one a third, value
20s., and a fourth, value l-5s., and the other a fifth, value 10s.
In the same award we also find twenty-five prizes taken by
eleven or twelve .amateurs. The time chosen for the Show last
year was rather too early, and probably influenced this result,
but only slightly.

_
At the Show at Kensington, in the following week, when the

tinie was more appropriate, the whole of the nurserymen's
prizes, including most of those marked " Open," were taken by
names now so familiarly associated with the Rose, but by no
more of them than ran be counted on the fingers and thumb of
one hand. The reason of this has long been obvious. Those
gentlemen who are usually known as the great Rjse growers,
by their sedulous attention to culture, their long experience,
their enormous stock, and, generally, the favourable soil of
their nurseries, have distanced all other competitors, and
no restriction being placed on the number of classes in which
one exhibitor may enter, the classes assigned to growers for
sale have simply become a monopoly in their hands to be con-
tended tor among themselves. We all remember the mar-
vellous flowers exhibited by these gentlemen, and the praises
lavished upon them by the admiring spectators, and deservedly
too.

Considering how much the great growers, or more correctly
speaking such of them as exhibit, have done for those shows
(for of late more than one respectable name has been missed),
would it be just to introduce any restriction in the nursery-
men's classes now, after being left so many years without any ?
Is it equally fair to shut out many respectable men who would
be willing to enter into competition with their compeers ?
Heroin is a knotty question. A similar inquiry may be made
respcQting the amateur classes. Of the four classes assigned to
amateurs at Kensington, exclusive of one or two others in the
miscellaneous section, entries were restricted to two. At the
Crystal Palace there has been no such restriction, yet at Ken-
sington it appears to have acted beneficially. Would a similfr
result attend a like restriction in the nmverymen's classes ? I
think it would, with some reservation, which is this—so much
is due to those gentlemen into whose hands the whole of the
nurserymen's prizes have by the force of circumstances fallen,
that to introduce any restriction without some corresponding
compensation, would not be dealing fairly with them, in con-
sideration of what they have done in past years to render the
shows successful and attractive.
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Snpposing the sum total to be h'jipllftd forprir.es to remain
the same in the case of the Orj-stal I'ulace schedule, there ia

loom nfiortled tor such eonipeiiBation. Inopftn competition
any place obtaineil is honourable to the competitor, especially
if within the first four plnees ; hut no one, that I am aware of,

Bots a particular value on a tiflh prize. At Kensington none
of the )irizes extend heyonj a fourth. At the Crystal Palace
seven cla«ses are stretched out to a fifth. I.et the tifth prizes
be abolished. Again, tllass 5 hati hitherto been twelve varieties,

one truss of each, for niuserynien only; and Class 14, for

ivoses in pots, confined to new Hoses first sent out in the pre-
vious ;\eur. Neither of these classes is necessary, the first re-

quiring too small a nuoibpr fron^ gfpwers for sale, and the
.second being sufficiently provided for in the classes for new
Roses and Roses in pots. If the .<:nm applied to these classes,

and to fifth prizes, were added to the prizes in Class land 2,
fhe highest for nui-sei-ymen only, th'e amount would not only
<!over what is assigned to Classes .! and 4, but leave a margin
to he applied to some other nsefnl classes, or for the intro-
duction of some new feature in the Show, as a class for Tea
Rose?, siome single variety. Yellow Hoses, i-c.

ISy this arrangelnent, if the entries by one exhibitor be re-

:stricted to two classes, as they are for amateurs at Kensington,
the great growers will lose nothing, so far as the value of the
prizes is concerned. Or, if this restriction he objectionable, let

Class 3 be for twenty-fttnr varieties, three trusses of each, EC-
montaut Hybrids only, as at Kensington, allowing competitors
to enter for any three classes, thus leaving Class 4 to be con)-
peted for by small growers, if they decline to enter for the
liigher classes. It would do no harm to try tli,e experiment of
this slight restrictiotf 'libtii W'KfiisagtbttJafatf^thB' Crystal'
Palace. '

^
;'" r;ilij /,a r.J .'...rr;-.!!; ;

».j-3-^ , •(..;

A great improvement in 'the Show at Kensington was effected

by the introduction of classes for Yellow, Tea, Noisette, and
Moss Roses. Of six classes assigned to these, one at least ap-
pears supeifluous. Last year. Class 14 was for twelve Tea and
Noisette Roses, distinct kinds, for amateurs only; Class IS
was similar, but for nnrscrymetr only; ftnd Class l(j W^
.similar, but open. The la^-t might be dispensed with, the coifl-

petitiou in all of them being as yet but vei-y limited. Classed
like these should be introduced into the schedule of the Crystal
Palace Show. " "

As regards the number of flowers required in the several
classes, the most objectionable is the ninetj-sfx in the first

class for nurseiytneu "at the Crystal Palace. At Kensington,
the greatest number required is seventy-two. I say objection-
able, for allhouph there are several hundreds of varieties in

cultivation, yot if improvement is aimed at, and the selection
kept within reasonable bounds by the i ejection of inferior
kinds, a lower number than ninety-six will et^ect the object, by
bringing the Very choicest together in the best condition.
Ninety six Tai'ieties;are not wanted, nor do ninety-six varieties
of equal merit exist. Scarcely hall ninety-si.v. It most not be
inferred that all Roses specially pointed out as the best, should
he after one unifoim model ; on the contrary, we de.sire va- 1

liety in form as well as in colour; hence we have the cupped,
j

globular, imbricated, &e., and this difference of form adds in
no small degree to the pleasure and interest of Cultivation.
A globrdar Charles Lefebvre, or Chabiillant. and a Lord Clyde
with the form of William CiiiMths; would life very beantiful

;

but nobody would dream of esrchidiug them because they are not
so. Seventy-two varieties would include every perfect form
aiid coloiir yet known.—-Adoli'Uus H. Kfisi.- - — - - — "-

Hence it is vei^ late before they require disbudding, and I

never stop the shoots until August, when I nail in and stop
rather closely to expose the fruit to the sun. We have but little

sun here after .Tuly, and I am glad to say I, like " A Constant
RuAnER," was amply rewarded for my trouble with a fine crop
of fruit, well coloured, but not quite up to the maik as to

flavour.

I ought to have said my disbudding in Februnry was in a
Peach-house, and the frnit was ripe in May ; but here my trees

are all out of doors, facing south-east, and were not protected
from frost in the least. Some trees that I have on a south-
east-by-east Wall were well protected with matting, and there
was but a dozen Peaches on a wall (SO feet long iiy 14 high.
So ranch for covering fruit trees.

—

T.-Elcojik, rJiuii Uanlens,
Concen, i^hihli Wdtk.' 'f-^'""' "-'" ''' •"^"'

sMihavo'.Jdooar eii

moii.i ao R

'li ino 901 i&'jii lliv? ni.:,j,. ^ .,,i n! n:
jyad sradfo idtila ol hajLj^.-v.-.- .,.,.;

r.f ,..,,,/;

,y0S!iJ.n'i .!I .1— .Ilol ai amtj ym bsnsis avav/Ia avai I asJtiiw

PINCHING FRUIT TREE SHOOTS,'- > >! ,

On looking over your Journal of December 18th, I see that
" Thf.ta " .wonld Jikft Si little/informatiott respecting pinching
and --tiipiiing fruit tree shoots. Perhaps my remarlis may be of

service to him,
My ]ilan is to distnd 'a Peafeti tree as soon' as the "bud is

well iu^leaf,, leaving the buds after disbudding .5 or Cinches
apart,, a^d fe'icl^' fcud'iiterfi'a'tely iiboVe' kbS, beneath' the twig or

fpiij!:\, '://".::;•''':'' •''-] /"'"":'
'

'"
,,' :

^ f.
never, stop the snoctts Until they Imve five or six' joints.

There is no fixed date to pinch or disbud a Peach tree. I

have disbudded as early asFebrniiry and as late as .Tune. My
frees here are so covered with the aphis as soon as they come
into hlot'in that thejj lose all their first leaves in April ccnse-
quenflythey are a^'lohg iinie iii*"inikllig' a second gjrdwth.

'^^tll^-LY EOMAN HYACINTH.
Tms puj-e white and delightfully fragrant Hyacinth flowers

in November at a time when scented flowers are very scarce.

Each bulb produces three or four spikes of flowers, resembling
a very large Lily of the Valley, and when half a dozen bulbs
are planted in a six inch pot their bloom forms a perfect bou-
quet. I, for one, can vouch for the justice of the recom-
mendation niade by Hr. Ker, of Basnett Street, Livei-pool,

having grown a quantity this season. The plant has been in

bloom with us about two months, and has been very tuuch
admired. / '

'

From th'e'ibw pMcffof "the bnlba' I Hive' ti.of fhe least doubt
that when better known the Early 'Rftilnan 'Hyacinth will be
much more extensively grown. Planted in large shallow pans,

similar to those used for propagating bedding plants or glowing
Achimenes, the bulbs placed about 4 inches apart, when in

bloom they are very heautiful. Visitors for the last three

years in November, at the shows at St, George's Hall, Liver-

pool, will remember how beautiful .they were.- -William Hill,

i^.f<'ii^ff.(iMiiitffMr4M:":?-iii,.ii a;ji.i a.j

:-,ijoi-ij^v \r, ^^);)i:je-rq f'fi ji .5noijiag££ .r.^iicc-

JiiiiHssi'-' a liiJoiH. fi'C )'> 'j;.;.!': &;!.' • .j j

iH ,9lqcai^ 03 ei CASiMrlllGA- EDULIS. fi! jrii-/.-: .•> ii-y

TntftWIspWhifs tfothirig ^o easy as to enundate fine moral
sentiments, except it be not acting up to them. So at least I

thought when reading the article on Psidiums by " Raddii,

PL'tabnrmnr'i," at page 44, where he says, " This assertion

shows how careful people should be before they make a positive

statement;" and yet at the end of his short paper, in leferring

to Casimiroa ediilis he writes thus, " I see the above-named
plant advertised by a London nurseryman, giving a flaming

account of its capabilities of adapting itself to various situa-

tions. It may exist in the west of England in a sheltered

situation, but it requires a stove to grow it in perfection, when
it becomes a large bush, having numerous Apple-shaped fruit."

Now, having a pretty general acquaintance with London nur-

serymen and their catalogues, I could recollect (and subsequent

search has continued this), that Casimiroa edulis is only ad-

vertised by Mr. Wm. Bull, of Chelsea; and yet after all

"Ratoii's" moral indignation at positive statements, it is

certainly amusing to And that this London nurseryman gives

no flaming account, but merely quotes the words of that eminent
botanist I'r. Scemann.

Mr. Bull says, '-This new fruit has been sent me by that

zealous botanist and enterprising traveller. Dr. Seemann. In
w^itug from Nicaragua he says :

—
' With other seeds I have

the pleasure to send Casimiroa edulis, a large fruit like an
Apple, which was brought to this country from Mexico by the

soldiers and colonists of Montezuma, ami of which you will see

a figure in" Botany of the ' Herald.' " I fancy it may prove

hardy in the southem parts of England, and might be intrc-

duceil into Australia with the greatest advantage, as it is ever-

grCi^n, and capable Of standing any amount of drought and
some degree of cold.'

" This frnit is described in 'Botany of the Voyage of HM.S.
" Herald," Flora of North-Western Mexico,' and thus spoken

of:—'This tree has a reiuail(able tendency to accommodate
itself to different climates. It grows from the lowest coast

region to an elevation of 7,000 feet, producing everywhere an
abundant harvest.'

"

Now surely there is no flaming account by a London niirserj^-

man here, but simply statements from two sources of un-

doubted integrity and scientific anlbority ; and so far from any
assertion as to its hardiness, Dr. Seemann only says, " I fancy
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it may prove liarJy in the southern [not western] parts of

England," and adds that it is capable of bearing some degree of

cold.
" oh. wad some pow'r tho giftie die us,

To see oursels as others see us."

" R-\DDii," however, seems to have but little opinion of nur-

serymen in general, as he says again in reference to Psidiums.
" No dependance is to be placed on purchasing them true."

Surely this is rather hard ; and I hope " E:Uipii " will not

only adhere to his own excellent sentiments, but also be less

disposed to join in the foolish cry that is too often "raised

against nurserymen for their glowing descriptions.—D., Deal.

P.S.—May I add here in reference to Mr. Scott's remarks
with respect to Potatoes, that I thought I Ji^d mentioned the

character of my soil, which, as lie conjectures,, is rich ?

HARDY FLOWERS IN JA>^UARY.
Seeing your request for a list of flowers in each month, I

ventured to begin on the l^t of this month, ajjd then had
gathered for me good specimens of the following :—Violets,

abundant ; Hepatica ; Anemone (iilac) ; Aconite ; coloured
Primroses.

After being five weeks a prisoner in the house, I this day,

January 2ith, have been all round my garden and am delighted

to find but little damage seems done, as all shrubs look well.

Honeysuckles, Tartarian Honeysuckles, leaves opening ; Eibes
buds swollen ; Mezereon buds quite pink ; and if this genial

weather continue the garden will soon be gay.—Mrs. F. Mdnn,
l\ouiiliam,IJuri/St.IuJmutids,SuJ'oik. „,, ;

PEARS AND PERPLEXITY.
A FRIENDLY collision between Messrs. " T. R.," G. Abbey,

and others, is like that between flint and steel, and the lookers-

on are benefited by the sparks, which afford amateur fruit-

growers Uke myself some little light to guide us through the

too-often conflicting theories, assertions, and practices of various

authors. We rise from the study of Dn Breuil's excellent

work convinced that a single vertical cordon is so simple, so

effective, and beautiful, that we wonder we never thought of it

before. We at once try the method, and painfully realise the

difference between an English and French climate. Mr. Fish,

enthusiastic on the subject, seems to anticipate the time when
every cottage garden will boast its comely generous cordons;

but Jlr. Brehaut, the most experienced, perhaps, and successful

in this his peculiar system, gives a stern caution—It must be
done in one way only ; the shoots must be pinched at the right

moment ; walls so high must have so many leaders, the grosser-

growing varieties more, the weaker fewer ;—leading to the in-

evitable conclusion that, however beautiful and productive the

system may be, there is no inconsiderable amount of care and
observation to be exercised

; and we rise from the contem-
plation of many publications with the feeling that in tlie mul-
titude of books there is perplexity.

This perplexity has been increased just recently. In the

spring of last year a long and able controveisy seemed to decide

that Pears on the Quince should not be allowed to emit roots

from above the graft, .\gain we are in doubt. We are told to

plant up to the graft, but not to cover it, and our trees came
from a first-class nurseryman grafted 6 and 8 inches above the

roots. What is to be done ? for we must not on any account

bury the roots bo deep. Thus ordered to perform an impossible

operation, we conclude such trees are improperly worked. In

the case of some Jargonelle Pears I kept the roots near the

surface ; in two years thp scion was twice the size of the stock,

and the tree unhealthy ; now the roots are buried, so in any
case I am wrong, but see no help for it. Will " T. E.," or

Mr. G. Abbey, or some other authority, increase our obli-

gations by stating the limit of distance between graft and roots,

whether such trees as I have described should be rejected, or

whether the roots should be buried, or the stock hidebound as

the alternative ">

Another qtuc^tio j'c.ni/a^wlfether Pears on their own roots,

and Apples on the Crab, are not better than on the Quince and
Paradise, appears determinable by the size they are intended

to attain and the soil they are to grow in, the latter being a

fruitful source of differing opinions. For instance, in the

garden of a friend there is a long row of bush Pear trees

upwards of twenty years old ; all those on the Quince are healthy

and productive, all on the Pear cankered and decaying. His

gardener advised me to plant nothing but trees on the Quince ;

within a month I was advised by another, who cultivated an
opposite .description of soil, to plant nothing but trees on the

Pear.

Whilst thanking Messrs. " T. E." and G. Abbey for their

recent articles, let me express a hope, that the discussion may
be continued, so that we may have the promised experience ef

Mr. Abbey on the different results of budding and grafting, and
other hints which are of much interest and benefit to such

ardent »Qvioe3.as—:C.C E..1 .,;j..

, . :l. , - J>-.it VI-.-)} r,r- :] i

bu£ ,oll>« -nl -rJV/,Q5^p;p;jj TURF.
I TniNK "Forwards" has drawn largely on his imagination

as to the cause of the iujui-y his trees received in the turf soil.

The larvaj of the cim l>i;hafer will eat the roots of trees, as the

Surrey nurserymen ..ow to their cost; but who ever heard of

them iu uumLcib s;.::icient to account for the havoc described,

excqpt in -yery light sandy or peaty soils? I, certainly, never

met with them in large numbers in such soil as a Vine-grower

would he Ukely to select. Then, again, would such larvee if

present be likely to be overlooked, great conspicuous fellows as

thick as a man's finger? and if overlooked, how many would

escape the paring and chopping of the turf, &-c. ? Those who
know anything ql these marauders know how easUy they are

injured.
, , ,,

With regard to the larva? of Tipula;, I h^ve seen the roots of

thloses and herbaceous Pseonies eaten by them, and seen rooks

tusy pulling grass up to find the larva; of Tipulie feeding on

the roots, but I have yet to learn that these larvae ever eat the

roots of trees ; they may do so, but I have never found any

injury of the kind I could trace to them; and I can assure
" FoBw.iRDs " that, though our " fine green turf " is not full of

the grub^ of tlie.,fiookcl)afer, we have plenty of "daddylong-
legs." ,^ .'[^ .'

,,, ,,..,,, (., >,

As to,wir^v^ornt^,,like most farmers, I have suffered enough

by their attacks to make me study their habits. Com of all

kinds and the Grasses in general they will eat, boring into

their sterns jifst below the ground, and eating their way up-

wards. Mangold Wurtzel in a young state. Turnips, Potatoes,

and Carrots are eaten by them. In the garden, Pinks, Carna-

tions, Daisies, Polyanthuses, and Primroses suffer from their

attacks ; b^t I never saw one at a tree root in the act of feeding,

nor do X believe any one can prove they ever eat the roots of

trees. , ,

As is y,ery well known, 1 have a good many acres of orchards,

many of them fif'y years old, and all but one are in grass. So

plentiful are wireworms in the turf of these orchards that a

sweet Pear, which has lain on the ground some days, may be

often found with ten or a dozen wireworms in it : how is it

they have not killed all the trees by eating the roots ? Yet

these trees look pretty well, at any rate a ladder of fifty staves

will not reach the tops of some of them.

But, supposing wireworms injurious to Vines and trees in

general, wUl leaving the turf some time cut on the ground, and

then stacking it a year, get rid of them ? I leave any gardener

to answer the question.

When I write in " our Journal " it is with a sincere wish to

add my njite to the general stock of information, thinking the

readers ought to consider themselves as a mutual improve-

ment society. I have seldom answered objections, leaving to

others to discuss what I have advanced, being more anxious to

lead others to think than anxious to force my opinions on them

as incontrovertible truth. The Editors will bear me out in

saying, that when I have taken exception to what others have

written I have always signed my name in full.—J. E. Pearson,

Ckibcell. '
'

-

> '<
'- ill. -.liUl. 1

THE PRINCE OF WALES POTATO.
We most' of us admit, that we should speak of a man as we

find him, and I dp not sep why we should not do the same of

the Potato, ., ,,
'.\^

Living ill a neighbourhood where there are at least five

hundred acres of Potatoes grown annually, being a grower

myself, and taking great interest in having the best sorts, I

bought some of the Prince of Wales in 1865, for I saw this

Potato advertised, certainly with a wonderful character.

I have not found it so good in flavour as I should like, nor

is it a second early ; but it is well up in all other points.

I planted it, as I have said, in 1865, had a heavy crop, but
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liie all other Potatoes that year, second growth occurred to it,

and one-third was diseased.

I gave it another trial in ISfiG. I planted it on a piece of
dry soil in drills 2 feet G inches apart, the seta 20 inches from
one to the other. Lawes'a manure was used on the sets. In
the last week in .July I took one plant up, and the Potatoes it

bore weighed G{ lbs. ; I was, consequently, tempted to take some
up to send to the London market. On the 2ud of August I
had a ton sent thither, and there were only 8 stones of small
ones, which made in all 21 cwt., and the hand which produced
them measured only 9J poles. That ton of Potatoes sold in
London for £6 17s. <Jd. This is the Potato for me.—E. J.

Atheeton, Nurseryman, Chatteris.

PROPAGATING AND PRUNING BLACK
CURRANTS.

FoK the benefit of amateurs I see Mr. Read has written some
notes on the best way to grow Currants. I think he has gone
on very well until he came to the Black Currant, as to which
I am sure he has made some mistakes. Thus, I infer that he
intends the cuttings to be made in the same way as those of

the Red and White. I am sure that there are many growers
who will coincide with me in saying that that is one of the
greatest of mistakes, for if so made half of the head will often
die from some unknown cause.

My plan is to put the cuttings in with all the buds on them,
say four or five, leaving one above ground. Next autumn cut all

the shoots down to two eyes ; by doing this you will have eight
nice strong shoots which will bear a few bunches of fruit. The
plants are now fit to plant out permanently ; set them in rows
5 feet by i feet. A row of Cabbages may be planted between
them for two or three years ; plant the Cabbages early and
they will come off before they can interfere with the Currant
trees. In the following autumn cut off the foremost shoot to

the next lower one, and so continue every year. Never let

more than two or three years' growth be on one shoot before you
cut it to the ground (if there is no shoot to take its place,

cut it to the next shoot lower down), and if a shoot die you have
two to take its place, which will spring up from the ground.

After a few years, if your bush become too large and the
shoots extend too far iu the rows, take the spade and chop
them off closely with roots to them, and if you want to make
another row they will quickly form good plants for the purpose

;

yon will save two years by using them. Be sure never to cut
off the top of any shoot if it is too long, cut it out altogether

;

never be afraid to cut out plenty of shoots, for the Black
Currant likes plenty of sun and air, and does not succeed so
well as the Red Currant in the shade. In fact, the Black
Currant is as different from the Red and White as the May
Duke Cherry is from the Morello, the older and more shrubby
the tree the more and better the fruit ; but on the Black
Currant, like the Morello, all the young wood should be pre-
served, and no topping is wanted.

I could show Mr. Read a large number of Black Currant
trees, among them some which have been planted about twelve
years, and not one more than 3 feet high and 10 feet across. I

do not remember a single plant in the plantation having died
out. I iind by well thinning the trees out, giving plenty of

manure every year, and growing none but the Black Naples,
that the fruit will make a very pretty dish for the table, and
especially where no G-rapes are grown. The fruit is both large

and sweet, and I have seen bunches 4 inches long with as many
s twenty berries on them.
I wonder Mr. Read did not offer some remarks about the

Gooseberry, with respect to which information is not less

needed than in the case of the Currant. I treat them in the
first place as he does the Red Currant ; but, as in the case of the
Black Currant, after the third year I never shorten the shoots
I intend to bear, unless it is one that has grown too far out
of the way.

I think it is a wrong system to cut every shoot to about 3 or
i inches ; of course, from every shoot so cut you must expect
three to spring, and very little fruit, and in the following
spring you have a hedge. On my system, leave the leading
shoots about 6 inches apart ; cut everything else clean out,

and do not shorten the shoots. In the following season you
will have one or two shoots from that left, and plenty of fine
fruit ; cut the old shoot out leaving one of the young ones for

the next season, and so on every year.

As to Red Currants we can always find plenty of vacant spots '

for them on the waUs. Against walls too low for anything else,

and with any aspect, wherever there is a space of 2 feet to
spare, there the Red and White Currant are planted. Train
the branches 6 inches apart, and prune them just as Pears and
Plums.—J. T.

CUCUMBER FAILURES.
For years I have been a grower of Cucumbers, and have many

times witnessed that we cannot, even under the best of treat-

ment, insure the best results. I have some Cucumber plants
showing fruit ; they have been looking well and are now, only,
it may be, one of the best and healthiest-looking plants will to-

day show symptoms of flagging in .part of a leaf, or a whole
leaf, as if wanting water ; to-morrow perhaps other leaves and
footstalks hang drooping ; next day one or two more, and so the
evil goes on for weeks and the plants cannot be said to be
either alive or dead. Of the leaf that flagged first the foot-

stalk will again become stiff, but the blade will be wholly gone
(crisped up). From the first symptoms the plants make little

or no growth ; sometimes I have known them break from the
stem, but the foliage so produced only shares the same fate^
the older leaves. Leaf after leaf sutfers until the whole of tBe
foliage is gone, and the plant is good for nothing.

I have repeatedly taken up the plants and examined them,
sometimes there is a partial decay of roots with the stem
looking well and healthy ; at other times the stem and all the
roots appear to be attacked, and then, of course, the plants die
quickly.

In my Cucumber-houses the disease generally takes the
winter plants just as they are beginning to bear, about this time
—say Januai-y and February. In March and April, when the
days are longer, the plants have not suffered iu the houses

;

but I have had the ridge Cucumbers in the summer months
out of doors affected in a very similar manner for several

seasons.

I have tried all kinds of changes of soils and seed, but to no
purpose. I have never seen any one's plants do as mine have
done. I have been where Cucumbers were grown almost
throughout the year, I have mentioned the evil to others, and
showed my plants, but have never yet met with any one who
has experienced the like.

My houses are heated with hot-water pipes for top heat, and
there are cement tanks under the beds, with hot-water pipes
running through, for bottom heat. I can have plenty of heat,

the range being from 60° to 80". Our houses have not been
below GO" during this cold weather.—An Old Sdescbibek.

[We have experienced the same evil, especially in winter, and
when the plants were grown in low pits, and have generally

traced it to too much heat at the roots, and too much moisture
at a season when the processes of evaporation are very irregu-

lar ; a good layer of rubble between the tank and the soil might
help. We seldom meet with this complaint in houses where
the light strikes freely to the bsttom of the Cucumber plants,

and where there is room to have the soil in a rather steep ridge

instead of as a flat bed. Where, as in your case, there is

plenty of heat, a steep roof, even a rather steep span-roof,

is best for winter Cucumbers. Many plants fail about this

time that have borne up to Christmas. What say other corre-

spondents ?]

ON PRUNING CEDRUS DEODARA.
[The following is extracted from " The Gardener," a new

series of the " Scottish Gardener," edited by Mr. William
Thomson, of Dalkeith Palace Gardens, and which promises to

be a most excellent monthly publication.]

The Deodar or Temple Tree has now become a favourite all

over Great Britain, i'he parks and pleasure-grounds of the

wealthy, the metropolitan parks and cemeteries and town
squares, as well as villa and cottage gardens, all boast of their

Deodar Cedars. Many of these trees are m a faultless state

;

still large numbers of them are to be seen in a sad and appa-

rently neglected condition ; but all are capable of being brought
into shape by a free use of the knife, and for this end I pro-

pose giving a few practical hints.

The Deodar was first introduced into Great Britain by the

Honourable William Leslie Melville during the year 1831, from
seed collected on the Indo-Tataric mountains, at an elevation

of 10,000 or 12,000 feet above the level of the sea, where it

attains a height of 180 feet, and sometimes even 200 feet,
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having stems from 21 to 30 feet in cir«umferenoe. Few plants

were introduced at first, and these primary or original trees are

now noble specimens of their kind.

As cuttings of the Deodar are very freely produced under

certain circumstances, a large proportion of secondary trees

were soon obtained. Afterwards the Honourable East India

Company gave liberal encouragement to their introduction,

and through their instrumentality a large quantity of seed was
annually imported. About fifteen years ago it was the wish of

our Government to have them introduced on a much larger

scale for forest planting, when upwards of a ton weight of seed

was sent home, raised in various nursery establishments in

the three kingdoms, and afterwards planted out tor this de-

sirable end.* A great drawback, however, to the forest exten-

sion of the Deodar was the loss sustained during the unpre-

cedented winter of 1860-61, which injured a large proportion

of trees in various soils, but chiefly in damp situations. The
state in which certain trees were at the. time, caused by late

growths, brought on by a warm, moist autumn, and succeeded

by a frost, the severity of which was almost unknown in

Britain—viz., 'S° below zero, was considered by many as the

cause of their destruction ; but from a careful investigation of

thp'afi'ected trees, I came to the conclusion that many of the

Deodars during the above winter were injured by the heavy fall

of snow we then experienced, forcibly bending their long pro-

jecting branches towards the ground, thus rupturing the vessels
;

and while in this condition the injured vessels along the upper
surface of tiie branches became exposed to the severe tempe-
rature, while other trees growing side by side sustained no
damage whatever. This observation was found peculiarly ap-

plicable when examining pruned and unpruned trees. In
almost all cases the former were saved, while the latter, parti-

cularly those with long horizontal branches, were more or less

destroyed, although several were more than 15 feet in height.

The pruning of the Deodar, although practised in some large

establishments, is, perhaps, not so generally adopted as it

ought to be. For the information of inexperienced cultivators

I beg to offer the following remarks. For many years past,

and even at the present time, it has been considered vandalism
to touch a Deodar, or even any species of Conifer, with a knife.

This common but false notion has been the cause of so many
of them getting out of shape by taking breadth instead of

height, and many assuming numerous leaders. In its native

state the Deodar is found growing in large forest groups, where
the lower branches are rarely seen, being all decayed from close

confinement, which causes them to grow upright. When
planted singly, as is generally done in this country, they
naturally branch to the sui-face of the ground.
From long experience and practice in the pruning of the

Deodar, and judging from the beauty which many of the trees

so treated have assumed, I am decidedly of opinion that prun-
ing should be done at a very early stage of the plant's growth,
and continued in a limited degree for a few years afterwards,

for if once put into proper shape it is likely to retain it.

Several millions of Deodars have been planted over the country,
and little has been done to improve them. It is now high
time that many of them should be operated on, seeing that it

can be done with safety. I never saw a plant injured from
judicious pruning, whether 3 or 30 feet in height, provided it

was done at a proper season. The best time for pruning the
Deodar is after the summer growths are matured, which is

generally the case after the second week of August. Any time
after this period pruning may be done with perfect safety, and
continued throughout the autumn and early winter months, Sep-
tember and October being, however, preferable for the purpose.
The Deodar always looks best when it has a pyramidal shape

;

and the most unsightly, if carefully operated on, can sooner or
later be made to assume this form. Supposing a plant, 6 or
10 feet high, having several leading tops, fix on one for a leader
as near the centre of the plant as possible ; all others must be
cut out, and the plant afterwards freely trimmed-in all round,

* The seeds alluded to were divided between the nurserj- establish
ments of Messrs. Glendinning, of the Chiswick Nursery, London ; Messrs.
Skirvlag, of the Walton Nursery, Livei*pool ; and Messrs. P. Lawson and
Son, Nurserymen, Edinburgh, to raise them for the Government planta-
tlons. The quantity reared in the Edinburgh nursery was very large in
proportion to those raised in the other establishments, no doubt owing
to their being sown broadcast in open-air beds, for the first time in Europe.
instead of employing pits and frames, as was adopted in London and
Liverpool. Those individuals who witnessed the extensive beds of
Deodar seedlings in the Golden Acre Nursery, sown and reared under the
able management of Mr. P. S. Robertson (now of the Trinity Nursery),
will not soon forget the sight. The beds were prepared and sown as if

tor Scotch Fir or Larck.

beginning at the bottom and working upwards. The lower
branches, no matter what their thickness, should be all equally
shortened by introducing a sharp knife below, and cutting
them off upwards and outwards, as well as all the branches
below the level of the eye. All the upper branches should be
cut from above, outwards and downwards. By a rigid ad-
herence to this treatment no cut portions are exposed to view.
The secondary or side branches should also be cut in the same
way, and so on till the whole plant is made to assume a pyra-
midal shape, which is, indeed, its natural form of growth.
Care must be taken to have any stray shoots removed from the
side of the leader, which, in its natural and perfect state, is

always bent downwards. In no instance attempt to tie the
leading shoot upright, as it will be found that it will erect itself

during the following season. Some ill-shaped plants may he
disfigured for a time from excessive pruning, but this, from the
distorted state of some of them, is absolutely necessary. The
next year's growth, however, will soon bring such trees into
proper training.

One large plant known to me was 30 feet in diameter of
branches on the surface of the ground, and iO feet in height,
and had all its lower branches, although li inch in diameter,
cut so that the tree was reduced to a diameter of 20 feet at the
bottom. All the other branches were shortened-in as above
described till the tree was cut into a pyramidal shape. Previous
to pruning the terminal shoot of this tree was barely making
way. A year or two after the pruning was accomplished it

began to grow freely, and the numerous pendant growths an-
nually made have given to this tree a very graceful habit, and
justly entitle it to the name of the Fotmtain Tree, now generally
given to the Deodar.

After being once properly cut into shape it is seldom neces-
sary to give the Deodar any after-pruning, unless to remove
dupUcate leaders that may be forming. If in after years it

should be found that one side of a tree is bulging out more
than the other, a free use of the knife will soon put all right.
After pruning some ill-formed trees it is not an uncommon
practice, in order to give gracefulness to the tree, to have the
centre or leading stem tied upright. This ought to be avoided,
as the pressure caused by the tie will very soon indent the bark
and gradually work into it, causing the upper portion above
the cord to become yellow, and ultimately decay.

It is a remarkable fact that those trees which stood best the
severe winter of 1860-61 are those cuttings and seedlings
which had been freely pruned at an early period. The growths
on these were numerous and short, and resisted bending with
the heavy snow, which was found to be so fatal to those trees
where pruning had not been resorted to.

For many years, as before stated, cuttings of Deodars were
freely made and distributed, and at the present time it is easy
to tell trees produced from cuttings from those reared from
seed. The branches of aU the cutting-made trees generally
come out horizontally all round the stem, composed of irre-

gular whorls having intervening spaces, with points and side
branches all pendulous. If such specimens are left to them-
selves they never will assume the compact form of seedling
plants. Although the cutting-made trees with horizontsj
branches suffered most during the heavy snow and frost of
1860-01, such trees, when freely lopped in, can soon be made
to assume a very diiierent habit, so as to resist a heavy fall of
snow, becoming thus not Uable to have their vessels ruptured,
and thus become a prey to frost.

Several of those most injured in the Botanic Gardens were
reared from cuttings taken from one of the original trees in-
troduced by the Hon. William Leslie Melville, and now growing
in the garden. This original tree had its lower branches much
bent down and injured with the weight of snow. A free prun-
ing during the following autumn put this fine tree all right
again. About the year 1856 the large tree was much out in to
keep the branches from interfering with two walks, which
operation greatly assisted to protect it. If the trees totally or
partially killed (at least all above the snow-Une 2i feetj, had
not been produced from the large tree, it might have been in-
ferred that they were cuttings taken from a tender variety.
Unpruned plants from cuttings taken from the original tree,

standing both on high and low situations, suffered equally.
For the pxirpose of pruning large Deodars, I find the best

method is to have a large tress, 6 feet high and 5 feet long,
having no spars on one side, bo as to stand close against the
tree, while the other side has cross-rails arranged in the form
of a ladder, having the upper step 6 inches broad, so as to
enable the operators to stand on it. By means of this tress
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the pruning 12 feet up can easily te done ; but for higher

pruning it is necessary to place a stout ladder against the tress,

held firm at the bottom, up which the operator can ascend and
prune a tree from 20 to 25 feet in height. If the pruning of a

still higher tree is required, it is necessary to have two strong

ladders of unequal lengths, so that one may lean upon the

other, and thus be held firm against the side of the tree and
moved round as the pruning goes on.

The Deodar is now becoming a favourite tree to plant on
grass in front of villa residences, and if treated as described it

will soon become a picturesque object. Such trees should

always be protected with a wire fence, as many planted in such

situations get injured by dogs, and are never replaced, from an
idea that they will not succeed.—J. M'Nab, Royal Botanic

Garden, Edinburgh.

THE EOYAL PEARS.
The Royal Pears have a just claim to such a title. Raised

as they were by the descendant of ancient royalty, introduced as

they have been at the table of royalty, and bearing as they

do right royal names, what better claim could they have to

such a designation ? In their origin, too, they are no haphazard

mongrels, but individuals of high descent and noble pedigree.

It is to the Rev. John Huyshe, of Clythysdou, near Exeter,

that we are indebted for these valuable additions to our pomo-
logical collections. " It is now about thirty years^ or rather

more," writes Mr. Huyshe in the autumn of 18C-t, " since I

began the practice of hybridising Pears, and the effects have

been peculiarly striking. From Marie Louise hybricKsed with

Gansel's Bergamot, I obtained three pips from one fruit, and

the produce of these were respectively the Pears now known as

Victoria, Prince of Wales, and Princess of Wales." In a pre-

vious letter of the same year he says :
" I send you another

Pear, a seedling, being a hybrid between Beurrc d'Aremberg

and Passe Colmar. It has borne fruit this year for the first

time, and what it may be of course I know not, but it seems to

promise to be good." It did prove good, and I was Subse-

quently informed that " Mrs. Huyshe wishes it to be named
HuTSHE's Pbince Consokt, in memorial of one whose character

Bhe greatly admired."

Such, then, is the origin of these four fruits which we have

now the pleasure of introducing to our readers, and of which

the following figures and descriptions will fiunish a good idea

of their characters and qualities.

are represented in the accompanying figure, where it will be-

observed that one is very similar to Beurrc d'Aremberg, with
the very oblique stalk ; while the other has the stalk inserted
in a line with the axis, and is particularly short and stout.

The skin is of a yellowish ground, and freckled and veined all

over with thin, smooth, cinnamon-coloured russet. The flesh

is yellowish, sometimes a little gritty at the core in dry seasons,

and melting, very juicy, rich, sugary, and vinous. It is in use
during December and January.

I,, Huyshe'a yiototia.

Htiirs^£'s t/if*TdKrA.—Thi^ and the following made their ap-

pearance in pilblic much about the same time, and at once

took their position as fruit of high rderit. In form Victoria is

very characteristic. The two shapes which it usually assumes

iBin[oO jasaT \<i fcsfililisi gisJmj
>'Tj. toasod '^/I^t/Bj/ni; baa ,9si8 eg-:

i',;g-a8ing8i aii

.

-JSoi* da.'v;oIl9\

:., ..1 .:i, . tjooig a»9-tg sJ: .

(iiiJI -^"ii-in iM- 1') JiiiO "iail i9aioi5--j'.in'i') •??>''•

tv)ii ai lioiiwK^-iiio-fjsfi , >ff)3TiriT"»»i,.. Ifii

baa .IBOSl ^.^^"l*^^^^ g :^;,^<^a^ — ^iTTjjlll lilj

iMiiiBwa iO ^«; -BuyAe's Prince of Wales.:' '-•,';"^
'''

II. ,b3j.!rayiqqc vviilir!;)

HtfeaKE'S' PfeiNOE OF WAiiES.—This Jwas originally called

Huyshe'B Bergamot, not because it is at all like a

Bergamot, but because the flavour bears some re-

semblance to that of its male parent^Gansel's
Bfeirgamot. On it being represented to Mr. Huyshe
that such a name was at variance with the ap-

•pearanoe of the fruit, and might tend to mislead,

he at once consented to the change, and it has

now for some years been known as Huyshe's Prince

of Wales. The fruit is large, sometimes immensely
so ; and we have seen it grown against a wall as

much as 4 inches long and 3 J in diameter. Its

ordinary size when well grown is that represented

in the figure. The skin is of a lelnon yellow ground
veined with cinnamon-coloured russet. Eye small

for the size of the fruit, and open. Flesh yellowish,

tender, and fine-grained, melting and very juicy,

'richly flavoured, and with a high aroma.
IJuyshe's Phincesb Of Wales.—This is the

third of the produce of the " three pips from one
fruit," and like Victoria varies much in form.

" Sometimes it is quite cylindrical and pinched in

i'lBt the middle with a sort of waist, even more so

'"'"'Ihan is represented in one of the figures. The
' '^ skin is like that of a handsome Marie Louise, with
" W smooth lemon yellow ground colour, sprinkled

with patches, veins, and dots of pale cinnamon-coloured rus-

set. Flesh of a deep yellow colour ; a.nd in specimens received

from Mr. Huyshe in 18G5, was very melting and abundantly

juicy, fine-grained, richly flavoured, and with a very high

aroma. That same season it was presented to the Princess
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of Wales at Sandringham, wto wag graciously pleased to ex-

press herself very highly of its great merits. It is ripe in the
end of November. "" "-i"''-' •

.<" -ji

.-.iici 8i(} dJiw sail .1 1

i i-»u nisaiih

,JJi-3 Mill a

uui; ,r,iii3ne ,doH ,v;:

HOTSHE'B PniNCB CoNSonT.—This is the most recent of Mr.
Huyshe's seedlings, and, as has been already stated, is of a
'diffefentparentageto' the three preceding, having originated

rii'l riviw lav^ aui uoqi; naal {am oao vuril oe ,f/li^«fi laupsnu lu ewb
aioa daiwoiH'c ei

j
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ciB ijuoiJ jfasalqai i-r/ati 3j^^^^ ^^^"""it"' **§ af'jita;

,Av.-i\)«.r,
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Huyshe's Princess of Wales. J

from Beurrc d'Aremberg fertilised by Passe Colmar. It is/'a

noble Pear, of large size, and unusually bossed and uneven'in
its outline. The skin is grass-green even when ripe, and some-
times acquires a yellowish tinge, and very much covered' with
russet, exposing the green ground only in mottles. Tb^ flesh

is yellowish, rather coarse-grained like that of Beurrfi de Ranee,
very juicy and melting, but not buttery ; sweet, vinous, and
with a very powerful inelen or -vanilla flavour, which is not
only peculiar but higbly agreeable, ilt is a splendid Pear, and
ripens in the end of November and the beginning of December.
With a liberality which we are sure will be appreciated, Mr.

Huyshe has presented the entire stock of this admirable Pear
to the Royal Horticultural Society of London for distribution
among the Fellows. [Toung trees as well as cuttings of it will

be balloted for on the 5th of February.]" '••i-A\\i:\^' /
Such a measure of success aa has attended- Mh Huyshq'6

efforts rarely falls to the lot of hybridisersi It is, ho-j-ever,

but the reward of intelUgence well directed to the attainplent

of a certain end.' Not only is ibneeessarylo Select and care-
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'Huysiie's Prince Consort,

'fully to hybridise the parents, but, says Mr. Huyshe, "I am
careful now in sowing only the round pips, not those that are

flat-sided. I have only one more tree, a hybrid between Beurre
d'Aremberg and Passe Colmar, from a flat-sided seed, and the

difference is quite wonderful."

—

(Hong's Gardeners' Year Book.)

'(KI& ni ?f:- biTB >^tio! f,,{jf,' llBiy-^PlbER ON WALL TREES.
I n\vE long used a wash with soft soap in it to paint the

trees, and it answers admirably, though it does noli, prevent
red spider. Can I not, by mixing with the lime arid, soot for

washing the wall some small proportiou of coal tar, o^r, if that

would be injurious, say of some other stuff as disagreeable to

insects, form a poisonous wash, which would defeir eyen red
spider from laying eggs on the wall, and at the s^me 'time be
innocuous to the trees ?—H. H. ..

')'-'. \

[It will not do to mix even the smallest portion of coal l(ir in

your wash for the walls. It would be injui-ious until so tho-
roughly dried that it would give off no deleterious fumes, and
when it came to that condition it would not deter red spider

and other insects from depositing their eggs. We know of no
material, poisonous or otherwise, that will keep insects from
doing so, as the substances which would ileter insects would,
we fear, also huit vegetation. You rightly judge that red
spider is deterred by sulphur, but that is chiefly by the fumes
sent off by heat^a^the red spider will b^.^s jn^jryas possible,

will make its webs, and deposit its eggs amongst nodules of pure
sulphur. If a strong heat played on the sulphur the insects

would theii be rendered uncomfortable, but even then we have
foimd them seemingly enjoying themselves on it about o feet

from the glass. When a wall is plastered with sulphur, and a
strong sun plays on it, the fumes then given off are disagree-

able to them.'J ,

IMPROVED S.VDDLE-BACK BOILER.
In your answers tb correspondents aVptkge 491, Deefeber -25,

y<iu state that-^' onaonapxasenMifi of the saddle-back would be
a stout three-inch pipe connecting the two sides of the boiler

at the end farthest from the furnace door ; . . . one tap would
then empty tiie boiler." I have seen this plan adopted several

times in different places, but it always proved unsatisfactory.

The pipe, being so much exposed to the. direct action of the

firei.SP9ftg»-?,e.w3y,; and, pf .99pr8e,,&fl#Y "" 'iPX.yajJj.is .fjital
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to the whole. The pipe was burnt away while other parts of
the boiler were comparatively good. All the ailvautages of a
connecting pipe, and others, are secured in the terminal saddle
boiler without this serious drawback. The water freely circu-
lates between the back piece and the sides, both top and bottom,
so that a tap fixed in any part effectually empties the whole.
Mr. Abbey, speaking of this boiler, says (Vol. X., page 320),
" This is the greatest stride made for a long time in heating by
hot water with the saddle boiler."—T. J.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION AT BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

The following is the official list of the special prizes which
will be offered for competition at the above Exhibition :

—

£ s. d
Royal Houticultdkai. Society.—A Silveh-gilt Ccp, for the

best and most effective gioup of 20 Plants—10 Foliage and
10 Flowering plants 25

N.B.—These will be arrnuRed by the exhibitor, and in
accordance with his own tnsto ; he will be required
to find his own stands if he considers them neces-
sary.

County Cop, for the best 9 Fuchsias in IS-inch pots 7 7
County Cup, for the best Stove or Greenhouse Plants in Flower 8 8
County Cup, for the best ;i Pine Apples, distmct 8 6
Ladies of Buky —Siiveu Cup, for the best 12 Orchids 20

SecondPrize.—SILVER Cup, for 12 Orchids 7 7
Town of Bury.—Silver Cdp, for the best 12 Fei-ns, native or

exotic. Pots not to exceed 12 inches in diameter. (Amateurs.) 10 10
Town op Bury.-Silver Cup.—12 Ferns, native or exotic.

(Nui-serymen.) 10 10
Town of Bury.-Silver Cop, for the best 6 Lvcojiods, distinct 5 5
Town of Bury.—A Watch or Cup, for best 8' Window Plants,

grown by a Mechanic or Labourer 3 3
Town of Bury.—Silver Cup, for the best three groups of Fruits

and Flowers for the decoration of the dinner table 10
N.B.—It is not necessary that Fi-nit and Flowers should

be mixed in all the gi-oups. The prize will be
awarded by a jury of ladies.

The Borough Members for Bury.—Silver Cup, for the best
Hand Bouquet for Ladies 6 G
Second Prize.—Ditto 4 4

These prizes will also be awarded by a jurv of ladies.
Ipswich Town Cup, for the best 6 pot Vines, in fruit, 3 kinds.. 6
Ipswich Town Cup. for the best 12 Orchard-house Trees, in

fruit, not less than 6 tlistinct kinds. It is not necessary
that the fruit should be ripe in this class 10

Eve Horticultural society.—Silver Cup.—For the best
24 Cut Roses on single stems, grown bv an amateur, a
member of any H orticultural society in the County of Suffolk 10 10

Town of Stowmarket.—Gold Medal, for the three heaviest
bunches of Grapes 10 10

WoODBRIDGE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—SILVER CUP, for the
best 12 cut blooms of Picotees, grown bv an amateur 5 5

Suffolk Gardeners' sm-ER Cup, for the" best 12 Cut Hoses,
grown by a Suffolk Gardener 5 5
Second Prize for Ditto.—Silver Cut 3 3

Suffolk Gardeners' Silver CTp, for the best 12 Seedling Va-
riegated Pelargoniums of 1866 and 1867 10 10

Suffolk Gardeners' Cup, in honour of Mr. D. Beaton, for the
best collection of Bedding Plants 5 5

Rev. Frederick Cheere, President of the Bury Horticul-
tural Society.—Prize, for the best 12 Pelargoniums, Show
or French 10 10

Mr. Samuel Barrett Hardwick.—A Watch, for Cottagers,
for the best collection of Vegetables 3 3

Me. Sahuel Barrett Hardwick.—A Prize, for the best-
cropped and best-kept Allotment Garden within the borough
of Bury 1 11 6
Second Prize, for the second best ditto 1 1

Thetfocd Horticultural Society.-Silver Cup 10 10
Gardeners' Chronicle Prize.—Silver Cot.—For the best

collection of Fruits and Vegetables, made up as follows :—Of
Fruits, any five of the following eight kinds : Grapes, Melons
(2 fruits), Strawberi-ies, Gooseberries, Cun-imts, Raspber-
ries, or Apples (of the crop of 1866). Of Vegetables, any
eight of the following fourteen kinds—one basket or bundle
of each :—Pens, French Beans (or Scarlet Runners), Broad
Beans, Cauliflowers, Cucumbers (1 brace), Summer Cab-
bages, Early CaiTots, Turnips. Artichokes, Onions, Spinach,
Rhubarb, Potatoes, or Mixed Salading 20

Journal op Horticulture Prizes.—Two first Prizes of the
value of i'lO 10s. each.—For the two best Desserts, consist-
ing of not less than seven kinds of Fruits of lb07, arranged
as for the table, combiniug quahty of fruit with taste in
arrangement.—Open to Gentlemen's Gardeners and Ama-
teurs only 21

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
JuDGiXG from the number of letters we have received from

stibscribers complaining that they did not receive their last

Number on the usual day of publication, it would appear that
they did not observe the announcement in the previous Num-
ber that that day would thenceforth be Thursday. This,
which was the original day of publication, was abandoned for

a time to meet the convenience of a former ))ubli6her ; but the
reasons for publishing on Tuesday having ceased, and the day
itself being exceedingly inconvenient from its following so soon
after Sunday, we have determined that in future the day of

publication shall be Thursday.

The .\nniver?ary Jleeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society will be held at South Kensington on the 12th of Febru-
ary at three o'clock for the election of the Council for the ensu-
ing year. We find the retiring members to bo Sir Arthur
Buller, Hon. William Cowper, and Mr. Wilson Saunders ; and
the gentlemen who are recommended as their successors are,

Hon. C. Grey, Mr. Wentworth Buller, and Major Trevor Clarke.

It has been said, " There is no Rose without a thorn ;" and
while we have reason to congratulate the Society on the return
of an ardent horticulturist in the person of Major Clarke, by
an inexorable law we have to regret the loss of Mr. AVilson
Saunders, without whom in its councils none of our metropo-
litan scientific bodies seems complete. Let us hope that by
another revolution of the wheel of time the hour will come
when we shall again have the benefit of his great experience
and mature judgment.

A SUBSTITUTE for the ordinary cloth shreds for nailing
trees to walls has been sent us by the Rev. W. Kingsley, of

South Kilviugtou, which for durability is infinitely superior to

that article. It consists of the clippings or refuse of the india-

rubber cloth, of which iudia-rubber hose and similar articles

are made. Besides its durability and perfect pliancy, it has
the advantage that it can be cut into shreds of the narrowest
width, and may even be made into thongs by which small
shoots can be tied. We believe it is made at Leeds, but
wherever there is a manufactory of india-rubber fabrics, it will,

in all probability, be obtained.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Trenching and manuring must now be carried on in a sys-

tematic manner. Every piece of ground that becomes vacant
should not be trenched and manured indiscriminately, but with
reference to the future crops ; some of these will require no
manure, others need much, and almost all require some pecu-
liarity in the mode of preparation. Lose no opportunity of

bringing the soil into good working condition for the crops

which must soon be committed to it. A generous soil always
pays well for the extra labour of frequently turning and knock-
ing it about. .•l.',;^ja)a(;u.s', a fresh bed should now be planted;

a very considerable proportion of leaves should be used in the
formation of the bed. The beds in cutting should have air

freely admitted during the i^resent mild weather. Bi'mis, a
crop should be planted in boxes or pots, which should after-

wards be placed in a forcing-house. At the same time, a crop

should be planted in the open air, when the ground is in good
condition. Carrots, make a sowing of Early Horn on a slight

hotbed, either to succeed the former sowing recommended, or

to come in for a first crop. When the soil is light and dry, a
sowing may be made on a south border. Ciicumbers, as soon
as the fruiting-bed is ready for the plants, make a hole in the

dung beneath the centre of every light, and lay a few fresh-cut

turves in each ; afterwards lay a sufficient quantity of light soil

upon them to raise the plants, when planted, near to the glass,

then cover up and give air according to the state of the bed.

Onions, those who are short of old ones, or who wish to grow
some to a large size, should now sow White Spanish in a box,

which should be placed in a forcing-house. The Underground
sort should now be planted. Peas, sow in pots or boxes for

planting out in March ; also, sow two crops in the open garden,

one of an early sort, the other of an approved sort, which does

not come in so early. Itadishcs, sow another crop in a frame,

where there is a little bottom heat, or they may be sown where
Potatoes are planted. A crop should also now be sown on a
south border. Cut and prepare Pea-sticks for use ; lay them
flat in heaps, and place some weighty logs upon them to press

and keep them flat and spreading.

FKDIT GAEDEN.

When orchard trees are infested with insects or moss, the

bark should be well scraped with a blunt tool, to remove as

many of the larvae of insects as possible, after which the parts

should receive a coat of hot lime and soot in equal quantities,

mixed with urine until it attains the consistency of thick

paint. This composition should be well rubbed into the crevices
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of the bark, in order to make sure of its reaching every hiding-

place of the enemy, and if a little cow-manure were worked up

in the composition, it would be useful in causing it to adhere

better. It is a tedious process to properly cover large, old

trees with this, but its effect in clearing them of insects will

repay the trouble, and an occasional coat to young trees will be

useful in keeping them clean. Where FUberts are brought

under the dominion of the knife and spade, which is by far the

best method of cultivating them, let all suckers be effectually

removed, and let some manure be forked in about the trees.

Shorten all the strong shoots of last year's growth, but do not

interfere with the small ones, as it is from these that the nuts

are principally produced. It is better to thin out the large

branches if they are crowded with wood.

FLOWER GAEDEN.

In the absence of frost, prune hardy Roses ; reduce the wood
according to the luxuriance of the tree, but take into considera-

tion its tribe and habit. Finish planting the hardy sorts, and
protect their roots. If the removal of evergreens has been neg-

lected, it may be performed during mild, moist days. Prepara-

tion should be made in the pinetum to receive any proposed ad-

dition to the collection. If the natural soil be indifferent,

trench it to the depth of 3 feet, and allow a diameter of 6 feet,

raising a mound 18 inches above the surface to receive the

plant ; a compost of turfy loam, decomposed vegetable matter,

and sand, may be advantageously employed. The late severe

frost will test the hardiness of our late importations of Conifer.'B.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATOUT.

The continuance of unfavourable weather will not allow of

any essential variation of temperature here. The precautions

previously recommended in regard to allowing exterior circum-

stances to govern in a measure the temperature within the

house may be insisted on. Should high winds prevail, little

air need be admitted. Few of our glass houses are so con-

structed as totally to exclude air ; aided by the pressure of

strong currents, it will be insinuated through every crack and
crevice, and the necessity for admitting it by other means
obviated. Cinerarias and Calceolarias will require a liberal

supply of water, and possibly increased pot-room. Pelargoniums

must be cautiously encouraged to activity. The soil intended

for greenhouse plants should be prepared and sweetened by
several turnings, and a sufficient supply for immediate use

should be stored in an open shed. Heaths have a beautiful

habit of growth, and where a tolerable collection is kept some
are in bloom every day in the year. If any free-growing variety

requires a larger pot, repot it by all means. Water with care,

give air freely. Be particularly cautious with fire at all seasons,

even when frost occurs it must be very moderate indeed. At
this season many species of Epacris, Pimelea, Correa, Polygala,

and Boronia are in great beauty. As they go out of flower cut

them back, clear them of their dead flowers, and place them in

the cold pit. Where Orange trees are gi-own to decorate the

flower garden in summer, care should be taken to prevent their

beginning to push previous to their removal to the open air, and
this more especially if the trees are wintered in a dark-roofed

house. Where such happens the young leaves have always a

thin flabby appearance, and soon turn brown after the plants

have been set out of doors ; whereas, if growth is prevented
until the trees are in the open air, the foliage will bear any
amount of sunshine and still look green and healthy. Fuchsias
are also a tribe of plants which must be looked to without
delay where fine specimens are required. Shake the old plants

out, reduce the roots, and repot them ; then introduce them
into the forcing-pit at a temperature of about 60', and as soon
as you can obtain cuttings an inch or two long strike these, and
grow the plants on as quickly as possible, remembering that if

you want large plants they must be grown to a considerable

size before they show bloom. For soil use light, tm-fy, sandy
loam, with turfy peat, half-decayed leaf mould, and some sand.

STOVE.

For the present place a few pots of the early-flowering

Gesnera zebriua in the resting comer to ripen off gradually

for early flowering again. Select a few Gloxinias and Achi-

menes in variety, shake them out, and pot the former in open
turfy loam, heath soil, coarse charcoal, and sharp sand well in-

corporated, and do not pot too firmly. The Achimenes tubers

should at first be placed in pans thickly, and potted singly as

they push, in leaf mould and light loam in a very coarse open
state, with a fourth of charcoal added. These two tribes of

plants delight in a moderate bottom heat, and should by all

means be started on bottom heat. See that no plant is suffer-

ing from want of water. If the green fly prevaOs smoke oc-

casionally with tobacco, and see that no other kind of vermin
is encouraged.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Anuisi'incnts on the Ice.—Cleaning and brushing ponds from

snow for skating and other amusements formed a small

portion of the work done. Like the rest of the community,
our attention has been directed to the sad and fatal accidents

that have taken place by the breaking of the ice this season,

and as all contributions of experience may be useful in avoid-

ing such evils for the future, we will merely mention a few of

the results of a rather extended observation.

1st, Ice formed thinly on the surface of water, and consider-

ably increased in thickness by the gradual melting and fre ezing

of snow over the surface, is never so strong in proportion to ite

thickness as ice formed from water only.

2nd, When it is necessary to cut holes in ice, it should be at

the farthest point possible from the place that curhng, skating,

and sliding are carried on.

3rd, W'e should object to cutting round the sides of ice, over

deep water especially, as in its case we never knew an in-

stance of ice rising, and leaving a space for air between itself

and the water, although we have bored holes on purpose some
scores of times ; but in water so shallow as from 8 to 12 inches

in depth, in severe frosts we have often found the ice rise in

the centre considerably above the water, and especially if the

reservoir was rather small. This we believed was partly owing
to the resistance offered by the sides of the banks to the ex-

pansion of the ice. Such ice not resting on the water would
not bear the weight that ice in contact with water would do,

but, so far as we recollect, we know of no instance in which
this rising took place in water from 3 to 6 or more feet in

depth. We frequently have a rather sharp frost dirring the

night, after a drizzling afternoon, and next morning many ruts

on the road will present small planes of ice, even though there

is no water left beneath them ; but the ice in such cases is

more brittle than that which is supported by water, and this

slight circumstance confirms our observations on ice over large

and deep reservoirs of water.

4th, When ice is to be treated for the amusement and the

healthy exercise it wiU afford, the reservoir will be the most
useful, and the most quickly frozen over, in proportion to its

open exposure and shallowness—say from 12 to 18 inches in

depth. This would not be a sufficient depth for water used
for ornamental purposes, keeping waterfowl, &c., as well as for

amusement ; but in all public waters used for these two pur-

poses, and where there are the means of letting off the water,

the depth should be from 2i feet at the sides to 4J feet in the

centre, where there should be a culvert, marked by posts, 2 feet

deeper still ; the whole bottom to be macadamised, or con-

creted ; the mud when it has collected to be cleared away by the
culvert ; and then if the most venturesome receive a good
drenching at times, there will be Uttle likelihood of any loss of

life.

KITCHEN GABDEN.

Here the most of the work has been attending to vegetables

under protection, as Lettuces, Radishes, Endive, Asparagus,
Sea-kale, Rhubarb, and Mushrooms, and trenching up some
ground that had a little littery dung spread over it, as every-

where else was too hard for even a pick to enter. There
was only a day or two in which such work could be done, as

after the snow it would have been unsuitable, for turning in

gi-ound a little crusted at the surface is very different from
turning snow down to the bottom of a trench. It would require

more than a midsummer's sun to restore such ground to a
genial warmth.

FECIT CAEDEN.
The weather being dry, we did much pruning in the orchard,

opening the centre of trees and shortening the tops to bring

the fruit more within reach. Treated differently a few trees of

soft Codlin Apples, and, therefore, of no great value in the

kitchen garden, meaning to remove them some day, and at

present, to prevent theu' doing injury to the undercrops, pruned
oft' the lower drooping branches. These trees generally pro-

duce heavily, but their fruit is but little cared for when more
firm Apples can be obtained for sauce, pies, or puddings. The
snow being light and dry, a good opportunity was presented,

not only for pruning, but for carrying away all the cuttings

whilst the ground was hard, and thus we have obtained a good
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heap, or stack, which will be very useful for gardoning pur-
poses, lightiag tires, &c. Daubed the cut parts with a jpaint
of cowdiing and clny.

The fall of snow afforded a second opportunity to give our
orchard-houses a good smoking with bruised laurel leaves, and
a repetition of the proceeding will be wholly unnecessary. The
roof was so covered with snow that only a little smoke escaped
next the wall at the top, and that was trifling. The snow
became discoloured with the smoke, and retained a strong
scent of the laurel leaves even when melting in heaps in front
of the houses on the "JSrd, when there was the commence-
ment of a gentle thaw. Proceeded with washing the trees, well
washing tie wall with hot soap water, and then with limewash
toned down with lampblack to take off the bright white of
the lime. If we be as little troubled with insects as we were
last season, we shall be quite satisfied.

Open IValli.—The weather prevented all work here except a
little pruning on fine days; the snow hung on the trees pretty
well until the 23rd, and that partly kept us from doing what
we intended, namely, syringing the trees with warm water
containing either a little salt in solution, or enough quicklime
to give the trees and walls a coating. This we have long proved
good for cleaning the trees and walls of moss, and preventing
the attacks of many insects and snails, when followed by a
sharp frost. If salt is used, no more should be employed than
enough to make tha water saline, say a handful of salt to five

gallons, for if at all strong it will make the wall moist, and if

the bricks or stones are old and soft, it will cause them to scale
off and become softer and powdery. We had no quicklime at
hand, or we would have contrived to have had this work done.
It always proves most elTective, even to loosening scale on the
bark, if followed by a sharp frost. Warm water will be better
than cold. Of course, when lime is used, the trees and wall
will look whitish afterwards, but that is mostly concealed
when the leaves open. If the colour is objected to, it may
be darkened with a little soot.

Pcach-hoi.'sc.—To keep the frost out from lots of plants, even
the necessary little fir« heat is beginning to have an effect on
the_ trees, and, therefore, as we have no wish to hasten them
on in such weather, we will remove forward Cinerarias at the
first favourable opportunity. We removed as many young
Pelargoniums, as would set two long shelves at liberty, and
filled them with Strawberry plants from frames in the mild
day or two between the frosts, filling the frames again in
which there is just the mildest bottom heat. The few fruit of
Black Prince Strawberry from a low pit were deficient in
flavour, owing to the sunless weather, and plants in fine
bloom have not set over-well from the same cause. We have
no doubt they would have done better on shelves, in a steep-
roofed house, where they could have had all the light which
the season would have given them. Our Peach-house is at a
pitch of about 45°, and there we have no trouble with Straw-
berries setting, but less or more trouble with early Strawberries
in all houses, and especially pits, with low, flat roofs. A low
house is better than a pit for this purpose, because containing
according to its bulk more air, and because the light passes
into the house past the Strawberry plants.
We have a lot of plants in a pit set on the top of a bed, near

enough the glass, and where help from tire heat can be given
them, and we expect if left there they will do tolerably well;
but they will require more watching now than if they had been
set on a stage, or boards, in the same pit, and we "would not
expect them then to do so well now, as if ranged on shelves in
a house with a steep roof ranging from -15' to 3.5'. A couple of
months after this the flat-roofed pit and frames will answer
much better than now.

ORN.-IMF.STAL DEPAET5IENT.
The last charred and clay-burned heap was wheeled on the

ground in tbe frosty mornings, and another heap nearly
finished, that will clear up everything that can be so applied
for the present. We hope after the 23rd, if the thaw fairly set
in, to move a great many plants, and obtain more room for
potting. In the meantime went on potting Fuchsias, &e., in
soil warmed by standing in tha Mushroom-house, over fur-
naces. .Tust as at this season it would be injudicious to supply
water colder than the temperature in which the plants are
growing, so nothing is so successful for covering plants with
insects than fresh-potting them in soil much colder than that
previously about their roots. In both cases, the water and the
soil should be a few degrees warmer than the atmosphere in
which the plants stood.

As respects the general management of plant-houses and pits

see notices of previous weeks. The wateriuq in such weather
should be done in no careless manner. As a general rule, the
above precei>t as to the water being quite as warm as the at-

mosphere, ought never to be departed from. The second great

rule is, never to water a plant until it requires it, and then to
give enough to reach every fibre, but not to run much through
the pot, as, unless when the air wants moistening, in very
severe weather the less water that is used the better.

It will often happen, even when the roots are damp enough,
that plants will flag under a bright sun, when they have passed
through a week or even a few days of close cloudy weather.
Under such circumstances the whole processes of vitality wero
working in a most languid state, and, therefore, roots and
leaves were acting iu perfect harmony, but a bright sun breaks
out suddenly, and the quickened activity of the leaves in evapo-
rating cannot at once be met by the action of the roots, though
moist enough, and flagging and signs of distress follow. The
uninitiated at once pour water over the soil that was moist
enough before, and which leaves it afterwards too moist, to Le
cooled inordinately by evaporation, and thus frequently pailful

after pailful is used without quite redressing the evil, when a
few quarts thro^vn as a sort of mist over the foliage would pre-

vent all the mischief and most of the labour, and leave the
soil in a more healthy condition. In a bright sun the leaves

would soon dry, and, therefore, no danger would ensue frcm
the foliage being left in a damp state at night. Such a slight

syringing will most commonly be required during the forenoon.
A slight shading would often answer equally well, but there is

no remedy so quick, so refreshing, and so natural as a skiff

from the syringe under such circumstances ; and though it

might injure some very tender plants with delicate foliage, it

is very seldom that any harm will thus result to the generality

of plants. When thus syringed in sunshine, there would be
a little air in the house, and under such circumstances we have
never realised among plants in general those evils of burning,

spotting, and lens-blotching of leaves, which are so much
enlarged upon as the consequence of the sun shining on damp
foliage. Of course, we would not advocate this system to any
great extent, and especially in summer, for then it would be
less needed, as the changes from dullness to brightness are not

so rapid as in winter and early spring; but there can be little

doubt, when a bright day succeeds several of a dark dull

character, that a skiff from the syringe will often be better for

plants that rapidly perspire in sunshine than repeated drench-
ings at the roots when the soil is moist enough.

These, and the remarks of a visiting gardener, have reminded
us of what is worth noting, as respects watering. In a large

nursery establishment, a good many years ngo, we were em-
ployed turniug out a great many plants in rows, in a hot May.
The plants were turned out, the trench about half filled, and
firmed against the roots, and well watered, and then the dry

earth was put over all, to prevent evaporation and yet secure

plenty of moisture and coolness about the roots. The nursery-

man on passing seemed pleased, asked us why we did the work
so, and was satisfied—naj", more, said something very pleasing

about thought and work going together. In a similar establish-

ment lately, in an equally hot May, a young man had turned

out Mignonette from pots into boxes, had packed them well, and
watered them well from tbe spout of a pot ; but as the sun was
powerful, and the boxes stood in the sun preparatory to their

being removed to a sunny verandah, the tops of the plants began
to flag a little, and the young juan was just giving them a whisk
from the rose of a watering-pot, to refresh them, and check
evaporation, when one of the firm passed, and ordered some one
else to take the watering-pot from the young man, as he knew
nothing at all about watering. Now, if the young man had
intended to water the boxes in that way, the proprietor might
have been right. As it was, inquiry into the subject would
have shown that he would have found reason to praise, instead

of to blame. Whoever again deluged tbe roots of such plants

was only throwing water away. A very little on the foliage

would arrest evaporation, and this was all that was wanted.

But for the time it would take, watering from the rose is often

better than watering from the spout, because the water from
the rose takes so much more air along with it. Time, how-
ever, is an objection to such a mode iu general cases, and,

no doubt, the sweeping condemnation of the nurseryman was
based upon it. The young man was actually attending in the

best way to his employer's interests, when he received the

reproof. A little inquiry would often save much unplea-

santness, and the greatest and the wisest are only falUble at

best.—R. F.
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COVEXT GARDEN MARKET—Jan-uaey 30.

laipRovEi* supplies, nmi some difficulty in eflFecting clearancea at
fonuer nites, French importations comprise Lettuces, Endive, Arti-
choke?, young C-iiTots, Tomatoes, and Aspumffus. Forced vegetiibles
consist iif Asparagus, Kidney Beans, Sea-kale, nnd Rhubarb. Potato
tnule very nu^ettletl, good samples realiaing rather high rates.

Apples \ sieve
Aprieuts doz
Cherhes lb.

Chestsnts bush,
CDTTi'ut.'^ ^ sieve

Black do.
K>?a doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Ooosebennes . , quart
Orapes, Hothouse, .lb.

VesDoas 100

Artichokes each
As^njvpv^ .... bundle
Berns, Kidnfy;]ierlOO

Scnr)etRun.4 sieve
Beet. Red ~. doz.
TJroceoJi bundle
Brus. .Sprouts ^ sieve
C:ihbi;.'0 doz.
Capsicums ....;... 100
Cnmrts buuch
CantiOower doz.
Celrry bundle
Cncumbers' each

pickling doz.
Eniiive doz.
Fennel bnnch
Oarlic lb.

Herbs bnnch
UoTseradii^h .. bundle

d. B,

0to3

FRUIT,

Melons each
;
Nectarines doz.

I

Oranges 100
I Peaches doz.

VEGETABLES,

Pears (dessert) ,. doz.
kitchen doz.

Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuta.^i-J.i^bush. 10

d ' I- :

8 I I^eeKg bunch
,
Lettuce per (Joz.

' Jlushrooms .... pottle
D ^' Wust'd:A Oress, iJannet
O^-Onjoda.. . .per bushel

jiPfirsloy. .... .per ficve
Parsnips. doz.
Peas'.'.: .

.-.
, . per quart

-Potatoes . . .... bushel
S„ Kidney, ...... do.

,

Radishes doz. hunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys .......... doz.

^ Seflrkale basket
I Shallots lb.

j
Spinach bushel

j
Tom»f6erJ'. . . . ^er doz.

G Turnip"! bunch
I Vegetable Jlarrows dz.
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Primula sinensis Seedlings (D., Newark).—The pips are fine, and of
good bubstiiucu, but there are very many of tho same colour aud ixuite

equal to tbem. The specimens now produced are eudless.

Half-inch Bones for Vine Bordkr {Vine Z?o)Y7cr).—You may obtain
tho bones you require for a Vine border from tho London Manure Com-
pany, 116, Fenchurch Street, London.
SowpiG Melons, Cockscombs, and Balsams iIdvm).~For fruitirp and

blooming in July you should lose no time in preparing a hotbed for the
Melons nnd Cockscombs, which should be sown in the first week in
march. Tho Balsams may be sown in the first week in April.

Hotbed for Cuttings (Frrrf).—It will answer to dig out the soil, set
the frame on the ground, and fill it inside nith hot dung. The soil should
be dug out to a depth of ii feet 6 inches, and in filling with dung bring
the latter up to the lights, shake it out evenly, and beat and tread it firm.
Put on the lights, in a week or so level the surface, and if the dung has
Bunk much fill up the frame to within 6 inches of the glass, and cover
with S inches of turfy loam two-thirds and one-third leaf mould. Sift the
soil, place the siftings over the dung before putting in the finer portion,
and over the soil spread nn inch deep of sand. You may make the bed in
the end of February, and put in the cuttings early in March.

Staff Required for a Garden of Two Acres. Glass, &c. (OxonianY
—A garden of two acres, one-half kitchen garden and the other half
pleasure grounds and flower garden, four thousand bedding plants, three
Peach-houses, each 20 feet by 12 feet, a vinery, and two houses for other
purposes, pits and frames 60 feet long, and a conservatory 50 feet by
14 feet, will rciiuire, to keep it in good order, and have everj-thing in its

proper season, a working head-gardener, an imder-gardener, a strong
youth of 18 or 20, and a labourer.

Ltcaste Sktnneri (Eduin).—'The most likely cause of tho short con-
tinuance of bloom is keeping the plants in an atmosphere much too
warm. A temperature of from 40^ to 45'^ is ample whilst the plants are in
bloom. It is not necessary to give much water, but once since they began
blooming is too little, especially if the atmosphere U dry and hot. lix a
greenhouse or room they require very little moisture, whilst in a stove
more is needed. "Wafer more frequently. We cannot name florists'

Tarieties of Azaleas, and, besides, your flowers were all smashed.

Examination of Gardeners (W^ih).—Apply to Capt. Coekerell, Assis-
tant Secretai-y, Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, W.,
Stating what you wish, and he will furnish the requisite information.

Tine Bordhi {ChfirIcs).—'We should have liked the border better if it

had been wider than 7 feet, but it will serve the Vines for many years if

the roots be nourished by frequent top-dressings of rich compost. We
would advise you to make a border on the outside of the house equal in
width to that on the inside, and let the roots pass into the former through
arches or apertures in the front wall. Plant the Vines inside, and con-
fine the roots to the inside border for three years, then make the outside
border.

Gesnera zeerina splendens Lf.aves Curling {Idem).—The evil arises
from an insufficient amount of heat and moisture in the atmosphere.
Give the plants more beat and atmospheric moisture, and avoid wetting
the leaves, and you will find that these will not curl. They do so
naturally when they are becoming mature. Avoid cold currents "of air.

Pruning Vines {D. TK.).—You have deferred pruning too long. It

should be performed immediately, or soon after the leaves fall Prune to
the third eye as you propose; but, the canes being well ripened, we should
cut them in to two good soimd eyes, or one, not counting the two embryo
eyes at the base of each shoot, which is what we presume you mean by
cutting at the third eye. One good plump eye is ample, and to that wo
would prune, not counting the embryo eyes at the base of the shoot.
Your plan of allowing one shoot to bear fruit and another to grow for
wood on the same spur is not good. It crowds the bearing-shoot too
much, and impoverishes the border.

Hardiness of Peach Trers {Idevi).—The la'te severe weather has not
injured the wood of our trees on walls, and it will not injure the wood of
those in houses unless the buds have begun to swell and are on the point
of expanding, and then not the wood of last year, but the i^resent year's
growth. A little fire during the late severe weather to keep out* frost
would not do any harm.

Striking Verbena Cuttings (Cestria).--!, The pans or pots should
be well drained, and, a little moss or cocoa-nut fibre having been placed
over the drainage, filled to within an inch of the rim with turfy loam,
leaf mould, nnd sand in equal parts ; then fill to the top with silver sand
so as to present a slightly rounded surface, but if silver sand cnnnot be
obtained, river sand will do if not too shaiTi. 2, They strike best in a
bottom heat of from 70^"" to 75 , and a top heat of from 65" to 75". The
atmosphere should be moist.

Sprouting Potatoes for Planting (M. J. E.).~Yout Ashleaf Kidney
should be takeu out of the " pies," weather permitting, early in Febrnarj',
and be placed in the boxes, eyes upwards, and it is best to place them
only one layer thick. A box will hold a large number set on their ends.
Tlje boxes may be put in the chamber you mention, and an old sheet or
similar light covering will be sufficient, but you may, if there is any likeli-

hood of the Potatoes beiug frozen, cover them with straw. You must
examine them frequently, and when the spouts are half an inch long
remove the covering, and harden them off by giving abundance of air

before planting. If this is not done the sprouts are liable to be broken
ofi" in planting. The third week in March is a good time to plant them
if the weather he favourable, and from that time to the first week in
April. The Ashleaf Kidney is as good a Potato as any for a first early.
Koyal Ashleaf is a little better cropper, but is not so early by ten days or
a fortnight.

Fernery {E. M.).—We think your aiTangements good. The flue can*ied
along the front and one end will, if above ground and not covered by rock-
work, he sufficient to keep out frost, and, indeed, maintain any tempera-
ture desired, and as you do not wish for Ferns that require a high tempera-
ture, a flue will serve you more economically than hot-water pipes. You
may use Hartley's rough plate glass J-inch thick. The height in front is

too low, there should be 3 feet of wall and 3 feet of glass, so that you will

have a door feet high, and it should be 3 feet wide. The roof will have
ample fall, if the front be 6 feet high. For so narx-ow and small a house
it will be sufficient to have two ventilators in the back wall, each 2 feet

long and 15 inches wide. All the lights may fixed, which will lessen
the expense. We think the house will answer well. It will require
shading from March to October.

Prtmulas (Richard Dean).—The seedling Primulas you have submitted
to us are charming things. Large, beautifully fringed, and richly

coloured, they cannot fail to be valuable acquisitions. Of those which
we particularly remarked, the most striking were Splendens firandijiora^

a splendid flower of dark magenta crimson, and if'tufy, a blush, feathered
and suffused with deeji pink, and with a deep yellow centre. Some are
vei-y beautifully flaked like Carnations, while others are spotted and
freckled with colours darker than the grounds. We congratulate you on
the possession of such a stock.

Potatoes.—".-(. £." wishes to be informed if Dawe's Matchless Kidney
is the same as Webb's Imperial; also, is the Cheshire Early Pink Eye
the same as that known in the north as the Early Pink Eye Kemp?
Peach Trees in Orchard-house (Tt. TF., Br/s/oZ).— Continue to keep

your house cool. The slower the buds are developed the more likely you
are to have a good crop.

Pasture Grasses for Australia (C. S.).—There are as many climates
in Australia as there are in Asia. "You should have mentioned the part

of Australia. If not in the extreme north of that land any of our
pasture Grasses will probably succeed as well as they do on similar soils

in England.

Select Carnations and Picotees (W. W).—Carnatiom : Admiral
Curzon, Lord Eanclifl'e, Black Diamond, Lord Milton. Fanny, Sarah
Pa>"ne, Prcmiei-, Sqtiire Meynell, Firebrand, Sportsman, Ariel, and Friar
Lawrence. Picotees : Mrs. Norman, Isabella, Amy Robsart, Lord Nelson,
Mrs. Dodwell, Robin Hood. Mrs. May, Finis, Mrs. Barnard, Venus,
Bertha, and Mrs. Fisher. These would cost from 2s. to 2s. Gd per pair.

Any respectable florist could supijly them or procure them for you. We
cannot recommend dealers.

Names of Plants (J. C. S.).—1 and 2, barren and fertile fronds of the

same Fern—Cystopteris dentata ; 3, Polystichum aculeatum, a small
frond.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending January '29th.

Date.
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more forbeai'ance is desirable on the part of losing exhibitors.
They are naturally prone to magnify the merits of their own
birds, and to diminish the merits of their conquerors. The
birds of ".\ SrrFEi-.Er, " may have been excellent, but those
which took the prizes may have been more excellent in the
estimation of unbiased judges. As to the requisite points in all

varieties of poultry, they are well known, and the duty de-
volving upon a judge is to estimate correctly the preponde-
rance of excellence in all the points in each pen. Now, practice

greatly facilitates this estimating, and, if for this reason alone,
we wish that not more than half a score judges were selected,

and that they were exclusively employed, the selection from
them being left to the committee of the show. No suggestion
was ever more fraught with dissatisfaction than that which
recommends an increased number of judges, the increase being
taken from local sources. Such an increase, without adding to

the ability employed, would inevitably add to the risk of fa-

vouritism.

—

Eds.I

CHARj\.CTERISTICS of the PRINCIPAL SORTS
OF GAME FOWLS.

(Continued from Vol. XI., page 436.)

The sorts with the hen-tailed cocks have some of them been
very celebrated in the north country for their fighting quali-

ties. These birds are small in size, but very hard in fiesh, and
short in body ; they were celebrated for their hard fighting and
activity, and were quite equal to the best fowls in their fighting

properties. They were of various colours—Polecats, Spangles,
Piled, Partridge, Cinnamons, Furnaces, and other colours.

They are now, I believe, very rarely if ever found.
Dark Greys, Brown Reds, and Cheshire Piles are the best

and sharpest three sorts for fighting, the first two being also

the two hardest sorts of all. Some of the Red-breasted Ginger
Reds are quite as good as these three sorts, especially an East
Suffolk breed of Ginger Reds, of which the cock birds are very
red, and which I will describe a little as I go on with the other
sorts in rotation.

I will now mention some of the least common sorts.

Polecats and Spangles are sometimes good birds. Cuckoos
are not good in general. The Red Furnaces are marked with
large fire-coloured patches on a white ground, and are quick
and good in general. Mealy Greys are often good. Dark
Bircheus are too much mixed in blood to be a sportsman's
bird, though often very good. Yellow Bircheus are not good
in general, though some strains are so. Blue Duns with
yellow eyes and legs are the worst of all, being the softest and
weakest of all Game fowls. White Game fowls are good and
quick, and fight well when red-eyed and white-legged; when
yellow-eyed they are not good birds. They are not used for

fighting, though resembling the Piles in their qualifications.

Black Game fowls are both slow and soft, perhaps slower than
any Game fowls. The Brassy-winged Black cocks are the best

cocks of this colour. The Furnace breed of Blacks are yellow-
backed, and as good as any Blacks, but now quite rare.

Black-breasted cocks and Dun-breasted cocks are in general
slower than all other colours, bnt when with red eyes they are

good. No high-bred Game fowls have any other than black or

red eyes. The yellow or daw-eyed Blacks are verj' inferior

birds. Yellow-ej-ed Red Duns are also inferior birds.

Before mentioning the rest of the more common sorts, I wUl
name the counties producing the best Game fowls ; these are
the northern and the midland counties, especially the latter :

—

1. Lancashire.—The best Brown Reds, all others good.
2. Yorkshire.—Good Reds and Greys of both sorts.

3. StafJordshire.—Good Reds and Greys of both sorts.

4. Cheshire.—Best Piles, good 'Whites and Duckwings.
5. Warwickshire.—Black-breasted Reds and Brown Reds.
6. Shropshire.—Reds, Greys, Birchens, and Blacks.

7. Nottinghamshire.—Black-breasted Reds and Duckwings.
8. Lincolnshire.—Black-breasted Reds, Birchens, and Blacks.

9. Derbyshire.—Good Piles, Brown Reds, and Gingers.

10. Leicestershire.—Good Piles, 'WTrites, and others.

11. Worcestershire.—Black-breasted Reds and Duckwings.
The southern counties have rather inferior birds, except

London and its vicinity. Wales, Scotland, and Leland have
some good birds, Wales more especially so. Lancashire and
Cheshire on the whole breed the best birds, as being lighter-

fleshed and more active in general than any others. Birming-
ham and its vicinity is celebrated for its Game fowls, and
Manchester for its Brown Reds ; Chester for the best Piles in

England. Newmarket was once very celebrated for its Game
fowls, but is not so now. The four southern counties had the

best Red Duns ; and Cumberland and Westmoreland breed

most Blue Duns, I have heard, though this colour is certainly

rare, as are Red Dans now.
I have been acquainted with Game fowls since the year 1831,

when a boy of eleven years old, and therefore have had ex-

perience enough to be able to give a correct opinion on all

matters relating to them. The Lancashire Brown Reds have
carried ofi more silver cups at exhibitions during the last

six years than any other Game fowls. At all the early exhi-

bitions the willow-legged Black-breasted Reds took nearly all

the silver cups for the first few years.

—

Newmahkei.
(To be continued.)

PROTRACTED DETENTION OF POULTRY AT
EXHIBITIONS.

Mat I be permitted through your Journal to entreat the

secretaries of poultry shows to be more particular in fixing the

days for their exhibitions ? Take Manchester for example

—

for a three-days show to the public, my birds had to leave

home on Wednesday morning, December 19th, and were not

returned till Wednesday night the 2Gth, an absence of eight

days ! I cannot learn when they were sent oJT on their return

tourney, but being Christmas week they had been detained,

jossed about, and starved, till they were more dead than alive;

far too ill to eat, and had to be fed by hand for some days.

Their plumage was broken and spoiled, and up to this time

(Januaiy 11th), they are still suffering from the effects of the

exhibition. I believe they had every attention at the Show,

but why keep our pets confined in their pens over a Sunday,

which is constantly arranged, and in this case over Christmas

day as well ? My poultry man said, " The birds are more
knocked up from this Show than they have ever been before."

—ExHIBITOE.

WANT OF COURTESY AND LIBERALITY.
I WROTE on the 1st of January begging the Secretary of the

Bristol Poultry Show to send me a catalogue ; on the 4th I

had not received one. The judging was completed at 2 p.m.

on the 2nd. This was a peculiar hardship, as I was thus

forced to make my entries for Walsall without knowing

my birds' fate at Bristol, and I happened to be particularly

anxious as to the judgment on a certain pen at Bristol, with a

view to finding out whether that pen would be worth entering

for Walsall or not. Also, I wrote and asked the Secretary for

a ticket of admission to Bristol Show. He refused, though I

exhibited nine pens. Can illiberality go mnch further ?

—

An
Exhibitor.

MUTILATING POULTRY AT EXHIBITIONS.
I SAW in a recent Number of your valuable Journal a com-

plaint by "An Exhibitok," who had the misfortune to have a
bird spoiled, either in its transit to or at the late Exhibition

held at Manchester. I sent two pens of fowls to the late

Leeds Exhibition, and on their return I found both the cock

birds minus a sickle feather ; I examined the hampers, but

neither of the feathers was in them. A worse case than this

has come under my notice—that of a pen of Silver-spangled

chickens. They were sent in perfect condition to the same
Exhibition (Leeds), and on inspection on their return, one of

the pullets was found to have lost every laced feather from
both its wings. I will leave it to other exhibitors of more
experience than myself to say if it was possible to strip the

pullet of its lacing accidentally. Such cases as the above

are becoming quite common. It is very galling to see birds in

such a condition after so much labour has been spent upon
them.

—

Thos. Wbigley, jun., Tonge, Middleton, iwar Man-
chester.

EXHIBITING BORROWED FOWLS.
Is this dishonest practice really carried out in the way alluded

to by "Exhibitor?" Surely the best reply is publicity. WUl
" Exhibitor," as he knows several cases, mention the

names ? I was applied to once or twice some 5'ears ago, pos-

sibly by a member of the lending fraternity, as my warm
reply seems to have put all such proposals at rest. There can
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be no question to every straightforward mind that the practice
is most dishonest. It is not only, as in your note to " Ex-
hibitok's " letter, obtaining money under false pretences, but
it is a robbery of the honour that but for the borrowed birds
would go to other pens.—Y. B. A. Z.

POULTRY IN CONFINED SPACE.
In a Letter Box notice in the Journal of December 4th, Mr.

J. R. Beyton asks if my eight hens have any run attached to
my house 12 feet by 6. To this I reply, None whatever. The
open part is partly paved, and partly covered with gravel, drift-
sand, and mortar rubbish ; and they have a dust bath, about
18 inches square, covered so as to prevent its becoming wet. I
give them green food whenever I can obtain it.—S. G. J.

BPjVHMA POOTRAS at the BRISTOL SHOW
In my " Dottings " at Bristol I endeavoured to give my own

impressions without favour or personal bias one way or the
other. Many may differ from those remarks, and every one
has a right to his own opinion. I never meant to make re-
marks unkindly or unfairly, and I confess myself somewhat
surprised at the tone of Mr. Wright's reply.

I do not consider that " I virtually questioned the decision."
To the best of my recollection, and I write from recollection,
I said that the chicken class generally of Dark Brahmas was
inferior. The Judges, I think, agreed with me, for in a large
class they gave no commendation beyond the prize pens. Then
I said that Mr. Wright's pen was poorly feathered. This is
just a inatter of opinion

—

I consider the birds very decidedly so.
Mr. Wright does not. Well, we simply differ in what we deem
heavy feathering

; but I think if any impartial person examined
the feathering in this pen and that of Mr. Boyle's single Brahma
cock he would consider Mr. Wright's birds poorly feathered ; at
any rate, I must adhere to my own idea about them. As
regards Mr. Boyle's second-prize pen, the breasts of the pullets
certainly did not match.

Mr. Wright then praises Messrs. Hewitt and Douglas as
" eminent judges." In this I perfectly coincide with him,
and I am quite willing to abide by their opinion of the mo-
derate vulture hock, as evidenced by their decisions in the
Cochin classes. I have stated in my "Dottings" that Mr.
Cattell's Cochin cock was too much so, even to please me

!

Whether my adherence to moderate vulture hock has " nearly
ruined my own yard and some others crossed from it," I can-
not say. My chickens of 1866 were not often exhibited, but in
every case where they were shown as chickens they obtained
notice. This does not look like "ruin" to my own yard; and
as regards "others crossed from it," I happened to see the
yards of one person last year who, two or three years back,
crossed extensively from my yard. I admired his pullets ex-
ceedingly, and I have heard Mr. Wright say how much he ad-
mired them. The gentleman's reply to my admiration was to
the effect that he owed it to me. So much for the ruin of
other yards

!

Lastly, Mr. Wright says, " ' Y. B. A. Z. ' had made several
eatried, and it was a subject of general inquiry why he did not
send his birds." Surely the anxiety on this point was jocular.
Mr. Wright knows quite enough of Brahmas to be convinced that
no "perfect pen " was likely to be exhibited at the price (£2), at
which my pens were entered in the old and chicken classes, and
if he and others really wish to know why I did not send them,
I r6p'.V, I had sold the cockerel from one pen, and one of the
hens from the other. His last paragraph on my pens runs thus—

" A single cock he did send, but the bird had the misfortune
to remain unnoticed." Well, I am free to confess that I con-
sidered this unnoticed bird deserved the second prize, and I
will go further and say that I would not exchange him for any
other bird in the class save the first-prize bird. I am so tied
to work that I have not the opportunities Mr. Wright enjoys of
seeing other birds and comparing mine with them. During
1866 I never attended a single show, and I willingly allow that
this pondering over one's own stock alone is disadvantageous

;

but this is my misfortune, not my fault. Had I seen my
single cock bird in a pen before, he would not have been sent
tJ Bristol. He does not show hims,elf off, and is cowed—in
fact, he is frightened ; under such cii-cumstanees no bird can
look well, yet he was certainly the shortest-legged bird in the
class, and of very good colour. Mr. Wright does not add of
this " unnoticed " bird, that when he saw him in my yard a few

weeks before he admired him exceedingly, and would willingly

have purchased him if I had been so disposed, in spite of the
" ruin " that my stock seems to produce. 1 must also add
that, as I understood Mr. Wright, he paid me the complinlent
of saying that he preferred my cocks to tViose of Mr. Boyle,

and that he should like to breed from Mr. Boyle's pullets and
the identical " unnoticed " Bristol bird !—Y. B. A. Z.

WALSALL POULTRY and PIGEON EXHIBITION.
It is but rarely wg have to record such an extraordinary amount of

success as that wliich attended the second Show held under the auspices
of the local Committee of Walsall, on the 2Gth, 2Sth, and 29th inst.

Nothing has been omitted that possihly could ho done to seeore

success to the undertaldng, and the whole of the Committee have
worked together most harmoniously. Where such is the case success

is almost certain, more especially, as in the case of Walsall, when
everything is carried out fairly, openly, and abovehoard. There are
committees, though few, to whom the experience of the Walsall
management might prove a benefit, for they not only candidly acknow-
ledged on the printed catalogues who were the Patrons, ttc.. of the

Exhihition. hut also the names of the Committee themselves ; and
to this, no doubt, could easily be traced public confiJeuce as regardfl

the indiiiduals responsilde for the payment of the very liberal prizes

offered. In this case, however, where all was so fairly laid open
to the inspection of the public, but little hesitation could esist. for

the Committee determined to carry out to the very letter the arrange-

ments as organised. The whole of the prizes were paid on the spot

to any party identified at the Show as a muuer, and the remainder
of the prize money was sent to absentees through the Secretary of

the Show as soon as possible. The cups were of sterling silver

—

could not some few committees take warning from the last two words ?

—and these were reserved for public inspection until the close of the

Show, to be then at once remitted to the successful persons who
throngh so severe a competition had merited and secured them. They
cost the Committee every farthing nett cash of the wholesale price

affixed to them ; and we may -mth confidence add, many times have
we seen cups of reputedly some two or three sovereigns' additional

value given as prizes, of but little if any better than oue-half the value

of the Walsall cups, whether considered as to their intrinsic or artistic

worth. We have only to add our earnest hope that for very many
years the successful may enjoy the use of these most oruamentsd
appendages to their social boards ; and that even when they themselves

are numbered among the past, these cups may still remain eridenceg

of the energy and the success of the winners.
A short remark or two may here be made as to the principle carried

oat in respect to the catalogues and prize lists of the Walsall Show ;

—

The names of all parties responsible either for the payment of *iie

prizes or the appointment of them were made known. The result

was, that at a second show only, 836 pens were brought together, re-

presenting almost every principal breeder's yard, not only in our own
country-, but even in "the Sister Isle. It is evident, therefore, that

openness and straightforwardness of conduct in poultry shows secures

public confidence, whilst the contrary invariably causes distrust and
dissatisfaction.

From the absence of the birds of several of our principal Dorking
breeders, owing to the injury done to the health of their respective

yards by the late severe weather, the Dorlciiigs were not so good as

might be supposed from the entries, as frost-bitten birds were general.

Still, although we regretted to find many first-rate pens, though entered

here, could not be sent, the class was generally good. The Spaniah
were first-rate, and an entry of forty-three pens in this class, with only

a pen or two not present, proves winning in this branch was not an
easy matter. The pens of every principal breeder were present, and
the deteriorated condition of not a few pens was attributable exclu-

sively to over-frequent exhibition, a feature now likely to be with-

drawn on account of the nearly-closed exhibition season. This is so

far well, as birds brought down to a very low standard by excessive

exhibition in the first months of the year, rarely breed well during the
subsequent season. Cochins were first-rate, and, perhaps, there was
not a single pen in the whole Exhibition more deserving of special

distinction than the winning Partridge-coloured ones. The hen in

this pen was certainly fairly worth a journey of many miles to look
upon, being perfection. Buff Cochins were all good ; those consti-

tuting the second-prize pen were, as stated by the Judge, decidedly

the best in the class but for the severely frost-bitten comb of the cock.

From inquiry we find the owner, who as an old exhibitor we have
hitherto given credit for being more experienced in such casualties,

placed, after washing for the Walsall Show, the old cock near the fire

to dry, with strict directions " to see that he did not become over-

heated." His subordinate, promising strict obedience, first took posses-

sion of the post of trust, lighted his pipe immediately after his employer's

back was turned, and at length woke up to find to his own annoyance
the cock's comb blistered from the sndden application of heat, and his

master angry at such a neglect of duty. We may here mention, as our
own anxious desire is to forewarn all other exhibitors, that in all casts

of frost-bite, snow, snow water, or the coldest pump water, is the bett

application to restore vitality. Fire-warmth is the most dangerous of

aU applications, and should not in any case be resort^^d to. Jirakmas
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were Tcry tcood, Mr. Boyle, of DnUin, being the cwp-winuer. Kr.
Fletcher, of Mauchester, took both tirst and aecond prizes in all the

Game classes, with birds most nucxceptiouable in oarriage, colour,

and last, though not least, condition. Hav>hnr(jhs were capital. In

these classes, as in many other varieties, two hens were occasionally

sent instead of one, as stipulated by the Walsall prize schedule. It

really appears as thouf^h some of our readers pay little attention to

the requirements of each particular show, though we have mentioned

so particularly and so often that non-compliance with these is a fatal

objection. The proper number of hens, oiio or more, must be sent

;

a hen too few, or one too many, is a " disqualification." The
Bantamn, Turbi/s, the Fancy varieties of Dui/:-'^\ and the Selling

classes were uniformly excellent. The attendance of visitors was very

good.

DoiiKiHGS (Any colour!.—First and Fourth, T. Tatham. Kingsthorpe,
Northampton. Second. J. D. Hcwson, M.D., Stafford. Third, Hon. Mrs.
D. Pennant, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor. Highly Commended, Mrs. Ark-
wri-^bt, Derby; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Commended, H. Savilc, Kuf-
ford Abbey, Nottinghamshire.

Spanish.—First, H. Lane, Bristol. Second, A. TTeath, Calne. Third,
J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court, Wrington, Bristol. Fourth, Messrs. Eurch
and Boulter, Shettield. Highly Commended, E. T. Holden, Walsall ; A, O.
Worthington, Burton-on-Trent ; J. Walker. Wolverhampton; J. R. Rod-
bard; N, Cook, Chowbent, Manchester; J. Hildick, Wals:dl. Commended,
A. O. Worthington; E. T. Holden; G. Lamb, Compton, Wolverh.impton

;

A. Hciith; Hon Miss D. Pennant; J. Walker; J. Clews, WalsaU ; J.

Thresh, Bradford.

CocniN-CHiNA (Partridge).—First and Second, J. Stephens, Walsall.
Third, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. Highly Commended, A. Feuton, Rochdale ;

E. Tndman. Ash Grove, Whitchurch. Commended, J. Stephens.
Cochin-China (Buff or Cinnamon).—First, 11. White, Sheffield. Se-

cond, H. Tomlinson, Balsall Heath Road, Birmingham. Third, H. Mapple-
beck, Woodtield. Mosoley, Birmingham. Fourth. W. Bayliss, WiiL^all.

Highly Commended, W. A. Taylor, Manchester; Hnu. Miss D. Pennant

;

H. Mnpplobeck ; D. Cunningham, Statfobl Hall Farm, Tamworth ; A.
Fenton. < ommeuded, H. Warner, Lougliborough.

CocHis-CniN.A. (White).—First, Capt. D. Lane, Greit Barr Hall, near
Walsall. .Second, F. AV. Zurhorst, Donnybrook, Dublin. Third, A. Q.
Worthington. Commended, Rev. W. J. Me'dor, Colwick Rectory, near
Nottingham; E. i', Doville, Willington, Burten-bn-Trent.
Bbahmas.—First, R. W. Boyle, Bray, Cn. Wicklow, Ireland. Second,

Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London. Tliird, H. Lacy, Hebdeu
Bridge. Highly Commended, J. Stephens; J. H. Cufi', Metropolitan Cattle
Market; G. H. Roberts, Preston; H Lacy ; H. M. Maynnrd, Ryde, LW. ;

J. H. binton, Hinton, near Bath. Commended, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Not-
tingham.
Gam£ (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Second, J. Fletcher,

Stoneclough, near Manchester. Third, C. W. Bricrley, Middleton, near
Manchester. Commended, S. Matthews, Stowmarket ; W. Wainwright,
Stretton-under-Fosse ; J. Tyler, Loughborough j C. Minors, Sudbury; S,
Dupe, Evercreech.
Game (Anv other colour).—First and Second, J. Fletcher (Duckwings

and Piles). Third, S. Matthew. Highly Commended, J. H. Williams,
Springbank, Welshpool (Duckwings). Commended, A. K. Briggs, Rawden ;

T. Robson, Penkridge.
Hamecrghs (Golden-pencilled).—First and Second, T. Wrigley, juu.,

Tonge, Middleton. Third. F. Pittis, jun.. Newport, I.W. Highly Com-
mended. F. D. Mort, Stafford ; F. Pittis. jun. Commended, W. Meanley,
Birmingham ; T. Amphlet, Walsall; A. K. Briggs; T. Walker, jun. .Denton.
Hamburgus (Silver-pencilled) —First ami Second, H. Pickles, Earby,

ncarSkipton. Third, T. Sharpies, Rawtenstall. Highly Commended, J,
Preston. Allerton.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First and Third, J. Ogden, Hollin-

wood. Manchester. Second, T, Walker, jun. Highly Commended, A. K.
Wood, Castle Donnington; I. Davics, Harborne ; Messrs. S. & R. Ashton,
Mottram. near Manchester; T. Fletcher; C. W. Bricrley. Commended,
M. E. EniberUn

; W. Eeetlestone, Walsalb
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, A. K. Wood. Second, J.Field-

ing, Newchurch, near Manchester. Third, T. Fletcher. Highly Com-
mended, J. M. KJlvert, Ludlow; W. Horton, Albrightou; J. A. Taylor,
Manchester; J. Fielding; Hou. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Wen tworth-Wood-
honse ; A, L. Aspinall, TajTiton, near Gloucester; J. Jackson, Bury,
Ij^ncash ire.

Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, H. Shumacb,
outhwell. Second, J. W. Morris, Rochdale. Third, F. Pittis, jun. Highly

Commended, Master G. Crosland, Wakefield ; A. Cottam, Easthorpe

;

C. W. Brieriey ; A. Fenton.
Game Bantams (Any other colour).—First and Second, F. Pittis, jun.

(Duckwings). Third. H. Shumach (Duckwings). Highly Commended,
Master G. Crosland (Duckwings).
Bantams (Gold and Silver-laced).—First and Second, M. Leno, Mark-

yate >treet, near Dunstable. Highly Commended, T. C. Han-ison, Hull.
Bantams (Any other variety).—Cup and Fir,~t. W. J. Cope, Barnsley

(Pekin). Second. H. C. Woodcock. Leicester (White Japanese). Third,
E. Cambridge, Bristol (Black). Highly Commended, S. S. Mossop, Long
Sutton (Cochin) ; H. Draycott, Humberstone. Commended, T. Boucher,
Birmingham (Japanese); J. R. Jessop, Hull (Black); H. C. Woodcock
(Japanese) ; T. Gameson, Walsall (Cuckoo).
Any Variety not Named.—First, S. A. Wylle, East Moulsey (La

Fleche). second, J. Percivall, Harbnrne, near Birmingham (Poland).
Third, National Poultry Company, Bi*omlev, Kent (Gueldres). Fourth,
T. Fletcher (Black Hamburgh). Highly Commended, M Yoriv, Pelsall
(Mans) ; Col Stuart Wortley (Creve Coeur) ; National Poultry Company
(Creve Coeuri. Commended, National Company iLa Heche) ; Col. Stuart
Wortley (Creve Cceur) ; Miss M. E. Lamb (Negroes) ; R. H. Nicholas,
Malpas, near Newport (Andalusians).
Ducks (Aylesbui^).—First, H. Jones, Aylesbury. Second, J. K. Fowler,

Aylesbury. Third, E. Leech, Rochdale. Highly Commended, H. Jones.
Ducks (Any other variety.—First, T. C. Harrison (Mandarins). Se-

cond, C W. Brieriey (Shell). Third, H. Savile (Caroliuas). Highly
Commended, Miss H. Walker, North Wales (Rouen). Ciammendoii, J. E.
Bealey, Bloxwick (Wildi ; A. Fenton ; Capt. D. Lane (White).
Geese.—Fu-st and Second, J. Lycctt, Stafford. Third, J, E. Fowler.

Highly Commended, A. O. Worthington; H. Savile; Hon. H. W. Fitz-
william.
TuHKEYS.-First, E. Leech. Second, D. Cunninghame. Third, F. E.

Richardson Uttoxoter. Highly Commended, A. O. Worthington. Com-
mended, F. E. Richardson.
>ELLiNa Class.—First, T. Tatham (Dorkings). Second, Hon. Miss D>

Pennent, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor (Brahmas). Extra Second, S. & R.
Ashton Third, National Poultry Company (Creve Ccears). Extra
Third, J. M. Kilvort (Hamburghw). Fourth, J. Preston. Extra Fourth,
C. W. Brieriey. Highly Commended, Mrs. Williamson, Leicester
Cochins) ; H. & S. Cooper, WalsaU (Spanish) ; H. E. Emberlin, Leicester
(Hnntams

; G. H. Roberts (Brahmas) ; T. Amphlet (Spanish); H. Savile
Rolands); C. Barber, Walsall (Spanish) ;F.W. Earle. Edenhurst (Ducks);

J. Wright, Melton Mowbray (Hamburghs) ; J. D. Hcwson (Dorkings) ; M.
Brooktibank, Manchester (Brahmas). Commended, J. H. Williams
(Game); R. H. Nicholas (Hamburghs); H. E. Emberlin (Hamburghs);
W. Bayliss (Cochins).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.— Coc/.-.—First. R. Fulton, Deptford. Second, W. Siddons

and >ons, Birmingham. Very Highly Commended, F. Crossloy, Elland,
Yorkshire. Commended, 8. A. Tayb>r, Sutton Coldfield ; H. Yardley. He7i,
—First and Second, F. Crossley. Very Highly Commended, R. Fulton ; W.
Siddons & Sons. Highly Commended, W. Siddons & Sous.
PowTEHS.-CocA-.- First, F. Crossley. Second, J. Hawley, Bingley.

Very Highly Commended, A. Heath, Calne. Wiltshiro; C. Bulpin, Bridgt-
water; A. H. Stewart, Harborne, near Birmingham; J. E. Broward,
Coventry; R. Dodge, Sheffield. Commended, R. Fulton, ifen.—First,
A. H. Stewart. Second, A. Heath. Very Highly Commended, J. Hawley-
Highly Commended, R. Fulton. Commended, J. Hawley.
Tumblers (Almond).—First, J. Ford, Monkwell Street, London. Se-

cond, R. Fulton.
Tumblers fAny other variety).—First, R. Fulton. Second, F. Crossley,

Very Highly Commended, C. Bulpin, Commended, J. Fielding, jun.
Jacobins.-First and Second, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, F. Else,

Bayswater. Commended, C. Bulpin.
Fantails.—First, F, Else. Second. H. Yardley. Very Highly Com-

mended. H. E. Emberlin. Highly Commended. R. Dodge.
Antwerps,—First, S. A. Taylor. Second, Master G. Crosland. Highly

Commended, J. Hawley; S. A. Taylor. Commended, J. Hawley.
Trumpeters.—First, J. R. Jessop. Second, J. Hawley. Commended,

W. H. C. Gates, Newark ; Rev. W. J. Mellor.
Owls.—First, F. Crossley. Second, J. Fielding, jim. Very Highly

Commended, F. Crossley. Commended, J. Fielding, jun.
Barbs — First and Second, F. Crossley. Highly Commended, H.

Yardley. Commended. H. Yardley; J. Fielding, jim.
Nuns.—First and Second, C. Bulpin. Commended, F. Else.
Turkits.—First, R. Siddall, ShetKeld. Second, H. Mapplebeck, Very

Highly Commended, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, C. Bulijin; F.
Crossley.
DRAGONS.^First, F. Crossley. Second, J. W. Ludlow, Birmingham.

Highly Commended, J. W. Ludlow. Commended, H. Yardley; C. Bulpin.
Any other Variety.—First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, National

Poultry Company (Priests). Very Highly Commended, S. A. Wyllie
(Runts). Highly Commended, H. Yardley. Commended, National
Poultry Company (Runts) ; A. H. Stewart (Siberian Ice) ; H. Yardley ; J.
Hawley (-^wiss) ; F. Crossley (Swallows) ; C. Bulpin.
Selling Class.—First, H. Yardley. Second, A. H. Stewart (Jacobins).

Third. J. Walker. Newark. Highly Commended, J. Percivall (.Isabel&J.
Commended, R. Dodge ( Powters) ; J. Hawley ; H. Yardley. ^J '^-

Silver Cup for the best collection of Pigeons, F. Crossley. id'/.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, judged the first twelve classes
of Poultry, Mr. Tegetmeier, of London, the remaining Poultry classes,
and Mr. Cottle, of Cheltenham, the Pigeons.

PERTH POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in the City Hall, Perth, on the 24th and 25th inst.

The following are the names of the prizetakers :

—

Spanish.—First, J. Kerr, New Scone. Second, W. Paterson, Langholm.
Third, A. Ridpath, Edinburgh. Highly Commended, W. Bruce, St,
Leonard's Bank.
Dorkings.— Urst, G. Muirhead, Durdie. Second, J. Anderson, Meigle.

Third, A. Macfarlane. Highly Commended, G. Brand, Bathgate.
Game.—First and Second, "j. Anderfon. Third, W. Donaldson, New

Scone. Highly Commended, D. Gellatly, Meigle; J.J. Wilson, Darling-
ton. Commended, J. M'Gregor, Crieff,

Cochins.-First, J. Meff, Aberdeen. Second, Mrs. Oswald, Dunnikier.
Third, C. Pease, Darlington.
Brahwas.-First, K. Jopp, Aberdeen. Second and Third, Mrs. White,

Castle Huntly. Highly Commended, J. Rutherford, Fife.
Hamburghs (Pencilled).—First, W. R. Parks, Melrose. Second, R.

Macgregor. Third, G. Walker, Selkii'k. Highly Commended, Mrs.Brov.n,
Abercairuy.
Hamburghs (Spangled).—First, H. Corrie, Afdi-ossan. Second, W,

France, Crieff. Third, Mrs. Brown.
Bantams (Game).—First and Second, J. Anderson. Third, R. Mac-

gi-egor. Highly Commended, F. L. Roy, Neuthorn. Commended, A.
Robertson, Burntisland.
Bantams (Any variety).—First, F. L. Rov, jun. Second, J^B. Jessop,

Hull. Third, Master W. H. Pople, British Hotel. ,,,j. .

Ducks (Houen).—First, J. Hardie, Sorbie E\Yes. Second, J. Anderson.
Third, Mrs. D. Cochrane, Lundie Mills.
Ducks (Any variety).—First, A. Huggart. Fife.' Second. J. R. Jesscp,

Hull. Third, J. Hardie. Highly Commended. W. Paterson.
Any Other Variety.—First, Mrs. White. Second, J, Allnn. Thiid,

W. It. Parks, Melrose.
Selling Class.—First, D. Gellatly. Second, A. Ridpath. Third. J.

Allan. Highly Commended, J. S. Smith, Inchbi-akie; T. Baines, Bridge
Haugh ; A. 3Iacgregor.
SWEEP.STAKES FOR SiNGLE CoCKS.—5i)a?ns;/.—First, A. Ridpath. Se-

cond, W. Bruce, t-t. Leonard's Bank. Dor/ajfr;.^First. J, Anderson.
Second, J. Adan. GnHir.—First. J. Anderson, second, J. Laing, Glen*
deugUe. Bantam.—First, R. Macgregor. Second, F. L. Roy, jia-.
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VENTILATING INCUBATORS.
"E. S.'s" letter in your Number of the 8th of January shows,

as he says, that he has devoted much attention and observation

to the subject of incubation. Damp atmosphere, temperature

as steady as possible at 103°, every attention to be paid to

the effect of external temperature, and constant ventilation,

are, as he writes, the main points, and they are those that I

have kept steadily in view in the construction of my patent

incubator, and which are contained in my " Directions."

I am glad to find that some one else besides myself is im-

pressed with the necessity of constant ventilation—a point

that I believe has been lost sight of, and is not provided for

by any other incubator but mine.

—

Feed. H. Schkodeb, Rick-

manxwortJi.

SWARMS CLUSTERING OUTSIDE THEIR OWN
HIVE.

VARIATION IN THE COLOnR OF HYBRIDS.

I HAVE before remarked on bees swarming or clustering with

their queen outside the hive when young queens were being

brought forward, and that such swarming or clustering very

often took place at night. A case of this kind happened with

me this year, which I will relate, as the result corroborates the

statement of Mr. Fox, of Kingsbridge, relative to two queens

being in a hive at one time.

On the 2'2nd of July at 8 p.m. I noticed the bees of a hive

lying out very much. It had been a warm day, but no honey

was gathered. I was somewhat surprised at such numbers

lying out, but on account of the heat I paid no heed to it

further than getting them into their hive again. Next day I

deprived another hive of its queen, and exchanged their combs,

transferring them from one to the other for the purpose of rais-

ing queens. I suspected nothing until about tbi-ee weeks after-

wards, when I noticed a good many young black bees in the

hive which had pure Ligurian combs, giving evidence of the

existence of a young queen which had been hybridised, and

showing plainly enough that two fertOe queens had existed at

one and the same time, as a subsequent examination proved by

discovering the old queen still alive, the young one having

evidently been thrown out. This case shows how careful we

ought to be in raising queens from hives in respect to which

any doubt may exist as to their having the original queen.

I am not sure but that a similar occurrence has taken place

more than once this season, as in the case of several queens

which were raised from a pure stock their progeny showed very

little of their Italian origin. In a number of crosses which

have occurred between the Italian and black bees there is

much variation ; in one case in which a black queen has been

crossed there is not more than one marked bee in the hundred,

while others show about one-half.

I may here mention that my views in regard to hybridisation

are in accordance with those of Mr. G. B. Fox, and in opposi-

tion to those of Mr. F. H. West.—A Lanaekship.e Bee-kekper.

[May not this apparently anomalous variation in the colour

of the progeny of hybridised queens be accounted for by the

fact that a queen bee does not always restrict herself to one

dione?]

TO HIVE BEES IN A MOVEABLE COMB HIVE.
There is more difficulty attending this than with box hives,

yet it is easily accomplished. Some think it best done by
spreading a sheet as smoothly as possible in front of the

entrance, upon which the bees are shaken close to the en-

trance, when generally with fanning wings they will accept

their new home. If they do not go in rapidly enough, with a

goosequill brush them gently in, or with a spoon direct their

motions toward their new abode. Bees once shaken in the

swarming season on a sheet are not apt to take wing again,

since they are loaded with honey, for in that state they in-

variably leave the old colony.

There is another plan that we prefer—remove the honey-

board*, and separate from the centre of the hive three or four

of the frames, by sliding them to either side, and then in this

opening shake the bees either from the bush or basket, slide

the frames back to their places, replace the honey-board by

sliding it on from one end of the hive, so as to avoid crushing

the bees, and the operation is finished. The few that may

return to the bush or adhere to the hiving basket, may be
shaken in front of the hive entrance, and will quickly go in.

When quiet, remove to permanent stand without delay.

—

{American Bee Gazette.)

BREEDING IN SUPERS.
In the second column of page 80 in your last issue reference

is made to " narrow slits one-fifth of an inch wide." I may
here state that I have always been in favour of the collateral

system, and for thirty years I have worked with much success
Pettitt's collateral hives. The crown-boards of the stock hives
are pierced with narrow slits three-sixteenths of an inch
wide, or rather smaller than one-fifth. I have worked with
these hives four glasses upon the top when the bees have been
working in the collateral super, so that they have actually been
working in five compartments or hives at one and the same
time. The subterraneous communication between the stock

hive and the collateral super has also been provided with a
"grating" cut in wood, and I do not believe either of these
supers was ever favoured with a visit either of the queen or
drone bee. I have taken away the collateral super containing
nearly 50 lbs. of the purest virgin honeycomb, without the
slightest evidence of a visit from either the queen or a drone.

I believe one great advantage in Pettitt's arrangement is that

the communication from one hive to the other is in the floor-

board, and the ventilating properties of this hive are such that

the temperatiu'e of either box can be so regulated as not to in-

terfere with that of the other. These narrow slits must be
cut in the wood. Both wirework and metal castings I have
tried, but without success.—SuDsnET.

STARVATION IN THE MIDST OF PLENTY.
The late protracted frost broke up to-day (January 23), and

the inhabitants of my twenty-two Ligurian stocks, with one

exception, lost no time in availing themselves of the favourable

opportunity for exercise in the open air, disposing of their

dead, &c. An examination of the exceptionally quiescent

stock proved that its unfortunate inhabitants had literally

succumbed to famine in the midst of plenty ; having exhausted

what honey was stored in the central combs the severe cold

prevented their obtaining access to those at the side, and in

this way they were starved to death with both sealed and un-

sealed food within their domicile. This starvation in the

midst of plenty is so frequent in America that bee-keepers are

in the habit of guarding against it by boring a hole about an

inch in diameter through all the combs from one side of the

hive to the other, so as to permit the bees to obtain access to

every comb without passing round their edges, but this is the

first instance in which a catastrophe of the kind has come

under the direct observation of—A Devonshire Bee-keeper

AvgUce, Crowe-board.

OUR LETTER BOX.
HusKIKG Buckwheat.—Jn.jiiirfr wishes to be informed how to sepa-

rate the Imsk from buckwheat. .... . ,, .„,„

SAiT FOR Fowls (£. h'.).—Salt is said to be injnnoiis to poultry. We
never knew a fowl constipated, except in cases of inflnmed bowels.

_

Mistake is Catai-ouue (ir. Smrf!'-;/)-— As the bird w:is in its right

pliicc before the Judges went round to determine their awards, you

could Hot have been injiurcd; consequently you have no justihcatiou for

suing the Committee.
, ». , , l , , i

Abscess iv Iowl's Lunc.s U- F. Srinnan).—^o treatment could have

saved vour Brahma Pootra cock. The fungus-like substance which you

enclosed was the diM-harge from an abscess in the liinss. The cause of

the diseased lungs was possibly exposure to the severe ^ye.ather ^ our

other Brahma Pootra which has " entirely lost the use of his legs, if that

be literally true, had better be kiUed. Before drang so try what eflect

bread soaked in ale. and two grains of sulphate of iron daily, jM have.

Dandelion Lea^-es for Fowes (E. .S.).-The leaves of dandelion

boiled and mixed up with barley meal may form an excellent food for

fowls, hut we never knew them used, novdo we know whether. owls wculd

relish such bitter diet. .,.,„,.„,- r , i ii,„!..

WAsnn-G PoULTEV (ir. G.).—White Cochin China fowls may have their

feathers washed with soap and water. .4fter washing keep them until

dry in a large hamper or an enclosrae, tho floor of which is qmte covered

"'pIbbTi's ^(MiTk).—" The Rabbit Book " will suit you. You can have it

free' by post from om' office if you enclose seven postage stamps with your

"^'LrciURiAN Bee [A Xorih Stnforddihr Ili-r-):cej>cr).—r]ie bee is a dis-

tinctlv marked Ligurian. We have no doubt that your explanation that

tlic qiieeu of your hive had met with drones from a Ligurian hive live

miles distant is correct.
, „ . ti „

Lir.tiniAN QOEENS (A Lmmrl^hirc Bee-keeper).— One guir.Ci is the

usual price for a warranted queen of this variety.
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Eicling Beauty (round, a late !ieeper1, 13 not much sproulfd
;

and of Thomiis Almoud'a Urbt caily (the first year public,
still almost unknown), I have put by for you i-orae of the least

sprouted I could find." I have had a great hanlcering after

those liinds ever Biuco Mr. RadclylTe first informed us about
them in Vol. X., page 105, No. 2.57. The extract couchidcs,
" I liave i).lso a Potato which I value—Daintrec's Seedling Ivid-

ney. I had it early last year direct from Fen Drayton. I

think it ia superior to the Lupslone, which is very good with
us, but Boil effects such wondors for good or evil

;
yet name

it, and I will s^nd 30U a sample." Now, the soil abuut I'uts-

boi-ough must bo quite diiJerent from this at Woodstock, and
I helievo I received the very first tuber of his Kidney seedling
that Mr. Daintrce ever sent fjut. It was sent in a letter through
the post-oflicc, and v:as much damaged by the post-ohiee stamp-
ing. I kept J[r. Daintree three years in suspeu.'se before I
could quite decide upon its merits, but I am happy to say he
lived to know that I grev.- it siieoessively ujion three difi'erert

soils, and then I felt a pleasure in recommending it as being a
Potato of the same strain as the Lapstoiie, and even superior
to that very excellent variety. From what " D., Dml," said
about it (No. 9 in his list, Viil. XI., page 403, No. 209), I ex-
lieet it will also rank well with so good a judge, and in a soil
difierent from that of my Devonshire correspondent.
Allow me here to state that I quite agree with Mr. McDonald,

of Woodstock Park, luistioge, in what he siiys about another jjro-

tcije of mine, Coldstream Early, at page 4G4 of the same Num-
ber of Tee Journal of Houiicui.tukh. It is this sort of cross-
CMamination upon different soils that we want before new kinds
of Potatoes are sent out by the raisers. My object is to prove
what are -the best sorts which can be obtained ior the rector's
table, and the supply of our household. I hnve been four
years proving my Onwards scedhng to my satisfaction on ilif-

ferent soils, and I am now sending it to experienced growers
upon various soils, requesting them, in the event of the kind
not proving entirely to their satisfaction, to be good enough to
destroy every tuber, as I should feel sorry to ( ITer a Potato
to the public under toy name, unless it were quite 0rst-rate.
'Baisers of new sorts err in being in too great a hurry in sending
out their seedlings. Including the present year I shall have
heen five years in making a trial of fifty sorts, dating from tho
seeds maturing in the berry, and_althougb many of the issue
turned out what for the first three years I thought very good
varieties, yet I decided that tbey were not superior to sorts
already in cultivation ; so of such I took the precaution to boil
into pulp in a copper whatever we did not consume, and with
this pn!p watered the Eose trees, and the result was, that we
never had Roses in finer bloom.

I have now only three kinds left out of the fifty—namely,
Eusset Kidney, iieehive, and the Ouwards, and I believe I shall
have to consider the last only us worthy of perpetuation, per-
haps not even that, if I do not succeed in obtaining good
reports of it this year from a distance. My friend, Mr. Alexan-
der Dean, of Maybush, near Southampton, is the only person
at present besides myself who has made a trial of my seedling.
He says, " I'enn's Ouwards, a seedling of his own, a second
early round, good both as to crop and quality." Mr. Dean ex-
hibited sixty varieties of Potatoes at the Eoyal Horticultural
Society's gardens, in September last. A notice of them ap-
peared in the October number of the " Florist and Pomologist."

Although the labour of five years is only likely to produce me
one Potato, I am now about sowing two more choice crosses,
Dumbering about one hundred seeds, from which I hope to
produce something superior, although I fear I shall not be
able to arrive at the characteristic stated by my brother at
a, cricket-match dinner given last year. He complained of the
badness of the kind served at table, and joking retorts from his
cricketing friends arose as to " what he knew about Potatoes!'

"

"Well," he said, "he certainly could tell whether a Potato
was good or bad when eating it ; but he had a brother living in
Oxfordshire, who was a connoisseur of Potatoes, and could
judge of them in their raw state ; that he had just raised a
new sort, as even and round as a cricket ball, and he was
merely wailing before he let i> out, to produce on each tuber

• an imitation of the teams."—TJrwAr.oa and Onwakes.
(To be contmued.)

EDGING FOR WALKS.
In reply to your correspond! nt an " Ayrshiue Gaudesee,"

I ventuTe to give my experience with regard to a siibstitutefor

a Box-edging, having been in a similar dilemma. I have an
oval bed in the middle of my garden, with an Apple tree in
tho centre, the bed fiUedwith Lilies of tho Valley. The Box-
edging did not thrive owing to tho drip from the tree, or being
overgrown by the Lilies : consequently every two or three years
it had to be replaced. After one of my visits to the Itoyal Hor-
ticultural Gardens I substituted an edging of Messrs. Bosher's
cable-pattern terra-metallic tiles, of two sizes, the smaller to
turn the oval more neatly. Tho tiles were laid in with only
tho cable pattern above tho gi'ouud ; the chinks, unavoidable in
the turning, were filled in with Portland cemtnt, and the whole
painted a dull green, so as to resemble as nearly as possible
tho colour of the Box in the other parts of the garden. The
result has been very satisfactory. I think this is the third
winter, and I have not had to replace one tUe. I was careful
to have terra-metallic tiles.—F.Ii.H.S.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS NEW AND OLD.
WnATEvDii may betide other florists' flowers, however the

Pansy may be snubbed, the Dahlia sneered at, and the Am-icula
cold-shouldered, there is no fear of the Chrysanthemum being
passed by. Even the bedder-out patronises it, for certainly
one of the best beds that I saw at Battersea Paik last season
was composed of Mr. Bull's variegated sort Sensation ; and as
the Chrysanthemum, happily for its fame, comes into flower
when the glories of the garden have faded away, and all looks
dreary save where this pilant has been allowed to linger

;

as, moreover, it is so easily propagated, and bears itself so
bravely and so well amidst the smoke of oar huge metropolis,
it is likely to have a prolonged period of favour. Hence Mr.
Salter, to whom we owe neiirly all the fine varieties now in
cultivation, need not be afraid of a time when his winter garden
will be deserted, and the tide of visitors which finds its course
there during the dieary mouth of November will be stopped in
its course. Were it so, one of the chief pleasures of a visit to
Loudon in that month of fogs and dreariness would be lost.

I see nothing in a Chrysauthtmum show, but I do confess to

a real enjoyment in a stroll through the well-arranged green-
houses in which Mr. Salter year by year places his favourite
flowers. Such a stroll I had in November last, and the results
of it I now chronicle ; and inasmuch as the time for purchasing
is now at hand, I may in some way be a guide to those who are
seeking to add to their ctUections.

I must here, however, confess to a piece of heterodoxy

—

viz., that I think the incurved flowers have now reached pretty
well their acme, and that in order to obtain brighter colours
wo must try the reflexed sorts, infusing, it may be, some of

the blood of Mr. Fortune's last introductions from Japan. In
one sense these incurved flowers are disappointing : the open-
ing bud gives promise of bright colour, but by the time that
the flower is fully opened the back of the florets is alone ex-

posed to view, and, consequently, a good deal of the richness of

the colouring is lost ; but in the reflexed Sower, which I ihink
may with care be obtained as full as some of the varieties of

rtflexed Asters, the front of the florets is that which is exposed
to view, and consequently a bri;;hter-coloured flower is likely

to be obtained. Mr. Salter mentioned to me that Mr. Fortune's
Japanese varieties, which were at first neglected, are now being
sought after ; and this is probably a symptom of an alteration

in taste which will effect the object I allude to.

As usual, Mr. Salter has a large number of varieties to be
introduced to the public this spring. Some of these had not
been named at the period of my visit, but of those which had
I jioticed Lady Talfourd, beautiful silvery rosy lilac, a fine

incurved flower ; Faust, a chestnut red ; Countess of Warwick,
fine creamy white; Madonna Mary, a large-petalled flower;

Eosa Mutabilis, a delicate pencilled flower ; Dr. Lindley, fine

amber, a beautiful flower ; Purpurea Elegaus, quite new in
colour, of a rosette form, and very good in all respects ; Yolande,
light blush white, silvery lilac back to petals ; Gold of Ophir,

not probably a show flower, but of good habit ; Iris, a large

incurved flower, bright orange, with purplish back.

Of the flowers of 18t!(j the following seem to me those most
deserving of cultivation:—Amabilis, delicate blush, incurved;
Compactura, an excellent conservatory flower, blooming early,

and of admirable habit ; Countess of Granville, fine white, a

reflexed flower of great beauty ; Crimson Velvet, beautiful

velvetj' eiimsou, the darkest and brightest of all the high-

coloured Chrysanthemums ; Gloria Mundi, a splendid brilliant

yellow, a seedling from Jardin des Plantes, and when I say
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superior to that fine flower, I think it ia enough lo stamp ifa

merit ; Uoldeu Beverley, a lino canary-colourod ila-ver, a Bport
from thit fiuo deep tlowor Ujvcrley ; Hereward, large, parplt^,

with a silvery ba-cU to tho lloret^?, very compact ; I»is, luediura-
sized, very doubles and compact ; .John Salter, rijddiali crimson,
shaded with orange—I should be sorry to think that a flo^'er

so named as this was not lirrft-rato, bat I have misgivings as to

its centre, with mo it did not HU up so well as it ought, and
I saw several blooms at 'Mr. Salter's iu a similar condition

;

it is a tine llower it this defect is not general ;—Josiah Wedg-
wood, rosy carmine, close and compact ; Miss Eyre, blush late-

flowering anemone, of medium size ami dwatf liabit ; I^Tr.

Gladstone, dark reddi;;h chestnut, incurved ; Sylvia, rosy lilac,

with silvery back.
Of the Pompoues of ISGu there were—Faii-y Nymph, fine

pm-e white, witli rouud florets ; Little Baauty, while, bordered
with delicate rosy pink; Marie St-uart, lilac blnsh. with sul-

phur centre ; Prince Victor, dark red maroon ; Rose d'Amour,
tilear rose, very full and free ; aud Torfrida, bright golden
amber.
Of older flowers in the large- dowered section I would recom-

mend the following ;

—

".UmeoFeiTirrcsilverj' white, beau-
tifully tipped.

Alf)(i MiUtiilorji, wbitc, incurved.
•Alfred S;ilter, delicLitc pink.
Annie Suiter, goklen yellow.
Attraetiou, blush, murgined with

pink.
Bellrt Donna, delicate lilac, with

lij^ht centre.
Betaard Piili^sy, fiery or.an^c.
Beverley, flao white.'
Blanche of Castile, lino incurved,

white. I

Cardinal Wiseman, oarly-blooni-
|

iup, reddish urimsuu.
*Cleopatra, rosy blush.
Dr. Brock, rcddlf-h uningo.
Duehess of WeiUu^rton, delicate

ro8t3, tipped with blush.
Dupoat do I'Eure, an old llower, a

bad •^rti-.vcr, but vury fiao.

Edith Dombrain, Hlao blu-sh, a
beautiful conservatory plant.

'Eve, primrose sulphur.
General BainbrJ^j;e, du'li orange,

amber and gold eentro.
Golden Eaglo, indiiin red and

orange.
*Goldeu Queen of England, golden

canary erilour. i

Golden Trilby, a sport from Trilby,
)

clear yellow liowers. i

Hercules, lar^ze red carmine.
*Hei* Majesty, silvery blush, coin- i

pact habit.
j

Hemiine, bludh, tipiied with pui*ple.

Jane, silvery pink, a good close
llower.

*Jardin des Plantcs, splendid golden
orani,'e.

Ktncj of Donmnrh, rosv Ulan.
*Julio Lagravi'-re, a tino old dark

variety.
Lady C:u*ey, rosy lilac, silveiy back,
-Little Ilirry, bi-ight f^oldeti amber.
Lord Piilmcrstoi], rosy amaranth,

tipped witli bUish.
'Luther, large i-osy crimson.
Mari^eau, rose, bordered white.
3Ii'. Brunlees, hirgo ; Indian red,

golden tips.

JIvs. E. ilHes, bright yellow.
iSIrs. Kaines, bluf^Ii.

Orange Pei'fection, dark salmon
orange.

*Prince Alfred, splendid rosy crim-
son.

*Princs of TVale?, dark purple violet.

*Princess of AVales, pearl white, de-
licately tinted rosy lilac.

Kev. J. Dix, orange red.
*Sam Slick, ruby, with bronae tips,

something like Stafford's Gem
Dahlia.

Sir St.iffjrd Carey, dark brown
chestnut.

*Sparkler, red, tipped with bright
orange.

Triomphe du Nord, L-u'ge, light red
chestnut

•Venus, large, lilac peach.
•Virgin Queen, pure snow white.

^o.M^o^'Eg.

•Andromeda, cream, with brown
points.

Aureole, crimson and orange.
Aurore Bureale. yellow buit'.

*Bijoude I'Morticultai-e, chai-niing
sulphm- white.

CapcUa, dark red chestnut.
Citronelia, pure clear yollow.
*Comte Achiile Vigier, pale salmon

mottled.
*Duruliet, rosy carmine, voiy fine.

Fairest of the Fair. lilac blush.
Frani^ois Ire., reddish orange.
Golden Aurore, bright gold

yellow.
•Julia Engclback, yellow and brown

points.

La Vogue, bright gold.

ANElIONE-FLOWEltED,

•FlcMr &c Marie, fine white.
King of Auemoues, large, crimson

pm-ple.
Lady Margaret, large, pure white.
•Mafguorite de York, canary and

dark yellow.
Prince of Anemones, large, lilac

blush, find fine hi;^'h centre.
*Queen Margaret, rosy lilac.

St. Margaret, bright orange.

For those -who might wish for a smaller number I have
marked with an asterisk a more select collection of varieties,

which are, I think, sure to give satisfaction, whether grown in
pots or out of doors.

Tile past season was a peculiar one, many persons having

*Lizzie Holmes, canary yellow
tinted with rose.

'

Lueiuda, ro^y lilac and blush.
*AIadamo Fuuld, cream, splendid

shape.
Marabout, white, fiinged.
Mdlle. Marthe, very fine, dwarf,

white
Minnie Wan-en, rosy blush, with

yellowish centre
Mrs. Dix, blush, bordered rose.
President Decaisno, rosy carmine.
Rose Trevenna, rosy blush,

•salanion, dark rosy cunuine.
^Little Gem, delicate peach blush,

late-blooming.
'Trophiic, rose mottled, fine.

White Trevenna, a beautiful sport
of Bose Trevenna.

LARGE AND SMALL,

Boule de Neige, white.
*Cedo Nulli, and its sports Golden

and Silver Cudo Nulli.

Madame Mantels, white, with yel-
low ceutre

•Madame Seutir, pure white.
Mr. Astie, bright goldcu yellow.
Heine des Anemones, white, very

fine.

'sorqly complained of t'^eir, pot plants, while those in the opea
air hlo8somed more finely than I ever recollect, no frost having
occurred to hurt the hloom until they had nearly if nut fiuite

l9fjnijpleted their l}ovyi?ffDg.—B.^ j^e^?.

RtJBBI3H HEAPS.
Such is the title of a useful article by ilr. JX. Fbh at page 27;>

of tho last Volume of your Journal. Mr. Fish states that he
has two or threo hoap.s, which he treats diiTcrently. He de-
.scribes, indeed, four Iieaps, but he only treats the Lur in two
diiferent ways; the lirat two, consisting of weeds yecdiiig (!),
short grays from the lawns, i*'jc., to pass through, if I correctly
nndorstand him, the process of fermentation, and the other two,
consisting of tongh(?r refuse mattfir, to.be charred.

In regard to these heaps Mr. Fish justly statey, " that much
future labour would be avoided, as respects weeds, &c., were
they always kept distinct by the workmen;" but "thoro's
the rub." I &hould like to know the secret of his success, if he
does succeed. My own efforts to produce S"od aud clean leaf
mould have been repeatedly baffled, from the dilKculty of " in-
sensing" (excuse the provincialism), the labourers with the
necessary care to be observed in separating the vile from the
refuse. Even the one whom I regard as head gardeiier ov
overseer I have found it hard to make an impression upon in
this respect; he 1ms sometimes smiled when I have beeai
delivoring my injunctions, evidently setting me down as
" mighty too pavtieklar." The consequence has been, that the
beds and borders, which have been dressed with the mould
from these heaps, have sometimes been covered again with
the Bame stones which the year before liad been carefully
picked or raked off, or swept from the gravel walks; and, as
tho spriyg has advanced, plentiful crop;^ of weeds, or of flovrer-
iug plants, as bad as weeds when growing where not wanted,
have started up in all directions. Tlic negligence and indif-
ference usually betrayed by this class of workmen arise chiefly-
from the wan; of careful training in their early years : there-
fore I prefer to put intelligent boys to work atVeeding and.
separating; the refuse, for I find them more docile and less
prejudiced.

In spite, however, of the utmost care, dry nnd windy weather
often makes sad work whilst the heaps are "accumulating. The
lighter litter at ihe top, esper^ially if it be fallen leaves, ia blown
about and intermingled with the adjoiuiug heap; whilst groimd-
sel, sowtbistle. and other seeding weeds {these I at^jmlge to the
heap for burning), will, though thrown on green, rapidly mature
their seeds, which are scattered by the wind in all directions.
I was. Consequently, induced at length to construct two pits
about 11 feet long, 5 wide, and 8 deep, inside measure. They
are built of untooled stone, plenty of which is to be had Jn this
neighbourhood, the smoother side to the pit, and are c:3ped at
top with waste timber lying about on the premises. Tue two
only cost £5. They nearly join each other, end to end, aud
are not in the immediate vicinity of the rubbish heaps.
When one of these pits is about one-third Iillud with clean

refuse, I have 1 cwt. of salt spread over it, and a httle waste
soil on that, to the depth of about 3 inches : old turves, balls
from old potted plants, road-scrapings, or any other.' The
heap 80on sinks to one-half of its previous height, during which
time fresh stuff is continually being thrown in, which, when it
is about 3 feet in depth, is trpated as hef->re, until a tolerably
solid mass reaches the top. This will again sink a little, when
it is treated with a dressing of fre^h quicklime, slacked with a
strong solution of salt and water, and spread about 1 inch in
thickness. Then more clean refuse is piled on, and a good
coating of soil packed about it, and it is left to stand while the
second pit is filled and treated in a like manner.
By the foregoing process fermentation is continually going

on in the diiferent substances whiht the pit is filling; the grass
from the lawn mowings (and the smalle.-^t quantity is in this
way useful), the salt, and the rain, all tending to promote de-
composition, and if a few seeds are now and then thrown in by
mistake or heedlessness, their vitaHty is soon destroyed hy the
fermentation going forward.

I may also state, that the men's water-closet, which is out
of doors, is once in the year emptied into the pit, when it is
about one-half or two-thirds filled, and greatly adds to the qua-
lity of the mass. This becomes immediately 'deodorised by the
soil or refuse thrown upon it, and it fertihses the plants in the-
garden, when rained upon or watered, quite as effectively as-
liquid manure, and without the same offence to the olfactory
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nen-es, which ought never to be annoyed in a garden, and with-
out danger to the leaves of the plants.

I have only to add that the first pit was nearly twelve
months in being filled, having been comruenced at the fall of
the leaves, or October, in one year, and not completed till

October in the following year, when the second pit becan to be
filled. The first pit. however, is left closed up, like a Potato-
pit, for twelve months longer, while the second pit is filling,

and is not emptied for use till the October of the third year

—

i.e., two years from the time when the filling process com-
mences, when it lasts for all the purposes required in that
autumn and the following spring, and is excellent mould, or
" prime stuff " as the men call it. The process of refilling
the first pit is commenced as soon aa the second pit is filled,

when the latter is in turn hermetically sealed, and so remains
for twelve months longer. By this means one pitful becomes
thoroughly decomposed and ready for use, while the other is

preparing. The stable manure is reserved for hotbeds and
kitchen garden purposes.

I shall be greatly obliged by any further hints or information
on this subject from any of your readers, for I am always but a
learner,

—

Philokepos.

ANNUALS FOR ORNAMENT AND BOITQITETS-
A coRiiESPONDENT, " H. F. F.," sayp, " I have just been com-

pelled to turn my flower garden into a playground, and have,
consequently, lost a great number of perennials, bulbs, &c.,
and in my new flower garden, both for beauty and bouquets, I
must trust in a great measure to annuals." Now this is exactly
whatmany may say of their gardens besides " H. F. F." The
massing or bedding-out system has made such rapid and deep
inroads into our mixed borders as to completely stamp out of
existence the less troublesome, least expensive, and certainly
most useful of all flowering plants— viz., hardy flowering
shrubby, herbaceous, and bulbous plants, which, though not
affording any striking effect, were ever the resort when a
bouquet was wanted. Many of those who advocated such
plants being discarded, and consigned to the rubbish heap,
have often had to wi^h they had that mixed border to run to.

Where cut flowers are in request I think no greater mistake
can possibly be made than destroying borders of perennials
and flowering shrubs so that the space may be devoted to
summer plants in masses, for the latter cannot be cut much
from without impairiug their beauty and effect. It is folly to
compare the two methods—namely, mixed borders of peren-
nials, bulbs, annuals, and half-hardy plants, with the massing
together of plants of one kind and colour; the systems are
very distinct, and neither can be empl>.yed effectively if not in
keeping with the surroundings. There are few, if any, gardens
that could not well afford a border for herbaceous plants with
flowering shrubs at back, and there are many the pleasure trora
which would be enhanced were they replanted with a selection
of the best herbaceous plants. I consider a good border of
perennials, bulbs, and flowering shrubs that bloom in spring,
early summer, and autumn, when combined with Phloxes, Pent-
stemons. Antirrhinums, Dahlias, Agcratums, Salvias, Pinks,
Carnations, Roses, and such bedding plants as Calceolarias,
Verbenas, Pelargoniums, etc., with Asters, Stocks, Marigolds,
Phlox Drummondi, and other annuals, may be made very
effective, to say nothing of its adaptability for certain positions,
and the variety it furnishes in contrast to the massing system.

Annuals at their best are but indifferent substitutes for
perennials and bulbs, though they tell well as adjuDcts ; as sub-
stitutes they bloom when many herbaceous plants are over,
but as adjuncts are indispensable, as they furnish bloom when
that of the others is less plentiful. Some annual are of no
value for bouquets, though very desirable for decoration : such I
shall distinguish with a * prefixed, and to make this paper as
useful as possible I propose to give selections of the most use-
ful and showy, so as to meet the various wants of the readers
of this Journal.

Asters.—/'^jr Exhibition :—Reid's Improved Quilled, Truf-
faut's Perfection Pa?ony-flowered, and Victoria. For BeiU and
Front Line's in Borders:—(The above do well at the back, as they
grow taller).—Pompone Imbricated, Dwaif Pyramidal Bouquet,
Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered, and Miniature Bouquet.
Three Best 7w7u?.5;—Reid's Improved Quilled, Truffaut's Perfec-
tion P^ony-flowered, and Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered.

Stocks.—Large-flowering German Ten-week, and Pyramidal
Large-flowering Ten-week.

Phlox Drummondi in variety, along with Stocks and Asters,
is invaluable for cut flowers, and no plants afford so fine a dis-
play as these when in full bloom. They furnish nearly every
shade of colour.

TWELVE HALF-HABDT ANNUALS.

SlnriRoM, French, vnriowg, IJ foot.

Tugotes signata pumila, orange,
1 foot.

•Venidium calcndulaceum, orange
yellow, 1 foot.

Zinnia elegans, doublo, rarioas,
2 feet.

Calceolaria scabiosiefolia, yellow,
2 feet.

Alousoa Warscewiczii compacta,
scarlet, 1 foot.

•Petunia hvbrida (perennial) vara*,

li loot.

Schizanth.us Grahami, red and
ornnge. 2 feet.

•Lobelia erinus speciosa (a peren-
nial), blue, ^ foot.

•Heliophila arnboides, blue. ^ foot.
•Abronia umbellata, rosy lilac,

trailer.

Ageratum mexicanum CEemleiun,
blue, l\ foot.

TWENTY-FOUn HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.
The pvcceding twelve.
Salvi;i Rcemcriaua, scarlet, 1 foot.

•Lobelia gracilis rosea, rose, i foot.

•Brachycome iberidifoiia, blue, 1 ft.

Datura chlorantha, double, yellow,
3 feet.

Marigold, Africaii, yellow and
orange, 2 feet.

Salpiglossis, mixed, 2 feet.

Salpiglossia, Dwarf. 1 foot.

Martynia frngrans, purple, 2 feet.
•Oxalis rosea, rose, 1 foot.

•Nemesia coinpneta, blue, i foot.
Schizanthtis retusus, scarlet and

orange, 2 feet.

Portulaca grandiflora, doublet
Tarious, \ foot.

HALF-HARDY EVERLASTINGS.

Acroclinium rosenm, rose, I foot.

roseum lilbum, white, 1 foot.

Helipternm corymbiflorum, white,

I foot
Snudf(jforili, yellow,

-J
foot.

Pihodanthe maculata, pink, yellow,
and crimson, ll foot.

HALF-HARDY PLANTS WITH
(Anniial^f, or Perennials provinff

Perillanrtnkinensi.=;, purple foliage,

1^ to 2 feet.

Amarnnthus melancholicus ruber,
blood-red foliage, 1^ to 2 ft.

Oxalia tropieoloides i O. cornicu-
lata rubra), dark bronzy
folinge, h foot.

Salvia argtntea, silvery foliage,

2 feet
Marvel of Peru, Gold-striped, 2 ft.

Cineraria maritima, silverj* fo-

liage, li foot.

Solannm texanum, scarlet fruit,

2 feet.

Canna indica aurea vittata, golden
flowers, 4 feet,

superba, scarlet, 3 feet.

Rhodanthe maculata alba, white,

U foot,

maculata atrosanguinea, ciini'
son, 1^ foot.

Manglesii, rose and white, 1 ft.

Waitzia coiymbosa, white and
amaranth, 1 foot,

acuminata, yellow, 1^ foot.

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE.
elective in the first season.)

Canna Warscewiczii, Ptriped, 4 ft.

Sellowii, scarlet, 4 feet,

bicolor, red and yellow, 2 feet.

Fintelraanni, yellow, 3 feet,

nepalensis, yellow, 3 feet,

pigantea, red and yellow. 7 feet.

Ricinus borbonensis, large foliage,
6 feet,

lividus, green fruit, red stems,
6 feet,

macrocai-pus, whitish foliage,
6 feet,

roseus superbus, rose-coloured
fruit, 6 feet.

Panguineus, red foliage, 5 feet.
viridis spinosus, green spiny

fmit, 3 feet.

Zea japonica, striped leaves, 6 ft.

HARDY ANNUALS.—SELECTION OF TWELVE.
Caudytuft, dark crimson, 1 foot.

White Rocket, 1 foot.

Alyssum mrtritimum, white, X ft.

Leptosiphon densiflorus, purple,
1 foot.

Tvop:eolum Tom Thumb, Crystal
Palace Gem, sulphur, dark
spots, 1 foot.

Prince's Feather, crimson, 2 feet.

*Clai-kiaintegripetala, double, rose,
1^ foot

integi'ipetala marginata, rose
and white, lA foot.

*Nemopbila insigiiis, blue, A foot.
Linum grandifiorum roccineum

(rubrum), scarlet, crimson
centre. 1 foot.

'Saponaria calabrica, rose, J foot.
Mignonette, Large-flowering, l|ft.

SELECTION OF TWENTY-FOUR.
The above,
Virginian stock, red, i foot.

Silene pendula.
Helichrysum monstrosum,varioug,

i foot.

Calliopsis coronata, yellow spotted
2 feet.

Centaurea cyanus minor, various,
1 foot.

Erj'simum Perofi'tkianum, orange,
Ig foot.

Scabious, dwarf, scarlet, 1 foot.
Seiiecio elegans, double vars., J ft.

Larkspur, branching vars,, 2 feet.
Centranthu'^ macrosiphon, red, 1 ft.

Poppy, dwarf French, vars., 1 foot.
Lupiuus uauus, blue and white,

1 foot.

SELECTION OF FIFTY.

The preceding twenty-four.
Chrysanthemum cnronarium, dbl.,

white, 25 feet
yellow, 2^, feet
carinatum, yellow, white, and

black, 1^ foot.

CalUopsis marmorata nana, mar-
bled, 1 foot

Cacalia eoccinea, scarlet, 1^ foot.

*Clarkifl pulchella, double, rose,

1^ foot.
* pulchella nana alba, white, 1 ft.

* elegans rosea, double, rose,

n foot.

Kaulfussia amelloides. blue, 5 ft.

Efichscholtzia californica, yellow,

1 foot.

Calendula Pongei, double white,

1{ foot.

Collinsia bicolor, purple and
white.

Convolvulus minor splendens,
durk violet, 1 foot.

Lupinus subcarnosus, blue, l.J ft.

*CEnothera bistorta Veitchi, yellow,
crimson spot, 1 foot.

•Nolana atriplicifolia, blue, white,
and yellow, 1 foot.

Tropmolnm Tom Thumb, Beauty,
or;inge spotted, 1 foot.

Tom Thumb Scarlet, 1 foot.

Whitlavia grandiflora, violet, 1 ft.

•Viscaria splendens, scarlet, 1 foot,
Delphinium cardiopetalon, blue.

1 foot

•Gilia rosea splendens, rose, 1 foot.
Invincible Scarlet Sweet Pea.
•Venus's Looking Glass, blue, ^ ft,

•Sanvitalia procumbens, double,
yellow, ^ foot.

•Godetia roseo-alba, Tom Thumb|
roae and white, 1 foot.
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SELECTION OF ONF. HUNDRED.
The preceding fifty

•GypBopbila elegnns, white nnd
pink, '2 tvei.

•Eutoca WrangelinnR, bhic, 1 foot.

Sweet Sultau, purple, 2 feet,

yellow, 2 feet.

*Linariabipartita splenJeus.purple,
1 foot.

*Godetia Lindleyaua fl. pi., rosy
purple, 1^ foot.

CoUinBia multicolor, orimii-ou,

lilac, nnd white, 1 foot.

Larkspur, Rocket, vnrious, 1 foot.

Hyacinth-fluwei'ed vars., 1 foot.
CoUomia coccinea. sc;irlet and,

yellow, 1 foot.

Calandrinia urnbellat a, crimson
purple,

-i
foot.

Campanula Lorei, blue, 1 foot.

Catchfly. Lobel'?, red, 1 foot.

Lobel's, white, 1 foot.

Encharidiura gi-andirtorura, red,
1^ foot.

EscbschoKzia erooea, orange. 1 ft,

tenuifolia. primrose, 1 foot.

•Hibiscus calisurt-us, rose, li foot.

•Nemophila maculnta, white and
purple, 5 foot.

Nigella hispanica atropurpurea,
pnrple, 1^ foot.

Leptosipbou nndrfsaceus, lilac.

andr<i>-af C-is ulbus.
*Limnantbes Douplasi, white nnd

yelKiw, 1 foot.

Sphenogrne speciotja, yellow, 1 ft.

•aUene pendula alba, white, 1 foot.

j

Liivatera trimestris, red, 3 feet.

'Gilia tricolor rosea spleadens,
I rose, 1 fi>ot

nivalis, white, J foot.

•Sunflower, dwarf, yellow, 3 feet.

Sweet Pea, varH , 5 to 6 feet.

Malope triflda, purple, 3 feet.

Love-lies-bleeding, red, 2 feet.

I

Lupiu, yellow, 1* foot.

Lupinus hybridus Dunnetti, rose,

brown, and yellow.
^Convolvulus minor atropurpureus,

violet pnrple, 1 foot.

•Anagallis graudiflora cerulca,
'

blue.
Centranthug macrosipbon carneud,

flo^h, IJ foot.

1 macroaiphou albus, white, 1 h ft.

I Bnrtonia auren, orange, I^ foot.

CftUiopsis cardiminifolia, yellow,
2 feet

' bicolor nigra speciosa, marbled
crimson, '2 feet.

Centaurea amerieana, blue, 2 feet.

*Fenzlia dianthitiora, rosy lilac,

I foot.

La.stbenia califoriiica, yellow, 1 ft.

Tropreoluni Tom Thumb, vellow,

;

1 fnot.

I
Tom Thumb, crimson,! foot.

King of Tom Thumbs, crimson
scarlet.

•Saponaria calabrica albi, white,
1 foot.

' *Poppy, Carnation, various, 2 feet.

1
PiEouv-flowered, vara., 2 feet.

HARDY ANNUAL EYEIILASTINGS.

Helichrysum macranthom, white, Helichrysum bracteatum, yellow,
2 feet.

macranthum unnum, red, 1 ft.

macranthum rubruin, red. 2 ft.

compositum maximum, var.,
2 feet.

moDstrosum, various, Ih foot.

HARDY ANNn.U.S WITH ORNAMENTAL POLIAGE.

Atriplex hortens-is rubra, red
foliage, (2 feet if pinched)
3 to 4 feet.

Chcnopodium ati-iphcis, purple
foliage, 3 feet.

CLIIIUERS.

Convolvulus major (Ipomiea purpu-
rea), albus, white. G to 11 ft.

major atropurpureus, dark
purple, 10 feet.

major atroviolaceus,dark violet,

10 feet.

major Burridgi, rosy crimson,
10 feet.

qninatus.white, lilac spots, 10 ft.

aureus superbus, yellow.

Except in warm soils and eituations, the varieties of Con-
Tolvulus major reiiuire the treatment of half-hardy annuals.

Pennisetnm longistylum,
Eleusiue caput-Medusae.
Bromus Schraderi.
Briza maxima.
Agrcstis nebulosa.
Tnchohena rosea.

-G. Abbey.

Lagurns ovatug.
H.Brdeam jubatum.
Brizopyrum siculum.
Avena steriUs.

Setaria macrochseta.
Paspalum elegaua.

EARLY PEAS.
We have read with unmingled surprise the reported result

of a trial of early Peas by " Eonxoc," at page 67 of this

Journal, prejudicial to the now-established good character of

our First Crop Pea. We can only conclude your correspondent
has failed in procuring the genuine stock as introduced by us,

and which was distributed last season in sealed packets only.

Alter the numerous testimonials which we have received as

to the unqualitied superiority of our First Crop Pea, besides

the many favourable reports at various times in the horticul-

toual journals of its good quality, further eomments from ua

may be deemed unnecessary ; but the following evidence of its

character is worthy of notice, being the result of a trial by Mr.

J. Yeitch, of the Koyal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, an authority

of uudoubted experience :

—

" I will hero mention that all tlie novelties were procured

direct fruin the firms sending them out.
" I made my first sowing .January 10th, with the following

kinds :

—

liloomeil. rvuthere-i.

"1. Cr^rpentor's Express May 6th June 6th.

2. First and Best
3. Carter's First Crop
4. Kin^'lertder

;). Essex Rival
n. Sanaster's No. 1

7. Dillistone's Early
8. Tom Thnmb
9. Long-podded Tom Thumb

This proves our Pea to be the earliest (excepting Eingleader,

with which it is identical), and several days earlier than Saug-
stpr's Ko. 1.

This independent evidence we think will convince "Eomnoc,"
that the early qualities of our First Crop Pea are not over-

estimated, and that probably he did not procure the Pea from a
reliable source,

—

Jamks Ciiiter & Co.

2 feet.

hracteatum iilbum, white, 2 feet

brachyrhynchiurn, yellow, l^ ft.

Xeranthemum annuum, purple,
3 feet.

album, white, 2 feet.

Helianthus ar;jyrophyllns striati-

lolius,dual>le, j;lo.-.>y foliage

and bright yellow flowers,

4 foct.

macrophyllas giganteus, 10 ft.

I have grown tiie above annuals and consider them the best

;

but tastes may differ, and of those which I have named some
may not succeed in particular soils and .situations, or not so

well as to be useful, and I may have omitted others that are

desirable. For the names of such, I, for one, should bo obliged.

I will conclude with naming a few hardy annual climbers,

twiners, and Grasses.

Tropeeolnni majns, mixed, various,
6 feet.

majna, crimson. (J feet.

majos, orange, ti feet.

majus Scheueri.inura. straw-
coloured, spotted, fi feet.

majus >cheuerianum caroeum,
straw, marbled scarlet, 6 ft.

peregrinnm (canaricnse)
,

yel-

low, 10 feet.

6th 1st.

3rd liny 31st.

3rd , 31st.

Kith June 9th.
20tli 8th.

lUh 9th.
12th „ 7th.

20th 7th."

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The anniversary meeting of the P.oyal Horticultural Society

is to be held on Tuesday next, when "the Fellows will have an
opportunity of exercising their privilege of electing their re-

presentatives to serve on the Council for the current year.

The gentlemen who have been recommended by the Council,

and whose names we announced in our last Number, are all in

their several positions highly qualified to hold such a trust as

it is proposed to give them. In General Grey we could not have

a better representative of that class v.-ithout which popular in-

stitutions in this country cannot well be carried on success-

fully; while, at the same time, will be secured that connecting

link between the Society and its exalted Patron, which cannot

fail to be highly advantageous to its interests. In the very

names of the other two gentlemen who have been recommended

—Major Trevor Clarke and Mr. Wentworth Buller—we have

an assurance of a devotsdness to horticulture and to the best

interests of the Society, which requires no other confirmation

than is exemplified in their past career. So far, then, we be-

lieve the p'ellows may congratulate themselves.

For a great many years past, but more particularly for the

last five years, the financial position of the Society has been a

subject that has excited a solicitous and not unfrequently a

deep interest in the breasts of the Fellows; and those who
take a marked interest in the welfare of the Society look for-

ward to the anniversary meeting with a very special interest as

that at which the report of the Council is made, setting forth

the condition and prospects of the Society. It is notorious

that for several years the statements produced of the financial

condition of the Society were comprehensible in the inverse

ratio of the Society's prosperity, and for any one to arrive at a

clear understanding of the subject from the accounts furnished

in the report was next to impossible. Some of the statements

show an inkling of how matters stood. In the .year ending 18C4,

for example, even with the most favourable representations of

the state of the revenue accounts, a balance was shown against

the Society of £2784 Ifw. 3cl. In preceding years the position of

affairs was not more encouraging, End it may be useful to re-

call a few of the items of expenditure of those days, by way of

encouragement or of warning for the present. On reference to

former balance sheets we find the sums spent on the following

items stated thus :

—
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(litiire, fhongh it has been in excess of the income, has been
diminiBhinj,', while, as we find from the puhlifhecl accomits,
the )ienuancnt income bus been on the increix=p. We look for-
ward, then, with uo ordinary f.mount of interest, to the state-
ment that will bo laid before the meeting on Tuesday, as we
anticipate to iind an even Rreator reduction in expenditure as
the result of the persistent inid judicious economy inanpureted
by the present Secretary, whose whole endeavour", wo Imow, ja
to bring the Society into a state of soWencv and usefulness.
We do not anticipate that this end is to bo attained speedily,
nor do we ex-pect to find th.-it the fortlicominK sfalemciit will
show a babnco on the right side, but if the halanco which it
does show, hv. it on the riglit side or on the wrong, be counted
by as many iiundreds as it was formerly counted by thousands,
the Society will have Rood reason to bo thanliful, and to look
forward with hope to the next annual meeting when, by a con-
tinuance of the same rigid ccoi!oray on (he one hand, and a
liberal euconragement of the purely borficuKnral objects of the
Society on the. other, the Society will be in a position finan-
cially such as it has, perhaps, never before experienced.

ASPHALTING vr:r.sns GRAVELLING.
My property. The Grange, West Moulsey, has an avenue of

a quarter of a mile from the gate to the Jiouse. The gravelled
road is much worn-out, and I intend to have something done
to it this year. I wish to know whether you would recommend
gravelling or asphalting, and which of the two in the long run
is the more durable?
On an average I should say a carriage would go over such a

drive nliout four times a-day. The road is about20 feet broad.—W. B. A.

[In such a long carriage-road we should decidedly prefer
gravelling to asphalting. There is a good deal of trouble in
mending asphalt when it breaks into holes, and very little
trouble with 'gravel. Besides, if asj.halt is not done ill a pe-
culiar way to leave a rough surface, and that would wear off,
it becomes too smootb to give a foothold to the horses, and
would he dangerous in frost. We like asphalting best round
houses, stables, &f!.; but oar experience would lead us to say,
Do not use it largely for roads if gravel is to he had.]

months by placing it in cans or other vessels exposed to the
sun's rays; but even then, if 'the afternoon of the day be
cloudy it is better not to use it. '

Another point I always insist 'Btiife; when the plants are
watered and shut up, and the sun is bright, that a little air
early in the morning bo admitted ; in the summer, say at 7 a.m.
With such treatment I have met with success. During the

nine years I have been here I have cut fruit from one lot of
plants every year from March till December, and the quantitv
very abundant.
With respect to ridge culture, I have known plants go off

much as " Sunsciin-.En " mentions, hut I have found them do
verv well with me in the following manner : —

Choose a piece of ground as much facing the sun as possible.
Dig holes 5 or G feet apart, and large enough to contain a
barrowful or so of nearly short dung; replace the soil in the
shape of a cone, place a hand;light on the top of each cone, and
let it remain a day or two for the sun to warm the soil ; then
plant out, using water when renuireJ as before mentioned. I
never take the hand-lights ijnile off, but harden the plants
gradually by placing bricks under each corner, and leave them
so all the summer, letting the plants run under their sides

;

by so doing the hand-lights protect the crowns from ovtr-mucb
rain

.

I have found it a good plan, if the plants are at all exposed,
to grow a row of Peas or Beans on that side as a protection.

—

Geoege Couldeey, Ilardeiilmish Park, Ghqipcnham.

THE INTENSE COLD AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
For.T AcGCSius, Invekness.—The thermometer at this place

registered on
JaEunry 3rd 7="

.ith K"

„ 7lli B"
„ loth 6-

January Ifith 12=

ITth 13*

18th 10°

„ 22lld 11"

"The MtNUTUKfi Fbuit Gabden."—Fruit-tree cu'ture does
not appear to be on the decrease if we may judge by the ra-
pidity with which Mr. Tavers's little hooks issue from the press.
We have now before us the fifteenth edition of " The Miniature
Fruit Garden," which contains all that is to be found in the
former editions and much more besides. One useful addition
we observe in it is a "Miniature Fruit Garden Calendar,"
which gives in.struetion in what is to be done in the various
months, and which will be of great service to the amateur. -

i

CUCUMBER FAILURES.
H.vvn;c. noticed at page 86 inquiries respecting the cause of

failures in growing Cucumbers I am induced to send my mite,
knowing that anything tending to their more successful culti-
Tation will be useful to many readers of this .Tournal.
Some years ago, in, I believe, two former gardeners' time.

Cucumbers failed here ; they are grown mostly in pigeon-holed
pits with dung linings'. Several lots of plants failed ; the soil
was blamed, fresh soil was procured ; but in each case the
result wns the same, till at last it was doubted if they could be
grown at all.

On my entering the situation nine years ago I heard of this

;

but, nothing daunted, I thought I would see what was to be
done. I took soil indiscriminately, feeling sure that that was
not so much to blame ; but—and this is what I would wish
unsuccessful cultivators to bear in mind—the water, not pro-
perly aired, had injured the plants fatally. I have seen,
where such has been used, good fruit become quite disfigured
by disease. The stems woukbgum and die away, till at last a
fresh lot of plants was required. I never allow one plant to be
watered, even in summer, with water not in good condition.
If such is not ready when wanted I let the plants go another
day, and if that prove a very hot one I shade a httle to keep
the plants from flagging.

Water can generally be properly prepared in the summer

Those temperatures (all of which are above zero), are the
lowest that have occurred here during the mouth. The in-
strument is placed against a wall facing the noith-ee-st, at
about 5 feet from the ground. We have had a considerable
amount of snow, but nothing in comparison with places farther
to the east. In the neighbourhood of Inverness and Strath-
nnirn it has, I believe, in some instances been upwards of
2 feet in depth.

I have just mr.de an examination of my Eoses, and find that
with one exception, Monte Christo, they are all right. This
variety, which I fear is quite dead, occupied the snuggest part
of my garden, being against a south wall and protected from
th3 east by a porch. On the same wall I have fine plants of
Celine Forestier, Triomphe de Eennes, and Safrauo. The last

of these had some fern placed round it, but the other two bad
no protection whatever. It is to be regretted that Monte
Christo is so tender, for this part of the country at k-ast, as
none of the darker varieties, with the exception, perhaps, of
Empcreur de Maroc, opens so freely, and its perfiune is un-
surpassed.

I had a few Tea Roses in pots; I say had, for I fear they
are all destroyed. They were placed under a south wall and
carefully covered with fern before the frost set in, but notwith-
standing the precautions used they are very much cut up.
Madame WiUermoz is quite dead, and the others, Madame-
P'alcot, Madame Damaizin, Due de Magenta, Devoniensis,
Souvenir d'un Ami, and Madame de St. Joseph have been go-

severely injured that I entertain very little hope of their re-

covery. It was simply for the sake of experiment that I grew
them at ail, and I take this opportunity of stating, that I con-
sider it a mere Vi'asta of time to attempt their cultivation out
of doors in the north of Scotland. You may grow them well
enough, and even manage to carry them through a pretty

severe winter, but very few, if any, will ever open well, Gloire

de Dijon always excepted. I had certainly two or three fair

blooms of Madame WiUermoz, but none of the others would;
open at all.

I must confess, however, that in this respect, with few ex-

ceptions, I was equally disappointed with the Hybrid Perpetuals

but certainly there could not have been a more unfavourable

season for Eoses than the last. In June and July we had a
prevalence of cold east winds, and their withering effect oiv

the blooms was very perceptible, the petals in many instances

were completely shrivelled up, and in others were much changed
in colour. As instances, Paul Eicaut was only about a shade-
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<leeper than Charles Lawsou, and Gloire de Dijon h;id as much
i:)mk as buff about it. The first two or three blouins o{ Juha
Hopper came true to character, but those that followed were
of one shade of colour, deep carmine. Di'.i:huss6 do Cum-
baoeres was striped, and Jules llarj^ottiu hud the colour nearly
bleached out of it.

King's Acre, about which I ventured to express a favourable
opinion in a former letter, like many others in my collection,

did not open well, which i much regretted, as I intended to

have sent a bloom or two to the ollioe of this .Touvnal. It has
an immense bud and great depth of petal. Had the season
been favourable I feel certain that it would have made some of

the more highly-favoured varieties around it look jjoor in

comparison.
The whole of my Roses were, more or less, affected by the

catting winds before mentioned, but from the following I had
some fair blooms :

—

kuna, Alexieil', Harouue Prevost, Baronne
Hallez, Charles Lefebvre, Colonel de Eougemont, Coratesse de
<Jhabrillant, Due de Bassauo (fine colour), Einpereur de Maroc,
General Jacqueminot, Gloire <3e Sautenar, John Hopper, Lord
Kaglan flirst few b'.ooms large and fine). Souvenir de Leveson
Oower, Monsieur de I'.Iontigiiy, William Griilith, Mrs. Bosan-
ijuet, Gloire de Dijiin, Celine Forestier (eictra tine), Triomphe
de Rennes fthis variety, like Gloire de Dijon, was in a few of its

blooms mottled with jjiuk), Charles Lawsuu, and Kean. I have
many other varieties, but the majority of them were most
Xntifol-lookiug objects, so far as their flowers were concerned.

In conclusion, allow me to thank Mr. Kent for his letter at

page 4(j, more especially that portion of it regarding the uu-
pronouuceable names given to Eoses by the French raisers. I

am not aware that it is absolutely necessary for a person to

have a thorough knowledge of the Fiench language in order to

be a good Piosi'-grower, but it would certainly make everything
connected with the cultivation of our favourites much more
agreeable were names given which the generality of people
could pronouuce. Perhaps some of our eminent nurserymen
may be induced to take pity on us, and give the Euglish pro-

nunciation of the French names in the next editions of their

catalogues ; I feel sure that a large number of their customers
would not only be very wUliug to pay for such a catalogue, but
would hail its publication as a boon.—Locn Ivess.

Okefokd FiTzr.uNE, DoiiSET.—The Hose plants hero stood
•the first frost well, but they have in some instances suKered
severely from the last one. I do not thiifk that more than four
or five are absolutely dead, but there are msny of ihe hardiest
Roses skin-blaskeued, and, what is remarkable, the wood of last

year is less discoloured than that of preceding years. I have
dug up one or two of the ground plants most smitten, and I

find that they are sound in root and wood beneath the mulching
and snow-line. The few standards here have borne the severe

weather remarkably well. Our leader, the Piev. S. Reynolds Hole,

•sent me, a3a.<0Hr('i(ir, twelve half-standards of his own buddiug,
which have escaped uninjured. The same may be said of Mr.
W. Paul's kind present of seedlings on Briars—namely, two
plants of Dr. Lindley, two of Black Prince, one of Globosa,
two of Lady Siiffield, and a purchased Souvenir de Dr. Jamain.
They are evidently hardy Roses. I have no other standards
•except those fine Tea-scented Noisettes, Triomphe de llenues,

Celine Forestier, Gloire de Dijon, and Marechal Xiel. These
withstood the first frost well, with only a little Utter over their

roots ; but when the second frost set in, I tied up all my Yellow
Roses (about fifty-six—famous specimens), wholly with straw.

Here straw is scarce, otherwise I should liave wholly tied up
-every Rose of all kinds. Every Rose, however, has been
littered twice, and I think that I shall come off as well as most
people ; still many fine plants will have to be cut doivn, wholly
or in part, to the snow^-line.

I have had dismal accounts from Yorkshire. Mr. Taylor, of

Bedale says—"I lost tivo thousand standards in 13G0 ; and I

do not think one in thirty of two thousand standards will

lecover. The Manetti Roses are dead to the snow-line, but will

spring up again. Henceforth I am all for Manetti." He has
found out two truths which I told him years ago—viz., " Y'ou

will become sick of propagating heaps of untried novelties,

and you will adopt ground plants in preference to standards,

as they are more easily defended."
I consider that the frost of this year has been more severe

than in I'JGO, though not so lasting. In 18C0 the winter suc-

ceeded the summer without an autumn. Had such been the
•sase this year, I do not think a vestige of a Rose would have
been left. A genial spring and autumn are merciful inter-

ipositions between summer and winter, and vice vena.

Such a severe frost as we have had is a good test of the eoo-

stitution and toughness of Rose plants. The following Pvoses

of the newer kinds have withstood the frost well, with no other
protection than litter over their roots. Some have been cut to

the snow-line, but these are quite uninjured—namely. King's
Acre, Rev. H. Dombrain, Souvenir de W. Wood, Madame C.
Verdier, Duchesse de Medina Cceli, Marguerite Eonuet, Dr.
Andry, W. Bull, J. Keynes, Duke of Wellington, Eufditon P^ad-

clyffe, Achllle Gonod, George Prince, Duchesse de Cajlus, and
Marguerite de St. Amand. Not a Rose here has withstood the
weather better than King's Acre.

I did not see the foregoing Roses hero last year owing to re-

moval, but I hope to prove them fidly this j ear. Much has been
said about the growth and constitution of Rushton RadclySe.
I pointed out a plant of it to '"D.," of Deal, when here, and I
have examined it since the iast two severe fioats, and I cannot
see a stain in its skiu. I have never found it a bad grower or
tender; audi have never yet seen a defedive bloom of it. I
have at any rate boug'ut twelve more plants, which is a test of

sincerity.

So many bad Roses have been dedicated to the English that
one cannot be surprised that a good Rose should elicit severe
criticism. No doubt there are many inferior Roses " edited "

every year, but the following varieties wijl be found to do credit

to their year—namely, Duchcsde de Cajlus, RiL-^hton Raddyf Ci
Marguerite de St. Amand, Duke of Wellington, Madame Moieau,
and Mdlle. Amclie Hnlphen. I have not placed ihem in the
order of merit. Time will do that for me.

I must not close without thanking my friend " D.," for
noticing so humble an individual and his retired residence, at

which I shall hope to see hitii in the Ruse and Strawberry
season ; also, my friend, Mr. Kent (who promises me a visit),

for his many good Rose observations, with one immaterial
abatement—namely, that I do not think that " Hosier Hybride
Eer,'.o:tta)Ue," however well understood by the French, would
be as we.'l understood by the English generally as Hybrid Per-
jjetual. The Lite Dr. Lindley told me, " No one but a gardener
could translate gardening French." Hybrid Perpetual, though
•we underbtatid the class to which we restrict it, is equally ap-
plicable to Tea-scented Roses—a noble class.—W. F. Radclvffe.

Cheshihe.—On the 1st of January we had 4° of frost in a
small greenhouse till seven or eight o'clock at night, every-
thing beiug very dry at the time, and consequently there was
little or no damage. In earth pits covered with glass and one
mat, besides an inch or two of snow till the frost ended on the
22nd, yellow Calceolarias and Gazanias seem unhurt. Roses
do not appear to be much the worse. They are not nearly
so much injured as they were in 18G0-C1. Portugal Laurels
are none the worse, wliilst in that winter many were killed

down to the ground. Escalionia macrantha seems very much
injured, the leaves being very brown : I may say the ^ame of

Buddlea globosa ; indeed, I am afraid this is quite killed.

There are some deciduous shru'os here, I cannot ascertain

how they are at present. Arbor Yit;e and Rhododendrons do
not appear to be injured. I am sorry I cannot positively state

the lowest degree of cold here, but we have scarcely ever been
witho'dt snow more or less since the frost commenced. The
snow is a great protection. All the Broccolis and Savoys are
very much iujured, and many are killed.—A. B.

C.iSTLE Caiiet, SoiiEKSEi.—The following are the readings
of the thermometer hereon the undermentioned dates :—Janu-
ary 3rd, 9° ; 4th, 0°; oth, 12'. Then the thaw came, and the
temperature rose as high as 17° on the nights of the 8th and
tKh. The second frost commenced on the 11th, 27° ; 12th, 18°

;

13th, 3°: 14th. 5°; 15th, S'; ICtb. 21°; 17th, 22°; 18th, 22°

;

19th, 19° ; 20th, 21°; 21st, 23° ; 22nd, 22°
; 2Jrd, 27°, and on

the following night it rose to 47°. The thermometer is one of

Negretti and Zambra's, and is hung 4i feet from the ground
in an unvvalled garden. A Deodar has turned quite brown ; all

Cabbages, except Brussels Sprout.s, have bet-n killed or nearly

so, and some fine Pampas Grass is quite white, whether killed

or no I can hardly tell.—G. T.
Middleseof.occk-ox-Tees, Yorkshire. — I send you the

names of a few plants I noticed in flower in this locality

between the two winters we have had, which have been very
severe. Yegetation has suffered very much. In our garden
most of the Cauliflowers and Broccolis have been killed;

Savoys, Curled Kale; Early Sprouting, Lee's White Sprouting,
and Snow's Winter Broccoh, are for the most part killed.

Cottagers' Kale and Brussels Sprouts have endured the frost

pretty well. Endive, Lettuces, Onions, and the other occu-
pants of the garden have been injured very much. Shrubs,
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too, have snfiered. Sweet Bays, Laurustinuees, Aucaban, and
Ojtoneasters are killed down, whilst Laurels, Hollies, and
many others present the appearance of having been ecorehed.
Most of the tender kinds of Roses have been killed to the
ground, and the others have suffered very much. Plants in
flower January 8th.—Double Daisy, double Primrose, single
Primrose, Wallflower, Garden Anemone, Yellow Jasmine, Win-
ter Aconite.

ICE-KEEPING.
The excellent advice recently given on this subject by Mr.

Short, whom I have known many years, iind on whom may be
placed great reliance, deserves the particular attention of all

who are in any way interested in storing this most useful i

article, and although the plan recommended by Mr. Short is

not new, it is one which is not generally practised.

Last j'ear I recommended a sort of machine or crusher, and
Mr. Short entertains the same view as I had—viz., to obtain,

if possible, one solid mass of ice, and to avoid having such a

number of cavities as there inevitably must be when ice is

stored in lumps about the size of brick-ends, the cavities be-

tween which contain an immense body of air, which, ultimately,

makes sad havoc with the good-keeping of the ice. I have no
' doubt but that an ice-grinder will be brought into use at some
future day, and at present Mr. Short's plan is the nearest
approach to the object I had in view.

We always, if sufficient ice can be secured, make a large

stack, independently of the ice-house. We have made one
this year, and, taking a leaf out of Mr. Short's book, we have
used more snow than we have done hitherto. Indeed, to build

an ice-heap without snow, when it can be obtained, is some-
thing like a bricklayer putting bricks together without mortar.

A fair-sized stack, if well secured, will last till late in summer,
and through the kindness of my employer, the ice from one
has been the means of saving the lives of many suffering fellow

creatures.

To insure a stack of ice lasting a considerable time, we put
on two layers of thatch, the first on the ice, and the other on
a rough framework, made of fir poles and slabs, as in the

accompanying engr.aving. It takes about thirteen poles for the

inside and a like number on the outside. On the latter, thin

Blabs are placed in a horizontal direction, on which the outer

thatch is placed. To keep the outside poles a sufficient dis-

tance from the inner ones, short pieces of wood, about 9 inches

or a foot long, are fastened between them. The body of air

between the two coats of thatch contributes greatly towards

the safe-keeping of the ice.

W^e generally have to put new ice on the top of the old in the

ice-house, all of which is snuply covered with straw. Now, it

is an old saying that we should let well alone—that is, in this

case, if sufficient ice is preserved for the family, why trouble

about any fresh plan? and we feel afraid to try any other

method, fearing success might not attend our efforts; but I

must confess that I am not particularly fond of straw, and if

it is not indispensable, a much greater quantity of ice could be

stored in any house, and the ice would be saved from the per-

nicious effects arising from its being surrounded with wet straw,

which could be saved for a more appropriate use. If some of

the great ice-jireservers in this country would state their

opinions as to -whether ice can be preseived without straw, it

would be a great boon to many. Mr. Short did not state
whether he used straw or not, but ho informed us that we
should have plenty of ice in January, and sure enough his
prediction was true to the letter.— J. Pekkins, Thomfiaiii,
Stiffulk.

PEACH TREES FALLING IN A PEACH-HOUSE.
Last spring some of the trees showed nothing but fruit-buds,

except at the points of the shoots, and a good many of them
had died back in the autumn. Can you tell me what is the
cause of the shoots dying back and the buds dropping oS in

spring? also, why the fruit dropped off before they were pro-
perly ripe, having their stones split through the middle, and
showing signs of decay ? The border has a concrete bottom,
and is filled up with 3 feet of soil of a clayey texture. Water
is always given when necessary. The trees are beginning to

drop their buds this year again.

—

Guampian.

[When some kinds of Peach trees, as the Noblesse, are be-
coming past their best, and feeling the effects of heavy crop-
ping, the most of the buds on a shoot will be fruit-buds, and
the wood-buds will be chiefly confined to terminal ones. When
it is necessary to keep these shoots short and near home it is

best to stop early in summer, and thus obtain another leader.

When that is not done, such shoots left growing all summer,
and with a prominent terminal bud, should not be stopped at

all in spring-pruning. Such trees will be distinguished by only
one fruit-bud, and sometimes two in a place along the shoot.

Younger and healthier trees will have triple buds, of which the
central one is generally a wood-bud. By pruuiug accordingly,

we have had fine crops and fine fruit from old trees. The
dropping of the buds is generally the result of roots too dry
or too much soaked. When the dropping is in moderation it

saves thinning afterwards.!

WOPJi FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN CAEDEX.

The general preparation of ground for the spring crops
having been delayed beyond the usual time, the requisite digging

and trenching should be at once performed, preparatory to

a more thorough manipulation of the soil before sowing-time.

The princijial cause.^ of success in growing vegetables are a fine

tilth, and as great a depth of earth as can be obtained, without
interfering with the subsoil, if the latter is of a sour nature.

Clayey and retentive subsoils should, however, be forked over,

loosening the ground' for some depth. This will facilitate the

passage of water from the roots, and by degrees the subsoil will

improve. There are but few vegetables which do not require

a medium depth of 2 feet to grow in. some more ; hence the

necessity of deep, well-pulverised soil for their successful cul-

tivation. It is often, too, a rule to put the manure in when
digging in trenches ; this is a bad system. To be effective, the

manure should be completely mixed with the soil to its full

depth. For the present, therefore, the dung may be dug in in

the process of trenching, and its thorough incorporation with the

soil will be best effected when the ground is again worked over

with a three-pronged fork. Eespecting the application of ma-
nures to different soils, I may observe that for warm, dry, soils

such as are of a cool nature, as cow and pig manure, should be
applied. Horsedung will answer best on medium loams, while

on stiff, clayey soils a portion of ashes, road-scrapings, old

mortar, or refuse of any kind, may be used in addition to ordi-

nary manure. They will help to keep the land porous, and,

consequently, assist the roots of growing crops to permeate the

mass of soil. Old Cabbage ground which has been under Sprouts

since last August, will now become available for other purposes.

Where plenty of Coleioorts have been provided, some of the

latest of the July sowings will supply their place, and stand

over fur early Cabbage. Old Cabbage ground should be trenched

and ])retty well manured, as Cabbage is a scourging crop. It is

generally followed by a second sowing of Peas, the iPeas in

their turn succeeded by Celery-beds, and this course prepares

again for any of the Brassica tribe. Some good beds of Horn
CarruU may be sown directly, sprinkling a little iJaiZi'.'/i seed with

them. Caulijiou-ers may be turned out of their pots from the

cold frames, putting four strong plants under each hand-light.

See that spring-sown Cauliflowers do not " draw," if raised in

heat ; let them be pricked out betimes. Let the I'cax or Beana

sown in boxes be hardened off by degrees in the cold frames

preparatory to transplanting. A good breadth of Broad Beavf
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ehould be planted ; for the main crop the Green Longpod will

be found very useful. A portion of the Celery may be taken up
to check " running," and laid in by the heels very deep. Let
a bed or two of Cslery be sown directly on heat ; also of Por-

tugal or Tripoli Onion intended to be grown to a good size.

Spinach, Round should shortly be sown on a warm border, and
a little Parsley.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Proceed without delay with all pruning, nailing, training, and

planting. Apricots and Figs may, however, be pruned when the

bearing wood can be distinguished. The nailing of Plums,
Pears, and Cherries, ought to be forwarded at all favourable

opportunities. At this time a commencement may also be
made with Peach and Nectarine trees. It is a good practice to

wait till the buds begin to swell a little, as too early pruning
only hastens that event, which is not desirable in our fickle

springs ; by disbudding all superfluous shoots in summer, the

knife has very little to do except in shortening the shoots.

FLOWER OAEDEN.
Every arrangement should now be made for planting Ranun-

culuses. Prepare the tubers for planting by removing all small

ones. These should be immediately planted by themselves,

as but few will flower in the coming season ; they will gather
strength and size for the next. As the present is the season

when the mosses attain their greatest perfection, it will be

found the best time to eradicate them ; a sharp-toothed iron

rake or light drag will be the best implement for this purpose,

working it sulBciently to bring up the moss, which should be

cleared off and the lawn left for some time, when a second
operation may, perhaps, be necessary. In March, sow thickly

Sheep's Fescue Grass and Crested Dog's-tail, and apply a
dressing of lime rubbish sifted and fresh soil, or the latter and
fine bone dust, which, with occasional rollings to keep the land
firm, will soon produce a good sward.

GREENHOOSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Now we have sunshine once more, a slight advance may be

allowed in the atmospheric heat, especially on bright days, re-

membering that in proportion as we advance in heat so must we
in atmospheric moisture and a free circulation of air. In ad-

dition to keeping the conservatory gay with blooming plants,

let the arrangement of the interior be occasionally changed by
grouping the plants somewhat differently, and adding a few
Striking ones, as some of the hardiest Palins, for effect.

STOVE.

The plants here will now require an increased amount of

atmospheric moisture with a slight advance in heat. I prefer

all such advances for the most part on the afternoons of bright

days, when solar heat may be enclosed early, and with it a
moist and wholesome atmosphere. Begin to repot Orchids,
taking them exactly in the order in which they bud ; be sure
that your material is scalded or half charred to destroy insects.

Keep the plants well elevated, and use plenty of charcoal in

lumps of considerable size, fastening the whole at last so that

the plants cannot be loosened by agitation. Sphagnum or
other moss pegged on the top makes a good finish, and is to

be recommended in houses which are unavoidably deficient of

atmospheric moisture. Syringe plants on blocks occasionally.

Keep a sharp eye on insect baits at this period.

FORCING-PIT.

Follow up a proper succession of the plants named in former
calendars. Take care to maintain a circulation in the atmo-
sphere as often as the heat will permit. This secured, use
abundance of atmospheric moisture, especially in the afternoon
and evening.

COLD PITS.

Having now turned our back on, I should hope, the severest

part of the winter, one of the first acts in spring should be, to

use a commercial phrase, " taking stock." Some havoc will be
found both in the flower garden and in the culinary depart-

ment, and steps should be taken without a moment's delay to

recover lost ground. The cold pits or frames containing stores

of half-hardy plants should be closely examined. Most of our
best cultivators of half-'nardy flowers for the modern improved
massing system lay in their stock by propagation during July

and August of the preceding year. Among these, in the
majority of cases, will be found blanks, and some of the best

store pots or established plants should be introduced into heat
in order to procure early cuttings. No delay can be permitted
in this matter, for much of the success in massing depends on
having plenty of forward, well-established, and well-hardened
plants at bedding-out time.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Though our stiff ground is still very wet, took the oppor-

tunity of trenching and leaving rough-ridged any ground now
uncropped, as that lately occupied by Celery. Cleared oS for

the same object of trenching, two pieces of Turnips in good
condition, that were transplanted last autumn, and which were
not at all injured by the frost, owing to the slight covering of

snow. These Turnips were placed in a heap in a shady position,

and a little litter thrown over them, and they will keep sound
and crisp much later in the spring than if they had been left

growing in the ground.
Storing Turnips.—The neatest, and seemingly the most work-

man-like mode of doing this is not always the best. We shall

presume that in either case the Turnips are put away before

they are injured by frost. We have sometimes noticed, when
nice dry Turnips and Mangolds have been carefully built in

large round heaps, or in long, span heaps, thatched and
earthed, with straw wisps, or wooden openings left for air, that,

nevertheless, the roots had heated and grown prematurely,

and been taken out much injured, many being decayed and
rotten, whilst from other heaps, and especially in the case of

Turnips, when thrown carelessly together to a depth of 2 feet,

or less, and merely a little litter strewed over them to keep out

severe frost, they would come out as fresh and as juicy as when
they were thus placed in a heap. If the rains should pass through

to the heaps, and these were not deeper than those referred to,

the roots would not suffer in consequence. It is as well to

keep Mangolds dry, as if wet a little frost injures them.
There is little doubt that we often injure by mistaken kind-

ness. We had a piece of fine Endive in an earth-pit, over

which we put some old patchy sashes, as the weather became
severe, and threw some htter over the sashes when the cold

was greatest. The position was unfavourable to the Endive,

the autumn being so wet, and though we had a pretty fail-

supply, the Endive would not have kept, if we had been never

so anxious, as it (the Batavian) has done in front of a south

wall with merely a little rough hay shaken over it in a few of

the coldest nights, and where it is now green and healthy. We
have had the same sort standing out of doors all winter, each

row planted on a slightly elevated ridge (and consequently,

there was a vaUey between every two rows), with but little or

no protection, while those coddled in frames suiiered from
damp. Lettuces in frames over old hot'oeds, required a con-

siderable thickness of litter over the glass to keep them fit for

use, whilst a lot, pretty forward, in an open orchard-house was
kept quite healthy with a mere sprinkling of litter, and that

because the atmosphere of the house was so much more open
and dry than that of the frame.

Sowed Early Hurn Carrots, with Radishes between, over a

hotbed ; thinned the smallest from the first Kadish-bed to give

more room for those that will soon be fit to pull, the present

supply coming from an earth-pit protected all the winter by
old sashes and a covering of litter in severe weather ; filled

another light with Asparagus, the last filled just appearing

whilst the first bed is about over. Sowed Tom Thumb Peas in

pots to fruit there, and DiUistone's Early in semicircular drain-

tiles, to produce under protection ; and will sow Sangster's,

&c., in turf for transplanting in the open air in a week or two,

as sowing out of doors is of no use with so many eyes looking

I after the seed to feed as many mouths. Turned out a lot of

Potatoes from small pots into producing pots, put a number
more of Ashleaf and Veitch's Early into small pots, to be trans-

planted into beds, where they can have protection, and will

start others ere long to go out of doors. Our seed Potatoes

have not kept well this season, having suffered much from dis-

ease, though they were housed in good order, a fine sample

then, and kept cool ever since. Put in successions of Sea-

kale, Rhubarb, &c., and sowed Celery and other things in

heat. Repotted Cucumber plants which have put on a fine

green livery since we have had a Uttle sun. Finished a hot-

bed for a frame, put the earth in the centre, covered aU
over with soil, and hope to plant out in a few days, as we like

to have the dung-frame and the hot-water pit to have a race

with each other, and they generally prove pretty equal anta-

gonists after this time, when litter can be had to bank up the

frame. Planted out in a pit three lights of Dwarf Kidney
Beans, from small pots, to succeed those now in pots, as

after this time planting-out saves much labour in watering,

though nothing does better in pots ; but now we shall want
almost every pot to be at liberty for other purposes.

The first piece of Mushroom-bed in the Mushroom-house
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liaa fortunately done us good service, and tlie third piece has
been spawned nnd earthed over, the earth haviiiK stood in the
ilushrooni-house in harrows for a couple of days to become
heated before being used. For a few uif^bts we were troubled
with Bome Imge snails, that would clear oil all the inner parts
of several large Mushrooms in a night. We fear they were
introduced into the house with the bull of soil round Ehubarb
roots. Wo have seen no more signs of their presence lately.

We know of no means of gettiup rid of them except eearching
with a candle at night. They generally keep out of sight
during the day. They arc less easily enticed with greased
Cabbage leaves or brewers' grains than slugs.

rr.niT BErAEurEXT.
Looked over the frnit-room. Some kinds of fruit have gone

considerably within eight days, and that from no efitctsof frost.

Sowed Melons in the bed prepared for Cucumbers. Though
seedlings do well enough raised in heat from lines or hot water,
we have it maybe a prejudice for raising them in the heat from
fermeming mato-ial. We find it is of no use sowing such seed,
unless protected from mice. No better plan for sowing such
seeds can well be adopted than sowing in pots, 25 inches down
from the rim, covering with a .square of glass, and placing
something heavy on the glass to prevent its being moved.

Slrairbcrry Forcintj.—The plnnts in bloom are looking much
better and stronger since the charge in the weather. Those
set on the top of a firmly trodden bed in a pit, yielding just
the slightest heat at the bottom, are looking well', but a part
will have to be moved, and the bed made to the right level, so
that the pots may stand at the right distance from the glass.

At this season we would have preferred temporary wooden
shelves or a regular stage for the purpose, but in gardening
much must be done by makeshifts, though it is always better
to be able to dispense with them, as most makeshifts, if they
save in material, greatly increase the labour. We had two
shelves for Strawberries in the Peach-house, but wo wanted
another near the front, where the sloping roof terminated on
the wall-plate, about 18 inches above the inside border. There
being no wood for a shelf to be obtained, but some round iron
rods that had formed part of a feuce being at liberty, pots
of the requisite height were set bottom upwards, a brick
placed on the top of the pots to give more beaiing room, and
three of these rods laid along on the top of the bricks. A
turf 9 inches wide, and 1 inch, thick, was then laid along the
Tods, grass side downwards, a little leaf mould sprinkled over
the tuif to make all lev#l, and on this the row of pots was
placed, and no better home oonld be given them. We have
used such rai's for shelves suspended from rafters, but we ob-
ject to their greater weight for sucli purposes.
One advantage of (hus setting the pots on turf is, that there

is little likelihood of their being over-watered. Early Straw-
beri-y jjlants are often greatly injured by water standing in the
saucers when the plants on shelves stand in thc^-e, and they
must do so often to prevent the drip falling on other things.
Hence the importance of the saucers raised in the centre in-

vented by Mr. Ingram, of Eelvoir Castle, as though water may
stand in the saucer, the bottom of the pot will not be in tlie

water. We have often gained the same object in a much more
clumsy way, by placing crocks, &c., in the middle of the saucer
for the pots to stand on. Without such contrivances, and
where a little drip is of no consequence, we prefer turf or moss
to saucers on shelves, but where neatness and eSectiveness
are to be combined commend us to Mr. Ingram's saucers.

Or.NAMENTAI. BEF.S.HT3IEXT.

After the frost it was necessary to go round the walks, sweep
them, and remove from the grass any bits of gravel that had
been swept over witii the snow, when brushed from the walks.
Cleared off wood and a few leaves from the lawn, and rolled
with the light wooden roller, which gave it a level and green
appearance. We will have the beds and borders dug and
freshened as soon as possible.

During several dry, frosty days, pruning shrubs and cutting
Laurels was proceeded with, as we tind in many places that to
keep Laurels healthy to their bates, .".nd to prevent their be-
coming sickly at their points, they require frequent shortening.
These pruuiugs come in valuable for many purposes of shelter-

ing crops, and when laid in heaps, and trodden firmly in the
course of the summer, and especially if left to another year,
nice stakes can be obtained for many jnirposes, and what is

not used for these and firing, will go to the charring and burn-
ing heap

aSie conservatory was freafa arranged, and Cinerarias and

some other plants in bloom taken from the Peach-house, &c.,
the greater number of plants being moved from thence to the
late vinery, so as to afford room fur Strawberries on shelves,

and to set at liberty the tioor for bringing on the Potatoes and
Peas already referred to. Much work was also done in shaking
out and repotting Fuchsias, placing them at the buck of the
vineries, potting Pelargoniums in their blooming-pots, and
setting them at present on a stage in the second vinery, pot-
ting young plants for succession, and pioparing to give more
room to Scarlet Pelargoniums for pots and beds. Afforded
more room and a more airy position to double Prunus, and
Deulzias in bloom. The change in the weather will tell bene-
ficially on all forced shrubs and bulbs. For general manage-
ment see previous Numbers.

Accumulated Heat.—This matter (see pages 81 and 82), is

of great general and gardening im|iortauce. Mansions have
been burned down because large beams abutted on a kitchen
chimney. Other houses have been saved 1/ecause the evil was
found out in time. Two years ago, against remonstrance, the
hearthstone of a fine upper room was formed, not of a stone,

as in Mr. Pearson's case, but of small flooring tiles, with, of

course, the joists ani rubbish, and lath and plaster beneath
them. Like the glazier smashing windows, such a plan might
be good for trade, because so conducive to a conflagration.

The case of the hotbed heated by a flue is also suggestive. We
helped many years ago to manage a long Piuopit, heated in a
similar way by strong flues, with a floor of strong slabs fully

20 inches above the flues, and no plan could have answered
better, and we never heard of any accident ; but then there
were wooden funnels on each side to let the heat from the

chamber into the atmosphere of the pit, and consequently the

heat from the flues would not accumulate solely in the chamber.
There is yet something to be leamtd ab.jut heating in close

chambers. Li this case dry heat may so accumulate as to re-

sult in burning, and in some other cases we have found, that

with plenty of heat in the heating medium, bottom heat above
the chamber could not be sufficiently obtained uutil there was
just as much of an opening into the chamber as would prevent

the air there being quite still and isolated.—R. F.

COVENT GxVRDEN MARKET.—Februaet 6.

A MARKF.D increnso in onr supplies gcner.'illy. pnrtienlrrly of Pines and
bothniisc Grapes, the demand lor the titt'T fL-Jlinjl farsbnrtof the supply.
French imports as usuiil. Cfirnish liroccnU luts much improved during
the past week. The best samples of Pututoes have again advanced in
price.

FBDIT.
s. d. 8. d

Apples i sieve 2 to s
Ai>iicots dez
Cherricg lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Oumints i sieve

Black do.
FIrb doz,
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9 10
Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 4 8.0
Lemons 100 5 10

18

Melons each 2
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 5

Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 3

kitchen doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4
Plums J sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries l'>.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10

d. s. d
0to4

10

6
4
8

a

20

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRuu.t sieve
Beet. Red ". doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Cari-ots bunuli
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

VEGETABLES.
I. B. d

G
a

2
2
S 6
2

6
4
2
1

2
3
8
3

4

too
10
4

8
3

3

8
8
2

1

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per doz.
Mushrooms .... poLtle

Mustd.& Cross, punnet
Onions. . . . per bushel
Parsley per s-ievo

Parsnips doz.

Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.

Radishes Joz. buuches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-Kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips hunch
Vegetable JHarrows dz.

d. s. d
OtoO

32
1

2

9

O
2
9
5
6
1 S

B
6

8 B
9

t

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVRD.
E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood,

London, N.W.

—

Catalogue of Floivir, Vcijctable, and Agricul-

tural Seeds.

W. Armitage & Son, 4, New Street, HuddersCeld.

—

Catalogue

of Flou-er Seeds.—Catalogue of Vegetable cmd Agricnltural Sseds.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• Wg reqiiefst tlmt no one will \VTite privately to the (depart-

mental writers of tlie "Journal of Horticulture, ColUrre
Giirdener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing tiiey

are Ruhjected to nnjnstifiablo tronHe and expense. ALi
oommnniciitions should therefore be addressed solchj to

The EditnTs of thn Journal of Horticulture, d'c, 171, Fleet
Strpff, Loudon, E.G.

X.B.—l^Iany questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

"The MrLBrnnv i=! TV'tsF.Ti rnAN the I*eacu''
Lag been vcrsilietl as follows : -

[F. T. 7?.).—This proverb

** Tbfl Pencb tre^, with too citrer hnste
To show its bio'jsoma to the sun,

Gives its pretty bloom to waste
Before tbo frosts of spring arc done.

" JInch wiser i:i the MulbpiTy,
Which only thinks its leaves to show

When leaves arc f?ri>en on ev'rv tret-,

And Hoses have bt^uu to blow.
'* Thev raost eu'^nro s«fcess nnd prnise

Who, ffuifb'd by the rule of reason.
Do fif tiuiT thincs on fitting days
And dre?s as most becomes the season."

Potatoes—Eaplv Ross i.T. M 1.—It mi^bt be obtained from some
Feedsmau in Seotlnnd. We do not know it bere.

DisscLviNG Bones (J. P. Oravei).—To form snneri>bosphnte of lime
the proportions are 1 lb. Qf bones, 12 ozs. of sulpl.uric acid, and 12 oza.
of water.

SoAP-stTDS AS A Manure 'i?. 7?.).—If Dr. nrc^ser stated in his lecture
that soap-snds not only nrn not fprtilising, but are " a deadly poison" to
Irnit trees, he made a ^cat mist::ke.

WoRKiXG Pr.AKS OF GunKNHousKS (Jla^thi Man).~li is quite im-
possible for us to furuish tluui. Notbins is more easy than to show a
local can>enter the Mad of house you need, and ask bim to send a de-
tailed estimate.

Vehbenas in Frame Mildewed f T'. .Sr.l.—The shoot was much affected
with mildew. No amount of tobRcco STnnhe will destroy it. Yoii must
dust the spot'? on the le 'ves and stem with 'Towers of sulphur throujrb a
thin ninslm h\\i\ api>ly the sulphur to tbo under as well as the uppersur-
face of the leaves. This aud more nir will fifect a cure. We do not ob-
serve any trace of thrips, therefore discontinue the tobacco fumigation.
Muscat Hamburoh Grapfs Crackin'C (A. _B.).—Yoiu" bouse must hnvo

been kept clo'se and moist. The cracking is easily accounted for by the
attack of miUlevv. nn tlic fir^^t nT>;i^arance of whieb you pboulrt have
dusted the nffucted p'>r!s with flowers of sulphur. The fict of your
bouse not being heated reuflers it dif^.cult to kcpp its atmosphere drv
when tje friiit is lipcninrr ; but you raav do much bv living air e^rly and
shutting up early, affor.ling. however, a little ventilntion at night. Tbo
outside border will he unf-tvnnrahle to the Tipimin^ of the fruit, pirticn-
larly if the weathrr be wnt. We dn not consider the M-i^oot Hamburgb
a suitable Grape fur plauting in cool houses having outside borders.

SuMaxER-pRUNTOG Peacit Trkes fIF. O—The sbnot^ stopped at the
third leaf, if the laterals produced upon them during the summer are
stopped at the first leif. v/ill not require any pruning in winter, as they
willfor thn most pirt be so many clusters of spurs and fruit-buds, and to
cut them in would be to s^critice the crop. Anv, however, which are
veiy long mty be t-hortened to within an inch of their base. The shoots
left at 9 inches apart to covpr the wall are not to be shortened, exceut to-
cause the production of sufficient shoots to cover the wall at the above
distance apart. Th-^y may in that cise he shortened at the winter prun-
ingto half or two-thirds of Iheir length, as may be necessary. We can-
not name plants from mere leaves.

Plants for Shahed Border {A Siih&c-iher).~Yon sqy "tbe south side of
g;irden under the 10 fert-higb wnll. consequently sbaried bv the wall " We
conclude it is to the north of the w.all, and, if so, the plants are few th-it
mil grow in such situations. Viucii mijor and minor, and London Piide,
are about the only plmts tli^i.t would thrive near the wpII. though at some
distance from it Primulas. Auriculas, Pinks, ^weet WiUie ms. Stocks, and
most herbaceous jdants would snccend tolerably woU. If. on the otb^r
hand, the border is to the south of tbo wall, it'would an:?wer fflmirrbly
for early-floM-enng bulbs and plants, as Snowdrops. Winter Aconitfs, Crr-

'

cuses. Tulips, and Hepatica?, succeeded by bedding plants, as Pelargo-
niums. Lobelias, Calceolarias, and many others, as well as Stocks, AsteiT,
and various annuals.

Laxton's Pea iAmateun,—As 3Ie='grs. Carter's observations apueared
in the col'imns nf another Jnui-ual, it is in tJiose columns your further
comments should be inserted.

Man Traps {J.F. .?.).—It is not legal to set them either in a walled or un-
wallcd ga'den. Blanche Suneriio and Louis Philippe are Ehododeiidrons
that would suit you; hut if you write to auy nurseryman and tell him
what you need, he would supply you.

Culture of Ferns (Major '*. /f.b—"The Fern Manual" contains what
you require. If you enclose sixty-four postage stamps with your address
you can have it fre« by post from •ur olBce.

Book (Fred .—Henfrey's " ^"tmctural and Physiological Botajiy" will
suit yon, A botanist's dissecting microscope may be purchased for a
guinea.

Pit Perfectlv Shaded (E. H".).—No pl.int will thrive in such a sunless
situation except some of the Ferns. Wo advise you not to heat so small
a structure, but to be content with hardy Ferns. Any of these will grow
in your pit.

_
Onn Journal (H". H.l.—You ought to receive it on Friday. Wo pub-

lish now on Thnrsday morning. We cannot insure a copy not to he
delayed by the Post Office. If it freauentjy occurs, write a romplnint to
the Secretary, General Poet Office. St. Martin'sde-Grand, London. He
will give the local postmasters a wigging.

Ai*pi.B» vou Vonnii op IbKhasd f-4.' K K.y.—Vfe have nn doufbt tliat
Blenheim Orange and Coe'B G-tildou Drop will ripen in your district.

TiiAiNED TitKEfl (T.P. F).—The plate in Kennctt's *' Parochial Anti-
quities" merely i-cnresftnts evergreens trained round arcLudrecesaebiiii
the front of Sir John Walter's house.

SuEiTiTrTE FOR CLorn SnuEDS.—We are gratified to find the very
excellent substitution of india-i-ublu-r cloth for the old-fashioned anil
Inr.sh cloth shreds is lihtly to be generally adopted. We oh?erve tJic
notice of this article (Joijrnal op HoitTicuLTur-ii, page itH). Tbo same,
idea was suggested to us some months since by that eminent horticul-
turist. Dr. Wallace, of Rallymcna, Ireland, and as we felt tboroughiy
convinced of its cHirncy. we decided upon introducing it. Being ofiered
in convenient quantities for l.irge nr small requirements, v.e doubt not it
will soon entirely supersede the old shred —James Cauteu & Co.
Training Vkacu Trees in a House {i?, .S.).—We do not advise thp

covering of the bick wall of. your vinery, H5 feet by lt> feet, \\ith Po.ifh
trees, for unless the Vines be more thjiu the usual dintanco apart thv
Peach trees, though they may grov/ well, wiU seldom, if ever, produce a
ci'np. The case will bediilVrcnt if the Vines are 5 or 6 feet apnrt ; enough
light may then I'each the br>ck wall for tbo well ripening of the wood and
perfection of the buds of thu P;'ae.Ji tree?. If tho Vine.s arc a less Uin-
tiuice apart we v.duld advise tlic Peach trees to be grov.-n in pots as pvrn-
mids or bushes, rud to be sat in the iutervala betv.-een the Vines, so as to
afford them all the li-jht possible. If yon plant Ibe Peach trees ngaiuM
the back wall, tlie shoots should not be tr.-;inod upright, as shown in your
letter, as the lower pn-ts of the brauebt-s will soon become naked. Instead
of training the slioots npi-igbt, bring them down to ,an angle of 45^, and
cover tho wall with shoots D inches apart in diagonal cordons. The
laterals, or side shoots, if they grow mora than .^n inch, arc to bo pinched
at the third leaf, hut i.ny short sV.ibby shoots are not to lie interfered.
with under any eircumst ince*;. The shoots once stopped ore thronghput
the spason of their production to be pinched at the first leaf after the
first stopping. Tho lender must be allowed to prow, and it need not

,
be stopped or pruned b.ick at the winter praning, but bent down to

I
an angle of 45-. and it v-iU break throughout its length. Auy latcrtd-

I

upon it should bo pinched .at the first leaf throughout. The l.iienlH. at
I

the winter pruning, if more than .T inches long, may be cut back to a
,

wi'od-bu'l, and if it be snrror,nde<l by fruit-buds all the' better. The Pcacli

j

will not buar the same pruning and spurring as Vines.

I

Acacia platvptera after Bi.oo:j:tng (J. D.).—The weak and dying
I

wood should be cut clenn out, and any long straggling shoots cut back. si.<

j

as to promote' the formation t>f :i compact head or plant. When the
young shoots are an inch or two long, the plant should ho repotted, care-
fully removing the old soil, or as much of it as possible, without destrov-
ing or inj firing the fibres. Do not give a large shift, draiJi the pot well,
and over the drainage place an inch or two of the rougher parts of the
compost, which may consist of two-thirds tun'y loam, one-tbird sandy
peat, and one-sixth of silver sand. Keep the soil moist, but be careful
not to over-water, and keep close and shaded for a few days until the
roots are «"orking iu tho fresh soil.

LiLiCM LANCiFOLTUsr nHERUx fWcm).—The top-dressing should at onco
be removed, also the off-sefs. Look to the drainage of the pots, re-
move as much of tlie old soil as can be done without injuring the root*,
and replace it with fresh, some of the coarsest boin-g placed over the
drainage. The top-dressing must be repeated when the shoots are a few
inches above the rjm of the pot.

Pine Apples (^r. C. TV.).—Tho three we like best are the Queen.
Smooth-leaved C'lyenne, and I^hick Jamaica, and we prow one-third
Queens iu proportion to two-tbirdd of the other two eoUectively. They
should not have a temperature of less than 55^ at night in winter, an'l
fruiting plants should have a night temperature in winter of 60^ to 65-.
Succession plants will endure a temperature of 45" if the soil and atmo-
sphere are dry, but it is not good for them. The piinoipal propagators of
Camellias are tUe Ghent nurserymen.
Gr.AFTiNG-WAX MAKING—GRAFTING FoLLiES (A Fovr-yravn SvbHcribn-).—A good grafting-wax may be made of Burgundy pitch 8 ozs., resin 8 ozs.

hees's wax 4 ozs., nnd Inrd 4 o;:s. Place the ingredient^ in a pan, unO
melt tbem over a slow fire. It should l»e used warm. Hohies m.ay be
grafted when tlie plants reconmicnce grov;-tb, which will be during .\.priJ.

but the exact time must, of course, depend on the season. It shoul*!
bu done before the buds of the scions begin to swell.

Grape BuNCHrs Becoming TriroPFLsM Su&.v^rn&tr).— Irismninly totbe
immature state of the wood that the curling uf the bunches is due. The
embryo bunches are but inipcvft rtJy formed, and the roots we apprehend
are iu a cold, deep, and wet birder, hence the bunches curl up and be-
come tendrils. You can do nothing to prevent this bcyoud keeping the
border as dry as you can in winter, so aa to preserve as many of ihe fibres
as possible, that they may collect food for the support of the bunches.
In cold wet borders the Vines dD little towards the feeding of the
bunches at an early season, for the chief fibres perish in winter, and
others arc not reproduced until the soil has become warmed bv tho sun's
heat. The covering of the border is good, and the material employed for
the pui-pose should be removed early in April. Raising the terjpernture
will not prevent the bimches turning into tendrils, but vill increase their
tendency to do so. The temperature from the present time up to Aprit
iibonld never exceed 40^ from fire heat ; this will allow the Vines to hreftk
naturally. If you eommenee with the last weeli in March increase the-
temperature to 45- the first week, and then 5- fortnightly imtil you reach
(0° at night, which is to be the highest night temperature until "the Vines
are in flower, when the tcmper;;ture may be increased to Gy at ui^ht un-
til the blooming is past; afterwards keep it at from 60^ to Gri at night-
You cannot maintain too moist an atmosphere from the swelling of the«
buds till tha Vines flower, when they must not, of course, be syrintjed^
nor can they have too much air, taldng care to avoid cold currents. Thx;
trough may be filled with clear liquid manure, wbieh is better than rain
water. The Vines being old their roots have, no doubt, gone down into-
bad soil, and far out of the intTuence of the sun's heat and of air. The
only effectviol remedy will be to make a new border and plant young,
Vines. The old Vines are far too old to lift and replant.

Azalea Leaves Falling (Watmcr).—The Azalea leaves were broTmed.
at the tips as if the plants had been heavily syringed, and water allowed
to r r'p or ban? from them, or the bouse may have been kept excessivaly
moist. The foliage at this season should be kept dry, and the atmosphere
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also dry by giTing fibundance of air. The potting in October has led, wo
presume, to the plnuta being excessively watered, to the destruction of
most of the filires, and that we think id the cause of the le-iTc>3 falling, as
they are nuythin-,' Imt mature. We can only supf,'est that the plants
ahonjd be very curefiiHy watered, none beioR tfiven until the soil becomes
dry, and yet not so dry as to cause tht> folinRe to flap;, and then ffive suffi-
cient water to show itself at the bottom of the pots. Give all the air
possible, do not .syringe the plants uutil they bloom, and then afford them
a light situation.

Gloxinia, Gesnkra, and AcnrMENEs Coi-tcrr (C. TT.).—All thrive well
in a compost of turfy loam, pent, and leaf mould in equal parts, adding
sand if the soil require it. It should be sandy. The size of pot for the
Gloxinias will depend upon the size of the tubers. Those two. three, or
more years old should, in tho first instance, have pots twice their dia-
meter, and when they have grown n few inches high, and filled the pots
with roots, shift into pots 3 inches more in diameter. The Gesneras, if of
the tuberous-rooted kinds, as G. purpurea macrantha, require the same
sized pots as Gloxinias ; but if of tho scaly-rooted kinds, as G. zebrina
splendens, they should have pots in proportion to the number of roots
put into each. A seven-inch pot may have live tubers, and a 1'2-iuch pot
twelve roots. Vor Achimenes.pots are not ao good as pans 8 inches deep,
and 1 foot to 1 foot 6 inches wide. The tubers may be placed in these at
an inch apart. AU require the temperature of n- stove—from GO^ to f 0^ by
night, and fi'om 70'' to 85'^ by day, or they m»y be started in a hotbed, anil
when a few inches high removed to .i viuery at work.

Tritonia PL>NTiNa (/rfcm).—You may plant ont these any time after
March, hardening them off well previou:dy.

Planting Vines [A. B. C.).—We do not perceive the propriety of double-
rodding each Vine, nor whnt you will gain thereby. The case will be
different if you have two rods to each Vine and allow a proper di-^tance
between them—from 2 to 2.J feet. The Frunkenthal is an excellent Grape.
Your plan of pbinting Frankenthal for permanent Vines, and Black Hara-
burghs between them for fruiting as soon as possible, is anvthing but ad-
visable, though you may do so and take a. heavy crop on the Black Ham-
burghs the secoud and third season, and tlien cut them out ; but we are
obliged to add that we have tried it, and find the permanent Vines do
not make such progress ns those not having temporary Vines between
them, and in comparison have lost one year in three. On the removal of
the temporary Vines, after having borne two heavy crops, many of their
roots must remaiu in the border, and so foster fungi, which, spreading or
being in contact with the roots of the permanent Vines, attack and
destroy them, rendering the removal of the Vines a work of necessity.
This has been the case in those instances of temporary and permanent
Vines in one border that have como under our inmiediate observation.
We do not, therefore, advise the planting of permanent and temporary
Vines in the srtme border; but if Grapes are wanted in greater quantities
than the cropping of the newly-planted Vines may be allowed to produce,
the wisest plan is to grow them on Vines in pots.

Wash fou Peach Trees awd Wall (Idem].—Yon may form a solution
of 8 ozs. of soft soap in a gallon of water, and add thereto a lump of un-
slaked lime and fl.)wers of sulphur in the proportion of two-thirds lime
and one-third sulphur, sufficient to bring it to the consistency of piste,
which you may reduce to the thinness of whitewash by adtiiiig tohacco
water. Such a composition would be excellent for the wall; hut for the
trees we would reduce it in strengtli, and besides, we do not see how you
will reach the back of the branches next the wall, unless the trees are
unnailed. They may be washed with a solution of 6 ozs. of soft soap in a
gallon of tolmcco water, diluted with six times its volume of water—that
IS, if the tobacco water from the tobacconist be u^ed, ^Yith a sufBeiency
of sulphur added to bring it to the consistency of paint.

Sowing Rhododendron Seed (Wcm).—The best way is to place 6 inches
of very sandy peat in a frame, so as to bring the surface to within that
distance of the clnss, level the soil, and sow the seed, just covering it

with fine soil. The seed may also be sown in shallow boxes in the same
soil, and be placed in a cold frame. From the middle of March to the
beginning of April is a good time to sow.

Heating by Gas (G. K. I,.).—In No. 269 of this Journal, published
May 22nd of la^t year, nre described various modes of heating by gas,
with a drawing of the apparatus of each. Any one of those modes would
do for your small pit.

Conduct of Gardeners f.-f douninj Ficar).—We have repeatedly pub-
lished in our columns under what circumstances—namely, the full con-
sent of their masters—they should give away or exchange plants, cut-
tings, &c. If you know of any who transgress the rule, wo recommend
you to inform their emiiloyers.

Convolvulus mauritanicus for Edging {C. T. H.).—It makes a good
edging for vases and rustic baskets; but we have not tried it for edgings
to beds, though it thrives in the open ground in our light gravellv soil,
and would probably make a good edging. The plants should be 1 foot
apart. It is worth a trial, being a very pretty plant.

Trees and Shrubs for Bog Soil [G. S.).—The best trees are Alder
and Birch ; and as for shrubs, wo know of none that would thrive in such
wet and uudrained ground.

Pruning Old Wall Trees (Tdcm).—You can do nothing with trees
that have not been pruned for twenty years, beyond cutting out the old
wood. The planting of young trees between the old ones is not good, as
the permanent old trees will have spread so much from the wall as to
shade tho young ones and interfere with their growth. If tho old trees
are worn out or unfruitful we would stub them up, renew the soil, and
plant young trees.

Grafting Rhododendrons (A Lover of Flowers).—The best time to
graft Rhododendrons is towards the end of August or early in September,
when the shoots have ripened. The shoots of stock and scion should be of
equal thickness, or as nearly so ns possible. It is best performed by
what is known as side grafting, putting in the grafts near tho soil. The
head of the stock should be cut off 6 inches above the union, leaving
aome leaves on it. To this the graft may be tied. After grafting, place
and keep in a close, cold frame until the union is complete, which will be
the case in six or eight weeks. Then give air and harden off. In spring
the part of the stock above the graft may be cut off neatly immediately
above the point of union. The grafting may be done in spring just at
the time growth commences, but success is not so certain in spring as
l^ite in summer.

DisHATiSFiKD GARDENER (Hard Done liy).—You require at least one
more active strong assi-itant, and the fowls will create quite enough
work for one man. You might lessen Sunday work by procuring on
Saturday what is wanted on Sunday; but some things you must attend
to on that day.

Italian Tuberose Culture {J. F.).-The roots should be potted in
March, singly, in six or seven-inch pots, in a compost of turfy loam, en-
riched by the addition of one-fourth well-rotted manure, or one-third
loaf moiild. Peel off the loose outer skins, but not into the quick, and
plant them so deeply in the pots that the crowns will be covered with an
inch of soil. Any offsets should be removed. If you have a hothed plunge
the pots in it, keep the soil moist, but not wet, until the roots push,
then give more watejr ; indeed, they require plentiful supplies of water.
Afford abundance of air, ;ind when the stems begin to rise gradually
withdraw the pots from the hotbed, and remove them to a. light and airy
situation in a greenhouse. After potting you may jilace the roots in a
greenhouse, but they will not flower so finely as if they were placed
in a hotbed, in consequence of which the pots become filled with roota

in a short time, and the plants are considerably advanced for bloom
before their removal to the greenhouse. Water well and syringe fre-

quently to prevent injury from red .spider.

Cultivating an Acre {Suffolk).~Xf you send thirteen postage stamps
with your address vou can have free by post "How to Cultivate Two
Acres Profitably." It will give you all the information yon seek.

Flemish Cherries {E. CD.).—The article you refer to related to the
existence or non-existence of trees plnnted by Henry VIII.'s gardener.
Flemish Cherry trees may be had of any nurseryman.

Festoons of Climbing Ropes {He ctor).~One of the simplest and best
examples of this work we have seen was at Linton Park, where a aeries of

festoons surround a sort of oval, in the interior of which were beds of

dwarf Roses, divided by gi-avel walks and broad margins of grass, the
whole forming a pretty design. The pillars supporting tho festoons were
about 8 feet high and tlie same distnnce apart, and the full of the festoons
about 13 inches, leaving G; feet clear from the ground, so as to allow room
for persons to walk under them without being so high that the Roses
could not bo gathered when wanted. The pillars wore ordinary ash or
chestnut poles, with the bark removed, and the part in the soil and
a little above it was chaiTed before being inserted in th.; ground. The
poles were aboittS inches in diameter in the middle, or sufficiently fitout to

withstand the force of the wind when the plants were full grown, and it is

hotter to err on the side of undue strength than in the contrary direction.

A t^imple hoop at the top of the poles will hold a staple, from which a chain
or wire may be carried from one to the other. If a chain be thought too

expensive a very good substitute may be fonued of pieces of rather stout

fencing wire, about a foot long, with the ends bent into hooks or loops,

and linked together. When covered with Roses such a support looks as
well as the most expensive chain. We have seen a much higher series of

pillars, but they are long in becoming clothed with the Roses ; and to wait
ten or more years, ns we knew in one instance, where a number of un-
usunlly tall Rose pillars were expected to produce an effect, is too long.

\Ve may observe that at Linton Park the festoons form the two longest

sides of tho oval; a broad walk passing lengthwise through the space is

spanned by an arch of Roses, the springings of which nre of the same
height PS "the pillars alluded to, a short level bar connecting the top of

the festoon pillar with the pillar supporting the arch, and thereby forming
an agreeable imion.

Removing an old Banksian Rose (Jd^m).—You may take it up care-

fully with as many roots as you can secure, in the beginning of March,
cut in the head pretty severely, but not too much, plnnt it iu a flat basket,

such as those iu which nurserymen pack plants, and place it under glass

or in some other warm situation, where it may remain until its future
position is ready for it. Its top can be tied up to a stake for the time
being, and in that condition it will sustain no injmy for some weeks. If

its future destination 1)0 against a wall, let the collar of the plant be near
one side of the basket, so that, if necessary, when it is planted tho basket

may be buried with it, or at all events that the bottom of the basket may
remaiu if the sides be cut away.

FoRciNG-nousE Temperature (TV. J. N.).—We aro well pleased at your
success iu the forcing of flowers in a "continuous temperature of 70V'
which is nshigh if not higher than that reou'red for any tropical plant we
know at this season. We do not recommend a continuous temperature of

70^ in the forcing of Roses, Cinerarias, Primulas, Pelargoniums. Hyacinths,

and Narcissus, because we find it positively injurious, and we can grow
them much finer and have a longer continuance of bloom by having a

considerablv less temperature. Roses at no time require a higher tempe-
rature than'from 55'=' to 6U° at night; Cinerarias bloom in a temperature

of from 50" to 55^; Primulas in one of 45' to 5U"'; Pelargoniums do well

forced in a temlierature of from 50= to 5^", and Hyacinths and Narcissus

iu one of 50^ All will last longer in bloom if tho above temperatures be

reduced 5' when the plants come into bloom. On these temperatures

you may allow a rise of 5^ by day in dull weather, and one of from 10"^ to

15° with sun and air. With such a temperature as you name you ^vill

find the bloom poor, and the plants will become very leggy, and be spoiled

for future forcing, which, however, is not of any great moment, as they

are seldom used "for that purpose in two consecutive years. What you
can want with a continuous temperature of 70" for bedding plants we are

at a loss to know, unless you wish to force for cuttings, when a heat of

50'^ would serve your purpnse much better. As for Strawberries in such a

temperature, we should expect them to prove blind. We anticipate that

vour plants will soon be attacked by insects, and become drawn, un-

sightly objects if such a temper.aturo bo continued. We would advise it

to be lowered 10 within ten days, and 10= iu ten days more, or reduce it

to 50= at night, which will grow well all the plants you name. Remove
the bedding plants as soon as possible after hardening them well to a
more suitable temperature.

Flora Londinensis (A Cockney Gardener).— You have been misin-

formed. The book bearing that name was written by Mr Curtis, and is

a botanical work in two folio volumes. If you wish to cultivate flowers

in-doors, "Window Gardening forthe Many" will suit you. You can have

it free by post from our office if you enclose ten postage stamps with

your address.

Primula Seed {Mrs. Hen'irick).~Yon had better write to Mr. Deoiii

]
Seedsman, Ealing, London, W,
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ZoNALE PEtAROosiCM I/BAvEs (J. B. H.).—They aro very interior in

variety and brilliancy of colours to those of many others now so common.

SoROBCH TARTABICCM (E. J5.).—There is no species so named, and any
one attending to sugfiestions from the same source will be deluded.

Pipraa FOR ViNEnv—Produce of Vines Iff. If.).—To force a lean-to

Tinery, 80 feet long, 12 feet wide, and 18 feet high at the back, and 4 feet

in front, would require four four-inch pipes to begin, say in February
;

but for earlier work vou would require at least one more. 2, This piping

would be most effective if spread over the floor of the house— say four Hows
iind one return. If that were unsuitable, then the ue\t best plan would
be to have them all on a level near the front of the h.nise. The pipes

will tell more if on the level than if piled above each other. If such a

house were in two or three divisions, then the best plan would be to take

a flow and return all the length, and take from these the necessary pipes

for each division. 3, The best fuel is the best coal, banked up at night

with ashes and cinders. This will be the cheapest, too. if there is no
waste ; but of course all extra heat will be waste, ami hence, when
depending on others, it is as well to use inferior coal ; but a little coal,

cinders, and coke, make economical fuel. There will be no difficulty in

jour man regulating the beat at night when he is used to the furnace and
the boiler, and knows how to apply the damper. There would be no occa-

sion for leaving air on now at night ; but after the Vines .ire set a very

little at the top would be advisable. 4, A moderate crop would be from
10 lbs. to 12 or 15 lbs. for each Vine of the thirty, if in good order. The
depth of the roots will be unfavourable to early forcing. Deep as they
ftre, we would rather keep the frost out of the ground.

Fowls' Dung as a Manure (A Constant liender).—It is one of the

most powerful fertilisers. Vines require neither that nor any other
stimulating manure. Fowls' duug is much more fitted for making
liquid manure for some plants, or as food for Asparagus and other kitchen
garden crops.

Apple-tree Branches Sawn off tA. B.).—Not only should the edges
of the bark be smoothly cut with a sharp knife, but the whole face of the
wound should he covered with melted pitch to exclude wet.

Vines in a Vinery {Coti^tant Reader).—We approve of Vines being
planted inside for several reasons often given, and one of them is, the
securing the stems from vermin, for many a fine Vine we have had de-

stroyed by the uibblings of mice and rats ; bnt in your case we decidedly

I would plant ontaido, and take the Vines in either above or below the wall-

plate, doing it in the latter mode if you do not contemplate taking tha

Vines out of the house. In such a case, if any of the stems of the Vinea

outside are not covered, it is best to place the three sides of a wooden box
against each Vine, with the wall for a fourth aide, and a lid fastened on,

so that neither rats nor mice, neither frost nor wot, can reach them, and
then with your old sashes for the border you may grow and force them
exceedingly well. In your case we would be perfectly satisfied with soch
a good outside border.

Proiectino RlloDODENDnoNS (Amateur).—Fat your protecting belt we
would recommend a mixture of common Laurels, Lilacs, Philadelphus,

and Ribes. with a front of the Rhododendron ponticum, which would
come in well with the groups of finer Rhododendrons.

PINCUSHION-BEDS (/Jcm).-The centering of the pincushion-beds with

a fine plant of Bijuu Pelargonium would improve them if they harmonised
well. They would suit well with Viola cornuta.

Alkaline Manures for Potatoes (D., of Headcarn).—I did not try

them for two reasons:—Firstly, I wrote about them and failed to get a
reply ; secondly, I did not see the cogency of the reasoning which re-

commended them. I found certain Potatoes in my garden close and
waxy, which others said were mealy ; but others were all that could be

desireil. I coull not understand that my ground was in fault, for then
1 should have thought all would have shared alike : hence I did not try

the alkalies.-D., Deal.

Select Delphiniums ( ).— Three good double Delphiniums:

—

Alopecuroides, Triompbe de Poutoise, Madame Henri Jacotot. Three
good single Delphiniums :—Bicolor grandiflorum, Hendersonii, Bella-

donua.

Names of Plants (J. B. M.).—Your Conifer is Thuja occidentalls.

IG. A.).—We cannot name plants from mere leaves. We ought to have
flowers sent to ns. i.lf. P. D.).—Excoecaria discolor. (Mrs. T. P.).—

Nerine pulchella, a native of South .Africa, [A. R. T.).—\, Helichrysum
vestitum: 2, Phjenocomaprolifera. (.Sophia).—Lastreadilatata, W.S.).

—specimens insufficient.
(
W. X)—The pod you received as " Calvary

Clover "is a Medic;vgo; but we cannot identify the species from the frag-

ment sent. (An Old .Subscriber).—The specimens you enclosed are the

catkins of the common .4lder. They, as well as the leaves and bark, have
for ages been used by the Highlanders and others for dylug black.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending February 5th.

Wed. . 30
Thurs. 31
Fri. .. 1

Sat. .. 2
Sun... 3
Mon... 4
Tnes, . 5

Mean

babometeb.

Hax. Min.

29.859
29.122
30.062
30.413
30.457
29.700
29 417

29.581

29.985
30.031

30.176
30.195
29,482

29.014

30.004 29.780 49.00

thbruometer.

32.14

1 ft. dp. 2 fl. dp.

46
46
45
46
45
45
45

45.43 43.43

46
43
43
43
43
43
43

S.W.
W.
S.W.
w.
s.

S.W.
s.

Rain in
inches.

.47

.10

.00

.00

.01

.08

.14

Gbner^l Reuaseb.

0.80

Overcast ; cloudy ; heavy rain.
^

Fine ; very clear ; overcast ; rain at night.

Hazy ; drizzly and foggy ; overcast.

Fine ; exceedingly fine throughout.
Clear and frosty; very fine ; overcast at night.

Densely clouded ; very boisterous and wet ; fine at night.

Fine ; rain ; boisterous ; hurricane in the night.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

THE EFFECTS OF THE SEASON.
Most poultry yards are in arrears. Broody liens are hard to

find, eggs are scarce, and there are no chickens yet. It is won-
derful how people who ought to know better rail at their fowls

if after forty-eight hours they have not shaken off the effects

of a month's frost and begun laying. It has been an unusually
trying season for poultry ; not only has the earth been bound
as it were with iron, not only has water been in many places

unattainable, not only have combs and toes been frozen, but
the fowls have had to eat snow with all their food, and to

drink it when melted. This last lays the foundation of many
diseases. Snow is a violent purgative to all birds. The good,

fat, matronly Wild Duck, witb her ample rounded bows, rises

and falls on the lake as the little waves heave, happy that she
has avoided in her new home the extreme weather that drove
her from the north ; but the snow comes. Three days are

sufficient to make her sharp as the sharpest that ever crossed

the Atlantic. The Lark that fattens on two days' rime of the

white frost, becomes a " bag of bones " after two days' snow.

Partridges suffer, and so do fowls. They cannot lay till they
have repaired and replaced that which they lost. As soon as

the bones are well covered with flesh, there is something to

spare to go to internal formations.

There are few in the present day who do not keep more than
one breed. Some are in confinement, and these have less

opportunity than the others of obtaining necessaries. They
have only that which is given to them, and the most lavish

provision that can be made falls far short of that which is ne-

cessary, or which nature demands. Nothing expensive is

demanded or necessary. Follow nature as closely as you can.

If your fowls are shut up where they have no green food, cut

large sods of growing grass, let lots of earth adhere to it, and

you will not only see them eat the grass and great part of the

mould, but they will roll and dust themselves in the powdered

earth that remains after the shaking. Have the bottoms of the

pens dug up, and left as rough and uneven as possible, scatter

some whole corn, and you will see with pleasure how your

birds delight in it, and how they find all sorts of good things

while seeking the scattered grains. It is not the piling up of

food, nor the throwing down of sacks of corn, that constitutes

profitable feeding. Attentions like these make combs red, and

fill the egg-basket.

RESULTS OF POULTRY-KEEPING.
In accordance with your request, I send you the summary of

my poultry journal for the past year.

I have two houses for my poultry, one built against a warm
flue for winter accommodation, and one considerably cooler and

better ventil.ited for the summer months. The fowls have a

field of about two .acres to ramble in, besides a small plantation.

I feed them twice a-day, in the morning at 8.30 with wheat,

barley, or oats ; and in the evening at 4.30, with a warm meal

of boiled potatoes and fine middlings. I have another ad-

vantage which I think highly conducive to their health—viz.,

a stream of pure water.

I do not know that anything extraordinary has happened in

my yard, except that a Cochin hen laid two eggs in one day on

two separate occasions. The first time she laid both the day

before and the day after the feat ; on the second occasion she

missed the day after. I have also had several eggs weighing

•ii and 4| ozs. I have had very little disease in my yard during

the past year, and this I attribute to careful feeding, clean-

liness, and the use of the solution of sulphate of iron ia
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water; for rearing cLicliens and teeping ndiilt fowls in good
]

condition, it is excellent. Fur fowls wlaich are drooping and
lava blacjt comlis, and all the other signs of impaired digestion,

fee receipt which yon were kind enough to give me is very
good—viz., a tcaspoonful of whiskey, and a few meals of soft

food afterwards.

My stock con.'ists of two Cochin hens, twelve Silver-pencilled

Hamburghs and cock. I have only put down the mere neces-
sary expenres, such as food, itc, and not those attendant upon
exhibiting, and, on the other hand, I have reckoned the sale of

eggs and chickens at the common market price.

ISWI. EcGs.
I

18(6. EGAS.
AiiRiist 166
Soptembor 0,"!

October.
November.

,

December

.

Total .

JanTiftrv
Febrtia'rj' 1?4
Slaroh 2^5
April :«0
Mnj- 816
June '25'2

July 170

CUicUcns hatched 5S
Cliickeus reared 53

£ s. it.

F.^tponses 6 16 11^
Eceoiptv 11 llh

Profit 4 3 l"

—SrAKisn.

BRAHMA POOTEAS AT BRISTOL SHOW.
The rejoinder of " T. B. A. Z." last week, to ray complaint

respecting his criticifm on my pen of Brahmas, is of such a
chai'actcr that I cannot pass it hy in silence.

I will take the personal matter first. Of his unnoticed single

cock he says that I admired him exceedingly a few weeks
before the Show, and would gladly have purchased him, also

preferring liis coclss generally to those of jlr. Boyle. This he
implies is grossly inconsistent with my remark, that by his

peculiar hobby he has to a g'-eat extent ruined his yard. He, of

course, thought it still more so, that I should (as I innocently

did the day after my com] laiut appeared), apply to him for a

hen, I need scarcely new add without success. No experienced

breeder, however, who knows how to use the " points " in any
particular yard, would think the remark and the fact at all in-

congruous ; and even casual rei:ders would have soon no incon-

sistency had Le added, as in strict fairness he should have done,

that my expressed desire for this bird and preference of some
of his cocks to Mr. Boyle's, were grounded specially and solely

upon the clearness and sharp marking of the wing, for which I

consider his strain to be remarkable, and which I wished to

import into the othci-. I have still a note from him referring

to " the experiment '' I wk^hed to try, which is a very different

thing to selecting the bird for exhibition. Ha ought, also, to

Lave added, that I did at the time, if my memory serves me,
refer to the small amount of vulture hock in the cock in

question as a decided fault in an otherwise good bird. I may
add for myself, what is well known to "Y. B. A. Z.," that

altiouph I have no wish to see vulture liocks expressly au-

thorised, I so far agree with him that I should like to see a

small amount of it toh'ratL'J, for the sake of the heavy leg-

feathering it tends to produce. The conversation he refers to

took place early in November, some weeks before either of the

tvo grent shows of last year, and when, " from information I

received," I had some reason to hope such might be the case
;

but the result of the judging at both the Shows referred to

quite convinced me the question was scttlnl for two or three

years at least, and birds I would formerly have bred from, I

should on that account now reject. I will only observe further

on this point, that in alluding to this particular cock ray object

was very obviously not to decry him as a bad bird, but simply

to point out, thp.t whilst criticising a near neighbour's winning
pen, his own exhibition " standard of excellence " did not seem
to find favour with the Judges.

So, also, in speaking of " ruia " in his yard, I, of course,

meant simply, that to persistently and avowedly cultivate what
Judges reject must render a large portion of stock useless for

exhibition, and i;nadvisab!e for breeding-purposes. I do not

see how this can be denied ; but it does not follow there are

not still plenty of birds free from the defect, and the amount
of " ruin " wrought in any strain crossed from such a yard

will obviously depend entirely upon the amount of judgment
shown in the selection. " Two or three years back," when
the satisfactory cross he refers to took place, the vulture-hock

controversy had not reached its present point. With these ex-

planatory remni'ks, I have no reason whatever to doubt his

assertion that the gentleman referred to, whom he afterwards
mentions byname, and who, is confessedly the most eminent
exhibitor of Bark Erahnius in the three kingdoms, owes bis
success to him. To wh.it extent his yard v.ub crossed from
that of " Y. B. A. Z." I have no means of knowing ; but all

Brahma breeders will feel grateful to have pointed cut to tbem
the sure highway to such marked success, and it heightens mjl
regret that my own application for just one single hen should
have met with a curt refusal.

" This is sorter ironnicle," r.s ArtemnsWard says ; but I'wiU

add seriously, that I much regret having been led into any
remarks on a neighbour's fowls. It may be and is quite true,

that " \. B. A. Z." brought it upon himself fairly by a whole-
sale depreciation of my own birds, which I felt the more as

coming from one so near, whose judgmentwould weigh. witU
neighbouring fanciers, as I have already cause to believe has'

been the case. Still I regret having followed his example, and'

need sc.ircely say that my reason for doing so was not to re-

taliate, but only to shov/ that the standard to which he breeds
his own birds was little likely to mtike him a fair judge of mine.

I shall add little more, as "defence, not defiance," is my
only object. A casual mention of Messrs. Henitt and Douglas
as " eminent judges," can hardly be called " praising " them«i
which I had no thought of doing ; but since he has mentioned
them again, I will just remark, that Mr. Douglas is himself a

supeessful breeder of Brahmas and knows their points well,

whilst he is reputed to look rather sharply after good feat'uer-

ing ; and of Mr. Hewitt there is a general opinion amongst
those v/ho have most studied liis decisions, that he has, it any-
thing, rather a special weakness for good combs.
In conclu.^ion, had "Y'. B. A. Z." made it clear that Le

simply called my birds " poorly feathered " from his own
vulture-hocked point of view, or even as compared with Mr.
Boyle's single cock mentioned by him, I should never have
complaiued. The latter cock was certainly much heavier-

feathered, and I think for his age was altogether the very best

bird I ever saw ; and if all that do not come up to his standard

of feathering are to be called " poorly feathered," it will go

hard with Mr. Boyle himself. " Y'. B. A. Z." made the sweep-

ing and absolute assertion that my pen was "coarse in the

combs and poorly feathered," and the standard of comparison
he furnished was the second-prize pen, which he said " was
better," and, therefore, he did certainly " vh'lually question "

the decision of the Judges. I have never yet said my pen was
hearilij feathered, nor am I going to discuss the merits of the
really splendid second-jirize pen ; but I say as a matter of

simple fact, that be their f/enn-al merits greater or less, their

leg-feathering was not one whit heavier than my own, and that

both were good. I agree with " T. B. A. Z.," that the class

as a whole was very inferior ; but I consider being placed

before even one pen of such real merit no mean triumph,

which I cannot submit to have criticised away, even by such
fearful-looking initials as those adopted by my Persian Mentor.
—L. Weight, SoutliicM Street, Kinpsdoicn, Mi iatul.

[Here this controversy must cease. We are quite sure that

neither of our correspondents intended either to depreciate the",

other's fowls, or to annoy their owner.

—

Eds.]

JEDBURGH EXHIBITION OF POULTRY AND
PIGEONS.

The Show held at Jedburgh on the 30tb and 31st of January waai..

the niuth annual meeting that has taken place miiler the miLULigementiL

of tlie .Tedburqh Committee, a body of gentlemen who are evidently/

<

quite aUve to the necessities of a show, and who, knowing bow matters.

,

should be carried out, use evei-y possible exertion to do all tluni^s pro-

perlr. This season they bad' quite a complication of drawbacks to

encounter. First, the date of their meetuig was encroached upon by
half a dozen other shows ; and, again, a far greater diiBculty arose*

from the almost unparalleiled severity of weather that for many week*'-

had snow-bound the whole district. Their Show, however, proceetled^.*

and the result was a far better meeting than the most sanguine of tha. '.

Committee anticipated. The Corn Exchange, in which the h)xhibitioxv .j

was held, was most artistically decorated with evecgreeas and a variety*) y

of artificial flowers. Taking iuto consideration the late S'^-'vere weathey,..

,

the number of empty pens was very small. We could not help obseiT^-

iug, however, that many other,wise most praiseworthy pens were

enifering severely from frost-bite. This, strange to say, was especially'

'

evident in the Dorking classes, even far more than in the Spanisli -.

fowls, usually considered so much more tender.

The iSpanlah were exceedingly good, as were also the Dorliitrjs^ Imft'.

spurs outside the legs were of frequent occurrence. In selecting fifafit--

t breeding stock for the coming season it would be well for all owhqta JahL'
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"ssoliew altogether sncli birds as possess this malfomiation, as it is

almost invariably traaisuiitted to tbn progeny. lu Cochin-^ the BuiTs

were as a whole "the bfcst of any. The Brnhnios did uot show to ad-

vantage. There were numy very excellent Oam^. fowls shown ; among
them was one that for several years puat " always took the first prize."

Hie ever doing so ag.xiu i.> now quite impossible, for when fighting at a

ahow with his nest neighbour, unfortunately ho broke away completely

the upper mandible of his bill, so that his only utility for the future

will be as a stock bird. It is a great pity that snch an accident shoiJd

have happened to so good a bird, but neither lapse of time nor any
application whatever can restore the injured bill sutiiciently for exhi-

bition. In l[amhvr<ih.i the Show was very good, although it might be

.almost called Jlr. Beldou's Show of Hainburghs, for this gentleman

secured, in spite of a really good competition, first and second prizes

in all four varieties. Some marvellously good Polnvds were also shown
from the same yard, both SUver-spaugled and Black. There was
likewise a very fair collection of Oame Bantams, but the late frosts had
evidently caused much deterioration in uot a few of these tiny birds.

Tlic Aylesburj- were decidedly better than the l^ouea Duchs, and
the Extra variety cla.ss foi" Ducks was peculiarly rojd. It embraced
•Mandarins, Carolinas, Shell Duels, AVigeous, Pintails, and many
other breeds. From JIi'. Jenuison's fine birds being detained on the

railway, as the Committee were informed by a telegram, this class was
reserved unjudged until past five o'clock in the afternoon, yet they did

not arrive in time to receive the honours they so well deserved, as it

-was imperative to get out the catalogue for the opening time in the

morning. The 7'«r/'.cy.s and Geese were quite equal to those exhibited

even at our largest sho-*Ts, and the competition was generally severe.

This was a singular feature when it is remembered that the carriage

of these weighty birds to so remote a district would eausfc a consider-

able outlay to exhibitors. The Selling chisses, as usual now-a-days,

were well tilled, and great numbers of jiens changed hands. It is

worthy of remark- that selling classes were first introduced to public

favour by the Jedbm-gh Committee a few years ago. The Pl<jeons and
Canaries proved a very interesting collection, and almost invariably

these birds were shown in' excellent feather. 'V^'ith the general atten-

tion displayed by the Committee, no doubt the Jedburgh Exhibition

will annually increase both in entries and importance.

Spakish.—First, H. Beldon. Goit<^tock, Ein^^Iey, Yorkshire. Second,
A. Bedpath, Edinburgh. Third, B. Murdie, .Jed!nu-gh. CTiiclvns.—First,
H. EelUou. Second. A. Tcdpath. Third, J. Anderson, Friarshail, Melrose.
Commended, R. Eallantine, Ha^vick ; I>. Geilally, Meigle, Perihsbire.

DonniNGS fColoared).—First and Third, Lord Binning, Mellerstain.
Second, H. Beldon.

BonKiKGS (Silver).—First, J. Smith, Breeder Ilil's. Gi-nntham. Second,
Lady Baird, New1>j-th. Haddington. Third, J. Hardie, fcorbie. Com-
mended, W. Cbeyue, Selkirk.
DoBKiNGS (Coloured or Silver).— C//i"cX-sn5.—First, .7. Curror. Comieston.

Lotbiar.burn. Second, Lord Binning. Third, J. Hardie. Highly Cnin-
mended, T. Raines, Stirling. Commended, Countess de FlahauU. Tul-
i.vallau Castle; T. L. Jackson, Bush Ewes. Pu.llct».—¥hsl and Third,
Countess de Flahault. Second, J. Hardie. Commended, Lord Binning;
T. Raines.
Cochin-China (Any variety).—First, Miss Nelson, E^glesfiehl, Dumfries.

Second, E. A. .Agliouby, Esthwnrte Lodge, '-'awlcshead (Partridge). Third,
J. Stuirt, Thistle Bank, Helensburgh (Buif). Highly Commended, Mrs.
Ford, Hardengreen, Dallicith (White) ; W. R. P.u'i-, Abbotsmeadow. JMel-

tose (Bu£f). C;iir;'.vn.s.—First, E. A. Aglionliv (Bufl' . Second. W. R.
Park White). Thiril, Mrs. Ford (Wbite). HigJily Commended. H. Beldon ;

J. htu'irt (Buif); J. Barton, Jedburgh (Buff). Commended, C. Pe;ise,
Darlington (Duff).

BUAHM-i PooTKA.—First, C. Pease. Second, J. DIuirbead, SaltonMnins.
Third, J. Waugh, Ca>tlehi!), Loehmaben. Miicicju.—First. Capt. Fisher,
Albyn Place, Aberdeen. Second, E. A. Aglionby. Third, Mrs. Craw, Jed-
burgli.
Game (Black or Brown Bed).—First, J. Brough. Carlisle. Second,

Lord Binning (Black-breasted). Third, .1. ttudie ( Klack Rodi.
Game (Any other variety).— Fir-st Withheld. ."Second, W. Easton, Jed-

burgh (IJuekHings). Third, P. L. R^iV, jun., Nenthorn (Duekwin^s).
Chickcm.—Fir^t, J. fimith (Brown Red). Second, J. Brougli, Carlisle
(Black Red). Third, W. Riddell, Selkirk (Brown Red.)
Hameurghs (Silver-spangledl.—First. JI. Beldon. Second. W. France,

Crieff. Tbii-d, J. Bowe, Carlisle. Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Com-
mended, F. L. Rov, jun. ; Mrs. Craw. Jedburgh.
Hambl'rghs ( Silver-pencilled 1.—First and econd, H. Beldon. Third,

T. J. HaiTison, singleton Park, "Westmoreland. Commended, G. Walker,
Selkirk.
Hamedrghs (Golden-spangled).—^First, H. Beldon. Second, R. Dickson,

Selkirk. Third, J. Tumbuh, Selkirk. Commended, T. Musgrove, Long-
town.
HASlEtTRGHS (GoMen-peneilled).—First and Second, H. Beldon. Third,

R. Burrow, Longto wn. Commended, D. Xormand, Kennoway, Fife

;

W. R. Park.
BANTAiis (Any variety).—First, W. M;;bon, jun , Jedburgh 'Black Red).

Second, G. Young, Sprouston (Dnekwing Game). Third, IrV. Dixon,
Sunderland (Black Red). Extra Third, D, Broomfield, Kelso (Game).
Highly Commended, R Toull, Sundcrkand (Bliek Bed) ; J. Sword, Jed-
burgh (Dacltwing): J. Kerr, Sprnistuu 'Duckwing Game); "W. Easton,
•Jedburgh (Brown Red). Commended, G. Turnbull, Kirriemuir (Black
Red) ; W. Hodeson, Darlington (Game) ; F. L. Roy, jun. (Black Red)

;

E. A. Aglionby (Pile Game),
Bantams {Anv other variety).—First, J. R. Jessop. Beverley Road,

Hull, .-econd, F. L. Royd, jun. (Silver Sebright). Third, J. Barton,
Jedburgh (Black). Commended, F. L. Roy, juu. (Black).
Any OTHER Vabiktv.—Fifst. (!)ountess de Flahault (La Fleche). Se-

cond, W. R Park (Crivo Cfljur). Third, H. Beldon (Rolands). Highly
Commended. H. Beldon (Rolands); Countess de Flahault (La Fleche);
J. A. 8. E. Pair (White Dorkings). Commended, ^y. E. Otto, Jerdonfield.
Geese (Any variety).—Fh-st, Miss Swan, Bush (Toulouse). Second,

T. E. Boog, Lanton (Toulouse;. Third, Mrs. Sanderson, Magdalenhall

(Chinese). „ . -,.,,.

DCCKS (White Aylesbnrv).—First and Second, J. A. B. E. Fair, GillieB-

tonguea. Third, E. Leech, Rochdale. Highly Commended, — Finlay,

Jedburgh; Messrs. Bw.iu & Hood, Bush. Commended, J. Steel, E-elso.

Ducks ( IVjuen).—First, J. H. Frame, Overton. Second, J. Hardie.

Third, J. Gray, shnrplaw. Highly Commended, J. Hall, BroombaulKs.

Commended, Mrs. Craw. ^ j, . ,

DncKS (Anv other distinct breed).—First, T. C. Harrison (Mandanns).
t'eeond, J. R. Jesson. Third, U. Beldon (Call Ducks). Commended, J.

Slater, Eccles (Wild'l)ncks). .'

TuuKEiS —Poulte First, J. Smith. Second, Lord Binumg. Third,

E. Leech, Rochdale. Highly Commended, T. L. Jackson.

Sweepstakes top. JIantams.-First, G. Turnbull, Kirriemuir (Black

Rod Game). Second, W. Brown, Selkirk (Black Red Gumel. Third, J.

Renilson, Selkirk (Black Rid Game). Higldy Commended. J. Park, Jed-

burgh (Black Red). Commended, G. Yonng, Sprouston (Dnekwing
Game) ; J. Jcott, Selkirk (Black Red Game) ; J. Lunn, Glouburahall

(Duckwing) ; F. L. Rov. jun. iBlack Red).
>ELLIN-G Class.—Fiitt, T L. Jackson (Turkeys). Second. W. Paterson,

Langholm (Spanisbl. Third, G. Macmillan (Manorkies). Highly Com-
mended, T. L. Jackson (Dorkings); Mrs. Birkett. Penrith i Dorkings);

.1. Hardie (Dorkings) ; Mrs. Craw (Cochin China. Brahma Pootrat; J. A.

S. E. Fair (Avleshurv Ducks). Commended, R. hcott (Aylesbury Ducks);

Messrs. Swaii & Hood, Busli (Aylesbury Ducks) ; Miss Swan, Bush (Tm--

kcvs).
Cottagers' Prizes —First, A. Stevenson, Cessford .Game). Second,

R. Sword. Third, G. Macmill.~.n (Silver-spancled Hambnrgbs). Highly
Comracnded, A. Stevenson (Game). Commended, W. Sinton, belkirk

(Brahma Pootra) ; W. E. Miller, Selkirk (silver Dorkings).

SINGLE COCKS.
Dorkings.-First, J. H. Frame, Overton. Second, J. Hardie. Thil-d,

Countess de Flahault.
Game.—Fu-st. J. Hardie. Second, H. M. Julian, Hull. Third, J. Brough.
Hamuceghs.—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. U. Somner, Jedburgh,

Third, T. E. Boog. Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Commended, F. L.

Roy.
PIGEON'S.

TuMElERS (Almond).-First, J. Bell, Newcastle. Second, P. A. Ken-
wick. Kelso. Third, R. Thomson, Moresdalehall, Kendal.

ToMELERS (Any otlier vnrietv).—Fii-st, F. !. Wood, Edinburgh. Se-

cond, J. Fielding, Eochiile. Tliird, H. Yardley, Bu-mingham. Highly

Commended. J. E .-pence, MillbUl. .\!U5se)bui-gh (Short-face.l) ; J. Camp-
bell, Distillery. Langholm (Short-faced

I
; J. Bell, Newcastle (Kites).

Fantaies—First, J. Gr.uit, Corstorphine. .-econd, J. Bell, Newcastle.

Thii-d, Highlv Commended, and Commended,'V\'. R Park.

PouTERS.-^First and Third, J. Grant. Second, F. Keir.

Ndnb.—First, K. Paterson. Second, W. Hcoon. Melrose. Third, ,E.

Davidson, Jedburgh. Highly Commended. H. Yardley.

Owls.—First and Second, J. Fi.-ldiiig. Third, F. D. Wood, Edlnburgn.

Hiclilv Commended. T Speuce, Millbill ; Vf. R. Park.

Tcp'eits.—First, R. Paterson. Second, H. Yardley. Third, R. Thomson.
Highly Commeuded, F. U. Wood ; R. Thomson. Commended, R. David-

son.
JACOBINS.—First, P. A. Bcnwick. Second, F. D. Wood. Third, Countess

de Flahault. Highly Commended, R. Thomson ; F. D. Sanderson.

Anv "Variety.-First. J. Campbell (Miicides). Second, H. Yardley.

Third, Mrs. Craw (Drjgons). Highly Commended, Coimtess do Flahnnlt

(Runts); Mrs. Cr.aw (Victoria ; G. Bell. Commeuded, F. D. Wood,
Ediuburgb (Swallows. Trumpeters) ; A. Goodfellow.

Selling Class.—First, A. Anderson. Edgerston (Barbs). Second, J.

Grant. Corstorphine. Third, R. Dnvid--on ;Wbite Dragons). Highly

Commended, J. U. Jessop (Owls) ; H. Yardley ; J. Barton, Jedbuigh (Baid-

headj. Commended, A. Ormiston (Jacobins..

CANARIES.
Scotch F-ivcy (Yellow).— Cocl-.-First, J. Bknekie, Jedburgh. Second,

J Dalgleish, Galashiels. Highly Commended, J. Hsll, Jcdliurgh. Com-
mended, K. Balkintyne, Hawick, iftu.-First, J Kemp, Galafhiels. .-e-

cond, W. Tinliue. Highly Commended, A. I'erguson. Commended, T.

Scott. ^ 3 ^ T .ji
-coTCH Fancy (Bnff .—Coci.—First. J. Kemp. Second, G. Laidlaw.

Highly Commended, B. Kallnntyne. Commended, G. Bennct. Ken.—
First, A. Ferguson. Second, J. Hope. Highly Commended, T. Scott.

Commended. K. Sw.nnston, Jedburgh.
, ., „ , „

Belgian Fancy (Ycllowl.-CocA-.—First, J. Barton. Second, J. Marshall,

GaUsbiels. Highly Commended, J. Clegborn. Commended, J. Hope.

Hen.—Fiist, J. Kemp. Second, "K. Tinlino. Highly Commended, J.

Barton. Commended, J. Kemp.
Belgian Fancy (Buffi.— Cocl-.-Pirst, J. Kemp. Second. G. Laidlaw.

Highly Commended, G. Laidkaw. Commended, J. Dryden, Kelso. Hen.

—First, W. Tinlinc. .-econd, J. Clegborn. Highly Commended, J. Dry-

den. I'ommended, J. Kemp.
FLECKEn Canaries (Yelluw).—recJ- —First, G. Walker. Kelso. Pecond,

J Cle.'hora. Highly Commended, Mrs. Craw. Commended. O. Mabon.

He?i.—First, G. P;>rk. Second, G. Walker. Highly Commended, J. Haidie.

Commended, G. Mnbon.
Flecked Canaries (Eufr).-Corl-.-First, W. Lnirllnw. Second, G.

'Walker. Hiahlv Commended, G. Macmillan. Commended, \v. Finhiy.

JJen.—First, W.'Tinline. Second, W. Finlay. Highly Commended, J.

HaU, Jedburgh. Commended, G. Park.

Judges.—roultn/ : E. Hewitt, Esq., Sparkbrook, Birmingham;

Fir/eons: J. H. Frame, Esq., Overton, Carluke; Canmks: MrDewar,
Edinburgh.

HALIFAX WIMTEE, POULTRY SHOW.
TiTE second Show of this Society was held on the Qnd inst. in the

Temperance Hall, Northgate. This building is Ul adapted to the

purpose of a show of such dimensions, for some parts are so badly

lighted that it would be next to impossible to know a Black from a

Golden-spangled bird at first sight ; and in addition to this evil the

space is so limited that the pens had to be put in double tiers, and so

close to each other were the rows, that two persona were incoBvenieoced
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to pass between them at one time. Arrangements would doubtless
have been made for a more suitable building if the great inrrense of
entries had been at all anticipated ; for last year 114 included Canaries,
while this year's schedule, for poultry and Rabbits alone, bronght
nearly 170 pens. The great difhculty of judging a show with Buch
disadvantages will be easily perceived, and many expressed themselves
Burprised that any one would accept, such a task. The Committee,
whose care of the birds entrusted to their hands was most exemplary,
will doubtless endeavour to secure more extensive accommodation for
their future shows, seeing the very handsome manner in which they
have been supported by exhibitors. The Show was well attended, es-
pecially in the latter part of the day, which would doubtless act bene-
ficially on the spirits of the overworked Secretary.
Red Gtnne were first iu tho list, and a magnificent pen of Brown Red

chickens in this class iron the cup for the best pen of Game in the
Show. The second prize was awarded to a pen containing a very
handsome Black Red cotrk, but the hen mated with him showed move
pencilling on the wing than was desirable. In the Variety class for
Game Mr. Firth's well-known Duckwing chickens were first, the second
prize going to a capital pen of old birds from Beverley. The Sjitinish

classes were good. The splendid old birds of Messrs. Burch A: Boulter
were first ; the second and third prizes went to two pens of handsome
chickens. Tlie Cochin class was not good, crooked tails and twisted
combs being the rule. Of Hruhna T'ootras there were several vei-j'

good pens ; Col. Stuart "Wortley's pen of young birds heating Mr.
Pickles's celebiated old pen, which looked sicldy and out of condition.
Spangled flamhurf/hs were very good, but, except the first-prize pen,
the pencilled Hamburgbs were bad. Oatne Banfumsv^ere a very large
class, the first and second prizes being awarded to two beautiful pens
of Duckwiugs. the third to a smart little iicn of Black Reds. Bantams,
any other variety, had some nice pens, the first-prize jien of Whites
being of great beauty and striking appearance, Laced and Black fol-

lowing second and tliird. A capital pen of Silver /*o/(7;;'?*- was awarded
first for any other variety not previously named, and carried off the
cup for the best pen of poultry in the Show, Game excepted ; very
closely pressed, howevr-r, by Mr. Preston's pen of Silver Polands, the
comparative rarity of the toriner only deciding in their favour.
The class for Lop-eared Rabbits was large, having twenty-five entries.

The medal for the best pen was given to Mr. Newsome's Blue buck,
which out-distanced all competition. The next in excellence was a
capital Black doe from Sheffield. One of the best Rabbits in this
class was disqualified, owing to a large blemish over its left eye.
Himalayas were as pretty as ever, and well worthy the attention be
stowed on them ; and the prize-winners in Angoras were like balls of
swan's do^vn.

A capital Black Red Game chicken was sho'mi in the Extra stock
clasB by the Secretary, though not for competition.

Game fBlack-brea^ted).—Cup. E. Akrovd, Bradforil. Second, T. Bot-
tomley. Shelf, near Halifax. Third, K. Pashley, Worksop. Highly Com-
mended, J. Gelderd, Collin Croft ; R. Pashlev : J. Crosslnnd, jun. Com-
mended, A. Fonton, Crimble Hall, Rocbdrtle: J. Hodgson. Bradford.
Gamk (Any other variety).—First, J. FirtU, Halifax. Second, W. Boyes,

Beverley. Third. A. Fenton. His^lilv Cimuiended, A. Hodgson, HUng-
worth, near Halifax ; T. Sunderland, Halifax.
Spanish (Black).—First, Messrs. Bnrch & Boulter, SbeffieM. Second,

J. Preston, Alh-rton. near Bradford. Thtrd. J. Murchant, Halifax Highly
Commended, -T. Thi-esh, Bradford ; W. MeMcUon, Gloss«jp. Commended.
J. Newton. Silsden, near Leeds ; W, Roberts, jun., Halifax.
Cochin-Chi^a.-First, J Gates, Stouey Rovde, Halifax. Second, H.

CroBsley. Broumficld, Halifax. Third, C. E Ridsdjile, Copely, near Hali-
fax. Highly Commended, J. Wade, Cnpely Mills, neur Halifax : T.Rogers,
St. Helens, Lancashire. Commended, C^ E. Ridsdalc.
Brahma PooTRA,—First, Col. Stuart Wortlev, Grove End Road, London.

Second, J. H. Pickles. Third, J. Smithson, Lightecliffe, near Halifax.
Highly Commended, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colv.ick Rectory. Nottingham;
J. H. Pickles

; J. Smithson. Commended, M. Brooksbank. Manchester.
Hambdrohs (Gold or Pilver-spanglfd).— First. J. Ogden, Holliuffwood,

near Manchester. Second, J. Preston, Third, H. Firth, Dudley Hill, near
Bradford. Highly Commended, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton, Mottram, near
Manchester; H. Jennings, Allertou near Bradford. Commended, W.
Bairstow, Fearncliffe.
HAMBUROns Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First. J. Preston. Second, H.

Picklee, ]un., Earliy. near Skipton. Third, F. Pittia, jun., Newpoi-t. I.W.
Highly Commended. H. Greenwood, Woodhall Hills, near Leeds; T.
Brig<,'8, Fearnchffe, Bingley.
Game Rantasis.—First, J. Crossland, jun Second, F. Pittis, jun.

Third, G. Noble, StainclifTe, Batley. Highly Commended. Rev. W. J.

Mellor ; F. L. Roy, Nenthorn. Kelso ; A. Fenton ; J. Crossland, jun.
Bantams (Any other variety).-First, J. R. Jcssop. Hull. Second,

Messrs. S. & R Ashton (Laced). Third, H. Draycott, Humbei-stoue,
Leicester (Black). Highly Commended, J. Walker^ Halifax (Laced) ; F.
li. Roy (Laced).
Any other Variety not Previously Mentioned.—Cup and First, J.

Colston, •owerby Bridge i SUver-spangled Polands). Second, Col. Stuart
Wortley (French Fowls). Third, S.T. Beaumont. Huddersfield (Dorkings).
Highly Commended, S. T. Beaumont (Polands). Commended, Messrs.
Walton & Widdop. Booth Town (Dorkings) ; Col. Stuart Wortley (Silkies)

;

M. Brooksbank, Manchester (Dorkings).
Extra Stock.—Very Highly Commended, T. Dyson. Halifax (Game).

Highly Commended, C. E. Ridadale, Copley (Cochin-China) ; W. Walker
(Black Spanish). Commended, W. H. Green (Game Bantams).

RABBITS.
Spanish.-Medal, W. Kewsome, Leeds (Lop-eared). Second, W. Allison,

Sheffield (Black Doe). Highly Commtnd^'d, S. A. Willie, East Moulscy,
Surrey (Sooty Fawn Buck) ; J. Warden, Halifax (Smut Bucki ; W. New-
Some (Lop-eared I

; W. Allison (Grey Buck) ; C Gravil, jun., Thome, near
Doncaster (Doe and Buck). Commended, J. Warden (Grey Doe and Buck).

HiMALAYAN.—First, H. Cawood, Thome, near Doncaeter. Second, F.
Horsfall, M.D , Carlton GranRe, near Pontofract. HiKhly Commended,
J. R. Jessop, Beverley Road, Hull ; J. Alderson, Claremount, Halifax ; C.
Rayson, York Mount, Preatwich. Commended, T. Hawkes, York; J. Shaw,
Mount Pleasant, Halifax.
Angora.—First, J. Alderson. Second, A. Parry, Rochdale. Highly

Commended, C. EUyson. Commended, M. Huntsworth, Halifax ; J. Shaw.

JuDGE.~Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE ORNITHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

This Society held their first annual Kxhibition of Canaries and
Pigeons iu a room of the Half Moon Inn, Bigg Market, on the 25th

and 2Gth ult.

The Pigeon pens were constructed of deals with wire fronts ;
112

pens were shown, including the selling class. We fear the Society

will be losers, as too little notice was given of the Exhibition; besides,

the room was not a suitable place for the purpose.
There was a good show of Citnai-ics, which were ranged down the

centre of the room, and the Pigeons round the walls.

Carriers mustered four pens, and were poor, except the first prize

pair, which were a first-class hen and a fair cock. Pouters, with the

exception of the winning pens, were also poor. Almond Tumblers
were a good class. Mr. F. Key received high commendations for a

capitally matched pen, which certainly ought to have been second.

Short-faced Tumblers, of any other colour, were also good ; but the

first and second prizes should have been reversed. In Trumpeters, the

ih-st prize went to an excellent pair of Blacks, the second to equally

good Mottles ; hut one of the latter birds was out of health, and
unfit for exhibition. Nuns were not remarkable. The first and second

Barbs were first-class, and would hold good positions at some of the

best shows. The Fantail class was good, but the second- prize pair was

not entitled to that position, there being four better pens exhibited.

In Magiui-s, the second prize was given -to a coarse pair of Blacks,

a fine pair of the same colour receiving high commendation. The
first prize went to a nice pair of Swallows. The first prize in Jacobins

went to a moderate pair of Reds, one of the birds having a blemished

eye. The best pair arrived too late for competition, but the class con-

tained better competitors than the recipients of the prize. Both prizes

were taken by Yellows in the class for Turbits, but the second-prize

birds were coarse and large. Some fair Keds and Blues were shown.

In the class for English Owls, some good birds competed, hut the best

pen was unnoticed. In the Variety class a pair of good Blue Swallows

was first, Archangels second. The following is the list of prizes :

—

CANARIE>;.
Belgian (Clear Y'ellow).—First, W. Gillson, Sumae Street. Second,

H. Hall, Gateshead.
BELGI.1.N (Clear Buffj.—First, J.Baxter, Newcastle. Second, W. David-

son, Newcastle. Very Highly Commended, J. Wilson, Scotswood Road,
Newcastle.
Belgian .Variegated Yellow or Buff^—First, W. Gillson. Second, J.

Wilson.
Glasgow Don {Clear Yello\v).~First, H. McDougdalc, Edinbiu-gh. Se-

cond, R. Forsyth, Edinburgh. Highly Cummended, J. Forsyth, Elswicb
East Terrace.
Glasgow Don (Clear Buff).—First, J. A. Currie. Second, J. Forsyth.

Highly Commended, R. Forsyth.
Goldfinch Mdle (Yellow).—First, R. Wardle, Gilesgate Moor. Second,

J. Wynn, Northampton.
Goldfinch Mule (Bufi').-First, R. Wardle. Second, G. Parkinson,

Houghton-le-Spring. Very Highly Commended, R. Huwman, Middles-

borough. Highly Commended, J. Wynn.
Goldfinch Mule (Dark).— Prize, T. Robinson.
LiN>ET Mule—First, J. Baxter. Second, W. Blair, Barrington Col-

liery, Bedlington.
NoRwifH (Clear Yellow).—First, J. Smart, Newcastle. Second and Very

Highly Commended, G. Parkinson.
Norwich (Clear Buftj.—First, H. Yeld, East Sunderland. Secojid, J.

Wynn. Very Highly Commended, G. Symington, Newcastle. Highly Com-
mend, T. Johnson
Norwich (Variegated, or four Marked Yellow). — First, J. Spence,

Bishopwearmouth, Sunderland. Second, R. Hele. Verj* Highly Com-
mended, J. Baxter.
Norwich (Variegated, or four Marked Buff).—First. J. Baxter. Second,

J. Spence. Very Higlily Commended, G. Parkinson.
Lizard (Golden-spangled).—First, T. Robinson, Middlesborough. Se-

cond, W. Gillson.
Lizard (!^ilver-spangled}.—First and "Second, T. Robinson.
Dun (Yellow Cinnamon .*-Fii-Bt and Second, G. Moore, Northampton.

Highly Commended, H. Yeld.
Dun (Buff Cinnamon).—First and Second, G. Moore.
Dun (Yellow marked).—First and Second, G. Wilkinson.
Dun (Buff-marked).—First, E. Baker. Second. G. Wilkinson.
Clear Green.—First, E. Baker, second, M. Brovrn, High Felling,

Gateshead. Very Highly Commended, H. Yeld ; G. Atkinson, Gateshead

;

W. Davidson.
Common Four Marked.—First, J. Baxter. Second, G. Wilkson. Very

Highly Commended, R. Kiphng, Forth Terrace ; J. Baxter. Highly
Conmiended, J. Carr.
Goldfinch.—First, R. Wardle. Second, G. Wilkinson. Very Highly

Commended, G. Atkinson.
Group of ten Canary Birds, or upwards, in one Caor, inrespeo-

TivE OF Colour.-First, J. Blakey, Bath Lane. Second, R. Daniels.

PIGEON.S.
Carriers.-First, N. Stephenson. Second, T. Thompson, Wideopoa.

Highly Commended, T. C. Taylor, Middlesborough.
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Pouter s.—Firpt, C. Vnux, Sundorlftnd. Second, J. E. Spence. Highly
Commended, T. Thompson.
TuMDLERs (Short-laced Almond). — FirBt, R. Dnniels. Second, O.

Fawdon, Pipewellgate. Highly Commended, F. Key, Beverley, Yorkshire
;

N. ''tephenson.
TuMBLERH (Short-faced, any colour).—First, T. Rule. Se ond, G. Faw-

don. Highly Commended, N. Stephenson.
Tbumpktkrs.— First, R. Gray. Rabbit Banka. Second, C. V anx. Very

Highly Commended, R. Dnniels.
ND^s.— First, C. Hulfln, Bridgewater, Somoraet. =econd, T. C. Taylor.
Barbs.—First, G. Fawdon. ."econd, C. Vaux. Highly Commended, R.

Daniels.
Fantiils —First, G. Fawdon. Second, N. R. Parker, Melrose. Highly

Commended, N. ^tepheDsoD.
Magpies— First. C. Bulpin. Second, C. M. Byers, Seaton Sluice.

Highly Cnmmeiided, G. Fawdon.
Jacobins.— Kirst, C. Vaux. Second, P. A. Reuwick. Highly Com-

mended, J, G. Spence.
Tumblers.— First, P. Stephenson. Second, R. Daniels. Highly Com-

mended, W. Youl ; T. Rule.
Tdrbits.— t-irst, G. fawdon. Second, J. Thompson. Highly Com-

mended, W. R. Van Hannsberpen.
English OwLS.— First, R. Daniels. Second, P. Stevenson. Highly

Commended, N. R. Pnrker.
Ant other Distinct Breed.— First, G. M. Byers Swallows). Second,

R. Gray (Archangels). Highly Commended, T. C. Taylor.

Judges.—Mr. Bobert L. Wallace ; Mr. John Crawford, ond Mr.
Thomas Lowerv.

SOUTH OF IRELAND POULTRY, PIGEON, AND
CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATION.

The sixth annual Exhibition of Poultry, Pigeons, and Song Birds,

was held in the Atbenaum, Cork, on the 30th and 31st of January.
The following prizes were awarded:

—

Spanish.—First, J. C. Cooper, Cooper's Hill, Limerick. Second, H. L.
Tivy. Highly Commended, Mrs. Dring, Rockgrove; Mrs. Hr\y. ' hiekens.

First, R. P. Williams, Clontarf. Second, J. C. Cooper. Highlv Com-
mended, Mrs. Dring; F. Y. Gilbert (White Spanish ; A. E. Allen, Cork.
Dorkings fColonred).—First. R. P. Williams. Se'-ond. J. C. Perry,

Browning's Town, Cork. Oiickens.—First, Mrs. Dring. Second, Mrs.
Webb. Highly Commended, R. P. Williams. Commended, Mrs. Dring

;

J. C. Cooper ; T. O'Grady, Ptoughgrove, Bandon ; F. W. Zm-horst, BelviUe,
Donnybrook.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey).—Firat, T. O'Grady. Second. Rev. J. O'Sullivan.

Chickens.— First,T. O'Grady. Second, J. C. Cooper. Highly Commended,
R. P. Williams ; F. Hodder. Commonded, Rev. J. O'Sullivan ; T. O'Grady.
Dorkings White).

—
"first, J. C. Perry. Second, Countess of Bandon.

Cochin-China (Buff or I.emon).—First, R. P. Williams. Second and
Highly Commended, Mrs. Hay.
CocHiK-CniNA

t
Partridge or Grouse).—Fii-st, Mrs. Webb. Second, J. C.

Cooper.
Cochtn-Ohin.\ (White).—First, F. W. Zurhorst. Second, Miss L. Pike.
Brahma Pootra.s.—First and Second, R. W. Boyle, Bray, Co. Wicklow.

Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper ; Miss J. B. Haughton.
CRE^'E C(EUR9.—First and Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper. Second,

J. C. Perry.
Game (Blaek or Brown Reds).— First, C. F. Staunton, Clondalkin

(Brown), i-'econd, J. Lloyd (Black). Chickens.—First and Second, J. C.

Cooper,
Game (Dnckwings, Piles, or others).—First and Commended, J. Xi.

PeiTy. Second, A. E. Allen, Cork. Chickeiis.—First and Second, A. E.
Allen (Piles and Greys).
PoLANns (White Crests).-First, R. P. Williams. Second, J. C. Perry.
PoLANPS Spangled).—First, J. C. Cooper. Second and Commended,

R. P. Willi9m.s Silver and Gold).
Hameurghs (Pencilled).—First, F. W. Zurhorit (Gold). Second, Mrs.

Dring (Gold). Commended, J. C. Perry (Gold).
Hamburghs (Spangled).—First, J. C. Cooper. Second, T. O'Grady.

Highly Commended, J. C. Perry Commended, R. P.Williams ; Mrs. Dring.
Bantams (Sebright) — l-irst, Hon. Mrs. H. B. Bernard. Second, R. P.

Williams.
Game Bantams.—First, T. O'Grady. Second and Highly Commended,

W. D. Allen. Commended, J. Lloyd.
Bantams (Silkv).—First and Second, J. A. Fitzpatrick. Commended,

C. F. Staunton.
'

Ant other Variety.—First, J. C Cpoper (Malny). Second, F. U.
Zurhorst {.Sultans). Extra Second, F. U. Zuvhovst (French) ; J. C. Cooper
(La Fleche). Highly Commended, F. Y. Gilbert (Houdan ; Hon. Mrs.
H. B Bernard (suU:ins). Commended, F. W Pirn (Houdan) ; J. C. Perry
(Houdan) ; F. Y. Gilbert (Houdan) ; J. C. Cooper (Houdan and Malay).
Turkeys.—First, J. C. Cooper. Second, Rev. J. O'Sullivan. Poults.—

First and Second, J, C Cooper.
Geese (Coloured).—First and Second, J. C. Cooper.
Geese (White).—First and Second, J. C. Cooper. Commended, J. C.

Perry.
DcCKS (Aylesbury).—First, J. C. Cooper. Second, R. P. Williams.

Commended, J. C. Perry. Ducklinrjs.—Fijst, Countess of Bandon. Second,
R. P. Williams. Highly Commended. J. C. Cooper.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, R. P. Willi.ims. Second, Rev. J. O'Sullivan.

Commended, J. C. Cooper. Ducklijio^.^Firsl and Second. R. P. Williams.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Commended, R. P. Williams

(Shell Ducks and Buenos Ayi-ean). Second, CoimtL-ss of Bandon (Carolina).

Mrs. Lyon's Medax.—Medal, F. H. Zurhorst,

PIGEONS.
Pouters (Yellow Pied).—First, A. W. Shaw, Limerick. Second, J. H.

Perrott, Cork.
Pouters (Black Pied).— First and Highly Commended, Dr. Harvey.

Second and Commended. J. H. Perrott.

Pouters (Blue or Silver Pied),—First. A. W. Shaw. Second, Dr.
Harvey. Hiyhly Commended, Dr. Harvey; J. H. Perrott. Commended,
J. H. Pen-ott.

Pouters fRed Pied, Mealy, or other Colour).— First, A. W. Shaw,

Second, Dr. Harvey. Highly Commended, A. W, Shaw; D. Harvey. Com-
mended, A. W. Shaw ; Dr. JHarvey; J. H. Perrott.
Pouters (Whitei.—First, Dr. Harvey. Second, J. H. Perrott. Highly

Commended, A. W. Shaw. Commended, Dr. Harvey.
Carriers (Black).—First, Dr. Harvey. Second, A. W. Shaw. Highly

Commended, Dr. Harvey. Commended, P. M'Carthy; Dr. Harvey.
Carriers (Dun).—First, Dr. Harvey. Second, A W. i-haw.
Carriers (Blue or other colour).—First, R. Daly. Second, A. W. Shaw.
TusiBLvRS (Short-faced Almonds).—First, Dr. Harvey. Second and

Commended, A. W, Shaw,
TuMBLKRs, Kites (Short-faced).—First and Second, A. W. Shaw.
TuaiBLERS (Short-faced, Mottles, or others).—First and Second, A. W.

Shaw (Mottles).
Tumblers (Short- faced. Balds, or Beards).—First, J B. Blennerhasaett.

Second, R. A. Blennerhasaett. Commended, A. W. Shaw.
Tumblers (Commons, Balds, or Beards) — First, J. B. Blennerhassett,

Second, A. W. Shaw. Commended, J. B. Blonnerhassctt ; A. W. Shaw.
Tumblers tCommon, any other colour).--First, J. H. Perrott. Second

A. W. Shaw.
Barbs i Black or Dun).—First, A. W. Shaw. Second, J. H. Pen-ott.

Highly Commended, J. Lloyd. Commended, A. W. Shaw.
Barbs (Any other colour).—First and Second, J. H. Perrott (Yellow and

Red). Highly Commended, A. W. Shaw (Yellow and White) ; G. Wher-
land. Commended, G. Wherland (Red and Yellow).
Jacobins Red or Yellow).—First and Second. J H. Perrott (Yellow).

Highly Commended, A. W. Shaw (Red) ; J. Pike (Yellow). Commonded,
J. Lloyd Yellow) ; J. W. Edge (Yellow).
Jacobins Any other colour).—First, A. W. Shaw (White). Second, J. H.

Perrott (Mottled).
Fantails (White).—First, J. Pike. Second, A. W. Shaw. Highly Com-

mended, T. O'Grady ; J. H. Perrott ; J. Pike.
Fantails (Any other colour).—First, J. W. Edge (Blue . Second, R. A.

Blennerhasaett. Highly Commended, J. W, Edge (Blue) ; J. Pike (Blue).
Commi-uded, J. Pike (Blue) ; J. Jefferies (Black)
Owls (Blue or Silver).—First, J. Pike. Second, J. Jefferies. Highly

Commended, J. H. Perrott. Commended, R. Russell.
Owls (Any other colour).—First, A. W. Shaw (White). Second, J. W.

Edge. Commended, J. Pike (Black).
Trumpeters (Mott]ed).—Firbt and Second, J H. Perrott. Commended,

A. W. Shaw ; J. H. Perrott.
Trumpeters (Any other colour).—First, A. W. Shaw (Black). Second,

J. Pike, niglily Commended, J. F. Blennerhassett (White). Commended,
T, O'Grady (W'hite ; A W. Shaw (White).
Turbits.—First, J. H. Perrott. Second, T. O'Grady. Highly Com-

mended, J. B. Blennerhassett.
Nuns.—First, T. O'Grady. Second, C. F. Staunton.
Magpies.—First, T. O'Grady. Second, A. W. Shaw.
Any other Variety.—First, A. W. Shaw (German Toys). Second, J,

Lloyd (Isabels). Highly Commended, J. Llovd (Eunts) ; T»r. Harvey
(Pigmy Pouters Erunnen'fi). Commended, A. W. Shaw (Frillbacka) ; Dr.
Harvey (Isabels) ; J. H. Perrott.
Special Prize.— Society's Silver Medal, awarded to the exhibitor who

wins the greatest number of points, A W. Shaw.

SWEEPSTAKES FOR YOUNG PIGEONS.
Pouter (Any colour),-Prize, J. H. Perrott.
Carrier (Black).- Prize. Dr. Harvey.
CARi-.iER (Dun 5.—Prize, Dr. Harvey.
TiiUiiPETERS (.Vny colour).—Silver Medal, J. H. Perrott.

SONG BIRDS.
Canaries (Yellow without Orest).—First, Second, and Commended,

Mrs. HO'ider. Highly Commended, H. E. Bond.
Canaries (Yellow with Crest).—Prize, H. E. Bond.
Green or other Coloub.—First and Second, A. Witch fGreen Canary

andPiedi. Hiyhly Commended and Commended, H. E, Bond (Harlequin,
and Lizard'.
Goldfinch Mules.—First, J. Dowling, jnn. Second, J. Fitzgerald.

Highly Commended, W^. P. Harris. Commended, Mrs. Hodder.
Linnet Mules.—Prize, W. P. Harris.
Blackbirds.—Prize. Mrs. Hodder.
Thrushes.— Fii-st and Highly Commended, J. Fitzgerald. Second, Mrs

Hodder.
Sk\xark3.—Fiist, Mrs. Hodder. Second, J. Perry.
Bullfinches.— Prize, J, Dowling, jnn.
Goldfinches.—First and Second, Mrs. Hodder. Highly Commended,

T. Crowlty. Commended, R. Russell.
Linnets.—First and Highly Commended, R. RusseU. Second, Mrs.

Hodder.
Society's Medal to the Winner of the Greatest NuiiBEB op

Points,—Mrs. Hodder.

WOODBURY HIVES.
Unueu the above heading at page 40, No. 303. of \hh Jonr-

ual is a description of an "improvement" in the Wouflbiry
hive, signed " C. F. George."
Any suggestions or improvements having for their object the

facilitating the removal and interchange of bar frames in hives

must, doubtless, he acceptable to all practical ajiiariaua. Sim-
plicity, however, should be the guidiug rule in all improvement^,
whether intended to ap}.iy to things actually in existence or to

those to be newly constructed. Mr. George states in his com-
munication, '-I have tried it, and it quite answered my expec-

tation." "Without in the least wishing to prejudice him, or in

any way to detract from the ingenuity of his pljtn, I cannot but

think that it is rather complicated. I would venture to inquire

whether he has ever heard of the elongated top bar frames aa

first, I believe, introduced to public notice by " Sibebt-in-ths-

WoLD," in The Jouf.x.-s.l of Horticulture, No. 262, page 265.

where it is fully described? It will be manifest from a perusal
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of this article that the cKflScnlty of loosening the frame* \«heiJ

cemented by the bees is in a preat measure obviateil, and thai

the object can be effected without the necessity of tbrastin^'

the finger inside the hive. It was found, however, that the

wooden notches wliich " Sibep.t's " bar frames rested in were
liable to brenk in the process of moving the frames. Mr. Pettitt,

of Snargate Street, Dover, has overcome this difficulty by the

invention of a raetDllic-bar rest or rack for the reception of the

ends of the clongatedbar frames, towliich allusion is made by
" SiBKnT " .it the conclusion of his communication above re-

ferred to, as also in an article signed " F. C. V." which imme-
diately follows it.

The advantages of the metallic bars over the wooden notches
are—1st, Their durability ; '2nd, Their freedom from expansion
or contraction from the effect of weather ; Sid, Their great

Bimplicity and capability of adaptation to the Woodbury or

Langstroth hives by the merest novice in the art of carpcu-

terirg.

The elongxted top bar has been ingemously made applicable

by Mr. Pettitt to existing Woodbury and Langstroth frames, and
can be fixed to or removed from them as occasion may require

by the most simple means. Thus, the interchange of combs
between hives of the original and altered constriiefiou (required

in the process of forming artificial swarms), is not frustrated.

The Sibert-Pettit.t, if I may so term it, plan will be found to

embrace, and with more simplicity, all that Mr. Geor„'e appears
to desire, with one exception—viz., " the frames can be gently

pushed one towards another without lifting up." The force of

this remark I cannot comprehend, inasmuch as the object of

opening a bar-frame hive is the inspection of the combs. How
is this to be performed without lifting the frames out ?—X,

BEES CLUSTERING—MOVING HR^ES.
I HAVE two common hives of bees in a bee-shed, which does

not answer, as the bees cluster in numbers within it during the

gummer without swarming. I wish to have the front taken
out, and on its completion place the shed and hive 5 yards
further back, and to the left of tlie original position the same
distance. Can this be done with safety to the bees, and should
the bees be moved gradually, a yard or so at a time, or at

once? They will have to be put on common stands whilst the
shed is altered.

—

Indcbtma.

[Bees often cluster outside their hives without swarming,
whether kept in a bee-house or left exposed. The true remedy
is either to super the stocks or form artificial swarms as may
best suit your views. The stocks had better remain on the old

Bpot until the season is sufficiently advanced to set them fairly

at work, then move them very gradually—say a foot or so once
a-week, until they reach the desiied position. J

OUR LETTER BOX.
PotTLTRY Show at Bury St. Kdmunrs.—We are happy to inform onr

readers poultry will be exhibited at the Royal Agri-ieuItm-arSociety's Show
at Bui7 St. EdJnunds. in July next, and a liberal prixe list will shortly be
published.
Poultry CHRo^"ICLE 'Lady Bam).—It ceased to be published as a

separnte periodical in 1855, and was incorporated with onr Journal.
Rice for Fowls (D. S.).—Rice is not good poultry food. It is toopoor,

and has a tendency to produce vermin. It may be piven at times for a
chanpe, but only in hot weather, and when thirre is ahundKnre of natifrfil

food to counteract its illelTects. The only way in which it could bo dressed
to make it good fDod would be to boil it with meat.
Frost-bitten Combs (Subscriber).~We have many fowl:^ with their

combs frozen, but none with lefjs so affected. Wc believe some will lose
their nails, but we have none crippled by it. There is no cure for tho
comb, the frozen part must die off, and we should tremble for the frosted
ieffs.

Turkeys for Breeding {W. G.).—We advise you to buy bird.-; of last
spring, or, if yon lilto, a cock of 1865 and hens of 1R66. If, however, any
one keeps a cock in your neighbourhofid you need not buy one. You
can bon'ow him for twenty-four hours, or hire him, or send yuur hens on a
visit to him. That is all that is necessai-y, and is ns effectual as if yon
had as many eoeks as hens. There is much siinilai'ity between Turkeys
and sheep in this respect.
Cochin- 'HiNA Cock's Eyes (TF. J. iV.).—There is" an eye sometimes,

found in Cochins called the "Jerry" eye. It is not a luahtless eye to
appearance, but it is so in fact when the bird becomes middle-aged. The
celebrated "Jerry," the property of Mr. Sturgeon, handed down this only
fault and bis mnnv virtues to his posterity.
Varieties or Combs {M. L. A.\—A rove coinh is a double one full of

points, like that of the Hamburgh. A pea cnmh is as it were made up of
three single combs pressed into one. that in the centre b^ing tho highest,
and having on each siile the impression or projecting outline of the <romb
united to it by pressure. The cup comb is upright and single in front, it

then divides ; each side bows out in the centre and unites at the back,
forming a cup. This comb is serrated all round. A hen will hatch
Goose's eggs, but she does not cover many.

WottK-OUT. Fpaxtsh Fowls (J. E. ff).—The Spanish c^ck, seven years
nld, Tfris woi-h out; the falling off of circulation, indicated by his diH-
i'"lrjared comb, was a, proof of it. Wo have no doubt he had Hint liver.
Tlii.s will often ttceoinpany a state of body in which th.- blood fills only
nno fuuetiou—that of depoaitiing> fat. VVe hiive seen u youn,' fjwl al-
(ii'jst bloodless, l)iit 9ii fat us to ciuse a cciisation of n.11 useful «tperatinn» ;
(if the body. Itn^as:!, CochinpulUit, andsho looked Hkeabadlv-Jauudioea
pntient in the fa'oc. We killed her bv euttiag her thro U, but'ciuJd draifif
only a few drops .of jthick blood. Had t^Ue lived a little longer these'
would have been absqrbed, and she would huvo died from want of blood;.
We have never seen youQ'.,' •p.inishdipin this way, hut tht-yhAvo disease*'.',
of theii'own. TUey ^ro not hmg lived, n'uie of tho nou-sitters aro, and/
few of the egg-producers reach the ago of thre^ wll,]ioatmore or less of
disease in the difforent organs h.iv'ing to do witij ^U^forniatiou uud laying
of eggs.

EGO-PRoDTTcmo FowLS (J. D ).—Bnihmas, Cochius. and Hond^ns arc
the best layers. They are also very hardy. For a hundred fowls to dt>
Weil you Bhould have an acre and a half or two acros of ground. At
pr'jsent their food would cost you Sot. por week. Later, when there is
niitur.al fof.d to be h.ad, they w.mld cost one-third less. You can keep
them iu a smaller place, but the ab »ve would ensure you greater success.

Cross-breedins Fowls [N.firdy S'*h?cr/b^r).—We do not approve of the
cro^^s between Krahmis and Hnudans, because tho latter are non-'^itters.
It is nlffiiys bad policy to mate such with good sitters Ho'idausare
very hardy, they are capital layer", and will live as well in confloomcnt
ns in an uulimiled spaca. Dn-Jtings want a large space. We thiak the
cross you name between Br.ihmas and Durkings v.il! make you .strong
and good fowls, also excellent for tiblo puri>oie.=». Thi?y will not be fit
for tho market at ten weeks; you must allow, even under favourable cir-
cumstances, six or ei'jlit weeks more. If you keep either Cochins,
Brahmas, -Spanish, or Houdans fir egg?, they may be shut up in small
places without doLriraeut, and ynu will want your gras^ rua for the hens
ami chickens. Till, however, "the chickens arc hatched the birds* may
run over it.

SCTSSOR.S For. DuBBnro; rx 1'. Z.).—Yoa oin buy them at any cutler's.
The scissors used by grpoms to oUy hm-ajs answer vary well ftnJ this
pui-pose.

Cataruh in Fowls {Gallua).~T>vy wcofther will be the heat and altaort-
the only remedy for the discharges from the nostrils. For many weakB
we have had eithei- raiu or snow. The bird^ have lacked dust f ir baths
and a dry surf ice fur scratching. Conticue the bread and ale and you will
carry them on till they are cured by dry and perhjips sunshiny weather.
We hnvG never tried mustard, and eaunot therefore give an opinion. We
shouhl not like to give much of it. We do not think there is any fear of
crossing iu the case you mention.

PRAHWA Pootras—Bantams (-T.-m).—There is no reason wliy a BrihToa .

Pootra pullet running with .a three-year old cock should not produce good ,

chickens. As you object to Game Bantams we rocommeud you to keep
Golrt-Iaced Sehrights.

.

TrnKET's Face swoll^.x f
J". JIT.),—It is certainly merely local, and;

neither hereditary nor infectious.
Food Required for Fowls [A. i?.).—The qnantity varies with the

season and the kind of fowl. Four pnuads of barley-meal pel* week for
eich maybe near the average. '• The Poultry Book" contains directions
for managing Ducks. [M. L. A.).—Your twenty-one fowls, bu.sidea the
sci'.aps you mention, should have five pints of meal and five piats of
barley daily.

Fowl BaBATHrNG with Difficulty 'Xca;).—Wc believe that the symp-
toms you mention indicate catarrh, caused by the recent severe weather
and subsequent rains. Gcnernus food, with broad soaked in ale once
daily, and confinement in a sheltered out-building, will be the best treat-
ment. We consider roup contagious, and should remove entirely a fowl
alHictdd with it. Confining it in a pen in the fowl-heuse where the other
fowls are we do not consider a sufiicient sepiration.
Preparing Runts f.ir ExnjEinoN (J^mosf)-—Feed your Runt.s on

good beans ; they are believed to improve tho coloni' and add to the gloss
of the feather of Pigeons. Let them have a bath twice a-wcek, but not
inside their house, as the floor will become wet and dirty, and the birds
will soil their w*ings and tails. Of course you keep your loJt scrupulously
clean, removing all dung, &c., daily. We have blocks of wood, cut from
limbs of elm, a foot across and a foot or so high, for tho Pigeons to roost
on. Wc place such a block in front of each two nests ; then, tho birds so
roosting, the dung drops clear of them, and when the cock sweeps his
tail on the pen it does not become dirty. If after the bath your hght-
colourcd birds still look soiled, wash with soap and water, using a small
sponge, and dry them iu a basket littered with straw or hay by the fire.

We recently wrapped up a washed birdiu flannel to keep him warmer,
and so that he should dry better, the weather being verj' cold. In Owls
blue is the best colour, then silver, then auy other. If black and white
were equally well bred their value would be equal. It would be a mere
difi'erence of taste.

PouTEa Cock Iu. \A Brj777znrr>.—Separate your sick bml from the
rest; i>ut him iu a clean dry pen where you can watch him; limit his
supply of water : give bim one grain of calomel three times a-week ; then,
if better, and if he be very thin of fle.^sh, give a smiU dose of ood-liver oil

ouce a-day. If you feel a lump of undigested food, cut opon the crop,
remove tbe lump, and neatly sew up tho crop, having well cleaned it.

Work on Beks {N. S. S.).—A work such as you name was published
once and failed. Tbera are not enough readers. "Bee-keeping for the
Slany " may be had free by post from our office for five postage s'amps.
It was written by the late 3Ir. Payne, one of the best practical apiarians
of our time, and has now many ndditioua from former contributions to
our columns.
Lanarkshire Bee-keeper.—Tho correspondent adopting this .signa-

ture, answered in our last, was not " A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper " who
occasionally contributes to our columns-
Total Mortality in a Hive (Jf/adyii^—It might have been better to

leave the entrances unolistructed : but we believe it to have been just
such an instanco of " starvation in tho midst of plenty " as wasdescribtid
by Mr. Woodbury in page f 8.

REMovrNG Paint from an Aviary (J. E.Ar.).—Heatthe paintstrongiy,
and then it can be scraped off readUy.
Booic {Old B'-i hive).—'"Tho Cina'ry and Other SongRirds'' contains

all .the information you seek. You can have it free by post from oar
office if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your address.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.
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Cliimonanthns fragrans.
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Hovea purpnrea.
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Piinelea decusaata.
Arum ciTnitnm.
Lily of the Valley.
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to the cost ineunc'tl; and hs I am of tlieir way of thinking I

do with jileasuie join iu this discussion, which I hope may
end in adding to our iuformatiou, notwithstanding that we
may each he of the same opinion still. "

1 do not wish from these remarks that Mr. Wills frtibuld

think that, in clashing him with those who advocate what I call

"the show Bysteui " of Vine-j^vowing, I intend to say thnt he
for his own selfish reasons would put his employer to a greater
expense than is required to supply his table with Grapes

;

but I am of opinion that the majority of the gardeners who
lay-out gentlemen's goi'dens do not study this part of the
qnestiou, but tliiuk it would be beneath them to produce a
bnnch that was not extra first-class, and they go to greater
expense than is required in the hope that they can realise this.

Now, I think the point iu discussion is what part of such out-

lay is warranted, that extra care on the gardener's part will not
replace : and I think thp.t Mr. AVills, judging by what he says,

would rather not run risks for the sake of saving the cost.

Having read Mr. Wills's paper, I turned to my geological

map for the explanation of what he says of Bishop Stortford,

that "there was no merit due to Mr. Nash or his gardener;
the soil was there ready, and they could not help growing good
Grapes." I find that that place is on the border land between
ehalk and London clay; will he explain at length what he means?
Does London clay only want chalk added to make it so fertile ?

I simply do not think that the soil Vines are planted in is of

sneh paramount importance, and that it could not under any
eii'enmstanees reduce the gardener's care to a minor considera-
tion. Of borders inside vcrstta borders inside and out, I think
the mere fact of there being an outside border attached to a
•Tinery in which first-class Grapes have been grown should not
J)e accepted as a proof of the advantages of outside borders

;

and I am sorry, as Mr. Wills was at Garston during the growing
season, that he does not tell us that he examined these borders
both in and out over their whole surface, and found everywhere
•Jeeding roots, as this could have been done without cansing the
Vines any injury. Mr. Wills complains of the Lincashire
•limafe, yet he also tells us that Mr. Meredith does not protect
these borders, but leaves them exposed to this adverse inftueiieB,

notwithstanding that they are so important to his success.
I must, therefore, retain my opinion for the present, that as
th« number of roots a Vine can support depends on the quan-
tity of foliage that Vine has, any one who, after completing his
inside border and getliug it filled with good healthy roots,

t»"aightway proceeds by putting an outside border to his Vines,
to encourage them to send out roots into this outside border,
kills the roots that are in the inside border in direct proportion
to his success in inducing them to go into the outside border

;

and that the only good reason for doing so in ordinary situa-

tions is to provide a means of supporting the A'ines while he
ehanges the soil in the inside border, that this, at times, im-
portant operation may be done at the least possible risk to the
Tines. It is now some years since I visited the Garston Vine-
yard, and I have no recollection of these outside borders, nor
do I see that Mr. Wills gives us their width and depth.

Mr. Wills speaks of obtaining 5«. a-pound for his Grapes,
but I think he will not find iu his climate that an outside
border will assist him iu the two periods when this price can
be obtained, either very early or very late. He has hardly yet
arrived at the full knowledge of how long-drawn-out a spring
can be, and I hope when he sighs in your pages for sunny
Cheshire he may be spared the taunts I once received ; he is

not now near Delnrnero Forest, or that cream of all Cheshire
land, the valley of the Dee, but on the cold side of Pendle Hill,

and I should think on the clays of the coal measures. The full

extent of what this means cannot be told.

Let me now turn to the account of Vine-growing in the open
air at Bury St. Edmunds that has lately been published eke-
where, as it leads me on to the last part"of the remarks I wish
to make on this subject, of which "H. S." speaks. Mr. Thomson
ean treat of the temperature required far better than I can, and
as " H. S." has called upon him by name, I shall confine myself
io the question of what is a "mean temperature," and try to
arrive at the answer by induction. We gardeners should be
yery thankful to the kind meteorologists who compile the
Jahles, and confer upon them what they for the most part look
lor as a reward for their trouble—the satisfaction of doing
something useful. I can only impute to this desire the trouble
they take in calculating out "mean temperatures ;" and, while
1 acknowledge their claim as public benefactors, I cannot help
thinking that when these alone are given, anything more likely

io mislead could not he invented. " H. S." gives us as his idea

6t Vlne-tfltapcratnre the 4.5th degree of north latitude, with a
meah temperature of from 70° to 7o°. Let me, then, take France
with these conditions. As far as I am informed the island of
Madeira forms the only exception of a wine-producing country
that is not in some sort limestone ; in Prance the vineyards are
either upon the chalk, greeusand, or oolite, as that at Bury St.
Edmunds is on the chalk. The Vines are cultivated on hill sides
upon terraces, which are formed by bringing down the soil at
Intervals, thus exposing the rock, or a rough wall built up to
support the next terrace, to the full sun heat. At Bury St.
Edmunds we are told the "shelter is perfect," "dry," "the
Vines are planted against a wall 22 feet high," and "behind
which rises a hill 90 feet high," that, on a November day, with
a brisk wind blowing, " the thermometer stood at 76° in the
sun," and "that in summer it often reaches from 80° to 90° in
the shade and 130° in the sun;" and then the writer finishes

by telling us that " the mean temperature is 50°.'' Question,
If 50° give 130°, what will 73° give ? No, I will not calculate

that out; I will try again, and take the return of the Astrono-
mer Royal for the month of June, 1SC6 : mean of the month
62.6° ; maximum in rays of sun 131.5°. Now, if 62.6° give 131.5°,

•what will 73° give ? Is it 153.3 ?—a fancy calculation if you
like, but one that carries with it more than a modicum of truth.

I have given the mean as 62.6°, and the ma'ximum in the rays
of the sun at 131.5° ; the maximum in the sljade was 80.5°;

but I should, to make a true calculation, take the mean of the
year, as " H. S." does, and not the mean of the hottest month

;

though, till I know what the heat in the sun is in these coun-
tries, I hesitate to give it as a fact that they have 153.3° in the
sun. The mean temperature for the year in London will be
nearly the same as at Burj' St. Edmunds, and may be taken at
50°, and we may also accept his estimate of 130° as correct,

corroborated, as this shows it to be, by the return of the Astro-

nomer Koyal.—G. H.

CULTIVATION OF THE CAMELLIA.
The following is a brief outline of my experience in Camellia

culture, and it tends to prove that Mr. Pearson's system of

cultivating that shrub is the best.

Having during the last two or three years, at stated times,

received from Mr. Pearson about fifty Camellias of varions

sizes, I knew that they had been grown in the compost he
recommended in your Journal of February 27th, ISCO—namely,

turf thinly cut from a sandy loam used when fresh. Several

gardeners in my neighbourhood saw these plants on their arrival

from Nottingham, all of whom testified to their remarkably

healthy appearance.
FtiUowing up Mr. Pearson's mode of treatment, about the end

of February, 18C5, I repotted about twenty young Camellias

and a few old ones, that had been out of health, in the com-

post above mentioned. The result was, that both young and
old plants grew most vigorously.

In the succeeding February I repotted about twenty-five or

thirty Camellias, including lai-ge and small plants, in the same
compost, using it rougher for the larger plants. For the latter

the turf was pulled by hand into pieces about 1\ inch square,

and for the smaller plants pieces about half that size were

used. In potting I press the turf well down, and finish off

with half an inch of finely sifted loam, which gives an even

smface. The turf I employed was cut from a sandy loamy
pasture that had not been broken up for a number of year3_

;

it was only 2 inches thick, and was used a few days after it

was cut.

After potting, the plants were placed in a Peach-house from

which frost was merely excluded, and where they have re-

mained ever since. They were kept clean more by sponging

the leaves than by syringing. The progress they made under

this treatment was readily perceptible ; they made strong

shoots, some of which were 1 foot in length, with magnificent

dark foliage such as has astonished both the nm-serymen and

gardeners who have seen them, and they have afforded me a

succession of splendid blooms since October. Two well-known

gardeners in this neighbourhood came here a week ago on

purpose to see these plants, and said that they had never seen

anything to equal the blooms for size, substance, and brilliancy

of colour.

I may here state, that I have for the last two years been a

successful exhibitor of Camellia blooms at the St. George's Hall

Shows, Liverpool.

As an instance of the effect-of Mr. Pearson's compost on
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Camellias, allow me to mention tlie remarkable growth which
one small plant of the sort named Targioui rosea made in

one year. I received it from Sir. Pearson last February, in a

three-inch pot, with only one shoot from the graft, which was
about 8 inches long. I immediately repotted it in a five-inch

pot, using fresh turf pulled into small pieces with the hand,

and now it has six fine shoots, averaging 6 inches in length, as

well as three fine blooms.
I see at page 21G of the Journal, published on the 20lh of

last March, that Mr. Eobson, in commenting on Mr. Pearson's

article referred to at the beginning of this paper, is inchned

to disagree with him about the soil he recommends, and goes

on to say that he is " of opinion that the water a plaut is fed

with exercises as much influence on its well-doing as the soil

it is grown in." Taking what has come under my own obser-

vation as a criterion to go by, I hope Mr. Eobson will not

think me presumptuous if I beg to differ from him, for I am
of opinion that the time is approaching when such ingredients

as peat soil, leaf mould, &e., as forming part of the compost
considered essential for growing the Camellia to perfection, will

be numbered among the things that were. I q^uite agree with

Mr. Eobson in his partiahty for rain water ; but I have watered
Camellias with hard water which had remained in the tank for

soma time before being used, when rain water could not be pro-

cm-ed, and the results I have above described have been ob-

tained notwithstanding.

In conclusion, after my experience of nearly three years in

Camelha-growiug in turf soil, I feel quite convinced that I have
witnessed a most signal proof of its superiority over any other

system. I agree with " T. L. C." in what he says about soil for

Cameilias.

The dimensions of some of my Camellias, measured above
the rim of the pot, are as follow :

—

Bealii, 6» tuet by 5J.
Do. 54 feet by 4.

Mathotiana, 4 J feet by c

IFra Amoldo di Brescia, 5 ft. by 4.

Aulica, 3* feet by 2^.

Coantess"' of Orkney, 3.; ft. by 2J.

I am told that some of the .above specimens are the best in

England of their kind. They are dense compact plants, with
branches growing down over the rims of the pots.

Having said so much about Camellias, another fact has come
vmder my experience respecting greenhouse Azaleas, which I

hope you will allow me to record. I have upwards of forty

Azaleas, the majority of which are young plants, varying in

size from 1 J foot by 1 foot to 3 feet by 2. although I have one or

two 4J feet by 3, measured above the rim of the pot. In June,

1865, they wanted repotting, and good turfy pe.at being a scarce

commodity in this locality, I had recourse to turf cut about
2 inches thick from a loamy pasture, and which had lain in a

heap exposed to the atmosphere for six months, adding a fair

proportion of sharp silver sand. In this compost, then, I

shifted my Azaleas. They were afterwards kept in a warm green-

house and frequently syringed, and the amazmg growth they
made during that and the following season surprised not a few

;

there is hkewise a decided improvement in the flowers they
have since produced.

It is but fair to add that it is Mr. Pearson to whom I am
chiefly indebted for my acknowledged success in the cultivation

of the Camellia here ; but I have not had the " wrinkle " about
the Azalea from liim, if "wrinkle " I may call it. I am aware
that in some of the metropolitan nurseries they are in the

habit of using something like one-half tm'fv loam in their com-
post for the Azalea, but I have never heaid it recommended to

use turf entirely. It is not, therefore, without some misgivings
that I hazard the above startUng assertion in the face of the
entire gardening community. I may naturally expect that

some Azalea grower who has had more experience than myself
will come forward to confute what I have here advanced ; if so,

I must then endeavour to work up my writing powers in order

to make an effort to stand the brunt of his attack single-handed,

for I have had a plain practical proof of the utility of turf boU
for Azalea culture.

The following is a Ust of some of the Azaleas and Camellias

I grow here :

—

AZ.IL,EAS.

Adolpbi Sore pleuo.
Barclayana.
Broughtoni.
Brilliaut.
Criterion.
Delicatissima.
Duchesse Adelaide de Nassan.
Danelsiaua purpurea.
Uilecta.

Duke of Devonshire.
Gledstanesi:,
Purpui-ea ma^ifica.
Pnestantissima.
Prince Albert.
Roi Leopold.
Smith's (rrandis.
Stanicyana,
Symmetry.

Amadryas di Cuzano.
Aulica.
Alexina.
Bealii.
Countess of Orkney.
Comtesse Boutourlin.
Cup of Beauty.
Counters of Ellesmero.
Due de Bretai^ne.
Double White.
Donckelaarii.
Fimbriata.
Fra Aruoldo di Brescia.
General Drouot.
Guthriona.
Herbertii.

CAMELLIAS.
Tmbricatft.

*

Jenny Lind (a beautiful va-
riety).

3Iahoiuet.
Mathoti.iiia.
Marcliiouess of Eseter.
Ochroleuca.
Queen of Euf^land.
Queen of Denmark.
Uoi Leopold.
Knbini.
Story i.

Targioni.
Targioni rosea (line varietyt-
Teutonia.
Yaltevaredo.

-E. Flemin'g, Hopeton House, Scaforth.

AN ORANGE-HOUSE IN JANUARY.
I HAD the unexpected pleasure, a few days since, of a loot

into a neighbour's house devoted to the culture of dessert
Oranges. I have seen many conservatories gay with forced
flowers in this month, but never anything in gardening more
beautiful and interesting than this collection of Orange trees is.

full bearing, not only of fruit but flowers ; the scene seemed
so enlivening, so full of the sweet south, to which the agreeablo
temperature of 65° largely contributed.

The house, which is about 12 feet wide and span-roofed, is

heated by eight four-inch hot-water pipes, four on each side.
Two on each side are on the floor of the house, and covered
with slates, so as to form a surface gently heated, on which the
pots stand ; and two on each side are above the surface, so
that the air of the house can, when required, be thoroughly
heated. The path is in the centre, and one border is filled with
Tangierine Oranges mostly in pots ; a few planted out grow
with extraordinary vigour, but do not bear so freely while
yoang a? those in pots. The other border is filled with the
sorts that bear largo fruit, such as the Maltese Blood, St.
Michael's, and others. The Tangierine Oranges, which com-
mence to ripen in October, were nearly over, with the exception
of a few which had been retarded by placing the trees in a cool
house in November and part of December—this delicious
little Orange, it seems, may bo kept on the trees in great per-

I

fection for five months by retarding—but the large Oranges
wore in full perfection, and nothing in fruit culture could be
imagined more beautiful than the blight evergreen trees from
which their fruit, like golden globes, hung so gracefully, with
here and there a tree in full bloom filling the ah- with fragrance.

So much for the intellectual treat ; but there are doubtless
many of jour readers who would like to know something about
the sensual—viz., whether these tempting golden fruit are as
good to eat as pleasant to view. I will, therefore, endeavour to
describe what I tasted. I must commence with that sort which,
like the Eibston Pippin among our Apples, is unrivalled among
home-grown Oranges—the Maltese Blood Orange ; and thereby
hangs a tale, for it is found that Oranges from the same tree

vary in colour, some having their flesh red, and others pale,

like common Oranges. In 1865, after the hot summer, the
Maltese Oranges here were all Blood Oranges ; but this season
the fruit from the same trees have scarcely any trace of the
deep red tinge, except a few fully exposed to the sun, which
are veined with red. As to the flavour of those I partook of, it

was really exquisite, and quite unlike that of the imported
Maltese Oranges, which is rich and sweet, but flat ; while the
flavour of those I had the pleasure of plucking from the trees

on this frosty January morning was not only rich and sweet,
but brisk, and the flesh most agreeably crisp, with a fine aroma.
I felt when tasting them that I had never eaten any Orangeg
more deHcious, even when plucking them from trees growing
in that to us enviable chmate—perpetual summer.
My attention was next di'awn to Tangierine Oranges, sozoe

of which were still in perfection. There are three or four
varieties of this pretty little Orange, which is only good when
fresh from the tree. Their aroma is so volatile, that within
forty-eight hours after being gathered they are comparatively
flat, like the imported fruit sold in the fruit-shops in London .

in December and Januarj-. Some of your readers who have
visited Lisbon and Malta may, perhaps, remember those charm-
ing Orange bushes, so plentiful there, with small leaves and
cjvered with fruit. In the Lisbon gardens they seldom attain

a height above 6 feet. The Maltese variety, called in that
island the Mandarin, seems more robust in its habit, and ite

fruit is larger and more compresied than its relative the trae
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TanjieriTie. One iieeil not, however; talk of the true Sort, fdr

there are many varieties in oxistenoe ilil'foring slightly in the

nhapo of their fruit and the liabit uf the trees.

I saw hove what is oaUed the true Mauihuin Omw^e ilirect

from China. In liabit tuo trees are more erect than the Tuu-
gieriuo; thoir fruit, is eompreaseil and of the Bume iSi/.e as that

sort, but so acid as to bo uneatable. The trees are motit pro-

lifio, and are pretty objects', eommencing to bear when only

't iuoh'js in height. Tansiei'ine Oranf;ef,' evidently seedling

varieties, vary in shape. My neighbour thought those small

and spherical in shape, with very smooth rinds, the most de-

licious. I tasted only those rather large and much compre.s.sed,

such as I have bought in London as Mandarins, and found

them full of rich juice, iuid the essential oil in their rinds so

abundant as to spurt forth and perfume the air of the house.

The most remarkable variety of tlie Tnngierino Orange has

been received from the Ar.ores. Its leaves are narrow and
pointed ; its liabit more rigid and fasligiiite than that of other

varieties. Its fruit, hearly globular, is small, with a thin

smooth rind, and its rich juice most libnndant and refreshing.

A fruit of this sort, divested of its rind, and talien whole into

the mouth, i.; what the Eomans would have called a gift from
the g^dSj and Horace would have written a volume in its praise.

Thi^ sort has doubtless been originated trora seed in the Azores,

and there are in all parts of the Oianse-growiug world varieties

of this race, in some places called jfandarin, and in others

Tangierine Granges. Thei'o is no doubt about its being a race,

for if thousands are raised from seed they 'all retain the habifc

of the type, and, lilte seedling Clreen Gage Phirtis, vary from'

stems covered with small h'aves and thorns to others thornlesfi,

still with a strong family likeness. ,

''•

After much tasting and a long discussion about TangierjncSv^

we turned our attention to the Oranges called St. Micbaers,.

many of , which were growing ou, young trees not more tlian

18 inches and 2 feet in h&ight. It did, indeed, look intere.sting

to see these little fellows staggering under' the weight of three

or four large Oranges. Like the Tangierines the St. Michael's

vary much in shape, size, and thickness «f rind, and, as may
be found in foreign Orange gardens, no two trees bear fruit

exactly ahke, unless they are under a careful grower, who
plants grafted trees. In the course of time, when dessert

Orange culture shall be an established luxury in England, the

thin-rinded and sweetest sorts of St. Michael's will be carefully

selected and cultivated. Those I partook of with my neighbour
wore full of juice, and crisp and rich, very unlike imported
frait. One of the finest varieties of this race is the Silver

Orange, au oval fruit, net large, with a smooth pale rind, and
with firm crisp flesh, remarkably full of jniee, of a high flavour,

and without pips. The Egg Orange, another variety of St.

Michael's, is a large sort, of a very loose texture, sweet, and very

juicy : this sort is a great bearer. Tlie '^Vhite Orange is also a

very large fruit with pale flesh, very juicy and good, but npt so

rich as some cf the above.

One of the most ornamental sorts of the St. Michael's is the

Variegated Orange with white-edged leaves, bearing oval fruit,

below the medium size, of a pale lemon colour striped with

f^een. This sort retains its fine brisk flavour all through April,

and when fully ripe is most delicious. In looking through the

house I foimd fruit of the Sweet Lemon and S'veet Lime quite

ripe ; their flavour is sweet but Cat, with a powerful aroma
seemingly like musk. A very beautiful tree of a sort culled

the Prolihc Oran.go was loaded with fruit, which was rather

small, with a thick rind. This is a very late kind, and hangs
through a great part of the summer. The tree is very orna-

mental, its fruit juicv, very sweet, and slightly bitter. Trees
of the Bilelma and Embigero Oranges were in the house, and
described as giving fruit of line quality, but they were fruitless.

A curious fact connected with dessert Orange culture was
mentioned by my friend: if in midwinter the trees witlr ripe

fruit on them are cx))Osed to a low temperature, the fruit to a

great extent lose their juice ; on the approach of warm weather,

or if the trees be placed for a week or two in a high tempera-
ture, they recover it.

I confess that I could now realise the facts before me, I

mean the tasting and trying so many kinds of Ortinges gathered

from trees growing in our own country ; and I was told that

many other kinds that have not yet borne fruit are likely to

prove interesting.

The method of cultivation seems very simple ; the four sur-

face-pipes are alone used from May till October. Early in the
list-named month the water in the foirr border-heating pipes

u turned on and continued till the end of May. The extra

heat in aiihimn and winter is required to ripen the fruit and
bring on the l)Io8soniing time, which ia in February, although
many trees produce thiir flowers in Pecember and January. A
constant gentle artilicial heat is rcquijred during summer, and
stronger heat in winter, to keep the temperature as much as
possible like that in which Oranges ripen perfectly in the open
air. In winter, in the house I have been inspecting, the tem-
perature varies from iS' and 50' by night to 70° in sunny days

;

in summer it often rises to 90° or 95°, even with alpundauce of
air.

The scale, that great pest to Orange trees, 5s killed by using
methylated spirits of wine, containing 4 ozs. of shfeU-lac to
the gallon, now called by Act of ParUament " methylated
finish." This is cheap, being sold wholesale at from 5.s'. to 6s.

per gallon. It is perfectly innocuous, and a certain destroyer
of scale. The black fungus on ithe leaves, which often appears
in winter, is washed oft with a sponge and warm water; and
aphides, which in spring often infest the young shoots of
Orange trees, are destroyed by tobacco smoke. On inquiring
if bottom heat was absolutely necessary, and if four pipes ar-

ranged on each side of the house, as usual with forcing-houses,
would answer the purpose, I leirnt that Oranges would ripen
well without it. bjit that constant artificial heat was required
to make the climate of the propfer ripening temperature.

I have been tempted to give j'ott an account of all I hare
seen and learned about dessert Orange culture—1st, Because
I was much delighted with all that I saw ; 2nd, I do not re-

member that it has been treated of in your columns; and,
Urd, it seems to open, a new and agreeable path of pleasure to

those who love gardening.—Ci'xr.na.

-olli! 9V8ll 3081 toi -i'trrr- 11^ _< 'j-O'i 'nnlo-jq ii-Iy:

ANNUAL GKNERAL MEETING.
" Titeee's life in the old dog yet !" shouted the stalwart Bigt-

lander from the bottom of the precipice over which he had
been slung to recover his faithful hound ; and " there's life in

the old Society yet !" shouts many a stalwart horticulturist who
has been waiting with patient anxiety the result of this last

Anniversary Meeting. 'Who would have ventured to predict four

years ago—yea, one year ago—that at the Annual Meeting of

18C7 the Council would announce that by care and economy
the expenditure of the Society had all but been met by the in-

come '? Let those who are constitutionally haunted with evil

forebodings read attentively the Eeport of the Council which we
this day reproduce in our columns, and consider if the time has

not arrived when they may take courage and look cheerful.

We cau quite believe that is not au easy thing for some to

do. The Society has been long in the state that everybody

attempted to nurse it, though having no qualification for

the office, and what with neglect during one part of its ex-

istence, and mismanagement during the other, it could not he

otherwise than in the worst possible position. Those, therefore,

who had an interest in its welfare had become accustomed to

look upon it as a weakly-constitutioued body that was ever in

imminent danger of falling ; and hence they have sufi'ered so

long from chronic nervousness and anxiety, that one can easily

imagine they will have some diiEculty in realising the present

favourable change in the condition of the Society.

We quite believe we have seen the worst. The direction haa

fahen into the hands of a Secretary who has a clear perception

of the power and value of the respective sides of the ledger,

and who is applying that faculty to work out the Society's regene-

ration. The first paragraph of the Eeport is reassuring, when
it stales that the income arising from Fellows' subscriptions is

over .£'200 move than last year. Then the rent arising from

letting sjjaco in the ai cades is ^>0 per 'cent, more than was de-

rived from the same source in 18G5. The Sivles of garden pro-

duce from Cbiiwick are also much in advance of last year, and
would certainly have been very much more had the fruit crop

not been almost an entire failure.

The most perfect harmony pervaded the Meeting, and aU
who were present expressed themselves highly gratified by the

improved aspect of atlairs. There was only one circumstance

which gave rise to a feeling of regret, and that was the conver-

sation which took place in reference to the relation existing

between the Society and the Committee of the International

Horticultural Exhibition. So as fully to understand all the

circumstances we must refer our readers to the report of the

meeting, which will be found below. Sir Wentworth Dilke has

clearly been under the impression that no such arrangement
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as that referred to was made with the Council, and has acted
with perfect consistency throughout ; but the production at the
Meeting of Mr. "Wilson Saunders's memorandum made at the
time the agreement is said to have been entered into, is so con-
clusive that Tve have no doubt but that a misunderstanding haB
existed on the matter

; and the subject merely requires to be
properly represented in the right (]_uarter for an amicable eettle-

ment to be effected. It is much to be regretted that Sir \Vent-
worth Dilke was not present at the Meeting, when h^ fiould
have answered the statements that were then made.

The Annual Genentl Meeting of the lioyal Horticnltnral Society wna
held on Tuesday last, the l:ith bust.—His Grace tlie DnVc of Bocclaucb,
President of the Society, in the chair.

The Assistant SKCBET.UiY (Cipt. Cocterell), read the advertisement
convening tbt- meetinjr, and then the minutes of the last General
Meetiup, which were cuiifiruied. '

The i:*iiHHiDENTthtn refjnepted Messrs. Fortune land Booth f6 act as
Scrutineers of the Ballot for the election of Members of Conucil and
Officers. I r

;
: t

Thp Assistant SficaETABy iheol read the following Report:— -

it, - REPORT or THE' COUNCIL. ' ' ' '

^'^''
>**i; Notwithstanding the monetary distross of ihe ' past ' ^irl the

Oonncil are able to report to the yellows an increase in the amohiit of
^Quual Eubsuriptious. The sums x)aid by I'VUows as subscriptions in
1865 amounted to i'7i)75 Is. ,1//.. and, as will be seen by the annexed
statement of receipt and ey.weftditure, their an^aal suhscriptioasi rose
to £8170 n,s-. (V7. in It^tiG.

"2. The rents for the flrcade-lettings to horticultural implement
makers have also increased more thaii so per cent, since thevear 1SG5,
aad durin** the last twelve months £3'1\.) have been i)aid to the Society
tuider this head, in addition to the sum of .-£149 17x. received for Her
Majesty's Commissioners of 1S51 for the stalls in the south-eastern
arcade.

*' 3. The sales of garden produce from Chiswick for 18Gfi have like-

wise exceeded those of the previous year. In 18tJ5 these sales brought
in £650 3.S-. Hf/. ; in 18(36 they amounted to i;7l715,s. M. But for the
failure of a considerable portion of the fruit crops—n failure under
which all gardens in and about London suffered—:the receipta i'rom
this source would have been considei-ably greater. ,

'

'

_
"4. It will he seen, therefore, that in the sources' of incbihe' I'eftst

Uable to tluetnatiou the Society lias made decided progress'; and'al-
though the receipts from exhibitions and for daily admissious have
fallen considerably below tlie average, the Council are of opinion that
the affairs of the Society, though requiring strict economy^ are in an
encouraging position, for these deticiencies are traceable to causes
which have affected evei'y undertaking, whilst the progress made can
only be attributable to the increasing popularity of the Society, and to
the daily increasing number of wealthy residents in the neighbourhood
of the Gardens.

" 5. The falling off in the receipts for exhibitions and admissions to
the Gardens is in part also attributable to another cause, which will not
probably be of frequent recurrence. .Although a payment was made
to the Society from the funds of the International Horticultural Exhi-
bition—and this payment was equivalent to that which is generally
cleared by the First Great Show of the Society, the place of which it

took— it by no means represented the whole diminution which it

occasioned, directly and indirectly, to the receipts of the Society. It
was proposed, when this arrangement was made, that the International
Exhibition should be open for four days only, but at the end ot the
four days its receipts fell so far short of the anticipations of its pro-
moters, that they found it necessary to apply to the Council for an ex-
tension of the time for which the Gardens were granted. The Council,
in the desire of saving from heavy loss those who had so liberally given
their names as the guarjintors of an undertaking devoted to the in-

terests of horticulture, at once acceded to the request, and, from the
serious financial failure which it threatened to become, the undertakin-r
was converted into a brilliant success.

'^ 6. A further deticiency in the receipts, as compared with those of
1S65, was occasioned by the abolition of the cheap admissions, in com-
pliance with the wish expressed by the Fellows at the last annual
general meeting, and unfortunately the free admissions which were
granted to the public in lien of them, were not so successful as to
induce the CouucU to repeat them. They were taken advantage of
less by the classes for whom the boon was intended tlmn by those
whose presence in the Gardens the Council had no desire to encourage.

•' 7. It nmy be remembered by the Fellows that the library of the
late Dr. liiudley was last year announced for sale, and a proposition
was made that the Fellows of the Society should be invited to subscribe
for its purchuse. The Council, however, having been given to under-
stand that its purchase was contemplated by the Committee of the
International Kxhibition, thought it needless to bring it before the
Fellows. Pending a decision concerning the mode in which so desir-

able an object was to be attained, the Council decided to advance the
money for it, and they have now reason to believe that a portion of the
surplus from the International Kxhibition will be apphed to the form-
ation of a horticultural library at South Kensington, commencing
with the purchase of the Lindley Collection.

" 8. In carrj-ing out the scheme for the year's arrangements, the
Ooaucil have rednced the expenditare wherever it could be done with*

out impeding the effective working of the Society, and an analysis of
the accounts put into the hands of the Fellows will show that the
strictest economy has been exercised. The expenditure for the main-
tenance and improvement of Chiswick, and for assistance given by the
Rcientitic staff, will hereafter ^neld its due retUm in increased produce
in the Gorden and in reputation to the Sooi*ty, whilst to have stopped
the work which is being so ably carried on wonhl have been very in-

jurious to it. F'or full information on this head Fellows are referred
to the annexed report of the Chiawiok Board. In speaking of Chiswick
(iardens, the Conucil think it right to call the attention of the Fellows
to the fact, that JVIr. Thompson has now for a period of forty-five years
rendered very valuable services to the Society, the greater part of the
time as the Superintendent of the fmit and vegetable department. His
great age requires that ho should now have some rest from his labours,
and. pending the adoption of any ulterior measures that may be taken
for his advantage, the Council propose to continue to pay him the full

amount of his present salary', leaving it to himself to determine what
he can best do to assist the Societv-

" y. The Education scheme for gardeners is working with success.
The examinations held this year have resulted in thirteen young men
receiving certificates either for horticulture or fruit and vegetable cul-

ture. Five of these gardeners are employed at Chiswick, five at the
Royal Gardens at Kew, and three were from private establishments.
Of those who presented themselves for examination, three had pre-
viously obtained certificates or prizes from the Society of Arts/ ex-
amining on behalf of the Royal Horticultural Society. Two also'

showed themselves worthy of election as Associates. '

*

'^ 10. In their arrangementa for the present year the Conucil have
been induced to try the experiment of extenthng tlie duration of the
First Great Show to four days, and the principal exhibitors have
promised their suppoi-t in making the experiment a success. It is pro-
posed to hold the greater part of the Exhibition in the Great Ten^
and in some additional canvas-covered spaces. The more delicat^

plants will be shown in the Conservatory.
" 11. Relations have been entered into with the Royal Agricultural

Society for holding an Autumnal Fruit and Flower 8how in the pro-
vinces in connection with their annual Agricultural Show, and arrange-

ments have been made with them for a conjoint Kxhibition at Bitiy

St. Kdmnnds in July next. The horticulturists of that place and of

the adjoining counties have entered into the scheme with a degree of
spirit which indicates that the guarantee from loss stipulated for by
the Council as a condition of holding the Show is not likely to bo
called into requisition. In a very few weeks from the announcement
of the Council's intention, the contributions to the guarantee fund
amounted to double the sum named as necessary ; and, in addition to

the prizes offered by this Society, cups, &c., to the value of no lec^'

than i.*226, have been offered by towns, counties, flower societies,

and private gentlemen. The Council confidently expect, therefore,

that tbe Show at Bury will not only exercise a beneficial influence on
horticulture, but that it will conduce also to the reputation of the

Royal Horticultural Sooiot\-.
" 1'2. It was originally the intention of the Couneil to publish four

numbers of the Journal annually, to be paid for l>y subscriptions from
such Fellows as might wish to receive a copy of the work. The addi-

tional subscription did not, however, find sutlicient favour with the

Fellows to enable the Council to publish the Journal on this footing ;

and the Council, nn\rilliug to give up a plan which appeared to them
to be so important an aid to the objects of the Horticultural Society,

have determined to do what is possible towards it by bringing out the

numbers of the work at longer intervals, and supplying them at the

expense of the Society to the whole of its members.
* 13. These and other proposed alterations and reductions in the

expenses of management will, it is hoped, effect all that is necessary

in the way of saving, without intrenching on the privileges and the

pleasures of the Fellows ; but the Council desire to impress upon
every subscriber the advantage to the cause of horticulture, of in-

ducing his friends to take a warmer interest in the work of the So-

ciety, and to enrol themselves amongst its Fellows. No better way
of effecting this offers itself than that of bringing them to visit the

Tuesday Fruit and Floral Exhibitions of the Society. Under thia

belief the Council have given to the Fellows the fuUest privileges

for these Shows, and they have also raised the payment for admission,

to the Gardens on these occasions, to enhance the advantages which
the Fellows' privilege of admittmg friends enables them to confer.

"1-1. The Council are taking steps to get the tax removed from

Tobacco purchased for hoz-ticultural purposes, and the Chancellor of

the Exchequer has signified to the ConncU that he is very willing to

receive a deputation of the Society on this subject. He will fix au
early day for the purpose, and the' deputation will be headed by the

President oi the Society, His Grace the Duke of BucL-leuch. It is the

intention of the Council to iurite the leading horticulturists of the

country to join in it."

REPORT OF THE CHISWICK BOARD.
" The attention of tbe Chiswick Board of Directors has, during the

past year, been more especially directed towards restoring the Gardens
to their former state of efficiency, so that little, comparatively, has
been done of a strictly scientific nature. Some successful attempts afc

Hybridising, however, have been effected, the success of most of

which is at present uncertain ; one, however, a cross between the Ivy-

leaved Pelargonium and some of the best zoned yarieties, has been
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happily accomplished, and it is hoped that oat o£ the numerons seed*

lings some striking novelties may be produced.
*' Attempts have also been made towards the cnltivation of Truffles

and tliffereiit Iduds of Mushrooms. The Trultie-bed has not yet been
disturbed, but a better result than bus attended otbir attempts is

scarcely to be hoped for. It was, however, thought right that it should
be tried on the best principles ; and should it not succeed, they will

not be deteiTed from further attempts. So little at present is known
of the growth of Truflles iu the infant state, that we must be content

to work a good deal iu the dark. As regards the Mushrooms, it can-
not be kuowu till next autumn whether any success has been obtained.

" A valuable series of observations on Radiation, and other cognate
matters, has been made at the suggestion of Mr. Hadwen, which will

shortly he published in the Journal.
" Great pains have been taken in veri^dug some of the doubtful

plants in the tolleetion.

"The Directors feel great pleasure in repoi-ting the great success

•which has becu achieved, as regards making the Gardens a school of

Horticulture, by the employment of students in the work of the Garden.
The results of the late examination are also very encouraging, and
they think it may be advantageous, both to the Society and to young
men entering on the profession of gardening, if the number were ex-

tended as opportunities permit.
"PoMOLOGicAL SECTION.

—

Fniit Dfjiortmcnt.—With the view of

continuing the experiments iu the comparison of the numerous varie-

ties of fruit now in the collection at the Garden, and especially in the
vast number of Vines, the glazed wall was converted a few years ago
into an experimental vinery, where all the varieties are trained against

the wall on the single rod ' system, by which means no less than
128 varieties have been planted. The last was the first season in

which any great number of these Vines produced fruit, and many im-
portant obseiTatious were made which, however, it would be premature
at present to announce, until they have been contirmed by the experi-

ence of another season. It is believed, from what the Board have
se.eu, that many of these so-called new varieties will prove to be old

kinds under new names, some will be found to be entirely worthless,

while not a few must become useful and permanent additions to those

already in cultivation.
'' Great confusion exists among the large section of Grapes included

nnder the name of Chasselas ; and for the purpose of throwing as

much light as possible on the subject, plants of all the varieties kiio^Mi

to belong to that section have been propagated and grown iu pots ; and
in the ensuing year the whole collection will be fruited, and many
points on which much doubt has hitherto prevailed will be cleared up,

and this inix"^i't*^t section of the Grapes will be reduced into proper
order.

*' Another vciy important subject which has engaged the attention

of the Board is the collection of Figs, of which there are now seventy-

four varieties in the Garden. Since the last Report was made, the

house in which the Figs were usually gio\vn has been entirely re-

glazed; every alternate sash-bar has been removed from the lights,

and the small squares of dirty glass, with their numerous overlaps, have

been supplanted by squares of large dimensions, thereby introdiTcing a
flood of light, which is essential to the successful perfecting of the

fruit of the Fig. Considerable progress has also been made in the

identification of old varieties under new names, and in the fruiting of

others that have not hitherto been introduced to this country ; but, as i

in the case of all new fruits, great caution is required in comiilg to
|

any conclusions on the subject, and, therefore, before any report is i

made, the Board consider it judicious to repeat their observations

another season, when, judging from the promising appearance of the

trees, they expect to derive greater facilities for coming to a satisfac-

toiy conclusion than have hitherto been afforded.
" For the last few seasons repeated attempts have been made to in-

vestigate the collection of Strawberries, but without effect ; the planta-

tion which existed in the Garden having, in common with others
dronghout the country, suffered from the successive effects of late

spring frosts and summer droughts, it became necessary to form an
entirely new collection, including in it all the varieties that were
Inown to exist either in this country or the Continent. Through
the liberality which always characterises the nursery trade in its rela-

tions to the Society, the Directors have the pleasure to report that the

new plantation, which has been formed on a newly-prepared piece of

gronnd, now includes no less than *2S(i vaneties, and it is hoped that

in the year l8tJ.S, should no untoward event arise, a rare opportunity
will be afforded to the Fellows of the Society and those interested in

the subject to study this extensive collection.
" It has been found that the old collection of Apples on Paradise

stocks, which occupies the borders of the orchard and kitchen garden,

and which is coeval with the existence of the Garden, is rapidly falling

into decay, and although by cert:iiu treatment the trees might be reno-

vated and rendered healthy and fruitful, the expense and labour that
would be incurred in arriving at this result are so great that steps are

being taken to gradually remove these old trees and to form a new col-

lection with others of a younger and more healthy growth. Another
and perhaps the greatest objection to the continuance of these trees is

the fact that most of them are grafted with several distinct varieties,

which in many instances have been double-worked, and the evil results

that arise from this circumstance, where so many applications for

grafts are fiurnished to the Fellows from these trees, are iu them&elves

safficient to justify the course which the Board propose to carry out;

Every care has been taken to preserve the full collection, and, in anti-

cipation of the destruction of the old trees, scions have been taken
from them, and these being worked upon stocks, have now grown into
handsome young trees ready to take the place of their predecessors.

*' During the past season the Plum and Cherry crops have been an
entire failure, and for all practical purposes have beeu productive of

no useful result. The great uncertainty there is in securing a crop of
Cherries, whether fi'om the damage done to the bloom by late spiing

frosts, or by birds when a crop has been -obtained, has induced the
Board to iustitute a course of experimental examinations by growing
the trees iu jiots and cultivating them under protection. This appears
to be the only alternative where a large collection has to be dealt
with, and where it is impossible tu protect every individual tree when
out of doors. The Board, therefore, propose in future to giow all

new varieties that may be received, iu pots, and to add to them when
young trees can be obtained all the old varieties in the garden, so that
future experiments may be carried out with some reasonable prospect

of success.

" Every opportunity is taken of secui-Ing the novelties which arc an-
nounced, and it is the object of the Directors to render the collection of

fruits in the Chiswiek Garden as complete as it is possible to be, so

that it may become a centre of reference upon all subjects relating to

fruits and to fruit-tree culture. It is with much pleasure that they
have to record the great liberality of the Kev. John Huyshe, of Clys-

thydon, near Exeter, who has been the successful originator of several

valuable varieties of Pear bearing his name. Among these varieties

was one of unusual size and excellence, which has been named
Huyshe's Prince Consort, and the entire stock of that variety Mr.
Huyshe has placed at the disposal of the Society. Upwards of a hun-
dred young trees have been propagated of it in the Garden, and these^

along with two or three hundred scions sent by Mr. Huyshe, havd
been distributed in the first ballot of this year.

"It is gi-atifyiug to see the unabated interest which the nursery trade,

and others connected with the pursuit of horticulture iu the country,

manifest in the maintenance and success of the operations at the

Garden, as exemplihed in the liberal donations of any novelties they

may possess, and the desire that the Society should have an oppor-

tunity of comparing, examining, and proving the various subjects o£

hoi-ticultural interest. It is also an encouraging sign, and an evi-

dence of the important services the Society can render to horticulture,

to tind so many applications from so many of the professional as well

as amateur Fellows of the Society for scions and seeds of fruit and or-

namental trees, either for the augmentation of their collections or for

the careful presei*vation of the nomenclature of the subjects of which
these collections are composed.

" Vefjetiddc Department.—In the Vegetable Depariment the experi-

ments in proving the varieties of new vegetables and comparing them,

with the old have beeu continued. In the past season the Board re-

solved to investigate the vatieties of garden Peas, and with this view

obtained, through the liberality of the nursery and seed trade, the

seed of considerably upwards of one hundred sorts, all of which were

sown on gi-ound skilfully and carefully prepared. Unfortunately,

however, the ravages of slugs and of other predatoiy insects, which re-

sisted every means adopted to exterminate them, were such as to en-

tirely destroy the whole crop, aud this ha\iug occurred a second time
with a crop sown after the destruction of the first, the desired resolt

was not obtained. The attempt will be made again this season, when
it is hoped that better fortune will attend their labours.

" The crops of which successful examinations have been made are

Onions, Beet, and Celei-y. and of these the reports will be published in

the Journal of the Society in due course.

"Floral Section.—As regards the Floral Department, while the

supply of bedding plants for South Kensington, as v/ell us of fiower-

ing and other ornamental plants for the decoration of the conservatory,

has been maintained, other plants of interest have from time to time,

so far as the glass accommodation has permitted, been sent from Chis-

wiek to the Tuesday meetings and Saturday promenades. A new
lean-to house has now been erected, and a second house is in course of

removal from Kensington, for the purpose of more fully cariying out

this latter object. These additions aud some modifications with re-

spect to the older erections, will not only much facilitate the keeping

up of these several supplies, but will also give to some extent the in-

creased facilities that were necessary for ex])crimental cultivation, and
for supplying plants for the ballot (Ustributions.

*' The "cultivation of New Flowers for examination by the Floral

Committee has been carried on as usual. In the course of the season,

the trial beds have not only proved attractive to those who visited the

Garden, but have afforded valuable infonnation to many persons who
sought it as to the habits, qualities aud colours of the different plants.

To the trial beds of former years was added, during the past year, a
series of beds for the gi-owth of examples of the now fa.shionable group

of Sub-tropical Plants, so much used for summer garden decoration,

and a very interesting collection of these was brought together. The
thanks of the Fellows are due to those gentlemen who were good enough

to contribute these various subjects, intended either for experimental

culture or for purposes of public reference.
" A considerable space of ground, which had beeu previously prepared

for the purpose, was during the past season planted with a choice col-

' lection of Conifers presented to the Society by Messrs. Veitch & SonS}
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MesBTfl. Waterer Ss Godfrey, Messrs. Lee» Messrs. Osbom & Sons,

Mr. Dancer, Mr. Standish, and Mr. W. Paul. When establislied,

these wiU afford nsefol information to those gentlemen who may wieh

to make selections for ornamental plautiupr. A collection of liosea

was also contributed by Mr. W. Patd, Mr. C. Turner, Messrs. Eivers

and Son, and Moesrs. Wood Sc Son.
" It is yet too early to ascertain the amonnt of damage occasioned

by the exccBsive cold to which tho Chiswick Garden was exposed dur-

ing the frosts of January 1SG7, but it is to be feared that half-hardy

flnbjects will have saftered severely,"

The PRERIDENT said ihe other ^Reports appended to that which had

been read were in the hands of the members of the Soriety, and as

they were rather long it would not be necessary to read them, evei-y

member having a fall opportunity of making himself acquainted with

their contents. They would, with the consent of the meeting, be taken

as read (hear)

.

The Rev. George Cheere then moved that the Report just read bo

received and adopted.

Mr. Harry Chester said, before the question was put he wished

to be allowed to make a few observations. The meeting wixa vei-y

satisfactory, and no one could fail to observe it as contrasted with

their meeting of two years ago, when there was a great deal of excited

opinion; but now quiet reigned, and excited feelings were gone. But
though there was an improved condition of affairs, the meeting was
not BO numerous as on that occasion, when the room was tilled.

There were two points in the Keport of .great interest. In one of them
he (Mr. HaiTy Chester) had taken a very great interest, having been

the first, he believed, to bring the matter before the Society, and that

Has the education of gardeners. The scheme had been well received

by the Council, and he had the pleasure of serving on the Committee,

who investigated that and other matters. There were some who had
doubts as to the possibility of the Council carrying out the scheme
recommended by that Committee, but the majority were in favour of it.

A very considerable portion of the scheme had been carried out, and it

was satisfactory to hud it had been attended with such excellent results.

Nothing could be more important to the Horticultuj-al Society than the

education of gardeners, and he (Mr. Harry Chester) would be glad if

some member of the Council would tell them more in detail what had
been done, as the passage in the Keport referred to it only in a very

cursor^' manner, and he should like to know more about it. That was
one point, the other was a matter that was referred to with a vagueness in

the Report which he could not understand—he meant the relations that

existed between the Royal Horticultural Society and the International

Horticultural Exhibition. On that part of the affairs of the Society

the Fellows were entitled to have more information. That Kxhibition
arose out of the visit of the Society's representatives to the Brussels

International Exhibition. It appeared from the statements which had
gone forth that the Royal Horticultural Society had treated the Exhi-
bition Committee with great liberality, and it also appeared that an
arrangement was made that under certain circumstances the gardens
were to be kept open longer than had been agreed ; a certain portion of

the profit arising therefrom to come to the Royal Horticnltnral Society.

It appeared that during the first four days of the Exhibition (the time
fixed originally as the duration of the Exhibition), there was a com-
plete failure, and instead of the Committee of the International Hor-
ticultural Exhibition having a profit, there was nothing but a loss,

and, of course, the obligations of the management to pay expenses,

would have been veiy great indeed. The act of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society prevented that, which would have been a veiy gi'eat dis-

couragement to future exhibitions. Now, the way he understood it was,

that a proposition came from the Exhibition Committee tlu'ough Sir

W.Dilke—who, by-the-by, he (Mi". Chester) did not see present, though
he wished he did. The Exhibition Committee sent Sir Wentworth
Dilke to negotiate with the Royal Horticultural Society, and the Society

gave them a chance of turning that into a great success which had
been at its outset, and as originally projected, a failure. The Society

agreed to open their gi'ounds for another week, for which concession

the Exhibition Committee were to pay all the expenses ; if there was
a loss the Society would not claim anything from the Committee, but
if there was a stuqjlus, then the Society were to have a portion of that

surplus. Cei-taiuly that seemed a natural bargain, and one entirely

within the limits and course of natural justice. This was agreed to

by Sir Wentworth Dilke ; a memorandum of the matter was made,
and a minute drawn up, which was read over to him, and he received

it before the Exhibition took place, and they (the International Hor-
ticnltiu'al Exhibition Committee) were bound by that which had been
agreed upon and put in writing, and given to Sir Wentworth Dilke,

the Chairman of their Executive Committee. But for the Society that

Committee would have been large sufferers ; they (the Society) had
come forward liberally, and did that which had brought about the good
result of a large irurplus. Now what was to become of that surplus ?

Few persons knew even what it was. There was no doubt the money
had been given by a great many people, and it was difficult to say what
the Committee were to do with it, as could be easily done if it had
been reciiived for any well-defined purpose. Then they could not give

it for anything else. It might, perhaps, be wise to keep it, and not do
anything at all with it ; for if it were a trust no power but the Legislature

and the Court of Chancery could give the trustees power to alter the

trast, Then the Managers of the Exhibition had thought proper to make

a grant of £1000 to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution, and though
he (Mr. Harry Chester) did not know if there was any lawyer present,

if there was, he would be glad to ask him if that grant was legal. He
did not want to dispute it, that was not his object ; he did not want to

complain, but what he did wont to say was, that there was still a large
surplus, and did not the Committee intend to give the Society any of

it ? fhear and cheers). It seemed to him that according to the under-
taking that had been entered into, that the Society ought to have some
(hear}. It was said that it was proposed to invest a portion of that
surplus in the purchase of the Lindley Library. No doubt it might
be,desirable that should be bought, bat he begged to say they had no
right to do anything of the kind. It seemed to him (Mr. Han-y
Chester), that it would be only right that the surplus, or, at all events,

some of it, should be handed over to the Society, and then by an
arrangement it might be agreed between the Koyal Horticultural So-
ciety and the Committee of the International Horticultural, that the
Lindley Library might bo purchased out of that surplus, and become
the property of the Royal Horticultural Society. He spoke without
having seen the Reports of the two bodies, and he hoped before the
present Meeting proceeded to the final adoption of the Report that
was now before them, that the members would be favoured with some
explanation by the Councd. There was another body who treated the
Intel-national Exhibition Committee with great liberality. He (Mr,
Harry Chester) referred to Her Majesty's Commissioners of the Exhi-
bition of 1851, who gave the use of the ground without any charge,
but they were not in a position to ask the Committee of the Inter-

national Exhibition to give them any portion of the sui-plus, nor,
indeed, did he (the speaker) suppose that they would ; and, in fact, if

they did the Commissioners would not take it, but the Royal Horticul-
tural Society were indebted to the Commissioners, and if the Society

could get any of that surplus, it would in their present financial posi-

tion be of great use, as it could be handed over in part payment of

the amount in which the Society were indebttd to the Royal Com-
missioners of 1851. Possibly His Grace the Pies'dent, or some other

gentleman connected with the Council or with ih ^ Committee, would
kindly inform the Meeting of the views entertained of what he (Mr.

Harry Chester) had said.

Mr. Edgar Bowring, the Secretary to the Royal Commissionerg of

the Exhibition of 1851, said that if the question had not been raised,

he should have felt it his duty to have brought it before the members of

the Society in his capacity as one of the Fellows. He wopld just state

the matter shortly, which was simply this : The Council submitted to

the Expenses Committee their estimates of the receipts of the year 1866,
and on that statement the Expenses Committee based their corre-

sponding expenditure. They have no legal control over the applica-
tion of their receipts, but they have over their expenditure. In the
anticipated receipts there were three matters which they took into
account—the exhibitions, the promenades, and the special fetes.

Now, the Society proposed to give up the Great Summer Exhibition
from which a great share of the profit was derived, as they thought the
public would get so hhi.fi>f with shows that they would not caro to go
Then as to the special fetes it was found that they really realised-

more than they were estimated at. Now the total estimate under
these heads for the year 1865 was £-2630, and for 1866 ©nly £2180,
or £450 less than in 1865, and it seemed that if the Society took a
sum of £300 in return for the very large sacrifice they would sustain
in not holding their Summer Show, aud allowed this in the es-

timate, that would meet the case. Therefore the estimate was passed
by the Expenses Committee with only the difference of £150, that be-

ing the absolute amount of difference between the two years. He (Mr.
E. Bowring) would not deny that the bad weather necessarily affected

the receipts of the promenades, though not to such a very great extent

as might have been expected, because the class of persons upon whom
the Society chiefly relied for that source of income had left town when
the very bad weather set in. The Expenses Committee knew very
well that as far as the special fetes were concerned the funds must
suffer very seriously, and it could not for a moment be denied or con-
cealed that the monetary panic which had prevailed had made a great
difference in the receipts. All those matters had been detrimental,
and it was now found that the receipts had been £930 less than the
estimate, and that being added to the amount short already indicated
of £150, showed a deficit of £1080 as contrast.ed with the previous
year. Then it seems that there arose a state of things which had
never been contemplated by anybody, for the International Horticul-
tural Exhibition, instead of being as at first had been anticipated a
failure, had been by the action taken by the Royal Horticultural
Society turned into a success, and the Committee found themselves
with an unexpected surplus of £3000. Unfortunately, however,
they were in the position of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who
having a surplus was applied to in all places and from all quarters, as
His GracBj the President, would well remember had been the case
with the ^mmissioners of 1851, who had the same difficulty in dealing
with a surplus on a large scale. He (Mr. Edgar Bowiing)" was not a
lawyer, but he had consulted some of his friends learned in that way
(hear), and from them he had ascertained, that though the International
Horticultural Committee had no legal right to do what they had done,
no one had any power, or at least any right, to find fault with them for
what they had done. The question under somewhat similar circum-
stances had been mooted as to the receipts of the Kxhibition of
1851, bat here it appeared that no one who had given anything was
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entitled to have any control, having had the quid pro quo—the ad-
mission to tho Gartlous, and so on. The International Horticultural
Exhibition Committoo had t^'iven away the eura of £UH)0 to the Gar-
deners' Benevolent Institution. With regard to that f,Tant there was
no chance of its being impu-^ued, or any fault being found with what
they had done. Now, with regard to tlie Lindloy Library, it was very
important to the interests of the Eoyal Horticultural Society if it

could be Bccured, hut it would be a most disinterested act if *it was
paid by tho Society out of tho money which would come out of the
qufuil promises of tho International Ilorticultui-al Exhibition Com-
mittee. If the Society obtained the Library, it would be better that
it should not he held as the property of the Society, for fear of what
might by any mischance tranBjure, and they would be better acting in
the position of trustees, so that if by any mischance tho Society
should be broken uj), it would still be a property available for tho pur-
poses and benefit of horticulture. Now, with regard to the acts of the
luternatioual Horticultural Kxhibition Committee they had a surplus
of £3000. They had given i'lOOO to the Gardoners'Benevolent In-
stitution, leaving .€2000 in hand. Now if the sum of £600 was paid
for the Lindlcy Library there would then be about £1100 left. No
doubt there were some outstanding debts, which probably would
amount to a few hundreds, so that there would still bo a sum of about
£1000 left, perfectly uett, witlx which they will not, as it appears, do
what they ought to do. When the Council agreed to extend their time
there was a great deficit, to avoid which they offered the guid pro quo.
The Council think i^o, and I have reason to thiulc there was a memo-
randum made as to the fact that if there was a surplus the liability to

the Royal Horticultural Society should be fully acknowledged, that
while all the monies should belong to the International Horticultural
Exhibition Committee, if there should be a surplus, some portion of it

fihould belong to the Eoyal Horticultural Society. It certainly did
appear to him that if the Committee of the International Horticultural
Exhibition considered how much their receipts had been affected by
what the Sociely had done—when they saw that that which would have
teen a deficiency instead of the surplus which they had, had beeu ob-

tained through the action of the Society, they would have acted diffe-

rently. He {Mr. Edgar Bowring) would further say that at the meeting
of the Expeuses Committee, in passing tlie accounts and examining the
statements, they did adopt a minute that the Society should have re-

ceived a larger amount of compensation. There was another matter
in which he thought there should be a more liberal concession by the
Society towards those who had done so much for them. He spoke of

the debenture-holders. There had been £50,000 raised, and they pay
4 per cent. Originally they paid 5 per cent., and there were free admis-
sions to the amount of £2 '2s. per annum ; that made in reality 7 per
cent. Subsequently it was agreed to take £4 per cent., receiving the

same Garden benefits, or G per cent, instead of the 7 per cent. He
(Mr. Edgar Bowring) thought there might be some arrangement by
which the debenture-holders could be further recognised, and if they
could have further admission—say to £4 45. per annnm, with £B
in cash, it would benefit the Society, and the dei)enture-holders would
not be displeased. He begged to recommend that to the considera-

tion of the Council.

Mr. Harry Chester would be glad to know more with regard to the
arrangements between the Eoyal Horticultm-al Society and the Com-
mittee of the International Horticultural Exhibition.
The DuEE OF Buc'CLEUCH.—I think the best way will be to read

the minutes—that will show that the matter has been under the con-
sideration of the Council, and after the liberal way in which the Royal
Horticultural Society has acted towards the International Exhibition
Committee, if there he any surplus it ought to bo handed over to the
Society (hear).

Col. Scott said, the folloi\-ing was the memorandum made by Mr.
Wilson Saunders at the time of his interview with Sir Wentworth
Dilke:—

*' All charges paid.
*' Saturday to be 2,s\ Gd.
*' Free entrance on Saturday to Fellows' transferable tickets.
*' All moneys to be theii'S, but in case of surplus a portion to be

made over to the Horticultural Society."

Col. Scott continued by saying, that acting upon that as reported to

be the result of the conference between Mr. Wilson Saunders, a meet-

ing of Council was held, and the following minute resulted :

—

" It having been arranged that the International Horticultural

Exhibition should remain open until Thursday next, the 31st May. the

Council agree to allow visitors to the Fixhibition to have access to the

Society's Gardens on the following conditions :

—

" ' The Committee of the Exhibition are to undertake all the expenses

of the Gardens until Thursday next inclusive. All money taken at

the doors to be received by them. On Saturday, the 2Gth, the entrance

to the Exhibition and Gardens to be a.t2s. Gd., and Fellows and Deben-
ture-holders to be admitted to tho Exhibition on showing their tickets,

in the same manner as on Wednesday last, the '23rd inst. The Com-
mittee of the luternatioual Horticultural Exhibition to bo responsible

for all damage done to the Gardens. In consideration of these con-

cessions on the ]mrt of the Society, should there be any sui-plus in the

takings of the Committee, the liberality of the Koyal Horticultural

Society will be duly acknowledged.'
"

Col. Scott in continuation said, that a copy of that minute was sent

to Sir Wentworth Dilke on the morning of the 25th of May, 1866, and

the Exhibition opened for an extra week, commencing on the morning
of tho 28th. On the 7th of June, the following letter was received by
the Assistant Secretary :

—

"7B, Sloane Street, S.W., 7tb June, 1866,
" My Dear Sin,—When I asked for the copy of the decision of the Horti-

cultural as to iidmittinK the International visitors, I merely did so that we
might hove a record, and when you told me you had sent it here I thought
it of so little importance, being aware, as I supposed, of the contents, that
beint,' busy I did not open it. At the end of the Show I was attacked with
severe illness, and it was only last night that I read it. I regret this, be-
cause the last paragraph is one that I could not have permitted to remain
one minute unanswered had I seeu it at the time; I feel strongly that it
ought never to have been entered. In convernation wnraothing was said
about doing something for the Society, and I replied to the effect that the
Council knew ini/ view, as I had at the first meetiuK proposed that any
surplus should be apportioned between tho Gardeners' Benevolent and
the Horticultural, but that having been refused by the Society I knew
not what the views of tho International Coumiittee might be, but that I
personally had jnst had suggested to me what appeared a good idea to try
and form a Lindley Library. This was all vnj talk ; I had no power to
bind the luternatioual Committee. The subject had not beeu attended
to at the meeting with Mr. Saunders. I must ask that this letter be put
on record.—Yours truly. (Signed) "C. Wentworth Dilke.

*' Captain Cockerell, &c.*'

The subject, said Col. Scott, was brought before the Council on' the
19th of June, and it having been discussed on tho 25th, Mr. Wilson
Saunders wrote the following letter :

—

" Lloyds, 25th June, 1866.

_

*' My De.\h Sin,—I return to you Sir Wentworth Dilke's communica-
tion. The Council knows almost as much as I do of the matter, and the
subject had better be brought forward next meeting, when I hope to be
present. My own view of the case is, that Sir Wentworth Dilke on the
part of the Committee acknowledged the principle that in ease of any
surplus accruing to the International Horticulturul Exhibition the
Koyal Hoi-ticultural Society should have a claim therein. All this is in
the minutes of the Council, and I think tally stated. I see nothing to
blame on the part of the Council, and the whole matter rests with Sir
Wentworth Dilke and his Committee, and no difficulty need arise. If
they have a surplus, and will not meet the views expressed in the
minutes of the Council, the matter must rest there.—I am, yours truly,

"W. Wilson Saunders.
" Captain Cockerell, &c."
On the Slst Januaiy, 1S67 (continued Col. Scott), a letter was

written by Mr. Moore, Exhibition Secretary to the Committee of the
International Horticultural Show, to which the follomng answer was
sent, with a copy of tlio extract of the Council minutes, and a copy
of the memorandum made by Mr. Wilson Saunders, both of which are

alluded to in the letter. The letter itself was as follows :

—

" Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, W.
"7th February, 1867.

" Sir,—In reference to your semi-official note of the 3lst ult., concern-
ing the intentions of the Committee of the International Horticultural
Show, with respect to the disposal of the surplus of the International
Exhibition, I have the honour to enclose a copy of the minutes of
Council of the '24tb May, lf66, to remind you of the terms ou which the
Council granted the use of the Society's Gardens to your Committee for

another week. A copy of these minutes was at once sent to Sir Went-
worth Dilke, the Chairman of tlie Committee, acting as their represen-
tative to negotiate the arrangement, and a memorandum of the result
arrived at at the conference (a copy of which I enclose), was read to and
approved by Sir Wentworth before be left tho meeting. I have to request
that you will lay this communication and enclosures before your Com-
mittee at the earliest opportunity.—I have the honour to be, &c.,

(Signed) "Henry Scott, Secretary.
" Thomas Moore, Esq., &c., &c."

Having (continued Col. Scott), forwarded these, the next communi-
cation was as follows, from Sir Wentworth Dilke :

—

" 76, Sloane Street, 8th February, 1867.

"Dear, Sir,—Mr. Moore has placed in my hnuds certain papers relating

to the Royal Horticultural Society and the International Horticultural
Exhibition, and I must confess I am surprised to find that you have not
included the letter I wrote immediately that I read the minutes, in which
letter I distinctly stated that such minutes were incorrect. I have to

request that a copy of my letter may be forwarded to be appended to the
otners.—I am your"s truly, " C. Wentworth Dilke.

" Captain Cockerell, &c.'*

Col. Scott continuing. The following letter, enclosing that dated

the 7th June, 1B66, which has already been read to the meeting, was
then forwarded, and on the same day a letter was also written to Sir

Wentworth Dilke, which the meeting will hear read in its order :

—

"Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, W.
" 9th February. 1867.

" Dear Mr. Moore,—1 have received a note from Sir Weutworth Dilke
requesting that a copy of bis letter to Captain Cockerell, dated June 7th,

1866. concerning the arrangements between him and the Council for the
use of the Society's Gardens by the Committee of the International Show,
should be sent to you to be appended to the other correspondence on the
subject. I accordingly enclose a copy of it, and have only to add that

the omission of it wheu I sent to you the Couucil's minutes did not arise

from any fear that the Society's position would be weakened by it.—

I

remain, your's very truly, (Signed) " Henry Scott;
"Thomas Moore, Esq', &c."

The other letter was as follows :

—

" Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, W.
"9th February, ISBT.

" Dear Sir,—I have forwarded a copy of your letter of 7th June to

Mr. Moore as you request. I did not read it with the other documents,
because I thought it possible that the evidence of the whole Council pre-

sent as to what took place between you and them being opposed to yonr

own impressions of it, you might be inclined to consider thut the fault of
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tbo misniiderstandiiiRliiy with you, nnd act accorilinqly. Wlietber, howovor,
you or they nre in fault aa respects the misumlerntjindinf^ uii thu turms
supposed to he ftfjrood nprm, there cm be no duubt tliiit the Comiuittoo
should bear tho responsibility of it, since you, their Chuirniiin and iJele-

^ gate, had in your posHCHsion a copy of the minute before they cntured
npou the occupation of the Gardens for tbo second week. I thonght,
therefore, that it was my duty as Secretary to send evidence of this to

tho Committee as soon an Mr. Moore conveyed to nic semi-othcially what
their probable course would bo. I have only to add that the onii-fsion of

your letter from tbo correapondenee was not caused by any desire to

place the Society's position in a better liffht.—I remaio, dear sir, your's

XaithfuUy. (Signed) "HEsnY Scott.
*' Mr C. Wcntworth Dilke, Baii., Ac."

That, said Col. Scott, completes the correspondence.

Mr. Edgar Bowring jnst wished to add one word of conlirmation

on tbat correspondence. lie remembered baviug some conversation

with Mr. W. Wilson Saunders on the matter, and amongst other

things sngfrestcd was a royalty on each person entering the Gardens,

hut it was thought better not to interfere with the arrangements.

Mr. Wilson' Saunders wished to observe that his name having been

brought forward, he wonld tell the meeting shortly what really took

place, and why his name had been so brought forward in the transac-

tion. A special meeting of the Council of the Horticultural Society

was summoned to consider a proposal made by the Committee of the

International Exhibition, and Sir Weutworth DilUo attended. The
matter was brought before the Council, and Sir Wentworth DilliC said

it would be desirable that, considering the large outlay and expenditure,

the Exliibition should be kept open for some days longer. The Council

considered that though they were not called upon to do so, yet there

•was even' desire and eveiy wish to serve tho Committee, as they had
incurrcd'great expenditure, and it was thought very nuadvisable to

refuse to do anything which would be likely to cause an increase of the

liabilities of tlie guarantors. Looking at it with that view, certain

proposals were made, and it was thought that they (the Horticultural

Societv). would treat them {the International Committee), in a lilieral

way, and they said that if no profit was made then the Ij^s should be

borne by thein ; but if they did make any prolit, tlien it was considered

that the Horticultural Society should in fairness rjceivo some portion

of that profit. As the conver.sation went on he (Mr. "Wilsim Saunders)

jotted down the gist of the argumeut which was carried on between the

Council on the one side and Sir Wentworth Dilke on the other, as al-

ready read by the Secretary (Col. Scott), and the memorandum was in

his (Mr. %Yilson Saundor.s's), own handwrituig as taken at tho time.

Tbat thire might be no mistake he would read it again :—" All charges

paid. Saturday to he half-a-crowu. Free entrance on Saturday to

JTcllows and transferable tickets. All money to be theirs, but in case

of SQi-plus a portion to be made over to the Horticultural Society."

Those propositions were agreed ti>, and on tliat Sir Wentworth Dilke

went to see his own Committee, and they (the Council) waited to meet

their pleasure. After some very short delay the Council were either

summoned or asked to go—at all events they did go to meet the Com-
mittee of the International Exhibition. It was a very hastily got

together Committee—made under the arcade, and they were very

anxious to have the matter settled at once, so that the bills might be

got out and the advertisements issued. The Committee having heard

the terms, agi-eed to them, and Sir Wentworth Dilke returned to the

Council-room, and the minutes as they were drawn up were read out.

That was exactly what took place as near as he (Mr. AVilsou Saundeis)

conld recollect. Yes, ho was sure they were read out. and tbat was
all that he knew about it. It was an agreement that they should

meet the Council in that way, and the Council would meet them. The
Council did so in a most straightforward, friendly, and liberal spirit,

and the Council now expected tho Committie of the International

Hoi-ticuHural Exhibition would look on the Pioyal Horticultural

Society in the same way (hear).

Mr. Harry Chester viewed the letter of Sir Wentworth Dilke as

disclaiming his having any power to bind the body for which he was
acting. Ho (Mr. Harry Chester) would have thought that Sir W-Jut-

worth Dilke had come to the Council from his Committee to hind
them, and if they were not bound by his agreement, of course it never

took effect; but clearly there was an agi'eement, by virtue of wliich

the Exhibition was opened for a week louger than originally settled.

He (Mr. Harry Chester) supposed Sir Wentworth Dilke merely meant
to say that he could not bind the application of any particular portion,

but ho certainly did bind them as to some portion of the surplus. It

certainly seemed to him (Mr. Hari-y Chester) that it would be better

to refer the matter to some person—not necessarily a lawjer. but some
person possessing a legal mind, and get him to state what ought to he
done under the circumstances. That would bring the matter to a fair

and reasonable issue; for while the Council of the Koyal Hortieulturai

Society did not want to press their claims unduly, or accept anything
from the Committee of the International Horticultural Exhibition in

the way of charity, still the Society ought not to give up anything to

which they were entitled (hear, heai-).

Blr. W. Wilson Saunders would call the last speaker's attention

to the fact tliat it was the correctness or the incorrectness of the

minutes to which Sir Wentworth Dilke referred. He impugned the

accuracy of them.
The subject then dropped.
Colonel Challoner could not hut congratulate the Society on the

great improvement which was visible in the financial statement, which,

however, he could not help observing was still simply a cash account.

What he wanted was a little more. He wanted a statement of the liabili-

ties which the Societ}' was now under, that the Fellows might know how
ranch they were in debt. A statement was rendered in the account
before the Meeting of the means of repaying what they had borrowed,

but he (Colonel Challoner) would like to see a statement where tho

means of repayment were given on the dne side, and tbo amount of

the debt on the other. As an old member of the Society he was
anxious on that point ; and though he had found it was always diiH-

cult when he sat at the Council to obtain such a statement as he
wanted, he {Colonel Challoner) would only say that expenence did not
seem in the least to lessen the difficulty. He would respectfully suggest

that if His Grace the President would express a wish to the Council
on the subject, the Fellows would soon he furnished with a more
definite and clear statement of the real obligations of the Society

than that afforded. There was one gentleman sitting near the noble

President—he (Colonel Challoner) alluded to Mr. Wilson Saunders-—
and if that gentleman who was so useful and energetic in promoting
the objects of the Society would also look to the subject it would all

come right, and the desired information bo rendered. He (Colonel

Challoner) did not wish to be misunderstood in what he asked, for

he would say, though he wanted more (a laugli), yet the cash account
was very clear and better than what they had hitherto had.

Mr. James Wheble desired to suggest that there should be some
alteration in the rules with regard to the Gardens at Chiswick, so

that the Fellows if they asked for anything, surely ought to havo
sometliing given to them ; not, of course, the best cuttings, but some-
thing.

The Pre.^ident did not think there would he the slightest difficulty

in any Fellow having either buds or cuttings if they wanted them,
except, of course, under exceptional circumstances. It was quite

allowable for them to be given.

Mr. Wheele would merely say that when his gardener went there

to ask for a few cuttings, he was told by the man he spoke to that it

was as much as his place was woi'th to give him anything.

i Mr. Wilson Saunders submitted that perhaps the man had not
any authority with him as to who he was.

Mr. Whedle assured the worthy Member of the Council that the
man who gave the answer was told who it was.

I

Mr. Wilson Saunders assured the last speaker that it was invari-

' ably done—at least, such were the orders.

!
Colonel Burleton thought it right to mention that he went there

and was told he conld not have any cuttings, but if he chose to buy

I

any fruit or Grapes he might do that ; but as to any cuttings being

I

given him, that was not in the province of the gardener to whom the

I

request was made.
Mr. Wilson Saunders wi.shcd to Imow who his friend asked for tho

cuttings.

j

Colonel BuELETON did not know the man's name.
Mr. Wilson Saunders could only say that the last speaker should

' have gone to the right person, Mr. BaiTou.

j

The President said that, as he understood the matter, any appli-

cation must be made to Mr. Barron, the head gardener, and none of

1 the under gardeners had any power or authority to give an^-thing

j

away. His Grace felt quite sure that the members of the Society

would see how important it was that the sole power of giving away
I
buds or cuttings to the Fellows should be vested in one responsible

I

person ; but if there was any difficulty about it the Council would see

I

into the matter and put it on the proper footing. Several important

.
points had been raised and disr-us^ed, and now, it ha\'ing been moved

: that the Keport be received, would some gentleman second that propo-

sition?

Colonel Challon-er had much pleasure in seconding the motion

that the Report be received and adopted.

The President put the question, which was carried unanimously.

Major E. Trevor Clarke wished to say a few words as to the

Lindley Library, which he feared was likely to slip away on account of

lack of fnnds-^that the Society could not afford to buy it. There
was no doubt that it was veij valuable, not only from its own intrinsic

merit, hut from old associations and other causes. The Fellows

would remember it was not the first time the Society had been in pos-

session of a fine library, and he (Major Clarke) would not say that

they were ignomini.tusly sohl, because the sale was from a good

motive, but he wouiil say, for he knew it, that it went to the hearts of

all the members of the old Society. They had now a second chance, a

clwnce of obtaining a most valuable library which would be endeared

to them all by old as^ot-iatioiis ; and he heard mth pain and gi-ief that

it was proposed to sell it again, and that the Koyal Horticultural

Society conld not afford to buy. Now, if they were poor they were

honest, and as they were many so he was hopeful, and had a strong

belief, that there was a stern determination now to recover the fortunes

of the Society by energetic and well-directed economy ; but he (Major

Clarke) would not believe they were so poor as not "to be able to get

that valmtble library. They might be hard up (a laugh), but not so

hard up as that cams to ; and for one having the interests of the Society

deeply at heart, he said, not only let them keep it, but build a place

for it, so that they might look up to it as " household gods." The ex-

cellent Secretary of the Society had got them do^Ti "there," locked

up in a place which might be a kind of stable ; and having thena nnder

lock and key, he (Major Clarke) hoped he would keep them there

(hear). He would propose, or rather he wotild suggest, that the
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Lindlcy Lihraiy be not sold, bnt that the Royal Horticnltnral Society

become the gimrautors, ami sunly they mijjlit an-anpe to pay for it by

the end of next year if they could not do so now. For bis own part

he should bo glad to give a £10 note, and surely there would be many
who would come forward and preserve so very valuable a possession for

the Society (hear, hear).

The PiiESiDENT observed that the real question was whether the

Society was in a peeuniai-y state to enable them to keep the Library.

Had they in the present condition of the funds power to lay out £GUO ?

If they were able to do so even' one must feel it was very desii-able it

should be preserved for the Society. The Council would be most

willing as well as himself (the President) in doing anything that

should be deemed advisable to assist in the important object suggested

(hear).

The Scratineerg, Messrs. Fortune and Bootli, then delivered in the

ballot papers, and it appeared that Lieut. -General the Hon. C. Grey,

Major Trevor Clarke, and Mr. Wentworth W. Buller were unani-

mously elected to till the ordinaiy vacancies in the Council in the

room of the vacating members, Mr. W. Wilson Saunders, F.E.S., Sir'

Al-thur BuUcr, and the Right Hon. W. Cowper, M.P.
The officers elected were as follows :—President, His Grace the Duke

of Bnccleueh; Treasurer, Mr. Geo. F. Wilson, F.E.S. ; Secretaiy,

Lieut-Col. Scott, R.E. ; Expenses Committee-men, Mr. Geo. F. Wil-

son, F.R.S., Lieut.-Col. Scott, E.G., Mr.Heniy Cole. C.B. ; Auditors,

Mr. James Nicholson, Mr. John Gibson, Mr. Robert Hudson.

The President declared the elections carried, and that concluded

the business of the Meeting.

Col. Challoner proposed a cordial vote of thanks to the Dnke of

Bnecleucb for bis courteous and obliging conduct in the chaii-, which

proposition was seconded by Mr. Harry Chester.

His Grace expressed his tbanka for the compliment, and the Meet-

ting terminated.

LUTON HORTICULTUEAL SHOW—TIREBUCK'S
PELARGONIUMS.

DunixG last season there -were two very good borticultural

atid floral exbibitious in the town of Luton, of which, but for

the press of other matter, I had intended to take some notice.

I would then have alUuled to some of the drawbacks, and to

some of the causes which operate as hindrances to success in

the case of provincial exhibitions, and I may yet do so before

exhibition times come roimd. There was nothing wanting at

Luton to command success but at least a tenfold greater at-

tendance of visitors, and considering that Luton is pre-emi-

nently distinguished alike for the number, the beauty, and the

industry of its female population, it was a matter of regret that

many more of them did not attend to show that " beauty "

could admire the beautiful. In all such cases in manufac-

turing towns, and especially until such exhibitions were tho-

roughly established, it would be wise policy, instead of having

tents in an open meadow, to have the show in the largest room
that could be obtained,' and to have the room open until be-

tween nine and ten o'clock in the evening. If in such a case

those who could not well leave tht ir duties duriug the day; did

not attend, it would then be proof positive that in that par-

ticular place there was no taste for such things, and that even

the love of the beautiful, which some contend is innate, espe-

cially in female character, would require to be formed before

it could be fostered.

I shall not at present say anything of the excellent produc-

tions contributed by the manufacturers, merchants, tradesmen,

gardeners, and cottagers of the town and neighbourhood, but

would add that the exhibition -was much indebted to Messrs.

Lane for a fine collection of Eoses ; to Mr. Spriggins, nursery-

man, of St. Albaus, for a similar collection ; to Mr. Watson, of

St. Albans, for another, also for beautiful Ferns, and a well-

grown collection of the best tricolor Pelargoniums, including

fine plants of the beauliful Miss Watson ; and to Mr. Tirebuck,

nurseryman, Luton, for a large miscelluneous collection of

plants, including a number of seedling Variegated and Zonale

Pelargoniums, which arrested a good share of attention, on

account of their merit. After seeing a goodly number of seed-

lings during the season, I picked out a few from those ex-

hibited, and examined them again in the houses and grounds

at the nursery, and though my opinion might not be the same

as that of others, or even in unison with that of Mr. Tirebuck,

the varieties selected are what I would like to have the chance

of cultivating myself.

1. Pelargoniums with Fine Foliage.

Kate Tirebuck. — This is chiefly distinguished from Mrs.

Pollock by the zones of yellow and purple being broader, brighter,

and more conspicuous.

Porriof.—Chiefly distinguished from Mrs. Pollock by its

growth being more free and vigorous—a matter of importance
in some places.

Dandij.—A. pretty little variety, in the way of Italia TJnita,

but far more vigorous in its habit.

The following two would make brown-tinted beds. I forget

what the flowers are like.

lUeJiurd KcUy.—The centre and edges of the leaves greenish
yellow, with a broad brown zone between them.

Catliarinr. — Greenish yellow edging, narrow plain green
centre, and deep brown zone between. These two will not
compare with the Mrs. Pollock and Italia Unita sections, but
they are distinct, and from their free growth would flourish

where the others might be miffy and sickly.

Lndij Slade.—I mention this, because with scarcely a tingo

of gi'ceu on a leaf or two, all the other leaves were of a pure
white, and had maintained the same character for more than a
twelvemonth. I have met with a few seedlings, and plenty of

sports of this white colour in the leaves, but I never knew them
continue in health, or even in existence for any length of time.

I should even be doubtful of her ladyship keeping her white
robes unsullied ; but time will tell.

2. Nosegay Pelargoniums.
Felir.—This, as noticed by myself, is a beautiful kind for a

low bed. The neat green foliage carpets the ground, the flower-

stalks rise thickly (i or more inches above them, the trusses

are large, the individual flowers small, and flickering with every

breeze, and the colour a lilac pink. A little gem.
Oliver Tu-ist.—Very bright red flowers, large trusses, good

habit.

2Iasterpicce. — Bright orange scarlet flowers, deep green

foliage, dwarf compact habit ; free bloomer.

Stdlla Inqjrored.—Bright scarlet; free blooming.

Cerise.—Scarlet Nosegay ; huge trusses ; compact habit.

Jewess.—Indian Yellow scarlet ; large truss of blooms ; foUage
deep green, with a black zone.

3. Pelargoniuiis with Eegular-formei> Flowees.
Emibj iloreland.—Bright scarlet flower, with a white eye;

dark zoned foliage ; free blooming, meditmi as to vigour of

growth. A very nice variety.

St. Ciair.—Pink salmon or cerise scarlet blossom ; individual

flowers very large ; trusses large.

Luton Gem.—Deep scarlet, shaded with a light stripe, large

truss.

Javies Nixon.—Crimson scarlet, large flower, large truss,

free-blooming, dark zonate foliage.

Crimson Cushion.—The crimson is striped with white, and
the habit of growth compact.

Tirchuck's Gem.—Kosy blush colour, free blooming, good
habit.

Out of some scores of good flowers I have selected six in each

division, and were they for my own growth, and I could only

take a few, I would choose those first named, preferring the

first to the second, the second to the third, and so on. No
doubt Mr. Tirebuck -will send out a larger list when the plants

are purchasable. I will merely mention one more.

Pearl.—Pure white flower. An improvement on Madame
Vaucher, so far as I could judge, the white colour remaining

white, and not becoming pinky, as in Madame Vaucher, but I

did not see it out of doors. The trusses were large, and the

habit of the plant dwarf and compact.—II. F.

LET COMPETITORS BE FAIRLY MATCHED.
I have a small garden and gi-eenhouse, and in addition to

turning out two or three thousand bedding plants annually, I

grow a few specimens of Zonale Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Chry-
santhemums, and other plants. I have no gardener or assist-

ance of any kind, and raise and plant everything with my own
hands.
Having been rather successful last year with my specimen

plants I thought I would exhibit at some of the neighbouring

shows. I sent for some prize lists, and entered the plants

in the classes open to amateurs and gentlemen's gardeners, the

other classes being for nurserymen and cottagers only. I need

hardly say I did not obtain a prize, and no wonder, for I was

the only amateur exhibitor, and had to contend against the

gardeners of noblemen and county gentlemen employing half

a score of gardeners or more, with better appliances and more
glass than most of our best nurserymen, and actually taking

prizes over the nurserymen's heads at the same shows.
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I looked carefully througli the schedules of at least a dozen
horticultural societies, and in every case the amateur was
coupled with the gentleman's gardener. Now, I see no objec-

tion to an amateur competing with gentlemen employing not
more than one gardener, and that restriction should be made
in a few classes to give the biim'' fule amateur a chance. As it

is he has none. If you can find space in your .Journal for

this protest against such an anomalous state of things I shall

be obliged, and I trust it may be the means of opening the eyes

of the committees of horticultural societies to the wants of the

genuine amateur.

—

Calcabia.

IMPROVEMENT OF COTTON PROMOTED BY
A KNOWLEDGE OF THE PLANT.

To ensure successful cultivation in pots under glass, I have
noted certain points of treatment as essential. These will be
embodied in the following remarks.

Speclilly Suitable Soils.
—'Without trenching upon bota-

nical debatable ground, the great Gossypian family may be
divided into two geographical races—the Asiatic and American
—the first comprehending the Surats or native Cottons of

India and perhaps Africa, and the second represented by the
large-habited, robust denizens of the Western world.

These two races seem to require two distinct kinds of soil

;

light and moderately manured soil for the American, and peat
for the Indian sorts. Strong loamy soil or an excess of manure
will render the American Cottons perfectly unmanageable, in-

ducing an unproductive luxuriance, and a tendency to drop the
flower-buds and young bolls. On the other hand, Gossypium
indicum and its varieties are much more deUcateas pot plants,

and will not thrive in loamy soil. Pure peat and sand must
be used for them while in a young state, the material being
strengthened by a sparing addition of loam and manure as the
plants advance towards maturity. Skilful gardeners may be
able to use other means ; I only give the safe side of the ques-
tion. The Americans do not require peat in any stage. Very
careful draining is essential for eveiy kind of Cotton. Manure
water may be used with advantage to full-grown fruiting and
flowering plants, and the agency of special manures, as, for

instance, nitrogenous, phosphated, and saline, might be pro-
fitably studied. These might be added with the final shift, or
apphed in a liquid state at regular intervals.

Tempekatuee.—The Cotton is a warm stove plant, and will

not succeed really well unless treated as such. It may, how-
ever, be grown in a vinery at work, if not overshaded, during
the hottest month of the year. The Indian plant, although
grown to profit in Europe, is the tenderer race, and will require
the warmest berth and the greatest share of attention.

Sowing and Eearixg.—The first half of the present month
of February may be considered on the whole the best time to

sow. January sowing has its advantages, as tending to make
the most of our short English summer, but the management
is difficult to amateurs. Any good gardener, however, who
has been used to grow winter Cucumbers, would find no difB-

culty ; indeed, I sow all the year round in the prosecution of

experiment.
Where accuracy of observation is desired, and little in the

present state of confusion of sorts can be gained without it,

the greatest care should be taken to ensure the identity of all

seeds sown. It will be well to sow each seed separately in a
small pot, labelling it at once, and repeating also the name or
description in pencU on the side of the pot. No care or dis-

cipline that I know of will prevent gardening men or boys from
losing or confusing labels. I am in the habit myself of causing
all my seeds to germinate before sowing, by placing them under
conditions of great warmth and moisture, in various ways well
known to good gardeners.

The great condition of success now depends upon the en-
couragement of rapid growth by a quick succession of shifts,

never allowing a moment's check, by over-development or
matting of the roots, till the plant is established in its fruiting

pot. The size of this will be regulated of course by the house
room available. What is called a '24-sized pot will be large

enough to afford five or six good pods of the New Orleans and
Sea Island breed, and will grow comparatively large specimens
of the Indian native sorts, which will thrive and fruit in much
smaller masses of soil.

Afteh-ccltivation.—The plant at all times requires large

quantities of water. Any irregularity in this respect will tend
to produce the vexatious droppings of the bud, so ruinous even

in the real Cotton fields of the planters. In watering the

plants never leave off pouring till the water passes through and
comes out at the bottom. In hot weather this will be required

several times a-day. The sides of the pots should never be

exposed to the full sunshine ; this will often destroy the root-

lets in contact in a few minutes, and so cheek the plant more
or less. After such a check, growth will recommence, but at

the expense of the previously formed buds, which are thrown off

by the effort. When plants in bud or flower require to be

shifted into larger pots, they should be afterwards placed in

the most favourable situation for shade and moisture for the

same reason.

Injury ey Ixsects.—The plant is subject to red spider, and
is very sensitive to the attacks of the common green aphis.

These must be combated vigorously, but the diificulty in this
•

respect is no more than may be readily surmounted by an in-

dustrious and clean gardener.

Pekiod of Eipening, &c.—The early-ripening sorts, usually

grown as annuals—that is, the different kinds of New Orleans,

Sea Island, and Egyptian, with the majority of the Surat tribe,

begin to ripen their pods in succession, from the end of July

to the close of the year, flower and ripe fruit being often seen

on the same plant. Late plants will continue to ripen through

the winter in a warm, well-managed house. The bolls may be
gathered as soon as they split open. The valves will then soon

curl outwards from the loss of moisture, and the masses of seed

and fibre being relieved from their pressure will swell out and
show the beauty and quality of the staple. Pretty museum
specimens may be made by cutting ofi the boll with a small

branch attached to it, and then pressing the leaves between

plain surfaces, the pod itself being left free. Never omit

labelling each specimen.
SuMiiAF.Y.—The general requisites may be summed up as

follows :

—

A moist, warm, and even temperature, with abundance of

water.

Quick cultivation.

Avoidance of strong or highly manured soil.

Avoidance of any sudden check to growth.

The use of two distinct descriptions of compost, and
The use of light soil as a general rule.—E. Tp.evok Clakke

Weltoii Park, Dacentry.—[Cotton Supply Beporter.)

A GOSSIP ABOUT POTATOES.
{Concluded from page 100.

j

According to the orthography of my native county of Suffolk,

and the gentleman in " Barbox Brothers," " I larff, I dew,"

when your famous Eose correspondents, after they have in-

dulged themselves with swinging gallops upon their Potato

hobbies, come to recommend a quiet jog-trot with three or

four kinds. Do you not think they would broadly smile if I

were to study Eoses for years, write long and lovingly about

them, and then end with a trite moral— "But after all,

Gloire de Dijon, and Climbing Devoniensis, for walls ; Due de

Eohan, and Souvenir de Malmaison, with the old Cabbage, old

Moss, and China Eoses, thrown in for the open borders, are all

that any one can in reality require in that way " ?

Well, one of our best judges and cultivators of the Potato who
lives near Dorking, and who exhibited store Potatoes next to

mine at the Great Show last May, is also going to send me sorts

that I have not in my category, but which have gained his

good opinion. Also, my friend, Mr. Wm. Cruickshanks, o£

Langleybury, promises to send me " Transell's Seedhng," a

sort he thinks highly of. I have long desired to try it. Mr.

Cruickshanks formerly sent me the Pebble White, an excellent

sort of the Lapstone family, and rather later than the original,

though equal to it, and it will keep longer.

Practice proves to me that there are many kinds of excellent

Potatoes which can be produced good in almost any soil, whilst

there are many other equally excellent kinds that requu'e one

particular kind of soU to bring out their qualities. It appears

to me we are but just stepping on to the threshold of this

knowledge, and the more we search into it the more we shall

have to acknowledge we have very much to learn.

Out of at least one hundred varieties of Potatoes under ex-

periment during a period of thirty years, I can, in the spirit of

the paragraph above, recommend the kinds which I exhibited at

the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Gardens, South Kensington,

last November. They are described in a report styled " Home
Growths," at page 386, No. '293, first taking the precaution to
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strike out of that list tbe sorts which are newest to me, or upon
which I have nut snfliciently experimented— namely, Wehb'?
Telegraph, Premier, lioyal Afh-Ieaf, Early Emperor, Fenn'e
Onwards, Russet Kidney, Beehive, and Wheeler's Milky White.
The last I prophesy will become one of the most generally-

grown sorts. I had a flue dish of it at the show, hut it and the

Lapstone were accidentally left out in the report.

The following sorts I should say can be grown good upon
every description of soil unless the land is very stiff or wet,

and even then the cultivation of the kinds can be carried out

with success on the ridge-and-trench plan, such as I adopt in

this garden, and have frequently stated. An account of it will

be found at page 351, No. ICS, Vol. VI.. and it is advised for

.field culture, in Vol. IV., page 148, No. 100. I would respect-

fully refer Mr. James Dobbie and Mr. D. Thomson to those

papers, where thny will see how -very slightly I difl'er from
them in their good practice, which they have lately described

in these pages. I do not feel quite so sure as Mr. Thomson,
however, whether the ridge system would not be found to

answer, if the sets were planted 8 inches deep in February, so

as to allow their roots to take an early hold of the soil in the
ridges, even should it be of a light, sandy nature. The tubers

would certainly have a greater depth and bulk of soil to grow
in, and I find these ridges of earth maintain moisture to a

great extent in long-continued very dry weather. Besides, a

double surface of soil is gained for the beneficial influence of

atmospheric action, always so congenial to the well-doing of

Potatoes during their growth. I never, however, tried or re-

commended this ridge system for light, sandy soils, nor have I

the chance to try it in this neighbourhood, where the laud
varies in character from clay to loam, and from stonebrash to

giavelbrash. The cottagers' allotments here are chiefly situated

upon the latter description of soils, and there I prove the
effects of change of staple upon the sorts, and so procure my
seed from ground of a texture as opposite as possible to that of

our garden. I was thus soon enabled to find out that all coarse-

topping Potatoes are more suitable for cottagers on poor land,

or for field cultiv.ation, than the meagre finer-foliaged sorts.

Starvation of the root is made up for in a great measure by
the multiplication of mouths in the leaves feasting on the car-

bonic acid in the air. The smaller the top the richer should
be the soil, and rice versa ; I find most of the coarse-foliaged

Potatoes that I have introduced maintain themselves amongst
the allotment-holders, but the finer sorts soon become lost

with them.
I will now confine myself to my doings in this garden. The

first qu.arter of April had passed away before I planted the va-

rieties above mentioned, and the following :—For frame or early

garden culture, Shutford Seedling, Early Ten -week, Hogg's
Coldstream Early, White-blossom Ashleaf, and Mitchell's

Early Albion Kidney ; for the garden, or upon good hearty soil,

two or three early sorts, Daintree's Seedlinc; (round), Dain-
tree's Seedling (kidney), Haigh's Kidney, Fortyfold, Pebble
White, and Lapstone ; for the farm, or upon rather poor and
light soil, Sutton's Finest Regent, Cheshire Pink-eye, York
Regent, Walker's Scotch Regent, Freebearer, Prolific, Negro,

White Farmer, Fluke, Gryffe Castle Seedling, and British

Queen (kidney).

The haulm of the first early sorts began to turn yellow about
equally, e:ccepting Webb's Telegraph ; this variety lagged

sadly behind—so much so, that upon the exhibition table I

placed it among the second early kinds. Coldstream Early
here again was first for economical household use, Shutford
Seedling and Mitchell's running it very closely ; so, also,

did the Ten-week and Premier, hut I durst not encroach upon
their limited quantities.

Amongst the second earlies the foliage of Royal Ashleaf and
Daintree's Seedling (round), first began to turn yellow; then

that of Pebble White and Wheeler's Jlilky White—indeed, so

long was the latter with me before its dwarfish, handsome,
dark pea-green foliage began to take the yellow tinge, that I

questioned whether I ought to call it a second early

For the later sorts Early Emperor was first yellow in the

foliage, closely follov/ed by Walker's Regent and Gryffe Castle

Seedling, neck and neck ; the rest were nowhere, at least in re-

gard to the ripening of the leaves, for at the beginning of

September the disease began to strike the foliage with black-

ness. On the 10th of August my friend, Mr. J. C^ardner,

who stated the histoi-y of Premier Potato at page -183, No. 300,

wrote to me stating it would afford him great pleasure to

come and see my Potatoes. I answered, " Come quickly, as I

have lately observed some spots on the leaves, and I seem to

scent the disease in the air ; should it increase, it would set me
to haymaking the haulm, and then a most interesting feature
to the amateur would be lost, as no judgment could be formed
of the differences in the foliage of varieties in their natural
habits of growth." My friend took me at my word, and I

believe we both found the day of his visit by far too short. I
have often been led to think since reading in No. 28'2, page
117, about the Dunoon gentleman, "who preferred tlie useful
to the ornamental, nt;u had turned his front garden into one
vast Potato-bed !

"—that my friend must have carried away
with him from here some such an impression of me as that
expressed by " G."
The unfortunate year 18C6 will certainly be marked with

black letters by the majority of Potato-growers, in this vicinity

especially. Some of my neighbours lost almost their entire

crops ; with me the leaves of the Early Emperor were the first

to become spotted, on the 8th of August, and by the beginning
of September the foliage of the whole Potato tribe had suc-

cumbed. The electric state of the atmosphere, with the pre-

vaihng rains, kept me haymaking at the haulm when the sun
shone for a few hours consecutively. I explained the nature
of this proceeding in 18C5, in No. 2-lC, and I again derived
great benefit from the operation last jear. Anticipating much
trampling in the trenches between the ridges, I did not plant
any of the Cabbage tribe in the trenches ; and, contrary to my
custom, I determined experimentally to leave all the Potatoes

in their ridges, allow the disease to do its worst upon them, and
so find out the sorts most capable c f lesisting it.

From the '2'2nd to the 27th of September the " lifting " took
place, and I had to reckon my loss from the disease altogether

at nearly one-third, which I could afford to spare, as I never
remember a finer crop. Judging the early and late kinds to-

gether, I computed them at qxiite Ifi tons per acre, and they
are finer for flavour than I ever knew them off this soil. This
serves to confirm the soundness of Mr. Radcljffe's advice

about leaving in the ground Potatoes intended for culinary

purposes till they are quite ripe; and, as Mr. Thomson ex-

pressed it about his "Ross's Potato," ray Gryfi'e Castle Seed-

ling, when being taken up, literally covered the ground. Let

an extract from a letter one of the Editors wrote me vouch for

the rest:—"What a very interesting collection was yours in

the South Kensington Conservatory last week ! I never saw
so large a collection of well-grown, perfect, and useful-sized

Potatoes." Old Betty—I beg pardon—the Early Ten-week,

did not produce a diseased tuber, though more of the Premier
succumbed than I liked to spare. The crop of Webb's Telegraph

was nearly all diseased, I but just managed to save a dish of

it fit to show. The murrain as it struck the other early kinds

was nothing to cause me regret.

Of the second early kinds Royal Ashleaf stood best, and
with a fine yield ; of Beehive three-fourths of the crop were
rotten. The third worst in this list was V,'heeler's Milky
White, of which I lost quite one-half ; but a Fluke-looking

seedling of mine, which I thought much of, gave way altogether.

Of the Onwards, the female servants said they counted about

one in seven bad, as they cleaned them for cooking ; say one-

third in quantity for the rest. Of the field sorts, Cheshire

Pink-eye was quite free of disease, and Gryffe Castle Seedling

nearly exempt from it ; but of the Early Emperor I only just

saved the plate of shabby tubers I exhibited at South Kensing-

ton. The Kcgro, also, was dreadfully cut up, and, in fact, all

the coloured kinds were, or afterwards became, much more
diseased than the whites. I am happy to say, however, that

the seed Potatoes which I gi-eened upon the ground have kept

well, which, according to your correspondents, seems to be an
unusual circumstance.

I think I have now done and said, all that I could, or can do
usefully towards helping to assist others, by unfulding my
last season's Potato enterprise. I trust I shall not be likened

to the rat, preaching from his pulpit of cheese, when I say that

we partake of the produce both boiled and baked daily, and we
are well provided with store Potatoes till yoimg ones come
again.

Your subscribers in this neighbourhood have been into the

store cellar to view my crop, and especially the member for

this borough, who seemed to admire them for size and quantity,

given the space of the ground. I show visitors the ridges and
trenches, how the ground is well drained, the earth closets, and
the house-sewage tanks ; and, as Beau Brummel exclaimed

formerly of starch, I explain the earth closets foim "the man!"
Still, as our medical doctor said to me the other day, when he

' came to request a view of our hygeian system of earth closets.
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(fee, " Manure will never bring satisfactory produce without a
quantum of science, and tie combination of practical know-
ledge how to apply it."

I will conclude this paper in agreement with your (nnd I feel

proud to add my), excellent correspondent " Solandm," at

page G. When " science and practice are alike baffled we must
bow to that which no man can comprehend, the will of the

great Kuler of All." In the meantime, I will add, let us fulfil

to the best of our power, that extra degree of exertion which
Providence for wise purposes has entailed upon us,

—

Ui'Wauds
a:jd Onwakds.

NOTES OF AND ABOUT ROSES.
{Continued from page 84.)

The rules to be observed by exhibitors, and for the guidance

of judges, should be strictly adhered to. Some of *.he rules laid

down never have been conformed to ; the size and forms of the

boxes or stands are noticeable instances of this. A glance

along the exhibition-table reveals some curious discrepancies

in this respect, remicding one of the older streets of London,
where the proprietor of each house built according to the de-

sign his fancy or convenience suggested. Eighteen inches is the

usually required width of a stand, the height in front 4 inches,

and at back G inches ; but stands of different dimensions from
these are placed on the table, and propped up behind to any
height. These stands are also directed to be painted green,

and surfaced with green moss ; but the wear and tear, chiefly

arising from conveyance over long distances to and from the

places of exhibition, and the scratching and rubbing to which
they are always Uable. make them look anything but green,

or any other colour that is respectable. As for the moss, it has
as frequently the appearance of a door mat picked to pieces,

as of the verdant colour intended.
We should not quibble about trifles. I will assume that the

boxes were made prior to the rule, and the owners not unreason-
ably refused to alter or to have new stands made in com-
pliance. Green moss cannot be obtained everywhere, and the

managers of the exhibitions have yielded to the logic of facts.

In the course of time unjustifiable divergencies have crept in.

If one party complies with a rule laid down for judges and exhi-

bitors, and another diverges from it, be the divergence ever so

trifling, the conforming party is not to be blamed for noticing it.

For instance, if the rule states, as it does in the Crystal Palace
schedule, that (he truss must be shown with its bud and leaves

as cut from the tree, any addition, t'ii n of a leaf, iriH riisqnalifij

,

the last clause being in italics, is it a violation of the rule if,

supposing no leaf or anything pertaining to a Rose be added,
the flower is tied neatly to a stick to keep it in place, or to give

a uniformity of appearance to the collection in the box? Dif-

ferent kinds have different habits. Senateur Yaisse, Pierre
Notting, and some others of our best Eoses do not hold them-
selves up so erect as the stately Comtesse de Chabrillant and
Duchesse d'Orleans, and most Tea Eoses are a little penduloiis
under these circumstances. Is au exhibitor justified in giving
the aid of a pair of crutches to put them in an unnatural
position, in order to make them stand out stiff and erect like

others that have that habit naturally ? It would be well if the
rule were made distinct on this point. I refrain from furtlier

remarks on this subject, for it is not pleasant to be detecting
others' faults.
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Monmouth.—January 10th and 20th, 4" at 7 a.ji. Xhe
vesetablea here have suffered much ; Broccoli has all been
killed ; Cabbage plants, Lefks, and Spinach are all dead down
to the Enow line. Rose trees appear to be all killed, excepting

a few hardy sorts. Shrubs have not been in the least injured.

—H. CoiLLKY, Tiie Ganten-i, Hcndrt'.

Keswick, Cdmberland.— I live in one of the cosiest nooks in

England, just at the foot of the giant Skiddaw, and sur-

rounded by ills brethren of greater and less stature, truly a
numerous family. The frosts found their way even here over
the tops of tliO hills, and 25° below freezing was the minimum
temperature registered. It has done us somewhat extensive

damage ; not a Broccoli is left of one of the finest squares I

have seen this season. Rhododendrons have suffered much,
in common with Portugal and common Laurels, whilst the
Laurustiuuses are entirely gone to the snow line. Roses seem
to have stood well, but how it may go with the flowering, time
alone can decide.—J. V.

UiTEK East Shees, Surrey. — To confine myself as

much as possible to Roses : they are more extensively killed

and wounded than ever came under my notice. Hybrid Per-

petuals Jlonte Christo, Mrs. Charles Wood, Cardinal Patrizzi,

are more or less seriously hurt. Bourbons Pierre de St.

Cyr, Julie de Fontenelie, and Empress Eugenie, are destroyed.

Noisette Fellenberg is dead. Da Liixeinbourg much injured,

Lamarque nearly dead, Isabella Gray dead, Rivers's Augusta
dead, Jean d'Arc dead, Triomphe de Rennes dead. Bourbon
Souvenir de la ilalmaison is hurt. Tea China Louise de
Savoie, Madame Willermoz, Madame Falcot, and Niphetos are

dead, Yicomtesse de Gazes injured only, Madame Damaizin
dead. China, Common a good deal hurt, Mrs. Bosanquet dead.

Amongst old favourites uninjured are Narcisse, Ophirie,

Auguste Yacher. and Noisette La Biche ; all without protection.

Of evergreens, S>veet Bays, Gold and Silver Hollies, Deodars,
Lanrustinus, aud Piuus insignis are all a good deal punished,
but less severely so than on the lower level. Other Conifers aud
shrubs are uninjured. The lowest temperature was during the
night of January 4th, when it was 3^ below zero.

—

Charles
Ellis.

MR. EGBERT DICK.
Scotland has lost a son of whom she may he justly proud,

and science has to mourn one of lier most devoted students
;

and yet we have only to chronicle the death of a poor baker of

Thurso, who was considered mad by some, who died in penury,
and was not followed to the grave by a single relative. Mr.
Robert Dick, who was better known in scientific circles in

London than among his own townsmen, has passed away. He
was, perhaps, the most enthusiastic amateur in botany, ento-

mology, and geology of our own time. Hugh Miller gained
many a lesson from liim, and even Sir Roderick Murchison was
proud to admit that he had gleaned information from the haker
of Thurso. His devotion to his scientific pursuits was so great

that he neglected his business, and the inevitable result ensued.
Shall I then hold liim up as a pattern to our younger readers?
Most assviredly. ^Yhile studying the virtues of a man, we may
also learn to avoid his mistakes. No one with any common
sense would take up the study of science with the idea of making
a fortune by it. As I have said more than once, the love of

science must, like virtue, be its own reward. There are many
things which cannot be computed on the £ .?. <;. scale—health,

for instance, or happiness. Do you for a moment suppose that

in his latest hours Mr. Dick wished that his life had been passed
without the slightest acquaintance with the plants, insects, and
fossil.' he had spent so many days and nights in studying ? No

;

I firmly believe that he had more pleasure in the span of life

allowed him than any millionaire. I know many scientific men
whose income is £-300 or ,£600 a-year at least, who are as poor
as he was. If their income were doubled to-morrow, they would
spend every farthing in the pursuit of their favourite science.

Two of the leading men in their several branches, who have died

within the last few years, have left their widows so poor that

they were obliged to seek a means of living for thsmselves.
I did not know Mr. Dick personally—there were not many

men who did ; but from what I have heard of him, I should think
he was somewhat eccentric, and decidedly reserved and uncom-
municative in his manners. Many such men there are,

unfortunately ; they find few capable of conversing with them
on their favourite subjects, and so by degrees learn to shun
society, and ketp their knowledge stored up in its perishable

casket. Tbia is a great aud fatal mistake. A man ought to

enjoy the keenest pleasure in conveying to others the knowledge
he has himself acquired. And yet I grieve to say that I have
met several men who were strangers to this better feeling.

AVheu first I took up the study of Ferns, I asked many questions
of one of the best cultivators of this tribe in his time, and
always obtained an answer to the effect :

" Ah, lad, it cost me
money to learn that." I have lived long enough to see him
left fur behind in his acquaintance with these plants by many
to whom he refused to give a single idea to help them on their
course. The man at whose feet I learned first to trace out the
characters in which the history of our globe is written on the
stony pages of its own crust, was in some respects not unlike
Mr Dick. Although very reserved, so devoted to science as to
neglect his own business, and so uncommunicative that he could
never rise to his proper position in the world (and, as a matter
of course, the world did not know what his proper position was),
yet I never shall forget how perseveringly he led myself and a
fellow-apprentice on, teaching us to glean our own facts in the
great field of nature, and showing us gradually how one fact led

us on to another. 1 often think of how the good old man taught
us to learn the lessons which the poor broken scraps of fossils

we found at first could teach ; nor shall I forget the joy with
which he picked out a fossil Nautilus, almost unique, which we
brought back from one of our scientific rambles among the hills.

But the dear old man would hardly open his mouth to any one
who could not converse with him on his favourite studies. Had
the case been otherwise, he might have risen lo some consider-
able eminence. While I would caution any youthful aspirant
against the belief that a fortune is to be obtained by a study of

science, I should fall into as great an error on the other hand,
if I did not strongly urge one and all to devote themselves to it

as energetically as they can : first, because of the pleasure it

will give them ; secondly, because it will assist them in their

business, by enabling them to understand the rationale of the
operations they are hourly called upon to perform. The
engineer in ' Mugby Junction' says, "It's almost as good as

being clever, to be fond of your business ;
" this is true enough,

and no man will ever make a good gardener, or rise to any
prominent position among his brethi-en, unless he be really fond
of his business.

—

[Tlic Gardener.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have heard with no ordinai-y feehngs of regret that

Captain Cockerell has sent in his resignation to the Council as

Assistant Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society. All

who have known Captain Cockerell, and those who have been
brought into communication with him, can testify to the uni-

form kindness and courtesy he has always exhibited in the
execution of his official duties ; and those only who have had
experience of the official management of the Society in former
years, with the exception of the period when Mr. Booth so well

filled the same situation, can fully appreciate Captain Coek-
erell's kindliness of manner, obhging disposition, and gentle-

manly bearing.

Every one interested in the culture of Orchids will es-

pecially regret to hear of the death of Mr. George Ure Seinnee.
Although occupied by commercial pursuits, being one of the

firm of Klee, Skinner, & Co., of Guatemala, yet he found time
to pursue his favourite researches in natural history. His
residence in Central America probably led him to the particular

study of Orchids, with which the forests of the district abound,
and with them his name is now thoroughly associated. For
about thirty years we have known him engaged in their collec-

tion, and some one of their genera should do honour to his

name. Cattleya Skinneri is a minor remembrance of him.
One genus, worthy of him, records two of his names, but it be-

longs to the Natural Order Scrophulariacere. We refer to Uro-

shinnera spectabilis, thus mentioned by the late Dr. Lindley :—
" For this beautiful plant our gardens are indebted to G. U.
Skinner, Esq., the most generous of merchants, the most eager

of collectors, to whom or to whose assistance the botany of

Western Mexico aud Guatemala owes more than to all the tra-

vellers who have visited those regions. Nothing more worthy
of his name could well be found, for the plant is veiy rare, very

showy, and now secured to our gardens ; we therefore trust that

verbal pedants wUl not quarrel with the manner we have con-

trived to escape from the difficulty of there being already a

Slcinneria in the botanical field, but agree with us that Ure
Skinner may be fairly blended into a name which shall unmis-
takably record the labours of one who ought never to be con-
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founded with any other Skinuer whatever." He died of yellow
fever on the 9th of .Jaunary at Aspinwall, Isthmus of Panama,
at the age of 62 ; and it adds paiufuUy to the feeling for his
loss to know that he was jonrneying to Guatemala to complete
arrangements for retiring from the lirm, preparatory to taking
up his residence in England permanently.
He was a native of Scotland, and his father, the Very Rev.

John Skinner, was Dean of Dimkeld and Dunblane, who died
at Forfar in 1841, and who was son of Bishop Skinner, Primus
of the Episcopal Church of Scotland. The Bishop, we believe,

wi"0te the well-known " Pieel of TuUochgorum."
Mr. Skinner, whose death we now record, was not only a

Fellow of the Linnean and other kindi-ed Societies, but was
ever ready by Lis counsel and his purse to aid others who were
pursuing the sciences those Societies fostered. He advised
with Hartweg as to the latter's researches in Mexico ; and he
supplied Warseewicz with money at the time of his extreme
need, when he had been abandoned by the Belgian Association,
which had sent him to South America to collect plants.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEX GAHDEN.

See to the due preparation of ground for crops in general,
but beware of carrying on these operations when the soil is in
a wet state, better be a fortnight too late with any crop. I am
of opinion that where kitchen gardens arc composed of light

soil, it is better dug or trenched some weeks before it is wanted
for some crops, especially Broad Beans, which like a firm hold
of the soil. A small plantation of Marshall's Dwarf Prolific or of

Mazagan Beans may be made as soon as the weather is favour-
able for the operation. Pens, when the first sowing is coming
through the ground it will be advisable to draw a little eaith
to the plants. In the case of mice attacking them, there is,

perhaps, no better remedy than trapping ; the old figure-4
traps, a number of which c.in soon be made, are as good as
any. Those who have not already sown Peas may make a
sowing of any good early sort in the warmest part of the gar-
den, on the first favourable opportunity. Take care, however,
that the ground be previously dug to a good depth, or trenched,
and in tolerably good heart. As Peas sown at this period of

the year, especially in clayey soils, are liable to rot if buried
too deeply, do not cover them more than 2 inches. Farstiiji-^,

sow as soon as possible. The ground should be trenched and
manured in the autumn. Sow in shallow drills 18 inches
apart. Tomatoes, sow in heat directly ; also, Sicecf Basil, Su-eet
Marjoram, d-c. Sea-hnle and Rhubarb for next year's forcing
should be planted immediately in rich trenched ground. Throw
a hillock of old tan, ashes, or sand, round each crown to coax
it on through the vicissitudes of March and April. Where
water is apt to stand on the surface through the puddling pro-
perties of heavy rains, try to improve the texture by a dressing
of sand, ashes, lime rubbish, charcoal dust, &c.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Eemember to drain thoroughly. Nowhere is this advice

more necessary than in the orchard. Although Apples and
Pears are fond of adhesive soils, they will never prove profit-
able where water is allowed to accumulate. Thin-pruning is

also of great use to Apples which are rather free setters ; it is

likewise of great service to varieties of the Nonpareil class
to enable them to perfect both frnit and wood. The stems of
fruit trees on which moss or the hiding-places of insects are
apparent should be cleansed. For this purpose brushes vary-
ing in stiffness according to the hardness of the bark should
be employed. Those made of brass or iron wire will be found
well adapted for scrubbing old crusted bark. The scale may
be dislodged to a great extent by such means, and the bark
freed from myriads of parasites,' animal and vegetable, which
prey upon its substance and render it unsound and unsightly.
Moist weather facilitates the operation. Prepare clay for graft-

ing, by mixing it with a portion of cowdung and a little fine
hay. The pruning of wall trees on south aspects should be
completed as soon as possible. In this climate every bearing
shoot of the Peach and Nectarine requires to be shortened,
otherwise a sufficient supply of young wood for future bearing
cannot be insured ; but it this has not been done there may be
some difficulty, in consequence of these shoots having formed
no wood-buds, except, of course, the terminal bud. In that
case it will not be acting too severely to cut back at least every
other shoot so fully studded with blossom-buds to within half
an inch of the base, in order that from thence better shoots

may spring, for after this reduction the number of blossom

-

buds left will, doubtless, be ten times greater than the number
of fruit which the tree ought to bear.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Improve as much as possible all outlines. Plant fresh

masses or groups wheu necessary, and introduce specimen
plants when fitting opportunities offer. Much mischief is done
by planting single specimens in recesses. These should be
carefully preserved as a general rule, to give deep shadows and
to throw the prominent features into bcld relief. Top-dress
Auriculas, delay it not while the weather is fine. Eemove early
blooms, and if any plants look sickly examine the roots; if

from canker, apply tlie knife ; and if ffom inefficient drainage,
put more into the jiot, if possible, without breaking the ball

of soil. Tulips are coming forward, shade carefully from
frosts and cutting winds. Continue to watch for leaves that
are cankered, and remove them as soon as perceived. Top-
dress the beds of Pansies with decayed leaves and manure
from the Melon-pits reduced to a black unctuous compost

;
peg

down or remove all straggling shoots, and place bran under
tiles as a decoy for snails, &c., which will now, on mild nights,
begin to be troublesome.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
It is somewhat difficult to give directions in a successful way

for mixed greenhouses. Plants of all climates will occasionally
obtain a place there ; and as no special treatment in regard to

temperature may be long indulged in with impunity as to the
plants from warm countries, a compromise of some kind must
continually take place. As a principle, therefore, of frequent
and somewhat harmless application, a rather free increase of

heat should be allowed on sunny days early in the afternoon
for a few hom's, letting the temperature sink at night to the
old point, or nearly so. In this structure there will frequently
be found Ericas, Pelargoniums, New Holland plants, bulbs,

&c., and even Orchids. Vv'e would, therefore, advise a division
of these families ; let the Orchid.s, bulbs, and plants of hot
climates occupy the hottest end with little air, and the Ericas
the other •with a free circulation of air ; the Pelargoniums m.ay
stand midway. The conservatory should now be of great in-

terest. Any Camellias done blooming should, if possible, be
removed forthwith to some of the houses at work ; a moist at-

mosphere, a temperature averaging 65°, and a canvas shading
overhead, are the requisites in order to cause them to produce
wood freely and large leaves ; the shading must by no means be
neglected. The climbers in this structure should have a
thorough dressing at this period, cutting away weak and de-

cayed wood, and shortening back shoots. As a general rule,

plants in flower require more water than those not in flower ; it

is not intended that they require to be deluged with water, but
they should be very carefully and regularly supplied, or possibly

the bloom of many plants will fall off prematurely. Again, they
must not be exposed to currents of air; these, indeed, should
not be admitted in any situation where exotic plants are kept at

this time of the year, for they have no other effect than that of

paralysing the vital action of the plants within their influence,

and, therefore, while they are hurtful to all plants and flowers,

they are especially so to such as have been produced in a close

warm atmosphere. Again, the decayed and decaying flowers

must be sedulously removed ; this is necessary, no less on
account of neatness and order, than for the purpose of prevent-
ing the injury or decay of the undeveloped flowers, which
would be liable to injury by contact with those which were in a
state of decomposition.

STOVE.

Ssme little increase of temperature may now take place here,
and that chiefly, as before observed, in the afternoon by shut-

ting up early and using plenty of moisture, taking care to

thoroughly dry the foliage previously by a free circulation of

air. Look over the fastenings of Orchids on blocks or in baskets,

renew the wires where necessary. Fasten a httle fresh ma-
terial on those not to be shifted, but beware of burying the
buds on the eve of their becoming developed. Apply baits for

snails and cockroaches most assiduously, and attend closely to

the extirpation of all scale. Examine and shift when neces-

sary stove plants in general, and cut back some of the kinds
after flowering to make cuttings.—^W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

With heavy rains and boisterous winds the weather has still

been favourable for much out-door work, and where the ground
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was light much could liave been done in Bean-planting and Pea-
sowing. For reasons several times given, we prefer planting
out tlie earliest crops, and last season having no small wire
gimrtis we planted out nearly the whole of our crops. The
routine as regards digging, trenching, and forward vegetables
was much the same as detailed last week.

OvUi'ctiiiri Ijcavfs after the shooting season formed a part of
onr work, and we have been unfortunate this year and last.

B-ith before and after that time the excessively high winds
took off the leaves into the surrounding country, and what are
left, owing to the heavy rains, are very wet, entailing, if thus
collected, two disadvantages : the first, the great additional
weight which has to be carted; and the second, the necessity of
using them sooner, as there are no means that can be well used
for preventing heaps of such leaves from fermenting and
gradually decomposing. Under such circumstances leaves are
vastly more expensive for heating-purposes than stable-dung
when it can be procured in good quantities. The leaves, how-
ever, have these two advantages : they need but little prepara-
tion for being used as hotbeds, and then, when reduced to leaf
mould, they are very useful as a component part of many of
our composts. When leaves can be collected and stored in a
dry state they will keep as long as it is desired without fer-

menting, but then wo can ahvays obtain heat from them by
moistening them snfliciently to cause fermentation and conse-
quent slow decomposition. For general matters see previous
week's notices.

FRUIT GAr.nEX.
We previously mentioned throwing thin liujewash over our

Gooseberries, Currants, and dwarf bush Pears. Plums, <Sre.
;

hitherto it has been successful in keeping the birds from the
buds, and we should like to repeat the process, especially on
Pears, as the buds are swelling fast, and the recent storms have
waslied off the most of the lime. It still adheres pretty well
to the Gooseberries as their shoots were less exposed, from
being drawn pretty closely together in the bush faggot style.
The intention is to remove the string and allow the bush to
take its more natural position after tlie budshave fairly brokeu,
as when in leaf the birds will cease to molest them.' Whilst
thus tied it is also easier to scrape away the soil from round
the base of all the bushes, draw it into the space between the
rows, and dig down that soil deeply there, whilst fresh soil is

placed round the bushes, and the ground near the stems is

merely forked over thinly. If there should be any products of
catei-pillars from Inst season, the nigging them "down deeply
will generally destroy them. Prom this simple plan we are
seldom troubled with the caterpillar. Were wo near a tan pit
we would put two or three spadesful of tan round each bush,
as that seems to destroy all eggs and larvfe, at least when we
could adopt that plan we were never troubled with caterpillars

;

but the fact would require to be more generally confirmed
before we were thoroughly certain that the tan and tlie absence
of the caterpillar were estabUshed as cause and consequence.
It is possible for us at times to think wo see the connection
between results and causes, when in reality there may often be
merely coincidence. As to the caterpillar that in iine sum-
mers is so apt to attack all the Brassica tribe, we know of no
preventive equal to hunting down the white butterfly by a
couple of sharp boys, spuiTed on by the desire of boxing the
greatest number.

Basjiherries.—We have tried almost every mode of training
these—such as so many canes fastened to a stake, these stakes
from 2 to 4 feet apart ; tying them into the form of arches,
either with a stake or without stakes, the canes when inter-
laced supporting themselves

; but of late years we have gene-
rally fastened the canes in rows about 6 inches apart, the weaker
ones being early cut away to give more room, sun, and air to
those left. Of course we think this system the best on the
whole, though the other plans have also much in their favour.
On the line or row plan the plantation if in one place consists
of rows about 5 feet apart, wooden stakes are placed along the
row 4 or 5 feet apart, and on these light rods or saplings are
fastened, one line about 1.5 inches from the ground, and the
other about ;)} feet from it, and to these the canes are tied.

This is the simplest mode of carrying out the line or row system
;

but as a Raspberry plantation will last in good order for a number
of years, the best and the most economical mode in the end for

training Raspberries on this plan is to have a few slight iron
posts, and have three strained wires for fastening the canes to
them, and then at all times the Raspberry plantation will
look neat and handsome, which it frequently "does not with onr
makeshift modes of management. Even when this appears, we

shall not be more than in the middle of the month, and since
the storm fruit trees of all kinds seem to be earlier than usual,
many buds already becoming very prominent. Can this be owing
to the heavy warm rains before the severe frosts, or to the
rather warm rains that have fallen since? Singularly enough,
too, we notice that the dull wet summer and autumn of 18G6
have not done much in lessening the quantity of fruit-buds on
fruit trees in general.

For orchard-houses, Peach-house, Strawberries, &c., see
notices of previous weeks. Some time ago we put a little

warm litter on the border of the first vinery, placing the coldlitter

that had been put there in the autumn on the surface, and
protecting it from heavy rains. As soon as we have the ma-
terial we will treat the second in the same way. The heat
given off there, if at all sensible, will be used for forwarding
many things in the early season by placing some old sashes
over the border. If the temperature for forcing-houses is

raised very gradually, and the atmosphere kept tolerably moist
by damping the floor, stages, &c., there will be less necessity
for syringing the trees so much as is generally done. We have
come to the conclusion that this sprinkling, so often repeated,
has little or no influence on the regular breaking of Vines, and
we first began to find this out from the unwillingness to wet
the leaves of plants beneath the Vines, when the plants were
of such a nature, or in such a condition, that we would have
preferred the foliage to be dry in sunshine.

OEXAMESTAL DEP.AKTMENT.
When the weather would permit, slightly rolled the lawn to

keep wormcasts out of sight, and dug and ridged the centres
of large beds and borders, leaving the sides near the turf for

drier and better weather, when making up edgings. Even
with a board at the grass edgings it would scarcely be possible
for the men to trample on the grass near the beds without
injuring it ; and as a general rule it is best to avoid doing work
in such times and ways as will be sure to make work, when
better arrangements would render the most of that extra work
unnecessary.

Pansies, Pinks, Carnations, itc, out of doors, will require
firming about the plant after the frost, and to be protected from
slugs and grass mic9. Ranunculus and Polyanthus in a pit or

frame will want all the air possible, without the rains, and to

be top-dressed with rich, sweet compost. Violets, especially

the Neapolitan, will want plenty of air in fine weather. As
respects NrapoUtun Viohts, we did last season what we will

most likely never do again—left some lights that were planted
in the autumn of 1SC.3, but without lights last season until the
autumn, and though they looked nice, they do not produce
as yet so freely as younger plants, yet they seem to have
plenty of buds on them. What we consider the best and the
easiest way to obtain fine-flowering plants of the Neapolitan, is

the following—About May, take up the old plants ; tear them
into pieces, so as to h.ave roots to each separate piece ; trim
the roots, if more than 24 inches long

;
prepare a piece of ground

by digging, and manuring with sandy loam and leaf mould;
plant the pieces from G to 8 inches apart ; stir the soil, keep
clean, water as needed, and above all, allow not a single runner
to grow all the summer, and then in the autumn either set a
frame or frames over the plants, or take up and plant in a bed
to be covered with glass, and if wanted particularly in bad
weather in winter, (ill some seven-inch pots with good plants,

and set them where they can h.ave a mild bottom heat, and ft

cool, rather di'y atmosphere. If mildew in autumn, or red

spider in summer make their appearance, dust with sulphur,

and use the syringe freely. No older plants will equal those

thus annually renewed. All the other single and double blue

and white Violets, are best when treated in a similar way, and
should not stand more than two seasons in the same place, if

the greatest produce in flowers is aimed at. Potting and re-

gulating plants much the same as in previous weeks.
Stnrinrj Turf for Fottinrj.—As soon as the weather is dry we

must see to this work, but it is often difQcult to accomplish, and
when short of tmf, we generally contrive to obtain some good
fresh soil from the ridges thrown up by the sides of highways
.and other roads, and which, consisting of the soil of the sur-

rounding district, if thtit is at r.U loamy, and the ground flints

and stones, makes a capital soil for the culture of most of our
common pot plants ; but even that we do not consider quite

so good for the staple of the compost, as rich fibry turf that

has stood in a narrow ridge for a twelvemonth, aud has thus
become sweetened. We feel obliged to Mr. Pearson for what
he says and has done with fresh turf, and can bear out most
of it, from what we have practised with certain turf for borders,
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as well as for the bottom part of large pots, preferring more
mellow soil for the surface, chiefly to have no trouble with the

fresher causing a green surface. For general purposes of

potting we prefer turf that has been taken up from six to

twelve months, and has been piled in narrow stacks with air-

vents through it. In such cases the fibre is but little reduced,

the sour smell has disappeared, and the soil comes out dry,

mellow, and sweet as a nut. For many commoner purposes,

however, we would follow Jlr. Pearson's example, if we ob-

tained the right turf, and here we will give a test to the inex-

perienced, and Mr. Pearson will correct us if he do not coin-

cide. Turf taken from upland pasture where the grass is of a

bristly ncedlo-like character, may be used at once, as the soil

will generally be sweet beneath. We have often scarified the

turf from such places—that is, taken it off as thin as possible,

and used it for the bottom of large pots, and the fibi7 soil imme-
diately beneath it for general potting purposes. Turf like this,

however, cannot always be had, and we must often be content

with what we can find. In lower levels the turf will often con-

sist chiefly of grass, broad and softer in the leaf, having com-
paratively little fibre beneath it, and the soil though rich will

often contain more acid—that is, smell unpleasant, and want
more exposure before using it for particular purposes. This is

far inferior for pottiug-purposes to the other, and, having more
of a tendency to run closer together, needs something to keep

it open. We often were amused when young,, to see gardeners

smelling their composts, but we have learned since that it is

well to use the nose, as a test of the sweetness of soil for potting.

Furnaces tinder Boilers.—We will now offer a few remarks to

meet the case of those who say their boilers and hot water are

vastly more expensive as regards fuel than they were led to

expect. Heating by hot water will always be more expensive
in proportion to the little that is done by one furnace. Of
course, when a dozen houses are heated from a dozen boilers

there will be a greater escape of he-it from a dozen chimnies
than from one, two, or more. All that can be done, is to

economise the heat, by keeping it as much round the boiler as

possible. Lately, the mode of lighting a furnace was alluded to.

Except when cleaning, lighting, and adding fuel, the furnace
door should iwrer be open. When the fire is fairly burning, the
ash-pit door should be shut, leaving only a very small opening
to admit air to reach the fuel through the bars. When the
heat is well up, the damper should be put in, just allowing a
shght opening to insure a slow draught. Even when a fire is

about gone, a shut damper and close furnace and ash-pit doors
will keep for a long time about the boiler heat which with a free

draught would be dispersed quickly through the furnace, past
the boiler, and up the chimney. It is by no means uncommon
to find a damper right out, a chimney so hot that you can
scarcely touch it, a huge red fire in the furnace, with the
furnace-door open, so that the fire may give out plenty of

heat to the stoke-hole, to the external air, and the little as it

may be wanted to the boiler ; and when fuel can be had for little

more than the carriage, there may not be so much to be said,

as a little less care and trouble will be necessary ; bxit every
such case of extra hot chimnies, open dampers, open furnace-
doors, and huge fires not wanted, shows clearly that it is the
system of the manager, and not the system of hot water that
is mostly to be blamed for such waste of fuel.

—

B,. F.

CO\^NT GARDEN MARKET.—Fedruaby 1:!.

We have little or no nlteratiou to report, haviug abundance of eveiy-
thing at present. Continental supplies are steady and good, and home-
grown produce comprises the usual varieties in season at this period of
the year.

VEGETABLES,

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans,"Kidncy.perlCO

ScarletKuu.J sieve
Beet, Red ".

. doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bms. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

d. 8. d
6 too 8 Leeks bunch

10 Lettuce per doz.
4 Mushrooms pottle

Mustd.& Cress, punnet
8 Onions per bushel
3 Parsley per sieve

Parsnips doz.
5 ' Peas per quart

Potatoes bushel
8 I Kidney do.

8 Radishes doz. bunches
3 Rhubfirb bundle
2 Savovs doz.

' Sea-kale basket
I Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
1

[
Tomatoes per doz.

I

Turnips bunch
6 1 Vegetable Marrows dz.

B.
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STOppiua Vjnes (.T. jr. IF.).—1st, When tto sboot is .^ufficientlv Icug
to Bhow (bo liimcb ami Iho next joint above it, i''n''li u"t the iioiot im-
mediately nbove the leaf at the •joint next above the fruit. 2nd, The
floDis of the house should be kept damp for some time after the Grapes
begin to o<.lour, but not when tliey are beoomiuc ripe. SrJ, It would not
injure the roots to lay a path with Bn tar, further than bv preventing
rain pacslns throuKh tlie walk, and if the latter is not wide tarring it
will not make mueb dilTerence. '

Gyoiakens Frosted C^. .V. W(u>r).—Tlie best conrse to pnrsnelato
leave tbem as they are, neither rtvyinc tbeui ofl'uor trying to indnce fresh
growth. It wonld not An to diy them otr as tlie growths are not mature,
nor excite thorn, as that would weaken the corma. Treat them as if they
had not been frosted and they will gradually recover. We have Cyela-
inen vernum and C. coiun in full bloom en vookwork. and nono the worse
of the lato severe weather. We urcsume yours are C. pcrsieum, which is
not hardy.
OoTTlNii Pows ZosjLE PEI.ABBONICM8 (Calcarin).—Yon should gradu-

ally withhold water, and eut the plants down early next month, repotting
them in smaller pots when the new shoots are an inch or two long. Shiftm May into the blooming pots. It will answer better than top-dressing.
Vior.A roRNCT.i, Jlisini.us cutuecs, axd Patisies Sown in Heat (.4

Su)l.<cr»j,r).—Plants will flower towards the end of July, and later, if
raised from seed sown now in a hotbed. When largo enough to handle
they should lie pricked off an inch apart in pans and gro«Ti ou, hardening
them off and planting them out in the end of May or early in June. They
should be kept near the glass to have them strong.

LitlDM TENFIF0I.ir.1I, L. ArRATFM, AND TkITOMA UVARIA SeED PoTV-
TSG {Idfin).—The seed should bo sown earlv next month in pots or pans,
well drained, in a compost of turfy loam, peat, aud leaf mould, with the
addition of one-sixth of silver sand. The seeds should be covered with
fine soil to a depth equal to the diameter of the seed. The pots should

E.^^'"'"?^'
'^'^''''''''' ""'' placed in a hotbed with a temperature of 70'.

When the plants appear admit air and harden them off or remove them
to a vinery at work, where they should be placed in a light, airy situation.
li there is not a vinery at command, remove them, toatjreenhouse. Keep
them well supplied with water, and in September graduallv withhold it,
discontinuing the supply alter October, all but a little now and then to
keep the soil moist, but not wet. The Liliums should have the seeds
placed so far apart that they can grow in tbo pots or pans as sown, an inch
will suffice : but Ihe Tritoma plants should, when large enough to handle,
be potted off singly in small pots, and the soil in these should be kept
moister in winter than for the Liliums. The Liliums, also, should be
potted in November smgly in 4J-inob pots, or three may be placed in a
Beven-inch pot. They should be kept in a cool greenhouse.
TOSSILAGO FABFARA VAItlEGATA FOE EEDDrKG (Mfm).—This is a rather

effective and certainly pleasing and curious variegated hardy perennial.
It answers for bedding, and will gi-ow -well in a position where it does not
receive the midday sun. It will grow anywhere.
Ohnamental-poliaged Annuals (Mon).—The most attractive of theso

flre half hardy, or requiring to be grown in lieat previous to planting out.
Kicinus sanguineus. E. communis, E. borbonensis, aud Zea japonica
variegata, which all grow 5 or more feet high ; Perllla nankinensis,
Amaranthus melaneholicus ruber, and Cineraria maritime, wbicb grow

IJ to 3 feet; the variegated Marvel of Peru attains a similar height, and
is handsome. Oxalis corniculatft,rubra(tropiBoloides), isa very neat plant
for an edging to such a bed as you propose.

CALADinM Eootstooks DECAYING (T. Oliirr).—Wo think Tou bave kept
them too dry and in too low a temperature, either of which conditions
will cause them to become "mellow" both at the crown and at bottom.
They should remain in the pots as grown after they die down, and stand
on a moist floor, or iu a position where the soil in the pots will not be-
come dust dry; but the pots should not be watered, tboii!:;h a skiff from
the syringe once or twice a-week over the pots will keep the roots fresh.
The temperature should not be less than CO'' to winter them safely. The
" mellow " rootstocks will most probably rot if they are not already
rotten, especially those gone at the eyes ; those decayed at the base may
yet bave the upper part or eye portion sound, and if so they may grow.
Pot them, and place them in a bottom heat of 70' and top lieat of from
65° to 75' or 80'.

Vines Unfruitful (J. IT.).—The roots of the largo Elm trees will, of
course, injure your Vine border. The best plan is either to keep a deep
open trencli outside the wall, or build a deep wall in cement, to keep the
Kim roots out. As the Vines have broken so strongly, however, wo do not
think the Elm roots are so much to blame, but rather incline to think
that the couip.arative barrenness is cither owing to the roots being too
deep, or the wood being imperfectly ripened last seasou. Probably a little

more hardening of the wood by extra tiring in the dull autunin would
have made all right.

Heating Small PtiNT-nousB (JVoeen-oi*f).—^We should prefer a gftff

stove with a tube for the fumes from it to pass into the open air. Yon
can increase or diminish the heat of that by merely turning the tip. We
are sorry that No. 2G9 is out of print, but yon can see our office copy any
day that you call. We have no pity for those who have their gas appara-
tus frozen ; they should have the meter iu a place not liable to a freezing
temperature.

PiNE-APPLE Culture (B. C.K.).—"The Pine-Apple Manual" can be
had free by post from our oflice if you enclose thirty-two postage stamps,
with your address.

Best First Early Potato (.7. L.).—We are informed by many reliable

authorities that the Coldstream Early is the best of the earlies, both in
quality and prolificacy.

Drying Specimens (Hortus siccus).—Laid flat and covered with sand,
dry in a gentle heat, and then x>reserve between sheets of cartridge paper.

Erratum.—In our last we inadvertently stated tlnat the new edition of

the " Miniature Fruit Garden " was the 15th instead of the 14tb.

Names of Plants (Tl''. J. P.).—1, Polysticbum, probably P. aculeatmn;
3, Asplenium flacciduni ; 4, Gymnogramma chrysopbylla. (7". T.).

—

1, Pelhea adiantifolia ; 3, Adianlum hispidum ; 3, One of the garden
hybrids between Gymnogramma ebrysopbyllaand G. ealomelauos; 4, Ne-
phrodium setigerum ; 5, Gymnogi-amma ochracea ; 6, Cheilantbes hirta ;

7, Gymnogramma chrysopbylla ; 5, Blecbnnm oecidentale ; 9, GjTnno-
gramma ochracea ; 10. Gj-mnogramma peruviana. (C. .4 ).—1, a Begonia,

but species not detectable from such a scrap. 2, Abutilon striatum.

S, not determinable from a mere leaf.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending February 13tb

Date.

Wed. . 6
Thnrs. 7
Pri. .. e
Sat. .. 9
Snn... 10
Mon... 11
Tnes. . 12

Mean
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sportsmen's sorts, always throw more cock chickens than
puUets in proportion, a sign of their superior hardness and
goodness.
Derby Reds.—These are white-legged Black-breasted Reds,

with yellow or daw eyes, and dark yellowish brown hens, not
Partridge-coloured, but fawn-breasted. They were the favourite

Game fowls of the late Eail of Derby, and are called after him
the Derby Reds. They are ranked by some as a sportsman's
bird, being the quickest, most active, and lightest-fleshed

of all the Black-breasted Reds ; but like all yellow or daw-
eyed birds they want stamina and endurance, do not stand

the dubbing or trimming well, and are not so game as the true

sportsmen's breeds are.

Another good strain with the yellow or daw eyes is a breed
of white-legged Duckwiiigs found in East SuiTolk, and bred
there by the late Lord Huutingfield, and called Lord Hunting-
field's Silver-Grey Duckwings. These are as good as the best

breeds of Duckwings to be found, and are very line birds.

In the neighbourhood of Ipswich, Suffolk, I met with a
breed of Red-breasted Ginger Reds, with bright red eyes, and
yellow legs, with light Ginger Partridge hens, mostly spurred.

These are the fiercest and sharpest Game fowls I ever saw,

being more fiery than the best Cheshire Piles. They beat
the East Suffolk Brown Reds easily, and are yet unbeaten in

the eastern part of the county. This is an original colour, and
is found in India. These Gingers, however, are not so hard
as the Dark Greys and Brown Reds.
The Blue-legged Ddckwtngs are game little birds, rather

small, and distinguished for their fine sharp heads, having
the sharpest heads of all the Game fowls.

Blue-legged Red Duns are also Game birds.

The YeIxLOw-legged Duckwixgs are rather spiritless, like

almost all yellow or daw- eyed Game fowls, but are handsome,
and prolific. All the yellow, bay, and light brown-eyed birds

are bad.

There are two slight errors in my communication at page 95.

The word " Furnace " in the first column, twenty-eighth line

from the bottom, should be " Furness ;
" and in the second

line of the second column, for " southern " read "northern."—Newmakej:!.

COWS DROPPING AFTER CAL^TNG.
Mt experience may be useful to some of your readers. I

have kept a dairy of nine or ten cows, for private use, for about
twelve years, and during the first ten years I was unlucky
enough to lose, on an average, a cow a- year from the above
casualty. Several veterinary surgeons were called in, but none
of their nostrums ever succeeded in setting one of my cows on
her legs again ; so I determined to try my own plan, which is

this. It is well known that the complaint arises from weak-
ness, and inflammation of the uterus consequent on calving : so

immediately the cow drops I have strong mustard rubbed along
the spine ; if costive, a dose of castor oil is administered, and
gruel and old ale given every two hours. I have saved three

cows by this treatment ; the last, a very valuable animal,
dropped on Sunday morning, and appeared in a hopeless state

until last evening, when she rose, and is now to all appearance
doing well.

I may add that I only keep Aldemeys, and think there is

nothing like them for family supply. Dm-ing winter they are

kept in the house, only going out for an hour or so on fine

days, and their food is hay, grains, and mangold wurtzel. They
^ve an abiuidant supply of milk, and rarely suffer from cold.

—

C. A. HiNEURY, Belmont House, East Barnct.

COCHIN-CHINA COCKS TAIL AND VULTURE
HOCKS.

Kkowing your friendship towards us of the feathered frater-

nity, I take up one of my quills to address you on a matter of

moment to myself and my brother Cochins. Though I am a

chicken, I am a full-grown one, and am considered a fine bird.

I was highly commended at Birmingham, and took a prize

at Bristol. I have a fine handsome tail, not over-large, but

standing proudly erect for 2 or 3 inches, and then falling grace-

fully backwards. What I want to know is if this ornament, of

which I am so proud, is really no ornament at all, but an eye-

sore in the sight of good judges. I ask the question because I

see my brothers at the show with most of their tails gone, and
I am told it must be so with me if I am to take high honours.

Is this so ? and must I lose my beautiful top feathers ? Then,

again, I have a nice cluster of feathers at the top of my legs.

Is this what is called vulture hock, and am I to be considered

a "dutYer" because of these? In every other resjject, I am
told, I am perfect. Your opinion on these matters will oblige

—A Wuite Cochin Cock.

[We do not hesitate to say that with experienced judges

you will be admired, because you are shown, as they term it,

honestly. Wherever it is patent that liberties have been taken,

and feathers pulled out of a tail, disqualification should follow.

We must, however, add that in all your breed, the tail should

not be a prominent feature, and 3 inches high is quite high
enough. There are many beauties which become deformities

when they are exaggerated. Instead of carrying it proudly

erect, we advise you to drop it a little. The handsomest mem-
bers of your family endeavour to present the line of beauty by
slanting down from the head to the middle of the back, then
rising very gradually and very little from the middle. Tho
tail merely describes a curve, and falls in waving feathers.

Vulture hocks are generally considered as a deformity of your
breed.]

MUTILATION OF FOWLS AT EXHIBITIONS.
In your Number published on .January 31st, there is a letter,

signed Thos. Wrigley, jun., Tonge, jiiddleton, Manchester,

which I think reflects most unjustly upon the Committee of the

Leeds Smithfield Club. I have the honour to be a member of

that Committee, and I can assure Mr. Wrigley, jun., that every

care was taken at the last Show to appoint proper persons to

receive the fowls, to place them in the pens, to have them well

and judiciously fed and attended to during the days oi exhibi-

tion, and, at the close, to put them into the proper hampers
and have them sent home. At the request of my fellow Com-
mittee-men, and with an earnest desire to do what I could for

the Society, I undertook the responsible and arduous duty of

penning the birds with the help of a good assistant, also of

repacking them for despatch to their homes at the close. I

say it without any egotism, that every bird was as carefully

and properly handled as if the owner had done it himself. To
guard against any mishap I waited into the small hours of the

morning to receive any hampers that might arrive by rail, and
did not leave till a messenger from the station informed me no
more could come, as the trains were all in.

I then satisfied myself that all was ready for the judges, and
left the place in charge of night watchmen specially appointed.

I was there again soon after six the same morning, and found
all right. I kept a constant and careful watch over the pens

during the days of exhibition, in additiuu to the men appointed,

and when the hour for closing arrived I had the place cleared

of every one but the Committee and servants. The same
assistant and myself immediately commenced to take out the

birds and pack them in the proper hampers. That there

should be no delay we kept at our work until after three o'clock

next morning. We were very careful to note what pens each

packed, and on referring to my memoranda I find that Mr.

Wrigley's two pens of Golden-pencilled Hambnrghs (all that

he exhibited), were packed by myself. I also packed the whole

of the Silver-spangled, so that I am in a position to state most
positively that neither his birds nor the Silver-spnngled chicken

brought under his notice lost any feathers in our hands. I

found a sickle feather in one of the Silver-spangled pens, and
drew attention to it before I touched the bird ; there was no
doubt it had cast it. I also had my attention called to a sickle

feather in one of the Black Hamburghs (sent from Mr. Wrigley's

neighbourhood), which had been ingeniously fastened in with

black silk to make up a deficiency. So much for sickle feathers.

Excepting in the case of one Duck, which had been lost iri

transit, the Committee have not had a single complaint of

birds missing or wrong birds received. I think this speaks for

attention with a lot of about seven hundred pens.

I feel that the remarks of Mr. W^rigley respecting the Silver-

spangled chicken are a gross libel upon our Committee, for

there is not a single gentleman belonging to it who would demean
himself to commit such a cruel and dastardly act as wilfully

plucking " every laced feather from both wings," or any other

feathers, and I thinkmy explanation ought to prove that the Com-
mittee took every care no one else should do so. They do not

know one person's birds from another ; eveiy exhibitor is alike to

them. It is their aim and study to conduct their shows upon
honest principles and with strict impartiaUty. After devoting so

much valuable time from their business, and working so hard
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for no personal benefit to Uiemselves, Itliink it ia base ingrati-

tude to throw oat snch iusinnations as those appearing iu your
coiiespondeut's lettej'.—Ji^E!^ BiiiBKCK.

'-niiM iKjut -i ,n'>')? / t'VWri—

';, , BRAH-MA POOTRAS AT EllISTOL.
YoTJ have, with all the authority of editorial power, in your

foot-note to Mr. Wright's letter ordered the' combatants to be
separated ; but I crave a few lines of apac*—not to renew the
battle in the slightest, but to express my own regrets that any-
thing approaching personality, even iu appearance, should have
fallen from my pen, and further to express the wish that " dif-

ferences of opinion may never sever friendship.''

Further, I cannot rest contented -with an amount of praise
for my strain of Brabmas, which possibly I do not at all de-
serve. Let me explain. Mr. Wright would make it appear
that I alluded to jlr. Boyle when speaking of a yard I bad
seen, the great success of which depended on some crossing
with my own. I should be sorry, indeed, for this statement to

go forth uncontradicted on my part. I have never bad the
pleasure of seeing Mr. Boyle or his birds. He bad birds of

mine some two or three years ago, in this manner ; I hatched
some chickens iu .January, ISGii (I think). They were shown at

Basingstoke in May, where they were placed before several old
pens ; and after this, as I did not like the cockerel, who rather
bullied his younger brothers, I sold the pen at a low price to

the late Mr. F. Pease, of Darlington. He found that one
pullet had not yellow legs. He sold the birds to Mr. Beldon, who
exhibited them at the Newcastle Show, held in connection with
the Koyal Agricultural Society. There they were awarded first

prize as chickens, and claimed by Mr. Boyle. One of the pullets
•was shown by Mr. Boyle in his second-prize pen at the Agricul-
tural Hall. According to the opinions of many breeders,
though second, the pen ought to have been first, and was placed
first at Birmingham. This, at least, was the history given me by
my lamented friend, Mr. F. Pease, in one of the last letters!
ever received from him. How far Mr. Boyle used these birds
in bis yards I am quite unable to say, so that I wish clearly to

say that I had not Mr. Boyle in my mind, but another friend,

whose name, both as a Dark and Light Brahma-breeder, is very
well known and constantly seen in our prize lists.—T. B. A. Z.

SOUTH OF IRELAND POULTRY, PIGEON, AND
CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATION.

(From a Corrcsj^oiuJent.)

The sixth auuual Exliibition of this Society, held in the Athenaeum.
Cork, on the 30th and 31st of Jannary, was attended with considerable
success.

The show of poulti-y, thoHgh not equal either in the number or
quality of the bii-ds exhibited to that division of the Xunster Show,
held iu Limerict for the lirst time last December, was on the whole
very creditable aud encouraging to our Irish friends, composed as it

was entirely of birds the property of Irish fanciers. The Spanish birds,

not only so generally admired, but also so suited to the Irish climate,
should be more attended to. as, with the exception of the prize pens
and one or two others, the collection was not above mediocrity. DorJc-
ings mustered ven,' stronf^ly. and were a superb class, in which Mr.
O'Grady, of Bandon, showed larf:;ely and well. Miss Louisa Pil;e also
exhibited a bird really unexceptionable. A little more depth of body
is desirable in their Dorldngs. Saving Mr. Zurhor.'^t's deservedly-
famous Cochins, which won Mrs. Lyous's medal, and a pen belont^inf;

to Mr. "Williams, these birds deserve no notice. The same may be
said of Dark Brahmas, Mr. Boyle's winners excepted, and the Light
Brahmas should on their retmn home be consigned to the cook. Of
Creve Cffitrs some were very good. Gii7nc had improved since 1866,
but were still deficient. Of "Whito-crested and Gold-spangled Poland^,
one or two very excellent pens of each kind were shown, and of Silver-

spangled Mr. AVilliams showed the remains of a famous strain, which
I trust he will try and restore to its former excellence, llaialmrtjhs
increased in number and improved in kind. Jimttnms were poor.
Houdans were numerous and improved, and the White-crested Sidtnns
graced several compartments. MaJajis took the first prize in the Any
variety class, the winner being represented by one of the best birds in
the kingdom, from Mr. Cooper's large collection, aud which has taken
seven or eiyht first prizes at various English and Irish shows. Turkeys
were few in number, but very superior, and the same may be said of
Cfecse. In both these classes Mr. Cooper won all the first prizes.
Aylesbury and Kouou Ducka were present iu large numbers, and many,
especially of th^ latter kind, had much merit. Mr. Cooper won the
cup for moat points iu poultry.
In the Pigeon department a very large collection was shown, and

one which, for the excellence of the birds exhibited, could scarcely be
surpassed. The Pouters were of unusual merit, and most prominent

In this class was Mr. A. W. Sfiaw's pair of Blues' taking first honours
in a very superior collection. The Ueds and Whites >vere afeo well
worthy of atteutiou, Dr. Harvvy boing firat in the latter class. Carriers
were numerous and excellent, especially the Blacks and Dnns, and in
the formur I think tliat the aecond-prize birds should have been fi.rst.

However, both belou-^ed to Dr. Harvey, and 1 dan-say he did not
object to the decision. Ulnes were fair. The Short-facfd Tumblers,
more particularly the Almonds aud winning Mottles, would have held
their own at any show. The common Tnmble;cs wexe a little behind,
although this variety seems of liite to have been mrich cultivated iu
Ireland. Barbs were extremely fine ; some birds of good merit iu the
Any colour class, however, being a little out of condition, had con-
sequently to be passed over. Jaoobius and F:tn-tail8 were good ; but
the former variety I x>i'efer with pearl eyes. In Owls Was a remark-
ably small pair of WJiites, of African origin, which defy competition ;

other colours poor. Trumpeters were very fine. Mr. Pcrrott winning
the medal for the best, but not without being closely pushed by Mr. Shaw.
Turbits, Nuns, and Magpies were fair. The Any variety class brought
out some new and rare birds, the German Toys, Isabels, and Fnll-
backs being uiy special fancy. In Pigeons Mr. A. NY. Sliaw won the
medal for the greatest number of points.

I cannot close without mentioning the rare and valuable collection

of Hawks, Cormorants trained to fish, Parrots, Cockatoos, <fcc., ex-

hibited by Mr. Corbett, of Castle Council. A larger or more valuable
collection of fancy bird^ is not possessed by any one in Ireland. They
were tlie centre of attraction, and added much to the success of the
cage bird department, in whicK,i however, many valuable song hifds
were exhibited.

This Show, under the management oF the active and indefatigable

Secretary and Treasurer, Frank Hoildor and J. C. Perrj', Esfjrs.,

and an able Committee of gcntleniiju to assist them, mil, it is to

be hoped, continue to iuijirove, and. with the Munster Show (which by
the way our Limerick friend.s pxpect to miilce a great sitcccss next year,

having already received promises of eight medals for the Pigeon de-

partment only), will prove of much benefit to the south and west of

Ireland.~J. W.
[We published the prize list last week:]" ; '- -

NANTWIGH POULTRY EXHIBITION.
The eighth aunnal Show was held on the 8th and 0th inst. ; and ac-

cording to the official list the following awards were made, but our own
report is unavoidably postponed till next week.

Spanish.—Prize, J. Dean, Wharton. Highly Commended, R Hnlse,
Winsford. C/ticAen^.—Prize, J. Dean. Highly Commended, 3. Siddom,
Over Lane.
Dorkings.—Prize and Commended, T. Burgess. Chiclceii^.—First and

Second, T Burgess. Commended, Mrs. Williams, Baddington.
Cochin-China {Buff;.—First, Messrs. Church & Houldtug. Second,

W. James, Stapeley. Chickem.—First and Hon. Mrs. Sugdcn's Cup, W.
James. Second, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Third, G. Fell. W'arrington.
Highly Commended, H. Mapplebeck. Birmingham; Col. Stuart Wortley;
J. Cattel, Birmiuflhnm ; Rev. S. C. Hamcrton. Warwick. Commended,
H. Tomlinson, Biriuingham ; W. -James. Pidlft'i.—First, H. Mapplebeck,
Second, T. Bott, Bury. Highly Commended. W. James; W. A. Taylor.
Cochin-China (White).—First, J. Dodd. Minshull Vernon. Second, G.

Williamson, Nantwich. Highly Commended, J. Dodd.
Brahma Pootras.—First, J. Heath, Xantwich. Second, W. Johnson,

Nantwich. Commended. W. B. Etches; Messrs. Church & Houlding.
Ga-UE.—Cup, T. Burgess. Second and Third. J. Fletcher. Stoneclough.

Highly Commended, J. H. Williams, Welchpool; T. Whittingham,
Batherton. Commended. W. Galley, Nantwich.
Game (Black Keds).—First and second, T. Burgess. Third, J. Grocott,

Haughton. C/tJc-AcHs.—Cup and Second, J. Heath, Nantwich. Third, J,

Grocott. Highly Commended, J. Hulse, Cuckoo Lane; R. Ashley.

Game (Brown Reds).—First. T. Burges.-^. Second. J. Witbinshaw. jun ,

Nantwich. Chickrn^.—First. G. F. WaVd, Wrenbury. Second, G. Daven-
port, Nantwich. Third, T. Williamson, Nantwich. Highly Commended,
P. Judson, Nantwich; T. Burgess; T. Hope. Newtown: H. Timmis,
Walgherton. Comuiended, W. Fisher, Ravensmoor ; T. Simpson, Nant-
wich ; W. Clarke. Burland; G. Basford, Nantwich.
Game (Anv other varietv).—First. R. Ashley, Nantwich. Second J.

Judge. Drayton. Third, Miss Sadler, Whitchurch. Highly Commended,
Messrs. Church & Houlding.
GA3IE (Any other than Black or Brown Reds).— C7i(Vt<r».f.— First and

Second, R. Ashlev. Commended, R. Crewe, Burlnnd.
Game.—toct.—First, R. Ashley. Second, T. Bm-gess. Third, P. Jud-

son. Highly Commended, J. B. Furber, Baddiley ; W. Farmer, Nant-

wich. Commended. W. Sowerbutts, Nantwich ; G. Williams, Acton

;

T. Burgess. CockrrcL—First, T. Whittingham. Second, J. Heath. Third,

6. Edwards, Nant^\-icb. Highly Commended, R. Asliley. i/f?i8.—First,

R. Ashley. Second, J. Walley, Lardeu Green. Third, G. Davenport.

Highly Commended, J. Prince,'Nantwich ; G. F. Ward, Wrenbury. Com-
mended, Messrs. Church & Houlding; T. Bm-gess; G.F.Ward.
Game Bantams —First, R. Ashley. Second imd Third, Messrs. Chiu-ch

aud Houlding. Commended, G. P. Ward.
Bantams (Any other thau Game).—Prize, G. Williamson.

Hamburghs rPcncilled.—First, G. Davenport. Second, W. Speakman,
Doddiugton. Hifihlv Conunended, G. Williamson.
HAMBURGns (Spiiugled).—First, G. Davenport. Second and Third, T.

Burgess. Highly Commended, J. Hitchenson, Moulton. Commended,
W. Lawton, Lawton H:ill.

PoLANDS (Any colour).—First and Second. J. Heath.

Ddcks (Ayleshmy .—Prize, Mrs. M. Hornby, Damhall. Highly Com-
mended, H Haslam. Drayton.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, Messrs. Church & Houlding, Nantwich. Second

and Highly Commended, T. Burgess, Burleydam.
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Docks (Vaiionsl.—Priae, W. B. Etchcii, Woodhoufle.. , ,

ToRKKTs.— Pi-cs. C\ip, 0. r.anictl, Bliikeuhall. Uiglilj- Commended,
C. Bamott; T Kurj^r^s, linrleydjim.
Gkese.—Pii2«, T. Wliitliuahiim, Butherton. Higbly Conuncuded, VT.

FuruivrtI, yonnd. J

'
'

Ct»TrA(;EBs' PUIZB VI>B TnZ CK3'I3 PbN OF 0ROS8-DRKD FoS>x.—First,
T. Moultou,, N*utwieh. Second, J. BuUock, Nuatwich. Tiiird, Mrs.
Dndd, MtiishuU Verncm.

,
.

,
.

Sellisi: Class.—First,, G. F. Ward. Second and Third, T. Burgess.
Higbly Comraendod, .J. Dulton. Bnnbnry. Commcudcd, .J. Heath.

'
' SWERPOTAICES FOR SINGLE COCK?.

Cochis-Chin.i —Pruc, W. James. Commended, II. Hjslam.
Brah.\ia PooTR \.—Prize, Mrs. Galley, Nantffich.
Game.—Priae. T. Burgess. '

'

Gams Bantam First and Second. W. Griffiths. Third, T. BarBMS.
Hf^Mliupo;!.—Prize, J. Walley, Baddile.T. ; '-•' •'-

.1 J PIGEON'S. " 1" ' '^'1 "•'""' '.'•'

CMintsiiK.—Fitst, W. Cliff, Nantwich. Second, E. Jk Btitteiworth.
HigblyCommeniled, W. Cliff; J. ChoBters. . .

DisAaoxs—Firit, II. Prince, N'antwicli. Second', and Higbly Com-
mended, W. CliiT.

PocTERB.—Prize, E. J. Euttons-orth. Nantwich.
B.4HBS.—First, .J. Ohe.-iters, Nantwicb. Second, L. Glassey, Dod's

Green. Ilirrhlv Comnu-uded, H. Kixson, Dyaart Buildings ; W. Cliff.

Nu.vs.—Prize, ,I. Button.
Tdsibleks (-4ny variety).—First and Second, T. Cawloy, Tarporloy.

Highly C.immeniled, T. Cairley; A. Boote, Weston.
Faxtails.—First, J. Dutton, Bnnbnry. Second, S. Worsey, Nantwioh.

Hi'.,'hly Commeniled. U. Green, Nant^vich; E. J. Butterworth.
JACooi.>is.—Prize, L. Glassey.
TaUMi'EiERS.— Prize, J, Button. Highly Commended, H. Prince,

Nantwicb.
Owls.—First, ,T. Chestors, Nantwieh. Second, E. S. NixsQH, J)ysart

Buildings. Hii,'hly Cnuimendcd, W. Brereton, Ravensmoor. ,';
, ,

ToiiBtTs.—First. H. Prince. Nantwieh. Second, J. Chester^.'.
PiuEuNs (Any other variety .—First, J. Dutton. Second, H. Prince.

Highly Commended, .J. Dntton ; J. Chesters.
DovES.-.Prize, J. Dutton. Highly Commended, W. B. Etches.
Sf.llixg Class.—i^irat, Second, and Commended, J. HokenhuU, Nant-

wieh.
-^ silver cup, piven by G. TV. Cooper, Esq., -was given to T. Cawley as

having the most perfe'ct pen : and a prize of lOs. was awarded to J.
Dutton, as having the most points in prizes.

SIVGIXG BIRDS.
Canaries (Yellow).-First, H. Sumner, Nantwieh. Second, Messrs.

Slddmoro & Williimson.
Canaries (Buff,.—First and E.ttrs, H. Sumner. Second, Messrs. Sldd-

more and Williamson.
Canaries (.\ny other variety) —First, R. Green, Naniwjch. Second,

J. Davies, Nrtntwich. Hi<Tblv Commended, H. Sumner.
Linnets (Brown).-First.Messrs. Skidmore & WUUamson. Second,

W. Wimnuison.
GoLDFiKi-HEs (Red Ltunets)-—First, Messrs. Skidmore & Williamson.

Second, D. Robinson, Nantwieh.
Skylarks.—First, T. Simmons, Nantwieh. Second, D. Robinson.
EcLLKiNcH.— Kii-st, T. Robinson, Nantwieh. Second, Messrs. Skidmore

anrl Williamson.
Cage of Six Canaries.—First, H. Sumner, Nantwieh. Second, Messrs.

Skidmore it Williamson.
^BBiTS (Long Ears).— First, W. Crawford, Nantwieh. Second, W.

Askew. Nantwieh. Hialiiy Commended, E. J. Pace, Nantwieh. Weight.
First, J. Robinson. Second, J. Simpson, Nantwieh.

The ,Tu(l!,'es were—For Poultrj-, Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparibrook,
Birmingham.'and William Teebay, Esq., of Fnlwood, near Preston

;

jiud Charles Bowles, Esq., of Chester, ot&ciated for Pigeons.

CRYSTAL PALACE BIRD SHOW.
February 9th to 15th.

Once a^.iin with feelings aldn to pleasure, we have to say our say
about the annual Exhibition of British and Foreign Birds now being
held at the Crystal Palace, and of which we were fearful the late dis-

astrous lire might necessitate the postponement ; but the large resources
of the building, we are glad to lind, have been equal to the emergency,
and a most excellent show-room has been made by the conversion of

one of the refreshment departments. The unfortunate destruction of

the tropical end of the Palace is very much to be regretted, as the

beautiful foliage of the plants is wanting "to lend enchantment to

the scene."

V\'e expended so much eulogium on the last gathering together of

the feathered tribes at this place, that we are at a loss for words to

convey our admiration of the Exhibition which we have just seen. It

is truly a maguiiicent one, and such a one as has never before been
witnessed, the specimens exhibited clearly showing that the attention

requisite to keep a caged bird in health is quite understood. Nor are
the little in-isoners abashed at so much notice taken of them by
strangers ; some saucily carrol forth theii* sweet notes of welcome,
others with notes failing sweetness, croke a kind reception to the

visitors.

The collection of British and Foreign Birds is of rare excellence and
beauty. Our native songsters are admirably represented. The Black-
bii-d and the Thrush, the Linnet and the Goldfinch, the Nightingale

and the pugnacious Robin, all may be seen in friendly communion.
The specimens of our little Bullfinch are very choice. It would be

impossible to select any one specimen for special praise, so equal are

they to each other in beauty and condition, as the distribution of the

prizes and commendations bears testimony.

Wo will, hmremr- point, ant one or two birda in the class of varieties

noticeable as, showing tlio strange freaks which dame Nature some-

times plays with her children. One spoolmeu, a white Sparrow, ia an

oddity in which very few persons believe. However, we imagine it

cannot be a London Sparrow ; another, veiy rarely seen, considering

the natural colour o( the. bird, is an albino Jackdaw, There are also

a white Hedg^ Warljltt-; a -white BalH^iicli, and a pied Blackbird,

Lark, and Linnet, aaid a. most rare specimen of the .Shore Lark.

The iWTO'cliisfi i.i very .lino, some of the Indian Lories being ex-

quisite in colour. Our old friend, the White Cockatoo, which in-

variably carried off the pii/.e for that class at previous shows, ia absent.

Wehope that nothinglias happened that has tended to shorten its

days, as it w.is, indeed, a splendid representative of its tribe—a great

favourite.

The show of Conarlfi is un]TaralleIed in the number, beauty, and
good condition of the birds. There ar« some very saperb specimens,

especially in the Norwich .lonqne, the London Fancy, and (iold and

Silver-spangled Lizards. The Jonque and Mealy Goldfinch Mules

are sb-onger in competition than on any former occasion, and embrace

many choice and elyg.iut specimens.

Too much praise cannot be bestowed on the Superintendent, Mr-,

,

Wilkinson, for the verj' admirable manner, under the existing ciroum-

stanees. in which the Show is managed. A considerable amount of

judgment and thought is required to arrange so large a collection of

birds so that they may be seen to advantage by the visitors, and also

to enable the Judges to perform their duties satisfactorily, which we
imagine most h9r* bfeto very onerous.

i. IriJhT/. :.- c.iNARIES.

Clear Yellow (Norwich).—First, H. Ashton, Manchester. Second,

H. Vine, East Cowes, I.W. Third, W. Walter, Winchester. Equal Third,

G V. Collinson, Tliorpe Hamlet, Norwich. Very Highly Commended, J.

Bexson, Derby ; W. Waller ; R. Mnckley, Norwich ; J. Judd, Newingtan

Butts. Highly Commended, W. White. Nottingham ; G. Y.ColUnson; H.
Vine ; J. PuUeii. SKoreditch. Commended, G. Y. Collmson; G.Moore,
Northampton ; W. Barnes, Cannon Street.

_ ^ v'
Clear Buff (Norwich i.—First and Second, H. Aiihton. Third, G. Y.

ColUnson. Very Highlv Commended, G. Y. CoUinson ; J. Bexson ; J.

Pnllen ; W. Walter. Highly Commended, G. Y. CoUinson ; G. Cum-
min-'s Gloucester; W. Barnes. Commended, G. Y. CoUinson ; J. PuUen.

Varikgatbd or JlARlSEn Yellow (Norwich).—First, Second, and Third,

G. Y. CoUinson. Very Highly Commended, J. Meredith. Kmgston-on-

Thames; G. Y. CoUinson ; W. Walter. Highly Commended, R. Mackley ;

H. Vine. Commended, G. Y. CoUinson ; R. Mackley.

Variegated oh Marked Buff (Norwich).—First, H. Ashton. Second,

G. Y. CoUinson. Third. E. Orme, Derby. Very Highly Commended,
W. W.iUer; J, ^udd. Highly Commended, G. Y. CoUinson; J. PuUen.

Commended. G. Y. CoUinson. » « r, „ ,.._
Marked Crested Yellow (Norwich).-First and Second, G. Y. CoUin-

son. Verv Hijhlv Commended, G. Y. CoUinson ; .J. Knibb, Northampton.

Highly Commended, Mrs. M. La Touche, Berkeley Square; S. Tomes,

Northampton. Commended, W. Walter. ,„„.,„
Marked Crested BrrF (Norwich).-First and Second, G. Y. CoUinson.

Very Highly Commended, G. Y. CoUinson ; B. Mackley. Highly Com-

mended, G. Y. CoUinson ; J. Judd. Commended. W. Walter: J. Judd.

Clear Yellow (Belgian .—First, J. Poole, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts.

Second, J. Haves, Sutton-in-Asbfleld, Notts. Third, J. Doel, Stonehonse,

Devon. Very'Highly Commended, J. Doel; Miss H. Maunder, Pinner

;

J. Hayes. Highly Commended, B. J. Troake, Bristol
;
H. ^ me. Com-

mended, W. Inson, Eedland, Bristol ; A. W. Booker, AUerton Liverpoc.1.

Clear Buff (Belgian).—First, J. Doel. .^iecond, O. Nicholson, Land-

port, Portsea. Veiy Highlv Commended, R. J. Troake; J. Hayes. Highly

Commended, A. W. Booker; Miss H. Maunder; J. Hayes; O. Nicholson.

Commended, A. W. Booker ; J. Poole. „. . , t, i i! j
Variegated or Marked Yellow (Belgian).-First, J. Boole Second,

W. Inson. Highly Commended, O. Nicholson. Commended, Mrs M. La

™aeiegated or Marked Bcff (Belgian).—First, J. Bexson. Second,

W. Inson. Very Highly Commended, J. Poole. Commended, O. Nichol-

'^"ceested or any other Variett (Belgian).—First and Second, H.

Ashton. Verv Highly Commended, W. W^Uter.
,.

JONQUE London F.iNCY.-First and Second, J. « aUer, Tabernac e WaUi,

Finsbury. Verv Highly Commended, W. Brodrick, Budleigh, Salterton,

Devon. Highlv Commended, T. Mann, Langton Road, CamberweU New
Road. Commended, W. Brodrick ; J. WaUer. , .,^ „ ,, „ ti-„vi„
Mealy London Fancy.—First and Second, J. WaUer. ^ery Highly

Commended, W. Brodi-ick. Highly Commended, T. Mann. Commended,

German or any other Variety Except Norwich or Belgian.—First,

G. Moore, Northampton (Buff Cinnamon-crested). Second, J. wynn,

Northampton (Buff Variegated Cinnamon). Very Highly Commended,

S. Tomes (Crested Buff Yorkshire). Highly Commended and Commended,

F. Schweiss, Hooper .-quaro (German). ,„-,-. t,„.i,„
Golden-Spangled HzAiiD.-First, H. Ashton. Second W % le, Derby.

Third, W. White. Equal Third, F. W. Fairbrass, Canterbury. Very

Highly Commended, G. Y. CoUinson ; T. Fairbrass ; L. Corti
;
T. Robin-

soS, Middlesburough-on-Tees. Highly Commended, G. Harrison, Canter-

bury. Commended, J. Hayes. „ , „ j t, tit -i7«,--\.,.™aa

Silver-Spangled Lizakd -First, H. Ashton. Second, F. W Fairbrass.

Third, G. Hanison. Equal Third, T. Robinson. Very Hi(;bly Commended,

G. Y. CoUinson : G. Harrison ; B. Poynton, Old Basford Notts. Highly

Commended, J. Houghton ; P. Flexney, Caledonian Road. Commended,

T. Fairbrass ; L. Corti.
'

„ ,. v- v.» c ,_.,-
JoNQCE CiNNAJiON.-First and Third, G. GoulterNorbiton Surrey.

Second, J. Wynn. Very Highly Commended R, Ulackley
;
H. Vm^.

Highly Commended, S. Tomes; G.Moore ; H. Marshal .Durham. Com-

mended, J. Reeks, Walworth Road ; J. WaUer ; G. Y Colhnson.

Bdff CINNAMON.-First, H. Vine. Second, G. Gonltor. _\ cry Highly

Commended, J. Wynn. Highly Commended, J. Reeks ; G. Y
.
CoUinson ,

H. MarshaU. Commended, G. Tuckwood, Nottingham ;
G. Mwre.

JoNQOE Goldfinch Mcle.—First and Third, J. Doel. Second, H
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ABhton. Very Highly Commended, J. Dosl ; H. Mnrshall ; E. Coke,
Derby; F. E. Coleman, Clapham Cummou ; H, Ashtou. Hiphly Com-
mended, G Moore ; H. Marshall. Commended, G. Monro ; J. Jiidil.

Mealt Goldfinch Mcle.— First, H. Mnrshall. Seeond, H. Aehton.
Very Hiphly Commended, B. Poynton. Highly Commended, H. Ashtou

;

R. Macltley: E. Coke. Commended, \V. Heap," Bradford, Yorlts.
Linnet Mule.—First, H. Marshall. Seeond, H. Ashlon. Very Highly

Commended, F. E. Coleman. Highly Commended, W. Heap.
Any otiieu Varietv of C.\n.\rv Mule.— Firtit, H. Marshall (Siskin

Mnlo). Second, J. Doel (Black Mule).
Bert Six Norwich Canaries in one Cage.—First. W. Walter. Second

and Third, J. Judd. Very Higlily Commended, G, Y. Collinson ; R.
Macldey. (The whole class highly commended.)
Best .'^ix Belgian Canaries in one Cage.—First, J. Hayes. Second,

Miss H. Maunder. Third, .1. Judd. Very Highly Commended, J. Rutter,
Sunderland. Higlily Commended, R. J. Troake ; W. Walter.
Best Six Golden-Sfanuled Lizards in one Cage.—First, G. Tuck-

wood. Seeond, J. Haves. Third, Rev. V. Ward, Canterbury. Highly
Commended. F. W. Fnirbrnse.
Best Six Silver-Spangli-d Lizards in one Cage.—First, H. Ashton.

Second, G. Tuckwood. Third, .J. Haj-es. Veiy Highly Commended, B.
Poynton. Commended, F. W. Fairbrass.
Best Six Goldfinch JIcles in one Cage.—First, H. Mnr.shall. Fe-

cond and Third. H. Ashton. Very Highly Commended, J. Doel. Highly
Commended, W. Walter. Commended, G. Moore.
Miscellaneous.—First, W. Heap (Hybrid Bullfinch Mule). Second,

W. L. Chapman, Northampton. Vei-y Highly Commended, H. Ashton
(Goldfinch and Bullfinch Mule) ; W. Walter (Mule). Highly Commended.
H. Eanley, Regent's Park BaiTacks.

BRITISH BIRDS.
Bullfinch.—Equal First. W. Walter; J. Judd. Very Highly Com-

mended, H. Ashton: W. Newman, Norwood; Mrs. F. King, Upper Nor-
wood ; J. Judd; F. Sehweiss; Highly Commended, F. Hunt, Upper Nor-
wood; H. Vino ; J. Wynn.
Chaffinch.-Prize, H. Vine. VeiT Highly Commended, W. Walter.

Highly Commended, S. Hinds.
Goldfinch.—First. S. Hinds. Second, W. Price. Very Highly Com-

mended, S. Hinds; J. Doel; W. L, Chapman; H. Vine. Highly Com-
mended, O. Lipscombe, Westbourne Grove, W. ; G. Cummings : J. Judd ;

C.J.Meredith.
Linnet.—First, H. Ashton. Second, H. Marshall. Very Highly Com-

mended, O. Nicholson
; Mrs S. Senrle, Norwood. Highly Commended, J.

Meredith ; W. Walter; Mrs. La Toucbe.
Skvlahk.—Prize. J. Judd. Very Highly Commended, J. S. Benton,

Rochester ; J. Judd. Highly Commended, C. F. Johnson, London; H.
Hanley.
WooDLARK.—Prize, J. Judd. Verr Highly Commended, C. F. Johnson.

Highly Commended, C. F. Johnson ; W. Walter ; J. Judd.
Robins.—Prize, Master J. Hayden.
Blackbied.—Equal Prize, H.'Vine ; A. Raven. Norwood. Very Highly

Commended, W. Newman ; A, Isaacs, Prince's Street Leicester Square.
Highly CommeHdcd, G. Plummer.
Thrdsh.— Equal Prize, J. Trusson, Lower Norwood ; R. J. Baldwin,

Northampton. Very Highlv Commended, W. Newman; W. Walter; A.
Isaacs. Highly Commende'd, H. Vine.
Starling.—Prize, J. Judd. Very Highly Commended. Mrs. Nickless;

J. Judd. Highly Commended, F. Nickless, Westminster Road, London
;

Miss R. Nickless ; C. Nickless.
Magpie.— Prize. A. Von Glebn, Svdenhnm. Very Highly Commended,

G. Treacher. Highly Commended, "j. Collins
Any other Vapiety of British Birds.-First, H. Hanley. Second,

Mrs. La Touehe. Very Highlv Commended, R. Prudeu Highlv Com-
mended, Mrs. La Louche ; J. Pullen ; W. Walter ; U. Marshall ; W. Williams,
Nottingham.

BIRDS OP PASSAGE AND MIGRATORY BIRDS.
Blackcap.—Prize and Highly Commended, C. F. Johnson.
Nightingale.-Prize, T. Alderton, Woolwich. Highly Commended

C. F. Johnson.
Siskin.-Prize, R. J Troake. Very Highly Commended. Mrs. La Touehe

;

J. Judd. Highly Commended, J. Meredith ; H. Vine ; W. Price.
Titlark oe 'I'kee Pu-it.-Prize, J. Judd. Very Highly Commended,

W. Walter; H. Hanley. Highlv Commended, J. Jiidd.
ijfy OTHER Varietv.—Prize W. Walter.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Lemon or Ohange-cbested.—Prize, F. Pchweiss.
Cockatoo, Leadbvater, or Rose-breasted.- First, A. Isaacs. Seeond

J.C. Winn. Very Highly Commended, W. B. Bailey, Romford. Highly
Commended, A. Isaacs.
.Cockatoo aky oxheS Variety.—Prize, A. Isaacs. Very Highly Com-
mended. J. Judd.
Grey Parrots.—First. C. Thompson,Upper Norwood. Second, C. W.

Wass, Upper Norwood. Very Highly Commended, Messrs. Mitchells, Mile
End Rood. London ; W. Heap ; W. Waller, jun.. Tabernacle Walk, Finsbury;
J. Judd; W. E. Bailey. Highly Commended, E. Upton, Norwood.
Green or any otiieu Variety of large Parrots Except Grey.—

First, W. W. Westbrook (Turnn). Seeond, A. Booker (Amazon). Third,
W. B. Bailey. Very Highly Commended, A. Booker, (Duffrensis, West.
Indies) ; A. Isaacs (Bulla Bulla). Highly Commended, W. Walter (Bulla
Bulla).
Lote Birds.-First, W. Walter. IMra, J. Judd. Very Highly Com-

mended, A. Isaacs ; J. Judd.
Adstra lian Geas-s Parakeets.—Prize, J. Judd. Very Highly Com-

mcndcd,W. Price; W. Walter. Highly Co mmended. Miss H. Maunder;
Arlsaacg.
KiNG-NECEED OR jjENGAL PARAKEETS.—Prize, Hon. F. Dutton, Picca-

dilly. Very Highly Commended. J. C. Winn. Highly Commended, Hon.
r. Dutton ; Miss H. Maunder. Commended, W. H. Wright.
King Parrots.—Prize, F. Marshall. Highly Commended, J. Rose,

Norwich.
RosEHiLL Parakeets.—Pi-ize, J. Judd. Very Highly Commended, J.

Judd. Highly Commended, W. B. Bailov. Commended, W. Walter.
Red-Ef-mp Parakeets.-Prize, J. Judd.
Cockateals.—Prize, J. Judd. Very Highly Commended, J. Meredith.

Highly Commended, A. Isaacs.

Any Vakiety op Lory.-Equal, J. G. Chillingivorth ; J. Judd. Highly
Commended. J. .Tudd.
Diamond SpAimows i Single).—Prize, J. .Tudd. Very Highly Commended,

A. Isaacs. Highly Commended, Miss H. Maunder;* W. Walter.
Coral-necked "Sparrows. — Prize, W. Walter. Very Highly Com-

mended and Highly Commeuded, Miss H. Maunder.
Java Sparrows. — Prize, A. Isaacs. Very Highly Commended, H,

Vine ; W. Walter. Highly Commended, Miss H. Maunder.
Nonpareils.—Prize, Miss H. Maunder. Verj- Highly Commended, W.

Walter.
Indigo Blue BHids.— Prize, J. Judd. Highly Commended, W. B.

Bailey.
Bishop Birds.—Prixe, J. Judd. Commended, H. Hanley.
Zebra Waxbills.—Prize, W. Walter. Commended. J, judd.
Orange-Checked Waxbills.—Prize.Miss H Maunder.
Any other Variety op M^axbills.—Prize, W. Walter.
Virginian Nightingales.—Prize, W. Price. Commended, Miss H.

Maunder ; S. Burgc.
Cardinals.—Prize, Miss H. Maunder. Commended, W. Walter.
Whidah Birds.— Prize. \^'. Walter.
Any other Vabikty of Foreign Birds.—First, A. Isaacs. Second,

M. Nathau. Third, Miss H. Maunder. Highlv Commended, W. Walter ;
A. Isaacs ; W. B. Bailey. Commended, W. Walter ; A. W. Booker ; A.
Isaccs ; M. Nathan.

Judges.— Ctmaries : Mr. G. .1. Bamesty, Mr. T. Moore, ami Mr.
A. Wilmore. Britlsli and Forti'jn Jjinls : Mr. W. Goodwin.

VENTILATING INCUBATORS, AND INCUBATING
TEMPERATURES.

As that which Mr. Schroder states in the number published
Januai-y 31st is incorrect and likely to mislead, allow me space
for a few remarks. He says that his incubator is the only one
constructed to supply the eggs with constant ventilation. He
has fallen into error. My incubator allows, and always haa
allowed, for a continual supply of fresh air to the eggs ; and
indeed I can hardly think that any one who knows anything of

hatching could omit so important a part in the construction of

an incubator as that which provides for supplying the eggs
with vital air. I have an incubator by Cantelo, and the eggs
in that are subjected to constant ventilation—I think too much,
as, although it is certain they require some, it is as certain

they require but little, eggs when hatching in the natural way
being entirely covered by the hen's body, and receiving very
little air except Avhen she is away from her nest.

It is not my wish to detract from the merits of any incubator
or to extol my own ; but as " Investigator," a few weeks
since, questioned the possibility of keeping an incubator with a
wooden case of an equal temperature, I will s.ay that mine is

constructed of wood for the very reason of its quality of resist-

ing external temperature. But I do not trust to wood alone :

to make assurance doubly sure I protect it internally with hair

felting, causing the temperature to keep regular with very
ordinary attention, as the following facts will prove. Last
night at ten o'clock I left the temperature at 102°, and found
it this morning at eight o'clock exactly the same ; and on the
previous night I left it at 100°, and found it 99°, and it was
very regular at from 10'2° to 10.3° during both days.

Three weeks ago, when the temperature out of doors was from
20° to 25° below freezing, I worked the incubator a few days for

experiment. I left it a 11 p.m. at 102°, and found it at 8 a.m.

at 100° ; and although the temperature out of doors increased

several degrees by noon, that of the incubator fell a couple of

degrees, but this was on account of the pressure being taken off

the mains. The next night I left the temperature at 100°,

found it 9S°, attended to the gas, and at noon it had reached
101°. The incubator is now working in a small outhouse where
there is no warmth except that caused by it. "With all de-

ference to "Invesiigatoe," I must say that it will take much
to shake my faith in wood i-crsu$ metal, for the outer con-

struction of an incubator.

With regard to the temperature an egg will bear, " E. S."
stated on January 8th, that a temperature of 110° did not kill,

although the eggs were subjected to it for a whole ni.ght. I say

that in the first week, althou.gh dangerous, probably a higher

temperature than 110° would not kill; but towards the end of

the third week 110° continued all night would be certain death.

Eggs require less heat during the last week of hatching. Some
aver they require more heat, but it is a mistake : a hen is not

so warm when wasted by sitting as when she commences to sit.

It is quite needless to turn the eggs twice a-day, and al-

though I consider it advisable to do so once a-day, I can xipset

the theory of turning them at all during the whole time.

Without having the presumption to state, as Mr. Schroder
virtually does in his prospectus, that every incubator except

his is a bad one, I will presume to say that if mine, as now
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constmct'ed, will not answer well, if properly worked, I am quite

sure no incubator can ; it has the advantages of being very

compact, and, being a handsome piece of furniture, it may be

kept working in any out-of-the-way comer of a room, and, it

taken care of, twenty years will ,not wear it out. When at

Birmingham daring Ike late Show I was complimented by all

who examined it, and had the pleasui-e of taking many orders.

—JODN BkINDLEY. ,[^,j[^ ,„j,„,, ,, ,.,M,H_..,,

NEW PUBLICATION.
The hvitantankcvus Eeferencn for Poultry, Piijeons, and Rahhits.

By David P. Gooding, Tower Hill, Ipswich.

We are disposed to think gratefully of those who undertake
to lessen our labours. Thus we recollect seeing in a nursery

a large sheet, very like that with which we have to do, v/hieh

started well. It said, " In the event of accident or illness send
for a medical man, but if none be at hand, iise the following

remedies ;" and then there were instructions for burns, sprains,

dislocations, fractures, and all the other ills that flesh is heir to.

So again the industrious compiler of " Europe at a Glance,"
who gives the population, revenue, expenditure, army, and navy,

of every country at a glance, is no mean benefactor to those

who need such knowledge, and has much to do with the repu-
tation for talent and industry gained by many men by their

readiness at handling millions, and comparing great things.

We think a good history of any country, " abridged for the

use of schools," is a boon, and dispenses with the necessity for

reading much that occurred years ago, and is not very impor-
tant now.
Mr. Gooding seems to be ambitious to rank among the bene-

factors of the poultry world, and has abridged the poultry
books, condensing their information. He is bold in his labours,

inasmuch as he challenges the best judges to impugn his cor-

rectness in any particular. We believe we could point out
inaccuracies, but we would rather speak of the whole as a use-

ful sheet and guide for the young amateur, enabling him at a

glance and in a minute to see the merits or deficiencies of his

pets. He goes well into Pigeons ; but we could not refrain a
smile when at the end of the Babbits we find the "Welsh
Babbit." It is said to weigh from 8 to 12 lbs. ; we confess we
do not know it. We think Mr. Gooding might give us some
instructions about food, as to quantity and quality; also a few
hints indicating the necessary treatment of fowls in health and
disease. Until we obtain all this, we wish him a good sale for

his jjresent sheet.

AN UNLUCKY APIARY.
HAviKn been a bee-keeper on a small scale for about five

years without taking much trouble to comprehend my little

labourers intimately, I last year thought I would make a grand
effort to become a scientific apiarian.

In February last I became the purchaser of twenty stocks in

a miscellaneous collection of hives (making with my original ones
twenty-tlnee), some strong in bees, but, apparently, all weak in
honey. I set to work at once, and built a commodious bee-

house, dry, light, and airy, and ensconced my hives therein.

My next move was to make half a dozen Woodbury hives, to

which I thought I could transfer some of the weak stocks. The
hives made, now came the trial of driving. Following Mr.
Woodbury's directions, I succeeded very well ; in most instances
I saw the queen in her transit. I made no failures ; sometimes
I fovmd the bees very obstinate, hut as I did not intend to be
beaten, I took out the combs, and brushed the bees off. The
combs were then fixed into the frames with wires, &c., and left

for their proprietors to repair, a bottle of syrup being placed
on the top of each hive, and all made snug.
Now came the first hitch, the syrup was of but little attrac-

tion, and the bees made no efforts to fix the combs for some
weeks, and then, after making good the damage, some deserted
the hives entirely, while others did not attempt to take in the

food, and died eventually of starvation. My other hives, which
I hadnot meddled with, fared no better ; and although I liberally

supplied the syrup, by May my twenty-three stocks were re-

duced to eleven. Not discouraged, I trusted to repair damages
by good manipulation in the way of artificial swarming. As
soon as the bees began to hang out I proceeded to drive the
artificial swarms. Here again, following the " Devonshire
Bee-keepeb's" instructions, I found no difficulty, and soon
became so expert that I could dispense with the close junctions

of the hives, and drive openly. My bee-house soon became

populous again, coriiaiuing then dtofff'tweiiy-five hives; hut

things did not yet go smoothlyy the hives were constantly being

plundered and deserted; one hive especially, a Neighbour's

cottage, I stocked four times, and still have it empty. On
some of the hives, apparently strong, I placed supers, but only

one supplied about 5 lbs. of honey.
_

,

' ,'

July now camo, and a month's absence occasioned by 0W9ir

avocations, coupled with a severe illness, caused my bees to be

left to their own resources, and on my next examination I

found five hives minus their inhabitants. Such desertions

continued till late in the autumn, when the result of the season

was that I was left with fourteen stocks, beside? three which
I had disposed of, and 19 lbs. of honey; and not more
than a third of my stocks had a full store. This was the

more annoying to me, as I had been trying to impress the

merits of modern bee-keeping on some of ray neighbours of the

old school, and when I find that a cottager adjacent with about

eight stocks has on the fire-and-brimstone principle secured

upwards of 100 lbs. of honey and an increase of bees, it seems

good evidence against scientific bee-keeping.

However, I think Nil dn.'iperandum a very good motto, and I

do not surrender yet, so have begun to prepare for another

campaign. Last December I purchased four hives for a trifle,

strong in bees and honey, but with all the combs broken loose,

and to their last owner unmanagable ; some person had, appa-

rently from malice, tried to destroy the whole. The day I

received them was raw, cold, and foggy, but as the case would not

admit of delay, I drove them all into straw hives full of empty
combs, and fed them with the bottle, to which they took kinffly

;

their old combs, mostly full of honey, I intend fixing into Wood-
bury frames, and then to re-transfer the bees. I should have

domiciled them in these hives at once, but had none ready.

My bee-house now contains eighteen stocks, twelve of which

by the spring will be in Woodbury hives, and I intend another

fair trial, trusting with experience gained to be more success-

ful this year ; but I should like to ask some of your more ex-

perienced apiarians if they can point out any probable cause of

the wholesale desertions from my hives. I may say that all

my straw hives were in good condition, and none new. The
new wooden ones were made of inch deal, old stuff, so that

there should be little smell of turpentine.

In conclusion I may say that two years ago I should never

have thought it possible tliat I could have managed to manipulate

my bees in the manner I have. I have come to the conclusion

that the great desiderata are courage and coolness. As an in-

stance I may say that my little son, eight years old, has several

times, perfectly unprotected, assisted me when driving by hold-

ing the empty hive, and has come to no harm thereby.

—

Nil

DESrEKANDUJI.

[This is a good illustration of the mistake committed by
endeavouring to " run before you are able to walk." Had yon

felt your way, and advanced cautiously step by step, you would

have saved yourself much trouble and disappointment. The
cause of your first failure is evident enough

;
you attempted the

transfer into frame hives too early in the season, before the

bees were suflSciently numerous to set to work with spirit in

the reparation of damages, and whilst the weather was not

only so chilly as to render it diflficult for them to do so, but

actually so cold as to compel some of them to starve through

inability to appropriate the contents of their bottle-feeders.

The causes of the subsequent failures and of the wholesale

desertion of your hives are not so apparent from your descrip-

tion, and might probably remain obscure, even if you entered

into more minute particulars ; yet we have no doubt whatever

that they arose from mistakes attributable to inexperience,

which would not have been committed by an accomplished

apiarian, and which future practice will onable you to avoid.

Such experienee as yours says really nothing whatever against

truly "scientific" bee-keeping, but merely proves that, like

any other science, it cannot be mastered all at once without

difficulty.]

PoLLEN-r,ATHEniNG AT Chkistmas.—I saw poUcn carried into

one of my hives on Christmas-day, and many bees were, doubt-

less, busy in other hives;' but tlie diminution of stores has

been great. I may add that after the recent frost on January

0th the bees were 'busy carrying out young dead bees in every

stage. The thermometer fell here to 10° Fahr. Another matter

of importance is to warn apiarians to see that their bees are

well supplied with food. The consumption of honey has been

very great up to January 1st.—B. cfe W.
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THE FOOD OF QUEENS.
I AM not aware that the food of the queen in her larva state

has received any more definite description than that it is " a

peculiar substance." It being absolutely necessary that all

experimentalists should understand as far as possible all

matters with which they have to deal, I have been induced

carefully to examine the food in all the royal cells at my dis-

posal. These examinations proved to me that this white sub-

stance was prepared within the hive, and that it consisted of

larvre torn to pieces, and intermixed with honey. Its being an
animal substance accounts for the queen arriving at maturity

sooner than the workers.

To prove the above I have had some beat-outs rearing

queens whilst confined in a dark room from the time the egg

was deposited until the queen was hatched.

—

North.

IMPORTANCE OF THE BEE IN THE
ECONOMY OF NATURE.

A FEW years ago a tropical papilionaceous plant was im-

ported to the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, for the purpose of accli-

matisation. (The clover, the pea, the bean and the locust tree

all belong to the same natural order.) To the great delight

of the gardeners the tree grew and blossomed ; but as it belonged

to a species of which each plant produces only either male or

female blossoms, and this one bore only female blossoms, there

was nothing to be admired on this tree besides the blossoms.

Thus a few years passed away, when the tree, to the great as-

tonishment of its admirers, bore fruit also. This would have

been a miracle, were the opinion correct that bees are not in-

strumental in the fertilisation of plants. Bat the savam of

the Jardin des Plantes were not inclined to believe in such

miracles. They had come to the incontrovertible conclusion

that there must be growing in Paris a male specimen of this

plant ; but they could not see clearly how the pollen had

reached the female blossoms of the tree in the .Jardin des

Plantes. They made every possible effort to discover at least

the location of the male specimen. Every garden of the

neighbourhood was searched, inquiries set on foot in the

papers, but nothing could be discovered. At last the director

of the Jardin des Plantes had a lucky idea. He asked the

police to assist him in finding this hidden son of the vegetable

kingdom. Every policeman was provided with a description of

the plant, and now commenced the most harmless search

which probably ever took place in Paris. The police proved

themselves worthy of their reputation. At the distance of

about half an hour's walk the only male specimen of this plant

in Paris was found in the garden of a rich gentleman. That
the tree in the Jardin des Plants had in all probability been

fertilised from this one was made plain by the statement of

the proprietor that his plant had blossomed this year for

the first time. In order to ascertain how impregnation had
taken place, the tree was watched closely next spring in

blossoming time, and nothing was seen but bees flying to and
fro among the blossoms. They had here covered themselves

with the pollen, had flown thence to the Jardin des Plantes,

and thus effected fertilisation. Some might be inclined to

say that " perhaps the wind did it." The wind certainly does

its part towards the fertilisation of plants, especially if they

stand in close masses like rye, wheat, corn, etc., but in this

instance it would have been impossible for the wind to carry

the small amount of pollen over intervening gardens and
bouses, and to communicate it to the female blossoms of the

tree in the Jardin des Plantes.

—

(American Bee Gazette.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Grev Dorkings and Brah?ia Pootras {Comtaiif Jl/'otlrrof Our Journal).

—We do not advise yon to mis your birds, nor do wo thinly it should be
troublepome to keep them separate. As the Dorkings mnst have n run,

and as the Brahmas can dispense with it. we advise you to let the Dork-
ings ont almost always and the BrahmnB now and then. Let the Dorkintis
go out every day, and the Brahmas every other day, from daybreak to

mid-daj'. \Vc do so ourselves, and the birds become so need to it that
there is not the least trouble in the process. Yon do not want the Dork-
ing cocks for change of blood, but you want them because twenty pullets

are too many to run with one cock. You have had neighbour's fare as
regards eggs. No one has had any, but your pullets ought to lay now.

MoRTALlTT AMONG Fowts (J. P.).—We have heard of no such disease
fls yon mention. There will always ho mortality during very hard frost,

and still more when the earth is for a long time covered with snow. We
believe the birds which died in numbers must have eaten some violent

poxBon, or Ducks, Geese, and fowls would not have shared the same fate.

Golden-pencilled Hambdrgh Cock's Tail 'JTorfcp).—The tail of a

Golden-pencilled Hamburgh cock is an important part of his plumage,

and it is therefore necessary it should bo entire. The most important

feathers are the sickles, because they require to be accurately bronzed

on their whole length. If, then, one is missing, it always gives the idea

that it hns been removed for some fault or shortcoming. They shotUd

he above the other feathers, and, describing a graceful curve, they shoold

hang below them. ,. ,, .,.

Newtort Poultry Show • Hamhurgh).—It is not a subject forpnbUca-

tion. Write to the Traffic Manager of the railway for information.

Proportion of Cocks to Hens (Firrrt;/).—One cock is not sufBcient for

twenty hens. If yon have two they will fluht, hut when it is known which

is the master the beaten bird will take some hens and go off with them.

If however yon object to this, we advise vou to let one run with tho hens

in' the morning, the other in the afternoon. This may and will answer,

but not so effcctuallv as if both were with the hens. It is very important

Imth should be with them when they leave the house in the morning.

Ears of Lop-eared Rabbits (.4 r.ahhU Fanchr}.—They are often exhi-

bited with ears 23 inches long from tip to tip. If you send seven postage

stamps with your direction you can have "The Kabbit Book tree by

post. It contains much that you ought to kndw.

Ar.ED ElEns-CROss-BRF.EDlNG (C. Ellis).—V/ c do not perceive thatyoOT

statement alters what we stated. It is certain that after throe years old

hens become more and more defective as layers. As for fowls cross-bred

between Houdans and Spanish being good sitters, your experience is an

exception to the rule. .,..,.,... « „;i

Confined Space I.L II. Bniton).—X space CO feet by 25 is a confinea

space for poultry. Br.ihma Pootras or Dark Cochin-Chinas would be the

preferable kind to keep in it. „ „ , j .>,„„
Profitable PouLTEV-KEEPraG (Mrs. ff. .—If properly managed they

c.in be kept profitaV.ly. *

, ^ .^ .,. „ • „ a
Pont try Food (D. J.).—Give the bruised oats, but omit the mnize and

buckwheat, and instead of barley give a little harleymeal once daily. Tha

scraps, c4o., are quite admissible. In your coniined space the great danger

to fowls is over-fatness. j„,.;_„
Cochin-Chiva Cock Paralysed (£. B.l—The giddiness, " flounderag

about," and loss of the use of one leg. indicate that a blood-vessel has

ruptured on the brain. Tho bird probably is over-fat. Perfect qmetnde

and nourishing diet given sparingly, and a Uttlo at a time, wiU give him

the best chance of recovery. .

Book ab^ut GAjre Cocks (C. Francis).—Cooper's volume on this sub-

ject has long been out of print, and can only be met with at second-hand

"coBK Poultry Show.—We nrc informed that Mr. Cooper took first

prize in White-crested Polands, not Jlr. Williams.

Rabbit-tudcing at Halifai {J. Ta,ilor}.-An that you say may he

true, and vet the Judge might be justified in disqualifying your Itabmt

on account of its defective eye. We cannot publish vague suspicions.

Rabbits (Himalaurm).-I{ no age is specified in the schedule, we see

no reason why young and old may not be exhibited in the same c.ass. In

fact, specifying ages induces deception. .„_,.* *„
FoulBrood IN a Purch.sed Stock (J.i3.,Bra,-Ir«ini!0.--\^ eregretto

say that the bit of comb which accompanied your letter contained mms-
takeable foul brood. It is very unfortunate that you should bavo ti-ans-

ferred any of the combs to other stocks, since it is more tl^^n I>robable

that they' also will become diseased. As a considerable time may elapse

before this point can bo determined with certainty, we ^^^Id »«vi8e

their being isolated from all others as far as possible, and on no aooount

shoiUd any of their combs be interchanged with f;"'™\'\'>:?' ^'jK?'^'
hives. It^vill, we think, be better to return the defunct In^^jdh ts re

maiuing contents to the respectable firm from whom you obtainea it, and

nsk them to refund the money, in preterence to
"""yg'^^fYhege so-

ceiving another colony from an infected ap.ary. The '""'°' *°"« !"

called Ligurian liees turning out to be hybrids sufficiently accounts foi

*''EoxEfFOR Hn-ES (B.).-Yom- boxes. If. inches in "i"™-'"
'^f,'^'^tf

deep, are not too large for stock hives, but a hard wood like ash bemg a

good conductor of heat, will require extra proteotiou f ""''^J- „^' J?|
hives are likely to be sent to the moors, we should put Met.s =i"°33 the

interior in order to support the combs. We prefer side slits to a central

%''oSde1°top?ed"^raw hives U.K.H.WeMor,:c),~fohnnoo^^
Esq., of Bathampton, Bath, would be glad to communicate with you on

'"irRD.rFOR'iN AVIARY (H. G.).-AI,out twenty-six birds mif' b« ^™-
venientlv kept in an aviary 12 feet long, 9 feet wide '''^].'^'J'e^
Those rcnuirin- the same mixture of food are the following:—One pair

of UndZtedParaquets, one pair of Red-faeed Love Birds one pair^of

Whvdah Birds, two pairs of Grenadier Buntings, two pairs of Waxbills,

one' pair of Cardinals, one pair of Bed-headed Cardinals, one pair of

v"rgin1nu NrghYngales, one pair of Glossy Thrnshes and two pairs of

Weaver Birds. This time of the year is best to purchase them, as they

win be in good eindition by the' summer. For food give canary seed,

mVllet. hemp, a few crumbs of bread, a little chopped meat, me«i worms,

and other insects, green food, such as chickweed, watercress, and lettuce

,

"orLrFifii-P.URirCANARlES ,TK. H. H.,.-The,white fungus On gold

fish is a parasitic disease to which they are subject when confined m
fmall rcmd^?and which is difficult to cure Wash them over with a weak

mixture of common salt and water 1 4 ozs. to a gallon of watei ). V,o have

known several instances where that has jiroved successfu .
The best

ttae for pai^ring Canaries for breeding is about the middle or end «f

March according to the mildness of the season. Separate breeding

cages .are far preferable to a room ; the young birds become much stronger

and more healthy.

POULTRY MARKET.—February 13.

OuK Game season is over, and we mav now soon look for a larger con-

sumption of poultry. Judging from our own experience, we expect a poor

supply of young poultiT for a time, and consequent high pnces. we
believe the stock of voung chickens to bo unusually small. The Game
season has been an average one as regards Pheasants. Partridges were

very scarce till the snow came ; that is their time «f danger, and thou-

sands were killed. Hares have been scarce throughout. Grouse ana

Woodcocks have been sent up in nnmbers far exceeding any other year.
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with the saud, for the eye at tho base of the leaf is often in-

jured when this is the case, and the loss of two good shoots is

the consequence. The eye next to that part whence the cut-

ting was taken will be the first to break. In taking the next

crop of cuttings off care should bo taken not to cut them oH
close to the stem, but to leave one pair of leaves below the cut.

By this means the plant is extended in its growth, and the num-
ber of cuttings very much increased. The plant also matures
tho leaves that are left on it ; these prevent its suffering injury

by the constant cropping of its young fhoots, and regulate the

reciprocal action of root and branch, which enables the plant to

produce a vast number of cuttings without suffering any ill

effects.

As soon as the plants have well filled their pots with roots

they may be watered with liquid manure three or four times

every week ; this will cause them to produce fine healthy cut-

tings. The same plants may be worked at this rate from
February to May, and will not show any signs of exhaustion if

they are liberally supplied with liquid manure ; this, however,

should be applied in a clear state. Guano I find the most
Euitablo for them.

It will be seen by the .ibove that it is not necessary to keep
a large number of plants of each kind of Verbena through the

winter. Six good plants of a kind will be enough to work a

stock of two thousand plants from. It is a good plan to strike

in May a small cuttiug-potful of any choice kind that will not

strike readily in the autumn. If the plants are potted off in

small pots, plunged in some place partially shaded from the

sun, kept pinched in rather closely, and then shaken eut and
potted in large CO-pots towards the end of July, they will make
fine stock plants, and may be easily kept through the winter.

This is, perhaps, the safest way, for sometimes it is difficult to

obtain good cuttings in the autumn.—J. Wills.

VINE AND OTHER WALL-TREE BORDERS.
Having read the different articles, by Mr. Wills and others,

which have apipeared lately on making Vine borders, I have
been induced to offer a few remarks on the subject, and on
fruit-tree borders generally.

I must confess I was somewhat surprised when I read Mr.
WOls's article, and found him advocating borders 5 feet deep
(that depth being so much greater than has been recommended
by some of our best Grape-growers, Mr. Thomson and others),

and at a time when there has been so much said in favour of

shallow borders for fruit trees generally. Now, I do not assert

that Mr. Wills is wrong, for I am one of those who believe

that good Grapes can be grown in many ways ,; but I cannot
see clearly the great use of supplying roots with food 5 feet

from the surface. I am in favour of borders of a medium
depth, say 2* or 3 feet for Vines, and 2 feet for mos.t other

wall trees. I quite agree with " Viiis " as regards tnp-dress-

ings; I have adopted them for many years, and I think they
cannot be too highly recommended. To attract roots to the sur-

face by feeding them cannot fail to produce the most favourable

results, and there will be but little danger of their going down
into bad soil. I am no great advocate for concrete at the bottom
of Vine or other borders ; there may be some cases where it

would be necessary, but I have never u«ed it. I think if there
is water below it should be carried off by deep draining; but
in all cases I would use drainage for Vine borders, whether
inside or outside.

'

The drainage I use for Vines is formed as follows :—7 or

8 inches of broktn brick or other rubble, 1 inch of fine gravel,

vrith the dust taken out, and about li inch of coal ashes made
smooth and firm ; then the compost, consisting of such ma-
terials as often recommended—namely, good turfy loam, farm-
yard manure, lime rubbish, bones, lind charcoal.

I will now make a few remarks about stratified borders. I

think Mr. Vfills's two-inch layers of bones, &c., likely to be
useful. I once made some borders on the stratified system,
not for Vines, but wall-fruit trees of all kinds excepting Pears.

In the year 18i8 I took charge of a garden where the walls had
to be refurnished as soon as possible. The soil of the garden
was very unfavourable to fruit trees generally, and having a

limited quantity of good loam at command I adopted a system
once recommended by Mr. Erriugton. Stations, 8 feet square,

were marked out for the trees, and the soil excavated to the
depth of 30 inches ; then the drainage, the same as described

for Vines, was put in, and the station filled in to within

6 inches of the top with loam and fresh stable-litter in alter-

nate layers, three of each. The tree was then put in its posi-

tion, a layer of leaf mould 5 or 6 inches deep placed over the
roots, and over this a little loam. These stations were kept
covered with stable-litter during the summer, and received a
surface-dressing of old huthed manure or rotten leaves annually,

or when it was thought necesfary, and in the case of very dry
weather a little water was given. The trees grew very fast, and
as the roots were continually cut ou the outside of the 8 feet,

they soon became very fruitful.

I attribute a great part of the success to the quantity of

rotten leaves put in with the trees and to the surface-dressings.

The object in using the stable-litter in layers with the loam
was to keep the latter a little more open, as nearly all the fibre

was decomposed, it having been cut from a pasture some years
previously.

In the autumn of 18(51 all these fine trees had to be removed
to a new garden, and when tsken up their roots were in a most
healthy condition, and only in a few instances did we find any
roots through the drainage, but the great bulk of them was
near the surface. W'hen spread out on the new border their

appearance was excellent, especially in the case of the Cherries,

for we could lay them in almost as regulaily as the branches.
The site of the new garden was an old pasture, and the

borders were formed as follows :—The sods were cut about
6 inches thick, and taken at once to form that portion of the

border intended to be entirely devoted to the trees, which was
6 feet wide and 2 feet deep, without artificial drainage, except-

ing for Peaches, the subsoil being chalk. The sods were built

up to the height of 18 inches or a little more ; the last layer

chopped and made smooth ; it was then ready for the trees,

which were planted with rotten leaves as before. I used one
cartload to each tree. In this way I planted about eighty trees

by the 20lh of December; then the whole of the six-feet border
was covered to the depth of 8 or 10 inches with stable-litter.

In the following season the greater part of the trees set plenty

of fruit ; I thinned them out to about half a crop, and they
were very fine, and of excellent flavour. The Peaches were the

finest I ever grew out of doors.—W. It.

JUNIPERUS RECURVA.
I OBSERVE in the Journal of the 25th of December, page 480,

that Mr. J. Sharp wishes for information respecting Juniperus
recurva.

In cool soils it is not liable to the attacks of the red spider,

and there it is a very graceful and beautiful drooping plant

;

but it becomes so rusty and unhealthy in dry, warm soils, as to

be useless. For this I know of no remedy, as both it and Juni-

perus recurva densa require a cool, shady situation, owing to

their liability to red spider. I would replace it with Jimiperua
virginiana, virgiuiana pendula viridis, or with Juniperus phoe-

nicea.—F. Fliiton.

HARDINESS OF FARFUGIUM GRANDE.
I HAVTE long entertained the belief that this plant is perfectly

hardy.
On the 23rd of February, 1857, a young plant of it was planted

in a south border in a garden in Warwickshire, in which I

was then engaged. There was some sharp weather afterwards,

but the plant was not injured. In 1865, having a specimen
under my charge that was growing rather too large for the

constriatory, I decided on placing it out of doors to test its

hardiness. The position assigned to it was an angle formed
by the end of the stove and a wall dividing the frame-ground
from the kitchen garden, the aspect of which was south. The
plant, in a pot 18 inches deep .and 21 inches in diameter, was
placed in this position, and remained there until last week.

The winter of 1865-6, was very mild here ; the lowest point

registered was 23', until the 1st of March, when the ther-

mometer stood at 11°, yet the Farfugium was uninjured al-

though quite exposed ; and in the summer of last year it was
a fine specimen both in size and colour, being nearly 5 feet in

diameter and beautifully blotched.

This year we were destined to experience a more severe

winter. The year opened with the thermometer at 11". This

was fol'owcd by two days of similar intensity, one at 12° and
one at 9'. The Farfugium all this time was perfectly exposed
without covering of any kind, and must have been frozen

quite through the ball. I tliought this more than enough, and
that more unkindness would be wiUul murder, so after a slight
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thaw I had some Utter thrown over it. After this the frost was
as sharp as ever. Last week I turned the plant out of its pot,
and after deciding to use it for a sub-tropical border this sum-
mer, I divided it into sixty good solid crown.s, all of which are
showing life, and I have no doubt will make fine plants by
next June.
Li the Farfugiiun, then, we have a variegated-foliaged plant

of no mean merit and quite hardy, therefore of much value to

the gardener ; for who amongst us does not feel the want of

plants which wiU prove effective in the summer and yet not
occupy our valuable space in the spring? Oue remark about
culture. Use fresh- cut loam with plenty of sand. Eich soils

and manure water turn the foliage green.

—

Gko. Botes, Barleij

Thorpe Gardens, Rutland.

VISITS TO GARDENS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
The Denbies, Dorking, the SE.iT of Mks. Cubitt.

In visiting many fine places one has the feeling oftentimes
that everything has been sacrifieed to show, and that the
wishes of the proprietor have given way to the exigencies of

appearance—that the gardens are show places, but nothing
more, and that the owner has very little enjoyment in them.
Certainly this is not the case at the Deabies, fur one would at

once say, The owner of this place loves flowers and plants, and,

what is more than that, has taken every means for the enjoy-

ment of that love in the most agreeable way possible ; and
although my visit was a very hurried one, quite insufficient to

do justice to the admirable manner in which every department
of the garden is carried on under the able management of Mr.
Drewett, I yet saw enough to convince me that in few places is

there more real enjoyment for the owner than here.

The valley of the Mole, in which Dorking is situated, affords

to the lover of genuine English scenery a charming sample of

it, and that in the immediate neighbourhood of our great

metropolis. An hour from London brings j-ou into the heart
of it, and there Nature and Art combined have done their best

to gratify all lovers of rich, rural scenery. Dorking itself is a

classic name to the English horticulturist, for Mr. Ivery, of

that place, by the zeal aud skill with which he and his foreman
Mr. Appleby have carried on the cultivation and production of

Azaleas and British Ferns, has made it so. When I paid my
visit there in August the time for both was well-nigh over.

Azaleas were of course out oi doors, aud Ferns were past their

prims. However, I saw many of the newer varieties, such as

Polystichum angulare parvissimum, which bears the same re-

lation to the species that Lastrea Filix-mas crispa does to

Lastrea Filix-mas. Theu Polystichum angulare Wakeleyanum
and P. aculeatum acrocladon were very interesting, the latter

being the only one of this species which is tasselled. Of the
Lady Ferns, Elworthii, Yernonia;, Victorife, Iveryanum, and
Frizellia; nanum were all beautiful; but, in truth, the vari-

ations of these Ferns are endless, and one must only allude to

them in the hope that the gratification that all lovers of Ferns
can have at Dorking may be more sought after. There is

always something new there, and what is not new is very ad-

mirable, the manner in which these Ferns are grown ; their

verdure and beauty exciting quite as much interest as if they
were covered with brilliant flowers.

Having strolled through Messrs. Ivery's grounds, I then
made my way up the bill on the opposite side of the valley,

under the guidance of Mr. Appleby, to the Denbies, a place of

which I h id often heard, and which I had long been anxious
to see. I need hardly say, what every one knows too well, that

last season was about as bad a one as the lovers of gardening
have ever had to contend with ; nevertheless there was very
much to see and admire. The situation of the house is charm-
ing—on the very summit of the hill, commanding a lovely

view of both sides of the valley ; on the one side enabling you
to see far into Kent, aud on the other away over Guildford, itc.

It is also beautifully surrounded by fine trees, and in one part

of the grounds there is the most lovely fernery that I have for

a long while seen, the plants growing in the greatest luxuriance

in the most natural way possible, and comprising some of the
best of the many beautiful varieties of British Ferns, which
are now so well known. Bound the house—and this I look
npon as the distinguishing feature of the place—runs a glass

arcade 400 yards in length. You can enter into it through the
conservatory from the dwelling-house, and not only enjoy an ex-

tended promenade in all weathers, in that which is truly a winter

garden, but from it various plant-houses branch off, so that
you can, without having to go out of doors, revel in all the
beauties so liberally provided here. This arcade is hteraUy
covered with charming creepers of all kinds ; Lapageria rosea,
Escallonia rubra, Abelia floribunda, I'lantago capeusis, Banksian
Buses, Habrothamaus fasciculatus, Cobrea scandens varicgata,
Gloire de Dijon Eose, the lovely Tacsonia Yau-Volxemii, Bou-
gainvilltea speciosa. Fuchsias, and a host of other plants cover-
ing the walls and roof. The Bougainvillaea is planted in a
large slate box resting on the flues that warm one of the stoves ;

it is then brought out into an iutermeuiatc-house, which forms
part of the arcade, and there produces its lovely bracts in great
abundance. The Tacsonia deserves all the praise it has re-
ceived, aud nothing can be more lovely than those crimson
parachutes suspended from the roof of the house. This is,

doubtless, the way to see it in perfection, and from the manner
of its growth here there does not seem to be any difficulty in its
cultivation. In one of the houses branching off from the arcade
there was a nice collection of fine-foliaged plants, and, which
one does not often see in a private estabUshment, a veiy good
collection of the plants of commerce, deeply interesting and
instructive. The conservatory close to the house was, of course,
very gay, Tacsonias covering a large portion of the roof ; while
on the walls at various heights were placed iron baskets with
flOT^ering plants.

Mr. Drewett is well known for the skQl with which he culti-
vates Grapes, and his bunches, especially those of Muscats,
have carried off many a prize. These were very fine, and I
noticed that he had an air-chamber underneath the roots ; but
of Grape-growing it is hardly necessary for me to make re.
marks, so much has of late appeared on the subject in the
pages of this Journal.
As I have alreadj' remarked, the season was most unfavour-

able for bedding-out plants ; but there was evidence enough to
show me that the Nosegay Pelargoniums do not endure the
wet any better than the Zonale varieties, and that two bediUng
plants, about which there has been much dispute, do really de-
serve, in certain situations at least, all that can be said in their
praise ; one is Iresine Herbstii, the other Viola cornnta. The
former, I dare say, is doubtful on wet soil and damp situations

;

butiu dry places, such as the Denbies, it is beautiful, especially

in the latter part of the season. Amaranthus is there " done
for," Coleus shabby, but the Iresine charming. As to Viola cor-

nuta, for a greyish blue border—an edging, for instance, for a
bed of Mrs. Pollock, nothing can be more chaste ; it continues,
too, in flower for so long a period, some of it planted here
having been successively in bloom until May. Amongst hints
obtained was one of filling in a bed of Bijou, which i= apt to be-

somewhat "leggy," with Cerastium tomentosum. In front of

the greenhouses a capital border had been made of DahUa,
Zeliuda, Alba Multiflora, aud Crystal Palace Scarlet ; and in
a season like the last the Dahlia, which seems to defy wet, was
especially valuable.

Brief as the notice of my very hurried visit is, I feel it muft
not be closed without a reference to the exceeding care and
attention bestowed by the owner, and seconded ably and heartUy
by Mr. Drewett, on the young men employed in the garden.
A more comfortable arrangement than that provided for them
cannot be imagined. Airy dormitories ; good, clean, comfort-
able beds

;
places for their clothes ; a library for them to read

in, and means for cooking their food,—all these are as liber-

ally provided for them as if they were the inmates of the
house. Of what immense moral benefit this is none can better
tell than those who, like myself, know wh.at the young gardener
often has to put up with—an untidy room in a house with a
large family, where there is no quiet, aud his only resource the
public house aud the demoralising influences of pot com-
panions. All honour to those, theu, who, like Mrs, Cubitt,

believe that our influence for good nr evil is sure to tell.

Happy they who feel a pleasure in making it tell for gcod, and
like mercy itself,

" It is twice blessed

—

It blesseth him that gives and him that take?."

And I feel sure that in the interest which those employed feel

in their employer such outlay is amply repaid. May many
more follow the example.—D., Deal.

Edging tor G-Irden W.4lks.—Let me recommend for this

purpose paving-stones put down lengthwise. I tried this plan
in Devonshire, and here in Warwickshire. Su,ch an edging
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looks well, 13 most duraMe, keeps its place, and is very in-

espensiTc.—B. W. Stannds.

POTATOES.
I A"i.wAY3 read the Potato articles of "Upwards and On-

WAKD3 " with great pleasure. Still, if I were to purchase all the
Potatoes which he commends, I should have no room for Hoses.

I do not hold the doctrine of finality, or complete Potato
perfection ; still, as I nm never without most excellent Po-
tatoes " all the year round," I discard and introduce warily.

I do not like turning off a servant whose faults I know for one
whose faults I have yet to learn. I think we cry up and cry

down commodities too hastily. Excellent Potatoes in certain
years, and under certain circumstances, turn out occasionally

bad. In the year 180") nothing could be more close and ill-

flavonred than the old Ashleaf ; and in 18GG the excellent

Koyal Ashleaf sent out by Mr. Eivers, though good, was not
equal to itself in the year 1865. For this reason it is well to

grow more sorts than may be wanted.
As regards freedom from disease, it completely depends on

circumstances. Some years ago the Eev. T. Case, the vicar of

Horton, sent me the Ked Ashleaf, warranted to defy disease.

Alas ! the tubers were complete pulp. The Grammars (a rough
deep-eyed Fortyfold), very good this year, were given me by a
blind parishioner under the name of " Eough Eeds." Being a
late variety 1 planted them very late, and they escaped the
disease from which other Potatoes suffered much. The next
year I planted them in a clover ley, on high, chalky ground,
where no Potato had been planted for eleven years, and they
were pulp. I must here ask " Upwards and Oxw.vbds " to teil

me whether the blotches in the leaf are cause or effect. I fancy
they are the efl'ect of disease. Except electricity (not an idea of

my own ; I detest plagiarism unowned), I do not know what
could in the year 181G have affected the Potatoes over the
whole world so instantaneously and synchronously. I have
never yet been able to discover whether the attack in the first

place was in the haulm, or roots and tubers. Jly present
theory is (and I must admit that my theories hitherto have
been fallacious), is that the visitation of 1846 weakened the
cellular tissue, and that Potatoes have not yet recovered from
it. Hence seedlings newly raised are frequently advertised as

exempt from disease. When the disease broke out I was living

at Critchill, and had an acre and half of Early Dugdale in
a field which I rented of my late much-esteemed friend, Mr.
Sturt, and I sold the crop, about half a crop

—

i.e., a quarter of a
sack a-perch, to him. They were supposed to have been one of

the best crops m the neighbourhood—a good poor man's Potato.
From that time to this I have been as much perplexed with
the Potato disease as about fate. My " rule absolute "

about the Potato disease has long been disowned by the
chancery of facts, or the fortuitous concurrence of atoms. This
being so, as I am hut a " grasshopper " in the presence of
" Upwards and Onv,-akps," I wish he would tell me whether
the ulcer on the leaf, the visible precursor of misery (for the I

cause may be beneath), is cause or effect. As soon as a medical
man knows the disease and its seat, he may apply a proper
remedy. Napoleon, at St. Helena, encouraged his doctor thus—"We are a machine made to live for a given time. You
work in the dark, and thrust your crooked instruments into
us, and for once that you relieve us you kill us a hundred
times."
Now, I confess that! have been working in the dark, and I

have this year thrust in a crooked instrument. I have planted,
beginning February 12ih, under grass, in stony land, 5 inches
deep, dressed with dissolved vitriol. Grammars, Eed Robins,
Scotch Downs, or Bocks, and Salmon Kidneys, the best of all

Potatoes. The vitriol may be useful if the disease is fungoid,
for there is no better match for fungi of all kinds ; or it may
fail, the disease being of another nature, such as imperfect
cellular tissue, or loss of starch, the grand component of a
Potato. Still it is good as a revealer of bad Potatoes. My
servant's testimony is, " You can tell the diseased tubers even
where you can see no disease : they turn blackish within half
an hour after application." He showed me one. I could see
no disease ; I cut the Potato open, and in the heart of the Po-
tato there was the disease. It is also good to keep off centi-
pedes, and other insects that live on and exhaust the tubers. I
mean to keep this lot on the fiat. I remember forty-five years
ago my father had a grassed orchard dug up and planted with
Potatoes. They were flat-hoed, but not earthed-up. The crop
was larger than I have ever seen since.

I will now end with Stephen's testimony. " Steeve " is my
servant, good and trusty, and this is his testimony — that
round white Potatoes produce more than kidneys of any colour,
that skulkers left in the groimd all winter produce healthy
Potatoes free from disease, that large tubers produce more than
small Potatoes, that Potatoes about the size of a hen's egg
will weigh 20 lbs. heavier per sack than large Potatoes, that
early planting is best, that kidney Potatoes should not be cut
or planted till the eye starts ; that digging Potatoes before ripe
is a double folly, it does not stop disease, and spoils what would,
if ripened, be good ; that Grammars wUl give a heavier crop
with little or no manure than any other sort ; and that though
for years his Grammars were far sounder than any other, yet
this year, out of three sacks stored away, he has not more than
one bushel of good ones. The mystery of the Potato disease is,

as yet, the great mystery of the natural world.
The kidney Potatoes, of the Ashleaf race, I shall plant in

broken ground, and shall water them early in June.—W. F.
EiDCLTFFE, Okt'fonl Fit:2)aiiie.

HAS A FOREMAN ANY VOICE IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF HIS FIRES?

I AM living in a nobleman's large garden establishment as
foreman. The 4th of February was a very wet day, but cleared
off towards evening, and, the wind shifting, the stars gave a
very bright appearance. Thinking it likely that a frost would
occur, I had the fires in the greenhouses lighted.

I went to the glass houses about half an hour afterwards,

found the thermometer standing at 30°, and I ordered the fire

to be slackened. At the same time I had a vinery that had
been started about three weeks, and in which the Vines had
shoots about an inch long. This house was shut up in the
afternoon at a temperature of 65° ; on entering it at 8 p.u., I

found the thermometer standing at 02°, with a little heat in

the pipes. I banked my fire for the temperature to fall to about
55° by morning. My master coming out at the time altered

all my doings for the night, and by his orders the stove fire

was again set burning. The consequence was, on entering the
vinery in the morning, a strong fiei-y heat was felt, and instead

of finding the thermometer at 55°, it was then standing at 72°.

The gardener coming in and finding the temperature so high,

ordered air to be given very freely, and in an hour the house
was standing at 62°. Do any of your readers think this was
correctly treating an early vinery ? I have lived in three other

establishments as foreman, and never have seen a vinery
treated in this manner before. From a garden boy I was
always taught never to put air on for lowering the temperature,

but to give it slowly as it was required, and to let the warmest
time be in the middle of the day.

—

A. Suescribeb, H. M.

[The subject is not devoid of importance, but it is one
always unpleasant to meddle with, as no general rule can he
advanced as to the relative positions to be occupied by a gar-

dener and his foreman and assistants, but each establishment
must be left to form rules and regulations for itself. I have
no hesitation, however, in submitting the following observations

suggested by your case, looking upon it, however, as a one-

sided statement:

—

1. Whatever the abilities, the intelligence, and the attention

of a foreman or an under gardener, so long as he remains in

these positions it is his duty to carry out the wishes and com-
mands of the head gardener, as he is the chief responsible

party
;
just as it is the duty of the head gardener to serve his

employer in the way he peculiarly wishes to be served, giving

up so far any partialities of his own, to attend chiefly to that

which an employer mostly values.

2. In large places matters will not go on well unless there la

a reciprocal feeling betvs-een the head gardener and his assis-

tants, and a general wish to make the most of the circum-

stances. I have no faith in the old dictum, addressed by a
master to a man, " What business have you to think ? " On
the other hand, an assistant is valuable just in proportion as

it is perceptible that he does think—that he acts fiom thought,

and not from mere routine. I have faith also in the old state-

ment that two or more are better than one, and in setting

about a job the workman may propose a better mode than that

at first pointed out by the master ; and in such a case, if wise,

the master will adopt the plan of the workman, because thus

he will secure a thorough coadjutor, instead of a mere working,

looking-to-the-clock man, and because, again, a man feels an
interest in making his own plan appear the best by the less
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time that it takes to carry it out. In all anch cases, however,
it shouM never be forgotten that the decision at last rests with
the master, and when that decision is given an honest assis-

tant will carefully carry it out, though it be not what he thinks
the best under the circumstances.

3. The whole account of the management of the furnaces
does you credit. Your examining the appearances of the sky,

your noticing the outside thermometer and the changes since

the last visit, your reading the thermometer imide the forcing-

houses, and satisfying yourself as to the heat in the pipes or

heating medium, are all very simple matters ; but such it is

very difficult to get young men to look upon as of much im-
portance, and without attending to them the management of

fires is a mere matter of chance. You showed also the neces-

sary attention in lighting the greenhouse fires, and in such a

case of overheating as that to whicli you refer, I would have
preferred giving a very little air, damping the path and floor,

and allowing the house to coo! gradually.

4. While approving of your attention and consideration, I

cannot for a moment give up the right and duty of the master
to come to a different conclusion, and to express his wishes
accordingly, so as to have some more heat in the pipes before
banking the fires up ; and I fear it must be added that he
would have too much right to feel dissatisfied and annoyed,
when, instead of the little more heat in such a changeable night
as the 4th of February, there should be such a fiery heat in

the house in the morning, and the thermometer about 17°

higher than was deemed necessary. Such a result gives too
much reason for the suspicion that, not thoroughly knowing
your place as a servant, you were annoyed that your arrange-
ments were in the least interfered with, and since heat was
wanted, heat should be given, and in a pet you piled on the
fuel careless of consequences. If I am right in this conclusion,
then I would impress on you in all kindliness, that such out-
bursts of spleen and impatience of control will more than
counterbalance your other good qualities— intelligence, dili-

gence, and attention.—E. F.]

THE ROY.\L HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,'
AND THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE IXTEENATIONAL

HOKTICri/.-llUL EXHir.ITION.

We are informed that at a meeting of the Eiecutive Com-
mittee of the International Horticultural Exhibition, held on
Thursday the 14th inst., the motion which was placed on the
minutes at the meeting of the 20th of November last, was
carried unanimously. Itesolved

—

" That a commuuicatiou be made to tlie Comtnissiouors of the Es-
Iiibition of 1851, informing them that the Committee of the Inter-
national Horticaltural Exhibition have now remaining a balance of
eighteen hunched pounds (flsufJI, which sum they are wdling to
invest in the purchase of the Limlley library and other books, to form
the foundation of a Botanical and Horticultural Librarv-, to be attached
to the Koyal Horticultural Society, provided Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners, who are interested in the advancement of the South Kensing-
ton estate, are willing to provide a suitable readim^-room, with glass
«aSBS. for the reception of snch library. The room and books to be
for the use of Fellows of the Koyal Horticultural Society, members of
other Bocieties, and gardeners generally, under such rules as may be
agreed on. The Horticultm-al Society to nominate one of its othcers
er a clerk to look after the same. The room and lihrarv to be invested
in the names of seven Trustee^—two appointed bv the Commissioners,
two by the Koyal Horticultural Society, two by the International
Committee, and one by the six above named."

The above is the best reply that could be given to the con-
rersation that took place at the annual meeting of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, a report of which appeared in our last

number. It is now apparent that the proposal for the munifi-
eent donation which the International Committee have placed
at the service of the Eoyal Horticultural Society has been on
the minutes ever since the 20th of November last ; and we
were not wrong when we stated in our last that some misun-
ierstanding must have existed on the subject, for we believe
that on an mterview having taken place between SirWentworlh
Dilke and Mr. Wilson Saunders, a perfect understanding was
at once come to. It is much to be regretted that Mr. Edgar
Bowring, who, as a member of the Expenses Committee, evi-
dently came prepared to raise the question at the meeting, did
not signify his intention to Sir Wentworth Dilke, who would
no doubt have been in his place to make a full explanation,
both on behalf of himself and of the Executive Committee, and
thereby have prevented an impression going abroad that the

Intern.ational Committee did not intend doing anything for the

Society with the surplus fund derived from the Exhibition.

It was perfectly natural that on such a subject the Fellows
of the Society should desire to have some information, and we
are not surprised that the question should have been raised, so

that they might know the relation in which the Society stood
to the International Committee.
And what was that relation ? Ijooking at the correspondence

and the documents that were published in our last, we gather
that there was an understanding of a vague and indefinite

character that the Committee were to do " something." To
this both parties seem to assent, and in the correspondence
both admit the principle. The minute of the Council says,
" Should there be any surplus in the takings of the Comuiittee,
the liberality of the Eoyal Horticultural Society will be diUy
acknowledged." Sir Wentworth Dilke says, " In conversation
something was said about doing something.'' Mr. Wilson
Saunders says, " That Sir Wentworth Dilke, on the part of the
Committee, acknowledged the principle, thut in case of any
surplus accruing to the International Horticidtural Exhibition
the Eoyal Horticultural Society should have a claim therein."
Now, on the part of the International Committee the principle

was accepted and acted upon so long ago as the 20th of No-
vember last, when the motion which was carried at the meeting
on the I4th inst. was placed on the minutes. We cannot,
therefore, but regard the action taken by Mr. Bowring as preci-

pitate, particularly as allusion was made to the purchase of the
Lindley library in the report of the Council, thereby indicating

that the International Committee did intend to do " some-
thing."

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Febku.^kt 19ih.

Floral CoiiMiTTEE.—This was a deeply interesting meeting from
the number of the Orchids exhibited, among which were several of
great beauty and rarity. A group of cut Orchids, from Mr. Anderson,
of Meadow Bank, contained some species that are exceediiiglv rare,

such as Batemannia Beanmontii, Epidendrum Cooperiauum, Vanda
gignutea, a beautiful Oucichnm of -jrcat value, and Lielia superbiens

;

the latter having a magnificeut hnucb of tlowers was awarded a special

certiiifate. Mr. itucker also exhibited a cut specimen of the last

species, but in size and depth of coloro" it was far exceeded by Mr.
.\nderson's flower. Cut blooms of some Lycuste Skinneri were shown
by Mr. C. Penny, gardener to H. H. ffiblis, Esq., of St. Dnnstan's,
Kegent's Park, and were described bv Mr. Bateman, as '' the Unest ever
fi-ien." They were of unusual size and beautifully mr.rked. and wero
awarded a special certiticate. Messrs. Veitch it Sons received a special

certiticate for a large and beautiful collection of Lycaste Sldnneri,
shown in honour of the memory of the late Mr. G. U. Skinner.
It was remarkable how freely many of these had bloomed. Mr. Wil-
son, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq.. of Clay Hdl, Enfield, had a large

poup of Cattleya Warscewiczii. in varieties, some of them of great

beauty, to which a special certificate was also awarded. The same
award was made to Messrs. Low it Co., for collections of Lycaste
Skinneri and Oucidiums, the latter containing some varieties of great
interest. Dr. Pattison. of St. John's Wood, also received a special

certiticate for a collection of Orchids, among which was Odonto-
glossum species, a supposed vaiiety of O. Wamerianum, and resem-
bling O. CervantesU. The same award was made to Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son, for a group of Cyclamens, comprising varieties of

C. persicum, coum. and ,\tkinsii. The former contained some mar-
vellous dowers, of great depth of colour and larj^e size. They were
one-year.old seedhng plants, and literally masses of bloom.

First-cla?3 certiticates were awarded to Oacidium species, from
Mexico, shown by Messrs. Low it' Co.. a new variety, bavins a great
resemblance to O. pelicanum, without the browni.h lines. The habit

was vei-y close and compact ; to the same for Odontoglossum macu-
latnm superbum. considered to be a vei-y distinct variety, the dark
ccilonr being much deeper in this than in any other, the petals also

being tliick and broad, and to Messrs. James Garaway it Co.. Durdham
Down. Bristol, for the following varieties of seedling .\mar>lh3, a mag-
uilicent lot of which were produced by them, apparently seedlings

from A., anhca and vittata—viz.. Olivia, rich scarlet and crimson shaded,
pure li{;ht threat : Cleopatra, bright oran.L^e scarlet, shaded and veined

with flossy crimson, the colour reaching; to the base of the segments ;

11. Gibbs, carmine crimson, the spine of the segments pure white and
feathered with the same ; and Helena, orange scarlet, with slight

shading of crimson, dwarf habit, and of tine form. A second-class

certificate was awarded for Juliet, bright orange scarlet, shaded with
jmrplish crimson, and clear throat ; and a special certificate to six

plants of A. .-Vckermanni pulcherrima, also very rich.

Second-class certificates were awarded to a variety of .^splenium
diiforme, from New Holland, shown by Messrs. Yeitch—it was con-
sidered by the Committee to be a good basket Fern for a hardy green-
house—and to GritBnia Blumaria, from Messrs. E.G.Henderson and
Son. The small lanceolate foliage resembles that of Eucharis ama-
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zonica. It is a shy bloomer, flowering only once in three or four years.

A like award was made to Bryonopsis laciniosa, from Jlr. W. Kariey, of

DigswfU, having fragrant white blossoms with a curious thready fringe,

resembling somewhat the flowers of the Snake Cuenmber. It is said

to produce berries, but will require crossing, as there did not appear to

be any female flowers on the plant. It is an evergreen hothouse
climber, and will be valuable for bouijuets. Also to Oncidium species,

from New Granada, in the way of O. sphacelatum. from Messrs. Low
and Co. It has a good habit, and the flowers are veiy showy.

Special certificates were awarded the following:—To Mr. Sherratt,
gardener to James Batemau, Esq.. of ICnypersley, for cut specimens,
with fruit, of Citrus japonica, or Japanese Citron, from a warm green-
liouse. The finlt is highly ornamental, and was said by Mr. Fortune to

succeed better in the northern districts of China than in the southeni.
It was also thought that it might be cultivated out of doors in the
warmer portions of the south and west of England. This Citron was
originally sent to the Koyal Horticultural Society in 185-1. To a
magnificent truss of Rhododendron argentea, from Mr. Squibbs, gar-
dener to Mi-s. Turner. Eoolc's Nest, Godstone, said to be of a purer
colour than K. Falconeri, and to be the same as R. macrantha, from
Bhotan. sent out by M. Van Houtte, of Ghent, a few years ago. To
a splendid and wcU-gi-owu specimen of Dendrobium speciosum, from
Mr. Wilson, gardener to Vi. Marshall. Esq., Enfield, with four immense
spikes of bloom. To Messrs. Veitch il' Sons for a half-standard
Aucuba japonica vera, in a tub, the plant being veiy symmetrical, aud
well covered with bernes. The diameter of the specimen was about

-2i feet.

Other subjects of interest but which did not receive awards, were a
species of Dendrobium, named by Mr. Bateman D. Bullerianum, resem-
bling D. Devoniauum without the fringe; it was considered doubtful
whether it was a cross or a species: it came from W. "VV. BuUer,
Esq., of Strete Raleigli. Exeter, and was not in good condition : Odon-
toglosssnm nebulosnm var.. from J. Day, Esq., of Edmonton, con-
sidered a good variety, hut too far advanced to judge accurately of its

merits ; Begonia Earleysii. a supposed seedling from B. phyllomaniaca,
larger than B. digsw ell ien sis, hut showing too much of the large green
seed-pods, which detract from the attractiveness of the flowers ; a
large plant of Camellia Mathotiana. from Messrs. Veitch &: Sons, the
flowers of which were paler in colour than is usually seen ; cut flowers
of the old Canarina campanula, from Mr. Davis, gardener to W.
Stiide, Esq., Redhridge, Southampton ; some plants of Fuchsia
Cloth of Silver, a sport of a creamy-green colour, but too young to
judge of its merits ; Iresine Herbstii splendida, a well-coloured
specimen of I. Herbstii, not distinct enough to be classed as a vai'iety

;

and I. Herbstii aureo- reticulata, pale-green leaves veined with creamy
yellow.

Fruit Co:yrMiTTEE.—Several collections of Apples were exliibited,

among which one from Mr. Whiting, of the Deepdene, Dorking, ob-
tained a special cei'tificate : it comprised fine examples of Adams' Pear-
main, Blenheim Pippin, aud Alfriston. Mr. Parsons, gardener to W. J.

Blake, Esq., Danesbury, had a similar award for numerous dishes in

excellent condition, and among them Blenheim Pippin was especially
fine, both in size and colour. Mr. Earley, Digswell contributed Sam
Young, Cockle Pippin, Feam's Pippin, and Dredge's Fame, as wcU as
a very good dish of Ashmead's Kernel from Gloucestershire. T. Lax-
ton, Esq., of Stamford, sent two seedling Apples, named respectively

Stamford Pippin and Wellaud Pippin, neither of which, however, was
considered of such merit as to deserve a certificate ; and from Mr. T.
Shoi-t, gardener to Viscount Eversley, Heckfield, Hants, came Melon
Apple, a shou-y American variety of excellent quality, ripened on a
half standard in an orchard. Mr. Sherratt, gardener to J. Bateman,
Esq., Knypersley, exhibited the Kumqur-t {Citrus japonica), as pro-
duced on the plant, and received a special certificate ; accompanv-
ing it were some of the preserved fruits as sold in the shops. Further
reference to this small-fruited member of the Orange family will he
made in the proceedings of the fortnightly meeting.

In the Vegetable department Mr. Earley exhibited excellent Shallots,
and a good and rather numerous collection of Potatoes, the best of
which appeared to he Hardcash, Queen's Own. Mona's Pride, Royal
Ashleaf, and Myatt's Ashleaf Ividneys, and of Round varieties Giant
Xing, Soden's Early Oxford, and Victoria. From Mr. Dean, seeds-
man, Ealing, came Fearnought Cabbage, from a garden in the south
of Hampshire, where Broccoli and Kales were much injured by the
Beverity of the late frost, whilst the Fearnought was scarcely touched.
It is described as being the result of a cross between the Dwarf and
the Hearting Kale. It is also stated to be a delicious table vegetable.
M. Ernst Benary, of Erfurt, contributed large examples of Celeriac,

which is much used in Germany ; but they were pithy, and not good
either raw, in salads, or boiled.

FoRTNT^GHTLT MEETING.—Mr. Bateman, in proposing that Mr.
Wilson Saunders should take the chair, said that whilst all must re-

gret the resignation of Earl Grosvenor as a member of Council, they
could not but rejoice to learn that in accordance with the rules of the
Society the Council had that day unanimously elected Mr. Wilson
Saunders to fill the vacancy. Mr. Wilson Saunders baring returned
thanks the proceedings commenced with the election of twenty-four
new members and the admission into union of six Societies—namely,
the Chertsey and District Floral and Horticultural Societv, East Neuk
of Fife Horticultural Society, Elvetham, Eversley, Brarashill, Yate-

ley, and Minley Horticultural Society ; Largo Field Naturalists' So-
ciety ; Neston, Burton, and Hoswall Floral and Horticultural Society ;

and the Royal Jersey Agricultural and Horticultural Society.

The awards of the Floral and Fruit Committees having been re-

ported, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley ofl'ered remarks on some of the plants
exhibited and other subjects. Allusion was first made to a variety of
Weepiug Ash, which had the peculiarity of not producing seeds, but
only poUeniferous flowers, and then to the magnificent Saccolabinm
shown by Messrs. Veitch at the December meetiug, and which was
imported under the name of S. giganteum, but which had been con-
sidered almost identical with S. violaceum. This, however, was not
the case, for in S. violaceum the lip is strap-shaped, whilst in S. gigan-

teum it is orbicular, besides which several other structural differences

were pointed out. The identity of Thuja gigantea with T. Lobbiana,
and of the Thuja gigantea of gardens with Libocedrus decurrens.
both of which facts are referred to in another page, was then stated, as
well as Mr. Pauses success in propagating Chimonanthus gi*andifloruB.

Messrs. Garaways fine Amaryllises, and some plants from Mr. "Wil-

son Saunders were then specially noticed ; of some species of Sonchus
from the latter gentleman, it was remarked that nothing could be
more ornamental for table decoration. Of the Bi-youopsis, shown by
Mr. Earley, it was ^^tated that the plant would afford a dozen fresh

flowers every day, and was therefore valuable for bouquets, besides

which, it was said to have showy crimson fruit, and was probably
allied to the Bryonopsis erythrocarpa, which was so beautiful in the

conservatoi-y last year. The charming varieties of Cyclamens from
Messrs. Henderson next occupied attention, aud it was stated that
raising such was a mere matter of chance, for out of a thousand seed-

liugs not one, perhaps, would prove good ; Mr. Berkeley also added
that many of those exhibited had been raised from seed not two years
ago. In connection with some Mushrooms which had been brought
before the Fruit Committee, it was mentioned that they were not all

Agaricus campestris, some appeai-ing to belong to A. arvensis, and the
importance of growers collecting spawn from jdaces where Mushrooms
are naturally fiuestt was ui'ged, and in this way, too, there was every
probability of an improvement being efl^ected in the strain. The sad
effects of the late frost were next touched upon, and no part of the

couuti-y, Mr. Berkeley said, appeared to have suffered so much as the

valley of the Thames, where extremely low temperatures were re-

corded. At Chiswick, for instance, the thermometer indicated — 11, at

Slough — S, and at Kew — -i ; but there might he some doubt as to

the perfect correctness of some of these indications. The damage
done to vegetation had been very gi-eat. At Kew a large tree of Cu-
pressus,macrocarpa had become a wreck, Arauearias had suffered, and
at Chiswick the largest Deodar had suffered severely, whilst the variety

robysta was scarcely injured. It was noticed both at Kew and
Chiswick, that where plants were covered with snow they were safe, and
that the tips of branches bent down iinder the snow were unhurt, whilst

the exposed parts were browned. Mr. Berkeley also stated that in

some parts of the countiy trees were still suffering from the effects of

the frost in the winter of 1860-61, having been injured in the stem*
It would be interesting to obtain particulars as to what forest trees

had bceu severely injured during the past frost.

Mr. Wilson Saunders considered that a gx-eat Jessonwasto be gained
from the effects of the lati frost, and particularly in respect to the
great preservative action of snow. He then exhibited to the Meeting
specimens of Deodars. Ganya elliptica, and other shrubs, showing
how they had been affected where exposed, aud that they were little,

if at all, injured where covered with snow ; and he remarked that

many plants which will live in a very cold climate will be killed in

this countiT because they have not the same snow covering. Varie-

gated plants, too, will not stand cold so well as the original species;

thus, he had specimens of the Irish Ivy, showing that to be uninjured,

whilst the variegated Common Ivy was killed ; the Common Peri-

winkle was hardy, but its variegated form would not stand cold, and
the same with many other plants. It was also worthy of remark that

plants of the same land are not equally hardy in the same situation :

hence in selecting plants it is very uecessaiy to choose those having a
good constitution.

Mr. Berkeley, in answer to a question put by Mr. Wilson Saunders,

as to why the Deodar should suffer here, said that though the tree was
subjected to an extreme degree of cold in its native country, yet before

the frost set in there were cold rains, and grovrth was brought to a
standstill ; but in the vaUey of the Thames tho trees before the last

frost were full of sap.

Major Trevor Clarke desired to state that the late severe frost had
enabled him to prove the entire hardiness of Disa grandiflora, a most
interesting and beautiful African jilant. He had had it out of doors

for tliree winters on trial, and only needed such a test as the present

year afforded. It would now become a most useful addition to our
hardy plants.

Mr. Bateman said his duties with respect to the Orchids would be
onerous, for there was quite an inundation of beautiful specimens of

that order. Among Cattleyas the palm must be awarded to the variety

from Mr. Bamett, of Blackheath. Mr. Anderson, gardener to T. Daw-
son, Esq., of Meadow Bank, near Glasgow, camo next with a large

number of rare and interesting kinds, many of them exhibited for the

first time. Among them was OuL'idium nubigenum, which, though it

might appear insignificant, was not the less remarkable, for it had
been found at an elevation greater than any other—namely, 14.,000feet
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above the level of the sea. Then there "was Batemaunia Beaumoutii,
one of a gemis named after hira by Pr. Lindley ; and he (Mr. Bate-
man), felt mnoh gratified at the honour whcu the first species, B. Col-

leyi, was named ; but unfortunately it had au unsavoury odour, aud
B. Beanmontii was worse still. Mr. Anderson also sent a splendid
spike of Ltelia saperbieus, one of the grandest discoveries of his (Mr.
Bateman's), lamented friend Mr. Slduner, who, when he found it,

said it could be seen nearly a mile off in the clear atmosphere of its

native country. The spike shown, ho was happy to say, would be
presented to Her Koyal Highness the Duchess of Cambridge. Another
specimen of the same Lrelia, though not so fine, came from Mr. Rueker.
A very fine specimen of Dendrobium speciosum, a plant wliich any
one might grow, was sent by Mr. Weutworth Buller ; also an inter-

esting new Dendrobium, which he (Mr. BatemanJ, had ventured to

call Dendrobium BuUerinunm. There was also a new Odontoglossum
from Messrs. Low, which would be figured in the " Botanical Maga-
zine ;" and from Mr. Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., came
some of the finest Cattleyas he had ever seen. He wished, however,

to impress on those present that Cattleya pallida. Trianaei, qnadricolor,

Worscewiczii, and Wagneri were all varieties of one and the same
species.

With regard to the Kumquat, Mr. Bateman said it had a peculiarly

ornamental appearance where growing on the back of one of his

stoves, or rather a warm greenhouse. Ou referring to an old number
of The Cottage Garpenek, he found that Mr. Beaton spoke of it

thus :—" From the Garden of the Society came fruit of the Japan
Citron (Citrus japonica); this is not the Mandarine Orange, or the
Otaheite Orange, of which they make such pretty little standards, but
the fruit is as small as that of any iu the tribe, and of the shape of a
small Ashlcaf Kidney Potato ; the rind is most fi-agrant, and the
whole fruit is highly pi-ized by the Chinese ; when preserved iu sugar
they call it the Cum Quat." Sir. Fortune had sent him the following
information :

—

"I am well ncfiuainted with the Kumqnat, and have little doubt your
plant was one of those, went borne by me to the Horticultural Society
during my first \i=it to China il8i3 to 1S46). It is, I believe, the Citrus
japonica, and is largely cultivated both Iu China and Japan. In China
it attains a greater degi-ee of perfection in the central provinces than it

does in the more southern, and ought to be banly, or neai-ly hardy in the
south of England, lerhaps, however, n highor degree of summer heat
may be necessary in order to have it in perfection with u<'. Of one thing
you may be quite ccrt;iin, it is much hardier than the Common Orange.
The common China Orange is to be hud in perfection in the south of
China ouly, and is not cultivated in the district, farther north, where the
Kumquat grows so well. The bushes, 3 or 4 feet in height, are vei-y

beautiful in November and December when loaded with fruit, which
ripens at this season of the year All winter long the fruit is very plenti-
ful in the markets. If you have tainted the fruit you will remarl; that the
rind is sweet aud of an aromatic flavour, while the pulp is very aci'id.

As a pre>5erve it is much esteemed and largely useil. It is exported iu
considerable quantity to Europe and America. I daresay you have fre-

quently eaten it amougst those Chinese preserves sold by Fortnum,
Mason & Co., and others.''

The plant has this peculiarity—it cannot be propagated by cuttings,

btit must be grafted on another tree of the same kind—Limonia tri-

foliata; and, Mr. Bateman added, cuttings would be distributed.

This offer of cuttings called to his mind one made on a much more
extended scale by a Mr. HuUett, who, in a paragi-aph in the Times
headed " New Food," directed attention to the Chinese Sugar Grass,

stated that it would produce five times as much as Wheat, that the

stems could be used as cattle food, tti?., and with nnprecedented
liberality offered a few gi'ains to those who would send a stamped
and directed envelope. Mr. Bateman had sent for some, but not in

his own name, and received seeds along with a printed memorandum,
one paragraph of which explains the whole of his object, and which is

as follows :
—" Seeds can be supplied in packets at l.s. or as. each."

Now it was stated in the Times by Mr. HuUett that he had t),llOO ap-

plications, aud in Bell's Wcekhj Messemjer the number was given at

:20,0OU ; but as the seeds were nothing more than those of Sorghum
saccharatum, or Holcus saccharatus, the whole quantity required to

supply all the applicants could be had for about a shilling. One
seedsman offered him (Mr. Bateman) 10,001) seeds wholesale for 4//.

As to the Sorghum it had been tried in this country, aud it was found
that the summers are not warm enough to ripeu its seed, and even
Messrs. Sutton iu the fine climate of Reading could not get it to succeed.

For agi-icultural purposes it was found nearly valueless.

Mr. Bateman said that he naw came to what to him was an exceed-

ingly painful subject, the death of his friend Mr. Skinner, whose
bright genial countenance was seldom absent from the Tuesday meet-
ings. Mr. Bateman then gave a sketch of Mi". Sldnner's life, the

leading particulars of which have already appeared in these columns.
It seems that Mr. Skinner in early life was desirous of entering the

navy, but in deference to the wishes of his friends he took a situation

in Messrs. Barclays Bank. He afterwards was in business at Leeds,

but finding an opening in the then little known republic of Guate-

mala, he went there, and soou entered into partnership with Mr. Klee,

the Prussian Charge d' Affaires. There he dii*ected his attention

chiefly to birds and iuseets before he took to gathering plants ; but in

Consequence of some birds which he sent to the Museum at Man-
chester, Mr. Bateman veutui-ed to send him some sketches of plants,

and directions as to the mode of packing such for transmission to this

country. Soon a box came, and along with many other new plants

was Barkeria SkinnerL Other plants sent home by Mr Skinner were

La;]ia superbiens before alluded to, Odontoglossum pulchellum ; but
his crowniog work was Lycastc Skinneri. " Happy, indeed, am I, far
more happy than he would be," said Mr. Bateman, "'that his name
will live in it." It flowers in the coldest months of the year, and no
plant is more useful or lasts better. Mr. Bateman next referred to the
many specimens of birds which Mr. Skinner had sent home, and of
which there were numerous examples with gorgeous plumage on the
table. Mr. Bateman then gave an account of Mr. Skinner's death
on the Isthmus of Panama from yellow fever, caught, it is believed
in a fever-tainted ship, aud said that Mr. Skinner had long been a
^vidower, but had left two daughters and au aged mother to bewail
his loss, and with whom he intended to have passed the evening
of his days under the roof of his brother, the Kev. .J. Skinner. His
last letter was to Mr. Veitch, who had set aside a room, and was
putting up a house for Mr.- Skinner's collections.

Mr. Wilson Saunders proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Bateman,
which was unanimously accorded by one of the most crowded Tuesday
meetings which have ever been held.
Among the visitors in the early part of the afteraoon were their

Royal Highnesses the Duchess of Cambridge and the Princess Mary.

ADEVOURER OF THE RED SPIDER.
Having frequently seen in The Journal of Horticultuke

inquiries as to the means of destroying the red spider and
other insects, I beg to offer one which I discovered last summer.
I had a favourite bird called the ** Indigo Bird." My astonish-
ment was great when I let him out of the cage, having for two
years fed him on canary seed, to see him devouring insects of

every description. The consequence was, I had no red spider,

&c., on my Vines or in my greenhouse afterwards, for I fre-

quently let the bird out of his cage to do his gardening work.
The bird is a beautiful blue in summer, but in the winter

brown like a sparrow. The outside of my windows has wires,

so that no bird can escape.

—

St. Leonards.

BIRMESIGHAM PRIZE POTATO.
All who know this excellent Potato are aware that it pro-

duces both round and kidney-shaped tubers, and my object in
writing is to ask whether it cannot be shown at our exhibition
of fruits, flowers, &c., in both classes of round and kidney-
shaped?

It was so exhibited at our autumn show of last year, and
carried off the prize in both classes. This gave rise to a paper
war between two clever gardeners in the district, Mr. Simpson,
of Stutton Eectory, and Mr. Sheppard, of Woolverstone. Mr.
Simpson declared the Potato in question could not be shown,
and carry off the prize in both classes, while Hr. Sheppard
affirmed it could. Which of the two was right iu the matter?
—W. C, Ijmcich.

[We think it could be shown in both classes. We cannot
see any justice in excluding first-rate round Potatoes because
the plant which produced them also produced first-rate kidney-
shaped Potatoes, and vice versa. The prizes are offered for

round and kidney-shaped Potatoes respectively, without any
such restriction as that they should not be grown on the same
plants ; nor is there any just reason why there should be such
a restriction. It is desirable rather than otherwise, that a
plant should produce tubers of various shapes, and if it pro-
duced the best round, kidney, and Lapstone-shaped tubers, we
see no reason why its produce shoiild not take a prize in each
of the three classes.

—

Eds.]

THE INTENSE COLD AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
ELiDDiNGTON.—The snow having for some time disappeared

and mild weather having intervened, I have been enabled to
inspect my garden more minutely than when I last wrote to
you. As I said before, we have not had such severe frost since
the winter of 1860-61, and the damage to gardens has conse-
quently been great. Much difference in the eft'ects of the frost

is apparent in localities at very short distances from each other,
plants on elevated ground escaping with less injury, while those
in low-lying places in the neighbourhood of a river or stream
have suffered most severely. My garden is under the latter

influence, and it is injured accordingly. Except where the
spurs are in direct contact with the wall, all the flower-buds of

Apricots are destroyed. Some Pear trees appear to have suf-

fered in a similar manner, a good many of the buds being
deprived of all vitality. A large proportion seem sound and
well expanded, but whether the embryo fruit is destroyed re-
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mains yet to bo seen. Roses are eeverely out down, NoiBettes

and Tea-scented in general to the snow-line. The universal

favourite, CUoire de Dijon, looks as if it bad more life in it than
others, but appearances so early are often deceptive. Laurus-

tinuB and Bays above the snow, are, iu general, altogether, and
Berberis aquifolium partially browned ; tree Peonies are killed

to the roots; and even the tops of Leeks, not covered with
Bnow, are whitened.

—

.John Fekme.
GiLLiNOHAM, Norfolk.—The thermometer used here is one

of Messrs. Negretti & Zambra's, placed 4 feet from the ground,

and facing the north. We are situated about fourteen miles

from Great Yarmouth, and twelve from Lowestoft. The greatest

cold was during the night of the 4th of January, it then fell

to 2°; or 30° below freezing. I may mention a few things which
have suffered from the effects—viz., a large quarter of Cabbages
is entirely killed, also about two hundred of Backhouse's 'Winter

Broccoli Btauding on a south border ; other kinds of Broccoli

have not suffered much. Monthly Roses are killed to the

snow-mark. Sweet Bay, Laurustinus, common Laurels, Rhodo-
dendron Smithii, Garrya elliptica, Elffagnus argentea, and Ilex

maderensis have all been much scorched. Of Roses, Lord
Raglan, Celine Forestier, General Washington, and a few others

are much blackened. — John Baitees, Gardener tu Admiral
Henry Eden.

Si.iKEHiLL, NEAR MANCHESTER.—From a thermometer care-

fully tested for correctness and hung with the bulb '1 feet from
the ground, the lowest reading was 5°, 27° below freezing.

From 10° to 12° was the reading on most evenings. Except in

the case of slight drifts, the snow was from 2 to 3 inches deep.

The situation is bl( ak and much exposed on all sides, especially

on the W. and S.W. The following plants have suffered ;—Com-
mon Laurels, Portugal Laurels, Sweet Bays, Aucuba japonica,

Cotoneaster, Cedrus deodara, and Picea lasiocarpa, leaves

mostly brown and scorched in appearance ; Japanese Privet,

lost all its leaves ; Golden Hollies, Berberis Darwinii, Berberis

aquifolium, Wellingtonias, and Pinus excelsa, much injured in

the foliage, but not so much as those before named ; Cedar
of Lebanon, Thujopsis borealis. Bed and White Cedars, Irish

Yews, Garrya elliptica, Araucaria imbricata, Kiilmia latifolia,

Pemettyas, and some named Rhododendrons, injured more
slightly. The following are perfectly hardy and uninjured :

—Andromeda floribunda, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Skimmia
japonica, Berberis Bealii, Retinosporaobtusa, Cedrus atlantica,

Picea Nordmanniana, P. pinsapo, P. nobilis ; Thuja tatarica,

T. Lobbi, T. gigantea; Abies Meuziesii, A. Douglasii, A. cana-

densis ; Pinus cembra, P. Bungeana, P. austriaca ; Spruce, com-
mon and black, English Yew, Silver-leaved Holly, common
Holly, Rhododendron ponticum, R. hybridum, and most named
varieties ; Juniper, Siivin, Box. and Mistletoe.

I have had no lime as yet to look over my deciduous shrubs.

My Roses were protected by a mulching of stable-litter, not yet

removed, and though many, I see, will require well cutting-in,

yet they are not nearly so severely injured as they were in 1860,

when all my Hybrid Perpetual Roses were killed to the ground.

On standards, short and tall, every bud was then killed. Of
those which I grew on their own roots, about three-fourths

threw up shoots and in time became fine plants, the remainder
were completely killed. I have for the last twelve years grown
my Roses principally upon their own roots as soon as I could
get them so. When I receive plants, principally new varieties

worked upon short stocks, I plant tbem almost horizontally,

not allowing the roots to he covered above 4 inches deep, and
pegging down the plants at the junction of the stock and the

Lead, this part is covered 2 or 3 inches deep with soil. In
this manner I succeed in having them upon their own roots,

mostly during the hrst season. Since 1860 I have invariably

treated my new plants in this manner, and I have now a good
collection of five or six hundred plants on their own roots.

These notes on evergreens aie worthy of the attention of

any one about to plant, especially in Lancashire. Had I three

or four years since possessed the knowledge I now have, it

would have saved me some money and much of the vexation

which I now feel in looking upon so much withered, brown,
and blackened foliage in the borders.—S. B. S.

WHAT SHRUBS AND TREES ARE NOT
INJURED BY GAME"

WocLi) any of your contributors be good enough to give a

list of the shrubs and trees, deciduous and evergreen, which
neither rabbits nor hares meddle with, for the information of

those who, like myself, contemplate planting where these
animals are extensively preserved '.' Perhaps some one whose
grounds are much overrun with game would state what trees

and shrubs have escaped injury from these depredators. In
the little experience which I have had in such matters, I have
generally found that newly-planted trees or shrubs, even when
distasteful, are sure to attract either hares or rabbits, or both,
and to suffer accordingly, unless planted on a large scale ; and
where a plantation consists of one species only, even if that
is the reverse of a favourite with these animals, where they
have a choice, it is, nevertheless, sure to suffer where there
is nothing else.—E. F. G.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It will be gratifying to our readers to know that at a meeting

of Couucil of the Royal Horticultural Society, held on Tuesday,
Mr. Wilson Saunders was re-elected to a seat on the Council on
the resignation of Earl Grosvenor, and also to the office of
Vice-President. This is not only a graceful compliment to one
who has served the Society so well, but it is to the interest of

the Society to secure the services of such as Mr. SaundeiE,
who can render such signal benefit to its prosperity.

Mr. Bause, the clever propagator of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, has performed the great propagation feat of

raising plants of Chimonanthus grandidorus from cuttings.

This, we believe, has hitherto baffled the skill of all cultivators,

and the late Dr. Liudley offered a sovereign to the then pro-
pagator of the Societj' for every plant that was so raised. The
method adopted by Mr. Bause was to put in the cuttings of

the young wood of the current year, just after it was " set " in
July last, and furnished with leaves. The pot was placed cm
the surface of the bed of the cooler end of the propagating-pit,
and there allowed to remain till the end of November or begin-
ning of December. On examination, Mr. Bause, finding they
had calloused but not rooted, repotted them, somewhat dis-

heartened, and with little expectation of success. They were
placed in the same position ; and on Tuesdf.y last, when he
turned them out with the intention of throwing them away, te

his astonishment he found the pot tilled with a mass of strong
branching roots.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley, who has been investigating
the characters of the trees known in nursery collections ai
Thuja gigantea and Thuja Lobbiana, has discovered that what
is known by the former name is not Thuja gigantea but Libo-
cedrus decurrens, and that Thuja Lobbiana is the true Thuja
gigantea. These facts Mr. Berkeley has ascertained by an ex-

amination of Lobb's specimens in the herbarium at Kew.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARBEy.

As soon as the state of the gi'ound will permit sow Walcheren
Broccoli or Cauhflower ; in hot summers it forms large headi
when Cauliflowers only produce " buttons." ('ahhn{]e. sow
Early York and a few of the fine Dark Red, also the Yellow
Savoy and some of the Large Green Savoy, to jireccde the prin-

cipal sowing of next month. Celery, sow a little White and
Red. Sow the seeds either in a pan or box, and place it in

a hotbed. About the middle of March prepare a slight hotbed,
upon which a one, two, or three-light frame is placed, so ai

to be iu readiness for pricking out the plants, which will re-

quire to be done during the last week in Mnrch ; the surface

of the bed is to be covered with slates or large pieces of turf,

grassy side undermost, and upon the slates or turf place a
layer 3 inches thick of well-rotted dung from an old hotbed,
which requires a good beating with the back of a spade, after

which add a layer of good soil 1 inch in thickness, and the bed
is then ready for the reception of the plants. Kidney Beans, sow
Early Dwarf Dutch where it can be sheltered, andiu pans in very
gentle heat. Lettuce, sow Paris Cos ; and a portion of those

Lettuce plants in frames may he planted out if frosty nights are

not likely to occur. Onion.'!, if the Portugal or AMiite Spanish be
sown on a good warm border, and afterwards transplanted, the
size will he greatly increased. Feat, sow ; Cormack's Prince

Albert, which is somewhat eailier than the Early Charlton,

Knight's Dwarf Marrow, and the Auvergne are varieties of

Peas proper to be sown at this time. Spinach, sow the Round,
also liadi/'ltes, between the rows of Peas and Beans. Prick

out Caulifiowcr plants. Plant Potatoes, Horseradish, Jcruealfm
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Artichokes, Garlic, tini Shallots ; the Long-keeping Shallot is

the best. Sow Basil and Sweet Marjoram in pots in gentle

beat.

rnriT oABDEy.
Preparations onght to be made for protecting the blossom of

Apricots. Thin canvas screens are, of course, the preferable

means, but where this material cannot be afforded Spruce
branches or Fern may be employed. Under a broad coping
the blossoms of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, are rarely

injured, unless on an east aspect, where they are apt to suffer

from exposure to cold cutting winds so prevalent from that

quarter. Bring up all arrears forthwith. Make sure of thorough
draining. Plant high both at bottom and top. Finish nailing,

and provide against insects.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Attend well to thorou^jh cleanliness ; hoe through or other-

wise dress all margins or beds where Crocuses, Anemones,
Snowdi'ops. Primroses, and other spring flowers are peeping up.
Plant out Hollyhocks directly. This noble flower is well de-

terring of general cultivation. Its bold and pointed form
etands out in fine relief in masses of fiat-headed shrubs.
Walks may be turned, raked, and rolled down in order to pre-

pare them for receiving a thin coat of gravel. It occasionally
happens from disease and other causes that a Tulip does not
make its appearance above ground with the rest ; a careful ex-

amination should take place, removing the soil till you come to

the top of the bulb, when it may be found that the outer
sheath or leaf is wholly decayed or rotten. In this case, after

removing the diseased parts, do not return the soil, but allow
the bulb to have free exposure to the air, covering from rain
or frost with a hand-glass. The weather is now favourable for

planting the Eauunculus, which should be proceeded with as
speedily as possible. Auriculas, if not previously top-dressed,
should be attended to immediately. As seedling Polyanthuses
come into bloom, remove all that are inferior in shape, lacing,

and colour. Should any fine-formed flower with other good
properties come pin-eyed, it would be worth while to fertilise

it, as all its progeny will not necessarily be pin-eyed, and occa-
sionally some very promising flowers spring from one of this

description.

GBEENHOUSE AND CONSEIITATOET.
Dispense with fires in the conservatory as much as possible,

a, temperature of 55° by day, and 4-1' by night will be sufficient

for general purposes. Do not allow the beat to increase much
by sunshine. There is as much skill displayed in retarding
certain flowers as in hastening their flowering in the first in-

stance, and to this end a canvas screen of a thin character
should always be at hand to throw on the roof during the
midciay hours of very bright days. The seed of the Chine B3

Primrose may be sown in pans filled with light soil, and as
soon as the plants are sufficiently large let them be potted
eff into three-inch pots, which should be well drained and
Ailed with about equal parts of loam, Eandy peat, and well-

rotted manure or vegetable mould. The plants should never
be watered overhead, and great care must be taken that they
M9 not overwatered at the root, or they soon become sickly

and die. Be sure to sow a little Cineraria seed as soon as you
ean. This, with another good sowing of Chinese Primroses
and Cinerarias in April, will furnish a supply throughout the
next autumn and winter, if high cultivation be carried out.

As we are now upon the eve of a general shifting season, place
some loam and peat soil in an open shed. Leaf mould should
always be kept dry. Have all the pots clean, and, in fact, see

that everything is ready for coming operations. This is a good
time to sow all kinds of exotic seeds, either home-saved or

imported. Place them in heat and they will soon germinate

;

prick off into other pots as soon as the cotyledons expand,
»nd you will have plants established in a very short time.

Attend to your ornamental trellis plants, they should always
be in high order, and to accomplish this frequent attention is

necessary. Forced bulbs, as Hyacinths, Narcissus, etc., should,

after blooming, have the leaves tied up, and should be trans-

ferred to a cold frame, and when the most severe weather has
passed away they should be turned out of their pots to feed in

prepared beds.

STOVE.

Continue repotting such Orchids as need that operation.

Stanhopeas, Acroperas, Dendrobiums, etc., suspended in baskets

or on blocks, wUl now either require syringing occasionally or

watering by some means. Many of these will have received

little water since the end of October, and will ha%'e become ex-

cessively dry. Blocks may occasionally be soaked for a few

minutes OTerhead in tepid water ; also, baskets if very dry. If

syringing is resorted to, choose a bright sunny day for the pur-

pose, and syringe them well early in the morning. On such
occasions keep up a brisk fire, and give air freely until the

afternoon for fear of the moisture lodging on the expanding buds,

which in some cases would prove fatal. Some of the winter-

flowering stove plants, as Geissomerias, Erauthemums, Plum-
bagos, and Justicias, now exhausted, shotild be cut back a little

and left to break, when they may be disrooted and placed in

smaller pots. They will make large and early specimens for

next autumn, whilst cuttings from them struck immediately
they break, will furnish succession plants of a smaller size for

dressing front shelves. The temperature should now be allowed
to rise freely on bright days in the early part of the afternoon,
remembering that a rise by means of solar heat alone can do
no harm for a few hours even at this period, provided it do not
exceed 80'.

FORCISG-PIT.
Continue to increase atmospheric heat and moisture at fittinj

periods. Attend to subjects for succession. Watch the worm
in the bud of jIoss Roses, fumigate for thrips, i-c, and see

that the plants are duly watered with tepid liquid manure.

PITS ANn FHAirES.

Prepare a gentle hotbed to receive fresh-potted plants, and to

nurse such as are required to be excited for affordiug cuttings.

Sow tender annuals for early blooming. Give air and water,

and repot plants that require it. Pot off all rooted Calceolarias

that were put in in the autumn, to make room for more tender
plants. Continue to put in cuttings of all kinds of plants that

are wanted to decorate the flower garden.—^Y. Kease.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN' G.VRDEX.

Cabbages.—Earthed up some Coleworts planted late in au-

tumn, and which, contrary to general results, have stood the

winter well as yel, thanks to the snow, which kept the most
severe frost from touching them. These will come in useful as

our earliest cutting or gathering in spring, for our spring Cab-

bages wiU be a little later than usual. We have previously

stated that in our plantation, though surrounded by a common
net, there was not a single plant left, the rabbits, &e., m'aking

holes in the netting, or finding their way under it. To make
amends, we turned out some hundreds of nice stubby Cabbage
plants from pots which had been placed in the orchard-house

and under glass frames, where the plants could have a Uttle

heat at the roots, and the tops be kept stubby and cool. In
such positions they grew rapidly ; and as the pots became

I filled with roots we turned the plants out on the loth on a

I

bank sloping to the south, being in expectation of the rain tliat

' followed on that evening and the next day. Such plants will

grow right on without any check, and where no four-footed

devourers of consequence wUl be able to attack them. These

I

wiU now be little later than those planted out in September,

I

but then, of course, the labour has been considerably increased

I

—a matter of much importance when the market value comes
, to be closely looked at. Such schemes must be resorted to at

I

times when we would not have crops later than usual. Many
will make allowance for failm-es, accidents, and depredations,

when the causes are seen to be beyond the manager's control,

but will forget all about these causes when there is the slightest

stint in the supply. This shows the necessity of constant

watchfulness ; and when an accident happens now and then

from forgetfulness or inattention, the fine weather that succeeds

seems to upbraid us every hour. It is bad enough when sow-

j

ings and plantings are rendered next to nugatory thi-ough no

remissness of our own, but from depredators that nothing but

' destroying them or guarding by wire netting can protect us
' from ; but there is at least the freedom from self-accusation,

the worst of all to endure. Even in such eases much labour is

I

often required to bring up our leeway. Last season our early

Cauliflowers, independently of trapping and poisoning, were so

injured by rats, that, not" to be behind, we had to hurry on

a score or two under some old sashes in a pit. Singularly

enough, we have not seen a Cauliflower plant touched as yet

this winter. Last season nothing seemed to come amiss to

the rats, and though many were trapped the numbers of the

depredators were but little diminished.

Pe'ns.—Sowed more in semicircular drain-tiles, but chiefly

in pieces of turf 9 inches long, 4 inches wide, and from 2 to

3 inches in thickness, the turf reversed, a groove scooped out
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in the centre, the Peas sown, and then covered with leaf
mould. These wore placed under some old frames, with just a
little heat below them. We like tiles better than turf it we
Lave enough of them. In tilling them with rich earth we place
a lump of rotten dung or leaves in each end. The Peas seem
to grow more freely when transferred from such tiles, or even
from boxes, than from turf, as, if the turf is lirm, it seems to
bind the young stems of the Peas too firmly, and so prevent
their free expansion. Our ground is yet too wet to do much
in this way out of doors, oven if we could do so with safety.
Last year about this time we thought we might sow with coni-
parativo safety, as we had not seen a pheasant about the
garden for weeks, but before they were sown three days our
winged enemies knew all about it ; repeated sowings were
just repeated feedings to them, and even tarring the ground
would not keep them away; wire netting, or even' common net-
ting, would have baffled them, if small enough in the mesh—
from J to 1 inch, for if the openings were from It to 2 inches
there was every chance of many birds hanging themselves in
the netting. The pheasant will cimningly shove his head
through netting barely large enough to admit it, but he has
little idea of extricating it.

In the last page of advertisements hut one in the number for
the llth of February is a representation of icire guards in yard
lengths at Is. per yard, which would make a secure protection
for Peas and other crops sown in rows, and which, besides
answering many purposes of protection, would last a long time
when taken care of. If this meet the eye of the advertiser, it

would be well if he would state the width and height of the
guard, the size of the small openings, and whether the wire
IS plain, japanned, or galvanised. These matters would be
of importance to many, especially amateurs, who have been
making inquiries on this subject, and to some of these we
had recommended mere makeshift and cheaper plans, such as
Strips of wood placed on each side of the row, and a piece of
fine netting fastened on the top. Two boards three-quarters
of an inch thick, or even half an inch thick, with cross pieces
to keep them together, 5 inches apart at the bottom, and three-
quarters of an inch apart at the top, would keep Peas from the
larger birds, but we question if such modes would be so econo-
mical in the end as these neat wire guards, with their iron feet
to go into the ground, and at any rate they would not be so
useful for general purposes, or for giving protection to rather
tender plants when first turned out. When the Peas are 2 or
3 inches above the ground pheasants and other birds will
trouble them but little. They are most ravenous at them just
when the radicle is extended aud the plumule peeping up, for
then the seedlings are as sweet as young Peas. AVe should
not mind sowing under cover the earliest crops, even with the
ground fo wet as it is now, and altering it to bring it into a nice,
dry, friable condition before the plants are turned out, and then
staking them as we go, for in that case the ground is left in such
a healthy condition that the Peas generally thrive much better
than those which have been longer in the ground. It is a serious
matter, however, to do this with the general crops, as we did
with most of them last season. Even the matter of watering
them becomes serious, and there is a difficulty then in securing
-the usual luxuriance, and altogether the additional labour in-
volved would soon equal in cost many yards of wire guards.

Treat garden Beans much in the same way as Peas.
Dwaif Kidney Beans must make ro»'m for a succeeding crop,

the last just showing bloom, and the one before that bearing,
and we have nice plants just ready to turn out. Now is the
greatest strife of the season under glass—the great contest,
resolving itself into whether such aud such space shall be given
to the useful or the ornamental.
Sowed more Celery on a slight hotbed covered with glass,

and scattered over the bed a thin sowing of Cauliflower and Let-
tuces, which will be transplanted, or rather pricked out, before
the Celery shows much.

Planted out strong plants of Cucmnhers from six-inch pots,
and singly, and used nothing but turfy loamy soil, well aired,
with a little two-year-old cowdung. ' We examined the soil
for fungus spawn, and rejected all in which there was a trace.
On removing the soil lately from an old Cucumber-bed that
did not quite please us, we found that there had been spawn in
the little leaf mould used, and it had spread considerably in
the soil. We have never found Cucumbers thrive well with
such fungus matter in the soil. Wherever it is suspected a
little quicklime should be added aud frequently turned with it,

but the whole should remnin exposed until the lime has become
quite mild. We have traced some of the ills that Cucumbers "are '

heir to " to the fungus matter in the soil, at least we think so,

and only wish we could be more certain. We have advocated
fermenting ti-ee leaves for many purposes ; but though it in-

volves a little waste, it is safest to use them after they have
been well heated, as the heat helps to se«d all crawling in-

truders to a distance, and to destroy the most of the fungirs

spawn. Even with that care we have found nasty spawn
spreading through the leaves, and taking hold of and running
thread-like through the soil ; and then in some cases we have
found the leaves of Cucumbers flag, fade, and rot, without any
apparent cause ; the stems would become soft and cankered,
or split and gutter, aud the smaller fibres would be soft and
spongy, and rot with mildew. Instead of the old nostrums of

many ingredients in a compost, we shall have to resort to sim-
plicity more and more in soils, and many things besides.

Though leaf mould is one of our most useful materials in a
garden, we feel sure that if not decomposed and sweetened, and
free from fungus, it often, especially in the last case, does great

injury. For particular purposes, such as when used by the
amateur for his favourite pot plants, it is a good plan to heat
it well at a fireplace, or in or about an oven, and then place it

in a dry, airy situation, and turn it frequently until it is

thoroughly sweetened. All soils for in-door work will be much
improved by this airing and sweetening.

All forced vegetables much the same as in former week's
notices. Earthed down the fourth piece in the Mushroom-
house. The first piece is still doing fairly, the second is in

full bearing, from the third we shall not expect the Mushrooms
to show for some weeks. The heat given off by these shallow

succession-beds has been sufficient for the house, except when
we had the severe frost, and we gave extra heat then chiefly

because wo wanted extra produce. We have often done this

when we wanted a good supply for a certain time, though well

knowing we should rather injure the continuous bearing of the

bed. We were somewhat afraid we had thus put a sudden stop to

the producing powers of the first bed ; but after sweeping it all

over, giving a little manure water, and a slight covering of hay,

it has produced abundantly after a ten-days rest.

FETTIT GARDEN'.

Besides pruning, nailing, &c., out of doors, and planting what
should have been done in autumn, our chief work has been re-

gulating and finding room for Strawberry plants. In our lean-to

Peach-house, where the bloom is rejoicing in the snatches of

sunshine, which house is about 11 feet wide, we have now four

rows of Strawberries far apart from each other, and the shade
of which will do little harm to the trees for some time. The
highest suspended shelf has the pots set on turf reversed, and
the grass from the edges of the turf has been twice clipped oft,

as otherwise from its hanging down it would give nearly as

much shade as the pots. Besides, once or twice we have
noticed this grass, from the extra stimulus to growth become
very weak, and then it would be attacked by insects, and these

would not stay on the grass. This does not often happen, but
it is almost the only objection against using turf for this pur-

pose, so far as its utility is concerned. Moss, too, is also very

good, more especially if soaked some hours previously in hot

lime water. Of course. v;e mean moss mostly fresh-collected,

as, if it has been long stored up and dry, such precautions wUl
not he needed. In its fresh-gathered state it is almost sure to

have lots of slugs and snails, which though next to invisible to

the eye, will soon show themselves when indulged with the

higher temperature of hothouses or pits. Hence the propriety

of soaking it in hot lime water. A little precaution often saves

much trouble and expense.

OEXAMENTAL DEPAETMEXT.
In addition to the general routine alluded to last week, the

chief additional work has been inserting cuttings, potting

Scarlet Pelargoniums in large pots for standing in verandahs in

summer, giving them a little bottom heat after potting, and turn-

ing out and repotting a lot of CaJadiuins, placing them in small

pots in the rneantime, and where they will have a little bottom
heat. We would have delayed this until the rhizomes had begun
to push, but we wanted the room in w-hich the large ))Ots stood,

and the pots, too, for other things. We have sf en Caladiums
do well where they were scarcely ever entirely at rest, such as

when planted out on banks or rockeries, in plant-stoves.

When grown in pots and allowed to go to rest as the leaves

show signs of decay, two precautions are necessary for their

safety : First, that the soil in which they are kept in the pots

should neither be very wet nor yet dust dry, but in such a

position as would be secured by the pots standing on a damp-
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ish floor, and a little covering of moss over the pots, in which
position the soil will remain in a kindly condition without any
aid from the watering-pot, and the moss will also do much tc

maintain an equilibrium of moisture and of temperature

;

and, secondly, the temperature even with all this care should

not be too low— it should seklom be below 55% and should

range between that and 60°. If kept dampish and in a lower

temperature the rhizomes will be almost sure to become hke
a mass of soap. We have several times found them much
shrivelled when kept hot and dry.—K. F.

CO\T^NT GARDEN MARKET.—Febrttaey 20.

The Markut renidins Btoady. but there has bcon no improvement in the
demaud for Jiny doacription of produce, couscquentl}- prices remain aa

Iflst weeli, and wo have uo new fenture to repoi't. Arrivals of Potatoes are

ample to meet thu daily sales, both here and at the water side.

VEGETABLES,

Artichokes each
Asparagrns .... bundle
Beans, ICidney,per 100

ScarletRun.iJ tiieve

Beet, lied doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery buudlo
Cucumbers each

piekUng .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
GarUc lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. B. d
6 too 8

6 10 1

3 4 :

S

8
8
5
2

1

6

B. d. B. d
Apples A sieve 2 0to3
Apricots '. doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10 18
Currants 4 sieve

Blaclt do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. (1

Lemons 100 5

Leeka bunch
Lettuce per doz.
Mushrooms pottle
]\Iustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plnms i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

P. d. e. d
6 too u

2 3
10 2

2

4

4
5
1 l>

9

6
G
1 6
1 6
4
3

9

0to4

10

6
4

10
I
Walnuts bush. 10 20

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
William RoUisson &: Sons, Tooting, London.

—

Catalogue of
Floricidtural and Culinary Seech,

Mrs. Dixon, -iSA, Moorgate Street, London, E.G.

—

Select List

of Kitchen Garden, Farm, and Flower Seech.
Sutton & Sons, Reading.

—

Sutton's Farm Seed List.

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
• «* We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental wi'itera of the ''Journal of HorticultiU'e, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

commu?iications should therefore he addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, ct'c, 171, Fleet

Street, London^ E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, hut write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

K.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest
week.

Potato Ross's Early (G. A.) — Messrs. Lawson, nurserymen, Edin
burgh, could tell you where it is purchasable.

CAaiELT>iA Grafting (Didcr^on).—April is a good time for the operation.

Transformation of Plakts (W. L. C. G.}.—Huch changes as petals
into calices, and these into leaves, with many other such transforma-
tions, constitute what has been dignified with the name of morpbology.
The changes arise from various causes; but, why is not easily explained.
Twentv-eight postage stamps will fntitle you to a copy, fi*ee by post, of
" The Horticultural Directory for 1867."

SiTccui-ENTs {C. J.). — We cannot recommend florists or any other
tradesman . If one cannot supply you, you must write to some other.

Drip trom Roof of Stove (S, E. H).—The house must be kept exces-

sively moist for moisture to drip from the rafters. You may safely dis-

continue the syringing at this seftson, and, indeed, at any time syringing

llue-foliaged plants is not good for them, as the water hanging from the

points and edges of the leaves is apt to cause browmiess and decay. Tht-

only delect we are able to point out in the construction of your house
consists in the lights or ventilators not tittiug well, and letting in the
rain, and as water drips from several parts of the glazing, we conclude
that part of the house has been badly constructed Perhaps the putty
was bad and the laps of the panes of glass insufficient. No iutemal
moisture, unless it arise from excessive sprinKling and syringing, will in-

jure or destroy the foliago of the plants further than may be prevented
Uv the careful admission of air. and reducing the amount of moistui-e

within the house. The roof should be Seen to, and the ventilators made
more secure against rain.

River Bank Planting (T. W. J?.).—We know of nothing that would
serve you except Cornus sanguinea and the dilTerent kinds of Willows.

Pigeon Manure (Idem).—Pigeon-dung is an excellent manure, and
may be used with advantage to all vegetables. It is very stimulating,

and may therefori? bo of greater value to such as ai'e of quick growth.
We have used it with advantage for early Potatoes.

Mistletoe Seed Sowing (A Youno Gardmirr).—Directions are given
at page 93 of our present Volume— the Number published on January
olst. It grows most readily on the Apple, but it succeeds also on the
Pear, Hawthorn, Hazel, Maple, Lime, Elm, and Willow. It rarely is

established on the Oak.

Green Tcrf for Camellias.—H. E. would be obliged by Mr. Fleming
stating how it is that the grass in the fresh-cut tm-f does not grow in the
pots.

Liquid Manure in a Stove (H. M. G.).—The ammoniacal vapours
arising from guano water applied to the stages (2 ozs. to the gallon)

would not irijiu-c the foliage of Orchids.

PELAnooNiUMS (A. d' M.).— Cu'ith milk is a. silver-edged variety, the white
edging broad and softly clouding far into the green disk. This is very
peculiar, and so is the form of the leaf, if the specimens we have seen
were of their usual form, tor they were perfect cups, the under side of the
leaf being the inner side of the cup.

Boiler Heated by Kitchen Fire {E. B. B.).—The common boiler at

the back of a kitchen range will suit your purpose. Of couvse the more
it is exposed to the tire the better. If your boiler is open you are aware
that your pipes should neither be above nor below the boiler. One-inch-
and-a-half pipes will be iiuite sufficient to convey the water from the
boiler to the four-inch pipes in the house to bo heated, which is 18 feet

from the boiler ; but in that ca^e these small pipes must be encased in

sawdust, &c., or means must be taken to prevent their lotting heat in that

18 feet,as the smaller the pipe the more would it be cooled if exposed.

See answer to *' F. F."

Heating a Propagating-hocse (R. B. N.).—As your flue has to go
10 feet before entering the house, we think the flue passing below the
bed will bear the heat, though not knowing of what the ijipiug is, we are

not so sure of its doing so as if it were made of brick in the usual way.
If you were to have a small trough for water for the pipes below your
bed, and openings from that into the atmosphere of the house, to be re-

gulated by plugs, then we think you might dispense with the culvert
*• A," which would be mucli in the waj'. The other arrangements seem
con-ect, except that yon should have openings from the cliamber below
the front platform to let heat into the atmosphere of the house as

needed.

Forcing Roses, Lilacs, Deutzias, &c. (17. Newton).— In the house
heated by hot water yoii may have in bloom a great variety of plants by
keeping it at a temperature of from 50- to 55- at night, with a rise of 10*^

in dull days, and of 5^ or 10-^ more during clear days. The plants should
be syringed in the morning and evening, and a moderate amount of

ventilation must be afforded. If your house is devoted to greenhouse
plants you will do well to confine yourself to tbem ; and by pi-owing

plenty of Chrysanthemums, which will continue in flower from Ootober
imtil January, and Primidas, with Camellias, Epacrises. Correas, Cycla-

mens, Mouochietum ensiferum, and Coronilla glauca, which will succeed

the Chrysanthemums, it may be kept gay. Also have bulbs, such as Cro-

cuses, Tulips, Hvacinths, and Narcissus ; Lilies of the Valley, Dielytra

spectabilis, Deutzia gracilis, Weigela rosea, Lilacs, Philadelphus, and
Roses, which from their strength (.nd ripeness of wood are calculated to

bloom early in January, assigning them a light and airy situation. The
above, with the other plants that will be in flower, will keep the house
gay, especially when Azaleas come in. Pjtus japonica in a pot does well

gently forced, and nothing is finer than Rhododendrons.

Protective Netting fur Peach Trees (B. W. Stannus).—The netting

you enclosed is a good protection for the blossoms of your Peach trees,

but should be doubled, or in readiness to be doubled, in case of severe

frost. It should be kept at the distance of a foot from the wall by poles

placed with one end under the coping of the wall, and the other in the

ground at 1 foot 6 inches from the wall. The netting need not reach so

far as the bottom of the poles by 1 foot. The poles may be 3 or 4 feet

apart, and the netting secured to them at top under the coping, and at

bottom fastened to the stakes or poles, which need not be more than

2 inches square.

Vine Border (Idem).—It is not usual to have the borders shallower in

front than where planted ; so to construct them is decidedly wrong.

Charcoal for Vine Border (E. G. D.).—The charcoal you propose

using in the formation of a Vine border may be employed with advantage
iu pieces from the size of a hen's egg to that of a walnut, or even of a
pea. It is, as you say, very useful to keep the border sweet. The lumps
are better thiiii the dust.

Hyacinths done Blooming (Inquirer).—After blooming they should

be hardened off" or kept beyond the reach of frost in an au-y light situa-

tion. When all danger of "frost is past they may be planted in the open
ground, covei-ing the crowns of the bulbs with 2 to 3 inches of soil. Those
gruwn iu water are of httle or no value after blooming, and those forced

in pots are not worth forcing a second time.

Ivy for Fernery {Idem).—The smaller varieties of Ivy do well in glass

ferneries ; indeed most kinds answer, and are very pretty climbing over
rockwork.
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pAiiPAS Gr.^R'? Frosted (Han/cv).—The Pampas Grass, killed to the
j^TOund by the Ititi; Bcvere frosts, tihould not be cut down until the end of

April or bet,'iuniiig of May, when the withered and dead folia(,'e may be
removed. The plant should have, a mulehinK all round it. whieh may be
neatly pointed in wheu the old foliage is cut away. Copiouy waterings
with hquid maniu'c are advantageous during dry hot weather.

EARLVF^o^\^:nI^'G Uhododendroks {Beta, a Suhscr!be>K~The kinds
which bloain at this early season are practically worthlesn, being in most
seasons injured by frost to a greater or loss extent ; but they nrc good for
conservatory culture, or where protection is afforded. We know of no
means of retarding their flowering. Pinching off the flower-buds would
I)revent their ilowering in the following year.

Anncals foh Bedding (/Jcih)-—Annuals would have a good effect and
assist you to liU your beds—for instance, you may have Perilla nankinen-
sia in the centre of a bed, your pale yellow Calceolaria round it, and
Lobelia erinus .speciosa as an edging. If your beds are narrow we should
plant them in match beds or pairs, as follows :—In the two outside beds
a line of Cineraria maritima in the centre, with a band -of Tom Thumb
Scai-let Pelargonium on ench side, edged with Cerastinm tomentosum;
the next two bods from the opposite sides inwards, Heliotrope, edged
with Saponnvia calabrici; the next two yellow Calceolariii, edged with
Perilla nankinenwis, peggtd down and pinched, or Lobelia speciosa ; the
next two Pelargonium Cerise Unique, edged with Cerastinm tomentosum
or Saponaria calabrica alba; and the two adjoining beds Tagctes signata
7>nmi!a, edgtd with Oxalis troprooloides fcorniculata rubra)- Some of
these are perennials, but sown early they bloom or have effeetivo foliage
in the first year. .^.11, with the exception of the Saponaria. which should
be so\va where it is to remain, require the treatment of half-hardy an-
nuab". If you do not like the above arrangement, or have not plants of
the Heliotropes, Pelargoniums, and Calceolarias, you may have as half-
hardy annuals the following:—Stocks New Lai-gb-flowering Ten-Week,
interspersed with the autumnal-flowering, which flower late, or either
separately. The iJwarf German Ten-Week Stocks are good ; one or two
beds of Stocks are fine. The Victoria Aster will furnish materials for a
pah- of beds. Viola cornuta will have a good effect as an edging ; it is

a perennial. Also Amnranthus melancholicns ruber for its foliage, Cal-
ceolaria seabiosa-folin, I'blox Drummondi, Petunia ; and of hnrdy annuals
double Sanvjtalia procumbens, double Jacobasa, Tropieolum Tom Thumb
Scarlet, yellow and crimson Beauty, Coreopsis marmorata nana, and
C. nigra speciosa nana.

Caladicm Culture (A Novice).~'The compost may consist of equal
parts of turfy loam and peat, tnc-third leaf mould, and one-sixth silver
sand, and one-sixth pieces of charcoal about the sizo of a hazel nut, all

well incorporated. It is desirable to afford a temperature of 65° at night,
and from 75- to 8.'.- by dny, with air. The M'atering slionld be very mo-
derate at first, but when in full growth the plants require very copious
supplies of water, and they luxuriate iu liquid manure. The rhizomes
should he buried about an inch.

Lapageeia rosea Seed Sowing {W.H. 3/.)-—Sow the seeds in pots or
pnns in a compost of turfy peat two-thirds and loam one-third, with a free
admixture of sand. Tlie not should be well drained. The surface l)eing
levelled, sow the seed, and cover with its own thickness of fine soil. Place
the pots in a hotbed of 70°. and keep the soil moist. When the young
plants are large enough to handle, pot them off, and gi-ow them on 'in the

hotbed for a time, or until established, then harden them off, and place
thorn In a warm greenbouso. For training a plant in a pan tho best
form of trellis is that of an umbrella, but n2ai-ly flat like a table.

Sweet Altssum for an Edgino (7nf/itir/>r).—If the seeds be sown in

the second week of April iu a flat-bottomed shallow drill the plant will

make a pretty edging, lai^ting until late in autumn. Unless tho soil ia

light it is one of the latest of flowering annuals. In heavy soils tho seed
should not be sown later than the second week of April. Sow moderately
thickly, and when the plants aro an inch in height thin them out to an
inch or an inch and a half apart. For a line 50 yards long we should
think 2 ozs. of seed suflicient.

Burned Tcuf [Calcaria).—The turf that has been burnt if not reduced
to ashes but only charred, will form one of the best of composts for

Pelargoniums, Fuehsia^-, and Cinerarias, if used in the proportion of

two-thirds to one-third leaf mould ; but if the turf was hard burned, then
the roots would not run well iu it, iind accordingly it should not form
the stnplfi of the compost. We may state that we have used the charred
sods which had covered a heap of charcoal in the proportiorf*f one-third
of the compost, and it answered admirably. We should give it a trial.

Prkventing Heat R»DiATiNrj FROri Hot-water Pipes (F. F.) —How
do you manage to have the heat in your hot-water pipes up to 21G*' ? The
whitening of the pipes exposed will arrest radiation. If done with
quicklime it will stand for a considerable time; but wo would prefer

doing it with white or light-coloured paint. No coloiu*, however, will pre-

vent the radiation of the heat, though it will lessen it. In addition,

wrapping the pipes in bands of wool or flunuel will help you much ; but
even that will be much inferior to placing boxes of wood—say 5>. inches
square inside measure round the pipes, and packing them lightly with
sawdust. We have seen pipes exposed to the open air used for heating
premises at the distance of 40 feet thus encased in wood, but without
thick sawdust, and an opening left from the funnel into the house to be
heated, and thus the he^it given off by the connecting piping was canied
along into the premises to be heated.

Queensland (Old Colonist].—yVe shall be very much obliged by your
proffered communication. We always keep in mind the wants of our
colonists, and publish anything connected with the culture of the noil

that ivG think will be useful to them. If any colonist will write to ns for

information we will spare no efforts to obtain it for him. The sprig you
enclosed is usually called the C:ipe Gooseberry, Pbysalis pubescens. The
following is our note on Scbizostylis coccinea (Crimson Scbizostylis :

—

" Nat. ord , IridaeeEC. Ltnti., Triandrla Monogynia. Native of watery
pltices in British laffraria. Flowers crimson, blooming late in autumn."
A drawing of it is in the " Botanical Magazine " for l&iJ4. t. 5-122.

Prisiulas Diseased (If'.).—They are indeed in a miserable plight. The
roots must be nearly destroyed, either by vermin, or over-watering, or

unsuitable soil. As we have no information on which to found an opi-

nion wo cannot suggest a remedy.

Na3if. of Fruit {Briissica).—Your Apple No. 2 is Ho.ary Morning.

Names of Plants (G. B.) —Hardenbergia Comptoniana. (Snphia).—
Polystichum angulare, not uncommon in the south and west of England.
{J. H. C).—1, Aspleuium flaccidum; 2, A. umbrosum ; 3, Adiantum
teucrium ; 4, A. hispidulum ; 5, Acacia undnlata ; 6, Cypripedinminsigne.
(G. M.).—It is impossible to identify plants from sprigs of leaves. (Dick-

son),—Cephalotaxus Fortuni.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the AVeek ending February li»th.

DATS.
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land by tlie " ton," and are sold by the stone at a price that

averages no more than that of mutton. They are sent over

skinned, denuded of ears and feet ; these are turned to account

aa fur and as manure, the latter used for growing the food on

which they are fed. This has become a large trade. All the

country from Calais to Abbeville is scoured for poultry—fowls.

Pigeons, and Turkeys. This has existed for years, and a man
who some time since commenced dealing on a small scale, died

a short time ago a wealthy man, and at the period of his death

was turoiug £200,000 per year. It may be the large farmer of

England will not take to poultry again, but it is very sure that

there are many who can, and will if their attention be drawn to

it. Cherbourg is giving its name to Geese that come over by
many thousands, and wherever the trade has penetrated the

supply of the English market is the aim and end of poultry-

keeping. The inhabitants of those parts can only speak of

the cheap days of poultry as a thing of the past. It should

be remembered that the poultry imported is not of the highest

quality, and not that which supplies the tables of our aristo-

cracy and the wealthy. It is consumed by the midiUe and
even the working classes. The importance of poultry is be-

coming appreciated by Ireland, and it is not an uuusn.d thing

for several tons of it to arrive in one day at market.

Hitherto all attempts have been wrongly taken ; breeding on
a very large scale is a mistake, if by the term we mean keep-

ing thousands of hens on a few acres ; enough cannot be hiid to

make it a profit, but many of the thousands paid to foreigners

for eggs. Pigeons, Fowls, Geese, and Turkeys might be kept

at home, and help to meet rent-day or to eke out a scanty in-

come. The supply that comes from abroad is not the produce
of a few large establishments, but it is the collected stock of

many homesteads. The same is done in our poultry counties,

Surrey, Sussex, and Kent. The higgler goes round and collects.

In the neighbourhood of commons many Geese are bred, but

thousands more may be bred, and there is a sale for them as

soon as they are fit to move. Poultry, like everything else,

has increased iu price, and those who have had good Turkeys
for sale have sold them well. Hundreds who have neither the
time nor the convenience for breeding chickens and fattening

them can keep egg-producing fowls that never sit. The Royal
Agricultural Society has made three classes for the new French
breeds that belong to layers only. We are sure it has conferred
a boon on the country, on agriculturists, and all who keep or

consume poultry, aud we hope it will find so many entries to

compete for its prizes, that it will meet the success and reward
it deserves.

BREEDING GAME FO^^'LS.

(Continued from paric 7(5.)

Some breeders assert that in crossing, colour and form, or

shape, are derived chiefly from the cock, and that size, vigour,

and constitution come from the hen. I would not, however,
give much for any brood cock that did not impart all qualities

to his progeny in excess of the hens. The best breeders for

the cock-pit always considered the cock as the " fountain
head " cf all the qualities. The best breeders think bo still,

I believe.

Game fowls being very hardy will thrive in the smallest runs
and spaces. I have seen them in smaU yards 10 or 12 feet

square, aud in rooms and cellars only 8 or 10 feet square, and
yet healthy. These were the Brown Reds, Dark Greys, and
white-legged, v/heaten-coloured. Black-breasted Beds. A good
country grass run would, of course, have suited them much
better. Manufacturing workmen and artisans in the large

towns often keep them in these small spaces. This shows
them to be of stronger constitution than any other poultry,

and less subject to diseases than any.
As to crossing and mixing the diilerent colours, I think that

Piles and Red Duns cross best of all the different colours, both
being of a light red colour. Beds will always spoil the colour
of Greys, giving them a tinge of red and brown, but Greys do
not spoil the Beds. The best colomed Duckwings are bred
from the Dark Grey cross, though this spoils Dark Greys. It

is well known to all good breeders, that crossing colours is very
injudicious as a rule, all the best breeders Uking each sort to

be exactly alike both in shape and feather and in blood, and
disliking all mongrel mixed colours and crosses.

Slates I have noticed make a very bad roofing for poultry-
houses, for they admit both heat and cold too much, heating
very quickly in the sun. Wooden sides to poultry-houses are '

also bad, admitting cold too much. The best poultry-houses

are built of brick with the roof always of good thick tiles.

No other poultry should be allowed to roost with Game
fowls ; aud 7 feet is not too high for perches for them, though

any higher would be bad.

—

Newmakket.

CROSS-BRED FOWLS—MANGOLD WURTZEL
FOR POULTRY.

I HAVE been much surprised to find the cross between a

sitting and a non-sitting breed objected to. Now, I have kept

fowls for years, and have tried different breeds, and from ex-

perience I can safely say that such a cross is the very best for

those who want plenty of eggs, and not much sitting. The
cross I prefer (if I can manage it), is one between Spanish and

Coohin-China ; the pullets, crossed again with Golden-spangled

Hamburgh, produce the very best layers possible.

I have eight pullets from these crosses. During the severe

weather I had plenty of eggs, although not quite so many as

were laid before the frost set in. I have not a good run for

the fowls ; they are confined to a yard into which not a gleam of

sunshine enteis from the middle of October to the middle of

February. The eggs are large and veiy rich ; the hens large,

hardy, and tame.

Have any of your correspondents ever tried globe mangolds

for their fowls during the winter months ? I have them boiled

soft and chopped with their meal. In the summer the hens have

chicken rice boiled and mixed with meal and bran. I always

use bran, and althougli many disapprove of it, I believe it helps

to keep my hens in the excellent health they enjoy. As m_y

hens are entirely dependant on me for their food, I could not

afford to give them meal alone. They have during the day two

feeds of oats scattered amongst the grass with which I supply

them.— J. L.

NORTHERN POULTRY CLUB SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

The first animal Exhibition of Poultry, PigeonE, and Canaries,

under tlie auspices of tbe Nortliern Poultry Club, was held on the

7th and Sth iu.st. in the Mechauios' Hall, Aberdeen, and must have

been most gratifying to the Association. Its first Show cannot be pro-

nonnced other than a remarkably successful one, both as to the

number of the birds exhibited and "their quality, there being 244 pens

of poultry, 57 of Pigeons, and b<'2 of Canaries, in all 3^3 entries, and

in quaUty far surpassing any previously shown at Aberdeen.

The Spanish classes, which came first, were very superior, there

being scarcely a pen that could be called at all interior. Mr. Gray's

birds were especially tine, as also the second-prize cock belonging to

Mr. Macaulav. Of Dorlcimis there was a very excellent show, es-

pecially the hens, which were almost without an exception remarkably

good. The cock belonging to Mr. .Anderson, of Rnthvcu House,

Meigle, a splendid bird, obtained the cup for the best cock in the Show.

Corhiiis were a good class, but I think the judgment in this and the

next class—ft-n/HHas, was faultv, the first prizes for cocks being

awarded to large, coarse, and rough-feathered birds m preference to

birds much more handsome, better-shaped, and more even in colour.

The second-prize Cochin cock was really a very fine bird, and should

have been first. In the class for Brahma cocks (nineteen entries), there

was a better show than I have seen for a long time ; but I thmk the

Judges committed a gieat mistake in passing over Mr. Jopp's splendid

bird, and giving the first prize to a heavy, coarse-looking bird, veiy fiat

in the breast. In pairs of hens Mr. Jopp was first with magnificent

birds, both as to colour and size, and wellfeathtred. The C'amc birds

were a large and very excellent class. Among cocks, John H. Wilson,

Esq., St. Bees, took the first prize with a splendid Black Red, as fine a

specunon of this kind as there has ever been shown in Aberdeen. Mr.

Anderson was first for pairs of hens with a magnificent pen. and se-

cond with one little inferior. Pencilled Jlnmhnrijlis were an admirable

class ; but m Spangled Hambnrghs the cocks, with tlie exception of the

first-prize one, were rather inferior, this being in fact the only inferior

class in the F.xhibition. The hens in the same class were highly meri-

torious, the first-prize pen being as fine a one as I have ever seen

shown. Amongst Hondnns, &c., B. C. Urquhart, Esq., of Meldmm,

was first and second with really magnificent pens. Some other very

good birds had no chance of a prize from want of condition. Hantams

were a verv good class, Mr. Anderson carrying off the principal prizeg

with exceedingly fine birds. The Aylesbury Ducks were a splendid

show (twelve entries), not a bad one being amongst them.

There was an excellent show of Piijeuns, and if I mention the

names of Mr. R. Fulton, of London, E. E. M. Royds, Esq.. and

Joshua Fielding, jun., Esq., Rochdale, and Mr. Grant, of Edin-

burgh, as being prize-winners, the quaUty of the bhds exhibited may
be judged.

. _
Canaries were an excellent show, all from local exhibitors, a BnS
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Belgian cock belonpinp to J. D. S. Bennett, Esq., being the finest

Bpeciuien seen for a lonf; time.

Amongst other attractions, one of Mr. F. Schroclor's Patent Incu-
bators was exliibit^id, and roeeivcul hight-ommendatinn from many con-
noisseurs, as hL'int^ the most perfect apparatus for hatching they had
yet seen. The arrangements for the Show were admirable, and ad-
mii-ably carried out under the supfrintendence of the President, Mr.
Jopp, Vice-President, Dr. White, and the Secretaries, Messrs. Hendry
and Gray. All the birds were dispatched to their owners by the first

trains on the morning after the Show.
The following are the piiucipal awards :

—

Silver cup for the greatest number of Prizes, J. Anderson, Meigle.
Spanish.—First and Third, F. W. G. Gray. Aberdeen. Second. J.

Macaulay, Exchequer Office, Edinburgh. Highly Commended, J. Kerr,
Kow Scone, Perth. Commended. Mrs. Stron:ich,'Sunnybank. Aberdeen.
Hens.—First, P. Brow. Perth. Second, F. W'. G. Grny. Third, K. Mac-
gregor, Sunnybowcr, Perth. Highly Commended, J. Macaulay.
DOKKINO (Any colour).—Coot.—First and Cup for best Cock shown,

J. Anderson. Second, Mrs. King. Third. J. Wilson, M.D.. Oldmeldrum.
Highly Commended, J. Eae, Woodside, Craibstone; R. M'Gregor. Com-
mended, W. M-Ritcbie, Glasliiw, New Pitslipo. ir^^7Jx.—First. J. Gordon,
Mnnar. Second, A. Smith, Belhrlvie. Third. J. Anderson. Verv flighlv
Commended, J. Alhm, Crieff. Higlily Commended, J. Gordon.
Cochin-China (Any coloiu-).—Cor;f.—First, F. W. G. Grav. Second,

W. Hendry, Ahordeen. Third. G. Edward. Highly Commended, B. C-
Urquhart, Meldrum. Commended. Mrs. Carnefrie. Redhnll. H^hs.—First,
Mrs. Oswixld. Dimuikier, Fife. Second, Mrs. Carnegie. Thii-d, F. W. G.
Gray. Highly Commended, Mrs. Blair, Aberdeen. Commended, F. W.
G. Gray.

Brahma Pootra (Any colourV—Cocit.—First, F. W. G. Gray. Second,
K. Jopp. Third. J. Anderson. Bifjhly Commended, J. Chalmers, Westbuvn.
Commended, Mrs. Carnegie. Hr.-c—First and Third, K. Jopp. Second,
F. W. G. Gray. Highly Commended. Mrs. Blair ; K. Jopp.

Game (Any colour).—Cort.—First. J. H. Wilson, St. Bees, Cumberland.
Second, J. M'Grcpor. Third. T. Wripht. Perth. Highly Commended. J.
Anderson; J. Barrow, jim.. Br:ulley Field, Kendal. H^cns.—First and
Second. J. Anderson. Third. T. 0^'ilvie, Aberdeen. Highly Commended,
W. Hendry, Aberdeen. Commended, T. Ogilvie.

' Hamburgh (Pfncilled).— roct. - First, J. Hay, iun., Aberdeen. Second,
R. M'Gregor. Third, J. Anderf on, Marischal {College. Commended. J,
Ness, St, Clartown, Fifeshire, Hem.—Fiist. E. M'Gregor. Second, T. J.
Harrison, Singleton Park, Kendal. Tbird, J. Still, Spitah

Hambchgh (Spangled).—roc^—First, W. France, jun., Crieff. Second,
J. Robertson, KJntore. Third, A. Copland, Kintore. Hicbly Commended.
Mrs. Brown, Abercairney, Creiff. Jip^is.-First, W.Francej jun. Second,
Mrs. Brown. Third, A*. Copland. Highly Commended, J. Robertson,
Kintore. Commended, J. F. Loversidge. Newark, Notts.

Polands (Any colour).—First, W, M'Intosb, Nigg. Second, J. Robert-
son. Third, G. Edward.
Hoctdan. La Flkcke or Cri've CtEUR.—First .Tud Second, B. C. Urquhart.

Third, W. R. Park. Abbot's Meadow, Melrose.
Any OTHEn Variety.—Prize, W. Sl'Intosh.
Game BA^TAHs.

—

(^ork.—F'n-Et, J. Anderson. Second, R. M'Gregor.
Third, W. Mabon. Castlegate, Jedburgh. Commended, W. ;^Bearpark,
Ainderby Steeple, Northallerton.
Game Bantams.—First, J. Anderson. Second. J. Hay, Aberdeen.

Tbird. R. M'Gregor. Highly Commended, W. H. Butcher, Preston;
Master W. H. Pople, Perth.
Bantams (Any other varietv) —First. J. D. Skene, Aberdeen. Second,

Master W. H. Pople. Tbird. J. Clark, Fochabers.
Ducks (Ayle.'ibury).—First, A. Hatrgart, Leslie. Fifeshire. Second, J.

Allan. Third. Mrs. Carnegie. Higlily Commended, A. Farqubar, Elsick,
Stonehaven. Commended, J. Robertson. Kintore.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Third, J. Anderson. Second, A.

Farqubar. Highly Commended. A. Farqubar.
Turkeys.—First and Second, Mrs. Carnegie. Third. B. C. Urquhart.
Geese.—First, G. Edward. Second and Third, W. M'Intosh.

PIGEONS.
Silver Medal for the best single Pigeon.-E. E. M. Royds, Greenhill,

Rochdale.
Silver Medal for the best pair of Pigeons.- R. Fulton, Deptford, London.
Extra Silver Medal.—E. E. M. Royds, for Fii'st Prize pair of Jacobins,

as the best pair in the Show.
Pout t Bs.—First, J. Grant, Edinburgh. Second, R. Fulton.
Carriers.—First and Second, E. E. M. Royds.
Tumblers (Almond).—First, J. Baillie, Bellevue, Aberdeen. Second,

Thomson, Kendal.
Tumblers (Any other colour),—First, J. Baillie. Second, R. Fulton.
Fantails.-First, J. Grant, Edinburgh. Second, J. Rae, Guestrow,

Aberdeen.
Jacobins,—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, R. Fulton.
TuRBiTS AND OwLS.—First, R. Thomson. Second, J. Grant.
Any other Variety.-First, R. Thomson. Second, J. Rae.

CANARIES.
A handsome subscription Silver medal for the best Belgian Canary.

—

J. D. S. Bennett, Aberdeen.
A Bronze medal, for the best Don Scotch, presented by Mr. M'Donald,

Lodge Walk.—J. Ross, Gallowgate
A Subscription Bronze medal for the best bird of any other variety.—

J. Hunter, liellevue, Hardgate, Aberdeen.
1 Stone of Canary seed to the best Flecked Belgian, presented, by J. Roy,

jun ,Esq.,—J. Ross.
Belgian (Yellow).-Coc fc,<'.—Prize. A. Bamett. Hcin^.-Vrize, J. Wishart.
Belgian (Buff).-Coc/c—Prize, J. D. S. Rennet. HeTvt.—Prize, J. D. S.

Bennet.
Belgian (Flecked).— Cocfc.—Prize, H. Mackie. Iff n*-.—Prize. J. Ross.
Don Scotch Fancy.— Coclca.—Prize, J. Ross. Heinf.—Prize, J. Ross.
Any other Variety.—Co cAs.—Prize, Miss J. Allan. Jf(-7i?.—Prize, Mrs.

Browning.

Mvx.es.—Cocks —Prize, J. Hunter.
Goldfinch or other British Bird.— Cocfe.—Prize, J. Wishart.

The Judges were—For Poultn/^ D. Bro-^vn, Esq., Perth, and Geo.
Taylor, Esq.. Inverness; for Fir/eons. Mr. Brown and Mr. Cruick-
shank ; and Canaries, Mr. Mitchell, of Perth.

NANTWICH POULTRY AND TIGEON SHOW.
The eight'n annual Exhibition at Nantwich was held on the yth and

9th lust., and a most excellent meeting it proved to he, particularly

when the late period of the Show is taltcn into account, and the
drawback to competition arising from the closely approaching breeding
season. The Committee are a body of gentlemen of great self-denial,

and unusually persevering, and in this alone, no doubt, resides the
secret of their continued success. During the day merry peals were
rung from the fine old church, vehicles of all lands came laden with
their fair occupants, and the attendance was exceedingly good. The
Nantwich Town Hall is a most excellent place for a poultry show, and
the arrangements for the comfoi-t of the birds were really unexception-
able. A veiy uncommon hut most useful feature was introduced into

the catalogue—viz., a reference at the heading of the classes stating

the part of the Exhibition-room devoted to each particular class. It

saves much time, and really preseiTCS much order among visitors,

always anxious as speedily as possible to see particular favourites.

This, we believe, was an original suggestion of the indefatigable Hono-
rary Secretary. Mr. Edwin Rhodes.

Neither as to numbers nor quality were the Spanish fowls so good
as on some foi-mer occasions ; but tile Grey DorldfU/s made most ample
amends for this shortcoming. There were also some vei-y capital

AVhite Dorkings, but in a general competition they rarely can succeed
in taking prizes. The Ayleslmiy Vwls wei'e remarkably good, but
the Rouens were considerably below the generally accepted standard.

In proof of the unusual excellence of the class for Turl-eys^ the first-

prize pen too]: also the silver cap for the best pen of poultiy exhibited.

They weighed 40 lbs. the pair; and even a pen only so high in the

scale as a high commendation turned the balance at B9 lbs., so great

was the competition. The Buff CocJuus were of unusual excellence,

the Hon. Mrs. Sugden most liberally giving a silver cup for the best

pen. In these classes not unfrequently a vei"y light Stiver Cinnamon
hen was exhibited with a rich Buff cock. Such disparity of colour in

the same pen is always inadmissible. The pair of Buff Cochin pullets,

the cup-winners for Mr. Mtlpplebcck. of Birmingham, were far better

than we usually meet with at any show. White Cochins were well

shown. In the Game fowl classes, as usual at Nantwich, were to be
foTind a long succession of rivals of the most extraoi-dinary merit.

"We regi-etted, however, to find many adult birds entered as cockerels ;

and as to filing and glass-papeiing the spurs to make them appear like

those of bii'ds of the season, it might truly be said to be almost the

order of tlie day. A few were thus treated veiy artistically ;
others

were absolutely rasped olT, until the core of the spur was entirely ex-

posed ; and one bird, at least two years old, had his spurs actually

sawn clean off, as though for the cock-pit. Provision, we are told,

Will he made in future years against this disreputable attempt at im-

position by the entire prohibition of the use of the tile to the spui's of

any cockerel, and very properly so. Brown Reds were, as usual in

this district, the best variety of Game fowls shown ; though in justice

we must particularly allude to the first-prize pair of Game jjullets

—

in one word, they were the best pair of Red 'Piles we have ever yet

met ^rith. Mr. Hesith, of Nantwich. exhibited some extraordinary

Silver-spangled Puhaidtj^ a breed for which that gentleman's name has

become famous.
The Pigeons were a very popular part of the Show, Carriers, Short-

faced Tumblers, Fantails, Barbs, land Trumpeters constituting the

cream of the collection.

This Show now seems fairly established, and it is most gratifjrng to

record a favourable additional balance on the right side of the acconntR

from year to year. May this prospei-ity continue.

[We published the prize list last week.]

NEW PUBLICATION.
A Feic Ohftervations on the Breeding of Trumpeter Pigeons, 'By

Thomas Rule. Durham: J. H. Yeitch. Pp. 4.

An increasing minority of our readers are ladies and gentle-

men who take delight in fancy Pigeons. Residents both in

town and country have become gradually awake to the beauty,

highly ornamental character, and very interesting nature of

these' birds
;
probably the better engravings which we see now-

a-days of fancy Pigeons have something to do with this change

in their favour, for had the poor birds been as ugly as the

pictures in the old Pigeon books, and even in some modem
ones, nobody would have cared to keep them ; but the pencil

of a Harrison ^yeir has at length done the fancy Pigeon full

justice. At many a villa fowls cannot be kept; but Pigeon?,

never annoying a neighbour or injuring a garden, can always

have a home, and a collection of true-bred birds, either hover-
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ing in the air, sunning themselves on the house, or promenad-
ing the bright, clean gravel, is attractive even to those who do
not understand them, for the eye is pleased by their variety of

form and feather ; while to the fancier the pairing the adult
bird3, the watching for beauties iu the young, and marking
the various properties in all, form unceasing sources of in-

terest and amusement. As yet there have been few Pigeon
writers, and the most accurate, Mr. Brent, must, alas ! be
spoken of as the late ; but I do not doubt there will be plenty of

writers on this subject now that many well-educated people
have become Pigeon-fanciers.

I have been led to make these ohservations from the nature
of the subject rather than from the bulk of the publication at
the head of this paper, which contains but four pages, one of
them being the title-page ; but a writer who speaks in the
following modest manner disarms criticism. "I have given,"
says Mr. Rule, " all the information I can on the present sub-
ject, and hope it will not be taken in a wrong light, for it is

not with any arrogant feeling or presumptuous thoughts that
I have dared to give these few expressions, but merely to give
to the less-experienced what I have learnt by a few years of
close and attentive observation." I will not say more criti-

•tieally than that the pamphlet is not very well expressed, and
the price, marked in ink on the copy before me—viz., 2s. 6;^.,

must surely be a mistake.
In regard to Trumpeter Pigeons, I had recently an oppor-

tunity of seeing some birds, brought from Egypt by a gentle-
man long resident there, and called by him Esyptiau Pigeons

;

but they were to all intents and purposes AYhite Trumpeters,
though not quite equal to our best fancy birds. This fact con-
firms the late Mr. Brent's observation, that " Trumpeters are
of Egyptian origin." It is a good plan, especially for those
fanciers who have not much space, to devote themselves to one
variety, and try to bring it to perfection, or at least to test its

capabilities of improvement. Probably Mr. Eule has done
this^ with the Trumpeter : hence his pamphlet. In the esti-
mation of some fanciers the Trumpeter holds a high place. I
have known, both formerly and in recent years, gentlemen who
were life-long Trumpeter-fanciers, so that there must be much
in the breed to repay such regard, pains, and attention. Indeed,
the Trumpeter, if well-bred and kept clean in feather and feet
ge is the very bird for the country), is a noble looking fellow.
His size and feather helmet, moustache, and jack boots markmm out as a cavalier. He has something to say also for anti-
quity of race, as he is mentioned by our oldest writers, and
always ranked by them among the better Toys.

Mr. Rule has studied his birds well, and what he says in
regard to breeding Mottles, which are perhaps the handsomest,
appears Hkely to be correct. In his chapter " On Laying " the
cure for apparently barren hens, which has been known at any
rate since the days of Windus (1802), and has been copied by
Eaton, Mr. Rule appears to have found correct. The non-ad-
visabihty of allowing Trumpeters the free use of the bath is a
good hint, and the " Notes on Food and Nesting " are worth
remembering.
In conclusion, I would observe that if fanciers of special

varieties of Pigeons would year by year note their failures and
success in their pocket-books, and send their notes to this
Journal, they would secure a greater number of readers than
any one publishing a smaU pamphlet, and they would also
serve better the cause of the fancy generally. Some varieties
may yet be improved, the best fanciers may yet have something

Z „ ''°' *^'^ beginner much. It .^eems pretty evident that we
shall soon have a Pigeon show attached to every poultry show,
and no birds are better suited to be ladies' pets than fancy
Pigeons. I will not say more of Mr. Rule's p:imphlet as I am
not a Trumpeter :—Wilishike Rectoe.

them handsome, although they prove an agreeable contrast
to the Angora, which is the prettiest of Rabbits.

—

David P.
Gooding.

WELSH RABBITS.
In your notice of my " Instantaneous Reference Guide for

Poultry, Pigeons, and Rabbits," you appear to doubt the ex-
istence of a breed of Rabbits stated in the Guide as Welsh
1 beg to inform you and others iu doubt that those Rabbits
Known as Welsh in my neighbourhood have long black coats
aark eyes, and are of much the same shape and size as thecommon tame Rabbit. It is certain they are a distinct breed
WtHongh some persons might think them Angoras from havinglonj coats; but this is an error, for Angoras to be pure must
09 perfectly white, and have shorter ears. I do not consider

FOUL BROOD.
While making these remarks I have no desire to re-kindla

the ashes of the once celebrated foul-brood controversy, but
solely to contribute to the stock of general information, with
the view of assisting such of your correspuuuents as the esti-
mable " R. S.," who, instead of carping, methodically applies
himself to the task of endeavouring to discover the cause and
cure of a malady at once the most mysterious and destructive
which can affect the well-being of our interesting little favoiuites—and his efforts in this direction are beyond all praise.

First of all I may relate a curious circumstance connected
with this subject.

It is now some time since I chanced to receive a visit from a
stranger bee-keeper, from a considerable distance, who had
come, on the recommendation of a mutual friend, to inspect
my apiary and have a second look at those " new foreign
bees," as he styled the Italians. His wishes iu this respect
having been duly gratified, we adjourned to the house

; and my
new friend, although a plain man, I found shrewd and tho-
roughly inteUigeut, quite an enthusiast in bee-keeping, as his
father had been before him, and, I subsequently learned, no
mean authority iu his own district, from his sound judgment
and integrity, being by common consent the favourite judge
at all honey shows far and near. On the first favourable op- n-
ing of the somewhat lengthened but most interesting discussion
which followed, I asked if ever he had met with foul brood.
"Oh, yes, often enough," if it was " back gaun brood " I meant;
and then, having been fairly started on the subject, there fol-

lowed a long list of illustrations, brought to a stand I imagined
by my putting the rather pertinent question. What was its

cause ? Oh, for the graphic pen of our worthy chaplain,
" Wiltshire Rector," to depict, in solemn conclave met, the
numerous band of correspondents and readers of the bee corner •

of " our Journal " to discuss the origin of this dire mnlady !

the derisive shout that must have arisen from your talented
contributor Mr. Lowe and his disciples the chillists, on hear-
ing his ready reply, that instead of their pet theory of experi-
menting with subsequent chill, it altogether arose from " jist

overheating !
" How came he to this conclusion ? was followed

I by an array of instances, terminating with, " Take the first

1
time I saw these foreign bees of yours," and he proceeded to
relate how he, along with a few friends and neighbours of a
gentleman in his part of the country, had been invited to wit-
ness a first fiight of Italians just arrived—not any small artifi-

cial swarm from the experimental apiary of our good friend
" A Devonshire Bee-keepee," in some abominable compound
bar-and-frame hive, but, on the contrary, direct from their na-
tive mountains, a teeming population in an orthodox common
straw, skep. The bees having been liberated, and the first few
emerging and taking wing having been duly admired, the com-
pany proceeded to the house to share their host's hospitality,
but my informant (I have not a doubt the most interested of
the group), speedily stole back to the garden to feast his eyes
on the glittering foreigners, and threw quite a gloom over the
company by returning in a short time, and telling their owner
his new bees would do him no good from " back gaun brood,"
as they were fairly overheated, streaming in masses over the
board. And had his prophecy been verified ? I asked—he was
certain it would, but had never been there since.

It so happened last spring that I received a communication
from a most experienced apiarian, and amongst the incidents
of his apiary he narrated the loss of a very precious ItaUan
queen, and to replace which he had taken a trip to try and pur-
chase the queen of an imported colony badly infected with foul
brood, but had arrived too late, as on examination he found
that the queen as well as her entire subjects were numbered
with the dead. Could it be possible ? I at once wrote to my
friend, and found that by one of those strange coi!i(:idences we
sometimes meet with, this was the identical colony whose
" welcome home " the honey judge had attended.

I was accidentally enabled to test the point for myself last
summer as follows :—To prevent a swarm from a very populous
and most healthy Italian colony, I transferred a few frames
along with the queen to an empty hive, and dispatched it to
the outlying apiary more than a mile away ; and so rapidly had
the population increased, that my man on carrying it home
some weeks afterwards, thinking it unnecessary to take a
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cheese-cloth with him, merely Batisfied himself by wedging it

up, bnt discoTered his mistake on arrival, for he found the

honey streaming over the board, and on raising the hive a

pitiful fight presented itself, several hundreds of bees being
suffocated and drowned on the board. A clean one was at

ence substituted, and with some anxiety I searched for and was
pleased to find the queen uninjured, and while so employed
did not fail to observe the immense masses of maturing brood
and its perfectly healthy condition, not even one suspicious

cell to be seen. This was most satisfactory, and I closed the

hive, thinking a few days would repair the loss of bees, which
could well be spared, and that it woiild soon be necessary to

super and nadir to save swarming. Such were my cogitations,

when there arose to my mind the stalwart form of my pro-

phetic friend, pronouncing this clearly a case of overheating.

The colony remained undisturbed for several weeks, without
requiring additional room, and it was with fear and trembling
I proceeded to examine it ; but how woefully was the picture

which previously presented itself now reversed ! Here were
perforated cell-covers in abundance, with the too familiar

slimy decaying embryos—in short, unmistakably foul-brooded.

A Bubseqnent examination towards the end of the season
j

showed a manifest improvement in the stock, both as regards (

popnlat.ion and the clearing out of foul cells, a proceeding I I

never before witnessed, save in a straw square frame hive the
j

preceding season, as recorded in No. 2.88, and I have now no
doubt that that outbreak, like the above, originated solely from 1

overheating. Some few foul cells still remaining, I thought it
'

prudent to put the bees through the purgatorial process, and
j

joined them to an adjoining stock, as I had done at the end of the

preceding season those of the square straw hive above alluded
to ; only in that case, the population being still larger, I gave

j

them the entire works of a vacated black colony, and they pros-
|

pered exceedingly, throwing two fine swarms last summer, be-

sides at its close outweighing any swarming stock I possessed.

The other colony referred to in the above Number of the Jour-
nal was a particularly strong one, in a set of Stewarton boxes,

|

the only one bred of an infected Devon stock which had es- i

capcd contamination, and although the population was enor-

mous, and yielded me five beautiful octagon supers, the disease

had made such rapid progress by the spring that I appro-
priated its contents, and saved the population in a clean hive,

which subsequently prospered.
My experience forces on me the conviction that overheating

rather than any amount of experimenting and chill, induces this

most mysterious malady, and as confirmatory of this conviction,

I quite agree with what year correspondent, " A Lanabkshiee
Bee-kketer," says as to its showing itself so much more readily

in warm weather ; still there is no doubt it can be communi-
cated by infection at any time, in which case it assumes a

much more virulent type. As to the harmlessness of, chill, I

had a good illustration in a large mahogany unicomb observa-

tory hive, stocked late last season with the frames and popu-
lation of a strong Italian hive. Cold nights soon setting in,

the bees drew up off the brood, abandoning frame after frame,

receding yet upwards till I removed them back to their original

hive in the beginning of winter, making then a thorough
scrutiny ; and while there was plenty of chilled brood, I did not

observe one foul cell.

A leading Ayrshire bee-keeper, long a severe sufferer from
foul brood, wrote me lately, that by thoroughly ventilating his

entire stock during the last summer, as recommended by the

Rev. L. L. Langstroth for winter practice, he has seen less of

his old enemy tban for many a day.

The recent introduction of frame hives,'instead of originat-

ing has rather been the means of calling attention to this

disease, which exists in cottagers' hives kept exclusively on
the swarming system, to an extent little imagined. My assis-

tant was stung into the belief that the irascible Italians and
their artificial propagation were the sole cause of this fell

blight on our previously flourishing apiary, but had his faith

thoroughly shaken on receiving leave of absence to visit his

father, to whom, doubtless, he recounted many feats of apiarian

Talonr. The old cottager agreed lo submit a large stock to the

driving process, otherwise doomed to the brimsrone-pit. ' It

had thrown two good swarms during the summer and had never

been raised once from the board since it was set down a swarm,
and yet on his return he told me this stock contained a mass
of foul brood ae compared to which our worst cases were but
trifling.

Last autumn I had an opportimity of inspecting an apiary,

with one exception the largest I had seen, kept altogether in

common swarming hives, and while awaiting the coming of

the party in charge, was not a little tickled at the mode of

feeding, which fairly outrivalled the " Times Bee-master's "

plan. On the landing-boards of about a score of hives were
placed pieces of broken combs for the bees to clean out, and in

every instance were present evidences of the certain existence

of foul brood, doubtless weak stocks that had been broken up
and their contents thus disposed of. The feeder on his arrival

was in happy ignorance of either " foul " or " back-ga'in brood."
Not so, however, must have been their old master, then on his

death-bed, otherwise his stock could not have multiplied to
such an extent.—A Eexfrewshire Bee-keepee.

OUK LETTEK BOX.
Eggb Ill-flavouhed (Mit>:ham).—The di?afrreeab]p fl-ivour arises pro-

bably from some plant the fowls eat Ik your garden. If the "market sweep-
ings " contain much of peas and beans, these and the buckwheat together
would be very liable to impart a rank flavour to the eggs. Do not omit
the calcined oyster-shells.

Golden-spangled HAjfBUROH Cockerels Dving (T. H. E.).—^Ve have
no doubt you may attribute the loss of your Hamburphs to the snow. We
can only answeryour question by another : How is it that in fine weather,
and with overj-thing in their favour, the deaths among Creve Co^m-s and
La Flik-hes are seven cock? to a hen? There are certain things more
fatal to cocks than hens. In your case the birds wanted the best stimu-
lant you conld give. Ale wine, or brandy and w.ater would have saved
them. Their combs were frosted, and would have perished away.

Fowls for Damp Yard (Lady Barn).—Brahma Pootrn, Cochin, and
Houdan are all adapted for you. When you have young chickens feed
them well on bread steeped in ale : let them have ale to drink, and if that
is not enough, let them have camphor enough in their water to make it

into camphor julep. By adopting this plan you will rear your chickens ;

but remember that either naturally or artificially they must have dust t»
bask and bathe in.

Brahma Pootras (J. R, B.).—Our experience does not agree with yonrs
We do not find Brahmas eat according to their bulk. 11 is easy to test
their consumption if you have them in' confinement. Weigh or measure
all the food they consume, see what it amonuts to in built and money.
We know only three breeds that bear confinement as well as Brahmas
—Cochin-chinas, Spani.sh, and Houdane.

Sick Fowls (Cottarier'g Wi/c).—Yonr fowls have access to sompttiing
that disagrees with tliera. If they are iu confinement, give tbem their

liberty. If they are u<it, clean oiit all their places thoroughly, remove
the sickly birds, and feed only on bread or ground oats steeped in strong

beer. Let them have little water only three times per day, and none by
them. Feed iu very small quantities" five times per day, and let them
have fresh mould and gi-avel.

Lame Ducks (M. C. ^.).—Keep your Ducks away from all water till

they are cured. Give them oats in a shallow vessel. Cover the bottom

of it w-ith a sod of grass, and put water enough to cover it all.

Eggs of Dorking Pcllex (J. C. Ji.).—The first eggs ore as likelyto be

fertile as those later laid.

Flooring for Pocltry-Hocse (A. 0.,Finchlc;i).—1heio\\ox!ing extract

from "The Poultry Book," which you caih.ave free by post from our office

for 7s. 10^?, win meet your case :—" Bricks or pavements of any kind we
regard a^ the worst of all materials for the floor ; they retain moisture,

whether atmospheric or arising from insufficient drainage ; and thus the

temperature is kept low when warmth is most essential, and disease too

often follows, especially rheumatic attacks of the feet and legs. The
flooring of a poultry-house should be of dry gravel, and quite loose to the

depth of -• or S iuciacs—nothing can then adhere to it ; and it is neither

nocessaiy n^r right to sweep the floor of a poultry-house. A long birch

or heath'broom may be drawn lightly over the surface. It will remove
everything that offends, bnt if turned over with a spade twice or thrice

weekly, the earth deodorises the dung and becomes a good f-rtiliser in

tho course of a few months, and has then to be removed and replaced by
fresh earth. A mixture of gravel and coal ashes makes an excellent

flooring, and in which the fowls delight to busk."

Canary wim Inflamed Skin (J. Bissrt).—Aie you sure there arc no
insects on the bird ? If there are, dust him with li wers of sulphur tho-

roughly down to tho roots of the feathers. Give a little maw seed once

a-day, and let him have a bath daily.

Dimensions of Entrance and Box for FASTArt Pigeoks (J. GX—
It the question refers to a box nailed outside a wall, the entrance must
be no larger than ordinary, or the rain would enter. As to the inside, it

should be 14 inches square, as the pair would probably sleep in it, as well

as have their nest in it. If, as is more probable, the question refers to

nesting-places inside a loit, we have them 10 inches square for Tumblers,

but some specially made for Fanlails a foot square, quite open in front,

except a bar about 3 inches high, in order to keep the nest in. By this

size and arrangement the tails of the birds arc uuiojured. For a separate

box in a loft a tca-ehest does well enough, having a square nest made in

one corner by two bricks meeting the back and side of the box. If there

be a close front the door should be wide enough to admit of ingress and

egress without crushing the fine expanded tail.

Boxes for Hives (Q ).—Our reply to " B." in last week's Jom-nal should

have been qualified hv the statement that the " boxes " referred to were

circular in form. Square boxes of 16 inches diameter would m oar

opinion be too large for bee hives.

FEEcrNG Bees in Srnrso (TT. D. j4.).—We have already commenced
feeding such of our stocks as require it, selecting mild days for the pnr

poie Honey rendered fluid by being warmed and diluted with a h"ie

water is perhaps the best food; but we find simple syrup made of »ump

sugar, in the proportions of three parts sugar to two of water, by ireioni,

answer every purpose.
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good supply, and not dribblets, which, it the soil is dry, do
not reach the bottom of the pot, or, if it is wet, only serve to

saturate it the more. At first moderate supplies of water will

suffice, but when the foliage has become deyeloped it will be
required in abundance. Syringing should be practised morn-
ing and eveuin;,', except in cold and dull weather, when once
a-day, and in the morning, will sufllce, and it should be con-
tinued until the flower-buds show colour.

After blooming, which will be in June, the plants should be
removed from the greenhouse, and must be carried to the pot-
ting-bencb, and repotted forthwith. It the cultivator does not
wish tor large plants he will merely cut back the roots a little,

so that the pot will hold a little fresh soil, the old pot being
clean-washed and again used. Varieties of compact growth
will, of course, be selected for this purpose—small plants that
do not take up much room, and the best are the small-growing
Tea and China Koses. The others may have pots 9 inches in

diameter, which are large enough, and not too large for holding
sufficient soil for a good and yet not ungainly specimen. The
pots should be well drained by placing a good-sized crock over
the hole, and about half a dozen of less size above it ; then one-
third fill the pot (including the space occupied by the crocks at

bottom), with pieces of charcoal the size of a Hazel nut, the
small dust being sifted out, which may be mixed with the soil,

and turf cut thin and chopped into pieces from half an inch to
an inch square. A drainage of this kind seldom clogs, and
supplies food to the roots.

The soil I would advise for this and all the subsequent shifts
of Eosea in pots for the greenhouse, is turf from a pasture
closely cropped by sheep, the soil of which is neither too heavy
nor too light, but a good hazel loam ; whilst for the Tea-scented
and China-varieties I would give the preference to the turf from
a moor or common overlying a sandstone, which when burnt
furnishes that which is known as silver sand. I do not mean
a peat or bog turf, but one that is neither peat nor loam, and
yet both, full of fine particles of white sand. Tho turf should
not be cut of greater thickness than Ij inch, and if it cannot
be exposed grass side downwards to a temperature of 210° in
an oven or on a hot iron plate for an hour, so as to de-
stroy all insects, and kill the perennial-rooted weeds, I would
ase it fresh, chopping it in pieces half an inch square, and
making it pretty firm. The old soil in potting should be re-

moved, or at all events the ball gently pressed and loosened.
If turf cannot be had, the compost may consist of equal parts
of loam and well rotted manure and leaf mould, mixing with
the whole a fourth part of pieces of charcoal from about the
size of a pea up to that of a hazel nut, which will tend to keep
the soil open. After potting give a good watering, and return
the plants to the quarters assigned to them the previous year,
treating them in tho same manner, with the addition of a slight
ishade for a few days until they have recovered from the potting.
In the end of September, or early in October, the pots should

bfe lifted, for doing so will keep them drier than if they were
plunged, and will tend to promote the ripening of the wood, by
checking a late growth. i3y the middle of October the surface
Boil and that around the sides of the pots should be removed
quite down to the roots, but without injuring or destroying them.
It should be replaced by the compost recommended for potting,
but a year, or not less than six months old, after having been
mixed with an equal quantity of one-year-old cowdung. It ought
to be laid on level with the rim of the pot, and be made firm. A
good watering should then be given, after which the plants may
be placed in a cold pit, or cool, dry, well-ventilated house. No
more water will be required. In November, or early in De-
cember, they may be pruned, which appUes more particularly
to the Perpetual and Bourbon sections ; the Tea-scented and
China varieties need not be pruned until introduced int® the
greenhouse.
To have a late bloom of the Tea-scented, China, Bourbon,

and Perpetual Roses, small plants should be potted in six-inch
pots in the end of May, or early in June, in the compost
already mentioned, and instead of plunging them in the open
ground prepare for them a hotbed of dung, 3 or 4 feet in
height. This bed being made a week or ten days previous to
potting will, by the end of that time, have parted with its rank-
ness and burning heat ; spread 2 or 3 inches of sifted tan over
the surface, set the pots upon this, and fill up the intervals
with tan or sawdust, so as to cover the rims of the pots and
the soil which they contain to the depth of about an inch. A
bed of tan, 4 or 4i feet high, is preferable to one of dung, as
it retains its heat much longer, and there is no necessity for a
second hotbed being made. The plants should be well watered

during dry weather, and by the end of July they will have
grown amazingly, and the pots will be completely filled with
roots. Another bed should be in readiness to receive the plants
when the heat of the first, if made of dung, has declined

;

but whether a dung or a tan bed be employed, the plants are
to have nine-inch pots if they have grown well and the varieties

are of vigorous habit. Whichever they are, and whether re-

potted or not, plunge them at once in the new hotbed, or ia
the old one if it is a tan bed, and in a week shorten the strong
shoots to eight leaves or joints, and the moderately strong to

six, all flower-buds being pinched off. Water must be given
daily in dry weather. I have omitted to mention that the
situation should be open, under no circumstances shaded, for

their vigour will in a great measure be due to full exposure
combined with the bottom heat.

Towards the middle of September, or not later than the end
ef that month, the jjots should be lifted, exposing them for a
week half-way, or to one-third of their depth if the bed is still

warm, and then withdrawing them fully from the hotbed. In
another week remove them to the greenhouse, where the plants

will bloom finely in autumn up to Christmas. Water being then
withheld, the plants, pruned in February, will produce a fine

show of bloom in May in a cool greenhouse. This is the best
method that I have tried of growing Koses in pots for a late

bloom. The plan is not by any means new ; on the contrary,

it is a rather old one, seldom, if ever practised, but it deserves
to be more generally known. Mr. lUvers first propounded it

in the fourth edition of " TheEose Amatem-'s Guide," published
twenty years ago.

The culture of Eoses in pots in subsequent years does not
vary, for after blooming they may be repotted in pots of the
same or of a larger size, and receive a top-dressing of rich com-
post in autumn. Liquid manure may be given at every alternate

watering, from the time of the buds showing until the flowers

expand.—G. Abbey.

EA^EGREENS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.
In the large public park belonging to this city (Bath), the

endeavour is made to collect all shrubs that are hardy and fitted

for the soil, and I have penned some short notices of those I

know. The soil is naturally a very heavy blue lias clay, with

drifts of oolitic gravel, without a trace of anything resembling

peat, so that all plants rejoicing in heath mould or sandy soils

cannot be expected to fiourish. consequently the list of orna-

mental shrubs is more restricted than in many other districts.

Aucubas.—At Mr. Standish's first sale I bought a small

plant of picta, which was planted out of doors at once, and
has become a very pretty bush. It has grown freely, and has
been quite untouched by the recent frost. Limbata, sent out by
Messrs. Veitch, will he even more beautiful, the ma]ginsof the

leaves being tinted, not the centre
;
picta will be handsomer

when fully grown, as the central blotch in the young plants does

not grow at the same rate as the harder outside green. This

centre is often eaten by the snails, whereby young plants are

disfigured. A. himalaioa is as hardy as possible, and grows

more rapidly than the true green Aucuba japonica, or even

than the old mottled or the new male.

Of Osmanthus, also bought of Mr. Standish, both the green

and variegated kinds are as hardy as need be, and promise to

form very pleasing bushes. I have no idea to what family they.

belong, or to what size they may be expected to grow ; looking

like Holly, they are of much neater growth.

Euonymus.—The yeUow-blotched grows as freely as tha ori-

ginal E. japonicus, but quickly loses its yellow colour ; whether

this wiU return as the plants grow older is very doubtful, as the

old white variegated kind has no marked character, being less

effective than the green, and not sufiiciently distinct when seen

at a distance. All the plants have been pinched by the frost,

their tops drooping for some distance. The only way to have

the golden Euonymus cflective is to be very careful to propa-

gate only the yellow twigs. Euonymus radicans is quite hardy,

not being in the least touched by frost. It will probably

make a pleasing plant to fill comers, or to grow down walls,

as its branches have fibrils resembling those of the Ivy. The

branches that have lost their variegation will grow more rapidly

than the parent plant. Last year I had from Messrs. Veitch a

beautiful variety, Euonymus marginatus, which has grown

very pretty, has retained its yellowish white variegation most

correctly, and has proved out of doors as httle affected as the

ordinary sorts. It promises to be a very ornamental shrub.
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ElffiagQUS reflexa is a shrab of very unusnal outline, having

reflexed branches 6 or 7 feet long, and the whole bush not

exceeding 6 feet in height from the ground. The general

effect of a large plant is very good, though the colour is duU

all the year. In the spring the branches are laden with minute

blooms of a very delicate fragrance. The varieties here are

the yellow blotched and marginata. The former, presented to

pur park by Mr. Godfrey, is as hardy as the parent, which

will probably be the case with marginata. The latter, which

we had from Mr. Paul, promises to be beautiful, the coloured

margin is so clear and bright. Those who wish to plant it per-

manently must wait for struck not worked plants, otherwise the

vigour of the parent will overpower the graft.

Olea ilicifolia is a very handsome compact evergreen, but of

Tery slow growth, and has passed many winters uuscathed.

Eurya japonica, a pretty low-growing shrub, is very easily

propagated, and of about the same hardiness as the Euony-
mus, but will not prove of much decorative value, except near

the edge of .shrubberies. The broad-leaved variegated sort, if

moderately hardy, will be more effective. I have had it against

a wall for two winters, sheltered by an old window, so that its

leaves were jast scorched by the frost. These probably would

enjoy a peaty border.

Skiramia japonica is perfectly hardy, and blooms and fruits

freely, but is of very slow growth.

Qaercus glabra will prove a very handsome plant, much re-

Bembling in its growth the old Magnolia when grown as a bush,

but not so effective.

Photinia has proved hardy here, but the Eugenias require a

peaty soil, so they have not succeeded ; and Eaphiolepis ovata

has stood the weather as well as the Euonymus.
The Cabbage Palm of Australia had grown to the height of

3 feet; but all our plants have been killed with, perhaps, one
exception. I fear that a large plant of New Zealand Flax,

which has stood without any protection the last four or five

winters, is also dead. Chamierops Portuni has been out of

doora two years. Each winter it was surrounded by a circle of

stakes, over which a mat was stretched, open to the sky ; it

looked very healthy to-day. The Aralia Sieboldi is sheltered

with Laurel branches every winter, but does not at present

grow saHsfactorily. The Lonicera aureo-reticulata, with its

beautiful leaves, especially in the autumn, has proved quite

hardy ; when growing freely it is much inclined to lose its

variegation.

—

Jobs S. B-iktrcm, Bath.

and position most suitable to the Iresine, that I put ont a
number of plants in different places with a view to test this

question, and I found the only plants looking well all through
the season were those in a northerly exposure, shaded fioia

about ten o'clock in the morning until three o'clock in the after-

noon. The very finest plant, now in the greenhouse, and
fiom which the enclosed piece was taken, grew not only in
this partially shaded position, but was fully exposed to

northerly winds, sweeping over two or three miles of salt

meadow, and the Earitan Kiver, about a mile wide at this

part. The soil is sandy, well enriched with old stable-manure,
made into a compost with leaf mould from the neighbouring
woods.

This plant of Iresine stands not less than 3 feet in height
by 3,J feet in width ; the stalks are thoroughly matured, being
quite hard, and, towards the bottom, woody. The general

colour of the foliage is a ruddy crimson inclining to maroon,
lighted up with cai-miue and pink, the stems being not nearly

so dark as the leaves. Imagine how eiiective is this beauti-

fully rich foliage, surmounted by plumes of straw-coloured

flowers, and with small clusters at nearly every joint.

I must say a word about Teleianthera ficoidea versicolor.

Last Slimmer I tried it in dry sandy soil, fully exposed to the
sun in the hottest weather we ever had, the thermometer
for several days registering more than 100° in the shade. The
hotter the weather the more it seemed to thrive, the fine

colours coming out with charming distinctness. I am hoping
to get the Alternantheras for next summer's trial, and expeet

great things from them.

—

Geobgb Soch, South Amboy, New
Jersey,

EARLY PEAS.
Before replying to Messrs. Carter & Co. in reference to theii

note upon my statement, 1 considered myself bound to discover

whether my seed was genuine. My seedsman sold it to me for

Carter's First Early, and charged for it as genuine seed. With
this house I have dealt for some time, and have always found
them honest and upright ; I have no right to doubt them now.

In my disappointment regarding Carter's First Early I am
not alone ; for during last week I met three friends, each a
practical gardener, and from them I heard the same statement

regarding this Pea as I made in your columns. My object is

not to exalt or depreciate any man's pet Pea, but simply to

give a fair and honest statement of my experience with new
and vaunted seeds.

—

^Eonnoc.

NEW VARIEGATED BEDDING PLANTS.
I enclose for your inspection a piece of the new Golden

Achyranthes, which, except in colour, is a counterpart of the

well-known A. Verschaffelti, and will doubtless prove a most
valuable plant for decorative and flower-gardening purposes

;

the contrast between the stem of the plant and the foliage is

very striking and attractive. I also enclose a piece of a varie-

gated Euonymus nearly hardy. This is another plant which
cannot be too highly spoken of for bedding-purposes, and which
is certainly the most beautiful plant of its colour, resembling
Graptophyllum pictum in the markings of its fuliage. I also

send a specimen of Coleus Gibsoni, a plant which I shall use
extensively during the present season. All the above will

prove acquisitions.

—

Edwd. Bennett, Gardener to G. S. Fol-

jamhe, Esq., Osherton Hall, Worlcsop,

IRESINE HERBSTII IN NORTH AMERICA.
Neither in your Journal nor in other gardening periodicals

have I seen any mention of Iresine Herbstii being in flower in

England, and I therefore suppose that it has not flowered well

with you, if at all. The enclosed flowering tip is from a fine

plant in my greenhouse, and if it reach you in as good order as

it is at the time of my sending it off it wUl doubtless prove
interesting.

The whole head consists, as you will perceive, of a great

many small flowers, each of which, when expanded, is no
larger than the head of a common pin ; so small indeed are

they, that it requires a close examination to distinguish the
open flowers from those yet unopened. In colour they are of

a delicate straw colour, slightly tinted with green ; and the
contrast with the glowing foliage is exceedingly good. [The
flowers are in spikes, or loose panicles, and have a metalMc
polished surface.

—

Eds.]
There was so much taUi last spring with regard to the soil

THE NEW KINDS OF VEGETABLES.
As I always read with interest any communication respect-

ing the above I venture to give my own experience for the past

few years, for I have tried all new vegetables from time to time

as they have been introduced to the public, and have always

given them a second chance, not liking to pass judgment for or

against them without a fair trial.

I will begin with Peas. For the past three seasons I have

tried all the early kinds treated exactly alike in every respect,

but in each trial Dickson's First and Best has come off victorious

over the following, both as regards earliness and productive-

ness—namely, Eingleader, First Crop, DUlistone's Early (these

three are the same), and Carpenter's Express and Sangster's

No. 1, which are identical. Laxton's Prolific I consider one

of the very best second early Peas of recent introduction, and

one which has not in the least been over-praised. Another,

named Albert Edward, which I procured last year from Messrs.

Lawson, is of the same class as Champion of England, but

much superior to that good old variety, as I had them growing

side by side.

As regards Potatoes I have tried all the new kinds that were

recommended for garden culture, and find nothing to super-

sede the old Dwarf-top Ashleaf as a first early, and Hands-
worth, Daintree's Seedling, and Fortyfold for succession.

These are the very best for a garden, as Broccoli, Brussels

Sprouts, or any winter vegetable may be planted between

every two rows, on account of the short haulm they produce.

I have found nothing remarkable among the CabbogewortS.

Dalmeny Sprouts, Albert Sprouts, and Scrymger's Giant

Brussels Sprouts are quite useless when compared with a

really good strain of the old Brussels Sprouts, which can be

had 'from October till the beginning of April. Of course, this

season is an exception, as the frost has made a clean sweep of
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evoiything bere, inclnding Cottager's Kale, which is about the
hardiest ' Ireen we have.

Ot Celery I have tried most kinds, bnt find nothing to equal

one of my own, selected from some that stood very late one
reason without running, and which still maintains its cha-

racter, as I can have it in good condition some weeks after all

other varieties have run to seed. WiUiams's Matchless I con-
sider the next best Celery in cultivation.

Nuneham Park Onion, I think, will be good, though I cannot
apeak with certainty till I have grown it another season, bnt I

cftn say that it is quite distinct from Beading, Trebon, or White
Spanish, with which it was said by some to be the same or
nearly allied.

In the way of Lettuce, I find nothing so good as Wheeler's
Imperial and Victoria for winter, and Neapolitan Cabbage and
Paris White Cos for summer.

,
The Digswell Prize Endive is another valuable addition to

our list of salads.—E. Welch, Palace Gardens, Ai-niagh.

As the Fearnought Cabbage and hybrid varieties of Brussels
Sprouts sent out by us are likely to be more appreciated in
future than they have yet been, owing to their extreme hardi-
ness, having stood the late severe frosts without the slightest
injury, while many of the other Brassicas have been utterly
destroyed, we would venture to throw out a hint which may
prove advantageous to such of your readers as may wish to
grow them. In many cases new vegetables are grown at great
disadvantage, particularly the first year of their introduction,
owing to the cultivator not being acquainted with the treat-

ment they require, and are often discarded as being useless
ajid unworthy of a place in the garden without further trial.

The Fearnought Cabbage if not sown early will produce
heads as open as Coleworts, but if sown in the first or second
week of March, and planted out in due time, it will have nice
firm heads before the winter sets in, and will keep longer with-
out bursting than any other of the Brassica tribe, remaining
perfectly sound till the early summer Cabbage comes in. Al-
though when growing its appearance is coarse, the flavour is

much superior to that of the early dwarf Cabbages.
The Dalmeny Sprouts should also be sown as early as possible,

pr as soon as the ground will admit ; if delayed too long they
vpill not form the Cabbage heads on the top. The same treat-
ment is also requisite for the successful cultivation of the
Albert Sprouts and New Dwarf Sprouting Ulm Savoy.—STUAiti
AND, Meik, Kelso, N.B.

WHAT IS A GOOD CROP OF STRAWBERRIES ?

Tms is the inquiry of your correspondent " S. E. T.," who
then goes on to say that had I stated the distance between the
rows and the plants my article would have been much more valu-
able. Now, if your correspondent will again read the article in
question r\''ol. X., p. 213), he will find there the required par-
ticulars. For the infoi-mation, however, of those who may
wish to know what room was occupied by the plants from which
I gathered the 96 lbs. of fruit, I may state that they were
planted on a piece of ground 17 yards long by 14 feet 6 inches
wide, allowing a space of 1 foot 4J inches outside all the plants,
which could not be occupied by any other crop. This is the
regular distance at which I plant all my main crops of Straw-
berries, and I find them succeed better in this way than in any
other which I have tried, and I have tried several.
About eight years ago I was living in the neighbourhood of

the great Strawberry district—Twickenham, Isleworth, and
Brentford, in Middlesex. There I saw many modes of culture
and many good crops, some of which, I think, had they been
fairly weighed, would have averaged nearly as great a weight
as that described.

" S. E. T." quotes my crop as a standard to test others by.
This was far from my idea when I wrote, as I think that many
of the Strawberry-beds in the country could be made to bear
^ven a larger crop than that described if better modes of culture
were adopted.

I should have stated that the land on which this crop grew
was three years previously enclosed from an open field, and
was afterwards very heavily manured every year for other
crops up to the time of the Strawberries being planted. This,
I have no doubt, greatly conduced to the production of a heavy
crop.

_" S. E. T." remarks that a degree of looseness of statement
with respect to weights, &c., is prevalent, thereby making it

appear that he is doubtful if my figures are correct. Let me
assure " S. E. T." that the weights and scales by which the
produce was weighed were corrected by the standard ; and that
I weighed all the fruit myself, in the presence of two other
persons, in 141b. lots, giving quite half a pound over each
time. This I was very careful about; and I should be ex-
tremely sorry to send anything to you for publication, no
matter how trifling, without first correcting any statement I
may have made from notes taken a* tJie time.

—

John Mat,
Westfield.

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES IN 1866 AT LINTON
PARK, KENT.

The past year, unlike its successor, was deficient in the one
extreme of temperature, which was heard of or felt by every
one in the south of England. It was also in no way remark-
able for attaining the other extreme ; in fact, 1866 may be
summed up as having had a mild winter, a rather late spring,
a moist but not ungenial summer, and a very mild autumn.
Considerably more than the average amount of rain fell ; and
following as it did the copious downfall of 1865, 1 find the total
amount in the two years is 4} inches more than in 1855, 1857,
and 1858 collectively. The rainfall, however, in 1865 and 1866
having been better distributed than in 1860, these years have
escaped being called wet, which the latter will be remembered
as, although at this place more rain fell in 1865 than in 1860.
The following notes on 1866 will show some of its leading

meteorological features :

—
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I do not rely on the readings of the thermometer alone as a

proof of the cold, or rather of the difference of heat, but on
the effects as regards vegetation, which here at least have been so

singular as almost to deserve the term capricious ; for while at

one place Laurnstinns and even common Laurels were all but
killed, at others in about the same altitude no harm has been
done, and yet the conditions in both cases were apparently

alike. I may, however, add, that prior to the frost commencing
on December 31st, we had had a long period of doll mild
weather, with so very little frost that the two conical pillars of

Pelargoniums before referred to were quite fresh and looked as

well as two months before that date, the injury resulting from
Some sharp frosts in November having been repaired by the
after-growth. Now, it is easy to conceive what effects might
foUow an intense frost suddenly falling on plants which had
scarcely encountered autumn cold ; but fortunately for low-

growing plants, the first frost was speedily followed by snow,
so that when the cold was most intense, a covering of 8 or

10 inches of snow effectually saved many from destruction.

As an instance of this, I may mention that we obtained a con-
siderable number of Verbena cuttings, from a bed fully exposed,
on the 10th of .Tanuary, after the first winter had passed away.
Plants above the snow-line, however, fared much worse, and it

is difficult to state how much damage has been done.
Before, however, I enter into this subject, I may mention that

a minimum registering thermometer placed in a perfectly open
place about 3 feet from the ground, and at an altitude of about
300 feet above the sea level, did not fall lower than 10", or 22°

of frost, and I have no reason to doubt its accuracy, as no par-
ticular injury was done to anything there beyond that which
occurs in ordinary sharp frosts ; whUe at less than 200 yards
distance from the same spot, and about 40 feet lower down,
several shrubs and trees have suffered severely, although in a
place sheltered in all directions but the south and south-west.
Only a very short distance from the latter spot, and in a
situation much the same in every respect, the same sorts of
trees and shrubs escaped altogether or nearly so. Now, why
was this ? Is it possible for a wave or volume of cold air to

settle itself in one particular place, and not mix with other
portions of the atmosphere less cold than itself? Certainly
the stillness of the night would favour this idea, yet it is laid
down by those acquainted with the laws of nature, that such
an occurrence is not likely to take place in so circumscribed
a space. The damage, however, in one particular place was
so much greater than elsewhere, that there would appear to

have been a difference in temperature similar to that which
exists in hot days between the south and north sides of a wall,

and which amounts to several degrees ; at least, this is the
only explanation which I can offer, but, perhaps, some of
your readers may give a better reason. I may further add,
that the place where the frost seems to have been most severe,
was about 250 feet above the sea level, whilst at about 350 or
380 feet the decrease was scarcely perceptible, and it is re-

markable that some common Laurels, Laurustinus, and other
shrubs growing near a piece of water on cold clayey soil at
not more than 150 feet of elevation, suffered less than those
100 feet higher up. Such results are perplexing.
With regard to the effects of the frost, and commencing with

eommon shrubs, I may state that those which have suffered are
most injured on the south-west side. Laurestines are in some
places all but killed, Portugal Laurels not in the least hurt,
common Laurels in places browned severely on the tops, and
Garrya elhptica more injured against a south wall than in the
open ground. Berberis Darwinii, Wallichii, and aquifolium
escaped entirely, while B. japonica and Fortuni look ill. Gris-
Unia littorahs has been much injured where not covered with
snow, and still more so is Phygelius capensis ; in fact, it is

killed to the ground I believe, and the same is the case with
some Fuchsias which have withstood four or five winters, and
liave stems 3 inches in diameter or more. Phillyreas have all es-
oaped, except one singular kind, withlong willow-shaped leaves.
CoUetia horrida is injured, but not so much so as C. bictonensis

;

the latter, I think, is killed. Sheltered by a wall, Desfontania
apinosa seems unhurt, and the new Japanese evergreen Ka-
phiolepis ovata shines as brightly as before the frost. I may add
that this pretty little evergreen shrub bears berries most pro-
fusely, some plants not a foot high having nice flusters upon
them

I
it seems, however, to be of slow growth, like Skimmia

japonica. The latter seems on the whole to be improved by
the cold, but it was well covered up with snow, and so were
all the Pemettyas that I had planted.
Some plants of the old White Indian Azalea growing neat a

tree of Pinus insignis, much hurt, were not in the least injured,

but the purple variety in some places was very much injured.

Camellias planted out, though they have not escaped soathleas,

were less injured than most things, and MagnoUas of some siae

against a wall were browned a little. Myrtles in some plaeee

were all but killed, and I believe Ceanothus papillosua to be

quite destroyed ; C. dentatus is injured, and I expect to lose

some plants, but feara greater loss in C. azureus. New Zealand

Veronicas, both variegated and plain-leaved, are killed to th«

ground, as likewise is Clianthus pnnicens, which has stood

several winters with the protection of a mat against it in very

cold weather. Enonymus japonicus of the old kind is de-

stroyed where not protected by snow, but the newer Japaa
kinds, E. radicans and aureo-variegata, are as fresh as ever

under the snow. Eugenia apicnlata against a wall is injured,

hut not fatally ; and Escallonia macrantha has lo-' its bean^,
but not its life. A hardy Passion-Flower. whos" • lossoms still

lingered with us up to the middle of Decemutr, has a very

withered look now, but I think the main stems are alive, while

a very humble plant with me, IlUcium floridanum, is un-

scathed. Sweet Bays in some places have suffered much, in.

others scarcely at alL Benthamia fragifera is, I fear, all killed

above the snow line. Osmanthus ilicifolins, a pretty Holly-

looking plant from Japan, seems as hardy as our native

favourite, and its half-namesake Olea ilicifolia suffered as little,

but 0. europfea was unhurt. Photinia serrulata, whose burst-

ing buds and apparent continuous growth render it partica-

larly susceptible to cold, has not suffered much, but a Nerimtt

Oleander which stood last winter against a wall is, I expeet,

quite killed now. Arbutuses are scarcely in the least touched,

and stand proudly amongst some other things much injured,

and I believe all the Hollies are untouched.

Deciduous plants have mostly escaped. Weigela rosea seems

fresh, and so does the Deutzia ; but my experience in Boses

is less important, as we mostly grow dwarf ones and on their

own roots, and the snow helping to keep them from harm, the

damage is confined to the CMna and other less hardy sorts. 1

also find that an edging plant which is not so much used aa H
deserves to be—naidely, SantoUna incana, is perfectly hardy.

The Chinese Palm, Chamaerops Fortuni, is still more so; its

glossy green leaves appear to be improved rather than other-

wise by the cold. The Pampas Grass has, I fear, suffered to

an extent that will prove fatal to half the plants we have ; and
I am afraid the same may be said of Tritoma uvaria. It is ft

singular fact as exemplifying the mildness of the autumn, that

when the frost set in, in four beds of this plant there were

numerous spikes of flowers in excellent condition, and others

of different heights rising up from the bottom. The large

plants, however, I fear are entirely MUed ; but a day or two
ago I noticed a small one, only a few inches high, in a fully

exposed place, with two blooms on it, which were quite fresh

and unhurt by the weather, the snow having protected them.

I may also remark, in connection with the above fact, that Cal-

ceolaria cuttings in a cold pit, with no other covering than a

glass light and snow, have not sustained much injury, C. am-
plexicaulis with one or two other tender varieties being the

only sufferers. I must not omit to mention that a fine plant

of iiigustrum japonicum, nearly 20 feet in height and more than
that in diameter, yvhich has annually furnished hundreds of

spikes of bloom, is very severely injured, having been deprived

of most of its leaves. The common Ligustrum, L. ovaHfolimn,

has also had its beauty everywhere destroyed.

Of the larger plants, I am sorry to state that my opinion of

the perfect hardiness of one or two of the most popular of the

Pinus tribe is much shaken, as a fine P. insignis, upwards of

50 feet high and nearly as much in diameter, is shghtly injured,

and another, somewhat less, has suffered very much. P. ex-

celsa growing in the same situation bears no marks whatever

of the cold weather. Pinus Benthamiana and P. ponderosa

seem equally hardy, and none of the Picea tribe appear affected,

P. pinsapo, cephalonica, nobilis, and Nordmanniana being all

as good in appearance as before. The same cannot be said of

Abies morinda, as a plant or two growing in an exposed situa-

tion are injured on the south-west side, while several others in

the grounds have not suffered in the least. I may also add that

near to the Abies morinda referred to as being injured there

are both Deodars and Cedars of Lebanon in like manner
sufferers, the spot they occupy being that where the frost ap-

pears to have been most severe ; both species are much in-

jured ; the trees are 20 or 30 feet high. It is gratifying to

find that the more recently introduced Thujas and Thujopaes

show no signs of injury, although growing in the same situa-
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tion, for Thnjft Lobbii, gigantea, and Menziesii appear in the
same garb as before ; and the eame may be said of Tbujopsis
borealis. I bardly know whether to include T. dolabrata in the
same list or not, as the plants are smali, and were much covered
with enow. The new Ketinosporas seem to be hardy enough,
E. pisifera, which is 8 feet high, being quite uninjured ; and
the same is the case with B. obtusa, leptoclada, squarrosa, and,
I think, erieoidcs, but I am not certain as to the last. The
members of the genus Cupressus also seem to be generally hardy.
C Lawsoniana was not hurt

;
perhaps there was a shade of

difference in the tint of C. macrocarpa as compared with that
which it previously exhibited, but it ia only a shade ; and
Taiodium sempervirens growing both in dry and damp situa-

tions seems capable of withstanding any amount of cold which
is hkely to occur in our climate, for I see no difference in its

appearance now from that which it offers after mild winters

;

and the same is the case with Cryptomeria japonica and
C. Lobbii. 1 have, however, to lament a sad accident that
befel a specimen of Cryptomeria japonica : a high wind on the
8th of January broke off upwards of 14 feet from the top of our
highest tree, which, before the accident, was about 40 feet high,
as straight as an arrow, and tapering from only about 10 feet

in diameter at bottom to the top. I am glad to say that I ex-
pect Cryptomeria elegans wiU prove hardy, as the shoots, though
brown, are not killed, and the rich brown tint which it assumes in
antumn before any cold sets in is, perhaps, an advantage rather
than otherwise. Some other species of Abies, such as A. polita
and microsperma, were too small to report upon. I may, how-
«Ter, remark that Picea lasiocarpa seems hardy.
As we are too apt to magnify present evils as exceeding

former ones, it may, perhaps, be premature yet to compare this
winter with others of a severe charccter in years gone by,
until the full extent of the injury be known ; but at this
place the frost has certainly been more destructive than that of
1860-61. The cold in February, 1854, certainly exceeded that
of the present year, and as far as I can remember its results
were as disastrous, though not to Conifers. I may add that
Wellingtonias in all situations have escaped unhurt, whilst
other plants hitherto regarded as perfectly hardy have suffered

;

the mischief here has been chiefly confined to a particular part
cf the ground that had escaped in former years, and in such a
manner as leads to the impression that an intensity of cold
prevailed in a ceiiain plot of a few acres in extent which did
not exist in another situation of equal altitude but a short way
off. This, however, is a subject I can only give an opinion of,

but on a more extensive scale there is proof enough that it has
been so, as witness the disparity of thermometric readings.

It remains only for me to remark that in the kitchen garden,
which here is on a higher level than the dressed grounds, the
Joss is not so serious as on some occasions ; but all tall Broc-
colis are either killed or much hurt, while dwarf varieties,

being under the snow, escaped with more or less damage ac-
cording to the protection which they had, the advantages of a
snow covering being most apparent in a breadth of Spinach,
which looks as well now as at Christmas. Of Lettuces and
eimilar low crops the same remark holds good.—J. Eoeson.

FRIENDS IN CANADA.
" Great welcome makes a merry feast."

The perusal of " Wiltshiee Eectok's " prose Christmas
Carol in the Christmas number of the " Journal " was a source
of much pleasure to one English family living in exile in far-

4istant Canada.
"We also, like your worthy contributor, are fond of Christ-

mas carols, and more than one comfortless night have we spent
in the keen frosty air in order to indulge in singing, under the
window of our rector, the good old carol of " Helmore," as we
devoutly shun any of the " Annie Laurie " type. Oh, that the
Wiltshire robin bad warbled for us ! We would have wished
him no " bune in his throat ;" he would have been doubly
welcome

; for through the long dreary Canadian winter we have
no songsters to enliven us, or disturb the dismal stillness—not
even a crow. We, too, should consider ourselves happy to wish
our friends a " Huppy New Tear " in an English temperature.

Fancy, you people in good old England, turning out on New
Tear's-day with the thermometer at 20° below zero, and a gale
of wind blowing ! The good old angel Christmas had need
come with plenty of good cheer in such an inhospitable climate
as we Uve m

; but, although our winters are long and severe, oi\r

gnmmers are warm, and all the hardy fruits are grown with

much success. Peaches were formerly a certain crop ; but of
late years, owing to the extreme cold, the result has been very
uncertain. Apples, Pears, Plume, Cherries, and the small
fruits, with the exception of Gooseberries, all do remarkablj
well, but as a general rule are very deficient in flavour when
compared with English fruit. The native Grapes are also
widely cultivated, but the disagreeable aroma which distin-

guishes them makes them very unpalatable to an Englishman.
As " Wiltshire Rector " remarks, we readers of the

"Journal" (our Journal I should have said), seem likt
brothers, as indeed we are. Nothing is looked forward to with
more pleasure in this household than the arrival of our favourite.
" Dear me ! how late the Journal is this week !" is often heard

;

and when it does arrive, it is not long before its pages are well
read. It seems like one of the connecting links that bind UB
to " our island home," and nothing in its pages imbues us with
a more fraternal feeling than the contributions of "Wiltshire
Eector." Long may he be spared to enliven with his genial
style the columns of "our Journal;" indeed, we should b«
sorry to miss the well-known names of any of its regular
writers ; and until we again set foot on our native land, for I
trust our exile draws near to a close, welcome, thrice welcome,
to our fireside here will be our weekly friend. I trust that
this response from beyond the seas to " Wiltshire Eectob's "

desire to know more of our fraternity, will prove to him and
all connected with the Journal, that their efforts to do good
and make life pleasanter have not been in vain.—W. T. Gold-
smith, St. CatJiarine's, Canada West.

[The Editors kindly sent to me the manuscript of the above

;

and I speak truly when I say that no letter that the postman
ever brought to me gave me greater pleasure. It reached mc
on a Sunday morning, while the church bells around were pro-
claiming the day of rest and blessing to man, and it wai'med
and cheered my heart ; and when, a few hours after, I was lead-

ing the sacred service in my own Ivy-clad village chmch, mj
thoughts strayed to the kind writer and his family in far-distant

Canada, who, perhaps, at the same time were joining in th*
same holy words. I thank our Canadian friend for his fraternal

greeting. I thank him on behalf of " all the regular writers "

in this periodical, for he includes all ; first and foremost on
behalf of the Editors, then on behalf of the rest whose word*
he frequently reads, and lastly on my own behalf. It i(

pleasant to know that the bread we have cast upon the water*
has not only done a good work, but that we are thanked for it.

It is pleasant to put thoughts on paper which have given u»
pleasure, and then to know that they have given pleasure to

others. Our walk in literature is not a lofty one, but not tb*
less useful ; we inform the mind, we give hints of use to thos«
who earn their daily bread, and better still, we at times, so it

seems, reach the heart. We think we add to home comforts,

and make the home circle draw closer, by drawing it around
our Journal as a centre. I was aware this periodical wa«
warmly welcomed in many an English home ; but it was a new
jJeasure to find that we brought old England to the mind's
eyes and hearts of our colonists, deadening for a while " that

wasting pang—home-sickness." We in England join in wishing
Mr. Goldsmith and his family well, and, in thought, stretch a
warmly grasping hand to them in far-distant Canada. And may
they continue to derive pleasure from our pages ; and when
reading of our English gardens and homes may they feel for a
while (so fancy oft cheats man pleasingly), that they are looking

at our bright flowers, and listening to our merry English birds.

Wishing well, therefore, to all under Mr. Goldsmith's roof tree,

and that they may soon walk in English fields and gardens, and
be exiles no longer, I remain theirs fraternally

—

Wiltshibb
Eector.]

TEANSrLANTING LARGE I'RUIT TREES.
On opening your Journal of February 14th I was not a little

surprised to see a communication from " T. P. I." on the very

trees I mentioned in my paper sent last week. As a commen-
tai7 on his observations, I beg to state that only a few of the
Peach trees had been planted previously to my taking charge

of the garden at Oakley Hall. The Pears had been planted

two years. The large Apricot mentioned must have been fully

thirty years old, and one Pear much older.

—

Wm. Eobins,

Oakioj Park, Suffolk.

West of Exgland Eose Show.—This Show, to be held at

Hereford, is postponed to July 9th, on account of the Show at

South Kensington being on the day previously announced.
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PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Tapeikotes Carolin.'e (Empress Charlotte's Tapeinotes).

—

Nat. ord., Gesneracea;. Linn., Didynamia Angiospermia. Na-
tive of Brazil, and named after the Empress of Mexico. Intro-

duced by Mr. Bull, Chelsea. Stove shrub. Flowers -white.

Leaves crimson beneath.

—

(Bot. Ma;/., 5G23.)

ANGR.Ecnii ciTitATUM (Oitron-yellow Augnecum).

—

Nat. ord.

Orohidaceie. Linn., Gynandria Blonandria. Native of Mada-
gascar. Introduced by Messrs. Veitch. Flowers very pale
citron colour.—(Und., t. 5624.)

Impatiens latifolia (Broad-leaved Cingalese Balsam).—

•

Nat. ord., Balsamineas. Linn., Pentandria Monog}'nia. Native
of Ceylon jungles. Flowers pale purple.

—

{Ibid., t. .502.5.)

CiiAvijA FULGEKS (BriUiant-flowered Clavija).

—

Nat. ord.,

Myrsineip. 7^i;i)i., Pentandria Monogynia. Native probably of

Lima. Flowers scarlet with yellow centres.

—

(Il>id., t. 5(326.)

MESOsriNiDiDM s.iNGUiNEUM (Rosy Mesospinidiuni).

—

Nat.
ord., Orchidaceoe. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of
Peruvian and Quitensian Andes. Flowers pale rose-coloured.

—

(Ibid., t. 5627.)

Barleeia GiEsoNi (Dr. Gibson's Barleria).

—

Nat. ord., Aoan-
thaoese. it hh., Diandria Monogynia. Native of Central India.

Flowers dull pale purple.— (/fcii/.", t. 5628.)

LiLiuM n,EM.iTocHiionM (Blood-red Lily).—Very dark crim-
son, with stripes still darker. Flowers very large. Introduced
from Japan by M. Verschaffelt.

—

{L' Illustration Horticole,

p. 503.)

Gladioluses.—Impiratrice FAujfnie.—Large and beautiful

;

white streaked with rose, and the side segments entirely rose.

Heine Victoria.—White streaked with crimson. Jolm Waterer.
—Scarlet streaked with white. Raised by M. Souohet, head
gardener at the palace of Fontainbleau.

—

(Ibid., p. 504.)

Ehododendeon margixato-punct-vtum.—Raised by M. Ver-
schaffelt. Ivory white spotted with crimson.

—

(Ibid., p. 505.)

Mtosotis alpestris.—" Myosotii rupicola—or alpc.':tris, for

the two names are synonymous—is a dwarf perennial, found in
a few elevated northern localities in England and Scotland, but
always exceedingly rare. We are indebted to Messrs. Back-
bouse & Son. of York, who exhibited plants at South Ken-
sington in 1865, for the opportunity of figuring so charming a
group of it. Mr. J. Backhouse, jun., writing from Teesdale on
the 15th of May in that year, observes, ' The wild Teesdale
locality of our M. rupicola was buried in snow apparently a foot

thick, extending 500 feet down the sides of the mountain
(IVIicklefell), and extending for ten miles along the summit
ridges, only two days ago !

' and he adds that the M. alpi-

oola of their catalogue of 1861 is a synonym, as albo is the
M. alpestris of Hooker and Babington ; but he goes on to say,
' It is certainly not the continental alpestris, which I believe is

only a mountain form of sylvatica.' The dwarf habit and large

richly-coloured llowers of this plant render it most ornamental
either for moist rockwork with a north aspect, or for the alpine
frame, and in such situations it succeeds very well, the prin-
cipal feature in its treatment being to prevent its becomiug too
rapidly excited by excess of heat. What it requires is a cold,

moist situation, where it may remain at rest ail the winter."

—

(Florist a)id Pomolorjist, vi., 21.)

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
The first meetiug of tLis Society during the present month was held

on the 4th inst., the chair being ocL-npied by Professor Westwood.
The minutes of the anniversary meeting held on the fourth Monday in

the preceding month were confirmed, at which meeting Sir John
Lubbock had been re-elected as President, and Mr. Dunning as Secre-

tary, Dr. Sharp having also been elected as joint Secretary in the
place of Mr. Kdwin Shepherd resigned. The annual prize of five

guineas offered by the Council for the best memoir on some beneficial

or injurious species of insect, had been for the second time awarded
to Dr. Wallace, of Colchester, for his memoir on the Oak-feeding
Siltworm of Japan (Satuniia Yama-mai), and the President de-

livered his annual address, which was ordered to be published and dis-

tributed among the members at the present meeting. The President,

by letter, nominated Professor Westwood, Mr. F. Smith, and Mr.
Stainton, as Vice-Presidents for the ensuing year.

The Secretary announced that the Council had again renewed the
offer of two prizes of five guineas each, for the best memoii's on the

anatomy, economy, or habits of any insect or gi-otip of insr-cts espe-

cially serviceable or obnoxious to mankind. The memoirs to be sent

to the Secretary, indorsed with mottoes, on or before the 30th of No-
Tember ne-it, when they will be referred to a committee to decide upon
fthoir merits.

Mr. F. Bond exhibited four specimens of a Laaiocampa, reared by
Mr. Mitford, from golden-coloured caterpillars taken on the Kentish
coast, and which fed upon Clover and Grass. The perfect Moths
differed so much from L. Trifolii, as to lead to the belief that they
belonged to a distinct species. Also, a singular variety of Dianthcecia
capsicola from York, and four curious monstrosities oeeuning in the
genua Argynnis. the wings of these Fritillary Butterilieg being un-
equally developed. He observed with refp.rence to the habit of the Hum- •

miug-bird Hawk Moth, of fiyiug about sunny walls and cliffs, that the
object was to find out some convenient crevice in which it coald take its
midday siesta, the insect having two periods of flight in a day. This
statement was confirmed by Dr. Wallace, who had found the insect
apparently asleep and inert at noon in a hollow shell, which it had
selected for its retreat.

The Chairman exhibited a very small and curious variety of Ma-
mestra Brassies, captured by Mr. Briggs, of St. JoJxn's College,
Oxford ; and Mr. lauson, a collection of Coleoptera, collected in Van-
couver's Island. Amongst the species were some interesting Beetles,
especially a Lougicorn, closely allied to the curious Australian genua
Hesthesis.

Mr. Q. S. Saunders exhibited the nest of a social caterpillar, formed
among the leaves of a species of Zeyhera, from the prorince of San
Paulo, Brazil. The nest was of a strong texture, and nearly a foot-

loug.

Dr. Wallace mentioned that he had recently obseiwed in Mr. Bree's
collection, a specimen of Platypteryx sicula, believed to have been cap-
tured by the latter gentleman near Stowmarket. He also exhibited a
cocoon of Saturnia Yama-mai, bred in England, together with a very
remarkable series of cocoons and perfect insects of the Ailanthns
Silk Moth, reared by himself, as well as specimens of the silk obtained
by carding from the latter species, accompanied by a series of observa-
tions made during bis experiments on that insect in 186G. Among the
specimens exhibited were cocoons which had been spun at the end of
1805, but from which the Moth had not yet emerged, having remained
nearly a year and a half in the chrysalis state ; also, double cocoons
spun by two caterpillars conjointly. He had reared move than four
thousand of the Moths during the past year, and had observed that
the cocoons kept in the darkest places produced the brightest-colonred

Bloths. He was inclined to believe that S. Guerinii, and S. Ricini, were
only local varieties of S. Cynthia. He also mentioned that the eggs
of this Moth make a distinct, although slight, clicking sound often re-

peated.

Mr. Wormold exhibited a collection of insects sent from Shanghai
by Mr. W. Pryer, most of which were almost identical with British

species. It included, however, a new wild Silk Moth nearly akin to

Eombyx Huttoni, Westw.
Mr. J. Gould exhibited Hylurgus pinipcrda, a small wood-boring

Beetle, which was committing great ravages on Pinus insignis in

Lord Falmouth's park, in Cornwall.
Mr. C. A. Wilson, of Adelaide, communicated a farther series of

notes on the Buprestiua' of South Australia, and on Cerapterusj

MacLeaii, and Calosoma Curtisii.

THE INTENSE COLD AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
IN SHROPSHIRE AND CORNWALL.

CiiurvCH Aston, Salop.—I send you the result of my obser-

vations on the degree of cold and its effect in this neighbour-

hood (Newport, Salop). Its greatest intensity was in the night

of Thursday, January 4th, when my self-registering thermo-
meter in the shade, against a wall 5 feet from the ground, in-

dicated 6°, or 26° of frost ; hut I am inclined to think that the
position of the instrument in the north-west angle, formed by
a wall and building adjoining, caused it to register higher than
it should have done. At Chet-vynd Park, within two miles, I

am told that the thermometer was at zero.

The frost commenced here with snow on the last day of the
old year ; it continued until the 6th of January without severity,

except on the 3rd and 4th. The thaw continued from Sunday,
6th, to Thui'sday, 10th, the temperature during this interval

rising as high as from 45" to 50°. Frost commenced again
on the above date, and continued thirteen days—that is, ta
W^ednesday, the 23rd. During this interval we had no cold BO
intense as in the first frost, the lowest degree of cold registered

here being 15° in the night of the 14th; but during most of'

this time the thermometer ranged between 20° b^^ night and
29° by day. I need scarcely say that the frost was accompanied
with a considerable fall of snow in this, as, I suppose, in every
other count}'. We had snow on December 31>it and January
1st equivalent to about a qiiarter of an inch of rain, as registered

by my rain-gauge. On the 10th, 11th, and 12th we had snow
equivalent to about one-fifth of an inch of rainfall, and on the
night of the 22ud that storm of sleet or snow and rain together,
which seems to have been so general throughout the country,
Aa regards the effects of this frost, as far as we can judge at

present they do not seem so disastrous as might have been
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anticipated. Although I quite agree with your valuable cor-

respondent Mr. Eadcljffe, that it will not be until the spring

that we can tell to what extent our Roses and other hardy trees

and shrubs may have Buffered ; yet, as far as my observation

has gone, the losses amongst Boses will not be considerable.

I have noticed, and I should be glad to know if others of your
correspondents have observed the same, that the old two-year-

old wood of my Eoses seems to have suffered to a greater ex-

tent than the newer, greener, less-ripened shoots. I cannot

say that any of my Boses are killed, unless it be two or three

plants of Triomphe de Rennes, but I fully expect many of those

on the Manetti stock to die down to the snow hne. Some of

ihem present the singular appearance of having been crushed

for an inch or two about this line, not by the bark or stem

appearing to be bruised or wounded, but by its discoloration,

while the upper part of the branch above this line appears at

present quite fresh and uninjured. The only protection 1

afforded to the bulk of my Eoses was to increase the thickness

of Nature's best blanket by having more snow shovelled on to

my dwarfs, whether on their own roots or on Manetti ; and in

the case of my newly-budded Manettis the application has been

thoroughly successful, as even in the case of some Teas the

buds look as green and fresh as the day they were put in.

One beneficial result, amongst others, of the severe frost will

be to prove thoroughly the hardiness or otherwise of the new
Eoses of the last three or four years, and how far Roses on the

Manetti are better able to resist the effect of such intense cold

than those on their own roots or on the Briar, and it will be a

great boon to amateur rosarians if, as the season advances,

some of your readers will give lists of what Eoses have been

killed or suffered most from the effects of the late frost.

None of my hardy shrubs as yet show any sign of injury,

though Broccoli and Celery seem to have suffered considerably.

I must not forget to mention, in passing, that so late as Janu-

ary 19th I had a good covering of straw put round some pillar

Eoses which I was anxious, if possible, to preserve from injury.

These are trained to circular iron trainers, and straw was

placed round them, to the extent of an inch in thickness, from

ihe ground to a height of 4 or .5 feet, leaving still 2 or 3 feet of

the top of the shoots exposed. If this had been put on previous

to the severe frost it would no doubt have proved a protection

against almost any degree of cold ; but as it is, I hope it may
stiU be of use, as I am convinced that plants suffer as much
from sudden exposure to bright sun or drying winds after such

weather as we have had, as from the effects of the intense

•old.

I am surprised to find how little plants have suffered in cold

frames in comparison with what I should have expected, for

though protected with additional covering, and in the case of

the first frost to some extent with straw, the intensity of the

cold was such that I expected much more damage to have been

done than has been. How is this ? Did the late mild autumn
cause the loss of ground temperature to be much less than is

usual on the approach of winter ? and when we came to cover

up our cold frames closely, was there, therefore, much more of it

f.ban common at this time of year stored up to resist such frost

as we have had lately ? Unfortunately I had no self-registering

thermometer in any of my cold frames, so that I have no means
of telling with exactness what was the temperature ; but I

find the injury to my Calceolarias, Gazanias, Carnations, Tea
Eoses, and other occupants of my cold frames almost nothing.

Verbenas, Ilumeas, &c., in the same frames have suffered more

;

but I might, without difScnlty, have added such additional pro-

tection as would have saved these too.

No doubt the small injury done to vegetation compared with

the severity of the past frost is to be attributed entirely to the

beneficial protection of the snowfall, which was more or less

abundant throughout the country.

—

Countey Curate.

Penzance.—Frost commenced on December 31st, 18fi6, and

continued till January 4th, 1867. The lowest temperature

during these days, by Negretti & Zambra's self-registering ther-

mometer, was 27°. In a garden near this place none of the

jjants enumerated below, excepting Sparmannia africana, then

in flower, suffered. On January 11th frost set in again. On
the 14th the snow was 5 inches in depth. On the 15th and

16th the minimum during the preceding nights was 15°, an

excess of 7° of cold beyond what I have ever observed during

the twenty-eight years of my residence in Cornwall.

I find this day (February 6th), that the following plants in

the borders and unprotected have been killed :—Hakea acicn-

laris, Sparmannia africana, Eutaxia myrtiflora, Serissa margi-

nata, Acacia armata, Eriostemon pulchellnm, Pelargoniums,

including some of the Cape kinds which had survived many
winters here and in the Soilly Islands ; and Alona cipiestis.

Severely injured :—Veronicas (various shrubby kinds). Aster
argophyUus, Polygala Dalmaisiana, Gazania splendens, Bo-
ronia tetrandra, Myrsine undulata, Centaurea ragusina and
gymnocarpa, and Cineraria maritima. Cassia corymbosa has
lost the wood of 1806.

Slightly injured

—

i. c, extremities of shoots pinched :—
Myrtles, Erica codonodcs, CoUetia spinosa, Witscnia corymbosa,
Mitraria coccinea, Correa alba, and Hakea suaveolens. Several

plants of Ghent Azaleas were unhurt, a young leaf or so at the

extremities of the shoots only being destroyed. The same
with Camellias, among which there was no damage except where
the new growth had already begun.
Unhurt :—Gunnera scabra, Dracspna indiviea. Yuccas, Rho-

dodendron arborenm, Abutilon vitifolium, Erica arborea, Col-

letia bictonensis, Olea ilicifolia, and Convolvulus cneonim.
No Roses whatever have been damaged ; but Fuchsia fulgens,

splendens, and serratifoUa are killed to the ground.

So many of the plants above mentioned are usually only
found under glass during winter, that the effect of the late

frost upon them may be useful. The result that most surpriseg

me concerns the Dracaenas, of which I have three specimens,
one 9 feet and the others 6 feet in height. That they should,

have survived a temperature so low as 15° was beyond my
expectations, especially as, when frost set in after the snow on.

their leaves had been melted by the sun, the hearts of the

plants were covered with a solid block of ice. I speak of these

plants as D. indivisa, but some think that they are D. aus-

trahs.

The Orange trees. Pelargoniums, and Calceolarias in a badly
glazed lean-to greenhouse, without any heat but that of a

paraffin lamp during the night, had only a leaf here and there

touched, although on one night the minimum was 22°, and on
three others 23°. In wooden frames matted over, and filled with

Zonal and Variegated Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, and other

bedding plants, nothing was injured beyond the tips of the
Celsias and of the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums in one corner.

Our district is one in which market-gardening is carried on.

to a largo extent. At this season the main crop is Broccoli, of

which acres are destroyed. The Potatoes, fortunately, were
stiU in safety on their shelves, as the practice of November
planting has been almost wholly given up in this neighboui'-

hood.—W.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
One of the novelties for which we anticipate a large measure

of success is a new Black Gkape, raised by Mr. Standish,

which we noticed in our pages two years ago under the name
of Royal Black, but which he has since changed to Eoyal
Ascot, as indicating more distinctly its origin. For some years

Mr. Standish devoted his attention to the crossing of Grapes,

and one of the crosses he attempted was to get a result par-

taking of the character of the Muscat of Alexandria and the

TroverenFrontignan ; and for this purpose he used the Bowood,

which at the time was considered an earlier form and generaUy

a superior variety of the Muscat. To his astonishment, in-

stead of a white Grape he obtained a black one, and instead of

a Muscat a variety with a large oval berry, of a character very

similar to the Black Hamburgh, and with a sensible though

very faint trace of Frontignan flavour. Our object, however,

in noticing this subject at present is to report what promises

to be its great fertility and wonderful vigour. Mr. Standish

has planted a whole house with it for market purposes, and

the Vines, though only planted twelve months ago, show on
each lateral as many as four large bunches, and on some of the

rods we counted as many as forty in all. The fruit is earUer

than the Black Hamburgh by a week, and it has the peculiarity

of being of a jet black colour long before it is ripe, being in

that respect UketheRedChasselas, which colours as soon as the

berry is formed. Judging by what we saw of the fruit last

year, the remarkably stout stalk, and the short, sturdy, warted

berry-stalks, we believe that this will be equally valuable as a

hanging Grape as it is for forcing and for its earliness.

These are, or shortly wiU be, one or two vacancies for

students at Chiswick. Young men who are desirous of avail-

ing themselves of the advantages thus offered may receive par-

ticulars by applying to Mr. Barron, the Superintendent of the

Garden.

Majob K. Trevor Clabke asks us to correct aa error ia
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onr account of the Society's meeting on Tuesday, the 19th.

It was Ihjckia rariflnra which he mentioned as having stood

seyeral winters, and not Disa grandiflora.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparagus, give the beds a slight salting ; this should be
done after soiling ; the rains will carry down the salt from
time to time. Attend to the due preparation of the ground
for the main crops of CarroU and Parsnips ; endeavour to pro-

vide charred materials, half-burnt weeds, or leaves. Onio/is

may be sown as soon as possible ; choose a piece of ground
that has been manured for a previous crop, and, adding no
fresh manure, throw it into high beds, sow when dry, cover

thinly, and roll as hard as possible. The last advice will, per-

haps, not apply so well to clayey soils. Sea-kalt, plant forth-

with, salting and manuring heavily.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Vegetation having been so much checked by the late severe

weather, the planting and pruning of fruit trees may be
carried on with as much propriety as would have been the case

in the beginning of February in forward seasons ; but the rapid
development which results from a week or two of line weather
at this period should be kept in mind, and every preparation
ought to be made for the occurrence of frost. The utility of

coping-boards for the protection of the blossom of Peaches
and Apricots on walls was mentioned in a former calendar,

and in reply to a question on the subject I would mention
that only temporary copings were recommended. With the
exception of the usual projection of 2 inches of stone or other
material of a permanent nature for the protection of the wall,

any greater projection is injurious to the trees in summer

;

but temporary coping-boards about 9 inches wide, afford the
blossoms great protection from spring frosts, and when aU
danger of the latter is over they should be removed. They
should be made to fit closely underneath the permanent coping,
and should be supported by stays or brackets. If the ground
is in good condition plantations of Strawberries may be made.
Presuming that the runners of last season were planted out in

nursery-beds, and the plants are now taken up with good balls by
means of a hollow trowel, carefully planted, and well mulched,
crops will Jae obtained nearly equal in the first season, and
superior in the second, to those resulting from an autumn plan-
tation. Bring pruning to a close immediately ; root-prune over-
luxuriant trees, allowing about a foot to every inch of diameter
at the base of the trunk—that is to say, for a tree of 4 inches
in diameter, open a trench 4 feet off, and so on. Uncover
Fig trees, but do not prune them until the buds begin to swell.

Prune and nail Tines without delay, stopping the fresh cuts
with a patch of white lead.

FLOWEE GAKDEN.
AU grass lawns should now have a thorough rolling, and all

turfing repairs must be completed forthwith. Where it is ab-
solutely necessary to edge lines of walks let it be done now,
and, as soon as accomplished, run the heavy roller several
times up and down the edge to soften the cut line. All edgings
should, if possible, have a slight inclination towards the walS,
and they should only be fresh cut in consequence of irregu-
larities in the line. High-kept lawns should have a single
mowing immediately after rolling. During open weather, like
the present, if there are any shrubs that are to be trans-
planted lose no time in completing the operation. All plant-
ing should be finished, if possible, before dry weather sets in.

Prune shrubs. Hoses, &c., in mild weather. Any ground which
has not been dug should be left until it becomes somewhat
dry and in a fit state for the operation. Examine rockwork,
and dress up any plants that are showing for bloom. Fix
any stones that may have become loose. Look over the beds
of Pinks, and fasten any plants raised by the frost.

GREKNnOUSE AND CONSEEVATORT.
Poiusettias done flowering in tlie conservatory should be re-

moved to other houses at work to make new wood, from which
cuttings may he struck. Euphorbia jacquiniicflora may be re-

moved to heat, but not pruned, for if cuttings be an object
they will break better without pruning, being liable to bleed.
The routine here will now be a constant exchange with the
other houses or forcing-pit. Nothing should be allowed to re-
main unless in blossom or m fine health. Secure, if possible,
a small amount of atmospheric moisture without drip. Young

plants that are desired to form close, neat, and compact bushes',

must have all the strongest shoots topped as soon as they grow
2 inches or so in length. This will cause them to throw out

young shoots in all directions. To produce really compact and
symmetrical plants it is highly necessary to be very assiduous

in carrying out this point of management throughout the wholfe

of the growing season. Some of the strongest-growing kinds',

especially of Heaths, may be rendered very interesting speci-

mens, having the form of an elongated narrow cone. This is

j

done by encouraging a leading shoot and stopping-in closely

aU the lateral twigs. The leading shoot is obtained by pruning

back the last year's growth abont a third of its length, which
induces young shoots, the strongest upper one of which is con^

tinned as the leader, and the rest are cut closely in. Plants so

treated are very handsome and very appropriate in situations

where everything is formal, as, for instance, when placed at

regular distances by the side of the pathway in conservatories^

or in summer by the side of terrace walks. Those who follovr

up the cultivation of Pelargoniums should have their plants

duly attended to in regard to staking out, &c. They will bear

shifting themoment the blossom-buds are formed in the terminal

points. Water very moderately after shifting until the pot is

half full of roots ; those not yet shifted will now require water-

ing freely. Tender annuals, as Balsams, Cockscombs, &c.,

should now be sown ; they will come up better, however, in a
frame with a slight heat.

STOVE.

Orchids will now be budding fast ; beware of drip lodging in

the young buds. Where suspicion exists as to danger in thisi

respect, it is sometimes well to remove some of the old coating

which surrounds the bud, by which a free circulation of air is-

established. The fires should be kept sufficiently lively in the

early part of the day to allow of a free circulation of air ; every-

leaf in the house should be dry for an hour or two at midday,
after which period the air should be gradually withdrawn and
atmospheric moisture removed. This treatment will be found
to suit the majority of stove plants as well as Orchids. Many
of the Justicias, Eranthemum pulcheUum, and some of the
Begonias raised from shoot cuttings now and kept growing near
the glass in a cool part of the stove all the summer, will make-
good, dwarf, flowering plants by winter. The cuttings are to be-

rooted in moist heat. All the foDowing plants will be found very
ornamental in the winter months. Eranthemum pulchellnm
has fine blue flowers ; those of Justicia flavicoma or calytrioha

are yellow; Begonia Martiana is deep rose pink, and the Euphor-
bia fulgens, Poinsettia pulcherrima, and Aphelandra cristata'

and aurantiaca are of various shades of red and scarlet. There
is a variety of the Poinsettia in which the bracts are white.

Here alone are materials enough for no mean display in the

winter months.
PITS AND FRAMES.

Attend strictly to watering if the weather continue mild
and sunny. Persevere in potting off, sowing seeds, and put-

ting in cuttings of all such plants as are most wanted for bed-

ding out. Give air early every morning, and shut up in the

afternoon -with a good sun heat if possible. Place in heat
Fuchsias, Salvias, Pelargoniums, and Petunias that have not
broken shoots since potting last autumn. Pot Ferrarias in

light, sandy soil, keeping some for planting out in borders in

spring.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
3UTCHEN GAEDEN.

The work out of doors has chiefly consisted of trenching,

digging, and preparing formending and regulating Box edgings,

as, though the weather has been fine and warm, the absence of

sun has prevented our heavy ground becoming sufficiently dry

to' permit of sowing or planting much with propriety. As soon
as the state of the ground will permit, preparations will be
made for sowing Parsnips, almost the only main crop as to

which there need be any anxiety for a few weeks. If early

Carrots and Radishes are sown on a warm border, the sowing
had better be performed in beds, with ridges of long litter be-

tween them from which the droppings have been shaken, in

order to cover the beds at night. We escape having to resort

to much covering of this kind, by growing most of our earUest

Radishes as temporary crops among other vegetables that re-

quire longer time, and protection, at least in the earUer period

of their growth. Thus the bed from which we are now gather-

ing Radishes was protected with glass during the winter. The
next bed has Carrots for the main crop sown in rows, witii
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Radishes between the rows of Carrots, which will be pulled
before the Carrots need the whole space. To succeed these,
Radishes are sown between the rows of Potatoes in frames, to

be followed by others sown between Potatoes in an earth pit,

•with a board back and front, on which to rest old sashes or
hurdles, the latter thatched or with evergreen boughs drawn
through them.
Botlom Heat.—For all such accelerating processes in spring,

a little bottom heat is of great importance—that is, a heat rang-
ing from 70° to 75°, and even to 80°, as more than that would
be injurious rather than otherwise. This heat we speak of as
from 9 to 12 inches below the surface. There is no difficulty

in keeping the surface cool enough by the free admission of

air. There is little difficulty iii securing the requisite bottom
heat where there is an abundance of tree leaves and ferment-
ing material from the stables, duly wrought, prep.ared, and
sweetened for the purpose. Where old beds from last season
still remain, enough of bottom heat may be obtained for such
purposes with but little addition of fresh material, and with
little or no previous preparation. Some details respecting
such work may be useful to those who are short of material,
and wish to make the most of it.

First, as to the two frames filled with Potatoes and Radishes
;

the bed beneath them was formed of the clearings of the flower
garden. Salvias, Ageratums, Calceolarias, Ac, with the sweep-
ings of the lawn, the leaves kept chiefly to the surface. These
gave out a sweet, mild heat as they slowly decomposed, and the
surface of the bed, covered with screenings from the furnaces,
helped forward some bedding plants which were just late enough.
When room could be found for these plants in the houses, the
surface of the bed was stirred, some fresh ashes added; and as
the heat was, though mild, too much for plunging Strawberry-
pots in, the frames were filled with pots merely set on the sur-
face, each pot being nicely cleaned, decayed and old leaves
twisted off, some surface soil removed, and fresh rich compost
added. This position gave the Strawberry plants a nice start,

and when heat was applied to houses, as Peach-houses, &o.,
the Strawberry-pots were removed thither. Owing to the rough-
ness 01 the material, the frames had sunk more at the back
than was desirable at this early period ; so they were taken
off, the bed forked over to the depth of a foot or so, adding
a few harrowloads of fresh leaves to give the bed a better
slope, the frame put on, nice mellow soil put in, and Po-
tatoes, previously started in pots, planted, and the Radishes
sown between. We need not follow these frames further at
present. Close to them were two frames set on old hotbeds,
now empty, after having contained Lettuces, etc., during winter.
We wanted to obtain a little heat beneath the glass of these
frames, and could obtain nothing but a couple of loads or so of

the litter and dung .just as it came from the stables. The
frames were hfted off, and all the very rotten material, which
could be easily spitted from the outsid'es of the beds, removed,
which left a good sized core, or centre, wet indeed, but not more
than half decayed. This was thoroughly mixed with the long,
littery, dry dung, the dry and the moist being just sufficient

to cause and to keep for a long time a gentle heat from a slow
fermentation, and the whole was surfaced with a layer of a few
inches of the more than half-rotten material. 'The frames
were replaced, and filled with turves sown with Peas, as noticed
last week, and when these are removed the beds will be fit for
Potatoes or Beans, or, with the addition of some prepared
dung or leaves, for Cucumbers and Melons.
A long earth pit has just been treated much in the same

way. Last year about this time, or earUer, that pit, with a
board at back and front for sashes to be laid on, hurdles, &c.,
had about 18 inches of hot fermenting material, chiefly con-
sisting of fresh leaves with a little dung, placed on the bottom,
and then soil was put on for Potatoes ; and when these were re-
moved, Cucumbers, principally for pickling, were planted, also
ridge Cucumbers for table use,'Vegetable Marrows, &a. These
were followed by late Kidney Beans, which with protection con-
tinued to produce till late in November, and then by Cauli-
flowers taken up from the quarters and put in thickly. The soil

in front of the bed had become sodden and soured, so it was
removed. A space was also cleared entirely of soil, and an
opening made into the fermenting material, now a twelvemonth
old. This, though damp, was far from being decayed, and only
needed turning and mixing with some fresh material to afford
all the heat necessary, the lurning itself admitting air and its

oxygen to carry on the process of slow combustion, or fermen-
tation. A few loads of this long litter from the stables, and a few
barrowloads of fresh leaves, just suited the purpose. As a piece

was done and well trodden, mixing the old and the new, the soil
from behind was thrown on the part finished, and then what
was laid aside at first completed the last part. ' There is no
danger from steam with such an earth covering, and there is
the gentle heat beneath which is wanted. A little lime was
thrown on the old soil, fresh light loam added, and all mixed
together, and the place will be filled with Potatoes before this
is in piint, and will cume in for many purposes afterwards.
We may mention, that in growing Potatoes and Radishes

under frames, it is well not to have the soil more than from
6 to inches from the glass at first. This keeps the Radishes
short-topped, and as the Potatoes grow the frames can be raised
at the four corners on blocks or bricks. In such an earth pit
as last described, and of such materials, we may expect the
bed to sink gradually about 'J inches before the plants come to
maturity, and. therefore, the height at planting-time may be
fully inches more than it would be desirable it should be
when the Potatoes are full-grown.

These details may help those who would like to have certain
vegetables early and cannot afford quantities of sweetened fer-

menting material. In many cases the heat lost in sweetening
might have been utilised, and often we have seen the remains
of hotbeds wheeled away when if turned, miugled with fresh
litter and dung, and covered over with a part of the old, they
would have been quite sufficient for all such purposes as above
referred to in winter and spring, and saved many an unavail-
ing complaint about being unable to obtain fermenting ma-
terial for this or that purpose, and, therefore, being under the
necessity of waiting until the ground became warm by the
heat of the sun. By such arrangements help con be obtained by
heat beneath long before the sun will do much in a similar way.

FKUIT OAEBEN.
Went on with pruning, nailing, watching birds, &c., the

general work being much the same as in preceding weeks.
Orcliard-lwuses.—As soon as possible we will have these

fresh arranged, fresh surfaced, and Peas planted in them.
The chief matter we are careful about now is to keep them as
cool as possible, with all the air on in safe weather night and
day. The longer the blooms are in opening the better we shall

like it. The dull weather has also helped to retard the swell-

ing buds. All fruit-buds seem to come earlier than usual
this season, whether under glass or in the open air. If we
have some bright days soon we sh^U be tempted, as respects
orchard-houses, to dull the colour of the glass a little, by
syringing it outside with water coloured by whiteniifg. Forthe
sake of convenience in re-ai ranging the orchard-houses, we have
removed the Strawberry plants in pots from them ; and what we
could not find room for under frames to come on gently, we
have plunged in a bed of litter out of doors, and if a severe

frost come we can throw a little litter over them, or clean

straw. Our plants in pots had too much wet last autumn, but
after being dried in the orchard-houses they seem to be all

right. Many complaints reach us of the havoc done by the
frost in breaking pots, and killing all the outside roots. There
is so much trouble in securing good plants in pots that the

pots ought to be protected from frost by some means.
It is a long time since we have used fumigating for green

fly on Strawberry plants, though we may soon find we are

not quite secure, and much of the freedom from insects we
attribute to air-giving and a comparatively cool temperature,

especially before the fruit is sweUiug. After that the plants

will bear a much higher temperature, but if the air is moist the

flavour will be inferior. We should not forget that the plant

blooms out of doors early, and the fruit sets when the tempera-

ture at night is comparatively low. Had we our will at all

times with forced Strawberries, we would never care to have
the plants in a higher temperature than from 50° to 55° until

the flower-trusses appeared, and never higher when in bloom
than 60°, sinking to 55° at night, and rising with sunshine and
air to 75°, and a few degrees more if the sun was bright.

ORNAMENTAI. DEPAllTMENT.

The chief work has been digging, potting, putting in cut-

tings, and removing plants. Bulbs out of doors will want
filming in the soil, and those under glass must be kept near

the light to improve the colour. Azaleas, Deutzias, Rhodo-
dendrons, Lilacs, &c., will come on fast now if placed in Peach-

houses or vineries at work, and just require a warm place in

the greenhouse or conservatory when moved there at first.

Next mouth is a good time for potting young plants of deci-

duous shrubs for forcing, plunging them in a bed during the

summer, and mulching with litter until the spring frosts are

over. The better such plants are estabhshed in the pots, and
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the better the wood is ripened early in the autumn, the better

will they force in winter and spring.

Securing a Regular Heat by Hot Water, and Making the Most

tf Fuel.—Of course the furnace-man must learn what every

fireplace can do, and the best mode of managing it. The
eomplaints that come to us are chiefly from those who have

hot water for small houses, and who either have not enough of

piping, not enough of expansion room, have too powerful a

boiler, or do not regulate the consumption of fuel by banking

np, or the right use of the damper. The complaints are much
the same as those which have been partly met in answers to

correspondents. A says he will have out his hot-water ap-

paratus and go back to a flue for his little house, as the con-

sumption of fuel is doubled, and his house is generally too hot

or too cold, as the fire burns so quickly, and then when it is out

the pipes cool quickly. There is B, whose supply-cistern is con-

stantly running over, and to keep the pipes full there is con-

stant water-carrying. Tlien there is C, who in a small pit has an
air-pipe at the highest point of the water-pipes, and several times

at night he has just escaped a scalding when walking on the

pathway, 2 yards behind, as the boiling water was thrown
ont in jets, as if from a garden engine. Now most of these

evils arise from a greater and a brisker fire than is necessary.

It is right to learn from every quarter. A paragraph has been
going the round of the papers, telling how Mr. Warren, the

celebrated author of " Ten Thousand a-Year," saves fuel, and
obtains more heat in his room, by simply placing an iron

plate on the bottom bars of the fireplace, the chief use of

that plate being to prevent air passing to the fuel directly from
beneath. The peculiar advantage of that plate is, that it will

become hot, and therefore help to thoroughly consume the fuel

next to it. With the exception of the heat from the plate, the

same saving of the fuel would be obtained by first allowing the

ashes and cinders to accumulate at the bottom to the depth of

an inch or so, so as not to permit of air passing up through the

bottom bars, the ignition being kept up by the front bars only.

We have long acted on this principle, and have gone farther, by
placing a brick at the back of the fireplace, so as to keep the
fuel more to the front bar.", and so throw more heat into the
room. Thus, the fire-place in the range in the room in which
we are wi'iting is 14 inches long by 9 inches wide, and that
might be required at times ; but during the coldest days of

this winter the space for the fuel was screwed up to 9 inches in

length, and a large brick was slipped down behind to throw the
fuel more to the front, and, as a rule, the bottom bars were
not cleaned out, except at lighting-time, and soon became
filled up.

Now, just as in a fireplace it is desirable that no more fuel

should be used than would heat the room, so it is desirable

that no more firing should be used below a boiler than would
give the heat required ; and then there is the damper in
the chimney to regulate the draught. In addition, however,
to the damper and the shut, regulated ashpit-door, much
may also be done by regulating the draught of air, if any,
through the fire-bars. " D." has just told us that in one of the
keen frosty nights he had his house right at 11 o'clock p.m.

put on a good fire, as he expected a cold night, went out at

2 a.m., found his house far too hot, and then at 6 a.m. the pipes
were cold. Now, by the use of the damper, ashpit-door, and the
regulation of the fire-bars, there would be no difficulty when
used to the furnace to keep something like a uniform heat in
the pipes all night. It is necessary to clear these bars, remove
•linkers, &c., on lighting, and this may be required once or
twice before banking up for the night, if very coarse material, as
breeze and ashy cinders, is used ; but when a continuous uni-
form heat is wanted for the night, and there is already enough
of heat in the pipes, flue, &c., then much may be done by
patting the fuel down over the bars before adding more, in-

stead of poking it np, and opening vents for letting more air

in to supply rapid combustion. In the latter case the fire will

speedily burn out, in the former case the fire will bo all right

in the morning, after giving out a continuous moderate heatall
night. With such pimple precautions there need be no over-

heating—no wasting and jetting of next-to-boiling water, how-
ever small the place to be heated, if by cistern or otherwise

room is left for the natural expansion of water by heat.—E. F.

J. Backhouse & Son, York.

—

Catalogue of Aljtine Plants and
Hardy Perennials.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—FEiiRCABY 27.

Severe as the wc.ither was in the early part of the year, the market
pardens furnish ua with plenty of the ordinary out-door vegetables.
Those of a superior character are supplied in sufficient tjuantitiea to keep
prices stationary, and consist of good Coniish Broccoli and a superior
sort from the Channel Islands. Forced vet^etables conaiat of Kidney
Beans, Sea-kale, AsparaRus, and Aah-loaved Kidney Potatoes. Pears
comprise Xe Plus Meuris, BemTe de Kance, and Easter Beorrti. Th«
Potato trade is rather heavy.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bnndle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRun.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucmubers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

8. d. s.

6 too
10
4

8
S

6
S

2
3
8
S

4

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce per doz.
Muslirooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions. . . . per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-Kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes.... per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

Applea i sieve 2
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Fips doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 6
Lemons 100 5

d.

0to3

IS

FRUIT.
d

10

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 101)

Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums \ sieve
Quinces doz.
Kaapberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

R.
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TwBLTE AiTKTJALS roR PoTS (C. T. A.).~\ou. do not BRj whether you
winh Ui«m to be hardy, bat we presnme that you can afford them a little

protection, snch as that of a south window or frame, from the time of
(iowijig until the plants are up. Oxalis rosea, Clintonia pnlchella, Acro-
clinium roseum, Brachycomo iberidifolia. Abronia nmbellata. Nemcsia
coiupacta insignis. (Enothera bistorta Veitchii, Mesembryanthemum tri-

color, Purtulaca Blensoni, Schizanthus rctusus, Amblyolepis setigera,
and double Zinnia elcgans. These are what are termed half-hardy
ftnnualH, and to them may be added Ten-week Stocks, Asters, and Phlox
Dvummoudi. in great variety. If you wish for hardy annuals, then Sweet
Alyssum, double Clarkia elegans, Coreupsis marmorata nana, Cnllinsia
bartsiiefolia, Whitln^iaprandiflorn, Chrysanthemum tricolor, Linum gran-
diliorum rubrum. Nemophilit atomaria oeulata, N. insignis, Linaria bipar-
tita splendida. Mignonette, nnd Mathiola bicornis. For the greenhouse
the following are suitable:—Gl.the Amaranthus in purple, orange, white,
nnd striped varieties; Brownllia elata, audits white variety ; Thunbergia
alata, and its white variety, which are climbers, requiring 'support ; Anio-
ranthns melnncholicus ruber, Balsams. Convolvulus mauritanicns, fine
for baskets ; Egg Plant, purple and white-fruited ; and Martj-nia fragrans.
Pruning Ivy {W, L.).~We would defer cutting the Ivy nntil the end of

"March or early in April, as if cut now it remains for weeks a very un-
sightly object, It should be cut with a knife quite close to the wall.
Beyond the unsightlmess there is nothing to prevent its being cut now.
AkTHUEIUH SCHEBZERIANrM AND SPH^ROGVNE LATTFOLIA CutTURE

(A. B.J.—At this season they both require to be kept in a stove with a
temperature of from 60- to 65^' at night, which should be increased to 70^
by the end of March, and to 8[i^. SS", or 90^ by dav with sun and air. The
atmosphere should be kept very moist whilst the plants are growing
freely, but not by syringing them overhead, as that impairs their beautv
and sometimes destroys it. The moisture, therefore, should be produced
by evaporation from tanl;s or troughs, or by sprinkling the floors, walls.
Ac., several times a-day. A fair amount of ventilation must be provided,
but not m currents, nor should large quantities of air be given irregularly.
The situation should be light and not shaded, and there should be plenty
of room on all sides. The plants ought to be kept as near the glass as
possible

; the pots should he weU drained, the rough parts of the com-
post being placed over the crocks to a depth of about 1 inch, or from
that to 2 inches. The compost mav consist of two-thirds rather light
very tnrfy loam, the top spit of a pasture cut from three-quarters to an inch
tnick, and either a year old or charred in a hot oven, and one-third turfv
sandy peat, chopped and made rather small, but not sifted, to which add
one-sixtb of the whole of silver sand, and an equal proportion of charcoal
in pieces from the size of a pea up to that of a hazel nut. and weU in-
corporated. \\ ater carefully after potting, and when at rest, but when the

'?° u^ ^^ 7*^''*^^ "^ *^^ ^^'^^^ ^^''^ avoid deluging them with water. \
slight shade from very bright sun may be afforded for an hour or twodarmg the middle of the day.

Muscat HAjffiTiEGH Grapes Shanking (S. R. J.).-Shanking is the
great fault of this Grape. The heat you name will not save them, but
will rather increase the tendency to the evil. All von can do is to have
the roots in an inside border, and to encourage and retain more foliage.The best way to treat this Vine when it is planted in an outside border,
IS to have it worked on the Black Hamburgh.
M^EN-aATE Ferns Losing their Fronds (Jdm).—The cause of the

Ironds commg very weak and pale, and some of them dying off is yourkeeping them in a continual state of growth in the temperature of a
Cucumber-house, "iou should have kept them moderatelv dry in a tem-
perature of about 5a^ at night, for at least three months of the year, cutdown the fronds when these became brown, and placed the plants in atemperature of from 60^ U^ 65 ; they would then have become strong.
iTivc them plenty of moisture, do not roast them, and keep them shadedand well watered, but not saturated.

IN3ERTING MiSTLRToE Seed {W. TI'.).~You mav procure the seed fromany locality where the plant is found. The seeds' are within the berries,
and may be squeezed out and inserted in a cut in the bark of the tree, orpUced on a smooth part of the bark on the under side of a branch. If
placed on the upper bide birds are apt to make free with them. Now is agood time to insert them

.

Propagating Welungtokia and Chpressus Lawsoniana from
OtTTTiNOS iIdem).~The best time to put in cuttings of these is towards

0SL4 »?l^"™™"''^'" ^^^^ ^^« growths are complete. The voung
Shoots of the current year should be selected, taking them off quite" close
to the old wood. They should be inserted in pots or pans in silver sand,
the base of the cutting resting about half an inch above a layer of loam
at the bottom, over the drainage. The pots should be placed in a warmgreenhouse or propagating-house, or set in a frame with a mUd bottom
heat, and should be covered with a bell or hand-glass. The sand must be
fcept moist. Though plants will grow from cuttings they are not equal
to those raised from seed.

o j 1

fW^T^^^4'^
Plantains and Daisies (B/u^).-The best plan is to grub

!rT ? -^'*i^^
\^-^^ ^^^ ^^ old knife. This, though a tedious, is a certainmode of eradicatmg them.

1-^1^?^"^^ C-LTURE (Mcm).-You may sow the seed in April, in drills

}L =^^^ P^;!:"?r''^ ^,'P*'^ "^^^1' ^" ^° '^I'^'i situation. Do not scatter

\^%^l
thickly, and when the plants are up thin them to 1 foot or

m«nT>il. ^5^' '*^^*']' °'^5^ ^"""^ *^^ ^""^^ ^^'^y i'^ August in the samemanner, and the plants come into use in the following vear. AU the
routine culture required consists in keeping them free of w'eeds. giving adr^siugof manure in autumn between the rows, and forking it in in

o+f'^^*^^v^^^^' ^^- ^- ,^>"«^^''. J""-)—You wiU do well to cut out the oldbiems to the ground with a saw as you propose, and to cut back those left
to 4 feet, but If naked at bottom cut them away altogether, and leaveinose hranehes coming from the bottom. Do it at once.
Cabbages fldf77!).—The plants are too young to apply liquid manure

to. It should not be given until they begin t^ heart, and should then bepoured between the rows and not on the plants or on their stems. If
strong dilute it with water. Uiine will not hurt them if mixed with
water and other matter. Your plants are eaten at the surface of thegrnimd by what la known to gardeners as the Leather-coat, a dirty 'Tey-
ooloured grub as you describe it, about an inch long. Bv taking the soilirom around the stems of the phrnts you may find more of these destruc-
tivo gmbB. Search for and destroy them, the only remedy we know

Pipes Partially Heating (Ardavon).—You do not tell us how yoa
have placed the pipes. We suspect that the side of the house neKt tho
boiler has the pipes placed higher than those on the other side that do
not heat. Are the pipes at the farther end of the house higher than the
end next the boiler ? and is there an open air-pipo or small oii^tem at the,

farther end V These may make all right. Let us know.

Vinery and FoacrNo Vines (If. IK.).—"We have looked to the 7th to
make sure of your case, and now with the further information we reply:

—

1, We would keep up the division into two of the HU-feet range, as that
will enable you to have the end division next the boiler much earlier if

yon so wish it. 2, Whenever there is the necessity to keep the water
boiling in the pipes, and so boiling over at the Hupply-cistem, which is

placed at the end of the first division, there will soon be waste enough of
fuel to purchase extra pipes. If your stop-cocks are right we do not
clearly see how the running over a little of the supply-cistern empties
the pipes in the farther house. ;!, To prevent this running over of the
water a larger cistern must be procured, so that when the water is cool
it need not stand much above the level of the pipes, and then there will

be room for expansion as the water heats. If you fill a teakettle with
vrater the water will run over before the kettle boils, and all the more
quickly in proportion to the small quantity of water contained in the
kettle, and to the extent of surface exposed to the heating medium ; and
on the same principle the expansion will take effect more quickly in small
pipes than in larger ones, in three-inch pipes than in four-inch pipes.
Were you to have double the quantity of piping, or more, you would be
less troubled with the water boiling over, and most likely would not re-
quire to enlarge the cistern that supplies the pipes. 4, For very early irork

you would need three three-inch pipes to be added to your present two ;

or, if it pleased you better, you might make two four-inch pipes answer.
For the farther house you might allow it to remain as at present for a
late crop; or, if to succeed tbelirst, and pretty early, add one more three-
inch pipe to that which you have already. As you have the three-inch
piping it would be best to finish with three-inch pipes. They are sooner
heated than four-inch pipes, but they are also sooner cooled. 5, Of
course the circulation in your first division is complete in itself, and is

only prevented going on by the stop-cocks, by which also yon regulate
theheat in the farther division. If you worked both divisions at once,
then your supply-cistern might be at the farther end of the farthest
house ; but to work them separately you had better allow it to remain
where it is. (), We cannot advise you as to the best and most economical
mode of making additions to the piping, as we do not know how your
present pipes are placed. The best plan would be to alter your pipes at
each end, and connect them with a y-piece, and aa many holes in it as
you wish to have pipes. Supposing your present two-inch pipes are
placed, the flow above the return ^ , then suppose you add two pipes,
your cheapest plan would be to make the two additional flows where they
would stand thus— -

r^
-, and the two side ones would be connected with

the centre one by means of bent one-inch pipes. A similar pipe would
connect these again with the one return at the farther end. The best

way to do this is to have caps to fit the ends of the three-inch pipes, and
have strong inch pipes, one end fastened into a hole out out of the side

of the present flow, and the other end screwed into the socket cap, and
the same connecting the additional flows at the farther end with the re-

turn-pipe. Thus, with four socket caps and four pieces of one-inch piping,

you may connect two more pipes with your present ones with little more
trouble than drilhng the holes in the present pipes. This plan we know
will do very well, but we do not say that it is as good a plan as having
all the pipes connected in the usual way. yet it is a very handy one for

making additions to the heating medium, as we have several times
proved. These caps and one-inch connecting pipes are suppUed by all

dealers in hot-water piping.

Planting out Forced Strawberries {E. C.),—The matter has so
often been alluded to by us. that it is hardly necessary to say more than
that, as a general mle, we uniformly plant out the greater part of our
forced Strawberries, not when the fruit is gathered, if that is at all early;
but all the earliest plants are generally turned out of their pots against
a fence, where they can be protected from changes in the weather by a
few branches, or a little rough litter in severe weather. We should not
expect much from Strawberry-pots taken out in frosty weather in March
from a medium temperature of 60 . All or most of the latest-forced—
say in May and June, ore generally turned out at once. The earliest

wouJd be as well kept in their pots until planted out, but we generally
want the pots, and in that case the balls are placed cloKe together, a
little leaf mould thrown among them, and a few evergreen boughs kept at

hand to protect them from severe frost, and then we generally turn them
out in well-stiired and moderately well-enriched soil about the beginning
of May. If a few plants do not show fruit at all we goneraUy throw them
away at once. The earliest-forced, if thus treated, generally yield some
good gatherings in autumn. For extra crops in the following year (that is

the forced plants of 1866 bearing out of doors in the summer of 1867),
we know of no mode that will equal this for quantity of produce. Such
plants, however, do best the firbt season. They will not be nearly so
good in 1868, and very poor in 1869. As far as our experience goes, the
first crop from such plants is far superior to that obtained by any other
mode the first season after tm-ning out young plants. As stated above,
however, the tirst crop is the only one out of the common way.

Seedling Rhododendrons {A Lady Gardener).—The seedlings from
the Hybrid Scarlet and other Rhododendrons would certainly produce
flowers finer in size and colour than the seedlings or even old plants of

the common Rhododendron. If your garden is of limited extent, and
only a few plants are required, we would advise the best named sorts only
to be planted, though the others would do well for borders. We do not
know the Rhododendron respecting which you inquire ; but we think
Victoria, one of the Hybrid Scarlets, would suit you as to colour, its

flowers being of a rich plum or claret crimson hue.

Cutting Back Fig Trees (An Old SHh.^cribcr).~'Tho best time to do
this is when danger from fi-ost is past, and that will be in the early part

of May for trees against walls or in the open ground.

Salt for Sea-kale—Running to Seed (A Camhrw7r).—SB.\t is goiid for

Sea-kale beds; you may sprinkle it over the ground in about half the
quantity required to kill weeds on gravel walks, keeping it away from the

croT\-ns. When the plants begin to run to seed you will ensure crowns
by cutting off the flower-stems at the second or third leaf before they
flower. Never allow seed to be produced if you wish, for good plants and
many crowns.
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Hbattho and PlJlSIIKO A COSSEETATOBT (G. S. H)-T1>0 four hot-

w«^r™e«wo';iTr"hat yoa want, but "-ey would do better^ they

were on the »ame level; three flows and
""f «'°f,„„^Sva Mam atta.

Medeola wo wonid snbstitnte Bignonia capens.s """i K™°«^y»5arr5 atta.

For the back waU we would use Acacia armala. and A. D™™^™'^^;^™^

for the ends Passiflora kermesina, B.gnon.a '=''''"'^1 ?°'L°''^y d^^^^U
toniana, and Jasminum sambac. Oranges, Lemons, 4c., would do weu

Against such a walL

FiPENSE or A Gakdem (J. S. S.l.-We consider that f 16 would be

ai^pte for seeds fJrXee acres of kitchen and one and » Ij*"^"" °'

iSasire garden, onless you dipped deep .nto "P™^>™ °°""^!;J°
ordinary drcumstances, about six men nndcrthe gardener should manage

such a place; but we have great I'fi^''7 '°i"™e: an opin.on as

we have knoi^n more men work harder in 'be space of one acre than

the same number of men did in six or seven acres. Much depends on

tie cTracter of the sSl, the succession of flowers, "°4 ^ene-^ croppmg

obtainin" eyerything possible from houses, or being content with crops

wheTthey coSTlS £ost cases an employer can easUyjudgefrom see-

ing how the men work, and the judgment used "> setting them to ^rk^

WS have great faith in activity and mdustry ; we have no faith in mere

worSi-long hours, and we kiow that must be done in some Plf^e^, and

thmthc desired result may not be secured. Regular hours and adhered

£^e best Jor »U p^ies,^and then exceptional
<^'^lfL'Z,!^V'}^T^

will be attended tJwith zest and pleasure. Our "'""^'""^^ *° f"
"

decision rests very much on what is done. F"""^'"'^'^^' 'lateen ^T^
of a lawn, on which there is scarcely a Plantain or »aisy to be seen. To

keep that in such a state requires a .'"Sreater amount of labour th^
another where Daisies and Plantains rival and more ^an

"™i '^f^^I'/^'.

We quite agree with you as to coloured earths, ic, as a substitute for

Bower-beds^ When so used the figure looks bast when all composed of

such coloured materials. Avoid having a bed of flowers and then a bed

of coloured earth, nothing will look more mcongrnous.

COKSTBUCTINO A Melok-pit (Hf ».1.-A very good Melon-pit a lean-to,

and useful for general purposes, may be thus constructed ^-Widtb, 8 teet

height at back, 74 feet ; height in front, 4i feet ;
path at back 8 feet

which will admit of several nine-inch shelves being placed agamst the

back wall, which wiU be useful in winter and sprmg especially. At the

width of the path from the back wall, build another waU, 30 inches or

moKin height. This will enclose the bed. At the bottom of that hare

two four-inch pipes, cover them with 4 or 5 inches of open rubble, next

with an inch of fiiie gravel, then with 20 inchesof soil. Have two pipes in

front for top heat, and train to a treUis, 16 mches from the glass. -<* ««'

•

rate span-roofed house may thus be formed for early and late viork -
Width, from 12 to U feet ; height at sides, waU, 3 feet; height at apex,

8 feet ;
path down the middle, bed on each side, and heating below aad

above, as already stated. There will be no necessity for dung, have a

trellis for training.

SttABlNG Matehiax. (if. R. C.).-The best material we have tried is

U&ny No. 8. It should be tacked to a roUer 2i mches m diameter, a

atrip of cloth being placed over it, and the tacks passed through both mto

the wooden roUer The other end of the material should be fastened to

a strong lath 2 inches wide and three-quarters of an mch thick, the shred

of cloth being used as for the roller to prevent the material conung away

in consequence of the nails. This lath should be nailed on the rafters at

the upper part of the house, the material being the fnU width of the

house. The roller should be attached to a wooden wmder to receive the

cord, so that the blind may be wound up or down, wrapping itself

around the roUer as it is let down, and off when it is wound up
;
to this

the cord should be nailed, and a pulley being fixed at the top of the

house, and the cord put through it, the blind may be rolled up or let

down at wilL It is best put on outside the house, lor which purpose

only the above plan is eligible.

PtANTS FOR Beds from Seed (T. riicS.rr).—You may flU your beds by

sowing seed of the foUowing early next month in a gentle hotbed :--Yeni-

dium calendnlacenm, yeUow ; Tagetcs signata pumila, yellow
;
Lobeba

erinus specJosa, blue; Calceolaria scabiosa-folia. yeUow ;
Dwarf trench

Marigold, orange, and striped ; Petunia hybrida, various
;
Ten-week

Stocks, the Large-flowering being best; Asters, particularly the %ictoria,

and Phlox Drummondi in variety. When sufficiently large to handle

they should be pricked off and grown on. The foUowing, which require

the same treatment—namely, Cineraria maritima, silvery foUage ;
Penlla

nankinensis, brown-bronzed foUage. and Amaranthus melancholicas

mber, with red foUage, you wUl find useful. Of hardy annuals you may
have Saponaria calabrica, pink, and its white variety ;

Tropieolnm Tom
Thumb Beauty, scarlet, crimson, and yellow varieties, and Kmg of Tom
Thumbs.
Dahlias for Exhibitios (/. Prifc^nrifl.—The foUowing are first-rate

—Leah, deep golden vellow ; Ne Pins Ultra, bronzy rose ; Charlotte Uor-

ling, white <Tound, edged and tipped \vith rosy crimson
;
Lord Derby,

i-osy crimson ; Andrew Dodds, dark maroon : Bod Ridley, red : Miss Hen-

shaw, white; Anna Keynes, white, tipped with Ulac rose; « lUie .\ustin,

buff; Criterion, deUcate rose ; Lilac Queen, lilac; and Beauty of Hilper-

tOD, purple.

RAPHASos cACDAirs Ctn.TCRE (Tyro).-lU »"atmentdoeB not differ

fro^hat of the common Radish, only the pods and °°t »«
""' JJ Jg|

nart nsed The seeds may be sown in pots in good light soil about tn«

mWd?e o AprS! and placed in a gentle heat When the young plants are

kJrenough to handle, they may be potted f,„^'°Sly,!''
^'^j^n^' j'iw

abetter plSn is to sow the seeds singly m small pot», and when a lew

Lche8hi"hto harden off, and plant out 1 foot apart every
''JJ-^" "-.fX?,^^

Sen liio^iire, the soU being in good heart. This Radish prefers a bghti^

loam Water will be necessarv- during hot weather. The seed may P«

so™ in the open ground in May, or plants may be grown in jKrta in the

greenhouse ; for a single plant a nlne-mch pot answers weU. The height

is dependant on the treatment.

PtXARGONmHS (S. R.).-T,reh,e SW.c».S^o,<;.--Charles Turner JJolm

Hoyle, The High Admiral, 'WilliamHoyle, Celeste, BntishSaUor Pretty

Mnrv Ardens Connueror, 'Clara, Diadem, and Novelty, bir. beteci rrencn

fSd --l^^tterfy, Neslor, -Wallace, -Alphonse DnyaJ, Madame LeUn-

dSL, and Eugene ^buval. Six Fa»C!,.-«Duchess of Somerset, "Silver

Mantle, "Clytie, Mrs. Ford, Acme, and The Rover.

Twelve Select Single ai.t> Docble-coeollaed Fuchsias (I^'.

-•Oneen of Whites, 'Diadem, 'Dreadnought, 'Blanchette, 'Limd of

Plenty. 'Charming, ExceUent, Marvellous. Banks's Beauty, War Eagle,

Rose of Denmark, and Sunshine.

Soil foe Acacia DEUaMONM, armata, akd Chorozehas (Idm).—au

th?h^ weU t a compost of twi-thirds turfy sandy peat and one-third

«^ lo^m, Sding on?-sixth of silver sand. Provide good Manage They

require the same treatment as most greenhouse plants, affordmg them

a light and airy situation.

Vallota pitrpcbea (7A.m).-U3e a compost of turfy loam and one-

thM leaf mould ; afford good drainage, and an abundant supply of water

whUst ifis ^owiig, with a Ught and airy situation when at rest, and but

little water.

mwoLVl-LCS MAFEITAXICCS FOE BASKET IX GhEEKHOUSE (IijOT,)^

TtoH on^of 'he beT?f basket plants. It requires a compost o turfy

loam peat! ^d leaf mould in equal parts with a &" =itoixtuie of sajd

Thrbasket should be Uned with moss to keep the soil m. -Afford a light

situation and plenty of water.
, , , .. -,.

Punvmr vs Diseased (fT.l.—We should remove the whole of the aoUV

sha^g the roots treeVom it. and repot in entirely fresh soU with a Uttle

charcoal or charred material mixed with it.

RnsFs FOB Heavy Clayey Soil (IV. Claj/l.-Questions should be more

p^ic^ar Leafing outliillet Paifait, a beautiful but tender variegated

K^e all the summSr Roses that I have ever had are smtable to any land

or curate No other kind of Roses is equal to or even near to them m
adaiStion to^ soils and climates. I have had these Roses in chalky

soi?hght loaiTi^d h^vy, wet, sandy loam, chiefly g^o™* gtots, on

Manetti stocks or on their own roots; and, with proper attention, I can

"commend them ; but, to careless people, I recommend no o^er Rose,

thansumrer P,oses on any stock, or autumnals on strong "own roots.

It is ridSSoas to suppose an autumnal Rose on its own roots or on a^y

"her sTocr^thout root-protection, could «"T>™„„="<^^JJ^f ^''^^^Z
have had. The power of endurance, however, depends not only on the

sort! but also on the condition of the P'ant- ifs^rirf |.rp.lua^.-Chari«

Lefebvre, Jules Margottin, John Hopper, WilUam Gnftths, Baron ne

vost .senateur Vaisse, General Washington, \ictor \erdier, Madame V.

Verdicr GeoSe Prince, Dr. Andry, Caroline de Sansal, Reme d'Angle-

Sl^^iS^e^SS:iJq?!»=^S^

S lx«viot^p^Ts ; tryXvt ^:^r^:s^t^
BoursJ^-.^cSe Sir J. Paxton, and Bouquet de Flore; under a souU.

w^l s^venS de \k Matmaison. Cftiaa.-Mrs. Bosanquet-thc cream.

?ea -SoSfuil TcLrmM .Yo,«».».-Gloire do Dijon and Mareoha^

vf»l v?rvhardv Noivtte,.-Mmte Vibert and Mad. Slasson, both small

2SSSlEESSft^=S?£
Toweroi Sv^rco^TS?^J^c^^fi^^
the mode o' cSivation. Not knowing what your treatment is we cannot

offer any suggestions
(t. J. p.).-Write to Messrs. Rivers, Nur-

Oeangeasd LEMON Teee»
'''^yf^'use bUnds for your conservatory

fiffS- fs'Istood a'Saie?iafai anyrbut painting theinside of the gla.3

with a solution of size and a little whitening mixed m it is the least m-

couvenient. , „^_so 1 Spinea salicifoUa, Willow-leaved

^^p^rVT'lfisTnlive-ofsiberi", but 'occurs wild in Westmorel^^

Cumberland, and elsewhere in England The seeds are astrmgent. The

other specimen is too imperfect for identificaUon.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Saburba of London for the Week ending February g6th.

Wed. . 20
Thors. 21

Pri. .. 22
Sat. .. 23
Son... 24
Men... 23
Toes. . 26

THBRMOMETEH.

BAB03fETEB.

Max.

30.479
80 485
80.412
30.456
30.216
30.146
29.990

Mean 30.312

Hin.

30.407
.30.428

30.328
30.406
30.133

29.965
29.960

30.233 53.14

Earth.

Ittdp.

49
49
49
49
48
48

3 ft. dp.

46
46
46
46
46
45
45

45.71

Bain in
inches.

Geseral Rrwarks.

W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
w.
N.E.

.06

.00

.00

.00

.00

.01

.00

Hazy; fine; very fine at night.

Uniformly overcast ; overcast throughout.

Overcast throughout.
Fine ; very fine ; clear and fine at mght.

Densely overcast ; line throughout.

Fine ; very fine ; densely overcast ;
slight ram.

Slight drizzle ; hazy ; overcast.
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BREEDING DARK BRAHMA POOTRAS.
EvEBY frequenter of our poultry Bhows must have noticed

the gradual and steady increase in the Brahma classes, show-
ing a correspondingly steady growth in the popularity of the
breed. In iact, no breed of fowls has made such rapid pro-

gress of late years, and with an utter absence of anything
Uke a " mania," this is a sure evidence that great and real

merit is at the bottom of it ; and such is certainly the case.

As layers Brahmas are in the very first class ; as table fowls

they are of fair quality, much better than Cochins, though cer-

tainly not equal to Dorkings ; and as sitters, whilst their be-
haviour is unexceptionable, it may safely be said of them that
the propensity to incubate occurs just often enough to be re-

liable and useful, without being troublesome. Such merits
are quite enough to justify their great and growing popularity,

the more so when combined with the very strongest constitu-

tion and capacity of bearing confinement of any fowls we know.
The last-mentioned qualities recommend Brahmas most

strongly for family use, as the chickens may bo reared with
facility at any time of year. To illustrate what I mean, I will

just say that I hatched on July .31st last year six chickens, of

which one perished by accident within a few days. All readers
of " our Journal " well know what weather followed that date,

yet the chickens had not even the shelter of a shed, my yard
being full. They had literally no cover but the board coop in

which the mother was confined. In November the smallest of

the cockerels was attacked with cramp, and on the 29th of that

month was killed, weighing when dead, at barely four months
old, precisely 4J lbs., or much more than some chickens that

are reared professedly for the table.

It is, I believe, these solid useful qualities that are bringing
the breed so rapidly into repute, and, doubtless, many who this

year are beginning to breed Brahmas, will only regard them as

so many stock fowls, and make up their yards accordingly ; but
many, I have been led to believe, will be glad of somewhat more
information than they can gather from any published poultry
book, and I purpose to lay before such a few dottings respect-

ing the Dark-pencilled variety, which may help, I hope, to a
somewhat higher " Standard of Excellence," and be some
guide towards success in competition. At the same time I lay

no claim to any monopoly of information on the subject, and
wherever I may be silent, I shall feel grateful if any one who
may have benefited by my knowledge will help me and others
with his. There is need for all we can obtain, for I am quite

sure that with the exception of the Game fowls, there is no
breed which it is so difScult to breed in perfection as the-Dark
Brahma. Almost every one has a different idea of a perfect

bird, and the selection of stock requires the nicest judgment
and discrimination.

I would observe, first, that size is a very great point in this

breed, and ought to weigh more than it often does, for the
consequence of neglecting ii is that the standard is degene-
rating. I was glad, on this account, to see that the judging
was greatly determined by weight at Birmingham, though I am
no advocate for this ludicrous way of judging a fowl, and have not
a word to say for such awards as passed over some of Mr.
Boyle's best birds with hardly a notice. All I contend for is,

that size should be oiie main point to be considered in judging
a pen, and I would call no pen first-class in which the cock did
not weigh 1,3 lbs., and the hens 9 lbs. Good pullets ought to

weigh quite 1 lb. per month by the time they are fit to show.
I give these, of course, as unfatted weights ; if confined and
liberally fed Brahmas will make enormous birds, and are often
treated so, but are thereby ruined for breeding. The standard
I have given used to be often exceeded, and I have now a hen
of unexceptionable form and colour, which weighs upwards of

II lbs. as she runs in the yard. I believe were more attention
given to size, such a weight might be ordinarily attained.

Correct form is of the utmost importance, as this breed is

one too much contaminated by crosses. The back, especially,

should be wide and very short, with a large and ample cushion
in the hen. In a good bird this cushion ought to rise nearly
from the very bottom of the neck, giving almost no length of

back at all, and forming a large protuberant mass of soft

feathers, almost hiding the tail. The "fluff" also should be
abundant and " stand out " well, so that the tips of the wings
should be well tucked in, and almost buried in the fluff and

saddle feathers. Very great width and depth of body, without
much length, are the points to seek after. The legs cannot bi
too short or too heavily-feathered, provided they be not vulture-

hocked, and it is essential in a first-class bird that they b«
wide apart. It is disgusting to see so many knock-kneed cocks

as often appear in a class, and any bird whose legs do not
stand well and firmly apart should never be bred from. I may
also remark that " fluff " in the cock is too much neglected. I

do not like vulture hock, but it is possible to be too much
afraid of it.

The neck ought to be short and very taper, a good Brahma
head being decidedly small. By far the greater number of th«
hens I see disgust me by their great, coarse, cruel-looking

heads, which are, I believe, derived from the Grey Dorking,
and have nothing to do with the true Brahma. The head of a
pure-bred Brahma pullet is very small in proportion, of ex-

quisite taper, and the expression, though sinightly, remarkably
gentle and pleasing. No test is surer than this one of the

jmritij of a strain, whatever its other merits may be. I may
also remark that in perfect birds of both sexes, the deaf-ears

should fall beloK the wattle ; but this is a point which doBB
not now seem much attended to.

Faults in shape to be avoided are—long backs, narrow bodies,

long necks, or long legs ; and, lastly, let any birds which ap-

proach the Cochin type in the narrow and deficient breast be at

once discarded. A deep, full, and even protuberant breast is a
marked peculiarity of the Brahma breed, and any cock or hen
in which it does not appear is of a very interior order.

The more fancy " points " I must leave till my next com-
munication, but would just observe here, that they must be
especially sought in the cock, whilst for size, good foi-m, and
shortness of leg, we must chiefly look to the hen. You may
have a late-hatched cock, and, consequently, a small one ; bnt
if he is good in form, colour, and other points, and of a sound
constitution, active and lively, he may breed chickens of the
very first class, when mated with good, large, well-formed hens.

Small hens, however, you must not breed from, unless you are

content to exhibit small chickens. On the other hand, if the

hen be large and well-proportioned, she is not to be discarded

for a slight fault of feathering or comb. If the cock be good
in these, a large proportion of the chickens will be all they
should be.

As Brahmas are very largely kept and bred in confinement,

I will add one more caution : Do not let your breeding birds

become fat. This is the one great difficulty of amateurs with
limited space, all the larger breeds having a great tendency to

lay on too much flesh when kept in confinement. Such will

never breed fine large chickens—the system is overloaded.

Give your birds enough, but no more. Keep them so that they
shall always have a good appetite. A pen of breeding birds, to

afford the best results, should always look rather thin, but not,

of course, very much so ; and if any reader have tremendous hena
which lay small eggs, let him herein learn the reason, but by
no means fly to the other extreme and starve them in revenge.

Such is by no means the meaning of

—

Nesio.

(To be eontinaed.)

BREEDING GAME FO^VLS.
(Continued from jiage 153.)

In breeding in-and-in, too close breeding is, of course, ob-

jectionable, such as breeding from father and daughter, from
mother and son, and from brother and sister ; of the three, the

last is the best, but all three are unnatural. A person breed-

ing only one strain or colour should have two breeding walks

or runs, and should change the cocks from one run to the

other, for doing so crosses the birds a little. A good cross of

the same colour every five years is a good plan, but one every

ten years is quite sufficient, and is, perhaps, the most correct

way of breeding with really good birds, which would spoil by
too frequent crossing.

A valuable brood cock may be bred from imtil he is eight or

nine years old, by keeping him from any hens from midsum-
mer until Christmas, in a good walk either by himself or along

with all the cock chickens and young stags, which he will

prevent from fighting, separating them himself directly they

commence hostilities. His spurs must, of course, be blunted,

or he might kill the young birds while separating them in their

frequent battles. As soon as the " stags' heels," or spurs of

the young cocks begin to grow sharp, these should be taken

from the old cock's walk, dubbed, and put out to a walk, each
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separately of conrae. The old breeders for the pit found this

plan answer remarkably well, and they kept their brood hens
with the young pullets in the same way in another good run.

This prevents both cocks and hens from exhausting nature

when eggs are not required for breeding-purposes. The cross-

ing of different colours is absurd, and is only practised by

inferior breeders. No pure-bred birds can be obtained from
crossing colours.

—

Newmaheei.
(To be contmued.)

THE LONG FIRM AGAIN.
A PERSON who gave his name and address as " J. R. Reid,

54, Pott Street, New Islington, Manchester," replied to an ad-

vertisement of mine in The Journal of Horticulture, and,

after a short correspondence, he agreed to have the birds at

my price. I was to send them off at once, and a post-office

order would be sent on their arrival. I wrote, asking for a

post-office order on the usual terms, but did not hear further
irom "J. R. Reid." I also obtained information through the

Tradesmen's Protection Society ; the answer was short and to

the point. I am given to understand the Long Firm are very
busy just now, and are obtaining a great many goods from
unwary persons. The letters ha%'e printed headings, some of

them with more than one address. I hope these few lines

may be the means of putting some one on his guard.

—

Joseph
Walkee, Haija Park, Knarcsbomigh.

NEW INCUBATOR.
Mb. Brindley makes a serious error when he assumes, that

because he left an incubator at 102° at 10 p.m., and found it at

100° the followilig morning, the temperature therein had not
varied more than 2" during the night. Had he used maximum
and minimum thermometers he would probably have found
that the variation had, in fact, been very considerable, and
that at 4 or 5 a.m., the coldest period in the twenty-four hours,

the thermometer had fallen to 94° or 'J2°, though it rose again

to 100° by 8 A.M. I speak advisedly on this point, as I have
jnst concluded a series of important experiments, carefully

carried out, on the construction of incubators.

I have succeeded in constructing an incubator that works
perfectly, and in which the variation of temperature is entirely

overcome.
I found it quite impossible in a Brindley incubator to keep

the water always at the right temperature, and my own method
ia, to keep boiling water always circulating in the pipes, and to

have the pipes moveable, so that I can withdraw them to any
distance out of the incubating-boxes, so as to allow a difference

in the quantity of piping used in winter and in summer.
Further, my incubator is fitted with a glass steam-pipe, and a
Bteam-dome for the collection and dispersion of the steam

;

and a small supply-cistern is attached to the boiler, by which
the latter is always kept full, the height of the water in the
supply-cistern being always shown in the glass tube. The
water being always boiling, the heat never varies over the eggs,

and the only watching required is occasionally to add some
water to the supply-cistern.

I find that I have made my incubator very cheaply, and its

practical working is very perfect.—A. H. S. W.

TRANSFORMATION OF COMB.
I AM obliged to "A Devonshire Bee-keeper" for his reply

to my question regarding brood remaining undeveloped (see

page 60), and I may mention that I am not aware of any of the
hives referred to having ever fallen a victim to foul brood.
They commonly dwindled away till not a bee was left.

In reference to the transformation of drone comb into
worker and vice cersd, I wiU give one instance of many, with
a quotation from an esteemed correspondent and a tirst-class

apiarian.

In 1866 there was a scarcity of drones in my apiary (Italians).

I furnished a hive with comb, more than one-hulf being drone
comb, for the purpose, if possible, of raising some drones,
from a swarm that I tenanted therein. After hiving, the
weather became very fine, and much honey was stored, the
combs being completely filled, so that not a single drone was
hatched. I was somewhat sanguine that the subsequent

spring would find this stock with plenty of drones, and more
so when I observed drones in it so early as January ; but, to

my mortification, as the spring advanced not a single drone
appeared. Swarming time arrived, and very few drones ap-

peared. When I examined the hive the whole of the drone
comb had disappeared, and there was worker comb in its

place. Evidently enough it had been transformed. The fol-

lowing is an extract from the letter to which I have alluded :

—

" I may mention that in experimenting with bees I think it

highly essential to imitate nature as nearly as one can in every
point, and I do think you were ahead of the reason in attempt-

ing queen-rearing so early. I will just state one instance

which occurred in my own apiary two weeks ago. Being
anxious to start queen-rearing as early as I saw drone eggs

laid, I procured some fine drone comb from ; I fitted it

into a hive where my best queen was, and on inspecting it ten

days afterwards I was mortified to find it transformed into

worker comb, and eggs laid in every cell."

If apiarians who have had experience on this subject would
state their evidence they would oblige—A Lanarkshibe £eb-
KEEPEK. . /

[I trust my Lanarkshire friend will not esteem me too exact-

ing if I confess that I have still some doubts as to the dis-

position of bees to transform drone into worker comb, and
vice vend. I do not for one moment question the accuracy

of the incidents which he relates, but I am inclined to be-

lieve that he is mistaken in considering that the inserted combs
were destroyed only because they were drone combs, and that

if worker combs of the same character as to age, &c., had been
inserted, they would have met the same fate in being destroyed

and rebuilt, although in this case no transformation would
have taken place. I have witnessed more than one instance

in which bees have in the spring absolutely refused to accept

strange worker combs, although in first-rate condition, but

have at once set to jvork to either wholly or partially destroy

and rebuild them. I once removed the queen from a stock

which had partially destroyed a worker comb, and the result

was a most curious piece of mosaic or patchwork, all the

vacancies existing at the time being filled with drone cells.

This is, of course, an instance in which worker was trans-

formed into drone comb, but it can scarcely be said to have
been intentional on the part of the bees, which if left to them-
selves would simply have replaced the old worker cells by new
ones, the transformation which was effected being entirely at-

tributable to the removal of the queen before the renewals were
completed.—A Devon.shire Bee-keeper.]

REMOVING OLD COMBS, &c.

In the autumn of 1865 I purchased four stocks of bees at a

sale. One of them was in a Nutt's collateral hive, though not

so complete in its construction as described in Neighbour's
" Apiary ;" the other three were in common hives, two of

them pierced at top for glass supers, and one not. The stock

in Nutt's hive had been there at least two seasons before it

came into my possession, the middle box alone being occupied,

although communication with the two outside boxes was left

free by the former owner, either from design or his not being

properly acquainted with their management. Last summer,
after swarming, the bees filled one of the side boxes. I also

placed a glass super over the middle box, but without effect.

Late in the autumn I removed the glass and closed the aperture.

At the present time the stock appears strong, occupying the

side box filled last summer, fhe combs in the central box are

black and empty. Ought they not to be removed ? and would

it not be advisable to do so before the bees commence active

operations ?

From the other three stocks I obtained strong swarms, which

were placed in new hives. After swarming, the stock in the

old hive not pierced for a super, appeared to grow weaker, but

not having had any experience in the manipulation of bees, I

allowed them to remain, and they have since died out. The
other two were removed into the bee-house ; one of them
hived in the summer previous to my purchase is strong and
the hive sound, and I propose leaving it another season to

obtain a swarm. The other is much older, the hive is injured

by exposure, and the stock not strong. It is desirable to

remove the bees into a new hive. Can I effect this by simply

opening the aperture at the top and placing tho hive over it,

taking care to prevent egress between the hives ? Is it likely

the bees would occupy the new hive of their own accord, or
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must I have rccourBe to the process called driving, which I fear

I am not skilful enough to accomplish ?

—

Adolphus H. Rent.

[If the combs in the " pavilion " are very old, it may be
better to remove them, and in that case it should be done
before it is re-occupied by the bees. It is, however, quite con-

trary to rule to permit a side-box to become the stock-box ; and
if the combs in the centre compartment are not more than two

' years old, we should suspect some error in management. It

may possibly have resulted merely from an entrance in the

side-box being left open until the bees had come to use it as

the main doorway, in which case the seat of breeding would
most naturally become established in close proximity to it.

The stock in the common hive had, doubtless, become queen-
less, a not-uncommon accident after swarming, but one that is

apt to escape observation in common hives until the colony has

become nearly extinct. You had better permit the stock in

the decaying hive to swarm, and three weeks after the issue of

the first swarm, when all the brood will have been hatched,

drive out the remaining bees and add them to some other

colony. The plan which yon propose would not answer.]

PETTITTS NEW MOVEABLE COMB-HIVES.
This hive has just been brought out by Mr. W. J. Pettitt, of

Dover. It contains thirteen bar-frames on the seven-eighth-

inoh or Woodbury scale, and the top bar of each projects quite

through the back and front of the hive, resting in the metaUic
bar-rest precisely similar to the " Sibekt-in-the-Wold " plan.

Each frame is 13| by 8^ inches, the actual size of the combs,
and the elongated top bar enables the bee-keeper to loosen

the frames previous to the removal of the crown-board with-

out thrusting the finger and thumb into the hive.

The thirteen frames can all be used at the same time if

desired, or by means of a dividing-frame which fits into the

place of any one of the bar-frames, the actual size of the hive

can be contracted or enlarged at pleasure, and if placed in the

ninth "rest," it then gives a complete stock-hive with eight

bar-frames.

e-!!' 'm.i
-j^-

Pettitt's New Moveable Comb Hive. A Ear-frame.

The crown-board is in two parts, as shown in the engraving,

is connected by brass hinges, and separates immediately
over the dividing-frame in the ninth rest. The remaining four
frames can be used as a collateral-snper, communication to

which is given through the dividing- frame from the stock hive,

over which a bell-glass or other super can be worked ; while
the smaller division of the hive can be operated upon by
lifting a portion of the crown-bftard without opening the whole
hive or in any way disturbing the glass super upon the top.

Empty frames can be easily exchanged for newly-made combs.
The bees generally commence working in the frame nearest

the stock, consequently that frame will be the first to be
removed from the hive. I advise the removal of this comb as

soon as finished ; then shift the three remaining frames, and
put in the empty frame quite at the end of the hive ; and this

process can be repeated as long as the honey season continues.
The top bar of the frame in this hive is cut away, as shown

in the engraving, allowing a three-eighth-inch space between it

and the crown-board, giving room for the bees to travel over,
except about 1 inch at each end, upon which the crown-board
rests and holds the frames securely in their places. That
portion of the crown-board which covers the four spare frames
is provided with a ventilator exactly similar to that in the top
of the supers in Pettitt's collateral hives.

This hive has the peculiar advantage of being worked both

on the storifying and the collateral system, retaining at the
same time aU the advantages of the bar-frame arrangement.^

—

SODBUEY.

PllODUCTION OF CREAM.
ExPEKiMENT has proved that if we take two equal quantities

of milk, and place one in pans to the depth of 6 inches, and
the other to the depth of only 2J inches, the latter will yield

from 7 to 8 per cent, more cream than the former. This is

the case more particularly in cold and damp weather, and at

this time the mistake is most commonly committed. The
temperature of the surrounding air has also a great effect

upon the time required for the rising of the cream ; experiment
has demonstrated that the process is more rapid in warm than
in cold weather. With the thermometer at

80^,allthecream'willriseml0 hours I .'i5^,aUthecream wiUrisein24honr6
77° „ „ 12 „ 50 „ „ ,S6 „
68" „ „ 18 ,, I 45' „ „ 48 „

Sprengel found that if milk was kept at a temperature as low
as 37°, but little cream would rise in three weeks. In order to

avoid the trouble of keeping the cream at the proper tempera-
ture, it is customary in some dairies to chum the whole milk.

The advantages claimed by those who follow this plan may be
briefly stated thus ; The proper temperature can be readily

obtained both in summer and winter ; 5 per cent, more butter

can be obtained from the same milk ; the butter is not only of

the same quaUty while fresh, but if properly managed will keep
much better.

—

(Germantown Telegraph.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Colours of Yellow Birchen Hen (A Subccriher).~1he tme yellow

Birchen hen has yellow or daw eyes, and yellow legs like the cocli. The
general colour of the leathers is a yellowiwh grey, with a strong tinge of
yellowish cream rolonr all over, the feathers heing edged with black.
Breast, a yellowish greyish cream colour, light rather than dark ; some of

the margins of the feathers on the body are of a whitish cream colour
also. Thighs as the breast. Tail blacki'sh, a little marked with grey at

the base. Comb and face red. Eggs of a yellowish tinge, and never white
or pinkish. This is now a rare colour.

—

Newmarket.
Distinguishing the Age of Golden-pencilled Hambukghs (Sub'

scriber).~'We are so satisfied that there are no rules to guide us in distin-

guishing the age of fowls after they have passed the first year, that we do
not attempt to name any. A very old hen can be distinguished from one
that is only eighteen mouths old ; but there are no means of distinguish-

ing between those eighteen months and three years old. Some people
talk of the scales of the legs and the wrinkled careworn faces, also the
coarse wrinkled skins. All these exist, but they belong to no particular

age. Even those who live by poultry live and dead are frequently de-
ceived.

Perches for Fowls (M. L. .4.).—Perches should not be more than
30 inches from the ground ; they are as effectual, so far as the comfort ol

the bird is concerned, as if they were 20 feet high. A fir pole 14 inches
in circumference, and split in the middle, is the best material, and the
round side should be uppermost.

Proportion of Ducks to One Drake (Tdrvi).—Fowr Ducks are enough
for a drake, though some put more. There is no method of making a
hen sit.

Cochin-chinas not Laying {F. S.).—We can assign no cause for youir

disappointment. Cochin-Chinas are unquestionably good layers, and as
for their sitting properties, if we were to allow the poultry world to de-

posit their greatest grievance in a heap made up of all, we should find in

two months" time nearly all the Cochin fanciers throwing down broody
hens; retrospect and anticipation both show us three or four heaps of

buff feathers thrust into a laying box, growling when touched, and re-

sisting everything short of actual violence to remove them If the eggs
were unproductive, it was caused by the fact that the cock did not attend
to them. This is not so uncommon as it is sometimes supposed to be. Yoa
have been very unfortunate, but there is no rule to explain your failure.

Saccharine Food for Poultry (Lociwf Sfans).—We have never tried

saccharine matters as poultry food, and we should not like to. We have
always found the most satisfactory food to be barley and oatmeal. We
are driven to Indian com because we are infested or benefited by myriads
of small birds, and, while we find them in corn, our neighbours have the
benefit of their useful labours. We are, nevertheless, sure that Indian
com is not so good as either barley or oatmeal. The best food there is

is the oatmeal used in Sussex. It is made of the whole corn, ground so
fijie that it mixes as well as flour ; nothing whatever is taken from it, no
husk, bran, or anything else. We beUeve it is only to be had in Sussex.

Bee Glo\'es (G. J., Birminnham).—Indian-rubber gloves such as are
used by photographers are tho best for apiarian purposes. They are sold

at most indian-rubber warehouses at, we believe, 5s. to 6s. jier pair.

Gold Fish in an AqvARivyi (Abbots Troorfh—Gold fish do best in soft

water. If the tank is large, and there is plenty of vegetation in good
order, the water is best seldom changed, but filled up as it evaporates.
Waterci'ess is not good— it will not live. The pond weed Anacharis al-

sinastrum, Valisneria spiralis, and Ranunculus aquatilis arc good for the
purpose ; and to keep the glass clear from the conft;rvo3, put half a doaen
flat water snails in, Planorbis corueus. The fish do not require much
food; give them small worms, they being the best, and occasionally a
little bread and boiled rice, its grains kept separate, but not in suffi-

cient, quantity to lie at the bottom of the tank. Let some drift sand bo
In tho aquarium.
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stock ; this should be done in spring after planting, and the

base of the cone need not extend farther from the Htem than

the height of the cone. The roots are not in that case buried,

the stem is not hidebound, and roots are emitted from the

covered portion of tlie stem. An annual addition of rich soil

cr manure all around causes an extension of the cone, and the

loots from the stem are near the surface, whilst the original

roots are not buried, for their annual extension carries them
farther from the stem, their fibres being all the while covered

no deeper than if the stem were uncovered. Trees treated in

this manner bear as well as those which have been worked
nearer the ground, and they have two sets of roots, neither of

them in their most important parts buried too deeply : in fact,

the trees have roots nearer the surface than those having one
get of roots only. I do not, however, recommend such trees

;

for in lifting, the original roots, from their greater distance

from the stem, have their fibres cut off, and the parts are too

deeply covered to form fibrous roots : hence the inutility of the

original roots, and though they may emit new fibres, these

must inevitably be destroyed at every lifting of the trees. Such
trees should always be planted high.

As to "C. C. E.'s" other questions, "Whether Pears on
their own roots, and Apples on the Crab, are not better than
on the Quince and Paradise stocks," I think there can be no
two opinions on the subject, the choice being solely determined
by the size the trees are to attain and the soil they are to grow
in, as " C. C. E." remarks, but he should add, also by the

eulture thfy are to receive. I will now state my opinion on
these subjects so far as my experience warrants.

With regard to the Quince as a stock for the Pear. 1st, The
disposition of its roots is more shallow : hence it is better

adapted for thin soils, also for planting where the subsoil is of

an unfavourable character, such as a wet, undrained, stiff clay,

impregnated with iron. On shallow soils the Quince, having
its roots near the surface, can be fed by rich top-dressings, and,

as its roots do not descend into the subsoil, the trees do not

die of canker as when the Pear stock is employed where the
subsoil is calculated to produce that evil. In thin soils, how-
ever, the Pear on the Quince should be planted on a raised

mound, which secures roots near the surface, and any loss

of moisture and coolness can be counterbalanced by rich sur-

face-dressings, cofims supplies of water, and liquid manure
occasionally in dry weather. Further, the shallow disposition

of the Quince roots is in its favour where the situation and
soil are low and wet, because Pear trees in such soil root deeply,

and abundance of wood is produced ; but the prospect of a crop

is small, and if canker do not commence the trunk and branches
of the tree are plentifully covered with moss. The Quince on
Bach soils is quite at home, requiring only to be plauted on a
mound or hillock twice as high as where the soil is shallow

—

that is, in a wet soil the tree should be planted on a mound
twice the height of the roots, measuring from the uppermost
fibres to the base, which distance on an average I find-to be
9 inches: hence the mound should he from 1 foot to 15 inches
above the ground level, whilst on shallow soils the trees may
be placed on the ground, and the roots covered with soil.

2nd, The tree is more dwarf in growth. This is an incal-

culable advantage. An amateur with but a few square yards of

open ground can have his Pear trees. They do not grow so

vigorously as to smother everything else, and though small
and occupjing but little space, he has not to wait years for

the fruit ; whilst if he were to plant trees on the Pear stock he
would probably have no more than room for one tree, growing
well, no doubt, but yjars must elapse before it can furnish an
abundance of fruit, and that coming in all at one time. On
the Quince the trees fruit in a y'ear or two at most, and as they
occupy less space, several varieties may be grown so as to afJord

a successional supply.

3rd, The Quince will grow and thrive where the Pear will

not. In a cold wet situation Pears on the Quince will ripen
fruit when those on the Pear stock will scarcely ever do so.

"This result arises from the roots of the Quince tree being nearer
tlie surface, and consequently in a warmer medium ; moreover,
Hie Qiuuce is of earlier growth than the Pear. There is no
soil in which the Quince will not thrive with careful culture.

Heavy elays, it is true, are not congenial to it any more than to

the Pear. On dry, sandy soil it soon cankers the trees upon
it, unless liberal top-dressings and plentiful supplies of water
and liquid manure are afforded ; but it flourishes in a rich,

rather light soil with a wet bottom, in which the Pear cannot be
profitably grown.

4th, Trees upon the Quince come into bearing sooner

than those on the Pear stock, and the fruit is larger and better

ripened. Upon the Quince, Pear trees come into bearing ia

the first or second year after planting, and produce as many
fruit annually, in proportion to their size, as a full-sized tree,

and they are capable of bearing one to two pecks of fnut by
the time trees on the Pear stock come into bearing ; besides,

the fruit is seldom if ever so fine from trees on the Pear stock

as from those on the Quince in the open ground. The increase

in the size and colour of fruit grown on the Quince is due to
the returning sap receiving a check when it reaches the Quince

;

indeed, the effect of the latter is similar to that of ringing.

—

G. Abeet.
(To be continaed.)

POTATOES FOR TPIE FAR NOETH.
" MoNTicoLA " has "a farm of five hundred acres, on a light,

dry soil, in a cold county in the north, and finds his Potato
crop has been deteriorating for many years, because he be-

lieves the seed has never been changed," and he is quite right

in the supposition.

This garden is between two and three hundred years old ; it

has certainly been chiefly cultivated with Potatoes by me up-
wards of twenty years, and last season the crop grown in it was
as good in quantity, and I may say better in quality than ever.

Two of the sorts—viz., the old Walnut-leaved Kidney, and the

old Forty fold (second early), I have grown on the same spot

during the whole of the time ; but, then, I never fail to change
my seed every year. The ground is a stiff, hearty loam, and I

take care to procure my seed from light soil, or one of as op-

posite a nature as possible, from a place as near as convenient,

but not always from the same field, and twice during the

twenty years I have had quite fresh stock of the above two
kinds, once from Suffolk, and once from Devonshire. By so

doing there is no limit to the time that Potatoes may be grown
good and profitably on the same ground, provided it is properly

dug, bastard-trenched, or subsoil-ploughed often, and kept in

good heart.

The sorts I recommended in my " Gossip " of February 14th,

for field culture, &c., are good for cultivation on almost any
soil. I procured them, or have had them presented to me, with
many other sorts, at different times, from all parts of England.
I selected the kinds there described, as being what I consider,

after trying thera by growth and palate, of superior excellence

to the general run. I did not intend it to be inferred by my
so doing, that so many sorts must necessarily be cultivated by
each individual, but merely as an index pointing out the way
for others who might be in need of infoimation or guidance,

on the presumption that one or more of the sorts might be
known, or intelUgence gained of them, in different neigh-

bourhoods.
" MoNTicoLA " wants but one good market sort, and he turned

to the printed list of a contemporary, where he found to his

surprise only one sort that I recommended, the York Eegcnt,

quoted there, along with Flukes and Eegents from various

Scotch counties. I do not by any means consider the York
Eegent a Potato of the first quality, but I recommend it as

being a popular market sort, which can be grown anywhere,

and is easy to be procured. There are many kinds of Flukes

sold which are simply bad. I happen to have kept the old

variety by me for many years. Walker's Scotch liegent, and
Sutton's Finest Eegent, are very good, far superior to the old

Y'ork Eegent; but the Gryffe Castle Seedling stands at the

head of all the Eegents. I should think "Moktkola" can
easily procure this sort. It was sent to me about five years

ago from Scotland, along with some other famous Scotch
Potatoes, in a Stewarton b.ar-and frame bee hive, by an un-
known friend, "a brother bee-keeper." It is stated at pag9
42o, No. 297, to have been grown at Gryffe Castle, Eenfrew-
shire, last season, at the rate of " 2'23 bags, weighing nett 22 tons

5J cwts. per acre, quality first-rate, flavour excellent, causing

quite a run for seed in the spring." That is the Potato for
" MoxTicoLA." As a summer sort I would advise a trial of

Daintree's Seedling Eoimd ; it is a kind scarcely to be distin-

guished from the Dalmahoy in appearance, and whilst growing,

but it is superior in flavour, looks better at table, and takes

less time to cook. Then he could send a first-class Potato into

the market " all the year round"—viz., Daintree's, followed

by the Gryffe Castle.
" MoNTicoLA " also requests me to " name the best Potato

for the Hebridean cotter." Without a moment's hesitatioij,

I say the Freebearer of the east, alias Grammar of the north.
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alias Late Fortyfold of the south and west, alias Red Bread-
fruit of the midland counties. It is also sometimes called

"Rough Red" in the north, but do not let the old Scotch

Rough Red be mistaken for it; the latter is red all over, and
ugly, too, but the Freebearer is uglier still, having very deep

eyes, and it is of a mottled purplish red and white. The flesh

is quite white, of excellent flavour, and it is of a rare quality

for "laying ou" the flesh of pigs, and bringing down the

scales. Whether the land be wet or dry, it is one of the very

best Potatoes for the cottager, particularly where the ground is

manured with " seaware," or vraic. I have helped to collect

it for the purpose in Jersey for many a long hour.

—

Upwaiids

AND Onwaeds.

RENOVATING OLD WALNUTS—VENTILATING
VINERY.

I AM desirous to make known a discovery I have made—that

Walnuts, after being kept for two or three years, and until so

dried up that you would suppose you were handling empty
shells, are restored to a perfect state by steeping them in

water for a couple of day.s, and allowing them to remain one or

two days longer out of the water before using them. Foreign
Walnuts, which have a thicker shell, require longer immersion,
say about three days. I have some of the latter at the present

time that I prepare as a dainty for my canaries, and such look

and feel as well, and are, I think, as well-flavoured as the first

hour they were gathered. If you think it worth while to publish
this in your Journal I shall feel that I may have suggested an
agi'eeable after-dinner occupation to a considerable extent.

I have been greatly interested for some time past in the
many and various articles in your very interesting Journal on
the subject of the Vine ; it is, in my opinion, a subject that

never wearies. I am myself a little of an experimentalist. I

began to use lime rubbish and oyster-shells in the composition
of my Vine borders many years ago, and in addition to this I

add a considerable quantity of charcoal, a substance which is

beginning to be appreciated by the gardening world, but I

think it is not so extensively used as it deserves to be.

My vinery is constructed after a plan of my own ; the roof
and about two-thirds of the front being glass, with about 1 foot of

galvanised wire netting next the ground in front, which supplies
a constant ventilation, and my Grapes are often pronounced
better than most hothouse Grapes. I have not yet had any
artificial heat, but this year I intend to have Hays's patent
stove to give a few weeks of warmth in the early part of spring,
and I am all anxiety in case of a sunless summer.—T. M,
RoBSON, Penally.

TREES NOT INJURED BY GAME.
Fob " E. F. G.'s " information, I am sorry to say that very

few trees and shrubs are not liable to such injury.

I happen to be in one of those places where game is reared
on a large scale ; I should think last year there were 1500
rabbits on about one hundred acres, and hares and pheasants
in proportion. The only trees and shrubs which I do not re-

member the game to have injured, are the Beech and Birch,
Alder, Black Thorn, common Thorns, Elms, Willows, Deci-
duous Berberis, Dogwood, common Laurel, Portugal Laurel,
Rhododendrons, Ribes, Snowberry, Sweet Briar, Wild Rasp-
berry, Yesv, and Gueldres Rose.
The following may, however, be planted with safety, if care

be taken in very severe weather to paint the stems with cow-
dung, soot, and clay, or to bind some Gorse roimd them. Some
trees and shrubs, however, are so bushy that it is impossible
to get at their stems without damaging the branches ; but
those which I shall now name I have never found injured by
game, except in very severe weather, when a little extra feed-
ing for a short time with Swedes for rabbits and hares, will
often prevent damage. These are—Acacia, Ash, Aralias,
Evergreen Berberis, Cercis or Judas Tree, Cherries, Horse
Chestnut, Hornbeam, Maple, Oak, Poplar, Prunus, Rhus, Ribes,
Spiraeas, Sycamore, Syringas, Viburnums, Walnuts, Weigelas,
AJndromedas, Abies, Aucubas, Box, Cedars, Holly, and Loni-
ceras. Perhaps there are a few more which I have omitted

;

I only write from experience.—T. Elcome, Bhiig Gardens.

Chimonanthos gkandiflorus.—I was not aware of any
special merit due to a propagator for obtaining the above from
cutting^ ; for several years ago I had cuttings put in in two

successive years, and nearly every cutting rooted ami made a
plant in the following year. The cuttings were pnt in about
the same time as those you mention, and were of the current

year's wood, but taken from the tree with a small sboalder of

old wood.—T.

FLOWEES AND THEIR ASSOCIATIONS.
There is a common saying, " Call a Rose by whatever name

you will, it is still a Ro.=ie ;
" and when we have expended all

our enthusiasm flowers are but flowers, the frailest, yet the
most beautiful things earth holds in her keeping. Dear they
are to most, if not to all of us. Few have the courage to ac-

knowledge insensibility to their transient charms. Some may
live away from their influence in the centre of a large town,
where flowers grow not, where they are seldom seen ; but this

very rarity gives to their beauty a power which is often dimmed
by constant sight and usage. -\nd then, too, their power,
beauty, and influence vary to each of us. Time, circumstances,

and associations give a deeper, sometimes a very painful in-

terest to individual plants and flowers, connecting them in-

dissolubly with the events of our passing years, with our joyg

and sorrows, with our heavy losses, with our long weary hours
of work, with our longer and more weary hours of waiting,

with our misunderstandings and separations, which fret the
spirit, and leave life-long heart-burnings ; with our hasty out-

spoken words of anger, which fill us with gnawing regret ; with
days of sickness, of painful suffering when the hands lie use-

less, and the aching head feels like Tennyson's " Deaerted
House," empty quite, for thought is not—cannot be; and
with that deeper misery, that misery which is so hard to bear

—the sense of utter failure, and cold neglect, and unfoigiven

faults.

Yes, full of associations to some one or other are most of

the every-day common flowers. Some minds may feel less of

this than others, but all in some measure. That field of

Buttercups and Daisies burning beneath the June sun—

a

marvel of beauty, making the costl.y garden within the park
gates pale in comparison, and seeming like very cloth of gold

set with silver stars—brings back to the mind fields of long

ago, where truant children, caring nothing for torn or soiled

clothes, wandered, climbing over gates and walls to gather the

forbidden flowers, and wishing the days were weeks long, and
wondering, like the little school boy wading knee deep in Wood
Anemones, if heaven would be half as lovely.

Those little Speedwells, how dear they are to us yet ! and
how beautiful they were growing in the soft grass of that

home meadow, a long broad patch of blue—intensely blue—

a

bit of the summer sky come down to dwell upon the earth,

never to be seen in after-years without a yearning desire for

the home, the hedge, and the meadow.
Those deep pink Cabbage Roses which we stood watering one

July evening in the near-to-town garden, watering with much
noise and mirth, when the tidings of a great grief reached us,

never looked the same after; the spirit of unconscious beauty

seemed driven away, and you might have thought sorrow had
entered in, for they hung down their heads as if weary of their

own weight ; and though we cared for them and grew them
afterwards, we never loved them, and never could entirely

separate them from the trouble of that summer evening.

And the Heliotrope—I never see it or catch a passing breath

of it, but I think of one Heliotrope before which the thought
of all other Heliotropes fades away—an old plant sending out

its perfume into a dingy parlour, where a mother, growiBg
old faster than her plant, sat watching and waiting for her
son's return. Oh, the bursts of passionate grief and anger ! The
poisoned words come back to memory ever with the Helio-

trope—cannot be parted from it—leave ever a sense of pain
which even its sweet fragrance cannot banish.
"Maud, dear, do not give Polly those Wallflowers, I cannot

endure the smell of them," said a young mother to me.
"They remind me so of poor Edith, though she has been
buried more than fifteen years ; she died early in the spriiig,

and we could get nothing but Wallflowers to put into her coffin.

I have never liked them since ; I know it is foolish—mother
says it is wicked—but I cannot help it. I cannot bear them.
I never go into the market during April or May for fear I

should see them, or smell them. I cannot think whatever
they do with the immense quantities of cut Wallflowers they
bring in. If I had miles of garden I would not grow one

;

they make me live over again that dreadful time—fill me full

of unpleasant memories." And yet when Mrs. Cromptoo
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died ber daughter \veDt up and down trying to get a few spriga

oJ late Wallflowers. She had costly stove flowers offered by
ber friends ; they would not do for her—she said her poor
mother knew nothing about them, did not love them, and that
flowers were almost worthless save for the thoughts and feel-

ings they embodied.
" Those Orange Lilies remind me of the prairies of America,"

said one who had wandered up and down on the face of the
earth. " I never see them but I go back to that old time when,
travelling in North America out among the wilds, we used to

come suddenly upon them growing in the hollows, large

patches of them one brilliant glow. Ours are pale in com-
parison ; the stronger light, I suppose, brought out a deeper
colour."

That little Onoidium flexuosum, standing out like an " In
Memoriam," the gift of one—a brnve, strong, yet ailing, deli-

cate man—who thought for, worked for, and gave up his life

for, the elder brother less brave, less strong, who lay down in

the midnight darkness to sleep with miles of wood, and field,

and lonely moor all around—lay down with his day's work un-
finished, the hope of his life unfulfilled, and never woke up
in this world to finish his work ; and his hope we can but
trust he will find in that other country where the hands are

stronger, and the pains of the flesh hold not back the willing

worker.
So it is, some flowers are much to us apart from their beauty

And their fragrance ; they are breathings-out of the life we have
lived, reminders of the scenes through which we have passed,

sharers of our mirth and revelry, quiet witnesses of our sad
and solemn hours, untired tellers of the old story of our
doings ; and fresh and new with each season do they come
back to us.

Again, we are digging away the snow in the old Abbey garden
miles from home, to find the Snowdrops we knew were above
the ground before the storm came, and we shiver at the east

wind blowing keenly thi'ough us, and feel the deadly coldness

of the but-half-alivo flowers when found and gathered. Vie
can see them with our eyes closed, and know very well all

the Snowdrops in the world can never be to us what those poor
far-fetched delicate spring flowers were.

Or we are seeking with untiring patience the dark Primroses
from among the pale ones, growing on that Primrose bank at

Gothorp Hall, that bank on wliich the sun loved to shine; and
we can hear the murmur of the dear river Aire, that used to

make sweet music for us ; and we can feel the hushed stillness

from the great Eommell's Moor tracking our steps, making a

sort of presence which awed our childhood, causing us to

pause, and listen, and wait. Ah me I there was no fear in

those days, no jarring note in the hallelujah chorus of our

lives, no thunder in the heavy rain clouds darkening all the

Tillages around, no danger in the wind that whirled and tossed

the leaves and straws high up above our heads, and rolled us

over and over on our grassy play-ground. Now we never see

those spring flowers in cottage gardens, or growing under the

hedges, or in the market in the countrywomen's baskets or

on the artist's canvas, but we think of those who were about

us then, who never more will hear the murmur of the river or

•the deep breathings of the moor.
Or -we are dragging and poking up with bits of rough sticks

gi-eat yellow bulbs of the Turk's Cap Lily growing in a little

,jgarden of an empty house. How we pulled, and toiled, and
overheated ourselves on that close August evening, and bore

*way in our fright only two roots. The house had an evil

name—was, indeed, said to be haunted, so that we pulled, and
poked, and worked in mortal terror of the ghosts inside, and
in dread of some chance passer-by, for it was a roadside

garden.

Or we are twisting and turning long sprays of Bindweed
round our hats, and wondering why the big white flowers

ghould persist in closing up so long before the day is done,

and trying out-of-the-way means to keep them open, at last

tossing them away to float down the stream like fairy gondolas.

Now, in our wiser years, we never pluck them, but leave them
to open out wide and full in adoration to the warm summer
sun, the only thing they care for ; when he moves westward or

shades his splendour, even for an hour, they fade and die.

Or in our summer holidays we are again picking pale pink

Convolvuluses out of the short stiff grass—ical shore flowers

we call them ; but we never gather them without dreaming of

a time when we lay resting on a warm hillside with those

little flowers all about us ; a sense of peace, and rest, and joy

filling our hearts, loving friends with true and tender words

making richer and fuller the cup of our lives, and the great
waves like giant crystals beating up to Bridport Harbour

—

silent save for the fishermen's cries—the blue sky brooding
softly over a sea as blue.

•' I never can look at Primulas," said a dear cousin, " but I

grieve for the fate of one that came to an untimely end—

a

finely-fringed white Chinese Primrose brought all the way from
that far country by a captain friend—a splendid specimen. It

was watered and tended so carefully, and flowered as never
Primula flowered before for nine long months ; then in my ab-

sence it was turned over in the darkness and left to die."

Then, too, those little Forget-me-nots—how full they are

of many memories of wild-flower gatherings—in the Middle-
ton woods, in the Adel valley on the banks of the Ouse, on
Tork Common, in the Shipley glen, and in the Dorsetshire

lanes ; but clearer than aU else stands out the thought of a
Sunday evening ramble outside the town of Dorchester, beyond
the long avenue of trees that mark its entrance so grandly.

There we stood in the grass beneath the cool grey sky, for the

day was nearly done, a group of girls gathering Forget-me-nots
for each other to be kept safe and hve till we should meet
again, gathering them with low, soft, loving words mingled
with kisses and gushes of laughter that would not be kept
back. I can see again the summer day fading into the night,

our dresses falling on the grass, blending with its greenness,

and making but one colour ; and I can hear the fall of our feet

homewards, and the sighs with which we put away our
treasures—prestige of the sorrow of a long, long parting. And
when the living blue Forget-me-not comes to me (I never seek

it now, or gi'ow it, or care to go where it is), then I look at

my grey dead ones, and feel a deep aching meaning in those

words,
" Oh, for the touch of a hand .... and the sound of a voice."

Or we are dropping quiet, painless, nay, thankful tears, upon
some fair white flowers, sister flowers to some we left upon a

new grave—a grave dearer and sadder than we think any other

can ever be to us ; left in all their fresh beauty and sweet

fragrance upon the dead flowers of other years, upon the grassy

mound in that old churchyard, the rooks cawing in the dark

Fir trees, the noise and smoke of the great town far away, and
the warm soft August rain dropping down tears quieter even

than our own upon our fair white LiUes. Dear and sacred

are those Lilies unto us.

Yes, so it is. A flower may be but a frail flower, and yet it

may be invested with a deeper meaning, made richer by the

doings and feelings of a Ufe. To many the pale Snowdrops are

but the herald of spring, bom out of the cold hard winter soil

—promise of gayer flowers to follow. To others they are the

world's resurrection flowers— not bom, but risen from the dead

—a thing of the past linked to the far future. And some flowers

which we may regard with sorrowful eyes may be to others fall

of sunny memories, of pleasant associations : so that after all

they are what we have made them, speaking to us in the

language our own lives have taught them, but yet ever dear to

us—dear in the long summer days of peace and joy—dearer

still in the cold winter days of sorrow and loss, unless, indeed,

we have suffered the noise of the great world to deafen us to

their low sweet voices.—MAun.

VERBENA CULTURE.
I SHOULD like to recommend, side by side with the remarks

made on the Verbena by Mr. Wills, a plan which I adopt for

growing them after they are struck, and which, if not original,

is not common. No doubt some one will start up and say, " I

have practised it for many years !
" and if any of your readers do

so, I have no doubt the plan has never been abandoned by them.

It is as follows :

—

After the cuttings are struck, say at the end of March, a

frame about 18 inches high at the back and a foot high in

front is chosen ; one that you can shut up perfectly close is the

best. Inside the frame place 9 inches of geod light soil, and

in this plant the Verbenas from the cutting-pots, watering them

well with tepid water to settle the soil. When the sun shines,

every morning give about half an inch of air, no more, until

ten o'clock, when the plants should be watered overhead, and

shut up closely for the day. The thermometer will possibly rise

above 100° ; but you will see, if you try the system, what a

black strong growth the plants will make in consequence.

When you see a. warm genial shower coming in April or May pull

off your hghts, and exfoae the plants to it, shutting them up
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aa soon as it is over, if it is after the time named above ; keep
them well stopped, and harden them ofi a fortnight before
planting out.

Amaranthus and PeriUa also do very well in this way, and
so will Coleus I believe, although I have not tried it. The
plan described saves much of the watering that would other-
wise be necessary, and is the easiest I have fallen in with.

I confess I laughed outright when Mr. Wills told us not to

water a plant after potting until the roots had reached the
sides of the pots ; but then I am—An Essex Cvlf.

Primroses, Hepatica, and Polyanthus. All bulbous plants,

long kept back, are now (February 11th), vigorously pushing
through the ground.

—

John Febmk.

HAEDY FLOWERS IN JANUARY and FEBRUARY.
BiTTON, NEAR BnisTOL.—I Bend my list of hardy plants in

flower during the months of January and February, arranged
according to your suggestion ; and I hope to he able to forward
you a similar list every month.—H. N. E.

1. Wallflowers.
Gorse
Cyilonift jnponica
Viburnum tinu9
Erica herbacea
Arabia pnecoi
Eranthis hyemalis
Hepatica, white
Violets, Russian

7. Aubrietia dcltoidea
Ompbaloded verna

25. Leucojum vernum
Cyclamen ibericum

ibericnm album
Crocus Imperati

27. Galanthus nivalis
Crocus ma?siacuii

29. Cyclamen coum
Crocns veraus

1. Helleborus nSgcr
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Mr. "Wells, Holme Lacy Gardens, Gnbmitted what he believed to be a
Tariety of Sea-kale, with yellow instead of purple tops to the leafstalks,

but the Committee did uot consider it distinct. From Mr. Earley,
gardener to F. Pryor, Esq., Digswell, came Hamburgh Perennial
Spinach, which proved to bo only the old Patience Dock or Herb
Patience.

FoHTNiGHTLT MEETING.—Sir Philip De Malpas Grey Egerton,
Sart., in the chair. After the election of thirteen new Fellows, and
the admission into union of the Sorbio Pari^^h Cottage Gardeninf,'
Society, andWotton-uuder-Edf^e Horticultural Society, the Kev. M. J.

Berkeley offered remarks on some of the subjects exhibited.

Mr. Berkeley first remarked, that the plant with pretty white
flowers shown at the last mcctiuf* by Mr. Earley, and which was said

to produce red berries, proved to be Trichosanthes colubrina, and that,

therefore, its bearinj^ berries was a mistake. He then noticed Messrs.
Henderson's Cyclamens whicli were deservedly much admired, and
more particularly one wliich jtroduced white aud rose-coloured flowers,

the former also very different from the latter in structure. Most of
the varieties were said to be crosses between C. coum and C. persicum.
The peculiar structure of the pretty Dalechampia, from Mr. Bull, was
then noticed, and some remarks were made on the Herb Patience,
which had been sent as Spinach, instead of whicli it is still used on
the Continent, though now almost obsolete in English gardens. The
remarkable tiower of Brownea grandiceps, from the gardtn of Sir
Hugh Williams next occupied attention, and Mr. Berkeley remarked
that in a natural state the flowers are pendent. Dr. Liudley, who
figured in the "Botanical Register," in 1841, a specimen flowered by
Richai"d Harrison. Esq., of Livcrjiool, related a circumstance which
he (Mr. Berkeley) did not think had since been veriiied. Dr. Lindley,
writing of the blossoms, said, "They are prodnced in a short spike,

tier above tier ; every day witnessed the expansion of a new tier above
those of the former days, till at last the whole mass became a globe of
living aud glomng crimson. This brilliant bend appeared on the side
of the main stem among the leaves, which at that time presented a
singular phenomenon. Every eve7iing they rose up and lifted them-
Eelves from the blossoms to expose them to the dew, so that each
morning these beautiful objects were uncovered; but as day advanced
the leaves gradually drooped, aud bent down over the flowers to guard
them from the rays of the sun." Mr. Berkeley added that he did not
think this circumstance had been observed since, although the plant,
which was related to the Amherstia nobilis and Jonesia asoca, had
been flowered at Chat.sworth, Glasnevin, and other places. The plant
at Bodelwyddan was of considerable age, and the house in which it

was grown had been raised twice or thrice to give it room. He might
also mention that Lady Williams was the daughter of the Earl and
Countess of Amherst, in honour of whom aud of her mother the Am-
herstia had been named. Mr. Berkeley next referred to the Apples sent
by Mr. Lee, of Clevedon, and which were produced on the same branch
of a tree of Orange Pearmain. The branch was about 4 feet long,
and the Kussetlookiug fruit was produced near its base. The cir-

cumstance of the two kinds of fruit being borne on the same branch
called to mind n plant well known to most cultivators, Cytisus Adami,
which is generally believed to have been prodnced by giafting Cytisus
purpureas on the Laburnum, and, by some accident, one cell of the stock
and one of the graft having each become divided and then united
together, the result had been a plant partaldng of the nature of both. It
would be very interesting to know what stock Mr. Lee's Orange Pear-
main was grafted on. and whether this was another case similar to
Cytisus Adami. Passing to another subject, Mr. Berkeley said he
had received a letter from Mr. Arthur Trollope on raising seedless

Grapes, and suggesting crossing varieties which have no seeds, such as
the Sultana and Black Monukka, with the view of obtaining an early
seedless race of high tlavour ; but Mr. Berkeley said he could not re-

commend the Sultana, as the berries were too far apart, but if a
seedless Hamburgh could be produced it would bo a great acquisition.

Mr. Trollope also drew attention to another curious matter—namely,
that if such Grapes could be produced the vital energy of the Vine
would be employed iu producing pulji instead of being diverted to the
formation of seeds, and heuco that finer fruit would be the result.

[Some remarks on this subject will be found at page 385 of our last

Volume.]
Major R. Trevor Clarke said that Mr. Berkeley's remarks on that

curious, paradoxical plant. Cytisns Adami, had recalled to his recol-

lection the fact that he had a plant of it many years ago, which not
only produced seeds from the flowers of the yellow Laburnum and
Purple Cytisus, but from the intermediate form as well. In those sea-

sons in which the latter perfected seeds he noticed that the flower-stalks

were persistent, remaining green during the winter, and from every
place from which a flower had fallen a small shoot was produced,
which in every case was that of the Purple Cytisus. At the last

Tuesday meeting, said Major Clarke, ho had occasion to mention the
hardy nature of Dyckia rariflora, a plant belonging to a family,
perhaps one of the last we should look to for such a tendency, the
Bromeliads being tropical or semi-tropical plants, but it was un-
doubtedly hardy in a warm place. He now produced another member
of the same class which bad stood one winter covered only with a hand-
ful of moss, and more than this, it flowered strongly in the succeed-
ing summer. In the spring following the next or second winter, the

main stem or crown was found to have perished, but a small sucker '

remained alive, and did in fact grow on healthily till destroyed by
accident. He was not quite certain of the name of the plant, but he
thought it belonged to the section of Bromeliads called Pnya. Another
of them, and a very fine one, P. Altensteinii, grew freely with him in
the open air during the summer. Then he had another, quite a little

pet, but he was not sure of the hardiness of this member of the
family

; and he next produced another specimen of the same plant
which bad been wintered in the greenhouse, and which was conse-
queutly dormant, but it would flower by-and-by in the warm sum-
mer time even iu the greenhouse or conservatory. Two other Brome-
liads, Bilbergia purjiurea and an old zebra-striped plant of which he
had forgotten the name, served to make up a little collection of in-
teresting tropical plants grown in common moss—three of them at
least greenhouse plants as to habit, two hardy under careful treat-
ment, and all thriving in glass cases kept in a sitting-room. He had
also brought with him a cut spike of an old African plant, Antholyza
prrealta, a most picturesque pLant, but rarely seen in flower. Un-
fortunately its habit of beginning to grow at the end of the year aud
producing its blossoms in early spring, added to a total inability to
stand a few degrees of frost, will always be against its cultivation in
the ojien air, except in the south of England or in very favourable
spots near the seaside. He well remembered the fine effect of some
patches of it m the garden of the Chiaya, at Naples, on one fine
February sunset. The next morning every plant was killed by frost.

He mentioned this because evei-y now and then the Antholyzas
cropped out in the catalogues as plants cultivable out of doors.

Mr. Bateman said he was indebted to the Society for the oppor-
tunity of presenting to them a Grape introduced from the Deccan by
Colonel Sykes, and called Ahbee, and it was well deserving of atten-
tion on account of its property of keeping so late in the season. It
was now March, and though there were a few Grapes such as Lady
Downe's and Barbarossa that would keep till then, still he did not
know a better Grape than Ahbee at the present season, as it was still

exceedingly juicy. Though certainly not equal to Mr. Kelk's Muscats
exhibited two years ago, iu fact, nothing to compare with them iu
flavour, it was really a most desirable variety to grow ou account of
its late keeping ; besides which, it had another merit in its colour be-
ing BO very lovely. Till he had seen this Grape he had never believed
m the tints of the old Dutch pictures ; but of what beautiful tints there
were in the vegetable kingdom there was abundant proof around, and
the only question was, Could these tints be copied'?—and to that ques-
tion he found an answer in a book (Knoop's " Pomologia"), in which
thoaij;h now more than a hundred years old, the colours were as fresh

as when they came from the studio of the artist. For the opportunity
of seeing this book they had to thank Mr. Bohu, who had found it

out and given it to Dr. Hogg.
Among Orchids, remarked Mr. Bateman, there was a flower-spike of

the white variety of Epidcndrum macrochilum which had been growu
iu a Pine-stove by Mr. Warren, gardener to T. J. Levett, Esq., Wichuor
Park, Burton-on-Trent. Every one knew that Orchids generally could
not be grown successfully in Pine-stoves, as such structures are too warm
and dry ; still there were some salamanders, and the Epidendrum in
question, coming fi'ora the hot climate of Caraccas, was one of them.
Among novelties, with the exception of a new Lycasto from Mr.
Wright, of Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, and LR?lia Pilcheri, one of Mr.
Dominy's hybrids, there was not much. Ho might remark of Deu-
drobium luteolum, from his own garden, that it was only beginning to

fight its way into notice, and that next year he hoped to be able to

exhibit it with a dozen spikes in a pot. Mr. Bull's Cyqiripediums
were then referred to, and nothing, Mr. Bateman said, would please

him better than to see ten or twenty species shown at the same time,

for there were as many as a score of species already in this country.

Of Odoutoglossum Alexandrre, of which two or three small plants

came from Mr. Bull, it was remarked that it is one of the easiest of

Orchids to flower. Coelogyne cristata from Messrs. Veitch was a
most meritorious example of good cultivation, being quite a cascade of

flowers. It was one of those Orchids which he termed bridal Orchids,

and iu cultivation required to be kept cool to flower well. Another
beautiful Orchid of the same class and requiring similar treatment

was Cymbidiuni eburneum, which had the merit of continuing a long

time iu flower. Messrs. Veitch had also a remarkable spike of the

golden-flowered Dendrobium Farmeri. and one or two good Cattleyas

—among them Cattleya Trianan, a name which, as stati'd at the pre-

vious meeting, could not bo retained. One other of Messrs. Veitch's

plants was the lovely and sweet-scented Trifho])ilia suavis. to which
a painful association was attached, for it had been sent to this country

by Vou Warscewicz, to whom we are also indebted for Trichopilia

coccinea and other Orchids. After remarking ou the news of Wars-
cewicz's death following so soon after the loss of Mr. Skinner having

become known, Mr. Batemau said that although Warscewicz had
travelled over a great portion of New Grenada, Quito, and Peru, he
had not left us more than half a dozen plants ; not because he waa
uot indefatigable, but owing to our ignorance of how to treat those

which he sent home, most of wliich required a cooler treatment than

that which had been afforded them, and they consequently perished.

There was one other plant which must be mentioned, the lovely Pha-

lasnopsis Schillcriana, exhibited by Mr. Cooper, after whom had
been named at the last meeting Epidendrum Cooperiauum. Though
he (Mr. Bateman), had seen as good plants, he had never seen the

flowers of that Phalfenopsis so large and so beautiful.
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The next subject to which ho had to allude was Mr. Hullett's " New
Food." He had heard from Mr. Hullett, who thoafjht it rather cruel

of Mr. Bateman to eay what he did at the last meetiug, leadiug people

to suppose thjit the seed he (Mr. HuUett) seat out was only Hok-us
saccharatus. He sent the black seed to no one except to show the

difference between it and the true thing (Sorghum tartaricom), which
has white seed, and this he sent to over ten thousand applicants ; the

residue had a variety with brown seed, which is even hardier than the

white, and both were grown by him at Waterloo last year, and both

were perfectly hardy, which the other (with black seed) was not. " So
much for Mr. Hullett's statement," said Mr. Bateman ;

" now for my
defence. lu the only two collections (those sent to the Koyal Horti-

cultural Society and to myself) in which all the three varieties (white,

brown, and black) were included, not a hint was given which was the

true Simon Pure. I was, therefore, obliged to find that out for my-
self, and my only chance was to go to the seed-shops ; and at half a
dozen around Coveut Garden I asked for the Chinese Sugar Grass,

and in every case a packet of the black seed was handed to me." Mr.
Bateman therefore concluded that the black seed was the right sort,

instead of which the white or the brown ought to have been selected.

So much for the colour question, now for the question of names. As
Mr. HuUett spoke in his letter to the T^unes oi the "Chinese Sugar
Grass," after which in brackets followed the words Sorghum tartari-

cnm, it was natural to infer, according to botanical usage, that the
Chinese Sugar Grass was Sorghum tartaricum and Sorghum tartari-

cum the Chinese Sugar Grass ; but the Chiuoso Sugar Grass, as such
had always been understood in this country, Mr. Hullett's S. tar-

taricum certainly was not. What, then, was it? Whence did he get

the nama S. tartaricum ? Who gave it the name ? He (Mr. Bate-
man) had speut several hours on Monday at the Linnean Society's,

and with the assistance of the Librarian (Mr. ICippistj, had tried

to discover some trace of S. tartaricum, but all to no purjjose.

Neither among the Holcuses, nor the Sorghums, nor the Audropogous,
a genus in which the former ai-e sometimes included, was there any
tartaricum to be found, and if any Tartar- was to be caught Mr.
Hullett must catch him.
With regard to the Sorghum he (Mr. Bateman) had collected the

following information. Mr. Fortune stated that at one time the

French were very hopeful it might turn out a substitute for the Sugar
Cane, and tried it extensively in the south of France, but it failed.

It might be useful as a fodder for cattle, but it requii'es a climate like

that of Teiutsin or Pekin, and where Rice would not grow its place

was taken by tall kinds of Sorghum, some as much as 12 or 15 feet

liigh ; and it was from the long stout stubble of this Grass that our
cavalry horses in the late Chinese war suffered so severely. Mr.
Thompson—that faithful veteran in the serWce of the Society and of

horticulture—remembered it about a dozen years ago in the Society's

garden, and about an acre of it was grown near Chiswick station

by Mr. Jessop, and was cut for cattle in pieces a foot long. Mr.
Bateman also quoted Dr. Koxburgh as to the uses the Holcus or

Sorghum is put to, as well as Dr. Koyle, who says that the different

Hnds of Sorghum (called durra by the natives), or Great or Indian
Millet, are an important branch of Indian cultivation. The species

most commonly grown were S. vulgare and S. bicolor ; but in another
list all were classed together—viz., S. album, rubens, nigrum, nigricans,

and nigerrimuni. He {Mr. Bateman) had also examined the speci-

mens in the possession of the Linnean Society, arranged by Dr. Wal-
lich, which formed part of the East Indian herbarium, and all were
treated as varieties.

Mr. Bateman concluded by expressing a hope that Mr. Hullett
would tell where Passitiora Hullettii (fruit of which had been pro-

nounced superior to the Pine Apple), had fruited; where and when
the Durion was fruited ; where the Maugosteens and Mangos, which
were cut in dozens and sold at 2s. ijd. a-pifeee, were produced.

Major Clarke remarked, that he had known Sorghum saccharatum
gi'own as food for horses, and that there were several black-seeded
Sorghums which were not S. saccharatum, one of which was yrown in

Italy as food for chickens.

Dr. Masters asked Major Clarke if he had succeeded in raising seeds
from all three forms of Cj'tisus Adami. That plant and the Cyclamens
and Apples at the meeting tended to shako our faith in the power
of gratting to perpetuate any particular variety. This was a subject
which well deserved fuUur investigation than it had hitherto received.

Major Clarke said he' had saved three packets of seeds from the
three different forms of Cytisus, that ho had stnt them to Dr. Lindley,
who bad given them to Mr. Gordon, and that the seeds of the Cytisus
Adami, or " hybrid portion," had produced yellow blossoms like the
Laburnum.

Sir Philip Egerton invited Mr. Murray to make a few observations

on the Coniferae : and after Mr. Murray had noticed two or three

specimens, the names of which were doubtful, Mr. Bateman announced
that Dr. Masters would give five elementary lectures on Botany, be-

j^inning on tho last Saturday in March.

THE INTENSE COLD AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
LoNoMEAD, Hants.—The following is a list of a few trees

andshrubs injared by the late severe frost here:—-Finns insignis,

young plant, 6 feet high, young shoots killed ; Garrya ellip-

tiea, killed down to the snow line. Escallonia macrantha
bronzed, but the fresh leaves are beginning to show now ; it

was presented by the late Prince Consort when on a visit

here. Azalea indica rubra, young wood killed, while Azalea
iudica alba standing 20 feet from rubra, was not in the least
hurt. They are both by the side of an east walk. Bays and
Laurustinus are very much cut up. All my Broccolis, with
the exception of the Brimstone, are killed. Brussels Sprouts
are not in the least hurt. I may remark that I have gathered
this week, from a south wall, some Camellia blossoms, one bloom
from Lady Hume's Blush, and three from a Double Red, and
twenty will be fully open on the Double Bed by the end o! the
month (February).—J. Sharp, Gardener to A. Barton, Esq.
WiLMONT, Belfast.—Now that we can look around and see

the effects of the unprecedented snowstorm of January, it will,

perhaps, interest some of your readers to learn how we have
fared on this side of the Irish Channel.
Eoses appear to have suffered less here than in many other

places, yet they have not come oft quite safely. Lord Clyde,
Mdlle. Bouuaire, and Monte Christo, are dead ; Belle de Bor-
deaux, Triomphe de Eenues, and Celine Forestier are much
injured ; Due de Cazes and Mrs. Chas. Wood are slightly
injured. These were all worked on the DogEose stock. I have
not a single instance of death or severe injury on the Manetti,
and, hence, with Mr. Taylor, I am " all for Manetti." Of the
buds inserted in the Dog Eose in the autumn, all which had
pushed or were prominent have been killed. The common
China Eose has been killed to the snow line.

Of evergreens—Laurustinus, Escallonia macrantha, hybrid
scarlet Ehododeudrons, and Arbutus unedo, have suffered
severely. Portugal and common Laurel (particularly those
recently transplanted). Sweet Bay, Golden and Silver Hollies,
together with young plants of Pinus insignis, have been more
or less punished. A plant of Desfontania spinosa is quite
dead. In the immediate neighbourhood Araucaria imbricata
and Cedrus deodara are extensively killed.

In the kitchen garden. Snow's and Hammond's Cape Broccoli
were all killed; Knight's Protecting was much injured ; Dal-
raeny Park proved hardier than any other Broccoli grown here

;

Savoys and Brussels Sprouts came well through ; Globe Arti-
chokes andCabbages were very much injured ; Endive, Lettuces,
and White Lisbon Onion entirely escaped, as well as a sowing
of Sangster's No. 1 Pea, which was fully an inch above the
ground. Out of several sorts of Celery which were unprotected,
Laing's Mammoth was the only one injured.—J. M. Bothwell.

GROUND VINERIES.
[From a paper read by Mr. Broome, of the Inner Temple

Gardens, at the meeting of the Central Horticultm-al Society,
February 26th.]

Now that the gardening world is every day becoming ac-
quainted with the great utility of these structures, I have
thought a few remarks, based upon practice with Wells's
ground vineries, might by many be appreciated. The lady
and gentleman amateur, the scieutihc and practical gardener,
have already derived much advantage and pleasure from their
use ; and at this moment in many gardens where horticulture
is carried out upon just principles, these structures are used
and recommended. Upon then- first appearance in gardens
they were exclusively employed for Grape-growing, and were
carefully stowed away during the many months in which the
Vine is dormant ; now they are kept in active operation during
the whole year. The lady amateur finds that in them she can
manage a crop of Grapes, then bring on a few plants for late
autumn and Christmas flowering, and afterwards occn;iy them
with a few miscellaneous floricultural pets, bedding, and other
plants ; whilst by others they are used for the protection of
salading, &c. In the present month many ground vinerieg
are devoted to forcing Khubarb, and I have seen a hotbed made
for them and covered an inch thick with ashes, into which are
plunged pots of Dutch bulbs, Hyacinths, Tulips, &c. ; and
others, again, are used in a similar manner for the propagation of
bedding stuff, and raising seeds of tender plants.
The scientific and practical gardener can apply these minia-

ture houses to a thousand different uses. But a few days ago
I saw a 14-feet length filled with Hyacinths and Tuhps, which
are intended for our great spring bulb shows, and nothing
could exceed the luxuriance and vigour they possessed. I have
likewise seen ground vineries applied to the growth of the
Neapolitan Violet, and beautifully-coloured blossoms were being
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gathered when not a vestige of flower was diaoernible in the

old-fashioned, dark, dismal box-frame, although both were

placed near each other, and were subjected to the same and
equal management. The plan of arranging the ground vinery

for this purpose was extremely simple. In the month of Octo-

ber last, when all the fruit had been cut from the Vines, a bed

of the same area as the vinery was marked out, round which
common bricks were laid two deep ; the bed thus formed was
filled with coal ashes, and the Violets, which had previously been

potted in S'isized pots, were plunged in it. The plants were

thus exposed to intense light—an agent most essential, as all

gardeners are aware, to the well-being of this plant. The ar-

rangement for giving air is likewise so perfect in these struc-

tures that the Violets can ke exposed wholly in propitious

weather, and should it be mild with moisture falling the lids

or sides can be raised nearly horizontally, thus exposing the

plants to air, whilst affording protection from wet. During the

inclement weather we had this winter the vinery was covered

with litter, and thatched hurdles placed together over the whole

in the shape of a span roof. This protection bade defiance to

cold 9° below zero.

During the past season I have seen some magnificent crops

of Grapes under the.se ground vineries. The bunches were of

a good size, the berries well swelled and above the average

size, with the colouring as perfect as in any that have been cut

from more spacious houses, and the flavour was exquisite.

I find many growers, elated with the success of these vineries,

intend applying them to the growing of stone fruits, such as

Peaches and Nectarines, the trees being planted out and treated

precisely the same as the Vines. The slates will be laid down
and perforated at regular distances, so as to admit pegs for the

purpose of pegging down and laying out the branches. The
roots being free to act on the outside, as in the case of Vines,

no watering is necessary, as when these fruits are grown in

pots npon the orchard-house principle ; and the moisture eva-

porated from the slates, with which the wood and foUage are

in contact, prevents red spider, thrips, and other insects from
multiplying.

I find the best method of cultivating fruits under Wells's

ground vineries is as follows :—At one end of the vinery a hole,

2 feet square, and of about the same depth, is dug out and filled

with a compost of good loam, rotten dung, and a little road sand ;

these should be well incorporated together, previously throwing

in about one and a half peck of bones, merely bruised, to afford

drainage to the mass, also to feed the Vines during hot weather,

or when the heat is so great as to rob the plant of its natural

moisture. The bones will likewise absorb the fluids passing

down to them more readily by being bruised. All being thus

prepared, the Vine is turned out about the middle of March,

providing the weather is open and mild, the cane being intro-

duced and pegged down. Air should be admitted at ten o'clock,

A.M., by raising slightly the lights; this, with the additional

air from the bottom of the frames, will serve to check the Vines

from making too quick and premature a growth before the sea-

son is sufficiently advanced to assist the formation of the young
parts. The cases should be closed again .about '2 p.m., if possible

securing a little atmospheric warmth, and the Vines should at

this period be slightly syringed ; the moisture will aid the expan-

sion of the bark and' the bursting of the young buds and leaves.

This treatment should be continued until the flowers are ex-

panded, when syringing must be entirely suspended and air

admitted upon every opportunity. As soon as the flowers are

set I find moisture applied in the form of vapour highly benefi-

cial ; this can be obtained by pouring tepid water upon the slates.

Atmospheric warmth is secured throughout the day, and causes

the moisture to evaporate, thus charging the internal air with

an agent highly beneficial. As soon as the Grapes have at-

tained the size of Sweet Peas the bunches should be thinned,

taking out all ill-shaped and deformed berries, also all those

which are in immediate contact with others, taking care not to

remove all the interior berries, or the bunches will be loose

and Ul-shapen. At this period the structure should be kept

close and as much warmth secured as possible, as the critical

time of stoning will have arrived, and a check would prove

highly injurious. As soon as colouring commences as much
air should be admitted as is consistent with safety from chilling,

and the vinery should be closed snfiiciently early to secure, as

before stated, as much natural warmth as possible. If this

course be pursued I feel confident every success will attend the

operator, and will well repay him for the pains he may bestow ;

the weight and quality of the fruit will equal if not exceed

that which is grown in extensive Vine-houses.

I have this winter seen a very happy adaptation of the
ground vinery. One of the 14-feet vineries was selected, a site

facing south was arranged, a pit dug 3 feet deep, and the sides

bricked with 4 J -inch work 2 feet above the ground level; upon
the brickwork was laid a wooden plate, and to this the vinery

was fixed, being screwed down at the four corners of each
division. The pit was then filled with cocoa-nut fibre, and
such plants as Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and bulbs were placed

in it. These grew with great luxuriance, and, as in other

cases where they were well covered with litter and the thatched
hurdles, resisted the intense frosts we experienced in January.

The same vinery-pit is at this moment filled with fermenting
material, and Khubarb, Sea-kale, and salading are being cut,

while there are Cucumbers chmbing along the roof and looking

as luxuriant as upon ridges in summer. Dutch bulbs are also

being brought out weekly for the drawing-room. This plan
is merely an enlarged idea of what was before exemplified, and
serves to prove how valuable ground vineries are to the horti-

culturist.

HARDINESS OF TRITELEIA UNIFLORA.
Will you tell me whether Triteleia nuiflora wiU stand the

winter in the open ground ? Having it now in bloom in pots

—and it is a lovely flower—I feel anxious to know whether it

is hardy. Should it be so, it will be an acquisition to our
spring bulbs, and ought to be largely grown. In my opinion it

is most beautiful.—M. H., Acklam Hall, Middleshorovgh-on-
Tees.

[We believe it to be hardy ; and should have no hesitation

in leaving it in the border throughout the winter, with no
other covering than an inch or two of cocoa-nut fibre refuse or

coal ashes. Some years since a gentleman wrote to us thus :

—

" There is one plant I would particularly call your attention to

—the Triteleia uniflora. It is a bulb, and described as half-

hardy, and blooming in June. With me (on the Mendip HUls),

it thrives in a border under a west wall, without the slightest

protection, and blossoms from the third week in March to the

end of May. I think no flower is more delicately beautiful,

and I wonder that it is not as common as the Narcissus."]

ENTOMOLOCxICAL SOCIETY.
The second meeting iu February was held on the IHtli inst. at Bur-

lington House, the President, Sir .Jolin Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., &c.,
in the chair. Amongst the donatious to the Ubrary received since the
preceding meeting were the pubUcations of the Imperial Society of
Moscow, the Entomological and other Societies of France, Stettin.

Dublin, and Christiana.

Mr. Frederick Moore exliibited a number of specimens of a niinnt«
wood-boring Beetle, Tomicus monographus, a species not hitherto de-
tected in England, which had proved very injui-ious to the oaken
staves of casks of malt liquors in India, causing in some instances the
loss of the liquor to the extent of .50 per cent. The injury had been
first noticed in Bormah, and the casks when tirst landed from the
ships did not appear to be at all injured. As many as 1.340.000 per-
forations had been observed in the staves of a single cask. It wa»
suggested that either the steaming process to which the staves ara
subjected to bring them into shape, or the taste given to them by the
liquor, had rendered them palatable to the insects, which appear to b«
nearly allied to the Bamboo-borer.
Mr. Newman exhibited the lock of a garden gate completely filled

with the mud nests of a wild Bee, Osmia bicornis ; some portions of
the stem of Sallow, Salis caprea, burrowed into by the larva* of th*
Hornet Moth, Sesia borabyciformis ; also some large Ants, Fonnioa
herculanea or pubescens, said to have been taken at Kinloch Kannoch,
in Perthshire, each having made a cell for itself in rotten Oak ; and
a specimen of Lithosia ancella from Worthiug.
Mr. F. Smith exhibited two boies filled with Hymenopteroua insects

of great interest, collected at Champion Bay on the north-west coast
of New Holland by Mr. De Boulay, including a number of new species
of FormicidBB, Slutillidie, Thynnidjp, and Apida\
Mr. Stftinton exhibited two species of Microlepidoptera, Zelleria

oleastreUa and Margarodes unionulis, reared from the OHves at Men-
tone.

Professor Westwood mentioned that a specimen of Vanessa urtic«
had been captured on the 7th inst. at Oxford by Dr. IvoUeston, which
proved to be a male, and on dissection its abdomen was found to b«
filled with oleaginous fluid.

Mr. R. A. Wallace read an elaborate memoir on the Pierideotts

Butterflies of the Malayan Archipelago, in the introduction to which
he entered into numerous details as to the geographical range, affinities,

and mimetic analogies of the diUerent groups : which led to an ex-

tended diBcuasion. in which Mr. Pascoe especially maintained th«
distinction between the Faunas of the eastern portion of the Arcfai-
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pelago and New Holland, which had been considered by Mr. Wallace

as identical.

A very elaborate memoir on the distribution of the species of Lepi-

doptera in Great Britain and Ireland, on the plan of Mr. Hewitt C.

Watson's " Cybele Britannica," by Mr. Herbert Jenner Fust, was

read ; as well as a paper by Mr. E. Saanders, containing descriptions

of new species of Bnprestidse, collected in Penang by Mr. Lamb.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Duke of Bdccleuch, President of tbe Royal Horticul-

tural Society, has nominated the following Rsutlemen Vice-

Presidents for this year:—Lord Henry Gordon Lennox, M.P.
;

Mr. James Bateman, F.K.S. ; Mr. Henry Cole, C.B. ; Mr. W.
Wilson Saunders, F.E.S.

When announcing the death of Mr. Skinner, we com-
mented on his befriending Joseph Kittek Von Eawicz Wabs-
CEWicz, and now we have to record that this botanist's death

preceded Mr. Skinner's eleven days. He was Inspector of the

Imperial Botanic Garden at Cracow, and was only in his fifty-

fcnrth year. He died at Cracow on the 29th of December.

The Members of the Royal Horticultural S<jciety will

be glad to learn that, as announced in a report in another
eolumn. Dr. Maxwell T. Masters has kindly consented to

give five elementary lectures on Botany, illustrated by diagrams
ajid living specimens, in the Council-room of the Society, com-
mencing on the last Saturday in March.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen gaeden.

If the weather is favourable make sowings forthwith, on well-

situated beds of the following vegetables—namely, Brussels

Sprouts, Chou lie Milan (Thousand-headed Cabbage), Cauli-

fiowcr. Dwarf Cahhage, Green Kale, Savoys, and Leeks, also a

little Pomeranian Cabbage, and a sprinkling of some late spring

Broccoli. Give a slight salting to all Asparagus-heds and Sea-
kale ground. Sow Peas, Beans, and liadishes as soon as the

former sowing is above ground. Prick-out very early Celery in

a frame. Old mellow dung made firm is good, and prevents

tap roots. Sow all herbs, Sweet Marjoram and Sweet Basil on
heat. Cover up with litter all early slopes of Radishes, Horn
Carrots, &c., whilst the sun shines, about three o'clock, and
water them about once a-week with tepid clear manure water.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Protect by all possible means the blossoms of fruit trees.

Straw ropes, mats, canvas bunting, Fir boughs, and fronds of

Fern, should all or any of them be in requisition. As soon as

you have finished nailing the Peach trees, mis sulphur and
soft soap water to the thickness of paint, and draw a band of

the mixture between the shoots in all directions ; this once
done, and that well, will secure the trees thoroughly from red
spider for a twelvemonth. Throw soot over Strawberry planta-

tions requiring manure. Now is the time for grafting, and for

various reasons the mode called whip-grafting is by far the pre-

ferable one ; in cleft-grafting the divided portions of old wood
never re-unite ; in saddle-grafting the flow of sap is limited
to two tapering strips of alburnum ; and rind-giafting leaves

cavities on each side of the inserted portion of the scion. In
grafting it should be remembered that sections of wood already
formed never unite ; they are seen, it divested of all subsequent
formations, in mere mechanical contact after a lapse of many
years, and the scion and stock wll then readily fall asunder,
nor do the outer barks form a vital union ; but when newly-
formed tissues of both stock and scion come in contact, they
coalesce, and an organised growth immediately takes place. This
organisable tissue protrudes from between the wood and inner
bark ; the inner barks of the scion and stock should therefore

be made to coincide as far as possible, and without the least

regard being paid to the positions of the outer barks, the nicely

fitting of which is unnecessary.
GREENUOUSE and CONSERVATORY.

Potting will now be a matter of daily occurrence, and on tbe
mode in which this is performed will depend the future success

of the plant. We need say little here about the propriety of

using fibrous loam or about thorough drainage, their impor-
tance is now tolerably well understood ; but a few words to the
amateur may be acceptable as to the best mode of watering
newly planted subjects in general. Let it be a maxim, then,

never to water a fresh-potted plant until it is fixed where it is

to remain. I have known persons give their fresh-potted

plants a thorough watering whilst on the handbarrow to " settle

the soil," as it is termed, and then immediately carry them to

their destination. This, although called gardening, should be

termed "puddling;" it is not possible for plants to thrive

after such handling. The soil for potting should be neither

wet nor dry ; one is as great an evil as the other ; it should of

the two incline to dryness, and should be pressed tolerably

firm, not thumping the pot on the potting-board. The water-

ing at first should not be performed in order to settle the soil,

this means shuttiug out the atmosphere, but merely with the

intention of preventing the soil from becoming any drier.

Hard balls should be soaked overhead in water a day previone

to shifting. The families of Camellia, Acacia, Cytisus, Phajus,

Rhododendron, Eutaxia, Citrus, Epacris, Correa, Azalea, and

last, but not least, tbe Rose, wUl be a blaze of beauty in the

conservatory where plant-growing is well attended to. They
will now require abundance of water, to which clear liquid

manure should occasionally be added. Dispense with fire heat

as much as possible ; the enormous perspiration caused by a

March sun is more than enough for some of the evaneseut

beauties without the aid of fires. Canvas screens, too, should

be at hand to be drawn over the brightest parts of the house

for two hours in sunny days. Force on Fuchsias where fine

and large specimens are required ; a moist atmosphere, with a

slight degree of shading, will run the shy sorts into wood by

retarding flowering. Those wintered under stages or in cellars

should now be brought forth and potted, to give them a start

for the decoration of lawns or the flower garden. Brugmansias

should be disrooted and started in heat. Shift, when necessary,

Australian and Cape plants in a growing state, likewise Pelar-

goniums, Calceolarias, and Cinerarias, with the view of having

fine specimens. Pot successions of Gloxinias and Achimenes,

and keep them rather dry and warm.

STOVE.

Orchids are now swelling fast, and many of the blocks and

baskets of Stanhopeas, Gongoras, Dendrobiums, &c., will re-

quire to be syringed about twice a-week ; let it be done on

sunny mornings early, and give air freely for a couple of hours

for fear of moisture lodging amongst the buds. In shifting

large specimens in pots break the pot carefully all rotmd

so as to avoid injuring the roots, and shift the whole mass
together. Terrestrial Orchids, in general, do better in loamy

turf and leaf mould (not too much decayed), blended with the

lumps of peat. Renew moss on blocks forthwith. Attend

to disrooting and pruning back Justicias, Vincas, Cleroden-

drons, Eranthemums, Geissomerias, Plumbagos, Poinsettias,

Erythriuas, itc, at least those exhausted by flowering, and a

fe^v for early work. Those done first, if carried on in due

course, will be the earliest next autumn and winter.

FORaNG-PIT.

Keep Roses free from insects, watering frequently with liquid

manure. Provide successions of subjects for forcing. The
Dutch bulbs should not stay long here. The Hyacinths lose

much effect when their bells are too much asunder through too

much excitement in proportion to the light. Sow tender

annuals. Do not forget Phlox Drummondi and Ehodanthe
Manglesii, with the Portulacaa.

PITS and fr.vmes.

Pot-off Lobelias, and place them in a growing heat ; the
' compost should be light and rich for the first potting. Sow
Stocks and other choice annuals, and pot-off all kinds of cut-

tings as soon as they are ready, filling up the pots again with

sorts that are wanted. As soon as the borders are in a proper

state sow hardy annuals in patches, and not too deeply—

e

slight covering for the seeds will be sufficient. Mark tbe places

with small sticks, or make a small ring, which will prevent any
other thing being planted over them. Prick-off Cliutonias,

Portulacas, or other choice and tender annuals that are fit for

the operation, and keep them in gentle heat until they are

rooted, then remove them to a colder temperature, except the

most tender kinds, which should be nursed until milder wea-

ther. Air the odd pits continually at night as well as by day,

if there be no frost. Pot-off stores for the flower garden, and
forward them, more especially scarlet Pelargoniums, Salvia

patens, and Verbenas. A good collection of the best hardy

annuals should now be sown, they are of most service and most
esteemed before the gay masses of Verbenas, Pelargoniums,

(fee, come to perfection. When a frame or a pit is at liberty

I would recommend their being sown in small pots in loamy
soil, and not turned out until they are slightly pot-bound; the

flower then gains the predominance, and the great proportion
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of this above the leaf constitutes the chief beauty of many
of the annuals. They are also more easily protected from
slugs.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN OARDEN.

So far as frosty mornings are concerned, March has " come
in as a lion," and it remains to be proved whether it will " go

out as a lamb." The frost will do good in three ways—it will

help to keep back fruit-tree blossoms, the buds of which were
becoming too forward for the season ; it will dry and crumble
down the soil thrown up in ridges ; and the sun, which has
followed the frosty mornings, will help all plants that were
languishing in the dull weather, and will be of especial benefit

to plants in bloom that are intended to bear serviceable fruit.

With the exception of planting some Potatoes at the bases

of walls, planting-out more Cabbages, hoeing and forking the

ground among Spinach, so as to let the air circulate about the

plants, and partially dry the over-wet soil, the chief work
out of doors has been turning over the ridged ground, and
leaving it in shallow ridges so as to have it better exposed to

the air and dried before sowing and planting general crops.

Much of this labour would be worse than unnecessary in open
light soils. In such cases even ridging is often better dispensed
with, as, provided the staple has been sufficiently stirred, the
crops do better when the light soil is compressed rather than
loosened. A heavy soil requires to be made lighter even for

Onions, provided the surface is rolled when dry with a light

roller, or gently patted ; and in] many cases it is better to

dispense with both of these operations, and leave the surface for

a quarter of an inch or so loose or open, to prevent the stiff

soil cracking in dry weather in all directions, even before the

seedlings are large enough to permit of hoeing on the surface

to leave it loose. In light soils, even with heavy manuring, a

good crop of firm, fair-sized Onions can scarcely be secured

without consolidating the surface. Under sucli circumstances,
when the ground was too wet to roll at the sowing time,

we have frequently rolled with a light roller when the seed-

lings were just appearing, or not more than an inch in height,

and then if there was the least danger of cracking, a stirring

with a hoe, as shallow as possible, between the rows would
leave the young Onions firm enough at the surface, and thus
tempt them to quick bulbing instead of forming huge thick

necks. For all such crops, however, we would sooner wait a

week or ten days at this season than sow when the ground
was in an unkindly state. Further on in the season sowing
must often bo resorted to, even if harrowloads of material

should be brought for covering. What collects about the
potting-bench when riddled is generally very useful for this

purpose.

Turnips.—It is too soon to sow yet out of doors unless the
young plants are protected from frost, and where deemed of

much importance young Turnips would pay as well under
glass as young Potatoes. It is not because of their tenderness
that it is too soon in most places to sow them out of doors,

but because of the simple fact, that when young plants are

touched with a few degrees of frost they are almost suie to

throw up flower-stems, and if a small Turnip is then formed
it is little better than a piece of soft wood. In cold places,

when wanted early out of doors, the young plants will need
protection in cold nights.

Paitly owing to the rains and warmth of autumn, a young
crop with bulbs the size of hens' egps, on the north side of

a sloping bank, is already showing flower-stems, and though
these may be cut off, others will come, and the Turnips will

soon become hard in consequence, so these young plants will

not be so useful as we expected, and as we have found them
in most years. Those we spoke of lately as pulled up before
showing any signs of fresh growth, and which had suffered

nothing from the frost at the new year, have shown signs also

of growing, and have, therefore, had the tops cut and have been
laid in thin layers in a cool shady place, with just a sprinkling
of litter over them to preserve them from extremes of weather.
These will remain good for use when those on the bank, though
much younf»er, will be too stringy and hard.
The chief work in this department has been keeping up a

succession of forced vegetables. Sea-kale, Mushrooms, Rhubarb,
Radishes, &c. ; forwarding Peas and Beans, and carrying on a
ceaseless warfare with our vermin enemies.

In the Miishroom-Iiouxe the fourth piece was finally earthed
down in the usual way—that is, covered with rough turfy loam

to the depth of about IJ inch, well beaten, and from a quarter
to half an inch of finer soil added, beaten firm, watered gently,

allowed to settle a little, and a clean spade drawn firmly over
it, so as to leave a smooth surface. This, when a little dry on
the surface, is covered with just a sprinkling of hay, which
keeps the casing from cracking, and renders the bed more
uniform in heat and moisture. In a Mushroom- house that is

heated by flues or hot water this hay covering is not essential.

We very often use it, however, as we can regulate the state of

the bed more easily by its means ; and hence, though we have
used light soil for earthing over very successfully, we prefer it

rather stiff, fresh, and beaten firmly to a smooth surface, so

that when we like we can sweep the surface of the bed clean,

and thus the spawn is prevented running on the bed instead

of sending up plenty of Mushrooms. In a fresh bed, watered
atad made solid on the surface, the first sprinkling of hay will

soon become wet ; as the bed dries that will be removed once
or twice, and fresh added before the Mushrooms show freely.

If they come faster than is wanted, the hay or litter covering

is removed. If they are wanted quicker, more is added. If

the bed has produced all over at once, and yielded a heavy
gathering, then often we sweep the bed clean with a hair broom,
water if dry, cover with a couple of inches of rough hay, and
in a week or two the bed will be like a sheet with white Mush-
rooms. Although not always the case, it very generally happens
that the Mushrooms thus covered are whiter, and those more
exposed come browner in the skin. Another advantage of this

hay covering is, that when successional beds are used, the

heat they throw off before being ready for spawning will gene-

rally be enough for the house without fire heat. We have
seldom used the hot-water pipe this season, except during the

severe frost in .January. From 50° to 5.5° is high enough for

the atmosphere for bearing beds in a house. The advantage of

dispensing with hay and using a regular fire heat, is that you
see all the beds at once, and there is less refuge for woodlice,

&c. ; but as it is, we seldom see any woodlice until spring, and
then we have beds under the thatched, covered shed open in

front. In that shed are good Mushrooms still, but with 8 or

10 inches of litter over them. The fifth piece in the Mush-
room-house has had the last layer of dung put on, the dung
mixed with turfy luam, and in a week or ten days it will be fit

for spawning. The two first pieces are bearing well, the third

will show before long. This succession of shallow beds, though

entailing a considerable amount of attention, generally secures

a good regular supply. Our most celebrated artistes of the

kitchen tell us that two things are indispensable to good

cookery—Mushrooms and Onions.

Sca-kah'.—One of our best gardeners told us the other day

that he f(jllowed the same plan in winter as we do—namely,

took up the roots and packed them in pots, only we put ours

in the Mushroom-house, where it is dark enough to cause the

Sea-kale to come quite white, and he puts his in any place

—

a house where there is heat, a stokehole, cSrc, and covers se-

curely with another pot so as to keep out the light. In one

point we differ: he sows every year, so as always to have a

succession, and after forcing he throws the old plants away.

We plant ours out again, taking them out of doors first and
covering with litter, so that they may not be iEJurcd by a sud-

den change of weather. We like young plants very well, but

these forced plants so treated we consider quite as good as

seedlings of the second year. We mention this all the more,

]
as many in small places may find a little difficulty with seed-

lings, as, when in the seed leaf, they are subject to insect ene-

mies, and before they attain that size they must be protected

in the ground from birds, mice, &c. Plants taken up and

forced this winter will, under ordinary treatment, when planted

out be first-rate for forcing again in the second winter—that

is, after having had two summers' growth. If in the summer
the crowns show too many shoots or buds it is well to thin them

to two or three. Just as in other cases, if two, three, or more

crops are taken from forced plants, they will in proportion be

less useful when planted out ; but in almost every case,^ if

treated as stated above, they will be as useful for transplanting

as one-year seedlings that were sown rather thickly.

Rhubarb.—Similar remarks will apply. We have just turned

out some of the roots forced, planted them again, and covered

with a little litter. They will not do much the first summer,

but they will come strong in the second, and in the following

winter will do for forcing again. Good gatherings may be ob-

tained in spring from seed sown in April twelve months before ;

but to have strong stalks in winter the seedlings should haye

two summers' growth. We will put a tew more lumps into the
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Mushroom-house ; after that the most forward out of doors,

we hope will come iu with a little protection. Sea-kale out of

doors, we hope, will come in a month or six weeks hence, with
merely a box or a pot put over it to keep out the light.

Potatoes.—We did not plant the long earth pit with Potatoes,

as alluded to the other week, for the Potatoes were not over-

forward, and whilst they remained where they were wo would
save some covering in these frosty nights; but we must not

delay longer than Tuesday or Wednesday. We find those

growing in pots must be moved to afford them more room, as

crowding early Potatoes is. like all crowding, anything but

true economy. Our friend, alluded to above in reference to

Sea-kale, gave us a very good idea, which might be often use-

fully adopted in small gardens where suceessional cropping

must be generally foUowed. We were discussing the properties

of varieties of Potatoes which produced the smallest tops, so

as to permit of cropping between the rows, as the various Ash-
leaved Kidneys, Haudsworth, Frames, Early May, Coldstream,

&c. To surmount the difficulty our friend generally plants

his early Potatoes thus :—Two rows are planted 18 inches

from row to row ; 30 inches are left between these and__the

next two rows, and so on through the space to be planted.

In the centre of the 30-inch space he plants in summer per-

manent strong-growing winter stuff, each row of which will

thus be 4 feet from the other. If the Potatoes threaten to

encroach, the heads of the two rows are turned towards the

18-inch space without injuring them. Thus the Potatoes are

not injured by planting between the rows, the permanent
winter crops do not suffer in digging up the Potatoes, and
when these are dug up and the ground cleared, lower-growing
crops may be planted where they stood. If the Potatoes had
large heads the space between every two rows might be a

few inches more, and then the interval left might be 3 feel in-

stead of 30 inches. We have much practised this successioual

cropping by planting between every two rows, but often we
would have ureferred to have let the crop of Potatoes alone until

it was taken up, and have had good strong plants previously

pricked out and well rooted to lift again, and such often did

best and presented the most regular plantation. We have
not for years practised our friend's plan with Potatoes and
Winter Greens, but we have no doubt it is well worthy of

adoption, as saving so much pricking-out and relifting, and
ensuring room for the plants when first turned out, without
the liability of their being injured when the crop of Potatoes
is taken up.

Vermin.—V/e are afraid to say liow many beautiful tomtits

and blackcaps are hanging on the branches of a tree. We are

sorry to look at them, for we know the value of tomtits in

summer ; but it is a clear case, that if they are allowed to have
their own way now there will be neither Pear nor Plum for

them to dab their little bills into next autumn. We know of

no other remedy at this season than close netting. Then
there were rats and mice to be thinned and driven away. Will
some naturalist tell ns if there is war, or at least a feeling of

repugnance between the two races, rats and mice ? At any rale,

we have frequently found that when we had almost freed our-

selves of one kind, we soon had plenty of the other, though at

times we have had more than enough of both. Frames over
dung-beds are dear places to both, and tarring the bottoms of

frames outside, allowing the tar to drop on the dung there, is a

good way of keeping them away, so long as the tar continues
moist and smells strong. Eats for some time were in great force,

and trapping half a hundred seemed to decrease their numbers
but httle ; so, having a fortnight ago caught a fine fellow in a
trap, we were cruel enough to singe his hair, paint him a little

with tar, and let him free again. Since then we have not
noticed a single rat. In a few days, however, we had an in-

vasion of mice, three or four varieties ; we trapped many, but
still they come, and in one night they ate out the hearts of

half a dozen Strawberry plants in pots, nibbled Asparagus, cut

over Radishes, and cropped over a nice bed of young Carrots,

so that, much against our will, we have been forced to resort

to poisoning as well as trapping. The varieties of the grass

mice, especially, are particularly partial to Strawberry plants

in pots just when the centre begins to rise. We used to pro-

tect plants in pots in earth-pits in winter, leaving litter over

them in severe frost ; but we are afraid to trust them out of

sight now. AVe had two plants sent lately with inquiries as to

why they would not flower, there being many more like them.
The centre had been eaten out neatly by mice. If the plants

stand plunged in an open bed mice will rarely touch them
;

but set them in a frame, or cover them up in a pit, and the

mice will soon begin to taste them. Strange that mice, like

men, should relish most that which is forbidden and most diffi-

cult to obtain.

FEUIT DEPARTIIENT.

Much the same as last week as respects general work.
Cleared out the litter that protected fruit trees in pots in the
orchard-house, fresh regulated, fresh surfaced, &c., to give a
neat clean appearance ; but some matters here we must defer,

and also in other departments, until next week.
Strawberries.—Took out Strawberry plants that had done their

work, and replaced them with others, forwarded, as alluded to

above, in frames, where a mild gentle heat had been given them.
Liuring the earliest stages of forcing, and especially at an early

period, it is of importance that mere growth of foliage should
not be greatly encouraged until the flower-trusses make their

appearance. The most of the Strawberry plants lately moved
into houses and pits, were brought from frames where there was
just the slightest heat below them, so that the heat was given
gradually—a matter of importance when successions are taken
into houses. The beds were formed below the frames, chiefly

of the clearings from the flower-beds and i>leasuie grounds,
with a few inches of tree leaves above them tiimly trodden, and
then sprinkled with coal ashes, and on these beds the plants
were placed without plunging the pots, as we have long proved
that plunging pots full of roots in a bed where there is much
heat, before March or April, has a tendency to cause the roots to

find their w-ay out at the bottom, and thus encourage a free

growth of leaves instead of the free rise of the flower-truss.

A correspondent highly satisfied with the vigorous look of his

plants tells us, " On the Ibt of January I filled a pit with
Strawberry plants, plunged the pots in a bed, t}ie heat at the

bottom of the pots averaging 85°, and the top heat ranging
from 58' to 05" at night; the roots are striking into the bed,

and though the plants are seldom watered, the leaves are so

green, and fresh, and large, that I cannot but think giving

heat thus at once will far excel the jog-trot, gradual, bit-by-

bit-addition system you are always recommending. Why not
have-a trial of a more quick slap-dash way? " Ah, why not?
What of the crowns of the plants and the flower-trusses amid all

this dash and vigour? We should not be greatly surpiised if

the fine leaves have taken all the running, and that in many
cases the flower-trusses will never appear. Unfortunately fine

foliage is not what is most wanted at the dessert table.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Mapx-h 6.

Thc cool weather has somewhat diminisbed the sujjply of out-door ve-
getables, but prices remain nearly as last week. Atjjjiragus is the only
article a little dearer. The Potato trade remains heavy; prices are a
trifle lower.

Artichokes each
AsparajTus bundle
Beans, Kidney, per lUO

ScarletRun.J sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cahbatre doz.
Capsicums 1^.^0

CaxTots buuch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

3

2
2
3 6
2

6
4
2
2

2
3
8

VEGETABLES.
d. 8. d
6 too 8

12
4

4 6 0!

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per doz.
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions. . . . per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-Kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes .... per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

s. d. B.

6 too
3

Apples ^ sieve 2
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currnnts A sieve

Black .".
. do.

Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse. .It. 6
Lemons 100 5

OtoS

FRUIT.

Melons each 2
Nectarines doz.

j Oranges 100 5

18 !
Peaches doa.

i
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 3

kitchen doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4
Plums i sieve
Quinces doz.

d. B.

0to4

10

Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

10 Oi Walnuts bash. 10 20

TRADE CATALOGUE^ RECEIVED.
William Hooper, St. John's Hill, New Wund&wortb, London,

S.W.

—

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the ** Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of UurticulUire, t^c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondenta will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those ou
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books (S. B. C. r.).—For the Irtd you mention no Itooks would be more
suitable tban "Th(3 Gtu'den Manual." "In-door Gurdenintr," and "Out-
door Gardening." You can have tho wliolo free liy post from our office
if you enclose sixty postage stamps Tvith vour direction. (A Lover of
Xtfturt').—Whoever told you that a knowledge of botanyivould prevent
your becoming a good girdener advised you ignorantlv. Books to suit
you are "Heufrey's Elementary Course of Botany," published by Van
Tooret. price about Hs. we believe. " British Ferns " you c^in have from
our office free by post if you enclose forty-six postage stamps with your
address.

OvEKHANGiNG Tbf.eb (Neighbour).~Ka no notice id token of your re-
quest to have the bniuches of the worthless trees removed, lut your so-
hcitor write to the proprietor, and warn him that unless the lopping, &c.,
is done forthwith you will sue him for damages in the County Court
Variegated Llliek of the Valley (S. S.).—Those you allude to were

exhibited by Mr. Salter, YersaiUea Kursory, William Street, Hammer-
siuith.

Green Turf fok CAiinLLiAS.—' In reply to ' H. E.,' he will obsei-ve in
reading mv article tliat in potting my Camellias I finish off with a sur-
face of half an inch of finely sifted loam. I find this a sufficient check for
the weeds, but if any should appear 'H. E.' will find that one weeding
will be sufficient.

—

Robert Fleming."
Hays's Patent Constant Stove (£:.).—"We think that vou must not

have employed properly prepared charcoal. AVe have one in an entrance
liaU, and have no tube. There is a slight smoke when first lighted, and
a smell of burnt peat throughout the day, but we do not object to the
•mell. If we did we should have a small tube from tho valve into a
cliimney or the outside air. The great drnwbacit to this stove at pre-
sent is the difficulty of obtaining a supply of good peat charcoal. We
ai-e informed the demand has exceeded tho means of supply and wiU be
remedied.

Various fC).—Mepsrs. Byvoet, Overvcen, Hanrlem. and E. H. Krelnge
and Son, Unarlem, are very extensive de:iler,s in bulbs. Anv florist could
supply you with Campanula pyramidalis to flower this year. No one
could state marks whereby to distinguish Hyacinths of the same colour
iind form v/hich have been mixed.
Potatoes (Gramma, k). — You can procure your namesake Potatoes

from Mr. Frederick Gill, Dorset Nurseries, hlandford. Ho can also
supply two other e:ccellent Potatoes—Red Robins, gi-eat croppers, round,
and rich ; and Salmon Kidueys, which I am now eating—they are excel-
lent. Thci^e and Grammars are always good up to digging time.
Addison says, 'No one is ever thanked for advice." I will, however,
advise "Grammars" to purchase all three. The best novelty in every
respect 16 tho reniform Yorkshire Hero, derived from the 'Lapstoue
and Asbkaf. It is second early, a great cropper, very hardy against
spring frost, and as good as the Ashleaf. I have had it three seasons.—
W. F. Radclvffe.

Peat Charcoal (jT. jlf.).-Our correspondent wishes to know how to
make peat charcoal. "T. M." has niado a trial. l)ut with a waste of
four-Mths of the peat. It is so tenacious of combustion when once
jgnited that " T. II." found nearly all of it consumed before being tho-
roughly charred. Should it he dried before being charred? " T. M."
tried it ]ust as taken out of tho ground and very wet.
Roses in a Greenhouse—Planting Flowkr-reds (A. B. A.).~l, You

attiould prune the Tea Roses in the greenhouse at once. We would, as
you propose, cut all weak shoots b,ick to one bud. but on ttronger shoots
leave two or three buds. You will need little more insigbt into pruning
Roses than this, that if you leave only a few buds you may expect each
bud to fm-uish a Fhont that will bear Roses. It is often better, there-
fore, to cut out weak growth and leave more than one bud on a good
ahoot. 2, \ erbcnas would do very well for your round bed, filled with
yellow and blue Crocus. Both will do better if the Crocuses are in rows
or bands so that the Verbenas can be planted in tho intermediate spacesand a little rotten dung forked in before planting. 3, We suspect your
variegated Alyssuu. is the Variegated Arabia, as the former is not hardy.we do no- plant groups, or we might do nothing else, but we criticise
proposed planting. Your group would look very well if your central star-
Uke figure were fiUed in tbo centre with pink, and the four wings with
purple edged all round with Alyssum. Then 5, 6, 7, 8 might be two
scarlet beds and two yellow ones, the first edged with Cernstium, the se-
eond with blue Lobeha. 1, 2, 3, may bo planted in bands of colours.
Encouraging Field Mushrooms (2'. .S.).—You do not say whether your

fi«ld m which you wish to encouragr Mushrooms is in tUth or in grass. Ifm grass your chances are most favourable, and in that case towards the
middle or end of April and the beginning of May we would advise in-
serting pieces of spawn the size of a hen's egg, say 2 feet apart, lifting
the turf to the depth of 1 inch or 1^ inch su as to insert it. The pru-

^^x.^'ir'^
^"^ "^."j^^, '^^ Buccesiful if you were to put a small quantity of

fresh fibrous toil below the spawn, replace the turf, and beat it down.
Ihjs wiU cause the spawned pieces to be a little higher than tho sur-
rounding grass, and so far save t)io spawn from being over-watered.

IS I^J^^ gather the Mushrooms throw tho bottoms and stalks about

Hotbed op Fermenting Material (Jnfjuirrr).—In Vol. X.. page 277,
there are directions for managing such a hotbed, and any ono by attend-
ing to tliose directions must bo eucoesflful. However, wo will publieh a
few more details probably next week.

Cucumbers (J. Batty).— Sion House In'proved is a smooth-fruited
variety. Kelway's Perfection is black-apined.

Muscat Gjiwf.s Spotting and Shanking (T. Wihon).—We have no
doubt that in your case lifting the roots of the Musc.it Vine would effect
the desired cure, and we should prefer doing so to planting a young Vine,
though tho last mode would involve lo^st trouble. In lifting begin at
the extremity of the border by means of a deep trench, and work and
pick away the soil, saving the fibres, and tying them in mats or clotba
as you proceed. Then add at least a portion of fresh soil, fresh plant
within 9 inches and 6 inches of tho surface, and give a coaling of
15 inches of warm litter to set the roots going. If in tracing out the
roots there would he danger of injuring much the neighbouring Vines,
then wo would cut out the Muscat Vine, add fresh soil, and plant a
stout young Vine, but if there ie no such danger the older plant will ba
the better in every way.

Glass for South Conservatory (T. H.). — Harllcy'a patent, any
rough glass, or coloured ribbed glass, will answer yonr purpose well. We
have seen gliisa tinted gieen answer admirably. There will he plenty of <

light for tho plants, and you will require no shading.

Netting for Protecting Peach Tree Blossom (A Lady Gardener).—
The netting sent for our inspection, and to which you allude, was that
kind known as hexagon netting, which you will hud advertised in oup
columns. It is a very good protection, but to keep off severe frosts it re-
quires to be doubled. Woollen netting, with quarter-of-au-inch meshes,
is good. Tho netting should be removed daily during mild weather after
tho flowers open, but it may remain on during cold, frosty, damp days. A.

board G or 7 inches wide would be useful to fasten the netting to. The
board will do if 2 or 3 inches wide, and in that case bo ecj[ual to a
coping.

Cucumbers Stopping for Trellis (W. B.).—Stop the plants at the ae-
cond rough leaf by taking out the point of the shoot with the end of a
sharp knife, and, making choice of the best of the shoots resulting from
tho stopping, train it to the trellis, cutting the other away. Take out tho
point of the shoot at 1 foot from the top of the trellis. For three lights
you will require three plants, or if the house or trellis is more than 6 feet
wide, a plant at every 2 feet along tho front of the trellis. " Thompson's
Gardener's Assistant " is one of the best of works on practicnl gardening.
Y'ou will obtain the whole of the book in twelve parts at 2a. (jd. each, or in
ono volume 31«. 6cZ.

Cocoa-nut Refuse with Soil for Cucumbers (Tyro\—C> coa-nut re-
fuse will answer well for mixing with your soil for Cucumbers, if used la
the proportion of one-third to two-thirds of your black garden mould.
The time you name will answer well for making the bed.

Treatment of Old Bedding Pelargoniums (Excehior).—You would be
doing well to shake out the plants from tho large puts they are now in, and
pot them in fresh soil ; turfy loam two-thirds, and one-third leaf mould,
being a good compost. Keep the plants rather dry, yet moist, imtil the
roots are worlung in the fresh soil, then water more freely. Afford the
plants a light and airy situation, shift into larj^t-r puts in about six
weeks after shaking them out of tho soil, and in May remove them to a
frame or pit.

Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium Culture (Jdt'm).—The plants should
now be shifted from 48's into 3:i-sized pots, using a compost of turfy loam
two-thirds, and one-third well-rotted hotbed manure. Thty should be
carefully watered, have a light and airy situation, and whtn tho pots
become full of roots must be eliifted into 13-sJzed pots. Avoid copious
watoriugs, and afford a position near the glass with a fair amount of air.

Over-potting and over- watering are very injurious.

Grapes Rusted (r/mr/t-a).-Grapes are apt to liavc a brownish skin
round them if subjected to a sudden check from a gieat change of tem-
perature, or if sulphur has been used freely on a heating modimn when
tho berries are young and tender. Under such circmnstances it ia best
to apply the sulphur during the day, when there is a considerable amoimt
of air on, so tliat the sirongth of tlie fumes may pass off before the house
is shut up. Perhaps Hamhmghs arc most easily thus injured.

Specimen Caladiums and Achimenes (Idem).—For good specimens
of Caladiums proceed thus :—Keep the rhizomes, as lately described,
free from cold in winter, shake them out and repot as soon aa they
begin to move, potting them singly in small pots, to he afterwards placed
singly in larger pots, or three or four plants at once in a large pot. Drain
well, use turfy loam and peat in equal portions, with about onc-.^ixth of
old rotten cowduug and silver saud, and give bottom heat until the leaves
come to their best. To grow good specimens of Aeuimeues, select the
tubers, place them singly in well-drained pans or pots, using b'ght
rich iEoil, and set them in a temperatm'o of from about 60'^ to 65'-'.

When the plants are up and from 1 to "[X inch in height, plant them in
soil similar to that recommended for Caladiums, iu their flowering pots, the
small kinds at i inch apart, the largi-r kinds at from 2 to S inches apart,
and plunge in a gentle bottom heat of about 75*^ or 80", and a top heat of
from 150"' to 65 , with a rise from sunshine. No sun must touch the leaves,
or those of the Caladiums either, when damp. Air should be given early,

for if there is conliued moist air in the place, and the sun strikes on the
plants, the leaves will be spotted to a certainty When hardened off,

fur conservatory, &c., they will not be so easily affected. Achimenea
for lato work may bo grown well in a cold pit after the end of May.

Tree Fern, &c. (Diana Mihicr).—Dicksonia antarclica, ono of the hand-
somest of tho tree Ferns, would thrive admirably in a fernery in which
the temperature falls as low at night as i)8', but is usually about 4CK.

Excellent young plfints may be had for Ss. of any of the principal London
or provincial nurserymen. Adiantum trapeziforme, macrophyllum, and
tenerum would not flourish in tho temperature named; they require
a heat of from 50"^ to 55"^ at night. Adiantum Sauctie-CatharinEB is a
handsome Fern, introduced since the " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary"
was published ; but it requires a stove temperature. It is not very ex-
pensive, costing from 5». to 73. Gd for a nice plant. The frond sent la

that of some JS'ephroIepis, but not being in fruit we are unable to say
which.

Tanning Garden Netting (F. A. M.).—Boil it half an hour in a strong
infuBion of oak bark in water.
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HBi.TiHO A Skax.1. Greenhouse {D. DouffaD.—l^ For such a house aa
you describe, 15 feet long and 8 feet wide, a swing sash below the apex at
each end, say 2 or 2l feet as the baae of the triangle, will bo enough foi

top ventilation. You may have a square of 18 inches as near the top as
you can, if you would prefer that shape. This left always open in sum-
mer, and regulated in winter, would bo air enough, with or without your
proposed opeuing in the b:ick wall. Two sashes in front should be made
to move, or if you had four ventilators in the wall below your sashes, you
might have all the glass in front fixed as well as the roof. 2, We think a
.£3 Hays's stove would suit you well. You must purchase it in London.
S, That is one of the drawbacks of patented articles. Tho stove, we pre-

sume, must be sent to Glasgow, if there is no place for sale there ap-
pointed, and the stove will only suit if the fuel suitable is sent from the
emporium. Neither coke, charcoal, nor cinders will do. 4, A small iron
fitove with a chimney through the roof would answer for your place, but
it would not bo so cleanly as Huya's stove, and the latter would bo safe
with merely a gas-pipe from it into the open air.

Pelargonium Sports {A Toung Beginner).—They are rarely permanent,
being very liable under even slight changes of treatment to return to the
original characters. A sport is no more liable to ^port again than its

parent.

Bedding Pelargonium, Calceolaria, and Vereena Cuttings (Fred.)-

— Cuttings of bedding Pelargoniums and Calceolarias put in now and
forwarded in heat will flower finely in July or August, and throughout
tho autumn, but not so well as autumn-struck cuttings. It is not too early
to buy Verbenas; pot them, and take oflf the tops when of suificient

;

length for cuttings, and both the.'ie and the plants from which they are
j

token would do for bedding out. It would be better to place the Verbenas
|

in two-inch pots, as they are then much more easily moved; but they
would grow more strongly planted out in the bed.

Gravel Walks Loose (Idem].~'We do not keep loose gravel on our
walks, as they would not be couifortablo to walk upon, and would always
have more or less of a rough appearance. The surface should be even,
Bmooth, and of fine gravel, kept well rolled.

LiLiUM auratum Culture (A. H., of B.).—The bulbs we presume are
now in pots, and if so. and these are of a suitable size, they will only re-

auire a top-dressing of rich soil ; but if in small pols, and not yet potted
le operntiou should be performed at once. A seven-inch pot will bo

suitable for a medium-sized bulb, cud a nine-inch pot for a large one.

The pot should be well drained by placing a large crock over the hole, on
that some pieces of less size to the depth of 2 inches, and over them an
inch or so of the rougher parts of the compost. II tho bulbs are in pots,

turn them out, and removu the loose soil, but do not break or injure the
roots

;
place a few inches of soil in the pots, set the bulb in the centre,

and cover tho crown about an inch deep. The pot will not be full to tho
rim, which is all the better, an inch or two being left for top-dressing
when the shoots are a few inches higher than the rims of the pots. The
soil may consist of two-thirds turfy loam, and one-third leaf mould or
very rotten manure, adding one-sixth of shan) sand. The soil should be
kept moist until the plants arc growing freely, when liberal supplies of
water should be atTorded. After blooming diminish the supply of water,
and during the winter keep the soil moderately moist, but not wet, and
protect from fi-ost. Aflnrd an airy, light position in a cold pit or green-
house, or an open sheltered situation out of doors.

Floweu-beds (A Cotititant Subticriberj.—Tiijth yonr proposed arrange-
ments are good if you ki-ep the heights of the rows correct. To make a
quick display you would require to plant the general stoclt a loot apart,
tho Lobelias from 4 to G inches, and the Cerastium from 2 to 4 inches.

Heating a Pine-pit {\V. C. W.).—Your two-inch pipes will do for

bottom heat in your Pine-bed, 6 yards by 2. We prefer that these pipes
should be surroumled with oiJen rubblo, and covered with the same to

the depth of 2 inches or so, to having the pipes go at once through the
plunging medium, because the heat is more equally diffused, audbecause
the pipes would so dry the i)lunping medium that heat would not be well

difl'used. The pots should stand near the rubble. We would prefer tan
ur loaves to sand or gravel for plunging in ; but the others will do, or
even a bed of earth. It will be as well to have some pip^js communicating
with the rubble, that you may pour down wator when a moister heat is

wanted at the bottom. You can have the "Pine Apple Manual" free by
post from our office, il you enclose thirty-two postage stamps with your
address.
Names of Plants {G. S.).—Your specimen is what is urjually called

Scilla prEecos, but we are inclined to agree with Sir J E. Smith that it

is only a starved form of S. bifoHa. {A. B. C.).~-2 and 8, Cupressus, but
species not distinguitihable ; 3, Juniperus chiaonsis ; 4, Juuiperus rigida

;

5, Cephalotaxus Fortaui ; 6, Juniperus inacroenrpa. (.^rdai-on).—Asple-

nium bulbiferum (?), and Pteris seiTulata. (O. F., and A Constant Ueader),

—It is impossible to name plants from such fragments. (Specimens in

flower are required.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending March 5th.

Dili:.
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and to put them into a large jar full of dry bran, sticking them
points downwards deep into the bran, and thus keeping them
in an upright position, aud then placing the jar in a cool cup-

board. Wlieu eggs were required fur a sitting I chose the best-

shaped of these, none of which were older than ten days. All

eggs kept in this way I found to hatch well and without failure.

Game fowls, if healthy, should be in full feather by Novem-
ber, aud should moult in September or October, feathering

well and quickly, as healthy birds should do. Some are found
too bare lu moulting. Such birds are not so healthy. No Game
hen if short iu body and of the proper size can cover more
than twelve eggs properly. I use eleven eggs to a sitting in

cold or cool weather, and twelve in warm weather, and never
more, though many give thirteen eggs. A little earth at the
bottom of the nests, not too dry, assists in hatching the eggs.

As with I'heasauts, fur nests 1 prefer short hay sprinkled with

lime.

—

Newmakicet.
(Tu be continued.)

BREEDING DARK BRAHMA POOTRAS.
{Continued from jiai/e 170.)

I MENTio.sED last Week the principal characteristics iu shape

to be attended to in breeding these fowls, and I propose next

to make a few remarks upon the colour and other fancy points.

One of these, and of no small importance, is the comb,
which, as it is more peculiarly characteristic than in nearly

any other breed, ought to receive very special attention, but is,

on the contrary, very generally neglected. I had a note a

fortnight ago from a gentleman who has taken numerous
prizes for Dark Brahmas last season, remarking that he found
it almost impossible now to procure hens with good combs

;

and another only a day or two ago from one of the most suc-

cessful exhibitors of the light variety, iu which the writer

observed that he now seldom saw a good comb in either colour,

and that all Brahma combs were fast degenerating into "cup
combs," and would, if not watched, soon lose their peculiar

triple character. I quite agree with both the writers, and wish

to draw special attention to the point before it is too late. I

believe the evil to have arisen primarily from the various crosses

which have been attempted with the idea of improving the

breed, and which I shall notice by-and-by, and to have been

since perpetuated by waut of care. As it is, even where the

triple character is apparent, the comb is too often a shapeless

confused mass. Amongst tifty-three entries for cocks at Bir-

mingham, I particularly noted that there was only one comb
|

which could be called perfect (belonging to a bird shown by
Mr. Boyle), and live more tolerably so. The others were all

examples of more or less shapeless confusion. In a good

Brahma comb, I need scarcely say, there should be three dis-

tinct divisions, each running straight along the head and evenly

serrated. The centre division should be about double the

height of those on each side, and thin, and the whole as'small

as possible, so as to sit firmly on the head, and not tremble

every time the bird moves. An overgrown comb which shakes

with every movement is very unsightly.

Even when the parents have had unexceptionable combs, it

may be as well to caution beginners, and even some old

breeders, that it is by no means easy to "grow" them in per-

fection upon the heads of the cockerels. There is a continual

tendency to grow too high, or, what is still more ugly, to shoot

out sideways. After comparing notes with several experienced

exhibitors, I am of opinion that this arises from too much or

too stimulating food. If there be more flesh-forming material

supplied than is consumed in the general system, the re-

mainder appears to go into the comb. At all events, the over-

growth I am speaking of appears more frequently in cockerels

bred in comparative confinement, and is more rare where the

birds have a wide grass run, to keep the bowels freely open,

and work off any amount of feeding by active exercise. I can
only point out the fact, each breeder must avoid the conse-

quence as best he can ; and it will be seen that the problem is

a rather difficult one, for if the bird be underfed, it, of course,

does not attain a proper size, whilst undue forcing leads to the

result mentioned.
I wish, however, to express a decided opinion, that far more

stress should be laid upon the comb of the Brahma at all ex-

hibitions than is now the case, and for the simple reason that,

as already observed, it is a marked characteristic of the breed.

I am no advocate in general for laying undue stress upon
" fancy points," I could wish that our general poultry-judging

were very much more the other way ; but where any point is

one of the distinguishing marks of a breed, I contend that it

stands upon a different footing ; and I cannot understand why
any gross defect iu the comb of a Spanish or Hamburgh fowl

should be instant disqualification, and almost any amount of

deformity be tolerated in a Brahma. No one would think of

giving a prize to a Hamburgh cock whose comb was not, at all

events, passably good
;
jet the Hamburgh comb is approached

in character by the Dorking, and is, therefore, far less peculiar

and characteristic than the comb of the Brahma, which is

altogether unique and peculiar to the breed.

I have dwelt at length upon this point, having a strong sense

of its importance, a feeling which is shared, as I have said, by
some of the most eminent breeders. I venture to ask for it

the careful attention of our poultry judges, and would also like

to invite the opinions of others of your numerous readers. I

write in no dogmatic spirit, but simply from a strong feeling

that unless more stress be laid upon the perfecticn of the

comb, and very soon, that peculiar formation which is in my
eyes one great beauty of a Brahma will speedily be lost. That
it has real beauty few who have seen it in jierfection will be
disposed to deny.

My remarks on this head have taken up so much room, that

I must defer anything concerning the colour of the plumaga
until my next communication.

—

Nemo.

(To be continued.)

INQUIRY.
Has any one applied for the eggs advertised in " our

Journal," at 10s. (jd. per sitting, from birds of all the " crack "

strains, and giving the address as M. Brooksbank, 4, Back.

KoUeston Street, Manchester ? We are informed that it is

about one of the lowest localities in Manchester, in fact, not

a " stone's throw " from Pott Street, New Islington, notorious

for the "Long firm ;" that No. 4 is a cottage at about 2s. or

2s. Gd. per week, pretty clean for the neighbourhood ; and that

a few mongrel fowls are kept, which roost in the cellar.

CROSS BREED OF FOWLS.
I CAN from experience strongly recommend a cross between

the Brahma Pootra and Spanish. I use a Brahma cock from a

stock bred in-and-in for ten or twelve years, and common
Spanish hens, costing 2s. (id. each ; the chicks are healthy,

never naked in their chickenhood like their parents, come early

to maturity, and are first-rate layers of fine eggs in winter,

when eggs aregenerally scarce, aswell as in summer ; the pullets

lay large eggs as compared with other pullets, and they make large

handsome fowls. I have some in full laying weighing about

7 lbs. each. The cockerels at six months old alwuys weigh
more than G lbs. I killed some in November ; one of them, five

aud half months old, weighed when trussed u^ lbs. ; no shutting

up, stuffing, or cramming, but running in the yard and feeding

with the others. The pullets are close sitters and good mothers.

I sit my hens anywhere in small houses, like dog-kennels,

covering the sides, roofs, and backs with tarred felt. To each

house I have a small yard 3 feet C inches long, 3 feet wide, and
3 feet high, formed by means of laths. The roof is covered

with tarred felt. Out of about thirty pullets put to sit last year,

only one refused the nest.

The crossbred fowls are very quiet, a three-feet wire fenc«

being sufficient to keep them in. If I had had prime birds to

breed from, and a good run, no doubt the result would have been

better still.

I feed my fowls principally upon barleymeal and fine bran

in equal quantities, and everyday I mix with their food half a

pint of finely powdered chalk, or half-a-pint of animal charcoal,

costing 14s. per cwt., and I aiJord a small feed of oats or barley

before they go to roost.

My fowls are kept in a yard covered with coke dust. The same
yard has been occupied by them for five or six years ; sometimes

1 have had iu it as many as eighty or ninety at a time. I keep it

perfectly sweet by occasionally dissolving in boiling water about

2 ozs. of McDougal's (Arthur Street West, City), " cattle plague

soap," costing lid. per lb., adding about three gallons of cold

water, and watering the yard as one would a flower-bed. Befor*

I adopted this plan, in wet weather the yard used to smell very

offensively, not only to myself but to my neighbours ; now it is

always sweet. I keep the house free from smell by every day or
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two covering the dung with dry earth powdered, and sprinkling

tro or three handfuls of McDougal's disinfecting powder, costing

10s. 6d. per cwt. ; and although I only clean the house out
every three or four weeks, there is no smell upon opening the

door in the morning.
I write in the hope of inducing some who now keep mongrels

to try this cross breed. I can assure them, once they do so they
will never again keep mongrels ; and from experience I can
safely say that any person having twelve of these fowls will never
he a single day in winter without eggs, no matter how severe

the weather may be. My fowls never ceased laying during the
late severe weather.

—

Pro Bono PnBLico.

BRAHMA POOTRAS.
In your answer to me, No. 308, page 156, you say your ex-

perience does not agree with mine, as you do not find Brahmas
eat according to their bulk. In order to test the matter I have
adopted your suggestion, and carefully kept account of the
food consumed in four days by six Brahmas and twenty-three
common farmyard fowls, the result will prove that Brahmas
are enormous eaters compared with common fowls.

The Brahmas are confined in a run 36 feet long by 7 wide,
the twenty-three common fowls in a run 48 feet long by 24
wide. They were all kept on bruised oats for two days, and the
next two days on bruised barley. The result is as follows :—

TWO DATS ON BRUISKD OATS.

6 Brahmns, 18 pints, weight 5 lbs., value at is. per bshl. of d.

3 stones 5J
23 Common fowls, 84 pints, weight 8J lbs., ditto ditto ditto . 9|

TWO DATS ON BRUISED BAELET.

6 Brahmas, 7^ pints, weight 3 lbs. 14 ozs., value at 5a, Zd. per bshl.
of 52 lbs U

28 Common fowls, 16 pints, weight 8.^ lbs., ditto ditto ditto .
10'

The birds are all adult fowls. This experiment proves that
six Brahmas eat as much as twelve barndoor fowls of crushed
oats, and as much as ten barndoor fowls of crushed barley. In
fact, one Brahma will eat nearly as much as two common
fowls, such as are called Dorkiugs in farmyards.

. You recommend Spanish for confinement. If I give up
Brahmas, may I ask if they lay as many eggs as Brahmas, and
if they are hardy in confinement ?—J. E. Beyion.

[We cannot understand why your fowls eat so much more
than ours. Are you much patronised by small birds, or has
anything access to the pen ? When food is laid down over-
night, rats often eat it. We cannot understand why the dif-

ference exists between oats and barley, both being crushed, or
why the common fowls should eat more and the Brahmas less

when fed on barley. We advise you to keep to the oats. They
are better for the birds and cost less. We still say your fowls
cost too much to keep, and think you will do well to try whole
com measured. This would be only an experiment. A pint
of com should feed a fowl three days.—B.]

INCUBATORS.
" A. H. S. W." makes a serious error when he assumes that

the facts I stated in the .Tournal of Feb. 14th were not tested
by means of a self-registering thermometer ; on the contrary,
I beg to inform him that they were, and I am anxious you
should allow me a few lines to say this, as it may appear that
I am careless in what I state, and am not to be relied upon.
I think he ought to have ascertained this point from me per-
sonally before putting it forth that I was assuming.

I can further asseverate that the incubator I am working has
not for more than a week past been higher in temperature than
106°, or lower than 95° ; this is with the attention of three or
ttour, certainly not five minutes daily, and I leave it from
11p.m. until 7.30 a.m. without attention. The evaporation
of water in the boiler is so slight that I have not found it

necessary to add any water for nearly a fortnight ; and this
fact alone proves that the incubator works equally—when the
machine is once in properworkingorder very little heat suffices

to keep it on the balance.
"A. H. S. W." states that he found it quite impossible to

ieep my incubator always at the right temperature. I am free

to confess that it is in the last degree impossible to keep it or
any other always exactly at an equal temperature ; but it is by
no means difficult to keep it to a range of 8° or 10", which is

allowable, and is quite safe, so long as the medium is about
102°, and perhaps it will be remembered that I stated last

August that I worked an incubator for two months without

altering the supply of heat during the whole time.

No one can be more gratified than myself if "A, H. S. W."
has really succeeded, as he believes he has, in constructing an
" Eureka " incubator, one that requires little or no attention ;

but I very much doubt this, and am son7 to differ from him.
I may say on my own responsibility and without fear of con-

tradiction, that it is impossible to construct an incubator

which will not be affected in some degree by the variations

of external temperature. When warmer weather comes he
will find his incubator subject to the same contingencies to

which all others naturally are, and I argue that it by no means
follows that because the heating source is at boiling point the

eggs will therefore be at the gi-eatest degree of temperature

they will reach ; for the simple reason, that being some dis-

tance removed from the heating source, as they necessarily

must be, the distance between will be liable to be acted upon
by outward temperature ; and the comparatively much greater

expense his incubator must involve to keep it continually at so

great a heat, detracts from the value of the machine, as so

much is needlessly lost.

—

John Brinoley.

HYBRIDISATION—PLURALITY OF QUEENS IN
A HIVE.

In investigating the various phenomena exhibited in bee

life, we should ever be careful that our observations be accu-

rately made, and the inferences drawn from them be in accord-

ance with facts. This is especially necessary with regard to

the subject of hybridisation brought forward by Jlr. West, and
also to that of a plurality of queens, alluded to by " A Lanabk-
SHinE Bee-keeper." With regard to the first, the subject

appears to me to be entirely inexplic.^ble according to any other

hypothesis than this—taking for granted always that the Italian

bee in our possession is itself pure and free of all taint—that

the young queens meet with more than one variety of drones.

The consideration of this question evolves some points of a

very interesting character. I could wish that I had the facilities

with regard to locality, of carrying out some few simple ex-

periments to settle definitively the points still in doubt.

I was in hopes that your valuable correspondent " R. S."

would, from his favourable position, do something in this way,
as, I believe, it was his intention ; but though some obstacles

may have interposed hitherto, I hope he will renew his endea-

vours during the coming season, and favour us with the results.

There is one point about which all seem to be agreed

—

namely, the rapidity of deterioration in the Italian bee when
kept in proximity to the English bee ; and this is the case

apparently when, in the circumstances, the probabilities all

point in another direction, as, for instance, when the Italian

element is in the ascendant. According to the doctrine of

parthenogenesis, a ligurianised apiary should not deteriorate,

even in circumstances where impurities manifest themselves.

A restoration to its normal condition, in the absence of all

foreign influence, should even then be a matter of time only.

Is there any apiarian whose experience uniformly coincides

with this result '!

I observe that in Mr. S. Bevan Fox's remarks on hybridi-

sation (4th December, 1866), he leans to the opinion that the

paternal influence diminishes with the age of the queen. In
the case supposed by Mr. Fox—namely, if the hybrid queen
had been superseded and her successor crossed by his Lignrian

drones, of which ho says there were large numbers close at

hand, then, so far from that being a cause of the degeneracy

he observed, it should, according to parthenogenesis, have
increased rather than deteriorated the purity of the progeny.

It is only in isolated apiaries, however, where such questions

as this can be well determined, and the subject is one on this,

as weU as on other grounds, weU worth prosecuting.

I see it is the opinion of the Editors (No. 305), that a dis-

tance of five miles is not beyond the limits in which hybridi-

sation may take place. I should be inclined to doubt this, and
would feel obliged by their kindly favouring us with the grounds
of this opinion.

In regard to a plurality of queens in a hive, an old and a

young one. we should always be careful in drawing inferences,

as in the case narrated by Mr. George Fox, of Kingsbridge (18th

April, 1865) ; and I have had several instances in my own apiary,

where from the desertion of the queen and bees from one
hive to another we may be deceived. In the case referred to,

a queen was found encased at the entrance of a hive in which
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its own qneen, on inspection, ivas seen pacing about in perfect

freedom. We must therefore carefully distinguish betwixt

such accidental cases and others of a different character. I

recollect of Mr. Woodbury having narrated the case of a

plurality of qneene, a young and an old one, in one of his hives
during autumn some two or three years ago. " A Stewahton
Apiarian " remarked at the time, without contradiction I think,

that this was no uncommon occurrence; and I see "A Lan-
arkshire Bee-eeeper," in a recent article, seems to be of a
similar opinion. I do not think, however, that the experience
of our most eminent apiarians justifies such statements. I

am inclined to believe rather that it is only in exceptional
conditions we ever find such anomalies, and consequently that
they are of rave occurrence. In all my experience I only know
of three cases. One took place during unfavourable weather
prior to first swarming, and the other cases occurred in hives
in which queens were reared to supersede defective reigning
ones. In one of these cases both queens lived together appa-
rently in perfect amity for upwards of three weeks, and both
were fertile when I separated them. This is the most remark-
able anomaly of the kind which ever came under my own ex-
perience or knowledge. Indeed, I am not aware that any
similar case has been recorded by any other apiarian writer.

—

John Lowe.

[We have ourselves known several cases in which common
queens have received Italian fecundation at a distance of from
two to three miles ; whilst Dzierzon, the very highest authority
on this SI bjcct, states that many similar instances have been
sbserved in which the nearest Italian stock was more than a
German mile distant—one German mile being nearly equal to
five English miles.

With regard also to a plurality of queens, the great German
apiarian says that in a stock of bees only one queen is generally
found, except when rainy weather sets in at the time of swarm-
ing, in which case a young one often hatches before the old
one has departed, and several young princesses may then
exist together for some time. But besides swarming time, we
may also, in autumn, winter, or spring, occasionally find two
queens in one hive, one of which, although generally old and
more or less mutilated, is still borne with patience, whilst the
other, a vigorous young one, is the reigning queen. The wings
of the old one are, at all events, usually gnawed off through
the attacks of tlie young queen ; but her jealousy, which seems
greatest immediately after hatching, ceases by degrees until,

when she has become fertile, her whole attention and activity '

are directed to filling the brood-combs with eggs.]

the " Ayrshire or Scotch Hive " is actually delineated as being
hexagonal ; so that poor Dr. Gumming would appear to have
made a very unnecessary confession when he admitted that
the Ayrshire hives, which he described as hexagons, were really
octagonal. "The Woodbury Observatory-hive " is also repre-
sented as being furnished with opaque shutters ; whereas one
of the main features of that gentleman's contrivance was the
uninterrupted admission of light at all times. The " Ameri-
can " and " Canadian " liives likewise are doubtless very ela-

borate structures ; but we may be excused for doubting whether
they would not be repudiated equally by the genuine Yankee
and the native of British North America as being nearly, if not
entirely, unknown to the bee-keeping denizens of the New
World.

TOMTITS TEEScs BEES.
Some months since a plea was made on behalf of tomtits,

that they only consumed the dead bees, and, consequently, did
no harm to the bee-keeper. Liking the merry little birds and
willing to give them the benefit of the doubt, though against
my own convictions. I spared them, with the following result

:

—They have breakfasted regularly off my bees throughout the
winter ; they have tapped at the mouth of the hives with such
vigour (I presume to induce the unfortunates to come out),

that they have taken all the paint off the hive-entrances, and
in the case of an old hive have made a hole nearly large enough
to enter—in fact, they have much damaged them all. On Satur-
day I placed some comb full of honey in reach of the bees, who
were busy in the sunshine, and was not gratified to see it de-
voured with the utmost apparent satisfaction by the birds.

—

C. C. Ellison.

NEW BOOK.
The Manar/ement of Bees. -By W. J. Pettitt. Vith a Cata-

logs i^f Hives and Apiarian Furniture. Dover: Pettitt.

This is a new and enlarged edition of a pamphlet by Mr.
Pettitt, the well-known hive-manufacturer of Dover, in which
a brief discourse on " The Management of Bees," introduces

a full catalogue, with engi-avings, of "Bee-hives, Bee-houses,
and Apiarian Furniture," to the different items of which is

appended a succinct description, with the prices at which they
are sold. Many of the hives are unquestionably very ingenious,

whilst we have no doubt that some are useful, and may be
conveniently and profitably worked. A few of the names strike

ns, however, as being remarkable from having apparently been
conferred on the lucm a non lucendo principle. For instance,

OUR LETTER BOX.
The " Long Firm " Again.—In fiddition to our warning published last

week we have had several letters informiiif? us that the same " S. R. Reid,"
54, Pott Street, New lelinpton, Manchester," had written for eggs, Ac.
In every instance the vendors required a post-office order payable in a
fortnight to be pre-remitted, and in no instance did S. R. Reid comply
with that wise requirement. Let all vendors act similarly.

Floor of Piosty Yard (W. X.).—As for reasons assigned you object to
stone, slate, find bricks, use asphalt made in the way we have often
directed for making garden walks. They are waterjiroof.

Soft Eggs (SaJop).—As the hen has a supply of lime (it ought t« b«
pounded chalk, old bricklayers' rubbish, or calcined oyster-shells), her
egg-system is inflamed, and most probably from over-fatness. Put her
upon low diet, only a little barleymeal, plenty of mashod potatoes, and
lettuce leaves.

Egg within av Egg (C.A.J.).—It has frequently occurred, and re-

quires no detailed notice.

Hen-feathered {Hambtirrjh).—A cock nsually having sickle feathers
in his tail is said to be "hen-feathered," and the tail in form is that of

the hen of the same breed.

Vulture-hocked Brahma Pootras {Subscriber).—We believe vultore
hocks are sutlicicnt to override all merits, and to disqualify a bird bow-
ever good he may be in other respects. He would have no chance against
one without the appendage.- -B.

Removing Eggs as Soon as Latd (-4. B. B.).—We always remove onr
eggs a little later in the season. Our trouble is to make the hens forsake
their nests. Three or four broody ladies take possession of the same,
and gi'owl lustily if disturbed.

Spurred Dorking Hens (if. E. M. B. A.}.—The spurs you mention are
not only unimportant, but they are very enmraon in Dorkings, especially

in large birds. Breed from such by all means, and do not cut the spurB
in any way.

Scurfy Legs—Breeding Game Fowls (Lanky Lad'^.—X good country
grass w.alk with plenty of green food is the best cure, if any, for scurf in

the scales of the legs. Toast steeped in port wine or sherry is good.

?-ome use a potash ' potass), or soda wash for the legs. Vinegar is also

often used as a wash for scurfy scales of legs. Pure-bred Black-breasted

Reds seldom or never throw chickens with any brown on the breast. When
this occurs it is generally from a cross of the Brown-breasted or Ginger-
breasted breeds. Cock-fighters' breeds will always stand better than
birds not bred for cock-fighting, as they match them in breedin.:;' for this

purpose, and their birds are harder. Some exliibition birds are bred
from cockers' strains, and stand remarkably well, and are more showy
than the pit birds, and also larger and heavier. Exhibition birds are

softer and more flpshy than the cockers' birds. Game may be easily bred
hard by choosing bard short-bodied stock, and putting only a few hens
to the cock, choosing spurred hens.

—

Newjlarket.

Decayed Stock Hive (Mens Comtcia Recti].—We could not discover th«

pin you speak of, and were therefore unable to identify the particular cell

to which you refer. Wo were, however, able to perceive foul brood in the
two darkest combs, although, doubtless, from its having remained in the

cells during the winter it had assumed a more treacley appearance, and
was of a thicker consistence than any which we have before observed.

Tho brood in the third comb appeared healthy. We fancy that owing to

the presence of tho disease the stock must have dwindled very much
during the autumn, although its doing so escaped your notice at the time.

Greatest Number of Hives in an Apiary (,-1 North Staffordshire

Bee-keeper).-~l once counted late in the season, and after the autumnal
destruction by brimstone bad taken place, thirty-four stocks in one
corner of an orchard half a dozen miles from Exeter, and the farmer's

wife, to whom they belonged, told me she had ten more on a neighboaring
farm. This extensive apiary, which flourished during many years, and
in some summers had numbered eighty colonies, originated from a single

swarm, which the good dame infnrmed me she had in her yoauger days
brought home from some miles distance on her bend. My North Stofl'ord-

shire friend is quite in error in believing that I have lost swarms through
over-stocking.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

POULTRY MARIO^T.—March Hth.

We have still but ft moderate supply, but trade is dull.

B d. s. d
I

I

Larc" Fowls S G to 4

Sn»)l«r do 8 3
Ctickens 2 2
Goslings 6 6 7
Ducklings S 6 4
Pigeonp 10 1

Pheasants to
Partridges
Grouse
Guinea Fowls.

I

Rabbits 1

I
WUddo

« •
t 9
S
1 5
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where the grubs were concealed, and made good havoo among
them.

I soon discovered, also, tliat the beds on the grass would not
answer, independently of insect depredations. Tlie sun was
hot upon them during a line summer's day from morning till

evening, there being no shade from the walls as in the side
beds, and they were soon scorched up, being upon a rock with
no depth of earth. Thoy were also much injured by gales of
wind, which came from one or two quarters round the neigh-
bouring buildings with concentrated force, and broke the plants
to pieces. I therefore abandoned the centre beds, and sodded
tbem over in the autumn with turves, which I was careful to
have procured from a different locality. Nevertheless, the next
spring I had an inundation from them of a grub of a different
species; it was like a caterpillar in appearance, about IJ inch
in length, and moved on its feet as rapidly, but it had a tail
like a rat, nearly as long as its body, begiuning with the same
thickness as the body, and gradually tapering to a point. Tliey
soon found their way on to the gravel walks, and as they
could not climb the tiles which bordered both the grass and
the beds they were easily swept up and destroyed—in quan-
tity a full half-peck. I never before saw any grubs hke them,
noi have I ever seen any resembling them since. Their
length, including head and tail, was upwards of 2 inches in
tome of thei:i.

I still had a great difficulty in keeping my grass alive ; it

was- frequently watered, as also were the beds, but it seemed
to buorch up the more with watering, as likewise did the plants.
I was soon convinced by experiment that the fault was a too
slif^ht watering—not that it answers to deluge the plants, and
let the water run away ; they require, and the grass especially, a
continued soft shower. I had, therefore, a tap laid on, and pro-
cured a suflicient quantity of india-rubber tubing to enable me
to direct the water from the tap to any part or corner of the gar-
flee. India-rubber is far better than gutta percha, and little more
in cxp 'use. The latter is not nearly so flexible as the former,
and is apt in dry weather to burst, and become useless. I had
a fine rose to fix on to the brass spout, to receive which I had
an iron rod with a curl or two at the top, which I could stick into
the ground and remove from one part to another; and I con-
trived to fix the brass rose to the curl at top in a perpendicular
petition, so that when the wafer was let on it spurted upwards
like a fountain some 12 or 14 feet in height, exhibiting beauti-
ful r.unbows if the sun was out, and falling in a soft shower of
minute particles on everything wilhin a radius of 10 feet. If
there was a breeze it was wafted in one direction or another
beyond that radius ; and by leaving it in each place before
removal to another at least for half an hour, the whole garden
became gently and thoroughly saturated in the course of an
afternoon

; for I did not begin to water until the shadows from
the western side began to draw on to the grass, and there I al-

ways began first. Twice a-week, though I kept the grass well
mown, I found quite sufficient watering even in dry and hot
weather to keep all green and flourishing. For the trees I had
a different nozzle to the spout, by which I could send the water
with great force on to the stems and branches, taking care not
to destroy the leaves, and by this means they were in a great
measure cleansed from soot and smoke.
Though things now began rapidly to assume a different

apjKHiance, I had yet to learn what would flourish, notwith-
staudiug the smoke, and what would not. I had to ascertain
thit entirely by experience ; for the numerous gardeners who
attended the market, which is an excellent one for flowers and
plants, I found knew little or nothing about it, their produce
of this description being generally purchased by persons who
resided in the suburbs, or for window-culture only in the town.
I was repeatedly assured that a plant would succeed in the
towu, which I found to my mortification would not succeed at
alt; and this assurance came from parties too honourable wil-
fully to deceive, but they had no real experience of town oul-

twc tl oaiselves.

I mill commence, then, with those plants which will best en-
dure the test, among the foremost of which are DaJiUas. All
soastb flourish and blossom freely, but the hardiest are the
yellow and the white, which also are not considered dainties
by the caterpillars and earwigs, and used to be left in the
ground by me throughout the winter, protecting them with a
little dry litter only. If, however, tho borders in v.hioh Dahlias
are planted are backed by walls, they are drawn up to an in-

convenient height—5, (5, and even 7 feet. To remedy this I

latterly planted only the dwarf kinds, from 1 to 2 feet only in
height, in open situations ; but these grew to 2 or 3 feet in

height, and answered very well, only they required to be taken
up for the winter.

I may here remark that most plants which grow to the height
of 2 or 3 feet, if near a wall, will bend away from it, especially
in hot weather, evidently seeking for a freer circulation of air.

About half a century ago I remember a Sir Kichard Philhps
maintaining a sharp controversy with another philosopher,
whose name I forget, on the question whether plants are ptished

up or pulled up. Like the two knights in the fable who tilted

furi(msly at each other on the momentous question, whether a
shield on a certain statue in view of each was gold or silver,

so these assailed each other with similar fury and a similar
resulf, impartial readers coming to the conclusion that both
were in the right, and that plants may be both pushed up and
drawn up. The fact, however, which I have just stated of

plants bending away from the perpendicular when a wall is

near, shows clearly that there must be attractive influences
from without the plants, as well as the propulsive ones from
wilhin.

Whilst on this subject I would notice another fact, which
may interest the general reader. Years ago, when "my lines
had fallen in pleasant places " (as, indeed, I am thankful to

say they have now), I built a parsonage-house in the letter

L-shape, and in the angle, where there was on one side a blank
wall with a south aspect, I planted a Pear tree. For the first

three or four years it did not flourish, the reason assigned by
gardeners being, that the spot was too dry, being protected
from the west and south-west rain.5 by the other side of the
building. After this period, however, its growth improved re-

markably, and it bore excellent fruit. A few feet from the
stem of the tree there was a well, on opening which, to repair

a pump that was supplied from it, I observed that the Pear
tree had sent forth a single branch of its roots to this well,

down which it had to descend fully 10 feet before it could reach
the water, and thus I accounted for the favourable change which
had taken place in the growth of the tree. It would, however,
have been a nice and knotty point for the doughty philosophers
just referred to, under which power the tree was influenced in
this instance.

Chrysanthenntms likewise will endure the smoke, more espe-
cially the bushy sorts wish small flowers. They like to be
frequently removed ; they need not be raised from cuttings,

but succeed well by division of the roots, of which, indeed,
they are all the better ; the flowers dwindle if the root is too
large, jMy plan was to shift them every spring, and make
them change places with the Dahlias, giving to each hole, for

both plants, a little fertilising compost.—PiiiLOicEros.

(To be continued.)

TLANTING PEAR TREES.
QUI-NPE .1ND PEAR KTOCKS.

(Concluded from page 174.)

Nov,' for the Pear stock. I have nothing to say against it

where the soil and climate are favourable, when the space is

not small, and when immediate production is not desired.

The Pear tree delights in a strong loam, the subsoil a marly
clay, or even gravel, free from stagnant water. On light soils,

with a ferruginous sandstone bottom, it may grow and occa-
sionally afford good crops, but it never thrives ; and yet it does
so on light soils, the subsoil of which is marl, or of an otherwise
calcareous nature, or gravel free from sand and superabundant
moisture. On a wet soil it may live, but does not thrive. The
Pear on the Pear stock is longer-lived, and some say furnishes

a greater produce than on the Quince ;
but that is opposed to

my experience, for I find that the largest and most handsome
fruit, and, for the area, tlie heaviest crops, are borne by trees on
the tjuince. Soch bear from the first, making a good return
for the ground and labour long before trees on the Pear stock
produce any ((uantity of fruit worth naming. In fact, planting
an orchard of Pear trees is planting for another generation.

But what of trees on the Pear as pyramids ? They are very
well where the soil and climate are suitable ; but they do not
bear with such certainty, the fruit is uot so fine as from trees

on Ihe Quince stock, and the trees can only be kept productive

by frequent lifting, which, when they are becoming old, is

not safe. They require much more room, and however well
pinched, outgrow the space, and are then neither useful nor
ornamental. The I'ear on the Pear stock requires plenty of
room to develope its full proportions ; it is then longer-lived,

more healthy, and any loss of production in the beginning is
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cotiuterbalanced by the heavy returns after n few years. I

wish these remarks to be taken apart from the fact that some
varieties do not thrive on the Quince ; and thoush it may be

desirable to grow such as bushes or pyramids, I think it is

a pity to work a scion on a large tree, and then to keep it

down, by frequently cutting its shoots, to the size of a stunted

shrub. Would it not be more reasonable to work on the Quince,

or something more nearly approaching the size at which the

head is to be kept, instead of on the Pear? The Pear in its

natural state is a tree which, though not attaining such pro-

portions as the Elm, Beech, Lime, or Oak, is anything but

low-growing ; the Quince at its best is only a low-growing tree

or tall shrub : hence Pear trees upon it as a stock can never

attain such a lai-ge size as upon the Pear stock.

Apples on the Crab are only suitable for orchards, and for

walls or espaliers where long shoots are desirable or required ;

whilst for dwarfs, pyramids, espaliers, and walls where long

branches are not wanted, trees worked on the Paradise stock

are better, for they fruit earlier, thrive where the Crab is un-
healthy, produce liuer fruit, and can be grown in less space.

The Paradise stock is raised from layers, and its growth is not
so free as that of the Crab, which is raised from seed. The
Paradise stock has its roots near the surface, and these do not

descend so quickly in bad soil as those of the Crab, which,

from its very nature as a seedling, roots deeply ; and in the

case of hot, light, shallow soils the Crab stock causes canker
in the trees worked upon it, whole branches continually dying
off. On the Crab the trees are not more healthy than on the

Paradise stock, for what suits one suits the other, with this

difference, that the Paradise lives where the Crab will not. For
instance, I have some pyramids on the Paradise stock, also on
the Crab, about ten years planted : those on the Crab are

cankered, and produce fruit as much " pitted " as the branches
are spotted v/ith canker, v/hilst those on the Pci-adise stock

bear their half bushel of fruit without speck or crack. The
soil is a shallow loam over gravel. There is no difference in

the culture, and yet there is a great difference in the results.

A good top-dressing of manure is quickly consumed by the

trees on the Paradise, but the roots of those on the Crab have
gone too far dovm. These trees are 7 feet high and 5 feet

through.
Three years ago we planted some pyramids on the Paradise

;

they each bore half a dozen fruit in the first year, in the
second a dozen, and last year one and a half dozen, except one
Mnd, Lord Suffield, which would bear itself to death if .allowed,

and of this I thinned out the fruit to a dozen, and such fruit

!

—they were as large as a man's list. The roots are so near the

surface that the rains have washed them bare, showing how
they liked the top-dressing. This j'ear the trees must not be
allowed to bear such a crop, for I want them larger. I may
state that we have some planted so deeply that the junction of

the graft and stock is covered ; they are rooting from the
Apple above this point, but I shall lift them and out away the
Apple roots. They cannot do better than they have done, and
I fear the same result with them as with the trees upon the
Crab stock if the roots are allowed to go down.
The Paradise stock exerts an influence on the Apple in the

same manner as the Quince on the Pear, but in a less degree;
but the former two being more nearly related, the check to the
returning sap is not so great, and the growth more closely cor-

responds. I have not found the Paradise an unhealthy stock

except when surface-dressings have been neglected ; the roots

then go down for moisture, or they perish from want of it.

The whole matter resolves itself into " C. C. E.'s " words,
that " whether Pears on their own roots and Apples on the
Crab are or are not better than on the Quince and Paradise,"

appears determined " by the size they are intended to attain

and the soil they are to grow in ;" and the question to be an-
swered before planting a garden is, " Which are the best to

plant ?" I give my views below ; others, I hope, will state theirs.

Nothing can better illustrate my own ideas than the following :

—About this time last year I was asked to give advice in the
re-arrangement of an old country house and grounds. The
house was decayed, the gardens old, and yet there were in tke
orchard Pears on the Quince stock, which bore exceedingly
well. The junctions of the stocks and scions were covered;

the grass had overgrown that part, or the trees had been so

planted. However, they bore well, and were as large as any
Quince tree I remember seeing. The house was pulled down
and a new one is now being built, and is perhaps completed.
A new garden had to be made, and a terrace garden and croquet
ground were to take the place of the orchard, which had to be

stubbed up. The soil is a good substantial loam, over gravel,

and .A.pple and Pear trees, respectively upon the Crab and Pear
stocks, thrive in it. To plant an orchard of Pear, Apple,
Plura, and Cherry trees would not be advisable, for tho family
would need fruit of the kinds named many years before Pears
on the Pear stock. Apples on the Crab stock. Plums on stan-
dards, and Cherries on the Cherry stock, would come snlflciently

jnto bearing to meet its requirements, but I advised and planted
an orchard of such trees. On both sides of all the walks in
the kitchen garden 1 have planted or shall plant Pears on the
Quince stock. Apples on the Paradise stock (the English Para-
dise, the French is worthless in our climate), and afew Cherries
on the Mahaleb, and the walks being numerous a goodly num-
ber are already planted, .and more will be placed there. Those
planted are plentifully furnished with fruit-buds, and will bear
this year if allowed. I have in addition planted a row of Pears,
and another of Plums in a sunny open strip of land, about
70 yards long, the Pears on the Quince stock at 4i feet npart,
and the Plums at twice that distance ; and I should have
planted a row of Apples on the Paradise stock, only some of

those from the orchard, also on the Paradise, were removed,
and there are some standard trees. The wall trees were planted
in the usual way. The bush and pyramid trees will bear and
afford a sufiicient supply of fruit until the orchard trees come
into bearing. Had the bushes and pyramids been omitted I fear

the gardener's post would not have been an enviable one. There
is fruit for the time being and prospectively.—G. Abbt.\.

PELARGONIUMS OF THE PAST SEASON.
By this term I mean simply those of the greenlioijse ; all

those which go under the names of Zonal, Bedding, or Nosegay
Pelargoniums I have nothing to say about. The last season
"Was so exceptional, so thoroughly hostile to all the occupants
of the garden, that it was impossible to say which were good
and which bad, for all were bad alike ; even the old-est.ablished

favourites looked poor and washed out, comparatively speaking.
I must, therefore, pass them by with this one remark, that I
did not see anything that struck me as likely, even in good
seasons, to be of a particularly striking character. There are
a few promising flowers this season, among them three by a
new raiser, Mr. Groom, of Ipswich, which, I have been told
by those who know such things well, are in shape and substance
beyond anything that we have. 1 mean, then, to confine my
remarks to those which are ordinarily known as Greenhouse
Pelargoniums or Geraniums, and of these the varieties raised
by Mr. Hoyle and Mr. Foster still take the lead. Others
follow, but it is at a very great distance.

As far as I have been enabled to judge, the best three flowers
of last season were

—

1. Charles Turner.—k fine scarlet variety, v;ith a pure 'white

throat. The upper and under petals are of a fine orange
scarlet. The upper petals have a deep maroon spot, the lower
ones are plain. The shape of the flower is excellent, and the
pure white throat gives it a very brilUant appearance. The
variety is also of excellent habit and growth.

2. Progress.—A flower own brother to John Hoyle, but even
better than that noble flower in its form. The substance of

the petals is very good, and the whole habit of the plant very
fine.

3. Ti'iUiam Iloylc.—Certainly the very darkest variety that
we have ; in the style of Achilles. The upper petals are almost
black, with a very narrow margin of light carmine; the centre
of the flower white. Unfortunately, hke its progenitor, the
growth is delicate.

Of the other flowers of Mr. Hoyle's there were

—

Albertine.— -'V. very pretty flower, soft-looking in colour, and
with the lower petals somewhat tinted with lake.

Decision.—Lower petals deep rose, tinted and shaded with a
deeper colour; top petals rich deep maroon, narrow carteine
margin, with a very light edge. A good and well-shaped flower.

Iai Jihmde.—Rose lower petals shaded with deep rose, broad
edge of rose.

Lady of Qvality.—.\ refined flower ; rose lower petals, dark
maroon top, narrow margin of carmine

L'-Inconome.—Another shaded flower, but of no particular
character.

2Irs. ll'aite.—Bright pink lower petals; upper petals of a
brighter and. deeper shade ; centre of the flower white. A
good grower.

r Xabob.—A fine-habited flower
;
ground colour a bright rose,
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with very deep spots on the lower petals ; medium-sized blotch
on the upper petals. This will, I think, be found to be one of
the best spotted flowers that we have.
Queen Bess.—Lower petals orange rose ; upper petals deeper

orange maroon, narrow border of carmine.
Queen (}f Gipsies.—Orange rose, tinted with a deeper shade

of the same colour; maroon upper petals bordered with car-
mine.

Selina.—Lower petals crimson scarlet ; top petals scarlet,
shaded with maroon.

Sovereir/n.—Largo white-centred flower; rosy lake lower pe-
tals ; deep lake top, shaded with black.

Of these the best I believe to be Decision, Lady of Quahty,
Mrs. AVaite, and Nabob.

All these are seedlings of Mr. Hoyle's, whose flowers are the
only ones that I have had the opportunity of seeing constantly,
so as to be able to form an opinion of their merits. Mr.
Foster's flowers have not hitherto seemed to me at all equal
to them in their general character. I believe that now, how-
ever, there is a great improvement in the strain by the intro-
duction of fresh blood into it; and that, as Mr. Foster, Jan.,
is as enthusiastic in the raising of seedhngs as his late father.
I have no doubt that we shall see his flowers more approaching
those of Mr. Hoyle's than has hitherto been the case, if, in-
deed, we have not an ived at very nearly ihe farthest point
that we shall see reached in this "lovely flower. It is some-
times hard to expect any improvement, and yet so we thought
half a dozen years ago; but how far short of cur present
standard are the flowers of tho-^ie days. There is, indeed, one
cause that may effectually prevent this improvement, which is
rapidly affecting all florists' flowers—viz., that rage fur bedding
plants which is now so universal. Take the pages of this
Journal. A gocdly octavo volume has been written during the
past twelve months on a little plant at which a few years ago
everybody would have turned their noses up—Viola cornuta.
I do not deny its being a pretty little plant, and useful for the
purpose, but it only receives any favour because of its being
used as a bedder. While this has been so largely written
about, who has cared to make half the fuss about any florists'
flower ? We who remember the days that are gone may well
feel aggrieved at this, and can only look on to discover'some
ghmmeriug streaks of the dawn of a better day ; for, though
modern gardeners contend that bedding-out requires so much
knowledge of colours and skill, florists' doners need an amount
of patient watching, of skill, of constant attention, which on the
whole tribe of bedding Pelargoniums, Verbenas, &c., would be
thrown away. Hence on every side one hears, " We haven't
time or space for growing florists' flowers;" "I have so many
thousands of bedding plants to prepare and find room for, that
really I cannot grow them as I used." So the demand for
Pelargoniums, Dahlias, Pansies, &c., is every year decreasing,
and, as a natural consequence, the raisers of seedlings fall off
also. Let us hope that "there's a good time coming,"- when
both objects may be attained.—D., Deal.

PEAS AND CABBAGES.
I WISH to say a little more about vegetables, which receive

my greatest care, and I will begin with Peas. I have sown
Sangster's No. 1, Daniel O'Rourke, and Dillistone's Early at
the same time on the same piece of ground, and no one could tell

the difference. Of the three, Dillistone's I thought was the best,
lasting in crop the longest time. That was five years ago;
last year I sowed some of Dickson's First and Best at the
same time and on the same piece of ground as some of what
I call Dillistone's Improved, for I have saved a few of the
longest and best pods every year. Dickson's First and Best
came in six days earlier, which is a great object where early
Peas are in demand ; but for a crop I should be sorry to give a
pr. ference to any i f the sorts I have named over Dillistone's
Early Improved. The pods are 4 inches long, well filled with
peas as large as those produced by Bishop's Dwarf; but the
soil and climate of different localities exercise a greater influ-

ence than I could have believed possible had I not lived in

other counties. For instance, a crop of early Peas is often
over in England in a fortnight ; but here in beautiful Wales I

have gathered for seven weeks from Peas which had first come
into bearing in the end of June.

I saw by a late number that Messrs. Stuart & Mein recom-
mend sowing Coleworts as soon as the weather and state of

the ground will permit, in order to allow them time to ijjalie

fine heads before the winter. I used to sow the seeds in the
first week in April, but the plants were then always too forward
for me. With every spare piece of ground cropped in March
(for I must economise every yard of kitchen garden in order to
supply a large family throughout the year with good vegetables,
including Potatoes, from an acre of ground), Svhere am I to
plant those early Greens ? is a question I often ask myself. I
must wait until the early Peas and Potatoes, Spinach, &c.,
come off, or plant between the rows, and this I often do. Ac-
cordingly I never sow my Coleworts, <tc., until the second week
in May, and I cut fine heads of the Ulm Savoy in the first
week in October. The soil is very light, with a gravelly sub-
soil.—T. Elcome, rjiiiff Gardens, Coru-en, Nortli ]]'ales.

[Our correspondent, on again referring to Messrs. Stuart and
Mein's communication, will perceive that their recommendation
had reference to the different varieties of Sprouts, and more
particularly to the Fearnought Cabbage.]

PEACH-TREE BUDS.
TnErE are some Peach trees, like that most beautiful Nec-

tarine the Elruge, which have abundance of bloom-buds, and
leaf-buds always among them. There are others, like the
Stanwick and the White Nectarine, where the blossom buds
are to the leaf-buds as fifty to one. Such trees soon grow out
of bounds, and the shoots after a year or two are weak and
spindly, unfit to carry fruit. Now, will Mr. Biebaut tell me

—

First, What to do with an old tree of this kind ? If the at-

tenuated shoots are cut back they throw out no leaf-bud and
the stumps die. Is it possible by cutting a straggling tree
veiy clo.'iely all over to obtain a fresh sprinkling of shoots from
the main stem ? or is it the best plan to cut it down like a
Fuchsia for one strong shoot from the base ?

Secondly, It would be of still more service if Mr. Brehant
would say how this superabundance of bloom may be pre-

vented, or, in other words, how leaf-buds may be secured where
they are wanted. We want two on each shoot, one at the ex-

tremity to feed this year's fruit, and this extreme bud you are
sure of, if you have not in tlie preceding summer pinched your
shoot too hard. It, however, you have pinched back so far as to

take off a full-grown leaf, then in all probability you will have
a naked branch of useless blossom; with even a bloom-bud at

the top. This, however, maybe prevented, as I have said ; but
another leaf-bud is wanted no less towards the base of the
shoot, to grow into the replacing shoot of next year. This
bud, perhaps, half the branches of th3 trees I have mentioned
are without. Can any plan be suggested for securing this

leaf bud at the base? Will amputation early in the season of

half the leaf which attends a bud ? or will anything else have
this effect upon it ?

—

Wveside.

[It not being stated if the Peach trees in question are

01 chard house trees, or in a heated Peach-house, or on the

open wall, it is difficult to deal with this subject except gene-

rally. The trees mentioned do not differ in their habit of

growth so as naturally to produce the results stated. On the

contrary, the Stanwick is here our very strongest Nectarine.

Leaf-buds occur at the points of every one of the eight classes

of Peach shoots, except in one case, that of " barren or bhnd
spray." This is known by its single blossom-buds, slender

habit, and doimant buds at the base. These last, in the Peach,

are seldom developed after one season. Opinion.^ differ whether

to retain or cut away this class of shoot. All, however, agree

that it is a sign of premature decay in the tree, however caused.

As the trees are stated to be old, may not this, in part at

least, account for their condition ? Should they be old fa-

vourites, I cannot recommend their being wholly cut down.
Doing so rarely succeeds, though the kind of stock they are on
makes a difference. Bather encourage any strong wood-shoots,

train them vertically, and as they are able to absorb the sap,

cut away the older portions gr.adually this summer. Jf some
fruit be desired (which is a pity), retain those clusters of bloom-

buds without accompanying leaf-buds which lie close to the

brandies. They will bear and then dry up. An excellent way
is to graft some young wood by herbaceous approach wherever

possible. It is easy to do so in July, and the proceeding is very

effectual in reforming a tree.

Leaf-buds are often wanting at the points even in the best

pruning, with or without clusters of bloom. At the winter

pruning it is not always easy to distinguish ; even if left they

are the most liable to be brushed off by contact with passers-
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by. Sometimes they drop off from want of regular watering,

or from attacks of aphides, &c. Who can tell us why they

should occur in some places, and bloom-buds in others?

M. Grin asserts that he can fix them at the base of spurs by
bisecting the stipularies at the points of the shoots. I do not

go so far, but venture to state, that if pruning by alternate

shoots be practised (as recommended by me in the " Modern
Peach-Pruner")—that is, if two shoots be left on each spur

and these shoots be stopped at four leaves as soon as six full-

sized leaves are developed, and the second growths at two more
leaves as soon as four more leaves are seen, at the winter prun-
ing an abundance of buds will be seen ; and if then the best-

looking shoot be left long to bear, and the other be cut to tsvo

wood-buds, or eyes, for succession, the want of terminal leaf-

buds complained of by " Wvesiee," is reduced to a minimum.
You should always have two shoots on a spur.—T. B.".£H.iUT.]

AVOIDING CUCUMBER FAILURES.
From the symptoms detailed by " As Old Subsckiuer," at

page 86, I should be inclined to say that his Cucumbers are too

wet at the root, or have too great a bulk of inert soil to grow in.

It does not seem possible that they lack bottom heat. If this

were the case, it would be a sufficient explanation of the failure.

Cucumbers v.'ill certainly fail as detailed, let the bottom heat
be never so well regulated, if the soil be sodden or efi'ete. I

hope your correspondent will fu;give me, if I proceed " to lay

down the law " rather couiideutly for the management of

winter Cucumbers.
In the first jdace, I recommend his box for holding the soil

to be of wood; the bottom of ours, two-inch plank, has lasted

eight years. Secondly, The box should not be more than
18 inches wide, or at the very outside 2 feet. Thirdly, The
depth of soil from September to February, should not exceed
'.) inches. The reason for this is simply that the plants should
at all times thi'oughout the winter have a perfect command
through the medium of their roots over the moisture in the
soil, so as to necessitate watering twice a-week, or once at least.

Perhaps a few facts in illustration will assist your corre-

spondent. From such a box, a section of which is just IS inches
square, and its length 40 feet, heated by one pipe, we have at

all times abundance of Cucumbers. Wehaxe had plants for

two years in bearing, the stem becoming as thick as a walking-
stick, corrugated, and rough as cork. Plants turned out of pots
in September have been bearing steadily siuse the first week
in November; in fact, their fault is that they set too many
fruit, if that which is so easily remedied be a fault. The plants
in such a box are easily rested by being kept rather dry, and
-grow with fresh vigour when treated to plenty of water ; they
never go off as detailed by your correspondent, because the
growth is firm and short-jointed. I may remark that our pit
is a low one sunk in the ground, the glass very flat, and lean-
to. Such, however, I do not by any means recommend ; the
sun scarcely ever strikes on the soil, which is a fault, no doubt,
but cannot be remedied without considerable expense.

I am confident that more Cucumbers are unfruitful, and go
off diseased in winter from the cause indicated, than from any
other—namely, from having too large a bed of soil to grow in

;

and the remedy clearly is to grow them in narrower boxes with
plenty of drainage, and the bottom heat unconfined—that is to
say, ventilation must reach the roots. Although I have never
been obliged to do so, I have no doubt but Cucumbers could
be grown very successfully in pots in winter, because the roots
eould be kept together, and the plants would be completely
imder control.—W. D. Wynyakd.

' till the plsnts showed fruit, when they began dying back and
flagging. We at once took out the border and found the sods

on the rubble as full of water as they could well be. This was
on account of their being too sun-dried to allow the water to

' drain off. We replaced them with new sods, repaired the
border, and since then the plants have done well.

I should have mentioned that in consequence of the border
being so saturated, the soil was full of worms, which rendered
it too sour fur any vegetation. To destroy them we water with
a mixture of mustard and lime, which kills them at once, and
does the plants good. If " An Old Sudsceiber " were to take

I the water out of his tank, lower the bottom heat to from 7.5*

;
to 80°, and keep a top heat of between 80° and 8.5°, taking care

at the same time that his border be properly drained, and the
soil in a good, sweet condition, and free from worms, he will, I

am sure, not complain long of so little success in the winter

i

culture of the Cucumber.

—

Thomas East, n'olfetonllumc, Dor-
chester.

I n.AVE witnessed in some of my plants the symptoms de-
scribed by " An Old SuBser.iiiER,'' but at a different season.
I have two houses in which I grow Cucumbers. One for early

work is about 11 feet wide, 11 or 12 feet high at the back, and
4 feet high in the front, and is heated by hot water. In this

house I have never witnessed the disease referred to. The
other house is a low span-roof used for bedding plants in the
spring, and planted with Cucumbers at the end of May. The
Cucumbers receive very little heat except sun heat, of which I
give them plenty. No\v, in this house 1 have frequently seen
the disease, from which the plants seldom recover. I ascribe
its presence to the damp, stagnant state of the atmosphere in

the house, while in the other case I think they are free from
it, because the house is larger, and the circulation of air quicker

;

but I must say the house for early work is not a profitable one,

because of the great amount of fuel it takes to heat it.—Ivo.

EARLY PEAS.
Your corre.«pondent " FiONxnc," whatever may have been

his intentions, must certainly have misled many readers of

the .Journal who have not tried our new Early Pea, had his
reported trial and failure been permitted to pass unchallenged.
We now discover, after reading his letter in the issue of

\
February 28th, that from an imperfect knowledge of varieties

he has confused our new " First Crop " Pea wilh an old
variety introduced by us about sixteen years since, and then
named "Carter's Earliest.'' Your correspondent, however,
thought well to insert the word " first," making it read
"Carter's First Early;" and as he does not infoim us that
the Peas he procured were in sealed packets, we can only con-
clude he was supplied with the old variety by his seedsmen. This
sort we do not now maintain to be a first early, as there have
been numerous improvements in early Peas since its intro-

duction, but " EoNNOc " is again in error when he states the
" quality " of our Pea to be inferior to Sangster's No. 1, as
its general cultivation in preference to the last-named variety

is abundant evidence of its superiority.

—

James Carter & Co.

My experience is verj- different from that of your correspon-
dent 'KoxNoc." I sowed on the same daj' Carter's First

Crop, Dillistoue's Early, and Sangster's No. 1 Peas side by
side on just the same aspect as "Konnoc," and Carter's First
Crcjp was the first to bloom, and three days earlier te gather.—
Caleb SiLCOOii, Gardener to T. Wardle, Esq., Macclesfield.

"An Old Subscriber's" Cucumbers appear to me to have
failed owing to his allowing the border to become overcharged
with hot steam from stagnant water in the tank, as well as
from over-watering, and, it may be, allowing worms to breed
in the border.

I do not like heated water under early Cucumbers. Two
yea.rs ago I had some pits of Cucumbers in just such a con-
dition as that which "An Old Subscriber" describes, the
plants flagging and dying oil, do what I would. I took the
water out of the tank, lowered the temperature under the
border, gave more heat above, and presently there was plenty
of fruit. Last October we made up our bed for Cucumbers in
a house 22 feet long by 12 wide ; the border was covered with
slate, on which was placed 9 inches of rubble, then some good
thick sods, and above these 2 feet of compost. All went on well

CURBANT TREE CULTURE.
After reading the paper on Currant culture in a late number

of the Journal. I think it may not be amiss to say a few words
upon this subject for the benefit of young amateurs.

I have several standard Currant "trees which tor some years
had borne either sparingly or not at all, and I had pretty well

determined upon grubbing them up ; but I thought I woidd
give them another year's chance under different treatment, for

it occurred to me that if Mr. Rivers's plan of summer-pinching
.as detailed in his " Miniature Fruit Garden '' were so good
for Apples, Pears, and Plums, why not also for the humbler
Currant? Accordingly, throughout the summer of 1865 I kept
them regularly pinched in strictly after Mr. Rivers's directions

for the other trees named, and in 1866 I was fully rewarded for
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my trouble, for anything more beautiful in the way of fruit-

bearing than these hitherto-barren trees I have seldom looked

upon. They were, both when in fruit aud blossom, the admira-
tion of all who saw them.

Since the pinching plan has been adopted upon the trees in

question, no winter pruning has been necessary, and they are

showing now every livelihood of being, with the permission of

the sparrows and the spring frosts, us abundantly fruitful in

1867 as they were in 1866.

—

Beta.

In a communication from a correspondent signed ".T. T.,"

en propagating and pruning Black Currants, I am not a little

surprised to find him saying, " The Black Currant likes plenty

of sun and air, and does not succeed so well as the Red Cur-

rant in the shade." So far from sun and air being indispen-

sable for the successful cultivation of the Black Currant, and
so far from its requiring in all cases the treatment which he
describes, I give an instance to the contraiy. The sun's rays

never reach the Black Currant bushes planted in the orchard

here, quite under the shade of Apple and Pear trees, from .June,

when the trees are in full leaf, until after the fruit is gathered,

and ."ill who see the produce declare they never saw such fine

Black Currants. The bushes bear immense crops of large,

equal-sized berries.

My object in biinging this f&ct under the notice of your

readers is that they may be encouraged to plant any garden

ground that may be shaded, with the utmost confidence of

success.

It may interest your readers to know that plants of Cineraria

maritima, without any protection, have withstood the late

severe winter in an open border on the east coast of Scotland.

—

H. R., -F'/c.

CAUSE OF THE POTATO DISEASE.
I AM fond of Roses, no one can be more so, and Mr. Ead-

clyffe is fond of Roses ; but, then, if he were to grow a mul-
tiplicity of Potatoes, he could not find sufficient room for

Roses ; and if I were to cultivate as miiny kinds of these as

Mr. Radclyffe does, I could not find siiflicipnt room to grow
and study the more lowly, though valuable. Potato. I am no
final-cause man either ; to me it would be distressing not to

think of beyond.
However, I am called upon by Mr. Radclvffe, at page 144, to

enlighten him upon " the great mystery of the natural world ;"

but I wish he had deputed the task to more competent hands.

1 always held that the spot on the leaf was the cause of the

gangrene in the tuber; but nature's laws generally admit of

two methods of inquiry, philosophers call them Induction and
Deduction—ways leading to the same end by different tracks.

In the first year of the disease I was living at Stanton Lacy,

near Ludlow, and we had a large piece of ground planted with

a then favourite Potato of mine, called the Birmingham Blue.

I prided myself on the appearance of the croj). and had almost

begun to calculate the money it would return in the shape of

bacon when consumed by the pigs, when the lightning and the

thunder came, and in a few days afterwards the tops of the

Potatoes were black and offensive in their odour. From annual
observation ever since, I have invariably found that the leaves

of Potatoes show the fatal spot in close thundery weather

;

merely wet or damp weather does not cause the leaves to

become atlected, aud I have never found the tubers diseased

when the foliage has escaped being smitten by, as I believe,

the electric fluid. For instance : last season the haulm of the

Early Ten-week was ripe and gone before the lightning came,

and although I allowed the crop to remain in the ground side

by side with the other kinds to the last, not a single tuber

became affected. The conductors rrere not there ? Those
which remained of the first-early Potatoes raised on warm beds,

escaped also for the same reason. Not so the produce of the

sample of the very same seed and sorts in the garden. Their

tubers became affected more or less, as I have already stated,

in consequence of the foliage being sufficiently immature and
green to allow it to become stricken. I have always found it to

be so, and this seems to me reasonable ; for at the mid-state

of growth the system is eager and susceptible, and the sap

which feeds the roots then descends in its fall flow ; should it
-^

become vitiated at this time— it is at a mid-state that the i

disease shows itself— in the leaf, through the agency of some
|

poisonous gas as yet unaccounted for in the atmosph' i' ''e
,

upbole system of the plant aud the tubers must become uiitcily
i

affected ; and when the Potatoes are growing upon a wet un-

drained soil, or where raw manure is overstimulating their
growth, so sure in those cases is destruction to be more fatal.

Now, as the Potato disease is sure to visit us annually more
or less, and the later the better, and as it will ever be an im-
possibility for any chemical labour to prevent the atmosphere
becoming charged with electricity, the wisest plan (or us to act

upon is to try and combat the disease by good cultivation. We
must not give way to the too-common habit of allowing the
soil to lie soddened, uncared for, and ovcnun v.'ith weeds and
by all the children until the last moment in spring, when a
hundred other matters require attention, to be then hurriedly and
improperly dug, and to be planted in a similar manner. Worse
still, the Potatoes themselves are too often subjeeted to a like

careless treatment ; they are, probably, kept in masses, heated,
forced into germination, and deprived of their long premature
shoots over and over again, till almost all the strength of the
tubers is exhausted; then, as a final stroke, with some cruel

crooked instrument, they are cut to pieces and placed along
with raw manure in drills at planting, thus adding as it were
insult to injury, and laying the surest foundation for disease
that could possibly be thought of. Almost to a certainty it

was this sort of ill-treatment which weakened the Potato in
the first instance, and laid it open to attack. Eschew the
practice as you would avoid the plague.

I may be thought to allow too much fancy to mix with my
reason. I answer, that for the unknown phenomena of the
disease the naturalist must sometimes theorise. If all the
facts were known, nothing would be wanting but an appeal to
reason. Imagination and appearances combined with experi-

ment must be the landmarks, and this is the utmost I can
offer by ways of elucidation. Tli^ cause will, doubtless, some
day become scientifically known, be worked out in the chemist's
laboratory, in the same way as hundreds of other hidden things
in nature have been unfolded to us ; and we need not consider
it strange that this has not been done yet, for, to bring the matter
home, it is not so very long since the real nature of glass and
soap became understood through chemical investigations. Dis-

coveries, too, are repeatedly made by men knowing nothing
about chemistry.

I wish Mr. Radclyffe every success in his experiments with
the dissolved vitriol, though I fear it will prove a failure in

respect to eradicating the disease. No doubt it will kill the
fungus on the tubers, and so it would on the leaf, though in

my opinion the mischief is done before the fungus appears. I

think the latter is an effect, and not a cause of the disease.

Stephen's conclusions, however, are all true, except, perhaps,

as regards the " skulkers." I should not feel so sure of them,
and I do not like skulkers, but, honour to Stephen.

I will, in conclusion, quote a passage from a paper by Liebig
(to whose writings and those of other scientific observers I am
indebted for all my information relative to science), in the
" Cornhill Magazine," where he refers to Schcenbein's dis-

covery of ozonised oxygen. It will serve by analogy to sup-

port my idea of induction as regards the Potato disease.
" Scha'nbein had found that atmospheric air, when electrical

spaiks are passed through it, acquires new properties, the

most noticeable of which consists in a most powerful affinity

of its oxygen, to a degree hitherto unknown. In such air a

number of bodies, such as silver, upon which oxygen in non-
electrised air has no influence whatever, becomes oxidised.

Now, the question is. How did Schoz'nbein arrive at the con-

clusion that phosphorus slowly burning in the air puts the

air into the same state as the electrical spark ? This con-

clusion was founded on the observation that electrised air

smells like phosphorus, and, vice versa, slowly burning phos-

phorus like electrised air. Furthermore, Schombein has dis-

covered that the smelling matter possessed the oxidising effects.

So the conclusion of the formation and existence of the same
thing, the ozone, in two, according to their nature, totally dif-

ferent processes, originated in the observation of the same im-
pression upon one of the senses, that of smell. If the leader-

ship in this combination of ideas had been left to the under-

standing, the discovery most probably would not have been

made, for the understanding would not have been able to

reconcile these two facts—the formation of an agent possessing

most powerful oxidising properties, through, or by the side of,

a body as highly oxidisableas phosphorus."

Now, when I wrote to Mr. Gardner to come and see my Po-

tatoes growing last season, I said, " Come quickly, as I seem to

scent the disease in the air." My sense of smell is most acute

;

and in those seasons when crops have been much affected, a

fortnight or so before the spotting of the leaves could be seen.
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I have amelt the smell of electrised air most acutely. It appear?
to me, that the next thing necessary to arrive at the truth,

would be to analyse the air when it is charged with electricity,

at an early stage—when the leaves begin to show disease. It

may be only the phosphorus that one smells ; and is phos-
phorus an agent like electricity, to do deadly work upon the
growing crops of Potatoes ? It is known that electricity co-

operates in the formation of rust upon iron exposed to moist
air.

—

Upwards and Onwards.

[The foregoing is all ingenious ; but how can the fact be dis-

posed of, that Potatoes have been exposed to the same electric

influences for centuries, yet the disease only appeared about
twenty years since ?

—

Eds.]

DISA GRANDIFLORA.
Having grown this lovely Orchid for some years I was, I

confess, terribly taken aback by the statement in the Journal
of February '21st, that Major Trevor Clarke had found it to be
hardy. The note in the following number correcting the state-

ment explains it. However, let me add that although not
hardy, it will bear not only anything short of frost, but even a

degree or two of frost without injury. My plants were this

winter gi-owing in a greenhouse with Pelargoniums, &c., and
the first night of frost came so unexpectedly on us here that
X did not light my lire. In the morning I was in a grievous
fright, for, as I keep the Disas very wet, I expected to find

them severely injured if not killed. The leaves were partly

frozen I saw at once. However, I immediately covered up the
house and set the fire going, and to my satisfaction found that,

with the exception of a very slight scorching, they were all right.

I have heard even lately one of our most successful plantsmen
say that he found this a difficult plant to manage. I find it

very easy. It requires light, air, plenty of moisture, and the
very coolest of cool treatment.—D., Deal.

weakly and delicate sorts grown as standards are quite deadr
I planted a bed of dwarf plants consisting of new varieties only
a week before the frost, and none of them are touched. They
were grafted on the Maoetti stock planted up to the union,
and afterwards mulched with half-rotten dung.

In the unhealed orchard-house the roots of the fruit trees
were made safe by being entirely covered with cocoa-nut waste.
The pots were plunged to the rim before the frost, but to make
all secure, a quantity of fibre was placed over the roots to the
depth of 3 inches. T'wo large Aloes about forty years old in
the house are very much injured ; the young leaves are begin-
ning to decay at the base and to fall over. In the kitchen-
garden quarters the white Broccoli is entirely destroyed, and
part of the Sprouting. A number of young plauts of Pinus
insignis in a sheltered corner are much cut up ; other coni-
ferous trees are safe, and most of them as green as they were
before the frost came.—J. Douglas, Loxford Hall.

THE INTENSE COLD AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
Derby.—The following plants have suffered here from the

effects of the .January frosts :—Ceanothus azureus, Garrya
elliptica, both on a south wall. Golden Queen Holly, and Abies
Albertiana, slightly touched. Our Eoses are on their own
roots, and pegged down ; they were well covered with snow, so
escaped injury. The Broecolis destroyed ai-e Snow's Winter
White, Grange's Autumn Cape, and Penzance. Later sorts

have stood well. Cabbages, Savoys, and other Winter Greens
are mostly killed. '24° below freezing was the minimum tem-
perature registered here, the thermometer being placed ,S feet

from the ground in a north aspect.

—

Charles Coomes, The
Gardeii.f, Brcaihall Priori/.

Ilford, Essex.—I send you, now that the damage can be
more correctly ascertained, an account of ftomo of the effects of

the intense frost at this place. I am sorry tbat I cannot state

the lowest temperature on the nights in which the cold was
greatest, as the registering tliermometer ceased to act correctly.

We are nine miles from London, and about one mile from the
Thames, on the north side ; the situation is much exposed,
and yet veget.'ition has not suffered to the extent that it has
done in other parts in the neighbourhood of London.
Common Bays are scarcely touched, while at other places

where I have been every leaf is browned above the snow line.

The Sweet Biys in exposed places are very much injured, but
in more sheltered situations they have suffered only very
slightly. I am pleased with the appearance of the Aucuba
japonioa ; a large plant fully exposed had berries on it which
were quite green when the frost came, aud I made sure that
they would never colour; but they have changed to red, and
are at this moment quite sound. I will send you a cluster or
two, so that you may judge by their appearance of their capa-
bility of withstanding frost. I have never observed the birds
attack the berries, although there are legions of sparrows, but
other birds are scarce.

Amongst Tea Koses killed are Devonieusis, Canary, Madame
Falcot, Adam, Souvenir d'un Ami. Martjchal Neil, and Vicom-
tesse de Cuzes, as standards. Gloire de Dijon is the only
standard Tea-scented Itose alive; Solfaterre (Noisette), a fa-

vourite Eose as a standard here, is dead ; Celine Forestier
(Noisette), as a standard, is safe. I pruned all the Hybrid
Perpetuals this week, and found the wood largely discoloured
just under the bark in numbers of them. Some of the more

TIME REQUIRED FOR RIPENING GRAPES.
I WISH to know if a certain given time should always be

completed from the time of commencing to force until the
Grapes should be ready for eating ?

I have studied the " Vine-Manual," which proceeds from
your office, and have recommended my man to go entirely by
it; but I find that he, who has had charge of houses in this
island (Jersey) for some years, is inclined to use a much higher
temperature throughout, and last year he forced the Grapes in
four months only. Also, provided sufficient heating power is

attainable, should there be any difference in the length of time
used for forcing Vines— say, in the north of Scotland and in the
island of Jersey ?—H. W.
[We iucline to the opinion, that Vines will be forced in a

shorter time in Jersey than in the north of Scotland, but we
have had no experience in Jersey. In the higher temperature
the Grapes will come a little sooner to maturity, but we con-
sider at the expense of two losses, the use of more fuel to
attain the higher temperature and the earlier exhaustion of
the Vines. We should be obliged by statements of the ex-
perience of some of our Vine-cultivators.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have been requested to state that the note in.^dvertently

appended to the schedule of the Bury Show, which states that
the prizes offered as cups, &e., may in some cases be received in
money, was inserted in error, aud that there is no intention of
such an arrangement being carried out. It is quite natural
that those who give cups and other objects as prizes should
wish that these should form more lasting memorials of the
event than mere money prizes can ; and we conceive that the
prizes arranged in some conspicuous position in the Show
would form no insignificant feature both of beauty and of
interest in the Exhibition. As wo understand many of the
prizes are already purchased, it would add much to the interest
attaching to them, were they to be exhibited in a group at one
of the exhibitions of the Eoyal Horticultural Society in London
during the season.

^
A WORK that has run through so many editions as Mr.

Eivers's " Kose Amateur's Guide," does not require any further
notice than the mere fact, that the ninth has just been issued

;

and we have no doubt but this new edition o.f a work which
has contributed so much pleasure and instruction to so large
a class of readers will meet with as gi-eat success and as hearty
a welcome as its predecessors have done.

Mr. John Haythorn, late of Wollaton, died at Notting-
ham on Sunday, the 10th inst., aged 8.3 years. The deceased
was head gardener to three Lords Middleton at Wollaton Park,
near Nottingham. He was a Corresponding Member of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, and for several years a subscriber to the
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution. Ten years ago he left Wol-
laton, and has since resided at Nottingham, and died there at
the house of his eldest son, the manufacturer of hexagon net.
He was married more than sixty years, and survived his wife
ouly twenty weeks. He' was the father of eleven children, of
whom five only are living. His sixth son, the Eev. Francis
Haythorn, was curate at Leiston a short time before he died.

On the evening of the 6th inst. a deputation waited on
Mr. Simpson, gardener to Lady Maria Molyneux, Stoke Farm,
Slou^^h, and, in the name of the young men who had served
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under his charge, presented him with a handsome microscope.
In handing it over to him the deputation expressed the very
great pleasure which they felt in thus testifying the high
esteem in which Mr. Simpson is held by the gardeners who
have served under him. and their appreciation of his worth as

a horticulturist. Mr. Simpson returned thanks to the depu-
tation, and, through them, to the absent subscribers for their

iind attention, and he hoped by the faithful discharge of his

duty towards his men to perpetuate the good feeling manifested
in the valuable and much-valued gift.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparagus, sow and plant if new beds are required ; the
beds should run east and west, for more heat will be thrown
into them by the full exposure of one side to the noonday sun
than would otherwise be the case. Artichokes (Globe), prepare

a fresh plantation, if necessary, by deep trenching and high
manuring, for if encouraged in this way they will continue, by
judicious thinning, much longer in bearing. Broccoli, where
any late spring Broccoli has escaped the general destruction, a

portion may be token up and forced in frames, in order that

at least an occasional supply may be obtained during the

ong period of deficiency which must otherwise ensue. C'aiili-

jflowers, every means must likewise be adopted to forward

them ; those planted under hand-lights will derive some ad-

vantage from the protection of a mat in frosty nights. Where
hand-lights cannot be afforded, flower-pots should be inverted

over the plants at night. After planting out the winter Cauli-

flowers there generally remain a number of small plants

—

these, if pricked out in a cool and shady border, on rich soil,

will form a succession, and serve as the connecting link be-

tween the principal winter plants and the spring-sown ones.

Cabbaric let the soil be frequently stirred between the rows of

yonng plants, and plant out from those sown in the autumn.
Carrots, it the ground be in a fit state, sow the principal crops,

and they are best in drills, not only as regards their growth,

but also on account of the facility of hoeing and weeding.
Lettuces, keep up asuccessiou, and those in boxes in heat should

be pricked out in a warm situation, in highly manured ground.
Onions, transplant, taking care that no part of their stems is

below the surface. Silver-skinned Onions should now be sown
for pickling, the poorest soil in the garden is the fittest ; work
it when dry, throw it into high beds—the higher the better

—

and, after sowing thickly, tread it as hard as a turnpike-road,

if possible. Pfus, examine previous sowings, in case of injury

from frost, for there is a particular period of their germination
in which they are easih' injured, as is the case with many
plants in other respects sufiiciently hardy. Successional sow-

ings will require to be made. Sow, also, a few Brussels Spwut^
for early use, Calibapcs, Canlithncers for a late crop, Kidnetj

Beans. Lettuces. Spinach, Celeri/ and Ccleriac, Ptirsleij, Ea-
dishes, and Leeks for transplanting.

FRtllT GAUDEN.
Finish off the nailing of wall trees, and protect all as far as

possible. Tie down a number of the weak and short-jointed

branches of Pears and Plums on walls or dwarf espaliers.

This will be found much better than the old or sptirring-back

method. In the meantime cut away all over-luxuriant wood
close to the stem. Destroy all insects before the trees bud.

Clear away all scale, itc, using a wash composed chiefly of

clay, water, and sulphur on trees liable to insects. Proceed
with the grafting of Plum, Cherry, Pear, and Apple trees,

unless frosts are so severe as to cause the loosening of the

clay. The latter will rarely drop off if the matting or bandage
be well smeared over with a little grafting-clay before the ball

of this substance be applied. Top-dress Hautbois Strawberries

in beds, also other kinds where the ground is somewhat ex-

bau'teil. as soon as the old leaves are cut away and the plants

Ihoronghly dressed.

FLOWER G.KRBEN.

If Briars are required tor budding Eoses on, they should

now be collected, trimmed, and planted in a reserve garden, or

where they are wanted to stand for summer budding. All

turfing, (tc, should now be finished as soon as possible. Con-

tinue the pruning of shrubs, Eoses, tc. "When bulbs are

makinf; their apjiearance, the surface should be carefully

loosened if the wenther continues dry and free from frost.

Lawns, or portions of them, having a hungry sandy soil, and

liable to " burn," should have a slight dressing of some kind

every spring ; even common soil will benefit them, as it induces

another tier—if I may be fallowed the term—of surface

roots, of course increasing their volume. However, a dressing

of marly or clayey soil in a highly pulverised state would
obviate the tendency to burn. A slight dressing of guano has
an excellent effect in such a case. Those who desire to have
Moss and Provence Eoses throughout the summer should now
cut back a portion for that purpose, merely pruning away the

parts which have budded. Superfluous suckers of Eoses,

Lilacs, etc., may be removed and planted out for successional

stock, and the old stock of Eoses richly top-dressed.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSKRVATORT.
At no period of the year, perhaps, is caution in the use of

fire heat more needed than in the month of March. March
winds are proverbial, and March suns are at times intensely

bright. Now, as these winds are by no means to be desired in

hothouses, the very best plan is to keep tire heat to the lowest

possible pitch all the morning, and when forcing is going on
to have a lively fire for a couple of hours in the afternoon—say
from three o'clock until live. By these means the necessity of

giving much air will be obviated, and the climate within main-
tained in a most wholesome state as regards moisture, &c.
Frequent attention is necessary at this period, both to the
giving of air and also to the taking it away gradually. A con-

siderable reduction should soon be made in forcing-houses, and
the whole should be taken entirely away as soon as it is con-

sidered safe. Canvas shading will be in great requisition also.

Conservatory plants to be retarded. Camellias making growth.
Pines in a delicate state at the root, whether from disrooting

or otherwise, and even the late Vines swelling their buds, will

be benefited by a little shade during bright sunshine. In the
conservatory, shading will now be of the utmost importance.
Camellias growing should be so placed as to receive more shade
as well as more atmospheric moisture than the general in-

mates of this house. They are, in fact, far better in a little

close house by themselves, which should be kept up to 70° by
day and 60^ by night, receiving much the same treatment as

Orchids at tliis period. Large specimens of Fuchsias should
now receive liberal shifts ; in fact, with well-regulated potting,

and thorough drainage, they should be placed in their final

pots or tubs at once. Kow is a good time to sow imparted or

home-saved seeds of tropical plants. Half till the pots with
drainage; use peat, loam, and silver sand in equal parts;

water the soil thoroughly but slowly with a fine-rosed pot, and
cover the surface with a good coat of sphagnum. They may
be placed on a warm shelf in the shaded part of the greenhouse.
Some of the growing Ericas may be shifted now ; use abun-
dance of drainage and sandy heath soil full of fibres, thrust it

in lumps round the ball, now and then forcing down pieces of

stone or lumps of charcoal, and finally coat over the surface

with some of the finer portions of the soil, which should have a
liberal amount of sand. The ball must be moderately moist
before shifting, for if thoroughly dry no after-watering can
bring it right. Pot Cape or other bulbs as soon as the foliage

is becoming strong, use chiefly loam, leaf soil, and silver sand.

Dress Pelargoniums, and stake them out ; slip off all inferior

or ill-placed shoots, and make cuttings of them, they will flower

well during the autumn. Lisianthus Eussellianus should now
have a liberal shift, with much drainage, and should be placed

in pans of water in a Cucumber-frame, or other situation

where there is a moist heat. Attend well to watering. Be shy,

however, in watering newly-shifted plants. Do not water these

heavily, give them a little and frequently through a rosed

watering-pot until they become well rooted.

STOVE.

Growing Orchids will now rtquire shading for a couple of

hours during bright sunshine, for fear of too copious a per-

spiration ; also in order to retard Dendrobiums, itc, in blossom.

The latter, however, will do extremely well in a dry, warm
parlour, or drawing-room, oul.y they will require a good water-

ing at the root occasionally. A very moderate amount of at-

mospheric moisture will suffice for these plants when in flower.

The growing specimens must at this period have a considerable

increase in this respect.

PITS AND FRAMES.

Much is now required here. Put in cuttings of everything

that is likely to be wanted for spring planting. A mild frame
heat is the most suitable for striking in. Bell-glasses are not

required at this season, but shade slightly in the middle
of the day. Pot-off struck cuttings as fast as room can be made
by removing the more hardy kinds to colder situations, to

harden off for the first planting. Pot-off Ten-week Stocks, and
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other hardy annuals as soon as they are ready, and continue

to sow seeds of all kinds of annuals that are most wanted, the

more hardy kinds in beds or borders under hand-glasses.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN'.

For general details see last week. In addition, our chief

work out of doors was Potato planting in the driest days.

Planted the earth-pit, which, prepared as previously described,

was in excellent condition, and the Potatoes were also in a

good state for planting, being sprung about 2 inches, and had
plenty of leaf mould about their roots, as the sets, mostly

whole, had been set on shallow wooden boxes with leaf mould
about them. As the open ground was not in first-rate order

for Potatoes, except where it was well aired and dry, as at the

foot of walls, we spread a little light dry soil and ashes and a

little lime over the sets.

Peas.—Planted a row of Dillistoue's Early and a kind with

a local name, but almost if not quite identical, near the front

of our two orchard-houses, the Peas turned out from semi-

circular drain-tiles, and placed about a yard from the front of

the house. These are growing as if they had never been re-

moved. In one house we had to take up a row of Lettuce,

nearly half grown, in order to make room for the Peas, and
planted the Lettuces with balls out of doors. There is a row of

good-sized Lettuces behind the Peas, another row in front of

them, and then a row of Parsley, that has done good service

this winter. The Lettuces will soon be out of the way of the

Peas, and by the time the latter need more room the Parsley

will be of little value, as the plants out of doors will be grow-

ing freely by that time. Nothing will be done with these Peas

but running a line along the back of the row, or some low
twiggy sticks, to prevent the Peas leaning inwards to the house,

the object being to encourage them to grow and cover the

ground to the front of the house, the wooden ventilator being

only a few inches above the groimd level. Vt'e have had fine

early gatherings with little trouble by this mode, the flowers

and the pods standing well above the foliage and recumbent
stems. We think it may be useful to some to say, that after

trying a number of sorts for this purpose we have found none
so good as Dillistoue's Early, which, thus protected by a roof of

glass, pods freely, whilst other early sorts, even Sangster's

No. 1, podded but indifferently, though in general it far ex-

ceeds Dillistoue's in produce out of doors, but is usually three

or four days later. We have also placed in one house a row of

Tom Thumb in pots close to the back wall. These Peas gene-

rally do well ; but when of the same age as Dillistone's they
will not be so early. Their dwarfness is a great recommenda-
tion for such positions, and for growing in frames or pits.

They stand a moderate heat well, and succeed admirably in

well-aired soil with the protection of sashes, the air removed
early in the afternoon. We prefer them in pots at the back of

an orchard-house or late Peach-house to planting thom out
near the trees, as, to make them succeed well, the ground would
require to be more deeply stirred than we would like for the
trees, and if planted on shallow-stirred soil they are subject to

fly and mildew. They are also rather impatient of the syring-

ing with different waters which the trees may require after the
fruit is fairly set, and when in pots they may be lifted out of

the way until the syringing is over.

The weather has been cold enough, and the ground has been
too wet and unkind yet for turning out other Peas in tiles and
turf, protecting and staking as we go on ; but these are being
hardened off to be ready as soon as the ground shall be in better

condition. This plan, though involving a little more labour
row, saves much seed, as well as looking after slugs and mice
in winter.

In one of the driest days of last week sowed a piece of Peas
and Broad Beans, the Peas fully 5 feet apart from row to row,
and the garden Beans between them, the Peas being moderate
growers. Taught by pheasants and partridges last year, we
ran some hooped wood on each side of the piece sown, with a
row of similar hoops in the middle, and then strained a piece
of cord netting all over, fixed the net all round, and as yet the
depredators have obtained no entrance.

We lately alluded to a first-rate, small-meshed. Pea-guard.
Having used some two-inch-mesh galvanised wire netting, as

advertised in the Journal, for keeping out rabbits, &c., and a
little of it being left, we mean to bend its two-feet width into a
semicircular shape, and fix it at each side with pins over a row

of Peas, and we feel confident that, though the mesh will not

keep out small birds, it will prevent such wholesale pilferers

as pheasants attacking the Peas. The meshes will let the head
and neck of the pheasant in, and there will be no danger of

the bird being hanged, but the shoulders wiU prevent its

reaching the Peas. We would, however, prefer the Pea-guards
alluded to.

FKUIT DEPARTMENT.
Proceeded with pruning and nailing in the most favourable

days, and especially when there was any sun, as it was easy to

vary the position. We have not yet done with the Peaches
and Apricots. The latter are freely swelling their flower-buds,

but none are open yet, and we wish to keep them back, as

March is yet young, but we have a lot of Laurel branches ready

to place against them if we should have a severe night. Had
we a cloth we would cover at present on every sunny day, and
uncover in all weather not very frosty, until the blossom-buds
began to open. The great advantage of a cloth for Apricots is

that the blossom can be kept dry in cold sleety weather. The
blossom if dry will stand a considerable degree of frost. Eevu
a rather close net will do good, as the rain is caught in the net

without freely reachiug the wall. Laurel twigs used rather

thinlyimake a fair protection when litter is not to be had.

Orchard-Jiouset;.—Had these cleaned out, as alluded to the
other week, removing the litter that had been used for covering

the pots, and taking off about half an inch of the diy surface

soil, chiefly as a precautionary measure ; slightly broke the

surface with the points of a steel fork, gave a dressing all over

of decayed Mushroom-bed manure that had been long enough
exposed to kill every particle of spawn, and to make sure, as

well as to help to enrich, mixed with it a bushel of soot and a

bushel of quicklime, the latter settling any worms that might
be present

;
patted this down, and then covered with a slight

casing of fresh loam, the pots being also fresh surfaced to make
all look well. Here we are reminded of a few matters we could

not enter into last week.
1st, With regard to the firmness or looseness of soil about

the roots of fruit trees in general and of Peach trees in parti-

cular. Could we always have our way we would prefer, after

the trees had grown enough to be and continue to be fruitful,

that the soil about the roots should be firm : hence, but for

the necessity of watering and keeping the soil moist enough,
we would not break even the surface often ; but for such pur-

poses breaking the surface is necessary, and then the manuring
material being put on the surface, the water passes through it

to the roots, which are thus encouraged to turn their mouths
nearer to the atmosphere. Just as with propriety we make the
soil tirm in the pots for fruit trees thus grown, so on the same
principle it holds that trees planted out should have their roots

equally firmly packed. Why, even with a Cabbage plant, if we
wish it to grow very fast we keep loosening and airing the soil

about it, and giving it as much moisture, &c., as it can take in ;

but if we wished it to bloom and produce seed as soon as

possible, we would teat the soil closely and firmly about the

roots.

2nd, It is very mortifying, but yet it is very necessary, that

gardeners who attempt to write for the pleasure and the profit

of others should be obliged too often to say, " Do not always

do as I do, but do as I tell you ;" and consistently enough too,

as circumstances may often be too strong for permitting the

development of the intelligence gained in the school of ex-

perience. Thus, with a want of consistency, we have been
telling of planting Potatoes at the foot of walls ; lately of cover-

ing a bed of Endive in front of such a wall ; now of planting

out Peas, and of Lettuces in an orchard-house ; and in addi-

tion all the fruit-tree borders will most Ukely be cropped. Now
all this is done by hundreds of gardeners who would rather do
otherwise if they could—and why ? because they never have too

much from the ground, crop as they may, and these borders in

front of walls are so well protected. It has often seemed to

us a strange anomaly, that a gentleman who lays no great store

on his land, and lets it at 2ns. or 30.i. per acre, though such land

generally carries no more than one crop in the season, shotild

expect such wonders in the way of produce, and so many crops

in a season from an acre or two of land which is called

the garden. We would not advocate large walled gardens if

much of the commoner produce were cultivated in fields, for

then fruit-tree borders might be left to the fruit trees, and
if that even could not be, then it would be better in every
way that these bordejs should be cropped, and the roots

of the trees confined to a space .5 or 6 feet from the wall

where surface-dreseiogs could be given, and the soil kept
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firm without repeated diggings and trencbings for vegetable
crops.

old, As frequently stated, we have no objection to fruit trees
in pots. It is an interesting mode for having good, compact,
fruitful bushes or pyramids of Cherries, Plums, and even
Peaches ; but what we chiefly object to is the trouble and
labour they occasion in watering. Our houses are lean-to's,

with trees against the back wall planted out iu the usual way,
and trees in pots in the front of the house. Now, as a mere
matter of economy in labour, we would prefer, as there are
trees on the back w;ill, that there should be trees planted not
far from the front, and trained on a rounded trellis high enough
to permit the sun to reach the bottom of the back wall. Then,
too. we could have the floor of the house at liberty in winter
and spring. True, we could gain that object to a great extent
now, by taking out the hardier trees in pots, and packing the
pots in litter out of doors all the winter, or even placing them
closely together at one end of the house ; but either of these
operations requires time and labour to move and move again
the plants ; and from a scarcity of that time the pots often
remain in their places all the winter, being merely lifted up in
the autumn to break off all roots that may have extended
themselves beyond the pots. Now, judging from the way large
lettuces stood in these orchard-houses with just a sprinkling
of hay over them iu the most severe frosts, and how dry and
comfortable such salading. Cauliflowers laid in in moss or litter,

and hundreds or thousands of Strawberry-pots could stand
secure in the wettest and coldest weather on the floor of such a
house, additional reasons will bo apparent for having the trees
planted out instead of in pots ; still, for all amateurs who have
little room, who wish much variety in it, and who will feel a
pleasure in attending to the wants of their favourite trees, the
culture of fruit trees in pots will always be attended with great
zest and pleasure. After a fair trial we have no fault to find
with the system but the additional labour in watering, the
greater attention required to avoid dryness, and either the
extra labour or the extra room taken up in winter, when the
other plan of planting out would leave the floor free for several
purposes, such as forwarding many vegetables, as Peas, Pota-
toes, Kidney Beans, &e., in tiles, turves, and pots, before
planting out iu tine weather.

Vine-horikrs.—The cold wet weather having cooled and wetted
the slight covering of litter and leaves, we put on about S or
10 inches of hot tree leaves next the ground, placing the colder
on the surface, but collecting most of the litter previously em-
ployed into a ridge 2 feet wide back and front, and about a
foot or 15 inches higher than the bed in the middle. On these
ridges flat rails were placed longitudinally, on which old sashes
rested back and front. The mild heat beneath the sashes will

be taken advantage of for potting off lots of bedding Pelargo-
niums, or rather for fixing them singly in pieces of turf 3 inches
square and 2 inches deep, the hole cut out being filled with
light rich soil.

0RSA3IESTAI, DEPAETMEST.
Eolled the lawn, switched walks, turned over ridged-up beds

and borders, potted plants, made cuttings, hardened oft cuttings,
took flowering plants to conservatory, and iu such cold winds
gave but little air, and as little flring as was necessary to keep
plants healthy. A little air constantly or early given is better
than open hghts iu such biting north winds,^E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—March 13.

Supply, demand, and quotations remain unaltered.

Avtichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRun-i sieve
Beot, Kod do2.
Broccoli bundle
Bru9. Sprouts .] sieve
Cabbage .'. doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrota bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
GarUc lb.

Serbs bunch
Hocaeradish .. bundle

VEGETABLES.
d. B. d ;

6 too 8
12
4

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per doz.

I Mushrooms pottle

j
Mustd.rt Cress, punnet

j
Onions per bushel

I Parsley per sieve
u ' Parsnips doz.
8

I
Peas per quart

I

Potatoes bushel
8

I

Kidney do.
8 Radishes doz. bunches
3 1 Rhubarb bundle
3 I Savoys doz.

' Sea-Kale basket
1 Shallots lb.

I

Spinach bushel
1 Tomatoes per doz.

I Turnips bunch
6 1 Vegetable MarrowH da.

s.
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Boiler Heated bv G-as (P. ff.l.—A oJist-iron boilor will be durnble.

The sulphurous ncid ra the giis, if not much purer than it usually ia,

would corrode the boK^m of the boiler outHide fts you describe.

Pea Protectors.—" Your correspondent, * R. F.,' iu ' DoinRs of the

Last Week.' lately asked a (lueRtion about Pea protectors. I have tried

them and found th«m answer as au effectual protection from pparrowst,

which lire sure to attsick Peas as soon as they nppcar above uromid. The
protectors ara ninde of K"lvanised wire, twenty meshes to tlip font, and
are 8 inches wide, and 5 inches hi;zh. Enough protectors are retiuired

for one sowing, and as soon ha tho plants have crown an inch or two high
the protectors may be moved to the next sowing, which will bo coming
through tho gi'ouu'd. As soon as the protectors arc moved away from the

Peas these ought to be stikecl, as the birds will then not be so apt to

attack them.—-J. Douglas.'

Ants in a Peach-itouse (C. J?.).—They arc driven awny by sprinkling

ft little guano over their liaunts. or by waierint,' those haunts with ammo-
niacal liijuor from tho gasworks. Either of tho applications must be
repeated daily until the ants have departed.

Tarcor^rjcnED Pelargoniuji Leaves {E. S.).—Nos. 5 and 3 aro of un-
nsual colours, but 5 is by much the most richly and peculiarly coloured

—

one-half dark gi-oen gmund, tho other half yellow ground, and each with
the scarlet and other markings, the midrib exactly dividing the special

colouring.

Deodorisino Night Soil (A FlorhtC Flower).—No chemical mixture
is needed. C.iver it over with earth immediately; enrth is the most
effective of deodorisers. Sulphate of iron mixed with night soil, and used
as a liquid manure, will not injurn your Roses and Pansies. The other
chemicals which you mention would kill or seriously injure plants.

Grafting Weeping Ash (li. H. .^,1.—Tho best time to gi-aft stocks of

the common Ash with scions of the Weeping Ash is when the buds of

the stock begin to grow. Grafting may, however, be done when the sap
is flowing freely, which will bo the case by the end of April or early in
Hay.

AIarrow Peas for August or Beginning of Septembep. (Idem).—You
should make a sowing of Ne Plus Ultra in the third week in May, or if

your soil is heavy a week earlier. To make certain, when everything
depends on the weather, you should sow Ne Plus Ultra in the second
week in May, and iu ten days make a sowing of Ne Plus Ultra and British
Queen. The above are tall growers (6 to 7 feet) iu good soil ; if you wish
for dwarfer sorts, then sow Veiteh's Perfection, Yorkshire Hero, and
Hairs' Dwarf Mammoth. The ground should be in good heart.

Pruning Old Vine {J. TTM.—Your old Vine with shoots G or 7 feet long
should be at once pruned. If the stem is very old, and one of the long
shoots come from it at the bottom of the rafter, wo would cut away tho
old stem to v>ithiu n. short distance of the point from which the shoot
takes it<! rise, iiare the stem smooth, and cover it with Thomson's styptic
to stop the bleeding tliat must fuUow pruning at this season. We would
leave the shoot at its full length, bending it down in front of the house to
induce the eyes to break throughout its full length, and when these are a
few inches long we would tie it, to the wire, and the shoots right and left

of it, stopping tliem one joint above the fruit, or if there were none at
the sixth joint or leaf, a strong shoot from the upper pirt being retained
as a leader. If there is no eligible shoot from the bottom, prune the long
shoots to two eyes, and you will, if the wood has been well ripened, pro-
bably have fruit this season.

Yucca Drooping iA SubucribcT).—The lower leaves of the plants droop
from the exposure of the roots to the dr^-ing iufluence of the atmosphere.
Water it, giving it a thorough soaking, and place it outside, the tub
being protected from froat and the air by plunging, or by placing some
material around it.

Beurre Clairgeau Pear (.5. S. S.).—You can have it from any of the

large nurserymen near London.

Angle of Vinery Roof G. P.).—There is no better general angle for

the roof of a house than 45^, which does well for early, late, and inter-

mediate crops. When vinerie« liave flat roofs, as in lofty houses, with
upright glass in front, the upright glass compensates for the fl;xtne6S of

the roof, receiving, as the upright glass doe?, the rays of light almost
perpendicularly in the early and late months oi the year.

Vegetable Marrow Raising (S. 21f.).—It is too early to sow seeds of

this plant in tho open ground, affording them but a temporary protection

of boards. Your best plan would be to ask some gardener to raise a few
plants for you, or perhaps a neighbouring gardener would give you tv.'O.

You may plant them in the bed; the boards nailed round the bed, and
the oiloii paper frames for covering tho latter, would bo useful. Plant about
the middle of May. Two plants will be ampie for the space you nnme. If

you cannot procure plants yon may sow the seed early in May, and cover
with the oiled paper frames. You should afford them from 9 inches to a
foot of good, rich, rather light soil. You could rai>.e Cauliflower plants on
the bed before it was wanted for the Vegetable Marrows.

Melon for Exhibition (CZcricu^).—Oulton Park Hybrid is one of

tho tinest of the Scarlet-fleshed kinds, and Green Pine-Apple Gem of

tho Green-fleshed kinds.

Mulberry Unfruitful (Irfcm).—The cutting back or down of the tree

would cause tho production of strong unfruitful growth. W'e apprehend
its vigour will now be spent ; the shoots must be kept moderately thin,

I

and the foreright and side shot)ts closely pinched at tho third leaf. It

j

will fruit in a year ; if not, root-prune it.

Climbing Plants fob Greenhouse with Vines (Tnquir/'r). — The
! following will do well tr.-Jnert to fan, conical, or b.illoon-sbaped trellises,

i which should be made of wire, and painted green. Lapageria rosea*

Mibbertia dentata, Kennedya inophylla fioribunda, K. MariT^att.-e, and
1 K. bimaculatavariegata, Jasminumgracilo variegatum, Rhyncbosperrauni
jasminoides, Pergularia odoratissiiua, Tropa-olum aznrcum, bracby-
ceras, and tricolorum, and Sollya linearis. They cannot have too light

I

and airy a situation.

Indian Corn (Idem).—The best plan is to sow the seed in pots placed

I
in the greenhouse, or, better, in a hotbed, from which, when the plants

I

are a few inches high, they should be removed to the greenhouse. After-

I

wards hardi'u ofT, and plant out in the open ground in good soil and in a

I

warm situation early in June. You mny grow it in the greenhouse, using

I

nine-inch pots ; but, unless well syi'inged, you will have a pliigue of red

spider, and under no circumstances is it worth the trouble. i>o not be
misled by Mr. Hullett.

Gentiana acaulis and Alpine Rose Seed Sowisg (Xovice).—The seed
of both the Gentiana and Rock Rose, or Cistus. may be sown now in pans
three parts filled with crocks, and then to the rim with a compost of turfy

loam and sandy peat in equal parts, adding a third of silver sand. The
compost should be chopped fine and sifted, the roughest parts being
placed over the crocks or drainage, and the finely-sifted soil on the top.

Make the surface smooth, scatter the seeds over it, and cover very lightly

with fine soil. Give a gentle watering througli a fine rose, and place the

pans in a cold frame, which should be kept close until the plants appear,

when air may be freely admitted ; expose fully in a few days. The soil

bhould be kept moist, but not saturated with water.

Name of Fruit (C. B,, Baa-try).—Pear, Bergamotte Esperen.

Names op Plants (A. K.).—We cannot name plants from the mere tips

of shoots beaten flat by the post-office punches.' iF. (?.).—The two leaves

are of tho Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica). Trained against a south wall

it will endure our winters. See our last volume, pnge '226, for directions

as to culture, &c. (W. F. ii.).—Ai-abis verna, or Spring Wall Cress.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSEKVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for tbe Week ending March l-3th.

DiTB.
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above ns ? And now I must let you into a little family history
of which we have all along been rather ashamed, and so have
kept it close. The truth is, these Brahmas are related to us,

but not in a respectable way. A .sister of my great-great-great-
graudmother, a giddy young thing of strange tastes. Ml in love
with a youuii Cochin cockerel. Whatever she could see in his
coarse jellowlegs we could not understand. The fellow had
not even a tail, our pride and glory, and besides he had never
learnt to crow properly ; we thought he was asthmatic from
sleeping in a damp roost. Well, to hush up the affair, it was
so disgraceful, we sent off the couple to America, when judge
our surprise, the impudent hussy sent her brats to England,
and pretended they were a new and distinct race of fowls, and
she actually took in a number of good-natured, or rather, weak
people, and we laughed at the boasted discernment of man.
Now, to thiok of these illegitimate children setting them-

selves, aye being set up, above us, is too bad. Even a great
advocate of Brahmas in your last week's issue (February 28th)—we always read the .Journal—said, " As table fowls they are
not equal to Dorkings." As to their eggs—well, if you 'dip a
silver spoon in a Brahma's egg, and another in an egg of one
of my dear daughters, you will find nest morning the spoon
placed in the egg of the former is far more discoloured than
the one placed in the egg of the latter, the reason being that
the coarseness derived from the Cochin is inherited to a
degree by the Brahma, and there being much more sulphur in
the egg the spoon is more discoloured. This I was told by a
scientific gentleman.

But, sir, we fowls do not come into the world merely to lay
eggs, we supply food to man. Look at our beautiful broad, deep
breasts as they lie bare and white on dinner-tables, and look
at our short legs.

But, Sir, this setting up Brahmas above Dorkings won't do.
I can thrash Mr. B. alive, and beat him when dead, man being
the judge. My wife will lay her eggs against Mrs. B.'s for
quality, and show her bust and legs against her before any
jm-y of housekeepers in England. Then, as to the much-
vaunted laying of Miss B., there is a pretty little cousin of ours,
of the good old English breed, who used to be called " Ever-
lasting Layers," now absurdly called Hamburghs. Well, Miss
Hamburgh, I know, lays more eggs even in winter than Miss
Brahma, and a great deal better ones, too ; and then, is not Miss
Hamburgh a pretty dear ? Yours, with all respect—Old J)oek-
ING Cock, Dorking Castle, Stmey.

[Every one will sympathise with our old English bird, and
when they read il all the tenants of the Surrev poultry-yards
willflap their wings npplausively of his letter.

"

We quite agree with Cowley, that
" "lis greater to restore, than to usurp a crown."

So we will do our best to replace the diadem of poultrydom on
old Dorkiug's head. With that intent we pubhsh the following
from the pen of a good authority :

—

" Brahma Pootras are admittedly good winter-layers (it

pullets of the previous year, as no old hens of any breed ever
lay early), and that, of course, is when eggs are most valuable

;

nor does cold weather stop their laying, unless extraordinarily
severe; that, too, is a very good fcatuie. The eggs, also, are
without a doubt, very excellent in quality, and from being
hard and thick-shelled, they keep good longer by far than most
eggs—such as Spanish, for instance.

".^gainsc these merits it must be noted, Brahma Pootras are
unquestionably 'very great eaters,' and the eggs, for the size
of the fowls, are unusually small. The flesh of the very young
Brahmas is good, but if kept to be above half grown, they are
very coarse-fleshed, and Cochin-like, with yellow " hides

"'
(for

you can hardly call it skin), not suitable at all for boiling.
"Whatever may be stated to the contrary, Brahmas are

'leggy'—that is, the thighs are mostly coarse and large, a
Dorking for the table being quite a different sort of dish. A
cross between Game and Dorking (only a first cross), is one of
the most hardy and best table fowls I know."!

INQUIRY.
I PEG to inform your inquirer that I have had dealings with

Mr. Brooksbank, No. -1, Back Bollestou Street, Manchester.
and believe him to be an honest, though probal)ly a poor man.
He has purchased Spanish fowls from me, and of the " crack
strains " of Bake, Rodbard, and Teebay, and he has paid me
honourably, sending the post-oflice order with the order for

the birds. I feel in justice to Mr. Brooksbank bound to send
this communication for insertion in your next issue, as such
an inquiry is calculated to do a man, especially a poor man,
much haim. I have frequently seen his name in the prize lists

of TuE Cottage Gaiide-ner, which one would have naturally
thought would have been sufficient to have kept such an in-

quiry from being made public. Further, I have seen upon re-

ferring to Mr. Brooksbank's advertisement, in the Journal of

February 28th, that he gives the names of the shows where he
has taken prizes and commendations, and think it would have
been more prudent for your correspondent to have referred to

those shows previous to maligning the character of such a
one.

—

William H. Wheeleb, The Cottiuje, Carlton, near Not-

ihillham.

BREEDING DARK BRAHMA POOTRAS.
[Concluded from po{fe ISG.)

I DAVE shown in two former papers that it is no easy matter
to obtain these fowls of a high type, even as regards the more
general points of foim, size, and comb ; but there yet remains
the greatest difficulty of all, that of breeding them true to

colour. That it is a difficulty many a beginner knows only
too well ; iind. in fact, I know of no breed in which so much
careful sti i_, n requisite to success.

The difficulty is, that whilst none of the poultry books re-

cognise more than one colour in Dark Brahmas, described as
" dull white, nearly covered with minute pencilling of a black
or dark grey colour," there are many different strains as dis-

tinct in their prevailing tints as can possibly be, and some also

varying in the character of the pencilling itself. This is no
new fact to old breeders, but it has never been noticed in any
work on poultry, and should be clearly explained for the help
of beginners. Let any such examine at a large show a pen of

Mr. Boyle's birds, and then compare with them any pair of

hens shown by Mr. Lacy, and he will not fail to notice the dis-

tinction I am speaking of. The two pens will be types of two
as distinct " schools " of colour as can well be imagined. I

will not here go into minute differences in the firm of the pen-
cilling, but will only remark, that whilst the aim of Mr. Boyle
is evidently to obtain as clear a ground colour as he possibly

can, in which he has to a great extent succeeded, many of his

birds being quite free from any shade of brown, Mr. Lacy, as

is well known, considers brown the correct ground colour of a
Brahma, and avowedly seeks to produce it, with the salmon-
coloured breasts for which his pens are distinguished.

I have taken these two strains simply as being the two
widest apart that I know of, nnd abstain most carefully from
giving any judgment as to which is the correct standard. I

have my own decided notions on this head, but such matters
belong strictly to private opinion, and my object just now is

only to point out the difference. Such differences and pecu-
liarities in other well-known strains, etpially characteiistic, but,

perhaps, less striking to a mere casual eye, will at once occur
to the experienced reader : but I will only mark one, that whilst

some strains are noted (Mr. Hinton's, for example), for the
distinctness of the pencilling, every feather being marked with
bars of black as sharply defined as in a Pencilled Hamburgh ;

in others the feather is so heavily covered with the black
marking, that until closely observed the efi'ect of the whole is

like a uniform dark ground colour. These are not accidental

diff'erences ; each character and colour of pencilling has its ad-

mirers, has been produced and perpetuated by caieful breed-

ing, and is in most cases a marked and known characteristic of

the strain to which it belongs.

Now, the point I «ish to call attention to is this, that whilst

the hens thus vary, there is no apparent difference in the cocks,

at least in most cases, and except to a very jnactised eye ; and
if in purchasing stock the beginner simply buys the best cock
he can procure, and mates him with the hens which most strike

his fancy, the chances are that the produce will greatly disap-

point him. I do not mean to say that if both bo really good birds

there will not in the worst case be some good chickens ; but I

mean that there will be no certainty whatever what colour the
chickens may be. For instance, to take the two strains just

noted, I knew a case where a splendid cockerel of Mr. Boyle's

was mated with two very good hens of Mr. Lacy's strain. The
result was just what I should have expected, both colours were
spoilt except in a very few cases, and the pullets were for the

most part of the clear grey colour derived from one strain dis-

figured by brown patches imported from the other.

It will be understood again that I am making no invidioua
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comparisons. I admit to the fullest the right of every one to

his own opiDion, and desire simply to point out and lay stress

upon the fact, that whatever be the colour preferred, it will be

much injured if indiscriminately crossed with a strain from
which it greatly varies.

In commencing the breeding of Brahmas, therefore, it is

necessary first to determine the kind and colour of pencilling

which shall be adopted, and then to see that all cocks pur-

chased are of strains which come pretty near it. For instance,

if a cock be seen and admired, the hens shown from the same
yard should also be examined, and unless they also approach
tolerably near to those already in the yard the male bird

should be rejected. I am supposing all along that exhibition

excellence, and, consequently, uniformity in marking, are

desired. Those who keep fowls for only their flesh aud eggs

need no such directions ; but that they will not be useless to

exhibitors is proved by the numerous unsightly pens I see at

every show, containing birds of all kinds of irregular and
mottled colour, caused by this ignorant aud indiscriminate

crossing of different strains.

Whatever be the colour preferred, it is of very great import-

ance that the breast be well and darkly covered with pencilling.

No pullets not thus marked can be called really good. To
obtain such the breeding cock should be chosen with breast,

thighs, and under parts as nearly as possible jet black, taking
especial care that the fluff about his thighs do not show much
white. The latter is very apt to breed what I consider most
unsightly pullets, with a white streak down the centre of each
feather, as in the back of a Silver-Grey Dorking. A spangled-

breasted cock is by no means bad for breeding, however, and
for exhibition far preferable ; but it is certainly essential to

good pullets that the thighs and legs be as dark as possible.

With respect to the character of the pencilling, my own
preference is for the well-defined Hamburgh-like marking, and
to obtain it in perfection the cock must be selected with the
greatest care. The signs of the needful quality in him are in

the sharp edges of the black stripes on his hackle aud saddle-

feathers, especially the latter. In many birds the saddle-

feathers nearest the tail are very " cloudy,'' and such will never
breed well and sharply-pencilled pullets, for which it is highly
necessary to select a cock in whose saddle-feathers right up to

the tail the central black stripe is clear and dense with a well-

defined edge. The neck-hackle should have plenty of black in

it about the shoulders, or the pullets will be too light in the
plumage. For the more minute and heavier pencilling less

care in the selection of the cock will be necessary, provided, as

before remarked, the yard which bred him correspond in

character with the colour desired, and his general plumage,
form, and size be satisfactory.

I should myself prefer mating a two or even three-year-old
cock with three pullets. Many prefer a cockerel with two-year-
old hens, aud the chickens are ceitainly larger at first ; but I

believe that those hatched from pullets have usually most con-
stitution, and eventually make the largest birds. This point,

however, is comparatively immaterial, but the number of hens
or pullets to one cock should never exceed three in any of the
very large breeds.

In these remarks I have endeavoured to serve all and offend

none, leaving to each the free choice of that "school" of

colour to which his fancy inclines. On a future occasion I will

briefly mention the crosses usually found in Brahma fowls,

and the means of their detection.

—

Nemo.

BREEDING GAME FOWLS.
{Continued from page 1S6.)

In crossing colours when the hens are of a stronger and
harder colour than the cock, most of the cock chickens will be
of the hen's colour, aud most of the pullets of the cock's

colour ; for instance, in crossing Brown Bed hens with a willow-

legged Black-breasted Bed cock, most of the cocks will be
Brown Beds, and most of the pullets of the Partridge colour.

This, however, is not a good cross.

The different colours of eyes should never be crossed or bred
together, as this produces mongrel or mixed colours as soon as

anything, even if the fowls are of the same colour in plumage,
but with different-coloured eyes. Bed eyes should be bred with
red eyes, black eyes with black eyes, and yellow eyes with
yellow eyes. Bay eyes and light brown eyes are the mixtures,
and sometimes by bad crossing some birds have one eye red
and the other eye yellow.

Game fowls are in their prime at two years old, cocks as a
rule declining after four years old, aud hens declining after five

years. The cocks wear out faster than the hens, the fecundity
of the latter notwithstanding. Many birds are, however, quite
healthy and vigorous at much greater ages. I have known a
Game hen breed good chickens at ten years old, and many
valuable brood cocks have been bred from at eight and nine
years old. Such old hens only lay about one clutch of eggs in
May or June, and after laying about a dozen eggs cease laying
altogether for the year, bringing up their own chickens well if

put on their own eggs.

In choosing eggs for sitting, they should be examined or
looked through by means of a bright candlelight, and such as
are clear to look through, with the air-bladder plainly dis-

tinguishable at the large end of the egg, are fresh and good,
while such as appear spotted and clouded are too stale.

Good stags and pullets will, of course, produce better chickens
than any bad fuU-grown birds, but as a rule full-grown birds
breed the best. lu crossing and mixing colours in breeding,
all the colours incline to breed back to the darker original
colours (the Black-breasted Beds and Brown Beds), Duck-
wings always breeding back to the Black-breasted Beds, Dark
Greys and Dark Birchens to the Brown Beds, and the lighter

colours, such as Piles, to the Ginger Beds. The Brown Bed
colour prevails the most in crossing, and the Black-breasted Bed
is the next iu general.

Eggs laid in March will, as a rule, produce the most cock
chickens, especially if first strings or clutches of eggs after

moulting. Eggs laid in the warmer and softer months produce
most pullets. Dark Greys aud Brown Beds will throw most
cock chickens and the fewest pullets, and the willow-legged
Black-breasted Beds, and the yellow or daw-eyed sorts throw
most pullets aud fewest cocks iu proportion. The other sorts

are intermediate between these in this respect. Black-eyed
and red-eyed breeds produce most cock chickens. I have now
been sufliciently prolix, I believe, on the subject of breeding.

—

Newsiaeket.

SUMMER POULTRY SHOWS.
Would it not be well if committees would take into con-

sideration the extreme heat of the weather in the months of

June, July, and August, aud reduce the pens of large birds

—

such as Dorkings, Cochins, and Brahmas—to a cock and one
hen instead of two hens ? I think this would contribute greatly

to the health and comfort of the birds, as I have seen them
much distressed at that season of the year.

—

An Exhibitor.

POULTRY PRODUCE.
I AGAIN submit my poultry account of the past year for your

inspection. My poultry yard for the first six months was
made up of four Dorkiug and two Brahma hens, and during

the remainder of the year of four Dorkings only ; the produce
has been as follows ;

—
January 65
February ti8

jU.ich 77
Aiuil 62
May 73
June 58
July 64
Aut^st 63
September 28
October 2
November IS
December 41

Total 619

£ s. d.

Receipts 5 13 S
Expenses 4 5 1

Profit 1 8 7

Twenty five chickens were hatched, and twenty-one reared.

In this account I have only charged Id. on each egg con-

sumed by ourselves, that being I think about its real value.

I find feeding fowls when at roost during the cold winter

months conducive to early egg-production. Dming December
and January fowls, of course, go to roost very early, and how-
ever well fed during the day, by 8 or 9 o'clock in the evening

their crops will be found quite empty. While the past severe

weather lasted I adopted the following plan :—About 9 o'clock

I mixed up about as much barleymeal as six hens and a cock

would be likely to consume, together with a small quantity of
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fat, when obtainable, and also leaves o! winter greens thawed
and chopped fine. This treatment put my birds in fine con-

dition, causing them to commence Inrin),' as early as the 2Cth

of January, and up to yestesday, the 2-ith of the present mouth
(February), they have" shown their gratitude by laying the

very respectable number of eiyhty-nine eggs, or an average of

three per day.
If a good egg supply is desired empty crops should not he

tolerated, at the same time over-feeding must be avoided.

My fowls have only a 12-feet-square run, but are let into

the garden during the morning for a short time at present

;

this privilege, however, must soon be stopped.—J. M. S.

TPIE THORNE ORNITHOLOGICAL SHOW.
This Society held their sei-oiid nnnual Exbiliition of Pigeons,

Rabbits. Cflnaries. l^c., in the Temperance Hall. Thorne, on the 5th

inst. The specimens unmbered from KiO to 200, and were of first-

class character, attracting much attention. The Ihihhits were par-

ticularly choice and of extraordinary dimensions ; they would not
have disgraced some of the first [ihows in the country. One Rabbit
was sold for £5 liJ.s. The largest and most successful exhibitor of

Piricmis was Mr. H. Yanlley ; of Rabbits, Messrs. Hanson & Wag-
staff, of Thorne ; and of birds, the Rev. H. C. Russell, of Doncaster,
who pniposes giving a prize for Lizard Canaries at the next Exhi-
bition. The Hall was tastefully decorated with evergreens, ttc.. by
Mr. Charles Haycroft, one of the Honorary Secretaries, who with his
coadjutor, Mr. H. Cnwood, and the Committee, were most successfnl
in the whole arrangements.

Mr. T. Addey. sen., of Epworth, exhibited a novel and very interest-

ing observatory bee-hive, which, being composed chiefiv of glass, dis-

played the comb, the honey, and the bees at work. The attendance
was large, and the Exhibition must have been a success.

Caeriebs —First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, W. White, Snaith.
Third, H. Grant. Thorne.
Croppehs.—First, F. Key, Beverley. Second, H. Yardley. Third, T. C.

& E. Newbitt, Epworth.
TcMBiEEs.— First, C. Gravil. jun.. Thorne. Second, H. Yardlcy. Third,

F. Key. Commended, J. AVriglev, jnn., Thorne.
Paktails.—First, A. P.airv, Kochdale. Second, H. Ynvdley. Third,

T. C. & E Xewbitt. Commended, C. Cussons, Hull.
Jacobins.—First, A. Middleton, Newport. Second, H. Yardley. Third,

C. Gravi!, jun.
Barbs.—First. Bev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Ilectoi-y. Second. H. Yard-

ley. Third, A. Dove, York. Highly Commended, F. Broemel, Ladywell,
Kent.
NcNS.—First, J. Marshall, Driffield. Second, H. Yardley. Third, T.

C. & E. Newbitt.
Tdebits.—First, J. Marshall, .'^econd, T. C. & E. Kcwbitt. Third, H.

Tardley. Hipbly Commended. H. Grant.
Selling Class.—First, F. Brnemel (Russian Porcelain). Second, F.

Waitt, .'•parkbrooU (Hyacinths). Third, H. Vavdle). Highly Commended,
F. Key (Jacobins). Commended, J. Marshall (Nuns).
Auv Variety.—First, H Yardley. Second and Third, F. Waitt, Spark-

brook (Masqueraders and Ural Ice). Highly Commended, .T. Mason,
Borough bridge iFrillbacks).
R«EBirs (Any colour .—First .ind Third, Messrs. Hanson & Wagstaff,

Thorne. Second. C. Grayil, jun. Highlv Commended. F. Horsfall, M.r>.,
Pontefract; W. J. Constable, Thorne. 'Buck.—l'hst. Messrs. Hanson and
Wapstaff. Second, W. Allison, Sheffield. Third, 1-: Itoberts, Thome
Highly Commended, T. Faulkner SbeflBeld. Commended, Messrs. Han-
son i Wagstnff. Dii-!.-First, J. Taylor. ShclBeld. Second, R. Stephenson,
Beverley. Third, Messrs. H.inson & Wagslaff. Highly Commended, P.
Warren, Southampton. Commended, A. Cawood, Thorne ; C. Gravil. jun.
Efiaviest.— 'First, W. Gant, lioncastcr. ^econd. W. .Allison. Third, G.
Chester, Thorne. Extra Stock —Highly Commended, A. fawood.
Canaries i Yellow).— Coc/i-.—First, W." Trimingham, Hshlnke. Second,

M. Halifax. Thorne. Third. E. Meggitt, Thorno. Highly Commended,
Eev. H. C. Russell. Doncaster; E. Roberts, Thorne. Commended, Bev.
H. C. Kassell. Biif Cor/.-.- Hrst. W. Trimingham. Second, H. Grant,
Thome. Third, Rev. H. C. Russell.
Goldfinch.— First and second. Rev. H. C. Russell. Third, C. Chappel,

Thorae. Highly Commended, C. Purdy, Thorne ; G. Richardson, Stain-
forth. Commended, H. Grant.
Linnet.—First, liev. H. C Russell. Second, C. Outlaw, Thorne. Third,

J. Wrigley, jun. Highly Commended, C. Temperton, Thome ; R. Gravil

;

H. Grant, Thorne.
Mule.—First, J. Haycroft, Thorne, Second, Miss Raywood, Thome

Third, C. Tomlinson, Thorne.

J. Richardson, Esq., ofiiciated as Judge.

not in the best of tempers, during the process of cutting out

combs, A-c. After fumigating or sprinkling with peppermint

water both lota of bees, I have never as yet found any diffi-

culty in uniting.—C. C. Ellison.

[When, during our novitiate in bee-heeping, wc resorted to

fumigation we always used sufficient smoke to quiet all the

bees, and in this way escaped the difficulty you speak of.

Driving is, however, so easy, and fumigation at all times so nn-

satisfactory, that we would earnestly advise you to endea"V0ur

to master the former, and entirely discard the latter.]

FUMIGATING BEES.
Mv difficulty is that in a well-populated hive a moderate

amount of smoke does not reach or affect a very large propor-
tion of the bees, by reason of their being clustered close toge-
ther between the combs or partly within the cells. If more
smoke be applied the bees uefirest the entrance are killed by
the overdose, and even then do not fall down so as to be cleared
away, but hang to one another, requiring the application of

a feather, which, after all, does not perfect the operation, many
bees remaining among the combs and regaining consciousness,

BEE-ICEEPING IN DEVON.—No. XXVn.
NON'-RESISTANCE. Oil "PEACE AT ANY Pr.TCE'."

A VALDZD apiarian correspondent writes me as follows :

—

" I have an instance of marauding bees plundering, without

any opposition offered, the contents of a hive which I con-

cluded was queenless ; hut on elevating the frames I found

queen and bees in excellent order, and very much disposed to

resent ray interference. Can this be an instance of marauding
bees having a signal similar to that of their unfortunate

victims ?" It is not a little singular that this letter came to

hand the very day on which I had discovered a case of the

same kind in my own apiary.

When the piolracted frost broke up in January I lost no

time in ascertaining how the stores of food held out in my
various stocks, taking care in every doubtful case to make such

additions as might insure my little protetjers from present star-

vation. Among the stocks thus treated was one in which the

bees appeared numerous, and which received a donation of a

sealed honeycomb, in addition to a certain amount of liquid

food. A more careful examination on the 12th of February

revealing the unexpected fact that not only were the original

and supplementary stores completely exhausted, but that the

unfortunate colony was actually famishing, I at once surmised

that it had been robbed, and concluded that most probably it

was also queenless. A protracted series of examinations fol-

lowed, during which every comb was more than once completely

and most rigidly scrutinised, until it became pretty clear that

no queen existed. The difficulty of " proving a negative" is,

however, so well known, that I contented myself for the present

with admiuisteiing a moderate supply of food, and suspended
proceedings until the next day.

The following morning discovered this queenless stock appa-

rently in a state of the gi-eatost activity, altljoujih no pollen

was carried in. Evidently intelligence had reached the ma-
rauders that their former victims were once more " in funds,"

and the most active measures were again in progress for re-

ducing them to their whilom state of utter destitution. A
further strict examination proving that their recently acquired

stores were rapidly disappearing without the slightest attempt
being made to defend them, whilst no queen could be discovered,

I at once reduced the number of their combs to four, and
closed the hive. My next move was to examine the nearest

stock which I found in a flourishing condition and possessing

two combs of sealed brood. Having captured the queen of

this colony, and placed her in a queeu-cuge with the view of

protecting her from all risk, I removed two combs on each
side, thus making room for the four remaining in the plundered
hive, which I speedily lifted out, bees and all. and inserted in

the vacancies thus caused. The few remaining bees having
been rapidly brushed out on the top of the exposed frames, the
whole received a sprinkling of .syrup, the ci-own-boaid was
replaced, and, the doubled hive having been shifted to a posi-

tion midway between the two, the union was complete. During
the remainder of the day the bees appeared very active and in

a state of some little excitement, hut not the slightest quarrel

took place. The following morning I released the queen, saw
that she was well received, and congratulated myself on th«
success of my manipulations.

As the day wore on, however, my suspicions became aroused.

The doubled stock was far too active, but not a load of pollen

was being carried in. An afternoon examination revealed tha
mystery—the bulk of the stores had already disappeared, whilst

the remainder of the provisions was being rapidly carried off

by a band of buccaneers ; and all this without the slightest

endeavour at defence on the part of the garrison, or any at-

tempt being made to molest the queen, which traversed tl.e

brood-combs in peace and apparent security. Closing the hivs

once more, I set myself to watch the proceedings of the free-

booters, whilst I deliberated what courte would be the best to
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pursue. The temperature was too low for fair work ; but the
suspicious activity of the plundered stock was emulated by
one other ia particular, which stood about a dozen yards off.

Planting myself midway between these two, I soon made out a
stream of bees rapidly passing and repassing between one and
the other, so that no doubt could remain as to the identity of
the actual culprits. Had any doubt been possible, it would,
however, have been dispelled by an examination of the interior
of the suspected hive, which, for an especial purpose, I deferred
until evening approached, and which revealed the combs loaded
almost to overflowing with the ill-gotten booty. Selecting one
of the heaviest of these I brushed off all the bees, chuckling
slightly to myself as I substituted this ponderous comb for one
of the empty ones in the plundered hive ; nor could I, even in
the midst of my discomfiture, help feeling some little satis-
faction at the idea of the retributive although tardy justice
which I was executing in politely handing over to the marauders
a perfectly empty comb, which they had themselves only re-
cently been so assiduous in clearing out. My object in doing
this so late in the day was to furnish the now nearly-destitute
stock with a supplj' of food, which the buccaneers should not
have time to remove before the approach of night compelled a
cessation of their nefarious labours. As soon as darkness had
fairly set in I shut up the victimised stock, and conveyed it to
a dark cellar, there to remain until I could make arrangements
for transporting it to such a distance as might place it entirely
out of the reach of the buccaneers. Fearing lest these latter
might transfer their unwelcome attentions to some of the
neighbouring stocks, I left the outside case and roof in their
place ; and was not a little amused during the next and suc-
ceeding days to see a multitude of would-be plunderers inves-
tigating the empty case, in puzzled bewilderment as to what
had become of its former easy-going inhabitants and their
ill-defended stores.

The non-resisting hive having been transported about half
a mile off, a distance which I have found sufficient so earlj* in
the season, quietude was restored in the apiary, and remained
undisturbed until the 21st of February, when I ventured to ad-
minister a bottle of food to the stock which stood nearest to the
spot previously occupied by the removed colony. The usual
degree of excitement supervened without creating any suspicion
until the afternoon, when I was somewhat alarmed by observing
the former freebooters and the inhabitants of the hive which
stood iiext to them, and which I had more than suspected of
taking a secondary part in their former nefarious proceedings,
again manifesting a very equivocal degree of activity. Similar
investigations to those above related, pointing irresistibly to the
same conclusion—viz., that this third stock with a fertile queen
and an abundant population was surrendering its stores with-
out the slightest attempt at defence, it was in its turn shut up
in the evening, and took its place the next day beside the other
votaries of " peace at any price," where both stocks have since
remained unmolested, and where they are both doing well.
With regard to the query propounded by my esteemed cor-

respondent, I confess myself unable to come to any satisfactory
conclusion, but must leave it to others to form their own
opinions. Are these apian freebooters liliewiso freemasons ?

and are they in the possession of some mysterious password or
signal which has served as an " open sesame " to the store-
combs of three successive hives? Or may not the rightful
giiardians of these latter have joined the " Peace Society," and
with all the fervid and imdiseriminating zeal of new-made
converts, carried their exemplification of the doctrine of non-
resistance far beyond the practice even of that great advocate
of peace, John Bright himself? However this maybe, the
probable result of a national adhesion to this doctrine may, I

think, be reasonably inferred from the sad fate which must
have inevitably befallen these apian votaries of " Peace at any
price," had it not been averted by the timely intervention of

—

A DEVOSSHIItE EUE-EEEPEE.

north aspect, and is 4 feet from the ground in a walled garden,

the elevation being about 3i0 feet above the sea.—J. G. C,
South Northamptonshire.

FOUL BROOD—ASPECT OF APIARY.
The honey season is gradually approaching, and I have been

taking a survey of my hives to see how they have stood the

winter. A Stewarton hive attracted my attention by the ap-

pearance of robber bees, and on examining it I found the
lower box full of empty comb, and some of it white with
mould. The upper box is full of comb, partly filled with
honey, and what I suppose is foul brood. I have excised this,

cleansed the floor-board, and placed the box with the bees on
it. It is quite possible I have not cut out all the foul brood.

Will the taint remain in the hive in consequence ? and have
I done right in leaving the bees but the one box? I took

from this hive a top box of pure honey last autumn, weight
13 lbs. I considered I had a flourishing colony. The bees

which are left appear feeble.

The next colony, a Stewarton, alfco in the same bee-stand, is

the most flourishing colony I have, excepting a Woodbury
hive standing in a window at the top of the house on the north

side. This was a May swarm of last year. It filled the hive

and yielded me 5 lbs. of honey in a straw cap placed over the

hole in the crown-board.
I shall be glad to know what you advise me to do as the

spring advances. Shall I put on a large 'super, or distribute

the bar-frames among other hives ? I own that swarms come
quite fast enough, andlrather aim at obtaining honey without

multiplying swarms.
I consider a north aspect a far better one all the year round

than a south or south-east one. Is this the opinion of your
readers ?—B. B.

[If you are right in believing that the combs contained foul

brood the stocks should be at once destroyed, and the hive

purified by scraping and a thorough washing with a saturated

solution of chloride of lime, the remaining honey being ap-

plied to any purpose except feeding bees. We give this advice,

believing that with foul brood, as with the cattle plague, the

plan of " stamping out " on its first appearance is by far the

best. As you aim at a giod honey harvest rather than the

multiplication of swarms, we should advise putting a large

super on the Woodbury hive, substituting, however, an adapter

for the crown-board. Experience has satisfied us that aspect

is a point of very secondary importance in bee-keeping.]

BL.^CK DRIVEN BEES.
These are so far all right, and were seen to take in pollen

on February 17th. 20th. 24th, and 28th freely. They were
driven on the 13th of September, 18(36, and their previous
history is stated in Vol. XI., page 399.
The lowest reading of the thermometer noted by me during

the first week of January this year occurred on the 4th—namely,
7°; on the 14th of the same month the lowest temperature was
reached, being 6°. My thermometer] is fuUy exposed, with a

FOUL BROOD (?).

I AM desirous of communicating some particulars of my ex-

perience of foul brood. A few years since I had an apiary at

Epworth, where I now reside, which consisted of fifty stocks

all in one row, when this disease came amongst them. The
first attacked was the tenth hive from the west end of the row,

and fifteen stocks in succession were totally destroyed. More
would doubtless have been infected had I not given them the

strictest attention and used every exertion to stem the disease.

I noticed from the first bees coming out of the hive and crawl-

ing on the gi-ound to rise no more, appearing as though they

had just made their escape from a treacle-pot, whilst others

were going into the nearest hive, which led me to conclude

that the disease was infectious. I therefore lost no time in

removing all those stocks which showed symptoms of the dis-

ease, after which the rest went on well ; so I lost sight of the

pest for that season, which was a happy release. Although I

have had to contend with it many different times since, I have

never again experienced so fatal an attack. I had several

stones of honey from the infected stocks, which I used after

heating it, whilst I well washed all the utensils in hot water,

and dried and aired them well before I used them again.

I attributed the origin of this fatal disease to having sent so

many late swarms and condemned stocks of bees to the heather,

where for the first few fine days the bees were able to collect

honey ; but after this thera were two or three weeks of gloomy
wet weather, so that the bees could not go abroad, which
caused the hives to be full of brood, and before this was ma-
tured cold chilly weather set in, which compelled the bees to

close up betwixt the combs, leaving numbers of the larva to

perish in the combs. For these and other reasons I am per-

suaded that nineteen eut of twenty such disasters are brought
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on by the careless managers, who ought to see that all the
stocks are brought up to the mark in September

; and if feed-
ing be_ required it should be done copiously at night, whilst
in spring bees ought to be fed very sparingly. I may state
from experience that feeding copiously in spring often causes
the ruin of many good stocks, as it creates great excitement
and confusion both inside and outside the hives, and, by deve-
loping so much more heat, induces the queen to fill the combs
with brood, which, owing to sudden changes of weather, is

often left uncovered, when vast numbers perish in the combs.
I am convinced that dead brood will become noxious, and
infectious too, if not removed in due time ; and again, by
feeding freely in the spring excitement and robbery often take
place.

—

Thos. Acdev, sen.

[The disease yon describe is certainly not foul brood, which,
as Dzierzou says, " does not affect adult bee?, but only the
brood ;" but it appears to bo nearly identical with what Mr.
Woodbury has hypothetically denominated " dropsy." Its
symptoms and the mode in which he succsssfully treated it

were fully described in an article from his pen which appeared
in page 531 of our nmth volume.]

DESERTION OF HIVES DURING SUMMER.
AFTEn considering the circumstances related by your corre-

spondent "Nil Desperandum," No. 307. page 1.39, I am
strongly of opinion that the desertion of bis hives arose from
their occupants being queenless. He probably subdivided
them too much, and too often, which is never wise ; but last
season was particularly unpropitious for doing so. The con-
tinued wet weather caused many young queens to be lost
during their flights, besides making bees generally very prone
to rob each other's hives

; and queenless lots do not, as a rule,
defend their stores veiy long, but generally end by deserting to
the enemy.—J. P. E.

laroRT.iTioN OF Eggs.—The importation of eggs continues
to increase annually. In 1864 they arrived to the number of

33.5,298,210; in 1805 to 364,013,040; and in 1866 to 4.38,878,880,
which is approaching to one million and a quarter daily.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowls with Dischargf, from Nostrils and Eyes (Lex'

.

—Your fowls
are probably suffering from cold. If snoh b^ the case, stimulating food
such as stale bread soaked in strong ale, is the best remedy. As they do
not Ket worse, they are snre to Ret better, but will not entirely recover
while we have the present cold wind-j. TIic ale you have given has
probably kept them from becoming worse. If you have not used tliem,
try Baily's pills for the roup. Calomel, soap, and pepper, and the feather,
are all useless in this case. The last remedy is used only for ^apes. The
only external treatment for the fowls tliat weep from the eyes and
nostrils is to wash the faces with cold water and vinegar.

Food for Ttrkeys (Con<itanf Subscriber).—Your Turkeys, like many
human beings, are suffering from damp weather an-1 cold winds. Give
them some bread and ale twice every day. The bread should be stale,

and the ale strong. Your food should bo barley, sometimes a few oats,
and if it be varied by giving soft food every other day, the birds will do
all the better. A cajiital meal for Turkeys is made of equil parts of oats
and barley with a few beans, all ground and mixed together. This
may be slaked with water or milk, and when suffering as your birds
are, the addition of some onious chopped fine and mixed with it is often
beneficial.

HoPDANS (F. A. M.).—In some of our hack Numbers you will find pages
devoted to the Houdaus. The combs of the cock and hen are in front of
the top-kuot, rising in points at each end, with smaller points in the cock
coming do^ii to the nostrils. They nre across the skull and not along it,

as ill many other breeds. The comb of the hen is much smaller than
that of the cocU, and the smaller points do not come down in front. They
should all have five claws. They are heavier than they appear to be.

The cock should, if a fine specimen, weigh between 7 lbs. and 8 lbs., and
the hen 6 lbs.

Cochin-China Hen Stagi^ering—Food for Poultry (iJw^).—Are
you sure your hen does not suffer from being egg-bound, or, at least, from
laying her eggs with great difficulty ? We ask the question because walk-
ing with her tail down is a great symptom of it. If that is the cause, the
introduction of a wing-feather steeped in oil into the egg-passage will
relieve her. We consider the ground oats we mentioned last week as the
very best poultry' food. A change is. however, sometimes necessary, and
then whole barley is good feeding. We are not friendly to Indian corn as
constant food, on account of its fattening properties, but once a-week it

makes a good variety in the bill of fare. Continue the castor oil with
the sick bird, and feed on bread, instead of meal, steeped in strong ale.

Give a pill of camphor every evening. It should be the size of a pea.
We are unable to state how much your birds should eat, as we do not
know whether they can obtain anything beyond that which is given by
baud.

Yard-floor for White Cochin-Chinas {Wihni'low).—Vic keep ours
in a pen of about the same size as yours. The bottom of it is of gravel,
covered some inches thick with road grit. This latter keeps dry, and
aoun dries up after rain ; but wo have given a fall to the pen which
prevents any settlement of water on the surface. We find it helps to keep
the plumage bright to turn them out on the grass at times, but wh&ther
we do or not their feathers are always bright.

Dorking Hens Pecking off the Cock's Feathers (J. C. P.).—As a
rule, when fowls eat each other's feathers it is from a morbid appetite
arising from a disordered state of body, or from the lack of something
necessary to their health. It is strange that the victim of tliese attentions
seems to like them, and will stand still not only while other birds eat his
feathers but his flesh. Green food is generally a cure, and the beat is to
cut large heavy sods of growing grass with plenty of earth to them, and
throw them into the pens. The bare spots should be freely rubbed with
compound sulphur ointment ; and it will be well to remove the cock for
two or three days. This can be done even for a longer period without
loss or detriment of any kind. We presume your birds are in confine-
ment, as it is a habit seldom acquired when fowls are at liberty. They
will eat the whole of the turf, grass and earth.

Aylesbury Drake {J Consta7it lipatlcr).—'We know of none to be sold
near the Isle of Wight. Mrs. Seamons's direction is Hartwell, Aylesbury.

Exchanging Fowls (T. il/.).—We do not know of any one requiring
Such an exchange, and the only mode of ascertaining is to advertise.

Fleas in Poultry-hous?;. — The Feverfews, especially Pyrethrum
roseum and carneum, produce flowers which dried, reduced to powder,
and sprinkled almut a place infested by fleas, nre said to drive them away.
There is no "Poultry Diary" now published. One was published at
Colchester, but his long since been abaudoned. An interleaved almanac
is quite sufficient for the purpose.

Eggs (T. JIJ.).—Tha eggs wre excellent and undistiugiiishahle from
others laid only a few days. If, therefore, they had been laid long since,
as you intimate, we shallbe much obliged by your stating the plan
adopted fur preserving them.

Game Fowls' Eggs iA Cotta-jc Qanlenn- Readirr'.—The hen hatching
the eggs will not have the remotest influence over the courage of the
chickens.

Sebright Bantams—Fowls for Egg-laying [T. S.).—Thonjh the
hens are darker golden than the cocks, you will breed g md Bantams if

the colours are clear and the lacing quite distinct. They must have
double combs, and the tails should be clear, tipped at the end with black.
The cock should have neither hackle, saddle, nor sickle feathers. The
difference in colour between the cock and pullets is probably caused by
the former having some Silver blood in him. This is immaterial, as
many breeders run the two colours together We think the Houdans will

be the fowls to suit best, as healing confinement perfectly, being good
layers and non-sitters.

Pigeon with Diseased Wing (G. R.).—It is not at all likely that the
disease is infectious, nor is it likely that it will interfere with the bird's

breeding. Tu merely say a wing is *' diseased " is very indefinite.

TuRBiT Pigeons—Shell-crowned and Shields, &c. (A L. B.).—Some
Tarbits arc sheJI-crowned, but usually the head is smooth-crowned It

is generally believed that the smooth-crowned is the original variety, and
is therefore to bo preferred. Shell-crowns usually are from Germany.
By Shield Turbits you doubtless mean the Shield Pigeon, a German Toy
thought to be produced from a Turbit and some other Pigeon. The
"Pigeon-Book," to be had at our office post free for twenty stamps, will

give you full information concerning this Pigeon. The head of a Torbit
should be very broad, the beak the shorter the better, and the eyes large
and of a black or dark hazel colour.

Pigeons (A Youttfj B'-fjinner].—^^ The Pigeon Book," by Mr. Brent. You
can have it free by post from our offii^e if you enclose twenty postage
stamps with your address.

Peerage (H. M. .?.).—As you require a Baronetage, Knightage, and
Parliamentary Guide as well, at a moderate jirice, you caimot do better
than purchase Debrett's. It is in two portable volumes, and well illus-

trated.

Sprouted Wheat {J. II.).—It is perfectly good for fowls, either chickenB
or adults.

AiLANTHUS Silkworm Eggs fH". J. 0.). — Write to Lady Dorothy
Nevill, Dangstein, Petersfield, or to Mr. W. B. Jefferies, Ipswich.

Bees Condemned and Saved—Hives (W. H. Sffi^r).-We are glnd to
learn that you have succeeded so well in saving condemned bees. They
need not be fed so long as thev possess a tolerable store of sealed food.

If you mean to go in for scientific bee-keeping, you cannot do better than
adopt the Woodbury frame hive. Your measurements are correct, but
the frames should not fit tightly, and in practice we do not make the
notches in which they rest quite three-eighths of an inch deep, whUst
they slope a little, so that being shallower at bottom than at top the
frames lift out more easily.

Artificial Swarms (Idcvt).—In making artificial swarms from com-
mon hives, we prefer using two stocks. No transfer into frame hives

should take place until the stocks to be operated on become well popu-
lated. We should s^y towards the end of April or in the month of May,
according to the strength of the colony.

POULTRY MARKET.—March 13th.

We have little change to note,
but middling.

Our supply is still small, and the trade

Larpe Fowls
fc'nrflj'er do
Chickens
Goslings 6
Ducklings 3
Pigeons 10

d. B.

to 4
S
2

() 7
fi 4

Pheasants
Partridges
Grouse
Guinea Fowls 2
Rabbits 1
WUddo

d B.

too

6 3
4 1
8
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peraturc of the frame sbould be 70°, or it may range from 05°

to *l . If there be nn excess of steam the lights may be tilted

or opened at back. Shade from bright sun must be afforded,

and when the nights are frosty a double covering of mats over
the lights will be necessary, care being taken that they do
not hang over the bed, otherwise there will be danger of the
frame being Hlled with rank steam from the dung. 'Wlieu the
heat declines the frame should be covered with mats to preserve
the proper temperature, litter being placed against the sides.

In a fortnight the Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and Agera-
turns will have struck root, and the Verbenas and Lobelias will

be well rooted in that time. In any case when the cuttings

begin to grow air should be given—a little at first, increasing the
quantity until it can be admitted early, or by 8 a.m., if the
weather is mild, and it should be reduced to a minimum by
4 or 5 P.M., when by watering the plants overhead and shutting
up close the temperature will be increased, and a moisture
tighly favourable to growth will be secured. The points of

the cuttings, or rather plants, should be taken out after they
have struck root, and this will cause the plants to become
bushy and stiff. The soil is to be kept moist, but the sprink-
ling overhead will in most eases be sufficient. Continue this

treatment until the end of the second week in May ; then
draw down the lights every day in mild weather after 7 a.m.,

and shut them up at night, but only to afford protection from
frost. The plants being thus hardeued-off should be planted
out at the end of the month, or early in June, and this is

easily done if they are in pots, but if in turf it is merelj' ne-
cessary to cut it between the. plants in order to secure to each
a small ball, and they do better thus than in any way I know.
As to striking the cuttings in pots or pans I do not recom-

mend it for Pelargoniums at this season, though it may be
done if the plants be potted off afterwards ; but I do not con-
sider that there is anything gained thereby. However, whether
for Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Ageratums, Verbenas, or Lobe-
lias, the pots or p.aus should be well drained and the rougher
parts of the compost placed at the bottom upon the crocks,

afterwards lilling to within half an inch of the rim with a
mixture of turfy loam two-thirds, one-third leaf mould, and
one-sixth sand, well incorporated, the pot or pan being sur-

faced with sUver sand. Insert the cuttings, give a gentle
watering, place in the frame, and plunge in the sawdust, the
bed being covered with from 3 to (i inches of that or some
other loose material, or set the pots on a layer of sand an inch
thick. The cuttings must have shade and a gentle watering
overhead to keep the soil moist and the foliage fresh. They
will be well rooted in a fortnight ; then gradually harden them
off. Set a frame on bricks under each corner, and place within
it 6 inches deep of rough ashes, clinkers, brick rubbish, or

better still, rough gravel ; level and place thereon the riddliugs

of the following compost :—Light loam from rotted turves
three-fourths, one-fourth leaf mould, and then 6 inches of

sifted soil. Put on the lights and keep them close, and in a
day or two the soil will have become warmed aud aired ; the

!

rooted cuttings may then be planted out, not nearer than
!

l; inch or 2 inches apart, but twice that distance should be
allowed if there is room. After planting give a good watering
with water of a temperature equal to that of the frame, and
shut up the lights closely ; keep them on continually, except
when opened for watering, and protect with a mat in cold, '

frosty nights. Slight shade from bright sun will be beneficial '

for a few days until the plants begin to root and grow freely,

then take out the points of the shoots, and give air by opening
the sashes about an inch at back early in the morning, liut on
cold days keep them close, or admit less air, and about 2 or

3 P.M. water the plants overhead aud shut up closely. Pursue
this treatment, keeping them well but not immoderately
watered until the middle of May, then harden oft', and you wiil

probably find autumn- struck plants cramped in pots over the
winter and starved in spring not doing half so well when
planted out as these, which should be moved and planted with
a ball, giving a good watering after planting.—G. Abbey.

VINES AND VINE BORDERS.
In an article under the above heading by " H. S.," in the

Number for .January 15th, the writer begins by criticising Mr.
Wills '8 system of making Vine borders ; then proceeds to find
fault with him in no measured terms for not denouncing cer-

tain recommendations made by me as to the proper tempera-
ture for Vines at particular seasons of their growth in the

treatise I wrote on the cultivation of the Grape Vine. It may
appear superfluous that I should enter on any defence of a
monograph, which is on the eve of entering on a fifth edition
in as many years, nor would I have done so, were it not that
" H. S." in the following passage imputes a motive—certainly

a very ridiculous one—to Mr. Wills for his silence on the sub-
ject :

—" Why has he [Mr. Wills] not already given utterance
to his indignation at the barbarity of shutting up a Vine in

the midseason of its growth in a mean temperature of 81° for

Hamburghs, and 85° for Muscats ? Mr. Wills must surely
know that the temperature, in which 'proprietors of villa resi-

dences, who are not supposed to employ scientific gardeners ' [a
quotation from my work on the Vine], are recommended to

gi-ow them, is wholly unnecesary. Is Mr. Wills's silence to be
attributed to the benefit he has received from the application
of the author's styptic to the bottoms of his PelargonimB
cuttings ?

"

Now, whatever benefit Mr. Wills's Pelargonium cuttings
received from the application of the styptic in question it could
not by any possibihty influence him or his judgment in regard
to the proper temperature in which to grow Grapes, nor pre-

vent his giring pubUc expression to it, however much it might
differ from my recommendations on the same subject, seeing

that we are perfect strangers to each other, and that he had no
interest in the world, except the public good, in making known
that he had used the styptic with advantage in propagating
Pelargoniums —a discovery in which he certainly preceded me,
though I have since verified it.

As to the barbarity of shutfing-up Vines in temperatures
varying from 81' to 85° of sun heat, all Grape-growers of any
experience know that these temperatures are by no means the
maxima at which it is perfectly safe and advantageous to

shut up Vines in the afternoon, and that 100° with a moist at-

mosphere is perfectly safe ; aud if " H. S." had as extensive a

knowledge of Grape-growing as he seems to have of geography,
he would know this. Does he for a moment suppose that

Grapes grown in the open air in the countries he refers to, can
compare with the best Grapes grown in hothouses in this

eountiy ? If he does, I challenge him to the proof, after which
I shall be readj' to admit that the temperatm-es I have recom-
mended are too high, but not till then.

" H. S." says, " The Vine seems to be very much at home
in the valley of the Volga, where the mean summer temperature
is 72'." Do.es he mean to say that .it certain hours of the day
during some part of the Vine's season of growth the maximum
temperature does not reach !)0° ? the maximum named by me.

In the autumn of 1801 I visited the Vine-growing part of

Germany on the Ehine, where, on the sloping terraced banks
of that river, the Vines, both root and branch, must, during
some portions of the day, be subject to a higher temperature
than anything I have recommended for hothouses ; but in the

absence of a continuation of this high temperature the Grapes
are wretched subjects in comparison with the best English
Grapes. My observations on the subject in Holland, Belgium,
and France led me to the same conclusion— i.e., that the tem-
perature is not sufficiently high to produce first-class Grapes
in the open air ; and from all I know, founded on the observa-

tions of others, the zone referred toby " H. S." affords nothing
in the wny of Grapes equal to those produced by the aid of

artificial heat.

I may remark that I was so struck with the inferior character

of the Grapes in the hothouses I saw on the Continent, that I

wrote home for three bunches of Muscats, to be sent to meet
me in Paris, where I exhibited them at the first great Exhibi-

tion of the " Societe Imperiale et Centrale d'Horticulture " on
the 17th of September, and though the three bunches only
weighed 10 lbs., they created as great a sensation as if the sea

serpent, or some other semi-fabulous monster, had made his

appearance. They had the Emperor's gold medal awarded to

them, and during three days that I paid a visit to the show-
rooms the table where they lay was so crowded that I never
saw more of them, but left them to the disposal of a friend.

On one occasion, when standing with a friend who understood

French near the part where the Grapes were, I observed a

French gentleman gesticulating very much, and making use of

the word "Ecosse;" I asked my friend what he was saying

about Scotland, and he replied, "Oh, he is saying that there

must be some mistake, for there are no Grapes grown in the

latitude of Scotland ; in England there are." Now, this worthy
Frenchman was, no doubt, well up in his geography, like

"H. S. :" but not so in the history aud practice of Grape-
growing.
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At the exhibition I have referrea to there were hundreds of
samples of Grapes from all parts of France. Few, if any of
them exceeded 1 lb. in weight, and such Muscats as I saw tliere
were green, not having been grown in a mijiclentl,/ hiqh ta)Lpc-
ratun'. Those which I exhibited, though only such' as are to
be met with at our large metropolitan and provincial shows in
this country every y.ar, were, as compared with the bunches
around them, like Tntons among minnows, both in bunch and
berry, and for " H. S.'s •' information, I may state that thev
were cut from the Vinas that were, and still are, subject to the
barbarous treatment he denounces.—Wm. Thomson, Dalkeith
JrdVK,

TOWN GARDENING.
(Contiiuied from paije 190.)

I MUST here observe, once for all, that I do not profess to
give directions for the proper treatment or culture of eachplant—that must be obtained by the inquii-ing reader from
your Journal, or from other sources. I am too much in theuarK myse f as regards the science of horticulture to dogmatiseon the subject. It is only here and there that I venture tooner such hints as are the result of actual experience. It will
nowever, be encouraging to some to know that I had no green-
nouse, and that mine was aU out-door work, simple plain-
saling, as it were.
To return to perennial plants. Auriculas generally do wellout they require renewing after a few years, and ihange of

position No renewal of soil will do : they decay at the junc-
tion ot the offshoots with the main stem, and break off. The
TuJ"?. ,

i'i^^"i«« will grow, but can hardly be said to Hourish.ihe chief difficulty with which I had to contend was the foliaceiirymg up and withering in the summer, to obviate which I
iised to sow around the plants early in the spring Virginian
stock- or some other quick-gi-owing annual, which shaded the
plant from the sun and generally preserved it. CEnothera tar-
axacifoha, a bright yellow flower, low and spreading, does well •Md i may naention, though out of place, being a biennial, thewell-known Evening Primrose (CEnothera biennis), which rarelyDowers in the first year. It commonly gi-ew to the height ofi or o feet near the walls, and its fragrance is delightful on astiu summer's evening

; but it has its defects, it scatters itsseed al over the beds, and becomes a weed unless well watched
m.°° -^ a few plants are permitted to grow.
Ihe small dwarf Campanula, blue and white ; Arabis albida •

the Aubnetia; the Fraxinella, red and white; and Saxifra^a
carnosa

[?J all do well and increase. There is a perennial Hawk-weed and a perennial Coreopsis, both of which increase : thelormer is a showy rich brown and yellow flower, the Coreopsis
P°°f- Fuchsias, the old sorts more especially, flower wellana stand the winter when well established, but they require

flonrirl fTi!" 'n
""^ 'P""- P°'entillas generally do not

flourish but the Geums succeed tolerably well. Aster alpinus

L^r^ jP^'™?,'*'' ""'* P™"y "^"^'^ petals and a yellow
centre, does weU and increases, and is always admired. Gen-tiana acauhs or Gentianella, gi-ows well, looks healthy, and
increases by division of the roots ; but its beautiful deep blueBowers never appear, not even a bud. On the other hand,

hfui! °\ ^ff^y'^
Gentian grows poor and wiry, looking un-

healthy, but flowers freely, both the blue and the white The
bpiderwort (Tradescantia), all colours, but chiefly the purplewith golden eye, is a valuable plant, but must be occasionally

hiZ! 'fl ''•i*
"^'^"'"'^ *° S^°" '°° '"'-g^' tl^e outer stemsbecome flaccid and trail on the earth, and if tied up to prevent

this, the central flowers rot, after rain or watering, and do notcome to perfection.
The Lily of the Valley is likewise most useful and agreeable

,
^^.grow at the roots of Lilacs and in corners wh«i-e nothing

else will succeed, the only care required being to prevent its
twitch-Uke roots from roving among plants where they are not
wanted. The little yellow and fragrant flower called Musk has
likewise a twitch root, and though it dies down in winter, it will
live and spring up again the following summer. It requires a
moist soil, or good watering. Pinks will languish for a year or
two. Carnations rather longer, but both requu-e to be renewed.Home of the Indian Pinks, however, succeed better ; and I was

^°°f ?.'Jf,P""?,'J "^ sowing, rather hopelessly, the seed of the
pretty little wild Pmk (Dianthus deltoides), which grows in the
neighbourhood, to find that it was gi-een and healthy duringthe first year, and the second it flowered weU, a mass of bloom
but did not seed.

I must not omit the Clematis integrifolia, bearing a hand-

some velvety flower of purple and cream colour. I grew thism long iron baskets about 3! feet in height out of the ground
and It never failed during the whole term of my rtsidence. 1had a species of Scabious which likewise continued throughout
the same period. I do not remember its name; its kavesgrow somewhat like those of the Pine Strav.br-rry and its
flowers are first of a greenish white, and become pink whenma ured. The London Pride must not be overlooked, which
probably has its name from its prospering so weU .imid smokeand scot

;
and the blue Cornflower is also useful for variety

1 must now notice a few that will nnl succeed. Money and
labour are thrown away in the attempt to cultivate Koses ^nsmoke

;
Ihey must ha^e pure fresh air. I have Irifd all soits

and have bought the dwarfer kinds in pots, and plunged them
wiilst flowering, only to see the remaining buds refuse to open.Ihe Chinese sorts are the best, if kept well watered and cut in •

but these rarely survive the season, and then only to betray
melancholy symptoms of dedine. I must not, however, omit
to state that I have seen in the same town, on the outside of ahouse much exposed to smuke, a Banksian Bose, which for
several years blossomed well, and then decayed and died. P.-co-
nies, Hepaticas, and Pansies will not respond to coaxing. The
latter if purchased and planted in the spring will throw out
flowers throughout the season charily and diminishing in aize
If they survive the winter they degenerate into the smaUest
Heartsease and fill the beds with seeds. A^olets do no better.
Garden Daisies immediately begin to degenerate to the common
field sorts. Antirrhinums, Columbines, and Salvias m.ike but
a poor figure, and will not increase. The Helleborus niger or
Christmas Rose, declines and dies in a season or two The
Phlox tribe will flower during one season, but rarely the next
if they do, It IS only to exhibit a few miserable buds. The
plant Itself will continue for several years, but in a declining
state. It IS the same with the Delphinium family. I may
here state that when I succeeded to the garden I found in it a
a plant which, every year for twenty years, continued to grow in
great vigour and health to the height of from 3 to 4 feet acoord-mg to the season, but never flowered; once or twice there was
a slight indication of buds forming in the autumn but thev
never came forward. I concluded it to be one of the larger
species of Phlox

;
but, on removing a portion of it into the

country, to my surprise it proved to be a fine purple Michael-mas Daisy with a yellow centre. A variety of the ordinary
Michaelmas Daisy which flowers in August, always did well iihe smoke

;
so did a small bushy sort, with flowers not larger

than a silver penny, but the remaining; sorts did not succeed.
1 next proceed to mention bulbous plants. The whole of the

Lily tribe wil generally thrive, but more especiaUy the largeOrange and the \^Ti,te, and they plentifnlly increaia. Tiere
is an early orange Lily, also, growing only about 1 or IJ foot inheight which does well, but does not throw off fi-esh bulbs
so profusely as the larger sort. Lilium lancifolium roseumand splendens succeed, and may be left in the ground all the
winter, being perfectly hardy

; but in this case the leaves,though they push up with great vigour in the spring, begin todecay before the flower is fully developed. The Turneap Lilythough It grows well, never, or very rarely, puts out a flower-
the Crown Imperial is nearly as shy. and the Tigridia pavonii
sti 1 more so In the instance of the Crown Imperial it need
not be regretted, for the foxy disagreeable odour from the biUbmore than counterbalances, in a small and confined garden,any pleasure to be derived from looking at the plant. Hya-
cinths, Tulips Cyclamens, most kinds of Iris, and the com-moner sorts of Gladiolus, succeed weU, the latter however
requiring some care Acouitum napellus, so named from the

c es of V ""l r^ '"%T"™'P^- i-^ a delicate and elegant spe-
cies of Monkshood, and flourishes in smoke under trees oranywhere. I am sorry that I cannot include the Anemone andRanunculus m this list

: there is, however, the common GlobeRanunculus which answers pretty well ; and there is a valuableautumnal Anemone, from Japan, growing IMo 2 feet highwith a good flower ,n two varieties, rose and white, but thisalso requires watching, for it spreads itself in an unaccountablemanner. It is neither bulbous nor tuberous, and should bepurchased m the plant. Narcissi and Jonquils languish for
years, becoming more and more attenuated, but produce noflowers. &o likewise the family of Mnscari Hv.-vcinths (the

iClll 77, ?l'''"'
^™'"'^' ''•' ^'^l'' '^^^ ^'-^""w Crocus is

the best; but of these the mice eat the bulbs, and of thosewhich escape the sparrows peck out the buds to get at the
,
saftron, and htter the flowers about. I have often been angr^
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\rith these feathered depredators in the country, when a few

modest Primroses have ventured to show themselves, to see

them speedily nipped off and strewed upon the ground. Their

dust-baths, also, which they are so fond of taking in dry weather,

are an awful nuisance, spoiling the surface of the newly-raked

beds, and often exposing the roots of plants to destruction. I

remedied this, however, in some measure by placing garden-

pot saucers filled with water on the spots which they attacked,

which the generality preferred ; but a few of the old school,

bigotted to their ancient ways, still took to the dust, delighting

to half bury themselves in it, as a hen does, and to lie basking
in the sun. Watering the bed well at the top will prevent this,

but it is not always expedient to do so in the morning of a hot

day, as it scorches the plants.

Annuals next invite attention. Marigolds, Asters, and Stocks

all do well, but I should advise that they be purchased always

of the gardeners at the season when they are brought into the

markets in bunches for planting out. A penny will buy a

dozen, and they are hut precarious if raised from seed. The
German and French Asters should be purchased in pots just

when first putting forth their flowers. They last well, and are

very handsome. Lobelia gracilis andNemophilaare also safest

if bought in pots, and transferred to the earth. The Lychnis
does best if bought in the plant, and with care, cutting the

stems down to the roots after flowering, is almost perennial,

certainly the scarlet variety will last for three or four years.

Convolvulus major and minor, Nasturtium (now termed Tro-

paeolum). Mignonette, Virginian Stock, Clarkia, Godetia, Sweet
Sultan, Sweet Pea, Sweet William, Erysimum PeroiTskianum,

Wallflowers, Zinnias, and Canterbury Bells, purple and white,

also succeed. This list might be considerably added to, I have
no doubt, but it contains what were abundantly suilicient for

my wants, and I only occasionally tried others. Having no
space to spare in my miniature garden, I used to sow or plant

annuals among and closely around those bulbs which flower

in the earlier part of the year, and they were ready in their

places when it was time to cut down the decaying leaves of

the bulbs.

Of those annuals which will not succeed, I may just mention
the pretty scarlet Linum, which I have tried both from seed

and by purchasing plants, but it would not be persuaded.

Lupins of all sorts I consider a failure, the larger and smaller

blue and the rose Lupin especially. The common yellow

sometimes put out a few miserable spikes, both in form and
colour, so I discarded them. 1 must except, however, one of

the perennial kinds, Lupinus Moritzianus, which does tole-

rably for two or three years. The Silenes and the Eutocas
fail ; so, also, do the Gilias, Limnanthes, Lasthenias, Cenias,

Monolopias, Schizopetalons, and many others, which I con-

sider only as rubbish in any garden, whether in town or country.

Most of the usual bedding plants will run their summer
course satisfactorily, though some better than others. Ver-

benas mostly do well, the scarlet and the white the best ;' the

former will often stand the winter. All the Pelargoniums
succeed, especially the old scarlet. They continue in flower

for four or five months, till the frosts cut them down. Latterly

instead of throwing them away I used to anticipate the frosts,

and in October gave them away among the working men of the

town, who nursed them in windows and considered them great

prizes. Cinerarias, though pretty while they last, I discarded

because they were so soon over, aud left only unseemly stumps.
For the same reason I did not care for the generality of Calce-

olarias ; but the bright yellow herbaceous sorts are admirable,

keeping up a gay appearance throughout the season by simply
taking care to cut off the stalks as soon as the heads of buds
have dropped their little slippers. Petunias do not relish

smoke ; as soon as they are brought under its influence the

flowers begin to dwindle. I purchased a magnificent plant in

full flower of the Double White variety, took it with its ball of

earth out of the pot, and plunged it in one of the best situa-

tions in a border. The plant continued to look healthy through-

out the summer, and buds showed themselves profusely ; but
the flowers, which at first were the size of a florin, soon
dwindled to that of a i-hilliug, then to that of a sixpence, after

which they refused to open, and when the frosts came it had
at the least a hundred buds upon it not larger than a pin's

head. Ageratums, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, and Cupheas all

do tolerably ; but the last-named make but little growth.
If the reader should be ambitious of a rockery he will find

several of the plants already named of a dwarf character suc-

ceed upon it, to which may be added the common Bracken
Fern, which dies down in the winter, but puts up its fronds

again in the spring ; the Ciazania, which largely increases, ap-

parently unconscious of smoke, sometimes surviving the winter

;

and, for the season, most species of the Mesembryanthemum.
Nor should I omit to state that, if vegetables are desired,

Rhubarb aud the Jerusalem Artichoke will thrive. I planted

tbem in a very narrow border at the south end under the dwarf

wall, and though they had but little sun they yielded well.

—

I'niLOKEPOS.
(To be continned.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
March 19th.

First Spring Show.—A heavy sky, a keen northerly wind, drifts

of snow, slush under foot, aud then a close driK-zle—such was the

character of Tuesday last, when the first Spring Show of the season

took place ; but though the weather was about the worst that could

have been, not so was the Exhibition, for take it all in all, it was one

of the finest which have been seen at South Kensington so early in

the season, and that season, too, one of the most unfavourable that

could well have happened for the development of the fine productions

which were exhibited. These productions were a triumph of horti-

cultural skill, and a proud evidence of what our horticulturists can do

in contending with adverse circumstances of climate ; for to attain

such perfection in cultivation requires years of experience, and to

show flowers as they were shown on this occasion months of unre-

mitting attention, and at last no small degree of courage to expose

them iu such a day. The Fellows of the Society ought to feel much
indebted to the numerous exhibitors for the support which was so

heartily alforded under such trying circumstances, and that that sup-

port was most fully and generally appreciated we have every reason to

believe ; indeed, had there been an opportunity, some exjiression, we
understand, would have been given to the feeling entertained on the

subject by the Council.

Hyacinths formed the most important feature of the Show, the

principal exhibitor being Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross, who
was far in advance of any other iu the size and beauty of the noble

spikes which be placed in competition. It would be dithcuU to say more

in their praise than that they were quite equal to those which he exhi-

bited last year, and were remarkable for tbe same vigonr aud the same
freshness of colour. In the class for eighteen he was first with magnifi-

cent spikes of King of the Blues, Princess Mary of Cambridge, and

Bloudin (new), much paler in colour than tbe preceding, and broader iu

the petal ; Charles Dickens, Van Speyk, Baron Von Tuyll, all three very

fine ; General Havelock and Feruek Khan, two varieties closely ap-

jjroaching to black, aud both vei^ good; Solfaterre, Koh-i-Noor,

Maciiulay. Vunxbaak, all excellent, the latter large and very compact

ill spike, but scarcely so brilliant in colour as last year ; Prince Albert

Victor, a l^w and very hue purplish crimson with lighter edges ; a
splendid spike of Sir Heurj- Havelock, Grandeur i'l Mervcille, Snow-

ball, a fine spike for that kind, Mont Blanc, and La (irandesse, a large

pure white. Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate, were second with an ex-

ctlk-nt collection, though tbe spikes were scarcely so fine as those

which they usually exhibit, and which have given them so well-deserved

a reputation in connection with this flower. The sorts were Baron
' Von Tuyll, Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas, General Havelock, Cavaig-

nac. Von Schiller, fine colour ; Gigantea, Princess Clothilde, Florence

XiKhtingalc, immense spike; Le Prophite, Grand Vainqueur, Ma
caulav, Due de Miilakoll, Mrs. James Cutbush, Mont Blimc, Snow-

ball, 'Princess Helena, like tbe preceding three, a vei-y good white,

aud Hnvdn. a beautiful mauve. Mr. J. Kirtland, Albion Nursery,
' Stolie Newiiigton, and Mr. William Cutbush, of Barnet, were equal

third with collections coutuining good examples of Von Schiller,

Sultan's Favourite, Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas. Baron Von Tnyll,

Orondates, Mimosa, Argus, tjueen of the Netherlands, Maria Catha-

rina, fine iu colour though not largo in spike, and Ida, yellow.

In the Amateurs' Class for twelve Hyacinths, of six lands, Mr.

Biirtlett, Sliaftesbury Road, Hammersmith, bad a third prize ; and in

tbe open class for six kinds Mr. W. Paul was first with splendid

examples of Grandeur ii MerveiUe, Prince Albert, Macaulay, King of

tbe Bhies. a magnificent spike ; Lord Cowley, pale porcelain, fine

spike, large bells ; aud Victor Emmanuel, pale crimson, striped with

deeper crimson. Mr. W. Cutbush, of Barnet, was second with very

good examples of General Havelock, Macaulay, Mont Blanc, Conronne

de Celle, remarkable for its beautiful azure colour ; Alba Maxima,

and Von Schiller, tbe last very fine. Mr. Kirtland, who was third,

had the same variety and Macaulay very good.

Hvacintbs grown in pots aud glasses in windows were not as a
whole so good as could be desired. Some very good specunens in

4Hpots from Mr. Beach, gardener to C. J. Herries, Esq., Sevenoaks, were

awarded a first prize, aud Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith, was second

with fair but rather unequally grown spikes in 32sized pots. For
Hyacinths in glasses Mr. Ruinsey, Waltham Cross, had a first and

Mr. Beach a third prize. It may be remarked that Charles Dickens

was shown both in glasses and in pots better than most of the other

varieties.

In tbe class for six Hyacinths, new kinds of 1866-67, the only

exhibitor was Mr. William Paul, who had a first prize for Bird of

Paradise, Linnaeus, Sir Henry Havelock, Blondin, Lord Shaftesbury,
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and Prince Albert Victor, wbicli will be noticed more particularly in our
Floral Committee report.

In addition to his otlier tine collections Mr. W. Paul exhibited in

the Miscellaneous class upwards of a hundi'ed pots, and received an
extra prize. Amouj^ the Blues were splendid examples of Argus, King
of the Blues, Barou Von Tayll, Cooronne de Celle, Grand Lilas,

Blondin, Leouidas, und Bleu Aimable ; of the nearly Black Icinds,

Feruclt Khan and Prince Albert ; of Whites, Mout Blane, Snowball,

and Alba Maxima ; Ktds, Von Schiller, Howard, Garibaldi, Princess

Clothilde, Macanhiy, I'uc de Malakoff, buff striped with red; Ha^dn,
mauve ; and Ida aud Bird of Paradise, yellow. For this collection an
extra prize was j^vt-n.

Narcissuses wero not very numerously shown. Messrs. Cutbush
were first ivith Bazelman Major and Lord Camiiug. white, with a

yellow cup, both fine large flowers ; Cleopatra, with an orange cup ;

and in the same way, but with smaller flowers, Jocrisse, Parfaite, aud
Regains. Mr. Bartlett was second with, amonft others, Grand Mo-
narque and Gloriosa, the latter a fine white, with a deep yellow cup.

Mr. VV. Paul had an extra prize for a numerous and fine collection

in the Miscellaneous class.

Tulips, though tho day was too dull for them to be seen in their

full beauty, yet made a tine display. Mr. W. Paul wa3 first for twelve

pots of six lands, these being Prosei*piue. violet shaded rose; Keizers-

kroon, deep red, edged with yellow ; Couleur Cardinal, deep scarlet

shaded with violet, small but effective ; Fabiola, rosy purple and
white ; White Pottebakker. and Van der Neer, violet shaded rose.

Messrs. Cutbush were second with Tournesol, Vermilion Brilliant,

Couleur Cardinal, Globe de Rigand ; and Duke of York, red edged
with cream white. A similar prize was awarded to Mr. Burley,

nurseryman, Bayswater, for a collection containing several varieties

stated to be new, among which. Queen, white feathered with crimson,

and Bride, crimson and white, were very pleasing.

In the Amateurs" Class for twelve pots, four kinds, Mr. Bai'tlett

was first with Keirzerskroon. Vermilion Brilliant, White Pottebakker,

and Globe de Rigand. A fine collection of about one hundred, from
Mr. W. Paul, received an extra prize.

Cyclamens, especially the large and beautiful collection from
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, formed one of the most effective features of

the Show. Very good collections, though not so numerous, were fur-

nished by Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, and
others. For six, Mr. Wigi^ius wns first; aud Mr. Fairbairu, Sion;

Mr. Todman, gardener to R. Hudson, Es(j.. Clapham Common; and
Mr. Butter, gardener to B. Hoolce, Esq., Fulham, equal third ; whilst

for collections not limited as regards number, Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son were first, Mr. Wiggins second, and Mr. Todman third.

Crocuses.—A beautiful collection was furnished by Mr. Wm. Paul,

and received the first prize iu the Nurserymen's Class. The vai-ieties

most noticeable for their beauty were Sir Walter Scott, a fine large

flower, lilac striped with white; Cloth of Silver; Mammoth, large-

flowered w^ite ; Princess of Wales, a fine pure white ; Princess Alex-

andra, white, pencilled with purjile ; Prince of Wales, bluish violet

;

David Rizzio, and Sir John Franklin, purple ; and Golden Yellow.

Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith, had a first prize in the Amateurs'
Class with good examples of Albion, Sii- W. Scott, Victoria, and other

Idnds.

Chinese Primulas likewise afforded a fine display, and were
almost without exception excellent. For six plants, Mr. Wiggins was
first, Mr. Fuirbairn second, Mr. Todman third ; aud for three, Mr.
Wiggins was first, Mr. Todman second, and Mr. Fairbairn third.

Lily of the Valley.—Finer examples of this flower have probably
never been exhibited than the six pots shown by Mr. Howard, gardener
to J. Brand, Esq., Balhani, and to which the first prize was awarded.
The foliage was equally ornamental with the flowers, which were large

and of a beautifully pure white. Mr. W. Paul's pots, to which the se-

cond prize was awarded, contained a great profusion of bloom, but
the bells though more numerous were not so large. Mr. Todman,
Mr. Cutbush, of Baruet, and Mr. Bartlett also received prizes.

Camellias, Forced Shrubs, itc.—Mr. W. Paul received a first

prize for a box of Camellia blooms containing excellent examples of

Ochrolenca and Fimbriata, white; Eximia, Mathotiana, aud Belle
Jeannette, red ; Lavinia Maggi, Prince de Canino, and Princesse
Clothilde, carnation-striped ; and La Reine, delicate pink. Mr. Tod-
man, who had also good blooms, was second. For four plants in

flower, Mr. Bull, who was the only exhibitor, received a first prize for

Valtevaredo, Anna Frost, Tentonia rosea, and another ; and a similar

award was made to him for a single specimen of Princess Bacchiochi,
which, though good, was not so fully in bloom as desirable.

Of forced shrubs the best six came from Mr. W. Paul, who had a
fine specimen of the fragrant white-flowered Raphiolepis ovato, the va-

riegated Weigela rosea, and Rhododendron Schilleri, both in fine

bloom, Deutzia gracilis, Double Pink Thorn, aud lastly a half stan-

dard Genista purgans, worked on the Laburnum, with its head one
moss of yellow flowers. Mr. Bartlett was second with Kalmia lati-

folia, a white variety of Rhododendron catawbiense in profuse bloom,
Rhododendron Everestianum, Deutzia, and Yellow Ghent Azalea.

In Miscellaneous collections of plants in flower, the first piize was
awarded to a numerous one from Mr. Bull, containing six beautiful
specimens of the charming Odontoglossum Alexandra!, the brown-
spotted 0. glorioBum and maculatum, a variety of Phajus grandi-
Colius having the leaves very distinctly striped with cream yellow,

several Lycastes, C>'pripediums Dayanum, Lowii, hirsutissimum, and
concolor, Phalienopsis Schilleriana. Rudgea leucocephala alluded to

farther on, the rdiowy Imantophyllum miniatum, variegated Sela-

giuella denticulata. Palms, Draca-uas, fruiting Orange trees, varie-

gated Euonymus, several plants of the small white-flowered Rhodo-
den<lron virgatum, aud various Aucubas in flower and fruit, of which
the common variegated covered with fine berries and standing about
4 feet high received and well deserved an extra prize. Mr. W. Cut-
bush, of Bamet, took the second prize with a small well-bloomed

collection, containing Tetratheca ericffifolia, Boronia pinnata, Cine-

rarias, Cj'tisus racemosus, Mignonette, and fruiting Aucubas ; and
Mr. Bartlett was third with Azalea ama*na, Cinerarias, Hyacinths,

Tulips, (tc.

Among miscellaneous subjects were beautiful collections of Roses
in pots from Mr. W. Paul and Messfs. Paul & Son, to both of whom
extra prizes were awarded. The plants from Mr. W. Paul were re-

markable for their flue large fuliage, and were, besides, in excellent

bloom for the season, especially Madame Victor Verdier, President,

Paul Delameilleray, Alba Rosa, Le Rhone, aud Madame WiUermoz.
Messrs. Paul it Son's plants were likewise very good, and some of

them were blooming very treely, especially Princess Maiy of Cam-
bridge. Lord Raglan, Gloire de Dijon, Devonienais, Souvenir d'Elise,

Maurice Bernardiu, and Anna Alexieff were the most noticeable of the

others. Mr. W. Paul contributed, besides, several boxes of cut Rosea,

many of which were excellent ; among them were fine buds of Mare-
chal Niel, Narciase, Safrano, aud Madame Faleot. Pierre Notting

was remarkable for its fine, violet-shaded, deep red colour, and that old

favourite, Gloire de Dijon, was also fine. Mr. Bartlett, besides wire-

baskets filled with Hyacinths and Tulips, had a highly creditable set

of Filmy Ferns, for which he received au extra prize ; and a similar

award was made to Mr. Todman for Azaleas, and to Mr. W. Cut-

bush for half-a-dozen pots of Mignonette trained so as to form pyra-

mids from 18 inches to 2 feet high, and about 18 inches in diameter

at the base.

Sub-Floral Committee.—An unusual number of iuteresting plants

were brought before the Committee at this first spring Show. It is

seldom in the height of summer that so many certificates are awarded,

aud for such choice plants. Mr. Shenton, Biggleswade, Beds., sent

small specimens of a seedling Betinospora, golden variety, the planta

much too young for any judgment as to their merits. Messrs. F. & A.

Smith, Dulwich. sent seedling Azalea Hector, very dark red, upper

petals spotted ; the flowers dull in appearance. It received a com-
mendation. From the same firm came also a collection of golden

Zonal Pelargoniums, not in season for displaying their merits, and
which jjhould be se'en again. Mr. G. Fairbairn, gardener to the Duke
of Northumberland, Sion Gardens, sent a seedling Cineraria Duke of

Northumberland, deep ruby-coloured ray florets, too long for an exhi-

bition flower. It was commended as a decorative variety. Messrs.

E. G. Henderson exhibited a nice plant of Rudgea leucocephala, also

shown by Mr. Bull under the name of Psychotria macrophylla, the

former being the correct name. This is a plant of great beauty, and
was described last year. Mr. Bull sent Aucuba japonica macrodontha

mascula ; Aralia spathulata, a verj' curious and beautiful-foliaged

plant, with long, linear, tootlied foliage—first-class certificate ; Aralia

crassifolia, dark green, also distinct—first-class certificate ; Agave ma-
crocantha, a curious new form of this section of plants, the short thick

leaves furnished with sharp teeth, pointed with a sharp needle-like

spine—first-class certificate ; Imantophyllum miniatum superbum,

much like I. miniatum, so much so that the difference of the flowers

as to colour was not perceptible. Messrs. E. G. Henderson received a

special certificate for six seedling tricolor Pelargoniums, which the

Committee hope to see again at the proper season—Mrs. Grove, Caro-

line Longfield, Anna Paget, Tamworth Pet, and Emma Cheere were

very promising varieties. Pyrethrum Golden Feather was sent by the

same exhibitors, but not in a condition at this early season cf the year

to display its merits as a bedding plant. Mr. W. Cruickshanks, gar-

dener to W. Jones Loyd, Esq., Langleybury, Watford, received a
special certificate for a box containing twelve trusses of his seedling

Verbena Lady of Langleybury, a pale lilac-striped variety, which was
awarded a first-class certificate last summer—a very promising, useful,

bedding plant. Mr. Preece, gardener to E. Wood, Esq., Acton, exhi-

bited seedling Zonal Pelargonium Hanger Hill Gem, a flower with-

out any merit. It is much to be regretted that exhibitors should send

seedlings so completely out of their season. Messrs. Veitch exhibited

a new Orchid not named, probably a Mormodes—a second-class cer-

tificate was awarded, it being distinct from others ; also Hippeastrum

pardinum, a beautiful spotted form of tliis superb flower, which waa

awarded a first-class certificate : this was very distinct from any other

Hippeastrum ever seen. Mr. Cannell, of Woolwich, exhibited for Mr.
Beunett, of Osberton Hall Gardens, a few flowers of a Pansy of the

Viola comuta strain, pure yellow, said to be constantly in blossom,

and a very decorative flower.

Mr. William Paul exhibited several new Hyacinths, all of them of

first-rate quality. It is impossible to describe the magnificence of

Mr. Paul's collection. The spikes of flowers were grand and better

than ever before exhibited by him. Lord Shaftesbury, a very large

single white bell, loose spike*, received a first-class certificate ; also

Blondin, light grey, single flower, compact spike, very beautiful—first-

claaa certificate ; Prince Albert Victor, a dark purplish red singltt
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flower of groat beauty—fii-st-class cortificato ; Linnseas, a brilliant
deep single rose flower— second-class certificate, one of the brightest
varieties grown, the tiowers of the spike not quite in perfection

;

Vunxbaalt, a fiei7 rod flower, wliich was awarded a first-olass certi-
ficate last year ; also Bird of Paradise, wliicli was equally noticed

;

both continue to maintain their character. It is not our duty to
notice the several varieties, but we must add, never were such fine
.specimens exhibited before : and we hope to see them in their special
colours and merits duly noticed. Mr. Paul also exhibited a standard
plant of Nosegay Pelargonium Dr. Hogg, deeper in colour than that
great favourite Amy Hogg ; but at this early season it is impossible to
risk any decision on the merits of Zonals. .Justice cannot be done
to the plant nor to the judgment of the Committee.

Fiirn CoMMiTTF.E.—Mr. Joljpson, gardener to the Marquis of
Ailcsbui-y, Sevenoaks, sent Lady Downe's Grape iu excellent con-
dition as a proof of its superiority over Ahbee, shown at the last
Meeting; and Mr. Holliday, gardener to H. B. Walmsley, Esq.,
Acton, a very good fruit of the Eipley Queen Pine, apparently up-
wards of ," lbs. in weight. For this a special certificate was awarded.
Mr. Lydiard, Batheaston, sent .\sparagus, and from Mr. Budd came
a Cncnmbcr, the result of a cross between Telegraph and Muuro's
Prolific, lite the Sion House, but rather more prickly. .James's Long-
keeping and Brown Spanish f)uious from Mr. Whiting, The Deepdene,
and that called Nuneham Park, from Messrs. Cutbush, were also
placed on the table to show their keeping properties. Mr. R Holliday,
"iA, Portobello Terrace, Netting Hill, exhibited a contrivance called
"Paxton's Strawbei-ry Crinoline," consisting of a circular table of

galvanised wii"e, as in the accompanying engraving, made in halves to
put round the plants, in order to prevent the ben-ies coming in contact
T^ith the ground. The cost was stated to be £5 ^s. per gi-oss. The
Committee, however, considered that though the contrivance might be
useful to amateurs, yet the cost would prevent its being employed
where Strawben-ies are grown on an extensive scale.

Geneiui. Meetinii.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

The business of the meeting was ])urely of a formal character, and
after the election of fourteen new Fellows and the admission of the
Worksop Floral and Horticultural Society into union, the Chairman
announced that in consequence of the sniall attendance the lecture,

wliich was to have been given by Mr. W. Panl, would be deferred till

Tuesday, the *2fith inst., at 3 p.m.

SIZE AND SEPARATION OF GEOMETRICAL
FLOWER-BEDS.

I PURPOSE forming one or two groups of geometrically
arranged flower-beda—about nine beds in eacli group. I think
1 have somewhere seen a remark, that the size of flower-beds
shoiald be determined by the distance one can reach over the
bed without placing the foot on the bed. I can reach about
2 feet, so presume that no part of a bed should be more than
2 feet distant from a walk.

I should also be glad to know how far apart the flower-beds

in the before-mentioned groups should be, so that without in-

terfering with the harmonious blending of the different colours

in the beds viewed as a whole, there would still be sufficient

space between the beds. I should, perhaps, mention that I

intend having them edged with Box, and gravel walks be-

tween.—C.

[As you can reach 2 feet, beds of 4 feet in diameter would
suit you ; but we presume that the rule about reaching was
made with the understanding that one foot was placed on the
bed. By this means you could extend your hand 2 feet

more, and, therefore, your beds might be from 4 to 8 feet in

width. By having only one foot on the bed and one on the
walk, yon can clean the foot from the bed before placing
it on the walk it anything from the bed should adhere to

it ; and, removing the mark of the foot, the bed will retain no
trace of your visit. If on grass, in such geometrical groups.

and the beds are 4 feet or more in width, the paths should
be from 3J to 4 feet wide. On gravel, if the beds are 4 feet,

wide the paths might be 3 feet or even less, but we believe
iu most cases 4 feet would be more satisfactory.

]

GREEN TURF FOR CAMELLIAS.
I HAVE great pleasure in adding my testimony to the value of

fresh turf for Camellias. I have used it fur the last five years,
and my plants never looked so well as they do now. I hope
more of your readers may, after reading Mr. Pearson's recom-
mendations, be induced to give it a trial.

In one respect, perhaps not essential, my practice has dift'ered

a little from Mr. Pearson's. Before u.sing the turf I place it

grass side downwards on a flue, not long enough to dry the soil

to dust, but merely to char the blade sufficiently to kill any
insects' eggs. &c., that may have been deposited there. In two or
three days after potting I give the plants a thorough watering
with lime water.—H. F. B.

PROTECTI\Ti: POWER OF AN ORCHARD
HOUSE.

My object in writing is to point out the protective power of

an orchard-house. When the open air temperature during the
severe frost of .January was abo',it zero, the thermometer in
the orchard-house never fell below 20°, bo this was better than
Cornwall, where it went down to 15'. Of course, the snow-
covered roof, and the short duration of the frost, assisted the
orchard-house. Many things in pots placed on the borders,
covered with bell-glasses, and these with straw and mats, passed
through the ordeal uninjured. The shoots of Figs iu pots, with
straw round their roots, but unprotected above, are quite green,

while against a building, though covered with two or thi'ee

mats, the extremities seem killed back.—G. S.

WHAT SHRUBS AND TREES ARE NOT
INJURED BY GAME?

" E. P. G." asks for some information on this point ; I have,

unfortunately, a sad experience in such matters, and have given

great attention to the subject. In a hard winter like the last,

I may say the present, for we have here now, March 12th,

heavy snow falling, and 8° of frost, all shrubs and young trees

have suffered dreadfully from hares and rabbits. My place is

in a valley, and the st.arved-ont mountain hares visited me
every night in droves. Large drifts of snow several yards high
enabled them to make their way into every place to which they
should not have had access, and they climbed up the espaliers,

and wall fruit trees like cats. This has also happened in many
town nursery grounds, and immense damage has been done.

I hardly know what shrubs suffer least. " E. F. G." is per-

fectly correct in stating that hares and rabbits will attack a

newly-planted clump or isolated bush, no matter what it is, and
the smaller it is the more sure is it to be visited and destroyed.

I watched my shrubberies and made notes every morning,
and found that as in former severe winters. Hollies went
first, then Laburnums and Broom. They also ate odd Rhodo-
dendrons, and Berberis aquifolium, but not to any consider-

able extent when in a mass, or when the bushes were of a

good size, and dense. It is the bark they want, not the leaves.

It is rather odd that hares, in particular, are so fond of Yew
and Laburnum, two very poisonous trees. They must take it

as a medicine, as we use calomel, itc, to digest other things.

With regard to the Fir tribe, I have invariably found that

the Pines go first, then Larch, then the Abies class. I have
lost every Scotch Fir and Austrian Pine which has beemplanted
for the last two or three seasons. The Norway Spruce, Silver

Spruce, and Balmof Gilead, are merely nibbled, and may come
round ; but many Scotch Fu's C feet high are peeled entirely,

and hopelessly destroyed.

Allow me to recommend " E. F. G.," when forming a new
plantation, to gather his Laburnum seeds, and either sow them
broadcast in the woods, or, which is better, raise as many seed-

ling plants in his nursery garden as he can, and plant them for

underwood. This will afford food in hard weather, and hares,

&c., will touch nothing else as long as any are left ; when eaten

off the plants come up again next season. Ash is a favourite

food also, and I have seen a cartload of Ash tops thoroughly
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peeled iu a night. I have preserved my young woods to a great

extent by throwing down heaps of Ash tops and thinnings in

the fields adjoining the coverts ; hares like Crabs and the
Apple tribe better still. Iu hard weather I should advise the
snow-plough to be used when requisite, and to throw Turnips or

Cabbages on the bare part.

In 18()0-61 hares ate nearly all my Araucarias. This season,

though the frost was more severe, but of not so long duration,

Araucarias, Deodars, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Hemlock Spruce,

Ac, have hitherto escaped ; but, perhaps, this is because they
had become good-sized specimens, and the bole or main stem
was not a salient object.

As " E. F. Cr." suggests, the difficulty under such circum-
stances, is to have young plants well established. If we can
get three or four years over, we may hope for success. My
advice is to plaut plenty of undergrowth in young woods, and
have as much Broom as possible about the neighbouring banks
and hedges, so as to entice the game away from more valuable

food. I ouce saved a plot of young Pines by dragging their

tops through the liquid manure hole before planting. This
may be renewed in a small home plantation.

—

Jackson Gill-
banks, Cumberland.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Plehoma SAE5IENT0SA.— (Sarmentoso Pleroma).

—

Nat. ord.,

Melastomacea;. Linn., Decandria Monogyuia. Native of cool

valleys near Cuenca, in Peru, and at elevations of 8000 feet.

A great acquisition to our greenhouses, being much more beau-

tiful than P. monochfetum. Flowers violet. — [Bot. Hag.,
t. 5629.)

Sarcanthus erixaceus (Hairy-stemmed Sarcauthus).

—

Nat.

ord., Orchidaoete. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Probably a

native of Moulmein, being introduced by the Eev. Mr. Parish.

Flowers white tinted with pink.

—

{Ibid., t. 5630.)

SiphocampylosHomboldtianus (Humboldt's Siphocampylus).—Nat. ord., LobeliacesB. Linn., Pentandria Mouogynia. Na-
tive of Peru. Introduced by Mr. Bull, Chelsea. Very orna-

mental in a warm greenhouse. Flowers scarlet, with purple

stamens protruding.

—

{Ibid., t. 5G31.)

Oncidium seeraium (Saw-toothed Oncid).

—

Nat. ord., Orchid-

aceffi. Linn., Gynandria Monogynia. Native of Peru, and
thrives under moderately cool treatment. Flowers chocolate-

brown, edged with yellow.

—

(Ibid., t. 5C3'2.)

STNADE.^IU.M Gbantii (Gapt. Grant's Milkbush).

—

Nat. ord.,

Euphorbiacea;. Linn., Monceeia Monandria. Among the

dried specimens collected by Captains Speke and Grant in their

exploring visit to the heads of the Nile was a fragment of a

succulent Euphorbiaceous plant, which, having retained its

vitality, was taken by Dr. Thomson to the propagating-pits,

and being planted, has now developed into a striking green
Euphorbiaceous bush, 7 feet high. It belongs to a very

curious genus, Synadenium, closely allied to Euphorbia itself,

established by M. Boissier in his e.xcellent monograph of

Euphorbia and its allies, published in the fifteenth volume of

De CandoUe's " Prodromus." iS. Grantii was found by Cap-
tain Grant near villages iu lat. 3° 15' N., in February, 18B2,

and there only. The Kew plant flowered in November, 1866.

It is an erect bush, to 10 feet high, with a stout, terete,

green stem, few very thick, erect branches, and columnar
branohlets thicker than the thumb. The flowers are crimson,
and of very peculiar form.

—

[Ibid., t. -jGoS.)

Peperomia aeifolia var. aegveeia (Silver-striped Arum-
leaved Peperomia).

—

Nat. ord., Piperacea'. Linn., Diandria
Monogynia. Native of South Brazil. Leaves dark green,

with silvery longitudinal bands on the upper surface. Well
suited for the front of borders in the house for tropical plants.

—{Ibid., t. 5634.)

SoPHEONiTis grandifloea, I'ariety.—A bright scarlet Orchid,

blooming in winter. At Mr. Williams's, Victoria Nursery,
Holloway.—(7'7or«J Mag., pi. 329.)

Camellia—Mrs. Doinbrain.—Delicate pink. Introduced by
M. Verschaffelt, Ghent, being raised by a Belgian amateur.

—

{Ibid., pi. 830.)

Pompon Chetsanthemums.—Saint Michael, bright golden
yellow. Tlie Countess, pink, softening to white in the centre.

Madge Wildtirc', scarlet, with golden-tipped petals. Kaised
by Mr. Salter, Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith. — {Ibid.,

pi. 331.)

ZoNALE Pelaeqonium—MiSS Martin—raised by Mr. Groom, '

Ipswich. Soft rosy peach, truss very large and globular.

—

{Ibid., pi. 332.)

Beukee Clairgeau Peak.—" The Beurre Clairgeau is a Pear
which ought to have a place in every garden v/hich is not of
the most limited extent. It combines in itself so many of the
qualifications that go to make a good fruit, that wherever there
is room it ought to find a place. Its size is of the largest, and
its colour the brightest, its form is most graceful, and its

quality in certain situations is excellent. For the dessert it

has few rivals, and as its season extends from the beginning
of November till January, it is invaluable for keeping up a
supply. The tree is of remarkable fortihty, and of moderate
size. It does not produce a very vigorous growth, and is con-
sequently well adapted either for bush culture, or for pyramids.
To have the fruit iu the finest possible condition, it ought to
be grown in one of these forms. We have seen dwarf bushes
laden with fruit equal iu size and colour to that represented
iu our figure, where proper attention has been paid to thin-
ning and exposure to the sun's rays, and particularly so when
it was so near the soil as to benefit from the radiation. On
espaliers, or against an east or west wall, we have also seen it

produced iu high condition.
" This beautiful Pear originated at Nantes about the year

1838, in the garden of Pierre Clairgeau, a gardener in Kue de
la Bastille of that city. It first fruited in 1848, and that same
year he exhibited it on the 22nd of October at the Horticul-
tural Society of Loire-Inforieur. It is believed to have beeu
produced from a cross between the Brown Beurre and Duchesse
d'Angouleme. The original tree was purchased by M. De
•Jonghe, of Brussels, and formed part of his collection at St.

Gilles in the subui'bs of that city."

—

{Florist and Pomologist,
vi., 45.)

GROUND VINERIES.
Feoh no mention being made by Mr. Broome of the inventor

of these valuable structures (see page 179), and from all his
remarks being confined to the hinged ground vineries of Mr.
Wells, I am inclined to think he has not made himself ac-
quainted with some particulars relating to them, and I am sure
he will pardon me for supplying some omissions.
Ground vineries were invented by a gentleman in Sussex,

well known for his inventive powers and horticultural skill,

about ten years since ; and the first idea, under the name of

the " curate's vinery " was carried out here (Sawbridgeworth),
in 1857-8. The ground vineries under the name just given
were glass ridges—still in existence—placed over a fm'row lined
with slates. Across the fuirow were placed slight bars, which
supported the Vines, so that the buuches of Grapes were sus-
pended in the furrow. They ripened well, but were hable to
mould. In 1860-1 the slate flooring was invented here, to
which the Vines were pegged down. This is the mode still in
use here.

The next improvement was to make these ridges barless by
a very simple process, not patented ; and these are so light,

elegant-looking, and cheap, as to have superseded ground
vineries with bars. The difference in expense between these
and the recently invented hinged vineries is so great as to be
of much consequence to those who employ these structures

largely. Two seven-feet lengths of the barless ground vinery,
3 feet wide, with two closed ends, making a 14-feet ground
vinery, will cost, painted, and glazed with 21-oz. glass, £1 19s.

;

while a hinged vinery of the same dimensions costs, or did
cost, £5 lO.s-. For those who require but one or two vineries, and
who can aft'ord to pay the extra price, the hinged one is a most
agreeable luxury ; but when a Vine is well established, so as to
require every season an additional seven, or even tv.o seven-
feet lengths, a hinged ground vinery becomes very expensive ;

and when a Vine reaches to 100 feet iu length, which one of

mine promises to do, it is rather alarming to have to pay
nearly £40 for one's hobby, while the same length of a barless

vinery would cost under £14. I need scarcely add that home-
made barless ground vineries may be constructed very cheaply.
I hope to be allowed to correct, iu a kind spirit, a few trifliug

errors in Mr. Broome's paper.
1. They were not at first exclusively employed for Grape-

growiug. Lettuces* for early spring salads and Strawberries
were planted in the first ground vineries employed here after

• Lettuces of the Cabbage kind, such as Tom Thumb, should be planted
early in October, and protected as recommended for bedding plants : they
come into use in February, when those imported cost from 4s. to 6s. per
dozen, and are Yer>' inferior. ^
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the disuse of the "curate's vinery ;" and in 1859 I pointed out I

the valuable uses they might be employed for, such as " Pears
|

on Quince stocks. Peaches and Nectarines, early Peas, Dwarf !

Kidney Beans, Cauliflower plants, and many other early vege-

tables." I mention these trifles only in justice to myself, as
;

Mr. Broome seems not to have been aware of the origin of the
[

ideas he gives.

2. It is bad practice to remove the glass ridge from the Vine
in winter ; the fruit-spurs often suffer from severe frosts and
frozen snow. Here they are never removed except for a short

;

time when the Vines are pruned. If used for bedding plants

or other purposes separate structures are necessary—they are

cheap enough. All that Mr. Broome says as to the various

uses ground vineries can be applied to is correct, although he
is rather figurative in saying " a thousand ;" still it is on the

right side.

3. There is no occasion to give air by lifting the roof or any
part of it. The ventilation by bricks placed on the ground

,

lengthwise to support the ground ^anery, leaving apertures of

4 or Cinches (the latter if the garden is warm and confined),
j

between each, was the original idea, and has never been de-

parted from, the success being perfect.

4. The laying down and pegging Peaches, Nectarines, and
other trees to perforated slates has not answered well here

;
j

red spider, in spite

of the slates being Fig.

strewed with sul-

phur, constantly in-

jured the trees, and
the fruit was not

good. A better mode
of cultivating fruit

trees under these

glass ridges is on the

double-lateral cor-

don principle, as in

ffl. 1.

The two branches may be fastened to a horizontal wire, or

supported by slight iron uprights standing 9 inches out of the

ground. A grouad vinery {Jig. 2), 3 feet wide at base will hold

^^g
The double lateral Cordon Tree.

of frost while in blossom, or protecting bedding plants from
severe frost, I have elsewhere said that they may be made per-

fectly frost-proof by layers of straw. To make ground vineries

perfectly frost-proof for bedding plants they should be taken
from their brick supports as soon as severe frosts commence,
and placed on the ground, the two ends closed, so that they
are for a time almost hermetically sealed. For two seven-feet

lengths, forming a structure 14 feet in length, two or three
trusses of straw at a cost of Is. each will keep out the most
severe frost known in England. .\3 soon as an interval of mild
weather occurs in winter the bricks should be replaced for ven-

tilation, or if the roof is hinged it should be opened. The
most convenient size for protecting bedding plants during
winter should be of the following dimensions :—Width at

base, 42 inches ; slope of roof. 28 inches ; depth in centre,

20 inches. The cost is of course increased by increase of size,

but the large size will be found more economical for bedding
plants. Four seven-feet lengths placed so as to form a shelter

28 feet by 3J, closed at each end, will hold a nice Uttle cottage-

garden selection. These large glass ridges are also on the
whole more economical for Vine culture, as two Vines may be,

as they are here, cultivated imder one ground vinery, so that

there is a saving of something considerable.

In the usual single-vine ground vinery the cjuestion is, Which
is the better mode

1. of training—pegging
down to the slates or

training the Vine to

a stout iron wire,

supported by perfo-

rated iron rods about
9 inches from the
slate- formed surface,

so that the bunches
of tirapes are sus-

pended, their tips

merely resting on the
slates ? In 1865 I strictly watched the ripening of my ground-
vinery Grapes, and I found that the earliest to ripen were the
suspended bunches with their ends resting on the slates.

/
^mMSBm^^^^A^^^&^^^^^^,

o. The top bar with a groove half an inch deep.
6. The bottom bar with a rebate.

c and d. The end bars, each grooved half an inch deep.

Straininfj-posts 4 inches square. 20 yards asunder, less or more as required.
Upright iron rods flattened and perforated at top to pass the wire through.
The wire the thickness of whipcord.

two rows of these cordons, which are kept in order by summer
pinching. Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, and Pears all do

equally well. The Peaches and Pears were in 18G(J, in spite of

the cloudy moist season, remarkably fine. These double lateral

cordons should be 21 feet apart in the rows, so that three

seven-feet lengths are required for two trees, planted opposite

to each other in the central seven-feet length.

6. There is no occasion to admit air at 10 a.m. and shut it off

at 2 r.M. From the long experience gained here it is useless

trouble, as the ventilation from below is perfect, and no red

spider has ever done any injury to the Vines ; the evaporation

at night is so abundant that the under surfaces of the Vine

leaves are drenched with moisture, and red spiders suffocated.

6. The Vines here in ground vineries are never syringed

unless dust accumulates on the leaves ; they are then tho-

roughly syringed once just before the fruit begins to colour.

The slates are never watered with tepid water ; the tepid eva-

poration at night amply suffices to keep the Vines in health.

Mr. Broome has given some useful hints, for which we owe

him thanks ; but he seems to have confined himself to one

kind of ground vinery, and that the most expensive. He has

not given the early history of these most useful structures,

and, as it appears to me, has lessened the simplicity of Vine

culture in them.
With respect to prere-ving trees under them from the effeits

With regard to the culture of Strawberries under ground
vineries, but few amateurs have yet realised its advantages.

The fruit are of the finest possible flavour, they are kept from
injury by storms and birds, and all the ills they are liable to.

The ground vinery best adapted to Strawberry culture is my
favourite the barless kind, 3 feet wide at base. This will hold
three rows of Strawberries, which may be 4 inches plant from
plant to plant in the rows. To cany out this mode of culture

thoroughly a fresh plantation should be made every year in

August ; and if the plants are taken from pots which have
borne a crop in the forcing-house, all the better, otherwise they
may be strong runners that have been potted in small pots ii>

June and July. A plantation may be suft'ered to bear two an-

nual crops ; but the second year's crop has been found here to

be not so abundant as the first.

In gathering Strawberries from ground vineries, one side of

the roof on hinges, so as to be easily opened, is, doubtless, a
luxury—the mode of giving air first suggested by the inventor

;

it would be curious to bring forward one of these original one-

side-hinged ground vineries. Whether or no Mr. Wells's pa-

tent would be infringed by making one like it, I am not able to

say ; I should hope not. The method here is, when pruning or

gathering Grapes, Strawberries, &c., to have a stout stick,

2 feet long, with a cross piece at top ; the ridge is lifted and
rests upon this crutch till the work is done. The barlesa ridges
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are 7ery light, and the lifting up one side of a seven-feet length

not oppressive ; but there is no doubt that one side of the ridge

on hinges would be more agreeable. This mode should be

followed by Mr. Wells (there is not the least occasion for hinges

on both sides), and then he could lower the price of bis hinged
vineries, so as not to make them objectionable to amateurs
with purses not overflowing.

Mr. Broome's advice as to planting is good, as are, indeed,

most of his remarks. The trifling errors I have noticed, I

hope kindly, have arisen from his want of experience in the

management of ground vineries. To me it seems highly ne-

cessary to simplify all new modes of culture, and this feeling

alone has tempted me to write this article.

I must not conclude this, I fear, too tedious paper without

giving a caution to the planter of Vines in ground vineries. A
strong Vine, 6 feet or more in length, and capable of bearing

ten or twelve bunches of Grapes, is often left at its full length

and suffered to bear profusely the first season. This is ruinous

to the Vine, which is often two or three years in recovering its

normal vigour. A Vine from 6 to 8 feet long should when
planted be cut down to 3 feet, or one of smaller size to 18 inches
or 2 feet. Three or four bunches may be allowed the first sea-

son, certainly not more. If the Vines are trained to a wire

inches from the surface—the most eligible height, they may
in time require more head room. This is easily given by ad-

ding a brick to each brick originally placed on the ground for

ventilation ; even a third brick may be added, so as to have a

four-inch brick wall of three courses, with apertures for venti-

lation. In confined town gardens the single row of bricks

may not admit air enough : it should, therefore, be known that

two or more courses of bricks may remedy the evil.

With regard to the sizes of these vineries for the million

—

in 1877 they will be in every respectable cottager's garden
—there are three ;

—

No. 1.—Thirty inches wide at base, 1.5 inches high in centre.

This will hold one Vine, pegged down in the centre, and give

room enough for many years' growth. My finest Vines are in

No. 1 size.

No. 2 is 3 feet wide at base, 18 inches high inside. This
size will hold one Vine in the centre, trained to a horizontal
wire 9 inches from the surface, or two rows of double cordon
Peach, Pear, or Apricot trees.

No. 3 is 3J feet wide at base, slope of roof 28 inches, height
inside 21 inches. This will give room enough for two Vines
pegged down to the slates, and requires two ventilating bricks

on each side.

I can see no reason why there should not be a No. 4, 4 feet

wide ; it would make a roomy plase for bedding plants, salads,

and Strawberries.
It your readers have patience enough to follow me through

this article, they will, I think, see that I am what Sterne calls

'hobby-horsical " about ground vineries. The truth is, that
from the first moment I saw one at the residence of my friend,

the inventor, and found him hesitating about making the
hinged roof for ventilation, on the score of expense, as he in-

tended them for "the million," and at once adopting my or-

chard-house idea of low ventilation by placing bricks at inter-

vals to support the ridge, I prognosticated, to use a hackneyed
phrase, a great future for these simple garden structures. Ten
years' experience has confirmed all my anticipations.

—

Thos.
Rivers.

they may be removed from the bed without receiving any
severe check, each having a mass of roots.

Where pots are a consideration, the above plan relieves the
gardener from all anxiety on their account, and as to air, I re-

commend the same treatment as that stated at page 176.

—

Bebkshibe.

PLANTING-OUT VERBENA CUTTINGS.
I CAN fully endorse all that your correspondent stated at page

176, as to the advantages of planting-out spring- struck cuttings
of Verbenas. I have adopted the system for some length of

time, and have found it answer most admirably ; but in one
respect I carrj' it out somewhat difi'erently.

When my cuttings are all well rooted, which they invariably
are about the middle or latter part of March, I make up a bed
of half-spent dung, put on the frame, and insert a testing stick.

In the course of a few days the bed is ready for the plants ; I

then shake them carefully out of the pots, and have ready a
number of square pieces of turf of about 3 inches by 2J inches.
I then scoop a piece out of the centre of each, put in a little sand,
and press a little more soil round the roots. The sittings from
under the potting-bench answer well for this purpose. I next
place the turves as closely together as possible, add a little soil

to cover all over, and water. In this way much trouble in
watering is saved, and those who adopt the system will be re-

warded with strong, stiff, healthy plants. At bedding-out time

HARDINESS OF TRITELEIA UNIFLORA.
I WKITE to say that with me Triteleia uniflora is perfectly

hardy in the most ordinary garden soil, and without the least

protection in winter.

In the autumn of 1865, I purchased half a dozen bulbs and
planted them out, understanding them to be quite hardy. These
are now a clump, with, at the present moment, seven blooms
fully expanded, and ten more in bud. They seem to increase

rapidly, and the offsets flower later than the older bulbs, thus
prolonging the blooming season. The flowers are as large as

a florin, and beautifully tinted with a soft greyish blue ; they

remain totally unaffected by the changeable weather of the last

few days. On the whole, I consider it one of the most exquisite

gems of the spring garden. I wonder why it is called "uni-
flora?" With me each strong bulb sends up two or three

footstalks, three of which have this year produced two flowers

from one sj^athe.—A. S. M., Brentford, Middlesex.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.UiriEN.

Another week of winter weather has elapsed, during which
rain, sleet, and snow have saturated the ground and prevented

the putting in of every crop usually sown or planted in the

present month. Even gardens well managed were scarcely ever

known to be so little under crop as they are at the present

time, or to contain so little either on or in the ground. Scarcely

anything is to be seen except mere vestiges of some of the
hardier Greens. Asjjaragus, be sure to salt the beds of this and
Sea-kale ; little and often is our maxim. The time is approach-
ing for planting Asparagus ; it should not be planted until 6 or

8 inches high. Cauliflowers will require to be forwarded by
means of hand-lights or other modes of protection, and their

growth promoted by stirring the soil and the application of

liquid manure. C«;ro(«, see to crops of the Early Horn ; slugs

are very destructive. Nothing, probably, is better than cinder

ashes riddled extremely fine and the mere dust taken out ; these

sown thickly over the ground present such a sharp macadamised
kind of surface, that the snails and slugs are at the last point

of starvation before they will venture on it. As the cropping

has been thrown out of its usual course, it will be necessary to

make some additional sowings. Cahha^es, sow Early Hope or

Early Sugarloaf, as such will probably be early in demand
;

also the Yellow Saeoij and some Oerinan Greens, Kidney
Beans had best be sown in pots in a cool frame for planting

out when the ground is sufficiently warm. Peas that are being

forwarded under glass should be planted out as soon as the

weather will permit in rows running east and west, and let

them be sticked on the north side only. Beans, plant a fuU
succession of the Windsor. Potatoes, forward some more early,

by sprouting them in a warm place. Sow Onions. Leeks, Car-

rots, Parstiips, Spinaeh, Turnips, Lettuces, and the Large Red
Tomato in a little heat.

FKUIT G.VRDEN. ""'''

If the weather prove clear the sun will have great power on
fruit trees against south walls. The days being so long blos-

soms of Apricots and Peaches will expand, and more than
usual protection ought to be provided for them, as severe nights

frequently occur for some time after so much frost and snow
leave the ground. Eradicate insects by all possible means.
See that all the winter and early spring worlc amongst fruit

trees is brought to a close forthwith. Finish root-pruning

with all luxurfant trees ; most persons may have observed the

effect of moving a large Pear tree very late in the spring, it

generally becomes covered with blossom-buds. Such, in degree,

will be the effect of root-pruning at this period.

FIOWEP. G.UIDEN.

See that rolling, mowing, &c., proceed in due order. Now
is the period to lay the foundation of a fine lawn, the pride of

English gardening. Let aU fresh turfing be completed forth-

with ; it is a good plan to scatter rough old tan thinly over it,

as a screen from the sun, until the roots take hold ; some
waterings are also essential. Early herbaceous plants over-
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grown may now be divided, the exterior portions of the stools

should be reserved and the interior rejected. Be sure in plant-

ing again to introduce fresh soil. Cut in all coarse evergreens

or shrubs before the buds become too much advanced. This

is a good time to clip Holly hedges. Should the weather con-

tinue unfavourable very little can be done to florists' flowers
;

still, if the suu break out warmly iu the middle of the day it

will be well to protect the frames containing Carnations, Auri-

culas, &c., at night.

GKEENnOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The climbers in the conservatory will now want attention, at

least once a-wcek, whether under the roof or on pillars or

trellises, in tubs or in pots. Prune off superfluous shoots, stop

or pinch the points of gross leaders, to induce a flowering

habit in those which produce blossoms from the axils of their

leaves, and keep them neatly tied and trained. Large Acacias

or gross climbers will require abundance of water; those grow-

ing beneath the floor level or under stone covers should, when
watered, have a thorough soaking. In the greenhouse keep up
a lively circulation of air all the early part of the day, and
dispense with fire heat as much as possible. Where a green-

house of a mixed character has stove as well as common green-

house plants in it, a climate superior in point of heat to the

common greenhouse must be maintained, and in order to do
as little mischief as possible through the compromise necessary,

let the advances in point of extra heat be made at all times
during a considerable degree of light. To this end practice

the early shutting-up, so much insisted on by all good gardeners,

and on such occasions take care that the fire has been very low
or out for an hour or two previously. The heat thus secured

for the evening, if accompanied by sufficient atmospheric
moisture, will establish a healthy and short-jointed growth.

Make a sowing of tender annuals if not already done. Pot ofi

Balsams, Cockscombs, i-c. These plants, however, will do
better by far in a frame with fermenting materials, close to the

glass, and well matted up at night. If the weather continue

unfavourable, and the potting-shed is situated so that injury is

likely to result from carrying the plants to and fro, erect under
the stages, or in some other convenient place, a temporary
potting-bench, take in soil, and allow it to acquire the warmth
of the house before using it. Look over every plant carefully,

and let all that may require it receive attention. After potting

keep the house rather close and warm—that is, warmer and
closer than usual for a week or so, and at any rate increase the

temperature of all plaut-structures a few degrees, and slightly

shade the newly-potted plants should the sun be bright and
warm.

.STOVE.

Attend to regular shifting, watering, and a free healthy cir-

culation of air early in the morning, but take care to avoid

draughts. Continue to cut down, disroot, and repot those

plants which have been flowering through the winter. These
will be better removed to a bottom heat of 80° in some spare

pit or frame and shaded, treating them as young Pines until

they break, when they maj', if necessary, be returned to the

stove for a time. Follow up the shifting and top-dressing of

Orchids in general ; syringe freely those on blocks and in

baskets. Let this be done early on lively and sunny mornings,
giving additional air, with a little fire heat, on such occasions

to correct any excess of moisture. Growing Orchids should

now I'i- shaded for two or three hours in bright days, more es-

pecially those which have been disturbed at the root. These
would be far better removed to a house or pit by themselves, as

the established plants which have remained undistiu'bed will

enjoy more sunshine.

PITS ANB FRAMES.
This being the season for the importation of Tuberoses,

they should be procured at once and potted in a mixture of

sandy loam, and a small portion of either very rotten sheep
or cow dung. They should then be placed in a hotbed or

forcing-house. They do not require any water' for many days

after potting, and but little nutil they begin to grow, when
manure water should be occasionally used. As the plants

advance in growth they may be removed to a warm conservatory
for blooming, or planted out in a clump after being hardened
off a little if the season is warm. Look over the pits and
frames, and attend strictly to watering any plants that are dry.

If any plants require a shift before bedding-out time it should
be now given to them. Continue potting off from cutting-pots,

&c. Attend to shifting Lobelias as they advance in growth.

Bouvardias should be shaken out and repotted in light sandy

soil, and placed in a growing heat of about 65°. Continue
making cuttings constantly of Verbenas, Fuchsias, Petunias,

Dahlias.Pelargoniums; and shade carefully newly-potted Stocks,

and, more especially, cuttings. Remember, in making cuttings,

that the 'leaf should not be first allowed to flag, and then an
attempt be made to restore it by abundance of water ; the leaf

must never be allowed to droop.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
A SECOND winter, and that too when many buds of fruit trees

were in a forward state, and, when wet from rain, snow, and
sleet, in not the 'jCst condition for resisting such a severe frost

as visited us on Saturday morning. Some of the days were

too wet and slushy to do anything out of doors. When mode-
rately warm a lot of Pelargoniums were potted, and a number of

Scarlet Pelargoniums were shaken out of the pots in which they

had stood thickly all the winter, and placed singly iu turf pots,

made by cutting the turf with a sharp knife into pieces about

Si inches square, and between 2 J and 8 inches deep, a piece being

taken out of the centre. Into these the roots were placed along

with rich light soU, and the plants were then set under some old

lights on the vinery border, as alluded to last week, after re-

pairing these lights in the shed. The end of last week, how-
ever, was too cold for such work, and therefore when dry and,

as on Saturday, with a bright suu melting the frozen ground in

places where it could have access, opportunity was taken to

point Pea-stakes out of doors, make up hotbeds, &c. ; and in-

doors, when the weather was unfavourable, washed pots, cut

shreds, made tallies, repaired boxes, and prepared flower-stakes,

after cleaning snow from the paths, gutters of houses, &o. We
will just allude to pots and sticks in passing.

Clfaidiifi Puts.—Independently of appearances, all plants do

best when the pots in which they are grown are clean. No
rubbing of pots will ever be a substitute for washing them.

If a dirty pot or a wet one is employed in potting, it is almost

impossible for the ball afterwards to turn out clean. When
pots are very dirty and covered with green slime, a httle soda

may be used with propriety in the water ; but, except in such

extreme cases, we prefer clean hot water, frequently renewed,

and no assistance beyond a brush or coarse cloth and plenty of

muscular power. We like the water pretty warm at this season

for three reasons : it is much more comfortable for the washers,

the work is better and more quickly done than with cold water,

and the hotter the water the sooner will the pots be thoroughly

dried. Old pots, however frequently used, when thus well

cleaned, are quite as good as new ones from the kiln, iu one

sense better, as the latter for particular purposes require to be

soaked and then dried before being used. In general cases the

pots are thoroughly washed inside and outside ; but in many
cases of small pots that will be filled and emptied often in a

few months, and more especially if the pots are to be set or

plunged in a bed, we direct our attention chiefly to the inside

of the pot. We would wish all amateurs who might chance

to forget all this, to have it written up at their potting-iench,
' Never use a pot twice without washing." We know the injunc-

tion is too much neglected, and bad pots are often blamed

when the fault ought to be ascribed to want of cleanliness.

3Iaki)ui Tallies is one of those operations with which vre

would advise amateurs with small gardens to have nothing

whatever to do, as tallies of all sizes are advertised at prices

at which neither the amateur nor his man could ever hope to

make them. In larger gardens, when an odd piece of good

splitting deal can be obtained for smaller tallies, and a piece

of oak or ash for large out-door ones, the making of them occu-

pies time, when inside work might be scarce in unfavourable

weather, and it is well when such matters do not require to be

attended to in fine weather. Besides, for many temporary

purposes tallies require but little making, little more than cut-

ting them smooth on one side with one or two strokes of the

knife. Keat tallies are bought at a much cheaper rate than

they can be made in gardens.

Sticlis. The same as a matter of economy may be said of

sticks. AVhen they must be bought, those advertised at certain

sizes are cheaper than they could be made at home, not only

on the principle of the division of labour, but because odd

pieces of wood can be made the most of. Why then make or

point sticks at home at all ? First, because as a matter of

taste we like them better, and secondly, because in the case of

all small sticks, if collected at home, they cost nothing but the

preparation. We have nothing to say against the little sticks
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painted green, blue, &a., for those who like them, but we would
rather, when a single stick is neces3ai7, have one as incon-

spicuous as possible. The white sticks made from double laths

so commonly in use arc to us only endurable when age has

made them modestly brown. We, therefore, like better sticks

with the varied coloured inconspicuous bark of the Hazel, the

Cherry, the Apple, the Pear, and even the slender shoots of the

Currant. Prunings in the garden will, therefore, supply at

little cost a large number of little sticks from a quarter to half

an inch in diameter, and from 12 to IS inches long. A piece of

undergrowth being cut down in a wood; before it was faggoted

up we selected many bundles from the size spoken of above,

up to those 1 or 2 inches in diameter, and of various lengths,

and the bundles of the smallest sizes were prepared in the

stormy days. This is much more easily done now than when
the shoots had laid longer, as the side spray was easier cut

with the knife, and the pointing more easily effected. In
pointing such sticks from the smallest size up to those aboiit

the thickness of a fjngcr cur plan is to make only two cuts with

a sharp knife, the first removing half the thickness of the

shoot, and the next leaving less than the quarter thickness for

the point. These small sticks when thus done, or rather as it

is done, are laid in sizes, straightened first if they want it, and
then tied in bundles to keep them straight, and if wanted soon
are placed over the furnaces to dry all vitality out of them
before using them in pots. This drying is necessary in many
cases, otherwise the sticks would root in pots, if the latter were
in a good heat. Fuchsias grown out of doors on the stool

system make neat little sticks, but they must either be well

frosted, which leaves the bark ragged, or they must be well

dried before using, or every shoot, if in a warm place, will

root in the pot where it was only intended for a support. Some
years ago we could have had a plantation of young Apple
bushes from sticks thus rooted, though they would not have
rooted if planted out of doors.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
From what has been stated, little has been done in the open

garden, and the severe weather only induced us to put more
Sea-kale in the JIushroom-house than we intended, and it a
change do not take place soon, we may also be induced to take
up a piece more Asparagus. Our last piece under glass is just

peeping through the soil, and we did not wish to take up more
if we could help it. In some of the worst days we did not
uncover Potatoes. Radishes, itc, as there being but little or no
heat below tbem they would not sustain any injury if they had
a nigbt of twenty-four or even of forty-eight hours. We could
not thus use Cucumbers in dung-beds, though one snowy day
we merely uncovered a small ])ortion of the lights, as the heat
with long-continued darkness would be apt to draw the plants,

and make them tender .and impatient of the sun. Even thoiigh

uncovered almost every day, they had been used to such dull

weather that we were obliged to shade a little during the
brightest part of the Saturday. It is best to do with little or
no shading, but when the changes are sudden from dulness to

brightness, a little shading will enable the plants, as it were,
time to gather up their energies to meet the force of the sun-
beams. A great point will be gained if, when this shading is

attended to, it remain not a minute more than is necessary.
Do what we will we cannot give to a plant that which it re-

ceives from the sunbeam. Shading rightly given often remains
on not for minutes but for hours after it is not wanted. Owing
to this simple matter cuttings that would strike well in a cer-

tain time do not strike in double the time, but become weak
and elongated upwards from an excess of shading. This has
led us with many common plants at this season, or indeed at

any season, not to shade cuttings at all, but to neutralise a
bright sun by keeping the cuttings at a greater distance from
the glass, and checking evaporation by a slight jet of water
from the syringe.

The mention of Cucumbers reminds us of a discussion some
time ago, on the comparative merits of hot-water pits or houses,
and dung-frames or pits. Our opinion i», that each may be
preferable to the other .according to circumstances. For winter
work we prefer, as giving least trouble, a lean-to house with a
steep roof, or a span-roofed house. In either case with plenty
of heat at command, the plants would do well from the
abundance of hght they would receive. In frames am! pits

with a flat roof, the great drawback is the want of direct light

in the dull months of the year. At such a time with plenty of
manure, a frame is rather better than a fixed flat pit, because
you can raise your frame so as to take off the flatness of the
glass. For winter work it is always an advantage to be able to

go inside and do the necessary work, though there ia much
truth in what our elder brethren say, that iiot water does away
with the attention that was requisite to secure Cucumbers in

beds and frames heated by dung in winter. After Christmas

is past, and the frame or pit is so narrow that all the work has

to be done from the outside ; then but from the additional at-

tention there H but little to prefer between hot water and
dung heat, provided there is plenty of the latter to do all that

is wanted. In the latter case there is no ( r.pense for fuel, and
the manure is useful for the garden when no longer capable of

affording heat. Some of the greatest r.lmirera of hot water

for everything are beginning to see that ihey would have been
wiser to have kept some of their hotbeds, and thus have secured

a supply of manure for the garden, instead of all the manure
going to the park and the farm.
Banked-up our frames with litter, fastened small spouts in

front to prevent the rains dripping from the sashes and passing

into the bed, a matter of importance for keeping in the heat,

and covered all round with a layer of laurel boughs. One ad-

vantage of having a bed or a pit partially sunk is, that the

sides are less exposed. The position, however, must be dry.

Peas.—It is only right we should state here in the way of a
caution, that in one of the snowy days when the roofs of the

orchard-houses were covered with snow, merely as a pre-

cautionary measure, we smoked the house well again with

bruised laurel leaves. This did no harm to anything, though
there were Deutzias. Dielytras, Cauliflower, Lettuces, etc., in the

houses, except the Peas, which were planted out lately. They •

were, no doubt, a little tender. The upper leaf or two hung as

if frosted, and if we had not noticed the appearance before

there was much frost, we should have blamed the frost for it.

The centre of the shoot, or the axis of growth, is all right, the

lower leaves are scarcely if at all affected, and we believe in a
few days there will be little sign of anything wrong, but we
mention this that those who have Peas in a house may be
careful in this respect. We mentioned the other week, that

they will not stand even when in an advanced state to be
syringed with liquids, which can be thrown against Peach
trees in the same house with impunity. In a house, at' any
r.ate, our experience leads to the conclusion tkat no liquid except

clean water should go over their foliage.

FKUIT DEPARTMENT.
Strawberries.—Some weeks ago we mentioned seeing httle of

the green fly on Strawberry plants for years, but it has appeared
on the plants in the Peaeh-house just when in bloom, and not

one is to be seen on the Peach tree'-. On a snowy day the

Peach-house was smoked with a little tobacco, find bruised

Laurel leavr;s above it. twice or thrice during the day, leaving

the fumigating-pots only half an hour at a time. We never
think of smoking during the day, unles.; in such exceptional

circumstances. The fly was pretty well destroyed, and nothing

else in the least injured, not even some young Peas in the

house ; but, then, the smoking was not so strong, and only for

a short period at a time. We have had young Peas injured by
tobacco smoke and burned tobacco paper when the plants in

the house were young before transplanting. The prussic acid

in the cool smoke had just been enough for them in the orchard-

house, and had we thought it would have affected a single leaf

we would have let the smoking alone, or covered the Peas with
something until the smoke had gone.

As hinted at last week, the snow threatening to be severe,

we shook some litter over the Apricot trees and Peach trees,

the former one mass of fruit-buds, and fastened some Laurel
boughs over the litter, which will remain on until the weather
changes. Some Pears on bush pyramids had their blossom-
buds very forward, and we tried some Laurel boughs round
them, but we soon saw the remedy was worse than the evil ; for

the Laurels formed such a hiding-place, that in a few hours
hundreds of buds were lying on the ground, as tomtits and
bullfinches could work unseen. The buds, however, looked

so much affected in consequence of being alternately soaked

and frosted, that in the severe frost of Saturday morning we
sprinkled a little litter over the trees before the sun touched
them ; serving, also, the most forward of the Gooseberries in

the same way. With the precautions previously adverted to,

and the noise of the gun now and then, we have as yet suffered

much less than last year in having the buds of bushes and
trees destroyed by birds. Gooseberries, especially, have as yet

been little touched, but are getting very forward in places, and
a little litter may save the fruit.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Some of the work here has been already alluded to. In a
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fair day plants were moved to the conservatory. In bad
weather plants were fresh potted, lots of cuttings inserted,

seedUng Petunias, Lobelias, itc, pricked out and planted where
a comfortable heat could be afforded so as to encourage them.
During this cold weather in plant-houses and forcing-houses

but little air was givec. Even in sunny days, as on Friday
and Saturday, the sun was allowed to raise the house from '/

to 8° before any air was given, and then almost solely at the
apex of the roof. When sun was expected the fires were
allowed to go out, and the heating medium thus becoming
cool before the sun heat told powerfully on the house, but little

air was wanted to sustain a nice genial temperature. This in

a Peach-house, where the average temperature at night lately

has been from ."JO" to 55 . and the day temperature in dull

weather seldom above r.(t , we preferred in such a bright day as

Saturday, with a little air early given, that the house should
rise gradually to 75*^ or 8li' rather than have it lower by ad-

mitting more cold air, freezing hard all day, where the sun did

not reach. With the pipes rather cool, a few degrees more
merely of sun heat with a little air, to prevent any accumula-
tion of hot vapour, would be better for the plants than a lower
temperature from the introduction of more cold air. The
Peach-house was almoft the only place where more than the

exclusion of frost was aimed at. That had front air on Satur-

day, and only a little, not so much for the Peaches as for the
Strawberries in bloom : very small openings ensure a circu-

lation. Many plants suffer in such days from fire heat and
sun heat acting together.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—March -iO.

The present inclement w.^atber interferes much Imth with snpply and
demand, and interrupts our continental traffic. We have still a large
qaantity of inferior sorts < f Apples sent in, however, and a few good
dessert Pears may be had. Potato trade a little better.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRun.j sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts h sieve
Cabbage . . , doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants i sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse. .lb.

Lemons 100

d. 8.

ttoo
l;

d s. d. s.

8 Leeks bunch 6 toU
Lettuce per doz. 2 3

4 Mushrooms .... pottle 203
Mustd.A Cress, punnet 2

2 3 Onions per bushel 4 5
2 3 Parsley per sieve 6 8

(' Parsnips doz. 9 1

2 ." Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel 4 6

6 8 Kidney do. 5 6
6 10 Radishes doz. bunches 1 t
2 3 Rhubarb bundle 9
2 3 Savoys doz. 3

Sea-Kale basket 2
2 ShaUots lb. 8

8 Spinach bushel .5

8 10 Tomatoes. ... per doz. 4
3 Turnips bunch 6

4 6 Vegetable Alarrowa dz,

1
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Ou) VnfEs Breaking Weakly (Live andLeam).~l, With the vigorous

state of the old Vines, lirae rubbish nnd a little well-aired loam would
have been your best dressing. 2, The Vines being exposed to the open
air so long, the roots would most likely have a tendency to go duwn.
3, The wood formed in such circum^itances \vill require more ripening in

the autumn, than wood on Vines with the roots nearer the surface, 4, The
fact of the Vines bearing well-coloured fruit last season, is a proof, so

far, that there is nothiuji very much wrong with the Vines. 5, We attri-

bute the failure, the Vines breaking so weakly, and showing tendril-like

fruit, chiefly to your hurry in commencing to force in February, and
feeling impatient that they did not break freely in a month. You had
better have given them six or seven weeks, more especially if, so far as

we can make out, the bulk of the roots are Ju the outside sodden border.

6, As three-parts of the plump-looking buds have not yet broken, and as

there is no chance of those which have broken doing any good, we would
pull or tear off all the sb.iots that have come—do not cut or use a knife-
lower the temperature of the house to from 50- to 55", and increase it

gradually to 60° in the course of a fortnight, keeping the atmosphere
moist, and if your wood was well ripened last autumn (which we rather

doubt), you will obtain a crop. 7, The covering of furze on the border, if

you had nothing better, ^^e would have let alone.

Sulphur in Coals (Bob).—If your watch did really stop fi-om the sul-

phur fumes coming from a furnace when cleaning it out, it is the first

case that has come tn our knowledge. That the outside of your watch if

silver should become black and tawny in colour we should not have been
at all surprised. When we used to have sulphury coals to deal with, we
have had the shillings and half-crowns which we earned in our pockets,

refused at the shops, and once or twice were threatened with the con-
sequences of attempting to pass bad money. In one place we used
very sulphur;- coals for most of the houses without doing them much
injury, but in a stove where a high temperature was required, coals free

from sulphur had to be brought from a distance, for if the sulj^hurous

coals were used there would be yellow marks all over the glass in the
morning. The houses were all heated by flues, and though no smoke
escaped the sulphur fumes would do so wben the flues were more than
usu^y hot. There can be no question that all such sulphur fumes are
dangerous to animal life. We have frequently had to run out of a stoke-
hole, to save ourselves from suffocation, when removing clinkers and
cleaning out. We knew of no remedy except tying a cravat or handker-
chief over mouth and nose when performing the operation, pulling it

down as we went from furnace to furnace, and putting it over both noi^e

and mouth before opening the doors of a fi-esh furnace. We have not
a donbt, that simply by neglecting such a precaution, and carelessly

going without preparation from a very hot to a very cold atmosphere
many gardeners, humanly speaking, have shortened their days.

Flower-garden Plantitng (D. W.l.—With the exception of the Hollies
in the centre of the large bed, and Roses for the first ring, followed by
Jferllla, Calceolaria, &c., we like your planting. The centre of your large

bed will be tame in autumn, when all the rest are at their best. The
position of your chain beds will gi-eatly modify their planting The cross
system is adopted, as No. 1 and No. 13 to pair, but if the two chains are
one on each side of an open space, we would prefer 1 and 12 to corre-
spond, 2, o—16, 17, Ac., but this is a matter of taste. We think the plant-
ing will look very well.

Vinery ( H'. B. il.).—Pro\ided you mean to take in the space of 16 feet

in width, then from the top of your 7 feet 9 inches wall you could have a
hipped-roof of 6 feet resting on a ridge about 12 feet froiii the floor, and
which ridge would be about 5 feet from the back wall. If your front wall
of brick and glass were 6 feet high, you would thus have a sloping roof

of about 12 feet. If your house were narrower and designed chiefly for

plants, the simplest mode would be to have your south front, of glas
chiefly, the same height as the back wall, and then a span roof. Those

Making aBowung-geeen (J. G.).—The dimensions must vary according

to circumstances but where there is scope of gronnd sufficient, bowling-

greens should not be less than from half an acre to an acre. The most

common form is that of a square moderately extended ; but some are made
oblong, others circular, though, to suit the general plan or figure of the

ground, they mav be of any other form The surface of the greens should

be perfectlv level, "not rising at all in the centre," and as high, at least,

as the general level of the adjoinina ground, so that it may be always

preserved from stagnant moisture The surface should be levelled m the

mostexftct manner.andlaidwiththefinest fn'ass turf that can be procured

from a close pasture, common, or down. The extent and proper levels are

then set out with stakes placed round the extremities or boundaries, at 15

or 20 feet distance, on which should be marked the determinate levels of the

ground, and from which, on the opposite sides, levels in other crosswaya

at the same distance should be made ; and then, according to these levels,

proceed by line and spade to form the ground to a proper surface, making
it up firmly in lines from sttike to stake ; the panels or spaces between

being made up equallv firm and regular, so that no part may sink m a

hollow afterwards. The whole should then be raked level, and finished

off evenly and smooth 2 or 3 inches deep of Ught sandy soil, or any Ught

dry poor earth may then, if necessary, be laid evenly over the surface, as

equal in quantity as possible. Laying with fresh cut turf, is much
superior to sowing with Grass seeds. The turves should be cut each a foot

wide, a vard lont;. and about an inch thick, and laid with exactness, closely

joining'them edse to edge, then beating them well down with large wooden
beaters, repeatedlv rolling them with a larce heavy iron roller. The best

season for performing work of this sort is the autumn, or very earlym the

spring; but the first is to be preferred when it can be conveniently done,

as the turf has time to estabUsh itself well before the hot season sets in.

—{liecs'a Cyvl).

PoMME Pakadis Stock (A Subscriber).—You will find the subject fully

discussed in our tenth Volume.

Rainfall (W.Biogm ""d Others;).~'Wo have received many meteoro-

logical returns for which we cannot aftord space at present.

Clerodendron Balfourii Culture (B. P.).—Pot in a compost of

turfy peat, loam, and leaf mould in equal parts, adding one-fourth silver

sand. Sift the leaf mould, but merely chop the peat and loam with a

spade. The pot should be well drained. Give a shift into a pot a size

larger ; and when the plant has grown and made six leaves take out the

points of the shoots ; or if the plant has not been stopped, cut it back to

four joints previous to potting, and when the young shoots are an inch

long pot the plant. When the pot is full of roots shift into a pot a size

larger, or from a seven-inch into a nine-inch pot, and this will be suffi-

cient for the first season. In spring repot into the same size of pot aa

that in which the plants were wintered, and when it begins to push afresh

cut it back to two or three eyes. When the pot is full of roots shift into

one 11 or 13 inches in diameter ; and do not stop the shoots, as the plant

will most likely flower, but tie them out. Afford a plentiful supply of

water, but before any is given let its want be apparent, and maintain a

moist, moderately well-ventilated atmosphere, and place the plant near

the glass in an unshaded part of the house. "SVhen the growth is com-

pleted keep the plant dry at the root, and let the atmosphere be dry as

well, in order that the wood may become well ripened ; but the leaves

should not be allowed to flag, nor the shoots to shrivel for want of water.

It requires the temperature of a stove.

Watering Inside Vine Border {A Youna^^ter).—Yon should give the

border a good watering now and everv fortnight until the end of July;

then water once a-month will be suflicient, the last watering being given

in September. You will not require liquid manure this season. A little

fire heat now when the Vines are breaking until danger from frosts and

cold weather is past, and again in autumn to ripen the wood, will be be-

neficial and necessarv.
who advertise in our columns would <rive estimates, but the expense will

i ^ _ __" „ .„^^,-c io.^t tvio hn~t tim*. tn r«nf
deoend on the finishmL'. aud whether the sashes of the roof are moveable i

.
Cuttixg Eox--Pru>iko EvEp;nEENs (B. r) -pe bo,t time to cut

depend on the finishing, and whether the sashes of the roof are moveable
or fixed.

Completion of a Greenhouse (A Subscriber'.-We should not con-
sider that your greenhouse was finished in either the best or a workman-
Uke manner, if the panes of glass were merely placed on the rebates of
the sash-bars, and a tack put in above them on each side, without putty
either for bedding or above them. There are modes of dispensing with
putty, such as Beard's and others, having the squares to go in a well-
fitting groove on each side, or when the glass is fitted in the usual way,
but with something softer than wood to rest on, and indian-rubber or
some similar material between the tack and the glass. We can hardly
say without knowing more of these particulars how the matter would Ije

decided. We would on a common-sense vievf consider that glazing was
understood, putty included, in finishing in the best manner. We have
little hesitation in saying, that if the tacks fixing the squares press at
once on the glass, you run the risk of having the glass broken and falling
ont from the want of proper finishing.

Hats's Stove {Economti).— We think one of the GGx. stoves would
exclude frost from a greenhouse 12 feet by 10- It is more economical and
less troublesome than a stove consuming eituer coal or coke.

Langelier's Ncrserv, Jersey.—We were in error when we stated
there is now no such firm in the island of Jersey. The direction is, Mrs.
Langelier, Offices of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Jersev,
19, Bath Street, &t. HeUer's, Jersey.

Heating from a Kitchen Boiler (J. M. 0.).—To convey hot water
from the kitchen boiler up-stairs to heat a small greenhouse, we should
prefer the flow-pipe going from the top of the boiler, but it will do very
well if taken from the side, but the nearer the top the better. Of course,
yon are aware that the return-pipe should enter the boiler near its bottom.

Liquid Manure of Fowls' Dung (0. D.).—At the rate 1 oz. of dry
fowls' dung to a gallon of water a very excellent liquid manure is formed
for plants in pots. A Vine does not require it. The book you refer to is

"Manores." You can have it free by post from our office if you enclose
fonr postage stamps with your address.

Vine Shoots [T. C).—When two shoots proceed from one eye wait
imtil you see which is fruitful, and then remove that which is unfruitful.
If both are fruitful remove the weakest.

AuccBA (B. B.).—lt is a female plant. You will see by Mr. Standish'a
advertisement in our Journal last week, that you caa have male flow* rs

btMD him by jiost.

large overgrown Box-edging is the middle of April, and for Box in good

order the end of Jime is preferable. Evergreens of all kinds are best cut

in spring a little before they begin to grow, when they may be cut in

close with every prospect of securing a good growth. If the shrubs are

required to have a close symmetrical head they should be gone over in

August, and any uTCgular groTiVths removed.

Gardenia fragrans not Flowering f.-I Yonufj Gardiner).—We pre-

sume your plant casts its buds in consequence of not having sufficiency

of heat. If you were to plmige the pots in a mild hotbed it would pro-

bably flower freely. Pot it after flowering in a compost of turfy sandy

peat'and loam, adding sand Ubernllv, and place it in a moist growing

heat, such as that of a vinerv at work, and when the growths are made
afibrd a Ught airy situation. "When growing water liberally, and in winter

keep moderatelv diT in a temperature of from 5(1" to 5o from fire heat.

In Februarv or'ilarch afford an increase of temperature, plunging the pot

in a hotbed" if you have one ; if not, keep it well watered and in a moist

atmosphere.

Philadelphus ^iexicancs not Flowering (Id^-nil.-Your plants of

this we suppose to be in the open ground, and to have a light open situ-

ation linshaded by trees, and plenty of room. If so they will bloom when
large enough ; but vou mav hasten their flowering by digging out a trench

all around at about'l foot o'r 1 foot 6 inches from the stems and below the

roots, cutting ofi'any of these that may go doyra immediately under the

stem.

Verbenas Flowering in Pots (Tifecd^id>^).—The best way to flower

Verbenas in pots is to place them into their blooming pots in May, and to

peg down the shoots as they grow, bringing them to the rim of the pot.

You may stop them to make them bushv up to within six or eight weeks
of the time at which vou wish them to bl.»om, tying the shoots neatly to

supports. Water freely and overhead dailv, using the lights only as protec-

tion from hea\T rains. When the plants show for bloom liquid manure
mav be given at every alternate watering. A compost of turfy loam and
leaf mould in equal parts suits them well. The pots should be well

drained.

Tricyrtis hirta {Jd«m).—This is a hardy herbaceous Japanese plant,

but is not hardy in exposed bleak places. It has fine open corymbs of

starry flowers, of large size, and sputted with purple. It is as yet scarce.

Charcoal Fiek in Fernery (P^Ws).-The carbonic acid would injme
the Fema and would not kill the insects. You do not state the kind cf

insects.
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Garden with North Aspect (E. Watt9).—We presume by trees yon
mean ebrubs, and of these Box, grcon nnd variepated Hollies, Portugal I

and common Laurels, common and Irish Yew, Aucubn, and any of the
commoner shrubs would thrivf. Of flowers vnu must grow such bulbs
and plants us Snowdrops, Crocus, Hepnticas," Primroses, and Polyanthus
for early bloom, nnd in summer depend on Sweet WilUamp, the common
sorts of KoHCS. Pinks, Pansics. and such old-fashioned perennials. If
the place is much shaded by high buildings your best plan will be to have
shrubs and gi-ass.

Camellias, Azalkas, and Rhododendrons not Flowering- (A Gar-
lUner not in fault).—You will do well to pot the Camellias and Azaleas now
if theyrcquire it, placing them aftcrwcrds in a vinery at«'orlt, as you pro-
pose, and keeping them there until the pi-owth is made, when a lighter
and more airy structure will be more suitable for them. After the gx'owth
is made they cannot have too light and airy a situation. The Khododen-
drons, gi*eenhouse kinds we presiune. ought not to be placed in heat, but
have a lipht situation in a cool house, with plenty of moisture when
znaking their growth, and copious supplies of water at the root.

Preventing Attacks of Inpfcts (Rebecca Laiic).—The remedy you
name, and now going the round of the papers, is in a gi-eat measure ob-
noxious to insects, especially caterpillars. It will not destroy theii- eggs,
and does no more than cause catei-pillars to fall from the trees when the
solution is syringed over them. Our experience of it is but limited, but
so far as we have tried it, it does not meet our expectations. The best
vinegar should be used, diluted with nine times its volume of rain water.

Eriostemon Smithh Culture fH'cr/onO.—Shift the plant at once
into a nine-inch pot, taking away all the old drainage and loose soil, and
if the baU be very firm loosen the sides a Httle. Drain well, using a com-
post of turfy sandy peat two-thirds, and one-third turfy sandy loam, with
one-sixth of silver sand added. Pot with the collar rather high. Afford
a light and airy situation in a cool house, from which frost is merely ex-
cluded. Tie down the shoots, and stop any irreirular growths to secure
a compact plant. Water carefully after potting, but copiously, when the
roots are working in the fresh soil. In June, if the plant has "grown well,
shift it into an 11-inch pot, and place it in a cold pit or cool airy house,
stopping nnd tying out the shoots until the end of June or middle of
July. Afford plenty of air. and keep the plant near the glass. In winter
keep it near the glass and give abundance of air, with protection from
frost, being careful not to ovcrwater, and avoiding a damp, close at-
mosphere.

El2Eocarpus reticdlatus (rdc7H).—Its treatment is the same as that
of Eriostemons, only it is a taller-growing plant, and does not bloom
nntil it has attained a- considerable size. We have bloomed it when
5 feet high, and in its third year.

Large Camellias ID.C.).—The best vessel that we have tried for
large Camellias are tubs made of oak. which last sufficiently long ; but if

pots large enough can be had nothing is better. The same remarks
apply to Orange trees. We have not tried slate tubs, and do not think
them desirable.

Salt for Asparagcs-beds (S,).—The quantity of salt you name is

excessive to be put on the beds at once. We advise the salt to be applied
at twice—that is, when the beds arc dressed in spring give them a dress-
ing of l^lb. of salt per square yard, or 24 lbs. for your bed, 30 feet by
5 feet, and you may repeat the application at the end of the cutting, or
about the middle of June ; 1 lb. per yard will be ample. The weeds will
easily be kept under.

Sifting Soil for Pelargoniums (A Sith!*cr}her).—The soil used for
potting Pelargoniums should not be sifted but chopped and made some-

i what fine with a spade, and in potting the soil should be made somewhat
firm. No riddling is required, as the plants grow much better when the
soil is used rather rough, and then it is not yo apt to become sodden and
BOOT. A little tine soil may be used for surfacing the pots.

Grafting Sycamore (ff. E. Briseoc).—We have no experience of graft*

ing the Sycamore with the Platanus occidentalis, nor do we perceive
what would be gained by doing so, even if it were successful, as neither
it nor Platanus orieutalis is sufficiently hardy to bear our climate in ex-

posed aituations.

Annuals for Late Blooming (M. C. r.).—Centranthus macroaiphon,
Alyssum maritimum. Erysimum Peroffskianum, *Dianthus chinensis,
Gilia aehiIk*;efolia, Hibiscus africanus. (lypsophila elegans, Godetia rosea
alba. Double Ciarkia integi*ipetela, C. pulchemma, 'Prince's Feather,
Love-lies-Bleeding, White Rocket and Crimson Candytuft, Centaurea
cyanus minor, Bartonia aurea, *Calliopsis cardaminiiolia, 'C. atrosan-

guinea, "C. Burridj^i. Campanula pentagonia, Cuuvolvulus minor, *Sapo-
naria calabrica and its white variety, Eschscholtzia crocoa, and E. tenni-

folia, Godetia Lindleyana.Obeliscaria puleherrima, *(En(ithera Lamarck-
iana, *Nasturtinm Tom Thumb scarlet, *crimson, *spotted, and "yellow
varieties ; Virginian Stock, *Tagetes signata pumila, and *Senecio elegans

in variety. Those marked with an asterisk (*) 'should be sown in April,

and the others not until the end of May or early in Jime. ^lignonette
should not be omitted. We know of no flowers that are to be depended
on for blooming from October to December except Chrysanthemums.

Hardy Pf.rennials {Ifjiiorama).—We regi-et having mislaidyour letter.

We are making inquiry, and will answer y^ur questions fully shortly.

Ferns Losing their Fronds <Maidrn Hair).—We consider a house
moist enouch for the growth of Ferns whtn there are evaporation-troughs
and the walls and every available surface are sprinkled with water twice
daily. We do not consider syringing overhead essential or necessary,
but, on the contrary, it is destructive to the beauty of many kinds, and
also to the young fronds. If you were to sprinkle the walls, paths, &c.,

with water twice daily, and not syringe the plants overhead, but afford

enough water at the root, and yet not so much as to satm-ate the soil,

giving also a fair but not an excessive amount of air, and slight shade
from bright sun, we have no donbt that the plants would thrive. We
fear you keep them in too high a temperature during the winter, at

which season they require a period of rest. A temperalure of from 50'

to 55^ is sufficiact for the stove kinds, and one of from •15'' to 50*^ for the
gi*eenhouse sorts, increasing the temperatm'e in spring, when, after a
season of rest of not less than three months, they will start into growth
with increased ^igour. Remove the pots from the pans of water at once,

and place in the coolest and most shady part of the house. If they re-

quire potting now is the best time to perform that operation.

Vine Leaves Browned (C. S.).—Wo never saw more healthy Vine
leaves—the bronzed and brown ttains on the loaves were caused by
bright sunshine, the rays concentrated by lenses formed Iby dew dropg,

perhaps. The rust on the berries might he caused by sudden transitions

of heat. The very small berries indicate that the bunches ought to have
been thinned long .=ince. Freer ventilation, with canvas over the open-
ing to prevent violent cun-ents. is x^robably desh-able.

Error.—At page 193, column 2, line 4 from the top, for "sundried"
read *' sandy."

Plant Case (In-door Gardener).—Some plants can be perfectly well

grown in small cases. We have one with Ferns and Cyp^ruses, and the
surface of the soil covered with Selaginella denticulata. Small plants
of Azalea indict and Hyacinths remain as long in bloom in such a case
as they will in a greenhouse. We have had them all the winter in a
sitting-room fire-heated.

Names of Plants (Mr. Gough).— Your Orchid was so completely
crushed that we could not I'ecognise it. Send a flower or two in a box,

{,VcZ/(V).—Adiantum diaphanum; 2, A. cuneatum : 3, insutficient. (James
Broun .— Nemntanthus longipes. J E. W. .

— Hardcnbergia Comp-
toniana. [W. HH^K-f/).—Edwardsia grandiflora. (T'/if7«).—Cyanotis vittata,

commonly called Tradcscantia zebrina ; Picea pectinata. {F. E. W.).—
We cannot tell the name of your plant from the leaves.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in .the Suburbs of Londou for the ^Veek ending March 19th.

Dais.
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feathered, and not vulture-hocked, as it was easy, he said, to

destroy the objectioaable feathers. Well ; so be it. A Game
cock is sent for exhibition undubbed. He is worthless. Dub
him, and he is the most perfect bird the world ever saw. Show
a Brahma cock with vulture hocks, but otherwise perfect. He
is perhaps commended. Bemove the faulty feathers, and,

without a dissentient voice, he wins the silver cup. In the

Game case all is fair and honest. In that of the Brahma the

reverse. In the name of common sense, why ? The initiated

in the mysteries of poultry can tell, but the outer world lies in

ntter darkness. In any way if we aUow heavy, high, shaky,

podgy combs to be overlooked, and vulture hocks to be utterly

condemned, however splendidly feathered the leg may be, the

result will be a very inferior-looking race of Brahmas.

—

F.u-con.

PIN IN A FOWLS BREAST.
A FEW weeks ago I purchased a pen of Black Spanish fowls,

and a day or two afterwards a neighbour, who has had much
experience in breeding poultry, called in to see my newly-ac-

quired stock. " Well," he said, " the hens are very good, but

as for the cock," and then my friend shrugged his shoulders,

and performed sundry other pantomimic movements, which

were eloquently condemnatory of the bird. "Yes," said I ap-

peaUngly, " but he has not recovered from the moult yet, the

gentleman to whom he belonged assured me that he was a

splendid bird, and that he would soon be aU right." To this

my friend quickly replied, " He will never be right again, look

at" his comb (it was pale and shrivelled), there is something

amiss with him depend upon it." I could only point to the

size of the bird, for he was very large, to his plump condition

(his appetite was enormous), his fine plumage ; but my friend

was inexorable, and would look only at his comb. " Well," I

said at last, " What shall I do with him ? " " Boil him," was

the quick rejoinder. Determined, however, to give the cock a

fair chance to recover, I tried what careful nursing, and good

living would do ; but toast and ale, and all the other good

things which poultry doctors prescribe, were of no avaUj; as the

tombstones have it, " Physicians was in vain."

So the cock was killed, and in due time boiled. During the

operation of dissection which followed, the carving knife grated

against something which was evidently neither flesh nor bone,

and on examination we found a large pin, coated with rust,

embedded in the middle of the breast, and partly fixed in the

bone. Here was the explanation of the pale and shrivelled

comb. I have reason to beUeve that the poor bird had carried

the pin in its breast for more than twelve months, but how it

came there, whether it had entered the gullet and forced its

way through the crop, or whether it had pierced through the ex-

ternal skin, I am quite unable to say.

—

Wm. Stonewall, Wliitbij.

previously to their manifesting a desire to incubate, much will

depend on whether the eggs are removed and a porcelain egg

allowed to remain, or whether to accumulate as day by day the

store may receive additional deposits. If the latter plan be

adopted, few Game hens, we imagine, would be found to lay

beyond what instinct would suggest as the proper complement

for their nest, and this we find from twelve t» fifteen.

"As sitters. Game hens have no superiors. Quiet on thwr

eggs, regular in the hours of coming off and returning to their

charge, and confident from their fearless disposition, of repress-

ing the incursions of any intruders, they rarely fail to bring off

good broods. Hatching accomplished, their merits appear in a

still more conspicuous light. Ever on their guard, not even a

shadow of a bird overhead, or the approach of man or beast, but

finds them ready to do battle for their offspring ; and instances

are on record where rats and other vermin have thus fallen

before them. The greatest objection to the Game fowl is its

pugnacious propensities."—Cog d'Asgletebbe.

INQUIRY.
In justice to Mr. M. Brooksbank, 4, Back Eolleston Street,

Manchester, I beg to state that he purchased a pair of Spanish

hens of me (Rodbard's strain), on the 7th of April, 1866, for

which he sent me a post-office order with the order. The
letters I received with reference to the same were perfectly

straightforward, and in due course I heard from him approving

of the hens.

It would be useless my repeating Mr. Wheeler's remarks,

but let us " Speak of a man as we find him."

—

Thoil^s Ace,

Ystalijfi-ra, near Swansea.

[We readily insert this second testimonial, for we find that

Mr. Brooksbank is quite trustworthy, and we hope that the

insertion of the inquii-j- about Mr. Brooksbank, though it has

annoyed him, will be of benefit to him. He has written to US

on the subject, and explained that Eolleston Street, Manchester,

is not the place where he keeps his poultry. They are at

Blackley, four miles from Manchester. We need scarcely add

that neither the gentleman who wrote to us nor ourselves had

any object in view than the protection of purchasers of poultry,

and that we regret that any doubt should have been suggested

as to Mr. Brooksbank's respectability. We have had similarly

favourable testimonials from Jlr. Ellis, of Bracknell, Berks ;

and Mr. W. May, Lily HiU Farm, Bracknell, Berks.—Ens.j

THE USURPING BRAHMA.
" For usurped greatness vengeance is in store ;

Short is the ilate of all ill-gotten power."—(icinsrfoirnc)

FcLLY do I coincide with " Oi.n Dobkixg Cock," and your

authority quoted in last week's .Journal. The fowl for the

farmyard ought to be a superior meat-producingbird, a superior

egg-producer, and a good forager. Now, the Brahma Pootra

is equal but not superior to many other varieties for supply-

ing the egg-basket, but it is inferior almost to all others

in the other two requisites. I am quite sure that Game, as

well as Dorking fowls, are to be preferred for the farmyard.

The flesh of the Game fowl is not so abundant as that of the

Dorking, but its flavour is superior. In a quaint poem now
before me, a dying Game cock dictates his will, and its very

first item is,

" Imprimis—let this never be forgot

—

My body I bequeath the kitchen pot.

Decently to be boiled
"'

I would have proceeded to descant more fuUy upon the fowl's

merits had I not met with the following from the pen of Mr.

C. N. Bement, an American authority :

—

" If any one should desire the ne plus ultra of excellence in a

fowl, let him eat and pronounce his opinion on the wing of a well-

fed Game pullet, and we wiU venture to have no fear of his

disagreeing with this expression of our judgment on the good

qualities of these birds for the table ; and Game hens as layers

are as good as any, as many as twenty-four eggs being con-

stantly laid by them before manifesting any desire to sit. Bat
with regard to the number of eggs laid by fowls of any breed,

NEW INCUBATOR.
I CRAVE a few lines of your space to support my principle of

scientific incubation by boiling water.

Mr. Brindley admits his incubator varies from 95° to 106°. I

guarantee that one on the principle of boiling water shaU not

vary more than 3° in temperature, even though the external

air may range from 30' to 6.5°. Mr. Brindley admits his in-

cubator to require four minutes daily attention. A steam in-

cubator requires the water supply renewed once a-week, but

if the supply-cistern is large enough, it will require no atten-

tion at all. In warmer weather I shall have no difiiculty, as

my pipes go into the hot-air chamber through holes stuffed

with padding, and can be withdrawn any distance, thus leaving

less piping full of boiling water in the chamber.

Mr. Brindley in saying that the eggs are far removed from

the heating source, is in error. In a boiler and pipes properly

constructed there is constant circulation, and the temperature

of the water in the pipes close to the eggs is the same as that

in the boiler

—

i. t'., 212°.

Into the trade question of expense I cannot enter, but will

merely say that a tubular boiler can be kept at boihng point by

less gas than is required to keep a flat boiler like Mr. Brindley's,

at a temperature of 120~.—A. H. S. W.

COMB OF BRAHMA POOTRAS.
I MUST say a word in reply to those who state that the pea-

comb of the Brahma is variable, and I cannot do so better than

by stating my own experience as regards this important point

in about the best fowl we have ever bad.

In 1.S52-3, I imported as many of the best Brahmas as came

to about £150. Of those I parted with enough to return a

portion of the outlay, reserving to myself the well-known iJnele

Sam and his family of half a dozen hens, a very fine hght cock,
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with a company of benB, and several nice trios to cross with
these, and by that means to avoid in-bre«ding for many years.
Besides unions among these families, I crossed with none but
imported birds, except in one instance, and the resnlt has been
that in fifteen years I have never had a faulty comb from my
own stock.

In the one instance above named, I crossed two years ago,
with a good stock in England. Since that I have had now and
then, if not quite single, yet faulty combs, but in every case I

have been able to trace them to that recent cross, before which
I never had such a comb.
Another fact that I have noticed in the Brahmas, is that the

pure-bred chickens do not attain an enormous size the first

year, but that they are only well-gi'own healthy chickens the
first year, growing and improving up to two or three years old.

In many instances Brahmas have been crossed with Dorkings
to give dark colour, and this early large growth.

I admire the peculiar pea-comb as much as " Nemo," and
feel as anxious as he does to have it left intact. It rests in the
hands of breeders. Let all fowls which are the result of the
Dorking, or other crosses, for the attainment of size or other
supposed advantages, be set aside, and the pure breed adhered
to, and I believe variety in comb will no longer be complained
of.—E. Watts.

down a few notes respecting the wintering of bees, as it may
afford information to others as well as to—A. B., Giieskire.

It is not very unusual to find young bees taking wing from
strong stocks immediately npon the breaking up of a long
frost. Your ItaUan bees must certainly be hybrids, if any ol
the young ones are darker than " the old sort."]

BEE GLOVES.
Ix my first attempt at bee manipulation with frame hives

I put on a pair of kid leather gloves, but very soon found that

I could handle the frames much better without them. I there-

fore pulled off my gloves during my first operation, and have
never used them since. I have never experienced so much as

one sting on either of my hands, and as to indiau-rubber gloves

for apiarian purposes, 1 contend that it is much better to use
no gloves. The apiarian can handle the frames much better

without them, and if the frames are lifted carefully from the

hive there is no danger of being stung. The great secret is to

work quietly without any sudden jerk, and I have found that

this can be much better done with the bare hands than with
gloves of any kind.

—

Scdbuky.

BREEDING IN SUPERS.
Having read "Sudbury's" paper in page 98, upon "Breeding

in Supers," I shall be much obliged if he will kindly answer the
following questions :— I always find drone-comb in supers, al-

though I have used boards with different-sized slits. I should
like (if not too nmch trouble to take for an entire stranger), if

he woirld send me a very small piece of wood just with a slit

made in it the exact size he uses, then I would show it to the
joiner and have an adapting-board or two made ?

Last summer I found in one super a large number of drones
dead, and the combs all yellow and discoloured. I should be
glad to have a cure for this ?

Will "Sudbury" kindly tell me the price of the hives he
uses—" Pettitt's Collateral Hives?" I have one of " Nutt's
hives," but there is only a round bole in the top, no slits as he
describes.

In the case of straw hives, of which I have some, with a
round hole in the top of each, what would " Sudbury " re-

commend me to do to exclude the queen and drones from any
super I might put on ?— J. H. Walkek.

YOUNG BEES—SUCCESSFUL DRIVING.
Sunday, January 27th, being a fine warm day, I saw a great

many young Italian bees come out npon the front board ; they
came out so numerously that the older bees had not time to

dress them, and many in attempting to fly fell to the ground.

I picked some off the ground, and examined them closely. I

found some very dark coloured, darker than black bees, the

old sort, as they are usually called. Perhaps some of the

Journal writers will be kind enough to say whether it is unusual
for young bees to come out so soon after such severe weather.
The hive alluded to stands in a bee-house fronting nearly south,

with communication behind at the north, and with little or no
protection.

Last autumn I united two hives of driven bees, put them in

a common hive about one-third full of empty combs, and fed

them with syrup, chiefly made from lump sugar and water,

three parts of the former to two of the latter. Thanks to " our
Journal " for information respecting bottle-feeding at the top

of the hive. I find no way equal to it, as robbers have no
chance. I put two more hives of driven black bees iuto an
eight-bar Woodbury hive with three frames full of honey, but
no brood. These I did not feed, as I thought they had a suffi-

cient store to last them till spring. I weighed these two stocks

of driven bees on November 14th, and weighed the straw hive
above alluded to last Saturday, and found it 29 lbs. On No-
vember 14th last year it was 30! lbs., there being only two days
short of eleven weeks in the intervening period, yet but IJ lb.

of food consumed. I weighed them again today, Monday,
January 28tb, and they were just 29 lbs. The Woodbury eight-

bar hive weighed, November 14th, 28 lbs. ; to-day just 26 lbs.

—

that is, 2 lbs. of food consumed in nearly eleven weeks. Cun-
sidering the mild weather before Christmas and the season
generally, I consider this very trifling.

I should be glad if some experienced bee-keepers would jot

OUR LETTER BOX.
Poultry Disordered (H.I.—The coM weather and want of change of

food are the probable cause ',>f your fowls moping and dyinsj- Give them
soft food once daily, such as barleymeal, bread soaked in ale two or three
times a-weck, plenty of gi-een food, and under shelter a heap of sand and
ashes to busk in.

Spanish Cock's Cojib Black (Whtterlnjirr].—It has been frost-hitten.

Rub it with camphor ointment, keep the bird in a sheltered run, and feed
bi'u liberally.

GitiiUND Oats (A, H. 7>.).—They are not the same as oatmeal. They are
RTouud, but all the brnn left mixed with the flour. They cun be obtained
from Mr. Aj^ate, Slaugham Mills, near Crawley, Sussex.

Lime fou Fowls [S.\—Do not mix slaked lime with the food of your
fowls, it is corrosive: nor would we mix chalk or any other calcareous
matter witli their food. Let them have a good supply of bricklayers*

rubbish to ^o to voluntarily.

Useful Poultry (.1 Younfi Hand].—Brahma Pootra puUeta and a
coloured Dorking cock would answer your purposes.

Pheasants in an Aviary iTrot1er!i).—V{e are strongly in favour of
three hens tn a cock. "We believe four may be put, but we do not agree
with those who put five nr six. Of course there are more eggs from five

than from three hens; but there is not the same proportion of poults to

eggs as when a cock has but thi'ee hens, or at most four hens with him.
One cock and four hens. They will not do well with Partridges.

French Varieties or Poultry (J. Jf,}.—The La Fleche lay the largest

eggs, and we think the greatest number; but they are hard run by the
Houdans. which lay very freely. They do not sit. All three are good
table fowls, the greatest objection to them being their black legs. The
La Fleche is most esteemed in France. Very large experience in all

these breeds for some years causes us to place Houdnns first, on account
of their health and good constitutions. They never ail anything, and they
are good in all particulars. We put the La Fleche next ; they lay eggs
that are unrivalled by any other fowl. "While we speak thus we consider
them all valuable introductions.

Brahma Pootra Eggs not Hatching {A. J.'.—The eggs with chickens
" glued in " were too dry. They should be wetted every day for a week

i
before the chickens come out. When the hen is off her nest dip your
hand in a basiu of water and wring your fingers over the eggs till they
are wetted. Failing this ireatment tb.e inner membrane becomes as
tough and dark as indian-rubber, and the poor little chick cannot work
his way out.

Canaries among Rhodode'JDRONS [W.S.).—Leaves of the rhododen-
dron are not poisonous ; but at the same time they might possibly have
afiected the young birds, they being delicate ; but we are inclined to

fancy that your birds died through being withdrawn from their soft food,

and the old birds not allowing them to feed. A dead fir tree js the best
to place in a room for breeding, with breeding baskets or boxes hong
about it.

Pettitt's Htve (Yonno So/d/cn.—Mr. Pettitt advertises in our columns.
If you write to him at Dover he will readily send you all particulars.

Foul Brood.—In the second line of the reply to " B. B.," page 203, for

siocts read " stock."

Employing Emttv Combs— Woodbdry Unicomb Hive (A. B.).—

I

should not, if it were my own case, be afraid to use combs which I had
collected from apparently healtliy sources, although I should, nf course,
destroy every comb from the infected stock, and having purified the hive

to the utmost of my power, should let it lie by for a couple of seasons.
My unicomb hive is ii3 inches high, by 26^ inches wide inside, and accom-
modates six combs on bars (not frames). The outer ends of these rest

in notches cut in the sides of the liive, the other ends in the centre on
projections from a half-inch maiiogany upright, the lower end of which
is carried by a transverse bar of the same material and diameter. The
space between the glass surfaces is an inch and two-thirds, as recom-
mended by Dr. Bcvan, whose hive it resembles in its general features.

It has. however, the quadruple glass, with air-spaces between each sur-

face, first introduced into obtervator^- hives by Mr. Tegetmeier, and the
shutters are not opaque, but are veritable "sun-blinds," or "outside
Venetians," which admit light freely, whilst they exclude the direct rays

of the sun.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.
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Where sheep-droppiugs are not to be obtainecl, cow-manure is

the next best, but it is not so strong, and a larger proportion

may bo allowed to the same (juantity of water. I have also

used guano water ; it is more easily managed th&n the other
kinds of liquid manure, as all that is reijuired is to add a
pinch to the water before applying it. tluano must be employed
with caution, as it varies very much in quality ; it is not safe

to use more than 1 oz. to a gallon of water, but experience will

be the best guide. I remember a case in which some Cinera-
rias were being grown for exhibition, and all at once they
ceased to do well ; on sunny days they would droop, and look

as if they required water, and the flowers did not open well.

Various were the coujectures respecting the caui?e, aud much
anxiety was felt, until one of the jilants was turned out of the
pot, when the greater part of the roots were found to be dead.
'These plants had been treated in this way : A barrow-load of

sheep-droppings was thrown into a tank, a quantity of water
added by guess, and the plants watered with the liquid.

The Cinerarias which flower late in the season will have to

he shaded as soon as they come into bloom, in order that their

beauty may last as long as possible. Any light material will

answer for this purpose, the lighter the better ; if it break the
force of the direct rays of the sun that will be enough, and it

ought not to be kept on longer than is necessary ; it should not
be used to exclude light from the plants. I mention this par-

ticularly because I have seen shading put on when the sun's
rays were injurious, and kept on night and day to the evident
injury of the plants. Dulling the glass with whitening I also

think objectionable for the same reason—that it must remain
on in shade as well as in sunshine. If the plants are judi-

ciously shaded and watered they will continue in flower a long
lime, and they certainly have a fine eiiect arranged in the
greenhouse amongst hardwooded plants, as the lively green of

the foliage is always pleasing.— J. Douglas, Luxford Hall.

FLORIST NOTES AT THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.

No greater contrast could possibly be afforded between the
scene outside in the garden, and that in the conservatory and
arcades, on the day of the first spring show of the season—

a

cold miserable day, with the snow falling in large flakes, but
melting as it fell, and making everything cold, damp, and
miserable ; within, a display of beauty and fragi-ance than
which I have never seen better at this period of the year, and
one could only regret that so few visitors were there to enjoy
the rich treat that was provided for them. As the details of

the Exhibition have already been given, it will only be needful
for me to say a little about some of the more prominent of the
florists' flowers, that formed, indeed, the great bulk of the
Exhibi'ioa.
The Hyacinths were unusually fine, and here, as of late

years, Mr. William Paul was pre-eminent. Time was when
Mr. Gutbush ran him so closely that it was oftentimes most
difficult to decide T\ here the superiority lay, so neck-and-neck
was the running. Now we must say the race is won easily in

a canter, and it was almost impossible to conceive anything
finer than the Hyacinths which gained the chief prizes of the
day—prizes, by-the-by, not at all commensurate with the value
and beauty of the iiowers. Novelties in Hyacinths there were
not many, Mr. W. Paul being the only exhibitor ; and of his

six, two. Sir Henry Haveloek and Bird of Paradise, have been
exhibited before. Blondin is a flower of pecidiar colour and of

great substance, a sort of French white, with the back of the
petals light blue, throwing a very peculiar shade over the whole
flower ; large pips, with a well-foimed and stout truss—alto-

gether a fine flower. Lord Shaftesbury is a large white flower,

very coarse, pips of immense size but few of them, and alto-

gether just one of those sorts of flowers which I should not care

to grow. Prince Albert Victor is a fine deep-coloured flower,

very showy, deep crimson, the centre of each petal with a
deeper band of the same colour

; the truss fine and compact

—

certainly the best flower of the six. Linnmusis a dark crimson
erise, a somewhat cnfused truss. Sir Henry Haveloek, exhi-

bited last year, is a flower of peculiar colour, more fitted for

giving variety to a stage than for any brilliancy in itself ; whOe
Bird of Paradise, also exhibited last year, is a flower of that
scarce class single yellow Hyacinths, and is one of a peculiarly
delicate shade of primrose. Amongst new flowers in other col-

lections were Vunxbank and King of the Blues, both of which sus-

tained the high character gained by them when exhibited before.

Is the Cyclamen to become a florists' flower ? is a question
which might well be asked when looking at the variety and
beauty of the collections exhibited by Messrs. E. G. Henderson
and Son and Mr. Wiggins, gardener to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth.

I was busily engaged examining many tine varieties in the
latter collection, when I was joined by a very eminent plants-

man, who put a question which will decide this in the negative

;

for he asked, How can you propagate these bulbs ? And
there in truth seems the difficulty, or else I do not see why
they should not be as fixed in their character as many of those
flowers which we already have formed into collections. Mr.
Wiggins stated that he had cut out the eyes, and hoped in that
way to have increased them, but added that he had failed in

doing so. For those, however, who regard this beautiful spring
flower for its value as a decorative plant, the collection which
he exhibited was one well calculated to give encouragement.
I do not speak now of the large and beautifully grown plants

which obtained deservedly the first prize, but of the collec-

tion of smaller plants. These were all in 48-pots, with from
twelve to twenty blooms on each plant, and yet the seed from
which these were grown was only sown in March, 181)6. They
were potted off as soon as large enough, kept growing in a
warm house all the year until the leaves were well formed,
then placed in a cool frame, and the result was the very beau-
tiful lot of plants which were exhibited. Of these the finest

were Oriflamme, a large, fine, high-coloured flower ; rubrum
graudiflorum, a larger and finer flower than the old rubrum

;

and giganteum, a fine large white. One of the six which ob-

tained the first prize was purpureum, very dwarf, with remark-
ably curious foliage, round and somewhat cupped. It was
quite the model of what a Cyclamen ought to be. The increased

favour with which this beautiful spring flower has come to be
regarded, so useful as it is for decoration and also for bouquets,

is shown by the far greater number of cultivators, and a

knowledge of how very soon a large number of plants may be
obtained from seed will probably tend to increase them ; for

this reason Mr. Wiggins's information may be useful to some
of the readers of The Journal of Eorticultobe.

It is early in the season to talk about Verbenas
;
yet as far

as we can judge, a very valuable addition to their number waa
shown by Mr. Cruickshanks, gardener to W. Jones Loyd, Esq.,

Langleybury, near Watford. It is in the style of Striata per-

fecta and Napoleone Eossi, but apparently better than either

of those flowers. The former is, indeed, so very subject to

mildew that it has been almost displaced by the latter. If the

habit of Lady of Langleybury, as the new flower is called, be
equal to its beauty, it will decidedly put the foreign flower

a.sule. This, if it be, as is said, a seedling from Purple King,

is likely to be the case ; aud the profusion of bloom exhibited

would rather tend to show that it was very free. A seedling

Azalea called Hector was shown by Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of

Dulwich, the colour of which was very peculiar—an intense deep
crimson ; but of this we shall probably see more by-and-by.

Nothing charmed me more than the freshness and beauty

of the pot Hoses, but as yet nothing new has been exhibited,

and only established favourites were brought forward ; the sole

exception being Princess Mary of Cambridge, of Messrs. Paul
and Son, which has greatly improved since it was first exhi-

bited. Nothing could be more brilliantly delicate than some
of the blooms on the plants exhibited. It has been the case

with it as with the Lord Clyde of the same raisers: coldly

looked upon at first, it has gradually risen in estimation, and
I believe will take its place amongst the favourite flowers of

the rosarian. The delicate rosy pink of its well-shaped flowers

cuntiasted w ell with the more brilliant colours, and to me it has

evidently proved itself an admirable variety for forcing.

Of Camellias I have again to remark that it seems to be an
unaccountable fact that a plant [so easily managed, so capable

of bearing the "fatigues" consequent on an exhibition, and
so easy of carriage, should be so sparingly exhibited ; and even

the cut blooms shown gave but a poor idea of the magnifi-

cence and beauty of this queen of floweiing shrubs, so universal

a favourite as it is ; surely this reproach ought to be taken

awiiy, and something really worthy of it exhibited.—D., Deal.

GARDEN WALK EDGING.
S.^,EiNG you have given place to a note on this subject from

Aryshire, I send another by an old Aryshire florist, which may
be deemed "nae wee sheep shank" in that way.

" Jock Migomery ," for that was his name, was known to a good
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number of your readers in tbe west of Scotland ; in blooming

Auriculas, Tulips, and Ranunculuses, he was not easily beaten,

and to have a nice edging for his plots, he hit upon the foDow-

ing device :

—

Jock being a pretty good judge of wethers, knew well when
to plant himself among the fleshers, to secure a crop of the

needful—viz., sheeps' trotters, and by the armful, too, for he

was an adept at " felling twa dogs with one bone," first by

producing good Scotch Kail with the trotters, and then the

sheep shanks served to make the edging in the following man-
ner :—He put the shanks into the earth to the joint, one by one,

close to each other, and they produced one of the neatest of

edges I have seen, and would afford a good pattern for a potter

to copy from for an earthenware edging.

—

Stewauion.

YORK REGENT POTATOES.
The following is extracted from a communication to the

Eev. W. P. Eaddyfte :—
"After the disease of Potatoea about twenty years ago, great

quantities of Potatoes were sent to London from Yorkshire, of

a breed called Scotch Boughs, on account of the roughness of

their skins. They created a great noise in London under the

new name of York Regents, given them by the cockney dealers,

and commanded a great price in the market. Some few gentle-

men sent to London for some of them back again, and found

them nothing but Scotch Boughs, called also Buffianers.

Hence the name of Y'ork Eegents. The farmers and country

people about here grow scarcely any sort but Scotch Boughs,
Buffianers, or Ruffs, as the same Potatoes are called. Thousands
of acres are grown, and these are bought up by men who come
round among the farmers, and are called 'Potato Badgers.'

They send them aU to London under the name of York Eegents.

All round Potatoes sent to London are named by the dealers
' York Eegents, ' because they command a better price under
that name. Mr. Booth, of Killerby, obtained a new Potato out

of Scotland last spring; they are very large, white, good, and
good croppers. He sold twenty acres of them to a London
dealer ; and they were all sold as York Eegents ! Y'ork Regents

have a rough skin at one end like scales. If your Y'ork Regents

are smooth like a Dalmahoy, they are not the right sort. I

could find you twenty sorts of the so-called York Eegents

;

some white, some yellow, some good, some bad."
Mr. Kadclyffe then adds—" I commenced planting here

(Okeford Fitzpaine) February 13th, under grass clots, having
previously washed the ' cuts ' with vitriol and water. The
vitriol discovers a bad Potato within half an hour of its appli-

cation, by causing discoloration. It may, moreover, remove
any fungus about the set. I at present fancy that the disease

arises from imperfection of the cellular tissue. Potatoes re-

quire rain at the end of May, and none afterwards. Heavy
rains in July, when the temperature begins to fall, I think pro-

duce the calamity by filling the Potato with more sap than the

leaves can elaborate ; and hence as an effect the leaves decay."

CUCUMBER FAILURES.
I HAVE had to cultivate winter Cucumbers for some years and

in various ways, and I am confident that deep borders and
over-watering are the great mistakes in winter Cucumber-
growing.

Last summer I had the pleasure of looking over the splendid
gardens of Earl Ducie, at Tortworth Court, under the manage-
ment of Mr. Cramb, the intelligent and skilful gardener.
After traversing house after house we came to that devoted
to Cucumbers, and I must say it was the most masterly
example of Cucumber-growing which I ever witnessed.
The house, a large one to be devoted entirely to Cucumbers,

is a lean-to, with a pit running quite to the front. This pit

was filled with leaves for bottom heat, but I forgot to ask if

there were pipes under the bed or not ; and the plants were in

pots of rather a large size, which were half plunged in the bed
of leaves at equal distances. I was partioiilarly interested in

the system of pruning and training adopted ; the plants ap-
peared to be allowed to run three parts up the house, and
being then stopped developed at every joint shoots which were
themselves stopped at a few joints. Although planted twelve
months every plant was perfectly clean, healthy, and in no way
interfering with its neighbours, and there were several scores
of fuUy developed fruit.

I have adopted the same mode of cultivation—namely,

growing Cucumbers in pots plunged to half their depth, and I

have succeeded where I always failed before on the border

plan.

My conveniences being small, about the middle of September

I prepared three 12-inch pots by well draining them, chiefly

with the sittings from the potting bench, and filling up the re-

maining space with good loam and leaf mould. I planted the

Cucumbers at once, and the result has been most satisfactory,

although the temperature was often down to 5.5° at night.

The plants grew rapidly, and set plenty of fruit, which swelled

out to their full size, and I have not had one of those wretched

club-headed fruits so common in winter, and which are a sure

indication of something being wrong at the roots. One ad-

vantage from the pots is that the roots find their way out at the

holes in the bottoms of the pots and run among the fermenting

leaves, consequently watering is rarely wanted. The plants

are not particular about temperature for a few hours if the

roots are under favourable conditions and thriving. I would

rather find the temperature of my house rather low than strive

too much against the weather, but I find a few mats of great

service in frosty weather ; it will not then be necessary to shade

from the first gleam of sunshine that may occur, as is often

the case when the plants are in wet borders and weakened by

fire heat.

—

Chaeles Edwahds, The Gardens, Springfield, near

Bristol.

GARDENERS DELIGHT PEA—NAITJI ORANGE.
Much appears in " our Journal " about early Peas. Shall

I be voted a Goth if I own that I care more about the later

sorts ? At any rate there is one sort I have not seen named
in your pages which I should like, with your permission, to

introduce to the notice of all whom it may concern.

I think it was about the year 1850 that my factotum Jaroes

called my attention to some remarkably fine vigorous stalks of

Peas growing amongst a row of Veitch's Perfection—there

might be a dozen of them. The pods tiimed out to be of a

corresponding size, literally stuffed with great handsome Peas.

I requested that every pod might be carefully saved ; this was

done, the seed sown in the following year, and a splendid row of

Peas I had. They turned out to be very prolific, fine in flavour,

and a beautiful colour when dressed. I became curious to

know what sort had been thus introduced to me, and consulted

all the gardeners I met with just at that tirae.^ I happened to

have the officials and gardeners connected with our Cottage

Gardening Society lunching with me, and of course the new
Pea was closely examined and discussed, and greatly admired.

There was much good-humoured disputing on the matter, but it

soon became evident that no one knew the Pea.

I then sent a small quantity of seed to Mr. J. Smith, now
curator, Royal Gardens, Kew, but who at that time had charge

of the gardens at Sion House. He told me afterwards, when I

had the pleasure of seeing him, that after he had once sent a

supply of my Peas to the house there was a constant demand
for them, and the cook leaving soon afterwards to take the

management of a club, entreated Mr. Smith to give him " if it

were only half a pint " of seed, that he might be sure to have

the sort for his own supply. The succeeding cook became an

equally warm admirer of what was then known at Sion as the

" Cornish Pea."

On finding from such high authority as Mr. J. Smith, in ad-

dition to the eagerness with which the Pea was sought after by

various friends, that it was not mi rely a fancy of my own, and

of James, but that it was superior to the ordinary sorts, I took

small packet to Mr. Pince. of Exeter, iu the spriug of 18GS, and

requested he would be so good as to grow it for his private

table, and let me know what he thought of it. In July I re-

ceived the following letter from him, the postscript being in his

own handwriting :
— '• We are very much obliged for the Peas

sent us some time since under the name of " Gardener's

Delight," which we sowed and are daily gathering, and have

no hesitation in saying that it is the finest and best-flavoured

Pea we have ever seen. We shall esteem it a great favour if

you will furnish us with its history, or inform us where the

seed is to be procured."—" Mr. Pince presents his respectful

compliments and thanks to Miss P. for the delicious Pea of

which she kindly sent him some seeds.''

I wrote Mr Pince in reply, and sent him two quarts of seed

to add to his own supply, on condition that he would introduce

the " Gardener's Dehght " (the name I hud given the Pea from

the admiration bestowed upon it), to the public as soon as pos-

sible. In October of the same year Mr. Smith called on me,
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and I showed him Mr. Pince's testimonial. He eaid, " I am
quite of the same opinion," and told me it was the only Pea
produced at Northumberland House on the grand entertain-

ment of the Prince and Princess of Wales. It was the favourite

Pea of the Duie and Duchess o£ Northumberland, as well as of

their cooks !

Now I really think I have given you a certificate of merit

equal to any that can be produced in behalf of any vegetable

grown. I have only to add that I am net in the remotest

degree interested in the sale of the seed, but I like to enjoy a

flavour " on the palate of my friend," and are not all gardeners

and garden lovers friends ?—and, especially, are not all who
read " our Journal " friends ? The seed was sent into the

market last year by Mr. Pince, and can still, I believe, be ob-

tained either from him or Messrs. Hurst & Son, Leadenhall

Street.

I regret I have none to offer this year, but my last I sent the

other day to Mr. Poynter, the very intelligent nurserymen at

Taunton.
If you are not weary of this long story I should like to say

a word about the mode of sowing Peas.

Can you, or any of your correspondent.?, tell me anything
about the Natjee or Naitji Orange ? A friend who had received

some plants from the Cape kindly gave me one ; he has forgotten

from whence it was originally brought into South Africa, and
I am desirous to obtain any amount of information possible

touching the home and habits of the tree, and the character of

its fruit, said to be delicious.—C. P.

MR. WILLIAM PAUL'S SHOW OF SPRING
FLOWERS.

This exhibition, held in the eastern conservatory arcade in

the Eoyal Horticultural Society's gardens, South Kensington,
opened on Tuesday last, and will continue till the 6th of April.

It is in all respects a most admirable display, whether the

general arrangement and the choice of the flowers or their

indii'idual excellence be considered ; in fact, nothing less could

be expected from a horticulturist of Mr. Paul's reputation, and
who this year, as last, has taken the foremost position as a
cultivator of spring flowers. His successes at the recent shows
render cjmment on the merits of the Hyacinths, Tulips, and
many of the other subjects composing the exhibition almost
superfluous, indeed many of the flowers have been already
specially noticed ; we shall therefore confine ourselves to giving

a short account of the arrangement.
Commencing at the conservatory end of the arcade, the first

stage is filled with a large group of Tulips of many varieties

in beautiful bloom, with cut blooms of Koses in front. Next,
there is in the centre of the arcade a group of remarkably fine

pot Eoses, conspicuous among which are Alba Eosa and Pre-

sident ; then at a short distance there is an oblong table on
which are ranged single rows of Chinese Primroses and Cro-

cuses, a double row of Tulips, five rows of Hyacinths, and
Narcissuses at the back. The Hyacinths on this stage are

arranged in bands of several rows of each colour across the

longitudinal rows, and with very good effect. The fourth group
is a mixed one of Azaleas, Deutzias, Cytisus. Acacias, Erioste-

mons, Correas, Cinerarias, Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium, &c.

;

and the fifth an octagonal stage of Eoses, similar to the second
group, and containing fine examples of Pierre Netting, Baron
Prevost, Marechal Niel, and other fine varieties in excellent

bloom. Next there is a mass of Lilacs, double-flowering
Peaches, Clematises, Ehododendrons, Variegated Weigela
rosea, Gueklres Eose, &c.; adjoining this a stage filled with a
mixed collection of plants in flower ; and lastly, a stage on
which are ranged about 130 pots of Hyacinths of numerous
varieties and with magnificent spikes.

But this is not all ; along the front of the arcade, there is a
series of tables variously filled. Perhaps the most interesting

to many is that at the end farthest from the conservatory on
which are placed several of the handsome new varieties of Au-
cnba, male and female plants in flower, also the handsome
Ligustrum japonicum maculatum, variegated Euonymus, &c.,

with fruiting Aucubas at the back. The second of these tables

has small plants of Cytisus Atleeanus as an edging, then a
row of vaiiegated Hydrangea, Euonymus radicans variegatus,

and at the back E. macrophyllus with beautiful shining green
leaves, and the rose and white variegated Vitis Labrusca. On
the third table Isolepis and Cyti.sus, placed alternately, serve as

an edging to Cyclamens, Mignonette, pink Hyacinths, and

white and blue varieties at the back. The fourth table is filled

with Chinese Primulas and Deutzia gracilis, with Dielytra
spectabilis at the back ; the fifth with purple Crocuses, white
and blush Hyacinths, and Narcissuses ; the sixth with Isolepis

gracilis, Cytisus, mixed Crocuses, Lily of the Valley, and Hya-
cinths ; and the seventh with Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c.

This show, one of the most attractive which have ever been
seen at this season, reflects the greatest credit on the skill,

enterprise, and resources of Mr. W. Paul, and no one we are
confident would willingly miss the gratification which it i»

calculated to afford.

ROY.VI. HORTICULTURAI^ SOCIETY,
Makch 26th.

At three o'clock Mr. W. Paul delivered a lecture in the Conncil-roonj
on Spring Flowers, of whicli his exhibition has been just noticed. Dr.
Hoj^R, F.L.S., in the chair. After a few introductory observations by
the Chairman, Mr. Paul proceeded

—

The task assigned to me to-day is to give you a popular account of
this exhibition. I shall purposely avoid nil scientiiic details ; my
remarks will bo chiefly cultural. Working on the conception fh^
some present would like to hear how these plants are produced, would
like to see such in their own gardens, I thall content myself with
showing in as concise a manner as possible how that object may be
attained.

It is true there is a short road to the possession of these plants-*
namely, to buy them as at present exhibited. But by purchasing a
plant when in the climax of its beauty one does not realise all the
pleasure and satisfaction derivable from cultivatiDg it from an early

period of growth. It will, I think, be allowed that every stage of
]>rogress in a plant is perfect in its way, and there is a freshness,

change, and beauty in the gradual development.
I shall commence my observations by bracketing together HyacinthPT

Tulips, Narcissi, and Crocuses, which are usually spoken of collectively

as Dutch bulbs. Be it observed, these bulbs are among the least costly,

most easily cultivated, and most effective of early flowers. Although
called Dutch bulbs, originally Hyacinths and Tulips are natives of the
Levant, and have been Imown in this country for nearly three hundred
years. Now, however, their descendants, much altered in size, form,
and colour, are or should be annually imported from Holland, where
their cultivation is carried out on so large a scale as to he an important
branch of national industiy.

I may perhaps be allowed to remark here that the best Dutch bnlbs
usually find their way into the hands of the English dealers. The
Hyacinths sent to this country are groivn from offsets of the root, and
are usually four or five years old. In favonrahle seasons, with free-

growing-sovts, or in the event of a scarcitv of any particular sort^

three-years-old roots are sometimes sent, hut such do not produce the
finest spil:es of flowers. Dutch bulbs usually arrive in England in

the month of August, packed in hags and boxes, in what is termed a digr

state, in which they somewhat resemble Onions.
Now, with regard to the culture of these bulbs, I will assume that

the cultivator has obtained possession of good bulbs, bidbs which have
not been hastily forced into the market, but which have the stamp and
stamina of age. and which have been skilfully handled throughont
their previous stages of development. Without this there is little

hope of reaching a high standard of excellence. If you start wrong
no after-skdl or attention will set you altogether right. Let us then
assume the possession of good bulbs. Now, they may be grown in

pots or boxes in earth, or in glasses in water. I will first relate how
they are managed when grown in earth. Sandy loam enriched by a
free addition of manure is the best compost in which to plant them.
Plant in October, leanug the apex or crown of the bulb just ]U-otnid-

ing above the soil, and afterwards thoroughly soak the soil with water.

When drained, place the boxes, pots, or vases, in which they are

planted on the level soil, covering them over with 6 inches of cocoa
fibre, old tan, or cinder ashes. Now, the length of time they should

remain under this covering will depend on the period at which they
are wanted to bloom. If removed in Januaiy, gradually inured to

heat and light, well watered if dry, and placed first in a cold frame,

and then in a greenhouse with gentle heat, they will bloom in great

perfection early in March. If removed in December and a little more
heat employed, they will flower early in February. If removed in

November they should, a fair amount of heat being employed, flower

in January. It should he home in mind, that a jilentiful supply of

water is requisite at the period when tho leaves and flower-spikes are

extending, and duiing the whole period of flowering. The spikes of

flowers should also be tied up almost d.ay by day to preserve their

symmetry.
This, then, is the way in which the Hyacinths before you are pro*

dnced in pots. The rationale of cultivation in glasses in water is the

same ; hut instead of pots, glasses are used ; instead of earth, water;

instead ©f covering with fibre we place the glasses, if transparent, in

a dark cupboard principally for the reason that the roots feed most
freely in the dark. But we must not keep them in the dark too long.

Gradually inure them to the light when the roots are fairly developed

and before the leaves are 2 inches long. Their season of flowering.
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RS with Hj-acinths in pots, will depend on the temperature of the

hooee or room in which they are grown. It was remarked to me
to-day, *' Your Hyacinths are unnsually short and stoat. I have some

good Bpiies, but they are slender, attenaated, and disposed to droop.

How is this ?" My answer is, They have had at some period of thtir

growth too much heat or too little light ; either, or a combiuation of

lx)th influences, would produce the elonsacion complained of. Tulips,

Narcissi, and Crocuses which are of a kindred nature with Hyacinths,

shoold be managed in the same way : all of them may likewise be

planted in beds or borders out of doors, a few inches under the soil in

the month of November, when the Crocuses will tlower in February

;

the Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissi in March and April.

The next plant for consideration is the ////// ofth<: Valley. Although

a native plant abounding in the woods and hedge-rowa in many parts

of Britain, it must not be supposed that it could be suddenly drawn

thence and produced in the beautiful state in which it is exhibited at

our Hower shows. There is a major variety, selected doubtless for its

size at some former period, and planted in rich soil, where by gross

feeding the plant has attained an unusual development. The contents

of these pots are prepared for forcing in the following way:—Small

pieces or crowns are planted in beds in rich ground, and allowed to

remain there for three or four years till the whole bed becomes one

mass of roots thickly studded with flowering crowns. They are then

cut out with the spade into small patches to suit the size of the pots in

which they are grown, placed in the pots in the autumn, when, by sub-

jecting them to diflerent degi-eesof heat, a succession of flowers maybe
obtained throughout the winter aod spring.

The Cyclamen is one of the most beautiful of spring flowers

:

nothing surpasses it for purity and sweetness. It is a native of

Sicily. The plants are raised from seed, which should be sown in

Jane in pots tilled with equal parts of sand, loam, and peat. The
seed should be quite fresh to ensure germination, and requires to be

raised under glass. The plants will not usually flower until the

second spring, after which they should continue to increase in size

and beauty for many years. When the seedlings lose their leaves,

which they should not do till they are about twelve mouths old, it is

important that they be kept in a dry state. Moisture when in a state

of rest will certainly injure, and probably destroy them.

We come now to the Chinese Frhmtla. This plant in a native of

China, whence it was introduced in 1820. It is raised from seeds,

which should be sown in the months of May, June, and July succes-

sively, in pots filled with light sandy soil, and kept under glass. "VNTien

the seedlings have made their tliird or fourth leaf they should be

transplanted into small pots, giving each plant a separate pot, and
removing it at short intervals into pots of larger sizes. This plant

does not dislike heat, but if much heat is employed plenty of air

should also be given, or the colours of the flowers will be washy and
pale.

There is a curious and interesting fact in the history of plants

which the Chinese Primula sei-ves well to illustrate. There is a ten-

dency in most plants to vary inform, size, and colour when transferred

from their natural or wild state and subjected to cultivation. The
type of the Chinese Primrose of to-day was pink or Ulac, and not more
than one-fourth of the present size. By culture, through the means
of a rich soil and careful attendance, the size was increased, and by
watching for even slight variations in form and colour, and selecting

such as the parents of future races, the change went gradually on. A
break, as it is termed, was at length obtained ; that is, a departure

from the normal form. A standard of excellence was set up, but it

was found that such, although occasionally realised, could not sud-

denly be retained. Seeds saved from the red Primula would some-

times produce both red and white-flowered plants, and seeds saved

from white Primulas would do the same, wlule the seedlings varied

greatly in size, colour, and form. The break was retained, but the

result was uncertain. The next step was to fix the alteration. Year

after year plants of the altered and more approved form, closely re-

sembling each other, were selected and placed apart, and from these

alone^ seeds were saved until the altered form was fixed again ; that

is, seed saved fi-om red Primulas produced, with almost unerring cer-

tainty, red-flowered varieties ; seed saved from white Primulas, white-

flowered varieties—both preserving the increased size, altered forms,

and clear decided colours of their immediate progenitors. Take
another instance :—There are before you plants of the new double

crimson Thorn. Strange as it may seem, this is descended from the

common Whitethorn or May of our hedges ; but this has not happened
suddenly, but by a gradation of changes. Most observers will doubt-

less have noticed in our hedges that some of the plants produce

flowers of a pink tinge, though still with single flowers. This is the

*' break " previously explained ; this was step 1. Some of the seed-

lings raised from these wotdd give flowers of a still deeper colour.

This was step 2, which we recognise in the single rose-coloured Thorn,

a variety found growing in a hedge at Geddington, in Northampton-
shire. Some of the offspring of this would be of a still deeper

colour—step 3, the new scarlet Thorn. A seedling or a sport from
this or the original May of our hedge-rowa would produce double

flowers, and here was step 4, the double white or new double

pink Thorn. Now I am not asserting that all these steps are

authentically recorded, but it is well known to those who are

practically engaged in these matters that such is the rule of pro-

gross i bat the origin of this new doable crimson Thorn we do

know. It is not a seedling, but what is called a sport from the
double pink Thorn—that is, a branch of the double pink produced
flowers of this deep and beautiful hue. The branch was budded and
grafted, and the young plants so obtained produced flowers of the
same vivid colour. In the same way have been produced the many
varieties of the common Hawthorn ; one of the most notable, the
Weeping Thorn, having been selected from a bed of seedlings by
General Monkton. The upright-growing variety was also selected
from a bed of seedlings by Mr. Ronalds, of Brentford. Now, it is

the same with leaves as with flowers. Take the Pelargoniums befare
you. They are all originally produced from green-leaved varieties,

either from sports of the branch, or, later in their history, from seeds
of the sports so fixed. The first variegated Pelargonium originated
by a branch of a green-loaved variety producing variegated leaves.

This branch was cultivated till the habit became fixed. The seeds of
these were saved and sown, and a brood of young plants was pro-
duced retaining the variegation of the parent. The plants before
you, which are seedlings, show this tendency; on some there are both
green and variegated leaves. Now, to fix either character is tbe pro-
blem. If we wish to retain the green character we nip off all the
variegated leaves ; if we wish to retain the variegated character we
nip off all the green leaves from time to time as they appear, till the
plant produces leaves of the one character only. It is the same with,

the Aucubas before you. The green-leaved variety is the normal
form ; the variegated kinds are sports either from branches or from
seeds. This is, in brief, the process that has beeu worked out in all

cultivated plants where leaves or flowers show a wide divergence from
the normal form. I shall conclude my observations to-day with a
few remarks on the Camellia.
The Camellia is a native of China, a coantry which has supplied

us with many of our richest horticultural treasures. The type of our
modem Camellias is a plant with small, single, red flowers, in which
the yellow stamens are pleasingly conspicuous. There are now many
hundred double sorts, some few of which have been introduced at
various times from China, but the majority have' been raised from
seed in Italy, France, Belgium, England, and America. Most of the
double Camellias are grafted on the single red or type, which is found
to strike easily from cuttings placed in a cold pit in sandy soil, in the
autumn. The grafting is usually performed late in summer, the stocks

chosen being two years old. The soil in which Camellias appear to
grow best is rough loamy peat with a plentiful admixture of sand.
The process of repotting should take place in summer, when the new
growth is pretty well matured and the flower-buds about the size of a
French Bean. When potting, thorough drainage should be secured.
Now, although the plant is nearly hardy, successfully resisting several

degrees of frost, it is not well suited for the open aii- in our climate, on
account of the cold and uncertainty of the English spring. Spring is

its season of growth, and it then requires a high temperature to in-

duce a vigorous and well-matured growth. At this time, when bloom-
ing and gi'owing, a plentiful supply of water should be given, but at
all other times, especially in autumn and early winter, water shoold be
given but sparingly. The premature decay and dropping of the flower-

buds so often complained of in Camellias, usually arises from too dry
a state of the roots at the season of growth, or too wet a state of the
roots when the growth is matured, and the plant is in a state of com-
parative rest. So soon as the growth is matured, it is well to remove
the plants from under glass, placing them on the north side of a wall
or hedge where they are protected from the midday sun. Camellias
may be planted out with advantage in the borders of conservatories,

where they will attain the height of 20 or 3D feet, forming umbrageous
trees of matchless beauty.

The chief points to look to in their cultivation, then, are these :

—

1. To secure thorough drainage in the soil.

2. To give heat and moisture during the periods of flowering and
growth.

3. To water sparingly from the time the growth is completed till

the flower-buds are about the size of a pea.

•i. To secure the leaves from being blistered by the sun, green
glass or Hartley's rough plate glass is desirable for the Camellia-
house ; if ordinary glass be used it should be slightly whitewashed iu

the month of March.
We have yet to speak of Roses and other forced hardy shrubs ; but

these will be made the subject of another short paper on Tuesday next.

At the close of the lecture a vote of thanks was given to Mr. Paul
for the interesting and insti'uctive information he laid before the
Meeting.
On the table of the Council-room were exhibited the prizes offered

by the Proprietors of the Gardeners' Chroniele and Tun JouRNiL OF
Horticulture at the Great Bury Show in July next, and which
elicited the admiration of all present. The former is an elegant richly

chased silver claret jug of beautiful design, and the latter consisted of

two very handsome richly gilt ormolu French clocks, with panels and
face of painted and jewelled porcelain.

EARLY PEAS.
My experience with Carter's First Crop Pea coincides \sith

that of your correspondent " Eonnoc."
Last year I sowed on a south boxderj side by side, and oa
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the same day the following sorts—Carter's First Crop, Dick-

eon's First and Best, Dillistoue's Early, and Sangster'e No. 1.

They came in for use on tbe foUowiug dates :—Dickson's First

and Best, June 11th ; Carter's First Crop, June lOtb ; the

other two sorts about a week afterwards: so that with me
Dickson's proved to be five days earlier than Carter's First

Crop, and what was of more importance, Dickson's gave double
the gatherings that First Crop did, and continued in bearing

much longer. I have no besitatiou in saying that Dickson's

Pea is the very best early Pea I have grown. I discarded all

but Dickson's, and Sangster's, for early work this season.

I have no interest in stating the above facts, more than that

we may prove which really are the earliest and best vegetables

to grow generally. I should like to hear of more gardeners

stating their opinions of the above Peas, or any others they

think better.

—

John Brookes, Four Oaks Park, 'iVaru-ickshire,

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S FIRST SPRING
SHOW.

This was held on Saturday last, chiefly in the conservatory instead

of, as usual, in a tent—au inuovation which was judged expedient in

consequence of tbe wintry weather experienced up to tbe previous

evening ; and although tbe temperature became milder the chanjje was
far from favourable to tbe success of a flower show, for rain fell more
or less till late in the afternoon. In its principal features tbe Exhi-
bition resembled that held at South Kensington on tbe previous Tues-
day—in fact, a gi'eat portion of tbe subjects shown were reproduced
on this occasion, and having been already noticed, will here claim only

a passing mention.
Of Hyacinths. Mr. W. Paul's set of twelve were far superior to

those from any other exhibitor, and consisted of magnificent examples
of Mont Blanc. Van Speyk, Princess Marj' of Cambridge. Grandeur
a Merveille. Baron Vou Tnyll, King of the Blues, Koh-i-Noor, Vunx-
baak, Sir Henry Havelock, Solfaterre, Blondin, and Prince Albert.

Mr. W, Cntbush, of Bamet, who was second in the Nurserymen's
Class, had very- good spikes of Von Schiller, Charles Dickens, Cavaig-

nac, General Havelock, Argus, and Ida ; and Mr. Kirtland, Albion
Kursery, Stote Newington, was third.

Amateurs' collections of twelve were not up to the mark. Mr.
Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. GolJsmid. Bart., Regents' Park, was first;

and Mr. Bartlett, Hammersmith, second.

Of new varieties, Mr. W. Paul, who was the only exhibitor, had tbe

first prize for Linnaeus, Prince Albert Victor, Lord Shaftesbury, and
Blondin, described last week ; La Grandesse, with broader and flatter

bells than Mont Blanc, and<Victor Emmanuel, pale crimson, striped

with deeper crimson in the centre of each petal. Mr. W. Paul con-

tributed, in adthtion, a numerong and very fine collection, in which
Carmine, though not remarkable for tbe size of its spike, was con-

spicuous by its vivid crimson colour. Lord Cowley, between the
silvery giey of Blondin and the pale blue of Princess Mary, was also

noticeable.

Tulips were also shown in great beauty by Mr. W. Paul, who was
first for eighteen with Vermilion Brilliant ; Eoi Pepin, white flaked

with crimson ; Couleur Cardinal, violet-shaded deep red ; ^Vbite

Pottcbakker ; Proserpine, violet-shaded rose ; Fabiola, rosy purple and
white ; Van der Neer, purple shaded with violet ; Globe de Kigaut,

pur]>le streaked with white ; and Keizerskroon. In a numerous collec-

tion from the same exliibitor, Brutus rectifie, yellow heavily feathered
with crimson scarlet, was very showy. Mr. Kirtland was second, Mr.
Cutbusb, Earnet, third.

Cytlameus were again shown in great beauty, and Mr. Wiggins and
Messrs. E. G. Henderson took the first and second prizes, while Mr.
Xodman, gardener to R. Hudson. Esq., Clapbam Common, was third.

Of Narcissus, an excellent collection was furnished by Mr. Paul,
among which Bazelman major. Queen of Yellows, yellow with a deep
yellow cup ; aud Soleil d'Or, yellow with an orange cup, were large and
flne. Mr. Paul, Mr. Cutbusb, and Mr. Todman likewise furnished
fine pots of Lily of the Valley.

Chinese Primulas raised from Mr. WilUams's strain of seed, ex-

hibited by Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq.. Islewortb, were
again first. Mr. Todman being second, and Mr. Wheeler third. Prizes

were likewise awarded to Mr. Paul and Mr. Todmau for cut blooms of

Camellias ; and Mr. Bull produced plants of the same previously

shown at Kensington.
Koses furnished by Mr. W. Paul, in remarkable pei*fection for the

season, constituted an important feature of the display, and it may be
nsefnl to notice some of tbe best. These were Le Rhone with some
eighteen blooms and buds. Alba Rosa always very beautiful in spring,

President, a splendid specimen with about two dozen blooms ; EUza-
beth Vigneron, Senateur Vaisse, Ccenr dc Lion with nine fine blooms

;

Madame de Stella not fully out, but will be very beautiful ; aud Ma-
dame Victor Verdier. Several stands of cut blooms were furnished by
the same exhibitor, and by Messrs. Paul tt Son, to both of whom
extra prizes were awarded.

For miscellaneous flowering and fine-foUagcd plants Mr. Williams,

Holloway, was first with Azalea Triumphans in fine bloom, Gene-

tyllis fuchsioides, an excellent specimen of Eriostemon pulchellnni,
Chararorops humilis. Variegated Aloe-leaved Yucca, and CordyUne in-

divisa, the last remarkably fine. Mr. Bull, who was second, had a
very fine example of Cibotium princeps measuring at least 9 feet across
the fronds, Brahea duliis, Dracrona australis latifolia, his fine speci-

men fruiting Aucuba, &c. Mr. Wheeler was third with a collection in
which we noticed a good Alocasia metallica, Dicksouia antarctica,

Pandanus javanicus variegatus. and a well-bloomed jdant of Azalea
indica alba. A collection was also furnished by Mr. Paul, consisting

of Rhododendrons, Ruses, Deutzias, Clematises, Lilacs, tiowerinc
Peaches, the fine standard Genista purgans shown at Kensington, and
other plants. Mr. Cutbusb, Bamet, contributed his fine plants of
Mignonette, Acacia Drummondi, and Erica Wilmoreana superba,
double-flowering Prunus sinensis, &c. ; and Mr. Wilhams a numerous
collection in which were Statice Holfordii. Franciscea confertiflora,

Anthurium Scherzeriannm, Vanda iusignis, Genetyllis, variegated

Anauassa, Anthurium acaule with five of its long spadices, plaited like

a whip-thong, a flne specimen of Agave tilifera, Todea pellucida, Lo-
marias, Gleichenia dicarpa, &c. Of other subjects Mr. Wheeler con-
tributed Chinese Azaleas, and Messrs. Dobson & Son Cinerarias in

excellent bloom, the Idnds being Duke of Cambridge, largo velvety

purplish crimson self; John Spencer, paler in colour; Estelle, white,

dark disk, aud rosy purple edge ; Admiration (Dobson), in the same
style, but with a broader edge ; Favourite, cream white, dark <hsk,

narrow pnqile edge ; and Lady Theodora Grosvenor (Fairbaira), white
with deep bluish violet edge. Messrs. Dobson received an extra prize

for this collection, and similar prizes were awarded to Mr. Bai-tlett for

Filmy Ferns and miscellaneous flowering plants, to Mr.Ford. gardener
to W. E. Hubbard, Esq., St. Leonard's Lodge. Horsham, for Apples
and Pears in excellent preservation, and to Mr. Bull and Mr. Williams
for collections of new and rare plants, those from the former being
nearly the same as exhibited at Kensington.
Among novelties first-class certificates were awarded for the follow-

ing :—To Mr. Wiggins for a beautiful Cattleya Warscewiczii with a
very richly-coloured lip ; to Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, for a variety

called dehcata, pale pink, with a yellow throat : to Mr. Bull, for Odonto-
glossum Alexandrre, Cypripedium concolor, and Dayanum ; Aralia
spathulata aud crassifnlia pieta, Agave macrocautha, CamelHa Lavinia
Maggi rosea, a beautiful deep rose-coloured variety ; variegated Phajus ;

and Rogeria hybrida. with Laurustinus-like heads of pale rose-coloured

blossom. Mr. Williams had similar awards for Amaryllis Ixion,

scarlet, with a white band towards the base of tbe petals ; and for

Odoutoglossum maculosum, the singular flowers of which are green,

dotted with brown, and have a hairy white lip. First-class certificates

were also awarded to Mr. W. Paul, for his new Hybrid Perpetual Rose
Coeur de Lion ; aud to Mr. CruickshaukB, gardener to W. Jones Loyd,
Esq., Langleybury, for his lilac-striped Verbena Lady of Langley-
bury. Second-class certificates were awarded to Mr. Williams for

Ananassa Poi-teana, dili'ering from the common variegated Pine Apple
in having a broad baud of yellow down the centre of each leaf, the
rest of tbe leaf being ohve green ; and Azalea Charmer, a promising
rosy-pink variety; to Mr. Bull, for Odoutoglossum gloriosum ; and to

Messrs. E. G. Henderson, for Pyrethrum Golden Feather. The same
firm also contributed a collection of tricolor Pelargoniums, as did Mr.
Watson, of St. Albans, who had among others, Mrs. Dix and Miss
Watson which bad previously received certificates.

rnOTECTING PEAS AND BEANS.
" R. F.," in "Doings of the Last Week," contributed to

your Journal for March 14th, details his method of protecting

Beans and Peas from pheasants and partridges, and in a pre-

vious Number refers to the "Pea Protector," an illustrated

advertisement of which appears in the Journal, and also a de-

scription by Jlr. J. Douglas, at 199. I beg to state that for

several years I have used here, Messrs. Barnard S: Bishop's
inch mesh galvanised wire netting, 24 inches wide, also ad-

vertised in your Journal, for the same purpose, and find it a
perfect protection against the smallest birds. It is easily fixed

by bending it arch-like over the row, when the Peas begin to

break the ground, and pegging it down at the edges with com-
mon hooked sticks; in fact, it almost retains its arch-like form
without any peg. It may be cut into any length required, and
when done with is easily rolled up and stowed away. Its roomy
arch also gives ample space for the Peas to grow without
clinging to it, until they are quite safe from sparrows, and in

such weather as we experience this spring, it affords an ex-

cellent skeleton for old matting or litter for protection from
frosts and cutting winds. The Pea protector is smaller in its

arch, and apparently more expensive, it also seems to be
slighter, and I should imagine, therefore, less durable.

My employer has also used the netting above referred to for

some years as a guard for young trees, cutting it into lengths of

6, 8, or 10 feet, according to the height of the bole of the tree

required to be guarded, and putting it up lengthwise, and lacing

it up round the tree with a galvanised wire, and it certainly is

much the cheapest and most effective guard used. It perfectly
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protects the tree from rabbits, hares, sheep, cattle, and horses.

It only requires three or four stakes for the sheep and cattle

to rub against, or any fancy guard may be put round the tree

on which it is, for unless some such addition be made the sheep
Viill rub the young tree, and wire will cut the bark oft very

fatally, in consequence of the trunk of the tree swelling and
growing until the guard is filled. I have this year unlaced

several guards which have been on the trees for years, and they

are used for younger trees, and seem as good as ever.

The netting also makes the bottom of young Quickset hedges
impervious, if these are planted double about a foot or IS inches

apai't, and a piece of netting is strained lengthwise between
the rows of Quickset, and fastened up with slight wooden
stakes until the quick grows and interlaces the netting, and
supports it, which will be the case by the time the stakes have
decayed. The hedge may then be clipped over the top of the

netting, and the latter be allowed permanently to remain. For
short lengths of hedges, and where it is desired to exclude

game and poultry, this will be found an admirable plan ; of

course, a larger mesh may be used, and a narrower width of

netting if desired.

—

'Williaii Chastnev, Hamond Lodge, King's

Lynn.

TOWN GARDENING.
(Concluded from page 208.)

I MUST finally state my experience of trees and shrubs,

which, however, is not very extensive. Evergreens are gene-

rally hopeless, excepting the Box. This cannot be said to

flourish ; but by putting in plants of a good size at first, and
frequently applying the hose to their leaves with a pretty strong

flush of water, they may be kept green, and will grow a little.

This remark, however, does not apply to Box-edging for bor-

ders, which never looks well, and becomes in places very bare.

As regards trees, the great principle to be kept in view is to

select those which shed their bark more or less annually, and
thus keep continually presenting new portions of healthy sur-

face to the atmosphere. The trees which do this most freely

are the Birch and the Plane. The first loses its bark gradually

in circular strips ; from the second it comes off in blotches.

And what more elegant than a drooping Birch, or handsomer
in foliage than the Plane ? The Weeping Ash splits its bark

in long perpendicular seams, sometimes the entire length of

the stem, and becomes a very ornamental tree ; but care must
be taken not to let the branches touch the ground, the grass

will not grow under it if they do. This meed of praise does

not extend to the common Ash, which ought never to be ad-

mitted into a small garden, whether in town or country ; for

if it succeeds, the roots of one tree only will absorb the mois-
ture of the entire garden : like a young cuckoo in a thrush's

nest, it takes full possession, to the destruction of the previous

occupants. Nothing will flourish within a radius of 30 or

40 feet of it, as I have often noticed when observing Ash trees

in a corn or Tui-nip field. The Poplar of most kinds splits its

bark well, and succeeds in smoke ; and even the old stumpy
Sycamore when well played upon with water, and treated with
an occasional Turkish bath in the form of a scrubbing-brush
and soft soap, showed signs of revival, and really began to

grow. It was, however, one of a peculiar and delicate species,

the name of which I have not discovered. It appeared like a
hybrid between a Lime and a Sycamore, in which idea I was
confirmed by traces of a cincture on its stem, just below where
it diverged into branches, as if it had been grafted ; by the
few leaves which sprang from its roots having more of the
ordinary Sycamore form than those on the branches ; and from
its occasionally under its new treatment putting forth blossoms,
which had a slight fragrance, and of which the bees were fond,

but they never produced the keys or seed-vessels. The leaves,

however, were soon affected by frost, still more so by a cold

or rough wind, and often the tree was nearly stripped of them
by the end of June, though a second crop came. On the whole
it was not a tree suited for a town garden.

Of flowering trees and shrubs, the Laburnum grows and
flowers the best, the Bed Hawthorn next. Lilacs require to

be well cut-in and watered ; they rarely would put forth a

flower, but they form a good bushy screen if planted before
unsightly objects which it is desirable in a garden to conceal.
The Acacia and Almond, though they do well in the squares
in the west end of London where there is less smoke, main-
tained a faint struggle for life only; and my system was to
expel everything which conveyed an idea of misery. For the
game reason I banished the Kibes, the Gueldres Rose, the

Honeysuckle, and the Privet ; the last I often pity, with its

profusion of black wires, when I see it in the open spaces of

the metropolis. I found the wall of the garden facing the east

partially covered with Irish Ivy when 1 succeeded to it. It

grew, but it required constant nailing and trouble; for the
teeth, or small centipedal lobes, which it puts out at the
back of the stems would not retain their hold on the wall.

There is, however, a small species with a bright leaf beauti-

fully veined which clings to the wall, but its dying leaves dis-

figure it, and litter the beds throughout the summer. The
Irish Ivy I prevented doing so by having all the old leaves

closely sheared off as soon as the new buds began to start in the
spring. In two or three weeks' time the wall was again covered
with new verdure. On the opposite wall I planted Jasmine,
white and yellow. The white flowered annually, more or less,

by keeping it well cut-in, but its shoots were always weak.
The yellow was a stronger sort and had a larger flower, and the
difficulty has been rather to restrain its growth than to promote
it. I have seen in some towns the Virginian Creeper do, the
scarlet and crimson leaves of which, when decaying, are so rich

and beautiful, but it would not grow with me. I apprehend
that the climate of England is unfavourable to its perfect deve-
lopment, as I have never observed it in this country put forth

its small coral spray, as I have seen it when growing wild in

Switzerland. I have also tried the wUd English Clematis,

called Virgin's Bower, which bore plenty of leaves, but never
flowered.

I have now " said my say," and have only to add in conclu-
sion that the garden took up but little of my time, and required
Httle trouble beyond what I could safely trust to a servant or

labouring man, as sweeping up, mowing, &c. My time was too

fuUy occupied by engagements of a far more important cha-

racter to permit of my being much in it. My chief enjoyment
on week days during the proper season consisted in snatching
those fragments of time which arose when I retoi'ned home
exhausted from the cultivation of plants of a very diiierent

nature (the Immortelles), and was five or ten minutes too early

for a meal. I then went at once into the garden, and my
nervous system was more strengthened and refreshed thereby
than by throwing myself into an easy chair, the mind being so

completely relieved by the change of objects and ideas. On
Sundays it was a still greater treat. Then with my family we
had more intervals of leisure ; then there was little or no
smoke—no overlookers ; the busy hum from the neighbouring
warehouses was hushed, all was tranquil, and we could sit out
with a book at a distance from the south or open end, and
when we lifted our eyes and looked beyond saw nothing but
sunny hiUs and cheerful fields ; and thus we enjoyed our nis

in urhe with grateful satisfaction and thankfulness to God.

—

Philokepos.

IMESSRS. CUTBUSHS SHOW OF SPRING
FLOWERS.

This commenced at the Ciystal Palace on Saturday last, and
will continue open until the 6th of next month. It is, as

usual, a very attractive and excellent display, which will doubt-

less be inspected with interest and pleasure by multitudes of

visitors. 'The plants are admirably arranged, and occupy about
240 feet run of tabling divided down the centre, one side being
chiefly filled with Hyacinths and Tulips, the other with a mis-
cellaneous collection of other spring-flowering plants ; and at

each end is a good flowering specimen of white Azalea indiea.

Taking first the side on which are ranged the bulbs we find

the first or front row to consist of variegated Pelargoniums, such

as Mrs. Pollock, Cloth of Gold, Golden Chain, and Lady Ply-

mouth ; the second row of Hyacinths and Tulips mixed ; the

third row of the same flowers separately and in about equal

proportions ; and the fourth or back row of Hyacinths only.

Among the latter there is a remarkably large and fine spike of

Florence Nightingale; and of other varieties of the red class

Cavaignac, Macaulay, Von Schiller, Princess Clothilde, Due de

Malakoff, and double Duke of Wellington are excellent. Blues
are well represented in Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas, Nimrod,
and some others ; and the very dark or black kinds in General

Havelock and Mimosa. Of' the white varieties there are

several excellent spikes of Mont Blanc, and some others.

Haydn, mauve, is also very pretty. There are a few new kinds,

noticeable among which are Le Grand .Taune, buff yellow;

Princess Helena, with large, pure white bells ; Mrs. James
Cutbush, with white bells of good substance ; Princess Anna,
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a pleasing bright rosy liuk variety ; and Elise, crimson, edged

with pale rose. 0£ Tulips there is a tine collection, including

the Tournesols, Keizerskroou, Vermilion Brilliant, and other

showy varieties, besides several new ones, among which the

best appear to be Chrysolora, bright yellow ; Zilvnreeu Stan-

dard, rosy crimson, "flaked with white ; Joost Van Voudell,

large, crimson and white ; Salvator Eosa, double, rose, striped

with deeper rose ; and Grand Due, yellow, flaked with red.

The miscellaneous collection of spring-flowering plants prin-

cipally consists of numerous plants of Dielytra spectabUis,

which are very effective, Cytisus racemoaus, Deutzias, Acacia

Drummondi, Chinese Azaleas, Cinerarias, Mignonette, Gueldres

Rose, Lily of the Valley, and the pretty double Prunus sinensis

;

there are also some Dracanas, and, as an edging to the whole

in front, variegated I'elargoniums interspersed with Isolepis

gracilis. We also noticed at one end of the table a plate of

Messrs. Cutbush's beautifully marked variety of Lilium

auratum, called splendidum, in which the central stripes are

dull rod.

WEEDS ON WALKS, AND HOW TO DESTROY
THEM.

Wbatevek difference of opinion there may exist as to the

proper materials for making a walk, every one must agree that

weeds destroy its beauty.

Now, as weeds on a walk are unquestionably fatal to its good

appearance, their removal or destruction is aimed at by all;

but it was not until within the last fev; years that the appli-

cation of chemical substances, with the latter object in view,

found much favour, and weeding and hoeing were, therefore,

the order of the day. A prejudice against the use of one of the

most effective destructive agents for a long time kept it from

being resorted to, and some people even persisted in the

opinion that it would not accomplish the desired end. The old-

fashioned mode of employing hand labour was accordingly pur-

sued, and resulted in walks being often allowed to become very

rough before the cleaning time came round again.

To remedy this state of things various expedients have been

suggested, and different substances tried ; some, and by far the

greater number, having for their object the destruction of the

young weeds on the spot, without disturbing the walk ; others

being designed to render the walk itself impervious to the roots

of weeds, or fatal to them. This, in most cases, is sought to

be effected by preparing a walk with a hard, smooth surface of

asphalt, concrete, cement, or some similar substance, affording

no hold for the roots of the grosser and larger vegetation, but

net altogether exempt from the attacks of fungi or mosses,

when time has changed the obnoxious substances, and ren-

dered the surface suitable for such vegetation. Asphalt, and

similar materials, however useful for walks, are, nevertheless,

not yet sufficiently cheap to allow of their being employed

everywhere, and weeds are most likely to grow on such walks

as are the least likely to be formed of such materials, for it is

on walks in out-of-the-way places, that most weeds are pro-

duced, not on those over which there is the most traffic.

In districtswhere mineral substances obnoxious to vegetation

can be obtained in sufficient quantity, there is not much diffi-

culty in keeping weeds down, as, for instance, in the case of

Eome mining districts, more especially in the west of England,

where a greenish grey sand strongly impregnated with some

mineral poison is found in quantity. Certain chemical works

also furnish a refuse substance, which can be applied to the

same purpose. Such materials, however, are not so generally

available as to meet all requirements, consequently we must

adopt others more within our reach. I hope that in time some-

thing better than any substance we now possess may be dis-

covered—something cheap, easy of application, effectual, and

not likely to injure the walks to which it is applied; but till

then I fear we must continue to use salt, of which the only fault

is, that it makes a damp walk damper still ; still its use, I

think, is extending, for notwithstanding this drawback, there

is nothing as yet to be had at so reasonable a rate, and which

is so efficacious. The mere fact of its rendering a damp wall;

a little damper is not sufficient to cause its condemnation, in-

asmuch as some walks are better when a little damp than when
too dry, and this is the case with many of those here. I have

nsed salt for many years with advantage, and in the past year

I employed it more extensively than ever, and I see no reason

to regret having done so.

Of the substances used to destroy weeds on walks, one of the

be»t I have seen was a sort of crude arsenic, which was em-

ployed about a dozen years ago, and applied, I think, cither

pounded or in a diluted state. This left no trace behind it,

and the walk was clean, and looked as if it would take a long
time to return to a state fit for vegetation ; but I only saw the
effects of the application on one occasion. I have, however, had
more than one trial with copperas as a weed-destroyer, but it

left a dirty stain, and was so difficult to apply that I cannot
recommend it, whereas salt is cleanly, and all trace of it is re-

moved by the first shower. In some places it has been used
dissolved in hot water, but the latter is inconvenient to obtain,

and I imagine salt acts quite as well without it. Salt, it is

true, ought not to remain on a walk when there is company
at a place, but by taking advantage of showery weather, it will

speedily disappear. Of course, care must be taken in applying

it that none be thrown on the edging, otherwise it will kill it

;

but a little practice will enable any one to do this without
danger of such a result. The quantity to apply must depend
on circumstances : if the walk is one passing through a meadow
where grass seeds abound, and where it is, perhaps, but little

used, weeds will grow rapidly, and salt may be more liberally

applied ; but where there is only a Uttle moss to destroy, a
very small dustiug will suffice. The best plan for the inex-

perienced to adopt is to use very little salt at first, to be careful

not to scatter any over the roots of Box, if such is grown as an
edging, removing the weeds from that part by other means,
and if the quantity used do not effect the object, to repeat the

application after a time, taking care not to salt too much.
If the keeping down of weeds were the only advantage of

using salt, its adoption might be open to many objections

;

but it likewise keeps worms away, and destroys the weeds with-

out loosening the gravel or other materials composing the
walk. This advantage is of the greatest importance where the

number of persons who traverse the walks daily is small, for

however carefully weeds are picked up by hand, or forced up by
the hoe, some disturbance of the sm'face must be caused, and
before that can be fairly remedied, the operation has to be
repeated, and a loose, unpleasant surface is the result, or con-

stant rolling becomes uecessai-y. Now with salt nothing is dis-

turbed, the weeds wither and disappear in a few days, and even
if they are deep-rooted ones, such as Dandelions and Docks,
an extra pinch over the crown will generally kill them.
The substances of which walks may be formed having been

treated of in this Journal, I need only remark that where very

indifferent materials are necessarily used (which is often enough
the case, and yet with such a tolerably good walk may be made),
it is of the greatest importance not to disturb this rough ma-
terial by hunting after weeds ; salt is then of the utmost conse-

quence ; and where the soil is rich, and wormcasts are trouble-

some, salt effectually keeps them down. Some examples of this

kind we have had here, and the more we use salt the more it9

benefits appear, for after applying it for two or thi'ee years W9
find a less quantity effect our object, and the advantage of not
having the walk disturbed is of consequence on hilly ground,,

where heavy rains do such injury to walks having a loose sur-

face. I may add that most of our walks have a slight coating

of shells, which being broken fine are easy and smooth to walk
upon, and after rain the walks are more firm than in dry weather,
excepting such as are distui-bed by storm-floods, and salting

renders it unnecessary to loosen such a Ught material. Taking,

therefore, salt with all its disadvantage.'), I should be sorry to

have to do without it. If, however, any one can discover an
agent superior to salt in respect to cheapness, efficacy, and
ease of application, I shall be glad to hear of it, and will give it

a trial.—J. Robson.

ACCTTMULATED HEAT,
I HAVE heard that Mr. Scott Russell has given his opinion

that the fire at the Crystal Pa ) e was caused by an explosion of

gas in the flue of the hot-water apparatus, which to me appears

very improbable. Accidents from the explosion of gas were
very common, when the old smoke flue was more generally em-
ployed to heat glass houses.
One of the first lessons a yoimg gardener received was, to

push back the hot coals well into the flue, and to put the fresh

fuel in front of the fire. The fire then burnt gradually towards

the door, and all gas given off by the heated fuel was obliged to

pass over the fire, and was, of course, consumed. If, on the

contrary, the fresh coal was thrown beyond the fire, the gas

was wasted, and might cause mischief.

A mixture of coal gas and atmospheric air is explosive. Gas
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in a flue must be mixed witli atmospheric air, and if ignited an
explosion, not a fire, will be the consequence. I have seen

eeveral of such accidents ; the flues were badly cracked, and
much smoke and sulphurous acid gas, mixed with vapour of

coal tar, were discharged into the house, and all the plants

killed or injured ; but I never heard of a fire so caused. Under
the boiler of a hot-water apparatus the space is generally so

short which is provided for fuel, that such an accident is much
less likely to occur than in a flue, and I cannot but think the

fire in the Crystal Palace is much more likely to be another

case of accumulated heat, recently discussed in youi- columns.

—J. E. Peaeson, Chilu-ell.

OUT IN THE WEST.
SoiiE of your readers and yourselves may have inquired

what has become of me.
Well, to state my tale shortly, I am at Chicago, on the

shores of Lake Michigan ; and having been here twelve months
I think I may tell what may be of use to some of your readers,

and give a little information of how we live, and the features

and capabihties of the country.

Of the city, in the first place, I may say that if ever there was
a wonder in the world Chicago is one, and the rate at which
it increases winter and summer is more like that we read of in

tales of eastern magic than a sober reality ; but here the city

is—in soUd marble, stone, brick, iron, and wood, the latter pre-

dominating. London has few buildings that can surpass the

homes of the merchant princes, or their warehouses and stores.

About nine thousand buildings of all kinds were erected during

1860, and many at a distance will wonder how a demand
could arise for so many buildings, but the wide country that is

being settled north, south, and west must be taken into account.

The Chicago people have an eye to progress, and have made a

network of railways over the boundless prairies on every side of

them. These prairies are being settled very rapidly by emigi-ants

from nearly every European nation, and being easily cultivated,

the settlers soon become prosperous farmers, and the market
for their produce is Chicago, with its lake and railway outlets

to almost any part of the American continent and to Europe.
The prau'ies are almost destitute of trees save on the edges

of streams, and for twenty or thirty miles the eye will not see

a tree, save such as have been planted by the farmers about
theii' homesteads. The soil is a rich black mould, in many
places from 3 to 10 feet deep, formed by ages of decayed vege-

tation. Those who do not own a yard of land, but can mow
well, make good livings when they are within fifteen or twenty
miles of the city, lor they mow the unoccupied prairie, aud
make hay, which they sell in the city, and I know several who
have made a good start iu the world by doing so. Others
take to shooting game in the season, and make well out in

the autumn and early part of \vinter. In the lakes and rivers

fish abound ; any one can catch them, and many make a
living by doing so. ily sou, a boy twelve years old, has caught
as many as a hundred good perch per day. I liave seen men
and boys poll fish weighing 8 or 10 lbs. out of the lake with the
throw-line. The country is rich in itself, and any willing

handy man who is sober can get on. Chicago is no place for

clerks, for women do a good deal of book-keeping here ; stiU,

somehow, male clerks are absorbed ; but I know one instance

of a young Englishman who came here as a clerk, but he had
to turn fai'm labourer. As a gardener a man may expect to

have a little rough work, but there are good places to be had.
Chicago is a city of flowers, and they command a good price

;

Camellias sell for a dollar each, and very small bouquets will

in winter bring from two to five dollars. There are numerous
English, Dutch, and Germans engaged in the business, with
some Frenchmen and Americans, and all seem to make a living.

Most of the greenhouses are of wood, except those attached
to private dwellings. Vines are beginning to be very much
cultivated under glass, and some gentlemen have built very
large vineries. One gentleman named Dunham, who is now
in Europe, has a large collection of Vines, and his name is

worthy of mention for his liberal behaviour towards his chief

gardener, an Englishman named Williams, who has been with
him eleven years, and for whom he has built a house which
cost 1500 dollars, besides paying him a good salary. There are

many good places in the State, but there are few at which stove

plants are kept. Gardeners must not expect to find all they
could wish, but all may live if they will only take things some-
what as they come for a time. I have done a considerable
amount of carpenter's work since I came out in fitting up

greenhouses and frames, and the foreman carpenter at the

school said I would soon make a first-rate carpenter.

I must now say a little about the wild flowers and fruit.

Grapes grow wild in the woods skirting the prairies, and are

abundant. There are also plenty of wild Plums, which pro-

duce larger Iruit than I have seen them do in England ; but

Hazel nuts are smaller, and the bushes scarcely grow more
than 1 feet high in the woods along the southern shore of Lake
Michigan, which is probably owing to the poor sandy character

of the soil, further down in the State of Illinois I have seen

them larger. On the south side of Chicago the formation of

the surface is peculiar, and the trees are mostly Oaks, of which
I have only seen three species—the Quercus tinctoria. nigra,

and rubra. The shrubs fotmd underneath them are Comns
canadensis or Dogwood, with several species of Spirjeas. There
are some other plants which I have not been able to name yet,

but I may give your readers an account of them in a futtire

paper. For about two miles west from the lake the land lies

in ridges with, of course, alternate furrows, and these ridges

and furrows stretch ten or twelve miles along the lake shore.

I The ridges are very sandy, and upon them grow the only trees

and shrubs to be seen, save those which have been planted by
the residents. The furrows are wet land called sloughs or
" slews " here, and in them but few woody or shrubby plants

grow. Early in spring they are literally covered with Iris versi-

color ; this is succeeded by an abimdance of wild Strawberries

which are very tine ; my children have often gathered two quarts

of the fruit in half an hour. The cultivated Strawberry lives

and does well on these "slew" lands; one gardener near us

planted twenty acres last spring. Some very pretty orchidaceous

plants grow in these places, also a small upright Lobeha not

unlike Lobelia eriuus. Towards autumn there are some pretty

Chelones, and a very pretty plant the flower of which much re-

sembles that of our Foxglove, Sesamum indienm, or Oily Grain

as it is called here.

Along the sandy shore of the lake and iu the woods early in

spring may be seen some thousands of Phlox maculata, and I

wonder it has never been cultivated in England, it woiild be

a gem in shrubberies, especially in sandy lands. There is also

a pretty Violet (Viola palmata) , abimdant here, as well as three

or four other species. I found ConvaUaria racemosa plentifully,

and the pretty two-lenved Claytonia virgiuica. Another early

summer flower is the Dodecatlieou meadia, of which the umbels

of pinkish white flowers are very pretty. Batschia eanesoens and

B. longiflora are pretty yellow and orange-coloured flowers, and
are plentiful on the lake shore, and iu the woods. Lupines

are very plentiful in the woods, and so is Osmunda regalis in

the swampy parts, and some other Ferns that I have not made
out yet, ha\-ing no good work on American Ferns. > I have made
a collection of many other plants, of which when I have leisure

I hope to give youi- readers an account.

I will now offer a few remarks on the crops we grow out here.

Onions produce fine crops with poor tillage, and in poor sandy

land I have .'!een them (i or 8 inches in diameter, not here

and there odd ones, but the majority of the bulbs of those

sizes ; out on the prairies they grow wonderfully well, and so do

Carrots, Beet, Parsnips, and Asparagus. Cabbages do tolerably

well, but are liable to " break their hearts ;" Cauliflowers poorly

on account of the almost dry heat in summer, and they are

bitter. I have seen no Curled Greens. Early and late Peas

succeed well, but not summer Peas. Cucumbers of the small

sorts. Tomatoes, Pumpkins. Squashes, and various kinds of

Vegetable Marrows, along with Musk and Water Melons are

" great institutions,"' and are grown everywhere, and by almost

everj-bodv. I grew about seventy bushels of Tomatoes, about

forty bushels of Cucumbers, and "of Squashes and Pumpkins I

do not know how much. Indian Com is raised in large quanti-

ties, especiallv the sweet varieties for eating in a green state.

Flowers such as Verbenas, Pelargoniums, Phlox Drummondi,

Petunias, Balsams. Cockscombs, Globe Amaranths, and Dahlias

do remarkably well. Eoses are soon spoiled in the summer,

but the Perpetual.^ do well before and after the summer heats

are passed. The tender annuals I have named have to be raised

under glass as in England, and bedded out in the beginning of

June. Ageratums, French Marigolds, and most kinds of an-

nuals do well and make" a good show after the heat of summer.

German Asters and Stocks should be sown twice or thrice, for

they are soon over. Chicago is a great place for bedding out,

as nearly every house has a piece of land attached, and bedding

plants are raised extensivelv "oy the florists.

I will now sar a little about the climate. About the be-

ginning of December the severe frosts set in, and last more or
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less until March. During this time we have two or three " cold

snaps " as they are called here, when the thermometer falls

18° or 20° below zero ; then one takes to dancing early in the

morning, in fact as soon as he jumps out of bed, and everything

he touches in the way of iron is thrown down again as if red

hot. Fortunately these cold snaps only last about three days
at a time, and the useful and pretty .\morican stoves soon drive

out the frost so as to render the temperature bearable. Almost
all work is at a standstill whilst the cold snaps continue. It

freezes almost every night during the period I have named, but

on most days we have plenty of sun—in fact, a fine clear atmo-
sphere, and greenhouse plants do well. There are few out-door

evergreens save Arbor Vitm and Firs. From March to the be-

giiming of May we have occasional frosts, but about the 10th
of May com planting and Cucumber sowing are performed, and
the com will grow in eight or nine weeks as many feet high, so

that when vegetation does start fairly no time is lost. About
September we begin to have slight frosts again, and then come
the autumn tints, which are beyond my power to fairly describe.

The leaves of the Oak assume almost all the tints of the rain-

bow ; and where Oaks are intermixed with other trees, such as

Poplars and Willows, with their pale yellow leaves, they are a
sight not to be forgotten. One range of forest will look like an
immense flower garden consisting of miles of Verbenas, Petunias,
and Calceolarias ; another part will look like miles of " shot
silk " and the hues will keep changing according to the hour of

the day. This searon is called the " Indian summer," and I

think it the best part of the year in America, for there are fine,

warm, sunny days and cool nights.

I win now make a few remarks as to the expense of getting

here and the cost of land, f ir I know many are anxious to come
out ; in fact, the Mayor of Windsor some time ago wrote to the
Mayor of Chicago for reliable information, in order to make such
known among English farmers who have been much affected

by the cattle plague. The expense, which is not great, depends
on the part of a ship in which a person takes a berth. For a
passenger in the first or second cabins it is from £15 to £20, in

the steerage from £4 10s. to £8 8s. The agents in England will

book passengers through to any part of America ; but to those
who contemplate coming over, I would say, Book only across the
Atlantic, if they can afford to spend £1 or 30s. more to Chicago,
for they will save it in expenses if they do not travel by emi-
grant trains, which are so long on the road, and sometimes
stop one or two nights at different depots, which puts the traveller

to extra expense. On this side of the Atlantic passengers can
book through by express trains, and will as a rule be more
civilly treated than in the emigrant cars, besides having more
comfortable ears to ride in. The express trains run here
in from twenty-four to forty hours according to the weather,
and, the emigrant trains will take from four to six days and
nights. If a person can sj-are about 14 doUar he can go to

bed at night in the express trains, lie there as comfortably
as if at home, and awake in the morning a long way On his
journey ; but the cars are comfortable in the United States,

while those for second-class passengers are dreary, uncushioned,
and wooden-seated in Canada. I do not know how the third class

cars are, but I was very glad that I had but one short night's ride

through Western Canada. Emigrants will find clean water in
the cars and water-closets ; and if they bring a can with a hd
on that will hold one or two quarts, they may make tea or
coffee for themselves in the cars, which will save money if they
carry provisions along with them.
Land is very dear near the cities—that is, from ten to twelve

miles from them. Near Chicago land sells at from 200 to 2000
dollars per acre, but out on the prairies it sells at from 7 to
50 dollars per acre. A man with £500 or £G00 would be in a
good position for life, but many have extensive farms all paid
for who came here as labourers. I must now conclude with
the advice to all contemplating coming out. Do not expect to

find a fortune without hard work and care.

—

John Hague, Reform
Schools, Chicago, Illinois.—{Late of Ashton-under-Li/ne.)

[Heartily welcomed was this commimication. Some of our
readers will remember that Mr. Hague and ourselves co-operated
in exertions to help the Lancashire weavers fond of botany during
the Cotton famine.—Ens.]

ment it has been induced to flower, says, " The plant is
about C feet high, and covered with flowering buds, I believe
seventy in all. It is certainly one of the most beautiful Rho-
dodendrons I ever saw. I have had the plant, with others of
its class, since 1831 ; so you will perceive it requires a good
share of patience to wait for the flower."

On Saturday next, the 30th inst., Dr. Masters will de-
liver the first of a series of lectures on " Plant Architecture"
at the rooms of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Ken-
sington, at three o'clock.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
There is now in bloom at the Denbies, near Dorking, a

handsome plant of Rhododendron longifoUum, one of the
Sikkim species. Mr. Drewett, under whose skilful manage-

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

The classification of work is at all times of the utmost im-
portance, more especially at this period. There are maxima
in gardening established by long practice, which it borne in
mind by the amateur or the tyro, would save in no small
degree the task of repetition in calenders. For instance; in
sowing-operations there are certain vegetables for which, in
order to produce a continuous succession, no better rule can be
offered than to sow a succession as soon as the preceding
sowing is fairly above ground. Such may be said of Peas,
Beans, Horn Carrots for drawing young, Radishes, Spinach,
small salads, &o. Again, with regard to plants for early-

forcing purposes, the forming of buds or shoots by one set in-

troduced into the forcing-pit should be the signal for the in-

troduction of a succession. In matters of propagation, like-

wise, the cuttings of various flowers for a summer display
should be collected, if at all possible, simultaneously, struck in

a frame or pit together, and nursed together afterwards. They
always meet with more steady and uniform treatment under
such a course, and it conduces likewise to the easy dispatch of

business. I shall this week say a few words about Asparagus
planting. It is of the utmost importance in kitchen gardening
to give every attention to a proper rotation of crops. It is re-

commended to grow all the Cflenj in what are called Scotch
beds, these beds to be from 5 to C feet wide, and every year
to break up an old Asparagus-bed or two in order to force it

;

part of the Celety ground being prepared in a special way with
a view to its being laid down in Asparagus. The preparation
consists in trenching it much deeper than the rest, and in

burying a considerable quantity of fresh vegetable matter in the
bottom of the trench, old refuse, vegetables, Cabbage stalks,

weeds, or, what is very good, half-rotten leaves, mixed with
a little manure used for linings in the previous year. The
upper part of the beds has more rotten manure, of course, fcr

the Celery. In taking up the Celery for use, the bed is broken-
up to a great depth, and the alleys with it, and thrown into

a ridge, which ridge remains as a fallow until plauting-time,

when it is merely levelled. It may be planted about the middle
of April. Dress Asparagus-beds, let the surface be carefully

forked over so as not to injure the cro\vns of the plants. The
soil should be finely broken so that no compact portions may
remain to obstruct the progress of the shoots. Artieliokcs, dress.

Cardoons, sow a few. Peas, keep up successions of these. Dick-
sou's Favom'ite, Bishop's New Long-podded, Knight's Dwarf,
and Flack's Imperial Victory may now be sown. Potatoes,

plant. The frost having made a premature clearance of Broccoli

and other crops usually succeeded by Potatoes, the latter will

derive advantage from an earlier possession of the ground than
would have otherwise been the case. Sow Par.'urips, Beet, Tur-
nips, Padislies, Paris Cos Lettuce, Savoy, Nasturtium, Sweet
Basil, &c.

FItUIT GARDEN.

Peach and Nectarine trees on walls are now coming into fnU
bloom, and may require slight protection at night, especially

when coping-boards have not been put up. Gauze of cotton

material may be obtained for little more than 1</. a-vard, and
if only two breadths of such be placed judiciously along the

front of the wall, a sufficient protection will be afforded against

such frosts as usually occur after this period. The substance

being light is not apt to be torn by the wind as are some thicker

fabrics. The grafting of Plums and Cherries should be con-

cluded as soon as possible, and that of Pears aud Apples pro-

ceeded with. In grafting old trees of the last-mentioned, two
or even three-year-old wood may be used if very strong young
shoots cannot be obtained.

FLOWER GAIIDEN.

The planting of shrubs, laying of Box, &c., if not already

finished must now be brought to a close as soon as possible
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before dry weather sets in. Finish digging if not already done,

turn gravel, edge and clean walks, Sec. Examine half-hardy

plants, such as have been protected through this severe winter,

and remove the covering, unless an unfavourable change in the

weather takes place. Do not yet prune tender Eoses, they

might be much injured by so doing until they begin to grow,

which will soon be the case if line weather sets in. Sow Sweet

Peas in borders and pots, also hardy annuals. Plant-out from

the reserve garden Pljloxes, Pentstemons, &c. Auriculas, those

beautiful spring flowers, will now require very great attention.

They may have occasional warm and genial showers any time

previous to the development of the flowers. The pots to be

kept free from weeds, giving the plants all the air possible,

avoiding rough windy weather. Polyanthuses, look the beds

carefully over and any plants loosened by the frosts should be

immediately secured. Tulips in spite of the past severe weather

are looking well. Keep the wet from lodging in the hearts of

the plants ; it is apt at this season to he frozen, and the mass of

ice has a pernicious effect on the rising bud. Pansy and Pink-

beds must be carefully dressed with some decayed vegetable

matter, omitting the rich compost till later in the spring.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

A thorough revision of all the various tribes in the different

houses where plant-growing and forcing are carried on in a

mixed way is necessary at one period or ofJier during the

spring, the shutting-up of late vineries or Peach-houses gene-

rally offering facilities for this arrangement, and of course for

relieving the other structures. It is of the greatest impor-

tance to keep plants classified or in families as much as

possible, which, as well as facilitating business, will add a zest

to these structures. Exhausted forcing stock should by all

means have a pit or frame fitted up especially for it. The
plants should by no means be allowed to mix with the general

stock. A bed of fermenting material of a mild character,

covered G or 8 inches deep with tan and well topped up with
linings, and m.itttd at night, is required. A bottom heat of 80',

with frequent syringings, and plunging the plants in it, will

restore them to perfect heath and prepare them for another
campaign. Fuchsias will be benefited by the application of

clear liquid manure. Very Uberal shifts will be necessary at

this period, more especially with those intended for very large

specimens. Cinerarias for late blooming should, if pot-bound,
be shifted likewise. Let plants in need of water have imme-
diate attention ; nothing conduces more to the encouragement
of insects than suiiering plants to become checked through
drought. This is now the proper time to regulate the branches
of Pelargoniums intended for early flowering. Let the shoots

be brought into their exact position and carefuUy tied to short

stakes. Those intended for late flowering should be potted
immediately in their blooming-pots, and kept cool to promote
the production of wood rather than flowers at this time.

riTS AND FRAJIES.

Follow the directions given in last week's calendar. Look
over bedding-out stock, and if you are short of any kinds now
is the time to remedy the evil by putting in cuttings or seeds.

Some of the more hardy plants might be removed to colder

situations to harden, but by no means expose them to the
mercy of the weather yet. Brompton and Ten-week Stocks
that have been kept in pots in frames through winter might
be prepared by exposure to the air for a short time for planting

out. Shut up early every fine day to forward the growth of

any sickly plants, or such as are most wanted to be increased,

and prick oi^ tender annuals as fast as room can be made for

them. Water them sparingly until they begin to grow freely

for fear of damp, &c. German and Ten-week Stocks may also

be sown in fresh soil in a cold frame, or one that will soon
cool down, and a few Early German Asters on a slight beat.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
What a change from Saturday, the ICth, to Saturday, the

23rd of March !—a difference in temperature of more than 30°.

Then, again, a drifting, dry, frosted snow on the 22nd, and a
warm rain dispersing the last relics of the snow on the 23rd.
During the week up to that time, with the exception of some
rough jobs, all out-door work was reduced to a minimum, as
even covering and uncovering pits and frames was let alone,
except where there was extra heat, as in the case of Cucumbers.
We think it, therefore, a good opportunity to say a few words
to meet the wants and wishes of severed correspondents on

stoves and boilers, and more especially as we have had to alter
the arrangements of an iron stove in our orchard-house.

Storex.—On commencing these gossiping articles, one of the
first had reference to an iron stove which we made use of when
in the severe frost of 18G0 and 1861 our boiler for the conser-
vatory gave way, and we had to depend on an old iron stove
that had been discarded from an entrance-haU, for keeping out
the frost. There was fixed to the stove, about (J inches from
the top, on one side, a horizontal pipe, about 3i inches in
diameter, and 5i feet in length, and this was so rivetted to the
stove, that we concluded that any attempt to move the pipe
would bring the stove itself in its ricketty state to grief. This
long pipe, and lengthened by another almost as long, was very
well, so long as the stove stood in the entrance-hall with the
pipe terminating in a lofty chimney, and thus securing plenty
of draught ; but it was contrary to all our experience of stoves
to have such a long horizontal pipe terminated with a short
upright one as a chimney, and therefore we have constantly
recommended that for all such stoves the horizontal pipe from
the stove, before it takes a perpendicular or upright direction,
should not exceed from 12 to 2-t inches in length. A corre-
spondent particularly wishes to know " why a little iron stove
with the smoke-flue or pipe proceeding at once from the top of
the stove should not answer as well as the having the smoke
pipe proceeding from the side, as in the section of a stove
shown in the ' Heating Manual,' page 18." We do not per-
ceive why such a stove would not answer for general purposes
where merely heating a corridor, warehouse, &c., is con-
cerned, or even when a very mild heat was applied in a small
plant-house ; but we would object to such a stove in a plant-
house of any extent, chiefly because the heat would too freely
pass up the chimney-pipe, and that would become very hot,
whilst the lower part of the stove was comparatively cool ; the
great merit of all stoves used in plant-houses should be the
giving out enough of heat economically, and yet the stove
itself never in any part to be so hot as to burn the particles
floating in the air in its vicinity. We would prefer, too, that
all stoves for such gardening purposes should have a moveable
top, as then the inside can be cleaned and examined at pleasure.
We would n>it wish for a better stove for a large house than

that to which we have been referring. It is 2 feet 9 inches in
height, and 18 inches square, outside measure, the bottom
raised a couple of inches or so from the ground. There are
two moveable tops, the inner one a piece of sheet iron, resting
in a small groove, and when put on, the groove, and even this
inner top, are covered with sand ; then the plain outer top is

put on, and when at work the top is covered with an iron
vessel for evaporating moisture. The fireplace, which stands
in the middle of the stove, is made of iron, about 13 inches
square, and a foot deep. This iron firebox is lined inside with
four fire-brick pieces, about 10 inches deep, above the firebars,

leaving the iron frame 2 inches above them on three sides, but
bevelled down to form a plate between the box and the circular

opening for fuel. The firebox is 9 inches square, and as much
in depth, whilst the rim of iron prevents the fuel dropping into
the open spaces between the firebox and the outside of the
stove. This small firebox is suflieient to give out a great heat,
whilst the open space all round it prevents the outside of the
stove from ever becoming dangerously or offensively hot. A
small pan is placed below the firebars for ashes and for draught
at lighting ; but when fairly set to work, and a continuous
mild heat from a slow combustion is wanted, the ashpan is

shut close, and air admitted by two or three slits half an inch
long, and one-eighth of an inch in width.
We have used this old stove for several purposes, and mostly

in a surreptitious manner. When we placed it in the orchard-
house, we had to make it as inconspicuous as possible. We
durst not meddle then with the longitudinal-pipe, and show-
ing anything in the way of a chimney was out of the question.
These considerations, and an idea, confirmed rather than other-
wise, that such stoves, if sunk somewhat, spread their heat
more equally than those standing on the surface, led to our sink-
ing this stove near the front of the lean-to house llj feet in
width, and sufficiently low to permit the horizontal-pipe and
another joined to it to pass from the stove beneath the pathway
and outside the back w,all, and theie terminate in an upright
low chimney of earthenware pipes.
The space in which the stove stands after being bricked round

on the slant, is 5 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 3 feet deep, leaving
plenty of room in front to attend to the stove. The latter was
kept black for free radiation, and the bricks kept whitewashed
to reflect the heat radiated from the stove. We have reason to
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be satisfied ^Y^th tliis arrangement, for though the stove is

placed in the middle of the house, 7.3 feet in length, we have

frequently tested the temperature of the ends and centre, and

in still weather found them within very little of each other.

Now, though we found this stove very useful, we have been

thus particular in noticing its details that others may beware

of trying long horizontal-pipes, or even those rising a little

from the stove as ours did ; for in very misty weather we found

a difficulty in securing a draught, and when the wind was from

the north, we were often obliged to take out the plate outside

the wall, which we had left for sweeping purposes, and light

a fire there, which, heating the outside chimney, gave us a

draught from the stove. The collection of a tarry substance

and hard soot in the coiu'se of years, in the long horizontal-

pipe which the brush passed through without taking it out,

helped also to impair the draught. On Wednesday, every man
was thoroughly beaten after trying eveiy conceivable plan to

make smoke pass from the stove to the chimney, with a

northerly wind as it was. This determined us to do at once

what, but for the circumstances referred to, we would have
done years .ago. We had our blacksmith in the morning to

drill holes all round the old pipe, and then use the cutting-

chisel between so as to sever the pipe 2 feet from the stove.

We would have preferred it nearer, but there was a copper

band round the pipe at that distance, which we thought would
be security for getting it more easily cut ; for if we had been
at all rough the old stove would have dropped to pieces. A
few of the garden men did all the rest. The pipe previously

passed through a small brick-drain ; the sides of this formed a

cesspool as it were for the shortened pipe to end in. An old

nine-feet cast-iron pipe with a three-inch bore, was set on the

top of the cesspool, the other end passing through the roof, a

square of glass being removed. The bottom end was secured

by two layers of bricks and mortar, the end of the opening
filled so as to be easily pulled out for sweeping, and a piece of

zinc the size of the large square of glass, with a hole for the

pipe, fastened as a square of glass ; the fire waslighted, and the

stove that would not draw the day before would, with an open
ashpit-door, have sent the half-burned shavings out at the end
of the chimney-pipe. The whole alteration was done in a few

hours of the forenoon, and but for having the three-inch pipe

beside us, we would have preferred one of four-inches, or even
greater diameter, with a piece of zinc bent over the outer end
to prevent the rain or snow falling into it.

Some who have not been satisfied with their small stoves,

may now perceive that their want of success, so far as plants

are concerned, may be owing to a horizontal-pipe being too long,

to the pipe proceeding from the top of the stove becoming too

hot, or to the fire-box abutting at once against the sides of

the stove and making them almost red hot, which is very

destructive to vegetable life, the air being burned and deprived

of its moisture and oxygen. For all such iron stoves, broken

coke is a gjod fuel. It is less injarious to pipes, &c., than coal.

Cast metul makes the best chimneys. Plate iron is expensive

and soon corrodes and wears out.

In the boisterous morning of Friday, when the dry snow
was finding its way into the house through every little cranny,

the stove, with the consumption of less than a peck of coke,

soon raised the general temperature of this 75-feet house to

60' ; then the pipe-chimney, which has 7 feet of its length

inside the house, was pretty warm ; but on the draught being

stopped by putting the ashpit-box close in, and leaving only

two of the oue-eighth-ot-an-inoh slits open, the upper end of

the pipe-chimney gradually cooled, whilst the heat of the stove

long remained uniform. The open space all round the firebox

renders the bottom of the stove outside almost as warm as the

top. Vi'e would wish to impress on all who contemplate an
iron stove for their little houses, to rest assured that a mode-
rately large one will be truer economy in the end than a small

one, and to think seriously of the importance of having the

firebox free of the outside of the stove. If the small openings
for air are properly managed there is no need of a damper.
We hp.ve not yet had the management of one of Hays's

stoves, th-rngh from what we know of stoves we feel suie they

will be very useful, especi.ally with a soiall pipe to take off the

gases, but two things are against them, the price of the fuel

and the difticulty as yet involved in obtaining it only in London.
For all purposes where only a temperate genial heat is required

there is no mode of heating that in economy of fuel will equal
that of stoves placed inside a house. When wc mentioned
60° above, that was only to satisfy ourselves what could be done
quickly in a stormy day. Stoves, if of iron, are best used when

the fire heat in the house should only range from 45' to 55° in
mild weather, and ii' less in severe weather. With iron stoves

large enough, or brick stoves, which are less easily made
dangerously hot, much may be done in economical gardening
in houses cheaply enclosed with glass.

Iron stoves are better for small greenhouses than brick stoves

in respect to the ease with which they can be moved out in

summer. One complaint against them is that the sheet-iron
pipes generally used so soon wear out. Cast metal cleaned at

times would last a lifetime. A reducing elbow to fit into the
stove, and the upright pipe fitted into it with cement or good
mortar, could be taken out at any time. The over-heating is

the chief evil to be guarded against. Where such care and
such large stoves cannot well he used, it would be well to sur-

round the stove with a water jacket.

Boilers.—Some time ago we alluded to the waggon saddle-

back boiler, one of the peculiarities of which is that there is a
pipe at the bottom connecting the two sides at the farther end,

so that by one tap you can empty the boiler. A correspondent
in praiaing the terminal saddle-back boiler (which, though we
have not seen, we have no doubt is a good one, and so is every
fair-sized saddle-back so far as burning all sorts of rubbish of

fuel is concerned, if well set), took occasion to point out the
defect of the property referred to in the waggon boiler, inas-

much as the pipe between the two sides would soon bum out.

This may be the case, ihough it has not come to our notice.

This cross pipe placed at the bottom would always be at the
coolest part of the furnace, more especially as it would be be-

yond the fire bars, and, therefore, little liable to a knock from
the poker. In some cases that we have seen this end pipe is

also covered with a sloping fire lump, to give a quick draught
round the sides of the boiler. Be this as it may, we think it

of importance that Ijy such means, or by the improved terminal

boiler, or by having a tap at each side of the saddle-back,

there should be an opportunity of emptying both sides of the
boiler at times. AYe have had some experience in tinkering in

a simjde way the sides of saddle-backs, after they have been
worn out in places, and wo have uniformly found that they
first gave wny on that side where there waa no tap, and if the

1
boiler was so far gone as to compel removiil, we as uniformly
found a lot of mud collected at the bottom of that side. How-

i

ever clean the water used a sediment will form in time, and in

many cases water is sometimes used for this purpose with less

attention to its state than ought to be exercised.

Uuntinij of Boihrs.—Since January, 1861, we have not heard
of more boilers giving way than this season. When worn out

by gradual decay we cannot speak properly of a boiler bursting

;

but such no doubt is the case when the failure of the boiler is

attended with the throwing up of the brick setting, &c. There
can be little question that in such a case steam has been geue-

j

rated. "How," says '• Ixquikek," ''can steam be generated

I
in a boiler kept regularly supplied with water?" How, we

!
might ask, could air jiass into such a boiler? How can it collect

i
in pipes pretty constantly supplied with water? how become as

j
firm and incompressible as iron or granite ? It will be obtained

from the water itself ; it will find an entrance wlienever from
over-heat and expansion there is a loss of waier. and even

from contracting into less space as it cools. " Inquibek,"

however, su;>plies a sort of confirmation that in his case steam
was the destructive agent. He says that "to produce heat

enough the water in the pipes was boiling hot, the fire was
very strong, .and the boiler very hot." As the supply-cistern

was very elevated and ci/u-municated with the top or ijoarly he
top of the boiler, the pressure of the water and the great heat

below the boiler would be very apt to cause air or steam to

accumulate close to the iron of the boiler : and this iron,

from the water not touching it, would become very hot, and
when from a charge the water again came in contact with the

over-heated ^ides of the boiler, steam would be so quickly

formed that there must either be a rapid overflow of water or

the lioiler from the pressure must give way. When some of

our corresiiondeuts told us, as in a late case, that the water

was thrown out so fast from the supply-cistern that they had
to keep almost constantly supplying it, and then could not

keep it full ; there was more than the increased bulk from the

eipausiou of the water, and but for the rmming over, or boil-

ing over rather, there would have been a bursting. The
remeiiy is just as in the ease of stoves ; have enough of boiler

and of piping thai; there may never be any uecesjity for having

the water near the boiling point instead of beyond it.

U'roiirikt Iran a'id Cciit ilrla! Bo'diTS.—Which are the better?

iuquii-e many—that is, which are the more lasting. This is a
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matter we cannot decide. So far as our experience goes, the

cast metal would carry the day. We know some very common
cast metal bc'i'ers which have stood their work more than
thirty years. We have seldom known a wron-ht iron saddle-

back last much longer than sixteen yeirs—fifteen years might
be looked npon as a fair average; some may tt-ind longer, and
others go before that time. Our experience and observation

point to cast iron as the most durable. As it is a matter of

some importance, for there is generally much trouble when
one gives way, we hope correspondents will give the results

of their experience. We find, too, that, unlike some other

of our servants, the more regularly they are worked the

longer they will last, as a general rule, and hence the boiler

for a greenhouse or a lean-to forcing-house will not last so long

as one more constantly used.

The general work, potting, cutting-making, changing plants,

and moving Strawberry pots, &c., has been so like that of pre-

vious weeks that we will defer particulars.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET,—M.ir.cH 27.

Wira better weather we may expect some improvement in the tone of
business : bnt at present there is nothiug inthe eharacterof either supply
or demand that merits pnrticular remark. Continental supplies comprise
Radishes, Lettuces. Endive, Artichokes, Tomatoes, and Kidney Beans,
and reach us in gnod condition. Forced fruits of Pines and Strawberries
may be had at rather lower prices.

Artichokes each
Asparajnis bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRun.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bms. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage .'. doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

VEGETABLES,

s. d. s. d I

6 too 8 Leeka bnnch
8 12 0, Lettuce per doz.
2 SO' Mushrooms pottle

Mustd.A Cress, punnet
2 3 Onions. ... per bushel
2 3 I Parslev per sieve

Parsnips doz.
2 3 Peas per quart

Potnt.3e3 bushel
6 8 Kidnev do.

6 10 I Radishes doz. bunches
2 3 Rhubarb bundle

9 2 6 Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket

2 Shallots lb.

3 1 Spinach bushel
8 1 Tomatoes.... per doz.
3 I Turnips bunch

4 6 0' Vegetable Harrows dz.

FRUIT.

s. d. B. d
Apples i sieve 2 to S
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9 10
Goosaberrie=i . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse. .lb. 12 25
Lemons 100 5 10

Melons esch
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert} .. doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plnms j sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberr>3s lb.

Strawberries oz.
Walnuts bush. 10

s.
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Sni-pnuR AND Lnre (Tn.iiifr<T).-TVhen these ore boiled tostether in

water they unite and form what chemists have named bi-sulphnret of

calcium Calcium is the metal which united to oxygen forms lime. The

bi-Buli)huret is fatal to insects and injurious to tho leaves of plants.

Heliotrope UsHEALTnT (.1. 11. J. L.).-The plant, judpinK from the

stem and leaves vou enclosed has been seriously damaRed by the ayrmi--

i„a with the Giahurst solution. Your remedy will he to have the plant

"Jll syringed, and repeatedly, so as wash it off. The solution has been

7«r too strong, and wo do not perceive the reason for an application of

Giahurst to a plant having, as this has, such a woolly leaf and stem.

We would cut the plant in closely, or every shoot to within an mch or two

of the old wood.
. , , ,

FoKcrac. IJLIES OF V,u.LEV (.Y. Y. Z.).-Our practice is to take up

those roots that have largo plump crowns, and such only, potting them

in a compost of rich turfy loam, and placing them in a house with a tera-

neratu" of 40 to 46^ for a fortnight, and afterwards until they bloom in

' .™nrrTlnre of 50' to 55', and not exceeding CO' at night, affording

Jhcm'^a posit on near the glass and plenty of water. Wo ne^r fail to

it? n Plentiful supply of bloom ; but we pot none other than the

flowcrrnlroots, whi^his^difTerent from taking up patches from the borders,

l^flhan half of which are by far too small and weak to flower, and,

?^deed have no flower.bud formed ; for were you to cut a crown open you

i?S see the bud, if any. Pot none but the large crowns, and put them

rCs or pans at about an inch apart. The price of Keane's "Out-

koo? hardening " is Is. 6<J., or free by post M. extra.

Moss ON Lawn (F. I. C.).-It is hardly possible to free your lawn en-

tirelV from moss, nor do wc think a little any great harm, but rather an

^dvau age as it is much pleasanter to walk upon. The chief causes of

mossy lawlis are a poor soil and its being undramed We would recom-

mend i dressing of rich soil or very rotten manure, first scratching the

U^ with an iron rake, and then applying the B,lt at the rate of half a

, „^^ r,or snmre yard : finally dress with the compost, not covcnng deeper

5w a mi"ter o1 'an inch. The first heavy rain will wash it in ; when the

ground is 'dry roll well, sowing previous to rolling 24 lbs. per acre of reno-

vating lawn grass seeds.

Weeds on Walks (W^m).—If your walks have become dirty at the

snrfxce which is a prolific source of grass and moss, we would advise

?Sch- hein" now picked up and turned, giving them a sprmkling of fresh

OTavel You will, if you roll well, have a splendid walk uuta half the

fy,mmer is over, and by the time weeds are troublesome one dressing of

silTwrn serve the whole season. 8 lbs. per square yard are required to

destTOV weeds on gravel walks eflectu.ally and that quantity makes the

sSface Todamp that it is by many objected to ; and salt causes Ihcgr.-ivel

t^wear much more quickly, and so eueourages the growth of weeds
:
hence

the nrevTiling opiniin, weeds on walks come thicker after salting. The

time to salt walks is when there are weeds; and its application will bo

T,Vcess°ry in April or May, and again in July or August, putting it on

durin- dry weather, dependant, of course, on the season.

Pi INTING Flowt.r-hed (Hrm).-Yom- proposed planting of a circnlar-

bedbv using Silver-edged Pelargonium, a double row for edging, then a

doublJone of Stella, and filling the centre with Purple King \erbcna or

Pe?U a would not answer well. We wonld have the centre some silver-

foliaied plant as Cent.^urea argontea, C. ragnsina, or Cineraria maritima,

tho ffowers being pinched off the variegated Pelargoniums^ A very effec-

tive bed may be uiade by using Cerastiumtomentosum, orC.Biebers eini

as an edging, then Punile King Verbena, next yellow Calceolana, filling

in the centre with Perilla.

Pinching Show and Zonale PELAEGONitrais (A COMfant Rmder).-

The Show ones may now be pinchedif necessary,but not later ' y°";".*

them to flower at the end of J one, and the Zonale no «!ter the third

week in April. It is better to retard than force them into bloom.

Insects in Old Tan U. J3.X).-Wo presume the insects in the tan, 1

ovtrthe dung hotbed, are some kind of mite that will do your plants or .

cuttings no harm, but disappear when air is given.

v.nr J roRNUTA FROM SEED (/rf.'m'.—Thcro is no more art required

in the Ais?ug of this plant from seed than that of any other of the Pansy

family TV'^Bhnplv drain a pan well, fill it to the rim with a compos of

sandy Inrfylo-amtwo-thirds, .and one-third leaf mould, and, m.king the

sOTface smooth by patting it gently with the bottom of a flower-pot sow

the seed and just cove? it with fine soil. A gent e vvatenng is then

iiven and the pan placed in a gentle heat, as that o a Cucumber-frame,

S hotbed with a temperature of 05' or 70', assigning them a position

near the glass. The plants come up well, hut we have had failures

through the seed being bad.

Tea-scented Eoses in Greenhouse (7,ffm).-We advise the placing

„f „11 kinds of Roses ont-doors in summer, as under glass they arc

subject to red spYdert besides, they are benefited by a brief sojourn in

pure air and refreshing rains. Put them out in June, and house m
October.

Estimate of Coal eor Heating Garden Structures (TFn..(fAo(,

Want Xof '.-Yours is a very difficult question to answer, as the quahty of

the coal is a serious consideration, some kinds lasting half as long again

ns others We presume you bum slack coal, and m that case 1 ton per

we?k fOT the summer, and 2 tons for the winter se^ason would he a fair

rilowance.or 78 tons per annum, the cinders from the house being added

thereto. The usual allowance for a gardener's cottage is 5 tons of best

coal per annum, but the allowance varies; for instance, m the south

4 tons only "n the west 5 tons, whilst in the north 6 tons are allowed, and

in many places where coal is cheap, there is no limit to the quantity.

Planting Potatoes fBetiry Boivrl.-The soil being light the sets may

be planted in drills deep enough to allow of these being level, earthing-

np after they have been well hoed and cleaned They will no doubt,

aSswer weutbut if the soU be heavy, or wet, it is better to plant in ridges.

LiNUM FLAVUM (Mfm).—It is a perennial not flowering the same season

as sown, unless sown and forwarded in heat.

A Yard of Netting (A Bf^fniKr).-When -we order netting 2 yards

wide, we expect it when one side is fastened to the top of a wall under

the coping to hang down 6 feet, and if it do not we return it. A yard of

netting is, when the two sides and ends are fastened, to cover square

feet or 1 yard superficia!, and to cover 10 yards square, 100 yards of

Sing only are required; hut some allowance mast be made tor slack

?n 1 ekvation from the ground, which in the covering of fruit bushes to

protect them from birds, very often take up more than double the netting

necessary to cover the ground. Netting is usually sold by the bneal yard.

Netting for Doors of ORCnARD-norsE (£. S.).—We do not know of

aiivthingthat could possibly be more Ught, airy, and elegant than Hay-

thorn's hexagon netting for keeping out wasps and Ijirds. 'This tacked to

frames providing tho frames were himg to the posts with hmges, would

not bo inconvenient. It is advertised in our columns.

Seed Sowing (K^iirv jBorcr).—The plants you name may be sown and

treated as you propose in a cool greenhouse with every prospect of

success, only keep the soil moist, and when they are np give plenty of

air and a position near the glass,

IxoRA cocciNEA LEAVES BROWSED (A Common Cathnge).—It is pro-

duced through moisture lodging on the leaves, the plants being kept m
too low a temperature. If you were to give the plant the benefit of a hot-

bed of from 75 to 8r. , and a top heat of Ii5- to 85°, with plenty of moisture,

but not through syringing overhead, with a moderate amount of venti-

lation , and a position near the glass, we think the leaves would not brown.

Vines at Back of a Greenhouse (H.).—The Vines will never thrive

so long as they are overshadowed by cUmhers. and the back of a green-

iiouse is no place for them. They should have a position on the roof.

Allow but one shoot from a Vine, train it 15 inches from the glass, aUow-

inc it to grow imtil it reaches the limit of the space allotted to it, then

stop it The laterals should have their points taken out at the first leaf

or joint and again at the second, cutting them close to the cano at the

commencement of October. Water well now, and again when necessary,

keeping well watered until September, then diminish the supply, giving

none after September. Sj-ringe morning and evening up to August, but

early in the morning, and let the foliage be dry, or give air before the

sun shines powerfully upon them. You may top-dress them now with an

inch or two of rich compost. Water wiU he required about once m every

ten days—a thorough soaking.

Camellias for Market {A Constant Reader).—Ynn will find none equal

to the old Double White, or Alba plena, and Fimbriata, of the w-hites

;

Bealii (Leeana superba), and Chandleri of reds ; Saccoi nova and Augus-

tina superba, of rose; and of the striped shaded sorts, Storyu, Jenny

Lind, Madonna, and Sarah Frost.lUU, ilAtlLlOUliU, »,.« .."•

Roses for Forcing (Irfcm).—The Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual

are the best, a list of which you will find at page 167 of the present

volume.

Old Plants of Tom Thumb Pelargoniums (.4 SubKriher to the

Journal) —Your old plants may at once be placed in the hotbed, and when

grown sufficiently take cuttings from them, but we fear they will not

crow Buflicientlv, being now no more than alive, to furnish cuttings that

will be available for the present season. You can raise cuttings of Ver-

benas in your hotbed, particulars for which, as also for Pelargonium cut-

tings, you will have read in last week's Journal.

Pruning Camellia Root {A Con.itant Siib.icriher\—lt is not necessary

to root-n'rune Camellias to keep them in small pots, as no plant will thrive

longer in the same pot than Camellias. We say. Do not root-prune them,

but vou may remove most of the old soil, potting again m the same sue

of no't If vou -n-ere to give the Primulas more heat and moisture they

would' throw the truss well up above tho foliage. All they reqmre is

more Hberal treatment.

Genista not Flowering (M.»i)—-Afford a compost of turfy sandy

loam a cool airv situation in the greenhouse, and a position near the

glassl with water, so as to Iceep the soil moist; it will assuredly flower,

bein" the freest of flowering plants. Do not allow it to suffer for want of

water, and, on the other hand, water only when necessary when the buds

arc swelUng and the plant is in flower.

Melons to Ripen in August ()r!;<'s'd<-)-—The easiest way to ripen

Melons in the first fortnight of August in a pit with the help of mnnnre

heat is to have tho manure sweetened, at least the upper portion of it,

bv the end of April ; have the bed made and the soil in by the first week

in May, and turn out slrongplants,butyoung in the soil as soon as warm.

Let the plants be stopped as soon as they make the third rough leaf, and

of the shoots that come from tho axils of the leaf select two, nipping out

all others. If vour light is wide plant three plants singly and at equal

distances ; if narrow, say S feet, only two plants. Of the two shoots

on each plant train one to the back and one to the front of the pit. Do

not stop at all until the shoots arc within a foot of the back and front,

then nip out the point of the shoot. As the shoots are growmg, every

bud that appears at the axils of the leaves, which buds would be

lengthened into shoots, should be nealy taken out with the point of a

knife, until vou reach to within 6 or S inches of the point of the shoot

stopped as stated above. This wiU leave annmber of buds near the end

of the shoot that will lengthen into secondary shoots, and on these the

fruit will generally show at the first or second joint, and they fould be

st"ppedat the joi ,t above the fruit. Care should be taken to set the

hlnssoni, and to keep a warm, dry atmosphere at that time By the above

simple plan the pit will not be crowded with shoots, and there will be a3 strength in the plants to set the fruit when it shows. A volume

could scarcely say more definitely on the subject.

Flower Garden Plan (Jon. S.).-Yonr garden will look very well,

and the central part at least will have all the openness of the lawn at

Tingrith, alluded to last year. We ike your proposed arrangements

;

but as you have the plants we tlnnk you would improve the whole by

h ving a band of Cineraria maritima round ISo. 1 in centre^ We would

put a band of orange Calceolaria, fringed with Lobeha, round 6 and 7.

Gazania round 8, and Cerastium round 4 .and 5.

Cucumber for Ridge Growth-Fowls Trespas.sing M Comlant

Reader) -The old Long Prickly is the best useful variety, either for grow-

i.,B in the onen air or in a cold frame. If fowls creep throngh your

h?™ hedge have son" galvanised wire netting placed aU along the bot-

tom™ fth? hedge. If they fly over have similar netting fixed to supports

a™ng the top of the hedge. If the fowls continue to injure your garden

after hartng given notice to their owners, you could recover compensa-

tion in tho County Court.

Iris Kempferi.—" A. E." informs us that he has bloomed it for some

years past ; he will oblige us by stating whether he considers it a very

distinct and desirable flower.

Tiffany (Darorcj.-Apply to Messrs. J. Shaw & Co., 29, Oxford Street,

Manchester.
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Peabb at Eighteen Guineas a Dozen (Htfacint/iiK).~The Pears you
allude to, as shown at the fruiterers' in Coveut Garden Market, are im-

ported from France, where they nre grown ngaiust a wall, very few-

allowed to be produced on the tree, and other modes adopted lo promote
grossness. The fruiterer called them Belle Angeviue, hut the true name
is Uvedala's St. Germain.

Heating a Greenhouse (if. J. S.).—'V^'e conclude thnt the jupes heat

the slates above Ihtm, but thnt the heat does not pass into your six-inch

bed of tnn and 4 inches of soil nbove that, so as to make it impossible to

obtain more thnu from 6u" to 65- of heat in your bed for propagating, &c.

With such a heat in the bed, what is the heat in the house ? because if

much lower, still the bed will part ike of the general temperature, unless*

you cover the bed with hand-lights, small frames, Ac. If the slates

become warm enough we have no doubt that the tan is the cause, not be-

cause it is too close or is at all inferior to cocoa-nut fibre, for in similar

circumstances that would be the same, but because it becomes dry next

the slates, and then refuses to conduct the heat. Eef<ire you try your per-

forated zinc, clear out the bed and place on tbe slates li inches of rough
chnkers, rouph cinders, and an inch of tine washed gi-avel, and on that

the soil. Have some tmall drain-pipes standing uprigbt in which you
can pour water at pleasure to wet tbe clinkers and slate, and stop

the opening to keep in the steam, and we shall be mistaken if you have
not plenty of heat. Of course, if the pipes do not heat the slates it is

either owing to the heat not being strong enough, the pipes not being
close enouL'h to the slates, or the chamber in which the pipes are con-

tained not being close enough. That chamber should only have a few
elit openings near the floor. Let us know.

Peaches, &c.. nj a Greenhouse {An Inquirer).—In your span-roofed

house, with a pit on each side, you may grow Peaches, Cherries, and Figs

admirably in pots, but the first two should have very little of the bottom
heat. If for them chiefly, it would be as well, by means of openings, to

let the bottom heat out into the atmosphere of the house, and then the
Peach roots may be 5

' or more warmer than the atmosphere. The use
you cau make of the pits afterwards depends ou th« carliness of the
time at which you bring the Peaches in and the due ripening of tbe
wood afterwards, and moving them out in a dull day, so as to give no
sudden change at first. Then you might have Melons, Cucumbers, and
other things in the samo pits.

Flower Garden Plan (Inquirer).—We presume yourplan is on gravel,

or the paths between the beds will be too nan'ow. For a beginner your
plan and proposed planting do you ^'reat credit ; so far as the materials to

be used are concerned, we can find no fault, and when all are in bloom it

will look well. As a lasting group you will fail to have a continuous
mass of bloom from using so many Stocks. Asters. Carnations, Pinks,
Pansies, and Chrysanthemums, and there will be in some cases a defect
in the respective heights—thus, E-^chscholtzia tenuifolia would make a
better edging to Phlox Drummondi than a centre to it, as the Phlox is

much the taller gi'owing. If your position is cold we doubt whether Por-
tulacas will make a good edging to Vtrbeuas, and they show little in dull

weather. They flourish on a warm knoll. On the same principle we doubt
if Acroclinium and Khodanthe will make good edgings to Asters. Some
of the Nemophilas and Silencs would be more sure; but it is well to

try. The Rhodanthe, is beautiful in warm sheltered places.

Names of Plants {M. OakUy).—We cannot name plants from single

leaves. (A. B. C).—It is a Mammillaria, but the species cannot be
identified from such a small specimen. (.4. W.].—There are two forms of

leaves on Retiuiapora Icptoclada, and those you sent may be the young
form ; but we cannot be certain from such a fragment.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending March 26th.

Date.
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production of an omnivorous reader, " The Doctor," by R.
Boutliey. In the one-volume edition, pape 350, in a chapter
entitled " Facts and Observations Relating to Onomatology or
Names," Southey, after epeakiuR of the different names of
gooseberries, apples, pears, &c., goes on to say, "Hath not
Daniel Girton, of Bucks, in his ' Complete Pigeon Fancyer,'
wherein he jioints out to the gentlemen of the fancy the foul

marks and real psrfections of every valuable species of fancy
birds and Toys which in his time were bred in England, France,
and Holbmd : hath not Daniel Girton I say (though Boswell
thought that a sentence so formed as to require an ' I say ' to
keep it together resembled a pair of ill-mended breeches, and
candidly acknowledged the resemblance in his own—the sen-
tence I mean he was penning, not the breeches he wore).
Hath not Daniel Girton, I say, particnlaily enumerated in his
title-page among the varieties of such fancy birds ' Pouters,
Carriers, Horsemen, Dragons, Croppers, TJplopers, Pouting
Horsemen, Fantails, Chinese Pigeons, Lace Pigeons, Tumblers,
Eunts, Spots, Laughers, Trumpeters, Jacobins, Capuchins,
Nuns, Shakers, Helmets, Ruffs, Fiuikius, Turners, Barbs, Ma-
homets, Turbits, Owls, Smiters?' concluding the imperfect
enumeration with an '&c.'" N.B.—Soutbey must have pos-
sessed a copy of Girton, and written with it before him, as the
order of the names is exactly as given in the title-page of " The
Complete Pigeon Fancyer."

Returning to " The Dovecote," the author of which was a
Pigeon lover rather than a Pigeon fancier, and who for real

fancier knowledge frequently quotes the older writers ; still we
may be glad that such an original work was written by one
gifted with a charmingly descriptive style, who raised the taste
for Pigeons, and proved that these beautiful birds, despised
too frequently by the naturalist and the gentleman, need not
necessarily be associated with the lower orders of society. It

is said that in olden times every fourth Dutchman was a
Pigeon fancier

; perhaps something of this kind may yet take
place in England. Every one needs a hobby, and what prettier

things can be found to constitute one than fancy Pigeons ? In
"The Dovecote," now I believe out of print, we find the first

mention of the Archangel Pigeon. An abridgement of the
work containing the more practical portions has been published
by Routledge in his series of " Books for the Country." It

forms the first part of the volume entitled " Pigeons and
Babbits," by E. S. J'elamer.

I now turn to one of the curiosities of literature, " The
Treatise on Fancy Pigeons" by J. M. Eaton, and bearing the
dale of 1858. This edition includes his book on the Almond
Tumbler, first published in 1851. I have called it a curiosity
in literature, .and indeed it is—so strangely written, so wan-
dering, so odd ; sometimes we laugh with the author, more
frequently we laugh at him. He is a most enthusiastic Pigeon
fancier, going far beyond the bounds of ordinary enthusiasm

;

then he mixes all sorts of things in his book; yet, though
style, manner, and matter are often of the queerest description,

no one can doubt the thorough knowledge which the writer
possesses of his subject. The coloured illustrations by Wol-
Btenholme are most excellent—the poor birds at length had
full pictorial justice done to them. The same may also be
said of the twelve large coloured portraits of perfect Pigeons
(alas ! where are the realities?) life size, published also by Mr.
Eaton. I shall never forget the delight of an old fancier to

whom I showed the pictures in Mr Eaton's book, and who
had always deplored the ugliness of Pigeon pictures and their
want of truth both to nature and fancy.
The plan of Mr. Eaton's book is this :—He publishes Moore's

work with notes by himself and others, some notes excellent,

some extremely funny. Thus he brings the fancy down to the
present time. Then is added as a second part " The Almond
Tumbler," which is in fact, as I have before stated, the work
of Windus with additions, some acute and sensible, others in
the odd vein. Manifestly the writer had but few early educa-
tional advantages, and therefore I forbear to make extracts or
further to criticise. A better-arranged edition much condensed,
as the writer himself seems to think, w-ould be an improve-
ment, as also omitting the coarse parts and expressions, now
printed in full from the older works, but which a modern and
better taste decidedly disapproves.
And now I come to the last-published and the best book on

fancy Pigeons—" The Pigeon Book," by B. P. Brent, a name
respected in these columns ; for who, being a Pigeon fancier,
has not profited by our deceased fellow contributor's clearly ex-
pressed and sound advice ? It may at once be said that Mr.
Brent did not hold the picturesque pen of the author of " The

Dovecote," that he did not write what all would read for
amusement, but that he strictly wrote to give infonnation, and
he gave it in plain words; and his work is by far the most
complete on llio Pigeon subject generally, a work to which to
appeal and refer. This book forms the fourth original one on
the subject—" The Columbarium ;

" then that of Wiudus ; then
" The Dovecote ;

" and, lastly, '• The Pigeon Book ;
" but both

Ihu second and third must yield the palm to the additional
information given by Mr. Brent. His residence on the Con-
tinent caused him to be able to introduce to the English reader
a great number of German and French Toy Pigeons, which had
never been previou^'ly noticed. Among these were Carmelites,
8uabiaDs, Hyacinths, Porcelains, Swiss, Stomachers, Priests,

Sea SwoPows, &c.
Mr. Erent arranges Fancy Pigeons very sensibly, in one

division taking in all birds having certain strongly defined
points or properties, such as Carriers, Tumblers, Pouters,
Jacobins, &c., and then in a second division, he comprehends
those Pigeons which are mere birds of feather, in which shape
is little or nothing ; and this property, feather, once lost they
liecome only common Pigeons. In this class he places Sua-
bians, Priests, Shields, and the general mass of German Toys.
In addition to much useful information concerning manage-
ment, feeding, &c., Mr. Brent was the first to arrange a prize

list, placing the original colour of each variety first, and then
also giving the particular fancy points of each breed, thus being
a guide to purchasers, owners, and judges. Whoever wants
good sense and correct guidance on the Pigeon subject, let him
turn to the pages of Brent.

I have now traced fancy Pigeon literature from the first

known English writer to the last, and as far as I know I have
not omitted to notice one worthy of remark. I shall now turn
to my own connection and experience with fancy Pigeons. It

is an old love, and from which I have never even desired to be
off.

—

Wiltshire Reciok.

CROSSES IN D.VRK BRAHMA POOTRAS.
Having never had any communication with Miss E. Watts,

I was much gratified to read her remarks last week on Brahma
combs, and to see so entirely independent a corroboration of

my opinion that the shapeless combs we now so often see were
derived " primarily from the various crosses whii^h have been
attempted with the idea of improving the breed, and since

perpetuated by want of care." The only two of such crosses

which now demand special notice are those with the Cochin
and Dorking, both of which linger unsuspected in many
Brahma strains, and a few words may not be useless with
regard to their detection.

I should, however, premise in explanation that I am no
opponent of judicious crossing; I have a strong opinion that

by scientific experiment in this direction, with subsequent
careful selection, we might obtain a fowl with all the size, hardi-

ness, and unequalled laying qualities of my favourite breed,

combined with the edible excellence of the Dorking; but such
would be a new fowl, and should be shown as such. And if I

admit, also, that many existing breeds have been greatly im-
proved bj' a cross, I contend that in such cases all traces of the

cross should be thoroughly eradicated before the fowls are

shown in their old name. For instance, it it be true, as I

believe, that Dorkings were raised to their present standard of

size by a cross with the Cochin, and with great advantage to

their constitution, it is equally true that every trace of the

cross but size is effectually gone. Such is not the case with

the crosses I am now considering in the Brahmas.
The cross with the Grey Dorking has arisen from two

motives—the one being a desire to improve the form and table

qualities of the breed, and the other to give that indispensable

requisite in a prize pullet—a dark breast. One well-known

yard, which, of course, I cannot name, has specially sinned

in this latter respect. Yet, whilst I know that the obtaining

a darkly pencilled breast has often been the motive of a Dork-

ing cross, I cannot agree with Miss Watts in her inference

that all the darkest birds are thus tainted ; for Mr. Teebay
was a most inveterate antagonist to any Dorking taint in a

Brahma, whilst the hens he used to show were even darker

than any we see now.
The Dorking taint shows itself in several ways. A large,

coarse, cruel-looking head is one pretty certain sign, which is

seldom absent. White-legged pullets will also appear from time

to time in every yard thus contaminated, and such legs aie an
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infallible sign of Dorking blood, though, of course, not to be
looked for in most of the birds. There will also be, in all pro-

bability, a great want of the characteristic " cushiuu," causing
a long back, and the " fluff " will be more scanty than in pure-

bred birds ; and lastly, whilst the pencilling on the breasts of

pure-bred Brahma pullets assumes the form of more or less

perfect semicircles, one within the other, the markings on the

breast of a crossed bird often appear in the shape of straight

streaks or lines in a downward direction, more or less mingled
with the concentric Brahma pencilling. A red colour will

likewise be usually discernible, but is by no means decisive, as

it will also occur m quite pure-bred birds. The cruel head is

the best sign, as it is the last to quit : and did I know, in fact, that

there had been a Dorking taint in a yard, and found the heads
of the pullets small, taper, and gentle in expression, with good
combs, I should regard the strain as effectually " bred out " or

eradicated. The faults in shape and colour are less decisive,

and will vary with the amount of alien blood, but a white leg

is absolute proof. The centre division of the comb will also,

in all probability, be thick and blunted, and the whole comb
in the hens be too largo and thick, even more in proportion
than is seen in the male birds, which also, however, will nearly
always have combs much too large and fleshy, and with the
characteristic triple character much obscured.

Scantily-feathered shanks will likewise be very often found
in Dorking-crossed Brahmas, and are frequently owing in

reality to this cause when attributed to a fear of vulture hocks.
Single birds scantily feathered will occur in any yard, and if

very good in other respects, may And their way to the show-
pen ; but where I have seen whole pens of scantily-fealhered
birds, I have rarely failed to discover other traces of impurity
in the strain.

The Cochin cross I believe to have likewise arisen from two
causes ; the flrst being the original scarcity of breeding-stock,
which led to crossing with the nearest-allied race in order to

increase the produce as quickly as possible ; the second being
a desire to increase the size of degenerate strains. The first

motive needs no condemnation ; of the second I will only say
that the expedient is totally useless, as a well-bred Brahma
cook that has been properly reared is both larger and heavier
than any Cochin that ever was seen. In some cases, also, a
cross with the Partridge variety of Cochins has been employed
to give more pencilling to the breasts of the pullets.

This cross is difficult to detect in specimens picked out for

exhibitiou, but greatly mars the beauty of the general produce in
the yard. A narrow and deficient breast will, however, be often
apparent, and is an almost infallible sign, though, of course,
ill-shaped bii'ds will occur in all strains. There is also usually
more yellow on the breasts of the pullets, or brown in the case
of the Partridge cross; but this also is not a sure test, as I
knew of two splendid hens, bred from some of Mr. Boyle's best
birds, which had very stained breasts, and yet bred chickens
again of the first quality. The comb will, however, be always
more or less faulty, being, although generally triple in character,
much too higb on the head of the cock, and trembling with
every movement of the bird. Most, in fact, of the large, loose,
trembling combs we often see arise, in my opinion, from a
Cochin stain. The cock will also very often have perceptibly
red feathers about the hocks, and the hen about her shoulders

;

and in these places a red colour is nearly conclusive, though,
as already observed, it is by no means infallible when about
the breast. Nearly all Cochin-crossed hons, however, acquire a
great deal of red somewhere in their second moult, though they
may as pullets have been good in colour.
Another sign of a Cochin stain is a frequent tendency to

incubation. I would not insist on this in the case of a single
bird, though I have never myself had a Brahma which showed
any desire to sit until she had laid at least thirty ej;gs, and
generally more ; but when the propensity occurred generally
in a yard I should regard it as conclusive of a cross with the
Shanghae, though perliaps generations back.

It will be seen that scarcely any one sign is infallible in
either case, and to determine the question of a suspected cross
requires much judgment and careful comparison of different

points. Other experienced breeders may see further signs,

and if so, I shall feel glad to have them pointed out, for my
own benefit and that of other readers.

It will be seen, also, that I am little likely to agree with " An
Old Doeking Cock," who attributes Brahmas to a cross be-
tween Dorkings and Cochins ! I have shown how characteristic

is the slightest taint of either breed ; and his opinion will

never be shared by any one who has actually bred for three

successive years either a Cochin or a Brahma. Into the vexed
question of their real origin this is nst the place to enter;
though I may yet have a friendly nut to crack with him on the

comparative merits of the fowl Miss Watts justly calls, " About
the best we have ever had."

—

Nemo.

SAL1 FOR POULTRY.
In answer to a correspondent, you stated that salt was con-

sidered injurious to fowls. Can any of your readers give any
reliable information on this matter 7 I have been in the habit

of mixing largo quantities of table salt in the food of my
fowls, but whether it has done harm or good I cannot tell.

I believe the general impression is, that salt is actually ne-

cessary to animal life, so that I cannot understand how it can
be injurious to poultry.—E. S.

[The work you quoted is no authority. It is quite cer-

tain that though salt is beneficial to many animals, it is not
essential for the preservation of health in all. We shall be
glad of a reply from any one who has given salt to fowls.

—

Eds.]

BREEDING GAME FOWLS.
(Concltukd from page 201.)

When crossing colours, in breeding in the following cases,

the hens will prevail more than the cock :—1st, When ther&

are more than six hens to each cock. 2nd, When the hens are

dark with dark legs, and the cock light. 3rd, When the hens
are full grown and the cock not full grown. Also, in breeding

from Game hens with a barndoor cock, the progeny will be
" Gamer " than if breeding from a Game cock with barndoor

hens. The fighting properties are, however, inherited more
directly from the cock than from the hens in breeding Game
fowls together, which made the best breeders for the pit in

general more careful of their best brood cocks than of their

brood hens. In all animals of both sexes, those taking most
after their sires are considered to be both the strongest and the

most spirited—as a rule.

Breeding from fowls not full grown is a great mistake, as even

if they produce quicker birds, which some say, though contrary

to my own exper ence, they at any rate produce weaker, and
smaller, and softer birds in both flesh and bone.

In crossing light and dark colours together, it is well known
in all animals that the darker colours must gradually prevail

and eventually absorb the lighter colours, and that the only

way to prevent or retard this is, to keep most of the males of

the lighter coloius, or to have all strong vigorous males of

the lighter colours. Dark-coloured animals are generally the
strongest. Dark Brown or Dark Grey birds more especially so.

In changing brood cocks in crossing from Brown Red to Black-

breasted Bed ; for instauce, it will alter the tingo of colour in

the eggs of the hens, the Brown Bed cock inclining them to

lay a white egg, while the red-eyed Black-breasted Red cock

will make the eggs of a pinkish tinge, though not so much so

with Brown Bed hens. A yellow or daw-eyed brood cock will

cause yellowish-tinged eggs in like manner. If the brood cock

does not influence all qualities, he is never a first-rate bird.

Some say the cock influences colour and the hen shape, others

that all external qualities are from the cock, and all internal

qualities from the hen. I am certain that good cocks influence

all properties, more in all respects than the hens ever do.

The immense difference between spring-hatched chickens

and summer-hatched chickens, even though from the same
parents, is worthy of remark. Those hatched in the spring

(the proper time), running the right height on the leg, light

and hard in flesh, with the right amount of bone ; while those

hatched in June or July run low on the leg, heavy and soft in

flesh, and too small and weak in bone, and, therefore, if .such

were matched to fight against birds bred at the right season,

they would have to fight with much longer-reached and stronger

and harder birds, though not at all heavier than themselves,

and would, consequently, be easily beaten, even if equal in

blood. I may here mention that I have had good broods in

June and July, though not equal to the spring birds.

Breeders for the pit generally allow three hens to a " stag "

in breeding, and five hens to a full-grown cock. Some, how-
ever, prefer only two hens to the full-grown cock, or even one.

favourite hen to the favourite cock, only one hen is not
enough ; but two good hens are suSicient for the best cock,

and I am convinced that the best Game chickens are bred
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from two first-rate hens put to a first-rate full-grovm cook in a
good !;iass run.

It phould be recollected in breeding Game fowls that the
relationship as to blood stands as follows—viz.:

—

1st, Brown Eeds, Dark Birchens, Dark Greys, and the dark
or gipsy-faced Blacks are all closely allied in blood, and are all

dark-combed or dark-faced birds, and all from one origin, that
of the Brown Eeds, which is their original colour.

_2nd, That all the red-ej-ed breeds are closely related, all

originating from red-eyed Black-breasted Eeds, and red-eyed
Gingers.

3rd, That all yellow or daw-eyed breeds and strains are
closely aUied iu blood of whatever colour, they are all springing
from the yellow-eyed Gingers originally.

The colours of the eyes are not sufliciently looked to by most
breeders, who do not seem to be aware that this is the very
best criterion of the difference in blood of all. No good cross
can result from breeding different colours of eyes together,
too much difference existing for the blood to amalgamate pro-
perly, as may be seen on trial for experiment.

—

Newmabket.

BEINDLEY'S INCUBATOIl.
I HAVE no wish to enter into a controversy with Col. Stuart

Wortley about the supposed merits of his nesv incubator or the
supposed demerits of my own ; but in justification of my pre-
vious remarks iu the Journal, perhaps you will allow me space
to quote from aletter which I have to-dayreceived from St. John
Coventry, Esq., to whom I supplied an incubator some six or
seven weeks ago. I could adduce further letters, but this one
shall suflice.

—

John Brindlet.
" Mr. St. John Coventry is glad to say he finds the incubator

work perfectly, only requiring a little attention, and less as one
understands the working of the machine. The last few days
have been a very trying time for incubators, the thermometer
varying from .SO" to 50° ; and by a very little management of
lamp, &o., he has kept his incubator at 100°, not varying during
this changeable weather 2°.—Wimborne, March 25th."

were the original breeders so long struggled for. I am aware
I have been sometimes beaten this season because of my
strong prejudices as to colour, but I feel confident that in the
end I shall prove to be right. I seldom trespass on your
columns, but this question now assumes some impoltauce, and
now that I have had my say, 1 shall not trouble you on the
subject again.—J. K. Fowlek, Prcbcndal Farm, AijU^hunj.

DAEK BRAHMA POOTRAS.
As I was one of the earliest breeders of these excellent

fowls, and one who in the early days of their recognition in our
prize lists, exhibited constantly, and, as the records of your valu-
able paper will show, with pretty fair average success, I wish
to make a few remarks upon the question of colour. I am
aware that my views will be attacked, as they are diametrically
opposed to those of "Nemo," " Y. B. A. Z.," and all of the
writers on this subject ; but I am quite sure that these are all

wrong in advocating the dark breasts of pullets, and the black
breasts and thighs of cocks ; and how Mr. Lacy and his sup-
porters can contend that brown is the proper ground colour, I
am at a loss to conceive.

I forget the year of the Anerley Show, but I was a young and
a very successful exhibitor at that place ; I do not think I ex-
hibited Brahmas, but one of the best breeders at that time
complained of the decision of the Judge, and thought his
Brahmas the best ever exhibited. Mr. Hewitt was the Judge,
and he called myself and several others round him, showed us
some feathers pulled from the breasts of the disappointed
exhibitor's birds, laid them on a white sheet of paper, and said,
" Why, they are almost as brown as a Cochin's ! It is useless
to show birds with any strain of brown in the ground colour, and
I have, of course, passed them over." I mention this to show
that in our early days we aimed at a beautiful silvery-grey hue,
and in all my early pullets I am glad to say I still continue it.

After the first moult, however, they gradually become browner
;

I, therefore, persist in saying, the breast of pullets should be
a Ught silvery grey, thoroughly and delicately pencilled with
black, and rising almost to white in the throat. If our breeders
would aim at this, and not at obtaining dark-pencilled breasts,
they would not be so apt to get brown patches on the wings of
the cockerels. I also think it desirable to have a well-spangled
breast on a jet black ground for the cock in preference to a full

black breast.

I am confident that the brown shade has l,een imported into
the Brahmas during the last few years by an attempt to cross
with a Partridge Cochin. I, therefore, mean to adhere to my
original strain, and I feel sure breeders will continue to come
to me, as they do now, for my birds, as they find they are
losing that silvery-white ground colour which all of us who

HATCHING BY AN INCUBATOR.
A FEiEND of my mine last year had an incubator which

proved quite unsuccessful, independently of its causing great
loES of time and annoyance by its non-success. Probably he
might have failed to carry out all the instructions, though I
am fully aware he did his best to adhere to them. I should
feel obliged if some of your numerous readers would give
detailed accounts of incubators where their use has been at-

tended with success, and answer the following questions :

—

1, Will the dry heat from an incubator prove as beneficial

as natural means ?

2, Are the chickens when hatched by this artificial means
as strong in constitution and as sound iu feather as those
hatched by natural means ?

o. Do those birds hatched by incubators—viz., Hamburghs,
Polands, and Game, whose chief merits depend upon correct

colour of feather when adults, display the same feathering as
when natural means have been employed ?—TnnoB.

MELROSE POULTRY SHOAV.
This Show, held in Melrose Corn Exchanj^e on tbe 21st and 22nd

inst., was most successful iu every respect, there bein^ nearly
250 entries, and the hall of the Exchange, was on both days crowded
with visitors.

Dorkings.—First, T. L. Jackson, Bush Ewes. Second. Lord Binning,
Mellerstain, Kelso. Third, J. White, Warlaby. Northallerton, Yorkshire.
Highly Commended, T. Raines, Bridgehaugh, Stirling. Oomuiended,
Coimtess de FlahauJt ; Lord Binuing.
Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford, Yorkshire. Second, blaster A.

Redpath, Edinburgh. Highly Commended, W, Paterson, Langholm.
Commended, D. Wnngh, Melrose.
Cochin-Crina.—First. E. A. Aglionby. Esthwaite Lodge, Hawkshead.

Second, W. R. Park, Abbotsmeadow. Highly Commended, E. A. .Aglionby.
Commended, Mrs. Dickens, Cornhill ; Mrs. Waugh. Castlehili. Lochmaben.
Brahma Pootras.—First, D. Annan, Torr of Moonzie. Fife. Second,

E. A. Aglionby. Highly Commended, Mrs. Waugh ; C. Peaye, Southend,
Darlington.
Game.— First, Lord Binning. Second, D. Gellatler, Meigle. Highly

Commanded, W. Eiddell, Newton. St. Bosivclls ; .J. Brough, Carlisle ; W.
Tait, Heatherlie, Selltirk; Lord Binning; W. Easton, Canongate, Jed-
burgh ; J. J. ^Vilson, Darlington ; W. Mabon, Jedburgh. Cummended,
"W. Easton.
Ha:\iburghs (Pencilled'.—First, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, uenr Skipton.

Second, W. R. Park. Highly Commended. T. J. Harrison, Singleton Park,
Kendal. Commended. P. T. Paterson, Langholm ; T. .J. Harrison ; G.
Walker, Selkirk ; W. Smith, Ainderhy Steeple, Northallerton ; T. Mnsgrave,
Liingtuivn.
Hamburghs (Spangled).—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second, U. Dickson,

Selkirk. Highly Commended, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton, Mottram, near
Manchester. Commended, Mrs. Blacklock.
Any other Variety.—First and Second, Countess do Flabault (La

Fleche, and Creve Cceur). Highly Commended, W. R. Park (Crt-ve Cceur);

J. Hastie Commended, W. it. Park (Silver Poland) ; Lord Binning
(Scotch Grey).
Bantams ("Any variety!.—First, W. Mabon. Second. T. C. Harrison, Hull.

Highly Commended, h. D.Johnstone; P. A. Renwick, Ktlso; Messrs. S.

and >:. Ashton ; W. Mabon ; D. Broomfield, Kelso. Commended, W,
Easton, Jedburgh ; F. L. Roy ; W. Scott, Jedburgh.
Sweepstake for Bantam Cock (Any variety). — First, W. Brown,

Selkirk (Black Red Game . Second, Countess de Flauhault (Black Red
Game). Highly Commended, T. Raines (Game); W. Scott, Castlegate,

Jedburgh (Bl:ick Red Game).
DccKS (Aylesbm-y).— First, A. Haggart. Leshe, Fife. Second, Lord

Binning. Highly Commended, J. ,\. S. E. Fair, Gilliestongues, Jedburgh.
Commended, T. Paterson, jun.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Second, T. C. Harrison, Hull

(Mandarin, and Carolina). Highly Commended, A. Thomson, Mainhill,

(Muscovy).
Selling Class.—First, J. M'Millan, Jedburgh (Jlanorldes'. f^econd,

T. R. Paterson, Langholm i Golden-pencilled). Highly Commended,
J. A. S. E. Fair (Black Bed Game) ; T. L. Jsckson (Dorking) ; J. Mnsgrave
(silver-pencilled. Commended, J. Harvey (Duckwing Bantams) ; T. Mus-
grave (Golden-Hamhm-gh);F. L.Roy (Game Bantams) ; R. Blirrow,Long-
town, Cumberland (Goliicn-pencilledt ; J. Dickinson.

PIGEON.'*.
Fantails.—First. H. Y'ardlev, Market Hall. Birmingham. Second, W.

R. Park. Higlily Commended, H. Yardloy; W. R. Park; T. C. Taylor,

Marton Lane, Middlesbro-on-Tees, Commended, J. M. Watson, Gatton-

side.

Pouters.—First. H. Y'ardley. Second, R. Paterson, Melrose.

Nuns.—First and Second, R. Patersou. Commended, P. A. Renwick,
Kelso ; W. R Park.
JACOBINS.-First, R. Paterson. Second, J. Gray.jnn.. Melrose. Highly

Commended, Countess de Flahanlt ; R. Paterson ; T. Moffat. Newtown ;

P. A. Renwick; J, Gray, jun. ; R. More, Melrose; H. Yardley; T. Tarn-
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Dis-jun., Bamick ; T. C. Taylor ; J. Campbell

Second, W. E. Park.

btdl, WbiirJcc ; J. Shiel

liD«i7. I>aiif,'hoIm.

TimBiTS.—First, Sliss Crosbie, Gattonside.
Highly Commended.T. TurnbuU. Commended, W. R. Park.

Owls.—First, .T. Fiililinp. jnn., Rocbdalo. Second, H. Yardley. Highly
UonxQended, J. Fielditi;;. Commended, Miss Crosljie.

TOVBLEP.S.—First find Second, P. A. Renwick. Highly Commended,
R.Plitcrsoii ; H. Yardley: R. Ir^iu^. Lnngholni.
Aht oTiiEn Variety.— First, H. Yardley. Second, -J. Campbell. Highly

Commended, R. Paterson : P. A. Renwiek ; J. .T. Wilson.
Sklunc. Class.—First, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton (Barlis). Second, H.

Ynrdley. Highly Commended, R. Paterson (Fantails, and Dragons). Com-
mexded, R. Paterson (Red Barbs) ; W. R. Park (Fanlails) ; Miss Crosbie
(Torbits) ; Miss M. i-'coon, Melrose (Turtle Doves) ; T. C. Taylor (Carriers).

H. Yardley, Pigeon Medal. Lord Binning, Countess of Flahault, H.
FScUfiS, iun., all equal for poultry medal.

CAN.A.RIES.
BirrF Do:^.—Cocfc.—First, J. Kemp, Galashiels. Second, J. Trotter,

Slrirose. ilcn.—First, .T. Kemp. Second, W. Bogie. Melrose.
Buff Fleckkd.— Cock,—First, J. Kemp. Second, R. Laurie. Highly

Commf-ndcd, J. Fairb:iirn, Melrose. Hen.—Second, J. Kemp.
Cage Hibd (Any breedj.—First, W. Bogie (Yellow Don Cock). Second,

B.Iianrte.

JoPGHs.

—

Toi'ff ri/ finU Pi'jeons : Mr. Bixon, Bradford ; Canaries:
Mr. K. Ballautyne, Hawick.

L.1PWINGS, OR GREEX PLOVERS.
As I know there are numbers of the readers of The Jouknai,

o» HoK'iicri.TrRE who feel quite as great an interest in the
keeping of nnusual pets as of poultry, I cannot refrain from
bringing before their notice domesticated Lapwings, as being
not oily a most interesting, but also in walled gardens a most
serviceable " hobby."
The difficulty of getting young unfeathered Lapwings to live

is always a serious drawback, as by far the greater proportion of

tbem die within a few days of being taken, the newly-caught
adult birds are, on the contrary, exceedingly easy to keep,
and TDiy speedily become almost as tame and docile as though
tbey had been reared by hand ; in fact, I myself purchased a
few from Mr. Harrison, of Spalding, only a few weeks ago, that
are now so familiar as to come directly to bo fed the moment
they tear the voice of the person who usually attends to them.
Tbat Plovers must be exceedingly beneficial when running

in a walled garden is evident on the most cursory inspection,

for iboagh they do not appear to take any notice whatever of

groTring produce, no worm, snail, or beetle ever escapes them,
and l>eiDg thus constantly on the look out for these destruc-
liveB, vshilst the birds themselves are so light and gi'aceful of

carriage as to do but little damage to crops, they speedily be-
come the useful favourites I have represented. They will eat
sopped-bread, corn, and small scraps of uncooked meat -with

avidity, and I find even boiled broken potatoes appear to them
bnk linJe less palatable. A good feature is, that not being able
to pert-b, if properly pinioned or even cut-winged, their escape
from Trailed premisua is impossible, whilst to spectators they
appear as if still enjoying unrestrained liberty. The beauty
of their plumage is no slight additional recommendation.

—

Ebkaiu) Hewitt, Birmingham.

FOUL BROOD.
When- the apiary of my friend Mr. Woodbury suffered so

seiiocsly from the disastrous ravages of foul brood, my own
apiary, situated not many hundred yards distant, enjoyed per-
fect immunity from the disease. This was, to me, the more
snrpTising, as we had often interchanged bees and brood combs,
audbshad kindly supplied me with numerous Ligurian queens.
I saw enough, however, of the malignant character nt the
disease -which attacked and devastated the hives of Mr. Wood-
bnry, to regard with extreme apprehension the possibility of
its appearance in my own apiary.

XJntil last spring I considered I had good reason to rejoice
that, so far, my apiary had been perfectly free from any
ooranrence of the malady ; but at the end of March I discovered
a yery bad case of foul brood in one of my best and most
valued stocks. A strong colony was blown over in one of the
freqnent gales with which we were favoured in the early part
of 1866. The hive was reinstated in its proper position, but a
violent attack by the other bees of the apiary was made on it,

erery particle of honey was quickly taken away, and the bees
disappeared. I now found six of the combs almost filled with
abtative brood, chiefly of the previous summer, presenting an
unmislaieable case of foul brood. No other hive in my apiary
has, since then, exhibited the slightest signs of the disease,
iiotwith.^taBding that many stocks must have partaken of the

spoils when the affected hive was robbed. It would seem,
therefore, that foul brood is not always of the extremely viru-

lent and contagious character of that which devastated Mr.
Woodbury's apiary, and has been so often experienced by
German and American bee-keepers. I have had accounts from
two 'or three individuals, who also state that they have dis-

covered exceedingly bad cases of foul brood, which, notwith-
standing the bees of their other stocks have had unhindered
access to the supplies contained within, has remained entirely

confined to the hives first affected.

The only way in which I can account for my own hive
being attacked by this disease, is that during extremely hot
weather in the preceding summer, when the hive was teeming
with an abundant population, it was removed a distance of
three miles, which involved confinement of the bees for many
hours with some amount of shaking and other disturbance.
Early in June, 186.5, the hive, which was filling a large super,
was transported into the country, the bees having been shut
in the evening previously. The cover was removed from the
super—a very large one on the adjusting principle—a sheet of
perforated zinc being substituted for it, the wide entrance be-
neath being also closed with the same material. I considered
the ventilation would have been ample, but on arriving at their
destination I perceived that the bees were greatly excited.

Few, if any, deaths took place in consequence, and the bees
appeared to work with tolerable briskness, but their labours
resulted in less success than the majority of the stocks in the
same garden.
On the occasion of a cursory examination in the early part

of the spring the bees appeared rather numerous but somewhat
inactive ; at the time of the destruction of the hive I found on
two or three combs little patches of healthy larvaj and eggs,

surrounded on all sides by foul brood. I believe it to have
been impossible for the hive to have thriven, and have reason
to be thankful that what at the time appeared to be a most un-
lucky and untoward accident, was doubtless a most fortunate
one in its results for me. As it was, this hive, from its pecu-
liar construction, would have been unexamined, and left alone
until the time of putting on the adjuster super, consequently
the presence of foul brood would have been totally unsuspected,
and perhaps as hotter weather prevailed, its effects might
have become more virulent, and its spread among my other
stocks more certain and general.

With the exception of the last few sentences the foregoing
paper has been written, and has been kept lying by for the
pages of this Journal, for many months previous to the ap-
pearance of the letter of "A Lanakkship.e Bee-keepek" on
January 8th, and of "A Renfrewshire Bee-keeper" on
February 21st of this year, so that it will be seen that I have
not in the slightest degree been influenced by the remarks of
those observant, reliable, and valuable contributors to apiarian
science. I had previously acquainted Mr. Woodbury with my
conviction that foul brood might be occasioned, and in my case
certainly was originated, from excessive internal heat and un-
due excitement consequent on the confinement and removal of

the bees during a period of great heat and of great activity in
working. The quantity of abortive brood was so great that the
principal mortality could only have occurred during the height
of the breeding season. The six combs affected contained
sealed brood to their very edges, the small portions tenanted
by healthy larvie, and eggs having been apparently cleared out
for the purpose. Prior to the final accident and subsequent
robbery, there was a large quantity of sealed honey in the side

combs and at the tops of the six affected ones, so that there
could be no suspicion of starvation having had any influence

on the condition of the colony.—S. Bevan Fox, Exeter.

HIVES QUEENLESS, AND QUEENS UNFERTILE.
The following may, perhaps, interest some of your apiarian

readers.

On Wednesday, February 20th, taking advantage of a very
fine warm day, I overhauled four of my hives to ascertain the
condition of their respective queens. A, B, and G were sup-
j-ilied with royal cells from a pure Italian hive, which came to

maturity on or about August 24th. These hives were examined
several times in the autumn, but from the agility of the queens
in A and B, and an entire absence of brood, I came to the con-

clusion that the continued unsettled weather had prevented
the queens from taking a successful wedding trip ; although
the drones, which were very numerous in both hives, were
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finally expelled late in the nntumn. In C, having failed to

discover a queen after several examinations, I believed that no
qneen was in existence. D contained a queen, reared in anni-
comb hive, which had not laid a single egg during the autumn,
though I knew she was impregnated. I ventured, therefore, to

put her at the head of a strong colony from which the native
hybrid qneen had been previously removed.

All these hives were thoroughly ventilated at the top from
the beginning of November till the 20th of Februarj', and stand
on single posts out in the garden.
A and 15 contained m.iture pigmy drones and sealed drone

brood in worker cells, but no worker brood, proving that their

queens were still virgins as anticipated. C, though strong in

bees, contained no signs of brood, and although the bees seem
tolerably contented, is, no doubt, queenlees. I) contained many
young bees, and plenty of worker brood. Breeding must have
been going on in these hives in spite of free ventilation during
the month of January, probably during the very severe weather
we then experienced. In January, 1865, 1 found brood coming
forward in a ventilated hive in very severe weather.
The consumption of food has been very great during the

present season, but all my stocks are remarkably dry and
healthy.—J. E. B., Wolverhampton.

DISTANCE WITHIN WHICH DKONES
INFLUENCE.

Whether the fear of " An Old Friend of the Black Bee "

is ever destined to be realised, that in the Hanoverian rat style

his old and valued favourites are doomed to disappear before
the foreigner, or, on the contrary, with more probability, that
ultimately the latter may become absorbed by the predominat-
ing black, it is certain that the keen apiculturist cannot but
look back with sincere pleasure to the time of the arrival of his
first Devon stock, or earlier tiny box, and if (as in my own
case) he possessed the variety alone in his district, the delight

it afforded him in his walks to single out, and the nicety with
which he calculated the distance of flight of his own active

little yellow jackets amongst the humming throng on the clover
field, or never thought their bright orange hue more brilliant

than when contrasted with the purple of the more distant
heath, when vieing with their duskier sisters in rifling its pre-
cious sweets. Then, subsequently, on visiting neighbouring
apiaries, the sharp look out for hybrids. My first discovery of

Buch is fresh on my recollection. A fine autumn afternoon
found me, after a few miles walk, in an old manse garden—

a

beautifully sequestered spot, a hollow surrounded with hills,

adjoining the peaceful old churchyard and ruined church where,
till within late years, the curious stranger was shown the juggs

(the collar which encircled the neck of the culprit, and by
which he was chained to the wall, a relic of the severer punish-
ment of bygone days). The bee-master asked my opinion as to

the probability of a small third swarm surviving the winter,

hived in a very large straw skep, a more suitable one not being
at hand. I picked up a dead bee (hybrid) from the landing
board, remarking that tliat pilferer had come far from home,
but on inverting the hive found quite a sprinkling of similarly

banded bees amongst the few combs built on one side of their

capacious dwelling, and I was convinced, although their owner
was somewhat sceptical, that here was a clear case of hybridi-
sation. He, however, agreed to give the little band some feed-

ing, on my telling him this would probably prove the best

stock he possessed. I had the satisfaction of his coming to

tell me the following summer that my prophecy had been
verified, the large hive had been filled and to overflowing,
yielding him two fine swarms, and, if I remember, the earliest

he had.
Visiting an extensive cottage apiary at a still greater dis-

tance in the end of last season to purchase a few hives, I saw
at a glance two were hybridised, and, without touching, se-

lected those two first by chance ; after a careful examination of

the entire apiary it turned out that for population or store

each of these were worth any three of the long row.

The greatest distance, however, of drone influence coming
to my knowledge was illustrated by the visit of a most enthu-
siastic bee-keeper last summer, who was nonplussed by the

appearance of orange-banded bees, such as he had never seen
in two of his stocks, his curiosity being fairly excited, and after

telling the phenomenon to his acquaintances, and making
inquiry far and near, at last tracked out my apiary, and made
hJB appearance with a few of his workers in a vial to show me,

and returned home triumphant with a light second swarm of
the '* real McKays " on his head.
The distances respectively from my apiary to the localities

referred to, as measured in a straight line on tlie ordnance
survey map, are one and eleven-sixteenths, three and one-six-
teenth, and four and five-sixteenths miles.—A Kesfrf.wshibe
Bee-iujepee.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowls for Prodccing Eggs iJ. S., Snndhurxf).—AndatasiftQS will do

in a coDBned space, and they are pood layers. They are also good for the
table, but have dark IcRS. Hondans would be [jood birds for ono of the
tuna, as they are hardy and bear confinement well. Yon do not say
whether yonr runs are confined, or whether the birds are at liberty.

Neither Andalusifins nor Houdans sit, therefore, the third breed should
be sitters, either Cochins, brahmas, or Uorltings.

CoNTiNnANCE OP Male Influehce {A. a. 0.).—It is a disputed point.
We think at least three weeks.

Bn.LoCK's LrvKn for Fowls (77. H. H) —We do not advise meat-
feeding at all, especially when fowls are in confinement. Give them
plenty of sods of grass with abundance of soil adhering to them, and
throw their food among it. You may give refuse cooked meat chopped
fine to yom" fowls, if you will.

Face of Spanish Fowls (Tdfrn).—The best exhibitors of Spanish fowls
always keep the hens in partial darkness for some days before exhibiting
them.

Cough Afpecting Brahua Pootras (JR. W. B.).—We have not the
slightest doubt that fine weather will be the best doctor, and that the
hen will speedilj* and thoroughly recover. She has probably a little

ulceration.

Points ik White Dorkings tNovice).—With the exception of the
colour. White Dorkings are judged like Grey ones. They must be l.irge,

heavy, square, and have white legs with live toes. The colour should be
white, not straw. There is latitude as to the combs, but the double are
most esteemed.

BAnEFZiFNE Fowl (J. S.\—We are sorry we are unable to give yon the
information you wish. We do not know the Barbeziene fowl.

Game Hens not Laving (Snbucribcr).—It is because your birds are
two years old and upwards that they do not lay. Pullets lay because
they attain the nge when they must lay; but after they have become
adults, they follow fixed seasons, subject only to such varieties of tem-
perature as we have recently experienced. For instance: in a houee
where we have sixty hens and pullets, our eggs diminished hajl when the
ground was covei-eii with snow. This latter has of late been a daily or
nightly occurrence. Nothing interferes so much as snow with the health
and comfort of fowls, and when they are not in health they do not lay.

We never recollect a season when eggs were so scarce in January and
the early part of February, and broody hens so much in request in March.
Early chickens will be rare, and the good lusty April and May birds will,

we hope, have such a " good time " before them, that in December it will

not be seen they came late into the world.

Brahma Pootra Feathers {F. Powell).—The feathers you sent are
most decidedly 5Ir. Poyle's school of colour, the brown between the pen-
cillings being not more thnn usuillynppears in the second moult, though
some birds remain quite free. The other strain named usually has the
pencilling itself dark brown instead of black, and is of a more dead
efdour. The feathers are very good, and approach in their d>rk colour
those which used to bo shown by Mr. Teeb:iy. If the black pencilling
covered the ground rather more thickly I should call them perfect.

—

Nemo.
Lapwings (GX—They have the first joint of one wing amputated^

which prevents their flying away.

Liability (J. R. Bcyton).—As yon are sure the birds were well when
you put them into the hamper, the inirehaser is liable for the subsequent
loss. If the bird dies speedily, equity would suggest that you supply
another at a reduced price.

Exceeding Duty (il/. P. Draper^.—Such questions are not within our
province; but we will add that there is no doubt you were quite right.

Boon ABOUT Canaries ill. W, X.).— liront's " Caniny, &c." Y'ou can
have it free by post from our office if you enclose twenty postage stampB
with your address.

Breeding in Supers.—In reply to the first question of lilr. .7. H.
Walker whicli appears in his communication under the above heading in

your last issue, *page 220, the price of " Pettitt's Collateral hive" is

45s.. with gratings and dividers cut in tbe crown-board for four supers,
or with gratings for two supers, 42s. A wood engraving of this hive is

given in page 23 of Pettitt's catalogue, with explanation and prices. To
the second question—for the straw hive with the round hole in the top,

a circular ad.ipting-board would answer, as represented in Pettitt's cata-

logue, page 36, on hive No. 19, with the gratings cut in the centre and
shut olf with a ?.inc divider. This adapting-board can bo finnlv fixed to

the top of tho hive with two or three long screws, and unless the queen
is a very small one she seldom ventures through the gratings, and if the
supers are well ventilated breeding will seldom lake place in them.

—

Sudbury.

POULTRY MARIvET.—March 27th.

We have a short supply, and prices are well maintained with a rise as

compared with last week. Tho ttfeet of the long and severe winter is
- - . .. ,, ... .. . . ... J

. ^^j.y (Jg^^J^

. d 8. d
plainly seen, and if there were a good trade, poultry would

Large Fowls 4
Sn-aller do 3
Chickens 2
Goslings 7
Ducklings 3

Kgeons

d.

to 4

d
6

a
4

10

Pheasants . .

.

Partridges . .

.

Grouse
Guinea Fowls.
Kabbits.

n too

Wild do
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CULTIVATION OF TEAS.

As an amateur gardener, having a town garden, I may as

well state at once, that to obtain the largest quantity of pro-

[
dnce in the smallest space of ground is to me a matter of very

'

great importance, always provided that the quality be such as

4o give the quantity its full value.

My garden slopes ofl from a street on a hill-side towards the

west, or ratlier north of west. On the north, south, and west

I am blessed with a very pretty view of the country, and I am
consequently well sheltered from the east.

The kitchen garden lies on the lower portion of the slope, and

aominally occupies about three-quarters of an acre of ground
;

but what with steps properly so called—make-believe steps '

breaking the abruptness of the slope—and the room occupied

by walks and some dear old Beech trees which have survived

the summer suns and wintry storms of a century and half,

my readers will readily calculate that the actual garden tor cul-

tivation is not very extensive. We (James and I as directors),

make the most of it for choice crops by never attempting to

grow Potatoes and Turnips, and thus we obtain a full supply

ef Peas, Beans, Sea-kale, Asparagus, Celery, Ehubarb, Cab-

bages, Cauliflowers, Greens, Onions, Carrots, &a., out of that

portion which is allotted to cropping ; but then James has two

erops out of it every year.

The other portions of the kitchen garden are divided amongst

my own peculiar favourites—a miniature fruit garden, well

stocked with Apples and Pears, chiefly supplied to me by Mr.

Eivers ; a good supply of Strawberries and Gooseberries, beds

of flowers for nosegays, and a bank left purposely in rude dis-

order for growing Ferns. &c., known as the " Vfild bit," and a

pretty corner it is.

My flower garden lies on a flat piece of ground between my
house and the Beech trees, and I do not like to rob that of its

summer pride and beauty for nosegays, though I do Uke to

supply flowers to my gardenless neighbours, so I lay claim to

some beds for Pelargoniums, Asters, Phloxes, Zinnias, &c., in

the kitchen garden, which looks all the brighter for the intru-

sion. In fact, it is as well to confess the truth at once, my
garden is a curious, not to say heterogeneous mixture of the

useful and the ornamental. Nevertheless, although it is a bad

subject for description, it is a pleasant place to dwell in. My
friends are wont to admire it, and so do I. Now, a museum
may be a heterogeneous collection ; but it may be very orderly

for all that, aud I feel fully justified in claiming the character of

orderly for my garden ; but this it owes to James, and not to me.

Weil, but the Peas. Uear readers, I thought you would

understand better what I may have to say about Peas or any-

thing else, if you could in some degree localise yourselves with

me : hence niy preface. I grow Peas largely, considering the

extent of my garden ground. Early sorts are always sown in

short rows ; but I care little for the small, shining, round, green

shot, -which are to my fancy the usual result. One dressing of

each kind usually satisfies me ; but this one taste I consider due

to the gardener for his trouble and to the variety for a verdict.

1 wait for three favourite kinds—Fairbeard's Champion of Eng-

land, Dent's Marrow, and the Gardener's Delight. All these

rank with me as Peas, in contradistinction to shot. Dent's

Marrow is the sort I prefer, but as cooks and gardeners are against

me, I must yield the palm to the Gardener's Delight.

In all gardens which I have had an opportunity of seeing, I

iave generally found the plan of narrow rows adopted for Peas.

The seed-row" is seldom more than C inches wide, oftener 4.

My own Peas were formerly sown thus ; but James has changed

all that, and I have them now invariably planted wide— that is

to say, from 12 to 14 inches throughout the row. A shallow

trench is made of this width—namely, wide enough to admit

ihe easy working of a 12-inch rake. A line is stretched so as

to allow the edge on each side to be cut down clean, and the

trench made nearly '2 inches deep, the earth being taken out

with a flat square shovel. It is then raked down to make it

perfectly level, but as no treading is allowed in the trench it is

levelled and raked from the side.

It is now ready for the seed, so the outer edge

garden line is stretched through ....
She centre of the trench as a guide garden line

to the sower. This gives three ....
well-defined lines—namely the outer edge

two edges and the centre. Five

rows of seed are sown. The three defined lines have the single

seeds dropped exactly oppoiite e; ch other. The two inter-

saediate rows come in the angles, as represanted in the ac-

companying diagram. Each seed is thus about 3 inches apart

from every other seed. The seed is covered with soil in the

usual way.
When the young plants have grown about 2 inches high they

are slicked with branchy young twigs about 2 feet high. These
small sticks are dispersed amongst the young plants through-

out the row, so as to catch their first tendrils and draw them
into good upright growth. As soon as more support is found
necessary. Pea-sticks, well branched and about 4 feet high, are

stuck thickly on each side close to the Peas, but not now in the

centre. These sticks, like the first short row, stand quite

upright. My Peas, however, are vigorous growers, aud rejoice in

a rich garden soil, so they accomplish a journey of 8 or 9 feet

skywards : consequently a third support is required, and this is

supplied in the form of less branched but more substantial

sticks, just such as are used for Kidney Beans. These are

placed slanting, being stuck in about 6 inches beyond the rows

at the bottom. The tops ai'e brought to meet thus— A.

The object of the tall sticks is not only to enable the plants

to climb higher, but as the sticks are fastened together at in-

tervals with tarred cord, to take which a tall stick is every now
and then laid across, in a sloping direction, the whole mass is

held together, and is thus enabled to stand the brunt of almost

any storm which may arise. I have very often had the satis-

faction of seeing my Peas unmoved and uninjured, when neigh-

bouring gardeners in the district have been complaining that

their narrow and slightly-sticked rows of Peas have been nearly

demolished by the " nor'-westers," which ai'e aur prevailing

winds.
This mode of sticking gives so much air aud room to the

inside portion of the crop, that no ground is lost, aud the whole

rows are usually well covered with a mass of fine pods through-

out the " length and breadth of the land."

I have stated that my Peas grow on rich land. James is a

strong advocate of deep trenching, change of manures, change

of crop, and double cropping. He grows a large quantity of

Celery ; this necessitates deep work and large supplies of ma-
nure. By changing the Celery ground every year, the whole

of the cropped ground is kept well worked. The Peas always

succeed the Celery, consequently have the first benefit.

My rows of Peas are about .52 feet long, aud are placed 5 feet

apart to allow of the wide sticking. Each row takes a quart of

seed. No crops are planted between.
Now, the first impression on the mind of the reader will

probably be, that more ground is occupied for a given quantity of

Peas by this mode of culture, than by the ordinary narrow-row

plan ; but my experience as a housekeeper, as well as gardener,

tells me that I obtain nearly double the amount of produce

from my ground by the wide plan ! I can most unhesitatingly

.say one-third more, aud my own conviction is that double is

more nearly correct.

The next point for consideration will perhaps b3, whether

sticking so many times does not cause much additional trouble ;

but, which is better, to stick three miserable rows once, or one

valuable row three times ? If the narrow rows are sticked

twice, as they sometimes are, then three times two are six,

exactly double the trouble for the narrow rows ! Of course,

some people may find a difficulty in procuring Pea-sticks of from

10 to 12 feet long ; but then they cannot grow the Gardener's

Delight or Dent's Marrow in perfection. I pity them.—C. P.

BLUE PKIMULA.
Do you happen to know the origin of the blue Primrose, or

rather perhaps Polyanthus, now quite banished from modern

gardens ? Both a neighbour and myself have been trying in

vain to obtain a pod of seed, but neither in the open border

nor under glass are we successful. This seems to point to a

hybrid origin, but I know nothing but a blue self Auricula that

could have turned the yellow of a Primrose into blue.

Last year I removed to my flower-borders the best out of a

lot of Polyanthus seedlings. Strange to say some plants which

were thrum-eyed last year, are, as regards the majority of their

flowers, pin-eyed this.—G. S.

[The smalloess of the pips and grey blue of the corolla

suggest that Primula deuticulata may have some title to its

parentage. P. venusta or others might impart such a colour.

—Eds.]

Ieesine Herbstii.—Not having seen any reply respecting

the flowering of Iresine Herbstii in England, I enclose a small
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spike from a plant in Qowcr here. As a plant for table decora-

tion it is a valuable addition, and for bedding purposes far

superior to either Pcrilla or Coleus Verscbaflelti, it having
remained bere uniDJured by frost, wben both the others were
killed.

—

Samuel Waits, Gardener, Abcylasncy, Carmurthen.

HEATING AND UTILISING A HOUSE-OF-ALL-
WORK. .

My greenhouse is a lean-to, 30 feet by 14, and the aspect

S.S.W. ; the back wall, lined with brick, is 'J feet i> inches

high, the front wall (i feet high ; the roof, rather flat, is fixed,

and glazed with 21-oz. glass in squares 20 inches by Ifi. The
front lights are all made to open, and there are wood shutters

as ventilators in the back wall, three on a level with the front

lights, and two others jnst under the top of the wall-plate,

each measuring 2 feet inches by 9 inches. There is a door
3 feet wide exactly in the middle of each end. The east end
consists of 3 feet of stone, with glass above ; the west end is a

9-inch brick wall, with 16 inches deep of glass at top. I have
hitherto used a Walker's iron stove to exclude frost, placed
exactly in the centre of the whole length against the back wall.

What I aim at is, to grow Vines with little or no forcing ; to

preserve bedding plants through the winter ; to propagate cut-

tings, &o. ; and to use, if practicable, the propagating-bed or

pit for Cucumbers, possibly Melons, when spring propagation
is over. Is the combination of these objects practicable ?

The present internal ari'angement is as follows :—The whole
floor is laid with common flooring-tiles 9 inches square ; against

the back wall is an earth-bed 2 feet 6 inches wide from end to

end, (except a space of 2 feet (J inches where the present stove

stands), kept up by an 18-inch brick wall. Three rows of wood
pegs in the wall support three tiers of shelves. The front is

thus arranged :^.4. series of brick piers 9 inches square, is

built at a distance of 3 feet 3 inches, outside measure, from
the front wall, all being open below, which piers support flags

about 2J inches thick running the whole length, i'rom the
upper surface of the flags, which is 2 feet 9 inches above the

floor, is a farther height of 1 foot to the level of the wall-plate,

with 20 inches of glass above, making the whole height from
the floor to the wall-plate 3 feet 9 inches. Into the brick piers,

both front and back, I have built some bars of oue-eighth-inch
sheet iron, 15 inches long by 14 wide, so as to project 3 inches
on either side of the piers. Upon these, from front to back, I

lay cross stays of wood, of course 3 feet 3 inches long, being
the width of the flags above, which support a most convenient
row of shelves, moveable at pleasure. Under the shelves, on
the floor, I store flower-pots, coke, and watering-cans, and
upon the shelves, boxes, tools, &c. I should be obliged by
some suggestions as to heating.—G. P. C.

[We should have preferred your greenhouse vinery 14 feet

wide, and 6 feet high iu front, to have been more than 94 feet

high at back, as the flatness of the roof will render it chiefly

useful for summer crops, though also suitable for keeping plants
in winter. We think that you wiU have abundance of ven-
tilation, and no doubt these openings in the back wall, on a
level with the front lights, will be useful, but we would have
preferred three instead of two ventilators, just under the apex
at the top of the wall, as that will be the hottest place. How-
ever, it would be a pity to alter them now after the wall is

'

finished, but if }'ou find these two ventilators do not give you
quite enough of air in very hot weather, you can take out a
square of glass just under the apex at each end, leave them out
in summer, and replace them in the end of autumn. You will

hardly want this if you grow Cucumbers and Melons in summer,
and in that case it will not be advisable to open much the
lower ventilators iu the back wall.

Now, as to your proposed combinations :—1. Ton may grow
Grapes with little or no forcing ; but with little heat we would
have preferred Muscat Hamburgh, Koyal Muscadine, and Buck-
land Sweetwater, to be joined to the four Hamburghs, instead
of Muscat of Alexandria, and Grizzly Frontignan. To ripen
the latter well will require more heat than would ripen the
Hamburghs.

2. The house will do admirably for yonr bedding plants.

3. To propagate by cuttings in spring, and at other times.
This would be best done in winter and early spring, if the
Tines are iu the house, and you have no desire to start them early

so as to necessitate forcing, by having a part of the house heated,
and covered with glass, &c, whilst the rest of the house may be
kept cool, with plenty of air, to suit bedding plants.

4. Provided such heat can be given. Cucumbers and Melons
can be grown in the same house at the same time with the
Vines, where the Vines do not shade. Before the Vines shade
they might be grown in the centre of the house, in the eight- feet
space left, in pots. Even after the Vines were pretty well
established, you might have a narrow frame or box nearly 4 feet
iu width set in the middle of the house, with paths 2 feet
wide, back and front, and if you threw bottom heat into that,
by hot water or otherwise, and covered the glass at night to
keep in the heat, you could have early Cucumbers growing
there by the time the Vines were budding, and then when the
Vines were in full leaf, the rays of light that would pass would
serve pretty well for the Cucumbers in early summer, after the
glass of the frames was removed. There is often loss, however,
in attempting too much, and, therefore, though we would not
object to a few pots of Cucumbers and Melons, we would advise
making your house chiefly subservient t» Vines, bedding plants,
and other greenhouse plants, and having a propagating-bcd
heated separately.

We consider that the Walker's iron stove you now possesg
is quite sufficient for ripening late Grapes and keeping bedding
plants over the winter, but you cannot well use it for securing
heat for propagating-purposes. As you are acquainted with
the brick .Irnott's stove and the small boiler used by Mr.
Rivers, then you cannot do better than use one of them ; and
as you have gone to the expense of the stone platform in front,
and wish that to be the base of your propagating-bed, we
would advise the stove to stand in front of the house, and
there it must be sunk so much that the top of the small boiler
is not higher—better a few inches lower—than the level of your
stone platform. You must not have the boiler higher than
the pipes or tank will be, but as much below as possible.
You have shown the proposed stove placed near the front o£

the house with a short horizontal pipe, as we always recom-
mend for such stoves, and then an upright pipe through a
square of plate iron instead of glass, which is quite correct, and
better than the other proposed plan of taking the smoke-pipe
across the house under the glass, and then out near the back
of the house. The additional dry heat thus gained would be
anything but real profit ; and if the furnace and ash-pit doors
are close, the draught can be so regulated that there will be
little loss of heat. But for the pleasure of doing all the stove
work inside, such a stove could be placed close to the front wall,
and the openings for feeding and ashes might be outside the
house.

There need be no difficulty as to soot collecting in the short
horizontal pipe close to the stove, as, if coke or clean cinders are
used, little will collect so near the fire. A brush may be passed
down the pipe now and then, and the soot may be pulled out
easily from the horizontal part when the feeding-door is nearly
opposite the smoke-pipe. In all such stoves it is desirable t»
have the feeding-door a foot or 18 inches above the grate-bars,
and then a small poker must be used, and the hand put in oa
lighting. Of course this gives a little trouble. In a recent
volume there is a plan of fire-bars which fall down into the ash-
pit, and thus allow all to be easily cleaned out, and which are
as easily put in their place again. All stoves inside of a house
require a little nicety iu management, and as economy in fuel
is a great object, the high feoding-doorwe consider in that light
to be an advantage ; otherwise there is no objection whatever
to what you propose—namely, a high feeding-door, and a door
opposite, just above the fire-bars, to permit of easily cleaning
out and easily lighting—except the expense of the additional
door, and the difficulty of so keeping it close as to prevent
more draught than would be required; for after being fairly
set going, the economy of such stoves consists in imparting a
genial constant heat with the smallest consumption of fuel.

It is never desirable to make the water boil in the pipes.
The fire must be replenished according to the heat wanted.
When the heat is strong from a keen draught, the coke or fuel
will become mostly incandescent, and when the draught of air
is lessened the fuel will remain so a long time before being con-
sumed. How the heat rises from the coke to the boiler that formg
the top of the stove, would just lead us to tell how the heat riseg
from the grate in a kitchen to the large pot or kettle that is

placed over it.

There need be no fear of deficient draught if your horizontal
pipe is short, from 1 to 2 feet in length, and then turns upright
into the open air ; but if you have the least doubt satisfy
yourself by all means, by trying the stove first without the
boiler. It would be well to have a cowl over the top of your
smoke-pipe outside, to prevent the rain finding its way into
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it, for that will cause soot to accumulate more than anything,
snd it is (lifEcult to clear it out of iron pipes, and if the
material is sheet iron the pipe will soon wear out. A bent
iron pipe placed in such a stove would not suit you so well
as 8 small boiler. In larger furnaces it would answer better
than in a stove, where the fireplace is more limited in size.

There is, however, little force in the objecticn to such a bent
pipo being soon worn out. A strong eiist-metal pipe, always
full of water, may be depended on, if it have fair play, to last

»o long as any boiler. These small boilers, as used by Mr.
Biyers, placed on the top of such an Arnott's stove as you
propose cost little, and in your case we think would be decidedly
preferable.

As to using pipes, a gutter, or a tank, over the flag-stone
platform—which platform we presume is water-tight, or you
would not have the dry shelves and storage-room beneath it

—

the subject of pipes versvs tanks has so often been di.scussed

by ourselves and others that there is little to be added, as wc
consider each system best just as it can be most easily and
economically applied. One error we would just notice. Many
speak of the heat from hot-water pipes being so much more
moist than that from a flue, or a stove ; and, again, of the heat
Irom a tank being so much more moist than that from pipes.
Now, all are equally dry if the pipes are close and sound, and
the tank closely covered. If the covering of the tank is loose
and open there may at times be too much escape of moisture.
Well, you want to know how to pi'oceed in either case. Then,
first, as to pipes. You may have four-inch pipes if you wish,
but two three-inch pipes would do for such a place. These
would cost respectively from about 2s. Hd. to 2s. 9d, a yard, and
more for bends and circular junctions. Presuming that your
flag-stone is water tight and abuts against the front wall of the
house ; after placing the pipes along the stones, and having a
small cistern at the end, alike to supply the pipes and boiler,

and permit of the expansion of the water, you may either cover
the pipes with slate, itc. an inch or two above them, to
receive the pots, and plunging material if deemed necessary,
or you may, as we would prefer, place open rubble round the
pipes and for an inch or so over them, and then nearly an
inch of fine washed gravel, to be followed by sand, ic, for the
pots of cuttings. In the latter case we would have at every yard
or so a small earthenware drain-pipe set upright, its upper end
open and furnished with a wooden plug, its lower end also
open and standing a couple of inches above and clear of the
flags. From these drain-pipes one can let dry heat into the at-

mosphere of the propngating-pluce by taking out the plugs, or
one can have moist heat by pouring some water down through
the drain-pipes. In either of these cases you will have to make
your stone platform the base of your propagating-bed.
To make a tank, we would proceed thus—Make sure of aU

joints in your flag-stone platform with white lead or cement, also
where the flags join the front wall cement that wall to the
height of at least 6 inches, if 9 all the better. As you proceed
lay a brick edgewise in cement on the flags, and close to the
front wall, that will form the front of your tank, then on the
inside edge of your platform lay two bricks on bed in cement,
which will form the back as it were of your tank. In the
middle of the space left, run a brick on edge lengthwise, leav-
ing an open space at the farther end, the one side to receive
the fiow-]iipe from the boiler, the other to communicate with
the return-pipe. Then cover all the sides and tops of these
bricks, and the exposed parts of the flags, with a layer of cement
aad when fairly set' it is ready for the water. You mav then
cover over with thick slate laid in cement, common "house
slates loose, iron plate, itc. The front you can raise by brick
on edge, or as giving rather more room, by a board. We think
that if you can depend on your flags tlie tank would be the
cheaper in your case. We may add, though it is chiefly a
builder's question, that in forming such a tank, the bricks
should be soaked before using them. The front wall and flags
should be well moistened before applying the coating of cement,
and if the flags are smooth on the surface, they should be made
a little rough with the chisel before applying the cement.
From 3 to -1 inches in depth of wat ir will be ample. It will be
as well to have some openings to let the heat up when wanted
instead of being conticed below the propagating-pots."

EARLY PEAS.
We had hoj-^ed our last letter in Thk Joukx.vl of Hoeticul-

TUBB would have sufficiently c^cplained the irregularity of
eharacter so untruly attributed to our First Crop Pea. Your

correspondent in the issue of March 28th has evidently either
fallen into the same error that " Ronnoc " laboured under— i.e., confusing the old Carter's Early with our recent in-
troduction, Carter's First Crop Pea—or, as we also suggested
in our former letters, he has been the victim of a spurious sub-
stitution.

We are gratified to find our statement of its true merits con-
firmed in the Journal of April 4th, and we are convinced if

more evidence of its sterjing quality as the best " First Early
Pea " were wanting, many hundreds of our customers who have
procured the true stock from us, and have grown it more than
one season, will be glad to give an impartial report of its real
merits.

—

James Carter & Co.

THE OlDIUM, OK VINE BIILDEW.
Haviko found the following to be a complete cure for the

above disease in Vines, I think it right to give it publicity,
particularly as the season is now advancing for its use :—1 lb.

of flowers of sulphur, 1 lb. of slaked lime, 1 gallon of rain
w.ater; to be mixed well together, and when boiled twenty
minutes, to be taken off and strained ; then to be added to the
liquid 1 gallon more water, and boiled twenty minutes longer

;

next let the liquid cool (it will be of a fine amber colour), and
put it into a large jar, and cork.

When to be used, take 1 pint of the above and throw it into
IG gallons of rain water, with which syringe your Vines, and it

will not injure the fruit or leaves. If the Vines are under glass,

syringe with cold water four days after its use.

I grow here a large number of Vines against and on walls
for champagne and otherwise, and for the last four years have
found that a single syringing with the above over my Vines
on walls soon after blossoming, and when the fruit is about
the size of very small shot, acts as a complete preventive to

the disease showing itself in any shape whatever, although it

is in its very worst form amongst my neighbours' Vines within
a few hundred yards of me.

So effectual has the application proved with me that last

year I sent my gardener to syringe several of my neighbour's

out-of-door Vines, and in every case with the most decided
success, even where the disease had made considerable pro-

gress. The mixture is on no account to be used during the
blossoming of the Vines.

I do not see why it should not act as a preventive against

other blights, and I intend this year to try it on other fruit

trees, not waiting until the blight actually makes its appear-

ance. I also intend to mark out about a land yard of my late

Potato-ground, which my gardener shall syringe with the above
twice a-week, commencing from about the first day of July next,

and should there be any beneficial result I shall gladly inform
you in due course.—W. A. B.

SOWING AND CULTURE OF CYCLAIUENS.
Who does not love and admire Cyclamens ? and they deserve

to be admired, not only for their beauty, but because they are

as easy to grow from seed as the commonest of annuals.

Having a few old plants in good bloom in March, and wish-

ing to increase my stock, I placed them on a shelf near the
glass in an airy greenhouse, keeping them dry rather than wet,

and by August I had plenty of pods full of good seeds, ripen-

ing at different times. I visited the plants every afternoon,

taking care not to gather the pods before each had partially

burst, and they were then carefully packed and put away until

the time of sowing—an operation which I perform according

to the following directions. Early in March prepare six-inch

pots by three-parts filling them with drainage, over this place

a good layer of moss, and above the moss half an inch of

loam, leaf mould, and silver sand passed through a sieve, using

the roughest for the bottom. Make the surface firm, place the

seeds, which should previously be soaked for twenty-four

hours in milk-warm water, about a quarter of an inch from
each other, and cover them very lightly with silver sand.

Water gently thi'ough a very fine rose, always using warm
water, or that from which the chill has been taken off, place a

piece of slate or glass over the pots, and set them in a warm,
close Cucumber or cutting-frame. In a month the seeds will

vegetate, and when this takes place the seedlings must not be
allowed to become dry.

When the seedlings are large enough to handle pot them in

small thumb pots in turfy loam, chopped moss, and a little
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silver sand, using plenty of drainage; return them to the

fcame for a week or two, keeping them near the glass, and

watering them very carefully. At the end of that time they

will want more air, and a little shading will be necessary in

very bright days. The plants must not be placed out of doors,

but should be encouraged in the greenhouse, and when they

have filled the thumb pot with roots shift into 2} -inch pots,

using the same compost as before. By the following March

there will be enough of them in bloom to amply reward the

grower for his trouble. Dozens of my seedlings sown last

March were beautifully in bloom in ten months after sowing,

and have been so ever since. Slany of the corms or bulbs are

as large as a two-shilling-piece. The varieties are persicum

rubrum and those of the coum and Atkinsii race.—H. C,

Hcndre Gardens, Monmouth.

THE GARSTON VINEYARD.
(Continued from page 64.)

A-PTEH passing through the span-roofed houses numbered
3, 4, 5, and G we turn to the left, cross an open space on the

north side of the dwelling-house, and enter the early vinery.

This is principally planted with Black Hamburgh Vines ; but

there are one or two Trentham Black Vines, from which Mr.
Meredith has cut magnificent bunches. Some of these were
shown at the Kegent's Park in July, 18G5. At the same show
Mr. Meredith exhibited the heaviest bunch of Black Hamburgh
on record. This magnificent bunch, which weighed 9 lbs. 8 ozs.,

was produced on the point of'a shoot, and took the form of an
umbrella. I had the pleasure of seeing it a short time before

it was cut ; it was very symmetrical, the hemes as black as

sloes, and so even that they might almost have been cast in a
mould. I may mention that several other bunches were grown
on the same Vine, which was by no means a strong one.

The early vinery is 65 feet long by 23 wide, and has a span
roof. There are six rows of four-inch pipes, three rows on each
side of the walk in the centre of the house. There is also a

large fine below the path. The ends of the house are east and
west, 60 that one-half of the Vines are partly shaded by the

others, yet those on the north side are as good as those on the

south. The walk through the centre is about 5 feet wide ; this

leaves a border on each side S) feet wide. The borders inside

the house are well elevated above the ground level, and are

about 4 feet 6 inches deep. There are also on the north and
south sides outside borders, which are likewise about 4 feet

6 inches deep near the front of the house, but taper off towards
the outside next the walk, where they are about 2 feet 6 inches

above the general ground level. They are about 3 feet deep
at the sides, so that below the ground level there is not more
than G inches of good soil for the Vines to grow in.

I shall shortly give a section of the Vine-borders and vineries

at Huntroyde, also a general reply to the disbelievers in the
system of Vine-border making which I recommend. The
borders I have made are not fir the purpose of growing show
Grapes alone ; they are formed to last for many years, and to

avoid the necessity of destroying the Vines just when these

ought to be at their best. I ask " G. H.," Which is the less

expensive mode of maldng a Vine-border—to make it thoroughly
in the first instance, supposing it to cost £69 or £100 according

to size, and with a view of its lasting in good condition sixty

or a hundred years, or to make ten or twenty borders during
that time, involving a cost for each border of from £15 to £30,
and a loss of one year's crop of fruit every time the border is

made, besides the disadvantages of having the place upset by
these alterations?

The structure just described being the early house, during
the first months of spring spare lights are placed over the
outside borders. The house rests on pillars, and there is no
glass at the sides. There are about sixty Vines, from which
have been cut the Grapes exhibited at the early shows, winning
so many first prizes during the last six years.

Retracing our steps across the open space at the back of the
dwelling-house we enter another house facing that which we
have just left. It is of the same dimensions, and constructed

on exactly the same principle as the early Hamburgh-house,
having borders outside as well. It is planted with Muscat of

Alexandria and White Tokay, and when I saw it the Vines on
each side of the span were covered from the soil to the ridge 9f

the roof with bunches of beautiful amber-coloured berries very
even in size. The bunches were most symmetrical, and would
average about 2J lbs. in weight, and in number seven on each

Vine. Provision is made for heating the border if necessary.

The soil in this and the early Hamburgh-house comes close up
to the hot-water pipes, of which there are six rows. The Vines

in each of the above houses were planted in a growing state in

July, 1857 ; and although Mr. Meredith has cut such wonder-

ful crops from them, he expects to obtain still greater results

—indeed the appearance of the Vines would lead any one to

the same conclusion. Every year they rapidly increase in size

and productiveness. I did not prick over either the outside or

inside borders in search of roots, but any Grape-grower could

tell from the Vines that the borders were filled with fine

healthy roots. " G. H." may take my word that roots are to

be found in any quantity both outside and in ; if there is any
difference in their healthiness those in the outside border will

perhaps be the best.

Leaving the early vinery we pass to the west side of the

vineyard. Here there are several lean-to houses for the growth

of Peaches and Nectarines, and in each the trees are in a very

flourishing condition and give promise of good crops; but it

struck me in passing through that they did not receive so

much care and attention as the Vines. In front of this

range is a span-roofed pit used for growing Tomatoes, &c.

Ketracing our steps to the early vinery and turning northwards,

we pass between several ranges of Pine-stoves and convenient

span-roofed houses for the growth of young Vines, Cucumbers,

and Melons, situated on each side of the passage leading to the

dwelling-house. There are seven of these forcing-pits. They
are about SO feet long by 12 wide, and are very efficiently

heated with four-inch piping.

I now come to Mr. Meredith's splendid house of mixed Vines.

On entering it, the sight of the enormous bunches calls to mind
the wonderful Grapes mentioned in the thirteenth chapter of

the Book of Numbers ; by the brook Eschol, wonderful Grapes

were grown without the aid of man. There is no doubt that

the land by the brook Eschol was exceeding fertile; there is

also little doubt but that the Vines extended themselves from

tree to tree, and that their roots were freely watered by the

brook. This, then, should teach us a useful lesson, and one

that I have before particularly tried to impress on the memory
of those who advocate the once-a-month system of watering

the Vine ; and the fact of the Vines producing such wonderful

Grapes in their wild state, would lead one to beUeve that the

extending system of Vine-growing so much written about lately

is one that may be safely tried, and there can be little doubt

but that it would succeed. If, however, this system were

adopted to any extent, a single house would be required for

each variety of Grape ; double or treble the number of houses

for the growthof Vines would, therefore, be necessary.

Mr. Meredith has shown the world what he can do by keep-

ing the Vine within a certain limit, let him now show us what

he can effect with the extending system. He could do this

justice in a house of similar dimensions to that which I de-

scribed in these pages some months ago. He might make a

section of a border in the centre of such a house, there plant

one Vine under the north side, and another under the south,

and train the Vines right and left, adding to the border as the

roots extended. Each set of branches would have just 51 feet

to travel from the main stem, and about 25 feet of roof in

width. I have little doubt that, under proper treatment, two

Vines would cover the whole roof of this large structure in six

years from the time of planting. Would not this be worth

trying ? If it were thouglit desirable a ribbon of Grapes might

be obtained in such a house by grafting different kinds on the

principal Vine. Thus a yard or more in width of white Grapes

might run the whole length of the roof, then a yard of black

Grapes, and so on. What a magnificent sight this would be.

Large numbers of pot Vines might stiil be grown in the same

house, and many other subjects that would help to pay for

nursing the Vines till such time as they had arrived at a size

to produce Grapes by the half ton. Good crops of Grapes

mi^ht be taken from the Vines after the second year.

Returning to the house which I had begun to describe, and

which called to mind the wonderful Grapes found by the brook

of Eschol; although it is of much smaller dimensions than

that to which I have been referring above, it is of no mean
size, being 128 feet by 17. The roof is rather flat, at least, that

part of it facing the south, and there is a short north light

about 5 feet wide, and under this the walk. At present there

is no outside border, but Mr. Meredith intends to make one

very soon ; the border inside is about 12 feet wide, and 5 feet

6 inches deep. Let " Vitis," or any of the advocates of

shallow borders but see this wonderful house of Grapes, and I
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think their opinions will be changed on the instant. The Vines
have been planted aboixt six yeara, and there are five rows of

four-inch pipes on the top of the border. To make a border
outside 12 feet wide, and 128 feet long, will cost Mr. Meredith,
I should think, not less than £130, as he will he obliged to
buy all the soil, bones, .tc. ; but, of course, he will not make the
whole width at once. He will, probably, make the border in
three four-feet sections, but he will bo obhged to make it, and
that soon, or spoil his magnificent Vines. I entered this house
at the east end, and the first Vine that met my view was a
Lady Downe's bearing tweuty-two bunches <jf beautiful Grapes
as black as sloes, the bunches averaging lUb. each, and
several of them would weigh not less than i^lhn. to 3 lbs.

What does " G. H.'* say to the show system of Vine-border
making after this ?

I find I have omitted to mention that there is a front light
to this house which is opened by means of a spindle and lever

;

the light is 18 inches wide. At the time of my visit there
were hanging close to the front lights many bunches of Grapes
which reached from the top of the lights to the soil. Mr. Mere-
dith's reason for planting a large number of different kinds of
Grapes in this house is, that gentlemen about to plant may
select those most suitable to their taste and requirements.

After passing by the Lady Downe's, the next Vine that Mr.
Meredith called my attention to was a Barbarossa, this had
three bunches, the united weight of which would not be less
than 30 lbs. The next Vine, a Lady Downe's, had sixteen fine
bunches, and then there was a Barbarossa with three bunches,
weighing about 20 lbs. The next that attracted my attention
was Child of Hale, with four bunches, the united weight of
which -would be about 36 lbs. ; one of the bunches I should
think would weigh 12 lbs. ; this measured IG inches across the
shoulders, and 17 inches in length. When standing under it

it appeared almost large enough to shelter one from a shower
of rain. This hunch was near the top of the Vine, and hung
just over the walk, so that I had a good chance of thoroughly
examining it.—J. Wills.

(To be continued.)

PtOY/VL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Dr. Masters, in his second lecture on Plant Architecture on Sa-

turday last, after recapitulating some of the more important heads of
his previous discourse, took for his subject the Root, that being the
first part which is protruded when the seed bef^ns to fserminate, and
constituting the basement of the vegetable edifice. After describiug
the usual mauner in which roots are formed, he remarked that adven-
titious roots, for such is the distinction usually made, may be emitted
from almost any part of a plant, and occasionally from the most ex-

traordinary places, as from the fruit of the Cucumber, and mentioned
that in France Cacti are occasionally propagated from cuttings of the
fruit. Some of the principal modifications of the root were then
pointed out, as well as the immediate causes of these. One important
nse of the root was to fix the plant in the ground, and Dr. Masters re-

marked any one who had visited Chveden must have been delighted
with the ancient Yew trees growing on a chalk cliff overhanging the
river. There the rugged roots not only help the trees themselves, but
perform an important office by keeping the chalk from slipping. One
reason for roots generally going downwards was that they thus more
effectually secure the plant from the wind ; but they did not always
assume a do\vnward direction, the Mistletoe and Cattleya citrina being
given as instances, in fact in the latter the roots actually go upwards.
Another most important office of the roots was to serve as a feedinfij

process, and in connection with the fact that they lent^then at their
points only, and their consequent power of insinuating themselves
into small cre^-iees, the lecturer referred to a plan proposed by an Irish
gentleman at the Botanical Congress in May last, of })lacing drain
pipes on stones instead of on soU, with the view of keeping the roots
oat of the pipes, by temptinj; them with moisture which would escape
from the latter among the stones. The importance of the feeding
roots being near the surface was then insisted on, and Dr. Masters
observed that he had lately been to Sawbridgeworth, where Mr. Rivers
had shown him trees growing most luxuriantly, with their roots liot-

ing near the surface in porous soil charged with manure. Some years
ago, when his orchard-house trees in pots were placed on a loose border
and httle or no surface-dressing was applied, the roots constantly
formed spiral coils in the pots, passing out at the bottom and then
throwing out fibres ; but now that the pots stand on a hard border, and
rich surface-dressings are given, the roots no longer become cork-
screwed, but form a mass of fibres in the pots. Roots also acted as
storehouses of food, their cells being filled with starch or sugar, and
often a large amount of water. Here, the lecturer said, he might men-
tion a curious circumstance which had only come to his notice last

week. Mr. Barron, the Superintendent at Chiswick, had sent up a
number of cuttings to the lecture, and on examining these under the
laicroBcope Dr. Masters said he found the cailas, or mass of cells

formed by the cutting in striking, contained starch, which, no doubt,
would become converted into sugar. Hence he concluded that the
callus acted as a storehouse of nourishment for the future plant in the
same way as the seed and some kinds cf roots. After the importance
of fibrous roots in transplanting and in fruit-tree culture had been re-
ferred to, the Stem was announced as the subject of the next lectnre.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The first meeting of this Society for the month of March was held

on the 4th, the chair being taken by Mr. F. Smith, Vice-President.
A small collection of Beetles and Lepidoptora collected in Mada-

gascar was presented by M. Fram^oi'i Pollen, of Leyden. Mr. F.
Bond exhibited some specimens of a small species of Ichneumon, of
which as many as 447 individuals had emerged in the larva state from
the body of a catei-pillar of Dasypolia Temph. This caterpillar is aa
undcrgi-ound feeder ; but about the time when it ought to have formed
its cocoon and undergone its change to the chrysalis state it crawled
above the surface of the earth, and almost simultaneously the entire
mass of these parasites burst through the skin in various parts of the
body, and each immediately shrouded itself in a small cocoon of its
own. leaving only the shrivelled-up skin of the unfortunate caterpillar
within which they had been reared. Mr. Bates inquhed whether those
larvai which are most subject to be attacked by Ichneumons are espe-
cially conspicuous from their pecuhar colouring.
Mr. A. R. Wallace requested members to make observations to assist

him to a solution of a difficulty connected with the colours of insects.
Mr. Darwin had come to the concluyion that, as a rule in natui'e,
brilhant colouring was due to sexual selection ; but in opposition to
this the brilliant colours of many larv», particularly of Lepidoptera,
might be adduced. Mr. Wallace suggested that the brilliantly coloured
larvre were those which were distasteful to birds, and it was on this
point that he desired to obtain statistics. If this suggestion should
])rove to be well founded it would afford a solution of the difficulty.

Many caterpillars were known to he mimetic, imitating the flowers on
which they fed ; others were hairy or spiny, and thus obtained pro-
tection from their enemies ; some were agreeable and others distasteful
to birds. But he had observed that a very shght wound was sufficient
to kill a growing larva ; and if it was seized by a bird, though after-
wards rejected as naiiseous, its death would nevertheless ensue : con-
sequently the distasteful larvai requii'ed for theh preservation some-
thing which would distinguish them from those upon which birds
delight to prey ; and their brilliant colour was such a distinction, and
mipht supplv to the distasteful larvse that protection which to the
others was afforded by mimicry or other causes.

The following papers were read :—1, " On the habits of a species of
Phasma found in Jamaica," by Mr. C. B. King. 2, " Notes on the
Genus Raphidia," by Dr. Hagen. 3, " Description of Damaster anri-
collis, a new Caribideons insect from Japan ;'' and 4, '* Notes on
DipehcuF. (Hope), a Genus of Dynastideous Lamellicom Beetles," both
by Mr. C. 0. Waterhouse.
The second meeting for the month of March was held on the ISth,

Professor Westwood, V.P., in the absence of the President, being in
the chair. Amongst the donations announced as received since the
preceding meeting were the "Transactions" of the Natural History
Society of Lyons ; and the first number of a new periodical work,
'* Insectologie Agricole," devoted to economic entomology, published
in Paris. The President announced that the Council of the Society
had in contemplation the publication of a general catalogue of British
insects, the different orders to be undertaken by gentlemen versed in
each ; but inasmuch as but little attention had hitherto been paid to
the order Diptera, or Two-winged Flies, the members of the Society
were recommended to devote some portion of their attention to col-
lecting those insects during the ensuing season, noticing especially the
locality and time of capture of each specimen, so as to furnish the
Council with facilities for completing that portion of the catalogue.

Mr. F. Smith read a memoir containing descriptions of a number
of new species of Ants belonging to the remarkable family Crypto-
ceridoB, of which he had already published a monograph in the " Trans-
actions" of the Society. The new species now described were natives
of Australia, Borneo, Brazil, and Mexico, and many of them are
remarkable for their curious forms. The number of known species
now amounts to sixty-eight.

The Secretary also read ft paper, forwarded to the Society by Capt.
T. Hutton from India, " On Species and Varieties," in opposition to
the views of Mr. Darwin, and with especial reference to the modifica-
tion of the species and races of Shlrworms and other domesticated
species of animals.

rORTRxUTS OF TLANTS AND FLOWERS.
Saccolabium giganteum (Gigantic Saccolabinm).

—

Nat. ord.,

Orchidacea?. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. First grown at
the Bishop of Winchester's, Faruham, but recently Messrs.
Veitch have had it from Rangoon. It was exhibited at one of

the Tuesday Meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society, ex-
citing, as well it might, universal admiration. The flowers,

which are more agreeably perfumed than those of S. violaceum,

continue in beauty for nearly a quarter of a year. As to cul-
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tivation, patience rather than skill is required, the main object

being to obtain as large specimens as possible, for the racemes
of flowers will be large in proportion.

—

(Bot. Hag., t. 5035.)

CoUDTLiNE AnsTRALis (Now Zealand Ti-tree).

—

Nat. ord., Li-

liaceae. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. It is almost hardy in

the west of England, and quite so in the Scilly Islands. Slen-

der tree, 12 to '20 feet high ; flowers -white.— (Ibid., t. 5G36.)

TiNNEA jiTHiopiCA (Violetsceuted Tinnea).

—

Nat. ord., La-
biato!. Linn., Didynamia Gymnospermia. Native of Central

Africa. Flowers dark carmine, richly scented.

—

{Ibid., «. 5637.)

DiCTYOPSis TnuNBEROii (Thunberg's Dictyopsis).

—

Nat. ord.,

SmilaceiB. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. Native of eastern

districts of South Africa. Graceful climber ; flowers insig-

nificant.—(76i(J., t. 5638.)

DoMBETA Mastersii (Dr. Masters's Dombeya).

—

Nat. ord.,

Sterculiacens. Linn., Monadelphia Pentandria. Native of tro-

pical Africa. Flowers white and fragrant.

—

{[bid., t. 5639.)

Iresine Heebstii aukeo-eeticulata.—The pale markings on
the leaves would be better described as silvery than golden. It

is very pretty, but more suitable for table decoration than
bedding.—(F/orai Mag., pi. 333.)

Pelasgoniums.—Milton, upper petals black, with narrow
crimson border ; lower petals rose, with darker pencillings.

Net/res':, all the petals very deep rich carmine, throat white.
Raised by Mr. Foster.—(Z6id.. j>l. 334.)

L.ELIA ALBIDA, Par. ROSEA.—White, with petals and lip pink-
tipped. Messrs. Backhouse & Son, York, have this Orchid.

—

{Ibid., pi. 335.)

Tapeinotes Carolin-^.—See page 163.

—

{Ibid., pi. 336.)

Cattleta Warscewiczii.—" If we cannot as yet exactly speak
of Orchids for the million, we may certainly entertain the
notion of Orchids for the many, since it has been discovered
that a goodly number of the most charming amongst them

—

Oattleyas, Lyeastes, and Odontoglossums in particular—will

grow, aye, and thrive, imder what is called ' cool ' treatment.
Prominent among these Cattleyas is a varied group, which
bears the name of the lamented Warscewicz, and which is well

represented by the plant selected as our illustration, for which
we are indebted to W. Marshall, Esq., of Enfield.

" This Cattleya Warscewiczii is, as we have said, a most
variable plant, the imported examples differing in the size,

form, and colouring of their flowers, just as a batch of seedling
Pelargoniums raised in our greenhouses might vary in these
respects. They pass from pure white through every blushing
shade to deeply tinted rose, but are all marked by the presence
of an orange-coloured blotch on the lip. The blending of colours
in some of them is remarkably beautiful. To different forms
difierent names have been given—as Triantei, rose colour,

Wageueri, white, and quadricolor, parti-coloured, but they are
all specifically identical, and possibly not even themselves dis-

tinct from the better-known Cattleyas, labiata and Mossise."

—

(Florist and Pomologiat, vi. 69.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Keep the Dutch hoe in motion during this fine weather, to

destroy weeds, and prevent the ground becoming dry and
cracked by rapid evaporation. Stir the soil amongst all ad-
vancing crops. Cabbages, earth up. Caulijlomers, water.
Kidneij Beans, sow a few of the Early Negro or Fulmer's
Forcing on a warm border, also a number of pots to be placed
on a shght hotbed ; the plants to be gradually hardened off,

and turned out when all danger from frost is over. Peas and
Beans, earth up forward crops, stake if necessary, and make
successional sowings of Windsor Beans and of the Marrows and
other large Peas. The Victoria Marrow is an excellent Pea,
considerably earlier, but not so good a bearer as Enight's Tall
and Dwarf Marrows. Turnips and liadislies, sow on a warm
border. If sown in alternate rows, the Badishes will be pulled
out of the way of the Turnips. To have the latter juicy and
sweet, sow every fortnight till August. The Snowball is an ex-
cellent early variety. Follow with the White Datch, which is

the most general favourite in the kitchen. The frames and
glasses used for forwarding Cauliflowers, &c., will now be use-
ful for Kidney Beans, Tomatoes, Capsicums, and Cucumbers.

FRUIT garden.
There is no period at which the vegetation of fruit trees

is so susceptible of iciury from the deprivation of buds or the
removal of branches and shoots as the present. No living
branch should, therefore, now be touched by the edge of the

pruning knife, and disbudding should be commenced with the
greatest caution. Except in some particular cases, this opera-
tion is not at all advisable whilst the leaf-buds are in the act of

breaking. A few of the foreright shoots on the most vigorous
branches of Peaches and Nectarines on walls should be first

displaced. By frequently going over the trees, and only re-

moving a little at a time, the flow of sap will not be deranged,
as would be the case if all or nearly all superfluous shoots
were at once removed. Stir the soil at the bottom of the
walls, and completely clear away that next the bricks, replacing
it with fresh, for broods of insects harbour in such soils and
situations. In cold exposed situations plantations of Straw-
berries made now from plants pricked out last autumn in a
sheltered situation, will succeed better if transplanted with
balls than if the plantation had been made in the autumn.
The ground should previously be well trenched and manured,
as no spade ought in future to be inserted amongst them until

it is necessary to dig them down. A plantation will stand and
produce plentifully many years, if, after bearing every season,
the plants are thinned out, so that those left will have their

leaves fuUy exposed to sun and air. Unless for new kinda,
there is no method of making fresh plantations comparable to

that of turning out plants forced in pots. By this method the
Strawberry season can be prolonged until frosty nights set in,

and the same plants will produce plentifully in the following
June.

flower garden.
Newly-planted trees and shrubs require strict attention in

regard to water if they indicate the want of it. It is better to
give them a thorough soaking at once, than to afford them a
little water frequently, and, after the surface of the ground is

dry, fork or hoe it over, and then mulch with short grass to
prevent the evaporation of moisture. The same remarks apply
to newly-planted annuals, which must be shaded and weU
watered. In the case of turf which has been recently laid
down, after giving it a good soaking of water, dress it over with
old tan or leaf mould, and then shade it by covering the ground
with pea-sticks or any refuse branches that may be lying about.
Put in a successional crop of sweet Peas, and any other an-
nuals that were sown in February. Sow Ten-week Stocks for

transplanting. The finer kinds of Gladiolus which have been
brought forward in pots may now bo planted out in deep, rich,

and well-drained soil, but it will be as well to protect with an
inverted pot at night until all danger of frost is over. TuMp-
beds, ifcc, should be carefully forked ever, and borders that
were dug up in the autumn may be lightly forked over now,
and all clods broken ; it will be much more beneficial than
raking them. Plant out Stocks, Rockets, Pinks, &c., in
borders or beds.

greenhouse and conservatory.
Keep the greenhouse rather close until the plants have sent

forth fresh shoots in the new soil, and then expose them
gradually to more air. Plants which make their growth in a
comparatively low temperature will always endure more hard-
ship than such as are kept too confined and are not so liable to
sudden decay. In this, as well as other departments, be par-
ticular in watering, and observe that the old balls partake of
the moisture. It is best to let plants feel that they just
want water, and then to administer a good supply so that every
part may be moistened, for if water is given in small quantity
the top of the ball is kept too wet while the under roots are
suffering. To keep the conservatory now in perfect order you
must go over the plants daily, or at least every other day, and
take out such as are beginning to decay. Pick off all dying
flowers and leaves ; also all distorted flower-buds, or, indeed,
any small or ill-arranged flowers which do not look well. Every
plant at this season ought to be a gem of its kind, or it is not
tit to be brought into the conservatory. Some, however, may
be useful for cut flowers to fill glasses and for other purposes in
the drawing-room. Change the plants often in sitting-rooms,
if they are worth preserving afterwards. Roses and all scented
flowers that retain their sweetness after drying should be
gathered as they begin to fade, and carefully dried at this early
season. These, if placed here and there through the rooms,
will be better hked by many persons than fresh flowers. Orange
trees require particular -attention when they are making their
young wood. Stop luxuriant shoots at the fourth or fifth joint

;

no one part of the head should be allowed to grow stronger
than the rest. Young trees may require some of their stronger
branches to be tied down for a time, which will strengthen the
others. Climbers for this house should soon be planted, if ad-
ditions are to be made this season, and see that the young
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growths of the old oncR do not become entangled for want of

training. Every plant that in intended for a specimen should

have the best situation in the greenhouse, and should be turned

round two or three times a-week, the .shoots should bo stopped

from time to time, and it should have freedom on all sides.

Epacrises and spring-flowering Heaths will bear close pruning
after they have done flowering. Oorreas that have been flower-

ing during the winter should now be rather closely pruned and
kept jn-doors all the summer, where they will take the place of

Fuchsias after September. Luculias that have been at rest

since flowering are now beginning to grow again, and should

be kept in a low moist atmosphere till the eyes break. Forcing

the Lueulia at this stage, or even encouraging it to make an
early growth, was the principal cause of failure on its first

introduction.

STOTE.

The lately-shifted plants will now be making roots, therefore

attend to watering, and see that they do not suffer from want
of this. Maintain a warm and moist atmospherp, especially

during the day, that the growth may be accelerated as much
as possible. Shading will also be requisite when the sun
shines fiercely, but dispense with it as much as possible, and
admit air when the temperature exceeds 90° ; but with such
a temperature the humidity must be kept up, or the plants

will soon suffer in their foliage, and as the foliage of the plants

is just as important as the flowers, great attention will be
necessary at this critical period ; the young leaves are very

BUBceptible of injury, and one half-hour'u negligence may place

you six months in arrear.

FOKCING-PIT.

In many places these pits are now as full as at any former
period. The overstocks of duplicates and condemned speci-

mens, parcelled out at potting-time, are put in here to see what
flowers or cuttings they may produce before they are finally

ihrown away. Hedychiums to flower late in the summer may
BOW be started, and another crop of Tuberoses put in for suc-

Bassion. Primula sinensis for flowering in September should
now form little stocky plants fit to be planted out in cold frames

Jjy the middle of May, and more seeds of it should now be

sown. Gesnera zebrina and longiflora, both tall flowers, should

now be pushed on by all the heat and moisture at command.
As these pits are generally the last places for spring propaga-

tion, and as the work does not admit of large portions of air

Jbeing given, they must he regularly shaded in hot, dry weather :

thin bunting or calico should bo used for the purpose ; mats
darken too much.

PITS AKD FRAMES.
Proceed with potting-off all plants for bedding-out ; those

which have been establisrbed and hardened may be removed
into temporary pits, and covered with mats. Some neat and
yery convenient permanent structures for protecting plants in

Fmall pots may be seen in the nursery of Messrs. Eivers.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
EITCHEN GARDEN.

Tnis has been a very busy week as regards out-door work.

Bowed in excellent condition a good breadth of Onions, and will

wait until the seedlings begin to peep up before giving the

ground a rolling. In light soil and in such dry weather would
have rolled at once. In either case, as soon as the seedlings

show above ground it is advisable to run a Dutch hoe between
the rows, to cut down young weeds, and prevent the ground
cracking ; this hoeing to be as shallow as possible, so that

the ground may be left firm though having a rough surface.

We shall select a poor hard piece of grouud merely loosened on
the surface, for sowing the Silver-skinned Onion for buttons

and pickling. There is often a diftieulty in obtaining these

small enough in heavy gi-oiind—so much so, that it is not

uncommon to give large Onions for less than half the bulk

of small ones. We have often secured small bulbs by taking

the thinnings of the main crop, and laying them in thickly in

sandy sol!, so that they could grow but little ; but these are

not so well and flatly formed as those obtained in hungry soil

from the Silver-skinned. Transplanted also a piece of winter

Onions in rows 1 foot apart and 4 inches asunder in the row,

chiefly White Spanish and Tripoli. These were not quite so

large as a crowquill, and at that size thoy generally do admir-

ably transplanted—in fact better than if left where sown in the

previous autumn, and where those left wUi be useful for salads

until those sown under protection come in for that purpose.
In some places they are relished at table when not larger than
good-sized stocking-needles, and for those who liko Onions the
flavour is said to be very rich when the Onions are of that
small size. When used so young frequent sowings are wanted
in-doors all the winter. In transplanting Onions the chief con-
sideration is to fasten the roots firmly in the ground without
burying any more of the bottoiQ of the stem than can be
avoided.

Sowed also Parsnips and Carrots, and will sow more of the
latter and Beet, Scorzonera, &e., a fortnight hence. Sowed
Pine Apple fieet under protection, to be afterwards trans-

planted, as for a number of years, even with the precaution of

netting, we have not been able to secure a good crop of Beet,

nor of Prince's Feather or Love-lies-bleeding in the flower

garden, without planting out good-sized plants. The birds

here seem determined to nip up each of these coloured plants
as soon as the seed-leaves appear.

Peas and Beans.—Sowed more of these, the former generally

at good distances apart, with lower crops between, as Potatoes
and Cauliflowers. For Peas, we have used some of the cheap
2}-inch-meshcd wire netting, 24 inches in height, advertised

in our pages, merely bending it in semicircular fashion over

the rows, and fastening it at the sides with a few hooked sticks,

and as yet neither partridges nor pheasants have looked near
the netting ; neither of them wiU be able to push their necks
far enough in to reach the Peas. Peas planted out are grow-
ing very well.

Cauliflowers under glasses have been finally thinned out to

four or five large plants in a light. The glasses were raised

considerably to give the plants room, and the soil well mulched
with rotten dung, and well watered with manure water. The
plants were kept sturdy and hardy all the winter. In the two
periods of severe cold attended with snow they were kept
covered up with litter until the frost was over ; but now in the

fine weather we care not how fast they gi'ow, and early Cauli-

flowers will be acceptable this season. Not a plant has been
touched this winter or spring. Last season we had scarcely a

plant that was not levelled to the surface of the ground with
rats and mice. The vermin have been pretty well thinned
since then ; but there are no doubt other reasons why ver-

min commit great ravages at one time and refrain from doing
so at another. Ere long these Cauliflowers will be freed from
the glasses entirely, the plants bent outwards to give them
full room, the ground between used for banking them up well,

and then a fair allowance of manure water causes them to head
well. Planted out a good piece in the open ground, and, not
being sure of the weather, stuck some Laurel branches be-

tween the rows. Pricked out a lot sowed on a bed along with
Celery.

Cabbages.—Gave a good deep hoeing among the most for-

ward, because we want to encourage tops here instead of bot-

toms, as in the case of the Onions. With all our care oui
Cabbages will be but moderately early. We detailed some
time ago that of our plantation made in the autumn not one
plaut was left by midwinter ; the rabbits and hares had cleared

the piece, though surrounded by twiue netting, but which they

bit and tore to make their way through. They in their ravages

served this good purpose, that a web of galvanised wire net-

ting was placed round this rather open part of the kitchen

garden, and no four-footed intruders have found their way
in since then, though they have tried very hard at the gates.

Our most forward Cabbages, owing to these circumstances,

will be from plants much smaller than those planted out,

taken up, potted in GO-sized pots, and turned out when the

pots were full of roots, the rooting being encouraged under
glass. The most forward of thesu will be little behind those

planted in autumn, but of course Ihey have cost more trouble.

Planted out a piece of small plants, autumn sown, to succeed

these.

Some of our Broccoli has been much injured ; even of the

hardy Purple Sprouting many plants aro killed outright, whilst

in the same rows other plants are in great luxuriance, though

exposed in every way to the sanu: circumstances during the

winter. Our London Colewort.'-, tuo, which, alter yielding

young Cabbages up to the new ^ eiir, would often have their

stumps killed by the frosts after 11 at period, have mostly stood

this season, and aro well furnJj-ljed with young sprouts all

round the stem. This result is, nn doubt, owing partly to the

protection they received from the suow.
Took the opportunity of planting a good piece with Potatoes.

and would have done more only the grouud was moister than
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we liked ; but if the weather continue dry, we hope to finish

this work shortly. Some of our vegetables, even tall Brussels

Sprouts and Cottagers' Kale, are so much like bare'poles, from

being so often picked and gathered from, that though we cannot

yet afford to remove them, wo mean to dig the ground all over,

and plant Potatoes between the rows, leaving spaces for Peas,

&c., as the Greens will all bo removed by the time the Potatoes

are above ground, and the spaces occupied by the Greens can be

forked over again. Such means must often be resorted to where
much produce must be obtained from little space.

Forced vegetables as in previous weeks' notices. We may
merely state in reference to Sea kale, that not having any Sea-

kale pots, and not wishing to lift much more, we covered a lot

of the most forward with ashes, as we did not wish to use litter,

and after placing a cone of ashes over some of the rows farthest

advanced, we put on a common garden pot, with a piece of

turf over the hole ; but before setting the pot on we placed

inside of it rough di-y hay pressed against the inside of the

pot, leaving a hollow space in the centre. The reason for

doing this was, that exposed pots, provided they did receive

a little warmth in a sunny day, in cold weather and in frosty

mornings radiated heat so freely that the inside of the pot

was often colder than the external air ; and this covering of

dry litter, whilst it will permit of the air inside being heated,

will prevent its being suddenly cooled, a matter of import-

ance when early cuttings out of doors are wanted, without the

help of litter or fermenting material outside. Thus treated we
find the plants under some pots will bear cutting ere long,

whilst others not so treated are doing Uttle more than show-
ing the buds above ground.

FRUIT GAHDEK.
Besides the usual routine of firing, watering, air-giving-

thinning, tying, &c., the chief work has been moving Straw,

berry plants well set in the Peach-house, where they had the

advantage of a roof with an angle of .IS', to pits where they
could have a warmer, closer atmosphere to swell the fruit off,

and plenty of air to give colour and flavour. They would have
swelled admirably in the I'each-house, only that was our best

setting place. Placed, also, two rows in the front of the orchard-

house, where they did well last year. In placing such plants

we remove the greater portion of the old leaves outside, run a

pointed stick, or the point of a knife, round the surface soil,

shake a little off, and replace with rich compost. As the

trusses show there will be plenty of fresh leaves, and the old

outside ones take away more than they give, whilst the object

at first should be to throw all the vigour possible into the

flower-trusses. Some time ago we mentioned that mice had
begun on some plants in a frame. They, on the whole, did

less damage than we imagined, as in most cases they had cut

oS the outside leaves and left the centre, so that many of the

trusses suffered but little. This is not generally the case, as in

most seasons mice nibble the central bud aud leave the outer
leaves alone.

In the first orchard-house the beauty of the bloom on the
trees on the wall, and on trees in pots in front, is beginning to

be on the wane, and the setting is proceeding well. In the other

house, which we are keeping back, the Peaches and Plums are

in full bloom, but except some early Cherries, the bulk of those

in pots have not yet opened their buds, though swelling fast.

From a few Apricots in this house the blossoms are falling,

but a sufficient number seem to be set. The Apricots have
always had a little air, even in cold weather. Tlie sun which
came so opportunely has rendered us careless this season of

wind-boards, brushes, &c., for dispersing the pollen and assist-

ing the setting. One thing here it may be of importance to

mention, the roots of the trees against the wall run through
the bed on which the trees in pots are placed in front. With
the exception of the liquid necessary to keep plants in pots

aud Lettuces in health in winter, the ground in these houses
has been rather dry all the winter, and np to the time of the
trees against the back wall swelling their buds. In the severe

weather of JIarch we did not like the idea of a wet surface in-

side the house, but as the milder weather came, and the buds
began to open, we gave a good watering to the ground, but at

three different times across the house, at a week's interval,

doing about one-third of the width next the back wall first,

then in about eight days one-third more, and then again that

nearest the front. This plan secures moisture for the swelling

and setting buds, and prevents too much excitement to the
roots at one time, which might tend to throw the buds off.

Extra dryness, and extra moisture, are alike prejudicial. It is

wise to guard against sudden extremes. The dry surface soil

in winter and spring is a great security against frost and
extreme cold.

ORNAMENTM, DEPARTMENT,
In-doors the work has been chiefly confined to moving plants,

potting, putting up rough-and-ready hotbeds for cuttings,

sowing seeds, making preparations for turning lots of bedding

plants out under protection, and sowing annuals under a little

protection, to be lifted in patches, and transplanted.

Turjing.—Much time was taken up in fresh turfing, which
would have been done earher had the weather permitted, and
for which we allowed other work to stand in abeyance, in order

to have it done whilst the ground was moderately dry aud the

weather dry overhead, well knowing that if turf is laid now there

is enough of moisture in the ground and in the turf itself to

set it growing at once without having to water it afterwards.

Provided the turf is laid down, and moderately beaten and
rolled, it may have more beating and rolling after wet at any
time. There are a few essentials to good turfing. First, the

ground should be made of the requisite level, and moderately

firm, and left with a raked surface. Second, the turf should be

taken up of as uniform a width as possible, and more espe-

cially uniform in thickness, as then there is little necessity for

much packing. When not uniform in thickness the turf must
be left uniform, either by removing soil or adding fresh as ne-

cessary, for if a fine level or regular sweep is aimed at it should

never be forgotten that if the turf is not left level no beating

or rolling will ever make it thoroughly as it ought to be. Third,

when there is a large space of new turfing to do, it is all fair

sailing, and the above attended to, it is scarcely possible to go

wrong, but when flower or shrubbery beds are to be turfed,

and to be left level with the lawn between and beyond, then

the beds should not only bo levelled and well beaten with

heavy mallets, but even then the soil will be so apt to sink in

time more than the old lawn, that the fresh turf after being

well beaten should be left half an inch or so higher than the

old turf, and will then be low enough by midsummer. Where
great nicety is required, and the space between the beds is not

very wide, it is the best plan to level the beds, take up the turf

between, loosen the soil there, beat down as in the beds, and
then make all level, and turf all over. This is generally the

best and most economical plan in the end ; for in all such

piecing of turf as is referred to, with the greatest care and
practical judgment there will frequently be heights and hollows

in the course of six or twelve mouths, which, though un-

noticed by the proprietor and his friends, will be found out

by the practical man who looks for them. Fourth, for making
a good lawn at once there is no plan equal to turfing. Fine

green turf looks best, but the roughest turf well mown pre-

viously, and cut so thin, say rather less than an inch, so as to

get rid of most of the root weeds, will make a very good lawn

in a few months. Fine lawns are made in a longer time by
obtaining the best seeds from respectable firms. A sort of

compromise is made between the two modes by piecing the

ground with rough pieces of turf cut or rather torn apart. To
do this best, the ground, after being levelled and made firm,

should be rather deeply raked on the surface ; the turf is laid,

say in pieces of 3 inches square, from 3 to 9 inches apart, but

the more rough at the sides the pieces are the better, and as a

space is done fine Bents and Dutch Clover are sown thinly in

the intermediate spaces, the pieces beaten, and then all rolled.

Such piecing will soon make an excellent lawn without sowing,

but sowing affords a quicker result.

For immediate effect there is nothing like turfing, and the

roughest grass in a park or pasture will, if mowed closely and
treated as above, make a most beautiful lawn. We have
known cases where new pleasure grounds were made out of

park or grass lands, in which the old grass was dug down, the

country scoured for turf, and considerable expense incurred for

repeated sowings, when the grass sods that were buried, if

mowed closely and removed before the necessary levelling, might

have been laid down again with the very best results.—K. F,

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.—We under-

stand that Sir Robert Peel, Bart., M.P., has consented to take

the chair at the annual festival of this Society, which is to take

place on Thursday the 2'?th of June.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
.John Morse, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

—

Catalogue ofCuttings,

Thomas Sampson, Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset.
—Catalogue of Bedding Plants and Eases.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Apkii. 10.

The remarks in oar lust week's report contiuuo to npplv to tho Btate of
the market generally. Quotations for some articleo iire rather lu^^er.

\'EGETAELES.

Artichokes each
Asparagna .... bnndle
Beaas, Kidney, per 100

ScarlotKim.A sieve
Beet, Ked '. doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bros. Sprouts A sieve
Cabbage .". doz.
CapBiciims 100
Carrota bunch
Canliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cacambers euch

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
.PozLDel .bunch
Garlic lb.
Hcrbft bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. B.

6 too

2

2

6

y
u

2

s
8
3

2 6

S
3

3

8

I

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per doz.
Mushrooms pottle
Mu8td.& Cress, punnet
Onions. ... per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart 10
Potatoes bushel 4

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doa.
Sea-kalo basket
ShaUots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

rl. s.

;{ too
2

9. d. s. d
Apples ^ sieve 2 to 3
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Cturants ^ sieve

Black do.
WgB doz.
Klberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9 1 G
Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 10 20
Lcmoas loo 5 10

i

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Phims i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspbemes lb.

Strawberries oz.
Walnuts bush. 10

10

d. B. d
OtoO

6
4

10

2
20

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• "We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AJl
communications should therefore he addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'c, 171, Fled
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them od
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions mu3t remain unanswered until next
week,

F1.0WERS TN DRAwrNG-RooM (H. -B. ./.).—We cannot possibly tell what
book will aid you in kecpingupa display of flowers in your drawing-room,
unless we know what means you have of cultivating them. The sprig
you enclosed is of Deutzia gracilis.

Pbtvet Berries PorsoNOUs (/?. S.).—There is no doubt that the berries
of the Privet (Ligustrum vulptare) are injurious, and to veiy voung chil-
dren have proved fatal. Last year a child two and n half veaVa old died
xroffl eating them. Tho case is reported in the " Medical Mirror."

Hats's Constant Sto\^ {Drina) —One of the stoves would exclude
frost in ordinary mnters from a house 15 feet by 8 feet, but it would not
answer, we think, for propagating pui'poses.

Slate Tubs Fon Orange Trees, &c. (Kit),—They may be had of Mr.
W. Beck, Slate Works, Isleworth.

Back Number.—If '^Edgwokth" wants the first Number {January
2nd), for ISiiG, and will tiend me his address, I will send the Number to
him.—Henry H. Cave, Briog, Lincolnshire,

Mitlbeery {B. p. Bartlctt).~'Theve is no stock for grafting this fruit
upon that would hasten its coming into bearing. Wo have heard of large
branches being planted, which rooted and bore fruit long before the trees
from small cuttings were productive.

Modes of Vine Trainikg (J. Uoirit.y).-There are some Vines, such
as the Golden Hambm-fjh, that bear best on the young wood; and in
other Vines there are circumstances, such as when the roots are deeper
thau desirable, in which tbe Vines will bear freely on last year's canes,
when they will not bear so freely if closely cut back on the 'spur system.
In ordinary cases in spur-pruning, when the spurs get away from the stem,
the bringing up a fresh shoot from the bottom will permit of the main
shoot being replenished and the old one cut away without any break in
the house. For instance, if last year's shoot was cut down to 4 feet in
length, then the spurs on the old main rod could be cut oflf fnr that
height; next yenr 11 piece more may be denuded of its spurs, and the third
yearthe whole cut oflat the bottom. Under thisplan the Vine would have
no more to do than before. It is a very doubtful point, however, whether a
Vine increases in energ^i'^ in proportion to tho limited space it occupies.
If your Vines are so young and doing well, we do not see the importance
of the fresh-rod system ; but we know it is a good plan if caiiied out. Of
conrso when this one rod is encom-aged, fewer laterals are left on the old
•earing rod.

Muscat Vns-E Weak {An Old Sub.)—We should think your Muscat
Vine is merely righting itself, if the account of the state of tho roots,

&c., is correct. Tbe energies of the plant were paralysed by cropping too
early. We have known Vines bear heivily tho second season, but it

required years to bring them round. The breeder of horses knows the
foUy of working a foal too early, and many Vines suffer from having bo
much to do wheu young.

Vines Unproductive (John Bahey).—Unless you have good experience,
it is too late to do more with the border this season than make holes to

see that there is no stiignant water about the Vines, and encourage
these to grow as much as possible during the summer ; and as they are
so weak, encourage young bhoots from the bottom, oue from each Vine,
so as to cut out the spurred rods next season. In the beginning of

October lift and replant the roots in a suitably drained, prepared border,
and during the summer you could be preparing the materials.

RiBBON-BonDER (Constant Subscriber).—Wo answer every communi-
cation that reaches us. Wo have given so many examples of ribbon-
borders, that a fancied list of arrangements now would do little good, and
even then every correspondent would like his owu p:irticular case con-
sidered. Your proposed arrau^'eraeut will do very well—namely, Ceraa-
tium, blue Lobelia, yellow Calceolaria; Tom Thumb, Christine, and
Scarlet Pelargoniums, the last at back and to be higher, but if you
had a white row or white-foliagod Pelargoniums between the two scarlets,

such would be more efft^ctive "tliau Christine. A purple or a blue, high
enough, would also be better than a piuk between two scarlets. Some
people, however, admii-e this combination, and much of the interest of

the border will depend on tho planting, and the heights being suitable.

On the latter account we doubt if your dwarf, white-leaved, creeping
Cineraria will do as well or be as compact as tho Cerastiura. In fact, we
doubt a little if this creeping plant is a Cineraria at all, and rather think
it is an Arctotis, which, however interesting, does not make so good au
edging plant as Cerastium.

Gauze for Fruit Protecting (Old Subscriber).~^lT. Keane informs
us that the shading used extensively for fruit trees is called " Brown's
iJoral shading." It is a gauze of cotton, and is tacked over the fruit

trees and left on night and day during the blooming season. It is used
by Mr. Grieve, gardener at Culford Hall, Suffolk, and many others, and is

sold in pieces at all large London seed establishments.

Asphalt Wales (T. TT'.I.—The followingis the mode of forming them :

—Take two parts of very dry lime rubbish, and one part coal ashes, also

very dry, and both sifted fine. In a dry place, on a dry day, mix them,
and leave a hole in the middle of the heap, as bricklayers do when making
moi-tar. Into this pour boiling-hot coal tar; mix, and, when as stiff as
mortar, put it 3 inches thick where the walk is to be. The ground should
be dry, and beaten smooth, sprinkle over it coarse sand ; when cold,

pass a Ught roller over it, and in a few days the walk will be sohd and
waterproof.

Removing Camellias (W. .9.).—We would certainly remove the Ca-
mellias now if they have not started into growth ; but if they have it

would be better to defer moving them imtil the growth is complete, and
then perform the operation carefully. There is nothing better for Ca*
mellias than a moderately light turfy loam, the turf being pared off

l\ inch thick, that pai-t only being used.

Poinsettia Culture (A Subscriber, J. JJ.).—You should at once place
the plants in a temperature of 65'^ at night, and in a moist atmosphere
they will soon start into growth, water being si)aringly given. When the
shoots are an inch or two long repot the plants in smaller pots, using a
compost of equal parts of turfy loam, peat, and leaf mould, and adding
sand liberally. Keep them close and shaded for a few days, then place
them near the glass, and take out the points of the shoots when these
are 3 inches long. Shift the plants into their blooming-pots (they are
generally required in small pots), early in June, and if placed in a light

and airy situation, and afforded the ordinary treatment of stove plants,

they will bloom in autumn. You may take ofT the shoots when they are
about 3 inches long quite close to the stem. Insert them in silver sand,
plunge in a hotbed, aud cover with a bell-glass; they will be weU rooted
in six weeks. It then potted off. repotted in July in five-inch pots, and
not stopped, they will afford a fine bloom in autumn and winter. They
require a position near the glass, a moderate amount of air, a moist
growing atmosphere, and copious waterings.

Cutting Down and Grafting Cereus hexagonus (C. M. Major),—
Now is a good time to cut dowu the plant, the upper part being left on a
shelf for the cut to heal over, and then putting it in sharp sand. This is

also a good time to gi-aft the different kinds of Epiphyllum upon the
stump ; we would use exclusively the kinds of pendent habit, but you
may employ any of the trailing kinds of Cereus also—kinds that will best

suggest themselves to you.

Early Spring-flowering Plants (B. U.).—Hepaticas, double and
single blue, single white, double and single red ; Primroses, the single

and double yellow, double white, lilac, crimson, and puri)le ; Daisy,
double crimson, piuk, and white, also double crimson with gold-striped

leaves, very handsome; Polyanthus, single and double. Of Violets, the
single and double blue, Russian varieties, and the lavender blue Neapoli-

tan, the sweetest and best. Draba aizoides and borealis, yellow; Pulmo-
naria mollis and olhcinaUs, purple and red ; Viola lutea, yellow ; Cheiran-
thus MarshalU aud longifolius, brown and yellow; Arabis mollis and
mollis variegata, also alpina and its variegated form, all v,-hite ; Alyssnm
montanum and saxatiie compactum. yellow ; Aubrietia deltoidea and pur-

purea, purple; Orobus vci-nus, purple; Phlox alpinus Nelsoni, white;
P. verna, rose colour. In addition to the above. Tulips, Hyacinths,
Crocuses, and Snowdrops, Scilla sibirica, and S. bifolia, Winter Aconite,

Narcissus angustifolius, N. juneifolias, and Iris reticulata. The best

time to plant all the above where they are to bloom is early in autumn.
They may be obtained from any of the principal nxu'serymen.

Training Roses against a House (Idem).—The best material is No. 13
galvanised wire horizontally placed, parallel with the courses of bricks,

or about o\ inches apart.

BiGNONiA RADiCANs PROPAGATING (M. C.).—Thc plant IS readily in-

creased by layers, and by cuttinijs of tho youug shoots tnken off with a
heel, and placed in sand in a mild hotbed. Cuttings of the half-ripened

shoots also strike freely in a bulbed. The colours of the flowers vary
nmch with the soil and situation, and there is variety nomed B. radicans
superba, an improvement on the species.
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Outside Border of Vinkry (An Amateur).—Arrange the flowers you
mention in your border thus, beginning at the back—Perilla niinkinensis,

Aurea floribunda Ciilceolriria, Totn Tliumb Pelargonium, Variegfited

Alyssum, and Lobelia Paxtoni, a row of cacu. We do not advise you to

plant the border, but you say you '* have made up your miud" to do so.

Grass on Mortar KuBBisn [Bio rtar).—The heap of old mortar rub-

bish 2 feet deep will not grow pra9S unless you cover it with soil, for

which purpose roa-d scrapings will answer.

Turning Gravel of Carriage Drive ( ).—The best plan is to

make an opeuinc at one end down to the rouph or foundation gravel, if

any, and, after picking up the di-ive, pinco the top at bottom. All the

weeds are thus placed at tho bottom and they must perish, but when the

gravel is sifted it is clear that some of the formt-r surface must be near

the top, and that tho liability to weeds is increased. The softness of tho

part done before the snow is easily accounted for by the wet having cone
down amonfT the firavel before the latter had become firm from rolling.

It will bo all right after the high x>laces have been picked up and put in

the hollows, and well rolled.

Wallflowers, Carnatioxs, and Pinks Destroyed (Jrfcm).—Your loss

is mainly to be attributed to the taldng up of the plants at so late a sea-

son, and exposing the roots to the atmosphere. It would have been
better done in the end of March or early in April; but old plantsare at any
time difficult to move. No doubt the severe weather, combined with the

moving, is the cause of death. Oui-fl are not in the least injured, except

the Wallflowers.

Viola cornuta (Idem).—It is more a Violet than a Pansy; both are

Violets botanicaUy. Viola comuta makes a good small bed, but is best

as an edging.

Oleanders not Flowering (W, M. 5.).—Tho most probable cause of

their not flowering is a deficiency of heat. If you were to place them in

a vinery at work we think they would expand the buds. You cannot
afford them too light a situation, and if you give them that and abun-

dance ef water when expanding their flowers and making new ^rowthg,

there is no fear of their not blooming. They should be kept dry in

winter, but not so much so as to alVect the foliage. The pots may be set

in water when the plants are growing vigorously.

Azaleas from Grafts or Cuttings {Tnqiurcr].—lt is incorrect to say

a fine Azalea plant cannot be obtained from a cutting. We have had
many, and, in fact, mtist of the plants exhibited are from cuttings. The
only'advantage in grafting is, that a plant is obtained sooner, and is oi

freer growth.

Estimate of Coal (Waste Kot, Want J.'^nO-—We do not perceive any
mistake, only it now occurs to us that we did not take the cinders into

account, which, from what you say now. would be almost sufficient for

the heating of your glass structures. The amount of coal we named
was that which we knew to he consumed in a similar establishment.

Mistletoe (C/(nr?«''0-—We think it would grow in almost any part of

Ireland. It will grow on the Crab, Apple, Thorn, Lime, Poplar, and Oak,
and is occasionally found on the Pear. It is seldom that Violets come
double from seed, but they do occasionally.

Names of Plants {South Croydon).—The Salvia is probably fulgenF,

but the corolla alone is insufficient to distinguish it from some others.

The Cytlsus with a terminal raceme of flowers is C. stenopetalus; the

other C. canariensis. Genista differs from Cytisns in usually having
1-foliolatG leaves, and in the calyx. Coronilla difi"er3 from both in the
jointed pod and one free stamen ; in Genista and Cytisns the stamens are

all united into a tube. (ircihri.s/trr, 3/. if ).— 1, t^enebieradidyma ; 2. Salsola

Kali. {B. P. J.).—1, Eriostemon hispidulum ; 2, E. intermedium. (iJ. 0. T.).

—Begonia natalensis. {Sevenoaks}.—We cannot venture to name yonr
plant from the leaves only, as there are several with similar ones. (JJ. F.).

—Eurchellia capensis. iA itubscjibfr).—Petunia nyctaginiflcra; 1, Erica
propendens; 2, Erica, (IF.).—Justicia carnea. [J. W. BurLidge),—lt is

Vanda tricolor. The drawing is faithful, and with a little instruction

you would draw flowers successfully. Of the communication we have no
recollection. We never notice the rejected.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending April itth.

DlTE.
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would be certainly attended by a poorly feathered shank.
" Nemo " in his paper on crosses refers the poorly- feathered
leg to Dorking blood. I can hardly agree with him ; the feather-
ing can be made and easily made as heavy as ever, but the
fifth toe is persistent in a wonderful manner, and is far
oftener seen than even the cruel expression which I certainly
have myself noticed as often an attendant on Dorking blood.
Another symptom of Dorking taint is the length of the tail

;

this would always arouse my suspicions.
Whilst at combs and hocks let me bestow a word on

" Falcon," and his suggestion that the stiff hock feathers
should be removed in the same way as the Game cocks are
dubbed. I may be, perhaps, considered as eccentric as
" Falcon " if I say that I think there is much force in his
remarks. For what purpose is dubbing the Game cock still

permitted? Clearly only for the sake of appearances. It is

ridiculous to reply that Game cocks must be shown as if ready
to fight. Were this correct various other dubbings ought also
to take place, and these certainly would extinguish any prize-
taking in the exhibition pen. Recollect that in dubbing the
Game cock a most faulty comb may be actually got rid of, a
comb that would disqualify for prize-taking. Now if merely
for the sake of improving the appearance of the " Coq d'Angle-
terre " we still permit dubbing, why should we, for the sake of
appearances, refuse far less painful performances in other
breeds ?

These thoughts had already been running through my mind
when early in this year I was amused by the virtuous indig-
nation of your reporter at one of the northern shows, where
some threads were discovered in the comb of an otherwise
first-rate Hamburgh cock, and the bird was disqualified. Your
reporter in defence of his remarks enlarged on the excessive
cruelty, &c., holding up the owner to scorn. Surely there were
Game fowls at that show, and on the score of cruelty their
owners were much more to blame. I cannot say positively,
but it strikes me that to achieve the perfect dubbing I have
seen in some of our Game strains, more than one operation
must be necessary. If correct in this supposition, Game
owners have more sins to answer for on the score of cruelty
than the owner of that Hamburgh cock.

Again, the trimming that takes place over the eye at the base
of the comb in both Game and Spanish, for the "latter in this
respect are most extensively trimmed

; what is it done for?
to improve the appearance. Why should it be legal, for the
winking of judges at this practice renders it legal, to pull out
objectionable feathers at one part but not at another ? Why
should the Game and Spanish be improved by art, whilst the
Brahma and Cochin must be shown as Nature formed them ?

Can it be that these latter breeds have more beauties naturally,
and, therefore, require no assistance from art ?

In conclusion, let me congratulate my Brahma brethren on
the position our favourites hold at Bury St. Edmunds. It
appears to have excited the splenetic feelings of "Dorking
Cock" at "Dorking Castle," but we need care little for that,
evidently the poor old fellow has bumble-foot, and, I fancy, too,
a touch of the gout in it

;
perhaps, when he did thrash Brahma

in fighting, the latter trod on it—any way a little magnanimity
is required to " adorn a throne," and that quality either from
the gout or something else " Dokkino Cock " appears to be de-
ficient in. He is evidently getting blind also, or he would
have noticed that Dorldngs are offered Chicken prizes at the
Royal Agricultural Show, a compliment paid to no other breed

;

this renders his remarks quite out of place. " Coq d'Angle-
TEKBE " is also irate enough, he would knock the Brahma down
not for the sake of putting " Dokeing Cock " in his place, but
evidently he would put himself, the Game, on the throne.

—

Y. B. A. Z.

A YEAR'S POULTRY-KEEPING.
LooKiMG over my poultry book for last year, I find the profit

to have been 6s., allowing 5s. per pair for Ducks and fowls,
and Is. Sd. a score for eggs, which, considering the high price
of both, I take to be somewhat under the mark, particularly as I
consider that for actual weight of flesh two of my fowls are
equal to three that I should purchase at the poulterers'. My
birds have the run.of a good yard, but are entirely dependent
upon me for their food, which is given to them twice a-day,
and in the morning consists of meal andmiddlings mixed into a
paste with scraps from the house, and in the afternoon of whole
barley or wheat, or sometimes oats, whichever I can meet with
most conveniently. I have a Cochin cock and fourteen hens,

four of them Cochins, two Hambnrghs, two Spanish, two Dork-
ings, and four cross-bred.

Subjoined is my account :

—

Eggs.
Jiinuary 40
February 13S
March 109
April 105
May -15

June 44

Eooa.
July 78
Augnst 96
September 9
October
November 30
December 19

£ «. d.
Total 703 a 19
Seven i)air Duclcs 1 15
Twenty pair fowls 5

9 14

Grits, com, meal, and other food 8

Leaving Gs. for my trouble, which I look upon in the light of a
pleasure, and so I think would every active healthy lady vrho
once took up the pursuit.

—

Bedfoiidshibe.

CROSSING GAME FOWLS TO PRODUCE
DIFFERENT COLOURS.

To produce Brown Reds.—Put a Black-breasted Red or
Ginger Red cock to Dark Grey or Dark Birchen hens. Pile
cocks and Red Dun cocks will also produce them with ths
above-named heus ; this cross also throws Duckwings.
To produce Black-breasted Reds.—Put Brown Bed, or Ginger

Bed, Pile, or Red Dun cocks to Duckwing hens. Brown Reda
put to Duckwings also make Dark Birchens and Greys.
To produce Duckwings.—Put Dark Grey, Dark Birchen,

Mealy Grey, or Yellow Birchen cocks to the Partridge hens.
The first-named two will also throw Brown Reds as well.

To produce Piles.—Put White cocks to Bed Dun, or Ginger
Red, or Partridge and Cinnamon hens.
To produce Dark Greys and Dark Birchens.—Put a Duck-

wing cock, or Mealy Grey or Yellow Birchen cock to the Brown
Red hens, which will produce them best.

To produce Red Duns.—Put a Blue Dun or Dun cock to the
Wheaten-coloured or Cinnamon hens of the Black-breasted
Reds of that colour. Blue Dun cocks with Duckwing heus
make the Birchen Duns.
To produce Brassy-winged Blacks.—Put the Dark Birchen,

Yellow Duckwing, or Yellow Birchen cocks to the pure-bred
Black hens, or the reverse of this.

To produce Y'ellow Birchens.—The Yellow Duckwing cock
put to Ginger Red hens or Cinnamons does this.

To produce Ginger Reds.—Put Pile cocks to the lightest-

coloured Partridge hens of Black-breasted Reds.
To produce Mealy Greys.—Put the White cocks to Dark Grey

hens. The lightest Dark Grey hens are the best.

To produce Red Furnaces or Red MuUingars.—Put White
cocks to the reddest Red Dun or reddest of the Cinnamon
hens. These make Spangled Piles.

To produce Spangles, use Whites, Blacks, and Cinnamons.
A White or Cinnamon cock is best.

To produce Polecats.—Use Partridge hens put to White and
Black cocks. All three colours are required.

By this it will be seen that the three original wild colours

are easily producible by crossing, while Whites, Blue Duns or

Duns, CuciJoos, and Blacks can only be produced by occasional,

or accidental throws, as the result of domestication.
" Whites, Duns, and Duckwing Greys " mixed, will some-

times throw Cuckoos. Crossing will not make Whites, Duns,
or Blacks ; but this does not at all prove these colours to he
original. All these crosses are, however, certain to produce
much inferior birds to the true made or original breeds for a
length of time, and are, therefore, undesirable and even foolish,

except for the sake of experiments.

Piles are called the most mixed blood of all by some breeders,

but this is not always the case, and not so much so as is gene-

rally thought.

In breeding and crossing, it must be observed that though
the Grey breeds are almost always harder and stronger than
their respective Red originals. Dark Greys harder than Brown
Beds, and Duckwing Greys than Black-breasted Reds, yet in

breeding crosses the red colour is much more powerful than

the grey colour, though Red birds are less strong and hard
than Greys, and all the Greys incline wonderfully to breed

back to the Beds they sprung from, especially in the cocks. I

have known Pile cocks (red eyes and white legs), when put to

Dark Grey hens, throw good Silver Duckwing Grey cocks
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(white legs and yellow pearl eyes). I also know two breeders
who both had Black-breasted Red cocks mated with Duokwing
hens, both willow-legged, and neither of them could ever obtain

a single Duckwing cock chicken, though Duckwing Grey pullets

were freely thrown, as were Partridge pullets, but all their

cock chickens were Black-breasted Reds. This does not agree

with those who assert that Duckwing cocks are easiest thrown
from the Black-breasted Red cocks. I have always found that

if you want good Duckwings, cocks especially, you must breed
from both Duckwing cocks and hens, and not from mixed
colours. Duckwing cocks are no more liable to spotted breasts

than the Black-breasted Reds are to brown-spotted breasts.

I should have mentioned in the former papers, that good
solid corn and peas are far preferable to all slojipy, pulpy-
made mixtures as food for Game fowls, as hard corn and peas
harden both flesh and feather.

—

Newmaeket.

COMB OF THE BRAHMA I'OOTRA.
In corroboration of the remarks upon combs, contained in

the very able communications of your correspondents "Nemo"
and Miss E. Watts, I would observe that out of eighty-three
Brahma cockerels reared by me in 1866, I have only one with
a perfect comb, and to test the judge's knowledge and ob-

servance of its comparative scarcity, I exhibited the bird only
once, when he was not even mentioned. He is rather a small
bird, of beautiful colour, hackle well defined, and short legs

not very well feathered. Thus you will see that with many
good points, and one not to be surpassed—his comb—he appears
to be unfit for exhibition.

As " Nemo " truly observes, there is no fowl bred with a

characteristic so peculiarly distinctive as the perfect triple

or pea comb of the Brahma. I endeavoured for several years
saocessively to produce, by all manner of crossings, a Brahma,
and although 1 managed to select from the results some fine

specimens very nearly approaching the required type, yet the
total absence of the triple comb, together with other points, led

me to give up further attempts as hopeless, as I am persuaded
we cannot produce the true and perfect triple comb with
any variety we have knowledge of. The great scarcity of birds

with perfect combs should induce judges to give way in some
other and less characteristic points ; for instance, I would
overlook a poorly-feathered shank, or a wing not barred in the
Dark variety, or a leggy bird proportionately heavy. Either of

these points I would willingly sacrifice to a perfect-combed bird
of fair average merit.—F. C.

HATCHING BY AN INCUBATOR.
The foDowing are replies to the questions put by " Tudok,"

page 238.

1. Chickens hatched in the dry heat of an incubator would
not be equal to those hatched under a hen. The incubator is

imperfect if provision is not made for the production of a moist
temperature. Chickens hatched in a dry temperature will

never be so strong as those hatched with moisture, besides

which numbers of them will, at maturity, die in the shell. An
incubator I had, which was imperfect in this respect, I reme-
died by keeping in the egg-drawer several pieces of moistened
sponge.

2. Chickens hatched artificially, provided a moist atmosphere
is maintained, will, without doubt, be as strong in constitution
and as sound in feather as those hatched by natural means.
In the rearing without a hen there is a great advantage, the
chicks thriving very much better, owing to their eating more,
and becoming in a very short time independent.

3. Artificial hatching will not m any way interfere with
correct colour of feather.—E. A. S.

WIGTON POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Although from the fact of this meeting being held at the same

time as the Accrington Show (April 3rd—5th), the number of entries

was not so great as usual, the quality of the birds exhibited was praise-

worthy, and the general management all that could be desired. The
district around Wigton has long been noted for tho excellence of its

Ganie fowls, and the specimens exliibited by local breeders fully main-
tained its high repute, although, as the event proved, the two cups
given respectively for the best Game cock and best Game eocterel,

the competition for which was open to all comers, were both secured

by Mr. James Fletcher, of Stoneclough, near Manchester. It m
very rarely indeed that two such extraordinarily perfect specimens
are shown at tlio same time by one iudividual. They were Black-
breasted Reds, true as could be wished for as to colour, and their

comlition such as reflected great credit on the feeder. These two
beautiful birds were to the majority of visitors the chief attraction of
the Show. Some remarkably good Brown Reds were also shown by-

local amateurs. The i^jmnish and Dorlchigs were both good, as were
the Cochin- Chinas. Of llamburgJis^ the Spangled were decidedly
superior to the Pencilled. Strange to say, the class for Any other
variety of fowls could only boast of a single entry, and that was for Dark
Brahmas. Some very good Black Bantams and Silver-laced Sebrighta
were also shown.

In the class for Any other variety of Ducks, a pair of Shell Ducks
was exhibited by Mr. Armstrong, of Aikbead, in remarkably good
condition. This is, perhaps, in no slight degree attribntable to the
extraordinary fact that these lovely birds enjoy, as the owner informs
us, almost unrestricted liberty, though pinioned. The drake has now
been in the owner's possession for seven or eight years, and goes almost
daily down to the seacoast to feed and wash ; but sometimes it has
absented itself for days together, and in one instance for so long a
period as three weeks, yet it returned with the same willingness and
freedom as before, much to the satisfaction of its proprietor, Mr.
Hanison, of Hull, exhibited a pair of capital Mandarins in this class.

In the rigcon classes were to be found some first-rate Cairiers, Ice
Pigeons, Owls, Hyacinths, and Turbits.

Wigton is noted for its show of Eggs, as very liberal prizes are
offered both for Ducks' and for hens' eggs. "They are exliibited

in dishes containing a dozen each, and a very severe competition
ensued. The twelve largest hens' eggs weighed 2^ lbs., and the largest

dozen Ducks' eggs weighed 3 lbs. 5 ozs. The Arbitrator very properly
excluded " double-yolked " eggs from competition, as being, unquestion-
ably, malformations ; and his discrimination in the first selection of

such eggs was openly tested in the presence of the Committee, two
dishes of hens' eggs and one of Dncks' eggs being disqualified on this

account only. Three eggs having been chosen, a small apeiiure was
made on one side of each of these eggs, fully exposing the double yolk
to all visitors who might inspect them during the time the Show
remained open ; in all three cases the eggs proved exactly as the
Arbitrator had predicted.

Game (Black-brcasted and other Reds).—First, J. Banow, Jan., Bradley
Field. Second, T. Manduell, Aikbead.
Gajie (White and Piled).—First, J. Brongh, Carlisle, Second, W. J,

Mellor, Colwick Rectory, Nottingham.
Game.—First, T. Dyson, Halifax. Second, J. Brough.
Gajue (Any colour).—Puiicta.—First, E. Ayki'oyd, Bradford. Second,

W. J. Melior.
Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, J. H. Wilson, St. Beea.
Dorking. — hirst, J. H. Wilson. Second and Highly Commended,

Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson, Whitehaven.
Cochin-China (Any variety). — First, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson

(Buff). Second, Miss Agliouby, Esthwaite Lodge {Partridge). Highly
Commended, Miss Aglioiiby (Buffj ; Gunson & Jefferson (Buff).

Hamburghs (Golden-spangled). — First, J. H. Wilson. Second, R.
Dickson, Selkirk. Highly Commended, ^^. & R. Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire.
Commended, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven; S. H. btott,

Quarry Hill, Rochdale,
Hamburghs {Silver-spangled).—First, J. Brough, Carlisle. Second,

S. E. Noble, Strickland Gate, Kendal.
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-spangled).—First, Messrs. Bowman and

Fearon (Silver). Second, R. Bun-ows, Longtowu (Golden).
Anv other Variety.—Prize, Messrs. Uowman & Fearon (Dark Brahma

Pootra).
Gajie Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).-First, W. Mabon,

Castle Gate, Jedljurgh. Second, H. Snowden, Great Horton, Bradford.
Highly Commended, M. Taylor, jun., Penrith (Black-breasted); D, Ash-
worth," Blackledge, Halifax.
Game Bantams (Any other colour'.—First, W, Mabon (Duckwing). Se-

cond, Miss Aglionby (Piled). Highly Commended, J. bword, Jedburgh
(Duckwing) ; G. McMillan, Jedbm-gh.
Bant.ams (Any other variety).—First, H. Snowden (Blacks). Second,

T. C. Harrison, Hull (Laced). Commended, S. & R. Ashton (Silver-laced).

Docks (Aylesbury).-First, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Second, E.
Leech, Rochdale. Highly Commended, J. S. Fair, GilUestongues, Jed-
burgh.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, Messrs. Gunson & JefTerson,

Highly Commended, S. H. Stott ; M. Redhead, Kendal.
Ducks lAny other varietvi.—First, J. M. Armstrong, Aikbead (Shell

Ducks). Second, T. C. Harrison (Mandarins). Highly Commended, R,

Eeaty, Blennerhasset (Muscovy).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-First, H. Yardley, Birmingham, Second, J. & W. Towerson.

Egremont.
Tumblers.—First, A. Parry, Rochdale. Second, H. Yardley. Highly

Commended, R. Thompson, Moresdale Hall.

Pouters.—Prize, H. Yardley.
FantAILS.—First, H. Yardley. Second, W. Gate. Wigton. „. .

,

jAroBiNS.—First, J. Sc W. Towerson. Second, K. Thompson. Hi^y
Commended, H. Yardley.
Nuns.— First, R. Davidson, Jedburgh. Second, W. Stordy, Thrnston-

field. Commended, H. Yardley.
Barbs.—First, H. Yardlev. Second, R. Thomr=on.
Turbits.—First, E. G. Jones, Parton. Second. R. Thompson. Highly

Commended, J. W. C. Dugdale; H. Yardley; Z.:^ W. Towerson. Com-
mended, R. Davidson.

,

,

O^vLs.—First, J. Fielding, jun. Pecond, J. A W. Towerson. Highly

Commended, J. Fielding, jun.; J, W. C. Dug-lale. Commended, H.
Yardley.
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Ant other Variety.—Firpt nnd Second, H. Yardlcy (Ice Pigeons, and
Spots). Hiphly Commended, J. W. C. Dugdalo (Red Magpies) ; J.& W.
Towerson (lilue Swallows).
Selling Clash (Any variety).—Fh-st, H. Yai-dley {Hyacinths). Second,

S. &, It. Asliton (Black Carriers). Cummcndcd, J. W. C. Dugdale (.Ked

Barbs).
EXTRA PRIZEH.

Ga^ie.—Cod:.—TiTst and Cup, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough. Second and
County, J. Broufrh. Third, >V. J. Mellor. Commended, W . Boyes, Bever-
ley; J. U, Wilson; J. Bionph. Cockerel.—Vir&t and Cnp, J. Fletcher.
Second, J. Banow. Jun. Third, J. H. Wilson. Highly Commended, J.

Brough; D. Gellatly, Mei^'le.

Game (County oulyK—foct.—First, J. Brough. Second, T. Robinson,
"Wigton. Highly Commended, J. Brough. Cockerel.—First, J. H. Wilson.
Second, J. Brough. Highly Commended, J. Gibson, Whiunow, near
Wigton.
Selling Class.—First. J. H. Wilson (Spanish). Second. U. Burrows,

LoDgtown (Oolden-poncilled Hambiurghs). Third, M. Redhead (Silver-

spangled Hamhurghs).

Edward Heivitt, Ksq., of Spartbrook, near Binningliam, officiated

as Judge.

ACCRINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on the -Ith and otli mst. The following are the

prizes awarded :

—

Game Cock (Any colour).—First and Second, C.W.Brierley, Middleton.
Third, J. Foulds, iiurnley. Highly Commended, R, Scii'minger, Lutter-
worth; C. W. Biierlcy. Commended, t*. Matthews, Stowmarket; C. W.
Brierley. Within fvnr milfs o/Jccrivgton.—First, G. Furaess, Woudnook.
Second, T. Sharpies. Third, K. Enteson, Accrington.
Game (Black or Brown Reds).— Fii-st, R. Scirmiuger. Second, A. Akroyd,

Bradford. Third, C. W. Brierley.

Game (Any other variety).—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, T. Dyson,
\

Halifax (Duckwing). Tbii'd, li. Scii-minger.

Dorking (Any colour).—First, W. Moorhonse, Read Hall, Read (Grey).

Second, H. Heldon, Goitstoek, Eingley. Third, W. Harvey, Sheffield

(Coloured). Highly Commended, D. Parsons, Preston; T. Rogers, it.

Helens ; W. Purr, Patricroft, Manchuster. Commended, T. Brideu, Earby,
near Skipton.
Cochik-China (Buff or Cinnamon).—First and Third, W. A. Taylor,

Manchester. Second, C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended, H. Eeldon.
Commended, J. H. Duvies, Birmingham ; C. ^V'. Brierley.

CocHiN-CniNA (Any other v;irictyj.—Firtt, J. Buiy, Eccles (Partridge).

Second, T. Bolt, Eury (Purtridqe Cochins). Third, H. CroBsley, Broom-
field, Halifax (PiU-trid'gej. Highly Commended, C. W. Biierley (Partridge

Cochins); Rev. F. Taylor, Kit by Lonsdale (White\ Commended, C. W.
Brierley iPartridge Cochins); T Butt (Partridge Cochins).

Spanish (Black).—First, J. Thresh, Bradford, becond, H. Beldon.
Third, Miss E. Beldon. Highly Commended, J. Merchant, Halifax; Hon.
— Douglas Pennant, Penihyn'Castle, Bangor.
Brahma PooTRA (Any colour).—First, H. Lncy, Hcbden Bridge. Second,

W. Hargreaves, Bacup. Third, T. Pomfret, Hoghlon Lane (Dark
Brahmas). Highly Commended, Mrs. T. Hargreaves, Berkshire (Dark);

j

M. Brooksbank, Manchester; T. Pomfret (Dark Brahmas).
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—Fii'st, ft. Smith, Northowram, Halifax.

Second and Third, T. Wrigley. juu., Tonge, Middleton.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencillVdj.— First, H. Pickles, jim , Earby, near

Skipton. Second, H. beldon. Highly Commended, E. Hiudle, Accring-
ton ; J. Piatt, Dean. Commended, W. M. Mann, Kendal, Westmoreland;
H. Smith, Morton Banks, Ktigbley : W. Lawrenson, Eaglescliflfe, Ynrm.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).—Second, H. Beldon. Third, W. iJriver,

Keighley. Highly Commended, T. Walker, Denton, near Manchester.
Commended, H. Picltles, jun.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—Cup and First, A. K. Wood, King's Mill,

near Derby, t^econd, J. Smalley. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended,
Miss E. Beldon; J. Fielding, Rossendale ; J. A. Taylor, Manchester.
Commended, E. CoUinge, Eoiushaw Clough, Middleton ; J. Fielding.

Poland (Any colour).—First, H. Beldon. Second, S. Farrington, Chat-

moss, near Manchester White-crested Rolands). Third, Miss E. Beldon.

Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley; W. Harvey (Golden Polands).

Any other Variety.—First, J. Munu, Fern Hill, near ttackstoada

(Black Hamhurghs). Second, R. Loft, Woodmansey, Beverley (White
Sultans). Third, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End, Loudon (CreveCceurs).

Highly Commended, C. Sedgwick, Kyddlesden Hall (Black Hamhurghs)

;

Miss E. A. Whittaker, Hawkthead, Windermere (Cuckoo). Commended,
Mrs. Whitaker, Vicarage, Whallcy (Creve Coi^urJ.

Selling Class [Any variety not above 2Us. per Pen).—First, J. Thomp-
son, Bingley. Second,- Miss E. Beldon. Third, Hon. — Douglas Pennant.
Highly Commended, G. Furuets (Black East Indian).
Game Bantam Cock (Any colour).—Fii-st and Third, E. Scirminger.

Second, C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley; F. J. Ast-

bury, Prestwich, Manchester ; J. Crossland, jun., Waketield (Black Red).

Game Bantam Cock (W ithiu four miles ol Accrington) —First, Messrs.

W. & H. Eucklev. Accrington. ^econd, G. Birtwistle, Haslingdeu. Third,

H. Smalley, staiihill, Oswaldtwistle (Black Red).
Game Bantam (Any colour,,—Fii-st, J. Rhodes, Thorncs, Wakefield.

(Black Red). Second, J. Haworth, Clough End, near Haslingdeu (Brown
Red). Third, J. H. Davies (Black Red).

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, W. A. Taylor (Black). Second,
Miss E. Eeldon. Third, T. C. Harrison, Beverley Road, Hull.
Turkeys.—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, Rev. W. J, Mellor,

Cohvick Rectory, Notts. Highly Commended, Mrs. A. Guy, Eaton, Gran-
tham, Cnmbiidge ; S. H. Stott, Quarry Hill, liochdale (Cambridge Turkeys).

Commended, W. Harvey.
Geese.— First, E. Leech. Second, J. Cooper, Rawtenstall. Highly

Commended, J. Hubhei sty, Longridge ; T. Houlker, Revidge, Blackburn

;

S. H. Stott.

Ducks (Aylesbury).--First, Mrs. M. Seamons, Aylesbury, Bucks. Se-

cond, E, Leech.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, T. Eott, Bury.
Ducks (.\ny other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, C. W.

Bjierley. Highly Commended, W. Harvey ; T. C. Harrison, Commended,
D. Parsons, Preston tErowu Call) ; H. Beldon (Call.)

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—Firht, E. E. M. Royd^. Greeuhill. Rochdale (Black). Second

and Highly Commended. .1. Htiwley, Bingley, Yorkshire (Black).
Tumblers.— First, J. Ilawley. Second, J. Fielding, Rochdale. Highly

Commended, W. .1. Corbridge, Blackburn (Black Mottled^ ; H. Yardley,
Birmingham

; J. Hawky. Commended, T. Kenyuu, Aecnuglou .Black
&lottled).

Barbs. — First, A. Dove, York lYellow:. Second, J. Brorailey, Tong^
Moor, near Bolton (Blackj.
Owls —First and Second, J. Fielding. Highly Commended, AV.P. Wild-

ing, Mountlord. near Burnley (White-.
Pouters or Cruppers.— t-irst, H. Yardlev. Second and Highly Com-

mended, E. E. M. Koyds.
Faxtails.— Fir-st, A. Parry, Rochdale (Blue). Second, T. II, Hawley.

Highly Commended, H Yardley; A. P<irry, Ruchd:ile (White).
TuRBiTS,—First, J. Thompson. Second, L. Glassey, Rochdale.
Drauons. — First, A. Parry. Second, A. Lowe, Over Hulton, near

Bolton.
Truupeters.-Prize, J. Thompson.
Any other Variety.— First, F. Wait, Sparkhrook, Birmingham

(German Toy). Second. W. J. Corbridge, Blackburn (Red Jacobins),
Commended, J. H. Hawley
Pigeons OF any Varikty, Within four miles of Accrington.—First

and Second, T. Kenyon, Acci-ingtou.

Judges.—PouUnj ami Pigeons: Mr. Richard Teehay, Fuln-ood,
Preston ; Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, Muswell Hill, London.

*

NEW BOOK
Pigeonn, their Structure, Habit.i. and I'arictu'S. By W. B.

Tegetmeiee and Haf.rison Weir.

The first part of this work, iincler the title above given, and
not under that by which it has for several weeks been adver-

tised—viz., " The Pigeon Book," appeared on the 1st of this

month. This alteration of title is well, as Mr. Brent's work is

known to all fanciers throughout Great Britain and Ireland as
" The Pigeon Book."

I confess to a little disappointment with this first part, still

it is but Part I. ; yet there is a proverb, " Well begun is half

done." I have for j-ears been an admirer of the fruits of Mr.
Harrison Weir's pencil, and am still in the various periodicals

which each month find their way into my house ; but surely

he has not here done himself nor the Pigeons full justice.

There are four pictiu'es, a pair of Turbits and a pair of Jaco-

bins on one leaf, and a pair of Nuns and a pair Of Swallows
on another. Some of these pictures have the appearance of

having been sketched from caged birds, indeed as if on the

last day of a long show. The pair of Turbits are the best, but
somehow one does not obtain any notion of the exquisite soft-

ness of feather possessed by the living birds. Besides, why
has Mr. Harrison Weir represented Turbits with turned crowns ?

The old Enghsh birds never had them ; they are but German
innovations, and are therefore disliked by the best authorities.

Indeed, I think the turned or point crown spoils the head of

the Turbit as much as it does that of the Barb. Kext come a
pair of Jacobins—birds full of misery, apparently just washed,

and the weather cold. Their eyes are looking round the corner,

and I am sure they would like to have their hoods pulled on
further, indeed a more moping pair of birds I never saw ; next

a pair of Nuns, the lower bird crouching uncomfortably. Lastly

there is a pair of " Swallows," and why Swallows? I hoped in

this new work on Pigeons this bird would be called " The
Tern," or at any rate " The Sea Swallow." The Mogpie
Pigeon comes up to its name, but the word " Swallow " conveys

a false idea. These birds, too, have turn-crowns, to which
individually I object, as they cause them less to resemble that

bird from which they take their name. Mr. Harrison Weir's

pencil has for years given me much pleasure ; and I trust that

in the future parts of this work we shall have Pigeons not only

from life, but full of life, and therefore more pleasing.

As to Mr. Tegetmeier's part, there are twenty pages in all.

Chapter I., on " The Structure and General Character of

Pigeons," from its subject must almost necessarily be dull.

There is, however, an interesting quotation two pages long

from the Duke of Argyll's " Beign of Law," and another of a

page and a half long from John Hunter. Chapter II., •' The
Rock Dove," is made up entirely of quotations. In the first

place there is an extract from " Maegillivray's British Birds,"

six pages long ; then immediately there follows one from Mr.

Henry D. Graham, two pages and a half in length.

When Mr. Tegetmeier gets fairly into his subject I hope we
shall not only have what is true, but also what is new.

—

WiLTSHLKE EeCIOR.

Bagstek's Process of Melting Honeycojies.—The combs
are placed in a conical earthen vessel filled with a mixture of
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1 oz. of nitric acid to a quart of water. This is set over an
open tire and stirred till tlie combs are completely melted, when
it ia removed from the fire and allowed to cool gradually. The
product is divided into three layers, the upper one pure wax,

the lowest chiefly impurities, and the middle containing suffi-

cient wax to be added to the next melting. A marketable wax
is thus obtained at a single operation, without straining or

pressing.

—

(American Bee Joitntal.)

I'ROPAGATING LIGURIANS.
The first step towards the multiplication of Lignriaus is, of

course, the obtaining a stock of bees with a pure queen ; and,

as the purity of the original queen is of such essential import-

tance that unless it is secm-e all future proceedings can only

end in disappointment, no precaution should be neglected in

endeavouring to attain this end. 1 should, therefore, advise

no one to purchase a Liguriau stock of which the vendor will

not guarantee the purity of the queen, whilst it is of at least

equal importance to buy only from those whose known charac-

ter and standing among apiarians are such as to give weight

to their guarantee.

This indispensable preliminary being secured, most persons

will probably expect to be at once enabled to propagate the

pure Italian race—at least, I know that I did so, and it took

some time, and a considerable amount of rather unpalatable

experience to undeceive me. It is true, that if the Ligurian

stock be so exceptionally strong in early spring as to breed

drones well in advance of every black stock within a radius of

from three to four miles, and young queens cau be reared before

any black drones are produced, the queens will stand a good
chance of obtaining pure impregnation. Although, singularly

enough, I was so fortunate as to attain this result with the

first queen I ever reared, subsequent experience has satisfied

me that success in the first attempt with only one Italian

colony is so rare, that it is far better to devote the first season

to furnishing every stock in the apiary with a Ligurian queen,
multiplying the queens at the same time as far as may be deemed
desirable, but paying little or no heed to the character of their

impregnation. For reasons which need not be entered upon
here, but which have been already specified by me in discuss-

ing the subject of parthenogenesis in the honey bee, all these

queens, although they may, and most of them probably will,

breed a mixed worker progeny, will in the next and succee<Hng

years breed only pure Italian drones, by the multitude of which
the chances of a true impregnation will in the ensuing season
be so much increased that the purity of the majority of young
queens of the second year is not improbable ; whilst if care be
taken to keep all the stocks well up to the mark, success in the
case of early-bred queens becomes nearly certain. During
this second season, therefore, all doubtful queens of the first

year should be weeded out and replaced by those of the cur-

rent year.

Queens may also be bred in the autumn, and when all black
drones have disappeared can scarcely fail of true impregnation,
if a sufficient number of Italian drones can be preserved and
the weather be warm enough.* For this purpose the usual
drone massacre may be deferred almost indefinitely in one or

more stocks by removing the queens. It is in this case neees-

sai-y also to destroy or remove any young princesses that may
be raised, since not only will all drones be speedily destroyed
in the event of a princess becoming fecundated, but the
workers sometimes become so impatient of their presence
under such circumstances, that a partial, or possibly an entire,

massacre may take place even before the juvenile monarch has
been able to avail herself of their services.

I should advise every one who intends propagating Ligu-
lians to provide himself with several nucleus-boxes, fitted for

the accommodation of " nuclei," as small artificial swarms
have been not inaptly designated. Those which I use are

made of three-quarter-inch wood, 14J inches long, by 6i inches
wide and inches deep, which will accommodate four frames,

although in practice I seldom put more than three combs in

each.

In order to stock a nucleus-box and raise a queen therein, I

commence durin-:^ the middle of a fine day by looking over the
combs of a pure Italian stock until I find the quetu m one of

them. Thi.-i cumb, with the queen, is then put carefully on one
side, so that her majesty may not be jeopardised or interfered

with iu any way, whilst another comb is selected containing

• Dzierzon states that a temperature of above 70^ is required.

worker brood in all stages, from the egg to the sealed nympk,
which, with the adhering bees, is put in the nucleus-box, into

which the bees from two other combs are rapidly swept with a

strong feather. Two spare combs being placed one on either

side of the brood-comb, the bees must be confined by the top

of the box being covered by perforated zinc instead of the

crown-board, whilst the entrance is closed by the same mate-
rial, and the nucleus should then be conveyed to a dark cellar,

there to remain until evening. After dusk it must be placed

in the position it is intended to occupy in the apiary, the bees

set at liberty,* the crown-board put in its place, and aU made
snug for the night. A great rush usually ensues, but few will

take wing in the dark ; and although most of the involuntary

truants may return to their home in the morning, so many
young bees that have never taken flight, and consequently

know not their way back, must perforce remain that the brood

will probably be well covered and royal cells will appear in due
course. All this must not, however, be left to chance ; but an
examination of the nucleus should be made in the forenoon of

the third day, when, if the population be too scanty, it must
be recruited by brushing into it the bees from one or more
combs of the parent stock, the same preliminary precautions

being of course taken to insure the safety of the queen.

If the Italian stock be strong, and the vacancy can be at

once supplied by a comb of black worker brood, the abstraction

of bees will scarcely be missed, and may be repeated, and a

nucleus stocked, if required, nearly every other day in the

height of the season ; but every comb of black brood should

be marked with the day of the month on which it was inserted,

and not employed for breeding Itahau queens, until—say

twelve days afterwards. If combs of black worker brood are

unattainable, the place of those abstracted should be occupied

by empty worker combs, which will rapidly be filled with eggs ;

but if no worker comb be attainable, the remaining combs
must be brought together and the vacancy left on one side.

Cases may, of course, arise in which the pure Italian stock

is so exceptionally weak as not to bear the loss of either brood-

combs or bees ; but even in such instances proceedings need

not be delayed Ion;/ after breeding has fairly commenced, but

may be so conducted as to add to instead of diminishing the

strength of the colony. With this view, every bee should be

swept off the selected comb, and its pUce being at once sup-

plied by a comb of black brood in a more advanced stage, a

positive advantage will be at once secured, whilst the requisite

population for the nucleus-box may be obtained by brushing

into it the bees from three combs Ufted out of a black stock

for the purpose, care being taken that the queen is not among
them.

These little artificial swarms will frequently raise many
royal cells. On the ninth or tenth day, all but two of these

may be extracted and given to more recently-formed nuclei,

which will thereby gain a considerable advantage in point of

time. They should be cut out with a triangular bit of comb
attached (apex downwards), and inserted in a similarly-shaped

hole cut in the brood-comb, which, in this ease, may be taken

from either a common or the Ligurian colony, the latter being,

of course, preferable as a dernier re.isort in the event of the

failure of the inserted royal cells. In all these operations the

greatest care should be taken to avoid bruising or chilling the

royal embryos, and for this reason they should be conducted

as rapidly as possible in the middle of a warm day. Although

it might at first sight appear that, by inserting sealed royal cells

in the brood-combs at the time of stocking nuclei, trouble

would be saved and subsequent operations rendered unneces-

sary, experience proves that it is better to delay the insertion

until a day or two afterwards, when such cells will generally

be fixed and accepted by the bees ; whereas, if given to them

at the time of the first formation of the swarm, they are very

apt to be at once torn open and destroyed.

Dzierzon, the great German apiarian, says, " It is an ad-

vantage, although not absolutely essential, to add a brood-comb

to every artificial swarm or stock in which a young queen has

been hatched, since, on account of the increased warmth and

activity which will thus be produced in the hive, the juvenile

princess will sooner mature for impregnation, wiU take her

wedding-flights earlier, and from the bees being induced to play

out in greater numbers she will be enabled to find her hive on

her return with greater certainty. Whether young Italian

queens are fertilised by Italian drones, especially in the height

• This is important, as great loss of lite often takes place if the liber-

ation be delayed until the nest morning.
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of Bnmmer when both drones and queens fly far from home,
must be left to chance. The bee-keeper may, however, do
something to further true impregnation by encouraging those
stocks which have the most Italian drones, as well as those
with young queens, to a simultaneous flight rather early in the
day, whilst other drones remain quietly in their hives, which
may be done by giving them liquid food either in the ordinary
way or by injecting it into the hive."
Having thus endeavoured to convey information on every

point that has occurred to me in connection with the multipli-
cation of the Italian variety of honey bee, and having thereby
replied to the queries of numerous correspondents, I need only
add that I shall be most happy to supply any deficiency that
may be pointed out.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

PREVENTING SWARMING.
Is there any practicable and easy method of preventing bees

from swarming ? Two years ago I began bee-keeping for profit,

and had a house made capable of holding three stock hives,
and two supers on each'if requisite

; the boxes are of wood,
with two glass sides in each, so that I may be able to watch
the movements of the bees ; the flight-board of the stock hives
is all that can be seen on the outside of the house, which is

under lock and key. After all my care and attention I find
myself up to the present time debtor to cash.
The difficulty which I cannot master is this, when I see my

bees likely to swarm I place a super on in hopes of retaining the
workers by increase of room, but to no purpose, for it appears
that when all is ready off they go. I still leave the sujier

on, hoping that as a further increase takes place the super may
be filled with honey, but no, they seem to prefer taking them-
selves off with their new sovereign, and the super, the access
to which is through three holes, each 2 inches in diameter, re-

mains empty ; thus the season passes over, and leaves me
minns of honey. Some will perhaps say you must destroy the
young queens as they are hatched, and the evil will be remedied.
That is easier said than done, especially in a stock hive. The
queen may be captured while swarming, or after the swarm is

taken, and the bees will return to the hive only to wait further
orders; but all that is attended with danger and difficulty.

But when they fly off. what then ?—catch them if I can I sup-
pose. Well, that is the trouble I want to prevent.
At the end of last year I successfully applied chloroform to

two small swarms, and joined them with two others ; they are
now well and strong. I did not find either of the queens.—

A

Novice.

[No system of management can be depended upon for the
absolute prevention of swarming. Sufficient room should be
given in good time, and the temperature of the hives care-
fully attended to whilst the supers are filling, recours? being
had to increased shade and ventilation immediately the bees
show signs of being oppressed by heat. In spite of all these
precautions swarms may issue, and if the combs be fixtures

in the hive we deem it better to accept them without further
demur. If, however, the combs are moveable, the swarm
should be temporarily hived in a common skep ; and the young
queen, if any, being removed, and all royal cells excised
(a task which the deserted condition of the stock hive will

render sufficiently easy), the swarm may be returned with
every prospect of no further issue taking place until the super
be complete, even if the intention to swarm be not altogether
frustrated.]

AMERICAN BEE PLANT—Cleome integrifoi.ia.

This plant has been cultivated to some extent in this neigh-
bourhood for several years past, and proves one of the best
and probably the very best honey-producing plant known. It

was introduced by the writer about the year 18C0 as a new
annual flowering plant, from the Rocky Mountain region, but
its great value was not at that time known and was not dis-

covered until a year or two after, when the writer was sur-

prised to see the plant covered with bees, while other flowers

in the immediate neighbourhood were quite neglected. The
next year a much larger quantity of this plant was grown, and
it was found that the honey stored in boxes at the time that
this plant was in bloom was of a much finer quality than any
other. Every succeeding year of its cultivation, confirms this,

and I find that while this plant is in bloom nenily all other
flowers are discarded ; even the Buckwheat, which every one

knows is a great favourite with the industrious little fellows, is

quite deserted. The honey stored from this plant is positively

the finest both to the eye and the palate, of any that I oversaw.
The plant is of easy culture and looks well in the flower gar-

den. It is a strong grower, and much branched like the common
Mustard plant, though its flowers are a bright purple, and are
produced from midsummer until frost destroys it in autumn.

It will grow on any soil, though a rich one suits it best, and
may be sown in drills, or broadcast if the ground is clean.

Autumn is the best time for sowing as it comes into bloom
sooner. It has already acquired the local name of " Bee
riant," in this vicinity (Chicago) and as it is indigenous I pro-
pose that we call it the Great American Bee Plant.—H. A.
Teeey.—{Pmiric Farmer.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hens Eatino theih Eggs (B. B.}.—There is no remedy. The remain-

ing eggs should be put under another ben, and the culprit should become
soup-meat.

PrANisH Cockerel (A. H. D.).—1he mopinp and blistered face intimate
he has suffered from the lonR winter, and is only now recoveriuR. While
the ground was covered with snow, we did not see our fowls ; they kept
in-doors and in shelter. Kow, when the weather is finer, we ourselves
feel more cheerful, and expeet to sec everything flourishing. Give him
bread steeped in strong ale, some lettuce if you have it. If he has no
grass, give him some sods, and let him have fresh earth every day. Let
him have ground food, no whole corn.

Poultry Runs (J. S.).—Cover the surface 8 or 4 inches deep with road
drift. Have a hejip of ashes and liuiy rubbish under cover, so that the
fowls can have a bath and the raw material of their cgR-shells whenever
they wish. Ground oats and boiled potatoes in equal proportions form a
good diet for all fowls. It would be well to let each variety have a few
hours' run in the field daily, rather than one whole day and then miss two.

Fowls Eating each other's Featbers (An Amateur Poultry Breeder).

—The facts you detail are all indicative of internal in-itation in the fowls.

Give them no whole corn. Feed chiefly on barlcjTneal and boiled potatoes

;

give as much of lettuce leaves as you can ; and let there be a heap of dry
ashes mixed with some limy rubbish under cover that the fowls can have
access to all times. Do not omit the limy rubbish.

White Dorkings (J. Steven).—We cannot interfere under the circum-
stances. Give notice for the post-oflicc order not to be paid, and wait to
see if legal proceedings are adopted.

Caponising {C. E. G.).—We know of no work upon this cruel and need-
less practice.

Desirable Fowls ffl. J. H ).—As eggs, chickens, and good appearance
are required, we think you had better adopt Dorkings. They are average
layers, good sitters and mothers, and beyond contradiction the best birds
for the table. It is ncces,sary they should have a run. and you can give
it to them. If you object to this breed you can have Cochins, Brahmas,
or Game. We know no others that will suit you bo well as one of these,

because they each possess all the quahtics, while many of the best layers
do not sit.

Poultry (J. R. Beyton).—Wo should keep Brahma Pootras in prefer-

ence to Houdans if having your object in view ; but you must not expect
to obtain high prices until your stock is noted for pri;!etaking. Chickens
hatched in April will not be old enough for exhibition in July unless very
precocious.

Asthma in Canaries {A Suhncrihcr).—We should prefer not breeding
from a Canary liable to the disease ; but if he be mated with a perfectly
healthy hen the risk of an asthmaticai progeny will bo very small.

Aviary.—There was a misprint in our -lournal of Thursday last in
answer to the inquiries of " Changeable." We said that in an aviary
'2 yards square and 1 yard high" fourteen kinds could be kept. It

should be '2 yards square and 3 yards high. An aviary of the height we
mentioned would not contain fourteen birds for breeding.

Hives iC. a. -Dwan).—Apply to Messrs. Neighbour & Sons, Regent
Street, or to Mr. Pettitt, Hive Manufacturer, Dover.

Flowers for Bees {Index).—You may sow Mignonette, Borage, and
Mclilotus leucantha.

Artificial Swarms—Production of Queens (J. H.).—Whou making
an artiflcial swarm by putting a hive containing a Ligarian brood-comb
iu the place of a stock of l)lack bees, the Liguriiin bees should remain on
the comb. Our earliest successful queen was hatched on the 20th of April.

Putting a royal ceil in a cage when presenting it to a queenless stock, is

not only quite unnecessary but is absolutely useless.

Ventilating Hives—Nadirs {Suffolk Bee-keeper).—In ventilating hives
kept in a bee-house, it is not essential that the air admitted should come
from the exterior of the house. We should much prefer supering to any
system of nadii'S.

Ligtirian BEEsfFoWTif; Soldier).— See the observations of " A Devon-
shire Bee-keeper " in our Jom-nal to-day.

POULTRY MARKET.—April 10.

Good young poultry is very scarce, and meets a reiidy B^le nt large
prices. Inferior qualities arc not in demand, and find a heavy sale.

d
LarfTO Fowls 4
Snol'fir do 3
CLiekeus 2
Goslings 7
Ducklings 3
PigeouB

d. B.
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care must be taken not to make tlie soil in which the cuttings
are ineertej wet. Scarcely any water will be required from the
time the cuttings are put in until they are rooted, if they are
slightly sprinkled overhead every day, but this sprinkling
should not be performed too late in the afternoon. I find the
Jbest plan is to strike the cnttings in small thumb-pots, putting
one cutting in each pot. The pots should be well drained, the
soil pressed in moderately firm, and the cutting should also be
made firm in the pot ; the best mode of doing so is to make
some small hooks, and with them fasten to the soil two of
the leaf-stalks of each cutting. It is also important that the
base of the cutting should rest flat on the bottom of the hole
made by the dibber. An average temperature of 50° or 55°,

with all the air that can be given, is the most suitable for this
most valuable class of plants.

Since writing the above I have been taking off cuttings from
some of my new Tricolor varieties, the greater part of which I

believe to be distinct from any at present in cultivation. As it

may interest some to know how these beautiful varieties were
obtained I will give their pedigree. Several raisers of new
Pelargoniums have employed Mrs. Pollock and Sunset as the
female parents, and this is the reason of many varieties being
so much like the two just named. As soon as these were
distributed to the public I obtained plants which were very
small, and it was some time before they became strong enough
to produce a truss of bloom. They were placed on a shelf in a
dry airy place to bring out their colours as much as possible,
and to starve them into bloom ; the desired effect was soon pro-
duced, and the pollen was immediately taken from their tiny
flowers and used for fertilising the blooms of Baron Pvicasoli,

and several of the darkest Zonal kinds amongst my own seed-
lings. As soon as the seeds were ripe they were sown, and the
only seedling I could save from the whole batch that came up
with variegated cotyledons—Beauty of Huntroyde—refused to
grow, and I was not able to propagate it till last year. This
season it grows very freely, and proves to be distinct from any-
thing I have seen amongst Messrs. Henderson's extensive col-

lection. The seeds were gathered from Baron Ricasoli, the
flower of which had been fertilised with the pollen of Sunset.
From the same cross many of the seeds came up with yellow

cotyledons ; Beauty of Oulton was the produce of one of these.
All the green seedlings from this cross were saved, and showed
BO sign of variegation the first year, but early in the following
year I observed faint streaks of red and purple on the stems,
and as the season advanced these streaks of variegation on the
stems of the plants began to develope and extend, and by the
end of 1865 they had covered nearly one side of the stem.
Early last spring the tops were taken off, and the plants then
threw out some splendid sports.

The variety named Lotty Wills is the produce of one of the
green plants ; this I consider a superb variety, it grows very
freely, and remains true to its character. The natural size of

the leaf is nearly double the size of the specimens noticed at
page 233. This variety has the beautiful colouring of Sunset,
but the colours are much more clearly defined ; it also has a
much stronger habit of growth than Sunset. The same truss
of flower produced Beauty of Oultou ; this fine variety took
more after Baron liicasoli, it received the yellow ground from
Snnset only.

Aurora Borealis is also a sport from the same cross, and is,

perhaps, the best Tricolor Pelargonium ever produced. The
outline of the leaf is very handsome, the colours round the
margin are very distinct, and the centre of the leaf is perfectly
green, and most beautifully defined ; none of the beautiful
colours on the zone and margin of the leaf running into this

green portion, so that the plant stands the weather much better
than any other variety I have seen.

The other three varieties are from my own seedling Zonals
crossed with pollen from Mrs. Pollock ; the female parents had
very dark zones, one of them was nearly black.

Florence is one of the best sports from this cross ; it is un-
surpassed for depth of colouring, has a strong vigorous habit,
and is very distinct. The plant this variety sported from
remained perfectly green up to the summer of 1866.

Of Fanny, the leaves are nearly scarlet when exposed to the
full sun in the open air ; the foliage is beautiful, circular, and
of good substance. This is also a sport.

Of Northern Star, the specimens sent were very small, and
not .well coloured ; it is, however, one of the most beautiful.
The above are a few out of a stock of several hundreds of

fine varieties. This should teach those who wish to raise dis-

tinct varieties of Pelargoniums not to be too hasty in throwing

away their gresn-leaved seedlings, but to preserve them for at

least two years. I have some very promising seedlings from
the double Pelargoniums that have been distributed during the
last year or two ; a description of these and some curious sports

shall form the subject of another paper shortly.—J. Wills.

VINES AND VINE BORDERS.
My remarks on the above subject have induced many of your

correspondents to join in the discussion. " A Gaedenee"
(page 22), who " thought it was really requisite for some one
of experience in the matter to make a few remarks as quickly

as possible," treats us to an account of some Vines, which,
having all the good things Vines are supposed to care for, acted
somewhat in the way your correspondent himself would have
done had he feasted for six days off a joint of meat, and found
his stomach unequal to the effort of another go in on the
Sunday; and so the roots of " A G.vedexee's " Vines, refusing

the food so carefully prepared for them, bored through 6 inches
of grouted brick pavement, perforated the subsoil beneath to a
depth of 9 feet, and were then, when cut through, found to

have a thickness equal to a man's finger ! Very extraordinary
roots, I admit, for Vines to make in two years; and if "A
G.^RDENEK " had measured them at their base, where their

diameter would have been twice as much as he found it at

12 feet 6 inches from the stem, and given us the circumference
of the latter, the account of his Vines and their roots in the
second year of their growth w«uld have been complete. The
Vines of " A Gardener," with their enormous roots " cribbed,

cabined, and confined," in their vaxilt-like structure, will give

him good Grapes I have no doubt. They would do the same
with one-tenth part of the trouble and expense he declares to

be so necessary. Then why incur either the one or the other ?

" G. H." (page 117), calls the system Mr. Wills advocates

the " show system," and thinks I should be satisfied with a

success equal to the cost incurred even it I never took a London
prize. This is not a fair statement of the question under dis-

cussion. Mr. Wills wants a large supply of fine Grapes for his

employer's table, and gives us a good idea of what the cost

will be to obtain them. I want a still larger supply of equally

fine Grapes for those who choose to buy them, and I gave a

candid statement of everything I had done to grow them. I

asked Mr. Wills for further details of his arrangements, and
desired to knovr whether my Vines would have grown more if

I had incurred greater expense in the planting of them. Mr.
Wills is silent on the subject, and so the question of economy
I'ersiis extravagance must remain as it is for the present.

I wish to correct the assertion of " G. H.," that in France
" the Vines are cultivated on hill sides, upon terraces, which
are formed by bringing down the soil at intervals, thus exposing

the rock, or a rough wall built up to support the next terrace

to the full sun heat." This is true only to a certain extent.

The Vine crop of France, worth £30,000,000 per annum, is not
so grown.

" G. H." says " ' H. S.' gives us as his idea of Vine tem-
perature the forty-fifth degree of north latitude, with a mean
temperature of from 70° to 73°;" and, again, '-but I should

to make a true calculation, take the mean of the year as
' H. S.' does." When I said that near the forty-fifth degree of

north latitude in a mean summer temperature of 70° to 73°,

Vines grew and produced good fruit without cultivation, I

merely mentioned a fact which every gardener ought to be ac-

quainted with.
" G. H." must not think the above temperature is neces-

sarily accompanied by an intense sun heat such as he mentions.

The "direct rays of the sun have less to do with the growth of

plants, and the maturity of their fruits, than is generally

imagined. Provided the autumn be warm and dry, there wiU

be no perceptible difference 'in the fruit of the Oak, whether it

be taken from one side of the tree or the other, and Black-

berries will be equally large on the north side of a hedge as on
the south, and just as good in flavour.

In hot countries vegetation follows the waterconrses, and
plants of low growth are most luxuriant where partial shade is

afforded by neighbouring trees. Climbing plants, as a rule,

are fond of shade and moisture, and if a climber be found in

the open, it is always a miserable object, unless the rainfall has

been excessive. In addition to the shade which plants and trees

afford each other when growing in close proximity, the sky is

always more or less obscured, and the temperature compara-

tively low till the leaves become fully developed. Within the
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. tropics rains and clouds accompany a vertical sun, and then
everything starts into growth as if by enchantment. By the

time the new shoots have made their terminal buds the rains

are falling in other lands, and the sun, no longer vertical, sends

his slanting rays from above the distant clouds to warm and
dry the air, and finish the growth the rains commenced.
Mr. W. Thomson thinks my question to Mr. Wills about the

styptic a very ridiculous one. The original suggestion to use

it to the bottoms of Pelargonium cuttings, appeared to me and
to others to be equally ridiculous. One unfortunate corre-

spondent has lost the whole of her cuttings in her attempt to

imitate Mr. Wills, and yet one would suppose the fingers of a

lady were well adapted for so delicate an operation. Gentlemen
.seeing their gardeners exhibiting their scientific acquirements
in the manner suggested by Mr. Wills, would prefer throwing

both styptic and Pelargoniums to the limbo of broken pots, for

its use in a garden should be an exception and not a rule.

I beUeve that every one who asks a question is pleased to

receive a plain and candid answer. Therefore, I confess that

Grapes grown in the open air in the countries I referred to,

cannot compete with the best Grapes grown in hothouses in

this coimtry, either in size of bunch or berry, but in flavour

they often surpass them, and if the crop were limited to a few
bunches and these had the care and attention given to the pro-

duce of an English hothouse, they would lose nothing by the

competition. With equal readiness I admit, that in southern
Kussia the thermometer does at times go up among the nineties.

It does the same in this country. In the month of .June, 1845,

thermometers at the back of north walls in the Isle of Wight
marked 02°. I have had the whole of the skin scorched from
my insteps by the power of the sun in a country as far north
as Scotland. Such flashes of heat prove nothing, and would
be positively injurious in Europe if continued for any length
of time.

I have lived on the Continent for years. I have visited

French gentlemen in their country homes and know something
of their establishments. I am, therefore, able to endorse nearly
all Mr. Thomson has said about French hothouse Grapes.
They are often inferior to the vineyard Grapes of the south.

Horticulture is not encouraged in France as it is in England.
Thus far I have been able to agree with Mr. Thomson, but I

deny his assertion, that the vineyards of the Rhine are subject to

a higher temperature than he has recommended for hothouses.
If it were true it would affect the temperature of the three
summer months. The mean summer temperature of Strasburg
and Heidelberg is 65', only 1° more than that of Berlin, and
barely 5° more than the mean summer temperature of DubUn.

" What may be termed a temperate climate is that most
suitable for its cultivation." Such is Mr. Thomson's state-

ment in the first page of his treatise on the Vine. Is a tem-
perature of from 70° to 95° a temperate chmate ? Is a moist
heat of 100°, which Mr. Thomson now declares to be ad-
vantageous to the Vine, to be found in the temperate zone ?

Do plants within the tropics enjoy such a clialeur d'enfcr, as
this within a few weeks from the commencement of their new
growth ?

I will put this question of temperature in another form. I

have a span-roof house, 100 feet by 16 feet. If I were to

divide this house into four compartments for the separate cul-

tivation of plants requiring different temperatiu'es, the com-
partment having the lowest temperature to be planted with
Vines ; the next to be filled with Oranges, Lemons, Citrons,

and Olives ; the third with Date Palms, Sugar Canes, and Pine
Apples ; and the last with Cocoa-nuts, spices, and Cacao trees

—if Mr. Thomson's temperature of 70° to 95° be proper and
necessary for my Vines in the first compartment, will he give
me an ascending thermic scale of cultivation for my other
compartments? Hamburghs do not grow in Fernando Po,
nor Muscats in the Caracas.—H. S.

RIVINA L.EVIS CULTURE.
This native of the West Indies was cultivated by Philip

Miller more than a century since, yet is not so well known as

it deserves, for of fruit-bearing plants adapted for decorating

the dinner table I would give the preference to it. The plant

produces a great number of elegant drooping racemes, 4 inches
in length, of beautiful scarlet berries throughout the autumn,
winter, and spring months—indeed, its value cannot be over-

rated. A shilling packet of seed (which we had true from
.Messrs. Barr & Sugden), sown in April, wUl produce plants

which will fruit well from the following autumn.

The seed readily vegetates in a Cucumber-frame ; and when
the plants are about an inch high they should be potted singly

in thumb pots. When well established they should be shifted

into 32-sized pots, in which they will fruit abundantly. In
the following spring, if larger plants are required, they may
be shifted into 24-sized pots, in which they will produce an
immense number of fruit, which is exceedingly useful for gar-

nishing Grapes and other fruits, and also for mixing amongst
cut flowers for vases, &c. A few sprigs mixed amougst white
Camellias, white Primulas, and other flowers for bouquets,
give a most enchanting appearance.
The soil which the plants require is peat, with a little loam

and sand, well blended together, and they may be grown either

as standards, pyramids, or bushes. A warm greenhouse or

stove suits them best from October till March, and in the sum-
mer months they will grow well in a cold pit or in the open
ah".

—

John Perkixs, Tlwrnham Gardens, Suffolk.

ORIGIX OF TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.
I HAVK read the letter of your correspondent Mr. Pearson

with some interest, as having, liko him, been considerably
amused by the contents of some of the letters which have
from time to time appeared on this su'oject. I also hope, and
I am inclined to think, that on a second thought Mr. Pearson
wUl hardly feel inclined to set me down as a humbug, if, as
far as Golden Tricolor Pelargoniums are concerned, I plead
guilty to the charge of "having foreseen the probability of our
dark-zoned varieties becoming tricolor, and crossed for the ex-
press purpose of producing them ;" and, what is more, I cer-

tainly made no secret of my views on the subject, and should
you be kind enough to give this letter a place in your columns,
it will in all probability meet the eye of more than one who
may recollect having heard me express those opinions, pre-

vious to the introduction of Mrs. Pollock, or any other Golden
Tricolor Pelargonium.
What suggested the idea to me was simply as foUows :—

I

had observed that by crossing the silver-margined varieties,

which were not numerous at that time, with the green-
leaved zoned sorts, the result was a per-centage of seedlings
with silver margins, and some of them with the addition of a
well-defined or pink zone, very pretty when the foliage was in
a young state, hut nearly disappearing as the leaves advanced
in age.

Reasoning from analogy, nothing I think could be more
natural than to arrive at this conclusion—viz., that as the union
of a zoned with a silver-margined variety was ascertained to

produce progeny having pink or red zones, and also silver mar-
gins, so the union of a zoned variety with a yellow-margined
variety might reasonably be expected to produce progeny
having yellow margins, and with zones of more intensity of

colour. Knowing, as I did, that the mingling of brown and
yellow would produce a red, on the same principle as blue and
yellow will produce green, the anticipations of those results

led to various experiments being tried, and their realisations

are now sufficiently well known ; and I believe that it is gene-
rally admitted that the introduction of this class of Pelar-
goniums is a consummation worthy of being wished for.

Some of my friends, I believe, give me credit for being in-
strumental in their production, others qualify the matter by
saying that I did so " quite accidentally," and others say that
I had nothing whatever to do with it, but that they produced
themselves spontaneously and simultaneously.

If any one will take the trouble to earefuUy examine a leaf

of a heavily-zoned Pelargonium he will find that the change
which takes place when that leaf is induced to become varie-

gated is not quite so wonderful as it may at first sight appear
to be. The upper surface of the leaf shows, we will suppose,
a well-defined zone, or horseshoe, but the imder side shows no
indication of a zone whatever ; and ii a leaf be cut into two
pieces, the assistance of a magnifying glass will show that the
brown colouring matter which constitutes the zone does not
extend to the entire thickness of the leaf, but appears some-
what in the form of a coat of dark brown paint resting upon
the green tissue of the leaf, and kept as it were in its place by
the translucent epidermis which covers the upper surface.

Now, when a variety of Pelargonium to which the dark zone
is natural can be induced to become variegated or yellow-
margined, the natural position or locality of the zone is over
the very part where the undulating or irregular junction of the
yellow margin and the green disc or centre of the leaf takes
place : consequently whatever portion of the yellow margin
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happens to lie under the brown zone will, as seen through the

transparent epidermis of the upper surface of the leaf, appear
quite red, the production of the brown and the yellow colouring

matter ; while that portion of the zone which may rest upon
the green portion of the leaf retains its normal or brown colour

to a certain extent, influenced, however, by a certain amount
of blending resulting from the contact of the diiiferent colouring

matters contained in the leaf, and giving to the entire zone, as

seen through the transparent epidermis, that rich bronzy shade
of colour which in many of the best varieties is so deservedly
admired.

It will be observed that my remarks have all referred to what
is known as the Golden Tricolor section of Telargonium, which
is essentially distinct from the Silver Tricolor; so much so

that all attempts on my part to obtain a cross between the

two sections, and combining the properties of both parents,

have hitherto failed.

The latter section, althongh very beautiful when grown under
glass, is not so well adapted for bedding in the open air as

the Golden Tricolor section, on account of the cupping or

crumpling of the foliage, induced, it would appear, by the
white or silver margins (possibly from their entire freedom
from chlorophyl or green colouring matter), being unable to

expand in proportion to the green centres : consequently
crumpling is inevitable ; but, very fortunately, this objection

does not in any degree apply to the yellow-margined varieties,

possibly from the circumstance of the margins of their leaves

not being entirely destitute of this principle. — P. Gkieye,
Cul/ord.

CAJIELLIA CULTURE.
Im reading the account of Jlr. W. Paul's lecture on spring

flowers, I was strongly reminded of an anecdote of the late

Duke of Wellington. He was urging one of his military friends

to enter parliament, and was answered, that having spent the

greater part of his hfe in the army, and given attention chiefly

to military matters, he scarcely felt equal to taking an active

part in legislation. "Oh," replied the Duke, " you have only

to take care not to speak on subjects with which yon are not

thoroughly acquainted." Now, no one can doubt that Mr.

Paul is an authority when he writes on growing Boses and

Hyacinths in pots, but if he grows Camelhas according to his

own directic)ns, I certainly will take an early opportunity of

asking to see them.
To begin with grafting, he says this is usually performed in

the autumn ; is not the spring a much more natural time to

graft ? Mine are always grafted in the spring and wo do not

lose one in twenty, so t shall not change to autumn.

Then, he says, the best soil for Camellias is a rough loamy

peat ; what sort of a soil this is I am at loss to know. Peat we
know, and loam we know, but what is loamy peat? "Loam,
a dark-coloured rich mould, principally composed of dissimilar

particles of earthy matter, as sand, clay, and carbonate of lime,

and vegetable matter in a state of decay, with au occasional

mixture of oxide of iron and various salts " (see l\'oiccster}.

Is such a soil ever found naturally in combination with peat?

It is impossible, because the acids of the iieat would be neu-

traUsedby the lime, and I have long thought it absurd to make
such mixtures. Make a bed of peat mixed with loam abounding

in alkalies, and in a very few years you will hardly find a trace

of peat remaining. But, perhaps, Mr. Paul intends to recom-

mend a mixture of loam and peat, a very common and I think

a very wrong one. In such a mixture peat is evidently in-

tended to act mechanically to keep the loam open, and for

reasons above stated the effect can only be temporary; the

result is generally a mass of sour soil in which will be found

plenty of brown half-dead roots. There are rich fibrous peat

soils which will prow Camellias, and such soils are infinitely to

belpreferred to mixtures containing peat ; but though Camellias

in'peat often have tine dark folinge, they have not the constitu-

tion of plants grown in sandy loam, and I contend that fresh

turf cut thinly from a rich sandy loam is the only soil fit for

Camellias.

Again, Mr. Paul soys the time to pot a Camellia is when it

has made its growth, or, rather, when its growth is well

matured. Is it possible to give worse advice than this ? When
a Camellia has made its growth it has also made its roots, and

if potted at that time the new soil will be almost entirely un-

occupied for twelve months. If, on the contrary, it is potted

as Boon as it is out of flower the roots will almost immediately

reach the pot sides.

Then, we are told to turn the plants out of doors when the
growth is matured—that is to say, almost immediately after they
have been repotted, and, if they drop their buds, to consider
ourselves in fault, as they have had too much water at one
time, or too little at another. It must be a wonderful chance if

they do retain their buds after such treatment, particularly if

they have been subjected " to a high temperature to induce a
vigorous growth." Is this the way to grow an evergreen almost
as hardy as a common Laurel ? Grow it in a hothouse in
spring, pot it after it has made its roots in an unnatural soil

;

turn it out of doors to stand all weathers for some months, and
then take it back to the house to bloom ! We have been taught
that two negatives make a positive, and i>crhiii>s the result of
such treatment may be satisfactory. I should like to see it.

When I was a boy the Camellia-house at WoUaton was the
finest sight in this neighbourhood, but the Lord Middleton of

that day who had taken great pride in it died, and was suc-
ceeded by one who had spent his life on board a man-of-war.
He told me himself he did not care for a garden, and the only
trees worth planting were Oaks and Walnuts for ships and gurt-

stocks. One of the first orders the gardener received, was not
to waste any more coal on the conservatory. When a very
severe frost set in, I believe it was in 1837, this order was re-

scinded, but it was too late, the pipes were frozen up, and though
the beautiful climbers which were trained up the pillars of the
house were killed, the Camellias were uninjured. Lord Middle-
ton seeing them flower as well or better than ever, never allowed
the house to be heated again whilst he lived, and I never saw
such plants as they became. Of course if they had been in pota
in place of being planted out, their roots might have suffered.

These dark Laurel-like bushes, amongst which you might have
hidden a bullock, many of them from 10 to 15 feet high, gave
me my first lesson on Camellia-growing.
In conclusion, I would ask you if you have often seen such,

wood as the branch I have enclosed, trom plants grown in peat

soil or which have been subjected to a high temperature to in-

duce vigorous growth, a process of wire-drawing it may be called,

resulting in long but thin shoots the reverse of vigorous. A
healthy plant of Camellia ought never to cast its buds, and
such au occurrence is rarely seen here, but then our plants

never receive more heat than is necessary to keep out frost,

and are never turned out of doors.—J. R. Pe.\rson, Chilwell.

[ The shoots are uncommonly fine and stout, and the leaves

intensely green.—Ens.]

APRICOTS AND STRAWBERRIES IN DORSET-
Mr.. Radclyffe has sent to us the following extract from a

letter he has received from Blandford :

—

" I have, I think, the most astonishing early development of

out-door Apricots ever seen. W^hat think you of five hundred
Apricots set on one tree, and some of them now (April 8th.)

as large as a good-sized Walnut ? The tree is uncovered, and
in all other respects comparatively uncared for."

Mr. Eadclyfte adds—" Strawberry plants here look first-rate.

The best novelty is Dr. Hogg, and it can be confidently recom-
mended. It is a Queen, very hardj' in leaf, healthy, a good
cropper, and altogether excellent."

TIME REQUIRED FOR GRAPES RIPENING.
In the Journal for March 1-lth " H. W." wishes to know if

there is a given time to ripen Grapes in. My opinion is that

there is not. " H. W." does not say whether he wanted them
ripe at any given date. Should he require them at a stated

time, then the gardener in charge would have to act accord-

ingly ; if no special time is named, the gardener would act on
his own judgment. I have had no experience in .Jersey myself,

but am inclined to think that Grapes in .Jersey and in the north

will require much the same treatment.

To me the idea of forciug Vines to have ripe Grapes in four

months is not in accordance with the general practice of

forcing the Vine ; besides, at certain seasons of the year such

forcing must add considerably to the expense of fuel, to say

nothing of the extra labour.

I am satisfied that, accommodating as it is, the more slowly

the Vine is forced in accordance with its requirements the better.

Quick forcing as a natural consequence, as you justly observe,

must produce quick exhaustion. To excite the Vine in an
unnatural degree must be highly injurious to its well-being.

I know a place where Vines were forced in sixteen weeks.
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The case was as follows -.—The owner, being iU, was ordered

Grapes, which cost 7s. per lb. The gardener thought it a great

price, and resolved to risk the experiment of quick forcing on

account of his sick master. Accordingly he put his plan in

operation, and in sixteen weeks he had ripe Grapes ;
but I am

very much in doubt whether if the same Vines had undergone

the operation again they would not have been rendered worth-

less. I saw them after they had performed their task, the

fruit was far from what it ought to be, and the foliage was

foiy, aye, very foxy.

—

Veritas.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SPRING SHOW.
The second siirinR Show of this Society took place on Saturday

last, but, unfortunatoly, the -weather was such as to prevelit a large

attendance of visitors, being squally and showery in the forenoon, and

though the after part of the day was fan: the sky continued threaten-

ing till night. The principal features on this occasion were Azaleas,

Koses, and Cinerarias ; and these, with flowering and fine-foliaged

plants, made an etfective though not large display.

Of Azaleas there were only two collections in the Nurserymen's

Class ; these came from Mr. Turner, of Slough, and Messrs. Lane

and Son. of Berhhampstead, and were awarded equal fii-st pi-izes.

Mr. Turner's sis consisted of excellent examjiles of Madame Miellez

and Louis Von Baden, white ; Kinghorni and Perfection, rose ; Beauty

of Keigatc, white, with occasional stripes of red ; and a union plant,

being Etoile de Gaud and Variegata superba worked together. Messrs.

Lane had Iveine des Blanches, Iveryana, and Ma,guiticent, white;

Chclsoni, orange scarlet ; Roi Leopold, salmon scarlet, and of Sir

Charles Napier, a finely-bloomed pyramid about -1 feet high.

In the Amateurs' Class, Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid,

Bart., M.P., was first with Alba Cincta, in the wayof Etoile de Gaud;
Duke of Devonshire, scarlet ; Marie Louise, crimson ; SteUa, beauti-

ful orange scarlet, with violet purple blotches in the upper petals
;

Broughtoni and Semiduples, neither of which was sufficiently in

bloom. Mr. 'Wilkie, gardener to J. McHenry, Esq., Oak Lodge,

Kensington, was second with Optima, salmon scarlet ; Marie Louise,

Duchesse Adelaide de Nassau, a dense mass of scarlet blooms ;' Sinen-

sis, and standard iilants of Sir Charles Napier and Mrs. Fry, rosy

crimson.

For three Azaleas sent out in 18G2, 1S63, and 1864, Messrs. Lane
were first with the beautifiJ Stella, Elegantissima, white with occa-

sional stripes of rose, a flower of great substance ; and Advance, rosy

crimson, heavily spotted in the upper petals. Messrs. Ivery & Son
had Flag of Truce, white ; Madame Dominique Vervaene, delicate sal-

mon pink, irregularly edged with white, and spotted in the upper

petals with crimson ; and Souvenir de Pronay, rosy crimson. Sir.

Turner had Stella, Prince of Orange, orange red, almost destitute of

spots ; and Charles Enke, salmon rose, each petal boldly edged with

white, and spotted in the upper petals with purplish crimson. Messrs.

Ivery were awarded a second prize, Mr. Turner a third. Messrs.

Ivery also exhibited several seedlings, the best of which were En-
chantress and Princess Alexandra, which respectively received first

and seccnd-class certificates. The former is white, slightly flushed

and streaked with dehcate salmon rose, and spotted iu the upper

petals with crimson, a fine bold flower ; whilst Piincess Alexandra is

white, mottled and streaked with purplish x>ink, some of the flowers

wholly pink, and in others only some of the petals of that colour.

Roses, though prizes were not offered for them, formed the most
strildng and attractive featiu-e of the exhibition. Those from Mr.
"William Paul in particular were remarkable alike for the number,
brightness, and freshness of the flowers, and the size and health of

the fohage. Among them were noticeable MdUe. Marie Rody, with

two magnificent crimson scarlet flowers, a fine specimen of Glory of

Waltham, Fisher Holmes, Senateur Vaisse, Prince of Portia ; of rose

and pink varieties Madame Anna Alexieff, Madame Rousset, Centi-

folia rosea, Madame FilUou, Madame Boll, Madame Hoste, and
Madame Damaizin ; and of Noisettes and Tea-scented Celine Forestier

and Marquise de Foucault. Messrs. Paul ^ Son had hkewise a
collection in fine bloom, among which were excellent examples of

Madame Eilhon, Lord Clyde, Princess Mary of Cambridge, Fisher
Holmes, Exposition de Brie, General Jacqueminot, Charles Lawson,
Madame Victor Verdier, Marcchal Niel, Cehne Forestier, and Madame
VUlermoz. Messrs. Paul ifc Son also contributed five boxes of beau-
tiful cut blooms, of which Marechal Niel, Maurice Bemardin,
Alphonse Belin, Madame Victor Verdier, and Madame Villermoz, were
especially fine. Extra prizes were awarded for all three exhibitions.

Cinerarias though not numerous had a very gay appearance, and
those shown by Messrs. Dobson, James, and Fahbairn were in ex-

cellent bloom. Conspicuous among Messrs. Dobson's plants, to which
a first prize was awarded, was that well-known and beautiful rosyi

purple variety. Lord Elgin, almost dazzling in its brightness ; among
the others were Conqueror, crimson self ; Miss Smith, white, broadly

edged with violet ; Eclipse ; and Admiration, white, with a broad rosy-

purple edge. The first prize in the Amateurs' Class was awarded to

Mr. James, gardener to F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for well-bloomed
plants of Snowflake, Lord Elgin, Perfection, Charles Dickens, Fair
Maid, and William Reeves. The second prize went to Mr. FairbaJm,
gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Sion, who pressed his com-

petitor so closely for first that it was difllcult to decide which had the

better collection ; his plant of WiUiam Dobson, a bold crimson self,

was admirably bloomed ; Creamy White, as well as his other plants

were also verj- good. Mr. August, Beddington, was third. For

Beatrice, a seedling raised by Mr. Fairbaim, Messrs. Dobson received

a flist-class certificate. It is a veiy large, bold, white flower, con-

spicuously edged with rosy purple.

Among" other subjects were AmaryUises from Mr. Burley, of Bays-

water, and Mr. Wilcock, gardener to Dr. Pattison, of St. John's Wood
;

fine-leaved Begonias from Mr. Marcham, gardener to E. Gates, Esq.,

Hanwell, and Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., and
excellent pots of Lily of the Valley from Mr. Bartlett, who also con-

tributed a dozen admirably-bloomed specimens of Spiriea japonica

or barbata. These, though only in 48-pots, measured about 20 inches

across at the base, and 16 or 17 inches high, and each bore about a

dozen graceful white spikes of bloom. It is surprising that so efftctive

a plant is not more generally grown for decorative purposes at this

season, seeing that it is of easy culture.

Of British Ferns Messrs. Ivery, of Dorking, sent as usual the best

collection, which included Asplenium trichomanes Moulei, a very

pretty slender variety ; Asplenium foutanum, Cystopteris fragUis an-

gustata, Blechnum spicant heterophyllum, of which the pale green of

the young fronds formed a pretty contrast with the dark hue of the

older ones ; Ceterach olficinarum, Scolopendrium vulgare marginato-

cristatum, Polypodiums, Athyrium Fihx-foemina formoso-eristatum, a

finely-crested variety with lively green fronds as shown, A. F.-f. thys-

sanotum, A. F.-f. pulchellum, also pretty, and a easeful of Tricho-

manes radicaus. Mi". James, of Isleworth, had the second prize for a
collection chiefly consisting of Athyiiums and Lastreas.

Prizes were also offered for flowering and fine-foliaged plants, and
were taken by Mr. WiUiams, of HoUoway, Mr. Wheeler, and Mr.

Wilkie in the order of their names, with collections comprising Cordy-

liue indivisa. Variegated Aloe-leaved Yucca, Crotons, Alocasia me-

I
tallica, Dicksonia antarctica, Eriostemons, Azaleas, GenetyUis fuchsi-

oides, and Dendrobium nobile. Mr. WiUiams likewise contributed

a collection containing Imantophylium miniatum, Tetratheca ericae-

foha, Bororda piunata, TrichopiUa suavis, and other Orchids, together

with a fine specimen of the beautifully-striped Yucca quadricolor.

Yucca albo-spica, Anauassa sativa variegata, Todea superba, and Hy-
menophyllum demissum. Messrs. Lane had a plant of the beautiful

hybrid Rhododendron Countess of Haddington, with large trusses of

its long-tubed rosy blush flowers ; also a plant of Edgeworthii, a

Sikkim species with large, campauulate, white flowers.

Of new and rare plants a numerous collection came from Mr. Bull,

comprising Litobrochia undulata, Maranta roseo-picta ; Habenaria

margaritacea, with oblong dark green leaves, blotched with white, a

promising addition to variegated Orchids ;
Iresine Herbstii aureo-reti-

culata, noticed last week ; Tradescantia repens vittata, in which some
of the leaves are half green half white, while others are broadly

striped ; Fittonia argyroneura, beautifully veined with white ; Athy-

rium Goringianum pictum, a beautiful and graceful variegated Fern,

with reddish midribs shading off to grey, and clouded towards the

base of the pinnse ; the Japanese Lastrea varia, with green and bronzy

fronds ; Polystichum augulare parvissimum, and some others. Mr.
WiUiams, of HoUoway, sent the rare Vanda gigantea, with a raceme

of its large thick blossoms, golden yeUow, with conspicuous cinnamon

blotches ; also a Strelitzia, with an orange and blackish violet flower ;

Dracfena sanguinea, witli long narrow leaves having red midribs ;

Lindsiea cultrata ; a smaU yeUow and brown-flowered Oncidium, and a

bv-no-means showy MaxiUaria, with numerous smaU purplish spots

on a buff ground. Mr. Wilcock, gardener to Dr. Pattison, St. John's

Wood, had two Odontoglossums, one being O. Bluntii, and the other a.

good variety of luteo-purpureum with nine large flowers. From Mr.

Shenton, Bamet, came several varieties of Retinosporas, not, how-

ever, of a size that their merits could be judged of ; and from Messrs.

Perkins, of Coventry, Tricolor Pelargonium Queen Victoria, a pretty

variety, which was adjudged a first-class certificate ; and Mr. WUliam
Paul had a similar award for Red Admiral. Mr. Paul also exhibited

several other promising variegated Felargonituus, and the beautiful

new double Scarlet Thorn.

TREATMENT OF PEACH AND NECTAPJNE
TREES.

Plant if possible trees one-year-trained from the nursery, un-

less you like two-year trees best. After planting, put some rotten

manure over the roots, with soil, and water it in. I like to

plant in October or November, and I let the trees grow till May
before I cut them back. Should there be any shoot absolutely

useless I cut it ont, but no more ; then nail, as soon as of

sufficient length, as much wood as will form a good head. I

usually let the wood grow all it can in the spring tiU the fol-

lowing season—that is, I never cut a shoot from the trees tUI

I prune them, say in the middle of May ; then I go over the

trees and cut out the useless wood, disbud the wood left for

another year, take ofi the embryo fruit where it is too thick,

and then nail in properly. By this management I never miss

having a crop of fruit. The reasons I assign for this treatment
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are, that by bavin i; every piece of vrood with its leading shoot,

the proper nourishment of the tree never ceasea to keep pro-

perly distributed, you obtain a crop without any covering to

your trees, and you avoid all standing in the cold and hitting

your fingers instead of the nails in winter pruning. 1 have

had a crop of fruit for the last twenty years under the above

moiie of managing the trees.

The six Peaches which I recommend are—Chevreuse, Teton

de Venus, Noblesse, Bellegarde or Galande, Walburton Admir-

able, Grosse Mignoune. The following are also good kinds :—
Bed Magdalen, Kojal George. Vanguard (very often sold for

Noblesse), Old Newiugton, Chancellor. The six Nectarines

which I prefer are—Elruge, Red Eoman, Brugnon, Violette

Hative, Pitmaston Orange, Hardwicke.—J. Hakris, iVHrsci-yHWH.

nOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Dr. Masters's Lectfre, J}>i-il 13th.—The Stem and Branches

formed the subject of this day's lecture, the features distingiiishiug

them from the root were pointed out, and numerous illustrations were

given of the various forms which these parts assume. The pur^joses

which the stem serv-es in the economy of the plant were stated as being

to act as a channel of communication between the roots and leaves,

to expose the latter to the light and air, to serve as a reservoir of

nutriment for the plant, and in some cases to act as a substitute for

the leaf. For the support of annual plants a small herbaceous stem

was usually sufficient, but for those of longer duration, or which are

exposed to the wind, a woody stem or truulj became necessarj-. The
wav in which the trunk is formed through the greater energ)' of the

terminal bud, and its more favourable position as compared with the

side shoots for receiving nourishment and light, was then explained
;

and Dr. Masters next showed that the different shapes which trees

assume depend on the suppression of some buds, the development of

others, the position and arrangement of the latter, and the direction

which the resulting shoots assume. In the organs of plants there was

the same struggle as that which goes on between plant and plant,

when a number are gi-owing together, and the same victory of strong

over weak. Tliis struggle exercised a powerful effect on the form and
habit of the plant, and climbing plants were instanced as a form in

which the leaves are as fully exposed to light and air as if they had a

thick trunk and branches.

Dr. Masters next pointed out that the underground portions of the

stem, such as tubers, corms, and rhizomes, are distinguished from

roots by the habitual production of buds, and serve as i-eservoirs of

nutriment. Renerally containinf? starch and other substances available

for the growth of the plant. Many subterranean forms of stem, it was

then mentioned, could change their position by their growth at one end

and decay at the other. Aerial stems likewise served as storehouses,

some, as in the case of Cactuses, containing large quantities of water,

while in others there were resins, gums, and various peculiar secre-

tions.

The power which the cultivator has of altering the form of plants

by pruning, grafting, and other operations was then referred to, as well

as the effect of these as regards the formation of wood and the pro-

duction of fruit. The effect of grafting, and especially that of dpnble-

grafting, in promoting the speedy formation of fruit-spurs, was also

pointed out, and illustrated by specimens kindly sent by Messrs. Rivers.

Second Spring Show, Aj)ril IGth.—This was an extensive as well

as most beautiful Show, lacking but one element to render its success

complete, and that was fine weather ; for though the two conservatory

arcades, which the various subjects fully occupied, and the conservatoi-y

itself, were warm, dry, and comfortable, the drizzling rain which con-

tinued more or less throughout the day very much diminished the

numbers and enjoyment of the visitors. Masses of fine Azaleas and
Rhododendrons, and -a profusion of Roses constituted the leading

features of the display, while mixed collections of flowering and fiue-

foliaged plants, Cinerarias, Lilies of the Valley, Pelargoniums, and
other plants served to give it variety.

In the class for nine Azaleas the only exhibition was that of Messrs.

Lane & Son, of Berkhampstead, who had a first prize for Gem, Chel-

soni. Advance, Klegantissima, Stella, and finely-bloomed plants of

Poi Leopold, Sir Charles Napier, Magnificent, and Iveryaua. In the

Amateurs' class for six, Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid,

Bart., was first with well-bloomed specimens of Marie Louise, Duke
of Devonshire, Stella, Broughtoni, Semi-duplex, and Alba Cincta.

Mr. Todman, gardener to R. Hudson, Ksq., Clapham Common, was
secoud with smaller plants, but in excellent bloom, the varieties being

Ducbesse Adelaide de Nassau, very brilliant in colour; Princess

Royal, rosy crimson ; Roi Leopold, Princess Barthilda. Conciuna,

purplish lilac ; and The Bride, white. Mr. Wilkie, gardener to J.

McHenry, Esq., Kensington, who was third, had Crispiflora, in which

the edges of the petals are curled or crisped ; Burlingtoui, orange

scarlet ; Coronata, deep rose ; a finely-bloomed standard Sir Charles

Napier, and a pyramidal plant of Roi Leopold, covered with bloom.

The snrae exhibitor was first for three plants with Sinensis, Dnchesse
Adelaide de Nassau, aud Marie Vervaeao, all three in exoellent bloom.

and the last, though small, being pure white with a few streaks of red,

was very pleasing. Mr. "Wheeler was second, and Mr, Todman third.

The first prize for the best single specimen was awarded to Mr. Fair-

bairn, gardener to the Duke of Northumherlond, Siou. for a plant of

Trinmphans, forming a ref^nlar cone about 5 feet in height, well

covered with flowers. Mr. Turner, Slongh, was second with Louise

Von Baden, bearing a profusion of its fine large white flowers. Messrs.

Lane contributed Rcine des Blanches, about Sj feet high, and Mr.

Lydiard, Batheaston, a small plant of Extrani, but in very good bloom,

'of Rhododendrons, Messrs. Lane were the only exhibitors in the

class for six, but took a well-merited first prize for Angustum, delicate

pink ; Nero, dark rosy pnqde ; Illuminator, with largo trusses of rose-

coloured flowers ; Vervaencanum, semi-double, bluish lilac ; Griswoodi-

anum, blush ; and Erectnm, deep rose—all of them moderate-sized

plants, and in excellent bloom. Messrs. Lane also contributed a col-

lection of dwarf standards in small pots, and in fine bloom, though

not exceedino a foot in height. The first prize for a single specimen

went to Mr. 'Wilkie, for a fine standard Everestiannm, with a head

measuring 5 feet or more across ; and the second to Messrs. Lane,

for Toowardianum, bearing numerous large tmases of its rosy lilac

flowers.

Mr. Parker, of Tooting, sent a fine half-standard Countess of Had-

dington, with a head .SJ feet across, and bearing numerous trusses of

its charming rosy blush flowers. Most unfortunately it was too late

for competition, otherwise it would doubtless have secured an award.

This fine hybrid variety, it will be remembered, was first sent out by

Mr. Parker. Mr. Batch sent cut blooms of Rhododendrons giown out

of doors at Hafodnnos, Denbighshire ; likewise blooms of Aucklandii,

of course from a house.

Roses and their merits will be fully reported on by " D.," of Deal,

and in the meanwhile it will snflice to mention the names of the prize-

takers, and a few of the varieties exhibited. The fii-st prize for nine

was taken by Mr. Turner, in whose collection we remarked fine ex-

amples of Seuateur Yaisse, Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, Vicomte

Vigier, Charles Lawson very fine, Madame Falcot, and Souvenir de

la Malmaison, with numerous beautiful blooms. In that of Mr. "W.

Paul, who was second, we remarked Victor Verdier, .John Hopper, and

Madame Villermoz ; whilst Messrs. Paul & Sou, who were third, had

Anna AlexieSf beautifully fresh, Charles Lawson, Madame Villermoz.

and Alba Rosa, Mr, James, gardener to W, F. Watson, Esq,, took

a first prize, the onlv one awarded in the Amateurs' class, with plants

in good bloom ; and' in that for the best single specimen Mr. W. Paul

had a like award for Madame Alfred de RoU!;emont, which, although

not large, had about two dozen expauded flowers, white tinged with

pink, equally distributed over the plant. Mr. Turner was scconcL

New Roses of 18(55 and 1866 were with some exceptions not seen to

the best advantage. Charles Wood, deep velvety crimson ;
Exposition

de Brie, violet shaded crimson ; Mdlle. Marie Body, crimson scarlet

;

Camilla Beniardin, Dr. Andre, Marguerite de St. Amand, Alba Muta-

bilis, Charles RonUlard, and Marechal Niel were some of tho most

noticeable. The last, of course, now requires no commendation. Mr.

W. Paul was first ; Mr. Turner, second ; Messrs. Paul & Son, third.

Extra prizes wore also awarded to Mr. W. Paul, and to Messrs. Lane,

who each showed numerous collections of pot plants, also to Messrs.

Paul & Son for boxes of cut blooms.
.

Among Cinerarias the most attractive were Miss Smith, Lord Elgin,

William Dobson, Lady Theodore Grosvener, blue-edged ; and Echpse,

white with a broad rosy purple edge. Messrs. Dobson i" Son were first,

also receiving an extra' prize for twelve well-bloomed plants
;
Mr. Fair-

baim, secoud ; Mr. James, third. The last-named exhibitor also had

a first prize for six Calceolarias admirably flowered, aud of the same

excellent strain as that which he usually exhibits.

Prizes were also offered for AmarylUds. Messrs. Veiteh and Mr.

Burley, Bayswater, were the onlyexhibitors, the former bemg awarded

the first prize for their collection, in which Ackermanni pulcherruna,

with large, deep scariet flowers veined with blackish red, and Bau-

manni grandiflora were conspicuous.

Auriculas, Polyanthuses, and Pansies, will receive special notice at

other hands. For Auriculas, Mr. Turner, of Slough, took a first prize

in the Nurserj-mens class, with beautiful examples of Miss Giddmgs

(Read), Richard Headley (Lightbodv), and Mary Ann (Fletcher), Grey-

edged ; Unique (Dickson), Priuce of Wales (Ashton), and Lady

Richardson (Gaim), Green-edged; Crucifix (Clegg), Fail- Maid (Light-

body), and Pillar of Beauty (Hughes), White-edged ; Lli7,a (Sim),

Meteor Flag (Lightbody), and Stadtholder (Gorton), Selfs. Mr. .Tames,

who was first in the Amateurs' class, had a good eight, likewise tataug

a third prize for Alpines. For Polyanthuses, Mr. Wiggins was first,

Mr. Turner, second; and for Pansies in pots, Mr. .Tames was first.

Good stands of cut blooms from Mr. James and Mr. Hooper, of Bath,

also received first and second prizes. ^ ,

LUv of the Valley, in excellent bloom, from Mr. Reeves, Campden

Grove' Nursery, Kcisiugton. had a first prize; aud Mi'. Salter, Ham-

mersmith, was second with beautiful potsful of the variegated sort m
fine bloom.

Miscellaneons collections of plants in flower consisted for the most

part of subjects which had been exhibited on the previous Saturday at

the Regent's Park. Among them were Acacias, Ixoras, Genetyllis,

Vincas.'Eriostemons, Azaleas, Rhyncospermum jasminoides, Odonto-

glossums, Vandas, and other Orchids. Mr. Wilkie was first, Mr.

Williams second, and Mr. Wheeler third.
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Other subjects, for which classes were not provided, consisted of a

large and beaatifnl collection of Chinese and Ghent Azaleas, Rhodo-
dendrons, including Countess of Haddington and Dalhouaianura,

Roses, Deutzias, ifcc, contributed by Messrs. Lane; a very pretty

mixed collection of Tulips, Lily of the Valley, and Spir.Ta japonica

from Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith ; British Ferns from Mr. James

;

baskctsfnl of Mrs. Dix and Miss Watson Tricolor Pelargoninms from
Mr. Watson, of St. Albans; nnd many fine varieties of the same
class of Pelargoniums from Messrs. E. G. Henderson, who also had
the beautiful Silver-leaved Meadow Grass and the pretty Aucuba-
leavcd Daisy. Mr. Tanton, Epsom Nursery, exhibited a remarkably
fine plant of C\'ptTUs alternifolius varic^^atuK ; Mr. Wigtjius. Isle-

worth, a fine collection of Cyclamens in GO-sized pots ; and from Mr.
Earley, Digswell, came a bos of cut fiowers containing Gardenias,

Roses, Cinerarias, Persian Lilacs, Acacias, Begonias, Clianthua, &c.,

together wiih flowers of '* Trichosanthes cncumerina." like lacework,

but of which the correct name is doubtful. For the above exliibitions

several extra prizes were awarded, which will be found in the pub-
lished prize list.

Floral Comjiittee.—A very nice collection of plants was famished
for the inspection of the Committee, and several novelties of various

merit were to be found among them. In the exhibitions of the

Society, the new plants and florists' seedlings seem always to excite

considerable interest. Mr. James Batcher exhibited a seedling

Auricula ; Messrs. Perkins &: Son, Coventry, a seedling Tricolor Zonal
Pelargonium, Queen Victoria, which it weis requested should be sent

again to compare with others. It is decidedly a good variety, and will

probably take a good position among its numerous relatives. Messrs.

Veitch sent a large and valuable collection of plants, among them
Sphajrogyne peruviana, a handsome, large-foliaged plant ; Coleus
Veitchii, from the South Sea Islands, very showy and distinct, the

centre of the leaf very dark, with a bright green margin. A first-class

certificate was awarded it. Also Diefleubachia Pearcei, which re-

ceived a second-class certificate ; Panieum variegatum, from the

South Sea Islands, with white and red variegation, very distinct, first-

class certificate ; Hippocyrta brevicalyx, a very carious flowering

plant, resembling in foliage Gesnera, and hai"ing globular orange
flowers, second-class certificate ; Franciscea calycina major, with

beautiful large lavender flowers ; a new species of Nepenthes, which
it was requested should bo sent again ; Primula cortusoides amoena,
a beautiful spring- flowering Primrose, quite hardy ; Gymnostachyum
Pearcei ; and the graceful Hoteia (Spirpea) japonica, a forced hardy
herbaceous plant most useful at this season for decorative purposes.

Mr. Bull sent several new Ferns—namely, LastreaFilix-mas Bamesii,
which received a first-class certificate ; Athyrium Goringianum pietum,

a distinct variegated form, and very beautiful, which also had a first-

class certificate ; Athyrium Filix-foemina pulchrum, which had a

second-class certificate ; Athyrium Filix-foemina elegans ; also Habeu-
aria margaritacea, and Camellia Lavinia Maggi rosea, which was
awarded a second-class certificate. This is a sport from Lavinia
Maggi, but very inferior in form and beauty.

From Messrs. Dobson, Isleworth, came seedling Cineraria Beatrice,

deep white centre, with a magenta margin ; second-class certificate.

Mr. W. Paul sent seedling Zonal Pelargoniums Rouge etNoir, Prince
Silverwing, Red Admiral, Topaz, and Jason, a bright yellow-foliaged

variety, which was awarded a first-class certificate. It is fully early

to decide upon the merits of these sporting varieties ; when planted out
of doors their merits will be more fully developed. From the same
came also Aucuba japonica ovata, a green-foliaged variety, which had
a first-class certificate ; Aucuba japonica salicifolia to be seen again

;

Alnus aarea, a y';llow-leaved plant, which received a first-class certi-

ficate as being useful for a shrubbery or plantation ; and Crata?gus

oxyacautha coccinea flore pleno, which had a first-class certificate.

This is certainly a plant which cannot be over-rated ; the intense bright

red colour, and the numerous clusters of the double flowers make this

Cratcegns invaluable ; no admirer of this charming family can be
without it, all other pink varieties are truly in tho shade beside it,

beautiful as they all are. Mr. S. Parsons, Tumham Green, had a
seedling Azalea Beauty of Fairlawn and Azalea Rival, not equal to

well-known named sorts. Mr. S. W. Pilchcr, Plaistow, sent seedling

Alpine Auricula Emma, deep rosy crimson, \vith a yellow centre ; it was
awarded a second-class certificate ; also Veronica chamrcdrys varie-

gata. Mr. Parkes, gardener to G. Cooper, Esq., Old Kent Road, sent

a collection of cut Orchids, among them Odontogloseum tulipiferum (?)

and Dendrobinm thyrsiflorum. also plants in fine bloom of Odonto-
glossum Alexandrae. A special certificate was awarded for these

handsome spikes of flowers. Where were the far-famed, as far adver-

tisements make them so, new Violets ? Not even the Czar put in an ap-

pearance. Surely if worth anything the new double kinds ought to have
been introduced on this occasion to the public. The Pansies were all

that could be wished, and some of the finest kinds ever exhibited, but

the Violet ought decidedly to have been represented at this meeting,

we mean that highly-scented modest flower with nodding head.

Frutt Committee.—Mr. Lydiard, Batheaston, sent a good dish of

Alice Maude Strawberry, Lydiard's Improved, Rifleman, and Hedsor
Winter Prolific Cucumbers, and a dish of a white seedling Potato, very
good for this season. From Mr. Melville, gardener to the Earl of

Roseberry, Dalmeny Park, came Melville's Imperial Early Cauliflower

Broccol:.

Geneeal Meeting.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. The business was entirely of a formal character. Seven new
Fellows were elected, and the St. Mary's Church Cottage Garden
Society, and the Spalding Floral and Fruit Society were admitted into

SUDDEN DEATH OF TANSIES AND
CINERARIAS.

In* a former number of your Journal the question '* "Why
Pansies died off suddenly, or some parts of them did so ?

'*

was asked. In a recent number the same question is put,
touching the sudden death of Cinerarias.

I think I can answer both your correspondents, having, like

them, been a sufferer, and in both instances, but, after close

inquiry, a discoverer, too, which they do not seem to have been.

First of all, let me state a physiological fact—a ring of bark
taken oS down to the wood of any woody vegetation, tree or

plant, if complete, destroys the vitality of the roots and ulti-

mately that of the plant. Farther, though scientific men
know the fact, society in general does not, nor do all gardeners,

that the roots lift, by a special system, the nourishment from
tho soil for the plant, but do not partake of it themselves
while it is in a crude state ; the roots, to be healthy, requiring

the intervention of bark, the same as the trunk of a tree or
plant does. The bark descends in continuation from the

stem, however altered in appearance, and by it the sap which
the roots lifted up into the tree descends in its improved
character. The roots are merely organs of nourishment, and
as organs must be kept healthy, or they will not perform their

duties to the tree or plant. Roots, as I have before remarked,
do not nourish themselves directly, but by means of the sap
descending by the stem. If by any chance a complete inter-

ruption to the flow of sap is made at the level of the ground,

just where the sap-bark begins, by cutting off the bark down
to the woody fibre, the roots will infalUbly die, the plant

following.

With reference to Pansies, Cinerarias, and some other

similar plants, dying off, I found a ring of the bark com-
pletely eaten away to the woody fibre in each instance. It

would appear as if the plant supported itself for a few hours
after this result had taken place, by the sap in store, and that

the roots in the meanwhile became useless, the plant by the

morning dying suddenly, however well it looked overnight.

The night being the time when plants draw on their roots

most largely, and the leaves giving out most freely their gaseous

vapours in the morning—that is the time of our finding a

withered plant. (?)

In some cases I thought woodlice barked the plants, and
so they do, but they bite here and there, up and down the

stem, for half an inch, and do not completely eat away the

bark, unless they are very numerous, crowding and poison-

ing the Pansy root as well as eating it. Wireworms. however,

are the worst of all pests in the flower garden. They keep
just at the line of junction between the hard bark of the stem
of the plant, and the softer bark of the root, and just below

the earth one wireworm will thus concealed work away at

the bark, entirely encircling the plant, and as surely destroy-

ing the roots by cutting oS the supply of nourishment these

derived from the plant's stem. There is no sure remedy but
catching the wireworms, nothing else will be effectual.—M. D.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CULTURE.
The Chrysanthemum is one of our most useful autumnal

flowers for greenhouse and conservatory decoration. It comes
into beauty when other flowers are scarce, and enlivens our
plant-houses at the dullest season of the year. With careful

cultivation it may be grown to any size, be trained to any shape,

or adapted to almost any purpose.

The plants may be easily increased either by cuttings, suck-

ers, layers, or dividing the roots. I consider the most easy

and business-like way, or at least that by which the best foun-

dation is laid for future success, is by cuttings, and as this is

the mode I generally adopt I shall treat on it only.

The cuttings are taken from the old plants early in March,,

or about the middle of that month. This season I took off my
first batch of cuttings about the 15th of March. They should be
about 3 or 4 inches long, and, the lower leaves being trimmed,
off, should be cut just below a joint. Three or four cuttings.

are inserted in a 60-6ized or three-inch pot, in a compost con-
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siBting of rich tmfy loam and leaf monld in equal parts, with
a liberal aJmixture of sharp sand, carefully attaching the name
to each variety. The pots are then placed in the propagating-
house, plunged to the rim in cocoa-nut fibre ; and as the house
is glazed with rough plate glass, but little shading is required.
The cuttings receive a gentle watering from a fine-rosed water-
ing-pot, so as to check too rapid evaporation when they are
deprived of the support of the parent roots, as well as to settle

the soil about them. The atmosphere is kept moist, and they
receive a gentle bedewing from the syringe on most days.
They will strike readily in a Cucumber-frame or in a vinery at

work, or, where no better accommodation can be afforded, the
cutting-pots may be plunged under hand-lights in the open air.

I find that in about a month or five weeks the cuttings begin
to grow and the pots to fill with roots.

The plants, for such we must now call them, being rooted,

are removed to a situation where they will receive more sun
and air ; the point of each shoot is nipped out, and they are
shifted into six-inch pots. It is important to shift immediately
the roots reach the sides of the pots, for if they become cramped
in the small pots the well-doing of the plants will be consider-
ably affected. The soil used for this potting is somewhat
stronger than that employed for the cuttings. The Chrysan-
themum is a luxuriant grower, and delights in a rich compost

;

with liberal treatment it will reward the cultivator with glossy
green foliage, and a profusion of beautiful flowers. I now use
a strong turfy loam, with about one-fourth of decomposed
vegetable mould, a Uttle charcoal, and a good quantity of de-
cayed cow and sheep dung, the latter put on a hot iron or in
r.n old tin vessel, and placed over a fire for some time to destroy
insect life. In this compost the plants will grow freely, and
in due time produce a fine display ef bloom. They must gra-

dually be hardened off, and, when there is no danger appre-
hended from frosty nights, should be plunged in a bed of coal

ashes out of doors. When handsome specimens are desired,

with luxuriant green foliage to the rims of the pots, the plants
should be placed at a sufficient distance apart not to interfere

with each other, for if the leaves are allowed to intermingle
too freely the lower ones turn yellow and become unsightly.
Instead of a position facing due south, one with either a south-
east or south-west aspect suits them better. When the roots
have again reached the sides of the pots I give another shift,

at the same time stopping all the shoots to keep them dwarf
and compact. About the end of July I give their final shift,

using on this occasion 10 or 12-inch pots, according to the size

of the plant and the variety about to be potted. At this potting
they should be finally stopped, and all the shoots carefully
tied out to neat stakes.

During the growing season the plants require copious sup-
plies of water, and they should never bo allowed to flag from
the time they are removed from the cutting-pots until after

blooming. In dry weather they will be greatly refreshed and
benefited by a watering overhead once or twice a-day. If it is

desired to secure fine heads of bloom and very large flowers,

the plants should be supplied with manure water at least twice
a-week.
About the beginning of October the plants should be removed

into a cool house, where they will be protected from dashing
rains and severe frost. The front of a Peach-house is well
adapted for this purpose. It is not safe to allow them to re-
main out of doors late in October, as we are then never secure
from frosty nights. Last season many Chrysanthemums were
completely destroyed owing to being allowed to remain too long
out of doors unprotected. They may be removed into the con-
servatory or greenhouse as they come into flower.

I have sometimes noticed when the plants have been re-
moved in-doors, that though well set with buds and promising to

go on prosperously, yet soon afterw.irds they have drooped, and
many of the buds have died off without coming to perfection.
This, I presume, is caused, as a rule, by the roots being al-

lowed to run freely through the holes of the pots into the soil

;

and from numerous rootlets being broken off on the removal
of the pots, the plants are deprived of avast amount of nourish-
ment, and consequently sustain a check, discoverable by the
leaves flagging and the buds withering. This evil may be
avoided by moving the pots before the roots run into the soil,

and repotting the plants when the pots are filled with roots.
When the blooming season is over the flower-stems may be

cut down, and the plants plunged in coal ashes in a cold frame,
or in turf pits covered with spare sashes, whore they will
have slight protection from frost. As Chrysanthemums are
nearly hardy but little oare in winter is requisite, except occa-

sionally to supply a little water. The old plants may be
planted out in the mixed borders, in open places in the shrub-
beries, or at the foot of walls bounding the flower garden. In
the southern counties in favourable seasons I have frequently
seen them produce a gorgeous display of bloom.

It is unnecessary for mo to advert to the many varieties in
cultivation. I would refer all intending purchasers, as well as
all interested in the cultivation of this useful flower, to the
valuable article by " D.," of Deal, on " Chrysanthemums New
and Old," at page 100 of the present volume.—Quintin Eead.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN CiRDEN.

Stir the soil frequently among young crops, and destroy
weeds as they appear. Axparnpus, as soon as the young shoots
are from 3 to G inches high, let the plantations be made.
Broccoli, let a sowing of all winter and spring sorts be made
forthwith. Cape Broccoli and Cauliflower for Michaelmas may,
however, be sown a week or two later. Carrots, continue to
sow successions of the Horn—indeed, sow a bed every month,
from January to September. This is the best way to be inde-
pendent of the grub. Cucumhcrs, the sort for ridges should be
forwarded immediately, also Tomatoes and Vegetahla Marrows.
Potatoes, this is an excellent time to plant a full crop ; Kidneys
with well-protruded sprouts, or other early kinds, planted now
will be a little later than those planted in February. Planting
them, however, involves a little care ; the sets should be placed
in baskets, a single layer thick, on damp litter, and handled as
carefully as eggs ; they should by no means be planted during
either sunshine or wind. See that plenty of Kah\ Savoys,
B)iLisck Sjirouts, Leeks, Scorzonera, Salsafy, Beet, &c., is put
in without delay.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Recently-planted fruit trees should be inspected in case they

have been loosened by the winds ; for although deep planting
is not supposed to have been practised, yet the soil shouu i e
kept in close contact with the stem, quite as high as the sur-
face level. It is necessary that all fruit-tree borders should be
well drained, to prevent the stagnation of water at all times,
but with this provision there will be no danger from all the
rain entering the borders which falls upon them between this

and August, even if it should be abundant. The climate in
front of a south wall is an artificial one, chiefly as regards an
increased temperature, and with this there is afforded no cor-

responding increase of moisture. The latter must be suppUed
by watering, but the less this becomes necessary the better.

If the border is smooth, firm, and sloping, heavy rains are
carried off by the siuface, and lost as regards the roots of the
trees : therefore from this time until August, or the period of

ripening, keep the surface loose so that rain may enter freely.

Weed Strawberry plantations.

TLOWER GARPEN.
Potting and sweeping lawns should now be regularly attended

to in suitable weather. Finish off new work, if not already
done, without delay. Eoll walks to make them firm before dry
weather sets in ; edge and sweep them after rolling to give them
a neat appearance. Any tender hoses that have suffered from
the late severe winter, and which are now breaking, should be
pruned, but leave such as have not begun to grow until the
season has advanced a little. Shrubs should also be looked
over in the same manner. Continue sowing annuals wherever
required. A thorough re-arrangement of all the herbaceous
tribes should take place every spring ; if this has not been
attended to no time should be lost in carrying it out. Some
of the grosser kinds form too large masses in time, and thereby
destroy all proportion in the borders and beds.

GREENHOUSE AKD CONSERVATORY.

With the advancing season plants of vigorous growth will

now be making rapid progress
;
grent attention must therefore

be paid to regulating and training the branches. Climbers, in

particular, will require to be kept in almost daily subordination.

It is a question whether trellises of various fantastic devices

are the most appropriate, either for display or convenience.

The most simple forms will be found to answer all practical

purposes better, and may be in quite as good taste as many of

the grotesque trellises in use. This, like all other matters
where correct principles of taste are not often brought to bear,

is usually overdone. Variety and intricacy, and what is termed
originality, are too frequently mistaken for ornament. Nothing
can be ornamental, strictly speaking, unless the principles of
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deBign form an essential element in ita execution. Plants of

shrubby growth will require to bo Btopped biiclc, bo as to give

stability to the plants as well as form. This will enable the

cultivator to dispense with stakes in a great measure, for after

all, stakes are unsightly appendages to exotic plants. Cireat

care should ever be bestowed on watering pot plants. Too much,
too little, or an injudicious mode of application are equally

fatal to high cultivation. Very many plants are seriously in-

jured at the periods of shifting or " potting off" by improper
watering. It has been the fashion to recommend what is

termed a thorough soaking to newly-potted stock, and it is to

be feared that in this very act the foundation of what is termed
sourness is frequently laid. A very line-rosed watering-pot

and slight applications of water, at intervals, soon after pot-

ting, are the best means as a general rule to penetrate the mass
and to cause the particles of soil so to arrange themselves
that the atmospheric influences shall be somewhat modified,

but by no means intercepted. There is, however, no good
reason why all plants should be watered immediately on shift-

ing them. When a plant has no ball of earth the water should,

of course, be made to penetrate the whole mass in order to

prevent desiccation, which would sometimes ensue through ex-

treme porosity in the new soil. When, however, the subject

is a plant—say a Camellia, with a hard-wedged ball, a steeping
overhead in water for an hour is a preferable course. After

this, frequent syringings or waterings with a fine rose will be
the soundest policy for a week or two afterwards. See that no
plant suffers from drought in the conservatory. Those planted
out will now require thorough waterings. The larger speci-

mens in tubs or pots must also have a most liberal supply,
provided the drainage is complete. This is the period for the
free use of liquid manure, but take care that it is perfectly

clear. Large Orange trees should now receive a copious supply ;

where these trees produce gross wood, disbud such or remove
it altogether, and let the lower wood take its place ; this will

induce fruitfulness. See to the cuttings of Heaths as soon as

the wood is in order. Fumigate the moment an insect appears.
Some of the hardwooded plants of no particular importance
might be removed at this period in order to furnish more room
for growing young stock and fine specimens in flower. A slight

protection will, however, be necessary. Old lights, or a tar-

pauling on poles as a lean-to, the lowest part next a south wall

and the fi-ont opening -well to the sun, would do exceedingly
well for them. Mats may be hung at the sides at night.

STOVE.

Pay due attention to watering, shifting, and stopping stove
plants in general. Make cuttings as they can be obtained in a
young state, of Geissomeria, Plumbago, Eranthemum, Justicia,

Clerodeudron, Vinca, Euphorbia, Brugmansia, Begonia, Thun-
bergia, &c., in order to keep up a succession of clean young
stock. See that the growing Orchids have abundance of atmo-
spheric moisture, with a liberal circulation of air early in the
morning, shutting up closely betimes, and taking care to observe
moderation in the xise of fire heat, in order that a pure atmo-
sphere may be inclosed for the night. Growing Dendrobiums
will now require liberal suppUes of water, and Air-plants on
blocks frequent syringings.

PITS AND FRUIES.
Look to tender annuals and cuttings during dull weather, and

see that no damp collects amongst them. If this should
make its appearance more air and much less water must be
given. This is a good time to take ofi the tops of early-struck

cuttings, and to put them into cutting-pots for store; if not
wanted for beds, they might be planted out in borders after

the beds have been filled. Keep up a gentle heat for tender
annuals, and attend to potting-off and shifting as the plants
require it. Continue to harden off such plants as have made
sufficient growth to prepare them for beds. This is an im-
portant point in bedding-out, as sudden exposui'e nearly, if not
quite, destroys them.—W. Eeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Trimming Box-edgings.—Afew gaps having shown themselves,
and some of the higher, straggling twigs being browned by the
frost, we had the Box cut and put in good order for the sum-
mer. Could we have reckoned on being able to do this a month
hence, we would have preferred it, as then the fresh growth
would come so quickly that the edgings would present no brown
scraggy appearance. If we have mild weather with frectuent

showers, the edgings will remain green as the shears have left

them, but if we have dry frosty winds, we may expect that for
a few weeks the edgings will have a Ijrownish look. Hence,
when trimmed only once a-year, we prefer doing the work in
September as then they continue green all the winter, spring,
and summer. When the edgings are above 3 inches in height
they look cumbrous and are a harbour for slugs, snails, i-c. We
have often done this work with a sharp scythe, but it requires
a first-rate scythe-man and a very firm wrist, and even then it is

difficult to prevent the point of the scythe dipping in too much
at times so as to interfere with a straight line. A good man
used to the shears wOl do nearly as much, and the work will be
better done. In straight lines a stout line is stretched along the
middle of the Box, the two sides clipped, and then the top cut
over, the workman needing no guide but his good eye.
Almost finished Potato-planting, the gi-ound being in good

order. Sowed Turnips, Eadishes, and Lettuces, on a raised
border. We generally sow Turnips thinly in rows 2 feet apart,
and liadishcs in rows between them, the latter being all pulled
before the room is needed for the Turnips. The White Turnip-
rooted Eadishes are very useful for soups before Turnips come
in. Our stored Turnips are keeping badly this season, going
at the heart. Those growing out of doors from late autumn
sowings are just Turnips to look at, as when the top grows they
become hard. A good juicy Turnip from this time cannot be
had except by early sowing under glass, and that makes them
expensive, until they come in from open-air sowings.
For general purposes we have long used only three kinds of

Eadish—the Short-topped Long Scarlet, and the Eed and White
Turnip-rooted. Other sorts, as the Black, Purple, &c., are
hardier for winter, but then they are hard too when used. The
White Naples looks well on a salad plate, but it, too, is generally
more stringy than the common Short-topped. Of Turnips we
like the Snowball and the White Dutch for early use, and a
green-topped strap-leaved kind is also very early, quite as early

as the Early Stone ; but for the general crops we prefer the
American Eed-top, which is crisp, rich in flavour, and pure
white-fleshed, the latter consideration being as yet too much a
matter of importance at most tables. For flavour we prefer

some of the yellow kinds, as the Maltese ; and for a wholesome
dish to satisfy the appetite with good food, commend us in
winter to a well-boiled well-mashed Swede.
Ean the Dutch hoe among Cabbages and other growing crops,

and, if a few dry days continue, will do the same with all parts

and crops to which we can have access.

Peas.—Sowed more Peas and Beans. It is right we should
mention here that our first sowing out of doors has not come
in so soon as we expected, and on examining into the cause we
find they are too deeply covered, and that a few seeds will

likely go in consequence. A depth of 2 or 3 inches is quite

enough at this season, 2 inches, in fact, being ample ; but we
find ours are covered from 8 to 4 inches, from the earth being
piled over them. After this we prefer sowing in a rather wide
drill, and deep enough, so that when the Peas are covered the
opening shall be from 1 to 2 inches below the surrounding
level, for then it is much easier watering the Peas if they
require it in summer.

Cleared off the quarter of old Cabbage stumps that stood the
winter, laid it out for beds for Celery, 3.J feet wide, with four-

feet spaces between. Dug over the four-feet spaces, on which
some material from the rubbish-heap had previously been
placed. Took a good spit from the trench intended for the
Celery, and placed the soil on the space between ; and then on
every alternate raised bed we will sow a row of Peas, and then
on the other dwarfer Beans, &c., so that we shall have no
difficulty in watering the Celery. Growing chiefly dwarf Celery,

we have given up deep trenches. When the dung is added
and the trench well dug over, the Celery-bed will not be much
below the surrounding ridges, and the not sinking it deeper is

a safeguard against rotting and damping in winter. When we
were obliged to use these Celery-trenches for bedding plants in

the first place, we could do no good with Peas between the

beds ; but as we think we can dispense with the beds for the

above purpose, we will revert to an old favourite plan of ours

—namely, cutting out the Celery-beds early, sowing with Peas
early on the raised beds,.and then cropping the space intended
for Celery with early Potatoes, Lettuces, &c. We never had
better Celery, and procured with less trouble, than when the

trenches alternated with raised beds, on which were Peas as

the main crop, and Eadishes and Spinach at the sides. The
Celery in the early part of the season is much benefited by a
flickering shade, such as it would obtain naturally in the bottom
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cf a ditch, with a lew twigs waving above it to break the force

"'',':;r;;;;"hrewa.prinWingof salt over the plantation

and turned the ridges of a piece of ground, previously weU

Uencb d and manured, intended for planting We And no

simpler plan where much is to be taken up and forced, than

Xntin- in rows from 2 to 2! feet apart, and ,f the ground is

s iff making the rows raised as flat ridges. The annual dress-

in-s'^^U mi up the hollows. A good old plan for regular beds,

s to take out a deep trench, and of proper width, m winter;

collect in that trench all the weeds, prumngs, and refuse ve-

getables about the place-and drainage will thus be secured

follow with a bed of fermenting material in spring, cover with

SOU and use the bed for Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows m
summe and then a little working will secure a first-rate bed

foi Zn ing Asparagus in the following spring. Where prac-

kab e from having the young plants on the place, it is of

advantage to have them grown 2 or 3 inches above ground

hefore planting, and during that operation never to allow the

"ctt,t,Mnapitand in frames we have been obliged to

smoke with tobacco paper, as green fly made its appearance

owing, we believe, to the plants being more covered tlian usual

L the dull cold weather. The hot water has beaten the frame

this vear by a few days. The first spring fruit from the pit wa.

fr m'a ;ia^t that wa's not wanted, and which
f
ood or a goo^

while in a C-inch pot; as it showed a nice frmt the bottom

of the pot was broken, and pot and all placed ms.de a 12-inch

pot We have not used pots so much as we formerly did,

ch ky from not having pots large enough handy ;
b"t many

yea's- practice with pots and boxes, with and without bottom

IZ, e'Lables us to' corroborato all that is said of the good

resu ts of that system in a recent number, as practised by Mr

t^amb of Tortworth. When the pots were large we used to

plant 6 or more inches from the rim, and earth up
\y/^f^^^'

Ling only slight surfacings at a time, and not adding this

"mfacing until the previous surface was covered with healthy

roots. It the pots were too shallow for this we used to put

rings of =^inc or firm turf round them and thus earth np he

Plants gradually. Wherever any of the dread diseases that

^ffict Cu'umbe^s appear-and as to the <=""°g «« f'^^l^^,^-

sides fresh soil and frequent planting, we can say nothing

satisfactory-we would heartily recommend the growing m
roUas'onLf the most likely -eans of surmounting the di&-

cultv Treated as above, we have had 16 and 18-iDch pots

s anding on the top of a rickety flue in a Pine-stove, separated

f om the flue by a couple of bricks, and a pan of water between

he bricks, or set on the flue close at hand, and the plan s in

these pots would frequently ff^uce freely for a couple o

seasons The late Mr. Ayres, father of Mr. W. F. Ayres, was

rmostBuctessful cultivator of Cucumbers in Pot?, and a= ^ar

as we recollect, he pointed out to us more than thirty years ago

p an s tha wei-e upwards of two years old. The J^ere age is a

matter of less importance-it is mentioned chiefly as a curi-

Tsitv but the necessary curbing of the roots, and the lessen-

ing the space of the feeding ground, seem to P>^7°.'«
^'"^"""f

he°alth as well as increased fertility. As several times stated

so convinced are we that Cucumbers do all the better with a

limUed amount of feeding ground, that the soil ^ o"r P't is

only about 2J feet wide, and in our six-feet frames the earth

only occupies a width of about 2 feet, strong s abs generally

separatinl this earth from the back and front of the bed

though all is earthed over for the sake of appearance ;
but the

Bides! back, and front have only from half an inch to an meh

of soil, whilst the centre where the plants stand has a depth of

from 15 to 18 inches.

We may here, also, mention, as bearing on the same prin-

ciple, that we know of no plan equal to growing in go°d;Bized

pots in order to obtain good and heavy Melons m proportion to

their size. We question if we could please ourselves in giving

any reasons why in such a mode of culture great jve-ght in

proportion to size should be such a frequent result, but scores

of tLes we have been struck with the fact. This, we may add

was chiefly the case when the Melon was suspended ;
but the

additional solidity and weight were not solely owing to this

susnension of the fruit, as, in the same house, with fruit

equally suspended, those grown in a bed were as a general rii^e

less distinguished for weight than those grown in Pot9, be

pots being merely set on the bed and the plaiits °ot rooting

at all or but little into the soil. Were the juices better ela-

berated owing to the roots being nnablc to give the foliage bo

much to do ?

FRUIT GARDEN.

We have been unable as yet to finish naihng some of oiir

protectod trees ; but that is of less importance, as most of the

pruning had been done. Untied the Currant and Gooseberry

bushes that had been tied up in the faggot style, and then

limed. There will be plenty of fruit this season if all goes on

well The sound of the gun has, no doubt, helped. No re-

port of a gun was heard last year. There was no tying up of the

bushes, and by the middle of March the budless bushes were

enough to make one melancholy. We would say, then, that

where birds are troublesome, the tying up of the bushes after

they are leafless in autumn, and dredgmg them over with lime,

is worth a trial by way of preventive. Of our dwarf Pear

tree, the two that have suffered most from birds this season,

were' the two fullest of buds and earliest, and in the severe

frosts of March we placed some tall evergreen branches round

them • but we had to remove the branches, or a single fruit-

bud wo.Ud not have been left, the branches being more en-

ticing to the birds than even a net, and that if not thoroughly

secure does as much harm as good, as the winged tribes wiU

not be satisfied until they know all about what is beneath it.

Orc;mn;-/ioH.'.'s.—Weare keeping the latest as open as it wiU

be safe and the bloom is still beautiful ; the earliest house we

shut up early, and if cold put a little fire in our stove which

we allu'^led to lately, and which since our little alteration has

aiven no trouble. If there is a fire you feel the gemal atmo-

sphere as soon as you open the '1°°'^' .^it^""'*'^^?^'^^''",''

sensation of dry heat. A few minutes after l'Rlit>°|. tbe tove

has an effect upon the atmosphere of the house, i or aU large

houses we would employ hot water; but where economy m
heat is to be a consideration, nothing wi 1 equal a stove msde

of a house, if properly set and properly managed. In this

house we have gone over the trees twice, nipping and removmg

foreright shoots, but not taking away many shoots at a time

Strawbrrries.-The weather has been rather favourable, the

fruit which ripens is of tolerable flavour, and the setting now

is all that could be wished. We mentioned a few weeks ago

ha for years we had seen little of the fly on forced S raw-

berries but though not an insect of any kind has as yet ap-

peared on the Pfach trees, we have had to smoke the house

?wice or thrice, on account of green fly on the Strawberries. As

the smoking do it as you wiU, is rather an expensive process, we

tHed"rfirs!'what the finger and thumb would do, but the insects

came here and there so thickly on the central young leaves that

smoking had to be resorted to. Now, as before bousing the e

plants a good portion of the old leaves were twisted off, the

surface soil removed-say, for the sixteenth of an ^nch and

fresh-aired compost added, there seemed no way for tbe green

fly to come, unless from eggs that had been inserted in the

central buds some time last autumn.
ORNAMEKTiL DEl'AKTirENT.

Finished turfing, and glad it was done, as it is late enough

if ri^^troubleafterwkrdsis to be avoided, though we hav-e turfed

successfully in the dog-days ; besides, at this season there is

much routine work demanding attention. All evergreens may

r pruned still, but the sooner the better before they push

afresh. We must take the first opportunity of preparing beds,

rei-ulating herbaceous plants, &c. „i„„»„

We referred to Neapolitan Violets some time ago, old plants

that rather disappointed us before the new year and hence wo

ecommended planting afresh every year ; but these old plants

Lthat is, those which have been two winters in tbe same bed

have done remarkably well aU the spring-time since the middle

of January, and produced larger flowers than are generaUy to

'%Yanted"/t"rd:7protcUrsome Calceolarias. and.wiU go

on as opportunity offers. Potted and placed singly m pieces of

tur'lotfof beddfng plants, moved Pelargoniums to cool vineir

crenaratory to moving to conservatory. Potted young plants

[or autumn blooming, fresh regulated conservatory, and will

brng Inmost forwafd blooming CameUias and Epacnses mto

the vinery to cause them to make their wood. Epacnses

and Ipring Heaths stand pruning back freely, bu only so far

as last year's wood is concerned, and not that which is older.

?Mcked^ out numerous seedlings, and made a good many cut-

tings as they will yet be time enough for planting out. In

wet'days, as SaTirdly, had plenty to do in cleaning and mend-

ing glass, potting, and other work.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Apkh, 17.

A GENEilAi. depre..s!™ rervnaos onr martet in th,>
''f""'"* '"'o"" J'^'

tht mort wmuion ^Ucl.l, and pries recede .ccordmglr ;
P.ne9, Grapes.
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and Strawberries being in excess of what is required. A few Cherries

from the south of France have arrived this week in tolerably good con-

dition, and other imports are becoming heavy.
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Hardiness of Shrubs (F, G.). — Rottlcra japonira and Cfpsalpina
japonica are not more hardy than that they will do against walls In warm
situations, or mild locnlitioB, having protection in winter. Htophania
hornanditolia is a preenhouso plant or shrub ; Chanin'batia foliosa and
Embothrium cocciueum are hardy in fibeltered situationg, but do best
against a wall with a Kouth or south-wost aspect, and the same may bo
said of PterOBtyrrtS hispidum, which is, if anything, more hardy.

Slugs and Woodlice in Ferkery (Picr/s).—Sluga are best caught; by
searching for them at night with a lantern. Woodlice aro not easily
caught. Their numbers may be considerably diminished by placing a
boiled Potato in a little hay at the bottom of a flower-pot, and layiug the
pot on its side near their haunts at night. In the morning shake tho
woodUce out of the hay into boiling water. A number of Potatoes may
be cut through tho middle, tbe inside scooped out a little, and the pieces

Elaced at night, hollow side downwards, near tho haunts of the woodlice.
tt the morning tbe insects will bo found secreted under the Potatoes

and may easily be destroyed in boiling water. These traps will last a long
time. For slugs, fresh Cabbage leaves may be laid at nigbt near the
plants eaten, and early in the morning the slugs may be found secreted
under them. The leavei should be replaced every night by fresh.

Temperature of Fernery (Idem),—For your temperate fernery yon
will require heat when requisite to maintain the temperature at 45'^ at
night, and this will be necessary from September t« May. From Sep-
tember to March you will employ fire to maintain a temperature of 45'-"'

at night, though the thermoraotor may sink on very frosty nights to 40"=

;

and from February to May the temperature at night should not be less
than 45°, or from that to 50='. The day temperature will be regulated by
the weither.

Lawn Covered with Licken (E. AT.).—Have the lawn well raked with
an iron rake, drawing it backwards and forwards, and this being done
two or three times the lawn should be covered with rich compost or ma-
nure reduced to mould, and again well raked. The soil or raauuro may
be put on to the depth of a quarter or half an inch, then sow Festuca duri-
uscula, 6 lbs.; Cynosurus cristatus, 6 lbs.; Poa nemoralis, 2 lbs., and
Trifolium repens, 41bs., and well roll afterwards. The quantity is for an
acre.

PoRTULACA Culture {J. T. B.).—The culture of these handsome half-
hardy annuals is very simple, but they must have a warm, sunny situa-
tion and a light, dry soil. The seed should be sown in pots or pans in a
compost of light loam and peat in equal parts, and one-third of the com-
post should be brick and lime rubbish or gravel. The pans or pots
should bo well drained. Being placed in a mild hotbed water should be
sparingly given, and only when necessary, then enough to run through
the soil. When tbe seedling.'^ are about an inch high remove them to a
greenhouse or frame, and in June plant them out on ledges of rockwork.

in rustic baskets, nr in a sunny, warm sitnation, giving them to grow in
at least a foot <ti (lie soil rccnmnu?nded for sowing, and if a foot of gravel
or brick rubbi^n ; placed under that all the better, as they flourish in a
light, well-drain. I soil, on shallow soil on ledges of rocks, and on dry,
well-drained slo; - s having a southern exposure.

Garden Nkti ixa (0, E. J.).—The netting which you mention is worth
9(Z. per liuea) y.w 1. or Sti. per square yard when the maker finds his own
twine, and tlu' •. -ting is tanned to presei-ve it from the weather. For
tho size of net, \<tu name the maker should have 6d. per lineal yard, or
20'i. The mesh > uu name is much too wide for Strawberries ; it should
not exceed three-quarters of an inch, and the price for that is Is. 3rZ. per
lineal yard of tae width you name. Unless you have nets at some dis-

tance from thu Strawberries tho birds will peck tho fruit through the
large meshes.

Strawberries Going Blind (A Gardener].—The principal reason of
their going blind is the roots being injured by exposure of the pots to
frost, and another very potent reason is the immature condition of the
crowns, and their being forced too highly at the commencement, whilst
with a pot full of roots, the crowns well matured in autumn, and a light,

airy situation, they are seldom blind unless the heat is excessive ; that
you name is quite high enough for them by or before they come into
flower. You cannot give them too much air.

Eranthemum rubroveniuji Culture {Idem),~li grows freely in a
compost of turfy peat, loam, and loaf mould in equal parts, with a free
admixture of sand. It should be potted now and have good drainage.
Its treatment is not different from that of stove plants generally. We
cannot make out the name of the other plant about which you inquire.

Cutting down Furze [Jos. Templar).—It you cut the Furze bushes
now close to the ground they will shoot from the bottom unless very old,

when some of them may die off.

Glands on Peach-Tree Leaves (H*. H.}.—Tbe glands are on the leaf-

stalks, near the base of the leaf.

Guano Liquid Manure {CheUcnhavi).—Half an ounce of guano to a
gallon of water is quite enough for potted plants. One ounce to the
same quantity of water may be employed to border plants. There is

nothing surprising in tho statement about the Cyclamen seedlings, il the
cultivation mentioned by *'H. C." is adopted.
Names of Plants (/>. Bootc).—Berberis aquifolium and Arabis vorna.

We cannot venture to state the heights, &o., of Phloxes. (F. E. JS.),—The
two are identical. Doodia caudata is the correct name. (J. S. C).—
1, Dendrobium primulinum; 2, Gouiophlebium appendiculatum ; S, As-
plenium divcrsifolium ; 4, A. Belangeri ; 5, Hypolepig anthriscifoUa

;

6, We do not recognise it, send again when in flower. {Market Drayton).
^Probably Saponaria calahrica ; but we cannot be certain from such,
specimens.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending April 16th.

Date.
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reap the legitimate fmits of their folly, which ought not in

strict fairness to be charged as a necessary result of recent de-

cisions, though I must say that the eminent " professional

judge " who informed " Falcon " that he always looked with
suspicion even on " heavily feathered legs," did his share

towards causing the evil.

It cannot be too strongly insisted upon that the hock of

every Cochin or Brahma ought to be well covered with soft

feathers, nicely curled round and hiding the joint. This is not

vulture hock, which consists of stiff and straight feathers pro-

jecting over the joint so as to form a distinct spur upon the

limb ; and I must say that if judges in general come to share

the feeling of the " professional judge " already alluded to,

whose name I do not know, and discountenance what ought
rather to be insisted upon as the only correct feathering, we
shall soon be all wishing to see hocks as large as my hand,
rather than what we shall see.

It will be seen that I am no friend to the vulture hock
;
yet

there has been a most uncommon amount of incorrect as-

sertion rashly made upon the other side. For instance, it has
been said in these pages by " one of our ablest judges," whose
name again I do not know, that vulture hock is altogether a recent

introduction, perpetuated by " some unhappy wight " who
ought to have " stamped it out," but did not ! Now it has
again and again been stated upon unquestionable authority

that some of the earliest importations of Cochins contained

vulture-hocked birds, and I am able to assert in the most posi-

tive manner that the greater number of the really Dark
Brahma cocks imported from America were also very much
vulture-hocked, the feathers in some nearly sweeping the ground.
Neither can vulture hock be "stamped out" so readily as

some would have us believe. Discouraged and kept under
control it may be, and I think, for iEsthetic reasons, should
be, without any detriment to the breed ; but I am satisfied it

can never be absolutely exterminated, except at the price of

losing good leg-feathering, for in every well-feathered strain

the vulture hock will appear from time to time ; and although, as

ought to be the case, the birds thus furnished may be only one
or two in a year, it is singularly probable that those few will be
the largest, strongest, and best-shaped birds of the whole.

This arises simply from the fact, that the cause of the vulture

hock is unusual strength and vigour in the glands which
nourish the plumage, leading to luxuriant feathering

;
just as

strong men usually have more and coarser hair than weaker
ones. Such birds, therefore, in everything save the con-
demned feature, are the most perfect types of the breed, and
often the very best to breed from, especially when crossing

into a weakly, small, or badly-feathered strain ; though it

should be noted, that whilst such a cross will often throw
beautifully and quite correctly feathered chickens, the usual
result is either the bare shanks of one parent or the vulture
hock of the other.

Now, I hold it as a sound principle that any feature which is

peculiarly apt to occur in birds which are otherwise the very
best type of a breed, and in many respects the most desirable

to breed from, cannot, without injury to that type, be absolutely

disqualified, as is the case now. If such an inexorable rule be
laid down, the result will be, and now is, that the majority of

breeders will make any sacrifice of other points rather than
run the slightest risk of the fatal disqualification. That it

need not be so I have shown, but that it is so any one may
see ; and I have now somewhere in my possession a note from
one of the most celebrated and accomplished poultry-breeders

in England, who ought to know better, remarking that " vulture

hocks being now disqualified, we have been compelled to fall

back for breeding upon the scantily- feathered birds." I deny
that the inference is correct, but it is, unfortunately, general.

On the whole, therefore, I would strongly urge that the old

wording of the " Standard " should be restored as the law of our
poultry judging upon this point—in other terms, that vulture

hocks be considered " objectionable, but not a disqualification ;"

to be discouraged as an unsightly blemish, but not to put a
fine bird at once and absolutely out of court. There are cer-

tainly one or two mistakes in that useful publication, " long

necks " in Brahmas being one ; but, on the whole, its com-
pilers knew what they were about ; and I think the restitution

of their original dictum, while it would be sufficient to keep the
vulture hock under control, would meet all the real necessities

of the case and the wishes of nearly all practical breeders.

It is high time this subject should be seriously reconsidered,

calmly and impartially, instead of in the partisan spirit which
has hitherto so much prevailed. That the rule as it stands has

done great harm cannot be questioned ; and that such evil can

be shown to be unnecessary, does not mend it as an unfor-

tunate fact. That the views here expressed wiU please the

ultras of either school it may be folly to expect ; but they are

the result of an anxious desire to form a correct judgment
upon this vexed question, and I venture to ask for them the

candid consideration of our poultry judges.

—

Nemo.

[Without any reservation we record as our opinion, that

making the vulture hock either in Cochin-Chinas or Brahma
Pootras a disquahfication is a great mistake. Vulture hocks
are not only usual developments in these varieties, but are so

frequently borne by strong, well-developed birds, that we might
venture to say that vulture hocks are rarely if ever found on
weakly birds.

Tastes vary, and despite " Nemo's " incredulity, we acknow-
ledge ourselves admirers of the vulture hock per se. This,

however, does not influence our judgment ; and if the majority

of the breeders prefer birds without such hocks let them be
discouraged, but do not anathematise them. If a pen of

Brahma Pootras is superior to all its competitors in other

points, do not act so unjustly and so unwisely as to disquaUfy

it on account of having vulture hocks. The absence of such

hocks is not, like the fifth toe of the Dorking, a mark of purity

of breed.—Eos.]

BRAH:MA POOTRAS.
I DO not know whether I am the correspondent of the old

"Poultry Chronicle" to whom " Y. B. A. Z." refers in your

last Number, page 267, but I made experiments some years

ago, which I recorded in that Journal at the time, for the

purpose of obtaining the pea-comb, which was alleged to be

peculiar to the Brahma. I "raised " several chickens from a

Malay hen and a Cochin cock, and obtained by that cross the

true pea-comb, and the cruel expression of countenance too

;

and I am inclined to think that this is a remnant of the Malay

cross whenever seen, or at least is generally so. I have never

from the first hesitated to believe the account given in on
American poultry-book—Bennett's, I think it is—of the origin

of this variety of fowls. I remember M. Garbonati's fowls

well. I also recollect the wonderful pair bought by Mr. H. D.

Davies for £105. Up to the time these were shown, light birds

used to obtain prizes commonly ; after they put iu an appear-

ance nothing but dark birds went down with the judges. I

also recollect seeing the progeny of these birds at Mr. Davies's

;

a more mongrel lot cannot be conceived—pea-combed and
single-combed, some almost white, others almost black, it was

impossible to pick out two ahke. I believe that the breed has

been made, as the Sebright and Game Bantams have been

within a few years, and the avowed difficulty %vhich breeders

find in keeping the colour pure and getting rid of buff feathers

corroborates my belief.—P.

RAILWAY EXTORTION AT LORD TREDEGAR'S
POULTRY SHOW.

At this Show, held at the close of last year, I found the

charges made, especially for the homeward journey, shamefully

excessive, so much so as to determine me never again to ex-

hibit there unless the Great Western Railway relieved exhi-

bitors from this unfair charge. I determined, therefore, to

see how far my fellow exhibitors shared my feelings. Accord-

ingly, to ascertain their sentiments, I made out a list of those

that I fancied must have been victimised, adding their ad-

dresses, and headed this list with a few words to my fellow-

sufferers, suggesting that we should endeavour to show the

Committee of Lord Tredegar's Show that they must enforce

some alteration, or we must decline entering any specimens ;

and I forwarded also with the list and my suggestions a memo-
rial to the Committee, which I had already signed, for each

exhibitor who pleased, to sign and forward to the next on the

list, and in case of declining to sign still to forward the papers.

During the past few days the memorial and its signatures have

been returned to me, and by me duly forwarded to Mr. Palling,

the Honorary Secretary.

There were, at the last Show at Newport, 2.53 entries ; ninety-

three of these were made by residents at Newport and in its

immediate vicinity. Possibly this number is below the actual

amount, as from the catalogue I may have omitted some, not

knowing that the places were really local. There are also

several exhibitors to whom the memorial was never sent,
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simply because the cliief ground of complaint being against

the Great Western Baihvay, I gathoreil from their localities that
they were fortunate enough to escape its tender mercies. These
exhibitors are credited with between forty and forty-five entries.

Thirty exhibitors have signed the memorial ; these exhibitors
made one hundred entries. It follows from this, that of the
one hundred and fifty entries out of Newport no less than one
hundred entries were made by individuals who, in the matter
of the railway charges, feel themselves to have been unfairly

treated, and who have pledged themselves not to exhibit again
at this Show unless some more satisfactory arrangement is

made with the railway authorities. Of those to whom the
memorial was forwarded only five or six exhibitors declined to

sign. Amongst those who did sign are names most familiar

in our prize-lists
;
indeed, in the actual prize-list of the New-

port Exhibition twenty-seven out of the thirty signatures may
be found ; it cannot, therefore, be said that it has been signed
only by disappointed exhibitors.

In conclusion, I must remind all those interested in getting
up exhibitions, that this is with them a vital question. Quite
in this light must Mr. Palling, the Honorary Secretary to the
Newport Show, regard it, for a few days after the receipt of

the memorial I had the following reply :

—

"My Dear Sir,—Yonr favour with enclosures, dated '29th nit.,

reached mo yesterday. I promise that no pains, influence, or argu-
ment that can be brought to bear shall be wanting in urging the Great
Western Railway to accede to the most reasonable request of the
memorial. They have been asted before and declined. I hope, how-
ever, we shall this year succeed, and be able to prmt the concession
with the schedule.—Faithfully yours, J. G. PAiLrao."

My advice to those who do get up exhibitions is simply this :

Appeal to respective railways and say it is our intention to

hold a show at such a date. The show, however, will be car-

ried out only on condition of your reducing the rates of car-

riage of specimens. Now, if our dear old grandmother (for in
spite of mistakes in judging and other matters, still we all

like her), I say, it our dear old grandmother Birmingham
would only just try this on—no reduction, no show of poultry,
would she still be obliged to print that insult to all poultry
exhibitors, that " all unsold specimens, except poultry, will be
conveyed free on return journey '?" We owe a great deal to

Birmingham
; we should be vastly more iu her debt if she

would try this plan, and in default of a successful answer
carry out the threat. It is far from improbable that at Bir-
mingham in 1868 we should have the railways offering a £20
cup and free carriage both ways.—Y. B. A. Z.

BREEDING GAME FOWLS.
In reference to " Newmarket's " remarks in No. 300, page

492, and in No. 302, page .33, I have to say, that breeding in-

and-in too much is objectiouable. I have invariably fotmd the
following method answer well. After the selection of your
brood stock, if on due consideration you find the birds meet your
approbation, put them early together so that they may become
friendly one with the other. I would also keep the eggs of

each hen separate and marked ; by so doing you can dis-

tinguish which hen produces the most perfect progeny ; indeed,
some breeders are so particular that they will not allow more
than one hen to each cock. Attention should be paid every
day to ijrevent errors, and to see that your brood stock is not
suffering from bad health, as deviations will occur be as par-
ticular as we will.

Should the produce meet my expectations, I would not retain
the brood cock for more than four or five seasons ; some
breeders substitute another when he is three years old. I would
then select a fine young cockerel, perfect in every respect, and
breed from him and his two-year-old sisters, or from mother
and son. This cross you might use to advantage for four or
five years, and then substitute a fresh cross from some noted
yard, but great caution ought to be used in the selection.

Choose him with every essential property, otherwise you may
undo all your previous care. I would then keep a cockerel
from this cross and breed from him and my old hens ; by this

means I would not sacrifice the old blood. I should only adopt
this method as a rule when my strain of brood fowls was as

near perfection as good breeding could bring them. It is often
the case that, notwithstanding every care in the introduction
of a cross, the produce may be defective, and the defects diffi-

cult to eradicate, such as deformed backs, crooked breasts, and
duck-foot.

With every respect for " Newmarket's " opinion, I rqust still

adhere to what I previously expressed in regard to the form of

tail. I think when a bird has a good neck, ample shoulders,

and tapering behind, a neat whip-tail very much improves the

contom-, and gives a more graceful appearance. On the con-

trary, when a bird has a short cocked tail and the curve, of

the sickle feathers is short and quick, the tail has rather a

broomy appearance and does not show the shoulders so finely.

Light extremities I much admire, but I do not appreciate a tail

that droops too much. Under excitement Game fowls will

erect their tails more, and the attitude and general appearance
will be more spirited. Some will also carry the tail in a very

erect position when not under excitement ; but I think this

does not justify me in saying they are any deeper Game. I have

had both kinds, but never found the cocked-tailed birds^ of

greater courage, nor do I like them so well as the whip-tailed

ones.

As regards spurred hens, I do not think the spurs produce

more courage or improve the appearance of Game hens. Oc-

casionally barndoor fowls will be found spurred, but I can see

no special advantage in this. About thirty-five years ago my
brother had two G.ame hens, one a Black aiid well spurred, the

other a Spangle without spurs. These hens during the breed-

ing season and when nursing their progeny would generally

have their battles, and although the darker hen was the more
powerful, she on several occasions had to succumb to the

prowess of her more agile rival. The battles were of a deter-

mined nature, and the sufferings of these poor birds from loss

of sight, swollen and skinless heads, must have been severe

indeed. Numbers of cocks descended from both these hens

were fought, and singular to say, those bred by the Spangled hen
were better spurrers and superior fighters. The cocks from the

dark hen weighed in fighting trim from 4 lbs. 12 ozs. to 6 lbs.,

and those from the Spangled hen from 4 lbs. to 5 lbs., and both

were nudoubtcd Game.
I think the weights in the mains of the present day are upon

a higher scale than formerly. An old cocker has just informed

me that several mains have been fought recently, and that the

weights have been from 4 lbs. 6 ozs. up to 5 lbs. 14 ozs., indeed

a few weeks ago some birds were fought at 8 lbs. He also

told me that in Lancashire cocks are taken off their walks

weighing C lbs. and fought at 5 lbs. The Shakebags or Duke
of Leeds birds weighed 8 lbs. or 10 ibs., and were deep Game.
The origin of this breed is not exactly known, but I should

fancy the birds from their large size to be of foreign extraction.

In " Sporting Annals " for November, 1827, 1 find that " Lieut.-

Colonel Mordaunt," an ardent cocker, resolved to transport

some English Game fowls to India, in order to test the

courage of the foreigners in their own country. These birds

had been described to him as being as bold, if not bolder, than

ours, and of more strength. Lieut.-Colonel Mordaimt accom-

panied his cocks to India and saw them defeated.

Does " Newmarket" or any of your readers know anything

of the Muscovite Black Game hen mentioned by Buffon ? The
large size which sume, or a great portion of our Game fowls

have attained is undoubtedly inherited from imported birds,

and I think iu some instances this cross has been indulged in

too freely. Several birds which I noticed at the Halifax Show,

held February 2nd, had a very stilted, gawky appearance ; in-

deed, as I heard a gentleman remark, they had too much day-

light under them. The seemingly growing propensity on the

part of some breeders to exhibit such birds might be easily

arrested if our leading judges would discard such ungainly

specimens.
It is a pleasure to an.iexperienced breeder to see his parent

stock produce a clutch of chickens nearly equal in size, close-

ness, and shortness of feather, and free from any deviation in

colour ; also when grown to maturity for them to be weU
balanced in shape and contour. All the parties whom " New-
market " mentions exhibit good birds, but whether they breed

or purchase them I cannot say. In my previous articles on

Game fowls I omitted the name of a successful breeder, al-

though not a prominent exhibitor. I allude to Mr. B. Scrim-

minger. I should think most breeders have been greatly in-

debted to his stock as a cross.

—

Yorkshire.

FOOD FOR CHICKENS.
An advertisement appeared on the 2l3t of last month from

a person signing himself " A. Le Cheminant, Foulon Vale,

Guernsey," recommending food for chicks ; the method of pre-

, paring it would be sent for seven stamps. I sent them on the
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24th, and up to this time have received no reply. I again

wrote for either stamps or recipe, but to no effect.—A Weekly
Subscriber.

WHAIIFEDAT.E AGRICULTURAL
POULTRY SHOW.

SOCIETY'S

The sixty-ninth annual Exhibition of the 'UTiarfedale Agricultural

Society took place at Otiey ou tUo l'2th inst. This is perhaps the

oldest Society of the kind in existence, and has enjoyed au nniuter-

rupted series of successes since its establishment. Being the first show
of the kind in the season iu Yorkshire, it is generally well attended,

and this occasion was no exception ; and had it not been for the unex-
pected and unfortunate strike of en^uemen on the North-Eastern
line, there is no doubt bat the good old town of Otley would have
witnessed the largest concourse of people that had ever been seen

within its precincts. As it was, the whole of the traffic on this line

was suspended, which proved a great hindrance to the conveyance of

stock and poultry ; and had it not been for the extreme courtesy of

the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Lee, in withbohling the Judges from their

labours till a late hour, many would have had to sutfor disappointment
who can now exult in well-won honours.

In S'pa/i/'sh there were but three entries, the cockerel in the first-

prize pen and the pullet in the second being gems of their kind.

DorJciur/s had a large entiy, some large well-framed birds being exhi-

bited. Two magniticeut pens of Polmuh were shown by the same
exhibitor, the first award going to Silver and the sefond to Golden.
The class for Red Gionc was large, and some excellent birds were
shown, especially Brown Reds, which colour took both prizes, Mr.
AyUroyd winning first with a pair of birds which may be said to be
perfect ; this pen also took the silver cup given for the best pen of

Game of any variety. A good pen of Duckwings was first in Greys
and Bines ; and in the Variety class the first prize went to Red Piles, no
others in these two classes being worthy of notice. The Golden-
spangles as a class did not look well, though two excellent hens were
shown by Messrs. Ashton and J. Dixon. The winning pens in the
rest of the J7a7nhurf/k classes were as good as could be wished for, the
first-prize pen of Silver-spangles belonging to Mr. Beldon standing
quite prominent—being, in fact, one of the most striking and perfect

pens of birds that can be conceived. The silvery whiteness and almost
transparency of the neck and tail hacklo of the cock enabled the
marking of the plumage to be seen to great advantage. The cup for

the best pen, Game excejited, was awarded to these birds, and they
were sold veiy readily at the close of the Show. Game Bantams were
but poor, but some very excellent Blacks and Whites were exhibited,

also Gold and Silver-laced.

There were two pens of good large Rouen DiicJcs, but the rest were
poor. Aylesburys were a wretched class. Mr. Dixon was first in the
Variety class with a lovely pen of Bahama Ducks ; and the pen of

Carolinas shown by Mr. Harrison were very fine.

There was a moderate entry of Fi'jcons, Mr. Beldon being the prin-
cipal winner.

Spakish.—First, H. Beldon. Gilstead, Bingley. Second, J Thresh,
Manchester Road, Bradford. Highly Commended, .T. Dvson, Wetherby.
DoRKiNOS.—First, H Beldon. Second, .T. White, Warbiby, Northaller-

ton. Highly Commended, T. Mason, Green Hnmnierton. Commended,
W. M. Spence, Weston, near Otley; J. White ; W. Edmoudson, Highfield,
Denton, near Otley.
PoLANDs.—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Game (Red).—Cup, E. Aykroyd, Girlington Road, near Bradford. Se-

cond, J. Hodgson, Bowling Old Lane. Bradford. Hii^hly Commended, H.
Beldon. Commended, J. Hudson, Baildon Green; J. W. Other, Leybm-n,
near Bedftle ; T. Mason.
Game (Grey or Blue).—First, W. Fell. Adwalton. near Leeds (Duck-

wing). Second, Mi'=s DeiL;hton, Hawksworth, ne:ir Olloy.
Game (Any other varieiv).— First, H. C. Muaon, Drigblington, near

Leeds (Pile). Second. J. W. Other.
Hamborghs (Golden-spangled). — First, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram,

Cheshire. Second, J. Dixnn, North Park, Clayton, Bradford. Highly
Commended, H. Beldon ; W. Barstow, Bingley.
Hamburghs (Silver-spau^led).—Cup and Second, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, J. A. Taylor, M'lnchester. Commended, J. Dixon.
HAarBURGHS (Golden-pencilled .—First nnd '^ecnnd, H. Beldon, Bingley.

Hitrbly Commended, J. Dixon, Bradford; W. J. Harker.
HAnmoRGHS (Silver-penr-illed).—First and Second, H. Beldon. Com-

mended, R. Lon^bottom, Biugley.
Game Bantams.— First, J, R. Jessnp. Hall. Second, Moody & Cooper,

Otley. Highly Commended, R. Chnrlesworth ; J. M. Jollcv.
Bantams (Black).—First, H. Beldon. Second, W. A." Taylor, Man-

chester. Highly Commended, J. R. Jes?op.
Bantams (White). — First, J. R. Jessop. Highly Commended, W.

Bentley, Fairweather Green, Bradford; F. D. .Johnson, Birmingham.
Bantams (Anv other varietv).—First, T C. Harrison. Beverley Road,

Hull. Second. S. & R. Ashtun. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
Any Other Distinct Breed.—First, H. Beldon (Cochins;. Second, J.

Dixon (Cochin Partridge). Extra Second, W. A. Taylor iBuff Cochins).
Highly Commended, H. Beldon (Brahmas). Commended, W. Bentley
(Andalnsiau).
DncKS (Rouen).—First, J. Ward, Drighlington, near Leeds. Second, .7.

Dixon. Highly Commended, H. Beldon ; W. R. Ronton. Riffa, near
Otley ; A. Fawkes, Farnley Hall, near Otley,
DrcKS (Aylesbury).—First, Miss Newsomo, Whack House, Yeadon.

Second, A. Duncan, Westboume Lodge, Otley.
Ducks (Any other variety,.—First, J. Dixon. Second, T. C. Harrison

Highlv Commended, H. Beldon (Calls). Commended. J. W. Scriven,
Throstle Nest, Otlev.

PIGEONS.
TuMBLRits (Short-faced).-FirRt, H. Beldon. Highly Commended,

A. t*c h. B. Laycock, Woodvillo, Keighley.
Tumblers "(Common).— First, H Beldon. Highly Commended, H.

Endeacott, Hunslet Road, Leeds; G. Stanhope, jun., Eccleshill.
Fantails.—First, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, W. C. Dawson,

Weston Hall, Otley. Commended. A. & E. B. LaycoeU
Pouters —Fir.'^t, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, J. Mason. Com-

mended, H. Endeacott,
Barbs.—First, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, A. & E.B. Laycock;

T. L. Ritchie, Otley. Commended, J. W. Scriven.
Owls.—First, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, A. ift E. B. Laycock.

Commended, J. W. Scriven.
Carriers.—First, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, G. Stanhope, jun.

Commended. H. Emieacott.
TcREiTS.-First, H. Beldnn. Highly Commended. H Endeacott.
Jacobins.—First, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, H Endeacott.
Any Other Variety.-First, W.'C. Dawson fSwallowv^). Highly Com-

mended, H. Beldon ; J. Jlason. Commended, G. Stanhope, jun.

Judges.—Mr. K. Hutton, Pudsey, and Mr. C. Dearlove.

CITY COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY.
A MEETING of the City Columbarian Soniety took place on

Thursday last at the Crown and Cushion Tavern, London Wall,
for the purpose of electing oiiicers of tbe Society for the en-

suing year, when G. Chapman, Esq., was re-elected President;

K. Wingfield,Esq., as Vice-President ; Messrs. Plaskett, Gillett,

and Goode as Auditors ; and Mr. J. Ford as Secretary and
Treasurer.

It may not be generally known to your readers that the

above Society was formed about twenty-five years ago, and its

members meet at the above tavern every alternate Thursday
(in the season), for the purpose of encouraging the breed and
discussing the merits of that most interesJing of home pets,

the Pigeon. The value of some of the choice specimens will

be understood from the fact that they have changed hands in

the above rooms at five, ten, and even twenty guineas the pair

!

Gentlemen who take an interest iu the above will find the

Secretary always willing to give them auy information they
may require.

—

Columbabian.

PLURALITY OF QUEENS IN A HIVE.
Although Mr. Lowe's communication which appeared in

pages 187-S, is exceedingly interesting, especially that portion

of it which refers to the plurality of queens, it can scarcely fail

to occur to many of your readers, that whilst he discredits the

evidence of all other observers, he himself bears witness to the

occurrence of the most singular anomalies. Although perfectly

satisfied there is nothing Munchausen-like in his statement, I

have yet grave doubts as to whether his observations have
really been accurately made, and whether his inferences are

truly in.accordance with facts. I do not think I have ever said

anything from which your corresi:)ondent could fairly infer my
opinion to be that it is not an tincommon occurrence for two
queens to be in a hive at one time. I stated only what had
come under my direct observation. Nevertheless, there are

times when a plurality of queens is more common than at

others. For example, if there has been a cessation of labour
for some time previous to removal to the heather, and sub-

sequently fine weather sets in under certain circumstances,

and for certain reasons, there may be found a plurality of

queens.

I am not now, however, disposed to enter into the dis-

cussion, or to give a detailed account of how and under what
circumstances a plurality of queens is to be found, but will

confine myself to asking a few questions in reference to queens
living for three weeks together, which is so contrary to the

nature of bees, that I can scarcely credit the' accuracy of the

observations which have been made by Mr. Lowe.
Admitting, then, that an old and a young queen are ia be

found in one hive at the same time, has Mr. Lowe nerver seen
that sometimes both young and old were dethroned ? New laid

eggs being in the hive at the time young queens were again

attempted to be brought forward, but only to be destroyed, and
that at the last moment a few worms were chosen, and success-

fully reared. Has this never been observed by him ? And,
again, has he ever witnessed a case in which the old queen was
dethroned just at the birth of young princesses, and during the
fight for the crown one young one has taken flight and re-

turned impregnated ? And if he has observed whether she was
well received, and succeeded in establishing herself as head of
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the hive; or if she was seized and forced to resign, -when
another more succeasful was allowed to reign ? If apiarians in
general would pay some attention to hives under these circum-
stances, it might in some cases assist in clearing up a mystery,
or what appears to be one, and might also throw some light on
cases of a supposed second impregnation.— A Lanarkshire
Bee-keeper.

HOW TO EMPTY HONEYCOMBS.
The bee papers of Germany and America are filled with

accouiits of a discovery by an Italian apiarian, of a method of
emptying combs of honey without injuring them. The process
is exceedingly simple and consists only in slicing off the caps
of the cells, and then causing the combs to revolve on the peri-
phery of a wheel or cylinder, which empties one side of honey—then the other side is turned and emptied. Liquids upon
bodies which are whirled or revolved tend to Rv off by what is

called centrifugal force. In this case the revolution is so
graduated that only the honey flies off, and dead bees, bee-bread,
&c., remain behind, so that not only is the comb saved, but the
honey is purer and better than that strained. The temperature
requisite to success, is about 80° Fahrenheit, which is gained
in a warm room nr on a sunny day.
The value of this invention may be the better appreciated,

when it is known that it requires the consumption by the bees,
of 15 to 20 lbs. of honey (estimates vary), to make 1 "lb. of wax,
consequently, that the comb requires for its construction the
use of just about as much honey as it will contain when filled.

It may be found that in the economy of bee life, it is essential
for the bees to make or excrete a certain amount of wax in
order to remain in good health ; but this is hardly probable, for
it has Jong been the practice of bee-keepers to save empty or
partly filled combs with scrupulous care, and give them to the
bees, and no bad results have ever been noticed.

—

[American
Agriculttirist.)

FRUIT ESSENCES.
The products known nnder the name of Fruit Essences, are

alcoholic solutions of different ethers, to which are sometimes
added certain acids, or certain natural essences. Glycerine is
found in all

; it appears to blend the different odours, and to
harmonise them. It is necessary to state, that the alcohol used,
as well as all the other substances, must be chemically pure.
Each column represents the measures to be added to 100 of

the same measure of alcohol.
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zone when grown out of doora. As pot plants nothing can be
more beautiful; but I am not now dwelling on pot plants, but
on those suitable for bedding purposes.

It wUl be noticed that I have said nothing upon Nosegays.
The truth is, I have not yet overcome my prejudice against

them. I mean, however, this year to try a few, and see

whether, when constantly under one's eye, the prejudice against

them may not wear off. I am ready to admit the variety of

shades of colour amongst them, shades as yet not obtained in

the Zonal section ; but I do not like their raggedness, nor do I

see that they are more free in flowering or more enduring than
the Zonal section.

I do not doubt that many will differ from me in the conclu-
sions I have come to. I can only say that they have been
formed on rather a wide acquaintance, and that, having seen the
varieties in many places, those I have named seem to me, taking
all the requisites into consideration, to be the best. Let us
hope that a more favourable season than last will enable us to

judge concerning many of the newer varieties, which as yet we
have been unable to do.—D., Deal.

A CONTINUOUS SUPPLY OF CUCUMBERS.
Much has been said, and well said, about the cultivation of

Cucumbers, their diseases, and their failures in the winter
time. It is no easy matter under many circumstances, even
with good appliances, to secure a regular supply at all seasons,
especially in winter ; the plants require careful tending at all

times, and I have known many failures, even in spring and
Bummer, when the means were limited.

I do not for a moment suppose that there is anything novel
in what I am now advancing about the cultivation of Cucum-
hers in winter, but it may be useful to describe a method
founded on long practice, and which has attained the object
aimed at—namely, a supply all the year round, though I have
not, like many of my more favoured brethren, a house specially
devoted to the cultivation of Cucumbers. I have a fruiting
Pine-stove heated on the Hamiltonian system ; hot water flow-
ing in cemented tanks or gutters, covered over with blue slates,

supplying the bottom heat. The house is a lean-to, ventilated
iback and front with sliding doors, but there is no ventilation
at the top. Along the back of the house is a path, and a tank
or gutter runs parallel with it to give off a certain amount of
top heat ; over this tank is constructed a trough or box, and a
Bpace of about 9 inches is left from the top of the tank to the
fcottom of the trough or box, which forms the future Cucum-
i)er-bed. This receives bottom heat from the tank, as well as
from the side of the bed in which the Pines are planted out.
The place for the bed is about '20 inches deep, and the bottom
is pierced with holes to permit the water to escape ; these are
covered with large hollow crocks, and the bottom with 4 inches
deep of broken bricks or other rough material as drainage, a
proper amount of which is very essential for the future well-
doing of the plants. Above the drainage is placed about an
inch of rough charcoal, and over it moss or some other
covering.

We are situated near a river, and the soil being of a heavy
retentive nature we are obliged to add to it many ingredients
to keep it porous. For Cucumbers I form the compost as
follows :---I procure the best turfy loam which is to be had,
lay it up in a stack for some time previous to use, and to each
bushel of this roughly broken I add half a peck of good sound
leaf mould, one peck of thoroughly decomposed dung, half a
peek of charcoal dust, a sprinkling of bone dust, a little soot,
and a small quantity of river sand to keep the mass open.
The whole being well incorporated together, I have a porous
compost through which the water passes quickly. This, in my
opinion, is one of the first steps to success.
The place and soil for the bed being ready, we put in an up-

right rod, and fasten it to the rafter to tie the plants to as
they advance in growth. We allow the plants a certain space
to each by placing a partition between them, so that in case of
need a plant can be removed without interfering with its

neighbour. This being done, the sou is put into as many
spaces as are required, placing the roughest portion of the
compost at the bottom, and making the soU about 10 inches
deep, so as to leave room for top-dressing with rich compost
when the plants require it. The bed is allowed to remain a
few days before planting, in order to acquire a genial tempera-
ture ; and when this is the case the plants, which have been
previonsly prepared, are planted about the end of September.

After planting, a gentle watering with tepid water is given,
using a little weak liquid manure water as occasion may
require. As they advance in growth they are secured to the
upright rods until they reach the rafters, and are then trained
over the pathway to rods fastened to the rafters and extending
the whole length of the house, forming when in fruit a sight
well worth seeing.

By the above mode of culture, and other means, I secure a
supply of Cucumbers throughout the year without disease or
those unsightly club-hke fiuit so often complained of. When
other Cucumber plants come into bearing in spring, those
grown for winter production are taken away and renewed in
the autumn, as I prefer young plants, so that I have no ex-
perience to relate about stems as thick as walking-sticks, or
lasting for years. I have practised this system for years, and
it has answered the purpose intended ; and I shall be happy if

the facts stated prove of service even to one individual.

—

Vekiias.

At this place I have charge of a small house, 11 feet long,

11 feet wide, and 8 feet high at the back. There is a bed or
pit in front for Cucumbers, 11 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 3 feet

6 inches deep. The house is heated by six pipes—namely, a
three-inch flow-and-return at the back, a two-inch flow-and-
return in front, and in the pit, 6 inches from the bottom, four-

inch flow-and-return pipes, respectively 6 inches clear of the
front and back waUs of the pit, with an interval of 15 inches
between the pipes. Above the pipes there is an 18-inch

chamber, six pillars, 6 inches square, being built from the
bottom, and two wattled hurdles placed lengthwise upon the
tops of the pillars. On the hurdles are laid a few rough
branches or faggots opened out, and then some good rough soil

of a light nature mixed with rotten dung and leaf mould.
This house was put up two years ago last summer, and since

then I have had very good fruit. From November, 1865, to

the end of May, 1866, I cut some hundreds of Cucumbers. I

then pulled up the plants, cleared out the old soil, and gave

the house two good coats of whitewash, hot lime, and sulphur
mixed together. Fresh loam, stiffer than for Cucumbers, was
then put in, and some good strong Melon plants planted where
Cucumbers had been. Plenty of fire heat was afforded, and
attention was paid to syringing and applying manure water,

and the result last summer was a crop of nineteen good fruit.

After the Melons are over the house should be again cleared

out, and strong Cucumber plants planted by October to produce

in winter and spring. After planting water rather sparingly,

and as the plants become stronger give them a little weak
manure water ; but when they begin to bear increase the

strength.

For the last two months I have given my plants about ten

gallons of strong manure water, and on the 28rd of March I

coiinted sixty fruit, from 3 to 15 inches long, whilst some of

the leaves were 13 inches across.

I do not much approve of the tank system of Cucumber ctll-

ture, especially for whiter. It has failed at several gentlemen'g

places near Bath, after the plants were about 8 feet long. It

appears not to afford facilities for enough of drainage, for

the roots going down to the hard tank, owing to watering, be-

come rotten, and the plants die. If I had charge of a Cucum-
ber-house with a tank, I would place boards on bricks so as

to form a chamber 6 inches, or, better, 1 foot high (or several

faggots might be used instead of boards), and on this platform

I would place soil for the plants.—G. L. Deummond, Gardener,

Highbridge Hill, near Bath.

TRAINING VINES.
Will Mr. Thomson kindly explain in your Journal the

position of the summer shoots on his Vines, with the rods or

stems 2J feet apart ; also, how short they are pruned in the

winter, as most of the Vines I have seen are from 40 to

42 inches apart ? Secondly, What weight of Grapes from a rod

19 feet long, does he consider to be a good crop, in April, in

June, and in August ; or wUl the Vines at each season bear an

equal weight ?—G.

[In reply to " G.," let me say, that he wiU have observed

that I advise that two rods should be grown from each Vine,

" not closer together than 21 feet." If he finds this too close

he can give them a Httle more space. I grow them so m
several houses, and wider apart in others ;

but writing princi-

pally to guide amateurs who have not much space to spare, I
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gave the minimum, and I find no difficulty in growing Vines

so. An amateur who lives close by me, who produces splendid

crops of Grapes, and who took some of the leading prizes at

the great show in Edinburgh in 18C5, grows them even closer

than 2.J feet. The position of the lateral shoots, starting as

they do at an angle of 4.3° from the parent stem, is, that their

points cross each other, but this causes no difficulty when one
lateral only is allowed to grow from each eye, and the eyes are

12 inches apart on the average. I prune to the bud at the

base of the lateral.

Of Grapes ripe in May, I would consider 40 lbs. a good crop

for rods 19 feet long, and Si feet apart ; if ripe in September,
50 lbs. If grown 2J feet apart I would allow a deduction of

10 lbs. in each case.

—

Wm. Thomson, Dalkeith Park.}

ORIGIN OF TRICOLOR PELARGONIU^IS.
In addition to the beauty of the foliage of Variegated Pelar-

goniums, there is an interest in their production as an aid to

a solution of the mysteries of hybridisation and variegation,

and however opposite the deductions of operators, a record of

their experience wiU always have a high value.

Your latest correspondent on this subject is Mr. Pearson,
and he adds to his useful remarks an apparent objection to the

connection of scientific inquiry with the practice of cross-fer-

tilisation for new forms and colours ; that such an objection

cannot be really intended must be obvious, for Mr. Pearson had
just advanced good reasons for his selection of plants for fer-

tilisation. In the same way the Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, that
he names, does not deal haphazard with pollen and pistils. I

know weU Mr. Smith's careful combinations, his unwearied
care, and the beauty of the result. It is an acknowledged
truism that the more we know the better will be our practice.

Investigation conducted in a scientific spirit cannot fail to give
new truths that wiU admit of wider application than mere
Pelargonium culture.

With reference to the Zonal Pelargonium leaf, Mr. Pearson
remarks, '• that from some unknown cause the dark colouring
matter has turned red, and that this tendency becomes here-
ditary." Let us endeavour to make a step towards this " un-
known " cause, it may be but a very short one, but it will be
an advance.

Yellow, red, and bine, and their combinations in their infi-

nite variety, give us the whole range of our experience of

colour ; and a leaf of the Zonal Pelargonium in its so-called

green state contains within itself the three primary colours—
yellow, red, and blue. For example, sketch the outline of the
leaf, mark thereon the zone in red ; then, with a transparent
colour, cover the whole within the outline with yellow ; the re-

sult is a yellow leaf with an orange zone. Again, cover the
whole with blue, and, it the proportionate depths of tint have
been duly observed, the appearance of a green leaf wiU be
produced with a zone of dark ill-defined colour. The beauty
of the Tricolor, whether white or golden, depends upon a dis-
turbance of the proportion of the three primary colours. A
partial removal of the blue gives the golden ground and the
brilliant orange or red zone, and the partial absence of the
three colours leaves a white ground. The specimens upon
which changes are required should be treated for combinations
as the pigments in the artist's colour-box, and but for the
many yet imperfectly investigated causes, the certainty of tint
in the cultivator's hands would be equal to the artist's ; but
with both much will have to be studied before a desired result
can be produced—the influence of sex, the unknown tendencies
to hereditary re-appearances and divergences, the singular
production of new colours by sporting, as it is vaguely termed,
instead of direct from the seedling stock, together with atmo-
spheric and actinic influences, all tend to veil this subject with
the mystery attendant upon uninvestigated causes ; still a
glimpse of Ught can be obtained, and by its guidance the pro-
duction of a Tricolor or Variegated Pelargonium is not the
mere chancework it is usual to consider it.

With a better knowledge of animal physiology the greyhound-
breeder, alluded to by Mr. Pearson, would obtain better results,

with fewer puppies and less hanging. When vegetable phy-
siology becomes better elucidated, in the like manner the
gardener -will have less necessity for large seedings and fewer
contributions to the rubbish-heap. My own experience has
been that, with some attention to the laws of colour, I have
with a very few sof'd-pans been able to foUow very closely upon
the largest Pelargonium growers.

Mr. Pearson observes that no single plant of this class was
antecedent to Mrs. Pollock. I am sure he will pardon a cor-

rection of this statement. The first Golden Tricolor I saw was
raised some fifteen or twenty years ago by Mr. Basket, of
Blackheath, and appropriately named Kainbow. I cultivate it

still, and largely, for its splendid truss, in the borders ; in early
spring, the crimson zone on its yellow ground has not yet
been surpassed. As summer advances the green predominates.
From Rainbow a sport was shortly after produced with a silver

ground, a forerunner of Italia Unita ; this plant stiU holds its

place in the catalogues as Burning Bush. From these plants,
long previous to Mrs, Pollock, seedlings of merit have been
raised at Mr. Hally's Nursery, Blackheath. This Rainbow
must not be confounded with a second and later plant of the
same name, and altogether distinct from it.

I notice this as pure matter-of-fact, and without the slightest
intention to detract from Mr. Grieve's claim, should he make
it, to a different origin for his splendid seedlings. For the
pleasure they have given me I am under a deep obligation ; and
I wish, for the light he could throw on this subject, that we knew
more of the history of his unrivalled plants.—M., Deptford.

P.S.—Since writing the foregoing, I have had the great plea-
sure of reading Mr. Grieve's remarks in your last. They so
perfectly take precedence of the little I can add to a knowledge
of this subject, that I leave it to your discretion whether my
notes should appear. It inserted, I wish to say also, that though
it would be presumption on the part of a mere experimentaUsfc
to differ from a master upon a point of practice, yet upon a
point of theory important to the question, Mr. Grieve will, I
hope, receive the following correction in the spirit it is offered.

Mr. Grieve, states that " knowing, as I did, that the mingUng
of brown and yeUow -will produce red," he proceeded to ex-
periment on this basis. Now red being a primary colour, it

follows in theory that no combination can produce it, and any
attempt in practice must fail ; the after-reasoning is conse-
quently unsound. The yeUow margin under the brown zone
would not produce red, as Mr. Grieve supposes. This can be
proved by placing two transparent mediums of those colours
over each other. In fact, the zone appears brown on account
of the junction at that part of the three primary colours, as I
have endeavoured to explain before, and wherever the blue is

abstracted the yeUow takes the place of the green, so to speak,
and the bro'wn becomes red, or rather orange red. In practice
Mr. Grieve has admirably redeemed this Uttle sUp, by so ably
selecting the means of abstracting the blue, and releasing
the splendid combination of yellow and red, as exemplified in
Lucy Grieve, Sea.

A further removal of yellow developes the zone into carmine,
but it is at the expense of endurance to the leaf ; it rapidly
loses its ground. The great point to combine beauty with
vitaUty is to secure a rich orange ground, the best example of

which that I know, is Golden Pheasant, the best bedding plant
of this colour I have seen. It increases in size and beauty of
colour by exposure in the open borders.

If correct in the foregoing, I deduce this, and offer it as a
suggestion to growers—in changing a green leaf to variegation
nothing is added, it is a matter of abstraction, more or less

simply ; and if this be true, it would certairdy smooth the path
to yet more brilliant combinations of leaf-colour than we now
possess.—M.

LEGUMES FROM MADAGASCAR.
SoiiE two months ago a vessel called the " Wild Wave'' arrived

from Madagascar, being the first ship from thence to this port,

with an assorted cargo of the produce of the island. Besides
sugar, coffee, rum, 18,000 mats, most beautifully made, and
2000 straw hats, as good as the best Leghorn, there were
some bags of Beans, Peas, &c., the latter only sent as samples.
I bought these by auction, and I have been giving them away
amongst my horticultural friends. I send you a small sample
of tiuree kinds, marked 1, 2, and 3, and shall be glad if yon can
throw any light on their uses, if they can be used as a vege-
table, their names if possible, how they should be planted, and
on what sort of soil. I have about a bushel of each left. If

you think them likely to- do well in this country, I should bo
glad to send any person who would hke to try.them, a smalf
package of each on receipt of thirteen stamps. The mats and
hats were sold by auction at M. each.

—

Geokge P. Mabtin,
Broad Green., near Liverpool.

[The first commercial venture from Madagascar to Liver-
i pool is highly interesting. The samples of seeds sent are
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—No. 1, a Bean almost globular, and in size and colour re-

aembliiiK the largest, smooth, white garden Pea. No. 2, are

seeds of a Phaseolus, and they resemble very closely those of

a liver-coloured black-speckled Dwarf Kidney Bean. No. 3,

are also, we think, seeds of a pygmy Dwarf Kidney Bean, or

some genus nearly allied to Phaseolus. They are rather larger

than Laburnum seeds, and dun-coloured. We recommend
those of our readers who have hothouses or warm greenhouses
to avail themselves of Mr. Martin's offer. The plants may
prove as hardy as our Kidney Beans. We suspect that like

similar legumes in India, the seeds are cultivated for the oil

they produce.

—

Eds.]

SOIL AND TREATMENT FOR CAMELLIAS.
I HAVE read the accounts of the various methods of cultivating

the Camellia given since Mr. Pearson told us that the best soil

to grow it in is fresh turfy loam pared off the surface of the
field and used on the day it is cut ; and I am very glad,

although I was doubtful of it at the time, that such a simple
method seems to grow the plant so successfully.

Camellias are indispensable for the decoration of the green-
house and conservatory, and almost every owner of a glass

structure likes to have a few of them ; but we do not always
find them in a thriving condition.

In the Journal of April 4th Mr. J. Harris says Camellias
are semi-aquatics, and that he cannot obtain bloom if he uses
loam in the soil. 1 will relate my experience with them, and
detail the mode of treatment by which I have found them
succeed best.

The first Camellias I had under my charge were grown in a
small greenhoiise of the half-span description and facing the
west ; a stage all round the house and a table in the centre
completed the internal arrangement, and on the back stage the
Camellias used to be placed during the growing season. The
only soil that could be obtained was peat earth. The soil of

the small heaps which the moles threw up as they burrowed
tmderground was collected, brought home, and used at once

;

and in this the plants grew very satisfactorily, making beauti-

fal dark green foliage, but producing only a moderate quantity
of bloom.
My next experience was with plants grown in turfy loam

not fresh cut, but they did not succeed so well in this as those
previously noticed. The foliage was of a lighter green, and
when the plants were turned out of the pots the roots had not
the same healthy appearance. They made their growth in a

lean-to vinery, and were not, I think, effectually shaded from
the direct rays of the sun. Shading is of great importance in

the cultivation of the Camellia. I always shade the plants

after the 1st of April ; those in the greenhouse are shaded to

prolong the bloom, and those making their gi'owth to prevent
the leaves from being blistered or burned, and consequently
rendered unsightly. The shading used is of the lightest de-

scription—No. 1 tiflany ; it is to be obtained in pieces 20 yards
long and 38 inches wide, at 7s. or 8s. per piece.

Part of the collection here has been moved to the second
vinery, which has been lately started, where the plants have a

temperature of 55° at night, and the remainder are also placed
there as they finish blooming. They are syringed twice a-day,

at 6 A.M. and at 3 r.si. ; in bright sunshine they are dewed
overhead two or three times in the course of the day ; under
this treatment they grow freely.

As soon as the buds are set the plants are taken to the pot-
ting-shed, and those that require potting are potted ; the soil

I now use for this purpose is two parts turfy peat and one part
yellow loam, with some silver sand and broken charcoal mixed
with it. 1 have used crushed bones, cow and other manure

;

but I never do so now, as I find the plants succeed better with-
out the addition of manure. I never even water them with
manure water.
I used to shift the smaller-sized plants every year ; but I

found such sorts as Henri Favi-e, Jubilee, Mathotiana, and
some others, did not open their flower-buds. These being very
hard at the time of opening, the inner petals in trying to ex-
pand burst and split the outer ones, and none of the flowers
opened properly. This occurred in two successive seasons

;

but last summer I did not shift any of the varieties having
this fault, and this season all the above have opened their
flowers to perfection. If the drainage is all right Camellias
will flower better in the second year after they are potted than
they win in the first. I rarely find the drainage of my plants

defective, as I never set them out of doors ; consequently they
are never at any time drenched with rain, and worms cannot
find their way into the pots.

Camellias require more water while making their growth
then they do at other times ; but even then I am careful not
to water them until they actually want it, and I may here state

that over-dryness at the roots is quite as injurious as too much
water.

Camellias, like other plants, require attention, and those
who wish to grow them well must attend to them every month
in the year ; inattention to watering will cause the flower-buds
to drop, and if the plants are not shaded from the direct rays
of the sun the foliage will be rendered unsightly. I generally
have to thin out two-thirds of the flower-buds. My plants
were never better here than they have been this season, grown
in the compost and treated as I have described.—J. Douglas.

ROSES AND OTHER FLORISTS' FLOWERS
AT THE F.OYAL IIORTICULTUBAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.

Anything more wretched, each in its way, than the Society's

two Spring Show days this season it is well nigh impossible to

imagine. More 's the pity, for more creditable exhibitions

could not well be imagined for so dreary and gloomy a winter
as it has been. Eoses especially were wonderful, and in some of

the collections the very ne plus ultra of growth. Take, for

instance, those with which Mr. Turner gained the first prize

for nine ; they comprised Souvenir de la Malmaison, this was
not up to the mark ; Madame Falcot, a magnificent plant, with
every bloom just in its perfection ; General Jacqueminot ; Sou-
venir d'un Ami ; Celine Forestier, the best pot specimen of

this not-very-free-flowering Noisette that I have ever seen;
Vicomte Vigier, good ; Senateur Vaisse, very fine ; Charles
Lawson ; and a splendid plant of Baron Adolphe de Rothschild.
Mr. Wm. Paul had Victor Verdier, Madame Villermoz, Mrs.
Wm. Paul, Jean Goujou, loose ; Anna Alexieff, Madame de
Stella, Celine Forestier, Gabriel de Peyronny, and John Hopper.
Messrs. Paul & Son were third with Comtesse Cecile de Cha-
brUlant, Lord Clyde, fine ; Madame Wood, Alba Eosa. Charles

Lawson, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame Villermoz, Senateur
Vaisse, and Anna Alexieff.

For new Eoses of 1865 and 1866 Mr. Wm. Paul was first with
Alfred Colomb, a fine flower ; Alba Mutabilis, loose ; President

Mas, thin ; Madame Eousset ; Mademoiselle Marie Eody, a

splendid Rose ; Mademoiselle Berthe LevCque ; Elizabeth Vig-

neron, rough ; Fisher Holmes, bright but thin ; Pline, thin

;

Comte Alphonse de Serenye, large, loose ; and Slademoiselle

F,ugenie Appert. Mr. Charles Turner was second with Duchesse
de Caylus, very fine ; Elizabeth Vigneron ; Charles Wood, fine

;

Mademoiselle Marguerite Dombrain, Marguerite de St. Amand,
Madame Eugi'ne Appert, Aurore BorOale, good ; Alba Mutabilis,

Marechal Niel, very fine ; Dr. Andry, very fine ; Camihe Ber-

nardin, very fine ; Exposition de Brie, very fine. Messrs. Paul
and Son had Josephine Eeauharnais, very fine ; Alfred Colomb,
fine ; Princess Mary of Cambridge, good ; Pline, thin and
rough ; Mademoiselle Marguerite Dombrain ; Jean Lambert,
good ; Charles Eouillard, Elizabeth Vigneron, Mademoiselle

Berthe Levcque, Madame FULion, good; Madame Moreau;
Marfichal Niel, very fine.

For single specimens Mr. Wm. Paul was first with a nice

plant of Madame Alfred de Rougemont ; Mr. Turner second

with Francois Lacharme. Of Amateurs Mr. James was the

only exhibitor with small plants of Madame Falcot, Jules Mar-
gottin, John Hopper, Anna de Diesbach, Souvenir d'un Ami,
and Victor Verdier.

Judging from the plants exhibited, the following are the beat

of last year's Eoses :—Amongst dark-coloured flowers, Alfred

Colomb, Exposition de Brie, and Madame Marie Eody ; of

rose-colom-ed varieties, Josephine Eeauharnais, and MdUe.
Marguerite Dombrain ; and of yellows, Marechal Niel. Messrs.

Lane, of Berkhampstead, did an act of kindness to Rose-growers

by exhibiting some plants of many of the new varieties. Grown
as they were and forced hard, it is impossible almost to judge

of the merits of Roses ; but as all were subject to the same
conditions one could just judge comparatively, and unquestion-

ably my supposition that Antoine Ducher would prove to be one

of the best Roses, if not the very best Rose of the year, is justi-

fied by the plants exhibited. It was by far the best—a large-

petaUed flower of great substance, and of a good fresh colour.

Bouton d'Or and Madame Margottin amongst Teas promised

well, and so did Gloire de Montplaisir, H.P., Madeleine Nooin,
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and M. Plaisani;on ; but all who know what grafted plants of

two or three mouths old are, will understand that much could

not be predicated of them.
The season has been backward and unfavourable for Auri-

culas, and a poorer lot I have not seen staged for some time.

Mr. Turner's were, as usual, the best, but be must have been

hard up when he put Gorton's Stadtholder and Pillar of Beauty

into his collection of twelve. Besides these two old and worth-

less flowers—worthless, that is, in the eyes of a connoisseur

—

he had Richard Headley, grey, fine ; Lady Richardson, rough

;

Sims's EUza, self ; Ashton's Prince of Wales, Fletcher's Mary
Anne, Lightbcdy's Meteor Flag, Lightbody's Fair Maid, Read's

Miss Giddings, and Clegg's Crucifix. Amateurs were still more
mediocre. Mr. James was first with Union, Anne Smith, True
Briton, Ne Plus Ultra, Lycurgus, Lovely Anne, and Eliza.

Mr. Butcher was second with Imperator, Mrs. Stnrrock, Ge-
neral NeOl, Conqueror of Europe, Countess of Wilton, Delight,

Smith's Emancipator, and Black Prince. Of Alpines Mr.
Turner had a good collection, chiefly his own seedlings—Bril-

liant, Defiance, Fire King, Ralph, Saturn, Topaz, Norah, Selina,

Leo, Nero, Mabel, Edwin, Brutus, Sparkler ; and Conapicua,

Dazzle, Brutus, and Lord Lee, older varieties.

In Polyanthus Mr. Wiggins, gardener to E. Beck, Esq., of

Isleworth, sent some very fine plants of Model, Unique, Dark
Beauty, Elegans, Little Pet, and Butterfly, all fine, but, I am
sorry to say, still unattractive to me. Mr. James, gardener to

W. F. Watson, Esq., of Isleworth, had some fine Pansies in

pots, also some excellent cut blooms. Those in pots were J. E.

Downie and Miss HiU, yellow groimda ; Princess of Wales and
Cupid, white grounds ; and Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Black
Douglas, and Rev. J. Dix, dark selfs. Amongst his cut blooms
were Masterpiece, Rev. H. H. Dombrain, General Lee, Concord,
George Wilson, Norma, Attraction, Cupid, and Masterpiece.

Amongst seedling florists' flowers there was not much. Per-

kins's Queen Victoria Tricolor Pelargonium promises to be a
valuable addition to this most fashionable and popular tribe.

Lavinia Maggi rosea, a sport of that fine Camellia Lavinia
Maggi, appeared to have lost in shape and substance by the

sporting. A seedling Alpine Auricula called Emma was good
in shape, not remarkable in colour; and Mr. Fairbairn's Cine-

raria Beatrice seemed to be a large and showy flower, and very

free-flowering, although not very strong in habit, apparently.

A golden-leaved variety of Pelargonium called Jason also pro-

mised well : it was exhibited by Sir. W. Paul.

Other florists' flowers there were, such as Azaleas and Ama-
ryllids, but they have already been described ; and I think it

is hard now to say what is not a florists' flower, for the hy-
bridiser is making inroads in all directions, and we shaU have
to give up a term which ceases to be definite.—D., Deal.

CAMELLIA CULTURE.
It I understand Mr. Pearson's letter which appeared in your

last issue, he seeks to establish two propositions.
1

. That /((,' can grow CameUias.
2. That I cannot grow Camellias.
As to the first, I am glad to hear him say that he is so suc-

cessful in his culture, no matter how he does it, although,
according to my observations and experience, his practice is

calculated to grow leaves rather than flowers. " Dark Laurel-
like bushes amongst which you might have hidden a bullock "

are not what I want, nor do I think they are exactly what the
pnbUc in general want. Mr. Pearson is, apparently, not aware
that his is the old way of doing these things, at least I prac-
tised it when a boy, and abandoned it when I began to inquire
the why and wherefore of this and that practice. There are,

however, often different and apparently diverging roads leading
to the same goal, and I have no wish to depreciate the honest
efforts of any feUow-labonrer, however humble.
The second proposition I cannot, for business reasons, allow

to pass unchallenged, lest it should be believed I send pur-
chasers of Camellias to his nurseries instead of to mine. I
have now some thousands of young Camelhas grown according
to my rules, of which I will not boast, but invite Mr. Pearson
and the public generally to come and see them. Mr. Pearson
will not, I hope, attribute it to any want of courtesy that I
decline to embark upon the sea of controversy. The course I

have marked out for myself, from which I must not be drawn
aside, leaves me no leisure for such labour. Perhaps, too, the
public may regard as a higher proof of the soundness of my
tnlps than any mere assertions or assumptions of mine, the

facts that the first prizes for twelve Camelhas were awarded to

me both at the Royal Botanic and the Royal Horticultural

Societies' Exhibitions this year, which Exhibitions are opea
to the whole world.

—

William Paul, F.R.H.S., Paul's Nurse-
ries, Waltham Cross.

THE BLUE PRIMROSE.
The blue Primrose certainly is a Primrose, but one in which

the blue colouring matter, present in all red flowers, is by the
strange chemistry of Nature either more than usually pre-

dominant, or is modified by the same power so as to simulate
an alkaline reaction. Although this curious plant, Hke many
other long-cultivated garden subjects, is barren as a bearer of

seed, yet its pollen will fertilise other Primroses. The produce
is a race of curiously-coloured plants, not so blue nearly as

the parent, but giving true evidence of its origin in shape,

habit, and marking. They also turn very blue after a frosty '^'

morning. Some other red Primroses, however, do the same,
showing that the blue matter is only masked by another in- •

fluence, and ready to appear under altered conditions.—R. T. _
Clakke, Welton Place, near Daventrij. 3

Y

JOTTINGS FROM CANADA.
I HAVE read with much pleasure the various contributions on

Potatoes and their culture, which have appeared in the columns
of " our Journal " since the advent of the new year. Like
" D., Deal," Mr. Dobbie, Mr. D. Thomson, and others, we have
found that medium-sized sets, planted whole, have produced
the best return. In our cUmate, a very warm and dry one in

summer, the system of planting on the flat is greatly to be pre- _

ferred to the ridge system, as the ridges, particularly when j
with manure underlying them, are very apt to dry up.

In our markets no value is placed on the earhest varieties

of Potatoes, such as the Ash-leaved Kidneys or the early round
sorts, for unless size is attained the crop is unsaleable, quality ,u

for early kinds not being taken into consideration. We cannot, ;=

for fear of spring frosts, plant in the open ground until the
beginning of May ; but for all this can turn out very fair-sized

tubers by the beginning of July. I imported eighteen varieties

from England last spring. The tubers were very much shrivelled

when they arrived, and had sprouted much, so that they were
not in a fit state to give a first-rate return, and many kinds

suffered sadly from disease in consequence of the protracted

autumn rains. The best among the lot was Milky White,
which yielded well, was first-rate in quality, and entirely ex-

empt from disease. This will, I think, prove very valuable in

Canada. Next came King of Potatoes, a good cropper, hand-

some in appearance, of fair size, and free from disease. Webb's
Imperial and Gloucestershire Kidney produced a splendid crop, -

but rotted badly. Flour Ball, Dalmahoy, Forty-fold, Pink-
;

eyed Regent, and Improved Early Shaw turned out weD, but

were considerably diseased. White Rock will be a useful sort

for field culture, as it crops well and comes out sound ; but is

too deep in the eye to be handsome. Ash-leaved and Lapstone

Kidneys, Golden Globe, and Myatt's Prolific were all too small

;

but I shall try them again, and, with better-conditioned sets,

shall look for better results. For quality Lapstone Kidney and
Milky 'White are at the head of the list.

We have'an orchard of three thousand Pear trees on the Quince

and about five hundred on the Pear stock, now three years

planted, and well furnished with fruit spurs, consisting princi-

pally of Duchesse d'Angouleme, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Easter

Benrre, Buffum, Nouveau Poiteau, and Beurre Diel on the ,

,

Quince, trained as pyramids ; and Williams's Bon Chretien (or

Bartlett, as it is called here), Flemish Beauty, Beurrfi Clairgeau,

Sheldon, and Seckle as standards on the Pear. Our experience

has proved that the trees should be planted so that the junction

of the stock and scion comes just to the surface of the ground.

If the stock is exposed it soon becomes hardened, and the

growth of the scion greatly exceeds it, producing a protuber-

ance, and the tree falls into bad health. I have never yet

seen roots thrown out by the Pear above its junction with the

Quince, even when covered with soil, although it is quite pos-

sible such may occur. Our trees are all budded, and the soil

is a stiff black loam overlying the clay. The pyramids on
the Quince stock are planted 10 feet apart, standards at 15 feet

apart. ,.^

We, too, have a vineyard, but very different from that at ,

Garston. Oar border is that prepared by Nature, our vinery
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a ten-acre field, planted with the American hardy native Grapes,
of the kinds called Concord and Delaware, the first a black and
the latter a red sort. Our Concords, however, would meet with
a poor Bale in Covent Garden, on account of the intolerably
" foxy " ilavour which they possess. The Delaware ia a trifle

better, but neither of them would suit an English palate unless,

as is the case here, a taste for them were acquired. In this

neighbourhoed there is a good demand for the fruit, and the
Vines will produce yearly from two to four tons of Grapes to

the acre. They are trained upon upright trellises, and planted
8 feet apart.

I shall al.'JO plant out in June about two thousand plants of

the Orangetield Dwarf Prolific Tomato. From a small packet
of seed obtained from Mr. WiiUams, of the Paradise Nurseries,

we grew last season about twenty bushels of fruit, and being
BO favourably impressed with it we saved a quantity of seed,
from which we are raising plants for this season. It is dwarf,
early, very prolific, and of excellent quality, and we hope to
ship some hundreds of bushels to Toronto and other markets,
where the fruit is in great demand.
The reports of the fearfully cold weather experienced in

England fairly make one shudder. Our long, dreary Canadian
winters bring about a great dread of cold. The mercury has
not sunk lower than 10° below zero with us this season ; but it

sometimes goes down to 30° below, but not often in this part
of the country. ' The monthly average mean temperature of

the winter months at Toronto for twenty-five years is as fol-

lows :—December, 20.20°; January, 23.(51°; February, 22.99°;
March, 29.86°. The high maximum temperature attained makes
this appear warmer than it reaUy is, as the maximum counter-
acts the minimum, which is very low. The extremes are very
great, the mercury rising to .50° and falling to 10° below zero in a
few hours. In the course of a day and night I have observed a
difference of 80° in the temperature, rising from 20° below
zero to (J0°, causing a rapid thaw and great floods, and much
discomfort to both animals and vegetables. In spite of all

this we manage to keep poultry, although Spanish are soon
deprived of their combs and wattles, and even the hardy Game
suffer. Our little English Game Bantam cock had to succumb
during a "cold spell," as the natives term it, to the great grief
of the household, for, like " Wiltshiee Eectoe," we have a
weakness for Bantams. "Dick" was a noble little bird, full

of pride and courage ; but Jack Frost was too much for him.
A native-bom son of his now supplies the vacant place, but
is not looked upon so favourably as the little Englishman.

—

W. T. GoLDSHiTn, St. Catharine's, Canada West.

coniferjE at basing park.
A FEW days ago I visited that charming place. Basing Park,

Hants, the residence of W. Nicholson. Esq., M.P., who has a
collection of Conifers, comprising nearly two hundred different

species. Although many of them are new, and otherwise de-
licate-growing sorts, I was much astonished to find that not
one of them, with the exception of the Wellingtonias, which
looked a little bronzed, had experienced the slightest injury from
the severity of the late winter ; while among the ornamental
flowering trees and shrubs which are distributed over the
noble pleasure grounds, a fine specimen of Garrya elliptica was
completely destroyed, besides many of the Roses. I was in-
formed that the lowest temperature at Basing Park was 2°, or
30° below freezing, and that it occurred on the morning of the
30th of January ; on the morning of the -Ith of January, the
temperature was 2" higher, or 28° below freezing—certainly
enough to try the hardy qualities of most plants. Such a
winter as the past has enabled us to distinguish many so-

called hardy species from those which are reaUy so, whether
Conifers, or flowering trees and shrubs ; even what may be
termed the delicate-growing sorts of the former far excel most
of the latter in hardiness.

While referring to the hardiness of Conifers, who, I ask,
would like to be without a collection of these graceful and
beautiful plants ? I do not consider a gentleman's establish-
ment, however small, complete without one. In my estimation
a well-designed iiinetum stocked with a good collection of

coniferous plants, is not excelled by any other branch of land-
scape gardening.
The piuetum at Easing Park is very prettily laid out,

and divided into sections, containing the different genera of
Coniferfc, and being well filled the whole presents to the eye
a miniatiue forest of Conifers. These are all planted on

mounds of earth, with a flattened top to retain water. Th«
benefit of planting the Pine and Fir tribe on such mounds ia
great, for the roots run near the surface, and unless the collar
is elevated, a Conifer seldom thrives. They are planted in
some rich soil, and for that reason do not require manure
water, but occasionally a little fresh soil is put round the roots
to keep them in good growing order.

Every other part of the establishment was in first-rate

keeping, and reflected much credit on the ability of the indus-
trious and intelligent head gardener, who, during the few years
he has been at Basing Park, must have been very active in
carrying out the various and extensive alterations for the im-
provement of the place.—G. N.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Dr. Masters, in his foui-th lecture on Saturday last, took for his

subject tlie Leaf and its modifications. After stating that leaves
served the double purpose of the lungs and stomach in the animal
economy, being at once the organs of respiration and digestion in the
plant, ho pointed out the distinctions between them and other parts
of the plant, and then passed on to the consideration of their
arrangement on the branches, which, he said, was a matter of more
importance than their mere form. The various ways in which they
are arranged on the stem and branches were then illustrated, and the
object in all these cases, he stated, appeared to be the non-inter-

ference of the leaves with each other, so that, however crowded, no
two should completely overlap each other, thus securing a due expo-
sure of aU to light and air. Sometimes the same end was attained

by the lowest leaf in a spiral arrangement being the largest, so that
the upper leaves do not altogether overlap it. The fact that leaves

are often bent out of one another's way, as exemplified by the leaflets

of the Hose, was then referred to as another instance of the manner
in which the arrangement of parts is made subordinate to the perfect

performance of the functions which leaves have to folfil as organs of
respu-ation, exhalation, and digestion. The different parts of the
flower were then shown to be mere modifications of the stem and
leaves—to be originally identical with these in form, structure, and
mode of growth, and to be arranged on the same general principles ;

but however varied in appearance, the only two absolutely necessary

were the stamen and pistil. Dr. Masters then announced that the

parts of the flower would form the subject of his concluding lecture.

FLOAVERS AND THEIR FITNESS.
We often find the value and beauty of flowers lessened and

spoiled by the unfitness, with regard to times and circum-
stances, with which they are often thoughtlessly or ignorantly

used.

Who has not seen at times strange flowers chosen for adverse

seasons—some gay, laughing, flaunting Poppies put to the
gravest, most solemn uses, or the sad ever-mourning Jasmine
adorning the young heir's christening cake ?

I know some will think this mere affectation of sentiment,
and ignore altogether the indwelling spirit of flowers. Call

them so much form, and substance, and colour, and scent, and
nothing more, there is still a fitness or unfitness in the use of

them. The Camellia, for instance—who can think of it without

^nsions of festive mirth, of brilliant lights, of shadowy forms

of beauty, of manly forms of strength, with the lines of care

and of speculation and of deep thought smoothed away ? The
Camellia is surely the belle of all flowers during the long winter

season, gracing our dinner parties, our balls, and concert-

rooms
;
gleaming out in rosy crimson streaks from flaxen hair,

or showing off its depths of spotless whiteness among the dark

braids of brown or black. How it shines out in the duU gloomy
weather, prized by those who possess it, envied by those who
do not ! yet who, with any depth of thought or kindly feeUng,

would ever take or send such to a sick friend—to one who ia

pain or weariness lay waiting for the soft summer months and
the dear summer flowers ?

That pure white Stephanotis with its dark green leaves,

waxy petals, and delicate perfume, may live and bloom in the

pastor's study in harmony with all surroundings—fit presence

with holy thoughts and high aspirations—and perhaps by some
gentle refining influence make stronger, more heart-reaching,

the written words ; or it may soothe the griefs which often m
quiet lay heavy on the thoughtful spirit ; but it is out of its

fit place amid the noise, and talk, and jest, and laughter, and
ringing of glasses in the clouded tainted atmosphere of the

squire's smoke-room, though his guests be " lords and dukes,

and parliament men of renown."
That large Dahlia, with its splendid blooms, perfect in form
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and substance and adjustment of petals, and which seem in

their solidity as they could never fade or fall away, is unfit

for that nine-feet cottage garden. All through the summer
months it thrusts down its thick roots into the soil, greedy as

an Ash tree, and waves in triumph its long, blossomed arms to

and fro, a very Samson in strength. And yet it stands alone

;

the Daisies that used to make a neat border on the side of the

pathway have pined away for want of food, the Primroses
with their soft gi'een leaves are dried up ; for the Dahlia can

spare no moisture, but spreads out its large leaves far and wide,

to gather up all it can of the summer shower or the refreshing

dew. There is not enough left for even a weed to live upon.
The Rose tree growing round the window never attempts to

flower until it has reached the thatched roof. It is like that

Upas tree, within whose deadly influence, fable tells us, nothing
would grow—it is a beautiful giant in a desert country, from
which even the pygmies have fled. The dwellers in that little

cottage need no sun-blind, for the Dahlia stands outside their

narrow-paned window all day long, keeping out sunshine and
light, and casting long shadows on their evening meal. It is sadly

unfit for its situation. And then, with what dignity it might
have worn its honours in some princely domain ! Looked at

from a distance, and backed by dark evergreens and old trees,

it would have shown off all its beauty—been indeed a splendid

object. It somehow reminds one of the Yorkshire labourer

going to see his dairymaid sweetheart, and who, wishing to

make himself grand, chose a Paaony for his button-hole, think-

ing, doubtless, that size and weight were everything with flowers,

as he thought they were with pigs and poultry.

Yes, those large-growing plants have no fitting place in a
small garden, whether it be a cottage or villa garden ; they
gather to themselves more than is their own, and even then
obtain not so much as they need. The proud Hollyhock, grow-
ing up like a tree, with its thick branches set all round with
Rose-like flowers, growing on and blooming on until cut down
by the frosts of winter, is, like its cousin the Dahlia, out of pro-

portion in a narrow confined space, and need never be chosen
for want of suitable plants of more than equal beauty.

Hyacinths and Jonquils, beautiful as they are, and largely

as they are grown for the purpose, are yet not fitted in all cases

for home decorations ; they are well enough in halls, stair-

cases, and windows—indeed, in any open airy place. When
brought into the warm, enclosed atmosphere of a living-room
they become to many physically iinbearable, bringing on a high
nervous excitement, and causing unrestrained tears to fall in

showers ; to the siek and the delicate they are overpowering
ieyond measure. Never are they so fine or so agreeable as

when grown in a cool greenhouse, or out in the open air with
the fresh young grass about them, and the spring breezes waft-

ing their perfume to each passer-by.

Fashion, or long usage, has assigned the Orange blossom as

the bride's peculiar flower ; and if it were tried, perhaps, the
rule of seeming fitness could not easily be broken through, for

each maiden in her turn would hold forth eager longing hands
for it on the eve of her wedding day, and, perhaps, think she
was not safely and truly married if she wore it net. And yet

it is not the fairest or the most bride-like of flowers. Our re-

mote ancestors knew best why they fixed upon it—perhaps they
had not a long list to choose from. It is not half so pleasing
as the Almond, Pear, Apple, or Plum blossom ; indeed, it has
little beauty and less grace, for its stifl; petals seem as though
they were cut out of cardboard, and its stamens as if they had
no purpose in the world but to fall away and make visible the
embryo fruit. Point out the Orange blossom to any young
lady with a cultivated taste for flowers, who does not know
what it is Uke, never remembers to have seen it, and sure
enough the exclamation will be, "Is that Orange blossom?
Is that all ? I wonder they should make such a fuss about it."

Then there are the Campanulas—real home flowers, well

fitted for those gardens where the owners spend much of their

time, where the master digs for himself, and smaller, softer

fingers tie up the slender stems, and clip ofi the dying blooms,
so that the Uttle plants can never do what they are always
trying to—form their seed-vessels ; then they flower week after

week, holding up such clear deUcate cups to view, clear and
delicate as Dresden china, and in which one would think the
fairies deUght to bathe when the rain is over. Yet these plants

make no show in the large garden ; rather the reverse, for they
appear to be always in a going-away state ; but they have great

interest and beauty in a smaller one when carefully tended.
And, then, there is the Rose—fairest and sweetest of all

flowers, whether it be the old Cabbage Rose, or the latest,

newest, and best ; which may be grown to a like perfection in

the little cottage garden and in the rosei-y of acres ; which is

never out of place, never unfit, never unacceptable ; which may
adorn the shopkeeper's back parlour, or the merchant's palace;

which the poorest little maiden and the royal princess may
wear with equal good taste ; which all may give and all accept,

whatever their difference of rank, or fortune, or culture may be,

and which is never more touching, or possessed with a deeper
meaning, than when offered by the poor to the comparatively
wealthy. Surely of all flowers it is the richest, the most beau-
tiful, from its earUest stage of formation to the dropping down
of the last petals. No wonder it is a favourite, for it adapts
itself to changing circumstances, and oft'ers its blooms and
its perfume without stint or measure ; and even in their

dying state the flowers are said to possess a soothing, healing
influence. In sheltered nooks, in hundreds of gardens, the
pale pink Monthly Rose opens wide its blossoms almost before

the snow has melted from the neighbouring hilltops ; and
when the winter sets in and the year is dying you find the
bushes covered over with a multitude of buds, wanting only a
little dry sunshine to make them burst out as if to adorn a
very Indian summer.

I know of no other flower equally fitted for all times and
circumstances. Some few there are even better suited for

house plants, some which, when submitted to the influence of

artificial light, brighten up or deepen their colour to a mar-
vellous intensity, like the Primula ; it seems to laugh again
when placed in the fuU glow of a lamp. It is hard to believe

it is the same little pink flower, so ready to droop beneath the
sun's rays ; but then the Primula wiU not grow out of doors

in our cold, damp climate, and it is not very well adapted for

a window plant. Its soft woolly leaves cannot be kept clean

without injury. The constant syringing which keeps the Rose
tree green, bright, and pleasant, would be death and destruction

to the Primula.
And then there are some plants and flowers fitted only for

their native place, the spot of their birth—whose very life

appears to be made up of the chilly night winds as well as the
hot sunshine. Bring in the wild Bluebell from the hillside,

and how poor and miserable it becomes—how its beauty and
freshness pale away before the gUtter and strong lights of the
drawing-room. Better far to leave it in its own wild home

—

on the breezy common, or the rough hilltop, or the edges of the
corn fields, bending gracefully on its thread-like stalks, and
bravely breasting the rain and storms of autumn. There it

flourishes without help or care, a perpetual gladness. The
wind sweeping over the bearded Barley waves to and fro its

tiny bells, as if making gentle chimes ; and the full-laden bees

find in them cities of refuge to shelter in, until the dark clouds

pass away and they can see their way home.

—

Maud.i

PEAR CULTURE.
(Continued from j'cigii 71.)

Fan-tmininij.—A maiden tree should be headed or cut down
to within 1 foot of the ground, and immediately above a bud,

with two or more buds situated a little lower. This heading
down should be performed in mild weather between the fall of

the leaves and JXarch, November being a good season. In
spring one shoot is to be trained upright, and one to the right,

and another to the left, to furnish side branches. AU other
shoots should be rubbed off closely. With the view of giving

vigour to the side shoots, these should be trained at an angle
of 45°.

In the autumn the upright and both the side shoots should
be cut back to within a foot of the point from which the latter

take their rise. Three shoots must be secui'ed on the upright
shoot or stem of the tree as in the preceding or first season,

and they are to be trained in a similar manner ; on each of

the side branches two shoots are to be left, training them in

at an angle of 43°. All other shoots are to be stopped at the
third leaf, and to one afterwards throughout the season.

In the third season of pruning the leader should be headed
back to 1 foot, and the two uppermost side branches or shoots
must be cut back to 1 foot from the stem of the tree ; but the
lowest two are not to have their shoots shortened in this or
the following season. In order to secure the disposition of

the shoots at regular distances a semicircle should be drawn
at 10 feet from the stem, taking the setting-on of the lowest
two side branches as the centre ; the distances between the
shoots or branches are measured on the semicircular line,
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the first at 1 foot from the grouml, and allowing the same
distance upwards between every line, and consequently branch.

This will be easily understood on reference to Jhj. 7. The
lowest of the first pair of side branches on both sides of the tree

is to bo trained horizontally, and the uppermost on the same
main side branch is trained by a line stretched from the set-

ting-on or origin of the shoot to that point on the semicircle

next above the first branch, which is necessarily horizontal.

The shoots, or laterals as they are termed, that were stopped,

are at the winter pruning to be cut-in to within an inch of

their base. The highest two side branches are to be trained,

and the shoots (two each) which they produce, to those points

on the semicircle proper to them. The same stopping of the

laterals applies to this as to the preceding year.

In the fourth year the leading or upright shoot, and the

highest two side branches are to be cut back to within 1 foot

of their base, and the uppermost of the next lowest side-

iranch shoots is also to be cut back to 1 toot ; but none of

the other shoots must be cut, except the laterals, which are to

be cut back to within an inch of their base. The heading
back of the fourth side branch will give two shoots, and these

are to be disposed as represented in fig. 7, which shows by the

figures 1, 2, 3, 4, ij, C, and 7 the several headings back of the
upright and side shoots necessary for securing shoots to cover
the wall. The figures correspond to years, the shoots being
severally cut at the bar or line across them, and in the autumn
of the year corresponding to the figxire. The tree is repre-

sented as trained on a 1'2-feet wall. I have been led to this

mode of fan-training from the fact that the ordinary directions

for fan-training are vague, and in many cases limited to
" training in a shoot so as to cover the wall regularly in every
part." Now this advice may result in the wall being covered,

but in a very imperfect manner, and many parts of the tree

may be iU-furnished with shoots.

The mode shown in _/(<;. 7 is systematical, and may be prac-

tised by the least initiated in garden matters. The chief ob-
jection which I have to fan-training, and I do not advocate it

for the Pear, is that the upper parts of the branches gi'ow more
than the lower parts, and give a preponderance of wood, which,
if it does not interfere with the productiveness of the tree,

causes the fruit to be far too much shaded. To obviate this

defect of fan-training, when the shoots or leaders of the
branches reach the semicircle they are trained horizontally, as

shown yafiij. S, and upon that part the finest fruit is produced.

\ \ ^^ \ N \ '
I ' / / / /

\ • .y^ . '•
: 1 / / /^' ''

FiK. 7,

Vprlglii-traininri.—The maiden tree should be headed to

within a foot of the ground in the autumn. In spring the

shoots from the uppermost buds should be examined, and the

two most promising and situated nearest to each other should

be selected for training, all others being rubbed off ; then train

those retained upright, but allowing a space of about 1 foot

between them.
In the autumn of the first year's completion of growth the

shoots, if each more than 3 feet long, as they will be, are to

be depressed to a horizontal position, taking care not to break

them, and let their points be turned up where the last up-

right shoots are wanted, and be cut off at two buds above the

bend, as shown in fig. 9. When the buds break in spring the

ping in the course of the same summer ; the uppermost must

be trained upright, and the others stopped at the third leaf.

The laterals are to be stopped at the sixth leaf, and in autumn

Bhould be cut in to within an inch of their base.

If less than six upright branches are desired, the two shoots

most promising nearest to the points at which the uprights
are required, as well as one from each extremity, are to be re-

tained, and these only, all others being rubbed off. Thus for

furnishing six uprights three buds on each side of the stem
should be left, the first G inches from the stem, and the next
a foot from it, and so on, as shown in fig. '.), a a, b I, and < c.

The result will be six shoots at 1 foot distance between each,

as shown in fig. 10.

The uprights in subsequent seasons are not to he cut back
at the winter pruning, hut in summer, should one be disposed
to outgrow the others, stop it when it has grown 13 inches, by
doing which the sap will be diverted into the weaker shoots,

and they will |gain vigour. Shoots will result from the stop-

Fig. 10.

in the first autumn after their production may be cut back to

18 inches on each side of the stem for four uprights, two on
each side of the stem. The distance between the uprights

should be 1 foot.—G. Abbey.

(To be continaed.)
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NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The subject of Tricolor Palargoniums has lately occupied a

considerable share of attention in our columns, and we are

glad to find that the Royal Horticultural Society invite the

raisers of these varieties to exhibit them at the Floral Com-
mittee Meeting on the 21st of May, communicating at the

same time as much as may bo known of their history and
parentage. As an inducement, a silver medal is offered for

the best collection, and it is hoped that the competition will

not only prove of service by settling the comparative merit

of varieties, but will also bring on a discussion, which may
eUcit interesting facts relative to their origin and the causes of

their leaf-colouring.

We find that the " New Food," seed of which is offered

by acme seedsmen, and which Mr. Hullett surprised the world
with through the pages of some of the daily papers under the

name of Sorghum tartaricum, is the old Sorghum cernuum, a

native of India, and much cultivated iu Egypt and Algeria,

but so tender that it ripens with difficulty in Italy, and not at

all in France. The name of tartaricum was given to it by a

seed house of Milan, for what purpose must be left to conjec-

ture. It differs very much from the Sorghum saccharatum,
the panicle of which is long, loose, spreading, and erect, while

that of cernuum is short, dense, and capitate, and is always
hanging downwards, or what botanists would call " nodding."
Even for ornamental purposes it wiU never be of any seiTice

in England.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Amongst the numerous enemies with which the gardener
has to contend, snails and slugs hold a most prominent posi-

tion. The pressure of work in April and Jlay is so great that

the destruction of these depredators is apt to be neglected.

Lime is well known to be destructive to them, but it is not
always at hand in a quick state, and a shower of rain soon
destroys its power. New sawdust and riddled cinder ashes, if

appUed in time, will likewise prevent their ravages. The ashes,

riddled to the size of Radish seeds, all dust being excluded, and
strewed over the young crop when just appearing above ground,
I find efficient. An excellent chance is also thus afforded

where occasion requires for a thorough mechanical division of

guano as a top-dressing, so that the application will serve two
purposes. A handful of good Peruvian guano, blended minutely
with these ashes, would prove a ready mode of manuring a

weak seed-bed. Broccoli, sow a portion of the late kinds.

Beet, sow ; also Cnrdoons, and the principal crops of Salsafij

and Scorzonera. The seeds of the Beet should be steeped a day
before sowing, especially if the soil is dry. Cclen/, prick-out
about 4 inches apart, in an open situation, on beds formed of

rotten dung and rich free loam laid on a hard surface. The
growth of these plants should never suffer any check from
drought. Cucumhas, prepare ridges for pickling sorts ; these
are best sown where they are intended to produce, and hand-
lights, not now required for Cauliflowers, can be placed over
the patches, although some even dispense with such protection.

In case of accident, some, however, should be sown in pots,

but not forced. Camomile, transplant. Sow a bed or two of

Herbs, such as Pot Marjoram, Winter Savory, and Thyme, for

next year's planting ; this should be done every second year in

all gardens, as the old plants are liable to wear out. Parsley,

secure plenty in highly manured beds at the nearest end of the
kitchen garden. Examine and remove the herb plantations.

Peas, sow successions, also of Broad Beans, and amongst the
former Knight's Tall Marrow should form a principal part ; also

plant-out Kidney Beans forwarded in pots or boxes, and sow
for succession. Rlmbarb, break off the flower-stems as they
appear, unless a few be required to run up for seed. Thin plants

in seed-beds, for if crowded in a young state their future success

is endangered.
FRUIT GAEPEN.

The operation of disbudding Peach and Nectarine trees

should be proceeded with, more or less, according to the deve-

lopment of vegetation, and this will now be rapid. Owing to

the advanced period of the season constant attention will be
necessary in order that the removal of shoots may be gradual.

Should the green fly appear, moisten the trees, and then dust

them over with snuff or powdered tobacco leaves. Strawberry

plantations will require abundance of water if dry weather

sets in, and a piece of grotrnd should be prepared for the re-

ception of plants as they are turned out from the forcing-

house. Thin suckers of Raspberries, leaving four or five to

each stool.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Continue to fork up borders slightly that were dug in the

autumn, and to regulate any of the more advanced herbaceous
plants, tying them up if they require it. Clematises, or such
climbers, must be frequently looked over, and nailed or tied as
they advance in growth, at the same time removing abortive

wood if not wanted for another season. Hardy annuals
coming up too thicklj' should be thinned out and transplanted

if required. Sow annuals amongst rockwork, and plant out
any rock plants which have been kept in pots during the winter.

Plant out in borders Ferraria roots that have not been
potted, and plant also in beds Gladiolus cardinahs, Ixias,

Tritonia fenestrata, Sec, sticking Laurel branches thickly

amongst them, as a sort of protection, for a few days ; if frosts

should occur a few mats might be thrown over them. Auriculas

are now blooming ; the amateur may experiment in cross-fer-

tilisation to obtain new varieties. In growing for exhibition

the pips which are mis-shapen should be removed with sharp-

pointed scissors, and care must be taken that the trusses of

bloom are not exposed to the too powerful action of the sun.

If the seed gathered last season has not been previously sown
the present will be a good time for doing so. Sow in shallow

pans or boxes in light vegetable soil ; it is only requisite to

press the seeds on the surface and cover lightly with fresh moss.
They will, when placed in a cold frame, be up in a few days.

Put the sticks to Carnations and Picotees as soon as possible

;

if delayed the roots wiU be injured by their insertion.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

See that climbers and all plants of rambling habit have due
attention in regard to stopping, water, &c. Camellias forced

into wood should have a trifling cheek as soon as the young
leaves have attained their full size ; this is best accomplished

by diminishing the supply of water at the root. Continue,

however, to shade, and syringe morning and evening. As the

mixed greenhouse is everybody's structure, many plants will

be treated under this head which should more properly be
ranged under the heads Stove or Common Greenhouse. In

doing this it will be presumed that the house is kept somewhat
warmer than a cool greenhouse, or one in which artificial heat

is used only to exclude frost. By keeping one end of the

house (the end where the hot-water pipes or smoke-flue enters),

closer, and using more atmospheric moisture and a greater

amount of air at the other end, the amateur may, with such a

house, indulge in many of the luxuries of larger establish-

ments. Repot and propagate Begonias. This is one of the

most useful families of plants that can be grown. Keep up a

cleanly style of cultivation by means of sweet soils and im-

proved modes of potting, together with the most complete

drainage. Make frequent use of weak and clear liquid manure
during the growing season.

STOVE.

The increased temperature will render great vigilance neces-

sary to keep down the scale and bug on all kinds of exotics in

warm atmospheres. Nothing can be more unsightly, or betray

greater negligence, than plants swarming with these insects in

otherwise finely-kept stoves. The foliage which plants are now
making is, in many instances, destined to be their chief ornament

for months, and if this is destroyed in this early stage the plants

will exhibit all the evidences of careless management. See

that the growing Orchids have due attention in regard to shad-

ing and atmospheric moisture, the latter is stiU lamentably

deficient in many structures, or, if of sufficient amount, of too

fluctuating and capricious a character.

PITS AND FRA'MES.

Such plants as are removed to cold pits should be left un-

covered during mild nights, and air should be left on pits and
frames when the plants are sufficiently strong for turning oat.

Recently-struck cuttings of Verbenas might be pricked into

rich beds, protecting them with hoops and mats, iu a month
they would be fine plants for removing into the flower garden,

taking care to preserve balls of earth to the roots. Calceolarias,

Salvias, &c., might be treated in the same way. Pot off tender

annuals, and keep them in a mUd heat until they are well

rooted. If the plants or cuttings are not quite clean before

removing them to the pits or frames, give them a good fumi-

gation before they are taken out. See that there is a suffi-

cient stock of eyerytWng to plant the beds properly ; if not,
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put in some more cuttings without delay; the plants which
they make do admirably to fill up gaps in the summer.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Since writing last we have had the gales, hail, and sleet of

February, and the bright sun and warm genial showers of June
in this changeable April. The pastures and corn-fields seem
brighter and greener every day ; in the garden Peas and Beans
are healthy and strong ; the old stumps of Borecoles and Brus-
sels Sprouts are breaking afresh ; Sprouting Broccoli affords

frequent cuttings, and the white kinds are coming in to help
ns on before the Cauliflowers are ready. Even Parsley, which
out of doors was almost out of sight, is now making itself

visible. We hardly know where we would have been for a
supply, always twice and frequently three times a day, during
this long winter but for a row in the cold orchard-house, and
even that became almost invisible, though supplied with warm
water, and litter was placed along the sides of the row to keep
the heat in and the cold out. Without such advantages. Parsley
must have been scarce in many districts where it was not
boxed in houses or planted in frames. In fact, we have heard of

some districts where for miles a bit of Parsley could not be
Lad. We once walked through a kitchen garden of six acres, and
for six months a leaf of Parsley had not been seen. Other
crops come and go in their season, and if at all short the sea-

son goes on and the trouble is over ; but Parsley is an evei'y-

day requirement, and often for garnishing is wanted several
times a-day. In late ground, this month is the best time for

sowing Curled Parsley for general use, and the plain Hamburgh
for the sake of its roots. In a rather long practice we have been
asked for Parsley roots three times, and in two of these cases
we took up the roots of the common best Curled, as we gave up
growing what was so seldom asked for. A change of guests
and a change of managers in the kitchen will often render
gi"eat changes in the nature of the supplies necessary, and the
gardener must act accordingly : therefore it is well to keep
many plants in the background, though they may be very
seldom asked for. We generally sow a little Parsley about the
end of June for successional supply, and especially if it is to be
protected a little, as in the front of an orchard-house, in
mnter.
Though in general so easily grown, yet there are things

about the thriving of Parsley that are beyond our ken quite as

much as the disease in Cucumbers. We have ourselves been
unable, and we have known cases of the lirst gardeners in the
country being unable, to obtain a crop of Parsley in the
ground on which it was sown. Though coming up well

enough, it would become yellow and sickly, and dwindle away
out of sight. Change of ground is always of importance

;

but the changing and pulverising of ground, and its exposure
to air, were attended in such cases with no beneficial effects.

The jjlauts that came up so well would ere long take their de-

parture. Now the remedy in such unfavourable circum-
stances—the only one we have ever found successful—is

iraising the plants in the open ground, or in boxes, and then
transplanting in rows, instead of sowing where the plants are

to remain. In some soils, where it is next to impossible to

secure a good healthy plantation of Parsley from sowing and
allowing the seedlings to remain where sown, with any due
amount of thinning, in the same ground the Parsley will

thrive if young seedlings are transplanted ; the ground, of

course, being in good order and the planting being done nearly as
carefully as planting Onions—that is, inserting the root, and
not burying the collar of the plant. As to the reason why
Parsley will thus thrive transplauted, and not thrive where
sown, we have none to offer ; and though we have not experienced
the difiiculty referred to for many years, still the fact may be
useful to those who are astonished to see their young Parsley
plants disappear in an unaccountable way.

Herbs.—The winter having injured and thinned these, we
liave been engaged in making fresh beds and patching up old
ones. It is late enough, but it will yet do to put in sUps of

Sage, which cannot be done without ; Hyssop, Eosemary, La-
vender, Savory, Thyme, though to make sure of the latter it

is always safest to sow a little in a pot every year, and then
transplant. Young plants will stand a severe winter, when
older plants will be killed or have their stems split. Plants
of Wormwood, Horehound, &c., may also be divided, or slips

of them and Eue inserted ; and if the soil is heavy, as ours is,

and on a north border, some road drift, or very sandy soil,

should be put about the slips and plants. Balm, much re-

lished by many, is best divided, and comes best when this
operation is done often and the ground changed. Tarragon, so
much used by some in salads, succeeds best divided, or, if

scarce of it, as we generally are, the young shoots when 3 inchei
in length strike freely under a hand-light, and may then be
planted out in rich lightish soil, and sufKciently elevated not
to suffer from damp. Fennel generally looks after itself, and,
until this winter, we have seldom known it to be injured, even
by hares and rabbits. A month ago we could scarcely have ob-
tained a leaf out of doors, the hearts of the plants were eaten
down as far as they could be reached. Where much is wanted
in winter for fish, it is advisable to have a few pots under
protection. In the position of our border we find, that to be
sure, we also require to make at least one fresh bed of Mint in
the year, and the best time to do that is when the young shoots
are 2 or 3 inches high, as they generally have a few small
roots at the bottom below the soil. These shoots make better
beds than the running imderground stems. Did we want
much Peppermint we would use it the same way, and in stiff

ground elevate the beds and dress them moderately with rotten
manure. We have had to use Peppermint instead of Spearmint
for lamb and Peas several times, and nothing was said about
the difference ; but no doubt Spearmint is better, and much
of it is wanted from this time to the end of the Pea season.
Peppermint is valuable for its essential oO, and the Pepper-
mint water, the result of distillation.

Sowed in the same border Carraway, Chervil, Parsley, &o.
It is always advisable to have a little piece of almost every-
thing wanted in the herb way in such a place, and that place
should be, if possible, as near as may be to the kitchen. We
have in kitchen-serving days often had to walk nearly half a
mile to the kitchen, and as much back again, with a sprig of

Thyme, Basil, or Marjoram. If near the mansion such journeys
and waste of time would be much lessened. When very near,

the advantage is apt to be presumed upon. It very often takes
much less time to serve the kitchen when the garden is a good
way off from the mansion, for then everything, even to a bit

of herb, must be ordered at once to prevent unnecessary waste
of labour. Basil, Sweet Marjoram, &c., except in warm southerly

places, require to be sown under glass and then to be planted
on a south border. When these are wanted green in winter

they must be sown in July, potted off, and kept in a moderate
hothouse all the w.uter. Winter Marjoram, Savory, i-c, may
be divided or increased by slips.

Keeping Dried Herbs.—With ns gardeners in general, nothing
is worse done. We cut them just before the bloom opens,

hang them up, and let them look after themselves ; or, if we dry
them well, for want of time and conveniences, they are put
away where they are exposed to air, dust, and every possible

evil. To have good dried herbs, from Parsley to Mint, unless

there arc the suitable conveniences, all such drying should
come under the control of the housekeeper, or the head of the

kitchen. The best place to dry them in is a hot room or closet,

where they receive no sun, and then when dried, they should

be kept in close bottles, or, which we prefer, not too much dried,

then pressed with a press and heavy weights into thin cakes,

to be wrapped in paper, kept in a dry place, and but little

exposed to air. Many of our home sweet herbs thus treated

would be no bad rivals to the much-relished Tea leaves of China.

Winter Green-'i.—Took the opportunity of a dry morning,

when the ground could be trodden and raked, to sow the main
supply of Borecoles, Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, and Broccoli

;

beat the seeds in with the back of a spade gently, and then
covered with some sandy soil, and netted all over. We have
been trying an old plan for keeping birds away—that is, making
the seeds red with red lead before sowing, and as yet we see

nothing touched. We did not use this plan, being afraid that

some favoured birds might be injured, but if birds do not touch

such seeds at all, there can be no injury to them ; and as yet

we do not see one meddled with. If either the seed or the

powdered red lead has been kept a short time in a damp place,

a very little lead will powder or crust the seeds. Even netting

costs time and labour, and in most gardens the saving of work
instead of making it must be the rule.

Glube Artichokes.—Ours, with less protection than usual,

have stood the winter well, thanks to the snow, or we would
have given more. This is a good time to make a fresh planta-

tion, and where they are prized as early and as late as pos-

sible, the taking strong side pieces from the stools, and plant-

ing them in well-stirred, well-manm-ed ground, in rows 3 feet

apart and 2 feet in the row, will afford produce late in
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antumn when the older plantations will be about over. These
are kept longer in free bearing by having rich mulchings and
manure waterings in summer.

Sca-lcah\—We have gathered freely from under the com-
mon garden pots, placed over the crowns out of doors. We
lately stated that as these pots were to have no covering, a

quantity of rough hay and dry straw litter was placed round
the sides of the pot inside, leaving a hollow in the centre.

Without such precaution pots exposed are often injurious to

plants inside of them in sudden and severe spring frosts. We
have before now had Sea-kale not only retarded, but injured

when thus covered, when it did not suffer in the least when fully

exposed. In the last sharp frost Endive plants covered over

with pots for blanching and fully exposed were much injured,

whOst the plants that had nothing on them did not materially

suiier. Thus, owing to the porousness of pots, and the free

radiation of heat from them, we have uniformly advised that

the pots containing even hardy plants should be protected in

winter and spring.

Though we have a good piece of Sea-kale, we have taken
up for forcing more than half of the plants available for cut-

ting, and of what is left we would like to confine the one-

half to spring cutting out of doors, and leave the other half

uncut, so as to be taken up first next winter, as from not

being cut the buds will be all the sooner matured. The ground
cleared has been fresh dunged, ridged, and sandy soil and burnt
clay added, and will be planted again, though not in accordance
with rotation of cropping, with young plants sown about this

time last year and now showing themselves. The old forced

plants will also be replanted, but a few of them will be the worse
for wear. For this lifting and forcing plan we find no system
better than planting in rows 2 feet apart, and from 6 to

8 inches asunder in the row. This gives plenty of room for

forming strong plants and prominent large buds or crowns.

We may here advert to a statement of " tf^succESSFUL " who
says he cau only have his Sea-kale without forcing by covering

in the open air, and he never can obtain it white and tender

enough to please himself or his friends. We think he must
err in covering with his pots, boxes, or whatever he uses,

too late. If the plants shoot 2 or 3 inches, and have their

purple colour at the points before covering them up, they
take a long time to become well blanched ; in fact, they will

often be too long and leggy before the points lose their purple
colour. The remedy is to cover as soon as the plants peep
through the soil. When covering with pots or wooden boxes
out of doors is resorted to, it is best to plant out in threes in-

stead of in rows. When the plants are to be forced where
grown and without pots, then the best plan is to place a mound
of ashes over the crowns, a few twigs round, and cover with
tree leaves, &c.
" Inquirer " wants to know " if he cannot have Sea-kale

in April and May, without pots of any kind, as they are

always being broken in moving, cracked with frost," &c. Un-
doubtedly he may, and by many modes. We just now cannot
lay our hands on so many pots as we would like, and wishing
also to be independent of litter for out-door gathering, we shall,

if we can find time, adopt the following plan;—We shall line-

off some small beds, 3 feet wide, with two-feet trenches between
them, take out the trenches some 15 inches deep, and lay the

earth on the beds, keeping up the sides with some rough slabs

and posts. On these beds we would plant two rows of good
plants 6 inches apart in the row, and attend to them during
the summer. When convenient we would fill the trenches

with sifted coal ashes, and then, in the end of autumn, clear

the beds of decaying foliage, &c., and cover them over with
fuUy a foot of the ashes. Then in April and onwards when we
saw little mounds appearing on the ashes, we could examine
and cut the Sea-kale. When " Inquirer " had gathered all he
wished, he should put back the ashes into the trench for a

future occasion, and dress, manure, and attend to the plants

in summer. It he filled the trenches with hot fermenting
matter in the middle or end of March, he would gather all the

earlier. Could we easily obtain bog or peat earth fine, we would
prefer that much to ashes. We have never seen whiter and
sweeter Sea-kale than that which was blanched by a covering

of bog earth, and the same earth had lasted many years, being

placed in a heap when the crop was gathered. We would here

add. Have nothing to do with sawdust, whether fresh or other-

wise, for this blanching purpose. It is almost sure to flavour

the crop.

Cucumhers bearing only too freely from having a little very

old cowdung in the compost, showed in that compost some

signs of spawn running, and therefore gave a good watering

with clear lime water of the right temperature. The stacked

soil we use for general purposes has to be examined as care-

fully for spawn as for wireworms.

FEUIT GAKDEN.

Planted out strong plants of Melons in a frame and heated

pit. Could not find room for them earlier, but now will be

able to harden and expose many subjects needing protection

and heat previously. The chief work in this department has

been watering under glass, and using drainings from the farm-

yard when such could be procured. When that is not to be had,

we use manure water from barrels, made with cowdung, soot,

&c., clearing with a little lime. These barrels were old and
rotten, full of holes, and of no use above ground except as

firewood, but the worst holes patched, and the barrels then

sunk in the ground to the rim, and banked firmly round with

clay and tar at the sides, they have done good service for years,

and may do for the same purpose for years more. Strawber-

ries have the water varied. Plants, like men, prefer change

of food.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

The out-door work has been much the same as in previous

weeks, rolling, switching, and preparing for mowing, which

ought to have been done, but we think we must roll again.

We also turned over ground, planted Gladiolus, and took off

cuttings of Hollyhocks. In-doors much potting has been done ;

bedding plants were moved, cuttings made, and temporary beds

made for forwarding tender plants, besides pricking these out,

hardening off, &c. We find that we can only allude particularly

to two subjects.

1, Making Slight Botbeds.—'When we have nothing but the

long litter from the stables and a very small quantity of drop-

pings to so much straw, we hke in general to throw such material

together, well watered, for a week or ten days, and then use

it for a bed, with 3 inches or so of tree leaves on the surface

;

but to save labour we often dispense with aU preparation what-

ever, bring the littery dung from the stables, mix the droppings

regularly through it, tread it regularly, which is hke going into

a fresh haystack, and then dash some water all over it, for

there would be little or no heat without. The treading and
the watering will bring a bed of such loose material seemingly

IS inches high down to less than 1 foot. We then add about

3 inches of leaves or half-rotten dung, tread firm, put on a

surfacing of dry coal ashes, and there is a place for setting any-

thing on in pots that requires a nice heat. Of course, if pricking

out is the matter in hand, some light well-aired soil is used in-

stead of the ashes. A little practice in the making of such a bed

will insure a lasting mild heat, and the covering referred to

guards against everything in the way of deleterious steam.

This is a good plan for many purposes, when you cannot afford

to work and decompose your little dung much before using it.

Bulk, if not of the best, must often be made the most of.

2, li'atcrinp small seeds and seedlings sown thickly in pots

and pans. We have often entered into details as to preparing

seed pots and sowing ; and now the seedlings are up as thick as

grass, and there is no chance of pricking out as yet, for that

takes up so much more room. Well, they must be watered,

thick as they are, and " Anxious" says he watered carefully

with a fine rose overhead, and next day a vast number of his

plants—nay, whole pots were fogged off—gone just at the sur-

face soil. How ? Well, we cannot exactly tell why ; we only

beUeve the fact, and will merely mention the preventives.

First, never water such tender seedlings overhead when very

close together, but take a small pot with a spout, and from

that pour water on a potsherd or oyster-shell at the side of

the pot, so as to sail or flood the little plants with water with-

out pouring it over them. Secondly, as soon as convenient;

take up the little young plants, not separately, but in patches,

and prick out into other pots. You can thin afterwards when
larger. In either case there will be but little dying off.—E. P.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Ambroise Verschaffelt, 50", Rue du Chaume, Ghent, Belginin.

—Prix-Coiirant pour U Printemps et Etc, 1867.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Apuil 24.

The snppUes are heavy and the markets very dull, quantities of good*

remaining on hand. Continental suppUes are also in excess of tli»

demand. Dessert Pears are now over, and but few Apples of gooa
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quality nre to be had. Hothouse Grapes and Strawberries are coming in
in large quantities for the season. The best Potatoes are 10«. per ton
clearer.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus biindlo
Beans, Kiduc.v, per luO

SearletRun-i sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bms. Sprouts \ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Caoliflovrer doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers eiu-h

pickliug .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fezmel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Hoi-seradish ,. bundle

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries box
Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

B. d. B.

6 too

1

2
2

1

6

Leekg bunch
Lettuce per doz.
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mu8td.& Cress, punnet
Onions... . per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

d.

3 too
2
2

9

9
4

6

FBDIT.

. d. B. d
2 OtoS

9

10
10

1

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) .. doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

B. d. 6. d
OtoO

Plums
i sieve

Quinces doz.
RaspbeiTies lb.

Strawberries oz.

10

4
8

1
Walnuts bush. 10 20

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one will wi-ite privately to tlie depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiahle trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticxdmre, d-c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

Books (Co&7ta»0.—There is no such book at present. We shall publish
one nest year. {A Constant Eeadcrj.—'Wo have a book full of plans now
printing.

Seedlings (F. H,).—The Coleus seedlings are rich in colour, but can-
not be judged of from a single leaf any more than can a seedling Verbena
or a seedling Pelargonium from a single pip.

Soda for Manuhe (Martyn).—Your discoloured washing soda may be
applied to the ground intended to be planted with Potatoes, or sprinkled
between the rows of Cabbages, between Sea-kale plants, or on Asparngu^-
beds. One pouud to 30 square y.irds will be sufficient.

DRiraKENNEss.—" My gardener, I begin to fear, is a ' neer-do-weel.'
He has a wife and three tine children, and is a most trustworthy, strong,
active, clever yotmg man, who thoroughlv understands bis business, and
whom evei-y one in the village respects when he is himsell; but he is
easily led away by his own ' chums.' I am never sure of him, and he fre-
quently gets thoroughly drunk. I have a good garden, about 40 yards
long by 20, with a most excellent modern greenhouse, and was seriously
thinking of engaging him for my permanent and first gardener ; but this
is only his second week, and he has been off two clear days already.
Would you recommend me to try him again ?—J. P."
Jit is too serious a responsibility for us to accept, and we cannot say

Discard liim, for if you do, and give' his true character, no .)ne will engage
hun

;
but we have small hope that you will be able to keep him. If a

man, who knows that drunkenness ends invariably in ruined health,
impoverished family, and the contempt of everv one whose good opinion
IS desirable— if a man, notwithstanding, runs even the risk of drunken-
ness, it is such a pro6f of self-indulgence being preferred to all other
considerations, that we never expect him to stop until he dies of delirium
tremens and his family are beggared.—Eds.]

'^i'^.^?'^^^^
Garden Planting (Constant Header, Cork).—Vfe hay

e

no doubt that the plan you prop.tse will answer verv well ; and we hardly
know how to advise you ns to improving it unless Ve knew which part
yon wished to continue longest in bloom. The main part, which consists
ol two semicucular beds, making an oval, with the space between, and
lonr beds round the oval, with straight lines on the outside, we would
recommend to bo planted %vith those plants that will stand for the season,
instead of, as now, being partly filled with Calceolarias ; and other beds
with mixed Candytufts, which will only be a few weeks at their best.
Thus, suppose ynu planted your two pointed semicircles (bat which, by
filling up the middle pathway, we would change into an oval), with bright
ecaxlet IVlnrgoniums in the centre, yellow Calceolarias roimd, and a band
of blue Lobelia outside ; then of your other four clumps we would pair
them on the cross, say two beds of Cerise Unique with Heliotrope for an
edging, and two beds of Bijou Pelargonium with variegated Alyssum for
an edging

;
or the Verbenas you have, if you hke them better," might be

[ound Bijou, with a string of Cerastium next the pathway. The five
beds then would stand the season ; and you might edge all your little
fiqnaro beds at the sides with the different Cerastiums, and in them plant
*°5 Candytufts, Asters, Saponarias, &c. ; and if a bed went off, you could
either replenish it, or, if a little seedy, it would not mar the general
effect, which your mixed Candytufts, Asters, &c., dying off in the six
central clumps would certainlv do.

Planting Vine Borders {O. I. B.).—The chief injurj- done to Vine
borders by planting them with flowers is, that the son has little or no
direct access to i\m border. We always advise not to plant them; but
many in this respect go against their convictions. A skliting of Migno-
nette, Ac, in front does Uttle harm.

Pear Leaves Eaten by Caterpillars (TT. F.).—Dust the leaves
thoroughly with white hellebore powder.

Treatment of Czar Violet after Flowering (J. fl". K,).—Presum-
'

iug it to be in a put in a cool house or frame, remove the plant after
flowering to a shady border, and plant it out in a compost of rich turfy
loam with a Uttle leaf mould. If the plant is large and capable of in-
crease, the runners may bo slipped off, placed in small pots filled with a
compost of sandy loam and a little mould, and set in a cold frame.
Keep the plants rather close and shaded imtil they are established, .

then remove them to a shady but open situation, and plunge the pots to
the rims. When the pots are full of roots shift into larger pots—say
44 inches in diameter, using the same compost as before, and in July
shift into six-inch pots, using a compost of turfy loam two-thirds, and
one-third leaf mould, with a free admixture of shai-p sand. The plants
should be well watered overhead and at the root, especially during dry
weather, and this treatment should be continued throughout the summer,
avoiding anything approaching to a saturated or sour soil, of which they
are very impatient. They may remain out of doors, the pots being
plunged to the rim in coal ashes in a sheltered situation, or, better, in a
cold pit or frame, iirotection being afforded from severe frost. You may
turn out the plants as already mentioned in a sheltered, shady situation,
previously dividing them and planting the divisions C inches apart every
way, and keeping them shaded until estabhshed. They ought to be kept
moist and be frequently watered overhead. Towards the end of Septem-
ber you may take the plants up with balls of earth, and place them in
well-drained six-inch pots, or any size large enough to hold them welL ;

Place them in a frame, and remove them as required to an airy shell
,

in the greenhouse.

RiDDELL's Slow-combustion Boiler {Idem).~lt is eflScient, and as
;

economical as any boiler of its kind.

Cinerarias Flagging (£. 1'.).—We think the flagging of the plants is

caused by the compost being much too rich, and the roots being injured,
the plants would flag under bright sun. We would advise your employing
in future a compost of turfy loam from rotten turves two-thirds, and one-
third leaf mould, adding one-sixth sharp sand, but no manure. We think
if you use this rough, provide good drainage, and afford a Ught and airy
situation, you will be more successful in f utm-e.

Vinery Aspect (J. H. H.).—The south side of your wall will do very
well for a vinery, and the same aspect will answer for oblique cordon-
trained Peaches under glass. The other side will do for Pears, but not
for a vinery or Peach wall. The hardier kinds of Pears only should be
planted against it. It would alsu do admirably for Morello Cherries.

'

The south-east side would also grow Plums and Cherries.

IIardy Basket pLANTS(7sfl).—There are few plants that are hardy in
hanging baskets ; they should have protection in winter, as their roots
perish on exposure to severe frost. Polygonum complexum, P. vacclni-
foUum, Antirrhinum liuariiefolium, Saxifraga japonica, ti. sarmentosa,
Seduni Sieboldi and its variegated form; Linaria cymbalaria, its variety
alba, and the variegated form ; Lysimachia nummiilaria, Lotus cornicu-
latus flore pleno. Campanula garganica, C. Barlerii, C. muralis, Convol-
vulus mauritauicus, C. tenuissimus, Mikania scandens, Bisandra pro-

strata, variegated Vinca elegantissima, aud the gold and silver variegated-
leaved I\'ies.

Evergreen Oak Injured by Frost (R.'Capper).—All you can do is to
cut off the head of the tree immediately above the living part, and train

any well-situated shoot as leader.

CoRREA Potting {W. A. O.).—Now is a good time to pot it, draining
the pot well, and using a compost of two-thii-ds turfy sandy peat, and
one-third sandy loam, with a free admixtui-e of silver sand. It ia well
not to give large shifts ; a pot 1\ to 2 inches larger than that in which it

is potted is suthcieutly large.

Daphne indica Potting [Idem).—The present is a good time to repot
this plant, hut it flowers more freely when the roots are confined.

Fertilising Aucuba Flowers (Idevi).-~li a flowering plant of the
variegated kind were placed beside a male plant it would iu all probability
have the flowers impregnated ; but, to make sure, the pollen of the male
should bo applied with a camel-hair pencil to the stigma of the female.
The pollen will keep a long time—if kept dry for many weeks, but we do
not think it will continue good until the following year. The flowers
should be fully open when the pollen is applied.

Lapageria rosea Propagation (Idiin).—It is raised from seed and
propagated by suckers, layers, and cuttings of the half-ripened wood,

Bougaintill:ea glabra {A Subscriber).—The Bougainvillffia is not
easily flowered in this country, there being a majority of non-flowering
plants compai'ed with the flowering. The books are right.

STANHOPEA OCCLATA,CaTTLEYA CITRINA, and ODONTOGLOSSUM GRANDE
Culture (Orchid).—We fear j'ou have not accommodation for the growth
of these plants. The Stanhopea and Cattleya will not thrive in a green-

house, nor will the Odontoglossnm if the house is as airy as greenhouses
generally are and should be. They ^vill do very well if you convert your
greenhouse into a close house, aud keep it warm during the period the

plants are making and perfecting their growth, and iu winter they will

do well in the temperature of a greenhouse if the atmosphere is dry.

Keep the air of the house moist and the plants moist at the root

—

whether they are in baskets, on blocks of wood, or in pots, the compost
should bo moist—syringing them twice a-day or ufteuer, and the

atmosphere should be kept moist by frequently sprinkling the floors,

walls, &c. This treatment should be continued from the commencement
of growth imtil it is perfected ; then reduce the amount of moisture, and
keep dry in winter. Vo not overwater at first, but increase moisture
with the increase of growth, and leave it off gradually.

Climber fob the Back Wall of a Greenhouse (M. H. i;.).—We do
not know of anything that would thrive so well as, and look better than
the gold and silver variegated Ivies, or you may have the variegated

variety of Cobiea scaudous ; but the Ivies would look much better, as-

sociated as they would be with rockwork. The small-leaved kinds only

should be planted.
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Insects in Hotbed {L. 0. P.).—The insects yon sent are common
mites or Acari, feeding on decayed vegetable matter, and not on living
plants.

Cucumbers and Mushrooms (Idem).—Yon may have the Cucnmbers
as you propose, making for them a bed of horse-droppings or litter. The
encumbers should be planted when your frame is at liberty owing to the
bedding plants being cleared out, and you may in August wrap pieces of
Mushroom spawn in a little dry Lay and insert them 6 or 9 inches apart
over the bed, and 3 inches beneath the surface ; but you must not water
the bed very much after the spaw^l is inserted, or it will perish. You
may look for Mushrooms in about six weeks. We have, before soiling
the bed for Cucumbers and Melons, placed pieces of Mushroom spawn,
abont the size of a hen's egg, 6 inches or so apart all over the surface
npon the dimg, having previously placed a thin layer of chopped straw
over the bed, and after putting on the spawn covered it with a thin
layer of the straw, and then with soil. This has been chiefly done inthe
case of beds for late Melons, and we have had splendid crops of Mush-
rooms in autumn and up to Christmas from the beds after the Melon
plants were removed, the lights being protected from frost by mats and
straw.

Gardeners' RovAt Benevolent Institution (Albert).~Any person
upon payment of £1 1^., annual subscription, may become a member; it

is not limited to any age; under gardeners are of course eligible. For
particulars i\Tite to Mr. Cutler, the Secretary, 14, Tavistock Row, Covent
Garden, London, W.C.
Zamia elliptica Culture (Wcm).—The plant should now be potted,

using a compos-t of turfy loam, sandy fibry peat, and leaf mould, in equal
parts, with a freo admixture of sand. Proiiide good drainage, and place
it in a temperature of from 60*- to 65' at night, and from 75^ or 80 ' by day,
with sun and air, preserving a moist atmosphere to encourage growth.
Syringe the plant overhead morning and evening, and when growth
commences water copiously until it is perfected, then reduce the amount,
still keeping the soil moist, but not nearly so much so as when growing.
Afford a lii^bt and moderately airy situation. In other respects its treat-
ment is not different from that of ordinarj* stove plants.

Making Asparagus-beds (L. T. £.}.—In "Doings of the Last Week,"
page 282, you will find remarks to suit your case. Taking out a trench

!

and filling with prunings and other .rubbish, so as to sccui-e good drain-
j

age, is a matter of importance, as in such stiff soils as youis, dampness
at the roots is a great enemy to the Asparagus. If you cannot well do this
we would trench the ground as deeply as the good soil goes, and pick up
the subsoil and leave it. We would iuake narrow beds, by putting a few
inches of the si>il from the alleys on the bed. We would give no manure
when trenching, but when the beds were set off we would place abont
6 inches of rotten manure on the surface of eaah, and fork it in some
8 inches deep, incorporating it with the soil. We would plant young
plants in the eud of April, if 2 or 3 inches high, nnd give surface dress-
ings of dung in summer, with dressings of burnt clay if we could obtain
no sandy soil. Our advice is given on the principle, that in your case the
plants will do best if the roots do not go far from the surface, and the
deep stiniug of the groimd previously wiU prevent stagnant moisture.
Even when a trench is made, we would keep all the dung, leaf mould,
hght soil, and burnt clay near the surface, say not deeper than 15 inches,
^e believe that by thus manuring the surface Asparagus can be grown in
the stiffest soils. For simplicity nothing is better than single rows
planted on the raised-ridge plan.

Succulent Vegetable (X, X.).—We do not remember your descrip-
tion given years since. If the vegetable is identical with Bruce's it

would not grow in the open air hereabouts.

Vines Ripening their Wood Prematurely (Constant Subscriber).—
We have read over your statement carefully, and as the Vines are 3 feet
from the heating pipes, we do not think the pipes have anything to do
with the Vines ripening their wood before the fruit is well set. As the
Vines always come strong enough, break well, show well, and go on well
until the wood ripens prematurely, we do not think that the border as to
its constituents can be so much in fault, though certainly it would be ad-
\isable to have a drain 4 feet deep in front, and this we would make before
attempting to Hft the Vines and replant them. We think the premature
ripening is more likely to be the result of a check to growth, either from
too low a temperature or too much dryness in the border, especially in
the lour-feet inside the house. We would recommend, therefore, quite as
many laterals being left. We think from 55' to 60" too low a temperature
for an early house—say from 60 to 65' or 70", and plenty of moisture at
the roots about the time this ripening of wood generally takes place.
Keep the outside border protected.

Circulation op Water in Quadrangular Pipes (L. T.).— You will
have quite as good a circulation from your quadrangular pipes placed flat-

wise, and more heat will be given off by them when so placed, as you will
have so much more of an upper surface, and that will always be the
warmest. We have some of the quadrangular pipes placed upright [J in- -

stead of as you propose flat !=:, and we found that from the quantity ol r

water they held they were longer heating, and that when pretty hot at
the top the bottom would be almost cool. We could not do as you (wisely
we think), propose, place the pipes flat, but we did the best we could '

under the circumstances—namely, filled the pipes merely about hali fuU
of water, and then we had heat sooner, and the water heated the pipes
above them. Place them flat by all means.

Bedding Pelargoniums (Zojiafe].—There are numbers of the ninety
Pelargoniums named with which we have have had no experience as bed-*';

ders, and several more which we do not even know. The following we can )

testify make good bedders :—Amy Hogg, Alice, Baron Ricasoli, Black
Dwarf, Countess of Bective, Cybister, Criterion, Clipper, Dr. Lindley,
Diadem, Eleanor, Eugi-nie Mozard,Frani,'ois Desbois, Gem of Roses, Glow- :

worm, Helen Lindsay, Hardy Gaspard, HaiTy Hieover, John Veitch, .Jeanne
D'Arc, Indian Yellow, Lady of Loretto, Lord Palmerston, Lady liokeby,
Monitor, Mrs. Whitty, Gladame Vauchcr, Monitor, Milford Nosegay, Mrs.
Wm. Paul, Napoleon, Orange Nosegay, Pink Pearl, Princess of Wales,
Prince of Orange, Rosamond, Rival Nosegay, Rival Stella, Rubrocinctum,
Stella, Spitfire, and Woodwardiana.

Seedsmen—Florists (J. N. D., and an Old Subscriher).—We cannot'
recommend any firm in particular. You must consult our advertising ,.

columns ; write to several who there advertise, and ask for prices, &c.
'

Grapes Rusted {J. Acton).—The Grapes are affected with rust. Its

cause is much disputed. We believe that it arises from the berries being
subjected suddenly to a cunent of cold air after being overheated. '

Names of Plants (H. 0. J.).—1, Thyrsacanthus rutilans; 2, Vinca '

rosea. {A Subscriber).—No. 1 is Alousoa incisifolia ; all the others were
insutiicient for determination. (Ma^tter John].—1, Omphalodes vema;
2, Cornusmas; 3, Lotus ; 4, Desmodiuiu Skinneri, var. albo-lineatum

;

5, Adiantum bispidulum ; 6, Leucojum vernum. iG.F.E).—The speci-

men is very much crushed, but we think it is Forsythia viridissima.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for tbe Week ending April 2;3rd.

Date.
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THE POULTRY CLUB.
Having been applied to for my subscription to the Poultry

Club, before paying it I sbouia'certainly. like to know what
prospect there is of obtaining some retnm for my money.
Hitherto it has been a very one-sided a^air. Tha Club may
have done good, which I am not awai-e of; the only benefit
that I have derived from several years' subscription has been
" The Standard," value Sa. : therefore, before continuing my
subscription, I should like to know for what it is wanted,
and what benefits are derivable from being a member hence-
forward of the Poultry Club ? Perhaps some one may see fit

to enlighten my darkness.

—

Bella.

FOOD FOR CHICKENS.
In last week's number of the Journal I noticed a communi-

cation from a " Weekly Suescrieer " complaining of inatten-
tion on my part in forwarding the receipt for chicken food as
per advertisement. I can only say that I have not in one
single instance omitted forwarding' either the receipt or the
condiment as soon as it was possible; but we have a mail
only three or four times a-week, per steamer, and if the
weather be boisterous it is sometimes detained for as many
days, thus causing a delay which may perhaps have been unac-
countable and annoying to some of my numerous correspon-
dents.

With respect to a " Weekly Sttbsckieer," if his was an
application dated the 23rd of Jlarch, and headed Kingstown,
Ireland, having exhausted my stock of receipts, I was having
a fresh supply printed, and was thereby delayed a couple of
days. I forwarded one in due course, and the following day
received another letter from my Irish correspondent complain-
ing that he had not received the receipt, and demanding
either it or the stamps. Having sent the receipt the previous
day I did not think it necessary to answer this letter : hence, I
suppose, the communication to your Journal.

If a "Weekly Subscriber" will send me a directed enve-
lope, I shall be most happy to forward the receipt, and I will
also send him a packet of chicken condiment by way of com-
pensation for trouble and expense.—A. Le Cheminant.

BREEDING DARK BRAHMA POOTRAS.
I HAVE read much in the Journal of late in reference to

breeding Dark Brahma Pootras. I fear if we endeavour to
come to the standard of the correspondents, we shall so mix
and deteriorate this really good and handsome breed of fowls
that in a few years we shall be unable to recognise our fa-

vourites in the wretched mongrels to which we shall have
reduced them.

" Nemo " will have it, there are two schools of Brahma
breeders and exhibitors, and he has been pleased to attach my
name to one of these so-called schools, and hinted pretty
broadly that I lean to the brown shade of colour in the hens
rather than the silver-grey. This, I will grant ; I will there-
fore try to give my reasons for the preference. When the
chick of the Brahma first makes its appearance from the shell,

what colour is the down on its tiny back ? Is it not brown ?

I care not whether it is bred from birds professedly of the
bluish-greyer not; this down gradually gives place to ifeathers,

which in ground shade are of a dull whitish colour, minutely
but distinctly pencilled throughout with dark pencilling. As
they grow older, the pullets gradually develope themselves
into the very shade (bluish-grey) which so many advocate

;

but wait awhile, watch those very pullets that possess that
true shade, they moult again, and as hens their ground colour
is brown, not a reddish Ijrown, but a clear brown without the
reddish tinge. This can but prove one thing—viz., that a
brown ground shade is the correct and only colour. The red I
abominate, and I maintain that it will never exist where due
care is exercised in the selection of breeding stock.

Mr. Richard Teebay was the most successful breeder and
exhibitor of Brahma Pootras in this country. I think he will
bear me out in saying, there was no silver-grey about his
hens; they were generally quite dark, but most beautifully
and distinctly pencilled. This gentleman has told me him-
self that he likes to see a slight bronzing on the wing of the
cock, as this helps to develope the desired shade of colour.
The very gentleman whom "Nemo" professes to say belongs
to the " silver-grey school," purchased the whole of Mr. Tee-

bay's stock, and has exhibited hens quite as brown as any
exhibited by me.
The gentleraea who desire to introduce this abortive silver-

grey in Brahma hens will have many difficulties with which
to contend. I will enumerate a few—viz., size, small ; light

breasts with muddled pencilling, or white breasts with no pen-
cilling whatever ; white heads, the pencilling only commencing
half way down the neck hackle ; bad combs ; an insufficiency
of fluff, and badly-feathered legs. They will also have to rear
a large number of chickens in order to have a few compara-
tively good pullets, which will, in spite of every effort, moult to
the natural colour, which they wish to avoid.

I have paid particular attention to Brahma Pootra fowls for

the last fifteen years, having kept them in large numbers both
in this country and America ; and I must say I have made
but poor use of my advantages of studying them in both
countries, if I advocate a colour that is foreign to them.

In conclusion, I wish my fellow breeders and exhibitors to

fully understand I do not wish to speak disparagingly of their

fowls. All I want is fair play, competent judging, and let the
judges prove to us what is the correct colour. I should not
have written had not my name been mentioned, and hinted at

pretty broadly by some correspondents. I have been, and still

am, a successful exhibitor, as reference to the Journal will fully

corroborate, and I fully intend to maintain my position.—
Henky L.act, Lacy House, near Hebden Bridge.

GAME FOWLS—VARIETIES OF COLOUR.
The different sorts of Game cocks have always been con-

sidered as showing the most beautiful variations of colour.

The gorgeous, glossy, and royally-coloured red-eyed Black-

breasted Reds, tinted and shaded with crimson, or nearly

crimson, and blue (the royal colours), showing bright red,

golden red, dark blue, steel blue, and dark green ; and his rich

red Partridge Brown, golden-hackled hen, present the highest

type of feathered beauty of all ; also, the Red Golden Cinna-

mon Black-breasted Red with his bright red eye, yellow legs

and beak, and beautiful Cinnamon hens to match. The Black-

breasted Red is undoubtedly the noblest of all the sorts as to

his colour. Then the splendidly-shaped, fierce, and spirited

Brown Red, with his rich dark brown red colour, and hard iron-

like appearance, and beautiful, dark, hard-looking, fierce hens.

The rich-coloured and often gaudy yellow or Birchen Duck-

wing ; the high bred, neat, and chaste-looking Silver Duokwing
Grey with his beautiful Silver hens ; the keen-looking bright-

red blood Pile, a parti-coloured bird, the type of quickness and
activity : the spotless milk-white breed with their fierce bright-

red eyes like the Pile ; the bold, noble-looking. Brassy-winged
Black or Sable, with his glossy jet-black hens ; the hard, strong,

and savage-looking Dark Silver Grey, looking nearly as hard as

granite, so to speak, with the Dark Silver hens ; the hardy

and strong-looking Dark Birchens, or Bark Birchen Greys, with

their dark hens ; the beautiful yellow-hackled Blue Dun with

orange shoulders in the cock; the beautifully-tinted Red
Dun or Ginger Blue Red ; the curiously-marked Polecat or

Dark Tawny, often light-coloured underneath the body; the

gay-coloured Spangles and Red Furnaces ; the sharp, fierce,

and fiery Ginger Reds, as quick as the keenest Pile, and also

the type of quickness and activity ; the very yellow Yellow

Birchens ; the neat Mealy Grey breed ; the tufted and muffled

breeds so seldom seen; the "true Black Reds," dark port-

wine coloured, bred from Blacks and Black-breasted Reds (the

term "Black Red" being wrong for Black-breasted Reds), the

homely hen-tailed cock with his partridge short feather like

his hen ; and many other handsome crosses and mixtures, one

of which is the spirited cross between the Brown Reds and

Blue Duns, throwing cocks ginger-breasted with blue thighs,

wings, and tails, and yellow-hackled blue hens. (This cross

beats all colours in fighting in some places, not excepting

Brown Reds and Dark Greys, though not so hard as these, but

faster birds. The Dark Grey also crosses well with the Blue

Duns for fighting. Blue Dun cocks with Brown Red hens
produce most of these, but the Brown Bed cock and Blua

hen is most used.) All these colours present a picture of all.

the variations of feathered beauty and colour that no other

poultry can possibly present, surpassing even Pheasants of

sorts and colours. No wonder amateurs are fond of their Game
breeds, long may they be so ! The above-named cross is tbff

"Ginger-breasted Orange Blues," called Birchen Blue Beds,

or Brassy Bine Reds.
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™ I omitted the following in my foregoing notes. Many breeders

Bay that in crossing colours the most cock chickens take after

the hens, and the most pullets after the cock. My own ex-

perience and that of my neighbours is exactly the reverse

of this. Most of my cock chickens in crossing took after the

cock, and most pullets after the hens, in all eases ; of course,

supposing the cock to bo equal to the hens in strength of blood

and colour.

A cock chicken is a chicken until his first Christmas, if a

spring bred bird, a "stag" after his first Christmas, and a

cook after his second Christmas. A pullet is a chicken until

she lays her first egg, and a hen after her second Christmas, a

pullet until that time.

In crossing breeds the cock chickens take most after the

harder and stronger strain of the two, whether the hens or

cock be of the harder and stronger sort ; the most pullets

being of the softer and weaker strain of the two used.

—

New-
UABEET.

BEE-KEEPING IN RUSSIA.
{Translated from the German.)

The gigantic Kussian empire comprises, besides the Eus-
sians, a great many other nationalities, which are partly

scattered and mixed in the whole empire ; and other nation-

alities than the Bussian partly prevail in certain districts ; but

each nationality has generally its peculiar customs and manners,
as also, for the most part, its own modes of tUling the ground,

rearing cattle, &c. It is also naturally to be expected that the

bee is there kept in difi'erent ways by the various nationalities,

either more rationally or irrationally.

I have travelled pretty much through the whole of Eussia ; at

least, I have visited many governments or provinces of all the

iour cardinal points, and I find that there is a difference in

bee-keeping in the north and in the soiath, in the west and in

the east ; but everywhere throughout Eussia, bee-keeping is

mostly in the hands of the peasants and the clergy. There
are few clergymen, in Eussia proper at least, who do not keep
bees. Also, in many monasteries bees are kept by the monks.
In Poland alone, and especially in the provinces on the Baltic,

clergymen seldom occupy themselves with bees. Next to the

peasants and clergy it is the merchants of the towns, nay even
of the largest, as for example Moscow, who keep bees, whilst

Schoolmasters and government officials do not occupy them-
selves with bee-keeping at all, as these persons consider it

beneath Ikeir dignity. Artisans also do not keep bees. There
are but very few landed proprietors who possess an apiary, and
those that do, attend not to it themselves, but leave it to their

inspector or starosta

—

i.e., elder, who is always a peasant, and
is chosen from those who can be most relied on. Only in the
provinces on the Baltic, which are for the most part inhabited
by Germans, and where the landowners, with the exception of

a few Poles, are exclusively Germans, they often take part in it.

But bees are kept everywhere, even in the northern govern-
ment of Archangel, and mostly on a large scale. It is but
seldom we meet with a bee-keeper, unless he be a beginner,
who has less than a quarter of a hundred hives. They are
generally owners of at least fifty to one hundred stocks—nay,
towards the south-east, for example the government of Oren-
burg, even of five hundred to one thousand stocks. Bees are
most extensively kept in the eastern governments, in those of

Isaratoff, Orenburg, Isimbirsk, Kasan, and Nishay Novgorod,
and also in the eastern provinces of Bessarabia, but especially

in Podolia, Wolhynia, and particularly in Minsk.
In the whole of northern, middle (excepting the deserts of

Tula, Orel, &c.), and eastern Eussia, the bees are kept in
Motzbeuters,* always in the form of standers.t In southern
Bussia where there is no wood, bees are only seen in straw
cylinders which exactly resemble our German ones. Likewise,
also, in Poland, mixed however with klotzbeuters. In both dis-

tricts the lagerj-shape prevails. In the Polish provinces of

Ismolensk and Witebsk, as weD as in the north-western govern-
ments of Pskow, Novgorod, and Petersburg, which are in-

habited by Eussians, one sees only klotzbeuters, as in the north
and east, but almost wholly in shape of lager-hives. The
stiinders, which are very small, are used only for hanging in
trees in the forests near the apiary in order that swarms which
fly away may enter these hives, which they almost always do.

* Hivea formed of the hollow trtinks of trees.

»h*
*',?"8''t hives, having gencially two or more compartments one above

t Horteont&I,

In the Baltic provinces, however, the upright klotzbeuters are

the most common bee-hives ; also in southern Finnland, at

any rate near Abo. Only in southern Ourlaud, on the Witebsk

boundary, did I meet with the lager-form.

But the klotzbeuter-lagers in Eussia are not, as in many
districts of Germany, placed horizontally ; one side is always

considerably higher than the other, being raised on poles or

stones. The swarm in this case, of course, begins comb-build-

ing in the highest part of the hive. The straw cylinders, how-

ever, mentioned as being used in Poland, in southern Eussia,

and in the districts of the northern deserts are very seldom

placed, as in Germany, in special bee-houses, but for the most

part single, a distance of several paces being left between the

hives, and each being thatched with straw or roofs of reed, like

little houses. The standing klotzbeuters never have a wooden

roof throughout all Eussia ; they are always covered in but a

rough manner with the bark of birch trees or firs, the bark

being weighted down with stones^that the wind may not blow

it off.

In the civilised provinces—i.e., the Baltic provinces and

Poland proper, which have more or less of European culture,

bees are also kept in magazine-boxes by some, and recently

even in Dzierzon hives, but they are very few, and scarcely

worth mentioning. But in Eussia proper no one knows

Dzierzon, not even by name, excepting only the professors of

zoology. Lately, however, there has appeared a Eussian work

on bee-keeping, by Professor K , of the Gorigoretzk Agri-

cultural Institute, originally a German, who mentions some-

thing about Dzierzon and You Berlepsch, but rejects the hives

of both these gentlemen as " impracticable," and recommends

his own, a depraved magazine-hive. Under such auspices

Dzierzon's method certainly cannot find its way into Eussia

jjroper.

As to the management of bees, it varies much m different

districts. Throughout the whole of the eastern part of Eussia

they adopt the swarming system, but manage it differently from

the Germans. First and second swarms which issue early are

planted singly, and wintered as stock hives. As soon as the

desired number of stocks are obtained all the swarms which

issue afterwards are formed into gigantic colonies. From
three, four, five to ten swarms are united in a huge klotzbeuter,

so that a swarm thus made weighs from 10 to 20 and more lbs.

If several swarms do not issue in one day, so that such a

gigantic stock may be made at once, then swarms are added to

the young stock one by one. In doing this, the bee-keepers

are not particular whether first swarms are united with first

swarms, or first swarms with second swarms. The swarms

which are to be united are well sprinkled with honey-water,

and fumigated very strongly with the smoke of rotten willow

wood. The superfluous queens are never removed previously

;

this is left to the bees. It is strange that in this irrational

proceeding but few bees are killed, which is, perhaps, owing to

sprinkling them well with honey-water and fumigating them

strongly. In autumn, generally in October, these colossuses are

sold to the so-called " bee- slaughtermen " (hteral translation

from the Eussian, Pscheloboitschik) , who kill them with brim-

stone, and then prepare an emulsion of honey, brood, bees, and

the excrements of cattle with which the interstices of the hives

are closed, and sell this mixture in casks of 20, 40, to 60 lbs.

and more to merchants in the towns. Parent hives, which are

too light, and which have not gathered sufficient food for

the long winter, the owners do not sell to "bee-knackers

(flayers)," but cut out the combs and let the bees fly where

they like. For the bee-keeper in this district thinks it a

great sin to kill bees with his own hands ;
but if he leaves it to

the bee-flayers, he, according to his own opinion, has washed

his hands of it. Late in the autumn, as soon as snow has

fallen, all the stocks are taken into a dark room which is

distant from the dwelling-house and not heated, or into some

locality built for this particular purpose ; the entrances are

loosely stopped with straw, and the outside of the building

is covered with straw and brushwood. The bee-keeper does

not now look after his bees until spring. The stocks are

never fed, either in winter or in spring. They leave them

always honey enough to have still plenty in the spring. In

spring, the second day after having taken out the stocks, which

are placed singly in the garden or in the woods, they are

examined. First, the lowest door is opened, the dead bees are

swept out, and those combs which may have become mouldy

are removed, but only those which are very mouldy
;

for, if

possible, no ceU of good comb is damaged. The next day,

or not till the third day, the head (top) is examined, where
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likewise the mouldy comb only is removed, but only in the

very worst cases, for the bee-keepers there do not like to cut

the top. The loss of queens is generally not perceived until a

few days after, when the bees by dcRrees begin to dwindle away,
and bees of other stocks plunder the houey, and then the combs
of the queenless stocks are cut out. Throughout the whole
empire stocks which have lost their queens are treated alike.

In summer the whole care of bees is limited to the temporary
opening of the lower door in order to remove the moth larvas

which may have nested there. During the swarmiug period,

which does not begin uutU the second week in June, a person

—

generally a young girl or an old woman—is continually watching
dttring warm and dry weather. Everywhere around the stocks

several wooden blocks which have been charred all over are

fastened on poles that the swarms may settle on them and not
fly away. The swarms indeed select these blocks much more
frequently than a shrub or tree, but they nevertheless very
often fly off into the woods. When putting the swarms into
the swarm-basket, the latter is first rubbed with a plant which
is there called the deaf nettle, but which is the Leonurus car-

diaca, Linn. The bees are said to like the smell of this plant,

a fact of which I have convinced myself.

—

Edwakd Assmuss.

(To be continned.)

FRAME HIVES—FEEDING BEES.
I HAVE two stocks, swarms of last year, in Woodbury-hives

of eight and ten frames, which are so constructed that the
hives can be turned upside down if necessary, without fear of
the frames shaking. I wish to obtain some honey, if possible,
and swarms artificially, as I am occupied with my business
during the day. The hives that I have to swarm them in are
entirely different from those of Jlr. Woodbury, but still frame
hives ; therefore I am debarred the usual advantage of them.
How would it be best for me to act in this case ? The food
which I give my bees—viz., sugar and water, in bottles always
candies and stops the mouth up. How is this to be remedied ?

and how may I know when a hive has swarmed?— J. C. A.

[We look upon " duality " in the construction of frame hives
with quite as little favour as the House of Commons regarded
the " dual vote." We should therefore on no account admit
any hives into our apiary the frames of which were not inter-

changeable with all the others.
The syrup which you have been administering to your bees

is either overcharged with sugar, or the network which covers
the bottle-mouth is of too fine a mesh. We put three parts
sugar to two of water, by weight, and use an open leno, the
meshes of which are fully one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter.
A sudden decrease in the population is the first indication of

the escape of a swarm. Whenever this is observed, the fact

of a swarm having issued may be readily either verified or dis-

proved by an examination of the hive's interior.]

RANGE OF BEES' FLIGHT.
This is a subject of great importance to bee-keepers, as it

has been supposed that bees fly only about three miles when
collecting houey, consequently there has been a fear of over-

stocking an apiary.

Having ascertained that there were no bees on Kelley's Island
(Lake Erie), in the spring of 1866 we established an apiary of

the Italians there, for the purpose of rearing pure Italian queens
and ascertaining the flight of the Italians for food. In less

than a week after they commenced flying they were busily at

work on the other end of the Island, more than five miles distant

from the apiary. This season we shall carry some of them (in

a hunting bo.\) out on the water, and ascertain how far they can
be induced to work from the hives. We are of the opinion that

they will not fly as far across the water as on the land, where
there is a continuous supply of flowers to call them from the
hives. We shall report further discoveries at the close of the
seaaon.—W. A. FiiANCERS {Prairie Farmer).

OUR LETTER BOX.
Gapes—Guinea Fowls (J. Worsfold).~To cure the gapes give each

chicken a piece of camphor daily, about the size of a Hmall pea. and pnt
a lamp of camphor into the water they drink from. The hen Guinea
fowl utters the peculiar " Come-back " cry. The cock only utters a whin-
ing noise. . .

Hen Eating Hku E<;g (Blanche).—The only cour-^e to adopt is to

watch her whilst layinp, and to remove the euK as soon as it is laid.

Have artificial effcs made of chalk or porcelain for nest egfzs.

AccnlNGTON Poultry Know.—Messrs. S. ^t R. Ashton, Mottram, Man-
chester, inform ua that they were awarded first prize in Gold-spangled
Hamborghs at Accrington Show. It was omitted in the report wo re-

ceived.

Dorking Cock's Cosib Bleeding M. B.).—Cauterise the wound, and
It will stop the bleeding. We have used lunar caustic for this purpose
very freely and with great success.

Failcre oe Fowls and Tokkevs (t. T. B.).— Everything seems
arranged to go right with your poultry, yet it is evident all goes wrong.
While there is no loyal road to success, there is no reason on the other

hand why failuro should be the rule. Do you keep fowls and Turkeys
together? If you do. separate them. Have your houses wooden, stone,

or brick floors' ? If they have, remove the floors or cover them with

6 inches thick of earth and gravel. When your chickens are hatched, do

you keep them close together? If you do. divide and scatter tbem about,

it is most likely more eggs will come out under the sitting hen if they

are moistened for some days before hatching. The chickens that die in

the shell die from lack of moisture. When the chickens are out, do not

disturb them much for the first twelve or eighteen hours? Then take

them as far away from other fowls asyou can. Choose for them a dry spot

on a slope in the park, if under a havrick so much the better. Let them
be where thcv will be exposed to the sun, but sheltered from the wind.

Place thus vour hens and chickens as far apart as you can consistently

with their safety. Provide them with beer to drink, road-grit or dust to

bask in, and plenty of good food. Above aU, keep the hens shut up as

long as the chickens require it, certainly from seven to ten weeks; if

longer so much the better. This is good for fowls and Turkeys. At this

time of year when the mornings are verv cold, often frosty, the hen
drags either or both of them about till they are completely chilled, thej

then die with every appearance of roup.

Ducklings and an Aktificial Mother (Scnii'i/i).—We have aeen

Ducklings reared in the artificial mother of Minasi's incubator, but we do

not approve of glass above them. They should not have sufBcient water

to dabble in, and they may be fed on ground oats and meat chopped fine.

Call Ducks (L. T. B.).—Your Call Ducks die like other Ducks that are

allowed their Uberty. Old Ducks fancy their young can follow profitably

wherever they themselves go. Towards evening they take their young,

only a few hours old, under steep often beetling banks in search of the

evening fly. One by one they leave the brood behind. Hens are the most
successful mothers because they avoid the w-ater. If you rear under Ducks
wo advise you to let the old bird sit in a pigstye or place where she

cannot get at anv water, and vet where the inequalities allow of sufiBcient

moisture to enable them to feed and drink. When they get older, ana

before they are allowed their liberty, let them have every day a large

shallow vessel. Let the bottom be covered with a large sod of grass, on

this lay some oats, meal, and gravel. Cover the whole with 1 inch of

water. They will thrive well.

Brahma Pootra Pullet Lame (BrnJmn).—We know not to what to

attribute the lameness of your hen. It may be accident, and from the

Buddennoss of its appearance we should think it was, or it may be like

many of oiu* own ailments, the origin of which cannot be detected.

Non-payment for Poultry (£. C. Bori'f/ti.— It is not a case for onr

columns, but for the County Court. Employ a solicitor without delay-

Eggs Chilled (IT'. IT. IT'.) —As the eggs were only sat upon 'hrce or

four days, their being allowed to become cold as you describe will not

interfere with their production of chickens.

PnESEEViNG Eggs {A. E. P., rfc.l.—The following is from the " PonltiJ-

keeper's Manual :"—" Have large boxes or barrels thoroughly hned mside

with paper; put them in a cool bat dry place. A lajer of fine white salt

an inch thick should cover the bottom. New-laid eggs should be laid

side by side on this salt, and all vacant spots or places should be care-

fully filled with it. Successive layers of eggs and salt fill the box, which

is theu very tightly screwed down, and paper pasted over the jomts.

Fine white "salt is preferable. On the 1st of August, 1819, M. Jacques

oiiened a ease of six hundred eggs, preserved in September, November,

and December. 1848—that is to say, eleven months after tney were put

away; although they no longer possessed the delicate flavour of a new-

laidcgg. they wore well-kept, and well-tasted-good enough for any do-

mestic use.''

Rust Pigeons (C. SA.—By all means try Runts, and send ns your ex-

perience. They are noble Pigeons, and ought to be thought mM% ol.

Some years since we had Spanish Runts, and very large and long- uoaiea

they were. They brought up their voung ones well, and we did not nna

them delicate or liable to disease. Try to avoid breeding in-and-m :
start

with breeds that are not related to each other, and by exchanging, or

other management, prevent near relations being paired. If you aucceea

in making Runts popular you will confer a national benefit, as many
would thou keep them for the table, and be proud of their size, as Dork-

ing-fanciers are of the legs of their birds. Have roomy nests, low perches,

and vou must not expect much flying from them. A low outhouse, ll

safe from rats and cats, makes a good home for Runts.

Feeding Bees (Bec-fcecping Subacribir).—There does not appear to be

anv pressing necessity for immediate feeding, but if the present broken

weather continues, the administration of a moderate quantity ol looa

may not be unadvisable.

POULTRY MARKET.—April 24.

We have a great scarcity of good young poultry. Trade is deplorably

bad, or there would not ne sufficient to supply London. There is not an

average quantity at market.

d
Large Fowls 4
Smaller do 8

Chickens 3
Goshngs 7

Ducklings 5

Pigeons

d. s.

6 to 5 Pheasants
Partridges

6 Grouse
6 Guinea Fowls 3

6 1
Rabbits 1 4

9 WUddo 8.

d s. d
too •

DCSLTiSir :
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As to soil for filling up the interstices in the rockwork and
for planting in, it is hardly necessary to do anything in the
matter, for Filmy Ferns do not require rich soil. We may
employ a compost of equal parts of turfy brown peat, such as
is used for Orchids, and chopped sphagnum or bog moss, the
peat being broken with a spade, adding to it an equal quantity
of sand or broken gritty rock from the size of a hen's egg to

that of a pea, the whole being well mixed and incorporated,
and placed in the interstices and hollows. In any prominent
position more soil should be used, and, omitting the sphag-
num, such kinds as Todea pellncida may be planted there.

Previous to planting, the house should be syringed twice
daUy, and every part made thoroughly moist. The planting is

dilEcult to describe ; for some kinds it merely consists in
placing them on a ledge of rock, for others in putting them in
a crevice and laying a few pieces of grit around them to main-
tain them in position, whilst for others, again, the trunk of a
tree Fern is set on its end or laid on its side in a corner ; others
must be furnished with soil beneath and around them, but in
no case should they be buried or covered. When in position
they should be sprinkled overhead twice daily, and every stone
both of the floor and rockwork ought to bo kept constantly
wet. It is not possible to have a syringe with too fine a rose,
for water cannot be sprinkled over them too finely. Some kinds
are impatient of water on the fronds, these will be named here-
after. The stones and every available surface being sprinkled
twice daily from the tanks or reservoirs in the centre of the
houses, and the water being directed with force against them,
further watering may in most instances be dispensed with, as
the moisture will run from the rockwork to the roots of the
Ferns, and be dispersed over their fronds in the form of a
thick mist. If there be sufficient moisture it will hang from
the points of the fronds, which will be "covered with minute
dew-like drops every morning," as Messrs. Backhouse describe.
The amount of moisture, as shown by a hygrometer, is com-
plete saturation, and if not so much it is too dry for Ferns of
this class. If the rock and floor be kept wet the amount of
moisture will not be far deficient.

As to air-giving, that is equally difficult of description, for

air must not be admitted so freely as in the case of plant-
houses generally, and yet it is essential. There must be no
cold draughts, and yet air must be afforded daily, and, indeed,
constantly, but in very moderate quantity. Anything ap-
proaching a confined atmosphere is injurious, for though
Filmy Ferns iiourish in humidity, they also delight in fresh
air. Air, then, should be given in such a quantity and manner
as not to dry the atmosphere more than can be avoided. More
air is, of course, necessary by day than night, and in this
respect they require nearly if not quite as much air as Ferns
generally, only the ordinary kinds are less susceptible of its dry-
ing influence. Give them air if you do not wish the fronds to
become brown before they are well developed, at the same time
Bee that it does not render the atmosphere deficient in humidity.
The amount of air may be liberal if the necessary humidity is

maintained.
Temperature is an all-important point ; the stove kinds gene-

rally will be funnd to do well in a winter temperature of from
50° to 60°, increasing with sun or the heat of the external air
to not more than 05°, and this temperature should be main-
tained from October to March. In March the temperature
should be slightly increased, and go on gradually increasing
until from 75° to 80° be attained, which may occur by the
middle of May, or from that time to June. At this tempera-
ture the house should be maintained to the end of September,
when its heat should be allowed to decline so as to fall to a mini-
mum by the close of October. This temperature will be suflicient
for the majority of the AVest Indian and tropical species, but a
few require a greater degree of heat ; still they may be aeeom-
modateJ in one house by having the warmest places assigned
to them.
The kinds from Chili, New Zealand, and Tasmania succeed

admirably in a winter temperature of 40' as a minimum, fire

beat being only employed to prevent the temperature from
falling below that point, and the general winter and summer
temperature will be regulated by the external air ; this being
the case, the minimum in summer will be 60°, and the maxi-
mum between that and 80°, but generally about 70°.

As regards shade, I have found nothing equal to a thin coat-
ing of white lead paint put on when the external surface of the
glass is thoroughly dry, and dabbing the paint before it dries
with a painter's dust-brush. This. shading I find ample.
I have already stated that some kinds are impatient of water

on the fronds, and some require more air than others, whilst
others differ in the matter of humidity and shade, and these
points I hope will be gleaned from the following list of species,
which is based on the catalogue of Messrs. Backhouse.

S'^ovE Species, requiring a temperature of from 55° to 60*
in winter, and one of 80° in summer :

—

Tricbomnnes aiiceps, IJ to 2 feet high, forming tofts. Westlndieat
A't:rj' Iiiiniid and rathur close atmosphere. This is one of the best*
Tt^mperature* 5^i° to SO".

T. Boj.ri, very small, requiring to be gi-own on the trnok of a Palm
tree or tree Feru, which it is said to clothe in the Mauritius. Tha
atmosphere requires to be verj' moist. It should have a position in
the warmest part of the house. Temperature ()()° to 80°.

T. attenuatum, a tine species, closely resembling T. alatnm, found
on trunks of trees in the West Indies, and doing well on them in thia
country, as also in chinks of rock. The atmosphere must be very
humid and somewhat close. Temperature 5,')° to 80°.

T. alatum. 1 foot high, tufted, growing on trunks of trees like the
last, and will thrive on blocks of wood or in crevices of rock. Tempe.
rature 55° to 80°.

T. achillefefolium, handsome, tufted. 1 to li foot in height, requiring
a very humid and close atmosphere. This needs to be placed in the
warmest part of the house. Temperature 60° to 85°.

T. Bancroftii small aud tufted, 3 to 5 inches high. To be kept
humid but airy.

T. crispum, 18 inches high, tufted and handsome. Very humid hut
airy. AVill do in a cool part of the house. 55° to 75°. West Indies.

T. crinitum, tufted ; requiring the soU to be veiy well drained, a
humid atmosphere, but no water on the fronds. It should have a cool
sitnatiou. 50° to 75°. West Indies.

T. elegans, 9 to 12 inches, needing the warmest part of the honse,
and to be kept very humid and close. 65° to 80°. West Indies.

T. Filirula, creeping. It requires to be kept very humid and some-
what aii'y. Afford it a warm situation. 65'^ to 80°. Mauritius.

T. javanicum, tufted, to 12 inches high. A vei*y humid and rather
close atmosphere. .Java and Philippine Islands.

T. floiibundum, requu'es a clayey soil mixed largely with silver sand
and a little peat or leaf mould, and to be kept very humid and close.

Tufted, IJ foot high, and fronds very noble in appearance. Should
have a warm part of the house, 65° to 80°. West Indies.

T. fimbriatum, allied to T. Kaulfossii, needing very moist soil, and
a humid aud somewhat close atmosphere. 55° to 80°. West Indies.

T. Kaulfussii, tall (1 foot high); soil firm and vei-y moist ; atmo-
sphere humid and rather close. It should have the warmest part of

the house. 65° to 85°. West Indies.

T. Kraussii, small aud creeping, requiring to be grown on a piece of

the trunk of a tree. It requires to be kept humid and airy, and will

succeed in a cool part of the honse. 50° to 75°. AVest Indies.

T. Luscbnatianum, a climbing species, rambling over mossy rocks,

and succeeding in a cool part of the house. Humid and rather aiiy.
55° to 75°. Brazil.

T. muscoides. creeping, needing a warm situation, and a humid and
rather close atmosphere. 65° to 85°. AA'est Indies.

T. memhranaceum, creeping, requiring a warm situation, and a
very humid and rather close atmosphere. 65° to 80°. West Indies.

T. i>lnma, as yet very rare, erect, 1 foot high ; requires to be grown
amongst decayed lops of wood and moss, and kept very humid. This
will do in a cool part of the honse. 5(i° to 70°. Borneo.

T. pyxidiferum, creeping, growing on trunks of tree Ferns or stems
of Palms. Humid and rather close. 55° to 75°. West Indies.

T. reptans. very small, requiring the stem of a Palm or tree Fern to

grow on, aud to be kept very humid and rather close. 55° to 80°.

AVest Indies.

T. rigi'lum, 1 foot high, tufted, requiring to be kept very humid bat
aiiy. 55° to 80°. West Indies.

T. rhomboideum, resembling T. javanicum, and, like it, from the
PJiilippiue Islauds ; 1 foot high ; needing to be kept very humid and in

the hottest part of the house. 65° to 85°.

T. scandens, creeping ; needs to be gi'own on the stem of a Palm ot
tree Fern, aud to he kept hnmid but airy. It will do in the coolest

part of the house. .'iO" to 7U°. AVest Indies.

T. rapestre, tufted ; grows on bare wet rocks. It should have tha
hottest position. 70° to 80°. Borneo.

T. sinuosum, cUmbing on trees in the West Indies, and r6qairingf<>

be grown on logs of wood, and to be kept vei-y humid and rather closa.

AA'ill do in a cool position. 50° to 7."!".

T. thujoides. 1 foot high, tufted. To be kept very humid and rather

close. 60° to 85°. Mauritius.

T. spicatum, to be kept very humid and rather airy. 55° to 75*.

West Indies.

T. trichoidenm, creeping, requiring to be kept vei*y humid aud rather

close. 55° to 80°. West Indies.

Hymcuojihyllum asplenioides, requiring to be grown on mossy rooks

or logs of wood ; to be Lept very humid but rather airy, aud watered

freely. 55° to 75°. West Indies.

* The temperature requisite for each kind is here stated, as it may bff

useful to those who wish to grow them in Wardian cases, for which thesa
plnnts are well suited. The temperatm-es are as given by Messrs.
Bickhouee & Son.
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H, abmptnm, should be grown on mossy rocks or triinljs of trcusi

in a cool, hnmid. and shady position, and well-ventilatad atmosphere-
.W" to 70°. West Indies.

H. ciliatnm. Rrows on mossy rocks or trunks, and should be kept
very humid and rather close. .50° to 75^. West Indies.

H. hirsutum, grows on logs of wood, and slionld be kept very humid
but airy, and ought not to be watered over the fronds. bH" to S0°.
West Indies.

H. hirtellum, a fine .Jamaica species, which requires to be kept very
hnmid and airy. 50° to 80°.

H. Plumieri, to be kept very humid and airy. 5.5° to S0°. West
Icdies.

H. sericeum, grows on rocks in the West Indies, and thrives best on
them in this country. It should be kept very humid but airy. It
dislikes water on the fronds. 55° to 75°.

Greenhousk Species, requiring a temperature of 40° in winter :

—

Hymenophyllum leruginosum, growing on rocks and mos.sy logs

;

should be kept humid and rather close, and watered freely, but not
over the fronds. W to 65°. New Zealand.

H. caudiculatum, needs a compost of decaying wood or mossy logs,

and a very humid and rather close atmosphere. ii)° to 65°. Chili.

H. chiloense, on mossy rocks and logs, and to be kept very humid.
40° to 65°. Chili.

H. crispatum, needing the trunk of a Palm or tree Fern, and to be
kept very humid but airy. 40° to 65'. New Zealand.

H. cruentum, should have a nio=isy log of wood, a very humid atmo-
sphere, and a rather shady situation. 40° to 65°. Chili.
H. demissum, 1 foot high, requires to be kept humid bnt airy.

40° to 65°. New Zealand.
H. dichotomum. recjuires a mossy log of wood, a very hnmid at-

mosphere, and a shady position. 40° to 65°. Chili.
H. dilatatum, needs a compost of decaying wood, leaf mould, and

moss. A verv humid rather close atmosphere, and a shady position.
40' to 6.5°. New Zealand.
H. flabellatnm, grows on the trunks of tree Ferns or of Palms. It

should be kept very hnmid, and rather aiiy. 40° to 65°. Tasmania.
H. flesuosum, needs the trunk of a tree Fern or mossy log, and

must have a very humid and rather close atmosphere. 40° to 65°.

New Zealand.
H. fuciforme, 18 inches to 2 feet high. Needs to be kept very

humid and rather airy. 40° to 65°. Chili.

H. polyanthos, requires to be kept humid and airy : it does not
thrive under a glass shade. 40° to 70°. New Zealand.
H. pulcherrimum, needs a very hnmid atmosphere. 40° to 65°.

New Zealand.
H. rarum. very like H. tunbridgense. needs to be kept vei-v humid

but airy ; avoid wetting the fronds. 40' to 65°. New Zealand.
H. scabrum, must be kept very humid and rather airy. 40' to 65'.

New Zealand.
H. tunbridgense, grows on mossy rocks or in chinks of rock, and

should be kept very humid and rather airy ; avojd wetting the fronds,
as they quickly become discoloured. 40' to 65°. Well known to be a
British species.

H. nnilaterale (Wilsoni), grows on mossv wet rocks, and should be
kept very humid bat airy. 35° to 60°. British species.
Trichomanes elougatum, 6 inches to 1 foot high. Tufted. Requires

a very humid and rather close atmosphere. 40° to 63°. New Zealand.
T. exsectum, creeping, on ledges of rock. Must have a very humid

and rather close atmosphere. 40° to t)o°. Chili.
T. radicans fspeciosum), flourishes on rather mossy moist grit. It

needs a very humid and rather close shady atmosphere. 40° to 70°.
Ireland, also Madeira.

T. radicans Audi-ewsii. The fronds of this are lanceolate instead of
triangular-ovate as in the species, and it fruits freely.

T. reniforme, creeping on mossy rocks. A very humid and rather
well-ventilated atmosphere. 40° to 70°. New Zealand.
T. venosum, should be grown on the trunk or part of a tree Fern,

and must be kept very humid but rather airy. 40° to 65°.

To the above may be added tlie three Todeas—viz., arborea. australis,
and pellucida, wliich should be planted in peat, pieces of sandstone or
grit, a little leaf moulcl. and sand, affording a rather airy situation, and
no water over the fronds.

A correspondent wishes to know the reason of the fronds of
Filmy Ferns becoming brown. This, as far as I have expe-
rience, is the result of variable humidity, they being sometimes
dripping wet and at others quite dry. E.«essive moisture will,
in many cases, cause the evil, especially when there have been
heavy syringings, which should be avoided, as water ought never
to fall upon .them with force, but always like dew ; at the same
time the atmosphere should be kept constantly humid. Some
kinds will not endure much syringing over the fronds, and all

are better if the requisite amoimt of moisture can be kept up
without it ; but in many cases this cannot be done. A frequent
cause of the fronds becoming brown, is their being stifled under
glass shades, the moisture remaining on the fronds from morn-
ing to evening. A little air would in such cases make all right,
but if air be admitted excessively, the young fronds will perish
before they unfold, and the same result, along with browning of

]

tlie fronds, takes place in a very close atmosphere. Filmy Ferns
like most other plants require fresh air. moisture, and water,
but the air must not reduce the humidity of the atmosphere,
which must be constant, and water should not be allowed to
lodge but pass away freely, it being as freely replaced.

I may now offer some remarks on the culture <if Filmy Ferns
in ordinary ferneries. These seldom possess sufficient humi-
dity, but the plants may be grown in them in cave- like recesses
made for the purpose, and which may be forme.l of grit or
sandstone. Tliese should not be deep, otherwise tbey will be
too gloomy. If a pipe can be carried over the recess, so that
by opening a tap a slight run of water can be produced over the
top, the water percolating through the crevices of the stone
roof will fall from the latter in large drops on a large stone
forming the bottom of the cave or recess, and will be thrown
on the stones or rock for some height and distance. This
will be sufiScient in most cases to afford a constant supply
of moisture by the evaporation continually going on, and is far
superior to any syringings ; but when it cannot be adopted
every surfacp must be sprinkled twice daily. The finest-rosed
s.vringe only should be employed. If the" house is sufficiently
humid, every morning the fronds will be covered with minute
dew-like drops of water, and if it is not so moist as this the
plants will soon become brown, and tlie young fronds perish.
It is useless attempting the growth of Filmy Ferns in an ordi-
nary fernery unless suitable places are provided for them, for,
as before remarked, it is seldom sufficiently moist, or if it is, it
will be too much so for some kinds of Ferns, especially in winter
when their fronds are mature. For this reason Filmy Ferns
are generally grown under glass shades, where, however well

I

cared for, tht-y seldom remain long healthy, which is mainly
to be attributed to the closeness of the atmosphere.
The pans in which the plants are grown cannot be too well

drained, and should be filled with the compost already men-
tioned, the plants being placed in the centre, and the surface
of the soil covered with pieces of sandstone, but not entirely.
The shades should rest upon fine pieces of grit, and any water
that may be necessary for moistening the roots should be
poured upon the glass, and should pass clear away, and not
be retained about the i-oots by having the pans in saucers
filled with water. To maintain the requisite degree of humi-
dity the shades should be removed, and the plants sprinkled
overhead once or twice a-day, or once or tu'ice a-week, as may
be necessary, in order to have the shades covered with moisture
every morning, and the fronds studded with minute drops of
dew from the condensation during the night. To keep the plants
healthy there should be one hole at the top of the glass for the
admission of fresh air, or the escape of that which is vitiated,
and two or three holes when the shades are large. Different
species of course vary in respect to the treatment they
should receive, but .all require air, constant humidity, and a
free, moist, sweet soil. With stagnant water in the soU and
an excessively humid and close atmosphere, they wiU not
thrive; in fact, some kinds require so much fresh air that
they soon become unhealthy under glass shades. The shades
should be taken off occasionally and wiped dry, and if this is
done every morning all the better, replacing them before the
fronds become dry. So important, indeed, is fresh air to this
class of Ferns, that it is preferable to grow them in Wardian
cases with moveable lights, placed in houses having the re-
quisite temperature and shade. In cases, the plants can be
well provided with every essential to their growth

; those which
grow on wood can be placed on logs laid in a suitable posi-
tion, all can be readily syringed, any amount of water may be
given, and they can be seen at any time. In any ordinary
fernery the lights of the case may be" half, or fully open, as the
sides will prevent an undue amount of moisture being dissi-
pated, and an excess of it may be dispelled by raising the
lights, whilst that which is necessary can be secured by shutting
them partially, or completely. At night the lights should be
fully or nearly closed to promote condensation and the de-
position of dew on the fronds, and if the moisture is not ex-
cessive it will not do more than hang in the finest possible
drops on the fronds of the beautiful and delicate-textured
Filmy Fern.—G. Abbey. •

CUTTING BOX EDGINGS.
As the season for catting the edgings of walks has now arrived,

I write to recommend the grass-edging shears for cutting Box
edgmg. I have used them for many years, and I find them
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greatly superior, by reducing the time required to do the work,

and easing tlie worlcman, to the hedge shears or scythe, both of

which I have ceased to use for the purpose. In large gardens

where there is much of this work to do, grass-edging shears

will be found very useful. The work can be done without

csing the line, or topping, and if the edging he cut every year,

this may be done very speedily. I believe this tool has been

used by others, but not so much as is desirable, for cutting

Box edgings.

—

James Reid.

CULTURE OF TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS-
TURF SOIL FOR POTTED PLANTS.

In your number of April ISth, Mr. Wills recommends fresh

torfy loam and bone dust, and manure water when the pots

are well filled with roots. I know the plants will grow amaz-

ingly in this compost, and the j'oung leaves are very nicely

coloured, but as they develope themselves the colours lose

their brightness and regularity, and the leaves become very

large and soft, and lose that fresh appearance which I consider

so essential in this section of Pelargoniums.

I practised that method of growing them three years ago,

and strongly recommend it when the object is to increase the

stock quickly ; but I now, in growing specimens for the decora-

tion of the conservatory, dispense with the fresh loam and

manure water, and use the loam with the fibre in it quite half-

decayed to feed the plants instead. I find them make sturdier

and shorter-jointed growth, smaller leaves, which retain their

freshness of colouring a gi-eater length of time, and the plants

exhibit altogether a much smarter appearance than when
grown soft and luxuriantly. I do not think boiled hall-inch

bones have this objectionable effect, and though I have not

recommended them in my took on the hybridisation* of this

class of Pelargoniums, I believe such may be used with ad-

vantage ; but I cannot perceive what use a 32-sized-potful of

the bones in a barrow-load of compost can be. I have used

three times that quantity, but I consider it very extravagant,

unless the plants had to remain in the same soil for a long

period.

I do not understand what Mr. Wills means by a temperature

of 5.5° or 60' for the atmosphere, and of 45' or 50° for bottom

heat in the propagating-house ; the small thumb-pots, which

are about li inch deep, to be partially plunged. This would

suggest the idea that an inch of the material on the surface of

the bed should be 10° lower than the atmosphere in the same
house. If there is any misprint here I think it would be as

well to draw attention to it, as I have known amateurs very

much perplexed by trifles of this sort, in trying to adhere

strictly to instructions laid down fur them.

The" cuttings strike very freely in a temperature of from 55°

to 60° in my propagating-house, on the platform, which has

three hot-water pipes (four-inch), underneath it, all on the

same level, about (J inches lower than the under surface of the

platform, which is 7 feet wide : the flow-pipe runs down the

middle. There is a T-pipe at tl.e ex'reme end from the boiler,

then an elbow on each side, and a return-pipe runs down each

side of the flow the full length of the platform, which is formed

of slate, supported by brick pillars i feet apart.

I find Pelargoniums and all softwooded plants strike freely

on this platform, either in or out of pots. There are no other

pipes for heating the atmosphere. The platform is 4 inches

from the front wall to allow the heat to come up ; of course

there is nothing to prevent its rising at the back where the

path runs.

Much having been written of late respecting the use of fresh

turfy loam for general purposes, I beg to state the results of

my experience for the benefit of amateurs who, I know, look

so anxiously after information of this sort. As a rule, I use

fresh turf for Vines, or anything that has to remain a long time

in the same soil or pot, as Camellias ; but for anything that is

required to develope itself quickly, and do the whole of its

work in the period of two or three months after the last shift,

and is then shaken out of the pots, as are Pelargoniums and

most softwooded plants, I prefer having the turf quite half de-

cayed. Also, for Cucumbers, I prefer it thus decayed, as it is

ready for them to feed upon at once, and they make stouter

and shorter-jointed growth.

I am afraid that those who use loamy turf for Azaleas will

• Mr. Dixon calls it hybridisatior, bat, strictly sreaking, it is cross-

breeding.

find themselves in a bad way in two or three years, just when

their plants should be at their heat. I have used it, and am
thoroughly acquainted with its effects.

As regards making moderately-large heaps of turf—say 3 feet

wide, and 4 or 5 feet high, to decay for potting purposes, I can

see no objection to the practice. I once made a very large

heap of turf that was taken from a field that was to be ploughed,

which had never been broken up before " in the memory of the

oldest inhabitant." The third spring from the time that it

was stacked I found it suit my purpose better than it had

done before. In fact, I never had plants succeed so uniformly.

I am quite decided it was more valuable in that state than

when fresh, consequently I recommend such turf in all cases

where the plants are required to do their work in a short period

of time. I know a specimen plant-grower, probably the best in

England, who stacks his turf in very large heaps.—T. DixoN,

Gardener, Watcrdale, Sutlon, St. Hele}i.<i.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SPRING SHOW.
This, tbe last spring Sbow for the season, was held on Saturday

and though the showers in the forenoon were frequent and heavy, the

aftenioon was tolerably fine, and there was even some snnshme.

Roses again constituted a leading feature, and among those shown

by Messrs. Tnmer, Paul & Son, and Lftne, were si)ecimens which for

beauty and profusion of bloom it would be difficult to sui-pass at any

season. For nuie, Mr. Turner was first with Charles Lawson, very

fine, a magnificent specimen of Vietor Verdier, and Alpaide de Kota-

lier. Lord Clyde, Marichal Vaillant, Professor Koch, Celine Forestier,

with thirty blooms, Madame Villermoz, and Souvenu- dun Ami, all ot

which were excellent. Messrs. Paul & Son, who were second, had of

rose-coloured kinds, beautiful specimens of Anna Alexieff, and Madame

de Stella : Lord Clyde, and Madame Boutm, crimson ;
Le Rhone,

deep red; and of Tea varieties, Alba Rosa, Souvenir d'Elise,! resi-

dent, and Souvenir d'un Ami. Messrs. Lone & Son were thud with

very good specimens of Vicomte Vigiei , P.erre Netting, with numerous

rich velvety dark crimson blooms; .'taiGoujon. rich violet-shaded

crimson ; Anna Alexieff, Comtesse d. C cibrillant, and Tnomphe de

Momy, different shades of rose ; Lom e Darzens and Madame Alfred

de Rongemont, white. Messrs. Lane also exhibited a small coUectlon,

for which they were awarded an extra prize.

In the Amateurs' Class good specimens of Francois Lacharme,

Madame C. Wood, Jules Margottin, and others from Mr. James, gar-

dener to W. F. Watson. Esq., Isleworth, and Mr. Wiggins, gardener

to W. Beck. Esq., took the first and second prizes. ^
, , „

For new Roses of 18(54, 1805, and 1SG6, Messrs. Paul & Son were

first with Fisher Holmes, velvety crimson ; Princess Mary of Cam-

bridge, pale rose; and Duchesse de Caylus, bright carmine Mr.

Tui-uer was second with Duchesse de Caylus, Marechal ^lel, very

fine, and Mademoiselle Marguerite Uombrain, delicate rose colour.

Messrs. Lane, who were third, had Dr. Andiy, cheiTy red
;
MarceUa,

salmon ro.se, sha.Ung oft to white; and Duke ot Wellington, shaded

velvety crimson.
. „

Several boxes of cut blooms were shown, in which were fine ex-

amples of Marechal Niel, John Hopper, Exposition de Bne, Camille

BeiTiardine, MdUe. Marie Rady, Madame C. Wood, Celine Forestier,

and Vicomte Vigier ; but the gem of tbe whole was Maria Baumann,

bright red, shown by Mr. Turner. Messrs. Paul & Son had a first

prize for twenty-four" blooms, Mr. Turner being second, and were also

first for miscellaneous boxes.

Of Pelargoniums Mr. Wiggins was the only exhibitor, taking the

first prize with, for tllis season, finely-bloomed specimens of "V estal,

Beadsman, Roseum, Pline, and Madame Reicie.
, . .

Mr. James had extra prizes for Calceolarias, of a very good strain,

and Cinerarias ; and a similar award was made to Messrs. Dobson

and Son for nine Azaleas, among wbieb were Keme des Doubles,

bright rose, and Baron de Yriire, blush, heavily spotted with rosy

crimson in the npp'Jr petals.
, ,r -r- t ol„„„>>

Of Anriculas, the best were those shown by Mr. Turner, of Slough,

who hadLycurgus (Smith), Duke of Kent (Dickson), General Bo ival

slSith) Sophia (Chapman), Fair Maid (Ligbtbody), and Metropohtan

Spahling). Messrs. Dobson & Son were second in the nurse,7men s

class, and in that for amateurs Mr. Butcher, fC^'-^i-y.-eU^^s

first with Sophia (Chapman), John Penn, Robert IraiU (L>ghtbo^).

Blueber and Bright Pha'bus ; Mr. Cox. Camden Town, and Mr

James beSigsccon'a and third. Mr. Tumor also exhibited scvera

seedlings, of which Crown Prince, mulberiy set, CheerfulueBS Colonel

Champneys, and diaries Turner receired first-class eertihea e
,
like-

wise a fine collection of Alpmes. 01 these Lustre, rich leddish

bZn had a fl°st class certificate, whilst Deh^ance, Jessie, Trumpeter,

Selina and Vivid were awarded certificates of the second class.

WPansies, tbe best twenty-four cut blooms came from Mr. James

Mr. Hooper, Bath, being second; and the first-named exhibitor also

ook an extra prize for excellent plants in pots, the vaneties bemg

Mastei^iece, Dux, Imperial Prince, and Rev. H. Dombram dark selfs ;

v'sttTriuiose self ;'wm. Austm, J. »• Dow«?'^;^^ancellor and A

Wharrard, yeUow gi-ounds ; and Cupid, IVUss E. Cochiane, and Lady
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E. Stanley, white grounds. Messrs. Downie, Lainl, A" Laing, also

exhibited blooms of Imperial Blue, purplish blue, with a yellow eye

and a dark blotch ou the lower petal. This variety, which has been

exhibited on several previous occasions and taken certificates, pro-

mises to be useful for bedding.

Collections of fine-foliaged and flowering plants from Mr. Williams,

Holloway, Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goltlsmid, Bart., and
Mr. Burley, Bayswater, received prizes in the order named, and com-
prised Croton variegatmn, Yucca aloifolia varie^ata, and Cordyline

indivisa, all of which were flue specimens ; Imantopliyllum miniiitum

with eight heads of bloom, Eriostemon pulchellum, Azaleas, the

pretty rosy-flowered Adunandra fragrans, Alocasia metallica, varie-

gated Pandauus javanicus. Palms, and Dracituas. Mr. Williams also

had an extra prize for a miscellaneous collection, in wliich were the

beaatifuUy-striped Yucca quadricolor, good specimens of Ag'ive tilifera,

Dasylirion acrotrichum, Todea superba. Palms, Orchids, the scarlet-

spathed Antbnrium Scherzcriauum, and some otherj)lants.

Of new and rare plants Mr. Bull furnished a rattier numerous col-

lection, comprising Rogeria gratissima, Chaniperops melanoeautha in

flower, Saurauja sarapigiensis with bold reddish bronze-like foliage,

Bertolonia marj^aritacea, Diett'enbacliia Weirii with dark green folia;ne

mottled with yellowish green, AthjTium proliferura, an elegant stovo

Feru from Ceylun ; also the following, which received first-class certifi-

cates—viz., Coprosma Baueriana variegata. a New Zealand plant, with
obovate leaves broadly edged with yellow ; Dioscorea discolor variegata,

with leaves richly mottled with brown and green ; Anajctochilus Dayii
dark green, veined with red ; A. petola marmorea, deep brownish green,

with beautiful pale green, almost silvery markings ; Terminalia elegans,

with dark-veined pale gi'een trifoliate leaves, having narrow leaflets

witli red midribs; and Adiantum Lindeui. a handsome robust-looking

stove Fern. Second-class certificates were given for Athyrium costale

dissectum. a pretty Kast Indian Fern, and Azalea Queen of Koses
with large rosy crimson flowers. The latter being also shown by Mi\
Williams under the name of Reine des Roses, a similar award was
made to him. To Mr. Williams first-class certificates were awarded
for StenochliEua hetcromorpha aud Amaryllis aurantiacum, the latter

having sliowy orange red flowers, with a greenish white centre ; and
apparently the same variety in a smaller state came from Mr. Ward, gar-

nener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton. Mr. Wilcock, gardener to Dr.
Pattison, St. John's Wood, exhibited a Dendrobium called Farmeii
aureum-tiavnm, but resembling D. chiysotoxnm, the little white-

flowered D. Heyneanum. and the showy orauge-flowered D. Cam-
hridgeannm. Lastly, Mr. Burley exhibited a plant belonging to that
curious genus Xylophylla, in which the flowers are borne on the mar-
gins of the flattened leaf-like branches, as in the specimen shown.
Among miscellaneous subjects extra prizes were awarded to Mr.

James for a collection of British Ferns, aud to Mr. Bull for two plants
of Agave filifera, each globular and about IS inches in diameter, and
the two so nearly alike that it would be almost impossible to distinguish

one from the other. An extra prize was also awarded to Mr. Gardiner,
gardener to Sir G. Phillips, Bart.. Shipston-on-Stour, for a good dish of

Peaches for the season. Mr. Wiggins contributed some fine Polyan-
thuses, Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Cattleya citrina

with five of its showy yellow flowers, aud Messrs. Ivei-y a basketful of
Azalea Fascination, a beautiful variety with rose-coloured flowers

broadly edged with white, aud richly spotted in the upper segments.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Dr. Masters devoted his concluding lecture on Saturday last, to

the consideration of the Flower. After pointing out the various parts
and remarldug that some are useful for protection and others for at-
tracting insects, he said that the numerous forms which the flower
assumes may partly be explained on the same principles as those on
which the leaves are arranged. If the parts of the flower are few
and even in number, they are usually arranged iu pairs crossing each
other ; but if they are manj', or the number is odd, 3 or 5, the ar-
rangement is spiral. Thus, as a rule, the organs are so placed as
not to interfere with each other, and where this rule is departed from
there is either a great disproportion iu the size of the organs, or their
direction is different.

After touching on the causes which lead to de^•iations from what
may be taken as a standard of a perfect flower, in which all the parts
are present, and which were explained by the union or suppression of
parts, the disproportionate growth of some parts of the flower as con-
trasted with that of others, was referred to as a frequent cause of
variation in the shape of flowers. With reference to double flowers
their peculiarities were stated to be principally duo to the substitution
of petals for stamens and pistils, and to the multiplication of the
numbers of parts. Thus, the lecturer remarked, while the general
plan of construction in flowers is simple and uniform, great diver-
gences in matters of detail are pro%'ided for with a view to the woU-
heiug of the individual plant, or of the community to which it belongs.

at iid. to Is. per oz., when it is a well-kuown fact that they

have been selling at 5^. per oz. fur some time.—A Constant

Subscriber.

[Our quotations are correct, and have been since Strawber-

ries came in; the retailers are buying them at Os. to 10.^*. per

lb., and selling them at 8**. to 16.s-. per lb., aud will supply " A
Constant Subscribf.r" with any qaautity at those prices. We
are sorry that country purchasers have been so victimised.

—Eds.]

PRICK OF STRxVAVB1:RRIES.
I WAS surprised on referring to your list of prices of vege-

tables and fruit of April 24tli, to see Strawberries quoted

PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
We have not been unmindful of those portions of this Exbi-

bition which are entitled to a notice in these pages, and we
shall give of them a fuU report. At present we shall do no more
than detail the awards of prizes to the second series of ex-

hibitors from April 15th to April 30th. The third series

commenced on the Ist inst.

GENERAL EXHIBITION OF CONIFERS.
Ornamental Conifers in pots, baskets, or planted out before March Slst

1. Collection of species and varieties.

First prize, M. Deseine, Bougivah Second, MM. Defresne et filS,

Vitry. Third, M. Oudin, Lisieux. Honom-able mention, MM.
Paillet fils, Chnteuay ; Croux et lils, Sceaux; Moreau, Fontenay.

2. Fifty out-door species aud varieties.

First prize. Messrs. Veitch it Sons, London. Second, M. Morlet, Avon,

near Fontainebleau. Third, MM. Jamin et Durand, Bourg-la-

Reine. Honourable mention, M. Rcmont, Versailles.

3. Twelve distinct species remarkable for their selection and
growth.

Second prize, M. Cbaroze, u la Pyramide, Ansers. Third, M. Alfroy

neveu, Lieusaint (Seine-et-Marne). Honourable mention, M.
Cochois.

4. Six specimens, diSerent kinds, for the decoration of

gardens.
First prize, M. Cochet, Suisne. Second, M. Reraout, Versailles.

Honourable mention, M. AUroy-Duguet, Lieusaint (Seine-et-

Mamc).
5. The best single specimen.

First prize, M. Cocher, for a Thuja gii^antea. Second, Krelaf|o et

fUs, Haarlem, for a Picea Nordmanuiana. Third, M. Oudin, for

a Picea pinsapo. Honourable mention, M. Alfroy neveu, for

a Pinus 8abiuiaua.

0. Twenty-five different kinds of Abies remarkable for their

growth and selection.
Third prize, M. Paillet fils.

7. Recently introduced species.

First prize. M. Adrien Seneclauze, Bourg-Argeutal (Loire). Se-

cond, Messrs. Veitch & Sons. Third, MM Tbibaut et Kete-
leer, Paris. Honourable mention, MM. Paillet fils, Paris;

Oudin, Lisieux.

8. Collection of New Hardy Conifers not jet sent out.

First prize, Messrs. Veitch ifeSons. Third, M. Oudin. Honom-able
mention, M Adrien Seneclauze.

9. Araucarias remarkable for their size.

Third prize, M. Daudin. Pouilly, (Oise). Honournble mention, M
Ivnigbt, Cb;\teau de Pontcbartrain (Seine-et-Oise).

10. Collection of Araucaria imbricata.
Second prize, M. Oudin.

In what are termed the accessory classes the following awards

were made :

—

HOTHOUSE PLANTS.
1. Collection of twenty different plants in or out of flower.

First prize, M. Chantin, Montrouge.
2. Collection of twelve plants remarkable for size aud good

cultivation.
Third prize, M. Lnssus, Paris.

3. Collection of six plants remarkable for size and good

cultivation.
First prize, M. A. Verschaffelt. Ghent.

CACTI.

1. Collection of species and varieties.
First tjrize, M. Cels, Chauss^e du Maine, Paris. Second, M. PferS-

'•..rff. Avenue de Saint-Uuen, Paris. Thu'd, M. Ramus.
2. Col ectiou of twenty-five species.

F=rst prize. M. Pfersdorff.

3. Coilection of twelve species.
First prize, M. Ramus.

4. Species and varieties grafted.
First prize, M. Pfersdorfl'.

5. Collection of twenty-five species or varieties, grafted or

not, in flower.
Third prize, M. Pfersdorflf,

6. Species and varieties of Cereus.
First prize, M. Gels.

SELAGINELLAS.
New species or varieties.

Second prize, Messrs. Veitch & Sons. Third, M. J. A. WilUnk,
Amsterdam.
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GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
Collection of species and varieties of Agave.

First prize, M. Cels. Second, M. Cliantin.
Collection of select species of Agave.

First priie, M. J. Verschaffelt, Ghent.
Collection of Aloes.

Second prize, M. Pferfidorff.

Collections of Bonapartea, Dasylirion, and Littea.
J'irst prize. M. J. Verschaffelt.

Collection of Greenhouse Yuccas.
Second prize, MM. Jamin et Durand.

Collections of Himalayan and Japanese Ehododendrons in
flower.

Third prize, M. Knifiht.

Cinerarias in flower.
fecoud, prize, M. L'Hnillier. Third, M. Bonatre, Ncuilly.

Hyacinths, species and varieties in pots.
First prize. MM. Krelape et fils. Second, The Prussian Govern-

ment. Third, M. Thibaut-Prudent, Paris. Honourable Mention,
MM. Havart & Co., Paris.

Twenty-iive varieties in pots.
First prize, MM. Krelage et fils.

Collections of Pansies.
Second prize, M. Falnise, nin^, Boulogne (Seine). Honourable

Mention, M. Falaise (Edmond), Rue de Billanoonrt, Paris.

Collections of Eoses.
First, M. Jamain (Hippolyte), Paris. Second, M. Margottin, Bourg-

la-Reine.

New Plants.—Collection of seedlings.
Honourable Mention, M. Cocher, for Beschorneria multiflora.

Collections of Forced Vegetables.
First prize. Horticultural Society of Clermont (Oise).

Asparagus.
First prize, M. Louis Lherault, Argenteuil.

Collection of Trained Fruit Trees.
First prize, M. Cochet, Suisne, for Palmette training. First, MM.

Jamin et Durand, Bourg-la-Reine, for Pyramids. Second,
MM. Croux ft fils. Scenux. Third, M. Deseine, Bougival.
Honourable Mention, M. Defresne and M. Gilekains (Belgium).

Trained Peach trees.
First prize, M. Chevalier, MontreuU. Honourable Mention, M.

Giilekains.

Cherry, Apricot, and Plum trees trained in different ways.
Honourable mention, M. Croux.

Four Apricot trees trained for walls and espaliers.
Third prize, MM. J.tmiu et Durand.

Four Plum trees trained for wall? and espaliers.
Honourable mention, MM. Jamin et Durand.

Vines.
Honourable mention, M. Rose Charmeux, Thomery.

ASSISTANTS.
First prize, M. Forest, for the training of the trees exhibited by

M. Cochet.

INSIDE ^^NE BORDERS.
Theee has been some pleasant controversy in yotir columns

about Vine borders, some of your correspondents advocating
inside borders, and some the converse. I am not a grand
Grape-grower, showing for prizes, hut I delight in Vine culture
in my small cottage way, not caring for large bunches, but
having a great relish for Grapes of fine flavour.

I have what is called a vineyard under glass, which to me is

a great source of delight. It is a small span-roofed house,
20 feet long, and 14 feet wide ; there is a path in the centre,

and a border on each side. In each border I have fifteen Vines,
trained to upright rods and spurred in. This is the third year
of their growth, and nearly every Vine is showing abundance
of fruit, three or four times more than they must t e allowed
to ripen.

I happened to be in my house on this sunny day (Api '129th)

—a rare thing this spring, and on observing the 71^ irons
shoots my Vines are making, with their roots in myinside
borders, and the comparatively backward state of some Vines
with their roots in a border outside, sloping to the south-west,
in a dry sandy soil, I was induced to sink two thermometers
in the borders about 8 inches in depth. I allowed them to

remain there, well covered with earth, to an exact level with
the surface of each border, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. On taking
them out I found that which had been buried in the inside
border standing at 62°, and that from the border outside, only
18 feet from the inside border, standing at 51°, giving a tem-

perature 11° below that of my inside border. Please to tell
me if I am right in considering a warm border better than a
cold one for the roots for Vines.—A Younq Vi.ne-groweb.

SORGHUM TARTARICUM.
It is with much regret I note in your Journal of April 25th

the remarks respecting this new cereal : for, relying on Messrs.
Carter ,t Co.'s advertisement. I have not only planted a
quantity of it myself, but many friends, to whom I recom-
mended it, have also been to the same expense and trouble

;

and now our seed is but scarcely in the ground, when yon in-
form us that it is an old failure under a different name, and
that it will never be of any service in this country. That
Messrs. Carter must have been deceived is very evident, and it
is fortunate they are so well known as an honourable and re-
spectable firm, but if the statement in your Journal is correct,
some explanation is surely due from "them concerning it.

—

W. P., Cadburii.

ORCHARD-HOUSE MANAGEMENT—WATERING.
AN EXAMPLE FOR AMATEUP. OAEDENERS.

I TAKE a great interest in my orchard-house. It is a span-roof
built of wood and glass after Mr. Eivers's plan, and I have put
a four-inch pipe round it ; it is 42 feet long by 14 wide. I am
in a peculiarly cold and backward climate, and wish to push
the trees a little. My present system is to keep the ventilators

at the two ends of the roof open day and night. I open all the
side ventilators at eight o'clock, unless the wind is rough or
cold, when I keep the shutters closed, or nearly so, on the side
towards the wind. I keep the pipes warm day and night, and
shut up the house, except the two top ventilators, at three
o'clock, when I syringe. At present the trees louk as well as
they possibly can, and the fruit is set beautifully. My doubt
is whether I do not waste heat by giving so much air. I wish
for information how to manage the house from this time tUl

the fruit is ripe, so that I may have the crop as forward as is

safe.

1 often hear persons, especially gardeners, rail at orchard-
houses, and I observe one great point with them all is the
trouble of watering, supposing the trees to be in pots as mine
are. I think this objection has not been met in your pages
with the very sufEcieut answer " that such trouble as that of

watering the tree is not skilled labour." My " head man " is

not sixteen years old, and he is perfectly competent to water
the trees—the pruning, &c., being a pleasure to myself. I

think it worth while, then, to try to prevent persons from being
discouraged by gardeners who, very probably, can make a
Peach-house with trellis answer better than an orchard-house

;

but with a large proportion of amateur gardeners there is the
skill and willingness to do the light and easy work of the
orchard-house, while the heavier woik may be done by a boy

;

the regular t each house, on the other hand, requires the eye
and hand of a trained gardener.

I have but little time for gardening myself ; but I have five

houses heated— all, of course, small ; and with the occasional

help of a labourer, say three days a-week, from April 1st to

September 30th, and my superintendence, my sixteen-year-old

man manages the whole, and about two acres of garden and
lawn. My houses, sheds, soil, water-tank, &c., are placed close

together. My walks are edged with tiles, so that salt keeps
them clean. My lawn is mown with ii machine, and my wall

trees and pot trees I prune and nail myself ; and I believe my
garden bears comparison with many where the expense in

labour is threefold.—C. P.

[High praise is your due for keeping your garden and
houses with such a small amount of labour, but as yon do so

much yourself con amore, your case could hardly be cited as

applicable to those places where little is done either with the

eye or the hands of the proprietor, except to make work instead

of lessen work for others to do.

Even though the watering of orchard-house trees in pots can

be done by unskilled labour, yet that labour, and especially if

water is scarce and has to be brought in pails or barrows from

a distance, becomes a serious item, and more especially when
houses, water, &c., are not placed so near together as yours are.

A proprietor, and an amateur who is one, can arrange these

things to suit best and thus save labour ; but many gardeners

find it difficult to get a shilling spent in these directions, even
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thongh the spending of the shilling would, ere long, save

pounds. We could name many places where in the way of

watering alone labour would be greatly lessened by the expense

of pipes for carrying the water where it is most needed. In

fact, our experience would say, If you wish to see improve-
ments go to an enthusiastic amateur. He will not scruple to

lay out a little money which will insure a constant saving

afterwards. With all these allowances, however, we consider

that your management, with the head man of sixteen years

old, and an occasional labourer, is highly meritorious. Gar-

deners as a body are well aware of the interest and variety to

be obtained in orchard houses.

Tour house, however, is hardly an orchard-house, further

than its first cheap erection, as your hot-water pipes give you
all the advantages of a Peach-house or a vinery. We quite

agree with you, that, having that piping, you should bring in

the fruit earlier, and this you can do by having less air, but

taking care that the house do not become too hot by sun heat.

As the season advances you will want all the air at midday in

bright weather, but you can do much by giving only a little in

the morning, and shutting up early. Mr. Elvers regulates his

side ventilation by having gauze or thick netting inside of the

ventilators. By two tacks and a looped string we can open
ours a couple of inches or less, onwards to a full opening, and
provided a little air is given early, that will do for moderate
days, and more must be added if the sun is powerful. Provided
air is given early, the house may rauge with sun heat from 70°

to 90', but rather below 90' than above it. From 50' to 60° at

night. See Doings of Last Week.]

PEACHES AND NECTARINES IN AN ORCHARD
HOUSE.

I HAVE a small lean-to house, 16 feet long by 9 feet wide,

which has a south aspect, and is heated by a flue from another
house, running through it about 12 inches from the back wall.

There is room for an inside border, about 5 or 6 feet wide.

The roof is a little flatter than 45°. Would this be a good
place for a Peach tree trained up the glass ? The house could

be emptied in a month's time, and as I have two trees (a Peach
and Nectarine), very suitable in size, and about four years old,

I should be glad to know if they could be moved into the

house when the border is completed—say in six weeks' time.

They are now planted against alow wall, bu.t in an unfavoui-able

situation for ripening their wood properly. Being anxious to

have a little fruit next year, I should like to know in the first

place if the house would be really suitable for growing those

fruits ; and, in the second place, if moving the trees in full leaf

would be better than leaving them as they are till October,

and then bringing them into the house with plenty of soil.—
A. B. L.

[The Peach and Nectarine trees will do admirably in the
border inside the house ; but you must not think of moving
them in six weeks. Let them alone until towards the end of

September or the beginning of October. By moving early and
carefully in autumn you will be sure of a crop in the following
year. Y(3u may grow something else in the border in summer,
as Cucumbers or Melons.]

A WORTHY EXAMPLE.
I AM a small freeholder residing about a mile south of Christ-

church, near Canterbury, in New Zealand, and until about two
years and a half ago was totally unacquainted with gardening
either as to its science or practice ; but being driven by stern

necessity, I arrived at the conclusion that nothing short of two
very important branches of horticulture would be likely to set

me right, and these were the culture of the Cucumber and that

of the Grape.
How was I to surmount my difficulties ? I was not only out

of work, but was greatly in debt, and yet both of these produc-
tions required glass structures.

Neither in theory nor practice did I know anything of the

culture of either ; but, undespairing, by one honest means and
another I obtained both wood and waste glass, that enabled
me to construct a house such as I most fancied, and from which
ultimately through hard struggling and perseverance I was
enabled to obtain a fair crop of Cucumbers in the first season.

By the aid of Mr. W. Thomson's " Treatise on the Grape

Tine " I likewise obtained, in the same season, good growths
from my young Vines, which enabled me, in the February of

the following year (1806), to carry off the palm at our Christ-
church horticultural show with beautiful bunches of Black
Hamburgh Grapes, each weighing upwards of Ij lbs., from my
year-old Tines.

I likewise constructed 74 feet run of Cucumber-frames, walls
of mud or cob, which I took great pains with, and 1 finally

succeeded in obtaining both glass and wood, as well as stable-

manure for hotbeds. I am happy to inform yuu that last

season I cut not less than 2600 Cucumbers, which I sold for

no less than £99 ; and that again enabled me last winter to

construct a larga vinery 40 feet long by 28 feet wide, and with
a span roof, and six-feet walls of glass all round. This I intend
to be a vineyard under glass ; and I have filled all under it

with as good a three-foot border as I could, to about 3 feet all

round the outside. To this I shall add, as the Tines advance.
The house itself rests on charred, stout wooden piles, resting
on the firm ground beneath. The Tines I think of training
horizontally on trellises in the body of the house, leaving
the roof clear ; they are chiefly Black Hamburgh, but I think
there is heat enough for a Muscat.

I have planted 180 young Tines struck from eyes this spring,

and I think I have no cause to grumble, though they are not
making that headway which I had expected, but it was late in

the season when I had the house ready for them, and Christmas
had arrived before I had them planted ; but more of this some
other tima.

I wish now to ask you to inform me why some of my most
prolific Cucumbers prove bitter oftener than others—in fact,

they are the only ones which prove bitter. Do you think it

arises from the plants, the mode of training, or the lack of

saline matters in the manure? I have hitherto trained my
Cucumber vines on the soil, inside the frames, pegging down
the branches where they have rooted, and 1 imagine this has
greatly assisted the plants. Last year I followed the same
practice, and cut Cucumbers from the same vines for six

months, from the 1st of December to June, and all through the
season I never heard of more than six or eight bitter fruit.

This season the seeds which I was most anxious to obtain not
having arrived from England. I was obliged to do the best

I could with what seeds I could procure, and the result was
some proved very prolific, but with a great tendency to be bitter.

The sun being very powerful here during the middle of the

day, with strong north-west parching winds, I have often made
it a practice to shade with canvas, and shut up closely during the
heat of the day, and the thermometer in the frames has often

risen to 100° during such times. I have likewise often watered
the beds with liquid manure, but sprinkling the foliage with
clean water. I always use water of the same temperature as

that of the frames.

—

Thoiias Lord.

[Our correspondent is a member of Nature's peerage—a true
" lord "—one of those who are the conquerors, not the slaves

of circumstances. We hope often, and for many years, to re-

ceive the reports of his well-doing. We have done all that he
asked us to do in a postscript not needing publication, and we
now answer his query. Bitterness is always present in the

stalk-end of the Cucumber, being the part least ripened. When
it first occurred in our own practice we concluded that the sap
supplied to the fruit was not sufficiently elaborated, so we
increased the temperature of the bed, allowed a freer ex-

posure to the hght, and admitted air more liberally, both during
the night and the day. We had no more bitter Cucumbers.]

NEW BOOKS.
A Handy Book of Meteorology. By Alexander Buchax, M.A.,

&c. W. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and Landon.

When we opened this pocket volume the first sentence we
read was—" The truth is, no prediction of the weather can be
made, at least in the British Islands, for more than three, or
perhaps only two, days beforehand ; and any attempt at a
longer prediction is illusory," and we promptly concluded that
it is an honest book. Little did we think, however, that we
should thoroughly read its pages, but we did, and have placed
it in the row of authorities on our table, ready for reference ;

for it is, most truly, what it is designated, " A Handy Book."
It is one of those books, too few in number, which contain
nothing but what is desirable to be in its pages, and all is told

clearly and pleasantly, as no one can narrate except a writer
who is thoroughly master of his subject. We have not often
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the pleasure of speaking thus of a publication, and every reader
of the volume will asBeut to our opinion of its merits.

We recommend it especially to our gardening friends, not as

a foreteller of weather, but as an explainer of many of their

operations, and as a guide to much information which they are
continually needing. Thus, there are isothermal maps, show-
ing at a glance the temperatures of the air and soil to which a
plant is accustomed of which they know the native place. Every
chapter, however, contains explanations and facts, enabling the
gardener thoroughly to comprehend the reasons for many ope-
rations which he has been taught to adopt, and so to compre-
hend them constitutes enlightened practice. We have many
passages marked which deserve extract, but we mu-st be content
with the following :

—

" Rmliatinii from the Eiirfh.—The degree to which the temperatnre
falls tlepemlK ou the radiating and conducting powers of the surface
over which the thermometer is placed, being greater as the radiating
power is greater, and the conducting power less, and vice versa.

" One of the most instructive examples illustrative of this subject
that could he given, is the result of Mr. Glaisher's observations on
the different temperatures of long and short grass. A thermometer
placed on long gi-ass was found to be on a mean 1.1^ lower than one
on short gi'ass, whilst the temperature of the soil under long grass was
1.1° higher than under short grass. The temperature was thus the
same amount in excess under the long gi-ass, as it was in defect over
it. Hence the difference of temperature over the long and the short
grass was entirely due to the greater quantity of heat conducted from
the soil to the top of the short grass, over that conducted to the top
of the long gi-ass, and not to any difference in the radiating powers of
the grasses. The experiments were extended, and it was found that
the temperatnre varied with every variation of length, fineness, and
closeness of texture of the blades of the gi-ass."

" Dew-jmnt.—The ascertaining of the dew-point is of gi-eat prac-
tical importance, particularly to horticultmists. since it shows the
point near which the descent of the temperature of the air will be
an-ested during the night- For when the air has been cooled down by
radiation to this point, dew is deposited, and latent heat given out.
The amount of heat thus set free being great, the temperature of the
air is immediately raised. But as the cooling by radiation proceeds,
the air again falls to, or slightly under, the dew-point ; dew is now
again deposited, heat Uberated, and the temperature raised. The
same process continues to be repeated, and thus the temperatnre of
the air in contact with plants and other radiating surfaces may be
considered as gently oscillating about the dew-point. For if it rises

higher, the loss of heat by radiation speedily lowers it, and if it falls

lower by ever so little, the liberation of heat as the vapour is con-
densed into dew as speedily raises it. Thus, then, the dew-point de- i

termines the minimum temperature of the night.
" This suggests an important practical use of the hygrometer. If

the dew-point is ascertained by it, the approach of low temperatures or
of frost may be foreseen and provided against. Thus, suppose on a I

fine clear spring day, towards evening, that the dry bulb was 50°, and 1

the wet 40°
; the dew-point at the time is, therefore, 20.4°, Frost on

;

the ground may then be predicted with certainty, and no time ought
to be lost in protecting such tender plants as may be exposed in the
open air at that season. If, on the other band, with a sky quite as
clear, the di7 bulb -was 50°, and the wet 47° ; the dew-point being
thus 43.8°, no frost need be apprehended. The raising or depressing
of the dew point during the night by a change of wind, is the only
cii-cumstanee that can happen to interfere with the predictions founded
on the hygi-ometer."

A Practical Treatise on the Hybridisation and Cnllivation of
the Tviculor Felargoniunis. By Thoius Dixon, Gardener to

W. Blinkhorn, Esq.,W^aterdale, Sutton, St. Helens.

_
The title-page tells the truth—this iv a trustworthy, prac-

tical treatise, and we recommend every one who desires to raise

new varieties of these Pelargoniums, to send thirteen postage
stamps to Mr. Pixon, for a copy. We say " every one," be-

cause the directions are so full, and so explicit, that the most
inexperienced will readily understand how to proceed. There
are ample instructions arranged under the following beads :

—

" Ist, To secure the most suitable varieties for parent plants.
" 2ud, That they should not he in an exhausted state for want of

rest.
*' 8rd, That the plants should not be grown too luxuriantly by apply-

ing stimulating manures.
" 4th, That the atmosphere of the house be dryish when the

anthers open, so that the pollen will not be caked together, and unfit

t i apply to the stigma.
" 5th, That the seeds be kept neither too wet nor too di*y in the

seed-pan.
*' 6th, That the young seedlings get strong before potting from the

seed -pan.
*' 7th, That they do not damp off from being over-watered, kept too

close, or for want of heat, after they are potted from the seed-pan.

" 8th, That the plants for hybridising be put under growing treat-
ment not later than the latter end of February-, or the beginning of
March, better sooner than later ; in fact, any time after the middle of
Januarv."'

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Her Ma.iesty has signified her intention of laying the first

stone of the Hall of Arts and Sciences on Monday, the 20th of
May. The contractors for the building, Messrs. Lucas Brothers,
are busily engaged in making preparations tor the ceremony.
The ground is being excavated some feet in depth, so as to
mark out the amphitheatrical form of the building, and the
excavation will be covered in with canvas to protect the specta-
tors of the ceremony from every contingency of weather.

It is our painful duty to announce the death of the-
Kev. Georoe Cbeere, of Papworth Hall, St. Ives, Huntingdon-
shire, which took place on the lOth of April. The deceased
gentleman was a member of the Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, as well as one of the Vice-Presidents of
the International Horticultural Exhibition, and took a great
interest in horticulture, being himself an occasional exhibitor.
We last saw him, then apparently in full health and vigour, at
the Floral Committee meeting on the (jth of March, where he
had six pots of Mignonette, which were the admiration of

every one ; and on several other occasions he exhibited remark-
ably fine Anne Boleyn Pinks.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparntjns, in cutting, all the first shoots should be taken.
If one or two of the strongest stems are allowed to run up, the
other shoots from the same crown are placed at great disad-

vantage ; but ultimately some good shoots, but none of the
verv small ones, should be left to grow up. Where common
salt has been employed as manure, the Asparagus will be found
earlier and better ; the cutting, however, ought not to be con-

tinued in this case so late as is usually done under ordinary

circumstances. Broccoli, make a principal sowing of all the

late and spring sorts, such as Portsmouth, Sulphur, Dwarf
Late White, Knight's Protecting, Clarke's Early \\'hite, Wal-
cheren, and Somers' Particular Late 'Wbiite ; the latter will

form the last link between the late spring Broccoli and the

hand-glass Cauliflowers. Sow Clieriil, Chicory, and a bed of

Sweet Marjoram on a warm slope—this plant is much hardier

than Basil, and will do very well in this way ; also. Carrots for

drawing young, German Greens, Savoys, Eadislies, Lettuces, and
sucaessions of Peas and Beans.

FRUIT GAR-DEN.

It may be observed that portions of shoots of Apricots which
had been surrounded by the shreds in the preceding summer
have been more injured by the frost than the adjoining portions.

The shreds employed for fastening the sirmmer shoots should,

therefore, be of good quality, in order that very narrow strips

may suffice, and no more should be employed than is absolutely

required. Plenty of room should be allowed, and the leaves

should hang free, and not be bundled along with the shoots.

Walls are expensive, and every gardener ought to keep a good
face upon them as long as possible, by not driving nails farther

in than is necessary. For summer nailing it will generally be
sufficient that merely the point of the nail be inserted, just

enough to hold, but rarely farther than would render difficult

its removal by the finger and thumb. With regard to driving

nails in the face of the brick, that is quite inexcusable. Water
effectually all trees that require it. If only a little rain fall,

insufficient to reach the roots, so much the more will the trees

suffer on the return of dry weather, an expanded foliage being

induced, requiring an increased supply of moisture which the

roots are not in a condition to give, if judicious watering be

not attended to.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Of course, manuring and dressing will proceed in an orderly

way. High-dressed ground should be mowed at least once a-week

at this period, for a well-kept lawn is a most pleasing object-

Let the dressing of all herbaceous or mixed beds and borders be

finished without delay, and prepare stations where blanks exist

to receive Verbenas, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Calceolarias, &c.,

now in the course of hardening o3 for this purpose, and for

forming masses. Self-sown annuals, the Mimulus family, the.
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Forget-me-not, and other useful little flowers, as also Pansies,
may be transferred with balls, to fill up blanks. See that
runners of the Neapolitan Violet are provided for the next
winter. Many excellent herbaceous plants have been lost or
rejected to make way for novelties. Auriculas are now in full

flower, and in order to prolong the bloom it will be necessary
to remove them from the frames to a north-east or northern
aspect, protecting them from rain by an awning of calico.

When seed of fine quality is a desideratum, artificial impregna-
tion may be resorted to. As seedlings attain a sufficient size
to handle, prick them out into store-pans. If Polyanthuses are
grown in beds and are intended for exhibition, the plants should
be lifted with a ball of soil and potted overnight, at the same
time watering well ; they may be returned to their places after
the competition is over, sustaining little or no injury by the
removal. Tulips are now colouring fast and when sufficiently
forward should be partially shaded, and especially protected
from hail storms, which usually occur at this time. Support
those requiring it with neat sticks, and keep the bed free from
weeds. Insert the whole of the sticks intended for the support
of the flower-stems of Garuatious. Late-planted layers must
be carefully attended to. If the beds of Pinks are not already
top-dressed let it be done without delay. Continue to pot-off
rooted cuttings of Dahlias, and harden those already potted.
Pansies may now be readily propagated by the small side-shoots.
Prick them out under a hand- glass on a shady border.

GREENHOUSE .4N'D CONSERVATOHY.

_
No tribe of plants is better adapted to keep up a constant

display than Azaleas. The numerous varieties of Azalea indica
are remarkable for brilliancy, whilst the hardy American
species delight with their agreeable fragrance. The principles
followed with regard to the Camellia to produce winter flowers,
are in the main applicable to the Azalea indica. Forcing into
wood betimes in the spring, a trifling amount of check to form
the bud, and a partial rest for a considerable time before excite-
ment, are the main features. The Azalea, however, will do
with more heat than the Camellia, and with rather less shading.
Plants intended for flowering next January and February should
be forced into growth without delay. The early-fiowering
plants of Primula sinensis, now exhausted, should be removed
to a cold pit or frame ; likewise early-bloomed Cinerarias or
other fading stock. It is of the utmost importance to have a
pit or frame for this purpose, as it enables the cultivator to
thin out the remaining stock now in rapid growth. Pelargo-
niums will now be making rapid progress, and the early plants
will now be coming into flower. Attend to tying them neatly,
and never allow them to suffer for want of water, and even a
little manure water will benefit them. Keep the foliage free
from dust, by syringing and washing, in order that the leaves
and flowers may be shown to the best advantage.

STOVE.
Attend to shifting all the free-growing plants, which will

now be making great progress, such as Clerodendrons, Glox-
inias, Gesneras, and similar showy kinds which contribute to
the decoration of the stoves and even greenhouses in summer
and autumn. The great art in cultivating these plants is

never to allow them to flag for a moment, but to keep them in
rapid growth by an abundant supply of heat and moisture,
and occasional shading in scorching sunshine, until their flowers
appear : they may then be gradually exposed to more air and
a lower temperature. Follow up frequent sj'ringing to stove
plants in general morning and evening. Do not suffer plants
to become crowded, or weakness will be the certain result. If
any room can be snared in the other plant-structures, a few of
the_ commoner or hardier kinds should be removed. Continue
to increase the temperature gradually, more especially when it

can be done by solar heat, accompanied by a very considerable
arnount of atmospheric moisture. This will be best accom-
pUshed from three in the afternoon till six, when the thermo-
meter may sink to 65° for the night.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Annuals that were sown last month will now require to be

potted oft'. German Asters, &c., might be pricked-out in beds,
under mats supported by hoops, previous to transplanting.
Stocks and other annuals might be pricked out in the same way.
Pot-off tender annuals, with Convolvulus major and minor,
into pots, and protect them under glass until all danger from
frost is over. Tender plants that were potted off early should
be shifted if they require it; for if they get pot-bound before
being planted-out they seldom succeed so well afterwards.
Continue to increase the stock of Verbenas, Heliotropes, Salvias,

Fuchsias, and all similar plants that may be required for filling

boxes, vases, and blanks in the beds or borders in June.

—

W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Shirji and Snails.—The weather has brought out these from
their lurking-holes in vast numbers. A hard, black-backed,
yellow-bellied kind, which nothing will settle but catching and
killing, has been holding high-festival peregrinations on the
hardest walks of the kitchen garden, and the quickest and best
way to destroy them is to pick them up on a dewy or damp
warm morning, and dispose of them according to fancy and taste.

If not sharply looked after, the common slugs and black and
striped snails would soon make short work of all crops of Let-
tuce, Turnips, &c., just as they come through the ground.
^Vhere there is reason to suspect that they abound in the soil,

a sprinkling of salt scattered over the ground about three weeks
before sowing is good. In such moist weather, when slugs will

be sure to attack young seedlings, a slight dusting of powdered
quicklime will be a good protection, so long as the lime remains
quick ; but when by exposure it becomes mild, or chalk, it offers

no more inconvenience to their moist bodies than so much soil.

When thrown on the young plants, and the lime is very fresh,
it is as well to mix it with equal parts of burnt earth, wood
ashes from the men's fire-place, or roughish coal ashes from
which the dust and the larger pieces are excluded. Finely-
sifted ashes are of no use, but if the ashes are somewhat rough,
ranging chiefly from the size of Radish seeds to that of the
smallest Peas, the rough angularities of the ashes will distress

the slugs very much ; and even such will be more efficacious

if a little fresh soot is added, one advantage of which is,

that whilst the ammonia it holds is distasteful to the de-
predators, there is not a crop out of doors that will not be the
better of all such dressings with soot, and for the manuring
process it should be applied like guano just before rain is ex-

pected. For keeping off slugs and snails, the longer the soot

remains dry the better. Where labour can be spared, there is

nothing so effectual for keeping such slimy enemies as slugs

and snails at bay as picking them up early ii; the morning,
and this will be much facilitated if little mounds of brewers'

grains or greased Cabbage leaves are laid down the evening

i

before. These, however, should be examined early, if before
daybreak all the better, and a sharp boy paid for the work is

the best for the purpose.
Cuetimlers.—The brighter weather and the smoking seem to

have arrested the fly, and the production is everything that
could be wished. In the frames snails have been more than
usually troublesome ; and in some small pots, with a bit of

Potato or Carrot in them, and covered with dry hay, we have
caught a good many, though very few woodlice, for which we
had set the traps, and that in circumstances where we would
have expected to find them, as it is almost impossible for

an old garden to be free from them, especially when fermenting
material is used for forcing. Potted-off plants intended for

ridges and pickling, and put them under glass, where there was
just a little heat. We have tried these hardier plants many
ways, but, except in warm seasons, we could not do much with
them on the plan followed at Maldon, Sandy, and Biggleswade,
from which places so many Gherkins and short Cucumbers
for salad find their way to the London market, and prove a
very profitable crop. There the growers generally sow them in
rows, some 4 feet apart, like Peas, but shallow, in the first

fortnight of May : and all they do to them in a good season is

to thin them out like Turnips, let them grow as they like, and
gather the fruit. One of the oldest and best plans we have
followed in cold places is to make a ridge of fermenting
material from 2J to 3 feet in height and 4 feet wide, place
10 or 12 inches of soil on it, plant under hand-lights, remove
them when the plants are established, and let the plants run
over and down the sides of the ridges, and almost as far
as they like. Jf such ridges can be formed in the first week in
May it is best to sow four or five seeds under each hand-light,
as the plants then sustain -no check. The next best method is

to dig a trench 18 inches deep, fill with hot dung a little

higher, and then throw back the most of the soil. The ad-
vantage of the first mode, where the ridge is all above gi'ound, is,

that in a wet autumn the plants will suffer little from the
damp. The third best plan, where the open ground is re-

sorted to, is to dig holes—say 4 or 5 feet apart, and put a good
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barrow-load or more of hot duug in the hole before replacing
the soil.

Ve(jetaUe Marroxo.—After trying almost all the warted,
and wrinkled sorts of Vegetable Marrow, we have gone back
to the old common sort, long-shaped, and yellow when ripe.

No other of the family, nor of the whole group of Gourds,
beats it for richness of flavour, according to our fancy. Treat
as ridge Cucumbers.

Sea-kale.—A correspondent writes that he is obliged for the
rough modes of obtaining supplies of this delicioHS vegetable,
which were lately described, but he cannot perceive the use of
his placing dry litter or rough hay inside a garden-pot before
placing it over the plants to be blanched ; nor yet do we, as
he covers the outside of the pot with litter. (See page 299 for

reasons.) All we can say is, that we never cut finer or whiter.
We are, however, obliged for the criticism, as it enables us to

advise that in planting in rows 2 feet apart, the plants should
not be less than 12 inches apart in the row, instead of 6 or 8
inches as stated in the page referred to, and that more espe-
cially, if the plants are to have two summers' growth before
being taken up for forcing. We have just examined a piece so
planted two years ago, and with small seedling plants. Each
of these yielded a good head in the following spring. The
cutting-off the crown or strong shoot caused a number of buds
to sprout instead of die ; and even though these were thinned,
we find that the plants now are meeting each other in the row,
and will be excellent for taking up for forcing next season,
and thus we shall avoid all trouble with fermenting material
on the beds.

The sight of these rows brought to our mind another simple
mode of obtaining fine clean Sea-kale out of doors in spring
without fermenting material—viz., the having triangular
wooden boxes, something of the m.ake of Mr. Rivers's curate's
vinery—say 20 inches at the open base and 15 inches high at
the ridge, the two sloping sides formed of stout wood tongued
together, each piece to be from 4 to 6 feet in length. One side
might be hinged to the ridge-board, so that the crop could be ga-
thered witbout trouble. The chief objection to such boxes would
be their expense, and principally on account of the strength of
the wood, as, if the boards were thin, they would gape and shrink
wheri exposed to a hot sun, and thus the light would find its

way in and spoil the blanching. We once tried a lot of small
oyster-barrels reversed over the crowns, and if these barrels
had been covered with litter, they would have done as well, and
been more safe, than regular Sea-kale earthenware pots ; but
when exposed to the sun they were of little use, as there
were soon plenty of small openings between the staves.

Another correspondent is afraid if he covered his bed with
fermenting material and tree leaves, without any pots or boxes
over the beds, that the growth would become drawn up and be
spoiled in flavour. We agree that rank fermenting dung would
be apt to injure the flavour ; but fresh tree leaves will afford
ample heat, and the shoots of the Sea-kale as it rises through them
will be little if at all injured in flavour. Aa for spindling,
however caused, the produce will be watery if the heads are much
more than 6 inches in length. This length may be considered
a good average. If less than that, and strong and sturdy, from
1 to IJ or 2 inches in diameter at the base, all the richer and
better the flavour. In planting the fresh piece referred to last
week, we put the plants out 1 foot apart, in rows 2 feet from row
to row.

After such statements, we think that the smallest garden
may have its little plot of Sea-kale, as well as its piece of
Ehubarb and Parsley. We shall have sown what Sea-kale
seed we have before this is printed, and fly and birds must be
looked after, or they will make short work of the first of the
young plants, and the last of the seeds, just as they begin to
germinate. Wood ashes, &c., and a net will be required where
birds are troublesome.

Aspara/fus.—We shall sow seeds, and plant out a piece at
once. As a fact in favour of planting in rows instead of beds,
and as it were on the crown of the ridge, and thus keeping the
plants all along comparatively near the surface, we may men-
tion that we gathered plentifully a week ago from such a piece,
whilst scarcely a shoot appeared on a piece intended for forcing
next year, and which had been planted more in the bed and
covered deeper. Those who can spare a little dung for surface-
manuring every year, may have good serviceable Asparagus
without what so many dread— the burying of large quantities
of manure in the soil at great depths, and making more ado
with an Asparagus-bed than if it were a Vine border to last a
eentury. In all cold clayey loamy soils, however, if the largest

heads are to be aimed at, draining and deep stirring must be
practised, and light soil must be procured to imitate the deep
rich sandy loams in which the Asparagus naturally flourishes.

Scattered salt twice between the rows, and did the same to

the fresh-planted Sea-kale. Will cut as little as possible from
the old piece of Asparagus referred to above, but will prettj
well allow all to come, and then the buds will be sooner
matured, and therefore more obedient to heat when applied at
the end of autumn. In making fresh plantations we prefer
two-year-old plants, and those one year old to those which are
more than two years. As stated the other week, we like the
plants to be 3 inches or so in height, and as the roots are
spread out they should never be dry, biit be kept in a damp
mat whilst planting goes on.

Turnips.—From a bed sown under a glass protection we have
thinned out the most sturdy plants, and transferred them to a
south border, pricking them out in rows 15 inches apart, and
6 inches in the row. This is a good mode of obtaining early
Turnips easily, as the plants are beyond the reach of the fly,

and it would require some large snails to crop them over. We
find the common Turnips for table transplant as well as the
Swedes.
Pursued the routine of pricking-out Celery and Cauliflower

;

the advantage of doing so with the latter is that the plants
are strong before being finally planted out with a trowel, and
thus are better able to bid defiance to all enemies.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
The chief work has been thinning Grapes, arranging Vines,

and thinning shoots in the late vinery and orchard-house,
removing Strawberry plants and introducing fresh, and as soon
as we can find time we shall throw up a .slight hotbed, as
alluded to last week, lift a lot of young plants pricked out on
a border last autumn, and cover the bed with old sashes. Our
doing so will free the houses after a time of Strawberries, and
keep up the succession until they come in from out of doors,

but which we do not expect them to do for six weeks.
Orcliard-houses.—Strawberry plants in the first orchard-house

are in full bloom, and in the second are but little more forward
than those out of doors. In the first Tom Thumb Pea is

podding well in a row of pots at the foot of the back wall,

whilst Dillistone's, or a sort very much like it, sown within
a yard of the first, and allowed to cover the ground behind
two rows of Strawberries in pots, is in full bloom, and will no
doubt do well. In the second house buds are forming on a
similar row of Peas, but we expect the first week of May will

be gone before many flowers show or open, and the present
appearance would lead us to the conclusion that they would
not be more than a week or ten days in advance of those turned
out in the open border. The latter house, on account of Plums
and Cherries in pots, has been kept very open, and only shut
on cold nights, or in verj' high winds. The Peaches against

the north waU have set very thickly, and we have disbudded
twice ; and the Cherries are setting, and neither they nor
Apricots will set without plenty of air. The first house con-

tains chiefly Peach and Nectarine trees against the back
wall. Peach and Fig trees in pots in front, and Vines planted

near the front inside, and for which, it we keep them, we
must make a burder outside beneath the walk which runs
in front of them, and they well deserve it, if the pot plants

should be removed. This house had less air, even when the

trees were in bloom, though a regular circulation ; and as

the fruit set sooner, the house was kept warmer by giving

only a little air early and not the full quantity even in sun-

shine, except when very bright, shutting up between three and
four o'clock in the afternoon, and if cloudy even earlier than
that. In cold weather, we put a fire in the iron stove in the

house, and though it is a rough, tinkered-up affair, nothing could

answer better, and for such a purpose no other plan of securing

a regiilar genial heat will come near it for economy and sim-

plicity. By this means the house, except in cold nights, will

now average from 50° to 55° at night, and from 60° to 65° in dull

days, and provided air, however little, is given early, we do not

mind if the temperature rises gradually to from 75° to 85° with

sun heat ; but if likely to go higher at this season, we add a

little mote air, chiefly at the top of the house. Of course, as

the sun gains power by-aud-by, all the air possible will be
needed at mid-day. By such modes the one house will be
pretty well cleared before the other comes on.

We are not surprised that orchard-houses are such a source of

pleasure and profit to amateurs, for even the watering and
other attention bestowed on trees in pots, which become a drag

to the gardener, are to amateurs sources of interest and healthy
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enjoyment. A visitor lately wished we would say how this

house was filled up, though it does not furnish any rare ex-

ample of the cramming system at this season. The house is a

lean-to, height at back, ioj feet ; in front, 3j feet ; the front

supported by wooden posts, and consisting of 12 inches of glass,

all wood below ; wooden ventilators, hinged. Sixteen inches

from the back wall is a trellised wooden pathway, 16 inches

wide, and in front are two rows of trees in pots, and sometimes
more. In front of the pathway in winter. Lettuces, Endive,

Ac, were put, and Strawberr]es in pots were kept secure.

Between the pathw.iy and the tirst row of trees. Potatoes in

pots were brought from a bed as soon as the temperature in

the house rendered it safe, and these, after being fingered

for the earliest tubers, are now taken out and placed under
some Spruce trees that have no branches within 6 feet of the

ground, and where they will have a fair portion of sun without

bein? liable to frosts, as some Laurel branches have been stuck

in behind them to break the north winds ; thus placed they will

yet afford good gatherings. Between the wall and the pathway
there is the row of pots of Tom Thumb Pea. Close to the

front there are two rows of Strawberries in pots, the one row
standing 4 inches above, and the other on a layer of turf.

About 3 feet from the front is the row of Peas with a line of

twig.s behind them to prevent them going back, and so forcing

them to go to the frout along the ground, which causes all the

blossoms to stand upright, and the pods too are easily seen.

Between the Pea's and the Strawberries, until lately, there was
a row of Kidney Beans in 10-inch pots ; but the Peas, as they
grew, required that they should be removed to a late vinery,

which we could not keep longer without shutting it up. From
these Peas back to the wooden pathway, wherever there was a

vacant space among the pots, it has been filled with bedding plants
requiring to be pushed on a little before being thoroughly
hardened off, so that the 16 inches of pathway is at present

the only empty space in the house, and the only drawback
is that ladies can scarcely venture along with their ample
garments.

Before filling the centre of the house with these temporary
inmates in the shape of bedding plants, &c., the ground for the

front half of the house was well watered with liquid manure, as

in such a house we prefer watering at two or three times, be-

ginning at the back wall first, and with intervals of some days
between them. In this house we discovered on four or five twigs

our old enemy Aphis persicip, and either removed them or

washed with soap water and quassia water with a brush ; and
as yet we have seen no trace of other insects. After shutting

up in the afternoon, and especially it sunny, we frequently

syringe with weak soot water, as clear and bright as coloured
brandy. When we shall have taken the bedding plants

and the Peas out, we shall have little on the floor during
the summer, and then where the trees do not shade, the
sun's rays will have the chance of reaching the ground—

a

matter of more importance than is generally imagined. This
is merely a slight sketch of what an amateur -might obtain
from such a house and yet keep it at all times neat and in-

teresting.

ORNAMENTAL DKPABTMENT.
The work was chiefly a repetition of that of previous weeks

—

potting, pricking out. and cutting-making. We were very
much hindered in putting Calceolarias into temporary beds on
account of these beds having been soaked with rain, and we
dislike planting in such wet soil. —E. F.

COVENT GAHDEN MARKET.—May 1.

Wb hfive again to report a downward tendency in the prices here,
owing to the supply now considerably exceeding the demand in forced
fruit; and foreisTu importations have very much increased, comprising
Potatoes, Kidney Beans, Artichokes, Tomatoes, Asparagus, Salading,
Cherries, and Apricots.

8. d. 8. d
I

Apples ^ sieve 2 OtoS
Apricots doz

1

Cherries bos 3 6 5
Chestnuts bush. i

Cnrrnnts ^ sieve 0'
Black do.

|

Pigs doz. DO
I

Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9 1 6
j

Gooseberries . . quart 16
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. fi 10 I

Lemons 100 5 10 '

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 5
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

kitchen doz. 2
Pin \pple8 lb. 5
Pluoit ^ sieve
Quince^^ doz,
RaspberriPS lb.

Strawberries oz.

Walnuts bash. 10

d.
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Pkonino Rhododendrons (ff.).-To secure the branches, or rather thedormant evo^ upon these. breakinR well, you should cut the plnnts down
by the end of .M.iy

; nnd if you reiluce them much it would bo better to do
io early m the same month. If you cut tho plants in much they will not
flower 111 l^ie following year. As regnrd.s the hybrid scarlet varieties, wowould let tliem flower, and then cut them in as required : but you mustnot expect them to flower much during tho next two seasons.

,J".V\" ''""'. *'' Bottom (B. N.).—Sow over the lawn Suckling Clover
(irilolium minus), at the rate of S lbs. per acre, and after sowing run an
iron rake over it lightly, and roll well. .411ow the grass to grow until
.)uly. then mow it, and keep it well rolled and mown every three weeks
until October; then leave off mowing, but roll woll once a-week.
DESTROYran Mor.Es (W<-m)—Tho only effectual mode is to trap them

Ui-een elder leaves placed in their runs are said to drive them away.
Viola cohni-ta Plantint. (W. .S.).-You should allow 9 inches from

Plant to plant, the same distance from the side of the bed, and 1 foot fromlae FelargoDiums.

Peach Tree SirEDDiNO its Prdit IJ. T. M.).-From your description
of the treatniont wo should attribute the evil to lifting the tree and its
roots, being like so many bare branches, would be insuflicient for tho
support of the fruit. We should have prefeiTed lifting the tree at oneoperatirm instead of partly last year nnd partly this. The crop would nothave fallen had you lifted the tree early in autumn, if the wood was wellnpened last 5-ear

; hut from your account of the state of the roots this
could hardly he the case, and the fruit would fall on that account quite asmuch as from the lifting.

Retcrfinc. a Croquet Ground (.9. .7. ^.).-To leveland dig the ground,

l;Y.rf„i^"., . „''J'''
"","''' '""= "° ="=''" ""n ^ fortnight to do thework wcU

;
but all depends upon the amount of levelling necessary.

StpeRphospiiate OF Lime (A Drrrnt S„h>cribr,-).~It should be applied
in a solid form a fair-s-ized handful being placed around the plant orshrub, and pointed in with a fork. You may also apnlv it to any kitchengarden crop, more particularly Turnips lind Cabbages, at the rate of
4 cwt per acre.

..f.^o'^ .''I'S'^^''
^°'^ Blossoming (Wfm).-We can onlv account for yourtiees not blossoming from the soil being different, and the treatment mayalso vary, but on neither point do you furnish anv data.

planted Hollies winch you have watered overhead, and of which theleaves are brown and the bark shrivelling, are likely to die. The wateringmeihead would not cause the leaves to become briwn, and it would helpto keep the b.irk from shrinking; but with the late showery weather we
«l A '!?•'.' '''; °""'f

'"'™ "^"" S">°''' us I'V keeping the soil in a satu-
rated condition it would t.nd to hinder rooting. We would water onlyduring drj- weather and occasionally overhead : hut if the bark i3 shri-

dnpslnfl^n '"','/, '" ""r""-"'" tl"" <"es. Thefallingof the leavesdoes not matter if the wood remains green auiJ plump.

Aiwf,?' v'"'"""
I',™'=,Ti'EEs (L.P.).-Nothing would serve so well as

Tle Al;,l>n. "i ^™,'Vi"''?
'"'^''" *" purpose, but is of slower growth.The Aucubas should be strong plants from 24 to 3 feet high, and shouldbe planted as much apart. Privet, we fear, would not answer your pm--pose, as It grows but moderately, and is thin under trees.

ln??''V?r
'''•"^^..^^"rJiraiviKo (P. M. Slmlth-:iorth].-U is not unusual

lor Golden and bilver Ferns to lose their young fronds after repotting.This IS more commonly the case with old pisuts whose roots have beenreduced at the repotting. AH will come right when the roots are working
freelj in the fresh soil and reach the sides of the pots ; but when we find
plants m this condition we have young plants in a forward state to taketheir place Old plants are not worth keeping more than one or two vears

Jepottin

''
'"" 'Peeimcns. They become weak, and are impatielit of

.bnn'lT^'''*'' ^V? F^"V;T:^™" f^- »)—When the flowering is over theyihould be cut back to within an inch or two of the old wood and be kept
rather dry at the root until they have broken and made shoots an inch ort«o long when they may berep,>tted in a compost of two-thirds sandy pe.it

wr°,f^ ^i'J,
"''

'"i'PV'"!'''''^
^"^'»' "^""l lil"-"!!!-. and providing good

drainage They should be kept rather close, shaded, and sprinkled over-head until they recover the potting, and be careful not to overwater
until the roots are working freely in the new soil, which should, however
JL,r^ r^i • ''"<-'™i''''s give water more freely, but never until it is

w^JJ r ?r "t?"'''' '"•S"",''
'"'P"'''- 'T'^' plants cannot have too much

greenhouse
' '° " ""''^ P'' '" summer than in a

Cassia corviieosa (7,ifm).—Your plant with numerous soft voung side

Ihnnll .!,°" reiuoved to the gi-eenhouse ; and if it has" too manv
n„.„ ,1.

^''
V'"^;

bo reduced in number by disbudding or rubbing

f^^Vt"^7l T^rl'^'^
worst situated. The plant will most probably

i lLr„it ?
Its-season of blooming depends on the treatment, but

R.f^n" ^1 2"" ^'jy '° August. We cannot determine the names of the

and™'flower^orTruit
'""'"^ "^ '° "" =" ""^ "'^'' ^^'^ l"^"" ^I'"-«-.

Netting for Covering a Fruit Garden (S. A. .V.).-We should re-

?r„Tir .""'' '\''"' tb'-oe-'iuarter-inch meshes, or if at some distancefrom the trees, inch meshes would not ho too wide. Any of the firmsadvertising in our columns would no doubt serve you well. We cannotrecommend aptuers.

Striking Aucuba Cuttings {J. B. H.).-Yoa mav put in cuttings of
the present year s shoots in August, or when the wood has hecomo a littlehardened

;
and they would do well in small pots placed in gentle heat.

^i'ii-,;f
necessary to cover them with a bell-glass. They strike withcertamty and freely in a cold frame.

Water Imprf.ona~ed with Iron (Fea,m-c^:)._Water but slightly im-
pregnated with iron will not injure the plants to any great extent.
PoA triviai.is (fncni).—It is about equal in habit to DactyUs glomerata

vanegata, and is as easy of propagation.

OS.IUND.* regal's (A. H. D).-The Osmunda does very well planted inspot, 1 well watered during the season of giowth, and we have no doubt
thati. would succeed well if tho pot in which it is growin" were placed inone considerably larger, and the space between kept full of water for atime in summer. We have not tried this i.lan, but we have kept the potm a saucer of water with satisfactory results.

Treatment OF Lilies of the Valley after Flowering (N. R. B.).—
UA ™"y P'»u' "?'"' out of the pots in an east or west border, or othershady but open situation, or you may plunge tho pots to the rim in such

a border, and keep the plants well watered until the foliage turns
ye low, when watering may be discontinued. We have not tried with-
holding water until they are required for forcing again ; in fact we do not
lorco the same plants two years in .succession, and it we did so we antic i
pate an abundant crop of leaves would be the result.
Prcnus sinensis FLORE plexo AFTER FLOWERING (7*m).—The plant

should be continued in a light and airy part of the greenhouse until theend of May, wheu it may be plunged out of doors in coal ashes in an opensunny situation, and be kept well watered throughout the summer. If
It re<iuires repotting this may be done when the leaves turn yellow. It ia
a hardy deciduous flowering shrub.
LiLIUM AUEATUM IMPORTED rcrsUJ HOME-RAISED EULBS (C. C. B.).— I he imported bulbs, because they are of flowering sizo are preferable

to those raised m England; but wo fail to recognise the assumed superi-
ority. In onr opinion English-raised bulbs are as good, if not better.
Rhubarb KuNNiNci to Seed (C. C. £.).-The only means of preventing

the plants forming seed-stalks is to divide the crowns every tlireo or fou?
years, and that cannot be done without weakening them or lessening the
produce. The plants are more apt to run to seed in light poor soils thanwhen growing m rich and heavy soil. The best means lo adopt is to
Mflonl rich soil and plenty of manure, and to cut off the flower-stalks at
the hrst eye from the ground before they have grown more than a foot in
height.

HuMEAS J)vi-,% f&7»iU7irf).-Theremovalof thclowerleavesissuificient
to account for the plants dying off as you describe, as in stripping off the
leaves the stems would have their outer skin removed. The same results
follow potting this plant deeper in the soil than it was before, for then
the stem decays wherein contact with the soil.

Pelargonium Leaves Blackened (.1. S. A.).—n^he blackness of the
leaves sent was caused by the Cinerarias or plants near being infested
with aphides or thrips, but we think the former, there being a deposit of
those insects upon the leaves. The house should be fumigiitcd with to-
bacco on two consecutive evenings when the leaves of the plants are drj-,
shutting it up closely, and choosing a calm evening for the operation.
The plants may be syringed in the morning. It mav be necessary to re-
peat the fumigation in a few days, indeed, in Cineraria culture fumigation
is absolutely necessary, for all depends on the plants being kept free of
insects. Fill tho house so full of smoke that a plaut cannot he seen from
the outside.

Camellias Unhealthy (L. 7f.).—The Camellias, judging from the
specimen sent, are in a very sicldy condition. The leaves are yellow and
blotched with brown, as if they had been constantly svringed or had had
water drippmg and hanging on them. The cause of the bad condition of
the plants ni.ay be keeping the atmosphere much too close and damp in
winter, but more probably the unhealthy state of the roots, which we
apprehend are inactive and situated in wet sour soil. We advise you to
have the plants repotted at once, using turf from a sandy pasture, cut
from 1 to IJ inch thick. In potting them, pull the turf 'in pieces and
press it rather tightly. P.emove as much of the old soil as can be done
without injuring the roots seriously. Good drainage is essential.
Inserting Mushroom Spawn in Fields (E. S.).—The best time for

inserting Mushroom spawn in a grass field would be from the middle to
the end of May. Pinching back the shoots of fruit trees on Mr. Eivers's
plan will not cause premature decay, but if you want more strength allovr
the shoots to grow a little more.

Vine Leaves fA .9ii!)8cri(i^r).—What you call "withered" is only the
corrugated appearance which leaves assume when they do not grow fast
enough to elaborate the sap supplied to them. Keep the air of the house
nioistcr.

^
Fire Inside a Vinery (J. H. J.).—As your flue is heated by a fire

inside your house you must use no damper, and in clearing out the
ashpit you will require to damp the ashes, &c., to prevent dust and
smoke hnding their way into the house. To make secure, however, vour
best plan would be to surround the fireplace with a wooden box with a
close-fitting door, and shut this door after yon on doing anything to the
fire. Y'ou need then have no dust in your liouse. This is more necessary
in yAur case than when a bouse is heated by a stove inside the house, as
if in the latter case there is hut a short horizontal pipe there will be no
back di-aught as sometimes happens with a flue.

Various {lia/jmar).—Viola corn uta is good for bedding and edgings. It is
raised by seeds, but is best propagated by cuttings The bit of flower
sent looks like Honesty. It is of no use sending bits daubed on a letter.
They should be sent separately in oiled paper, and if particular in a box.
The loaf is like that of Begonia rotundifolia. Fern too far g(mo. Nemophila
iusignis may bo mixed with the LobeUa. The Nemophila will flower at once,
and will be fully over before the Lobelia is in its beauty. Lohclia speciosa
may be sown now in a hotbed, but it is late enough. 'The plants should
wont pricking off at the latest by the time this appears. We think the
proposed arrangement for the spring flower garden will look very well.
.\s to plans No. 1 and No. 2, we would have preferred that all the beds
had been numbered and the lists drawn out separately. When marked
by writing on the beds it becomes confusing, and requires more time
to look over. Of the two arrangements we prefer the se(.ond, because it

is more simple and will longer continue in perfection. No. 1 would look
best in early summer, but Trop;eolums, Calceolarias, Gazania, Linum. and
Petunias, would be almost the only flowers that would stand through the
autumn. Moreover, you could keep up your Pansy-beds by pruning,
manuring, and watering, or by ensuring fresh plants from seed sown now.
Yon could also renew your Nemophila-beds, and even the Saponaria, if

the first beds bloom early, by fresh plants in pots, or China Asters lifted.
The plan No. 2 is not only simpler, but each bed is distinct without
edgings, a matter of importance with some of these annunls, as even
Saponaria, compact as a bod, is poor when kept in sh.ipe and line, as a
centre or as an edging. With the exception of the Nemophila most of the
other plants will stand through the autumn, if, at least, part of the seed-
pods are removed; but uu' ss you raise the Coreopsi-, Jacobiea, &c.,
•under protection aud plant out, you will not have your beds so early in
bloom as in plan No. 1. tou do not say whether you sow in the beds or
plant out. We have had splendid beds of Saponaria when planted in
patches at regular distances ; also of Coreopsis, (Enothera, &c.
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RiBBOH Border (Oon^tatit fJuhsen'ber).—Perilla or Araaranthas would
do between the scarlets, in the ribbon border referred to at paj?e 256,

either separately or mixed. Then what would you aay to this arranfje-

ment ?— Scarlet Pelarfjoniura, Perilla, Yellow Calceolaria, Tom Thumb,
Purple Verbena, and Cerastium. The leaves of the white plant were
much faded, and they are almost larj^e enou^^h for a Cantauroa; but from
the creeping habit wo judged it to be au Arctotis. It would do for a
front row, but generally it is best for carpeting a bed. It will not be so
compact as Cerastium.

Flower-beds (Fnv/),—In your proposed bedding we approve of the
first three an-angemeots. In No. 4 we would arrange thus:—Ageratnm
mexicanum. Scarlet Calceolaria, Centaurea, Crimson King Verbena. In
No. 5 we would plant thus:—Yellow Calceolaria, Iresine, Bijou Pelargo-
nium, Forget-me-not. As to the ribbon border, the arrangement will do very
well; but you will require strong plants of Irrsine to match in height
with Salvia patens. We fancy Perilla would suit better for height. If the
beds are in fair order they will not need nuch manuring, but if very poor
you uiipht add bone dust, or super-phosphate, ah.iut 4 ozs. to the vard.and
that we would confine to within an inch or two of the surface. The most
of the plants you have named would do well 1 foot apart—Bijou Pelargo-
nium, if rather small. 9 inches ; Forget-me-not, 6 inches ; and Cerastium,
4 inches, or if small, 3 inches.

Propagating Iresine Herbrtii (Dnfrinn?*).—It is best raised from cut-
tings, and proprigates freely, but should be kept in a place warmer than
a cool gi'eenhouse in winter.

House for Fruit (J. H. Jf.).—Y"our proposed house 12 feet high at
back. 5 feet high in front, width not stated, but having a pathway down
the middle, a platform of slate on each side, supported by walls 2,t feet
in height, with two four-inch pipes below on each side, and two four-inch
pipes along one side of the pathway, will be very useful for many pur-
poses. 1, The back platform will do for Melons and Cucumbers grown
in pots and trained to a trellis on a level with the rims of the pots, if

you have nothing higher on the front platform; but they would do
better, give more room on the back platfoj-m, and enible you to have
higher plants in front, if the Cucumbers and Melons were each trained
to a single stem until they reached 18 inches from the glass, and were
then topped and allowed to spread over wires at that distance from the
Rlasa. 2, You can have Fig and Orange trees in pots on the front plat-
form; but if we wished to grow them fine, we would have the house in
three divisions, and grow Melons in one, Cucumbers in another, and Figs
and Orange trees in a third. 3, Vines can be brought through the front

wall of such a h->u<ie, planted 5 feet apart, and two rods taken from each
as you proposn. but when the Vines occuny the house, you coiild do no
good with anything beneath them when fully eitiblinhed and in fuU leaf.

You might havo early or winter Cucumbers in such a house before in-

troducing the Vine^, but in that case the Vine shad better go in above the
wall-plate ; or at any rate have double sashes or a wall of wood about
2 feet inside of the front glass, so that the Vine^ might be kept there, and
cool, before you wanted to introduce them. 4, A south-east aspect will

do, but a south-west one we should, if anythincj, prefer. It is early to lose

the sun by one o'clock. We should not mind it for pot i)'ants, but for

early Cucumbers, it is important to have more sun. However, they
would do. 5, With only two pipes exposed for top heat it will be well, if

early work is nntemplated, either to have two more pipes or to have
openings into f te chamber to let the heat out when wanted. 6, Two four-

inch pipes round the front and two ends of a hou?e 12 or 14 feet wide and
30 feet long, will do for a vinery where the Gripes would come in in Sep-
tember with little forcing. To have thorn in July and August, you would
require three pipes as two flows and o le return. To have them early

you would require four or five pipes.

Mkalt Bug (E. S. D.).—We know of no m^ans of destroying the mealy
bug on your Vinos now, except cin-^tant washing \vith soap or glue water,

and that will only keep the pest under a little. In places swarming with
it. as yours is said to be, it is most likely that the walls, and stages,

and shelves are infested. We have seen slate stages taken up and OQ
every bearer you could scrape off the insects in handfuls, and hence all

temporary expedients proved imavailiug. In such circumstances we
would thoroughly clean out one house, then we would shut it up closely

and smoke it for forty-eight hours with turpentine and sulphur burned,
which, of course, would destroy every green thing and all animal life.

We would then wash the house all over with boiling water holding soap
in solution, dash it into every joint, and when drj* and exposed, fresh

paint and clean. We w.m'd next bring in the plantsthat were cleaned, by
cutting them back and bathing their tops and roots, and then fresh

potting in a moist heat. For the present we know no remedy but washing,

and that will only be a palliative. We never found smoking with tobacco
of much use.

Names of Plants fir.).—.Eschynanlhus maculatus. (J. P., Heifjafe).

—1, three varieties of Primula villosa ; 4. a garden Anemone. (J. T.,

Mrjrpcf/M.—Selaginella Martensii var. [An Old Subitcriber, Kin{/ston).~

.Vrctostaubjlos tomentosa. {Primula rcris). — Incomparable Orange
Double Jonquil.

METEOROLOaiCAL OBSERVATIONS in the Sabarba of Loadon for the Week ending April 80th.

Date.
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18 needless to say ; bnt I hope such instruments will never b^
nsed generally, eave as an admitted infamy upon the Brahma
fowls.

Lastly, with regard to colour, I must say a few words in

reply to Mr. Lacy. I may be mistaken, but there appears to

be atone of complaint about bis letter which I cannot account
for, as I have never depreciated either his views or his birds.

He seems to imply that if people attend to my remarks (cer-

tainly mine have been very lengthy), we shall soon deteriorate

Brahmas to " wretched mongrels;" whereas my endeavour has
been to point out the evil, not only of crosses from different

breeds, but even of differently-coloured strains ; and it is some-
what singular that I have a note from the most practical

breeder of Brnbmas in the three kingdoms, remarking that if

my cautions were attended to " we should 7iot have so many
mongrels as we see now."

Mr. Lacy says I "will have it'' there are two schools of

colour, and have " been pleased " to attach his name to one of

them, and "hinted broadly " that he leans to a brown shade.
I hinted at more than two schools ; but if Mr. Fowler's letter,

compared with his, does not prove that there are such two
schools, I confess I am hopeless to prove it myself. He ad-
mits that he does prefer the brown tint : of what, then, does
he complain ? for I made no other assertion regarding him,
and never implied that his birds were on that account worse
than others ; and I placed him at the head of the " school " to

which he belongs, just as I should have placed some one else,

had he, instead of Mr. Lacy, taken in succession the highest
honours at our leading show. He appears, in fact, to have
misunderstood me as condemning his views, which I assure
him I had no thought of doing. I have always regarded this

question as one simply of individual preference, just as one
man prefers Buff' Cochins and another Partridge, and I know
that either the brown or the clear colour in Brahmas can be,

and has been, produced simply by careful selection. Mr. Lacy
seems to forget that when Mr. J. K. Fowler affirmed his fa-

vourite brown colour to be introduced " within the last few
years by a cross with the Partridge Cochin," I felt compelled
to contradict him ; as I feel now compelled to question also the
statements he has himself made ; since he, like Mr. Fowler, is

not content with simply defending his own favourite colour,

but maintains that the other is " abortive " and wrong. Such
a view, from either side, I feel it necessary, in justice to breeders
generally, to controvert.

Mr. Lacy argues that the brown is " the correct and only
colour " because the down on the chick's back is brown. To
refute this it would be sufficient to remark that if the argument
be sound, all the down on the body, except the neck and head,
ought to be brown also ; but as if to show the utter fallacy of

such reasoning, it is singular that the heads of many Brahma
chicks are darkest and brownest of all, whilst they change
afterwards to white in the cocks, and light silvery-grey in

the hens.
With regard to Mr. Teebay, I have incidentally recorded my

own admiration of the rich colour he used to show, and I am
well acquainted with his views upon the subject, but did not
feel it right or in good taste to give them, as he is not at

present an exhibitor. I can assure Mr. Lacy that these views
by no means coincide with his own, and since he has men-
tioned Mr. Teebay's name, I must remark that the dark colour
he showed was a very different tint from that he admires.
Not to mention minor points, I will just say, that whilst the
pencillings or dark markings themselves in Mr. Lacy's birds

are usually very dark brown, in Mr. Teebay's they were a rich

black, far denser and more lustrous than any now seen. With
respect to Mr. Boyle's exhibiting hens as brown as his own, I,

of course, spoke of the general colour each gentleman showed.
Pens are sometimes selected to suit the known preference of

particular judges ; and it is a little singular, that the very last

pair of pullets I have seen exhibited by Mr. Lacy were of that

identical "abortive" silver-grey colour he professes to con-
demn. His pullet at Whitehaven was the same.

Finally, in saying that such silver-grey pullets always moult
brown, that those who breed them will obtain small size, light

breasts, heads and necks white halfway down, and bad feather-

ing—in all these Mr. Lacy is wrong in point of fact. A friend

of mine has juat purchased from Mr. Boyle, at a high price, a

pair of two-year old hens of good size, heavily feathered,

splendidly pencilled, and perfectly and absolutely free from
brown. I have now in my own possession a hen of the same
age from another yard, which is very nearly free from brown,
but splendidly pencilled on the breast, and in size the very

largest—I will not say ever bred—but that I ever saw; and
when I say she is larger than his own first-prize hens at

Birmingham, he will admit she cannot be very " ."imaU." And
finahy, let any one inspect Mr. Ellis's well-known yard and Bay
how far such remarks will apply to it.

I trust I shall not this time be misunderstood, or give offence.

My sole object is to contradict the notion that either colour is

the " only proper " one for a Brahma, and that the other must
be the result of a cross. Both are legitimate, and the result

of legitimate and careful selection in breeding. I can admire
and see beauty in each, and my opinion is, that the time is

nearly come when Brahraas should be again subdivided into

three colours, which might be called " Light " (as it is now),
" Silver-pencilled," and " Dark or Brown-pencilled." As soon
as the number of entries shall justify this, I think there is as

much reason f»r the sub-division as in the case of Cochins,
and it would end the present strife about the matter ; but
meantime I would strongly oppose a pen being either com-
mended or condemned on account of its colour, since one
has as much right to his fancy as another. I would only insist

that each bird should be uniform in tiut, and not as now often

seen, contain patches of both. To this end I reiterate my
caution, that the indiscriminate crossing of widely different

colours will ruin both, and to insure uniformity, that before a

cock is purchased the hens of the same yard be found to cor-

respond pretty nearly in colour to those already kept. So will

either tint be preserved in harmony and perfection.

With these remarks I conclude my notes on Dark Brahmas,
and if I take up the pen again it wiU be concerning another
breed.

—

Nemo.

PETTED BANTAMS.
My half dozen Bantams have everythiug their own way. I

have given over the garden to them. 'Ihey are lords and
ladies of all they survey there. I cannot have flowers ; I can-

not have vegetables. To humour my Bantams, I must have
nothing but gravel, worms, and insects. If I do not go down
every morning and feed them upon the very best shelled wheat
they march into the house and peck at my legs. When the

snow came on the other day, they left their house, as not being

comfortable enough for them, and insisted upon roosting on
the backs of my best mahogany chairs in the dining-room.
The noise they make when any female member of the com-

munity lays a ridiculous egg, is dreadful. If I go out and beat

them, they only make more noise, and the moment my back is

turned, the cocks all set up crowing, iu tuken that they have
got the best of me.
They are the artfuUest cocks and hens. I ever knew. They

are aware that I am flattered by their flying up on the window-
sill, and rapping with their beaks on the glass to call my at-

tention when I am busy writing, and they do it on all occasions,

their reward being some chopped meat. They have no ob-

jection to their own species, or a handful of canary seed, which
they consider a dainty. I even indulge those fowls with black

beetles, which I take much trouble to catch for them with

elaborate snares in the back kitchen.

What thought and cruel iogeuuity do I exercise on behalf of

those Bantams! I pour some double stout into a deep basin,

I place the basin in the back kitchen, I fix a little wooden
ladder to the side of the earthenware wall, and then I enshroud

the back kitchen in Cimmerian darkness. The beetles lurking

in their holes smell the double stout, which they instinctively

know to be Barclay & Perkins' best, they creep out cau-

tiously, ascend the ladders, and reaching the giddy top of the

wall make a false step, and fallinto the seductive but treacherous

abyss. But they are not drowned ; such is the refined cruelty

of man, that he only puts enough dpuble stout in the abyss to

tempt his innocent victims to besottedness. When they recover

from the stunning effects of their fall, they think they are in

the beetles' heaven, feeding upon the ambrosia of their gods.

They wallow in their plentiful cups, and sing roaring songs

about beetle love and double stout (they call it "rosy wine,"

of course), and think it will be ever thus ; but artful and cruel

man appears in the morning letting in the reflective light, and
the unhappy beetles know that they have been deceived. They
cry, " Ah ! betrayed," and make a rush to scramble up the

wall, but are so drunk that they all tumble down again, and
their fate is to be eaten alive in a state of intoxication by those

bloated Bantams. Never did Roman emperor enjoy such wild,

ruthless, extravagant, luxurious saturnalia as those fowls.

—

—(All tlie Year Jtuund.}
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LIGURIANS IN IRELAND.
On opening The Jodrnal of Horticoltube of April 11th,

and running my eye over the columns devoted to bees and bee-

keeping, I was much pleased to see the article from " A Devon-
SHiEE Bee-keeper," on " Propagating Ligurians." I have for

some time been looking forward with much interest for the
information so fully contained in it, inasmuch as I introduced,

last autumn, into my apiary—previously consisting entirely of

black colonies—two stocks of the foreigners, obtained from
Mr. Woodbury, and I have been most anxious to discover the
most likely means of maintaining the strange blood in the
purity in which I received it from him.
You may, perhaps, have remembered that in a letter which

I addressed to you last autumn on the subject,* I stated that

previous to that period I had been deterred from introducing the

Ligurians into this neighbourhood, both from the fact of the

very high prices demanded for them by some English bee-

keepers, and also from their refusing to guarantee their safe

arrival in this country. These remarks of mine fortunately

met the eye of Mr. Woodbury, who kindly communicated with
ine on the subject, and made me such satisfactory and fair

offers on both the above points, that I was induced at once to

accept them, and the result np to this has been most satis-

factory to me in every respect.

As the progress of Ligurian bees in this country, during
even so short a period, may be a subject of some interest to

the Irish readers of your bee columns, I will mention a few
facts connected with them since they came into my possession,

premising that almost from the day of their arrival, early in

September last, to the present moment, the severity of the
autumn, winter, and spring has been unprecedented. And
here, at the first start, the opinion of the Baron Von Berlepsch
was, in my mind, completely verified—viz., " That the Italian

bees are less sensitive to cold than the common kind ;" for

whereas, amongst my black stocks not one escaped without more
or less loss of life, owing to the cold and sudden changes of

the weather, not one of the Ligurian bees died from the same
causes, and this under most disadvantageous circumstances.
When I received them, late in the autumn, they had scarcely a
particle of honey, it being essential to their safe transit that
they should travel with light combs. Artificial food I of

course supplied them with at once and liberally, and the man-
ner in which they stored and appropriated this surprised me,
one hive increasing in weight from 16 lbs. nett to -191 lbs. nett,

from the 20th of September to the 9th of November. The other
stock, although it did not lay up winter stores so rapidly, is

now in quite as prosperous a condition, both having a large and
thriving population, and the young bees clearly and beautifully
marked in each, testifying to the pureness and fecundity of the
queens at their head. So far, then, the prospect of my estab-
lishing the Ligurians in this locality looks cheerful enough,
were it not for one great drawback which I feared all along, and
which the " Devonshire Bee-keepek's" letter almost confirms
—viz., that my apiary is almost entirely unprovided with
bar and frame hives, only one of my black colonies being
supplied with that necessary (as it appears from his letter)

article for propagation. When commencing bee-keeping, I

started on the wise, as I supposed, principle of " learning to

creep before attempting to walk," so I invested entirely in plain
Scotch hives. Under these unfavourable circumstances I can
only ask, " What am I to do ?" feeling sure that I shall obtain
from you advice as to the best course of action under the
circumstances.
What is the proper time to commence forming " nuclei ?

"

Before concluding my desultory remarks on the Ligurians
here, I must add, how much I was struck by the wonderful
advantages of the bar and frame hives in transporting bees,
both as regards safety ot the combs and perfect ventilation.
The manner in which Mr. Woodbury secured them was to me
a marvel of skill and ingenuity, and I believe they might have
travelled without injury to the end of the world.
As the season advances, if it should be a matter of any

interest, I shall be happy to report the progress of my new"
friends and my attempts to increase them. Curious to say,
after such a severe winter not one of my stocks did better than
one in a glass observatory hive of my own construction. The
hive which was single glass, I placed in a box, with an interval
of half an inch carefully packed with tow and wool, and hardly
a bee died in it.

—

Sqdib, Co. Kildare.

[You will do well to transfer some of the strongest of your

• This letter appeared in No. 279 of our New Series.—Eds.

black colonies into frame hives during the present month, or

as soon as they become populous. You may find hints on this

subject which will be of service to you in Nos. 75 and 280 of

our New Series, but the process is briefly this:—During the

forenoon of a fine day drive all the bees into an empty hive
and put them on their accustomed stand. Take their original

hive in-doors, and cut out all the combs whole. Fit these into

frames, and support them therein by strips of wood three-

eighths of an inch wide and one-sixteenth thick, tacked at the
top and bottom, two on each side of every comb, and by zinc

clips when necessary. Thick combs must be pared down, but
take care that the cells on either side are left of equal length

;

also that the " partition wall " is in the centre of each bar.

Crooked combs should be set straight, and if not sufficiently

pliable to permit of this being done may be slightly warmed
before the fire. It will be found convenient to remove the pro-

jecting Woodbury rib from the bars, and the bees will attach

the combs to them with greater facility if their under surface

be coated with melted wax. Having completed the job, and
arranged the combs in their new apartment in the same order

as that which they occupied in their old one, deepen the hive
by the addition, on the top, of another, from which the frames
and crown and floor-boards have been removed ; set it on the
old stand, and knock out the cluster of bees into the upper
hive on the top of the frames of the lower one, putting on the
crown-board immediately. Next morning take away the inserted

hive, and the day after that remove the supports from all the
combs which the bees have fixed. If any are not secured, their

supports may be left until they are fastened.

The formation of nuclei may commence as soon as any of

your stocks are strong enough, and possess a tolerable quantity
of drone-brood.]

DEONE BROOD.
I EXAMINED a Woodbury hive to-day (April 23rd), for the pur-

pose of excising royal cells. I only found one, apparently an
old one, empty (the stock was a swarm of last year) ; but in the

middle of one comb I found about thirty large cells covered

with semicircular domes of a light brown colour ; they stood

out very prominently and conspicuously in the combs, and
each contained a large white gi'ub. Although I have busied

myself much with bees for a few years, I have not had the

means of looking inside a hive till lately, and am ignorant of the

various appearances of drone and worker brood, &o. I conclude

the cells referred to contain drone brood. Had they been formed
the other way up

—

i.e., vertically—and on the edge of the

combs I should have concluded they were royal cells. I may
inform you that the stock, though a swarm of last year, gave

me 18 lbs. of honey, is now very strong (it has been fed), and
has a splendid queen, and plenty of sealed honeycomb. If the

above are drone brood, why so few of them ? I shall be very

glad ot more information about the method of emptying combs
given in page 288.—C. C. E.

[It is too early to look for royal cells, especially in so back-

ward a season as tlie present. The large cells with semicircular

domes contained drone brood, and that in an advanced stage,

owing to these few cells being placed in the centre of the comb.
The number was doubtless limited by the number of drone
cells, but had you carefully scrutinised the interior of such large

cells as exist nearer the edges of the combs, you would most
probably have found them also tenanted by eggs and larvfe in a

less advanced state. We will endeavour, whenever we have the

opportunity, to obtain further information respecting the Ger-

man centrifugal machine for extracting honey from the combs.]

ECONOMY IN COAL.
I SUPPOSE every one wishes to be economical in housekeeping

;

the majority from necessity, the minority, I hope from a wish
to make their charity purses larger. The best rule is—" Eco-
nomy practise, but do not be mean."
A little more than a year ago, I met, when away from home,

a gentleman who was full, very full, of a new plan, which if

carried out would make his coal bill smaller, smaller by half,

and yet his fires were to be as large and as warming as ever.

I smiled incredulously, thinking him a most enthusiastic man.
He said, " Now here's my plan : Send for your blacksmith, set

him to take the width and length of your grate, and floor it

with a piece of iron half an inch thick." " What !
" said I,
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" so that no cinders, and not even any ashes can fall through ?

"

*'Yes, exactly." "But how can the tire draw up? and how
dull and dusty your lire must look." " Nothing of the kind, I

assure you; only try, and then you will see." But I did not
try, and beiug very much attached to old ways, I poked my fire

all the more, and rattled the duat out vigorously, thinking,
*' Whoever will may have a dull fire, hut I will not."

Nearly a year passed, and I heard no more of solid-floored
grates, when the delusion, so I deemed it, reached my own
neighbourhood. Being assured by experienced persons of the
economy and convenience of the new plan. I determined to
try it, but only in my study. A son of Vulcan, well ex-
perienced in the matter, came and measured my grate, and
speedily, instead of open ironwork, it was floored with a solid
slab of iron, so that not a grain of dust could drop through.
Nest morning I was surprised to see the tire burning very
brightly, and to have no complaint about the difficulty of
lighting it. I was also surprised to find how seldom I had to
get up and put on fresh coals. After a week's experience we
were all satisfied of the comfort and economy of the new
scheme. Gradually I have extended the plan throughout the
whole house ; first in my study, then to the nursery, then to
the dining and drawing-rooms, and, lastly, to the kitchen.
Our experience reaches over two months, and we would on no
account return to the old system. An artisan's wife, a careful
body, weighed her coal, first while following the old plan,
then after adopting the new one, and finds that by the latter
she saved just one-third.

I hke this flooring the grate with solid iron for the following
reasons :—First, the fire wants making up only three times
a-day ; then there is a total consumption of coal, or nearly so,

as there are, or ought to be, no cinders, except those left in the
grate, and the larger pieces come in nicely for lighting the fire

in the morning. Then one's five is not always, as the maids
say, "dropping out," but will keep in for hours, and if once
" low," draws up again very quickly. Also, of this I am sure,
the amount of heat is greater than obtained by the old plan.
The servants make no objection, only they are apt to neglect
what I insist on—viz., throwing up every cinder that comes
through the front bars. The dust accumulating at the lowest
bar must be gently removed by the poker. In large towns,
where I believe riddling of cinders is never practised, the
saving would be greater than in the country, for, of course, the
loss of cinders ought to be borne in mind. I feel so certain of

the economy of this plan, that I have had the grates of some of

my poorest parishioners altered for them.
I send this account to "our Journal," as many careful

housekeepers who may not have heard of this plan, will be
glad to have a hint in economy, and, indeed, the saving of coal

is a national duty, inasmuch as it is believed by scientific men
who have examined into the matter, that our mines will become
exhausted in a certain number of years.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

[We believe that this plan is worthy of adoption, and we
found our opinion not only upon our correspondent's ex-

perience, but upon that of Serjeant Warren, who, we believe,

was the originator of the plan. This well-known author is

Recorder of Hull, and at a dinner held in that good old port in
the January of the present year, he publicly advocated this

mode of economising fuel. His address was exeelleut, and with
equal excellence it has been versified by a clever physician as
follows :

—

"Mr. MAroR,

Corporation, rrnd Town,
To all, with a fervour sincere,

I Viish every hlessinfr may crown
A prosperouf happy New Year.

Pei-mit me some facts to instil
In your minds, on a practicsU ques-

tion ;

That may show you at least my good
will

By a kindly and useful suggestion.

Do yon wish to o'^tam without waste
Due heat from the coal you have

paid for:
Or preft^rit to bu-.-n out in haste,

ifot working the good it was made
for?

Do you wish—I may ask in a word —
To save your domesf ics some trouble;
To lessen your coal billH a third :

And the warmth of your hearth to
make double ?

If vou do, to my Euidance attend :

For some sevr-n veara. mor*^ or less,

I have teet.^d, with many a friend,
A pkn with onbioki-n success.

By me no invention is clnimpd.
I read the idea in Thr Builder :

And the paragraph onpht to be framed
By some eminent carver and gilder.

If you lookhowyourgrateshave been
made,

You'll see that the blacksmiths—Od
rot Vni

!

Have forced, for to for^'e is their trade,
A layer of bars at the bottom.

Now, haviniT been called to th** Bar,
I know where the bars ought to be ;

And those blacksmiths—whoeverthoy
art>—

Should be brought up, as forgers,
to mr.

For observe how the coal must be
placed

Twixt a couple of di-aughts to con-
same :

V.'hich caus?s your fuel to waste,
And the heat to grow less m your

room.

\ow when I first reached my hotel
On Wednesday afternoon last,

"'v^ fire was made— ind made well-
Yet I Bhivered at many a blast.

So I sent formy landlord—(pood man,
I knew I should not overtask him).

And heaoui^ht him to follow my plan.
He has done so, with what result?

Ask him.

Since my fire was made up at ten
I've enjoyed allthe warmth I desire;

And at five I'm the warmest of men.
Without thrusting my nose in the

fire.

Not an ounce of additional coal
Has been needed, nor watching, nor

stoker

;

Save to break an occasional hole.
Or to press down the top, with the

poker.

N« iw,how was all this brousht about ?

I will tell you, — as blacksmiths
environ

Your excellent town, call one out
With a small piece ofcommon sheet

iron.

He will speedily cut you a plate
(Any palteni will do on a pinch),

It should just fit the base of your
t^ate.

With athickness one-sixth of an inch.

Let your maid in the usual style
Lay your flre, and have it ijniited,

Leave the lowest bar open awhile.
And you'll be both amazed and de-

lighted.

For as soon as tlie fii*e burns throueh
The coals, with waim glow and

briglif flashes.
The heat will not fly up the flue.

Nor your hearth be encumbered
witli ashes.

In ray breakffist-room pi'ate I began.
In mv dining-room ne.xt, and my

kitchen

;

Then everywhere followed the plan
With success that was really be-

^Titching.

In my residence (likewise) official

:

And, mv fire once lit, I may say
That attention the most superficial
Will last for the whole of the day.

Now. prav do not smile atmy plan.
Nor think my su^pestinn is dull

;

For I'm anxious to do wiiat I can
For the good of the old Unyn of Hull.

Try it fjiirly, I beg of you all,

Ereyour coal stores unduly decreaee

:

Befrm with our neble Town Hall,
And the Town Clerk, and Clerk of

the Peace.

I don't mind defrayint; the cost
If you find that experiment fail

;

And prav ask mv excellent host,
Mr. Bainton, to tell you his tale.

As I wri'e for the good of the town,
For householders mighty or small*

Pray publish the facts I note down
For the general profit of all.

For the cold winter winds bite se-

verely ;

And coal is expensive to order

:

I remain, my dear Mayor, most sin
cerelv—Yours,

SAMUEL WARREN,
Recorder.

P,S.—If this plan do not answer—
For chimneys m^v obstinate be

—

Just draw out the plate—which yon
can. Sir.

For it isn't a fixture, you see.

Appro^intr the scheme and its fitness ,

And finding a trial work w<dl—
Mr, Bainton declares Wf sliall witness

Its merits throughout his hole!.

On reading this amiable letter.

And the plan which its pages untold,
I ask, Could there well be a better

Suggestion to keep out the cold?

Hurrah ! for a true friend in season.
His name shall be hailed with a

cheer.
He may claim the good wishes—witn

reason—
Of ten times "Ten Thousand a-

Year."

"Now and then" the idea which he
mentions

Will be known as his "NewWork,
with Plates."

And the fruit of his kindly intentions
Will be famed as the Warren-ted

Grates.

All hail! then, warm hearths and
bright fires.

Henceforth from chill currents set

free,
Till ice-cro^vnpd old winter retires.

And we welcome the "Lily and
Bee.";

OUR LETTER BOX.
Preserving Eggs {E. S.).—We answered a similar query in our last

number, price 304.

Peacock's Feathers with a Film of Skin (A. B.).—Your bird is ont
of health, and probably feverish. The feather form? properly but dries
up. Give no whole corn. Feed on meal slaked with cold water, and let

him have plenty of lettuce. It is an admirable poultry medicine at this
time of year. There is no objection to splitting and removing the filmy
ease that holds the feather.
Brahma Pootra Chickens Losing their Feathers tW. F).—li is

often the fact that chickens appear more naked when their feathers are
comiuer than they did while only partially covered with down. The wing
feathers trrow faster than the others, and' throw them into the shade, and
many part-f of their bodies are always naked till perfectly fledged. Many
of our own are in this predicament ; but we do not think it worth notice,
as they ave evidently in perfect health. We like to let well alone.
Chickens' Legs Swollen iNorth).—We imagine, from your descrip-

tion, that the hens have left the chickens for some time. If so, that will

partially account for their illness and falling ofi". They lack the covering
and warmth at uigbt, or it may be, you allow the hens to roam at liberty,

and they drag the chickens through the high wot grass. It is not high
for the hens, but it is for the chickens. We were watching our Brahmas
running in the grass a day or two ago, and seeing the treatment our hay-
ricks have received during the cruel winter, we were delighted to tind the
chickens* legs were not visible. Fancy chickens seven weeks old a hundred
yards from home, and overtaken by one of the pelting storms we have
had. If they were lucky enough to reach home they would hardly re-

cover; but whether witli or without the hen, they cannot do well if kept
on boards. That fact is enough to account fur crampy and swollen legs.

You do not, however, allow them sufficient space; 12 feet siiuare might
have done well some time since, but they have fn*'^wn in size and require-
ments, and want elbow-room Choose a dry. dusty, and sheltered spot.

If you hare no other house to give them, take an old china crate, cover
it carefully at the top and on three and alialf sides. See that inside it

be full of dust and thoroughly free from draughts, and at night put yonr
chickens in it. Place food and water close at hand for them tn find it in

the morning. You will save many by doing this, aud another year you
will save more by putting the hen and chickens out of doors, but keeping
the former under the rip.

Pine Sawdost pci Egg-packing (Idem).—We should prefer it to bran
for packing eggs; but for a journey by railroad, even of four hundred
miles, we do not thiuk it would injure them for hatching.
City Columbarian Society (B.C. J.).—The Secretary's address is. Mr.

J.Ford, Stamford Cottage, Summer Hill Road, West Green, Tottenhiim,N.
Honey C*ndving in Combs—Artificial Swarms (A Constant Reader),

—An extremely low temperature within the hive is the cause of honey
candying in the combs. Full instructions for making artificial swarms
with common hives were given by Mr. Woodbury in No. iHl of our New
Series, and a supplementary article from his pen on the same subject will

be found in No. 217. His instructions were also epitomised by us in reply

to a coiTcepondent in No. 271.
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of all that is worldly, and admonish us not to place our affec-

tions inordinately upon any pursuit or pleasure however lawful
and even elevating it may be in itself. I remember that the
poet Young in one of his satires (I have not the book by me to
rafer to), paints an amateur florist at a period when the passion
for Tulips was a sort of monomania, aud describes him as
standing and doting over his " Paul Uiack," a Iiiitch variety
which reached a fabulous price, and then exclaims

—

" O solid bliss ! which nothing can destroy,
Except—a cut, bird, snail, or idle boy !

"

Had the poet lived in our day he might have added a third
line

—

" Or criuoliuo, the bane of florists* joy !

"

There is another department of the garden which invites a
passing notice of crinoline, but in this instance it is doubtful
whether it is to be considered as friend or foe. Mr. Wood perhaps
would place it among the neutrals. I refer to that portion of the
lawn now generally set apart for the royal and almost universal
game of croquet. Crinoline in this instance, often most incon-
veniently, displaces the balls for the players on the one side, and
as conveniently for those of its own side. It cannot for one
moment be supposed that there is any conscious unfairness in
such movements of the balls, but it is sometimes extraordinary,
notwithstanding our entire confidence in the honesty of the
sex, how a ball which is a long distance from its hoop, aud in

a wi'ong direction, after having been covered by the crinoline
cup, is found by some magic or Ugcr dc jiipe in position, cer-

tainly reminding one of the inexplicable mysteries of the
thimble-rig! On one occasion, indeed, when I stood amazed
at the clever transposition of a ball, the ingenious artiste made
the avowal with ingenuous frankness and most bewitching smile,
" I do dearly love a little bit of cheating !

" but I relate this in
strictest confidence as a secret never to be divulged by the
reader. I draw no general conclusions frota the fact : I leave
the question in luediis, giving to criuohne the full benefit of

the doubt.
And now, to bring this "momentous" subject to a conclusion,

let mo ask. How has crinoline ever come to be patronised ?

The chief art in female dress, one would suppose, would be to
improve or set-off the beauty and symmetry of the wearer,
but the reverse is the case in regard to crinoline. It may set-

off the silks of the mercer, or display the pattern of a shawl,
but assuredly it does not improve ' the human form divine."
I suspect that the person who first introduced such a pre-
posterous fashion must have had some deformity to conceal,
and she must have possessed no little boldness or courage to
have ventured out of doors with such a skirt. Horace thought
that the man's nerves must have been bound with brass who
first ventured to navigate the ocean : there is no poetry in the
case of the female who first steered her course through the
streets of London encircled with crinoline ; she was literally

surrounded with hoops of metal of some kind or other. Query,
brass ?

One might solve this inquiry better if the uiidt; dcrivatur of
crinoline were clear. Whence does it derive its name? It

may have been from the Latin crinalh, in which case we must
•conclude that the first petticoat of the kind was made of horse-
hair, or hair of some sort ; but there are two little Greek
words which come as near to the mark, and have also an
affinity with horticulture—viz., kiinon or crinoii, a Lily, and
linoii, Flax ; whence, possibly, cruio-liii, a flaxen Lily—a mam-
moth Lily truly ! , The admired .Japanese auratum, large as
t is, dwarfs into insignificance in the comparison. Unfortu-
nately, however, for this hypothesis, the Lily is inverted in the
petticoat, resembling rather a monster Campanula or HcU-
flower, and reminding one more of Big Ben of Westminster.
There is, indeed, another use of the word linon in the Greek :

it signifies a fisherman's net and an angler's line. Ah ! can it

be possible that crinoline was first adopted by an auglor, or
fisher of men, in order to render " the take " more destructive ?

I dare not further pursue this branch of the inquiry lest I my-
self get fishing in troubled waters ; so I leave the whole ques-
tion as among the doubtl'uls

—

in duhiis, as the schoolmen say.
Let it not be supposed, however, that my quarrel is with

those who wear the crinoline ; it is with the article they wear
;

for what, indeed, would our gardens be without them ? As a
desolate wilderness, and our flowers would all

"blush nnseen,
" And waste their sweetness on the desert air."

They give life aud animation to the scene, and a well-selected
bouquet of fair ones will at any time eclipse the most exquisite

of flowers, and cause their lustre to pale and disappear like

stars before the risen sun. I simply sign myself therefore—
A.NTI-ClUNOLINE.

BLUE-FLOWERED BEDDING PLANTS.
It is a very common remark among flower gardeners, both

amateur and professional, that we have only one really good
blue-flowered bedding plant—namely. Lobelia erinus speciosa,

with its varieties. Now, to say the least of it, this assertion
is very unfair, as by implication it reflects rather seriously

upon the good name and character of more than one very re-

spectable blue flower. The Lobelia certainly is the most ser-

viceable, because the most manageable, of any blue-flowered

bedders which we as yet possess, aud for certain situations

could hardly be surpassed by any the most visionary could
imagine. In scroll or chain borders, associated with Cerastium
aud other low-growing plants, nothing can be better ; but I

have seen beds 8 or 10 feet in diameter massed with it

entirely, with a view to complete some complicated combina-
tion of colours which nobody but the desiguer himself could
detect ; and however well such beds may look from a bird's-eye

point of view, to ordinary earth-walking mortals hke myself
they appear decidedly weedy.
Delphinium formosum, while admired by everybody, is but

little used as a bedder, though why this should be the case is

not very evident ; as regards colour, it is in no way inferior

to Salvia patens, while in form, habit, and storm-enduring
capabilities, it is beyond all doubt greatly its superior. For
mixing in large informal beds, as centres for such, or as a se-

cond back row in ribbon-borders, it is very eftective ; in fact,

by a moderate amount of pegging down it may be made avail-

able for nearly every situation in any design not absolutely

arabesque. The sole blot in its character is, that between the
first and second flowering there intervenes a period of sis

weeks or two months, according to the season ; therefore to

obtain a succession of flower it is necessary to plant doubly
thick, aud retard every alternate plant by cutting it back a
week or so before the time it would be in flower. This
naturally induces an earlier second growth, which will come
into bloom in good time to take the place of the plants not
subjected to the same treatment.

I have thus grown this Delphinium with varied success for

the last three years, keeping the plants in reserve-beds over
winter, and transplanting them about the end of April, by
which time the flower-stems are well developed, and the opera-

tion serves the purpose of retarding them considerably, especi-

ally if a good part of the roots are cut ofl' in the process.

I am now inclined to think that the same result might be
better effected by using only seedlings of the preceding year.

By raising them from two or more distinct sowings there is

little doubt that a succession of superb blue spikes might be
obtained from June to November, and I think it would be
interesting to many readers of The Jooenal of Hohticultuke
if some correspondent would show a little light on the subject.

Another blue bedder, the merits of which I think are but

scantily appreciated, is the beautiful little Cape Aster (Agathaea

cailestis) ; its tidy habit, dark green foliage, and sky-blue star-

like flowers, all indicate it as a plant almost worthy of its

name—certainly of more patronage than it has yet received.

—

AVI.SHIRE GaEDENER.

LAYERING VINES.
Last year Mr. Thomson, writing on the coil system of plant-

ing Vines, spoke very strongly against Mr. Eivers's plan of

layering any part of the old stems, and after describing his

experience on this head, he said, " I prefer shaking out the

roots entirely, and not layering a morsel of the stem." On
page 28 of Mr. Thomson's book on " The Vine," I find him
defcribing a mode of successful planting, thus—"I then spread

out the roots, itc, laying three joints of the wood, as well as

the roots, in the soil, making an incision with the knife below
each bud to induce the emission of the roots." &c.

There seems to be some contradiction here; and it so hap-

pens that I have, and I now fear somewhat unfortunately,

followed out the last directions of Mr. Thomson with a new
house I have just planted. If the first plan—viz., that of

ISliO, is the right one, I am in fear for the success of my Vines,

which I cannot well afford to lose. I felt doubtful about the

nicking process at the time, but thought I could not be wrong
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to. do what Mr. Thomson recommends. I should be glad to hear

how he explains this apparent contradiction. —Vixis, Lincoln,

[In reply to your correspondent " Tins," allow me to say

that it was my brother and not I who had a controversy with

Mr. Rivers about layering the stems of Vines iu the soil at

planting.

I am still of opinion, founding that opinion on extensive

experience, that mj' recommendation at page 28, as quoted by
" ViTis," is sound. If he will turn to " Experiments with

Vines," he will observe that I planted a house of Muscats at

Wrotham Park, in 1S17, exactly as he has done his. following

my advice; and if he will address a note to Mr. Edlington,

Wrotham Park, Barnet, who has the management of these

same Vines at this date, he will learn that more healthy, fruit-

ful Vines are rarely to be met with ; and at a distance of time

of twenty years, this is surely satisfactory evidence in favour

of the system of planting " Viris " has adopted on my recom-
mendation. I can give him scores of examples of the same
sort if he require them.

—

Wm. Thomson, Dalkeith Park.]

THE ORIGIN OF COLOUR IN TRICOLOR
PELARGONIUilS.

I HAVE read with great interest the very able remarks of your
correspondent " il.," at page 291, and perhaps you will kindly

allow me to thank him for his very courteous criticism of my
letter on the same subject in your impression of April 18th.

Science, I am now aware, did not justify me in supposing
that brown and yellow would produce red ; but, paradoxical as

it may appear to be, ignorance in this particular instance
proved an advantage, as acting on this erroneous conviction,

and aided by some principle inherent in the leaf, but of the
natm-e of which and properties we are at present ignorant, the
desired effect has been produced.
With regard to the Golden Tricolor Pelarijonium mentioned

by " M." as having been raised by Mr. Hally, of Blackheath,
some fifteen or tsventy years ago, and named Eriubow, I can
only say that I never saw it, and never heard of it before ; and
it certainly seems strange that this variety should have re-

mained in obscurity so long. Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock was
raised, I think, iu the year 1858, and when it was sent out two
or three years later, some one in writing upon the subject sub-

sequently, said, "that the advent of Mrs. Pollock literally tQok

the horticultural world as it were by storm." Tliat it created a

sensation is not to be denied, and it is really difficult to believe

that a variety quite equal to it, according to " M.," should have
been flourishing for so many years before that time at Deptford
or Blackheath, and yet for so very few people to have known of

its existence. I most sincerely trust, liowever, that " M." will

set the matter at rest by exhibiting a plant of this variety at

the exhibition of Tricolor Pelargoniums to be held at Kensing-
ton on the 21st of this month.

I cannot at present refer to Mr. Pearson's letter, but I think
that he did not exactly say what " JI." says he did—viz., " that

no single plant of this class of Pelargoniums was antecedent to

Mrs. Pollock." I think he said, " that none worth growing
existed previous to the introduction of this variety."

" M." is decidedly in error with regard to the origin of Italia

Unita. That variety was produced between a dark-zoned seed-

ling of my own, and a Silver Tricolor sort named Rainbow also

raised by myself. Rainbow was produced between Cerise
Unique and Attraction, and both the last-named varieties were,

I believe, raised by Mr. Kinghorn ; and the last-named (At-

traction) was. I believe, the first Silver Tricolor Pelargonium
produced. I have never once used Burning Bush for the pur-
pose of breeding. I am inclined to think that tiiere exist phy-
siological reasons for doubting the fact of a golden-margined
variety producing a silver-margined sport, but possibly I may
be wrong in this supposition ; but at all events the fact re-

quires confirmation. In the Gardmicrs' Chnmicle of last Sep-
tember I gave the pedigree of Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock,

which your correspondent " M." and other readers may not
have seen, so I will quote from a copy of my letter for their

information :
—" The seed-bearing parent of Mrs. Pollock was a

variety called Emperor of the French, and the pollen parent
Gold Pheasant. The seed parent of Gold Pheasant was also

Emperor of the French, and the pollen parent Golden Tom
Thumb. The seed parent of Golden Tom Thumb was an old

variety called Cottage Maid, and the pollen parent Golden
Chain." The seed parent of Emperor of the French was
Cerise Unique, and the pollen parent was Attraction. The

result of this cross was three distinct varieties produced on
line plant—viz., Emperor of the French, Empress of the

French (a marbled-stemmed variety like Cerise Unique), and
the Silver Tricolor variety called Rainbow.—P. Gbibve.

The fact of being a near neighbour of Mr. Grieve for the last

dozen years enables me to write with some anthority on the

subject. There can be no question that to him belongs the rare

merit of originating most of the best varieties, and also of

having anticipated their production. His object from the first,

as frequently explained to myself and other friends, was two-

fold— to enlarge the size, and impart greater stamina to

(rolden Chain, and by an intermixture of blood between Golden
Chain and the Horseshoe varieties, to obtain new combi-

nations of colour. The appearance of Flower of the Day, and
other Silver-leaved sorts, turned his attention to the subject.

By crossing these with Zonals, and obtaining a pink zone, he
was easily led, as described by himself at page 275, to believe

in the possibility of producing Golden Tricolors; to secure this

object it seemed only necessary to pour golden instead >

silver blood into the dark-leaved Zonals.

Such was Mr. Grieve's theory years ago, and I am not aware
that he has ever swerved a hair's breaUh from it since. The
results are before the world in such splendid varieties as Mrs.

Pollock, Lucy Grieve, Lady CiiUum, Mrs. Grieve, Mrs. Benyon,
ifeo. It matters little to the establishment of the point of designed

production, whether Mr. Grieve's views upon the effect of mix-
ing certain colours are scieutitically correct or not. It is suffi-

cient here to prove that he had a theory, that that theory,

right or wrong, aimed at a definite object—the production of

Golden Tricolors, and that his practice compassed that object.

Beginning with Golden Cliain and the best Zonal at command,
and then choosing the pollen of his own best seedlings as the

magic brush with which he has painted, he has succeeded in

originating and fixing more and finer colours on, iu, or about

Pelargonium leaves than any other grower of whom we have
heard.
The difficulty of fixing the whereabouts of the colours leads

me to state that I think both " M." and Mr. Grieve treat the

general question of colour rather too mechanically. They
assume throughout that it is a substance, thus taking it for

granted that it is a quality inherent in bodies. This much
cannot be said to have been proven. Colour may be an optical

phenomenon—a matter entirely between the light of the sun,

a given surface, and the eye of the beholder—a question of

absorption, reflection, angles, or speed of dift'erent rays of light,,

and not one of physical structure.

Or, assuming that colour is a substance, it is obvious that

it cannot be laid on living surfaces, such as leaves or flowers,,

as the artist spreads his colours on his p.alette, or the ex-

perimentalist evolves different hues, by placing the primary
colours in certain relationships to each other. We must not

overlook the disturbing power of vitality. Life is a fortress

too high for the dwarfed ladders of our knowleSge to scale, too

strong for our powers to carry by assault. We only know that

it is full of beauty, power, and mystery, and that it is under-

mined in all directions by distm'bing forces that bafHe our
wisdom ant defy our strength. Two of these forces that

probably exert as great, or a greater, influence on colour than
any mere mechanical depositions of tissue, coloured or other-

wise, are chemical action and vital force.

Each plant is a miniature laboratory ; by the intermixture
of salts, acids, aud alkalies, plants probably manufacture
their own paint, as well as elaborate their inward secretions.

Light handles the brush, but the paint, if produced at all, is

most likely home-made within the plant itself. A familiar

instance of this chemical paint-making is seen in the appli-

, cation of alum or steel filings to Hydrangeas. It changes the

colour of the flowers from pink to blue. Doubtless this power

I

which comes to the surface in this instance, is a powerful

;
thougti hidden colourist in myriads of other cases.

I Then there is the vital force. Its power, lilie its Author,
seems omnipotent. Perhaps it does all the colouring. How

I

else shall we account for the capriciousness of its distribution,
' or the regularity of its arrangement, or the sharpness of its

I

limits ? Adverting only to the last, what peculiarity of struc-
' ture or chemical action will explain our inability to originate

a blue Rose or Dahlia ? Or if it be contended that blue being
a primary colomr, no combination of other colours can pro-
duce it, aud therefore we fail, then I fall back upon the ex-

traordinary fact adverted to by Mr. Grieve—that lie has
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hitherto been unable to obtain a cross between two such closely

related classes as the Golden and Silver Tricolor Pelargoniums.
Whence this repugnance to intermarry ? The vegetable king-
dom abounds with such examples, and it seems well nigh im-
possible to account for them unless on the hypothesis that
vegetable like animal life is endowed with some magic power
analogous to our sympathies and antipathies. On such a
vitally important matter as the perpetuation of itself in an
altered form, condition, or colour, the will of the plant, as im-
printed on the laws of its life, has to be consulted and obeyed.
The vital force resents violence, and limits the operations of

the hybridist by the strong arm of unyielding law—keeping
him inside its own closely defined lines of consanguinity or
affinity. If such a power is exercised— and no one can prove
that it is not—on the origin of species and varieties, it is pro-
bably also put forth in the secretion, rejection, or arrangement
of colouring matter, supposing colour to be a quality of bodies,

or in the selection or rejection of particular rays of light pre-
suming that it is not. In either case it seems almost im-
possible to conceive the colouring being so exquisitely laid on,
or made to appear as if it were, without the presiding skill

and matchless energy of the vital force.

Mechanical colourists may reply that structure is also the
result of the same energy, and that in contending that colour
is chiefly dependent on the disposition of separate layers of
matter, they neither ignore its existence nor seek to curtail its

power. But there is a wide distinction between growth and
colour, else the two would nrobably not only be coextensive,
which they may be said to be now, but all colours would pro-
bably be alike wherever there was identity of structure.

Neither is it necessary to enlarge upon the influence of h'ght
npon colour. This is well known, and is accppted as the basis

of all true theories upon the subject. I believe, however, that
just as the sun's rays in their entirety produce white or colour-
less light, so this light in an unbroken state naturally produces
green colour. Kesolve the sun's rays into their original ele-

ments by passing them through natural or artiticial prisms,
and we have the glorious hues of the rainbow. Dreak up light

by the mechanical media, chemical power, or vital force of

plants, or endow them with a natural power of selection of

sunbeams, and the result probably is variegation. And just as
the rainbow is not the product of a coat of paint on the sky,
so brilliant hues in plants may not originate in a layer of

colour on their leaves. Both alike may arise from the disin-

tegration of light, if I may so express it, and not from the
introduction of new matter. So far I agree with "M.," that
variegation is not the addition of a new colour, but the sub-
traction or elimination of more or less of other tints. It is not
a question of putting anyt'ning fresh in, but of bringing some-
thing old out. It removes, it may be, a layer of matter like a
pigment from an artist's colour-box, or takes out part of a
sunt earn from its sLiuiug sheath, and the result in either case
would probably be identical— the exhibition of a new colour,

j

The pencil of the hybridist, then, is less the brush of the artist

than of the eliiiinor ; his mission is the removal of overlying
matter, so that the great primary colours, red, yellow, and blue
of the grand old master Nature may be brought out in their
distinctive clearness. Bed and yellow have already been sepa-
rated ; can blue also be made to stand alone ? It is probable
that it may. Earnest efforts are being put forth in this direc-

tion, and when the theory of elimination is better understood,
greater success will doubtless attend them.

Nature seems to favour the hybridist. New colonrs once
produced have a tendency not only to perpetuale but to in-

tensify themselves. Probably this arises from the fact that
not only are different rays of light endowed with distinct
functions, but their energy is strougly influenced by the
colour of their transmitting media. By such means the
chemical power of the sun is probably exerted on behalf of the
hybridiser. It works to remove more of the green and expose
brighter colours, to break up Nature's mixture, and resolve it

into its original elments. It is a matter of actual fact that
Mr. Grieve has gone on from good to better, until he has
approached towards perfection in yellows and reds.

Beginning with Golden Chain, the following varieties show
the progiessive development of colour like the ascending steps
of a ladder—Gold Pheasant, Mrs. Pollock, Lucy Grieve, Lady
Cullum, and Mrs. Grieve, the best of all. Neither does he yet
despair of a blue. For .this, however, I believe he will have to
appeal more to the vital principle End the distintegration or
separation theory, and less to the mechanical induction of

colour. Otherwise I, who have hitherto contented myself with

carefully noting, occasionally chronicling, and always rejoicing

in his well-merited success, may appear as a close competitor
for the blue ribbon.—D. T. Fish, Hardwicke.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM CULTURE.
I ENCLOSE for your inspection leaves and blooms of Cyclamen

persicum. The plants have been in flower from last Christmas,
but are now just over. It ought to be a plant for the million,

but strange to state, it seems to be one of the most neglected,

3*et one of the most easy to grow.
The treatment given here is to sow the seed in February.

When the seedlings are large enough to handle they are pricked
out in frames, then into small 60-pot3, giving the last shift into

large OO's, which are quite large enough for the first year.

From the time the seed is up, the plants should be kept in a
moist, growing temperature, but by no means with a confined
atmosphere, and at the end of ten or twelve months fine bloom-
ing plants can be had.

I kept a three-year-old corm from seed. It commenced bloom-
ing in the beginning of February, and continued producing
flowers nearly to the present time, and not less than from
seventy to ninety blooms expanded at one time. I merely stats

this to show its usefulness either for in-door decoration,

bouquets, or cut flowers. The effect of forty or fifty good
plants in a conservatory in the three worst months of the year
can be easily imagmed.

After the blooming period the plants are not allowed to be-

come dry at any time of the year, or to be exposed to the mercy
of the weather during the summer months. When they show
signs of starting, they are repotted, but without destroying any
of the roots, and as little as possible of the old soil is removed.
They are kept in a cool house with a free circulation of air.

—

G. E., Strawberry Hill.

[The specimens enclosed were as fine as any we ever saw.
The leaves measured nearly 4} inches across; the petals were
IJ inch in length ; and the whole were robust examples of

perfect health and vigour.

—

Eds.]

EARLY TULIPS.
Although the Early Tulips are of great value for the spring

decoration of conservatories, as well as for enlivening the
flo'wer g.arden before the summer occupants of the beds ate

planted out, and are indeed largely grown for both purposes,
yet, considering their brilliant colours, their easy culture, and
the cheap rate at which the bulbs can be purchased, it is sur-

pri.siug that they are not still more extensively cultivated. At
present Hyde Park furnishes a magnificent example of the
effect which they produce in large masses. There, extending
for several hundred yards from Stanhope Gate, on the Park
Lane side, towards the Marble Arch, is a series of beds
which Mr. Mann, the Superintendent of the Park, has filled

with these Tulips. Ten beds, all 25 feet long by 8J wide,

each containing one variety only, alone afford such a dis-

play of Tulips as it may safely be averred has never before

been witnessed near London. AH these beds have an edging

of Arabis alpina, bearing a profusion of its white flowers,

and within this a line of Crocuses, now over, surrounding
a mass of Tulips, everywhere uniform in height, and with-

out a blank. "The varieties are Rex Itubrorum, double red;

Tournesol, red and yellow ; La Candeur, double white ; Yellow
Prince, single yellow, and White Pottebakker. Waterloo,
single red, was also planted, but came into flower too soon. In
the ten principal beds, and in others, altogether about 20,000

Tulips were i>lanted, aud although the arrangement of the

colours is capable of some improvement, the very successful

manner in which the bulbs have bloomed is most creditable

both to Mr. Mann, and to Messrs. Gibbs & Co., of Down Street,

Piccadilly, who supplied them. In the panels, besides Tulips

and Hyacinths, the latter nearly over, there .are Polyanthuses,

the white-blossomed Iberisseinpervirens, Alyssumsaxatilecom-

pactum, Saponaria calabiica, and some autumn-sown annuals

in blrjom. It may also be here remarked that a number of

Plane trees, some with trunks upwards of a yard in circum-

ference, have been moved back from 15 to 20 feet, to make
room for the much-needed widening of Park Lane, and, with

a single exception, without injury to the trees.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of the Wellington Eoad Nurseries,

have also a very fine collection in bloom, which is well worthy

of inspection. It filla some forty beds, consists of several
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thousands of bulbs, and is more brilliant than even the Hyde
Park display

; but the Roueral effect is not so good, owing to
the vast number of varieties planted, and which do not corre-
spond so exactly in height as is desirable. Of these the most
noticeable are Sultaua, crimson; Violacea purpurea, violet
purple, pretty but small; Eoyal Queeu, dwarf, deep crimson;
Thomas Moore, orange buff; Silver Standard, crimson and
white; Golden Prince, yellow; Bride of Haarlem, cherry-cj-
loured feathers on a wltite ground ; Cottage Maid, white,
feathered with rose

; Feu d'Anvors, scarlet, resembling Ver-
milion Brilliant in colour, but of dwarter habit ; Tournesol,
double

; Golden Prince, one of the best of yellows
;
Queen

Victoria, white, line cup; Couleur Cardinal, fiery scarlet ; La
Plaisante, purplish puce ; Brutus, bright orange scarlet, with
a narrow yellov border; Due d'Autriche, scarlet, with a broad
yellow belt

; V/ouverman, large, violet purple ; La Majesteuse,
deep crimson, with a narrow white edging ; Duchesse de Parma,
largo and very fine, red and yellow ; Proserpine, rather past
Its best, but still a tine rose ; and E isenkroon, crimson.

Independently of tlie Tulips, Messrs. Henderson's lirge
houseful of Tricolor Pelargoniums is a sight of matchless
beauty, and from the multitude of varieties which it contains
m_all stages of development, replete with interest.
in the Inner Temple Gardens Mr. Broome, less advanta-

geously situated as regards London smoke, has also several
i>eds of early Tulips in good bloom.

ROYAL irOUTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
WEEirrA- Show, .]/,„/ llh.—The fivat of the Saturday shows to ba

held durmg tins montli and next took place to-day, and the eoUection
hrought tosfllier was a very good ono. First, second, and third prizes
were offered for collections of three Pelargoniums (Amateurs) ; of six
plants misceUauoons (Amateurs) ; of three Azaleas (AmatenrM) ; of
miscDnnneons cut flowers, arranged in a basket (Open) ; aud for the
test exhibition of finit (Open).

In the collection of tliree Pelargoniums the first prize was awarded
£0 Mr. A. W ilkie, crard-mer. Oak Lo,lge, Addison Road. KeusuiBtoa,
and the second to Jfr. W. Bartlett. Shaftesbarv Road, Hammersmith,
l-or six plants, miscellaneous, lilr. A. V,-ilkie was awarded the first
prize tor a hue plant of Doudrobium nobile. Azalea crisniliora. Erica
oandidissima, &c. Mr. W. Bartlett was awarded the second prize
ana also an extra prize for a collection of plants. Thor.i was oulv one
exhibitor 111 the class for Azaleas-riz., Mr. A. W'ilkie, who was
awarded a first jinze for Azalea varicgata, JIarie Vervaeuc, aud Coro-
uata. in the miscellaueous collection of cut flowers Mr. W. Earlcv
Sardener to F. Pryor. Es^., Digswell, obtained the first prize, Mr. W.
-Bartlett tlie second, aud the thu-d was yiven to Mr. A. Willric. MrW

;
I^ynn, gardener to Lor.l Boston, Hedsor Gardens, Maidenhead,

gained the first prize for fruit. His collection consisted of a dish of
i'lgs a dish o. fine Sir Charles Napier Strawberries, and a collection
<)t B.ack Hambargli Grapes, &o. Mr. \V. Eariev. Digswell, olitamed
the second prize, and was also awarded un extra prizefor a collection
ot veget^ibles. An extra prize was also .^iveii to Mr. Morgan. Ball's

I. ^""f"^' fo!- a "iish of Keens' Seedling Strawberries and a box
ni cat Roses.
An interesting collection of plants from Chiswick, consisting of

Roses, Lily of the Valley, Azaleas, Begonias, Pelargoniums, &c., madea very pretty exhibition.

Speciai, PnrzE Snow-J/,..v 7rt.—Although nominally only one
of the minor Shows of the Society, this was in reality an extensiveand varied exhibition, filhug the conseryatory aud the greater part of
the two adjoining arcades, and from tho lirge numlier of noyeltiea
producea it was possessed of more than usual interest ; the day, toowas one of the hue-.t we have had this season.

Class 1 wRs tor a special prize offered by the Duke of Buccleuch,
the i-resident. for tho nine best cultivated Azaleas, which was takenby Messrs \eitch & Sons, notwithstanding their hayhiR so many of
their fiue=t spacimens of these and other plants at the Paris Exhibi-
tion, where the firm 1ms also taken the first prize for Azaleas. Thoseshown at South b.eiisiugton, which aloue it is our province to notice
here, were magnificent specimens, standing from 6 to 8 feet lii-li and
the largest was 7 feet in diameter at the base, whilst the whole were in
profuse bloom, with l.cro aud there a few fresh ci-een leaves poepui"
iorth and giving relief to the blaze of colour. The varieties were—
lne.stantissima, salmon rose; Extrani. rosy crimson ; Criterion ; Roi
ijeopold

;
rrotlenaua, ma',.euta crimson, s'plcndid ; Camea snperbasalmon rose

; liaguiiica, white ; DUecta, rose ; and Chelsoui, orange

1 ^n
'-^'^'^'' ^°}' '^<^ "==' i^e Roses in pots, the prize was also offered

by the Duke ot Bncclcuch, and was taken by Messrs. Laue & Son,with beautiful examples of Sonvenh: d'un Ami, Vicomtesse de Cazes,
yellow, Chei,edolc._ Anna Alexieff, Charies Lawsou, Paul PerrasWoire de Dijon, \ictor Verdier, and Conpe d'Hebc. Mr. \Villiamfaol received an extra prize for another beautiful collection, of which

the star was a most graceful plant of Souycnir d'nn Ami in splendid
bloom, with remarkably fine examples of Anna A^eueff, Paul Perras,
Paul Delameilleray, Victor Verdier, Madame C. Wood, Comtesse de
Chabrillant, Madame de St. .Joseph, and President. Mefsrs. Lane
and Son akso contributed several young plants of Mar cbal Niel.

Prizes were also offered by Mr. G. F. Wilson, F.R.S., and the Duke of
Bnccleuch, respectively for tho best twenty new Roses, and tlie best six
Zonal Pelarcioniums, but no competitors came forward to claim either.

Mr. W.W'ilson Saunders offered prizes for the best ten Orchids and
the best six Show PelarKoniums. The former was taken by Mr. Penny,
gardeuer to H. H. Gibbs, Esq.. St. Dnnstau's, Re.jeiit's Park, with
Phalamopsis graudiflora with three tine spikes of large flowers, Cj-pri-
podium viUosnm in fine bloom, Saccolabium curyifolinm. and Laelia
cinnabariua, each with four spikes; Deudrobiuni primnlinum, with
s'.yeu spikes

; Vanda siiavis, V. tricolor snperba, the yeUow and brown
Oucidium sarcodes, and the Fox-brus'u .\crides.

Mr. Saunders's prize for Pelargoniums was taken by Mr. Turner, of
Slough, with finely-bloomod plants of Patroness, Beacon, Desdemona,
Mdlle. Patti, Empress Eu2;euie, and Rose Celestial ; and Mr. Wiggins
received an extra prize for half a dozen plants which have been noticed
in a previous report ; Roseum was very showy.
Major R. Trevor Clarke offered a prize for tho best collection of

fracrant-blossomed plants, but only one exhibitor came fonvard—Mr.
J. Reeves, juu., Carapden Grove Nnrsei-y, Kensington, and his plants
were small, though numerous enough. They consisted of Mignonette,
Stocks, Gardenia florida. Ixora acuminata, Stephanotis floribunda.
Daphnes, Boronia serrulata, Nerium splendeus. Orange free. Acacia
armata, Jasminum ligiistrifolinm, Heliotrope, Petnuia, Rose, Lily of
the Valley, and three or four other plants.
New plants, as already reniarked, constituted a leading feature,

being shown in great nnmbcrs and beauty. In Clas^ 8, for the best
six sent out in 18li,5 aud ISlJG, Messrs. Veitch were first with Prunnla
cirtusoides amo?na, with rich rosy purple flowers as large as a two-
shilling piece ; tho beautiful Maranta roseo-picta, with deep green
foliage, crimson midribs, and a zone of the same colour, the under
side of the leaf beinij reddish purple ; handsome specimens of Maranta
Veitcliii, Verschaffcltia spleudida, Dieffenbachia V.'eii-ii, and Begonia
Pearcei with rich velvety dark green leaves veined with pale green.
Mr. Bull was second with Maranta roseo-picta, Verschaffeltia splen-
dida, the silvery- veined Fittonia argy-roueura, the rose-spotted Berto-
lonia guttata, Zamia villosa, a handsome graceful species, and An-
thnrinm resale, with large Caladium-like leaves of a bronzy green
colour ])rominently veined with pale greeu, a very effective species.
Mr. WiUiams, of HoUoway, sent the Variegated New Zealand Flax,
Dieffenbachia Wcirii, Draca-na s.anguinea, Maranta Liudeui, a pretty
Gleiehenia with the under side of the fronds silvery, and a panful of
Chrysauthemum Sensation, which, in general appeai-ance, would form
a good substitute for Lady Plymouth Pelargonium.
In Class 9, for the best six plants sent out in the present year,

Messrs. Veitch were aRain first with Sancbezia nobilis variegata,"with
large obovate leaves with yellow bands radiating from a yellow mid-
rib, a^ very handsome oi-uamental-fidiaged plant ; Coluiis Veitchii,
from New Caledonia, with dark chocolate leaves edged with bright
green

; Panicum variogatum (also from New Caledonia), with rose,
white, and green foliage, and which will probably make a fine basket
plant; Dieffenbachia Pearcei, with large leaves having ]>alo green and
silvery markings ; Hypoe^Tta brcvicalyx, from Ecuador, with nearly
orbicular silvery-yeiued leaves ; and Lomaria cihata, from New Cale-
donia. Mr. Bull was second with two Peruvian Dichorisandras,
named D. mosaica, with dark green leaves, lined transversely with
pale green, and brownisli purple on the under side ; and D. undata,
with undulated dark green leaves, louRitndinally banded with pale
green

; Agave macrocautha, with glaucous pale greeu leaves edged
with bold brown spines ; the handsome and robust-looking Adiantum
Lindeni

; Maranta illnstris
; aud Bitniouia ornata, from Rio Negro,

with broad-lanceolate leaves, which wheu young are of a bronzy hue
with a rosy band along the midrib, but which becomes silvery in the
older fohage, which is elsewhere of a deep green colour.

In Class 10, for the best new plant shown for the first time in flower,
the prize was taken by Mr. Ball, with Dalecharnpia Roezliaua rosea,
with bright rose-coloured bracts. In the same class a scarlet-flowered
Begonia, from Bolivia, shown by Messrs. Veitch, and which promises
to be a great acquisition, received a first-class certificate ; a similar
award was made to Mr. Bull, for Ptychosperma regalis, a handsome
Ea.it ludiau Palm.

Class 11, was for the best new plant with ornameutal foliage, and
in this the prize was taken by Messrs. Veitch. with a species of
Alocasia, from the East Indies, having nearly heait-shaped bright
green leaves, with dark chocolate blotches in compartments divided
by the veins.

In Class 1'2, for the best new garden scedHns, the prize was also
taken by Messrs. Veitch with a jiretty hybrid Cattleya.

Messrs. Veitch, in addition to their exhibitions in tho above classes,
contributed an extensive collection of recently introiuced and rare
plants, among which were Anthnrium Seher?;eriannm with three splen-
did spathes, Hippeastrum equestre, the beautiful Bertolouias mnrga-
ritacea and guttata, the red-veined Gymnostachys Pearcei. a panful of
Davallia alpina, the handsome Retiuospora jdumos'i. Micoiiia peru-
viana, with large and beantifal Spha-rof^-ne-like foliage. Palicourea
discolor, Maranta Veitchii, and Acalypha tricolor with coppeiy
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foliage. From Mr. Ball came a pimiJar collection, including Termi-
nalia clogaus, Dieffenbachia Weiiii, the silvery-mottled Habenaria
niargaiitacea, Eranthemum ij<neum, with Jeep f^rcen leaves and boUl
orauf,'e viins, Rhotmla auruum, having the fitem iiud leafstalks covereJ
with orange down, Bertolonius, Auufctochilaa petola marmoren, Dcb-
mouorops eU-Rana, a hondBome-looldng plant for table decoration

;

several now Ferns, ^'c.

Of iine-foliaged and flowering plants several remarkably fine mixed
groups were exhibited. That from Messrs. Lee, to which the first

prize was awarded in Class 13, consisted of a large ftsd very handsome
specimen of AlocasJa metallica, Khopala corcovadense, Crotou varie-
gatom, Theophrasta imperialis, Dicksouia antarctica, with a thick
trunk and very graceful head, Paudanus elegantissimus, very large
and tine, one of the finest specimens of Genetyllis tulipiferum which
we Lave ever seen ; Mediuilla magnifica, with about sixteen splendid
panicles of bloom ; white Azalea Leeana. Erica Caveudishii, Poly-
gala cordifolia, and the white-flowered Plmelea spectabilis. Mr.
Williams, who was second, bad remarkably fine specimens of Latania
borbonica. Variegated Aloc-leavcd Yucca, Pandanns eleyantissiraus.
and Alocasia metallica ; also Azaleas, Eriostemon pulchellum. Erica
Caveudishii, and other flowering plants. An extra prize was awarded
to Mr. Fairbairn, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Siou
who bad a noble ])lant of Seaforthia robusta, large specimens of
Alocasia zebrina, and maerorhiza variegata. Pbalpeuopsis grandiflora,
Vandas, &c. Similar awards were made to Mr. Wilkie and Mr. Gell.

Messrs. Lee had also a first prize for the best t%velve stove and
greenhouse plants in flower. Tlicse comprised Azaleas, an Eriostemon,
Ixora coceinea, Acrophyllum venosum, vei-y pretty ; Eoronia piunata,
the lilac-flowered Tetratheca ericcefolia, Genetyllis fuchsioides,
Heaths, and Aphelexis.
Of Cape Fleaths, shown in Class 15, rather small specimens came

from Mr. Wilkie, who was the only exhibitor; and in Class 16, for exotic
Ferns in 12-inch pots, Mr. Williams was first with good examples of
Licksonia antarctica. Alsophilas, Gleichenias, a fine Platyeerium
grande, Adi.antum Feci. Todea supeiba. and others.

Of miscellaneous subjects Me-srs. Yeitch contributed a charming
group, consisting of Azaleas Stella. Marie yer\'aene, and Holfordii in
splendid bloom; the white-flowered Rhododendron Sesterianum, Hot-
teia japonica. Cliauthus Dampitn, Coleus. Vt-itchii. and the variegated-
leaved variety of Hemerocallis fulva. Messrs. Lane had a pretty
gi-oup of Azaleas ; Mr. Burley, of Bajswater, a group of Palms and
Dracifuas, for which he received an extra prize ; Mr. William Paul, a
box of cut-blooms of spring and early summer lloweriug shrubs ; and
Mr. Dean, Ealing, cut blooms uf doxxble Tulips. Mr. Anderson,
Meadow Bank, and Mr. Sherratt, gardener to J. Bateman, Esq., Kny-
perslej, also sent cut Orchids.

Flokal Committee.—The Special Exhibition for prizes offered

by members of the Council, and supported by prizes from the Society,
must be considered a great success. The duties of the Floral Com-
mittee were, as we always wish them to be, somewhat heavy, and the
awards were numerous, "jlr. Muir, gardener to Sir P. M. de Grey Eger-
ton, Bart., M.P., received a first-class certificate for Epidendrura spa-
thicum cuemidophorum, wilh three splendid spikes of flowers. Messrs.
Low, Clapton, exhibited eighty specimens of a beautiful old Orchid
with many varieties. Cattleya citrina, much admired, and for which a
Bpocial certificate was awarded ; OdoutoglossumcitroFmum album, which
received a first-class certificate, and a collection of beautiful Or<::hids,

for which also a special certificate was awarded. Mr. Dean, Ealing,
sent a variety of Cabbage, Bras.sica oleracea, with variegated leaves.

Mr. Turner exhibited several seedling Alpine Auriculas of first-

rate quality, many of them rather past their prime : Bertha, a dark
shaded purple, had a first-class certificate ; Novelty, a paler shade, a
second class one. Mr. Turner also exhibited several seedling Fancy
Pelargoniums. Maid Marian, a pleasing variety, not quite perfect in
fonn, had a second-class certificate

; Belle of "the Season, a perfect
flower, one of the first class ; Pink of Perfection, a splendid rosy
carmine, a flrst-class certificate ; Marmion. deep violet rose, one of the
second class

; Perfection, a first-class, and Brightness, a charming
variety, a like award. Messrs. lioUisson, Tooting, had for Erica Tur-
bullii, a first-class certificate, and one of the second class for Erica tubi-
formis. Mr. Turner, with his usual liberality, decapitated a large col-
lection of his first-rate Tulips, which were awarded a special certificate.

From Slessrs. Downie & Co. came Nosegay Pelargonium Rose
Stella, a plant of great merit, dwarf in habit, colour distinct, a very
useful bedding plant, quite worthy of the type Stella, and which
•was awarded a first-class certificate. Mr. William Paul sent a large
collection of seedling Zonal Nosef^ay Pelargoniums, many of them
of great merit, bat the specimtns were too small for any decision as
to merits. Waltham Nosegay, in every point to ho commended, was
awarded a first-class certificate ; Dr. Hogg, a darker shade than Amy
Hogg, an excellent variety, was awarded a first-class certificate. He
also sent Silver "VVing, Ossian ; of the Tricolor section, lied Admiral,
Rouge et Noir, California, Variegated Cjbister, and many others. An
XJlmns from Japan, also shown by Mr. W. Paul, and very distinct,

was awarded a first-class certificate. Il)eris carnosa, a very useful
dwarf plaut for rockwork, which came from Messrs. Backhouse, of
York, also had a first-clasii certificate. Mr. Williams. Paradise Nur-
sery, HoUoway, sent Azalea Reine des Koses, splcndul in colour, biit

without outline and form ; also Amaryllis aurautiacum. From Mr.

BaracB, Camberwell, came Azalea Her Majesty, a fine flower, which
had received a first-class certificate on a former occasion. Mr. Watson,
St. Albau's, exhibited several seedling Zonal Pelargoniums ; among the
Tricolors, Mrs. Dixand Miss W^atson both retained their good character.
Excelsior, Annie Merry, and Enchantress must bo seen again. Mr.
Richards, gardener to Lord Londesborough sent a Saceolabium cnrvi-
folium of a good variety, which was awarded a special certificate.

The new plants exhibited in classes 10, 11, and V2 were awarded the
following certificates—Messrs. Veitch. Cattleya, hybrid variety, first-

class ; Alocasia species, very beautiful, dark-spotted leaf, first-class

;

Begonia species, with very singular scarlet flowers of a new form,
first-class. Mr. Bull, Ptyehosperma regalis, first-class certificate. Mr.
Bull also exhibited a bright rose seedling Azalea Charmer, beautiful
in colour but deficient in quality. Many other specimens were exhi-
bited which have been previously noticed, and maintain the good
characters assigned them.
Fruit Committee.—Mr. Turner, of Slough, received a special cer-

tificate for three very well ripened bunches of Muscat Grapes ; also
for three bunches of Black Hamburgh, as black as Sloes, and covered
with a fine bloom. Mr. Merrett, Battersea, sent a box of Sir Charles
Napier Strawberry, very fine in flavour, and had a special certificate

for six plants of the same in pots, loaded with fine fiaiit. A similar

award was made to Mr. Fairbairn, Sion, for seven pots of Keens'
Seedling, likewise bearing an abundance of finely-ripened fruit. Mr.
(hirdiuer, Weston House, sent a dish of Peacbes, and Mr. Earley,
Digswell, Sturmer Pippin, Sam Y'^oung, and Cockle Pipjtin Apples
in good preservation. From the same exhibitor came fine heads of
Williams' Alexandra Broccoli, which received a special certificate, and
from Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, selected Stanstead Park Lettuce, a moat
excellent Cabl)age variety.

General MEETrNo. — J. Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

The business was confined to the election of sixteen new Fellows and
the admission into union with the Society of the Stonr Yalley Horti-

cultural Society, Ludlow Horticultural Society, Bodmin Cottage Gar-
dening Society, and Basingstoke Horticultural Society.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The April meeting of this Society was presided over by Sir John

Lubbock, F.R.S., the President.

Mr. S. Stevens exhibited several specimens of the rare and very
remarkable Beetle Dumaster Blaptoides (belonging to the family Ca-
rabidaij, from Ja])an. Mr. Pascoe exhibited and described a new
Longicorn Beetle from Greece, under the name of Toxotus Lacordairei.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited a fine British species of Ichneumonidi&
(Rhyssa persuasoria), which appeared to have worked its long ovipositor

(bradawl fashion), through a piece of Fir wood in quest of the larva

of Sirex juvencus, on which it is parasitic, part of the ovipositor being

left in the wood. He had always supposed that the Ichneumon in-

serted its ovipositor down the hollow made by the Sirex larva instead

of makiug a hole for itself. The late Mr. Edward Doubleday had,

however, told him that he had seen in Nortli America many female

specirneus of Peleciuus, an allied genus, with their long abdomens
inserted into the stem of a tree, apparently for the purpose of egg-

lay iug : unable to extract the abdomen again, they had perished m
situ. ]\lr. Bates inquired whether an ovipositor was not a modification

of an abdominal seguient. Mr. Smith, on the contrary, considered it

to represent the aculeus ; and Mr. Wallace suggested that the sting

was a modification of the ovipositor, egg-laying being the primary use^

defence the secondary and acquired use.

Mr. G. Saunders exhibited a number of Podurida;, minute spring-

tailed insests, found on the surface of pools left on the melting of the
snow in the north of Yorkshire.

Professor W'estwood communicated a paper entitled "A Decade of

new Mantispedffi in the Oxford Museum."

MR. DIXON'S TREATISE ON TRICOLOR
ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

Mr. Dixon's small pamphlet, of which you in your last num-
ber have given so able and just a review, is one which at the
present moment, when the Tricolor Zonals are receiving so
much attention from both practical horticulturists nnd ama-
teurs, will be found extremely useful. The simplicity and
conciseness of the several hints suggested are a great recom-
mendation to this treatise ; and I am certain that lady amateurs
especially will find it not only of great assistance to themselves

in their interesting experiments, but that it will enable every

admirer of thtse splendid garden ornaments who had practically

little knowledge on the subject, to give ample and safe directions

to the gardener who may he leqiiired tu carry out his or her
desires. There are suggestions in this little book worthy of

some consideration ; and although to the practised skill of the
horticulturist no very new idea may he suggested, it is a book
well worthy of a shilling being spent for its perusal.—J. D.,

A Constant Headek.
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VINE BORDERS.
Theue baa been so much discussion lately in yonr pages,

respecting the making and management of Vine borders,

that it may be thought presumption in an amateur of only a
few years' experience to put in a word among such skilful

growers.

I cannot help thinking that Vine borders, as a rule, are too

much enriched, which is, I think, not only wasteful but posi-

tively deleterious, as productive of coarse long-jointed shoots.

My present Vines were planted in March, 1865, inside a house
30 feet by 10, the front built on arches, and with an outside

border of lime-rubbish and common garden soil, about 15 feet

wide. The inside border -aas made with rotten horse-manure,
bones, and lime-rubbish, and a small quantity of charcoal

added to about four times the quantity of common soil, and I

have occasionally given waterings of weak liquid manure, such
as guano water and diluted chamber lye. The outside border
was cropped the first year with early Potatoes, and last autumn
it was dug up and a small quantity of horse-manure pointed
in. The roots were found to have gone through, but were cut

back.
The house is in two divisions. In one I have a Muscat

of Alexandria, a Bowood Muscat, a Muscat Hamburgh, and
a Lady Downe's. In the other, or cooler compartment, are

a Lady Downe's, a Purple Constautia, two Black Hamburghs,
and one Eoyal Muscadine. I have been firing a little since

the end of February, but ceased doing so in the cooler com-
partment at the end of March. In the warmer division the

Muscat Hamburgh bunches are 10 inches long and largely

shouldered, the berries the size of large peas ; the others are

rather smaller. In the cooler division the Grapes are just

beginning to set. I pinch very severely at the first joint be-

yond the fruit, and afterwards at the second leaf, and the shoots

are sturdy and short-jointed, and the leaves large, often 10 inches
across each way, every eye showing fruit, though I only allow

about seven or eight bunches this year on a Vine. I give more
air than many, as I think it conduces much to flavour, which I

prefer to size, and next month (May), I intend to have the back
shutters partly open all night to prevent early scorching, my
aspect being south-east.

Some of my neighbours have covered their borders with a

thick coating of long dung, and their shoots are gross and
iong-jointed, with puny flower-stalks six or seven joints from
the stem ; but mine have only four or five joints, and when in

full flower are only 5 or 6 inches from the stem. I do not believe

that Vines require such constant dressings of rich manure as

many apply to them. Tboy do not get them in the foreign

vineyards to anything like the extent ; and other fruit trees,

when established, are left to themselves, and bear large crops
of fruit, as do Vines on walls in good aspects and climates,

their roots running under gravel walks and in all kinds of

rough soil, and only wanting good drainage^and plenty of sun
heat.—J. C. Barnh-im.

SORGHUM TARTARICUM.
We have read the very disparaging notice of the above

aovelty in a late number of the Journal with much surprise,

and hasten most willingly to satisfy your correspondent,

"W. P.," in last week's issue, as to our position respecting it,

although our advertisement, if correctly read, contains abun-
dant explanation.

Our house has long been celebrated for introducing novelties

of the vegetable world, and we are compelled in most instances

{excepting when of our own raising), to rely upon the descrip-

tion givoTi ns by the raiser or introducer, as the case may be

;

but at the same time we specially avoid personally guarantee-
ing the excellence of any novelty nntil we have proved it at

our trial grounds. In this ease we intimated most distinctly

that the description is " as given us ;" and in the advertisement
of S. tartaricum we say, " that we have not yet proved its

qTialities," followed by a verbatim description from our corre-

spondent, whose testimony we are by no me.ans disposed to

question.

A doubt has been expressed as to S. tartaricum possessing
sufficient hardiness of constitution to thoroughly ripen its seed
in this variable climate ; but as our correspondent assures us
it is " quite hardy," we have every reason to believe the variety

as offered by us has not been sufBeiently tried in this country
to warrant its condemnation, and we suspect the reports to

which we allude emanate entirely from hearsay evidence, or

from a trial of an inferior kind of Sorghum incorrectly sup-
posed to be synonymous with the sort in question.

We cannot, therefore, allow our correspondent's description

to be disputed upon such unsatisfactory evidence ; and as we
have made a considerable sowing at our seed farms in Essex,
besides distributing large quantities to our customers, we have
no doubt the question of its adoption as an English cereal, or

a valuable forage plant, will be effectually determined by this

season's trial. We may add, that should it fail as a corn ei-op,

it is reported to possess remarkable qualities as a forage plant,

for which purpose the Sorghums generally have proved mora
or less adapted.

—

Ja.iies Carter & Co.

PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
To those who have been accustomed to visit or to report on

the flower shows in England, a visit to the horticultural por-
tion of the Great French Industrial Exhibition will be attended
with a singular mixture of perplexity and disappointment.
Unlike the exhibitions we are accustomed to see in our own
country, where all the subjects are gathered together in one, or,

at least, in contiguous places, and the various collections in
the same class are so placed that they can easily be compared,
or serve to form groups that contribute pleasing effects in form
and in colour, the French Exhibition is distributed over a large
surface in detached glass houses and sheds without any ap-
parent system, or without any attempt either to produce effect

or to afford pleasure.

The horticultural part of the Exhibition occupies one of the
four equal compartments of the park which surrounds the
great building, and it is most skilfully and tastefully laid

out, producing the finest landscape effects which undulating
grounds, water, rockwork, grottoes, trees, and shrubs are
capable of, and this upon a scale which affords ample scope to
do justice to every feature that is represented. An idea of the
manner in which this has been carried out will be obtained
from the accompanying figure, v.'hich, while it represents the
disposition of the ground, fails to convey any conception of the
artistic beauty of the place. It will be seen from the figure

that glass houses are distributed throughout the whole of this

space, and it is in these houses that the various horticultural

exhibitions take place, with the exception of the hardy orna-
mental trees and shrubs, which are arranged in groups, and
contribute to the planted effects of the ground. Eound the
large conservatory, or Serre monumentale (1), the Conifers are
arranged, in which class our enterprising countryman, Mr.
Veitch, plays a prominent part, contending for and maintaining
the honour and reputation of his country. Notwithstanding
the great disadvantages of the long voyage by sea and land over
which his collection of Conifers had to be transported, he
nevertheless carried off at the second series the first prize.

They are a beautiful lot, and whether the great beauty of the
specimens or their commercial value is considered they are a
valuable collection.

To enable us to deal with this subject systematically, we
shall begin at that corner of the enclosure which is indicated by
the "Galerie des Fruits et Legumes " (10). This " Galerie" isa
long covered shed, about 50 feet long and 8 feet wide, a lean-to
against a wall, and a long table running the whole length. The
" Legumes et Fruits," the vegetables and fruits, that have
hitherto been exhibited here, are not such as to attract anyone
from a great distance to see them. The season is yet too early
for any such exhibitions to be attractive, and therefore our
readers will not be astonished when we say that with the
exception of a few withered Apples, some very unhappy-looking
Oranges and Lemons, and some of those large specimens of
Uvedale's St. Germain one sees in Covent Garden Market, and
which appeared to be the worse for the repeated services they
had already performed, there is really nothing to look at in the
fruit way. Within these last few days a dozen or two pots of
forced Strawberries have made their appearance, and do ample
credit to the good cultivation of Mr. Charles Henry, of Bagneus.

,

It appears, however, that this gallery is put to other uses than
the exhibition of vegetables and fruits, the vacant space being
filled during the last fortnight of April with cut blooms o£
Hyacinths and Tulips from Mr. Krelage.of Haarlem, and which,
if he had seen them, were not likely to have excited great alarm
in the mind of Mr. William Paul, who apparently will be per-
mitted to retain the laurels he has already won for some time
to come, against both Dutch and French growers at all events.
The third series of exhibitions commenced on the Ist inst..
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and will cnntinue till the 14th, when the fourth series will com-
mence. The (irst class consisted of Indian Azaleas and Ehodo-
dendrons. The former formed a very creditable exhibition,

but the plants were not so large as we are accustomed to see
at our London exhibitions, being rather of the kinds that
may be grown in eight and nine-inch pots. Messrs. Veitch and

KEPEREUCK3 TO PLAN OF

EXniIilTIOX.

1. Serre Monnraentnlo.
2. Plftnt-houaes.
a. KioHks.
4. Pwlice and Firemen.
.5. Arborioullural Department.
fi. Refresljinents.
7. Orchcstm.
8. Huminini; Birds.
9. Kmpresa's Tent.

10. OBice.
11. Grotto.
12. JIarine Aquarium.
13. Botanical Diorama.
II. Lake and Ornamental Water.
3 5. Fresb-wator Aquarium.
16. Fruit and Vecetabies.
17. Horticultural Implements.
1.^. Po^t OHice, Telegraph, Jury

li'c.

Rural Pavilion.la.

Eelgium.
20. statue.
21. Fine Arts.
22. Cloait-room.
2S. Boilers.
24. Workmen.
25. Rttilwaj- Plant.

Netherlands.

Diamond-cutting.2G
31. Fine Arts,
32. Carriages.
S3. Filters.

Sons were there with some
of their large specimens,
which, in the elapses in

which they were exhibited,

surpassed, as might have
been expected, all others.

In the class for the best col-

lection there were three

exhibitors—M. Grange, of

Orleans, who had ninety-

five plants ; M. Van Acher,

of Kcs, near Corbeil, who
had 240 ; and Messrs. Thi-
baut & Keteleer, of Paris,

who had 185. Although
„, M. Van Acher's collection

was the most numerous, that of Thibaut it Keteleer was so
much superior to it, and the plants so much better bloomed.

V rthey received the first prize, M. Van Acher second, and M,
Grange third. In the class for fifty varieties, MM. Ambroise
Verscbaffelt, and Dominique Vervaene, of Ghent, were the only
exhibitors, and both collections were highly meritorious ; but
M. Vervaene carried off the first prize, the plants being de-

cidedly better bloomed.
In the class for six specimens remarkable for their size there

were three exhibitors, M. Joseph Vervaene and M. Graet-
Brac, of Ghent ; and Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of London. The
plants of the last were far beyond those of either of the other
exhibitors, and, consequentlj', received the lirst prize. The
admiration which these plants excited to the wondering eyes
of the Parisians, was expressed in the most enthusiastic terms.
In the class for twelve varieties sent into commerce since 1865,
M.Vandergruyssen, of Ghent, was first ; JI. Dominique Vervaene
second; and Madame Leon Maenhaut, all of Ghent, third.

For seedlings there were five exhibitors, the successful ones
being Dominique Vervaene, of Ghent, who had a first prize for

Comtesse de Flandres, and a second for M. Barillet ; and
M. Beukelaer had a third prize for a double rose and a double
white variety. For the best flowered specimen combined with
good culture there were sis exhibitors, but the competition was
confined to M. Dominique Vervaene aud Messrs. Veitch and.

Sons. The former was the successful exhibitor, and Messrs.

Veitch came second, but the difference between them was only
one point ; both specimens were very handsome.
The exhibition of Rhododendrons was of a very poor de-

scription, both as regards the plants and the flowers. There
was not in all the collections a single flower tliat would have
passed muster at any meeting of the Floral Committee, aud
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one need not, therefore, occupy space in describing that which
has no object of interest attaching to it.

The great stake of the day was in the New Plants, and the

rivals were Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, and M. Linden, of

Brussels, both the victors in many a hard-woa fight. The
first class was for collections of Stove Plants of recent intro-

duction. In this Messrs. Veitch were the only exhibitors, and
a finer or more interesting lot we never saw exhibited when
the number is taken into consideration, there being no less

than thirty plants in all. Among them were to be seen several

of great novelty and interest, such as a Cinchonaceous plant

with long broadly-lanceolate leaves, and with bright red midrib
and veins, from Bolivia ; a singular species of Begonia from
Peru ; a Bertolonia from Madagascar ; a Drosera from the

Cape of Good Hope ; several species of Draoasnas from the

South Sea Islands ; Crotons, and a new species of Dicksonia.

There were also a fine specimen of Anthiirium regale,

Maranta roseo-picta, and Dieffenbachia gigantea. It was in

Class 2 that the great rivalry took place. It was for six plants

newly introduced, distinct. Messrs. Veitch and Mr. Linden
each showed two collections. That on which the first prize

was decided, Messrs. Veitch's, consisted of a new species of

Philodendron ; two new Dractenas, one beautifully variegated

green and white, and named Dracfeua regalis ; the other the

same colour as D. ferrea variegata, but with much larger and
broader leaves, and named magnifica ; a Crotou, from New
Hebrides, named C. Veitchii ; Sanchezianobilis variegata; and
Aralia Veitchii, from New Caledonia. Mr. Linden had a ne»
Commelinaceous plant which has leaves a yard long, and is said

to produce flowers of azure blue ; Bignonia ornata, from Bio
Negro ; the Dichorizandra mosaica which he exhibited at the
International Exhibition of London in 1866 ; Maranta virgi-

nalis, Ficus dealbata, and Maranta princeps. The first prize

was awarded to Mr. Linden, with 20 points ; and the second to

Mr. Veitch, with 19j. The difference being so slight it may
be thought, and was thought by many, that they should have
been equal ; but we believe it is a Perso-Median principle

of the Imperial Commissioner, that no two things can be of

equal value, not even a florin and a two-shilling piece, and,
therefore, the Juries are not permitted to make equal awards.
The second collection of Mr. Linden consisted of Hemerocallis
nova, a green and white variegated variety, from Japan ; Cyano-
phyllum spectandum ; Dieffenbachia nobilis, a now species of

Iresine, a new species of Spathiphyllum, and Eohites rubro-

Tenosa. Messrs. Veitch's second collection contained a species

of Araha, from New Caledonia ; Dieffenbachia Pearcei, Coleus
Veitchii, a beautiful striped new species of Pandanus, from
New Hebrides, Eetinoapora filicoides, and a beautiful new
double Clematis, in the way of C. Fortuni, but light purple in

colour, called John Gould Veitch. For this collection Messrs.

Veitch received a third prize, and Mr. Linden received a fourth

for his.

For a collection of choice plants of recent introduction, and
which formed the third class, Mr. Linden and Mr. Ambroise
Verschaffelt were the only exhibitors. Mr. Linden's consisted

of Gunnera mauicata, Anthurium crinitum, Authurium tri-

lobum, Adelaster sp. nov., Maranta Legrelleana, Maranta
setosa, Maranta chimboraoensis, Caladium sp. nov. In the
fourth class also there was but one exhibitor, M. Ambroise
Verschaffelt. It was a much larger collection, and contained
Cibotium regale, Acer formosum, Acer sanguineum, Acer orna-

tum, Acer juoundum, A. amoeaum, A. Frederici-Gulielmi, Ficua

Ghieabreghti, Maranta illustris, pulchra, and Verschaffelti,

Agave mirabilis, eonipacta, grandis, and spectabiliif, Aralia

Sieboldi foliis reticulatis, Dracaena lentiginosa and Verschaf-

felti, Aristolochia insiguis. Daphne speciosa, Echites rubro-

venia, Cordyline Guilforglei, and Tillandsia grandis. For
this collection Mr. Verschaffelt received a first prize, and Mr.
Linden a third. The last of the classes in this group was for

a single specimen of a new plant remarkable for its culture.

Here Messrs. Veitch were first with a splendid specimen of

their Maranta Veitchii, and Mr. Linden second with a fine

plant of Anthurium regale.

In Orchids there were only two exhibitors, Mr. Liiddemann
and Messrs. Thibaut & Keteleer, of whom the former took the

first prize and the latter the second, and their specimens were
not such as to require any special notice. There was, however, a

specimen of Van.la suavis, with several large masses of Cattleya

Skinneri, from the Due d'Agen, which not even equalled any-
thing of the kind ever seen iu England.
The only other objects worth noticing were some extraordinary

bundles of Asparagus, exhibited by Messrs. L'HiSrault-Salbceuf

et fila, Buo de Sannoia, Argenteuil, which for size have perhaps

never been surpassed and rarely equalled. M. Louis L'Hcrault

also exhibited some of extraordinary size, though not equal to

the former.

VINES AND VINE BORDERS.
Mr. 'Wills has carried the discussion of this subject from

the garden under his own charge to that of Mr. Meredith, and
if any inconvenience arises from this change, I shall not con-

sider it is my affair. I can only conclude he thought this

would give him an advantage; be it so. I shall try and show
him it is a mistake for him to treat a matter involving such

large sums in such a light way, and also that he has not given

us information enough fairly to support his deductions.

The first time Mr. Wills makes reference to my letter is in

that very involved sentence or question, beginning with the

words " supposing it to cost £60 or £100, according to size,

and with a view to its lasting in good condition sixty or a

hundred j-ears." I never hear of any one finding in the dic-

tionary of facts either the word " if " or " suppose ;" but let

me ask. If a border which costs £50 will last sixty years, and
one that costs £100 one hundred years, as he " supposes," why
one which costs £15 should not last fifteen years, and one that

costs £20 twenty years ? and are there in the higher-priced

borders some more expensive materials used which cannot be

afforded in the cheaper ones ? and is this some patent manure
" that will last in good condition sixty or a hundred years ?"

In his description of the early vinery, 65 feet long and
23 feet wide, Mr. Wills tells us the depth and width of the

inside borders ; but in speaking of those on the outside I see

only the depth and not the width ; nor do I in any single in-

stance see the size of any outside border given ! When I

was at Garston Mr. Meredith told me that the use of these

small borders was to save watering, and not to support the

Vines, and I wish to know if he has changed his mind. Mr.

Wills tells me " he did not make an examination of the Vine
borders," "but that any Grape-grower can tell from the Vines

that the borders were well filled with fine healthy roots," " and

that I may take his word for it that the roots are to be found

in quantity both outside and in," adding, " if there is any
difference in their healthiness, those in the outside border

perhaps will be the best." I am a Grape-grower, and I can

tell by looking at a Vine if it has plenty of roots to support

the crop it is carrying ; but, I confess, I cannot tell by looking

at a Vine in which border the greater part of its healthy roots

are. I do not say that this cannot be done ; but will Mr.

Wills tell me how, and excuse the doubt implied in the question ?

After giving us a description of the semi-leau-to, 12S feet

long by 17 wide, and its wonderful crop last year, Mr. Wills

asks nie " what I think of the show system of Vine-border-

making after that ;" a very plain question, and I will try as

frankly to answer it. The examples given are a Lady Downe's
bearing twenty-two bunches, averaging 1* lb., or 3S lbs. in all

;

a Barbarossa with 30 lbs. contained in three bunches, a second

Lady Downe's with sixteen fine bushes, a second Barbarossa

with three bunches weighing about 20 lbs., and Child of

Hale with four bunches, the united weight of which would

be about 36 lbs., the largest counting for 12 lbs. I do not

think I can judge of the powers of a border by any one year's

result. Mr. Wills says this house has been planted about six

years ; surely Mr. Meredith would not grow these Vines so

many years without cropping them, that he might astonish

the world in tlie end by crowding six years' crop into one.
^
I

also want to know how many canes each Vine had, the dis-

tance they are planted apart, and how much the cane or canes

had been shortened the previous year ; which means. Were
these bunches produced from spurs or new canes ? Till I know
all this I must conclude that each Vine had only one cane 17 feet

long, and which cane was pruned on the close system. May
I calculate the previous year's crops at this rate progressively ?^
I will take the medium 33 lbs. ; this is at the rate of 5J lbs.

per year's growth, the year of planting not being counted :^
Sixth, 33 lbs. ; fifth, 27i lbs. ; fourth, 22J lbs. ; third, 17J lbs.

;

second, 12{ lbs. ; first, 7J lbs. ; total, 120J lbs. Say if a Vine

BO treated can produce ha:lf of this 120! lbs. in the first seven

years of its growth, or 60 lbs., it has done well ; and if the

house would average it, then it is my opinion that I should

differ from Mr. Wills in his conclusion that there is an out-

side border needed, and should be quite willing to point to

these facts as being a proof that my opinion was correct.

I am surprised that after such facts as are here described
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Mr. Wills shonlil have presumed to tell Mr. MereJith that if

he did not add an outside bonier, " and that soon," he would
"spoil his magnificent Vines ;" but let ns examine what this
advice amounts to. He tells us the inside border is 12 feet wide
and 5 feet 6 inches deep, and gives it as his opinion that Mr.
Meredith should expend £130 to add an additional 12-feet-wide
border outside ; it this is also 5 feet G inches deep, which is

surely deep enough, it will be in all respects the same size as
the one inside, and if it cost £1,S0, which he says it will, I
think wemay fairly presume the inside border will cost the same
sum, or £2(10 for the pair. Again, if the second is so im-
peratively needed, as I gather his language means, for he says,
"but he will be obliged to make it, and that soon," though
this border has only been made six years, I conclude the se-

cond will be as quickly exhausted. Here, then, is an expense
of £2(i0 for borders each twelve years. Let me, then, ask
him the question he asks me :

—"Which is the less expensive
mode of making a Vine border, to make it thoroughly in the
first instance, supposing it to cost £60 or £100, according to
size, and with a view to its lasting in good condition sixty or a
hundred years," or to make one costing £1.S0 every six years ?

Mr._ Wills mixes up his argument on Vine borders with his
praise of Mr. Meredith's vineries ; either subject is worthy of
more consideration than he gives it. Of the first—the border-
making, I still think the proper way of treating it is as a
commercial speculation, where results" in value in the shape of
a crop of Grapes, or the crops of a series of years, are set
against the cost incurred ; and if in this matter I have wrongly
judged Mr. Wills, and he really does desire to prove that he
wishes to place before ns a plan of growing Grapes economi-
oally, he has only to do so in the practical way I have indicated,
and I will retract anything I have said that will carry an im-
putation that he is wanting in regard for the strictest economy
in such outlay.—G. H.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We noticed approvingly lately the approaching exhibition of

Tricolored Pelargoniums at the Royal Horticultural Society,
and we have since been requested by the Rev. Mr. Dix, Chair-
man of the Floral Committee, to publish the following :

—" In
common with many amateurs and others much interested in
the variegated form of the Zonal Pelargonium, I am looking
forward to a grand treat on Tuesday, May 21st, when I trust
the invitation put forth by the Council of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society will be cheerfully responded to. I believe that
the idea of an exhibition of these plants has been most favoui--
ably entertained by all the raisers of this class of Pelargoniums,
and that a desire prevails that a magnificent display should be
made on the 2l3t. It may he well, perhaps, for 'the benefit
both of amateurs and others, briefly to sketch out what is ex-
pected from exhibitors on tliis occasion. It is desirable that
groups or collections should be shown, including the earliest
form of variegation, showing its progress to that of the present
year, that a paper be sent with each collection, stating the ad-
vance or improvement gained from an original point—for in-
stance, from Mrs. Pollock to the seedlings of the present year.
It would be well it each exhibitor would state whether accurate
entries and notes have been made and kept of the parentage of
seedlings, giving the names of the male and female parents.
One great object in view is to prove, if possible, whether the
sMU of the gardener (a point at present doubted by some) has
any certain control over Nature in producing these variegations.
It will not be necessary that a tedious and lengthy paper should
be written

; a simple proof stating that definite results have
been achieved by certain proceedings in hybridising is all that
is required or expected. The names of the parent plants written
on the label bearing the name of the seedling plant, would be
most interesting. I cannot but think that much valuable in-
formation would be thus afforded to the horticultural world

;

also that subject matter for a conversation at the meeting to
be held afterwards, would be given, which, doubtless, some of
our botanical and horticultural friends would avail themselves
of. New and distinct varieties separately entered for the de-
cision of the Floral Committee, will receive certificates accord-
ing to merit, and medals will be given to such groups or col-
lections accompanied with the written information required, as
shall be considered most worthy. Let not the amateur be afraid
of exhibiting on this occasion. The raiser of three or four
seedlings of merit, after careful and thoughtful selection of
parents for hybridising, may have something of greater interest

to exhibit, than seedlings collected from all parts of the king-

dom, of the origin of which no trace can be shown. It would
be well for those who intend to exhibit on the 21st, to give due
and early notice of the same to Mr. Eyles, also to endeavour to

bring their collections as soon after nine in the morning as

possible, as it will take some considerable time to arrange
them." We think Mr. Dix's hope that the exhibition will be
successful, will be fully realised, for we know of many who will

exhibit, and who will detail most interesting information re-

lative to the production of these varieties.

The following, from a correspondent, merits attention :

" Few things could have given more satisfaction than the

announcement of the show of Tricolor Pelargoniums. The
raisers and the public are alike anxious to know what is in

existence. This show will afford the best possible opportunity

of taking notes and assessing the plants at their relative worth
to others. The information asked from the raisers about the

history of these plants and the probable cause of their origin,

will also have a specific value.
' There is one point that farther information should be given

upon, and that is the manner of j udging the plants. The awards
will carry great weight, and have a large money value, and it

would be wise to appoint a special jury for the occasion ; at

least if several extra judges were appointed to act with the

Floral Committee it would probably atlord more satisfaction to

many as well as^A Pkovisciai.."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN Q.VRnEN.

When- the ground is not too wet the hoe should be kept in

use : in some instances the appearance of weeds will sufficiently

indicate the necessity of this ; but even where such is not the

case, this implement, or small three-tined drags, should be em-
ployed to stir the soil frequently between the rows of young
crops. Anparaflu^, let those who would have it first-rate see

that plenty of manure or half-rotted vegetable matter is dug
into the alleys forthwith. Cclenj, prick-out, and a few trenches

for the earliest may now be prepared, using plenty of manure

;

for to have it fine, it must be planted almost entirely in dung.

Carrots, weed, and also On/o/i-beds as soon as the seedlings

can be taken hold of. Those who are short of hands will find

this the best economy. Examine the various secd-hed.", in

order that any defect may be made up as much as possible.

Lettuce, transplant from the seed-beds before the plants be-

come too large, and sow successions ; the Paris White Cos and
the Malta Cabbage Lettuce should be more especially cultivated

for summer use. Peas, stick them as soon as they are earthed

up when a little above the ground, and sow successions, with
Round Sjnnach between the rows, if space for the latter be not

found elsewhere. J7/(i/ft(irft,keep down all blossom shoots from
both this and Sea-kale, and the latter should now have the

superfluous shoots thinned away, about four or five to each
stool are sufficient.

FRUIT CiUnEM.
Proceed with the disbudding of Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot

trees, taking care not to wound the bark of the branches at the

base of the shoot ; a knife should generally be employed. The
blossoming being over, temporary copings may be removed,
and syringing commenced. The aphis must be sharply looked
after and destroyed as it appears by means of tobacco dust.

Hoe and weed Strawberry-plantations, and lay grass or other
substance between the rows to keep the fruit clean and the

ground moist.
FLOWER GAEDEN.

In order that half-hardy flowers may be induced to make
rapid progress when planted out it is absolutely necessary that

those taken from iu-door protection undergo a hardening pro-

cess for at least a week. To be well established in their pots

and well hardened is to insure success. Many persons, how-
ever, in fact the majority, cannot command frame or pit room
sufficient to receive a host of potted Verbenas, Calceolarias,

Heliotropes, Petunias, Fuchsias, and Pelargoniums, such,

therefore, cannot pot off stock singly. The next best plan is

to prepare some raised beds in the kitchen garden with old

vegetable mould light and sandy, and to transplant, or as gar-

deners term it. to prick-out the struck cuttings from the store

pots into these beds about 3 inches apart, in fact, so that they
can be taken up with a trowel with a ball of earth ; they should
have hoops and mats or some covering at night, and in bad
weather all day. In the third or last week in May they may
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be transferred to their destination, removing with good balls of

earth. Tender Roses that have suffered from the effects of the
past winter will now rec[uire to be pruned. Standards would
likewise be much improved by giving them a good soaking
with dung water ; it is best applied in cloudy weather. All
vacant beds in the flower garden should be again dug np or
raked over, to be ready for the reception of the plants, which
should be put in whenever the weather is suitable. Such her-
baceous plants as PiBonies, &c., that soon will come into bloom
should be tied up. Jjivide aud transplant Hepaticas aud strong
plants of double Scarlet Lychnis, or take off some cuttings
close to the root, and place them in a mild frame-bent in small
pots, these will soon strike root, aud will be fit for planting
out in borders. Attend to the watering of lately-planted shrubs
if they require it. As Crocuses and other bulbs will now be on
the wane, patches of biennials which have stood the winter
may be planted close beside them ; when the annuals are de-
cayed the bulbs, if necessary, may be removed at the same
time.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATORT.
We would again urge the propriety of weeding out all ex-

traneous or fading plants from the conservatory and other
plant-structures, better destroy inferior stock than suffocate
the good. Where a system of high cultivation is carried out,
crowding will assuredly defeat the end in view. Centradeuias
now exhausted with flowering should be shaken out of their
pots and repotted. Fibrous loam and fibrous peat soil, with
charcoal and coarse sand, make au excellent compost for them.
Make cuttings of them as soon as suitable young wood can be
obtained. Calceolarias will now be coming into bloom, they
should have their flower-stalks tied out aud plenty of room

this season the feathered tribe troable ua less. We have a fine

lot of Kidney Beans in boxes to plant out under a little pro-
tection, as in a bed intended for Celery, to succeed those knotting
their bloom-buds, which will again succeed those bearing pro-
fusely. A syringing with clear soot water overhead after a hot
daj-, we believe hulps to invigorate the plants, aud keeps insects
of all kinds away from them, and the keeping insects away is a
much more profitable affair than driving them away, or de-
stroying them. In all cases prevention is better than cure, and
cleanliness, plenty of air, a temperature at night much lower
than the daytime, so as to give the plants rest, a quick eye and
nimble fingers are better every way than dealing much in filthy

mixtures, which less or more will have to be used, if insects
are allowed to become too numerous.
We mentioned some time ago that we had been little troubled

with ffiven fly on forced Strawberries for years, but since making
that statement we have had a little fly on every batch since
wherever they were placed, whether in pit, house, or orchard-
house, and even on Saturday, discovered some on pots still

standing out of doors. As they generally appeared on the
young leaves in the crown, and if not removed by the fingers,
would attack the flower-stalks ; in some instances, besides thus
removing them, we have had to smoke, but as they appeared
on nothing else in the same place it looks as if eggs had
been deposited on these plants late in the autumn, and that
they had been hatched into vitality when they had received the
necessary heat under glass. Drawing the fingers along such
young leaves and flower-stalks, and then syringing with clear
soot and lime water, or both united, is a quicker and cheaper
process than smoking with tobacco, itc. We dislike smoking
with tobacco after the fruit has begun to change colour, as we

afforded them. They will now begin to form objects of much i think the flavour of the tobacco hangs a loug time about-it.
attraction in the gieeuhouse, but, above all, see that they are
perfectly free from aphides before their flowers expand. Pelar-
goniums now begin to claim much of our attention. See that
every leaf is perfectly clean, and that the branches and trusses
are properly supported with sticks. Water freely, and occasiun-
ally with manure water. Have an eye to the propagation of
stock for succession or winter-flowering in due time. Secure
cuttings of such plants as Brugmausias, Clerodeudrons, Eran-
themums, and those useful winter-flowering plants Euphorbia
jacquinireflora and Gesnera bulbosa. Those who have one house
in which to grow the stock of Orchids must make a com-
promise in point of temperature between that of the hot and
moist valleys or shady woods of the east, and those from the
western hemisphere, which inhabit high aud airy situations.
To accomplish this we would advise a very free circulation of
air during the earlier part of the day, and even a little all

night, if possible, accompanied with a great amount of atmo-
spheric moisture, and to accommodate with the least sacrifice,
such as Aerides, Saccolabiums, Dendrobiums, ire, we would
shut up a considerable amount of heat very early in the after-
noon. All means under the cjutrol of the cultivator should,
in fact, be brought into active and vigorous operation at this
season. The plants which are beginning to expand their
blossoms should be removed into a warmer but much drier at-
mosphere

; indeed, many of the species with slender flowing-
stems should be similarly located to prevent their damping off

;

those in baskets, or on blocks of wood, should never, at this
season, be allowed to become perfectly dry. Every care should
be taken to promote the extension of the roots aud to preserve
them, for on this depends the strength of the flower-stalks,
and, of course, the ultimate beauty and perfection of the plant.

PITS AND FR.V3IES.

Harden-off tender annuals and other plants for the flower
garden, and continue potting-off annuals and struck cuttings
as they require it, putting in cuttiugs of scarce sorts for store.
If cuttings of choice rook plants, such as Phlox setacea, nivalis,
subulata, verna, procumbens, amrena, &c., with Saponaria
ocymoides, Onosma tauricum, Alyssum saxatile, Iberis sem-
pervirens, etc., are put into prepared cutting-pots in sand,
placed in a mild frame heat and treated as Verbena cuttings,
they will soon strike root and be fit for planting out, or potting-
off, as may be required.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN G.IKDEN.

Sowed successions of Peas, Broad and Kidney Beans, and
Ssarlet and White Runners out of doors, protecting the Peas
and Beans, especially from their natural enemies ; but after

Before this is printed, we hope, if the weather continues so
fine, to give a good manure watering to Cauhflowers, Cabbages,
forward Peas, &c. After so much rain, there is little likelihood
of the drainings from the dunghill, or the farmyard being too
strong for such purposes. When strong water cannot be ob-
tained from the stable or cow-house undiluted with water, it
should have four or five times the quantity of water added
before using it.

JJisappointments.—We instanced lately colouring seeds with
red lead for keeping birds from them, and so far as we can see
it is effectual in every case ; small seeds aud even large seeds,
as Peas included, in no case have we seen them touched ; but,
then, that is no security against the seedlings being preyed
upon. We sowed some rows of Lettuces very thinly, intend-
ing to let them perfect themselves in the rows without trans-
planting, and they showed well, but not one is now visible,
and witn all our examining we could not find the trace of a
slug or snail, as means had been taken to keep them away.
Birds, no doubt, were to blame, and we would not have been
so sure but for the following fact :—The first sowing of out-
door Carrots was just beginning to show, but instead of ad-
vancing they seemed to get out of sight more and more. Lest
slugs should assail them at night, lime and soot were thrown
thinly over the piece, but still with no manifest advantage,
and we could find no trail of au enemy, and the ground being
dry, no mark of birds ; but on looking at this ground between
3 and i A.M. we had the satisfaction of seeing three brace of
partridges marching up and down the rows, and nipping np
every green thing. We have no doubt that in some such cases
the seedsmen bear the blame, when the seed was all right
enough.

FRUIT GARDEN.
We have already alluded to Strawberries and green fly.

Otherwise we have never had them show stronger, and hardly
a blind one among those in pots, and after such a wet dull
autumn as last year. Partly on that account, our plants as a
whole were not so strong in the autumn as usual. Two
thoughts have just struck us, and we would wish them to be
ventilated among our brethren. First, whether it is not
possible to have our Strawberry plants for forcing too strong
before the autumn—that is, that there may be too much foliage
to permit of perfect ripening of the fruit-Liuds; and secondly,
whether the fullest exposure to the sun after potting may not
in bright autumns be carried to au excess ? The plants in the
open ground are also showing very well.

The chief work has been thinning, disbudding, and water-
ing

;
aud the orchard-houses have required the latter liberally.

During the brightest days we threw with a syringe water just
coloured with whitening over the glass, merely spattering it, just

1 to break a little the force of the sun's rays, and prevent the
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plants drying so quickly. This would be nil washed off bv
the first shower, and if dull days should come without rain,
the most of it would come off by drawing a large hair broom
over the glass. Such spattering from a syringe would be done
to a large extent of glass in a few minutes, and it is a useful
practice e-specially when, as in the present case, such bright
weather follows after dull drizzling weather. This is the
quickest and cheapest mode we know of for giving a slight
temporary shade.

ORNAMENTAL DErAKTMENT.
The fine weather after the rains hag made the grass grow

far beyoud our reach, and in such cases, for removiug Daisies,
Ac, our daisy knife has been very useful, making a large
space green in a short time. Our chief work, besides at-
tending to cuttings, potting, and watering, has been fresh
arranging verandahs, conservatory, &c. ; taking Azaleas, Cy-
tisus, &c., to the coolest places where a little shade can be
given

;
placing Scarlet and other Pelargoniums where they

would have more light, air, and coolness
; moving Fuchsia's

where they could have plenty of air and room to grow. All
these matters require much forethought where a large extent
is to

_
be made ornamental and there are no houses or pits

especially for such preparatory purposes ; but every house has
to serve many purposes besides supplying fruit as the chief
object. Under such circumstances plants grown in shade will
be apt to become drawn a little, do what you will, a matter
sometimes lost siglit of when much is wanted with very inade-
quate means, and when comparisons are made between results
so obtained and results in different circumstances, where a
house c.-in pretty well be devoted to one definite object. This
is a subject which some most intelligent, deserving, successful
gardeners have wished us to advert to prominently ; but we
would rather that some other coadjutor or correspondent would
give it attention, and allow the matter to be fairly ventilated
for the benefit of all parties.

_
These general fresh arrangements are not desirable' but at

times^ they can scarcely be avoided. It is well when a plant
past its best can be removed and be replaced by another,
without any general clearing out ; but the latter plau has this
advantage at times, that an old plant-house may he made by
fresh arrangements to look altogether a different house. As in
our case, hitherto we have had a largo space under glass to
make ornamental, which we could only do when all danger
from frost was over. Such a fresh arrangement two or three
times a-year was almost indispensable, besides the temporary
changes referred to. Thus with other minor matters, the Azaleas
not removed have been placed in the shadiest part of the con-
servatory, and the Camellias, about over, have been taken to
the late vinery, and as the chief attraction besides were Salvias,
Cinerarias, and Primulas, these, though some are very good
still, yet being past, instead of coming to their best, were all

removed, the house, stage, &c., well washed, a fresh arrange-
ment made with the Azaleas, as above alluded to, and florists'
fancy Pelargoniums, Scarlet Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Lan-
tanas, &c., so that the house has an entirely different appear-
ance from what it had a few days ago. Even with no change
of material, a small house may be made very attractive by so
changing the arrangement of the plants, as to present a different
appearance. When the amateur enters his small house, and
finds every plant in its accustomed place, the feeling of mo-
notony will creep over him, which would be dispelled even by
the interest awakened from having to seek for his favourite
plant under a freah arrangement combined with other plants.—B. r.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—?.Iay S.

We have no altprntion much tn note liere. prices remain nearly the
same. A large quantity of new Potatoes from Lisbon baa oaseil the
market, and we daily expect our West of Enpland ci-owers to commence
sending. Hothouse fiuit far in excess of the demand.

FRUIT,

s. d. s. d I

Apples isiova
Apricots doz
Cherries Ijox 3 4
Chestnuts bush.
Curranta A sieve

Bhick ".
. do.

PiKS doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9 1
Gooseberries ..quart 16
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 5 10
Lemons 100 5 10

B. d. s. d
OtoS

I
Melons each Otol)

I Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz. 3
Pin; Apples lb. 5

I

Plun.s j sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberr.ps lb.

Strawberries oz. 6

10

VEOETABLKS.

.Artichokes each
Asparapns buudle
Beans, Kidnoy, per 100

ScarletUun.i sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ siovo
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower dnz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Kndive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

e.
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BL0fl30»8 OF Orchard-hocse Treks Fallino (A Subscriber),—Vie

hope that you wiU succeed better next seaaon. Do you Ult your trees in

pots—that i3, to break or remove the roots that have gone through tho

pots, say in the beginning of October? The dropping of tho blossoms we
attribute to one of two causes—want of ripeness of wood in autumn, or

allowing the pot3 to -become too dry. We have had no dropping of

blossoms, but many of the blooms of Cherries were defective. Wo at-

tribute this to the trees standing thickly in the house last autumn. Wo
would have liked them out of doors after September for a month or two.

Mealy Bug.—Mr. Cooko, gardener, Gatcombo Park, says that he has

found two fumigations with CoUyer & Roberts's " Tobacco Tissue " effec-

tually removed this pest.

Camellia-bed (Flora).—You may plant Ferns among the Camellias;

bat whether the Ferns succeed will depend upon soil. -sncct, andtreat-

ment. The leaf enclosed is of Populus alba, var. caiii..-ii. ji:^.

Bleached Leaves (G. A'.).—They will not stick to the piper if washed
thoroughly in water after removing them from the bleaching liquid.

Oiled paper may be also used.

Soil (J5«irt).—The sample enclosed, with the adnrv." " • f sharp sand.

will do for Begonias. Cocoa-nut fibre refuse is usuiai v..i.io you cannot

obtain peat.

Planting Forced Str-\wberry Plants {Siibscriher).—'''^'<i would plant

out every potted Strawberry plant that showed fruit. y.).i will endorse

our opinion next year.

Top-dressing Vine Borders (T. TT.).—The best time to top-dress

Vine borders covered with tarpauling during the winter months is early

in summer ; then, upon the removal of the covering, a top-Jressing from

li to 3 inches thick may be applied. Inside Vine borders should be top-

dressed in winter; but we prefer doing so immediately afttT the house is

cleaned and put in order for another year; any time, however, from the

fall of the leaves to the recommencement of growth, is a good time to

top-dress Vine borders. We prefer extending Vine borders early in au-

tumn, or when the leaves turn yellow ; but it may he done from that time

until growth recommences.

Gesneras not Thriving {A Novice).~lt is hard to tell what could

cause the c\il of which you complain, as you do not furnish us with any
particulars. We are inclined tn think, from the description you give of

their present appearance, that thf>y are infeated with insects, but what
these are we are unable to form an opinion. Send us a leaf or two.

Greenhouse Vinery—Burning Sulphur in \Sahrina''.—T, We can
have no objection to your substituting hot water for the flue for such a

house. 20 feet by 1*2, only if the flue is sound, fresh, and works well, we
would think twice before we made the alteration. You will most likely fiud

that you will effect no saving in fuel. '2, We knew an exi»eriencud gardener
that burned sulphur to kill fly on Cinerarias once, hut it was a lesson for tho

future. We are surprised that what your predecessor did in this way in ISGi

he repeated in loG^,. No doubt the little fruit was spoiled, leaves shrivelled,

t&c. Our only surprise is, that the Vines did not suffer more from such
inflictions. Your accidental burning of wood in the house was a less

evil, though that would he very injurious, but lessened in its effects by
the leaves becoming ripe before the accidenttil burning No growing
plant will stand the fumes of burning sulphur. Wlieu we have cleared out

j

a house we have often burned sulphur, covered with a tliick layer of

damp moss, to destroy not only moulds like your predecessor, but every
living thing. No plants will stand this sulphur-smoking except those that

are deciduous, and even these, as Vines. Peaches, itc, will be injured,

unless the wood is well ripened, and at the rest period. 3, You must be
content \\ith less. Let the Vine roots have the border or the most of it.

The Strawberries not only take awuy much of the richness of the soil,

but the soil is Kept cool beneath them with their thick shade. A row or

so in front would not be so muf^h, but the thick plantation of Straw-
berries will be sure to injure the Vines, and will naturally cause tuoui to

root deeper than would be desirable. 4, Your Vines must have a strong
constitution to pass through so many disasters, and still be moderately
vigorous, though not fruitful, and before you take the foUowiug ndvice.we
would ask a good neighbouring gardener to sec them, as we base it chiefly

on the supposed f.ict that the stems of the Vines will have somewhat
suffered. We would select on each Vine, near the base, the best and
strongest shoot that now is growing, as you have used no fire, train that
carefully without stopping, stop all the shoots that show fruit at one joint

beyond "the fruit, and stop all the other shoots left, thinning them out
moderately, but leaving enough to keep up the free growth. As the
one unstopped shoot grows, remove all the fruitless shoots as it passes
or comes up to them. The object of doing this is to throw all the
strength of the Vine gradually, but at length thoroughly, into this fresh

young shoot. For this puri'i^'^e. until autumn allow tlie laterals on this

shoot to grow a joint or two before stopping them, and allow none any-
where else. As soon as the fruit is cut, take out the old shoots, or stems, and
give fire heat in the autumn thoroughly to ripen this new shout, Hud com-
mend with that next season. Meanwhile clear out the ."-trawberry-

border, remove what surface soil you can until you reach the Vine roots,

and top-dress with 3 or 4 inches of rich fresh soil. Mulch with horse-
droppings.

Rose Tree Bark Eaten—Destroying Aphides in the Open Air
(A. B. -4.).—We should think the bark is eaten from the shoots of your
Rose trees by beetles of some kind, but what these are we aro unable to

tell. You may destroy the aphis in the open air by syringing the trees

infested with tobacco water from the tohacconists, diluted with sii times

its volume of water.

Diseased Pear Leaves (C. 3f.l.—The blisters, as you terra them, are

elevations caused by the vegetation of that pest, the parasitic fungua
Rcestelia. If only a few leaves are affected pick them off without delay

and burn them. Do this immediately with every leaf you see similarly

attacked, for the spores are diffused and every one of your Pear trees will

be similarly scourged. If too many leaves are affected to permit of their

being removed, dust flowers of sulphur perseveringly over the leaves, and
this will have to be repeated every season until the fungus is extirpated

Nitrate of Soda and Cosimon Salt {A iJeadcr).—If mixed they will

not have any chemical action on each other. One pound of the mixture

to each 30 square yards of your grass land will ho suificient. Wo
should apply it immeaintely. (^r(t;iriul).—You will see by the preceding

answer how much to apply to 3i) square yards ; the same, namely, as

of the mixture with common salt. Do not let it touch the leaves of

your cultivated plants.

Vines Fruiting only at the Ends of the Canes {JV. B.).—We think

there are two very likely causes—namely, that the roots of the Vines hava
gone down far from the surfaee, and that would help the second cause—an
imperfect ripening of the wood. In the latter cate give little water after

August, and dry heat from fires in autumn. If the roots are deep and
the foliage large, we Would select one or two shoots to each Vine, grow
them without stopping, aud let these shoots bear next season. ThitJ

latter advice was taken pirtially last season in several circumstances,

and there was scarcely a bunch on the apur-pruned, hut plenty on the

rod-pruned Vines.
Planting a Flower-bed 'B. B., Evershot).—Both your plans wonld do

very well, but wo prefer the second, as being more simpla aud lasting

better. The ground- carpt ting with white Petunias will not hurt tho
Gladiolus, if the Petunias are planted between the rows of Gladiolus and
are not allowed to grow too rampant. We presume that the Gladioluses

are chiefly scarlet; if they wuro chiefly light-coloured a carpeting of

pink Saponaria calabrica would be very effective.

Cutting Do^vI; Heaths (fl. I).).—You may cut down the Heaths to

within a foot of the ground, and in all probability they will start from the

bottom, but it is not a good practice, as in all cases that have come under
our observation they are impatient of much cutting back. We should
remove them and plunt fresh ones. The following are compact growers

—

Erica vuJgaris documbens, E. Hammondi, E. vagans carnea, and E. tetra-

lis intermedia.
Azaxeas not Flowering (C. TF).—Repot at once the Aznleas that

have not dowered and are growing frerly if they require it. giving them
but a moderate shift, and employing a compost of two-thirds sandy peat

aud one-third turfy loam, w-ith good drainage. The plants should be
kept rather close, and syringed overhead morning and evening, tho soil

being kept no more than moist for a few days, until the roots are working
in the fresh soil, then water freely. When the growth is complete give

abundance of air and light, and we think they will set their buda well,

after which keep cool and airy.

Planting a Sloping Bed (An Amateur, Oakham, Ei(tland).~You do
not say what the form of your bed is, but we presume it is a rectangle or

parallelogram. In that case you may plant it in ribbon-border fashion,

which, with the materials at comm.'tnd, we would dispose of as follows :

—

1st, a row next the walk uf Bijou Pelargonium ; 2nJ, Tom Thumb ; Srd,

yellow or orange Calceolaria; 4th, Christina Pelargonium; 5th, Stella;

and 6th, yellow Calceolaria. Had you Cerantinm, Lobelia, and Golden
Chain Pelargonium our advice would have diff^;red materially ; but being

restricted to the plants named, you will find the bid or border look very

well with Scarlet Pelargoniums, but infinitely better if you add Calceo-

larias
Exterminating Ants (A SuxTerer) —We can only repeat what we have

repeatedly stated, that guano sprink'ed over their haunts will ilrive them
away, and ammoniacal liquor from tho gas works poured into their nests

will speedily cause them to migrate.

Orchard-house Tree Leaves .-corched (F. T.).—The leaves sent are

scorched through placing sulphur upon hot coal. The fumes of burning

sulphm- will destroy both animal Jind vegetable life, aud its use along

with tobacco for fumigation is to bo avoi led, a-^ the remedy is mora
disastrous than the injury caused by tho insects it is employed to

destroy.
Name of Fruit (F. If.).—Easier Pippin or French Crab.

Names of Plants (Bur/idroodi.—Alpinia nutans. (T. B. Brossley).—

1, Selaginella cuspidata; 2, S. apoda ; 3, S. cuspidata, two specimens;

5, Cheilanthes elegans ; 6, Adiantum hispidulurn. {C, J. B.).— isple-

niura foutanum. {T. Catchpool),—Y'jvom\\s seoaliuus, or Smooth Rya
Bromo Grass; itis anativeof England, (.l/js. />wi;i/iJ).—Oxali;^species

not determinable. (P. C.).—Amelanchier canadensis (P. M., C'teUea).—

1, Pultenrea, species; :!, Apparently a new plant. Please send again when
more advanced. (£Ua).—If the leavus are palmate, it i3 Viola palmata
variegata.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ia the Suburbs of Loadoa for the Weak endiag May 7th.

Date.
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FOULTKT, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHEOXICLE.

THE ORIGIN OF GAME FOWLS.
Great Biiitain is the only country in Europe which pos-

BeBses the Game fowl. India and its islands are, probably, the

original countries of the Game fowls, and still possess them.

Game fowls are also to be found in Spanish America, probably

imported thither from Manilla in the Philippine Island.s.

Persia and Asia Minor, or Syria, once had them, ind the

ancient Greeks and Komans were famous for their Game fowls
;

it is likewise said that the Romans introduced them into this

country. With the ancient Greeks, the island p.f Rhodes was

famous for its lied Game fowls, which were called the Rhodian
Beds, and the island of Delos for its Silver-Greys, called the

Delos Silvers. Some assert that Game fowls were indigenous

to the British islands, and some call them a Roman importa-

tion, but it is strange, that if a Roman importation, Great

Britain alone, of all the Roman European colonies, should have
retained them. This would rather prove that they were origin-

ally natives of these islands, though they certainly rather bear

the appearance of a tropical or Indian origin. However, they

have probably been in this country since its occupation by the

Romans.
It has been asserted that the Gallus Bankiva has been the

progenitor of the Game fowls. I incline to the belief ihat the

three original colours of Game fowls were those of wild

original birds which had been reclaimed from a state of nature

at some very early period, perhaps in India. The Gallus Ban-
kiva is not lierce enough, nor strong enough, nor large enough
to have been the original of our Game breeds, though Bankivas

resemble the Black-breasted Red Game. They were, no doubt,

the original from which sprung our Bantams, Game Bantams
being very like them, especially the Black-breasted Red, though

the Bantams are a little smaller than the Bankiva.

The Gallus Sonnerati, or Indian Jungle fowl, has been men-
tioned as the original of the Game, but in this breed the hen
has neither the comb nor wattles, and the cock has the peculiar

horny structure of the feathers, which show them not to have

been the parent stock of our Game breeds, though they are

fierce and spirited birds, and are used for cock-fighting bj' the

natives of the East Indies.

The wild Gallus furcatus, or Forked-tailed cock, thoroughly

resembles our blue-legged Red Dun Game, having the blue legs

and blue dun breast and tail, and is red in the plumage, but

the comb in this species is not serrated or lobed, and it has

onl.y a single wattle, and, therefore, differs rather too much.
Game fowls may probably have sprung from the mixture of

all the three breeds named, with their own three original wild

colours, as many good naturalists believe them to have done.

I think, however, that the characteristics differ rather too

much, and adhere to the belief that the original colours, which

are still to be met with in India, as well as in Britain, were

derived from birds reclaimed from the wild state in India or

elsewhere at a very early period. Most Indian Game fowls are

yellow-legged, but nut all. The specimens lately exhibited by

the late Mr. B. P. Brent, appeared to be the true Indian Game.
I have already stated that some breeders consider the Grey

Game fowls to be a primitive or original colour, but brown of

various shades is certainly the original colour in Game hens,

and assimilates much the best with the colour of the earth,

the foliage and bark of trees, and every natural object, which

grey does not. Grey is the wild colour for sea birds, as brown
is for land birds, and most good judges condemn grey as an

original colour, and agree that the brown hens of different

shades, and their red cocks with the greenish dark tails are the

only true originals. The Greys, too, always incline much to

breed back to the brown hens and red cocks, which shows that

these are certainly the true original colours, and grey is often

difficult to produce, as in the Game Bantam breeds. Grey is,

therefore, most certainly not an original colour as some still

erroneously suppose and assert.

—

Newmarket.

with the ponltry a show of doge, that no doubt added mnch to the

geueral attractions. It mnat be borne in mind that Kpworth is a
jjurely agricultural district, aud therefore it formed a matter of agree-

able surprise to find that the attendance proved uenrly threefold that

of last season. Kverythiug went on most pleasantly, and the nsitors

were loud in their congratulations of the Committee. Public con-

fidence appears to be now fairly enlisted in support of the exertions of

the maiia<^ement, aud several additional annual subscriptions were

rcudilv ]>rouiised on the spot. The day proved a most enjoyable one,

tliu ueulhei- being bright and sunny, nor did a single spot of rain full

in the bxality of the show-yard during the whole time the Sliow was
open, although at oue time the subject of anxious apprehension was
that a storm was impending.
The exhibition coops used were those that for many years past have

done like duty at the Thorne Show, aud, considering tlie breeding

season being now at its height, it was a very remarkable feature that

so few pens were vacant.

The ijuality of the poultry shown was in nearly every class first-rate,

and the display of I'iijeoiis included large entries from many of our

most spirited exhibitors. This evidently formed a very popular portion

of the Exhibition, aud several very uncommon varieties of Toy
Pigeons added most materially to the general interest. Bees, busily

working in glass hives, formed another attraction, and the display of

fresh butter and eggs was remarkably good. On the poultiy pens

were arranged a very creditable collection of PaiTots aud other foreign

birds in excellent plumage, whilst Canaries and other singing birds

natural to our climate were shown in abundance. A few very capital

Jtuhhits were also exhibited. It is a most satisfactoij duty to record

that not a single accident or mishap occurred in the carrying out of so

varied an exhibition, and we especially noticed that within less than

an hour from the time of closing every pen was carefully repacked

and ready for transit homewards by the next euFuing train. "We

were informed by the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Hudson, that by the

time of next year's show additional railway accommodation will be

secured to Kpworth, which will, no doubt, entice many amateurs to

enter the lists who were deterred from so doing on the present occasion,

on account of the distance of the Show from the nearest railway station.

The care taken of the poultry and other live stock on the ground

was all that could be desired, and we entertain but little doubt that

with continued perseverance on the part of its promoters, the Shows at

Epworth in coming years will prove to become most impoitant agri-

cultural meetings.

Spanish.—First, T. Rogers, Walsall. Second, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwiok
Rectory, Nottingham. Commended, T. E. Hitchen, Sheffield.

DoRKiNos (Any colour).—First, Mrs. Jeffersou, Epworth (Grey). Second,
G. Oldflcld, Epworth.
Game ( Any variety).—First and Second, Messrs. Sales & Bentley, Crowle.

Highly Commended, J. R W. Harrison, ^l)aldinB (Blocli Red). Com-
mended, W. H. Wheeler, Carlton, near Nottingham Duckwinp.)
CocniN-CHlNA (Anv colour).—First, J. H. Dawes (Cinnamon). Second,

Rev. W. J. Mellor (White). Commended, W. U. Wheeler (Partridge.)

Brahma Pootras (Light or Dark).—First, Withheld. Second, Rev.

W .J. Mellor.
Hamburghs (Gold or Silver-spangled).-First, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton,

Mottram. Cheshire (Goldent. Second, C. Gravil, jun. Commended, J. F.

Loversidge. Newark (Golden).
Hambl-rghs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First, W. Bearpark, Ainderby-

Steeple, Nortliallerton (Silver). Second, Withheld.
Gaue Bantams (Any colour).-First and Second, R. Bentley, Finning-

ley Park (Bhick Red, Duckwiug). Extra Second, H. Cawood (Black Red).

Highly Commended, J. H. Dawes (Black Red). Commended, T. Rogers,

Wnlsall ; C. Gravil, jun., Thorne.
BAKTAjrs (.Vny other varietv).—First, T. Burgess, Yorkshire (Black).

Second, Messrs.' s. & R. Ashton (Silver-laced). Highly Commended, R.

Bentley (White .Tapanese); T. C. Harrison, Hull (Gold-laced); Messrs.

S. & R. Ashton (White).
Any other Distinct Breed or Farmvard Cross.—First, Mrs. J. Cross,

Brigg (Creve Coeur). Second, Withheld.
Gasie Cock (Any colour).— First and Second, Messrs. Sales & Pentley.

Highly Commended, E. Brough, Leek (Brown r.ed) ; W. Bearpark, North-

allerton.

Cock (Anv other breed).-First, J. H. Dawe6-(Buff Cochins). Second,

T. Rogers, Walsall.

Hen (Any other breed).—First, Messrs. S. & E. Ashton (Golden-spangled)

Second, C. .Addev, Epworth.
Guinea FowLS.-First, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Second, J. H. Dawes.
Turkeys.-First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Second, R. Bentley. Highly Com-

mended, Mrs. S. A. Wroot, Levels.

Geese.-First, — White, Thorne. Second. Rev. W. J. Mellor.

Ducks (Aylesbury or Rouen).—First, — White (Rouen). Second, J. W.
Harrison, Spalding i F^ouen.)

Ducks (Any other Breed or Cross).-First and Second, T. C. Harrison

(Pintails, Grey CiU Ducks). Highly Commended, J. W. Harrison (Wild

SELLixr, Cr.Ass (Anv variety).— First, T. Rogers, Walsall (Spanish).

Second, G. Yates, Th'orne (Black Red Game). Third, Messrs. S. & B.

Ashton (Silvcr.pencilled Hamburgh).
Extra Prize for best pen of Poultry (a Painting of Game Fowls).^

Messrs. Saltmarsh ti Bentley, Crowle (Brown Red Game.)

EPWORTH POULTIiY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Although the meeting that took place on the 3rd instant was only

the second Show that has been held under the managemeut of the Ep-
worth Committee, it proved itself fully equal to many other shows

that have boasted a longer standing by many years. The entries on this

occasion were fully double those of the year preceding, aud anxious to

meet the wishes of all supporters, the Committee had wisely connected

PIGEONS.
Cart.ieks.-Eirst, H. Y'ardley, Market Hall, Birmingham. Second, J.

W. Harrison. Commended, H. Brown, Sheffield ; J. R. Jessop, Hull.

Pouters. — First. H. Yardley. Second, J. Taylor, Newark. Highly

Commended, H. Brown. Commended. T. Burgess, Britihouse.

Tumblers Anv variety).—First, T. Statter, Hull. Second, H. Yardley.

HiRhly Commended, U. Cawood (Beards): T. Burgess (Almonds).

Fantails, — First. T. Ellington, Woodmansy, Beverley. Second, H.
Yardley. Highly Commended, H. Yardley.
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Jacobins—First, F. Kev, Beverley. Second, H. 'iardlcy.

BABBg.—First, Rev. W. J. lloUor. Second, H. Yardley.

Nuns.—First, T. Burgosis. Second, H. Yardley.
Trumpeters.-First, H. Yardley. Second, C. Addoy. HiRhly Com-

mended, C. Gravil, jun.; 0. Addey.
Amy other Variety.-First, H. Yardley (Ico Pigeons). Second, F.

Wait, Sparkbrook (Ural Ice). HiRlilv Commended, Mrs. Cross, Brifia;

H. Yardley; F. Wait (German Toy); T. Burgess; J. W. Thompson, Hull

(Friezelands).
Selling Class (Any vrjriety).-First and Second, F. Wnitt (Hyacinths,

Lahorea). Third, T. Statters, Hull (Tumblers). Highly Commended, H.

Yardley. Commended, H. Yardley ; J. W. Harrison (('outers).

Extra Prize for best pen of Pigeons.—T. Eh-iugton (White Fantails.)

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary (YeUow).—CocJ^—First, Miss A. Dundas, Epwortb. Second,

Messrs. Smith & Naylor, Epwortb.
Canary (Buff).—Cocfc.—First, Messrs. Smith Ss Naylor. Second, J. M.

Haycroft.
Canary (Green or Variegated).—First, Messrs Hanson & Wagstaff.

Second, C. Peart, Crowle. Commended, Miss Read, Epwortb.
OolDFiNCH.—Ctoct.— First, C. Chappel, Thorne. Second, G. Yatea.

Highly Commended, J. Boves, Epworth.
Linnet.— Coc/t.-First, Master R. Maw. Second, Master W. H. Butter-

geld, Epworth. Commended, R. Jackson, Wells.

Any other Variety of Cacse Birds.—First, Miss Read (Pan-ot). Se-

cond, T. W. Dawson, Epwortb (Goldfinch Mule). Third, W. Hebditch,
Epworth (Thrush). Fourth, D. Daubney (Parrot). Commended, W.
Riley, Crowle (Goldfinch Mule).

RABBITS.
Ant Colour.—First, C. Gravil, jun. Second, Messrs. Hanson & Wag-

staff. Highly Commended, R. Stephenson, Beverley; C. J. Matthews,
Epwortb.
Buck.-First B. Roberts, Thorne. Second, Messrs. Hanson & Wagstaff.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley; A. Sales, Belton. Commended, E.
Dimmock, Bull-hassocks.
Doe.—First, Messrs. Hansom & Wagstaff. Second, H. Yardley. Highly

Commended, G. Lindley.

Judges.—Poultn/, Rahhits, Siiifiinri Binlf:,and Pii/eons : E. Hewitt,

Esq., Sparkbrook, Birmingham, and J. Eichardson, Esq., Thome.

NEWCHURCH POULTRY EXHIBITION.
{From a CoiTespondeiif.)

Tins Exhibition was held in connection with, the Newchurch Agri-

cultural Sho'.T on the '^Oth of April, which, although the morning was
dull and fog^, proved a beautiful spring day.
The pens were arranged in the left-hand corner of the Show ground.

Some portion of the jiens were two rows in height, hut those placed
below, by the good management of the Committee, were devoted to

Tarkeys, Geese, and Dncks. Great praise is due to the Secretary,

Mr. Lonsdale, and the Committee, for their indefatigable exertions in

performing their duties.

The number of entries was nearly one hundred, and although this

may appear to some as being rather small, there were birds of as high
merit exhibited as any seen at larger shows.

The class for single Game cocks, including all varieties, contained
some first-class birds. The first prize was awarded to a niagnificeut

Black Red, closely pressed by a splendid Brown Rod. Both these

birds are the property of C. "W. Brierley, Esq., of MidtUeton, and were
shown in first- rate condition. In the next class, for smgle Game
Bantam cocks, the same gentleman succeeded in taking both prizes.

In the class for Bantam cock and hen, all varieties competed, including

Game Bantams. This class contained the most entries of any class

in the Show, and was one of the best. The first prize was taken by a
magnificent pen of Black, which was much admired, and exhibited in

excellent plumage. A first-class pen of Black Red Game was second,

closely pressed by a pen of Silver-laced Sebrights. Next to this came
the class for Game cock and hen, any age or colour. Black Reds
took the first prize, and Brown Reds the second. In the Dorking
elass there were hut two entries, the first prize being easily won by
a pen of rose-combed birds. The plumage of the cock in this pen
was deficient, owing to his feathers having been picked by hens ; but
his companion was a first-rate pullet. In Cochins of any age or colour
there was a magnificent display; in fact, this class was probably the

best in the Show, Bulfs maintaining the high position they so honour-
ably desei-ve by taldug both first aud secoud prizes.

Black Spanish constituted but a poor class, and with the exception

of the hen in the first-prize pen, the rest were only moderate. In
Btahma Foofraf; some very good birds were exhibited, the hens in

the two pens being of the real t^-pe of a true-bred Brahma. Of Iloni-

burghs there might have been a better exhibitiou, cousideiing the

neighbourhood of the Show. There were but three entries for Golden-
pencilled. The prize birds were of fair average merit. Only one pen
of Silver-pencilled was exhibited. The Golden- spangled hens were
decidedly better tlian the cocks, and with the exception of the prize

bii'ds there was nothing to merit great praise ; and in Silver-spangled

there was little difference between the prize pens.
Of 7Vr/iV)/s, GersCy and Ducks there was a fair entry, the prize birds

far outdistancing their competitors. Mr. Leech, of Rochdale, was the

most successful exhibitor in these classes, by -winning all the first

prizes.

The Arbitrator deserved much credit for the careful and judicious

manner in which he decided his awards, a list of which is appended.

Single Gaiee Cock (Any age or colour].—First and Second, C. W.

Brierley. Highly Commended, J. Foulds, Burnley; C.W. Briorley; E.
Aykroyd, Bradford.
Game Bantam Cock.—First and Second. C. W. Brierley. Highly Com-

mended, G. Birtwistle, Haslingdou ; P. J. Astbury, Prestwich.

Bantam (Any variety).—First, W. A. Taylor, Maucliester. Second,

C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended, T. Birtwistle, Hasliugden ;
Messrs.

S. & R. Ashton, Mottram.
Game.—First, C. "W. Brierley. Second, E. Aykroyd. Highly Commended,

C. W. Brieriey.
DonKiNGS.—First, W. A, Taylor. Second, J. Stott, Healy.
Cochin-China.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second, C. W. Brierley. Highly

Commended, C. W. Briorley.
Spanish.—First, J. H. Hardman, Rawtenstall. Second, T. Townaend.
Brahma Pootra.—First and Second, W. Hargreaves, Bacup. Highly

Commended, D. Haworth, Rochdale ; J. H. Pickles, Todmorden.
HAnrBURGHS (Golden-pencilled).—First, N. Marlor, Denton. Second,

W. Parkinson, Stak'hiHs.

Hamburohs (Silver-i)cncilleil).—Prize, W. Wilson, Laund.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled*. —First, N. Marlor. Second, Messrs.

S. & U. Ashton. Highly Commended, N. Marlor.

Hamburgus (Silver-spangled).—First, — Smalley, Blackburn. Second
and Highly Commended, J. A. Tavlor, Manchester.
TiTRKEVs.—First, E. Leech, Hochda'e. Second, T. Houlker, Blackburn.

Geese.—First, E. Leech. Second, T. Houlker.
Docks (Aylesburyl.—First and Second, E. Leech.
Ducks tllouem.-First, E. Leech. Secoud, T. Houlker.

Mr. Richard Teebay, Fulwood, Preston, officiated as Judge.

AYR POULTRY SHOW.
[From a Correspondent.)

This Show was held in connection with that of the Ayi-shire Agricul-

tural Association on the 1st iust., and was open to all Scotland. The
day being very fine there was a large concourso of spectators, upwards

of £150 being drawn for admission. The pens were arranged^ on

stands in rows, enabling the visitors to see every bird in the Exhibition.

Of Spanish, the first-prize pen was the best I have seen for soma

time, the others were also good. The Grey HiirHnr/s mnstered

strongly and were good, nor were the Folands and Cochin- Chinm less

worthy of high praise. The Scotch Greys were a good class, but I

was son-y to see some of the best pens passed over and inferior

birds gain the prizes. The hen in the second-prize pen was far too

small aud showed Dorking toes, even the whole pen was much inferior

to many a pen that never was looked at.

The following is a list of the prizes awarded :

—

Spanish (Black).—First, J. Sharp, Johnstone. Second, C. M'lntyre,

Ochiltree Mills, Ochiltree. Third, A. Stewart, Coodham, Symington.

Fourth, C. M'lntyre.
, . ., ,. „ • ,

DoRKiNOS (Coloured).—First, J. H. Macnab, South Arthurhe, Barrhead.

Second, Major-Goiieral Burnett, Gadlirtb, Coylton. Third, J. Fleming,

Ivllkerran House. Jlaybnle. Fourth. O. Fairley, Coodham, Symmgton.
Dorkings (White).—First, J. Aitken, Paisley. Second, J. R. Aitken,

Paisley. Third, P. Aitken, Loans, Troon. Fourth, J. Aitken.

Hamburghs (Golden-spaugledj.-First, J. .Jnrdine. Millanc, Kilmarnock.

Secoud, R. Cunninfjhara, Stewarton. Third, H.M'Latchie, WhitefordhiU,

.^yr. Fourth, R. Cunningham.
Hambobghs (Golden-pencilledl.-First, A. M'Quater, Wallacetown.

Second, W. Neilson, Johnstone.
H.vin!OHGns(Silver-spangled).—First, J. Stewart, South Arthurhe, Barr-

head Second, J. Glass. Wallacetown. Third, B.Gairdner.Auchincrmve

Gates, St. Quivox. Fourth, the Hon. Mrs. Vemon, Mount-Charles, Ayi-.

Hajibueghs (Silver-pencilled).-First, R. Cunningham. Second, J. Paul,

Glasgow Third J. Paul. Fourth, Countess of Eglinton and Winton.

Cochin-chinas.—First, Countess of Eglinton, Second, R. Cron,

Dalmcllington. Third, G. Girdwood, Ayr. Fourth, R. Cnnning^m.
Game.—First, A. Gibb, Wallacetown. Second, J. Macnab. Third, J.

Sharp. Fourth, A. Morrison, Glasgow.
^ „ c ..i, w .at

Scotch Greys.—First, J. Paul, Glasgow. Second, H. Smith, Nortll

Woodside, Kilwinning. Fourth, J. Macnab.
Brahma Pootra.— First, J. T. Gordon, Blackhouse, Ayr. Second, W.

Young, Highfleld, St. Quivox. Third, D. Davidson, DalmelUngton.

Fourth. J. Wilson. Peggrysshill, Ayr. „. , „ ^

Polish (or any other breeds not before mentioned).—First, Countess ol

Eglinton. Second, J. Glass. Third, Miss Fairlie, South Lodge, Ayr.

Fourth, W. Dunlop, Stewarton.
. „ . ,

TuBKEVS.— First, Majcr-GeneralBurnctt. Second. J. Fleming, Maybole.

Third, Miss E. Fairlie, Coodham, Symington. Fourth, T. Neil, Wes
Dom-a, Tarbolton.

BEES MISTAKING THEIR HIVES.
LiST Friday (April 2fitb) I moved nine stocks of bees into a

house which I have lately built on purpose to receive them.

The lau(ling-st.ageg are each 9 inches broad by 1'.2 inches long
;

these I have left unpainted, though the front of the house is

coloured green. The bees have entrance to their hives by holes

three-quarters of an inch broad, by three-quarters of an inch

deep. Although, however, three days have now passed since I

moved the hives, the bees do not seem to be at all certain on

which landing-board to aJight, and in consequence they fre-

quently make a mistake, and pay the penalty by being pitched

overboard, in many cases dead. Yesterday alone, I counted

upwards of a hundred dead on the ground. I should feel

much obliged if you will give me your advice as to whether the

slaughter -will gradually diminish as the bees become more
accustomed to their house, or whether I should in any way
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distinguish the boards by painting or otherwise. I may add,
that on the day after I moved the hives, I placed pieces of
brick, wood, <te., on the stapjea, hoping in this way to stop the
slaughter, but have not succeeded.—W. Leakk.

[The entrances to your bee-house are probably somewhat
near together, and similar in appearance. The mistake, and
the contests resulting from them which you notice, will pro-
bably diminish in number as the bees become accustomed to
their new abode ; but it will be well worth while to furnish
every alternate doorway with a distinguishing porch, which
should be painted in such colours as may furnish the strongest
contrast with that of the bee-house, and with each other.]

MEAD OR METHEGLIN.
AjJTiaPATTNG a good honey harvest this year, I have been

searching all my bee books for the best receipt for making mead
or metheglin, and finding scarcely two agree in recommending
the same proportions, I venture to ask the advice of others
more experienced than myself. Sir J. More says one gallon of
water to one gallon of honey ; Bevan, six gallons of water to
one gallon of honey

; Keys, one gallon of water to 3 lbs. or -1 lbs.
of honey, &c.

Amid these distracting counsels to whom can appeal be
better made, than to the Editors of The .Tofiinal of HoRTicur,-
TUHE ? from whom we mav. pprhaps. receive accurate, and,
therefore, valuable hint?.—W. H. S., Yaxley.
[We shall be glad of advice on this point from any of our

correspondents who had experience in the manufacture of
mead. The following receipt is extracted from " The American
Bee Journal :"—" Take 120 lbs. of soft water and 20 lbs. of
clear strained honey. Mix them well in a kettle of suitable
size, and boil down the mixture to 80 lbs., skimming it care-
fully while boiling, then pour it into a wooden vessel, and let
it stand to cool. While yet lukewarm put in a pint of good
stock yeast, stir thoroughly, and pour the whole into an oaken
barrel (an empty rum or wine cask is the most suitable), which
should be sufficiently large to contain ten gallons. The liquor
remaining over is to be put in bottles and used to fill up the
barrel or cask during fermentation. Now put into a small
linen bag \ o?.. cinnamon, i oz. grains of paradise, } oz. pepper,
i oz. ginger, \ oz. cloves coarsely pulverised, and a large hand-
ful of dried elder blossoms. Suspend the bag by a string in
the liquor through the bunghole, and place the barrel in a dry,
airy cellar. Let the fermentation proceed during six weeks,
keeping the barrel constantly full from the contents of the
bottles. Then, after gently removing the bag, rack off the clear
liquor into another cask, and close the bunghole lightly. Fer-
mentation will still proceed moderately for six or eight weeks
before the liquor becomes clear. It must then be carefully
racked off into bottles and well corked. The lees remaining in
the cask may be used in the preparation of an additional supply.
Mead thus prepared will keep for years. It is of a clear amber
tinge, and has a vinous taste."]

but they eat the spawn and young fry of the gold fish. We
have known gold fish thrive and breed in a pond similar to
that mentioned by " W. W. E. W.," and they especially did bo
after water lilies and other aquatic plants were planted in the
pond.—Ens.]

GOLD FISH.
In reply to " W. W. E. W." (see page 288), I wish to tell

Lim that ha will find that it is the trout that kills his fish.

Having had many kinds of fish together in a large glass
tank, I have been able to observe their habits. I find that the
common trout is the most ferocious of all the fi.sh I have kept.
It will not allow any other fish to approach its hiding-place.
No sooner does the poor gold fish pass by than out the trout
comes, savagely takas hold of tail or fin, and tears part of the
fin away. A continuance of this treatment for a few weeks
causes the tail part to decay, and a kind of fungus comes on
the tail, which seems to he quite useless, and after some weeks
the fish dies. Beetles and other water insects will soon cause
its remains to disappear.

The trout is very cunning, and the only fish that seems to
see through the glass sides of the tank, for as soon as I ap-
proach it darts under its rock, generally in the same place,
although it his good places to hide near. It is quite a match
for the stickleback, even if they are of the same size. I have
seen these two fight like bulldogs. I may add I am compelled
to keep the two species separate, by placing a wire netting
across the tank, and then I have frequently seen master trout
leap the fence.

—

Hawkins.
[Not only do trout in a pond, attack the gold fish as described

by our correspondent that they do in a glass aquavivarium,

OUR LETTER BOX.
Mai-AT Fowls (J r.).—All that yonr friends have sairi about them xe

quite true, antl tothflir cbar.ictoristics we would add that we think them
llie u«Uo8t of all fowlH. The Rev. G. Hustler, StilUn«flfiBt Vicarage,
York, is to you the nparest breeder of them. If you wish to keep an
unusual variety, have Houdanfi, which have the additional merit of being
excellent birds as layers and for table ase. Mr. Bally, 113, Mount Street,
Grnsvenor Square, could supply you.
Malt Comrs fou Fowls {John Tindall).—You can only attain them

of a maUster. nn I we do nnt know of one nearer to you than Ware.
Death of Dorkinr Cock (A. B. C.i.— It is a ve'ry common thing lor

coclis to have dark combs when they have a difficulty in crowing; both pro-

ceed from cold, but death from thlG cause is linperinjr. Our own opinion
is. that most of the difieases of chickens are caused by parasites, and the
remedy for them js camphor. If the apparent worm in the roof of the
mouth was one in reality, contact with camphor would have killed it. In
these cascf. stimulants are the proper treatment to relieve, and the free

administration of camphor is the cure.
Diseased L.ver in Fowls (.If. ilf.).—The appearances you describe,

wasting of flesh, and ulcere on the liver, are common in fowls that have
been overfed to induce laying. Such treitment always induce^ dropsy
or liver disease, and geueraUy both before it becomes fatal. Where no
undue feeding has taken place, it will result from ape. Great layers do
not last so loncj as those that are less productive. Potatoes have a ten-

dency to produce liver disease ; and preat alternations in feeding, a high
dietary for a time, and th^^n a low one, lay the foundations of disease.

We. however, believe you will find the sufferers are the aged among your
stock.
Hatching Season—Spanish Fowls Losing theiii Feathers {M. D.).

—You have not neichhour's fare so far as Brahmas are concerned. They
have hatched well generally. Other varieties have not. Our experience
of hatching,' this season is that it is a bad one to the present time;
but better weather will give better hatching. We have wanted warm
niehts. Your Sp:inish fowls want grass, fresh earth, and green food.

Lettuce is the best. Thev pick the feathers from a craving for something
thny do not pet. After the feathers, they will eat the cock's face.'and will

strip each other. Cut largo sods of growing grass with plenty of fresh

earth to them, and supply them liberally every day.
Various (.7. iS.).—We are not sure you should not take away two of the

roclvs, you must take away one. Take away the hens that are sickly, pive

them castor oil. and rub the naked parts with sulphur ointment. Give
tbem plenty of lettuce to eat. and let them have access to grass. Feed
on meal only for a time. We cannot tell you the quantity of food fowls

should eat, as it depends so much on that which they get in their wander-
inffs. We are nnt friendly to allowancing poultry. Let them always eat

till they leave off. butlet no food lie about. They eat more at sometimes
than at others. It will be, however, found that by feeding only while the

birds will run after the food, less will be consumed than when a given
qmntity is allowed. The birds will also be in better health.

TuMODRS ON Turkey (S. F.).~We have never cured the disorder yon
name. We have had it in fowls, and it has always increased till the birds

died. None have ever laid while sufTering from it. and on opening the
body it was found to be a mass of disease, originating apparently with
the organs of biying. The lumps we have seen were between the skin
and the flesh, and could be moved. They contained a cheesy matter.
Food for Young Turkeys iStihsrribcr).—The best answer we can give

is the following, from our "Poultry-keepers' Manual:"—"'The first diet

offered to Turkey chicks should consist of eggs boiled hard and finely

minced, or curd with bread-crumbs and thegreen partof onions, parsley,

&c , chopped very small, and mixed together so as to form a loose crumby
paste ; oatmeal with a little water may a'so be given. They will require
water; but this should be put into a very shallow vessel, so as to insure
against the danger of the chicks getting wet."
Carbonnifr's IscvBATon {Tirnt Side).—We do not know where it can

be purchased. If of any special merit it should be advertised.
Error.—At pige 320, column 2, line 12 from bottom, we ought to have

said " not prefer."
Preventing the Loss of Swarms (S. S.).—There is no mode of

placing a hive and enticing bees into it which can be relied upon
to prevent the loss of swarms. You may, however, drive an artificial

swarm from your Ligurians, with the aid of one of your stocks of common
bees, in the manner described by us in No. 271 of our New Series. This
should be done as soon as both hives hccome crowded with bees.
LiGLTtiANS IN Ireland (Sqiiih, Co. Kildnrc).—The word ''sealed'' was

accidentally omitted from the last line of our reply to your letter in our
last Number. It should read thus:—"a tolerable qmntity of sealed
drone brood " We shall he glad to receive particulr.rd of the future pro-
gress of Ligurians in the Emerald Isle.

Obtaining Artificial Swarms with Frame Hives of DrFFEBENT
Construction (J. C. A ).—We fear that in your predicament we can only
advise you to endeavour to follow the example of the di^^tinguished

editor of the '*E,\tanRwilI Gazette" who qualified himself fur writing
on the somewhat abstruse subject of " Chinese Metanhysics," by turnins
to his Encyclopa'dia, perusing the articles headed " China " and " Meta-
physics," and combining the information thus obtained. In otherwords,
wo recommend you to refer to Mr. Woodbury's articles on "Artificial

Swarms," wbich'sppeared in Nos. 161, 162, and 217 of our New Series;
Iben peruse the one on " Propi?ating Ligurians" in the Journal of the
lltb ult., and combine and make use of as much of the information thus
obtained as the circumstances and the extent of your apiarian attain-
ments will admit. When using frame hives of different construction
nearly all the advantages of frames are, of course, forfeited, and the
easiest and simplest plan would probably be to treat them as common
hives ; but something may yet be done by cutting combs out of one set
of frames and fitting tbem into the others. How much that "some-
thing " may amount to must, however, depend entirely on the skill of the
bee-keeper.
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showing some excellent vineyard forms. Some clean-looking
high staiularda of Pears, Apples, &c., are conspicuous.
At tbiti period tbe mid-day sun was most trying; the work-

men in blue linen blouses bad their pocket-handkerchiets
spread, Indian fashion, over their caps, and I was glad to

throw myself under some Poplars near the stream. All round,
the hills near Paris, thick with villas. Vines, and clumps of

trees, were under a thick haze of heat, and a sky without a
cloud.

But this was not the way to become acquainted with the
other objects exhibited, and Billanconrt is chiefly destined for

a future dog and cattle show, besides the machinery and agri-

cultural implements now there. So I returned towards these,
and found a group of Englishmen watching the ascent of a
clumsy French cultivator up a short path. Tbe machine
groaned and quivered as the steam was raised to a sufficient

strength, but by obliquing, as an old horse will up a hill,

the cultivator managed to do it, and then rumbled down tbe
walk to a distant part of the island, where I speedily saw it at

work on the soil. Further on I came on a white smockfrocked
Englishman in an agonised struggle to equip an English horso
in, to him, a bewildering maze of white French harness. Very
international looked iJiomede's head in his Galilean gear, with
flowing tassels, and the good brute seemed somewhat downcast
withal. " Coom oup " in the broadest Somersetshire, then
some fearful insular denunciation unlit for these pages. " It

wunna draw ;" then a pull at the bellybaud ; but, after all, it

did not appear a success. I thought the Norwegian^ sheds
would soon have a thirsty occupant, but ventured mildly to ask
what Somerset thought of the French cultivator, not deeming
my own opinion final. After another fierce struggle with tbe
white harness, I was informed that four horses would do better.

This is conclusive to my mind.
Then the sheds were examined, and some foreigners criti-

cising our hay-making machines, asked for the " address of

my house," as I was reposii^g on some less formidable engines.
Buston, Proctor, &Co.; Clayton; Rnbey ; Eansomes & Sims

;

Howard ; Smyth & Sons ; Picksley & Sims ; and Garrett, are
here well represented in many branches.
Canada shows ploughs ; the United States their excellent

reaping machines. The Belgian department is very fine, rank-
ing next to the British, with portable engines. The French
threshing machines are more simple than ours, and thus more
suitable for small farms. The engines driving them are of less

force, lighter, and better suited for transit over bad roads. In
drills the French makers often approach suspiciously near to

our own; but in spite of this, in workmanship and design,
they cannot be compared with our best manufacturers.

There were a few waggonettes shown, one was priced at £45,
and was dear at that sum. Some wheels of fine execution were
also dear. They were numbered according to force, from 1 to

10, one about 30 inches in height being estimated at "force 2,"

and priced forty-one francs.

Further on the visitor finds at present a cattle show, which
will be greatly developed hereafter. The sheds are airy, and a
single line of rails embedded in the asphalte runs down the
middle. Dutch, Norman, and verj' small Breton cows are here,

and are very good. Tbe last were reported to me as producing
some fabulous amount of butter, which our Channel Island ex-

perience did not at all confirm. The cattle were in high condi-
tion, exhibiting fine broad backs, and there were some pretty
cream-coloured specimens of natives crossed with our short-

horned breed.

No doubt in the summer show something will be visible

here. At present much is in an incomplete state. There are
no authenticated names as yet over the stalls, and little reli-

ance is to be placed on the accounts of the attendants. I saw
no English cattle here, nor any from the Channel Islands :

suoh are coming later. There are also no Enghsh trees here
of any description.

By this time I had reached the melting point, and took
refuge in the steamer with many others. None but business
people were there, and no ladies of course. A delay of about
three-quarters of an hour took place, and at 3 p.m. (the visitor

should note this, and select this mode of return conveyance),
we began to ascend tbe stream at about a walking pace. Tbe
current will try some of our boating men's prowess, but the
river will be much lower by July. The Seine is uninteresting
enongh, but there is a very comfortable awning over the deck
of the steamer. The return journey was thus far more agree-

able, and, no doubt, ladies will choose this way, as we landed
close to the Exhibition building.—T. C. Bkehaut.

THE GARSTON VINEYARD.
(Concluded from page 262.)

On resuming our walk through the house of mixed Vines,
one is struck with the superiority of the Black Alicante over
all other Grapes. There is scarcely a house in the Garston
Vineyard which does not contain several Vines of this most
valuable Grape. See it where you will, no matter in what
aspect, it has the same beautifully finished appearance. The
great advantage which it has over Lady Downe's is its free

setting. Lady Downe's is equally valuable as a late-keeping
Grape, but very often it is a shy setter, and the bunches are
in consequence very ragged ; the best plan to adopt is, when
it is in flower, to give a gentle skiff with the syringe. In
1864 I exhibited at the Crystal Palace September Show a basket-
ful of Lady Downe's Grapes, weighing 36 lbs. ; they were as
fine as any I have ever seen of this variety, both in point of

colour and evenness of berry ; the flavour was also all that
could be desired. The house in which they were grown was
started on the 1st of December, 1863 ; tbey were ripe in the
second week in June ; and from that time up to the first week
in September scarcely a berry shrivelled, and the colour re-

mained as perfect as possible on several bunches which were
left on the Vines till the end of October, or eleven months
after they were started. I just mention this to show that to

have Lady Downe's in perfection it is necessary to let it hang
a long time after it is ripe ; and to ensure its keeping well

throughout the winter it should be ripe by the second week in
October. If it is well ripened by that time, ond tbe roots are

in a good state, the bunches will hang perfectly fresh and
plump till the end of February or middle of March. The
same may be said in favour of Black Alicante.

The next Vine that met my view was a Barbarossa ; this had
three bunches on it. One of them measured 23 inches long
and 16 inches across tbe shoulders, and its weight could not be
less than 13 lbs. ; it was not, perhaps, quite so well coloured as

some of the others, but it was a splendidly-formed bunch, and
would doubtless have been well finished in point of colour had
the autumn been more favourable.

The next Vine was a Black Alicante ; this had five large

bunches, which would average 4* lbs. each. In one of the
bunches I noticed a berry of extraordinary proportions, as

large as the largest Kirke's Plum, and, like the rest of the

berries, as black as Sloes. I thought it might be worth while

to save the seeds, to see whether the Vines raised from them
would produce berries generally of like proportions. The
berry was not like those which are often met with—double,

but perfect in itself. I have since forgot to ask Mr. Meredith
if be saved the seed, and if so, what number of seeds the berry

' contained.

On one Muscat of Alexandria Vine in this house I noticed

eight beautiful bunches of fruit ; they would average not less

than 3 lbs. each, and exhibited that beautiful amber shade
indicative of the highest state of perfection in this variety.

The berries were large and very even. The neighbouring Vine
to this was a Black Alicante, which had five splendid bunches
averaging 4i lbs. One of these, at the top of the Vine, I

should think would not weigh less than 7 lbs. ; it was a perfect

model, the berries being beautifully coloured, and as even as

if cast in a mould. Next to this I saw a White Tokay with

seven bunches, averaging about 3.! lbs. ; these were also beau-

tifully finished. The next Vine I passed was Child of Hale
with three bunches, which together would weigh not less than
32 lbs. This Vine produces some immense bunches, but there

appears to be some difficulty in ripening them properly. Like

the Lady Downe's Grape, 1 think the variety must be started

earlier in tbe season to have it in perfection.

Altogether there are fifty-seven Vines in this house. Sep-

tember is the best month to see it in perfection. Mr. Meredith

told me on leaving it that he had never before experienced so

much difticult.y in colouring Grapes as he had done that autumn.

We next entered what is called the north house ; and many
good Grape-growers, had they seen this splendid houseful of

Grapes, would have scarcely believed such wonderful results

possible in a building of such simple construction, and situated

in an aspect one would think so unsuited to the growth and
well-being of the Vine ; but here were Grapes, principally

Black Alicante, Lady Downe's, and Barbarossa, as fine in

bunch, having the same evenness of berry, and in colour quite

as good as any in the bouse I had just left, and of which the

aspect is due south. The house is 128 feet long by 17 feet

wide, and the roof, which is very flat, is glazed with Hartley's
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rough plate glasa. There is a row of large trees which over-

Bhadow this house very much, so that the light is very much
obscured. The house is situated close to a brook which runs'

past the Vineyard. Tiie greatest evil which Mr. Meredith has
to contend with is the dampness caused by the proximity of

the house to the brook ; but after seeing such a housetal of

Grapes as this, surrounded by so many disadvantages, no one
need hesitate a moment to build a vinery in any aspect. I

would defy any one to pick out a situation to all appearance
more unsuitable than that which this vinery occupies ; not a

gleam of sunshine can by any chance fall on it. There wore
several Trebbiano Vines, each bearing three fine bunches, in

point of colour, form, and evenness of berry, nearly as good
as the splendid bunches exhibited by Mr. Drewett, at the St.

James's Hall Show, some years ago. The Alicante and Lady
Downe's were also rem irkably well coloured.

This house was originilly used as a potting-shed, then pot
Vines were placed in it, and about four years ago Mr. Meredith
introduced three rows of four-inch pipes, and made a border

about 5 feet wide and 4.J deep, and this is all these Vines have
to grow in at present ; but he contemplates adding another
5 feet of border on the inside, and a border on the outside as

well. This house, though evidently not built with the idea of

growing show Grapes in it, yet contained at the time of my
visit many splendid bunches that would have graced any ex-

hibition. There were several bunches of Barbarossa, weighing
from 6 to 12 lbs. ; these were black, and the berries large and
even. Child of Hale was also well represented in this house;
one bunch measured 15 inches in length and 13 across the

shoulders. Bunches of Black Alicante, weighing from 2J to

4 lbs. might also be counted by dozens. There is a light

about 18 inches deep along the front of the house. This is

opened by means of a spindle and lever ; the top lights are

opened in a similar manner. I must say I was very reluctant

to leave this house ; but time was pressing, and I had several

others to look through, and two of these are undoubtedly the

finest vineries in Europe. These I shall proceed with after

passing through two small houses. One of the?e, a Black
Hamburgh house, is very much elevated above the general

ground level. Here the borders cannot be much less than
6 feet deep—inside. This was the first vinery Mr. Meredith
ever possessed. It was built on a small place which he at first

occupied near his present establishment. The Vines had been
planted, previous to their removal with the house, about two
years ; they were carefully taken from their original position

and planted where they now remain, and from them Mr. Mere-
dith has cut some of his best Black Hamburghs for the early

London exhibitions. The deep-border system, witli judiSious

care and proper management, appears to suit the Vines well.

Their present appearance would warrant one in taking a fitty-

years lease of their lives, if they were afterwards managed
with a similar amount of skill. At the time of my visit (early

in October), all the foliage had fallen, and Mr. Meredith was
going to prune the Vines soon after I was there. I hear they

have started better than ever this spring, and that they give

promise of greater results this season than they have afforded

in previous years. This house is so situated that extensive

outside borders cannot be added to it : hence the necessity of

making the border of extra depth.

Adjoining the Black Hamburgh house Mr. Meredith has biiilt

what I consider is the best and most useful house I ever saw
for growing a few early Vines. He told me he had built it

with the odds and ends left after the completion of the large

range which he bu'lt last spring. The house is span-roofed

and very substantial. There is a lantern above the ridge of

the roof, and the sides are opened by leverage from the centre

path ; there are also side lights 2 feet wide, which all open
very easily. No outside border can be formed to this house, but

ample provision is made for a good deep border inside. The
four walls are built about 6 feet fi inches above the general

ground level. The whole of the space inside will be occupied

with the border up to the wall-plate level.

After leaving this structure we cross the yard, passing the

bothies, stabling, workshops, &c., on our way towards the

eastern extremity of Mr. Meredith's establishment. This
brings us into a portion of the ground which is at present de-

voted principally to fruit trees. On a part of it stand two
of the finest vineries ever built. A vast amount of interest

will be attached to these houses during the next ten years, for

in them Mr. Meredith has planted every known kind of

Grape that is worth growing. He has also numerous experi-

ments in progress. Various kinds of Grapes are grafted and

inarched on every conceivable variety of stock, and it may
therefore be concluded that his experiments when completed
will be of great benefit to Vine-cultivators generally. I believe
Mr. Meredith is only waiting to see the result of the.se experi-
ments to complete his elaborate treatise on the Vine. This I
am sure will be read with great interest by the gardening
public, who will expect to find in it a vast amount of informa-
tion which no one is better able to give. The two houses
above referred to are span-roofed, and each 141 long by 26 feet

wide. One of them is devoted to the growth of white Grapes,
the other is for cultivating all the best black varietieg. There
is a path G feet wide through the centre of eaih house, and
provision is made for heating the borders if it be found neceB-
sary to do so. The ends of the houses are due east and west,
so that one-half of the span faces the south and the other is

due north. The Vines are planted on each side of the house,
and the border for each set of Vines is 10 feet wide, and about
5 feet deep. Both houses are built in the same manner, and
with materials of the very best description ; some idea of their
stability may be formed when I state that they cost little short
of £3000. The quantity of material used in their construction
must have been enormous. They are fitted together in the
strongest possible manner, yet there is nothing heavy-looking
about them. The side walls or pillars are built abont 5 feet

6 inches above the ground level ; on these are placed solid
blocks of stone, on which rests the wall-plate. The spaces
between the pillars are filled up with loose bricks, which can be
easily taken out so as to give the roots free access to the outside
borders when the time shall have arrived for making these.
The pillars are about 11 inches by 9, and the spaces between
the pillars are about 20 inches wide. The side lights are 2 feet

6 laches high, and are easily opened and shut by means of a
lever and spindle at intervals of about 50 feet. There is a
similar contrivance for opening the ventilator in the roof. The
perpendicular height from the level of the central path to the
ridge is about 13 feet. There are six large tanks in each hon.se
for holding a supply of rain water ; they are 10 feet long, 5 feet
wide, and about 7 feet deep, and the whole of the water that
falls on the roof mi each house is conveyed into these cisterns
by means of iron pipes. The borders in both houses have
been made with great care, and the Vines are planted 2 feet

apart. There are in each house 144 Vines, which have been
planted three years ; many of them were at the time of my
visit carrying from 8 to 12 lbs. of Grapes, and most of them
were bearing three or four bunches each. Had they been my
Vines I should have waited till this season before I allowed
them to bear such a crop, and Mr. Meredith himself thought
he had been too hard on them ; but to look at them one would
think they were capable of bearing a much heavier crop. I

think, however, that every care ought to be taken not to weaken
the constitution of the Vine until it has stored up sufficient

food to enable it to bear without injury a heavy crop of fruit.

In the house devoted to the cultivation of white Grapes, I
noticed splendid examples of Foster's White Seedling, Child
of Hale, Muscat of Alexandria, and White Tokay. The latter

Mr. Meredith considers one of the most valuable white Grapes
for late work. Many of these kinds were grafted on Blaok
Hamburgh, others on Barbarossa ; some on Lady Downe'g,
Black Alicante, and others, whilst many were on their oim
roots ; so that Mr. Meredith will have every chance of proving
each variety, both on its own roots and on stocks of various
kinds. In this house I tasted a splendid seedling white Grape,
which was certainly of first-rate quality; the bunch was large,

and the berries very similar in appearance to those of the
Muscat of Alexandria, whilst the flavour vi-as rather more
agreeable than in that variety generally. The berries appear
to set very freely. We shall hear more of this fine Grape in
due time. Mr. Meredith thinks it will prove a most welcome
variety for early forcing. If, as I believe, it prove to have all

the good qualities of the Muscat of Alexandria in point of ap-
pearance and flavour, with the free-setting qualities of the
Black Hamburgh, it will be a most welcome addition to onr
early Grapes. I know that one is sometimes liable to be led
astray by appearances, and the palate is not always alike ; but I
certainly thought at the time I never tasted such a luscioM
Grape.

I think I have enumerated all in this house likely to be ol
interest at the present moment. On each side of the path
stood a row of splendid pot Vines, with canes from IP to
15 feet long.

On entering the house in which all the best kinds of Black
Grapes are planted, splendid examples of Blaok Alicante weie
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to lie seen ; also fine Ijunobes of that bandsome-Iooking Grape
Gromier Ju Cantal, with its large amber-coloured berries,

mottled with light purplish browu. How unfortunate it is

that this handsome Grape has so little flavour to recommend
it, its only good quality consisting in its beautiful appearance.
Lady Dowue's and Black Alicante were most conspicuous for

the depth and richness of their colours. Judging from their
appearance, there were many bunches of Alicante in this
house that would weigh 5 or G lbs. each, and not a badly-
formed or imperfectly-coloured berry could be seen. There
were also some very fine bunches of Barbarossa in this house,
and Jura Black Muscat looked very promising ; the bunches
of the latter were jet black. Mr. Meredith told me that it

keeps well, and is likely to prove a valuable late Grape. In-
gram's Hardy Prolific Muscat was also in very fine condition

;

this is certainly a most valuable Grape. Snow's Muscat Ham-
burgh [Black Muscat of Alexandi-ia], grafted on Lady Downe's,
was remarkably fine. I noticed another seedling, a black
Grape ; the berries were very large, but as it was not nearly
rijpe I had no chance of tasting it.

As I was leaving this splendid hiuse Black Alicante again
attracted my attention. Mr. Meredith here told me he had
kept it perfectly fresh and plump for nearly ten months. I

consider Mr. Meredith ought to have a medal of honour
awarded him for re-introducing this valuable Grape into notice.

He has been again successful in gaining the medal of honour
at the Brussels Horticultural Exhibition, and it is gratifying
to see the collection of medals he has had awarded him by the
Continental as well as English horticultural societies.

There are at present six rows of four-inch piping in each of
the houses just referred to, but it ia intended to add more when
the Vines are properly established. Extraordinary provision
is made for outside borders to each house ; Mr. Meredith par-
ticularly insists on this point. The two houses are built

parallel with each other, and there is sufficient space between
them for a 10-feet walk, and an 18 or l2U-feet border for each
house. The site intended for the outside borders is at present
occupied by Strawberries.

I must here correct a statement which I made in the second
column of page 261, that " each set of branches would have just
51 feet to travel from the main stem ;" this only applies to one
division of the house. The house is '2U2 feet long. Mr. Meredith
might plant Muscat Grapes in one division, and Hamburghs or
another black kind in the other.—J. Wills.

ROSE PROSrECTS.
A HASTT look-in upon my good friend at Okeford Fitzpaine

last month suggested naturally something about Eoses ; and
as I have had various communications from different friends

on the subject of their losses, a few words may not be uninter-

esting to the very numerous body of amateurs who delight in

the queen of flowers. Mr. liadclyffe is beginning to feel at

home, and is extending his operations. More walls are being
built, and, if I mistake not, we shall learn something from him
yet about fruit-growing. A large portion of his newly built

wall fell during the winter, and this has very considerably in-

terfered with his plans. As it was, however, I saw fine bloom
on some maiden Peach trees on the cordon system, and should
be glad if he be able to SECure fruit from them, as I am not
aware of such a feat having beeu yet achieved. His Straw-
berries were perfect, and if this lovely weather (May 3rd), con-
tinue, I think both he and all Strawberry-growers will have a
successful season.

The effects of the frost, or rather the area affected by the
frost of last January, seems to have been very various, and to

have been in many instances quite diiiferent from that of .some

former ones. The valley of the Thames seems especially to

have suffered ; while the midland counties, as far as I can
learn, have not met their usual fate, frost being generally more
severe there than on the coast line. Hertfordshire also seems
to have escaped pretty well ; hut I must give it as my humble
opinion that we do not yet know tho extent of our losses, as

wood looks green, throws out a few shoots, and then begins to

die away. This is more especially the cose when, in cutting
the shoot, the centre or pithy part looks brown—an indication,

I fancy, that the frost has caught the Rose there. The losses,

too, are very great already. Thus, I know of one grower who
has lost two thousand plants of Marfchal Niel, suggesting, I

very much fear, that my early doubt as to its hardiness is too
Kkely to be realised. Then, I know another grower who has

lost every dormant bud in his grounds ; and another who, on
a piece of five acres of rather elevated ground, has very few
left.

Mr. Eadclyffe's Roses wore, as might well be supposed for so
experienced a grower, well protected. His plan is to spread
litter or straw over the roots (the plants being all on Manetti),
and then to earth them up as one would earth up Potatoes. This
must necessarily save the roots from frost, and also from what
he and I both find to be a gi-eat enemy—wind. Yet with all

this everything had been cut down to the snow line ; and
although his positive losses—the dead of his army, were few
in proportion to his stock, yet I am sorry to say his "nominal
list of wounded " went up to a very high figure. His fine

yellows were dreadfully cut up, and in some instances right

back to the very " bole" where there were some few signs of

life, while a large quantity of wood had to be cut out from
many of his finest plants. I do not think that much reliance

is to be placed on lists such as those furnished by a correspon-
dent in a contemporary as to the kinds of Roses that are hardy.
What he has found might be very right for his own district, or
his own garden rather ; but I should advise every one to go by
his own experience, see what is the character of his soil and
the condition of his plants, and then, as he finds they have
withstood or survived the winter, so let him be guided for the
future. I say condition of his plants ; for if one had been
removed in the autumn and another not, the probability is

that the former would have been comparatively uninjured, the
latter much cut up. Much has been said about Eoses on their

own roots, and the manner in which they have withstood the
frost : it may he so, but I have not found them do it better

than those budded low on the Manetti.

On the whole, then, looking at the present state of things,

I somewhat tremble for our Rose prospects. I cannot feel that

we have a probability of seeing such grand shows as we have
had, and that many a rosery has been spoiled of its beauty.

This is one of the " chances of war," and rarely does a season
pass over that is not trying to some class of plants. The past
winter has been trying to a good many, but the lover of flowers

is not daunted ; he sets to work again with fresh vigour, and
hopes from the experience of the past to gain lessons for the
future.—D., Veal.

THE EFFECTS OF THE SEVERE WINTER
AT MESSRS. IVERY AND SON'S,

. DORKING.

It was not till within the last three or four weeks that the
effects of the late severe winter, succeeded by the cold weather
of March, were made fully evident. It is now certain that the
injury sustained by exotic plants generally considered hardy, is

much greater than was at first anticipated, and that the losses by
death exceed those in any previous season within recollection,

not excepting the memorable winter of 1860-61. Providentially

the intensity of the cold was unequally distributed, arising

chiefly from the local circumstances of situation and soil in

connection with surrounding influences. Had this not been
the case—if the temperature had been uniformly so low as

registered in several places, many of our most valued orna-

mental trees and shrubs would have been exterminated.

From the evidence already given in thefe pages it has been
seen that the readings of the thermometer varied very con-

siderably in different places. The variations were similarly

remarkable in this neighbourhood ; in my garden (Blechingley,

Surrey), one of Negretti k Zambra's instruments placed against

the east side of the dwelling-house, but not near any chimney
or anything likely to influence it from within, on the night of

January 4th-5th registered l'.l' of frost. In another garden,

about half a mile distant, in the vicinity of water, and lying

somewhat low, '25° of frost were indicated ; in a third, two miles

distant, with a heavier and more clayey soil, 31° ; while in the

valley of the Mole, at Dorking, ten miles distant, and in its

immediate neighbourhood, the temperature sank so low as to

range from G° to 12' below zero—that is to say, from 38° to

4-1° of frost.

The effects, therefore, of the cold upon plants exposed to it

in each of the places referred to, as regards death and injury,

have been in proportion to its intensity or nearly so, and hence
at Dorkiug most severe. It is with feelings of sincere regret

that I have to report one of the most disastrous visitations

probably known. As above stated, the temperature in the

valley of the Mole sank so low as from 6° to 12° below zero on
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the night of January 4th-5th, and the cold of the succeeding

fortnight was doubtless similarly proportioned to that ex-

perienced at other places. In this valley is situated the well-

tnown nursery of Messrs. Ivery & Sou, and upon this devoted

spot and the neighbouring gardens has the severity of the

weather told to a fearful degree, causing death and injury to

trees and plants to an unprecedented extent.

Wherever there is a rirst-class nursery established, the horti-

tore of the nei^^hbourhood is sure to be beneficially influenced,

the standard of gardening is raised, and the taste for beautiful

plants spread and improved. This is very applicable to these

unrseries, and your respected correspondent "D,, Dful," in

his article upon Denbies at page US, has very aptly remarked
that " Dorking is a classic name to the English horticulturist;"

lor, although, the high repute of the firm in the horticultural

world is in a great measure due to the untiring energy and
perseverance with which the successful cultivation, and the

raising and collecting of new varieties of hardy British Ferns
and of Azalea Indies, are pursued, other departmeuts have also

received especial care, particularly the growth of ornamental
trees and shrubs ; and the pleasing appearance of the numerous
gardens around Dorking and Eeigate, where the fine scenery

afforded by the Surrey Hills, and the undulation of the district,

have attracted so many different residents, is in no slight degree

owing to the fine specimens with which they have been en-

jriched from Messrs. Ivery's nurseries. Specimen plants of

all the principal Conifers and evergreens are kept in consider-

able numbers in the home nursery for the selection of purchasers,

and it is upon these that the severity of the late winter has
iallen with unsparing rigour.

Having for many years made frequent visits to the nursery,

the feeling of depression which attended an inspection of it a

few days ago may be easily imagined. Some idea may be formed
of the destruction, when I state that plants of Araucaria im-

bricata from G to li! feet high are killed, not here and there a

single specimen, but by the score—indeed in an avenue of

finely grown trees, scarcely one is left that will be of service

—

Deodars from 10 to 15 feet high have been killed to the

snow line, and in some cases are quite dead. A Cedar of

Lebanon l.j feet high is dead or nearly so; Cedrus deodara
robusta, a fine specimen, 10 feet high, is also dead; Abies

Morinda 8 or 9 feet high, and Finns excelsa of the same height

are also dead ; and, which is much to be regretted, a fine old

plant of Berberis Darwinii which when in bloom has always

teen a conspicuous object, is killed to the snow line. In fact,

except those to be presently noticed scarcely a quarter assigned

to any particular kind has escaped uninjured more or less, and
sn some instances the whole stock is entirely destroyed. The
utility of snow as a protection was here very distinctly and
even remarkably proved. The snow was about l(j inches in

depth, and in those quarters occupied by young plants which
were entirely covered by it, the greater part have escaped, and,

wherever the tops of plants were exposed above the snow, that

portion was killed. In the case of large plants the bottoms
that were under the snow are still alive and breaking into

foliage, although all above is destroyed. Throughout the

grounds the placo of the snow line can be clearly traced. So
assured was Mr. Ivery of the protection the snow was affording,

that he had a stock of evergreen Magnolias, M. grandiflora,

II. exoniensis, itc, only slightly protected, banked up with snow
both above and around, and every plant was saved.

I subjoin a list from my notes taken on the spot which I

have arranged under the different headings of killed, injured

more or less, and uninjured.

1. Killed.
Cetlrns deodara.—Nearly every plant killed, or so severely injnred

aa to be wortliless.

Cedrus libani.—The same as the preceding.

Cedrns deodara robusta.—Large plants killed ; smaller ones killed

to the snow Hue.
CapressQs Larabertiana.—The whole stock.

Arthrotaxis Doniana.—A pluutS feet high, sUghtly sheltered.

Cupressus Bempervirens.—The same ; a few escaped, but were
very severely injured.

Araucaria imbricata.—As above stated, probably four-fifths of the

whole numb.n* ; the rest reudered useless.

Abies Morinda.—Some lari^e specimens, while others were ftppft-

rently uniujured. A singular instance of the capricious effects of the

cold.

Pinus excelsa.—Nearly all the larger specimens ; others much in-

jured.

Pinus insignis.—The whole stock.

Portugal Laurels.—The same, or nearly.

Common Laurels.—The same, or nearly.

Arbutus unedo.—All the larger plants.

Ithododendron ponticum.—A whole bnd.

Qucrcus ilex (Evergieen Oak).—The whole stock.

I^aurnstinuH.—The same.

Itoaes.—SevL-nty-five percent of the whole.

2. Is,TUREIi.

Besides the above, this list includes many kinds where the

death of individual plants or of more than one was not ob-

servable.

Abies Douplafiii.—More or less.

Juuiperns recurva.—Liir^e specimens, .5 and H feet high.

Libocedrus chilensis.—Killed above the snow liue.

Cupressus elegans.—The same.

Taxus (Yew), of varieties.— Sli.^'htly.

Arbutus.—.\11 mu.'h injured, especially A. Milleri, A. photinifoha,

A. mai^ifica. and others.

Aucntias.—The couunon variety, slif^litly.

Escallonia nuierantha.—Killed to the snow line.

Ivies.—Upwards of thirty varieties very much injured, mauy of them
killed to the snow line.

Holhes.—Most of the variegated, and many of the greca kinds, some

veiT severely.

Hybrid Ithododendrous.—Veiy severely.

Cytisus (Broom), the donbleflowerini Furze, and even Box and
Pampas Grass, the last slightly protected.

f^uouymus japonicus.—Severely.

Jasmines.—Some kinds.

The foregoing lists do not include every kind of plant or tree

injured or killed. I have noted the most conspicuous in-

stances among well-known species. For the same reason, in

adding a list of kinds that have escaped uninjured, which is

equally interesting, since we may know from it those capable

of enduring the severest ordeal our climate can inflict, the

high estimation in which many of them arejustly held will cer-

tainly be enhanced.
3. U.N'iNJur.F.n.

Abies Albertii, A. orientahs, A. Meuzicsii, A. Claubrasiliana, and

its varieties. •

Cryptomeria japonica, C. japouica ariucarioides, and C. japonica

nana.

Cupressus Lawsouiana.
Seiadopitys (Umbrella Pine).—Vciw sliKhtly sheltered.

Juniperus.—Uf upwards of thirty kinds of Juniper, the only onea

injured are some large ])lant3 of J. recurva previously rcfen-ed to. All

the others that came uuder my notice were in perfect health. This

beautiful rliiss of ornamental plants will, doubtless, gain increased

favour, not simply from their hardy character, but also from their

peculiar but pleasing habit, and colour of foliage.

Pinus.— Besides those naturally found in countries with severe

climate, the foUowiu" have escaped uninjured :

—

P. Benthamiaua, P. laricio, P. Lamhertiana, P. Beardsleyi, and

P. Pallaaiana.

Picea (Allies). — P. Nordmauuiana, P. piusapo, P. amabUis, P.

nobilis, and P. cephalonica.

lietinospora ohtnsa, and R. pisifera. These recent introductions

will, therefore, prove valuable acquisitions.

Thujas—T. aurea, T. compacta, T. Lobbii (cigantea). and T. gi-

Rantea (Tjibocedrus decnrreus), besides the weU-kno^vn Chinese Arbor-

Vitm I Biota), and its varieties.

Thujopsis boroalis, T. dolabrata, and T. Standishii.

Wellingtonia gigantea.

It is impossible to avoid expressing satisfaction that there

are some of the most beautiful forms of the Conifera? which we
possess found also to be the most hardy. A winter garden out

of doors may yet be a reality in England.

The deciduous shrubs anil trees appear to have suffered least.

Mr. Ivery hopes that the generality of them have escaped

without material injury. The Purple Magnolias are showing

bloom freely.

A word or two on the Koses. An inspection of the quarters

showed plainly that not less than three out of every four are

dead. The effects, too, have been strangely capricious, as it

has always happened with Roses. As a rule, the whole of the

Noisettes and Teas exposed are killed, as well as most of the

Bourbons, and those that have generally been considered tender.

Among the llemontant Hybrids (H.P.s), some kinds have

passed through the ordeal entirely unscathed, while of others

the whole stock is killed! Some, again, have been severely

injured, while there are instances where one plant is safe and

sound, and its next neighbour of the same variety is quite dead.

The following first-class Boses have escaped— Charles Le-

febvre, Senateur Yaisse, Jules Margottin. Prince Camille de

Kohan, Baron C.onella. and General Jacqueminot. Of these

favourites, I did not observe a plant affected. On the other
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hand, tbe entire stock of Emp<;renr de Maroc, Anna de Diesbach,
Mdlle. Bonnaire, Souvenir de la Malmaison, Celine Foreatier,
Augnste Mie, and Duobesso d'Orleans, are killed. John Hopper,
Chabrillant, Count Cavour, and Beauty of Waltham, all first-rate,

are severely injured, and even Gloire de Dijon ha3 suffered much.
Fearful as the havoc has been among them, I was glad to find
that Mr. Ivery has a fine collection of plants in pots, chiefiy on
their own roots, in first-rate condition, and now pushing for-

ward in one of the pits, but, of course, totally inadequate in
number to supply the place of the hundreds cut oft out of doors.

Grateful was the relief afforded by the display of floral beauty
in the different glass structures, after looking upon the sad
spectacle of destruction out of doors. The Azaleas, the stock
very extensive both in number and variety, now beginning to

show their gay and charming colours, are, as they ever have
been, in the highest state of perfection. ,\mong those in bloom
were—Belle Gantoise, rose and white

; Criterion, salmon pink,
magnificent; Flower of the Day, a light variety, very pretty

;

Excelsior, rose; Forget-me-not, brilliant reddish purple, very
fine; Leviathan; Queen of the Whites ; Stella, very good';
Tricolor, a spotted variety ; but unrivalled in beauty and de-
licacy of tint is a new kind, which obtained high honours last
year, and is very properly named Fascination. Many plants of

this gem are now in bloom, and offer a sight so beautiful, that
it lingers in memory as strongly as it fascinates the eye in be-
holding. The encomiums already bestowed upon tliis noble
flower cannot be improved by any addition of mine ; it is lovely,
and will maintain achief position among the varieties of Azalea
indica for a long time.

Nor mu st I pass by unnoticed a very fine strain of herbaceous
Calceolarias, not only excellent in colour and form, but almost
inclining to the character of the shrubby kinds, dwarf and
compact in habit.

To do justice to the collection of British Ferns would fill a
month's issue of The Journal of Hohticulture ; they are
now beginning to uufold their lovely fronds, endless in variety
and form. So rapid is the advance constantly being made,
that at present upwards of four hundred varieties have been
named and classified. Nor is there, probably, any assignable
limit to which iheir variation may ultimately reach. Later in
the season will be more appropriate for a notice of this in-
teresting class of plants.—AnoLrnrs H. Kent.

CULTIVATION OF PEAS.
I HAVE read with much interest the article by " C. P.," at

page 258, on the cultivation of every one's favourite—the Pea.
The mode of culture there described is somewhat similar to

that which I have practised for many years, both where the
ground is very shallow and dry, and where it is of a stiff clayey
nature, neither of which conditions is favourable to the pro-
duction of good crops of Peas.

Where the ground is shallow and dry I take out a trench as
for Celery, and about 15 inches wide and 18 inches deep, re-

moving a portion of the subsoil, if necessary, in order to attain
the requisite depth, carry away the subsoil thrown out, if

any, in a barrow, return with this full of rotten farmyard
manure, and add to every two parts of the latter one of good
loam or fresh soil. If such cannot be obtained, soil from a
road side, which has been kept in aheap for from four to six

months, will answer. Put into the trench a foot deep of this
compost, and over it aa inch of soil. Then stretch a line

down the centre and drop three rows of Peas, which will yield
quite as well as five, and very differently from those we very
often see grown on the narrow-drill system. Cover the Peas
with 2 inches of soil, and leave the rest of this at the sides of

the trench ; it will keep off the cold winds if the crop is an
early one.

As soon as the Peas are sticked fork back the ground between
the rows, leaving it highest in the middle, and put some soil

against the plants as the work proceeds. They are thus placed
in a trench, and can, therefore, be conveniently and effectually

watered, whilst they will receive the full benefit of all the rain
that may fall. For watering, a hose may be attached to a tap,

so that the water will run along the trench ; or, if there is a
stream in the garden on a higher level, it may be conducted by
a channel to the Peas, as I have often done. I do not mind
disfiguring my Harden with a little stream running beside or
across, a walk, if by such means I can obtain a good dith of

Peas and this cannot be produced without plenty of water. If

the cultivator has neither of the conveniences which I have

mentioned, but has a pump on a higher level than the garden,
he can put down draining pipes a few inches deep, or cut an
open channel for the water.

I grow my Scarlet Bunners just in the same way as Peas.
If dung is scarce, all the refuse from the garden, such as that
of Broccoli, Cabbages, or Turnips, and weeds, may be pnt into
the trenches.

I like to have my rows of Peas 5 feet apart, and if I have
not much room, I plant a row of some dwarf quick-growing
crop in the intervals, so as to have it off the ground before the
Peas come in. I endeavour, if possible, to have Scarlet Run-
ners in a single row, for thus I find they produce one-half
more. I also like to have water running in the row two honrs
a-day. This system answers better than sowing in drills, and,
after sticking, banking up like Potatoes, the effect of which is

to throw off the water. If one has plenty of hot dung, and
wants a crop early, by making the trench deeper and wider,
and then filling it with dung, the plants will have a hotbed to
grow in ; also the crop will be earlier still if roots of the pre-
vious year are planted.

As regards wet, stiff, clayey soil, I likewise form trenches the
same as for shallow ground, but 6 inches deeper, and put in
this depth of rough rubbish at the bottom as drainage. The
trench is then filled up to the general ground level with a
lighter compost than that used in the previous case. I do not
use any of the clay soil, hut procure light instead ; I like that
in which Kidney iSeans, Strawberries, &c., have been growing
in the houses.

" C. P." and her James have good soil, therefore in their
case all this trouble is unnecessary. I do not perceive the use
of having the Peas high ; from 4 to 5 feet will be quite enough.—John Taylor.

THE PORS AND AGAINSTS AN ORCHARD
HOUSE.

" Audi alteram partem " will ever continue a sound maxim

;

everything, including an orchard-house, has its pros and cons,

and in forming a correct judgment upon the merits of any
question all depends upon striking a correct balance be-

tween what we call in algebra the pluses and minuses. I

Veil remember that chapter in De Foe's " History of Robinson
Crusoe," in which he represents his hero, when cast upon the

desert island, as summing up in so many alternate paragraphs

—

1st, The desponding thoughts which agitated his mind; and
2ndly, Those more favourable features in his case, which served

in some measure to counterbalance them. With your good
leave, I propose to adopt the same impartial method on the
subject of orchard-house culture ; and as the poet, comparing
life to a chess-board, describes the former as

—

" A chequer'd scene, on which tbe trembling light

Falls in alternate gleams of black and white "

I shall beg to introduce to your readers my friend Mr. Potts,

who has lately built an orchard-house, as placing each dark
reflection that arises in his mind in juxtaposition with its

corresponding white.

Black.—I have built a large orchard -house ; it has been a
considerable expense, the extras, including a tank, pump, and
shelf for Strawberry plants, have exceeded by almost ore-third

the original estimate. My wife taxes me with extravagance,

and thinks that the money would have been better expended
in adding to my stock of household furniture, or providing an
adequate supply of table linen.

White.—Never mind its liberal dimensions ; size, if a fault,

is one on the right side ; it argues in me surely a Sir-Joseph-

Paxton largeness of mind. Besides, it has betn all paid for,

and so is fairly my own, which is more than can be said of

every coat on every man's back. Extras are an inseparable

accompaniment of every grand design. I do not much mind
what my wife says, she really thinks that " e'en my failings

lean to virtue's side," and I have as much reason for charging

her with a lavish expenditure when she rides her hobbies, a8

she me, when riding mine.

Black.—I cannot say that my house quite answers my ex-

pectations. I perceive that several spurs have only blossom-

buds at their extremities (barren spray, Mr. Biehaut calls

these) ; a pretty kettle of fish after all my painstaking ! Other
lanky shoots have indeed a leaf-bud at the end, but all the

other buds, both leaf and blossom, have clean dropped out

;

effects of unskilful pruning, of course.

White.—My house makes a capital lounge, I enjoy my weed
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in it immensely. How jolly it is to bask in the sunshine when
the east wind whistles outside ! I am rather glad I built it,

after all. When that barren spray is clean cut out plenty of

Spurs will remain, and several of them, I am glad to see, are
furnished with double shoots. Hurrah ! one for wood, the
other for fruit ! Alternate pruning !

Black.—My trees were covered with blossoms, but not a
quarter have set ; they strew tlio ground, and make me think
of a place said to be paved with good intentions. I believe

those little busy bees have knocked half of them off. I wish
they would improve each sliining hour instead of injuring my
property. I saw a great bumble fellow on a very promising
blossom, making it quite top-heavy.

White. — I suspect that it all the blossoms had set they
would have been more than my trees could bear. A dozen
Peaches on ea"h t'ee would not be a bad crop at a period when
my trees can harrlly be said to have arrived at years of dis-

cretion, and more thiin a Hneen blossoms have set. In any case,

I need not take the trouble to thin them—an operation recom-
mended in the books, but requiring great strength of mind.
By-the-by, I remember to have heard that bees are invaluable,

and they seem to have been sent for the special purpose of

soattering the pollen, which it would be tedious to effect

with a camel-hair brush. How wonderful is the economy of

Nature !

Black.—Alas ! some boys have been throwing stones over

the wall, and have smashed several panes of glass. What
wretches boys are! I should like to give them all a sound
cuffing. At this rate a fine glazier's bill I shall have to pay !

White.—Boys will be boys. I was a boy once myself, and
a bit of a pickle. 1 am fond of pickles, and appreciate exube-

rant spirits. There is something very charming in that free-

dom from care, that recklessness of consequences, and that

mischievous disposition which chaiacterises boys. It was very

natural now of those urchins, who have accidentally broken
my glass, to have been testing their projective powers, and it is

a comfort to reflect that the apertures they have made in my
roof will materially increase the ventilation of ray house—no
mean factor, I am told, in the product of orchard-house success.

Black.—The leaves that have made their appearance look

queer. What makes them seem as if they had been twisted in

curl-papers ? Why ! I declare they are covered with aphides
;

whence did they all spring from, I wonder? It is of no iis:

killing one when a thousand come to his funeral. No wond'

flies were considered one of the plagues of Egypt. I will mak?
instant arrangements for giving my house a thorough fumi-
gation.

White.—Others are quite as much bothered with insects as

lam. Is there not comfort in the thought? I cannot help

feeling glad that so miuy innocent creatures have been in-

debted to me for the jolly time they have had of it. Why, my
house must have been to them a perfect Elysium. My man,
who, bellows in hand, is busy in the work of fumigation, must
have the lung! of a rhinoceros to stand that smoke ; he seems
to like it, for he has a pipe in his mouth as well. The smoke
almost stifled me, and the one whiff I bad of it suffioed to con-

vince me of its necessarily fatal effects upon entomological

existence.

Black.—Why, I declare some enemies have been and bitten

in half several of the young fruit. My patience is sorely tried,

and will soon be exhausted. I suspect the thieves are some of

those sancy sparrows that I see flying out when I come in. I

should like to put some salt on their tails, and teach them, as

Cowper so poetically has it, " never to come there no more."
White. —-If those little birds have diminished from my

prospects of a crop, at all events they have filled their own
crops. I never would be a member of a sparrow club, for

sparrows do more good in a garden than harm, and merry
England would soon become like France if we were to wage
an exterminating warfare with our little birds.

Black.—The hill has come in for the tobacco paper. Let
me see, 6s. for one lot (not the right sort), 4s. for shag (too

damp), 9s. for more tobacco paper, which had, as my man
quaintly observed, a pretty strong se('?i( to it

—

10s. altogether.

Surely my better half will renew her charge of extravagance.

White.—I have earned a little experience, which, though
dearly bought, is invaluable. It is not good to be penny wise

and pound foolish. I have derived intense satisfaction from
witnessing the fatal effects of fumigation on insect life. It is

true that tobacco paper has cost me some shillings, but money
is a circulating medium, and, no doubt, this outlay has con-

tributed towards the remuneration of a very respectable class

of manufacturers, whose profits (and I wish the same could be
said of certain proprietors of tall chimneys), mainly depend
upon the consumption of smoke.

Black.—I know not how it is, but whenever I go into that
orchard-house I am bitten, some mysterious insect ingeniously
contrives to find its way inside my trowsers, and bites me on
my legs. It must be a very poisonous kind, for the inflamma-
tion it causes is painful and lasting ; scratching makes it worse.
I hardly bargained for this, Mr. Elvers, when in deference to
your judgment I invested in an orchard-house.
White.—The insect, no doubt, derives satisfaction from

biting me ; it evidently thinks me a nice man. Live and let

live is a humane and generous sentiment. A little sweet oil

has a most soothing effect, and relief from pain is nearly akin
to pleasure. I daresay Mr. Rivers himself gets bitten, and I
almost hope that he does, only as an advocate for orchard-
houses he is wise to say nothing about it ; it is for him to
stick to the pros, and leave it to others to speak of the cons.
On the whole I consider—1st, That my contribution to your

Journal will he considered too lengthy for publication ; and
2ndly, That White has the best of it. I will only add my re-

commendation that the orchard-house cultivator should have
a few Vines to train up his rafters, in case his trees in pots
should turn out a failure.—A Constant Reader.

GARDENERS' EXAMINATIONS FOR HONOURS.
The Royal Horticultural Society's examinations of gardeners

for the present year are fixed to take place on the 3rd and 4th
of July, and on the 30th and 31st of December.
The following are the conditions under which candidates will

be required to compete, and the advantages which may be
secured in the event of success.

*' 1. Diplomas will be granted to those who, having been certificated

by the Society of Arts, or other public body of J^xaminers recognised
by the Coancil, in Mensuration, in Book-keeping, in Practical Geo-
metry, in Botanical knowledge, in Floriculture, and in Fruit and
Vegetable Culture, shall also receive Certificates from the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society for practical skill in the cultivation of fruit and
vegetables, and in the culture of flowers, and shall show a fair amount
of skill in Survepng and Plan-drawing, and taste in Laviug-out gar-
dens. Such diplomas will confer the title of Associates of the Society.

,

'• 2. First and Second-class Certificates for the following branches
of practical Gardening will be granted by the Royal Horticultural
Society to candidates who shall pass the Society's examinations in
those branches:

—

{a) In the operations of the Fruit and Vegetable
Garden

;
[b] In the operations of the Flower Garden.

" 3. A Medal will be presented annually to the candidate who,
having taken the Certificates of the Society of Arts in Botany, and in
the cultivation of Fruit and Vegetables and in Floriculture, shall gain
the highest number of marks in Practical Gardening at the exami-
nations of the Royal Horticultural Society.

" Candidates will be eligible for examxnatir n in Practical Garden-
ing, if they have previously obtained Certificates from the Society of

Arts in Botany and in Floriculture, or in Botany and Fruit and Vege-
table Culture. A candidate who can present a written recommendation
from any Fellow of the Royal Horticultural Society, from the Presi-

dent of any Floral or Horticultural Association acknowledged by the
Society, or from the Director of any public park or garden, may also

be examined in Practical Gardening."

The subjects of examination are very nearly the same as
those laid down for tho Society of Arts' examinations, given at

jiage tilJ of the present volume, and are as follow :

—

Floriculture.—The leading flowers of the different seasons, in-

dicating those to be obtained naturally, and those by artificial means.
Leaf-buds and flower-buds, the conditions favourable to their develop-
ment respectively. Food of plants, how and whence derived, and in

what form received. Manuring substances best adapted for flower
culture. Improvement of races in plants, how has it been effected,

and by what means can it be carried forward ? Hvbridisation, objects

and guiding pi-inciplcs of. Conditions necessary to ensure fertility in

flowers. Construction of houses for Plant Culture. Warming and
Ventilation. Influence of ventilation on plants confined in forcing-

houses. Limits of temperature endurable by plants, and bow to tarn
this to advantage in practical Floriculture. Bottom heat, value of in
plant culture. Watering, the rational of—what to avoid. Liquid
Manures. Propagation, the various modes of, and their special adapt-
ations. Germination of seeds, conditions favourable and unfavourable
to. Vitality of seeds, duration of, and how best preserved. Treat-
ment of seedling plants. Budding, grafting, and inarching, how per-

formed, and to what subjects best adapted. Increase by cuttings and
by layers. Leaf-cuttings, how is it that they can organise bads ?

Potting. Composts. Acclimatisation : Is it possible to increase the
hardiness of any race of plants, and by what means?

Text books ; Lindley'a " Theory and Practice of Horticulture,"
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Mcintosh's "Book of the Garden," Thompson's '* (iardener's As-

sistant." . -, i

Fbuit and Vecjetadle Cdxtuke.—FniiU : Kinda of Fruits adapted
for various soils and exposares. The propagation, pruning, and train-

ing of fruii treos. The forcing of Fruit trees, and their cultivation

under glass, Loth in and out of pots. The theory of ripening, and
the prijacii'les that ought to regulate the preservation of Fruits after

they are ri[)e, or tlicir subsequent maturation. The packing of Fruit

for transmission to great distances. Vfrffftibhs : The kinds and
qnantities of Vegetablo seeds and roots required for cropping gardens

of given dimensions. The culture of the different kinds of Vegetables

and Salads. The preparation of fermenting materials for artiiieial

heating. The forcing of Vegetables and Salads, (ifuf^raf 'SuJ>/c<ts

:

Soils, water, atmospheric air, light and heat in their relation to the

successful cultivation of Fruit and Vegetables. Manures and their

application. The diseases and insects to which Fruit trees and Vege-

tables are snbject, and their remetlies.' The structure and functions of

the organs of plants considered in their relation to growth and repro-

duction. The erection, heating, and ventilation of garden structures.

Text books : Loudon's " Suburban Horticulturist," " The Cottage

Gardener's Dictionary," Hogg's " Fruit Manual."

KOYiVL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
"Weekly Show, J/ay 11th.—On this occasion prizes were offered

for six Pelargoniums, twelve Rosesin pots, twelveplants (miscellaneous),

and for collections of vegetables. Messrs. Lucking Brothers, nursery-

men, Bayswater, were awarded a second prize for Pelargoniums. A
first prize was obtained by Mr. W. Lynn, gardener to Lord Boston,

Hedsor Park, Maidenhead, for a collection of vegetables, and an
extra prize was awarded to Mr. H. W. Cordle, gardener to Earl Fitz-

william, Coollattin Park, Gorey. Ii-eland, for three sorts of Potatoes.

Extra prizes were also given to Mr. James Tegg, gardener to the Luke
of Newcastle, Clumber, Worksop, for two dishes of Peaches, and to

Mr. C. Osman, gardener to E. Holland, Esq., Stanmore Hall, Middle-

Bex, for two boxes of cut Roses, also for a dish of Strawberries. Mr.
W. Bartlett, Shaftesbury Road, Hammersmith, obtained three extra

prizes for a collection of Ferns, a basket of cut Uowers, and a collec-

tion of Spirtea japonica. A vei-y interesting collection of plants,

made up of Roses in pots. Azaleas. Gloxinias, Mignonette, itc, from
the Society's gardens at Chiswick, formed a very pretty show.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Tde ceremony of laying tbe first stone of the Hall of

Arts and Sciences by Her Majesty having been fixed to take

place on Monday next. May SO'th, the Boyal Horticultural

Society has determined, upon the suggestion of His Koyal

Highness the Prince of Wales, to hold a Special Floral Fete on

that day. The exhibitors of Tricolor Pelargoniums and other

plants have been invited to contribute their specimens, and we
are informed that special medals and prizes will be awarded,

but that this F.He will not cause any alteration in the ar-

rangements already published for the.Exhibition of Tricolor

Pelargoniums on the day following. The contributions to

both, we are assured, will be most liberal and of the greatest

horticultural interest. After the ceremony of laying the foun-

dation stone, H.E.H. the Prince of Wales, and the Provisional

Committee of the Hall of Arts and Sciences, will conduct tbe

Queen through the south-east exit from the tent to the east

door of the conservatory of the Royal Horticultural Society,

where her Majesty will be received by the Council of the Society,

and be conducted by the north-western terrace of the gardens

to her carriage at the Prince's Entrance, Albert-road.

- At the meeting of the Eoyal Horticultural Society

held April 2nd, Mr. Bateman offered a plant of Dendrobium
Wardianum as a prize for the best list of Orchids arranged

according to the climate which they require. Five competitors,

we are informed, have come forward, and the name of the

successful one is to be announced at the general meeting on

the 21st instant.

We are much gratified to observe that the eminent eer-

vices which the Piev. Miles ,T. Berkeley has rendered to Horti-

culture and Agriculture by his profound researches and writing?

on Cryptogamic Botany, have been recognised by a grant of

£100 per annum on the Civil Liit.

We regret to announce the death, on the 3rd inst., of

Mr. John Doeson, sen., of the Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth,

and who, before entering into business for himself, was for

sefveral years gardener to the late E. Beck, E.sq. Both then and

subsequently he was a freqiient and most successful exhibitor

Of fiorii'ts' dowers, and parlicnlnrly of Pelargoniums and Cine-

rarias, as well as a raiser of some fine varieties. He had long

Btiffered from, we beUeve, heart disease.

WORK FOR THE ^VEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Mancrb and dig the ground as it becomes vacant for the
winter crops of Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, Greens, &c. ; thin
all advancing crops early. Artichokes (Globfj, plant, using the
strongest suckers ; also llaail in rich warm soil, and Ctqisicunis

on warm borders. A good sprinkling of the Cape Broccoli may
now be sown, likewise Grange's Impregnated Cauliflower, and
Walcheren Broccoli ; these will succeed the Cauliflowers sown
in February. G/icrAiHS, sow a rowif notdone. Those raised in
heat in boxes should be hardened-off forthwith, ))reparatory to

planting out. If a slight amount of fermenting material covUd
be provided for them, after the manner of those on the ridge,

by means of cut grass or other refuse fermenting matter, it

would tend to insure a crop, and such is not so easily obtained
in the northern parts of the kingdom as about the metropolis.
Ce/crtj, plant-out the early plants in the trenches ; also To-
matoes against walls and warm fences. With regard to Peas,.

Beans, Spinach, ii'ad/.s/ir.i. Cresses, Lettuces, Horn Carrots, &c.,

we may repeat the advice offered iu one of our earliest Calen-
dars—viz., to sow a little more, if possible, when the preceding
sowing is fairly above ground. Destroy snails and slugs by
all available devices.

ritUIT GARDEN.
The spring disbudding of fruit trees is a matter of consider-

able importance at this period, for on thinning in due timo
and in a proper way, success in ripening both of wood and
fruit is mainly dependant. The trees should be looked over
when the young shoots are about 2 inches long, then in about
a week afterwards, and finally in about another fortnight. Tha
first dressing should consist chiefly in rubbing off foreright

and ill-placed shoots ; at the second thinning a selection of

wood as to the necessary quantity and position may be made ;

and at the last all gross shoots or robbers should be stopped,

in order to equalise the sap. Hand-pick the Cui'rant and
Gooseberry bushes if caterpillars appear, or dust with white
hellebore powder. Thin-out weak shoots from Figs, and stop

the others when 6 inches long. Thin the fruit of Peaches
and Nectarines, and syringe often. Thin-out the shoots of
Pears and Plums, and reduce the crop to the strength of tha
tree. Hoe and mulch Strawberries, and keep the runners out

^fl, except when wanted for forcing. Regulate Vines, and stop
j^e laterals one leaf above the best bunch, removing any others.

^Mok over the grafts, and relieve those which are growing by
loosening the ties. Hoe among all bushes to keep dovm
weeds, and loosen the soil.

FLOWER OARPEN.
It is now high time to think of bedding-out some of the mass-

flowers, at least such as are least liable to injury by frost, and
have undergone a proper hardening process. Much may be
done as to display by a judicious arrangement or combinatiorj

of both colour and figure. As a general principle, our best
authorities seem to agree that the various shades of orange
and yellow will class well with the various purples and blues.

Whites are suitable with the blues, oranges, and reds. White,
however, deranges the effect of the yellows, as also the violet

shades ; whilst the various red or rose-coloured flowers are, as

far as colour is concerned, capable of forming a bed by them-
selves. Auriculas must not be forgotten because the amateur
has now many demands on his time ; shade them in very hot
sunny weather, though they cannot at this season be easily too
much exposed, provided the regular attendance is given to water-

ing, i-c. Polyanthuses cannot bear the mid-day sun, except

on very cool subsoils. A shady situation under a hedge with
a north aspect will be suitable for them during the next three

months—that is to say, if grown in pots. As regards Tulips,

do not forget to fertilise some of the best breeders in order to
obtain some good seed. It would be time and trouble thrown
away to cross yellow grounds with white ones, or the contrary.

In choosing sorts to produce seed, let them be thick in the

petals, round at the top, pure in the cup, and clean in the sta-

mens. Apply the farina with a small camel-hair brush to the

stigma of the variety intended to be operated upon, and cover

the flower with a hand-glass. Should tbe present dry weather
continue. Carnations and Picotees will want occasional water-

ings, which, when afforded, should be plentiful. ^Vhen a larg»

stock of dwarf plants of Chrysanthemums is required for flower-

garden purposes in the autumn, the old stools or plants must
be planted in rich soil at about 4 feet apart, so as to leave

room for their being layered in August, pid plants plautedi

now at the foot of a wall in very rich soil will cover a wall
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6 or 8 feet high by the antumn, and if properly trained will

flower splendidly. We do not know anything more interesting

in the dull months of November and December than a well-

oovered wall of these fine plants.

GBEESnoUSE AND CONSEKTATORT.

Camellias making their wood should have constant shading,

the house should be kept very moist day and night, and the

plants frequently syringed. Pay every attention at this period

to plants of climbing habit, whether festooning the roof, trained

np pillars, or on trellises in pots. Let stopping, thinning,

and training proceed in a methodical way. Many conser-

Tatory plants are unproductive of blossom from the gross shoots

not being stopped. To stop such frequently is to gain both

time and space. Tliose who grow that delightfully sweet winter

flower, the Cyclamen persieum, will find it the best plan to

plant it out at this period in a highly-raised bed in the kitchen

garden. This bed should be composed chiefly of peat soil and

coarse sand, to which a little sandy loam and leaf soil may be

added. It is truly astonishing what superior plants they make
in this way. Be in no hurry to turn out of doors fine green-

house plants, but all coarse and common subjects, and many
Boftwooded plants, whose tops may be considered, in a inanner,

annual, may be turned out any time about the end of spring,

and the finer portion of the plants will by this means have all

the room, air, and light to themselves. Of all plants those in

the greenhouse are most apt to become too dry in the summer,
and, therefore, besides the regular watering, they may be well

syringed every afternoon, in such fine weather as we have at

P«'«"'- STOVE.

Centradenias, Eranthemums, Poinsettias, Justicias, Geisso-

merias, Clerodendrons, Euphorbias, Brugmansias, Gesneras,

Tineas, and other ornamental stove plants, more especially

those intended to flower in the dark winter months, should at

this period have the highest cultivation. They should he al-

lowed plenty of room, and clear manure water, and should, if

requisite, have their rambling shoots stopped occasionally. The
latter should be done forthwith, as young wood made late in

the season will not produce winter flowers. Many stove plants

would do better from this time until the end of August in an
intermediate-house where they would have less confinement
than in a regular stove. For want of such a house gardeners

often make use of vineries for this purpose, and distribute their

stove plants in summer throughout the different forcing-house^,'

and if only for the benefit of finishing and ripening their

growth, without being crowded, this is a good plan.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Propagation must be continued imtil a full stock is obtained.

Tender annual seeds for late flowering may still be sown. Very
many plants that are difficult to strike from cuttings may be
increased by grafting on the roots of some allied species. AU
tender seedlings should be potted as soon as they can be
handled.—W. Eeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Took the opportunity of the bright dry weather before the

thunderstorm of Friday to hoe all ground to which access

could be obtained, in order to break up the surface, whether
showing weeds or not. This was especially necessary where
that troublesome weed, the large white Convolvulus, was
throwing up its shoots like miniature Asparagus. Weeding
is almost an impossibility in most kitchen gardens, and the
most economical mode of keeping them clean is the use of the
Dutch hoe frequently, and leaving the sun to wither up the
weeds. Except for levelling ground and making a fine surface

for small seeds, the rake is useless in the kitchen garden. We
are stiU using Sea-kale ; but it is now rather long, and cannot
be kept short, still it helps to give variety, as our Broccoli is

becoming scarce, and we have not many Cauliflowers, though
Peas from the orchard-house have been very useful, and the
little Tom Thumb, though occupying little room, yields good
gatherings.

Onions.—Those planted ont are doing well, and the spring-

sown are far enough advanced to permit of a good hoeing be-

tween the rows, not deep, b>it just sufficient to destroy the
small weeds. A lot sown along with Cauliflowers and Celery
nnder protection has been useful for salads when those sown
last autumn were too large.

Celery.—Prickecl out a lot over a slight hotbed to bring it on
quickly, and pricked out more in the open ground. We used

to select a hard piece of ground, put on it 4 inches of rotten

dung, cover with an inch or two of tine soil, and then prick out

;

but now we generally stir the ground, mix some manure with

it, add 2 or 3 inches more, some fine soil on the top, and prick

out about i inches apart. We find the plants thus treated lift

with better balls, and never seem to feel the removal. In our

young days we recollect of a keen discussion about planting

Celery, one party contending that it was best to take it up
carefully and plant without touching a leaf ; another party,

that it was best to trim the plants and lessen or shorten the

leaves. Both were right according to the point of view. If

the roots were not kept pretty entire, and if the place were

much exposed, diminishing the bulk of leaves would so far

lessen the surface of perspiration, and therefore give the dis-

abled roots less to do. When the roots can bo taken np nn-

mutilated, and the slightest shade given in very bright weather,

then the rule ought to be. Touch not a leaf. In practice we
dock or mutilate no leaves ; but if the plants are large we
generally examine the base and remove every appearance of a

sucker that would compete with and so far rob the main stem.

When this vegetable is wanted early, blanched for soups, it is

a good plan to grow some thickly, say G inches apart, over a

gentle hotbed, and earth up with ashes. Some are content

with green Celery for soups, and therefore such care would be

unnecessary ; but others would look on green Celery in any
combination as an abomination.

Asjjara fills'.—How few are able to practise what they Icnow to

be the best. As soon as the bulk of the gatherings is over (and

never could there have been better weather for this vegetable),

we would like to apply a surfacing of rotten manure, a little

salt, and even a slight dressing of artificial manure such as

phosphates or guano ; but we fear we must wait until we have

some rotten short grass. Many forget that summer is the time

to manure Asparagus. The winter dressing, so common because

the dung can be more easily obtained then and put on the

ground, is of little more use at that time than helping to keep

the frost out of the ground. On a small old piece intended to

be taken up for forcing next season, wo have only cut a very

few of the largest heads, and have allowed all to grow on strong

and untouched. We know we shall be rewarded by the cuttings

next Christmas, or much before that if desirable.

Dicarf Kiiliiey Beans.—The first sowings are coming through

the ground all the better owing to the floods of Friday night,

and the day before we planted out a piece with strong sturdy

plants, which will be protected at first with old sashes, mats,

&c., which will keep on the succession and afford us a good
supply some weeks before the first sowings out of doors.

Keepini) off Drpreclaton.—The worst of all contrivances for

the purpose is, that they generally last only a time, until birds

or other depredators become used to them ; but a relief even
for a time is desirable, and then the modes must be varied, and
the different contrivances may last long enough to suit our

purpose. For instance, now that the fruit-buds are all ex-

panded, we shall not interfere with tomtits, but bid them a
hearty welcome, as they will help to keep caterpillars and
other insects under. We lately stated how Cauliflowers were
stripped to the ribs and backbone, and how partridges cleared

off the young Carrots as fast as they came through the ground.

Finding a fine pheasant's nest at the base of an Apple tree, we
were led to blame the hen as well as the partridges for at-

tacking the Cauliflowers. We put in a number of sticks over

the ground so as to stand i feet high, placed them slanting,

and to each end suspended with a string about half a page of

one of our broad-sheet morning papers, which make a rare

rustling in the breeze, and since then not a Cauliflower, Carrot,

Lettuce, or Cabbage has been touched by such winged visitors.

The whiter the paper the better it is for this purpose, but
possibly the dark lines of print may have some effect.

FRUIT GARDEN.
We hoed the ground well among Strawborie.^, and would liie

to dose them with a sprinkling of soot and lime, not only to

help the vigour of the plants, but to drive slugs and worms
away. The rains of Friday will do them much good and almost
insure a crop if the gfonnd be covered with litter to keep in

the moisture. The most of the kinds are now showing blossom
strongly. We intended taking up a lot which we had pricked

out thickly last autumn for planting now under glass ; but if

the weather continue fine we will not do so, as we should not
gain much more than eight days, and successions in pots in the
orchard-house will almost carry us on until we have fruit out
of doors. Last year we had a splendid supply in four lights

over a slight hotbed, and if at all hard pressed we can place
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some lights over the border, from which we intended lifting,

and which fortunately faces the south. It is very eaRy to make
a glftsB-covered bed under Buch circumstances. One of the

qnickest ways, perhaps, is to place ilower-pots back and front

for the sashes to rest on, with or without a rail from pot to pot,

and then a wisp of litter from pot to pot, giving air iu the usual
way, and taking it away early in the afternoon. In dull

weather this covering with glass will be of little advantage, but

in bright weather it will Oring in the crop from eight to ten
days earlier. In such hot weather much time was occupied in

watering Strawberry plants in pots, fruit trees in pots. Figs,

Vines, and Peaches, using for the purpose clear manure water,

or drainings from the dunghill alternately with clear water.

We also used now and then clear lime water and clear soot

water for syringing Strawberries not more than half grown,
and Peaches, &o., overhead, having for many years given up
syringing Vines, as we cunnot obtain water clear enough for

that purpose. Such washings, it the water is clear, help to

keep Peach trees clean, and, in the case of the soot water,

assist also in giving them greater luxuriance and a better green
hue to the foliage.

Clear Lime mid Soot Water.—Though we have often given the
modes of making these, we repeat them, to meet the request of

several correspondents. For clear lime water—say for a barrel

of fifty-eix gallons, add a spadeful of quick lime, stir it well,

and leave it for twenty or thirty hour.s. Then remove the thin

pellicle of carbonate of lime from the surface, and use it for

syringing or otherwise, but let the operator keep it off his
clothes as much as possible. If the barrel should be nearly
emptied at once, fill again, stir the lime well, and use as before.

When tilled again add more lime.

To make soot water. For a similar barrel use fully a peck
of fine soot, beat it up with a little water, with broom or

spatula, into a thickish paste, as then it will mix thoroughly
with the water, without any dry knots. Add the water, and
then add about a pound of quicklime, or as much as would lie

on a trowel, and stir all well. In twenty-four hours remove
'

the scum on the surface, and you will have a liquor as clear as

brandy. Tliie would do for watering some plants, but for syring-

ing it ehouM have fully a half of clear water added. When the
tub is nearly emptied, it may be filled, stirred, and allowed

i

to settle as before; but this lime-it will be weaker, and the
next time of filling fieih soot should be added, nearly as much
as at first. After several such fillings, the barrel should be
emptied out, and a fresh commencement made. It is astonish-
ing in such cases, and in that of other manures, how soon a
little quicklime clears the liquid.

Cement tanks are very useful for such purposes, built under
the surface line of the ground, but an old wooden barrel would
be more economical. For several years we had a number of old

barrels that stood on a solid platform some 6 inches above the
ground level, and these were fitted with rough wooden taps,

but they became so decayed that we could do nothing with
them, and we could not manage either to obtain new, or rather
old, oil and other barrels that would have served our purpose,
though unfitted for their original use. We therefore dug a
trench in the clay, put down the old barrels so as to be about
level with the surface, rough-mended the worst places, daubed
them with tar outside, and packed them firmly with the clay

all round, running tar down by tlie outsides of the barrel as we
did so, and the old useless barrels thus treated have done good
service for some half dozen of years, and, kept full, are likely

to last a long time. Any old barrel useless for much else may
thus become very useful to the cottager and the amataur, from
merely sinking it in the ground. Our clay gave us an advan-
tage, but any soil the most open and sandy would do if firmly

rammed when a little damp ; and a few pence were spent for

tar from the gasworks, which was allowed to mix thoroughly
with the soil for several inches outside the barrel. We have our
eye on a huge butt that bad been used as a horsecart water-
barrel, but which is too far gone to be of use for that purpose.
The press of other matters alone has prevented its being put out
of sight below ground, when we have no doubt that what is

useful for nothing but firewood would do.good service for ten or

twenty years. However, all who can obtain them should have
good barrels and tanks, and what we have not yet had, but would
have were we gardening solely on our own account, would be
the means of heating a tank of clear or manure water as we
Uked, by either having a boiler on purpose or hot-water pipes
along the bottom of the tanks.

ORNAMENTAL PEPART5IENT.

After the rains on Friday a considerable amount of mowing

was done, though we were behind with other work, as th»
ground was too wet for doing much on it. Before that W9
were proceeding with fresh planting hardy edgings, as Ceras-
tiums, &c. The Cerastium died off much last winter, but
even if it had not done so, it is always best when fresh planted
every spring. The soil at the outsides of beds is generally in
the most unfavourable state as respects air, oonsisteuce, &c.,

so that in making up these edgings afresh we find it a good plan
to take out a spit at the sides, place that near the middle to ba
incorporated with the bed, and refill at the sides with better-

aired and pulverised soil from the surface of the bed. This il

especially necessary when the same edging is to be repeated in
the same place.

Much time has also been occupied in potting Pelargoniums,
pricking off the last seedling Lobelias, and putting in the
last batch of Verbena cuttings, planting them out at once in
light soil over a hotbed. These will make good plants to lift

with small balls in little more than a fortmght. We are a
little late with some of these plants, though the bulk is early
enough ; but though not a single foot of glass has not had its

several crops all the winter, something must be late when there
is a constant contest going on as to which is to be preferred,

the useful or the ornamental—that which, in a word, has to

appear at table to be eaten, and that which is merely to please

the eye by looking at it. For all pricking-out and hardening-
off processes, and where some covering at first is necessary,
we have found nothing better than calico not over thick. We
have covered beds of Pelargoniums and Calceolarias with this,

watered when put out, and they required no more trouble

than exposing them gradually a few days before planting out
finally.

Finished in the meantime fresh arranging verandahs, con-
servatories, &c. Two correspondents have sent us a line in re-

ference to previous remarks. One has a small lean-to house,
the other a small spau-rooted house, and they ask how they
are to change the appearance of such houses. One having
always kept the tallest plants at back, falling regularly to the
front at the pathway, and the other having always kept the
tallest in the centre, and the lowest at the sides, of course, in
either house, whenever you open the door, you see the whole.
Well, what we mean is simply this—Lei such arrangements
remain as they are for a week or two, and then try and arrange
the plants not in a regular sloping bank, but as so many
pyramids, with low valleys between them, and, perhaps, a taller

plant or two in the middle of such valleys, as a point for the
eye to rest on. Even in a small lean-to house, you might have
two or three higher ranges across the house with lower ba.ys

and valleys between, and an infinity of plans could be adopted,
which would enhance the attraction by preventing your ever
seeing so much as the whole at once. Had w-e only one such
house, and could have our way, we would fresh arrange the
plants in pots every week, so as to have variety, instead of

sameness, to contemplate. It is well that change and variety

are so pleasing to human nature, and even the gardener will

act wisely if he avoid as much as possible the stereotyped in
manner and design.

Shading.—We noticed last week the spattering the glass with
white-coloured water. If not enough be given at once it may
be repeated, or put on thicker, or a brush may be used. Let
us warn all, however, that for this shading purpose whitening
or chalk be used; avoid lime by all meaus. if you would not
injure paint or putty. We have never had shading for our con-
servatory ; in fact, have no regular shading material for any-
thing. Many plants taken to the conservatory had a slight

shade from plants above them, as late Vines, &c., before,

and therefore such a fierce sun as we have had would have
been prejudicial to them. We therefore wanted a shade
that would be enough for the purpose, stand until autumn,
and not be unsightly, nor yet too dense for a dull day. We
have tried many modes, and successfully enough, but we have
found none more simple than skim milk, with a little powdered
whitening mixed with it—say as much whitening as the size of

a walnut—reduced to a fine powder, and thoroughly mixed
with two or three quarts of milk. We would advise those trying

the scheme to do a piece of glass first, let it dry, and add to

the milk or whitening as they require less or more shading.

We have not applied the shading mixture quite so well as

usual, as it looks a little run; but if it be put on quickly and
thinly by one man with a brush, and another follow with a

dry duster brush, merely daubing it quickly with the points of

the dry brush, the shading will have the appearance of shaded
ground glass, and look neat enough for anything. The least
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qnantity of whitening in the milk will give as much shade as

Hartley's rough glass.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—May 15.

NoTWiTHSTANDmo the cnld wind prevailing during the last few dnys,

abundance of produce, both forced and from the open ground, is hrou«ht

in bv the Rrowers. Of Peaches and Nectarines there is a Rood supply,

and'foreign imports are well kept up. They comprise Cherries, Straw-

berries, and Apricots, with the usual description of vegetables.

Apples i sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries box
Chestunta bush.
Currants j sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes each
Asparaciis bundle
Beans. Kidnev.per 100

ScarletRun.^ sieve
Beet. Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bros. Sprouts i sieve
Cftbbaee .". doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
encumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

B. d.

2 0to3
n
3

d

4

B. d. s. d
Melons each 4 to 8

Nectarines doz. 30 86
Orancres 100

j
Peaches doz.
Pears fdessert) .. doz.

kitchen doz.

[ Pine Apples lb.

! Plums i sieve

9 1 6
j

Quinces doz.

1 6
j

Raspberries lb.

10
I

Strawberries oz.
n 9
5
5 10 ' Walnuts bnsh. 10 20 O

VEGETABLES.

8. d. a. d
n 6 ton 8

n

6

2

3
S

1

6
2
1 4

2
3
8
8

2 6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per doz.
Mushrooms .... pottle

Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidnev do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes .... per doz.
Turnips bnnch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

5
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Plower-bjrder PLAHTtyo (An Old SuUeriberl—An.xtxge vour plants
thus:—Afjeratum, if tall kind. 8tella Pelarf»oniuio, yellow Cnlceolarln,
Ireeine Herhstii, white Vorbuna, purple Verbena, Gazania splendens,
Lobelia specioi^a. If a ninth row is wanted have strong plants of Tren-
tham Rose Pelargonium behind the Ageratum ; but the eight ought to be
ample.

Rose Leaves Blisterkd (The Cedarg\—They are blistered by cold
and wet. They will improve n-i the weanier becomes warmer, aiid the
roots establish themselves iu tlio fresh soil. Wo hope you did not place
the bone manure in contact with the roots, nor u^ed it excessively.

STRA\\'BEnKY ScApEd Eaten (FragnHn).— Vfe think ants are vour
tronblers with the Strawberry blossoms, and if so, Ruano will drive them
away. If that do not succeed, use lime water on the ground, and if not
effectual enough, mix arsenic with su^jar and place it in sancers, covered
with other 'cancers, and with a piece of lath wood across between, so
that there will be plenty of room for the ants to enter without admitting
any larger living thing.

ARCHERFrKLD Early Muscat Grape (Grape-grower).—At first Mr. D.
Thomson tliought this Grape a much earlier ripener of its fruit than the
Muscat of Alexandria, but immediately that he had proved that his
opinion was not coiTect he announced the fact ; and it is now clear that it
is only a good variety of the Muecat of Alexandria, setting and stonein-^
more freely.

Heating a Smalt, Greenhoitse (E. B. 7?.).—Were your house not so
small, 18 feet by 8, wo should say, Trv another Hays's stove at 60s., as
one is not sufficient. Ir you can obtain no mora than S'' of extra heat
from it, of course that would be of no use in a severe night in winter;
but we think you could obtain much more heat than that by burnin" the
fuel more rapidly—that is, giving,' a little more ventilation. vVt- have not
had the chance of trying Hays's stove, bat the commonest iron stove,
with a p:pe funnel from it, ought to give three or four times tho heat vou
specify. The great danger of a enmmou small iron stove arises from the
sides becoming too hot, and parching and buruing the air Yow would
see what was said lately in " Duiugs of tho Last Week," as to the impor-
tance of the fire-box standing 2 or 3 inches free of the sides of the stove.
Then the whole outside is pretty equally heated, and is never so warm as
to much vitiate the air. Where an outside stoke-hole is no objection, on
the score of cleanliness, wo know of no better plan for such a small house
as yours, than having a small flue below the floor, the floor tiled, and
the tUes forniing the top of the flno. Such au arrauiremput, with the flue
beneath the pathway, is very comfortable in winter, as the lover of plants
nee4 never have cold feet. Wo hear some complaints as to the diflicultv
of obtaining good fuel for Hays's stoves. Of course without the prepared
fuel the stoves will not answer. Try giving more air to the fuel.

CoNSTRrcTiNO A SiiALL Greknhouse (li. B.).—You will form a very
flood idea what such a house, about 18 feet long, whether span-roofed or a
lean-to, will cost, by looking at our advertising columns ; but to finish it
partly as a greenhouse, partly as a hothouse and propagating-bouse. and
heat all properly with hot water, we fear there is little chance of doing
all for £10. Your cheapest plan will be to use large squares of glass, and
have a fixed roof without sa'^hus. but with strong rafter sash-bars, say
18 or 20 inches apart, on Mr. RiverK's plan. If the end of the dwelling-
house IS long enough, then a loan-to roof, say 13 feet wide, 10 feet high at
back, and tj feet in front, would be the cheapest, as vou would onlv have
the ends and front walls to build. With plenty of heat a span roof'would
be the best, with the wall of the dwelling-house for the north end; and if
this were I?, or 14 feet wida you could have a platform in the centre and
a broad shelf or stage all round—say pathwav, 2^ feet; side platform,
2 feet

;
centre platform, 5 feet. In the hothouse part the side phtforms

could be made into hotbeds, with hot water beneath them. As the
ground is liighest next the house, the farther end would be the best place
for the boiler ; and the hothouse part might as well he at that end, with
means of heating that part separately, and then continuing the heat to tho
greenhouse part as wanted. You mav heat several such bnuses rom one
boiler, provided the boiler is so low that the top of the boiWr is lower
than the lowest pipe in the houses. A small boiler would heat your pi o-
posed house. There will be no difficulty in heating vour dwelliug-boiiso,
as well as these proposed houses, from a boiler placed undergiound in
the wash-house. To do this, however, tho boiler will require tn be of a
good size. From a boiler so placed you may take hot water to the top of
the mansion, and distribute it in the different storejs as wanted In such
a case, however, it would be as well to have the'warmest end of vour
proposed plant-houses next the mansion, if the boiler were placed" out
of_ doors. We spoke of the other arrangement, merely because a person
might enjoy n greenhouse temperaturo when a hothouse temperature
would be oppressive.

>J^^F^J^
Grass ly Arparagus-ebds (Greenmellow).—Yon will best clear

the beds of Couch Grass by taking the latter upmth a fork, aud if this be
carefully done much of the Couch mav bo removed without iniurin" the
Asparagus roots. By persevering for a voar or two in forking up the
roots whenever a blade of the Couch Grass is perceived the ground will
be cleared, and a dressing of salt now, equal to 2 lbs. per square yard.
will help to destroy the Couch. Never allow a blade of it to he seen.
Rust on Cauellia Leaves (J. B. ?^.t.—The leaves are alTeeted with

rust, arising from excessive moisture and imperfect root-action Tho
only remedy is to prevent water dripping on tho leaves, aud to* keep the
soil drier, so as to encourage a more healthy root-action. The leaves
Should be dusted with fresh-slaked lime and flowers of suli)hur.
Pans for Bell-glasses {A. C. a H.|.-You may procure pans with n

clGUble ridge or ledge for the glass shades to rest on of any of the prin-
cipal Eeedsmeu, and at many earthenware shops,
Cyclasfens not Fjoweris-g (/Jrm).-As your Cyclamens gi-ow well

but donnt flower, perhaps you do not afford them a light and airy situa-
tion which is all they require. No place is so suitable for them fromSeptember to the end of :\Iay as the shelf of a greenhouse, and after that
anopensnunysitualionout of doors, the pots being plunged to the rim in
coal ashes They d-. well in a compost of equal parls of turfy Ught loamsandy peat, and leaf mould, good drainage being provided.

_
Cleaning Flower-pots [W.H. Y..—The best plan that we have tried

IS to place the pots requiring cleaning in a tub, cover them with waterand after allowing them to become well soaked, sav for a couple of davs'
to wash them well inside aud outside with a spoke brubh or any old'or
half-worn hard brush. ^ ^ "

Twelve GaEENnousB Plants por Flowering tn July (A Snb»eriher\
-—The following will flower about July ; but to have plants in flower at a .

given time it is neuess:iry that they be grown specially for tho purpose,
and forwarded or retarded as occasion may require:—,\.crophyllum veno-
Buni, Boronia serrulata, Crowea saligna major, Lesclienaultia formosa
coccinea, Pimelea Hendersoni, Polygala Dahnaislana, Phajuocoma proli-
fera Barnesii, Tromandra verticillata, Pleroma elegans, Dracopbyllum
gracile, Indigofera decora, and Gcnetyllis tulipifera.

Twr.hYE GzoxitiiAS Idem).~'Erect-^flo\vering : Hex igneus, Guido Real,
Novello, Comte Uidinsky, Lilas franc, and Marquis de St. Innocent.
Droopinfj'jioweri nf^ : Wilsoni, Leviathan, Bird of Paradise, Lady Augusta
Yorke, The Gem, and Imperiale Blanche.

Six Achimene-i fM/*m).—Parsonsii, Lonaiflora major, Carminatasplen-
dens, Ambroise Vorschaflelt, Magnet, and Gem.
Planting Canna'^. Daturas, and Artemisia annua (Tyrol.—Cannaa

have large foliage, and attain a height of from 3 feet to 6 feet. They should
he planted from 2 to 2.^ feet apart if the plants are strouc, or from 1 foot^
to 18 inches apart if small. Datura fastuosa Iluberiana is a tall-grow-
ing plant, having large trumpet-shaped flowers. Being of a strong '

habit the plants should be placed 18 inches apart; but they will not
thrive out of doors except in warm situations, and they must ba
strong when planted out. They attain a height of 3 feet. Artemisia
annua grows 4 feet high, and shoubl be planted from 1 to 1\ foot
apart; but wo consider it worthless for flower-garden decoration, Worm-
wo )d being far more silvery in its foliage and quite as stately in habit.

Lily Bulbs from Japan (5. C.).—The bulbs of the Lilies from Japan
should be put singly in well-drained pots 7 inches in diameter, some
of the roughest parts of tho compost being placed over the drainage.
The pots should ttien be filled half full with a compost of turfy loam two-
thirda, and one-third leaf mould, adding sharp sand if the loam is not
sulficieutly sandy. If you have it you may also add one-fourth fibry
s.indy peat. The compost should be broken rather fine, but not sifted.

The bulbs should be placed with their bases resting on the soil in the
centre of the pota, aud be covered with soil about an inch above their
crowns. A gentle watering having been given, the plants should b«
placed in a light airy situation in the greenhouse Keep the soil moist,
but not very wet. until the roots start ; then water more freely, and whea
the shoots aro a few inches higher than tho rims of the pots till np around
the stems with soil. Water freely until tho growth is complete ; then
lessen the supply, still keeping tho soil moist. Winter in a greenhoase,
and keep the soil rather dry.

PoA TRiviALis argkntea ELEGANS (Idem).—This very handsome dwarf
Grass is hardy in well-draiued gravelly soils, but requires tho protectioa
of a frame or greenhouse where the soil is wet and heavy.

Trop.t.olum tricolorum Culture (li. F. ir^iffZcr).-The plant, bo far
as we know, cannot be successfully raised from cuttings. It is raised
from seed, and by layering the wiry stems in the pot in the early stages
of its growth, by which process small tuberous roots are formed by
autumn, but not always. The most certain method is from seed, and
plants so raised usually flower in the third year. It is a greenhouse
tuberous-rooted plant, commencing to grow in autumn, flo^vering in
April, and dying down in sumuier. Trop.T^olum pentaphyllum is a
tuberous-rooted plant requiring the temperaturd of a greenhouse. It is

raised from seed, is a climber, and more robust than T. tricolorum.

Sowing Pentsteiion Seed {J'iem).—The seeds should he sown now hi
pans well drained, and filled to the rim, or nearly so, with light turfy
loam. Scatter the seeds over the Bu:face after having made it smooth,
and cover with fine soil to tho depth of a quarter of an inch. The pan
may then havo a gontle watering, and be placed in a cold frame, or on
the front shelf of a greenhouse, shading it from suu, so as to keep the
surface moist until the plants appear, then discontinue shading, and
admit air freely. Keep moist, and when tbe i>lants are large enough to
handle, prick them off in a bed in the open grouud, shading for a few
days until established, aud finally planting out where required.

Tall-growing Lobelias 7(/('Tn).—Some of these are very handsome
when planted out in summer, if kept well watered. We do not think them
worth a place in a greenhouse, as they do so well out of doors in summer,

Passiklor.'.s for a Greenhouse (Idem).—The following do well in a
greenhouse— InipTratrif'e Eugpnio. Newmanni. Bellotti, Shepherdi,
(Jomte Nesselrode, and P. edulis foliis argenteu-variegatis.

Stephanotis FLORinuNDA IN A GnEENHOusE (Idem).— It is a stove
plant, and is starved in a greenhouse, but does tolerably well in a heated
vinery. It will, liowever, flower in a greenhouse. Your other quoaUon
will be replied to fully in a week or two.

SuLrnuR Fumigation of an OncHAnD-iiousE (E. S.).—For your house
21 feet by 14 feet, you will require two pots of lime, as described by Mr.
Rivers, and you may sprinkle over each 2 ozs. of flowers of sulphur.

Destroying Slugs (Amateur).—We find nothing equal to lime which
has been placed under cover aud allowed to fall of itself. This sprinkled
over th.e whole surface of the garden once or twice aweek a little after
dark, proves effectual, if its application be persevered in, a dressing being
given prior to digging, and immediately a terwards. If you have tried
this and found it fail, we recommend the surface to bo pared off and
burned. Hedgehogs do nnt care to oat slugs, hut a few ducklings turned
in now would not trample anything much, and would devour a great
many. The ducklings, in conjunction with dusting of the soil at dusk
alter a wet day with lime, would soon clear tbe ground.

LiLiUM AURATUM SEEDLINGS (Ifi-jitirfr).—Wo would pot off the Seed-
lings, placing two or three in a seven-inch pot; but if you cannot pot
them off without disturbing and injuring the roots, we would defer doing
so until autumn, and then pot them off singly iu October. The soil we
recommend for potting is one-half turfy loam, one-fourth sandy fibrous

peat, and one-fourth leaf mould, adding sand liberally. Tbe cross be-
tween L. auratum and the Scarlet Martagon will most likely produce
something desirable in colour. You may exhibit Trichomanes radicans
as a British Fern.

DisA GRANDiFLOEA CULTURE (/licwl.-Thls Buccccds cxcelleutly in an
airv and shady part of an nrdinary greenhouse, it being very impatient
of bright sun, though it likes light and air. It requires an abundance of
water, so much so that when the plant is growing, winter aud summer
tho pot may be set in a saucerful of water. The ma^t suitable aoilis

sandy fibrous peat, with a few bits of charcoal intermixed. If the peat
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is not sandy, silver sand should be added liberally. It is essential that
the pot be well drained.

Parbnip Seed Eaten [I. fi.)-—The Parsnip seeds or rather husks have bad
their vitality destroyed by some weevil or beetle, i\nd not by slugs as you
suppose, for the seeds have never germinated. Had you scattered soot in
the drills before sowinp, wo think the seeds would have been jireserved,
and fts the pround is noiv infested with slugs, we adviae you to scatter
fresh lime over it at dai-k after a showery day.

Temperature for Muscat of Alexaxdria Vine (A Young Gardener).
—The Muscat of Alexandria will do fairly in a house hftving a night
temperature of 65^, with a slight increase daring the flowering period.
The temperature is not too low, forcing being commenced froni the
middle of March to the beginning of April, in fact, it will do well in such
a temperature. There is no better variety than the Muscat of Alexandria,
though till,' Bowood Muscat is thought to be a more free setter. The
Muscat Hinaburf4h will succeed in an ordinary vinery, and so will the
White Tokay, if aflnrded a little fire heat when in Howcr, and wlien the
fruit is ripening. The White Tokay is a |fair setter, being about equal to
a Muscat iu that respect. The Muscat of Alexandria does as well on its

•wn roots as when worked on the Black Hamburgh, if not better.

Pelargonium Leavhs Spotted (O. E. S.).—The leaves were spotted with
a funguR, arising most probably from the soil in which the plants are
growing being too rich and wet. The atmosphere is also too moist, and
not sufiSciently ventilated. Keep the soil drier, and admit more light and
air. If the border is badly di'ained, that will be suflicient to cause the

Pkunus sinensis FLORE PLENo PRUNING {Qwack).—The plant not having
bloomed will have made new growth, which you cannot now shorten with-
out placing in jeopardy next year's bloom. You may, however, cut out
any straggling shoots, leaving enough new ones to form a compact plant.
It should be done forthwith. The secret of a good bloom is to secure a
good growth, and have it well ripened by exposure iu an open, sunny
situation.

CucuMBKR Culture fWcm).—Extremes of heat and cold are not good
for anytbing. and success under such circumstances as you mention is

the high road to failure. The thermometer at IOj" occasionally will do
no harm apparently at the time, but you may ere long see your plants die
in an hour. Air should be given wlien the temperature rises to 80^, and
even earlier

; and what is meant by not exceeding 80'' is, that heat must
not be exceeded without air being plentifully given, which is sound
practice. It is well, too, if the thermometer do not fall below 65^ at night

;

but we have had it as low as 55'. The water used for watering will do
well after this if it be warmed in the sun or by hot water.

Market Gardener IJ. W..jun.).—'SVe do not know any of the market
gardeners who attend Covent Garden Market with their produce.

Roses not FLOWBnrao (W. A. O.).—Roses which have made their
growth without flowering should not We cut back unless of greater length
than necessary for the purpose required ; but they may, if straggling,

be cut back to the sixth leaf if weak, or to the eighth if strong. As
regards TeuJ, apply to Mr, Baily, 113, Mount Street, Grosvonor Sq,uare,

London.
Jasmines Shedding thbib Flowers iO.P.),—From what yon say we

should think the flowers continue but a short time from the house being
too warm, and the roots of the plants not sufticieutly moist. Perhaps
slight shade would prolong the bloom. Keep them as cool as you
can.

Plum Tree Blighted (A, H, J. L.).—The loaves are attacked by a
very peculiar parasitical fungus on their under surface. Dust under the
leaves perseveringly with flowers of sulphur, and have the surface of the
border over the tree's roots mulched, and watered during dry weather.
The Plum, we think, from your description, is the White Magnom
Bonum.
White Lobelia (TT. S.).—Your seedling Lobelia is the best of the

white varieties we have seen. If compact in its habit and growth it will

be a great acquisition.

Name of Vine (Live and Learn).—The Vine leaf, very large and downy,
resembles that of the Malvoisio de Trieste, a new sort, not perfectly

known in this country. It produces very luxuriant fuliage, but seems
unfruitful, and not likely to be worthy of cultivation.

Roses (J. Gresty).—Wo are sorry that wo cannot aid you. The variatlea

of these and of all florists' flowers are so numerous, and many are so

nearly alike, that it is impossible to name them with certainty from cut
blooms. (S.E.).—Your specimen was too much faded to form u correct
opinion. We should think it might be Gloire de Dijon.

Azalea (A. L. X.).—Your Azalea is very distinct from any we have
seen, but the roughness of the petals is decidedly much against it. As a
decorative plant it will be very useful, and had it but the smooth outline
of Criterion it would be lirst-rate.

Names of Plants iJ. B. L.).—Scolopondrium vulgare, Lastrea dilatata,

var,, Asplenium fout'inum, Asplenium adiantum-nigrum. {A. H., Uek-
jleld).—1, Adiautum hispidulum ; 2, S, aud 4, all varieties of Asplenium
flaccidum. iPhHohoidomo$}.~l, Saxifraga crassifolia ; 2, a. h. Iberis sem-
perflorens : S, Myosotis, sp. ; 4, Saxifraga Hottlerii (?); 5, Narcissus in-

comparabiHs (double). Ferns.~l, Nephrodium effusuni ; 2, Pellaea has-
tata ; 3, Pteris serrulata ; 4, Selaginella Martensii, var. {J. T., Newport)*
—Orchis mascula. iW. H. M , Kiliulne}.~Artih\s stricta. {E. S. B. G.).

—Sedum Rbodiola (British). {W. W. E. T^.).—1, Sftlix aurita, var.;

2, Salix phylicifolia, var. {PanU.—Oruithogalum virens. {E. J,, Atherta),

—Nepeta glechoma. {Bradford).—Abies cephalonica.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Londoii for the Week ending May 14th.

Date.
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the Birchen-Grey Malay cocks, crossed with the Cochin-China

or Shanghae hens. This cross gives the pea-comb ami takes

away the vulture hocks, and it is in this v.'ay they were first

bred in the United States, I have heard.

There is no Dorking cross at all in Brahma Pootras. The
pure Brahma Bootras are only the Birchen Grey bretils of the

Shanghaes and Cochins, and have the straight or single combs.

with vnlture hocks. They are to be found pure in India and
Burmah, The Malay cross gives the Malay expression to ths

head.
Brahma Pootra hens are rather less prolific than the hens ol

the Shanghaes or Cochin-Chinas. If a Dorking cross exists it

has been made in England, of course.

—

Trevor, otherwiie

Newmarket.

PORTABLE POULTRY-HOUSE.

I INCLOSE a sketch of a

portable poultry-house I

built last summer, and
which has succesEfully an-

swered its purpose. It is

in five pieces, and can be

taken down and put up by

any carpenter in a quarter

of an hour. The back,

front, and sides are fixed to-

gether by eight bed-screws,

the top also being screwed

on. It is 8 feet high behind,

6 feet in front, the interior

consisting of two compart-
ments, 6 feet square, and
the cost about £G lOi.

In the top compartment
I kept five Dorking hens
and a cock ; in the bottom,

eight Cochin hens and a

cock. They were placed in

the house last June, and,

notwithstanding the seve-

rity of the winter, are all

in good health, and have
laid an average number of e

and the poultry-house is in

jgs. My garden is 33 feet wide,

the centre of a strip at the end

6 feet deep. You will ob-
serve I am enabled to keep
two varieties distinct, the

Dorkings from the top com-
partment running about 14

feet one way, the Cochins
from the bottom a similar

distance the other. I had
it painted with Carson's

anti-corrosive paint, and
have never yet found water
make its way into the in-

terior.

By using this house I

have found that with a li-

mited space I have been
enabled to keep some fif-

teen fowls in a healthy con-

dition, and have been con-

stantly supplied with new-
laid eggs through a most
trying season at a cost of

not more than three far-

things each, whilst the

price charged in my locality

—north of London— has

never been less than Id, each, and they were not always to bs

obtained when wanted.—S. F. A.

POULTRY SHOWS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.
• A PKOPOS

Honesty is the best policy in every sense. Give a certain

gentleman his due, for he is not so black as he is painted. So

much for proverbs. We all remember the proceedings of the

Woodbridge or Suffolk Poultry Society last year. To say tlie

least of it, they were suicidal. I had my kick at them because

they deserved it. Now I hold out my hand in friendship for

the same reason.

They found themselves incapable of paying their debts, and

they either had not the moral courage to say so, or tliey rubbed

Peter to pay Paul, giving a preference to some prizttakers to

the exclusion of others. Moreover, they were not civil ; and

because letters were difficult to answer, they solved the difii-

culty by leaving them unanswered ; but Peter was iiue to his

name and firm as a rock. He meant to go share and share

alike with Paul, and he obtained—at least I did—all ho asked

for.

" Well," says Common Sense, " then what more can you

have to say ?" I reply, A gieat deal. But the weather is hot,

and times are hard, and many engagements last year in weightier

matters than a poultry show were not punctually met. Pigeon

shows, by the way, were rather in fashion in the City; so we
will let bygones be bygones. Tlie fruit trees are in blossom,

the nightingale and cuckoo in full song, chickens are chirping.

Pigeons are chirre-ing, and we are all thinking abuut fiuwer

and poultry shows. We cannot help being good-tempered, aud

we have no reason to be otherwise with theWoodbriilge people;

for those who have been paid their prize money, as I have

been, have no reason to grumble, and those who have not been

paid have, without doubt, received the following notice, which

has been sent to me :

—

ove Society

THE WOODBniDGE PonLTRY SHOW.

without a notice. It is the declaration of an honest man. If

a poultry show should be held at Woodbridge this year—and I

hope one will be held there—the promoters need not now fear

but that they will be well supported. Having done wrong,

they must now do right.

As to poultry shows generally, unless prize money is paid

punctually and within a short time, regardless of the receipts

and expenses—unless the whims, the fancies, and the interests

of local exhibitors are swamped in arrangements for the general

good—unless all is fair and aboveboard, and for the specific

object of encouraging and improving the breed of poultry

—

such exhibitions, now rapidly increasing in number, will as

rapidly diminish. We have really very little to find fault with

in the management of poultry shows generally. They are a

labour of love, and could never pay the managers if they made
a charge tor the time expended. The judging is for the most
part fair, in spite of the grumbling of the unsuccessful. Exhi-

bitors are by no means immaculate, and in some cases do not

set either judges or committee men a good example. Let us

all try it we cannot this year be honest, forbearing, good-tem-

pered in defeat, and unselfish, so that a general good be ob-

tained ; and let us strive to promote a straightforward rivalry

in exhibition, v^here nothing but dame Nature, judicious breed-

ing, and feeding, shall put our birds in a foremost place, and
make our poultry shows no longer exhibitions of the fine arts

connected with scissors, files, tweezers, and thread.

—

Egojiei.

UNPRODUCTIVE PURCHASED EGGS.

, . „ , . , -
^ , i, I „ u .,,„.„ Seeing in The Journal of Hokhcultuke some eggs from

hi :Z!Z:^:^^!?Z;^^ S^:' r:db%?r ti?:-].tS l

WhUe-crested Elack PoUsh fowls advertised for sale in Hants

oi May last, arc rc„a.sted to send the parti.nilar. thereof fortliwith to I wrote for a sitting, which m due course I received, and for

Mr. John DallcngeV, Public Accountuut, Thorougbfave, Woodbridge, 1
which I paid 10s. Gd., exclusive of carriage.^ Ihe eggs were

in order that arrangements may be made for their full and effectual
j

placed under a hen sitting in a house with six others ; at the

discharge." end of the term there was not a sign of a chick in any one ol

This is an announcement which ought not to be passed I the Polish eggs, but aU the other six hens sitting in the same
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house and under exactly the same conditions hatched out.

There was not a fault to be found with the hen under which

the Poland eggs were placed ; I never in my life saw a hen sit

better. I may remark that the eggs under the other hens were

not purchased eggs. I wrote and stated the result of the sitting,

but received no answer whatever. It is not to be wondered at

that persons are becoming shy of purchasing eggs for sitting

when the results are so frequently unsatisfactory. It is strange

that poultry breeders cannot see that they are ultimately in-

juring themselves by not being more careful with the eggs

they sell.

—

Poland.

BREEDING POULTRY.
READ BY COLONEL HiSSAKD BEFORE THE CANADA WEST POULTRY

ASSOCIATION.

In regard to the mode of rearing chickens, much may be
learned from books on poultry ; but there is one subject on
which they are silent—viz., impregnation. I had heard and
seen that many fanciers and breeders, in this country especi-

ally, allow all breeds to run together at certain seasons. They
say it is convenient to do so if the cocks agree, and if eggs are

then taken they are useless. Granted ; but after this promis-
cuous running together can you be certain that no future harm
will arise from it? In the larger animals, such as cows, horses,

and others, there is no doubt that the first impression lasts for

some three or four births. A nobleman in England put a

thorough-bred mare to a zebra : the offspring was striped. The
next year he put the mare to a thorough-bred horse, and again
the stripes appeared ; and I am informed that for three or four
foals all were more or )e=!3 striped on the shoulders. Some
years since, when in the Mediterranean, I had a pointer bitch,

of which the greatest care was taken to keep the breed pure
;

she had a splendid litter of puppies, eight in number ; I reared
six ; they were all pointers but one, which, though of the same
colour, turned out a long-haired, ugly brute, almost useless.

This was accounted for by the fact that the first litter had
been by a vagrant in the street, similar in shape, but of dif-

ferent colour to the odd pup. I therefore recommend to all

poultry breeders to keep their birds pure ; above all, not to

let the pullets that they intend to rear stock from have any in-

tercourse with males not of the same breed. Perhaps some of

the professional and scientific men in the Society can explain

these things, which I do not profess to be able to do. I merely
state the facts, and act accordingly. I never let any pullets of

mine run promiscuously with other breeds ; and I think what
holds good in one case, will in another.

With regard to breeding, I think that the system of coun-
teraction must be acted upon. I merely say I think, and do
not lay down the law on the subject ; but I am convinced that

in breeding Pouters, Carriers, Cochins, and other breeds, to

do well you must always act on this principle, which I will

explain. It is valuable information to many, and breeders

generally would have better stock by paying attention to the

rule. It is this :—Supposing (take Carriers for instance) you
have two first-class birds which you want to match, but on ex-

amining the points, you find both deficient in one point—say

eye
;
you cannot match them, or you will perpetuate bad eyes

.—the very thing you want to avoid. No, you must select a

bird with a very good eye, to counteract the deficiency in the

other, although it may have some other inferior point. Again,

in Pouters, if you have one of great length, you could afford

to match it to one smaller, if good in other points. Again, in

Cochins, if you want good colour, all other things being per-

fect, a dark cock should be put with light hens, and vice

i-crsa—you will then get light and dark chickens, but never
mealy or of doubtful colour. In a show pen it is quite the re-

verse ; the birds must match in colour to a nicety. I havo
merely given these examples because they have come within

my own experience ; but in all other breeds the same thing

applies : so that it appears there is a great deal to be studied

and thought of, and attended to, even in breeding poultry.

Here I should state something about breeding in-and-in, or

from near relationship, which if continued will eventually

ruin the stock. Mr. Ballance, of Taunton, Somersetshire, has,

however, proved that by a judicious selection of strong birds

from different broods, kept in different runs, the system may
be successfully carried out ; but there is no doubt that, if con-

tinned for many years carelessly, the stock degenerates. In
a manufactured breed, like Sebright Bantams, it cannot be

carried on at all, or degeneracy in markings, &c., will be **

once apparent.

The next question is. What are the best ages to breed from?

I have been compelled to breed from young stock generally

;

but I believe two-year-old cocks and young hens, or the reverse,

would be equally good. So much depends upon what one has,

that no rule can be always followed ; and if the stock is healthy

and not too old, and the aforesaid principle of counteraction

attended to, the result should be good. For all sorts, get birds

as nearly perfect as can be, and never breed from stock with

glaring defects on one side or the other. I think that these

rules should be followed until the breeder has a good stock on

hand. He may then try experiments l.y crossing ;
but there

is one thing he never should do—that is, sell any of this expe-

rimental stock as the genuine article, or at any rate without

letting the purchaser know what he is taking. I once in

England sold a gentleman a Black-breasted Red Game Bantam
cock; he was satisfied in all respects but one; he said he

thought he could trace on the wing a light portion that made
him imagine he had Duckwing blood in him. I wrote imme-

diately, and told him that one bird in the brood had turned

out Duckwing; he asked me to take him back, which I did ;

but I was not obUged to do so, as there had been no deception

on either side. At the time I was not aware that it mattered,

nor did it much ; for the bird was a splendid specimen.

A word or two about prices of birds of the same stock inay

not be out of place. Prices must vary according to quality,

although birds are of the same stock. It you sell a pair or

trio almost faultless, which the buyer may exhibit against yon,

you must get a remunerative price. You can let them have the

same race, blood, purity, &e., for a less sum; but then there

may be a difference in age, in points, or other respects, which

lessens the price. I once purchased, from one of the first

and best breeders of Cochins in England, a cock Cuchin-China

;

the sum paid was, I think, £1 10s., which, for a bird coming

from this yard, I considered very little, especially as my new
purchase was own brother to the bird that had won the first

prize at the Crystal Palace Exhibition. On his arrival, I did

not like the comb. I wrote and said so, and I was told that a

few weeks before he had a fight through the wires, and it was

damaged. This I could see was the case ; there was no fault

in the bird for stock ; but he was useless to exhibit. Had he

not been so, I suppose £5 would not have bought him. Some p{

his descendants are now here. I merely refer to this to explain

the reason why prices should vary for birds of the same stock,

although they may be equally good to breed from. In closing

these remarks, I would request all interested in our Society to

endeavour to inculcate as far as possible into the minds of

dealers and others that in poultry, as in other things, honesty

is the beat policy, and that no confidence can be established

amongst us, especially when at distances apart, unless the

birds advertised or sent are what they are represented to be.

—

{Canadian Farmer.)

HYBRIDISATION.
The question of hybridisation to which Mr. West has

directed our attention, "is, as I have remarked, a very interest-

ing, but it is also, I think, a very complex one. I do not

think that Mr. West can be fairly charged with expressing any

definite views, or adopting any particular hypothesis on the

subject. His whole object evidently has been to eUcit informa-

tion and stimulate inquiry. I should be happy if I could

assist in this laudable object; and with this view I now desire

to add a few words to what I have already said upon it in the

Number of the 7th of March last. Judgiug from the few replies

called forth by Mr. West's appeal, the subject has not been

apparently much studied.

Although in the article to which I have referred I hinted

that the queen's mating with more than one variety of drones

might afford a certain solution of the results of hybridisation,

yet I must confess that my observations with respect to the

queen herself, in certain peculiar circumstnnces to which I

need not here more particularly allude, would rather tend to

disprove the theory of double raatings altogether. Again, in

remarking upon the rapid deterioration of the pure Ligurians

in most apiaries, I only expressed, I believe, the general

experience in the matter. I also stated that in circum-

stances where, from the immense number of Ligurian drones

in proximity, a true impregnation was probable, the results

nevertheless were often unsatisfactory and puzzling. In making
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that statement I by no means adopt the theory that this object
is more easily attained, as some seem to think, when the drones
are distant some miles. Indeed, I am not satisfied that we
have yet sufficient evidence that, in this oonntry at least, im-
pregnation takes place at the extreme distances mentioned. A
circle having a radios of five miles, is equal to ten miles in
diameter, or thirty miles in circumference. How small, appa-
rently, seems the chance of two solitary bees, starting five

miles apart, meeting in this large area ! Even though the
flight were from opposite directioYis in a straight line, it would
embrace, at the least, a distance traversed by each of two miles
and a half. Be this as it may, I would reckon the chances of

an Italian queen's true impregnation in proportion to the
number and proximity of Italian drones. Moreover, I do not
see that we have sufficient grounds for supposing that the
"chances nre always largely in favour of a cross."

Again, when I said that according to the doctrine of parthe-
nogenesis a Ligurianised apiary should not deteriorate even in
circumstances where impurities manifest themselves—a re-

storation to its normal condition in the absence of nil foreign
influence being only a matter of time—of course I reckoned
upon any slight taint virtually disappearing before surround-
ing purer influences. Strictly speaking, however, absolute
purity could never be attained; for once a taint exists, no
power in nature can ever eradicate it wholly. Nevertheless
optically, if not actually, any slight taint would be purged out
by such agency.

I do not well perceive Mr. West's argument as to the selec-

tion of a particular larva for the future queen. If he has in
view a pure stock, then no larva can be present in it which
would develope into a doubtfully-marked, far less a black bee.

If an impure stock is referred to, the particular larva selected

would only affect the colonr of the queen reared from it, but
her better colouring would be no guarantee that it should be
'transmitted to her offspring.

The effects of breeding, according to strict rule, might be
stated thus: If we breed from a pure Italian queen, crossed
by a common black or English drone, the process of deteriora-

tion will be very rapid, by the same drone influence being con-
tinued, and, consequently, the first queen will be represented
by a half, the second by three-fourths, and the third by seven-
eighths impure. In the third generation, therefore, the queen
will retain very little—one-eighth only of the Ligurian element,
and her progeny again will retain still less. Here the deterio-

ration is a constantly increasing one until, optically, the Ligu-
rian element will entirely vanish. Starting with a half-bred

queen, and always with the aid of pure Italian drones, the
queen's purity would increase after this fashion—namelv, J, ?,

I, 7i/8, 7|/8, 15^/16, 15j/lfi, A-c, so that in seven genera-

tions, reckoning three generations being accomplished artifi-

cially each season, we wonld thus attain a purity of the queen
as represented by 15 J/16, a pretty fair advance in the ascending
process of Ligurianising. Still, as before stated, though we
should proceed in the same way ad infinitum, we should, per-

haps, never reach absolute purity. Like a person journeying

from a point A to another point B, and by each successive

move accomplishing a portion only of the distance beyond,
however near he might attain the desired goal, he could of

course never reach it ; like the terms of an infinite series, the
process is never exhausted.
But after all the question will, perhaps, be put, and it is quite

a pertinent one—What is meant by purity in the Italian bee?
How is it defined ? What are its characteristics ? Is it to be
estimated by colour alone, or by colour and form ? Is the
worker to be the only test ; or must we have regard to the

qneeu also, and to the drone ? For my own part, I can only

say in answer to all this, that my experience is full of anoma-
lies. My purest queens—those, for instance, I had from Mr.
Woodbury—produced beautiful workers but indifferent drones.

The queens themselves, too, were less highly coloured than
some reared from them ; while, on the other hand, subsequent
queens that bred worse workers than the original queens, yet

produced more beautiful drones. Nevertheless, my own idea

of purity would be good colouring in all the three. At
all events analogous dealings with respect to animals would
lead us to select the best type of queen and drone to breed

from. The Germans seem to hint at this, and, I rather think,

try to carry it out in practice. Mr. Woodbury has had much
experience in this matter, and from his known ability and
great success in preserving the purity of the race for so long a

period, any testimony coming from him wonld, I am sure, be
highly appreciated.

Then as to hybrids. How are we to ascertain them? Of
course there is no diflSculty where the English or black ele-

ment manifests itself in conspicuous characters ; but there are
certain close approximations to purity in the first generation
not so easily determined. For instance, one queen I reared
from the original pure one was more beautifully coloured than
her parent, and her drones also were very superior, but her
worker progeny, though all pretty well coloured and not a
dark bee amongst them, were evidently inferior and inherited
a taint, however slight, which increased more manifestly
at the next remove. The ordinary observer might have a
difficulty in noticing the difference, yet there it was and no
mistake.

So far as my observations have gone, I have never found a
queen's progeny, pure or hybrid, alter or vary in character. It

remained the same during the queen's life. Nevertheless, there
are differences in the offspring of different queens, hybridised
apparently in a similar way, which appear to me inex]ilicable;

but, perhaps, we should not after all attach too much im-
portance to this want of uniformity, for we find analogies every
day as respects other animals, the progeny in one case follow-

ing more after one parent, and in another case after the other.
Close and careful observations are needed in all our investi-

gations after truth in this matter, but even then we may
probably find that this is a question in nature lying beyond
the ken of human knowledge, involviug in its consideration
constitutional and other latent causes which we can never
explain.—J. Lowe.

OBTAINING ARTIFICIAL SWARIMS WITH
FRAME HR^ES of DIFFERENT CONSTRUCTION.

If "J. C. A.'s" Woodbury hives contain compound frame-
bars, he may, I should think, overcome his difliculty by follow-

ing the plan adopted by myself in making artificial swarms in

frame hives of any construction with the aid of brood comb
taken from a Woodbury compound frame-bar hive. I take a
Woodbury bar of brood comb out of the frame, pierce the end
of it with an awl or gimlet, insert a French nail (the head of

which has been previously flattened), just so far into the end of

the bar as to make it of the required length. The object of

flattening the head of the nail is that it may rest steadily. I

apprehend that none of ".I. C. A.'s " frame hives are of less

dimensions from front to back than the length of a Woodbury
bar when taken out of its frame.

I have adopted this plan even with square Stewarton frame
hives with slides between the bars, pasting the open parts over
with brown paper, and in this state a very weak swarm of last

year has stood the winter under an open shed. During even
the most severe frosts of the past winter I did not cover up any
of my hives, some of which are of the lightest description, one
being a Woodbury super not more than half full of comb, and
out of eleven stocks not one has suffered from exposure to the

intense cold. All were under open sheds with a northern
aspect.—M. S.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Weigut of Eggs (W. T/ioniji.TOitl.—Spanish eggs nsnally weigh 3J ozs.,

and these are as larfrc or larger than these nf other pure varieties ; but
we were shown recently eorao eggs of a cross-bred fowl that weighed

3J oza. We may notice this cross after we have seen the heu.

TuRKETR NOT Paid FOR (H. B. X.).—You have an easy remedy; ascer-

tain, by writing to some one at Carabcrwell, whether there is such a. man
in VixrV. Street, and if there is sne him in the County Court.

Poultry-keeping IE. L. L., Wolverhampton).—For full information on
the subject of the different breeds of fowls and their management, we
recommend you to consult the " Poultry-keeper's Manual," published at

our office, price 7s. Gd.

Snails for Ducks (E. S.).—There is no doubt that snails and slugs

would be a fattening diet for Ducks, but we never heard of their being
omployed specially for the purpose. The plant enclosed seems to bd a
hixnrijint specimen of chickweed, but we cannot be certain without

seeing its flowers. Do not be misled by the name into the belief that it,

chickweed, is particularly liked by poultry.

Canaries Footless.—I have just hatched two Canaries which are

deformed, being without feet, the legs being mere stumps. Can you
accomit for this ?

—

Lex.
[It can no more he accounted for than why Miss Biffin was bom with-

out arms.]

Pre-i-entiro Second Swarms OV H. J.).—No extension of room can
be relied on to stop the issue of a second swarm. Mr. "Woodbury has
frequently supplied queens at the price named, but may not at all times
be in a position to do so.
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planted too near the base of a wall or fence, they do as well on

its east side, exposed to the morning sun, as on the west side

with the afternoon sun ; and they are not affected by any

ordinary vicissitude of our climate, if they have the shelter of

a wall, hed?e, or belt of trees, which, whilst it affords them
protection from wind and cold, is not so near as to deprive

them of the sun's rays, expose them to drip, or rob the soil

by roots extending into the border.

The most suitable soil, being that in which a majority of the

species thrive best, is a good, moderately light, sandy loam,

from 18 inches to 2 feet in depth, and if there is a bed of gravel

beneath all the better. Any good ordinary soil will, however,

grow them well, but it must be well drained, and trenched to a

depth of not less than 2 feet. If it is heavy a quantity of old

mortar rubbish, sand, and cinders should be mixed with it;

whilst if it is of a very sandy nature a dressing of manure will be

advantageous. Many of the species, to succeed well, require a

particular description of soil, which is best afforded by filling the

holes with it at the time of planting. Some require calcareous

soil, which is best secured by mixing with the soil of the border,

at the places where they are to be planted, chalk broken rather

finely, or old mortar rubbish ; and in a similar manner peat,

grit, or sand shoidd be added as may be necessary. If the soil

of the border is altogether unsuitable to the particular plant, re-

move the soil and replace it with some of the proper kind. A
few species require very well-drained ground, and that should be

afforded by placing a one-foot layer of brickbats or stones be-

neath the soil at the spot which the plant is to occupy. Some
additional hints on soil will be given along with the names and
descriptions of the different plants.

The planting of herbaceous plants is in a great measure

regulated by the height they attain. The tallest should be

placed in the back row, and others gradually diminishing in

height towards the front or walk, along which should be planted

the lowest growers, or those from 6 to 9 inches high, and not

exceeding a foot. Hardy perennials vary in height from 6 inches

to C feet or more : hence a border of them may contain as

many as six rows of plants, nnd the distance between the rows

and plants in each row should be equal to the full height of

the plant ; but as this would be too great a distance for the

toll and pyramidal kinds, unless some half-hardy plant, such

as Dahlias, were placed between them, they may, when the
' habit of the plant will permit, be planted more closely together.

The plan which I as well as some others pursue, is to plant, at

C inches from the edging, and 1 foot apart, a line of clumps,

consisting of Snowdrops, Winter Aconites, Crocuses, and Si-

berian Squills, being careful to mix the colours ; and as the

foliage decays in summer advantage is taken of this circum-

stance to sow a line of "Mignonette in April, which will take the

place of the spring plants in summer, and make a fragrant edging

to the border. The next row is 1 foot 6 inches from the edging,

and consists of early spring and summer flowering plants not

exceeding 1 foot in height. The third row is 18 inches from

the second, and consists of plants not more than 2 feet in

height, herbaceous P.-conies predominating. The fourth row

is 2 feet from the third, and consists of plants attaining a

height of 3 feet; the fifth row. 3 feet from the fourth, is for

those gi-owing 4 feet high ; and the sixth and last row, 4 feet

from the fifth, serves for the tallest-growing sorts. A border

.for perennials should therefore be 12 feet from the walk or

edging to the last row, and that should not be less than 3 feet

from the background, whether it be wall, hedge, or shrubs.

!Por borders of greater width I would not exceed the number of

lows, but allow more room between them, and plant a line

between eacli of hardy and half-hardy annuals. The borders,

of course, may be of any width, but the number of rows and
the distance from plant to plant should be proportionate to the

width of the border.

The best times to plant herbaceous plants are from the third

week in September to the 1st of November, and from the

middle of March to June ; but preference should be given to

early spring planting. It should be done during showery

weather if possible, and yet it is far better performed when the

ground is dry than when it is wet and cold. If dry weather

set in after planting the plants should have a good watering at

the time, as well as occasional waterings afterwards. During
dry periods a good watering of the whole of the border will

encourage growth and prolong the flowering, one good soaking

being of greater service than a dozen sprinklings.

As regards support, which some of the plants require, it should

be afforded early, and nothing is so good as iron stakes. These

should be of various sizes and heights—viz., 2 feet and 2 feet

inches long, of quarter-inch wire ; 3 feet and 4 feet long, of

thrce-eighth-inch, and 5 and feet long, of halt-inch rod iron.

All should be pointed, and 1 foot of the lower part painted with
three coats of red-lead paint, the upper part receiving a priming
of red lead and two coats of green paint. These are the most
durable stakes that I have used. The next best are those made
of Pitch Pine, which, being straight, tough, and free from
knots, makes good stakes ; they should be varnished. The
canes of the Bamboo are also good, and so are rods of red deal,

the part thrust into the ground and 3 inches higher being

slightly charred over a wood fire, and whilst hot dipped to the

extent" charred in boiling coal tar. The upper part will of

course require to be painted green.

The plants should be staked in good time, for it does more
harm than good to tie them up after they have fallen down and
rested on the ground. Those which have many small stems
should not be tied up like a sheaf of corn, but have three or

more stakes put in around them, and the tying material passed

round these, so that the stems may rest against it. Plants

with strong stems should have a stake to each, and in all cases

they should be tied loosely, at least until they have attained

their full growth. More than two or three stems should never

be tied to one stake, and anything like a bundle should be
avoided, as it destroys the effect and impairs the blooming
qualities of the plant. The plants should be gone over every

week or ten days, in order that all those requiring it may ba
staked or tied before they are damaged by wind.

The border will require attention as regards weeding, and
should be frequently hoed and gone over to remove decayed
foliage. If any troublesome-rooted weed, such as Dandelion or

Couch grass, make its appearance it should be forked out, and
if it has found its way amongst the roots of the plants a dnpli-

cate of the species or variety should be obtained and the plant

taken up and freed of the roots of the weeds. In autumn as

the foliage decays the plants should be cut off close to the

ground, but not until their tops are quite lifeless. From any
of the evergreen species having the foliage injured by frost the

dead part should not be removed, as its remaining over the

winter will serve as a sort of protection to the crowns from frost.

Early in October, during mild dry weather, the border should

have a general trimming. All plants that have grown too large

should be reduced in size unless wanted for propagation, in

which case it will be best to take them up and divide them.
Any that have raised themselves out of the ground so as to ex-

pose their roots, as is often the case with Primroses, Auri-

culas, itc, should be taken up and planted deeper in the soil.

The evergreen kinds should not be disturbed in autumn but

may be lifted in spring, and if necessary divided then, always

provided it is not their season for flowering. The herbaceous

and bulbous plants are best divided in autumn, as if it is done
in spring when they are recommencing growth they are con-

siderably weakened for the season's bloom. Towards the end
of November a mulching of leaf mould from 1 to 3 inches thick

should be applied, a peg of heart of oak, 1 inch square and
15 inches long, being placed by each of the bulbous and herba-

ceous plants to show their positions when the borders are being

dressed in spring. Early in March the ground around the

plants should te broken fine with a steel fork, and if the soil is

heavy it should likewise be forked up in autumn before mulch-

ing it with leaf mould. The mulching should not be placed

over the evergreen species, but be put closely around them. The
bulbous and deciduous plants may be covered.

—

G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

HOEING AND STIRRING THE SOILS SURFACE.
I OBSERVE in the Journal every week, in " Work for the Week"

great stress is laid on the importance of constant hoeing in the

kitchen garden. Whenever I try to impress this on any of my
neighbours, they object to it as " letting in the drought" aiid

say that except "to destroy weeds, the less light land is hoed in

summer, the better.

Our land is a light very sandy soil. Do you think it correct

to keep the surface of such soil constantly open ? Would it be

better to keep the surface firm as my neighbours advise?—-A

SiTFoLK Subscriber.

[ Beyond a doubt, the best practice is to keep the surface of

the soil loose, whether that soil be light or heavy. The follow-

ing extract from "Johnson's Science and Practice of Gardening"

explains why the practice is beneficial :—" Hoeing is beneficial

in consequence of its loosening the soil, as much, or more, as
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by its destroying weeds. Moisture abounds in the atmosphere

during the hottest months, and it is absorbed and retained

most abundantly by a soil which is in the most friable state.

Professor Schuliler found that one thousand grains of stiff

clay absorbed in twenty-four hours only thirty-six grains of

moisture from the air; whilst garden mould absorbed in the

same time forty-five grains ; and fine magnesia seventy-six

grains. Then, again, pulverising the soil enables it better to

retain moisture absorbed. This we demonstrated some years

since ; and the reason is, obviously, because a hard soil be-

comes heated by the sun's rays much more rapidly than one with

a loosened texture. The latter is better permeated by the air,

which is one of the worst conductors of heat. We are glad to

find our opinions confirmed by so practical and so intelligent a

man as Mr. Barnes, gardener to Lady RoUe, at Bictou Gar-

dens, Devonshire. He says, ' I do not agree with those who
tell us one good weeding is worth two hoeings ; I say. Never weed
any crop in which a hoe can be got between the plants ; not so

much for the sake of destroying weeds and vermin, which must
necessarily be the case if hoeing be done well, as for increasing

the porosity of the soil, to allow the water and air to penetrate

freely through it. I am well convinced, by long and close

practice, that oftentimes there is more benefit derived by crops

from keeping them well hoed, thpn there is from the manure
applied. Weeds, or no weeds, still I keep stirring the soil

;

well knowing, from practice, the very beneficial effect which
it has.' "J

VINES AND VINE BORDERS—NATURAL
TEMPERATURES.

In my last I endeavoured to show Mr. Wills that off-hand

remarks are not argument, and that they do not help to throw
much light upon a subject under discussion, though they may
sometimes be taken up and turned round in a manner the
writer never contemplated. In this paper I shall try and answer
"H. S."
Ever since I read that the orchard-houses at Sawbridgeworth

conferred upon their occupants all the advantages of the climate

of Toulouse, I have been trying to find out what that climate is,

and to this day without success. When, therefore, I read in
" H. S.'s " letter (page 274), this remark, " that in saying the

45th degree of north latitude enjoyed a mean temperature of

from 70° to 73° during the summer months, he was only giving

a fact that every gardener ought to be acquainted with," I was
led, I was going to say for the hundredth time, to wish that

information upon these subjects was more easily obtained, and
that editors of horticultural works would give the matter their

attention to the advantage of the public. " H. S." may know
where to find the information ; if so, he has been more fortu-

nate than I, in which case, when I point out to him the im-
portant omission he has made, I hope he will supply my want.
As I have said that I have failed to find such information in

horticultural works, your readers will, I hope, excuse my going
to meteorological publications, and, notwithstanding the un-
inviting name, let me here say that they will find the " Journal
of the Scottish Meteorological Society," under the editorship of

Mr. Alexander Buchan, as interesting a work on horticulture as

they will meet with. Let me take the liberty of giving an
extract from his paper " On the Weather Conditions which
Produce Large Crops of Cereals," and they shall judge of the
value of one at least.

" The weather of this period was drier in 1863, and the sun-
shine greater than in 1861 ; and the temperature of the day
was about equal, but of the night about 3° lower in 1863

:

hence, though the temperature of the air was no warmer in

1863, but during the nights rather colder, yet the weather of

that year must be regarded as more conducive to the ripening
of the crops, owing to its greater dryness and to the greater

sunshine, which brought the crops, as it were, into more im-
mediate contact with the sun, so that they ripened under a

higher temperature than was indicated by the thermometers
placed in the shade." Again, he says,—"Thus at Sandwich,
on the 26th of July, 1861, when the protected thermometers
stood no higher than 55.1°, the ears of corn were ripening in a
temperature of 80.2°."

Thus, I have found that no less an authority than the Secre-
tary of a Meteorological Society is of my opinion, that for farm-
ing and horticultural purposes, mean temperatures which are
founded on temperatures in the shade are only calculat5d to

mislead in making comparisons between one year and another,

and, therefore, we must follow the same rule in making a com-
parison between the French climate at the 4.5th degree of north
latitude, and the temperature we should maintain in our Vine-
houses during the day. But we have lately read in another
journal some papers on the power which moisture in the at-

mosphere has, even though invisible to us, to prevent the loss

of heat through radiation, and also the interesting discussions
these papers provoked. This is simply a branch of the same
subject ; and though some have told me it was too highly scien-

tific for them to understand, or to think of much practical use
to gardeners, let us turn to the .Tournal of this Meteorological

Society to find some experiment that will simplify it till it

comes within the range of our comprehension.
Two months since there was a sale of new Orchids advertissd,

part of which, it was said, were found growing at an elevation of

from 12,000 to 16.000 feet on the Cordilleras of Ecuador. What
this climate is I do not knosv, but by the theory " H. S." has
given us, if it were anywhere in Europe it would be within the
limits of perpetual snow, and, therefore, would have a "mean
temperature" low enough to warrant any cool treatment; but
in practice it will be found entirely to depend on the dryness
or humidity of the atmosphere, as altitude considered apart
from latitude makes no difference in the power of the sun's
rays, as those who have toiled up a Swiss mountain imder a
burning sun can have no difficulty in testifying. About
10,000 feet has been the most lengthened of my experiences,

and on that day I was made aware that what Mr. Alexander
Buchan speaks of as the extra power of the sim in dry and
sunny weather was not theory ; but I will give the figures that
it may be seen wh.at sort of a climate such an Orchid would
require had it been found upon the Pic-du-Mili, which is a
mountain just upon the 43rd degree of north latitude, and.

having an elevation of 9439 feet. The comparison is made with
Bagneres, a town situated at its foot, the elevation of which is

1808 feet. The first result given is an average of twenty-two
observations taken simultaneously at the two places between
7 A.M. and 2 p.m., " in a clear .oky, full sun, and calm air." At
Bagneres, air in the shade, 72.1°

; soil on the surface in the full

sun, 97°. On the Pic-du-Midi, air in the shade, 50.2°; soil oa
the surface in full sun, 92.8°. The second result is the absolute
maximum in the sun and the corresponding in the shade. At
Bagnfires, in the shade, 80.8° ; in sun. 122.5°, on the 9th of
September, at 2 p.m. On the Pic-du-Midi, in shade, 55.8° ; in
sun, 126.1°, at 11.30 on September the 10th. To show the rapid
manner in which the soil is heated, at 7 a.m. it was only 48.7°,

and at 11.30, 118°, on cue occasion upon the Pic-du-Midi. The
lowest minimum was, at Bagneres, air 58.8°, soil 57° ; on the
Pic-du-Midi, 34.3°, soil 32.2°—both taken upon the night of
September 9th. Such are the vicissitudes of the temperatures
of the air and soil during twenty-four hours upon a mountain
in the 43rd degree of north latitude, 9439 feet high. What they
are at an elevation of from 12,000 to 16,000 feet under the line-

of the equator I do not know. My intention is not to injure the
sale of these Orchid-, or to discourage their cultivation, but to
point out, as these experiments undoubtedly do, that the power
of the sun's rays cannot be judged by " mean temperatui'es in
the shade," any more than the mean night temperature wiU
show how much heat the soil has lost by radiation, as they
both depend on the moisture the atmosphere holds in sus-
pension. There are few counties in England that cannot
show within the distance of twenty miles two distinct climates
caused by one being ' much drier and, therefore, sunnier than
the o'her.' '

" H. S.," from what he says, has lived longer in France than
I have, my vifits having been limited by the time I could
spare from business ; but as these visits have been at most
periods of the year, I have been able to observe that the spring
season in France is not as much earlier in proportion as the
summer, and that therefore the reason of the period of ma-
turity of their harvests having gained npou ours at a much
greater rate than the difference of the mean temperatures
would indicate, is that it is " drier and sunnier," but of the
value in figures of this advantage I am ignora'jt, as I have not
found any French meteorological table containing, as those of
our two societies do, a column for heat in the sun, and I am
this important point s'aort-before I can know all the advantages
of the climate of Toulouse. M. Cb. Martina's paper supplies
me with one item—that on the 9th of September, ly the way
not the hottest month either, at Bagneres 80 8° in the shade
gave 122.5° in the sun, and that town is only six-tenths of a
degree south of Toulouse. In June, in Londoo, I have before
shown 80* in the shade can give 130° in the stm. If " H. S."
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really wants to make a comparison between the day tempera-
tures in a vinery he should give us the mean of all the maxima
in the shade, which means the mean of the day temperatures.
The mean of all the minima, which means the mean of all the
night temperatures, is as interesting but for reasons I am not
now considering ; but the "mean temperature," which is the
mean of these two, is of no value whatever.

" H. S." asks Mr. Thomson the question that if he begins
with 100° in the sun for Vines, how he wiil go on if he is asked
to advise temperatures for semi-tropical and tropical plants ?

I find in the Journal of the French Meteorological Society,
some readings taken in Algeria, which I will give. I am sorry
that they do not go any further than June 21st. I have taken
the forty-eight hours included in the 18th and 10th of June.

If my calculation is correct, 18°, the lowest here given, is

equal to C4.fiO° of Fahrenheit ; and 37.8°, the highest, is equal
to 100.5°. As, therefore, the Tate Palm will not grow north of
the Mediterranean, it requires a summer temperature of not
less than 65° at night, aud 100° in the shade during the day,
which, without wishing to anticipate Mr. Thomson's answer, is

quite enough for the first step.

M. Ch. Martins, who is the author of this paper giving the
results of the experiments he made upon the Pic-du-Midi, says,
in his concluding remarks, M. llamond found on the Faulhourn,
which is 8803 feet high, and at its top has only a superficies of

3J acres, 131 flowering plants, whereas M. Maliugren could
only find nineiy-three in the whole of the Spitzbergen archi-
pelago. The following is his explanation:—"Independently
of their original geographical distribution, the temperature ex-
plains to us the number and variety of the species which grow
on the summits of the Alps and Pyrenees, because there they
are warmed by the soil into which they strike their roots, more
than by the air with which their leaves and branches are en-
veloped, and because the clear lively light prevailing in these
high situations is favourable to the functions of respiration

;

whilst at Spitzbergen, on the other hand, in spite of the con-
tinual presence of the sun above the horizon duiiug summer,
the heat of the sun's rays, being almost totally absorbed by the
great thickness of the atmosphere they traverse, is incapable
of raising the temperature of the soil above that of the air."

From this, which is the strongest argument I ever read in
favour of what we gardeners call bottom heat, to grow Alpine
plants and Orchids that have been collected from these high
elevations, we must depend more upon soil heat than atmo-
spheric heat for their successful cultivation.

Now for my conclusion. Any one who will read with in-
telligence all the information I have here gathered, bearing
upon the necessity of taking advantage of all these great helps
the sun will give us if we let him, and who will then con-
sider how we turn them to advantage in building such lean-to
vineries as Mr. Wills has described, wliere the foliage is trained
so as to keep out as much of this valuable source of light and
heat will. I think, agree with me that he would not build a
leau-to 'or any purpose whatever.

I noted a few weeks since that the author of " Cordon Train-
ing " agreed with what I wrote you last year, that the successful
orchard-house must be a lean-to—that is, in his meaning, it

must have the advantage of the radiation of the back wall,

which is right, so far as it goes ; but, why not have as much of
this advantage at the top of the wall as the bottom ? The
only answer is. That by so doing the wind would play upon it,

and you would lose heat ; but a sheet, such as a simple wall
is often supplied with, will stop all this, and if let down at
night will prevent the frightful loss of heat by radiation. How
many gardeners have seen their crop eaten up by red spider,
and the leaves burnt by what they say is the fault of their not
being able to keep up moisture enough in the day, notwith-

standing all their damping down ; but they never think that
on clear nights as much damping down is required, though tho
house receives none. Semi-lean-to houses have an undoubted
popularity, and in the hands of most gardeners will, I believe,
prove the best, the reason is on account of their negative
qualities. I shall prefer the positive advantages, and when I

build make large square houses, and by growing the Vines or
Peach trees on trellises, enable the sun to pervade the whoi6
house and warm the border in addition.—G. H.

ROSES AND FRUITS at OKEFORD FITZPAINE.
I HAVE read " D.'s" account of things here. It is tolerably

correct, but not quite so. "Everything" in the shape of

Roses is not cut down to the ground. There are some hun-
dreds of fine plants, from 3 to 4 feet high, in fine health,
foliage, and buds. I never had them better. There are some
hundreds cut down by the frost, and some hundreds I was
obliged to cut down ; for, though their skins were perfectly

green, their pith was the colour of areca nut. Hence, they
liroke at their base instead of their summits, which was so
unnatural that I was led to examine into the cause, and I
found that the frost had injured the pith and wood without
defacing the skins. As good wood cannot come out of bad
wood, I cut them down ; and they, as well as the preceding,

are breaking grandly. I have Roses showing colour, and expect

a bloom of Maurice Eernardin next week, and to commence
generally in about three weeks, or a month, with the unmuti-
lated division. I usually obtain from my Manetti plants three

series of flowers—namely, in May and June, in July and
August, and in September and October. Briar Roses will

rarely give more than two series.

As regards hardiness and endurance, much depends on the
nature of the Rose, and also on its health and position in the
garden, and still more so on the dryness or wetness of the
place. My experience does not agree with that of others as t»

Roses said to be tender, half hardy, and hardy. In such a
winter as the last all required prelection, and Teas and Tea-
scented Noisettes extra protection. I have lost up to this time
twenty-five out of 1200 (one hundred being nothing better than
pot plants), aud, perhaps, a dozen more may yet go wrong;
but all the others are iu beautiful condition. It is people's

own faults losing so many Roses. They are possessors of

Roses rather than rosarians. I do not know six men in this

kingdom worthy of the name. I mean hard-working, pains-

taking rosaiians, who try to keep their Roses out of mischief,

aud know how to extricate them when they get into it. What
a jjity I for what other class of plants will begin on south walla

in May and continue in the open ground iu never-ceasing
blooming till frost stops them ? A rosarian has no business

with other flowers. From one to two thousand Roses demand
exclusive attention. I have no other flowers here except a few
Violets, aud a dozen of Stella Pelargoniums. I do not wish to

see other flowers superseded, but I wish professed rosarians

would work harder to deserve the name, intteud of abusing the

Roses and the nurserymen who supply them.
I am happy to tell "D.," that my splendid array of Tea-

scented Roses are breaking grandly. I think they will be
themselves again. I am surprised that anything survived.

There are a few bud worms here, but very few aphides, and
these are mainly on wall fruit trees, which are syringed every

day to preserve their beautiful foliage, which in most gardens
is blistered or devoured. Without water we cannot suecess-

(ully " garden," and without a " will " to use it, the water is

of no use.

The Strawberries are in superb bloom. The maiden cordons

have set some of their fruit. Bellegarde, Noblesse, Prince of

Wales Peaches, aud Prince of Wales Nectarine, which are

growing nicely. Twenty-eight out of 107 maiden cordons

bloomed well, but owing to the violent west wind pushing one
of my walls (9 inches thick) out of the perpendicular, I had t»

take up this spriug forty-one of tho maiden cordons, and put

them in the centre of my garden till the wall was rebuilt. This,

of course, stopped them from perfecting their blossoms. Mr.
liivers and Mr. Biehaut gave me no hope from maiden cordons,

liut I fancy I shall have some fruit fiom some of them. The
cordons weie deprived of their branches, and the fruit is on
the main stem. I am trying experiments with them, and if I

sti ike out. a spark, I will make it public. None but the rash

ever do strike out a new spark.

I am sorry to say that my Plum trees are suffering from
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mildew (white) on the under side of the leaves. I hope it is

not generah I shall syringe them vnth vitriol and water, winch
is my remedy for fungoid diseases. Moreover, it is a capital
" tickler " for aphides and red spiders.

It is too early to speak of the Apple crop. I do not think it

will be so good as last year. Pears on the Quince stock are a

nice crop, but deficient on the Pear stock. Gooseberries and
<3urrants are abundant. I allow seven ducks and two drakes

to traverse my gardens. They are the best destroyers of slugs

and worms, which attract the blackbirds and thrubhes.—W. F.

Radcltffe, Okcfcrd Fitzpainc.

nOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
WEEK1.Y Show. May ISth.—Prizes on this occasion were offered for

eollections of Pelarf^oninms (Amateurs) ; Azaleas (Amateurs) ; mis-

cellaneons plant?; ; cut flowers, arranged in a basket (Open) ; and for the

best exhibition of fruit. In Pelargoniums, Mr. W. Bnrtlett, Shaftes-

bury Road, Hamrafrsmith, obtained the first prize; and Mr. A.

WiUiie, Rardener, (_>ak Lodge. Addison Head, Kensin,:rton, the second.

Mr. Willdo was aivarded the first prizo for Azaleas. For collection of

plants, miseellaueous. Mr. A. Wilkie obtained the first, and Mr. W.
Bartlett the second prize. Mr. Morgan, Ball's Park. Hertford, gained

the first prize for a collection of cut flowers ; Mr. A. "VYillde was second,

and Mr. W. Bartlett, third. An extra prize was also awarded Mr.
Morgan for a dish of veiy fine Keens' Seedling Strawberries. Mr.
A. Willde obtained an extra prize for a miscellaneous collection of

plants ; also Mr. W. Bartlett for the same. Mr. Morgan exhibited

a collection of cut Roses, which, added to a fine collection of Roses in

pots from Chiswick, made a very pretty exhibition.

Special Floral Fetk, 2{ai/ 20tk.—It having been announced that
Her Majesty would pass through the gardens of the Society after the
•eremouy of laying the first stone of iim Royal Albert Hall of Arts and
Sciences, it was determined to hold a special fete on the occasion, and
to this several of the leading nurserymen contributed liberally. At
the east end of the conserraton,- Messrs. E. O. Henderson, of Welling-
ton Road, had a small but charming group of Ferns, Tricolor Pelar-
goniums, (tc., eJiiied with a double row of the pretty Silver-leaved
Meadow Grass and a triple row of Pyrethrum Golden Feather. Messrs.
Veifcch ej^hibited the next group, consisting of Palms, Dracienas. Ma-
rantas, Bei-tolonias, Coleus Veitchii, and other fine-foliaged plants,

of which the bold yellow-variegated Sanchezia nobilis variegata was
eonspicaous as one of the newest and finest. Of flowering plants
Messrs. Veitch had fine Saccjjlabiums, Aerides, Lfeha pnrpurata, and
other Orchids, a fine specimen of tho brilhant-coloured Anthnrium
Scherzerianum, Lilium auratum. Amaryllids, Pimeleas, several fine

Azaleas, itc. Messrs. Lane & Son, Btrkhampstead, had groups of
small Rhododendrons and Azaleas in oxceUent bloom nnd tastefully
arranged ; and Mr. Turner. Slough, a lai-ge group of Pelargoniums,
Calceolarias, Hydrangeas, Heaths, and other flowering plants, along
with Aloca.«as. Marantas, Dracaenas, and Ferns, the whole ascending
from an ed_i,'ing of Isolepis and Ferns to a wreath of Bougainrillfea at
the bark. Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton, furnished a similar collection
of Cattleya citriua to that which they exhibited on the 7th, but more
numerous, comprising no less than 105 specimens, and of many va-
rieties. From Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, came specimens of Azaleas,
jlphelexis. Erica Cavendishii, Cordyline indivisa. Ferns, and other
plants with ornamental fohage ; and from Mr. Bull a group consisting
of Palms, Dracanas, and other fine-foliaged plants, inclndiing several
of those exhibited a fortnight ago, such as the silvery-veined Fittonia
argyronenra, Eranthemnm igneum, Echites mbro-venosa, Dichori-
sondras, Bignonia omata, uTc. ; whilst of flowering plants Mr. Bull
had Lilium auratum, Cj^ripedinms, and Phalsenopsis grandiflora in-

tertwined with BougainviUma spectabilis, of which there were also
several wreath-like shoots.

In the north-western conservatory arcade Messrs- Bull, F. cc A.
Smith, "Watson. Carter &: Co., E. G. Henderson, Dcwuie & Laird,
"Williams, and Perkins, exhibited fine collections of Tricolor Pelar-
goniums. Mtssrs. E. G. Henderson, in addition, to their remarkably
fine display of Tricolor Pelargoniums, sent a variety of omameutal-
foliaged plants ; Mr. WilHams sent a similar collection along with
some flowering specimens ; Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Heaths ; Messrs.
Ivery, British Ferns. Sir. "William Paul contributed one of the most
beautiful collections of variegated shrubs we have ever seen, along
with a magnificent specimen of the variegated Hydrangea in bloom,
and to the beauty of which description would fail'to do justice ; like-

wise some beautifully variegated Ivies, Aucubas. Beaton's and other
Pelargoniums, as well as several boxes of fine cut blcoms of Roses.
Mr. Turner, of Slongh, sent a stand of Tulip blooms, likewise Pelar-
•oninms. Calceolarias, Ac. ; Mr- CuuuinQham, The Forae, Burton-
«n-Trent, his pretty variegated I\y-leaved Pelargonium L'Elegonte

;

a-nd Messrs. Paul it Son stands of cut Roses.
Her Majesty, on leaving the site of the new Hall, passed into the

•onservatory of the Royal Horticultural Society, nnd through the
north-western arcade, and after pausing for a short time to examine
tke floral difipLiy, left the gardens, in which were assembled several

thousands of the Fellows and their friends. The Orchids in tho

bouiiuet presented to Her Majesty on the occasion, were supplied bj
tiigismund Rucker, Esq.

Floral CoMinTTBE akd Exhibition of Tricolor PELARGONrcMS,
^ffv/ *llst.—The subjects exhibited on this occasion were so nume-
rons, and the Committee were engaged till so late an lionr hefore their

dtcisions were completed, that we must defer a detailed report till

next week, when wt* shall be able to give a complete liit of the certi-

ficates awarded. Of the many beautifnl collections of Tricolor Pelar-

goniums exhibited, it is scarcelj' possible to speak too highly. Tha
varieties of which they were composed were almost innumerable, still

the number of those showing a well-marked difference from others

was not so gi-eat a'^ might be supposed. Messrs. E. G. Henderson
contributed several beautiful collections. One comprised fine speci-

mens of Lucy Grieve, with a very bright zone : Sophia Cusack, Ladj
CuUum, Sophia Dumaresqne, Sunset, and Italia Unita. Sunshine,
having a yellow edge and a very showy flamed deep crimson zone,

was awarded a first-class certificate ; and in the same collection was
Stella sulphnrea marginata, the leaves broadly edged with yc-llow, and
of course without tricolor markings. From the same firm came also

a collection of miniature Tricolors, both golden and silver-edged,

most of them not exceeding -1 inches in htight, and consisting of Golden
Pet, The Bride, Jenny Wren. The Fairj-, Queen's Favourite, Little

Dear, Little Pet. lilinnie, Tom Tit, Little Harry, and cno or two
others. Several of these were very pleasing from their dwai-f growth,

and seemed well adapted for edgings. Messrs. Henderson also sent a
unmber of seedlings between tho Golden-bronze zone and Tricolor

sections; seedlings of 1866, showing the entire green leaves of the

first growth breaking into a variegated form ; others which for various

causes had been found defective, as well as a number of other illus-

trations showing the progress of varieties. Mr. Ball had also a very

fine collection of new sorts raised by Mr. "Wills, and having variously-

coloured zones. 01" these Beauty of Pabblefdale was very conspicu-

ous. It has very large leaves, with a showy, broad, re-ddish brouzo zone
on a yellow ground. This fine variety received a first-class certificate,

as did Her Majesty, a compact-growing kind of a similar character.

We also noticed Beauty of Caulderdale, a bold leaved variety of tha

same class ; and of Tricolors Florence, Lizzie, and Unique. Mr.
"Wills laboured under some disadvantage in having cut for propagaticu

some of his best varieties before the Sliow was determined on, but tho

exhibition was very creditable to his skill as a raiser. Messrs. Gara-
way & Co., of Bristol, had a number of good varieties, bronze-leaved

and Tricolor; of the latter Mrs. Allen received a first-class certificate.

It has nearly circular leaves with a narrow golden edge, and a rogulai-

crimson zone, very briglit in the young foliage. From Messrs. Carter

and Co. came a collection of seedlings, several of which were very

remarkable in character, and it was only the circumstance of their

being seedlings that ]>revented some notice being taken of them. One
shown as No. 195 on the previous day, and afterwards named Piinca

of Wales, had leaves 5 inches across, with a broad yellow edge and a
very broad red zone. If it maintain its character when propagated

it will be a great acquisition.

Mr. Grieve had a veiy fine collection, the star of which was the

variety called Victoria Regina. This beautifully-marked variety de-

servetily received a first-class certificate. Minnie Warren, ynth a
broad white edge, was also very pretty ; and Mis. Turner, with a dark

green edge, a broad bronze zone, and a light green centre, was very

di^tjict. Messrs. F. & A. Smith had a large and fine collection, and
r<;ceived s;veral certificates; and other numerous collection?? caxae

from Mr. J. J. Chafer, Gonville Nurseries, Cambridge; Messrs.

Windebauk & Kingsbury, Southampton; Maule & Son; and Salt-

marsh, of Chelmsford, tho latter receiving a first-class certificate for

Sunrise, a compact-growing Tricolor. Mr. W. Paul, Slessrs. Downie
and Co., Hally, Ahlied, of Kilburn ; Perkins, of Coventry ; Langlois,

of St. Helier's ; Watson, St. Albans, and others, also exhibited Tri-

color varieties though less numerously.

Metjsjrs. Veitch exhibited a fine collection of new plants of which
Dichorit^undra mosaica, Dracaena regina, a new Adiantnra, Ketino-

spora filifera, and Marauta illustris, received first-class ct-rtificates ; and
Dichorisandra nudata one of the second class. Mr. Bull, who had also

a good collection, received firRt-class certificates for Anthurinm regale,

Dichorisandra mosaica, and the handsome spreading Zamia viUosa,

and a second-class certificate for Dichorisandra undata. For a pretty

Golden Elm, from Mr. W. Paul and Messrs. E. G. Henderson, a first-

class certificate was awarded to both. W. W. BuUer. Esq., received a
special certificate for fine examples of Ladia pnrpurata. and several

other Orchids were shown, notablv a collection of Cattleya citrina,

by Messrs. Low, of Clapt.-)n. Many other subjects were shown and
received certificates, bnt we must defer noticing these till next week.

Fruit CosnnTTEE —Rev. George Kemp in the chair. Prizes wero
offered for the following subjects :^1, The best three dishes of dessert

Apples. In this class there were three exhibitors—ilrir. Lynn, gardener

to Lord Boston; Mr. Whiting, of iho Deepdene; and Mr. Cox. of

Redleaf. Mr. Lynn and Mr. Cox f-ach showed two collections. Tha
first prize was awarded to Mr. Whiting for Adams' Pearmain, Miekle-

ham Pearmain, and a variety not named, but which was similar to

Federal Pearmain. Mr. Lvnn was second with Scarlet Nonpareil,

Golden Knob, and Cockle Pippin. Mr. Curd, gardener at Sulhamp-
stead House, Berks, obtained a fijst prize for three dishes of Straw-
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berries. They were fine fruit and in Rood condition, consiatiiig of

K^eves' Eclipse, Mar^'uerite, and Sir Harry. For the best dish of

Cherries, Mr. Lynn took a aecond prize with Frof^ore Early ; and
Mr. Tcfig wfts awanli'd ft firBt prize for a K])Iendid dish of Bellegarde
Peaches, from the Dnko of Newtaetle's tiarden at Clumber. Mr.
Pearson, of Chilwell. t'xhibitcd a dish of Walnuts that had been kept
in fino condition by Mrs. Hetley, of Orton, near Peterborongh, for two
years and five months, to which a special certificate was awarded.
The method adopted is to allow the nnts to fall naturally from the

tree, then dry them in the sun and wind, and afterwards to ban f[ them
in bags in an attic. Mr. Cox. of Redleaf, also received a special

certiticatc for a collection of six kitchen Apples kept in fine condition.

Mr. Short, gardener to Lord Eversley, Hcckfii-ld, sent fruit of the

curious Cerat^us pseudo-cerasus. It is a small Cherry of a pale amber
colour, with a hooked beak at the apes, and in some instances grows
in pairs on one stalk, like the Cluster Cherry and Bigarreau Legrey.
The flavour is Hat and insipid. Mr. Shortt also specimens of young
Pears, showing how much the crop this season is infested with grubs,

and from this cause it may be anticipated that the Pear crop will suffer

much.

Gentr-il Mef.tixo.—W. Wilson Saunders. Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. The proceedings of this meeting were of unusual interest, and
the Council-room was densely crowded.

After the election of seventeen new Fellows, and the admission of

the Wolverhampton Horticultural Society into union, the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley remarked that as the meeting was chiefly devoted to Tricolor

Pelargoniums, it would be most instructive to call attention to the

principle on which their colouring depends. The original species from
which they wsro all derived was the old Cape Pelargonium zonale, of

which he produced a specimen, and of which the leaves are only
slightly zoned. Tht; fir^t improvement on this was Fothergillii, which
was not imported but a sei^dling, and from that improvement all the

fine varieties around him had sprung. Mr. Berkeley then remarked,
that Tariegatiou really is a disease ; in fact, in the vegetable kingdom
evei"ything not normal in structure is a disease, giving as examples
Kohl Rahi, the useful portion of which results from an obstruction in

the stem ; Radishes. &c. Celery when blanched was also in a diseased

state, so were the tine varieties of Roses and Tulips. Mr. Berkeley
then exhibited diagrams showing the structure of the leaf of one of the

best brown-zoned Pelargoniums. On the upper surface wos a thin
layer of cuticle, next to this a layer of cells containing no colouring
matter, then cells of chlorophyll, but sometimes intrtead of being green
the cells of the zone were filled with red colouring matter, and in

proportion to the number of red and green cells, so was the character
of the leaf. The brown coloui* of the zone depended on the green
colour of the subjactnt cells showing through the red and giving an
olivaceous tint ; and in the Tricolor varieties if the variegation was
yellow, the yellow ceils shining through the red pi'oduced a flame
colour. Beautiful, hawever. as were the plants exhibited, it might
safely be concluded that perfection had not yet been attained, and he
ield up as a model a drawing of a leaf exhibiting distinct zones of

yellow', red, and green, without radiation,

Tho Rev. Joshua Dix congiatulated the meeting on the success of

the Exhibition, the idea of holding which had first originated with
Major Clarke, and it was warmly taken up l>y the Council. The
Floral Committee had had great difficulty in performing their task,

owing to the great similarity of the varieties, and had, in fact, not
completed their awards when the meeting commenced. He might
mention, as the Committee could give no certificate to yearlings, bo-

cause such could not be depended on, many exhibitors would be dis-

appointed, who had brought most exquisite plants, with which no fault

whatever could otherwise be found.

The Chairman then called upon Major Clarke.

Major R. Trevor Clarke said, that when he had put together a few
notes on th'! general phenomena of variegation in plants, he was not
aware that the subject would be taken up by Mr. Berkeley ; but as his

own views previous to the meeting were somewhat different, ho would
state them. Major Clarke then said :

—
" Few who have been accus-

tomed to roam about with observant eye through copse and dell, or by
lake and river, in the sweet spring time, c^n have failed to notice

the frequent occurrence of variegation in wild trees, shrubs, and
plants. Whatever the nature of it may be, it is certainly not a special

effect of cultivation. What is it, then ?—a morbid state, as proposed

2jy some ? I tbiuk hardly so. Although in some cases accompanied
by constriction of the leaf aud tenderness of constitution, these con-

ditions are by no means necessarily concomitant. Not a few plants in

the variegated state are healthy and vigorous. The beautiful gold or

silver Holly sprig with its coral berries that decks our homes at Christ-

mas tide, was gathered from a strong and healthy tree, as strong and
healthy as those plainly clad in homely green. They do say the

berries won't gi'ow, but that we may have to discuss by-and-by.
Again, the Sycamore, with its leaves striped with silver, or flecked and
dusted with gold, is a lofty, vigorous, and healthy tree.

*' Gardeners have but little to say against the general good consti-

tution of our beautiful queen of the May, Mrs. Pollock. She is of

fair and noble presence, and, like another Monarch in our land, has
given birth to u fair, noble, and numerous offspring. Mrs. Pollock

still lives in the hearts of our gardeners as our own dear Queen lives

in the hearts of her peo^de (applause). Say, then, is this etrange and

certaicly beautiful manifestation a healthy but rarely occurring natural
phenomenon ? It is not a normal one, for there is in such jdants a
constant tendency to recur to another form which is more frequent
than itself. Gardeners call it a sport, translating unconsciouslj the
lusiis naturiE of the old Latinists. It certainly appears more fre-

quently as a bud-formation than as a seed-change. Poor Dr. Lindlej
used to aay that a bud and a seed were pretty much the same thing

;

the main difference is, that in the case of reproduction by seed, lik&

never, strictly speaking, produces like. I once made a very curious
observation bearing upon this subject. A half-variegated or magpie
seedling Pelargonium grew into a plant, and in this plant I traced tiie

nnmingled linen of green and white from stem to branch, from branch
to flower-stalk, and thence to the seed-vessel, which enclosed a parti-

coloured seed. That seed again produced a pied offspring, of which
one cotyledon was white and the other green. When a pure green
line in this case passed up into the seed-vessel the seed was green, and
so was the seedling. A white stripe, or line, ruled in like manner tho
destiny of a pure white offspring. These latter never developed a
second or true leaf pair. Seedlings with golden seed-leaves, however,
produce perfect plants.

" Perhaps we should not be far wrong in considering variegation, at
any rate symmetrical variegation, as an occasional natural state, and
to class it witii other unusual developments—as laciniations in entire-

leaved plants, red or yellow twigs where plain bro^vn should be the
rule, the abnormally rampant shoot lately observed on the Devonian
Tea Rose, and the pigmy Clanbrazilianised branch occasionally seen
mimicking a rook's nest high on the lofty Norway Spruce tree. I
will not take up your time in multiplying instances, but hope that I
have sufficiently explained myself on this point.

' Closely connected vrith variegation, or the partial absence of chlo-

rophyll from the leaf, is the occurrence of striped or pure white flowers

upon red, blue, or otlierwise coloured plants. I find that the colouring

matter, if white may be called a colouring matter (and in this case it

is), is identical in both cases. It is probably the fact that both in-

white llowers and variegated leaves there exist yellow cells, which be-
come more apparent when the tissue is treated with an alkali. I believe-

the colouring matter is what chemists call luteoline. For fear of
wandering into another and still more interesting subject—that of the
colouring matter of flowers and plants in general, I will not now
allow myself to soar into the regions of chemistry ; I will merely
remark that this subject has been partially investigated by several dis-

tinguished Freuch chemists, and that I hope I may live to tell yon
some day what little glimpses they gained from their peep into Natnre's-

wondrous laboratory.

"I regret extremely that circumstances have prevented me from-

contributing more practically, I mean in the way of plants and so on,

to this most interesting Exhibition, and that for the same reason I
have not been able to put together a more detailed scientific note or
collection of facts on the subject. I have scarcely attempted this, my
mission to-day being principally to place before you a subject upon-

which I understand several of my brother gardeners are prepared to-

give some valuable and interesting information. How well they have
responded to our invitation to ventilate this subject I need not say.

We reckoned upon a respectable few enthusiastic exhibitors with a few
choice plants, but they have come upon us lilie an army, even like the-

Byronic Assyrian, "their banners are gleaming with purple and gold.""

On entering the room this morning I found Judges and Committee in-

a state difficiilt to describe, in a perfect emharrns de ri<:Jt^ssc. It had
ei'idently been raining Golden Pheasants and Golden Fleeces. Poor
Mr. Dix stood there looking like—like—Danae in a golden shower of
Mrs. Pollocks."

Major Clarke then introduced to the Meeting Mr. Grieve, as one of
the gentleman who had offered to read a paper.

Mr. Grieve, after expressing his gratification that the Tricolored

class of Pelargoniums had been cousidei-ed of sufficient importance,

to form the subject of a special exhibition, said that as his efforts had,.

he believed, been admitted to have been in pome degree instramental

in the production of that beautiful race of ornamental Dlaiits, and as
discussion and information on the subject was invited, it would not,

he hoped, be considered presumptuous to offer a few remarks on their

history.

The cause, or causes, of variegation in the leaves of plants, inclad-

in<7, of course, the Pelargonium, were as yet, he believed, unknown,

consequently no means could be successfully used to produce it ; but;

when from some unknown cause it spontaneously developed itself in

an individual plant, then, in accordance with the law or doctrine of

hereditary transmission of qualities, little difficulty was experienced

in inducing it to reproduce itself in succeediug generations. The
chemical or other changes, boweve.-, which must take place in a
plant to induce its foliage to become variegated, present, undoubtedly,

a vei7 interesting subject for iuquiiy. and were worthy, it might be

supposed, of the attention of the vegetable physiologist. He had at

different times consulted various authorities upon this subject without,

however, being much enlightened thereby. Dr. Hope says that there

is in pleats a colourable principle, consisting of two separate parts,

one of which forms a red compound with acids, while the other forma

a yellow with alkalies; and he attributes the gi-een colour, produced

by the latter, to the mixture of the yellow matter witli the blue in-

fusion. The two principles, according to him, may exist together or

separate in different parts of the same plant. Dr. Balfour also says,.
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*' The whitish or brown spots which occnr on the leaves are often pro-

dnced by thickened cells, containing peculiar colonring matter, nnder-

lying the chlorophyll cells. In such cases variegation might be traced

to an alteration in the epidermal cells, and the same is true of certain

bright colours aBsnmed by the surface of aome leaves."

With regard to the leaf of the Tricolored Pelargonium, Mr. Grieve
said he had sometimes been inclined to think that the zone nndergoes
no change whatever when the leaf becomes variegated, or yellow mar-
gined ; and notwithstanding the fact of red being one of the primary
colours, consequently, according to theory, cannot be produced by any
combination of colours ; but covering, as the zone does, the junction

of the yellow mai'gin with the green disc, or centre of the leaf, we find

that whatever part of the zone rests upon the yellow appears bright

red, while the portion which may rest upon the green part of the leaf

retains its normal or brown colour. The question, then, is, How is

this red colour produced? For his own part, he too hastily jumped
at the conclusion that the brown and yellow had produced the red ;

but this, according to the theory of colour, could not have been the

case. So he had to leave the settlement of this interesting question

to those whose scientific knowledge would qualify them for the task.

Before proceeding to furnish what little information he conld as to

the histoi-y of the Tricolored Pelargoniums, he might notice a defect

incidental to the Silver-tricolored section, but without being able, he
was sorry to say, to suggest a remedy. Ho alluded to the cupping, or
«mmpling of the foliage, more particularly when the varieties are cul-

tivated in the open air, and if the weather is at all cold and wet. This
crumpling appeared to be caused by the fact of the white or colourless

margins being nuable to expand in proportion to the growth of the

green or central part of the leaf, consequently cupping or crumpling
was inevitable ; and very possibly this deficiency of expansive power in

the white margins of the leaves might be attributed to the nearly en-

tire absence of chlorophyll or green colouring matter ; and that this

defect does not in any way apply to the yellow-margined varieties

might be accounted for by the fact that their yellow margins are not
entirely destitute of this principle.

Some twenty years ago there were, he hclloved, but few varieties of

Tariegated Pelargoninms in existence. Of these, the two best fitted for

the purpose of bedding or massing in the tlower garden, were a sort

inown as Variegated Nosegay, and another called Mangles's Variegated
Nosegay. Of the origin of the first-named he knew nothing ; of the

latter he had heard that it was obtained by the late Captain Mangles
as a sport from a green-leaved variety. This sport is well adapted
for the purpose of bedding, and still, he bclieyed, extensively n.-ied in

that way. The two varieties named above were both silver-margined
aorta, with nosegay or very uarrow-petalled flowers. The only golden-

margined sort of any merit at that time was the variety Uno\Tn as

Golden Chain, and of its origin he wa? also quite ignorant ; bnt he had
been informed by an old gardener that he recollected having grown it

*long with a collection of stove plants nearly fifty years ago. About
seventeen or eighteen years since the horticnltural world was some-
what startled by the announcement of a scarlet Pelargonium, haring
broad-petailed tiowers and variegated foliage. This proved to be
the celebrated and now well-known variety called Flower of the
Day, and he believed that it was to Mr. Kinghom that wo were
indebted for the introduction of this forerunner of a hii^hly or-

namental race of plants. This variety was soon followed by others

of increased merit, the production of more than one successful

raiser, among which the names of Lennox, Elphinstone, ifcc. deserved

to be mentioned. Amongst these new introductions the beauty of

several varieties was greatly enhanced by having, in addition to their

silver margins, a red or pink zone, well defined and exceedingly beauti-

ful when the leaves were in the early stages of their development.
These varieties, combining as they certainly did. three distinct colours

in their foliage, might with propriety be designated as the forerunners

of the Silver-tricolored race, and to Mr. Kinghom he believed belonged
the credit of having originated the first of them, named, he thought
Attraction.

About the year 1855 or 1856. he (Mr. Grieve) had succeeded in

originating several varieties which were considered as advances on
their predecessors, the best of which, however, was the variety named
Italia Unita, which in its class is, perhaps, unsurpassed ; and about
the time stated above it occurred to him that similar improvement
might possibly be effected in the golden-margined varieties, which at

that time consisted of only Golden Chain and one or two other sorts

inferior to the sort named. But at all events he confined his experi-

ments to Golden Chain, and after trying many experiments, many of

them resulting in failures, he at last succeeded in originating two
varieties which were considered as worthy of being distributed nnder
the names of Golden Tom Thumb and Golden Cerise Unique. Those
were succeeded by Gold Pheasant, which was also in its turn eclipsed

by the variety knnwn by the name of Sunset, and in the following year
be succeeded in raising the now well-known variety Mrs. Pollock,

which was succe«'ded by Mrs. Benyon, Lncy Grieve, and lastly. Lady
Cullum. now being distributed by the Messrs. Henderson, and about
"which variety it was quite unnecessaiy^ to say that it would be sure to

jrove a public favourite. The great desideratum in a variegated

Pelargonium, said Mr. Grieve, is a vigorous constitution, and, conse-

quently the power of rapid increase by cuttings ; and this quality is

assessed in an eminent degree by the variety referred to, and in a
still greater degree by that which he had named Queen Victoria, and

which he considered to be in all respects the best he had over raised.

On that account ho took the liberty of giving to it the name of

Her Gracious Majesty ; but since doing so he had found that he had
been forestalled, as the name had been already assigned to another
variety, but he would still adhere to the name in the slightly altered

form of Victoria Regina.
Soon after the introduction of Mrs. Pollock, the attention of other

cross-breeders appeared to have been directed to this subject, and thft

consequence was, that the name of Tricolored Pelargoniums might now
be said to be Legion, and growers had ample opportunities of selecting

and adding to their collections varieties of the greatest mtrit, includ-

ing, of course, habit of growth, quality of bloom, ^'c. In the garden-
ing journals he had recently given the pedigree of Mrs. Pollock, so

that it would be unnecessary to repeat it. but he might briefly etate

that the Golden-tricolor Pelargoninma which he had originated had
all descended from the well-known Golden Chain.
Ho had also at various times tried experiments wi;h Mangles's Varie-

gated Nosegay, without having been very successful. It was a sort

which did not produce pollen freely, nor did it seed freely when fer-

tilised by the pollen of other varieties, and even when it does appear
to ripen seeds they very frequently refuse to grow. He had, however,
succeeded in raising a few seedlings from it, and one of them was
known as Stella Variegata, and was produced between a seedling

Nosegay variety (raised from a veiy strong growing sort known as Mrs-
Vemon), and Mangles's Variegated Nosegay. This variety (Stella

Variegata), greatly resembled sports which had at different times, and
in various localities, been obtained from Beaton's Stella, although
their origin as he had endeavoured to show, was entirely distinct, and
their flowers of a different shade of colour. Last year, Mr. Grieve
remarked, he had fertilised blooms of a small-leaved seedling Nosegay
Bort with well-defined zones, and which has been named Blackbi-nd,
with pollen taken from Stella Variegata, and one of the results is the
Minimum variety with very white leaf margins, named Minnie WaiTen.
Some years since, on the introduction of some of the better sorts of

the white-flowered Zonal varieties—such as Madame Vaueher, White
Tom Thumb, Sec, all the kinds haring well-defined zones, it oc-

curred to him that if sorts with foliage similar to Mrs. Pollock, Lucy
Grieve, &c., could be induced to produce pure white flowers, it

would be a veiy desirable acquisition, and he immediately set aboat
experimenting in the matter, but found the process to be much slower

than he had at first calculated upon. It would be tedious to describe

all his experiments and failures, bnt in four generations he succeeded
in producing plants having golden-tricolored foliage, and also producing
pure white flowers, unfortunately, however, accompanied by an ex-
ceedingly feeble constitution, and apparently a strong determination
to leave this world as soon as they conveniently could, and which most
of them succeeded in doing. Still he managed to persuade a few of

them to live ; and one of them before the meeting was named The
Ghost, as it was only the ghost of what he wished it to Le. But the
first two points had been gained—riz., tricolored foliage and white
flowers, and the third point only was wanting—namely, vigour of con-

stitution ; the first step towards that point was, he believed, success-

fully taken, the proof of which was the variety named Eva Fish.

Two pi-inciples, it would be observed, had been active in tending to

enfeeble or debilitate the constitutions of the white-llowered and
Golden-Tricolor race ; these were variegation itself, which always tends

to diminish the vigour of any variety, and also what is called the " in

and-in " system of breeding, which is known to have a similar effect

in the vegetable as well as in the animal kingdom ; and the method ha
had adopted to throw fresh blood, as it were, into the race was as fol-

lows, ami, as far as he could judge, he thought it likely to prove snccess-

ful :—He selected one or two strong-growing silver-margined seedlings

having very Light pink or nearly white flowers. These he fertilised

with pollen taken from Madame Vaueher, White Tom Thumb, ajid

some other green-leaved, white-flowering sorts. Most of the progeny
proved green-leaved, a few, however, showed variegation, but ha
selected a few of those which showed no symptoms of variegation

whatever, and when they bloomed they nearly all proved to have white

flowers, and these he fertilised with pollen token from the variety

named The Ghost. The results of this cross were the plant named
Eva Fish, and one or two other promising seedlings, which he had
little doubt would produce white flowers.

It would appear, continued Mr. Grieve, that because the hand of

science has not directed such experiments as he had endeavoured to

record above, scientific men hardly feel inclined to assign to the
rough-and-ready cross-breeder the amount of credit which he may
possibly consider as due to his exertions. Professor Morrcn, in treat-

ing upon this subject, says that the cause that operates in the pro-
duction of such varieties as Mrs. Pollock, Suu'^et, itc, is a multiple
or complex one, and draws attention to the apparent diversity of tha
origin of such plants, and to the simultaneous appearance of similar

forms in different localities in England, in France, and in Belgium.
Now, all this Mr. Grieve said he believed to be incorrect, and an in-

stance of conclusions being arrived at without trouble having previously
been taken to ascertain facts. He believed, in common with most
growers and raiaers of these plants, that no Golden-tricolored Pelar-
gonium deserving of the name existed antecedent to Mrs. Pollock and
Sunset, and if any similar varieties originated simultaneously either

in this country or on the continent, where were they to be found ? or
what had become of them ? M. Morreu further said, " These varieties
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are not the result more or less directly of man's agency, nor of this or

that operation of the cnltivator, but they are the indirect but ineTit-

ablo natural and spontaneous consequences of the mode of development

belonging to the Bpeciea when grown under artificial circumstances,

&c." I'ossibly we may be told some day that St. raul'a Cathedral was

a spontaneous production, independent of man's agency, &c., and some,

perhaps, might be found to believe it. For his own part he believed

that the Pelargonium is grown at present under much the same artificial

circumstances as it was growu a hundred, or possibly two hundred

years ago ; and r.ur great giandfathors might have enjoyed the luxury

of bedding-out Tricolored relargouiums in the summer of 1767 in

every way the same as their descendants were doing at the present

time, had' their tastes led them in that direction, and if the idea had

occttl-red to them to use the means at their command. As he had said

before, he believed that the cause of variegation was unknown, and

consequently could not be produced, and the cross-breeder does not for

s moment "presume to say that ho can control Nature. AH that he

can do is to watch her closely, and when he perceives her in the least

degree inclined to tread the path ho wishes her to pursue, he can, as

it were, smooth that path, and render it as invitiug as possible. He may
perhaps even go a little further, and, policeman-like, tonch her gently

on the shoulder, and respectfully request her to move on. More than this

he cannot do, for what the poet has said with regard to Nature's fairest

production will also apply to Nature herself :

—

"For if she will, she will, you n. ay depend on't;

And if she won't, she won't, so there's an end on 't."

Mr. Grieve said in conclnsion, that although the pedigree of the

Pelargonium Jlrs. Pollock had been made public, he would again

briefly state it. The seed parent of Mrs. Pollock was Emperor of

the French, and the pollen parent Gold Pheasant. The seed parent

of Gold Pheasant was also Emperor of the French, and the pollen

parent Golden Tom Thumb. The seed parent of Golden Tom
Thumb was Cottage Maid, and the pollen parent Golden Chain. As

to the parentage of some of his seedlings of the present and last years.

He was unable to give any information, as in most instances both

parents were themselves seedlings, and many of them had not been

preserved.

The Chairman having thanked Mr. Grieve in the name of the Meet-

ing, iMr. \\ liiB gave some illustrations of the manner in which sports

of variecated Pelurgouinms become fixed, and said that although he

intended to have read a paper on the origin of variegated Pelargoniums,

as Mr. Grieve had touched on many of the same points he would not

occupy time by reading it, but he would communicate it to the Society.

Mr. Chater then stated at some length his views as to the causes

of coloration in Pelargonium leaves, and differed from Mr. Berkeley

in considering that variegation is not a disease.

Mr. Batenmn next made some observations on the Orchids. He
had heard it often remarked that these occupy too much attention at

the Tuesday meetings ; but his friends, Mr. Dix and Major Clarke,

had on this occasion had a magnificent revenge, for ho was quite over-

whelmed by a golden shower. Directing attention to Cattleya citrina,

of which Messrs. Low exhibited a large collection, he said that the

tendency of the plant is always to grow downwards, and pointed out

the singularitv of the pseudo-bulbs, which are as if wrapped up in

silver paper. 'The plant lasts a long time in flower, and he never

saw a more remarkable sight than a regiment of it, nearly a thousand

strong, at Messrs. Low's. It was an Orchid succeeding with very cool

culture, and would do in a warm greenhouse. Cypripedium caudatum,

from Mr. Bull, with taU-like appendages nearly 2 feet long, next

occupied attention ; but all Cypripediums, he thought, must yield in

beauty to C. Itevigatum, which was also exhibited. Hendrobium

MaeC'arlhia? was also shown for the third time ; it was now anivmg

at its full maturity, and Mr. Wentworth Buller had informed him he

had seen.specimens of it with as many as twelve spikes of flowers, and

Tery few Dendrobiums, indeed Orchids, would be able to compete

with it. Mr. Bateman said he had next to notice a little gem-
namely. Oncidium nnliigennm, so called from its living almost in the

clouds, for it was found in Ecuador, at an altitude of 1'2-1-1,000 feet—

a greater elev^ition than ever attained by any cool Orchid. It had

gone under the names of 0. Dennisonianum and 0. Phal.T?nop«i8

;

but Eeiihenbach had proved that th(! plants to which these names had

been applied were nothing but the 0. nnbigenum of Liudley, for which

O. cucullatum bad been mistaken. The beautiful group of Ladia

purpurata, and the wreaths of Bougainvilliea spectabilis, shown by Mr.

Bull, were then noti.,ed, and with reference to the latter, it was re-

marked that beautiful as they were, they were nothing in comparison

to the plant as grown at Cliveden.

Mr. Bateman then announced that Mr. Anderson, of Meadow Bank,

near Glasgow, was the successful competitor for the prize oiJercd for

the best list of Orchids arranged according to climate (see page 311),

and that BIr. Wentworth Buller was second. After mentioning a

Sarcopodiuin wiiith was said to exist in New Guinea as a piano which

it would be desirable to introduce on account of the size of its flowers,

which are said tn be S inches in diameter, attention was next directed

to the Ja]>an Flax, sold by Mr. Alison, and which whilst resembhng

bass matting is much stronger. Mr. Bateman considered it much

superior to matting tor tying purposes, and it might also be employod

as a textile fibre, as exemplified by handkerchiefs made of it. Mr.

Bateman concluded by announcing that the subscription to erect a

memorial to the hits Mr. Skinner had produced a considerable sum,

which would be stated at the next meeting, by which time thesnbs<:np-

tion list would be closed.

Major Clarke said that Mr. Bateman had no right to complain that
Orchids had been treated coolly, for he was always advocating that

very treatment (laughter). ^
Mr. Wilson Saunders said that the use of the term Tricolor Pelai>

goninms was botanically incorrect, and exhibited a plant of Pelargo-

nium tricolor to which alone the name should apply. Versicolor or

parti-coloured Pelargoniums would be a bettt-r name ; indeed the befit

of the so-called Tricolors exhibited not three but four colours.

SCUFFLE-HOE.
Mn. GEonoB P. Allen, of Woodhnry, Connecticnt, is the

inventor and patentee of this little implement. It is a scuffle-

hne, consisting of a thin steel

blade, with two cutting edges,

which coneist of a series of acute
teeth, sharpened from the under
side. Held naturally, by a man
standing erect, the blade lies

perfectly fiat upon the ground,

and raising or lowering the
handle gives it a tendency to

enter, if shoved or drawn. The
common straight-bladed scuffle-

hoe, though sh.irp, often meets
willi considerable resistance from
roots of grass and weeds, and
frequently slips over them ; even hard lumps of soil obstruct

its movement. This hoe readily passes through the clods, and
cuts any kind of roots with ease. It is especially adapted to
hoeing among garden vegetables. Carrots, Onions, and roots
in the field.

—

[American Ai/riculturist.)

^•X'"^-i'"^i^N
xjVn;--

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Dalechampia EoEZLiANA (Boezl's Dalechampia).

—

Nat. ord.,

EuphorbiaceiE. Linn., Monoecia Polyaudrin. Native of Vera
Cruz. Introduced by M. Van Houtte, of Ghent. A superb
shrub above 3 feet high, involucral bracts brilliant rose colour.

Flowers yellow.

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 5640.)

Agave schidigeea (Splintered-leaved American Aloe).

—

Nat.
ord., Araaryllidacefc. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. Intro-

duced from Mexico by M. Van Houtte, of Ghent. Eemarkable
for the broad white filaments given oli from the margins of th«
leaves. Flower scape about 6 feet high. Flowers yellow.

—

(Ibid., t. 5641.)

GoMTHiA Theophr-^sta (Theophrasta-Hke Gomphia).

—

Nat.
ord., Ochnacefe. Linn., Decandria Monogynia. Native of South
America, probably the low-lying districts of Brazil. Flowers
yeWuw.— {Ibid., t. 564'2.)

Epidesdbum EiiURNEUM (Ivory-flowercd Epidendrum).

—

Nat.
ord., Orchidace.'e. imn. , GynandriaDiandria. Native of swamps
near Panama. Its stem having bright green leaves contrasts

well with the ivory white flowers.

—

(Ibid., I. 5643.)

Mthtus Cheken (Chequen of Chili).

—

Nat. ord., Mjrrtacete.

Linn., Polyandria Monogynia. Flowers white. " This is on»
of those pretty evergreen Chilian plants, so suitable for walls

in all the milder parts of England, and for greenhouse de-

coration everywhere, but which is apt to be cut by a winter's

cold below the average, and burnt by a long summer's drought,

on the eastern side of the kingdom."

—

(Ibid., t. 3(>44.)

Fittonia aroyroneuba (Silvery-nerved Fittonia).

—

Nat. ord.,

AcauthaceiE. Linn., Diandria Monogynia. A most beautiful

plant ; leaves dark green ; veins white.

—

(Flore de Serres, 1664.)

HvnEANGEA pANicuLATA var. oRANDiFLorA (Large-flowered

Panicled Hydrangea).- A'n(. ord., Saxifragacein. Linn., De-
candria Digvnia. Introduced from Japan. Flowers snow
white.—(/fcid., 1665.)

Griffinia bvacinthina maxima (Largest violet-coloured Grif-

finia).

—

Nat. ord., Amaryllidaccie. Linn., Hexandria Mono-
I gynia. Segments of corolla white, blue margins.

—

(Ibid., 1687.)

Sedum 3HXI31U3I TERSIC0I.0R (Various-Culoured Largest Se-

dum).

—

Nat. ord., Crassulacen?. Linn., Decandria Pentagynia.

Leaves green, variously marbled witli yellow and pink, with

an edging of the last-named colour.

—

(Ibid., 1GG9.)

Gesnera. — Varieties, CiiromateUa, yellow ; Cymosa, white

and pink; Lindhyana, yeWow and pink; P^osca punctatissima^

yellow and spotted with pink.

—

(Ibid., 1671.)
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Zea Japokioa foliis albo-vittatis (Japan Maize with white-

Btriped leaves).—The leaves are both striped and spotted with

white.— (76td., 1673.)

Uaranta ROSEo-ncTA (Rose-variegated Maranta). — Leaves
with a rose-coloured band round each a short space from their

edge, and pink-nerved ; under surface purplish red.

—

{Ibid.,

1675.)

Pear Princess of Wales.— See Journal op Hobticul-
TCRE, vol. xii., page 88, n.s.— {Florist and Pomologist.)

CAMELLIA CULTURE.
Mr. W. Paul is under quite a wrong impression if he thinks it

was with an eye to business I criticised Lis remarks on Ca-

mellias. They are no speciality of mine. One house is all I

devote to their culture, and this for the sake of blooms more
than with any other object. Those who have read my papers
will hardly think interested motives have dictated their com-
position, the greater number of them being on subjects of no
pecuniary interest to me. I question if Mr. Paul is older than
I am, and must say I hope he does not intend to convey the

impression that when he was a boy he grew Camellias in green
turf and found it fail, or that it was the old and general mode
of culture. It is all very well to talk of not " depreciating the

honest efforts of any fellow-labourer, however humble," but
when a man takes the stand of a teacher on any subject, I

think he should be prepared not only to find others differ from
him in opinion, but to be asked questions and have to reply to

them. Few are in the position to speak ex catlicdn'i on any
subject, and it is better to answer with cogent arguments than
ungenerous insinuations. " Dark Laurel-like bushes are not
what the public want, particularly if large enough to hide a

bullock." Perhaps not ; at any rate the public seldom obtain
them. I once sent to the gardener at Wollaton for a few
blooms of white Camellias for a ladies' party, and he sent me a
large clothes-basket full, " the dark Laurel-like bushes" being
then almost covered with blooms.

I certainly am disappointed in Mr. Paul. I thought I ran a
good risk of having my objections answered in a way which
would make me appear quite in the wrong, and that I should
have had to solace myself with the fact that at any rate the
public were the gainers. I took up my pen

" With the stern joy which warriors feel

lu foemen worthy of their steel,"

and instead of being set right and having explained to me
what " loamy peat" is, I am told, or rather the public is, that
Mr. Paul has some thousands of Camellias to sell, grown
according to his rules, and that the first prize for Camellias
was awarded to him by the Royal Horticultural Society. He
does not say if these thousands of Camellias were propagated
and grown by himself or by his foreign pupils, only that they
have been grown according to his rules.

Though I have been a member of the Royal Horticultural
Society some years, I never heard of the Camellia Show. I

did hear of a few middhng cut flowers being exhibited, which
took a prize for want of competition. Surely these are not the
kind of prizes of which a mao like Mr. Paul ought to be proud.
If I had grown such Roses in pots as he has exhibited, I

should consider myself an authority in Rose-growing, and
should be ashamed to talk of a few cut blooms of Camellias.

—

J. R. Pearson.

Birmingham Rose Show.—On reference to our advertising
columns it will be seen that the sixth annual Show will be held
in the Town Hall, Birmingham, on Thur.'^day and Friday, July
4th and 5th. The prize list will be ready for circulation in a
few days, having undergone a very carefiil revision at the hands
of the Committee. Several features of interest have been
added, of which we may particularise a class for eighteen
Tarieties of Tea-scented, Noisette, and China Koses ; another
for twelve varieties of Summer Roses, including Provence Koses,
(not Moss), Gallica, Hybrid China, Hybrid Bourbon, Alba, iind

Damask Koses ; a class for amateurs who have not previuusly
won a prize for Hoses ; and some useful modifications with re-

gard to Moss Koses. Hitherto there has been but one class

for baskets of Roses, and for designs. These are now separated.
Seedling Roses, new plants, seedling plants, and novel and
effective methods of exbibitiug cut Roses are invited, and cer-

tificates of merit will be given where deserved.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It is true, though not generally known, that many of our

most grateful perfumes are now produced artificially, and,

what will strike most of our readers as approaching the incre-

dible, these artificial perfumes are obtained by the chemiat's

art from some of the most offensive of organic remains. We
believe that even the most valuable of vegetable perfumes,

attar of Roses, will be eventually prepared artificially, for it is

really only defiant gas rendered solid at common temperatures.

This ia apparent if we place the tables of their chemical com-
position side by side.

Attar of Hoses. Olefiant Gas.

Carbon 8G.74S 85.71

Hydrogen 14.889 11-29

defiant gas is the most valuable constituent of the coal gag

which illumines our streets and honsea. When pure it ia nearly

scentless, but if mixed with a little chlorine gas it becomes a
heavy oil, and acquires a sweet ethere.tl odour. Some other

addition one of these days will impart to it the odour of the

Rose. We were led to these thoughts by the following note on the

extraction in Turkey of the attar from the cultivated Roses :

—

" Mr. Blunt, the British Vice-Consnl at Adrianople, in his report

to the Foreign Office this year, gives an account of the Rose
fields of the vilayet of Adrianople, extending over 12,000 or

14,000 acres, and supplying by far the most important source

of wealth in the district. This ia the season for picking the

Roses—from the latter part of April to the early part of June ;

and at sunrise the plains look like a vast garden full of life

and fragrance, with hundreds of Bulgarian boys and girls

gathering the flowers into baskets and sacks, the air impreg-
nated with the delicious scent, and the scene enlivened by
songs, dancing, and music. It is estimated that the Rose
districts of Adrianople produced in the season of 18G6 about
700,000 miscala of attar of Roses (the miscal beiug Ij drachm),
the price averaging rather more than 3s. per miscal. If the

weather ia cool in spring, and there are copious falls of dew
and occasional showers, the crops prosper, and an abundant
yield of oil ia secured. The season in 1866 was so favourable

that eight okea of petals (less than 23 lbs.), and in some cases

seven okea, yielded a miscal of oil. If the weather is very hot

and dry it takea double that quantity of petals. The culture of

the Rose does not entail much trouble or expense. Land is

cheap and moderately taxed. In a favourable season a donum
(40 paces square), well cultivated, will produce 1000 okea of

petals, or 100 miscals of oil, valued at 1500 piastres ; the

expenses would be about 540 piastres—management of the

land, 55 ; tithe, 150
;
picking, 75 ; extraction, 260—leaving a

nett profit of 960 piastres, or about £8 ll,^. An average crop

generally gives about £5 per donum clear of all expenses. The
oil is extracted from the petals by the ordinary process of dis-

tillation. The attar is bought up for foreign markets, to which
it passes through Constantinople and Smyrna, where it is

generally despatched to undergo the process of adulteration

with sandal-wood and other oils. It is said that in London the

Adrianople attar finds a readier sale when it is adulterated

than when it is genuine."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparagus.—The beds in full cutting—that is to say, in their

prime, may have every shoot cut away until the middle of June.

Sprue, or very small Asparagus, may, however, be permitted to

grow. This will hardly prevent the development of the dormant
buds. Broccoli, see to the sowing of Cape and other autumn
Broccolia. Celery, let the plants in all their stages have due
attention as to pricking-out, watering, stirring the soil, (fee.

The watering, above all, is a most important point ; it should

ever bo borne in mind that Celery will grow in a ditch. Kidney
Beans, make fresh sowings, for those above ground are not

much to be depended on. Capsicums may be planted under
the front of vineries or in other warm situations. Tomatoes, if

hardened off, may now be planted out ; the blanks on the walls

are most eligible. Plant them on raised mounds, which will

have the effect of reducing their grossness. Attend to the

thiuniug of plants in seed-beds.

FRUIT GARDKN.
If wall trees, of the stone-fruit kinds, have been hitherto

well managed, they will exhibit a regular development of foliage

throughout. No time should be lost in removing superabun-
dant shoots from any place where there are indications of au
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exoegsive flow of sap. It is in vain to euppose that a branch
already too strong will exhaust itself by throwing out a number
of vigorous young shoots ; on the contrary, the latter, if suf-

fered to remain, will establish fresh channels for a flow of sap
adequate to maintain their excess of vigour, and this appropri-
ation must of course take place at the expense of the weaker
portions of the tree. The fruit of Peach and Nectarine trees
may now bo partially thinned ; that of Apricots should bo
finally regulated. Raspberries usually send up many more
shoots than are ultimately required ; the weakest should be
removed. Let mulchings be applied where borders are shallow,
or in any degree exhausted.

FLOWEK OAEDES.
Newly-planted shrubs will require thorough watering in

periods of drought. Masses of American shrubs under or
near large trees should have a top-dressing of some kind to

keep them cool, and to compensate for the exhaustion occa-
sioned by the roots of the trees. A coating of bog earth,
sphagnum, half-rotten leaves, or old tan, will be perfectly suit-

able. Conservative walls, trellises, or ornamental arcades,
should have close attention at this period. The more tender
kind!) of plants newly planted out should be protected from
sun and wind, and if cold nights occur, and mats cannot be
had. Laurel boughs will answer the purpose admirably. When
the various beds are filled the surplus plants will be invaluable
for planting on rookwork, and for mixing with herbaceous
plants in borders, arranging each plant according to the height
it will ultimately attain, and keeping the very dwarf kinds in
front. Examine choice Roses in order to ascertain that their
buds are not injured or destroyed by miiRgots, and water
with manure water during dull weather. Divide Neapolitan
Violets, transplant into rich borders, and shade with a few
boughs until the plants are rooted. Sow Brompton Stocks,
Sweet Williams, single WaUflovrers, (tc. Tie up Pinks and
herbaceous plants as they require it. Rake and clean shrubbery
borders. Continue to tie up Carnations as they spindle, occa-
sionally examining the knots and easing these when required

;

keep the pots free from weeds, and water with soft or pond
water. It is injudicious to give what is termed " a little and
often ;" when water is applied give sufficient to moisten the
whole mass. Pinks are rapidly advancing; tie to neat, thin
sticks ; reduce the spindles, or flowering shoots, to one or at

most two ; supply the plants liberally with water as the buds
appear. Continue to propagate Pausies, transplanting seed-
lings as they become large enough. Attend to the directions
given last week as to shading, watering, fertilising, i-c. Some
persons are in favour of watering in the morning out of doors,
and others prefer the evening ; we like the morning, as a gene-
ral rule, more especially for plants which have been recently
planted out, such as bedding plants in the flower garden, and
young vegetables transplanted from the seed-beds in the kitchen
garden. To saturate the soil in such cases is in our opinion
highly improper, as leading to a considerable waste of the ac-

cumulated ground heat, also as tending to exclude the genial
influence of the atmc sphere. With regard to young stock of

the above kind, frequent sprinklings are all that are required
;

in fact, a kind of cutting treatment, chiefly in order to prevent
undue perspiration of the leaf. If this waste is prevented
through the day by early morning watering, the plants may
safely be left to the dews during the night. Fine-rosed pots
should at all times be used, and light sprinklings repeated will

prevent the soil from becoming puddled.

GBEF.NHOUSH AND CONSEHVATORT.
Towards the end of the month some of the hardier stock in

these structures, such as the hybrid Rhododendrons, Camellias
forming buds, and Orange trees in tubs or pots, may be set out
of doors. This will give liberty to such of the stock as must be
suffered to remain, both on account of their tenderness and of

the display they make. A sheltered spot should be selected,

but by no means under the drip of trees. A temporary awning
should bo suspended over them for a week or two at first,

but it must be very thin. When they are reconciled to the
change, such as the Orange trees may be removed to other
situations in the open air. Heaths in full growth will at this
period require abundance of water, at least in bright weather.
Many good specimens are lost through imperfect watering.
The Erylhrina crista-galli is a fine old plant : cuttings may be
made of the yoabg Shoots of subjects which have been 'headed
down. The old plants started in heat in January, and now ex-
hausted Witli flowering, if removed to a cool and light green-
house and suffered to go to rest, will bloom well a second time

in September by the excitement of heat and moisture after

resting a few weeks.

STOVE.

The increase of temperature previously recommended, and
absolutely indispensable in order to have many plants in per-
fection, will encourage the attacks of red spider, unless a
keen eye is kept on every plant, in fact, on every leaf, and it

allowed to go on unchecked it will soon destroy the foliage.

Use the syringe daily, especially in fine afternoons, and this

will do much to prevent the enemy appearing ; but after it has
done so recourse must be had to effective applications without
delay. A rule in gardening, which ought always to be acted upon,
is never to allow an hour, still less a day, to pass without making
an attack upon some kind of insect on the very first discovery.

The rapidity with which their multiplication proceeds, and of

which all gardeners are well aware, should prompt to immediat*
action. Such of the stove plants, or those belonging to an in-

termediate-house, as have made a good and early growth, may
now be removed to a cooler house, which will arrest their rapid
vegetation in some degree, causing robustness of habit, and in

many a tendency to produce autumn and winter flowers. Every
attention should also now be paid to keeping down vermin
amongst Orchids. There is nothing better than fresh, sweet
bran for snails and slugs. This may be placed about the pot*

either in oyster shells or crocks in the afternoon, and should
be examined by candlelight, at eight or nine o'clock.

PITS AND FIUMES.
After the stock for the flower-garden masses has been re-

moved, all the surplus Verbenas, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Calceolarias, Petunias, &a., remaining in store pots should be
potted forthwith in three-inch pots, and their cultivation should
receive every attention. As soon as they grow freely they ought
to be stopped, and be made to form bushy plants. These will

form a reserve to succeed plants in full bloom at this period,

and also to fill up gaps as they occur in the beds or borders.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The work has been for the most part a continuation of that of

the previous week. As soon as the thunder-showers ceased every

exertion was made to bring up arrears, and far enough behind
we are, when we must confess that up to the time of writing

this, even our flower-beds have not been levelled, though
several times turned roughly ; and without the loss of a singlo

minute, the character of the winter and spring has rendered
much out-door work rather behindhand, where there was not
additional assistance. Our chief work in the kitchen garden has
been sowing succession crops of Peas, Beans, Lettuces, Cauli-

flowers, Turnips, Radishes, &c., and more especially Dutch-
hoeing all advancing crops, whether weeds appeared or not.

Temporary IlothccU.—Wo are not at all sorry—quite the re-

verse—that some correspondents tell us we shall do much
mischief by speaking of such beds as wo sometimes do—made
of litter and droppings as they come from the stables week after

week, with less or more of short grass ; and they end by advis-

ing us to recommend the good old plan of turning, and water-

ing, and sweetening such dung before making it into a hotbed,
" for then even young gardeners would not kill their plants

with steam, gases, i'C." Now, be it understood that we have
no objection to all this labour, care, sweetening, and decompos-
ing the materials so used ; and no one has more clearly stated

that the vapours from rank dung and grass will kill all veget-

able life to which they can have free access, except some hard-

stemmed plants, such as the Pine Apple ; and therefore we have
been careful that when beds are made in this way there shall

be a sulfident covering of old dung, half-decayed leaves, or soil,

that, whilst receiving the heat produced, will keep down all

noxious steam. Whilst so used the bed made from fresh

material is just as safe as one made from dung which has been

frequently turned and sweetened for several weeks, and thna

has dissipated in the general .atmosphere a good portion of ite

heat instead of this being turned to use at once. On carryiiig

out our directions there can be no danger, and we economise

the heat from decomposing material which in sweeteningare

sent into the air. We also know that this sweetening process

reduces the manure to something like a third of its bulk—

a

matter of importance where scarcely ever enough in its rough

state can be found, and where bulk and a temporary heat must
be made the most of.
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Our greatest gardeners will be the first to admit that there is

less head work, less constant anxiety and consideration required
in large princely establishments, where there is the right place
for everything, than in those where for a great many subjects
which must be had there is no proper place—wheie, for in-
stance, thousands of bedding and other flowering plants must
be produced as extras, so much so, that an uninitiated stranger
would suppose that these flowering plants stood all the year
where they were found in summer and autumn. Now, for all

such forwarding purposes a little heat from fermenting materials
IS of great advantage, and it is of importance to obtain that
heat at once instead of waiting two or three weeks for it.

Secure the heat, and, however rank, you can always insure
safety by covering with older material, soil, &c. Mowings from
the lawn are very rank, but mixed with long littery dung from
the stable, much of the watering that otherwise would be re-

quired is saved. For instance, desiring to help on Celery,
Perilla, Lobelias, i'c, with the least trouble, and liaving a few
sashes that had covered Violets and Calceolarias, at liberty, we
had two or three loads of long littery dung, the produce of ten
days, brought from the stable, made into a bed for six lights, the
few droppings regularly incorporated with it, well trodden, and
then well watered, about 4 inches of rotten dung from linings
put over it. and then about 3 or 4 inches of soil. Some old
trunks of Spruce trees too far gone to be worth saving, say
from to 8 inches in diameter, were placed back and front for

the sashes to rest on ; and a better place for pricking out such
plants, to be raised again for final transplanting, could not be
obtained in the finest pit in any garden, and the appearance of
the plants shows how much they enjoy the by-no-means-violent,
but genial, regular bottom beat.
For such work, lights of frames have to answer many piar-

poses. For instance, in the ease of early Potatoes in frames,
the frame can be moved to something else before the Potatoes
are taken up, and oftener long before the frame is moved the
sashes may be turned to such purposes as above, and straw
covers, itc, put over the Potatoes, Carrots, or Turnips at night,
instead of glass sashes. We lately made some beds such as
above described, but as we could obtain short grass we mixed that
with the litter, and in such a case little watering was neces-
sary, as the grass would yield the moisture. In a bed of
this description, but with a frame for two lights over it, and
prepared as above, we inserted Verbena cuttings, the upper
covering being rough sandy loam, with drift sand on the surface,
and we have no doubt that in three weeks from inserting the
cuttings, there will be strong vigorous plants to take up with
good roots for planting. All such temporary beds will be any-
thing but idle in summer. We have made beds of dung so
sweetened as to be short indeed at making time, and though
fully 6 feet in depth, have been disappointed in the heat not
being continuous, with the help of linings, for Melons and
Cucumbers, and we have made beds 2 or 3 feet less in height,
of less worked, less sweetened materials, except at the surface,

and these beds, without having to make linings, especially if

water could be made to pass down into the beds, and air with
it, would maintain a regular, and for a longer time genial,

heat than the thoroughly worked and sweetened manure-bed.
In short, let every one work his dung as he thinks best, but let

the amateur rest convinced, that he may sweeten it less with
perfect safety and, therefore, obtain more heat from his
limited supply, provided he keep the noxious gases down in-

stead of letting them into the atmosphere among his plants and
cuttings. For instance, there are numerous hardy plants,

such as Pinks, Wallflowers, &c., which he may strike from
cuttings now in the open air. in sandy soil, and especially if

covered with a sash or a hand-light; but all these will strike

sooner, and the plants be stronger if there be a little bottom
heat below them, even such as may be obtained by a mixture
of short grass and stable-dung plsced in a hole. When we
used to grow Castor Oil plants, Cannas, Daturas, A-c, out of

doors in the flower garden, we found success was greatly owing
to giving them two or three barrowloads of such rank hot stuff

beneath them, which afforded heat to the roots at staiting,

and became rotten enough for them to feed in before the end
of the season.

FRUIT AND OENAMEXTAL DDPaKTMESTS.
In these the work was chiefly a continuation of that of the

previous week, but besides edging and preparing flower-beds for

planting about eight days hence, as experience has told us there
is little gained by hurry, when now most of the plants are in
the ground in temporary beds, we have been anxious to finish

with two matters, and trust to have done so before this is I

printed. First, we shall not be able to mow all the lawns and
pleasure grounds, but we have mown a good swathe by the
sides of all the walks, and this done early, and repeatedly is

one of the great secrets for keeping walks clean, firm, and
free of weeds ; and the second matter is to cut with an edging
iron the sides of all walks, using a line, and taking off a" little

as possible, but enough to show a clear edge. If the walks are,

as they should be, not more than 1 or Ij inch below the grass
verge, the sharp-cut edging, though repulsive to fine taste, wOl
not show more than a few days, and that eyesore is twenty-
fold compensated by the ease with which such grass edgings
are clipped throughout the summer.

There is another proceeding which we would recommend to
amateurs if they wish such walks to remain neat alter cutting
the edges. This cutting will leave the sides a little coloured, and
more earthy than the walk as a whole. Scatter a little salt for

G or 9 inches in width, and on this a little sandy gravel. The
sides of the walk will thus be neat and clean, will be easy to
sweep during the season, will after a sweeping or two become
of the same colour as the main part of the walk, and, as a rule,

these sides will be free of small weeds, where otherwise they
would be almost sure to vegetate. If in pleasure grounds the
grass close to walks is allowed to become long, and produce
seeds, it is nest to impossible to keep the walks free of weeds.
—E. F.

Cetstal Palace.—The Great Flower Show, one of the events
of the London fashionable season—is appointed for Saturday,
May 2.5th. As this is the first great show of the year, and as

the recent warm, sunny weather has had a most beneficial

effect upon the flowers, the show, it is anticipated, will be un-
usually fine. It also enjoys the advantage of being fixed for

the day appointed for the celebration of Her Majesty's birthday.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—May 22.

However mncli the weather may vary, wo have no diminntion in
the supply, the growers' Ftnnds beinj? filled to a late hour each mom-
iDf,', or it may be the limited amount of business that is doing which
makes the quantity seem so much greater. We have now from the
Continent, Peaches, Apricots, Cherries, Melons, and a few Pears, Kidney
Beans, Carrots. Turnips. Caulifiowerp. Artichokes, and Tomatoes ; new
Potatoes from Lisbon, Malta, and the Channel Islands. Good Regents of
last year's growth command a ready sale.

Apples 4 sieve S
Apricots doz 4
Cherries box 2
Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black ".
. do.

Flpa doz. 10
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 5
Lcmous 100 5

d. fl. d
0to4

F. d. B. ft

Melons each 8 0tol2
Nectarines doz. 15 24
OrauRes 100 5 10
Peaches doz. 21 42
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 9

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb. 5
Plnms i sieve
Quinces doa.
Raspberriflfl lb.

Strawberries oz.

Walnuts bush. 10 20

TEOETABLKfi.

Artichokes each
AsparapuB bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRun.I sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbnpe doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d.

6 too
4 7
10 2

8. d
[

2
2
n
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We also request that correspondents will not mix tip on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee suhjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly aud conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B,—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

GoLDEN-VETMKD VioLKTS (Oaklctj).—Tho leavcK you have sent to us are
very beautiful, and, aa they have been simihirly polden-veined in two
following ycara, tlie aport is probably permanent. Tf so, instead of "pre-
ventintr it," we think Komo one of the London florists would readily
purchuse the whole of your plants.

CovEU POR Vol. X. ( ir. C).—Jt you euclofe fifteen poBtape stamps
\Tith your address to this office, you can have the cover went free by post.
As the Vine mildew has apptarcd in your vinery, dust all the leaves with
flowers of yulphur without delay. Syringe at the end of a week, and
repeat tho treatment until the mildew ceases to appear.

Advertisemknt (R. G. Oakley).— li is in our last number, hut from
*' Roberts & Sons "

Aspects iJ. H. H,).—For the purpose you mention, wo would decidedly
ase the south-east wall in prcfereneo to the north-west. "We cpunot state
the amount of pipinji in Mr. Meredith's houses which do so well, both on
the east and west aspects. Piping must be regulated according to the
lime tho fruit is wanted.

COLEUS Vebscttaffelti for Pedding (J.J. G.).—ColeusVerschaflfelti
will do as a *' bedder " in a tolerably sheltered place. It does fvcll about
London, and was very fine last senson at Woburn Abbey. Mr. Fish has
done hitio good with it in his windy position, hut means to try it further.
It would be well to keep some Perillas in reserve. The specimen you
sent was of Eougainvillrea spectabilis.

Covering Hot-Water Pipes for Bottom Heat (C. TT.I.—Your pro"
posal to place first a layer of stones round nnd a few inches over the
pipes, then rough inn, all the finer pnrt being sifted out, and at the top
for plunging the pots either the tine tan or sawdust, will answer admir-
ably, provided you take care that the rough tan over the stones that
surround the pipes does not become dry; then it will permit the heat to
rise freely. The moint state you may secure by having a pipe by means
fit which you cnn ijour water among the stones. Do not cover the pipes
with stones deeper than you cnn avoid— say B inches. We would put
washed fine gravel over the stones, and then the tan would not tind its

way among the larger ones.

Tiffany (TijTtmy).~li was advertieed in our Journal last week.

Peach Treks almost Destroyed (G. E, T.).—Probahlv the Peach
treesare .suffering from the severe frosts. Wc do not think that the early
pruning would affect them. We have lost shoots which were not pruned
at all. In your case, with water stnnding so near the surface, at the
other side of the wall, we should imngine that the border would be too
wet, and the wood, in tbe late dull autumn, iinpirfectly ripened. A drain
in front, from 81 to 4 feet deep, would be the best remedy. There are
very singular farta in connection with water in certnin positions. Water
stands as near the surface at the highest end of Mr. Lane's celebrated
•rchard-house vinery.

Iksect Eatiwo Eosh Leaves iP. P.i.—It is a Curculio, or Weevil,
which eats the leaven of your Roses. We think it is C. maculatus, but
the specimen was too much crushed to he certain. Spread a white cloth
at night bene ith the trees and shake them. The insect feeds at night.

Blistered Peach Leaves {A. M. H'.),—Pick them all off. They are
aused bv cold checking the growth of the leaves whilst the supplv of
sap from the roots remains unchecked. Shelter by glass or other cover-
ing is a preventive of blistered leaves.

Heating a Melon Pit (Lrnrnrr).—The brick pit 9 feet wide and
S feet below the ground level, which you have used for Melons, and as
yon cannot heat with dung and tan you propose to heat with a flue,
we would treat in this way." We would run n flue round on the floor,

2 feet from the front and li feet from the back. Above the flue, flow
and return, we would make a floor 3 feet from the glriss. Hate or stone
would be best, but stout slabs of wood would do very well. We would lay
these slnhs so that there should be from 2 to 4 inches between them.
These snuces wo would fill with clinkers, brickbats. &c, and rough
plaster them. On this platform we would place in the cectre of each
light, back and front, an open drain tile, or a wooden box, communicating
with the chamber in which the flues run, and furnished with a lid to let
out heat for tho atmosphere as wanted. By pouring water into these
openings you can have moist bottom heat at all times, and moist top
heat as you want it ; and there will be no danger of scalding, as tho water
will not touch the flues. For this system, if the flue is built, raised a few
inchcB above the floor, the water poured on will go over the w^bole of the
floor. If tho floDr was concreted all the better. The 3 feet will give
ample room for foliage and earth. There would be more trouble in heat-
ing the two divisions of your 18 feet pit separately, but you can com-
mence with that next the furnace, and give plenty of air to the farther
part until you wish to start it. The air makes all the difference. We
observe no red spider or other insects on tho Vine leaf, and tho blotches
are tbe result of scalding. The best remedy is early air-giving.

Variegated Lobelia (J. B. p.).—Wo cannot form an opinion upon
such a specimen. Send a good plant in a pot to the Floral Committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society.

Grapes Dark Coloured iJ. S. H.).—Though no bigger than Peas,
they are severely " spotted'—that is, they have a peculiar ulceration
which gardeners call "the spot." We believe it to be caused bv defective
root-action. If the roots are kept warmer and better nourished we think
the evil will not reappear.

Dahlia Culture. (Dn^ilia),—We shall readily give information to any
jrrower of this flower; but we do not know of any difficulties in its
culture.

Covent Gapden Market {J. Woods, jun.).—We know of no such per-
son as you need. The regular attendauta will not incur the trouble of
«ommissions.

Pampas Grass Drying {W. H. J.).—The stems required for ornamental
purposes should be cut directly the flower-heads attain their full size,
and should bo dried in the sun. We can only account fur the glumes or
v;ilves falling from tlieir being cut when mature; washing them with.
water will not tend to their preservation.

Tree Migkonette after FLOWEBrao {M. S.).—Mignonette is a peren-
nial in ft greenhouse, and after flowering may have the surface soil re-
moved and have a top-dressing of rich compost, the plant being kept
closely pinched; hut it will not flower nearly so finely as plants sown and
grown on for tho purpose. The flowers are smaller, and the plant losi
vigorous.

EucHARis AMAZONiCA CULTURE fC if. itfojor).—The plant should hav*
a rest, which you may give at any season after tho plant ceases growtk
by withdrawing it by degrees from the hotbed, and keeping the soil dry,
but not BO as to cause the foliage to flag, and it cannot havo too much
light and air. The pot, we presume, is full of roots and the drainage
good. If the plant is growing do not check it, but allow tho growth to b»
made ; then when tho foliage attains its full size lessen the supply of
water gradually, and expose the plant fully to light aud air. This wiU
check the growth, but you must not lessen the amount of water so as t«
cause tho leaves to flag. It should have a rest of this kind for threa
months in every year; but probably your plant will soon bloom.

Pancratium /nd Ismene asianc;e3 (Idem).—The Pancratium rcquirea
precisely the same treatment as the Eucbaris. The Ismcno amancres
also retjuiros the same treatment as the Pancratium, to which it is a
cloS(.'ly allied species. Tou Cannot give them too much encouragomont
when growing, nor ripen off too well by full exposure to light. The
(lotting should not be too liberal, for they flower more freely aud certainly
when the roots are confined.

Rhododendron Falconeri Injured by Frost (A Subscriber).—Ton
miiy take up the plant from the open ground now, and you may cut it in,

this being a good time, an<l it will start better fr>-m tho part protected by
the snow than from tbe leafless portion of plant, that being the pait
injured by frost we presume.

Soil for the Orange, LiaiE. Shaddock, ani> Cahellia (Idem).—Ton
cannot have a better soil for all those than the siu'face of a good and
rather light loamy pasture, the turf being cut ofl" from 1.^ to 2 inches lliick,

and being chopped aud made pretty fine with a spide. "it sliould be used
fresh, aud the border f^hould bo well drained, and in planting the ball of
encb should be loosened and tbe fresh soil worked in amongst the roots.

The soil should be made firm about the roots. They should be planted
rather high, as the soil will settle. Camellia Valtevaredo is a plant of fina

habit and foliage, haviug finely-formed rose-coloured flowers.

1.1ST OF Rock Plants (Buz).—Achilljea ClavcnujE, silvery foliage and
yellow flowers ; Alchemilla pentaphylla, greenish yellow; Alyssum saxa-
tile compactum, yellow; Anteniiaria, silvery foliage; Aquilegia alpina,

purplish blue, with white centres; Arabis alpina, A. albida, A. lucida
vnriegata, A. caucafiica variegata, all with white flowers; Aulu-ietia de'-

t»'dea granditlura, lavender blue; Campanula g-irganica, pui-plo ; Cerah-
tium tomentosum, white; Cheiranthus alpinn^, yellow, C Marshalli,
oraiige ; Cistus fnrmosus, yellow, C. Ledon, yellow, C. roscus, rose; Con-
volvulus mauritanicus, blue; Cyclamen coum, red; C. repandum, rose-

colour, C. enropa?um, rosy pink, C. nefipolitanurn, red; Dsiphne cneo-
ruin, pink ; Dianthus floribuudus. pink; Draba aizoides, D. bceiticn, both
yellow; Di-yas Drummondi, yellow ; Erinus alpinus, rosy purple ; Genista
l)rocumbens, G. triquetra, both yellow ; Glechoma hederacea follia

variegatis, reddish pink; Gnaphalium hyperboreum, white foliage;

Iberis saxatilis, I. sempervirens, I. Tenoreana, all white ; Linaria alpina,

bluish violet, L. cymhalaria variegata ; Lotus corniculatus floro pleno,
yellow; Meconopsiscambrica, yellow ; Mimuluscupreus, ovuuge; Orobus
veriiue, purple ; Oxalis tropaaoloides, yellow ; Phlox Nelsoni, white,
P. verna, rose; Polygala depressa, blue, P. vulgaris, bluish purple; Uho-
dodendriiu birsutum. pink; Rubus chamsemorus, white, ornamental edible
fruit; Saxifraga affinis, brownish crimson, S. aizoides, yellow spotted
orange. S. hiflora, rosy purple, S. caryoj>hylla, white, S. cotyledon, white,
S. cymhalaria, sulphur spotted orange. S. hirculus, yellow, S. juniperiana,
yellow, S. oppositifolin, rose, S. umbrosa crenata, white ; Sedum acre,

anglicum, cruentum, Ewersii, and virescens, all yellowish ; S. purpureum,
purplish rose, S. pallidum roseum, light pink, S. albicans, white ; Tri-

f(dium nlpinum, rose ; Vinca herhacea. V. major, V. major elegantissima,
V. miaor, V. minor plena, all blue. Of all of the above you may procure
plants, but some of them may be raised from seed. It is best, however,
to obtain plants. They all will succeed well in a rather shady situation,

but not under trees.

Japanese Maize (Idem).—We presume it is the variegated variety
about which you iuquire. It attains to a height of 6 feet and more, and
is not, therefore, suitiible for edgings. It is very finely variegated, and
well worth growing. It requires a warm, sheUereU situation, and may be
used as a centre to a large bed, or at the back of a ribbon border, and it

requires to bo sown each year, and in heat, so as to get it strong beforo
planting out.

Australian Spinach (Idem) —Itrequii-estobe sown in heat, and whea
strong planted out in good rich soil.

Soiir;HUM tartaricum (f^f7n).—It is a taU-growing Grass, of no use in
our climate but as fodder for cattle.

Cape Aster (Idcvi).—Cape Aster, or Agathfei (Cineraria) amelloidea

coelestis, is an evergreen, low-growing shrub, attaiuing to a height of

18 inches. It fluweis very freely; the flowers of a bright blue. It re-

quires to be wintered in a greenhouse; is raised from cuttings of tha

half-ripened wood placed in a mild hotbed. It cannot be raised in the
open border.

Delphinium formosum {/dem).—The seed of this lovely bright blue-

floweriug plant may be sown now in an open border, and when tbe plants

are large enougli to handle they should bo pricked off in a bed of good
rich soil about 3 inches npart, and in autumn pl.Auted where they arc t»

bloom. Tbe seed may be sown in March iu a hotbed; tbe plants being
pricked off when large enough to handle, and grown on, wLI flower the
B.ime year.

Six Select Perennial Phloxes (JdcTn).—Purity, white, carmine centre ;

Madame Tbibaut, crimson, dark centre; Picturata, rose, centre marked
crimson ; Mudamo Corbay, while, violet centre; Beatrice, carmine crim-
sou, and Madame Lemort, violet mauve, flaked with purple; another
good one ifl Triomphe de Twickle, carmine, edged white.
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Sea-kalk Bittrr (S.J. T. B.).—We should attribute the hittemess to

somethinR deleterious in the fishes, whioh are not a desinible material

for blanching it. Snnd ia far belter, and nothing is equal to pola covered

with litter. Perhaps the Sea-liale was imperfectly blanched ; it would

then have a strong bitterish taste.

Names op Plants (Llanwedyn^ .—Tt^Uimn tenclln. (Bournemouth).—
Halesia totraptera. fn. i». ./.I.—Trillium Rrandiflornm. The"Mai>na"
is Oplismenus cru-f-g.alli. '(7. .4. i''.).—Ledum latifolium. (J. P. i.—Daphno
cneorum. (P. E. F.j.—1, Ledum latifolium ; ^, not determinable; 3, Sta-

phylea pinnata.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending May rUst.

DATS.
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These were pnt into a basket and taken into the parlour, where

there was no kettle to boil over. During the day four more came
out, and the one White Dorking ; and in the evening Janet was
in a great dilemma. What should she do with her Bantams

—

roll them up in flannel and put them in the oven all night, or

give them back to the hen ? Everybody thought they would be

trampled to death before morning, and yet she must have them
Bometime, so why not at first? Next morning Janet found two

of her chickens dead, and one egg squeezed so flat that the

bird was killed ; and the two remaining eggs though chipped

did not appear to be making any progress, and certainly had

not much chance, for their mother did not care about them in

the least ; she stood upon her legs, shook her wings, and

walked about and called her little ones after her, and finally

settled dowQ in a corner, as far a-vay from her nest as could

be, appearing only to have one desire—to thrust her tail right

through the stone wall out into the garden.

What could be done with the forsaken eggs ? Janet was

Bure she could bring them out alive, saying it only required

time, patience, nicety, warm water, and a pair of very fine

scissors ; and Janet had one and all of these. So she made the

trial, and sat for hours in the hot sunshine of a May day by

the table on which was placed a china basin containing a little

warm water in which were the eggs. When the water cooled

she added more warm, then took out one egg and wrapped it

in cotton wool and put it on the stove. Every few minutes

she opened it out to crack the shell a little more, or to break

off pieces that were already cracked, until the bird had its

feet free, and then could help itself. Then the other egg took

its turn under the operator's hand.

Time and patience indeed worked wonders beneath Janet's

delicate fingers ; and when the evening came the chickens

were out of their shells and alive. Poor little weak things,

they looked unable to hold up their heads or stand upon their

legs, and very proud was Janet when she took them to their

mother ; but the Dorking was unwilling to regard t^e new
comers as her own ; she would not shelter them, and they were

afterwards given to her in the dark, so that when the dayUght

came she could not know them from her own.
Janet's hen-house, a temporary place made of wood, which

George had put up, was one of those clean places, all too clean

for chickens. The poor hen could not find a fly or spider on

the fresh lime-washed walls, and the floor was constantly

scoured out with stones as they do in Yorkshire, so that the

Dorking might scrape and scrape, and yet find nothing, not

even a bit of hay, or grass, or straw to make a nest of, or to

toss about for pleasure as mother hens love to do. There was

not a grain of sand or speck of dust—nothing in the world for

the hen to do. She could not even turn over the fountain, it

stood so firmly ; and the dish containing their food was too

shallow to be upset, so there was nothing left for the chicks but

to paddle in and out among the bread and milk, and waste

much more than they ate.

A fortnight passed, there were no deaths to register in

Janet's poultry book ; if the Bantams did not thrive and grow,

they at least lived. Cook said, " They never would be worth

anything in the world. They wanted more air and sunshine

;

they ought to have fresh green sods daily from the field to peck

at and play with, and thus give them something to do besides

eating and sleeping." So on the first fine day Janet gathered

up all her chickens into her little black silk apron, and took

them out into the garden to sun. They could not have sun-

shine in their little house, so she would give them an airing

;

but the chickens did nothing but fret and make a great noise,

which their owner bore with admirable patience, thinking it

was for their good. At the end of half an hour she took them
home to their half-wild mother, who in her auger at their

absence knocked them about right and left, rapping them hard

with her bill, covering them with her wings one minute, and

the next sending them adrift, scolding all the time, until the

poor little Bantams began to wonder, like Trotty Vech, if they

had any business in the world.

But a darker day was drawing near for the chickens, a day ever

to be remembered ; it was when they were nearly a month old

just the age when mortality runs riot among them, carrying off

the weakly ones, and testing the strength even of the strong.

It was a rule at Ridge House to take in a good feed every night

for the little things to find early in the morning, so that Janet

had no need to go to them until af|;er breakfast. One Saturday

night the rain came down in torrents, so the maid put aside

the food, thinking she would take it by-and-by. She never

remembered to do so. Next morning the bells were ringing

before Uncle Tetley or any one, save Aunt Margaret, made an
appearance to breakfast. There was a great hurry and fuss to

be at church in time. Then after service it was pleasant
loitering slowly home through the country lanes. Janet seemed
to find it so, for she was slower than anv one. Then came tha

dinner earlier than usual, for Cousin Walter had undertaken
to teach a class in the Sunday school for a friend who was
away in London. Then there were cake and wine and fruit, the
good things which could not be hurried from, so that it was three

in the afternoon when Janet sought her Bantams, not to see if

they wanted anything, but for her own pleasure, unlocking the
door and going in, without any forebo'ling feeling of coming
sorrow. She called out " chick, chick," and the hen flew up
and bit her wrist, and no wonder, for the floor was strewn with
her dead chickens, three, four, five of them, another gasping

out its last, its head resting on the empty fountain. There waa
not a crumb of bread, or gvoat, or bit of rice to eat, nor even a
sod to peck at in desperation, and the few Bantams that were
alive crawled feebly after their mother.

I am afraid we did not sympathise much with Janet, for

Aunt Margaret called her a cruel girl to pine her chickens to

death ; and cook said, " There was little sense in crying after

spilled milk, and that all the wailing in the world couldn't

bring 'em back ;" and " Janet declared it would not have hap-
pened if she had not trusted Mary to do it

;'' and Kate said,

" Janet never would succeed with poultry because she regarded

them altogether from a wrong point of view. She thought of

her own pleasure, not their good." ,

After this Janet took great care of her three Bantams, she

gave them sand and sods, and fresh water, never forgot to

feed them, and never again separated them from their mother,

but took them out into the sunshine for hours ; but the evil

done was in a measure past remedy, a pined chicken seldom
recovers. One of the three sickened and died before it was two
months old ; another, a little hen, grew up deformed, its back
was crooked, and its tail on one side. Only one grew up of

fair proportions, a fine little fellow he was, loud in voice,

quick of motion, and with a coat glossy as an old starling's. A
general pet was Master Charley ; he would spring on your
hand, eat out of your fingers, and betray no fear nor desire for

liberty.

When the mother Dorking left her Bantams, which she did

not do until her new nest was half full of eggs, then the Bantam
hen drooped and pined away, and was at last found dead under
some rhubarb leaves. Master Charley did not miss her much,
she was no companion to him in his long strolls through the

fields, or his high flights upon the walls, where he used to beat

his wings and crow out lustily, with a voice like a giant's. But
Charley lost favour, he was a great thief, and the thing he
liked best to steal was butter. Many a time in a week waB
he found upon the kitchen table digging his bill deep into

the soft new butter. So Aunt Margaret said it would be best

to send him away. He was taken to a farm-house a few miles

in the country ; but he did not settle there, he missed the old

faces, and moped about in corners, hanging his wings and tail,

and was never heard to crow. He had not been there many
weeks when he was drowned in a tub of wort. He was then
put into a basket, and sent home. We dug a hole in the Vine-
border, unreached by Vine roots, and as near .as we could re-

member to the fifteen Bantams, and we buried him there.

Janet said " she was sure the eggs must have ailed something,

or all the chickens would not have died."

—

M.iud.

CAVE CANEM.
(FOR CANEM RE.4.D CAMBERWELL.)

In the beginning of the year I advertised some Game Ban-
tams for sale. I was kindly answered by a gentleman who had'

evidently his "little place in Surrey," not far from "The
Green," and that pellucid stream known as " The Canal." I

was requested to send some birds immediately, and to write

word by what train they would arrive in London. " An ac-

ceptance at three days " was promised by the next post.

There was something so " truly rural " in the whole aflfair

that I could not do otherwise than exclaim with Charley

Bates, " So jolly green ! " Thereupon I sent two letters, the

one saying that the birds would arrive in London by such and
such a train, the other to a " denizen of ' The Grove,' " a little

bird who whispered by return of post unsatisfactory things.

I did not send the birds. In a day or two after the time

when they should have been deUvered, I had a letter to the
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effect, that if I had not sent them I was not to do so at present,

as my correspondent had failed in disposing of some birds, and
had not room for them.

After a while, when I had almost forgotten the matter, I re-

ceived a note requesting me to send some pens immediately.

I wrote asking for a cheque or a reference. I heard no more.

.-There used to be a phrase, " It's all up at Peckham." I sup-

.. pose this was the ease at Camberwell.
The inquiry in last week's .Journal concerning Camberwell

• bronght the matter to my recollection.

—

Egouet.

WOODBRIDGE POULTRY SHOW.
I WAS much gratified to see by the letter of your correspon-

dent " Egomet," which appeared in last week's Journal, that the

Committee of the Woodbridf;e Poultry Show now purpose to

discharge in full all outstanding claims. This is a step that

will, no doubt, insure a perfect reconciliation with all claimants,

and also public support, should it be deemed advisable to re-

Bnscitate the Woodbridge Poultry Show. That the Committee
were placed in a most unenviable position during their last

Show, from the fact of a sudden gale of wind overturning the

tent, is probably known to most of your readers, and, doubt-

less, a very heavy reduction in the receipts from this unforeseen

cause ensued, independently altogether of the great personal

annoyance to the managers themselves.

The Committee having adopted their present course, I can-

not forbear (as having arbitrated at so many of their meetings),

Riving my unqualified approval of the great care and attention

bestowed on the poultry during the time of exhibition, which,

in fact, could not be exceeded ; nor can it be doubted the

institution of the Woodbridge Show did much to improve the

poultry in the surrounding district.

—

Edwahd Hewitt.

ARTIFICIAL HATCHING.
1 SHOULD feel greatly obliged if some of your readers who

have had personal experience and success in artificial hatching
would kindly tell me what they consider the proper temperature
for eggs. I presume there would be a difference in cases where
the whole of the egg is constantly exposed evenly to the same
heat, from those where only one side^receives the greatest

degree.

What should be the temperature when the egg receives on
all sides the same heat ? and when one side receives a greater

degree, of what temperature should the hottest side be ?

An old book which I have on tbe subject states, that to have
strong birds there ought to be a difference in the heat applied

to the top and bottom of the egg of from 8° to 10°, but I

cannot beheve there should be so great a diilerence.—E.

[There need be no attempt made to secure a difference of

temperature between the upper and under side of an egg whilst
incubating. When a hen sits upon eggs the temperature
aionnd them is uniform. The temperature should be 104°

;

but 2° or 3° higher or lower occasionally are not detrimental,

and if once in each twenty-four hours the temperature for

half an hour is allowed to sink to 90°, in imitation of the hen's
leaving the nest for feeding, all the better. This lowering of

temperature must not be permitted during the day or two
cloring which the chicks are coming out of their shells.]

RH^AL INCUBATORS.
IrrHiNK most of your readers will agree with me that one of

the greatest drawbacks to poultry exhibitors is the difficulty of

obtaining early chickens. Cochins are the only fowls which can

bo safely relied upon as sitters in the early part of the year,

and they frequently crush one-half of the chickens in hatching,

and clumsily tread some of tbe others to death afterwards.

Moreover, to fanciers of a non-sitting variety, the necessity of

keeping sitting hens which are useless for the greater part of

the year, is a great inconvenience. This obstacle seems likely

to be overcome in a great measure by artificial incubation, the

great difficulty being to select from among so many incubators,

new and old in principle, that best adapted to the purpose. I

would beg to suggest that, alive as you always are to the in-

terest of exhibitors, and holding tbe position of the recog-

nised authority in poultry matters, you should kindly intimate

to manufacturers of incubators that you would be willing to

experiment with the different incubators, and report on the

merits of the same after the manner of Tlie Field trials of

breech-loaders and sporting rifles. I feel persuaded that your

kind compliance with this suggestion would be a great boon to

very many subscribers.

—

Brown Bed.

[It was an easy task for our sporting contemporary to de-

cide on the merits of rival rifles ; but to watch incubators for

three weeks would require an expenditure of time which wa
cannot afford. Moreover, we think that if three disinterested

breeders of poultry would undertake the task their decision

would be more satisfactory.

—

Eds.]

NON-RESISTING BEES.
A FEW weeks ago the attention of bee-keepers was directed

to the subject of non-resisting bees. That the bees of a hivo

well stored with honey and a numerous population should

allow themselves to be tamely plundered by marauders, with-

out offering any opposition, is certainly an anomalous proceed-

ing; but that such is the fact I am able to attest from per-

sonal observation.

In the early part of February last, my attention was directed

to bees deliberately entering a hive and carrying off the stores

without challenge. They came from a colony a few yards dis-

tant, as was proved by sprinkling them with flour, and the cir-

cumstance of their meeting with no repulse from the inmates

led me to suppose that they had found out a queenless hive.

An inspection of the interior, however, proved not only that I

was mistaken in my conjecture, but disclosed the gratifying

truth that an active queen reigned, and that there was no lack

in the number of her attendants. Although, however, the

population was such as to be capable of defending itself, it yet

in the most unaccountable and helpless manner allowed its

treasures to be pillaged. For two weeks a regular system of

pilfering was established, and not till the unfortunate inmates

were reduced to the verge of famine did they awake from their

apathy and become aUve to the evil that had befallen them.

Then, when almost too late, a change of sentiment took place,

for on the return of the thieves to complete their work of ruin,

they were met at the entrance, collared, and stung to death, or

hurled over the landing-board.

So discouraging was the reception from their enraged victims,

that a timely retreat was deemed advisable and a truce was

entered into for the futiue ; but as the stores had in a great

measure disappeared, I found it necessary to replace the emptied

combs by some well-furnished ones which I had laid aside

as a reserve for any weak stocks that might require a little

help in spring. The new supplies kept up the spirits of the

bees, and they were not again molested by their former as-

sailants.
, , .

All went on well till the 22nd of April, when the hive m
question for a second time became the victim of misfortune.

Thieves again found a peaceable entrance to it, but this tima

they came from a different colony—one that occupied the site

farthest from it in the apiary. The weather was favourable

for making incursions, and the new thieves continued them

daily till the 28th, when a grand and final siege was laid to tha

sweets, and the whole carried off without remorse.

What struck me as rather remarkable was tbe fact that not

only was no defence by the assailed set up, but that they never

seemed to intermit their labours for a single minute during the

commission of the depredations. Pollen was as diligently carried

in as honey was carried out, and the queen, without showing

any signs of perturbation, pursued her materaal duty of ovipo-

sition. Not one intruder attempted to injure her, and the

unfortunate bees seemed to have no concern but care for their

brood, of which there was a considerable quantity in the hive.

As the food was now exhausted I knew a hunger swarm

might soon be expected,and therefore to prevent so undesirable

a result, I provided the hive with my last spare comb, and re-

moved it to another apiary a mile distant, where tbe persecu-

tors of the inmates would have Httle chance of finding it.

Since its removal they have manifested great activity, and

now that their foes have found that no spoil can be extracted

from the vacated stance, these are wisely betaking themselves

to legitimate labour.

Had it been earher in the season I might have resorted to a

remedy which in another instance of the kind was found suc-

cessful—viz., to shut up the plundering hive one day and the

plundered hive the next, continuing the practice for a week or

longer ; but in May every day is precious, and I was unwilling

to retard the progress of either hive by causing a suspension

of out-door work on alternate days for even a short period.—E. S.
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"WHY DID YE DIE?-
On TisitiDR the apiary of a friend in the county of Dublin

this week, I was much disappointed to find that four very fine

stocks were completely uninhabited, every bee in them having
died. When I say fine stocks, I mean they were so at the com-
mencement of last winter when the autumnal feeding ceased.
At that period nothing could have been more prosperous than
their condition, both as regards population and winter stores

of feeding. All seemed to go on well during the winter, and
at the opening of spring they each showed the usual symp-
toms of health and prosperity. Food in moderate supplies
was then given to them, consisting of liquid honey and sugar
and barleysugar made exactly as directed by Payne in his
book on bees. My friend thinks the latter was the cause of

the disaster, and that the bees were poisoned by the vinegar
contained in it. Such, however, is not my opinion, though I

confess I am puzzled to accoimt for the sudden and rapid
mortality which took place.

On opening and examining one of the hives, the appearance
at first did not strike me as extraordinary, a fair quantity of

honey in a perfectly pure state was still in store ; there was no
sealed brood-comb, but a number of brood-cells were open, and
occupied by young bees, which had apparently come to per-
fection. From the latter, and also from a number of old dead
bees clogged between the combs, a most offensive smell was
perceptible, very much like stale salt fish. I also observed a
white mouldy spot here and there, from which the odour I

have described emanated strongly.

What do YOU consider the probable cause of the disaster ? A
stock of Ligurians adjoining the others are in a most flourishing
condition ; they had no barleysugar.

—

Squib, Co. Kildare.

[We do not believe the bees were injiired by the barley-

sugar, and should refer the offensive smell and spots of mould
to the effects of decomposition after death. All the appearances
yon detail point to the conclusion that the stocks perished
from cold and starvation, although how this could take place

when the hives contained a fair quantity of pure honey ap-
pears almost inexplicable. We believe the fact to be, that the
vitality of bees frequently recedes to a low ebb towards the end
of winter, and in this way they often at that time succumb to

a degree of cold which would have done no harm whatever at

an earlier period, whilst the remaining stores of honey were
probably in remote parts of the hives, which in their enfeebled
condition they were unable to reach. We do not recognise in

your description any symptoms of foul brood, and should not,

therefore, be afraid to make use of the empty combs after

picking out all the defunct bees and larvtc.]

THE GERMAN CENTRIFUGAL MACHINE,
FOR EXTBACTING HONEY FEOM THE OOMBS WITHOUT INJURING

THEM.

Concerning this invention of Major von Erushka we find

the following in " The American Bee Gazette." " M. Rouvel
says, ' The whole secret is in making use of centrifugal force.

The honeycomb is laid upon a wire sieve hanging in a funnel

whose outlet is closed by a cork. The funnel has a handle or

bail (like that of a pail or kettle), to which is attached a

rope, by which it is swung round and round in horizontal

circles ; and after a short time the honey, if it is not too thick

or crystallised, can he drawn off out of the funnel perfectly

clear and free from particles of wax or pollen. For operations

on a larger scale a stationary apparatus with wheels for motive
power ia needed ; but for single combs any one can construct

his own rotary hand apparatus.' "

Major Von Kruslika explained his " Honeycomb-emptying
Machine " at the meeting of apiarians at Bi iinn as follows :

—

" The whole matter is very simple ; reminds one of the 'egg

of Columbus,' and is founded upon the use of centrifugal

force. Yon can convince yourselves very easily of this by
trying the experiment on a small scale. Take a wire pipe-

cover, place in it a little piece of unsealed honeycomb, tie a

string to it, swing it round and round in horizontal circles,

and you will see that the honey is very easily expelled from
the comb. Founded upon this idea, I have constructed an
apparatus whicli affords the most satisfactory results, and
offers many advantages to those who obtain honey in large

quantities. Among these advantages are—purity of the honey,
facility in obtaining it. and complete preservation of the combs,
which are often of such exceeding value to the apiarian.
" To give a general idea of this machine, imagine to your-

selves a horizontal disc put in rotary motion by a wheel. Upon
the edge of this disc are eight small uprights surrounded or
connected by a wire sieve, and thus forming an octagon npon
the disc. If you now hang the unsealed combs with their

frames between these uprights on the inside of this wire
octagon, and put the disc in motion, so as to make about sis

revolutions per second, the combs will be emptied in one or
two minutes. The honey is caught in a circular tub surround-
ing the disc, and is drawn off at the bottom. With .such a
machine a labourer can easily empty in a day from 8 to 10 cwt.

of unsealed combs, which by continuing the rotary motion
long enough are emptied so thoroughly that they appear
perfeothj dry. The honey is much purer than that obtained by
the usual cold process ; has no pollen or other extraneous
particles mixed up with it, and, therefore, keeps much better.

An essential condition for the successful operation is a tem-
perature of not less than 20' Reaumur (77° Fahrenheit) ; at

a less degree the honey would be too thick, and the wax,
especially new white wax, too brittle."

Herr Kunze in describing the advantages of this apparatus,
declares that he hopcx that the honey-harvest will bo consider-

ably increased, as the bees will have less to build and more
cells to fill ; he knoirs that dealers prefer honey thus obtained
on account of its greater purity and clearness ; and believes

that it will take the bees less time to fill three empty combs
than to build one new comb.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Making a IIkn Broody (F. H. M.).—No kind of food renders a ben

broody. A hen of any sitting variety will not be broody until aho has
laid her clutch of efjps. If you kept two or three Cochin-China hens yon
would rarely be without one wishing to sit at this time of the year.

Hens Eating theib Egos (Trotters).—When hens havetak^nto oating
their eg^'H it is very difficult to cure them. They begin because they
want the shell; they keep on because they like the flavour, especially the
yolk. Tlie only thing that seems to check them is to put some of the
composition egga that are hard as marble in their nests. We have done
80, and have many times, when we had a pen inclined to eat their own
produce, rolled one of these in their way, or put one in their nests. They
peck and peck with redoubled force ; they turn then, over and over, aud
try all in their power, till they are weary and give it up. This is not
always a cure, but it seldom fails.

Pairing Canaries—Chickens Dead in the Shells [Idem).—It is not
too late to pair Canaries. Your chickens die from lack of moisture. Th»
eggs should be well sprinkled with water for a week before they batch.
If you neglect this you will always lose chickens.
Game Cock's Tail Pulled Out (G. It. Smith).—It will take at least

nine or ten weeks for the cock to get his tail. Few birda begin moBiting
till July.
Hfn with a Brood Laying (H. W.).—It is not an nncommon occor-

rence for a hen to lay whilst her brood, a month old, are with her. We
once had a hen which laid and sat before her previous brood had left her.

At night they rested in a circle round her nest. " Cocks' eggs," whether
round or oval, are merely abortive products of some hen or pullet.

Blisters on Chickens (E, F. W.).—Your dietary scale is not good
enough. We cannot say that the bread and water diet causes the bladders
or swellings, but it is poor food, and poverty may have to do with the
disorder. We feed our chickens on curd, bruised com, chopped egg,
brend and beer, and meat scraps chopped fine. " All is fish that comes to

net" in the way of food for chickens; and with them, as with human
beings, a change is desirable. We had a few cases like those you mention
last year, and most of them recovered. Those, however, that we tried to

treat all died, especially those we punctured.
CoLoiTR OF Game Hens' Combs (Idem.—Game hena should have well*

serrated, straight, and red combs. There are, however, some breeds that
have lead-coloured combs, and they are correct.

Pheasants Hodpy (P. P.).—Remove them to a fresh spot where they
can have plenty of gi-ass. Give immediately a pill of camphor the size

of a pea. Repeat it in eight or ten hours. If the eyes are swoUeu and
closed, wash them with cold water and vinegar. Feed sparingly on stftle

bread steeped In strong old ale.

Churn.~.^n Old Subscriber wishes to know which is the best chom to

make from 2 to 12 lbs. of butter. We shall be obliged by some of our
readers stating their experience on the subject.

Error.—Page 302, col. 2, line 29 from bottom, for " Bark " read " Dark."
Beks in Neighbour's Hhe not Working in a Super iG. J.).—We

do not see what more you can do to induce yonr bees to ascend imless

you poUr a little liquid honey into the guide-comb. Little time, however,
is yet lost, since honey-gathering is at present quite at a stand. When
warm weither returns your bees may possibly take heart and set to
work in right earnest. The queen is certainly not dead. In 'driving

bees, the qu\en (as well as the bees themselves), is so frightened by the
continued rappiug that she forsakes her own well-furnished but inverted

dwelling, and runs for refuge into the empty one which is temporarily

placed over it. If you peruse the very lucid and full desciription of th«

whole process which appeared in No. 131.), we tbiuk you can scarcely fail

cl.aily lo understand it ; and you may, if you please, transfer your bees to

a frame hive in the manner dt-sciibed in page 319 of our present volume.
Bees Destroying Drone Brood (An Isle of Wiftkt Subicnbtr).—lids

wholesale destruction of drone brood is owing to the recent unfavourable

change in the weather, which probably became perceptible to the bees a
day or two befnre you noticed it. The inhabitants of your Nutt's hive,

which is dijubtless made of wood, may also be on tliis account more sus-

ceptible to chriuges of temperature than those of the other hives. This

roi'ly is applicable to the case of " G. H.," but who, in addition, says that

the Ijeee are killing the adult drones.
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present day a want need only be felt and expressed to te in
a very short time supjilied ; so I would hope that some day
soon our nurserymen will put tlieir catalogues through a pro-
cess of expurgation, and clear a few pages for the reception of

a list of plants as ornamental in form and foliage as those used
in the London Parks last year, but requiring something a little

less expensive than a stove for their winter quarters.—Avit-
SHiRE Gardenek.

THE GAKDEN OP THE PARIS UNIVERSAL
EXHIBITION.

That portion of the park surrounding the Exhibition build-
ingwhich has been assigned as a garden for the display of objects

connected with horticulture, lies adjacent to and parallel with
the ficole Militaire. The visitor, therefore, who arrives by the
bridge of .Jena and enters thus by the Grand Avenue into the
building, has to traverse its entire length in the same straight

line until he finds himself in the park beyond. Passing
through some sections on his left, devoted to Flanders and
Brabant, he speedily reaches the garden itself, which is en-
closed by iron railings of various patterns. Here he will have
to pay an extra half franc, which covers all other expenses in

this part.

To obtain a general view of the whole garden many ascend the

artificial mound in the central portion, on which a handsome
iron and glass structure, of great height and with curved out-

lines, has been raised. This is styled the " Serre Monumentale,"
and its exterior i.s eiBciently covered with blinds composed of

thin round strips of wood of the thickness of a quill, painted
in alternate stripes of dull green and white, and which effectually

exclude the sun's rays. The interior is as yet unfinished ; a
fantastic portico will serve for many purposes in the future. It

is difficult, however, to imagine the practical purposes which
this really handsome house could serve. It may, however, be
an advertisement for the constructor. There have been few
plants within it. and, with the exception of some fine pyramidal
Azaleas, shown by Messrs. Veitch, nothing which the other
houses could not have held is exhibited thei e. A good general
idea of the plan and of the effect of the whole scene is obtained
from this point of view. With a true conception of the nature
of their object our neighbours laboured to raise here a central

semicircular mound which dominates the ground. As this is

the old review ground of the Paris garrison, it may again
serve for some military purpose. An arliticial valley is thus
formed, and the ground, rising gradually towards the arc of

the semicircle, forms an agreeable slope all round. This has
been planted with large trees ; and these, now in leaf, mask the

buildings in the streets, and concentrate the effect within its

sphere. Considering that the ground (the Champ de Mars),

was a dead level, what has been effected lueiits the warmest
praise, and is a decided addition to the Exhibition.

In front of the Serre Monumentale spreads the "lac," of

course of no great size, and other pools diverging on each
hand continue the effect of the water. TJiey are small—too

small in fact, and the imitation rustic bridges, which were
needed for communication, might have been more pretending.

Gay flower-beds are formed in the thriving turf, but the
French do not excel in the art of bedding-out. Indeed, these
beds, labelled and placed under painted canvas pavilions, are

but so many advertisements of French .seedsmen, and are

meagre and ineffective in themselves. In this portion one
misses the English taste, which has done so much in geome-
trical flower-beds. The depredators of bedding-out, as now
practised, could not, however, like these mixed beds.

The great attractions in the garden are the two aquaria.

That for salt water is unfinished ; but the fresh-water aquarium
is perfect, and much frequented. A waterfall passes over the
summit of the grotto under which the aquarium i.s constructed.

The next attraction is the pavilion, in winch some magnificent
band plays each afternoon. Behind the pavilion is the section

reserved for the fruit trees, and near it is the stove wherein
were the plants with which Messrs. Linden and Veitch con-

tended for floral honours. On the other tide of the pavilion is

a restaurant, evidently an important " coiKe.-isicm." It displays

the Imperial banner, whose field, thickly strewn with the Im-
perial emblem, carries a golden eagle in the centre. Below,
the incessant stream of people proves how fashionable the
garden is likely to be. As with us, music, no doubt, contributes

j

largely to its attractions, and the strains of the band of the
Guides now invite a descent from the Serre Monumentale to- !

wards the pavilion. The slopes of the ground are well clothed
with healthy young trees and shrubs, all carefully labelled, and
worthy of examination. Many old favourites and some new
plants are here luxuriating in the rich black soil. Lower down,
and at the base of the mound, are the French horticultural

implements. Some of these are by no means unworthy of

e.xamination, and are commendable for cheapness.
Following the crowd (no bad course after all), we arrive at

the fresh-water aquarium, constructed with immense labour
and on a large scale. It is divided into compartments in the
artificial grotto, and the fishes, among which are descendants of

the famed carp from Fontainebleau, which were originally

placed there by Francis I., are seen floating at the level of the
spectator's head. Other varieties are visible in the remaining
compartments. This aqu.arium is a very great source of plea-

sure to the Parisians. Little can be learnt, of course, even by
repeated visits, of the habits of the fishes. This requires long
observation, and what the salt-water aquarium can teach is to

us, dwellers on the seashore and fishermen, a marvel ! The
aquaria, however, serve their purpose well, and possibly they
will create a taste for such instructive pursuits, and thus the
object in view will be realised. In this sense the whole Exhi-
bition is wonderfully interesting, and is certainly well calculated

to succeed. The grotto itself is a beautiful artificial cave, and
it would be a pity not to preserve it. One can imagine that

rare effects could be- produced here by moonlight, or by coloured

illuminations. On the summit is a large burnished globe,

wherein, by shifting one's ground, a view of the whole garden
is gradually obtained, including a portrait of the spectator him-
self, with his head curiously and somewhat alarmingly fore-

shortened, as we see in caricatures.
All this time the echoes of the band of the Guides have

been luring our not-unwilling steps toward the orchestral pavi-

lion, and from here, too, an artisf would select a stand-point
to photograph or sketch (were it allowed), the scene. Under
the shade are many of those very convenient iron chairs, so

common in Paris, filled with listeners. Crowds appear and
are lost in the windings of the slopes blooming with Khodo-
dendrons. They wind past the miniature lakes, cross the tiny

bridges, and ascend laughing to the seats near us. Strangely
enough, not a shadow of any national costume is to be seen.

You may hear close to you Bussian, Swedish, Koumanian, or

any other language (far more readily recognised than many
think), but the utterers themselves, men or women, are un-
recognisable as to dress—not that they are aristocrats ; far from
this, the mass appears to be of the middle class, or even of a

lower grade. After a time the eye distinguishes national pecu-

liarities, of feature especially ; but, at first sight, what difference

is there between one foreigner and another as to dress? Are
they not all equally strange to, and all unlike us in this re-

spect ? There is one great delusion which this international

meeting dissipates, and that is, that educated people differ

essentially wherever they may be. National costumes are fast

disappearing. The figures representing such in the building,

though of high finish, serve only to excite the hilarity of the

crowd. You pay two sous for your chair, and repeat this at

every move, and it is wonderful how often this is done. From
here, close to the Empress's Pavilion—another " coiiecssion,"

and covered with the names of the tradesmen selected—the

view is charming and characteristic. One regrets that the

garden was not of larger extent, so artistically has it been laid

out, and so fashionable has it become. There are here few of the

hybrid kiosques, or sham mosques, which abound in the park,

and the eye finds repose in the fresh green of the turf and the

bloom of the flowers around, while the distant hum of Paris

reminds the visitor that he can, by a few yards of movement,
regain the crowded streets, or return to the bewildering riches

of the Great Show.
The police of the garden is paternally administered by mem-

bers of the old Garde Municipale. Very polite are they, and
strangers should always consult them or the sergents de ville

when in any doubt—not, however, if they really wish to ap-

proach any of the crowned heads who visit the Exhibition,

unless it be to do exactly the reverse of what they advise you
to do.

Those who expect to see a good display of fniit and vegetables

will be disappointed, unless autumn greatly change the charac-

ter of the Show. As usual, our neighbours trust wholly to

their fine climate, and neglect artificial aids for maturing fruits.

The results are visible in nine mean and small Peaches and six

Nectarines, shown about the middle of this month. Some Cal-

ville Apples and Uvedale's St. Germain Pears made up the rest.
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What the antninn may produce will, no doubt, be much superior,

though here, as in London, there is much the same indifference

on the part of cultivators. Intending English exhibitors might,

therefore, reflect with advantage before they be at the pains of

forwarding any fruits. Few natives exhibit, and very few

spectators visit tho sheds devoted to these classes, which are

readily discovered by those who wi.sh it.

Taken as a whole, what is exhibited in the garden represents

in no adequate measure the state of horticultural progress in

France. With the exception of the tools and implements

there are no evidences of other horticultural materials worthy

of note. Ground vineries we find, together with Saynor's

splendid pruning instruments, in the English Agricultural

Annexe ; but these seem not to attract the natives. In fact,

it must be said our neighbours think their own ideas equal to

most emergencies, and in the case of gardening not the least

of all.

Visitors having time should go to the City of Paris establish-

ment at La Muette, Passy, which I went over with much
satisfaction. From here the flower-beds in the park of Mon-
ceaux and other parts are supplied, and the glass houses of the

Exhibition garden are finally to be re-erected at La Muette.

The flower market, near the Madeleine, is also really worth a

passing visit, and furnishes some hints in the arrangement of

bouquets.—T. C. Bbehadt.

SPRING FLOWERS.
One receives so much interesting information in the pages

of this Journal from the writings of amateurs, that, imperfect

in exact knowledge as such contributious generally are, I feel

bound to add what I can to the general stock.

I have been trying a spring garden this year, according to

the fashion, and some memoranda, made for my own use, may
be of service to others.

In the first place, is it worth the trouble? The effect is

slight compared with the gorgeous colours of summer, and the

beauty fleeting. On the other hand, there is a delicacy of their

own in the hues of spring ; and the little care and labour in-

volved in comparison with what is needed for a summer garden,

have made me determine never again to look for six months of

the year upon rough brown beds of earth, which serve in their

desolation to remind you more forcibly than anything else that

summer is gone. If these naked beds are clothed with colour

of any kind, so long as it be not that of coloured earths, a great

deal is gained. Then the trouble is slight. To protect winter

plants in the summer months does not require literally

one-tenth of the labour, nor one-twentieth of the expense,

necessary to keep summer plants through the winter. Some
corner of the kitchen garden, rather shaded from the sun, will

bold all the stock you require, and one touch or two at the

right season (in these four words lies all the difficultj), will

keep your laid-by winter dress in perfect order. The little

attendance required must, however, be given to each plant at its

proper season. The seed-sowing is not to be done all at once.

It is provoking to find in November, instead of a sturdy little

plant compact enough to bid defiance to the frost, a loose

expanding creature, just beginning with a too-confiding tender-

ness to open its blossoms to the first blasts of winter. Then
bulbs with withering leaves are uninteresting, and are apt to

miss the one watering they require, or to be left in the ground
a prey to mice and slugs. The patch of reserve garden, there-

fore, should not be altogether out of sight.

The best plants are those that bloom the earliest. Many
annuals, such as CoUinsia, &c., are very beautiful ; but they

trench upon the summer season, and make the gardener im-
patient to be rid of them even at their prime. In this respect

Daisies and Pansies, both hardy, and both easily divided and
easily moved, carry off the palm. One of the prettiest beds
was a blue Pansy, obtained from Messrs. E. O. Henderson
and Son, with a ring of Golden-leaved Daisy round it, and an
outer ring of Crocus La Majesteuse ; the Daisies 10 inches

from the edge, that they may not be smothered by the Crocus

leaves, and the whole bed raised much higher than in summer
time to show-off the low-growing plants. The Pansies were in

blossom before Christmas, and came into bloom again with

the rapidity of an Alpine Gentian as soon as the snow melted,

and their bright blue, now, it must be confessed, fading into a

duller colour under hotter sunbeams, was a most pleasing con-

trast to the yellow leaves and crimson flowers of the Daisy.

Another striking Pansy is the Magpie, free blooming, but

later than the other, and somewhat melancholy in effect ; a
French nurseryman would have named it Deuil d'un Prince.

It requires a crimson Daisy round it. The yellow Pansy blooms
nearly as early as the blue, and makes another good bed, with
a ring of Aubrietia.

The Aubrietia likewise flowers early, and its mauve colours
are well contrasted with a ring of white Daisies. When re-

moved it shrivels up in the heat of summer, but revives with
the autumn rains. A still greater favourite is Phlox verna, which
forms a close carpet of deUcate lilac, with the same white edging
round it. Let mo confess that I made the mistake of setting a
crimson Daisy near it. How quickly one detects the mistake

when the first flower opens. Its only fault is that in winter

its foliage is brown and sare, and it is not so well fitted for a bed
close under the eye. These beds six weeks ago were gay with
Tulips, which went out of blossom before the Phlox opened.
I have tried the same plan with Hyacinths, blooming them in

beds of Silene, Forget-me-not, and Limnanthes, the leaves of

which afforded an excellent foil to their flowers, and which are

now hiding with their own bloom the leaves of the Hyacinths.
Bulbs flourish in a dry soil so well that single Hyacinths
bloom with us and increase year after year. The Silene,

however, grows so tall as almost to smother the leaves, and I

will not answer for their bloom next year. Not so the Forget-

me-not. With this last, seedling yellow Alyssum makes an
excellent contrast of exactly the same height, and exactly con-

temporaneous in bloom, only do not plant it where you look

to a brighter field of Buttercups beyond it.

The three annuals above mentioned give little trouble, and
will seed themselves if a few plants be put in a shrubbery. The
green Fern- like leaves of the Limnanthes compensate for thelate-

ness of its flowers. No manure should be dug in with annuals
at the time of planting. Arabis variegata looks well in mid-
winter ; but all while flowers, even Hyacinths, are cold in spring*

The Anemone has failed more or less for two years ; first, I

believe because the tubers were kept for some months out of

the ground ; afterwards, because they were put in too soon,

and the too vigorous plants were injured by the snow. Yellow
Wallflower, sown early, makes a good ribbon-border with Mag-
pie Pansy, which is rather tall, in front of it.

Every bed should have Crocus round it, which need not be
removed in summer, as it will not be in the way of bedding
plants. There should be some system in the colours, the

yellow being kept in due subordination to the purples and the
lighter colours. La Majesteuse, Sir .John Franklin, Queen
Victoria, and Sir Walter Scott are all good, and distinct.

By the means which I have described three successive periods

of colour are insured— 1st, the Crocus season ; 2nd, that of

Hyacinths and Tulips, with which Pansies and Daisies mingle ;.

3rd, the annuals.

I need scarcely add that I have been indebted to Mr. Flem-
ing's little book 0)i spring gardening, in which full directions

for the management and propagation of spring plants may b&
found, for the pleasure I have received.

—

Wyeside.

VIOLA CORNUTA.
Some time ago there was an interesting controversy in the

pages of the Journal, as to the respective merits of what were
said to be two varieties of Viola cornuta. All parties, however,
seemed to agree that the plant was one that would rank high
in public estimation when it became sufliciently known and
cultivated. It is not my purpose to reopen that controversy,

which I imagine, afLer all, arose simply from the plants having
been grown in dnfiVrent soils or circumstances, the effect of

which, as we know, is often to give another tint to the colour

of the flowers, or to cause some alteration in the character of

plants. Be this as it may, I can bear testimony to the very
gay appearance which the plant has at the present time, and
if the continuance of its liloomin!; bo satisfactory, its merits as
a bedding plant will be fully established.

Mr. Wills, through whose exertions this old-fashioned Viola
has been restored to favour, was kind enough to send me some
plants in the autumn of 18C5. I kept them in a cold frame
all the winter, and planted them out last spring, but unfor-

tunately I happened to place them in a spot to which rabbits

had access, and the result was, that the flowers were nipped off

as produced, the plants escaping untouched. They have now
acquired a breadth and compactness which could not well be
excelled. Having recently planted many young Pinuses and
other trees on the lawn in cultivated circular beds about feei
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in'diameter, I put in a ring of Viola comnta as an edging to
some of these, as well as several other hardy plants remarkable
for their compact growth, their foliage, or flowers. Arabia
purpurea, and the dwarf variety of Alyssum saxatile, have been
very ornamental, but are rather past their best, while Viola
comuta certainly promises to be more lasting, and at present
(May 20th) is the gayest plant of its class. If it eontinne as it

now is, too mnch cannot be said in its favour. Judging from
its appearance, I should be inclined to think it will suit the
north of England, or cool, moist situations better than dry,
sunny ones, and I fear mildew will attack it in dry seasons,
and on dry sandy or gravelly soils. This, however, I only put
forth as an opinion, and shall be glad if my anticipation prove
erroneous. I have no doubt that the merits of the plant will
be fully tried this season, in widely different situations.—J.
BOESON.

LILAC-TIDE.
Bt such a name I designate one little period of the year, a

short period, for the Lilac soon sheds its beautiful flowers ; soon
are they faded by the sun, then embrowned by it, and at length
they hang withered bunches on the trees.

But, although Lilac-tide is a very brief season—a mere
parenthesis in the year—still, it is a most beautiful period,
beautiful in rich possession, and beautiful in richer promise.
Take a few other periods. There is hay-time to wit ; but

after the hay is gathered the landscape is injured ; not the
bright green of Nature meets the eye, but the yellow green of
art, for where the scythe has cut the luxuriant vegetation, there
the tint has faded down to paleness, besides a considerable
portion of the summer is gone with the hay.

_
Or, take harvest-time—man's rejoicing time, fields of com

ripe and ready, and rustling for the reaper's hand. As says
Bloomfield—

*' A plorions barvest fills our e^gor sight,
Half shocked, half waving iu a flood of light."

But soon the fields will be cleared, and then they will lie naked
and void, and we shall feel that another season is far on the
wane, another milestone of time in sight, and soon to be reached
And passed.

But, in Lilac-tide all is different ; it is the beginning of the
season's beauty, its youth, its hopeful youth ; chilliness is

gone, genial warmth is come, but no thought of decline mars
our enjoj'ment by overshadowing the present ; the birds are
pealing forth their notes, warmed, but not hushed as presently
they will be, by the heat, while the rooks are filling the air at
intervals with their musical clangour.
As I sit writing with breeze and sound coming to me through

the opened window, there lies before me a bunch of Lilacs of

both colours, placed there by a child's hand. (Whose pleasure
was the greater—the giver's or receiver's'?) Tlie white Lilac

—

so white—those unopened flower-buds, not pearly white, for
no pearl ever equalled their whiteness ; what a contrast to the
broad green leaves ! The Lilac leaf has a colour all its own, a
dark yet clear and even greenness throughout. Then, there is

the other Lilac—the Lilac proper—the commoner and stronger-
growing variety, it has a colour in nature to itself, giving a name
to a certain hue. But although cut Lilac is pleasing to the eye,
yet commend me to the flowers on the tree. Horace Walpole
was wont to hurry down from London to Strawberry Hill to
enjoy Lilac-tide, amd verily if I must pass the whole year

In i>opulous city pent,"

still let there be a reservation as to Lilac-tide, for I must be in
the country then.

Surely, when Londoners, if not Londoners born, see the
draught horses come into town with branches of blooming
Lilac nodding and bov.-ing on their heads, they must long and
pine, and " weary," as the Scotch say, for "the pure, pure
country air, where the Lilac trees are standing in unsmoked
beauty. And yet, happy Loudon, with its pretty suburbs im-
proved by the gardening art of centuries, beauty, country beauty,
is close to you. Go out westward, weary citizen, and the country
wiU soon meet you— pretty villas, with bright green lawns,
trim flower-beds, and Lilac trees all in binom. Go further,
and pause at the gates of many a country house overlooking
the broad Thames, and see how art and nature together have
produced a glorious English garden.

But, it is not near London, no nor in Wilts, nor even near
the fair city of the west, beautiful Bath, that you can fully
enjoy Lilac-tide. You must go further west, to warm, green

Devon, for a perfect spring. There the air is soft, and " winter
lingers not in the lap of spring." There yon may wander out
on early summer evenings, yea, even sit out as you dare not in
any other part of England. There the grass is greener, and the
leaves more fully out in April than in any other county, and
there the Lilacs bloom in fuller, richer beauty than in any
other part of our island home.

Miss Eden in her interesting book on India, " Up the
Country," tells us we enjoy nature most, but remember art the
longest ; that of a day spent in the country, even in its fullest

beauty, the mind retains nothing distinct, that the beauty of a
landscape leaves but a haze on the memory, while on the
contrary a fine painting remains for ever engraven in all clear-
ness on the mind. We remember, too, the day, the hour, the
attendant circumstances, and the picture itself stands out
before us bright and clear, and as we saw it once we see it

always. I doubt this. There are days and scenes which never
fade from our memories, but are photographed on the brain,
and precious memories they are to us, and sure brighteners of
after-life. I can close my eyes and see the flower, or the land-
scape, as clearly as I can that Carlo Doloi which I saw years
ago in its greensilk-hung little room at Burleigh, and of both
nature and art I can say

—

" Those beauteoua forms,
Through a long absence, have not been to me
As is a landscape to a blind man's eye.
But oft, in lonely rooms, and 'mid the din
Of towns and cities, I have owed to them.
In hour< of weariness, sensations sweet,
Felt in the blood, and felt along the heart."

But, to return to Devonshire, as the very land of spring
floral beauty. Not only in South Devon, where the Myrtle
blooms in the open air, but in North Devon (nearly as lovely,

and with a fresher air, where many can enjoy life who are

almost stifled by the soft air of the south), is springtide to be
seen in full perfection. Perhaps some of my readers know
Bideford, a famous port in the old Armada days, and although
it is a humble place now as to shipping, yet it is a bright, dry,

pleasant-looking town, as the old song says

—

" Bideford is a pretty place, it smiles where it stands."

Well, after watching, some years ago, from its many-arched
bridge the catching of a fine salmon, I, house-hunting for a
fiiend, ascended a hill near, where a residence was to be let,

and found an old—scarce mansion, scarce cottage—but some-
thing between the two. A heavy shower had just fallen as I

entered the gate, a shower which had pelted the ground and
pattered on the new green leaves, and the grateful earth was
sending up an incense-like smell, and as to the flowers—

•

" Their breath was mixed with fresh odours, sent
From the turf, lilco the voice and the instrument."

Proceeding, I beheld a wavy line of Lilac trees in full bloom

;

a wavy line of Lilac trees hanging over the approach. Each
tree was shaking off in the sunshine the recently-fallen shower-

drops. Such a show of Devon-blossoming Lilac, the like of

which I had never seen before.

" Lilacs various in array, now white, now sanguine."

A group of laughing girls had taken refuge from the storm,

iu the porch of this old house, and were now essaying to escape

on tiptoe along the gravel path.

And when Lilac- tide comes round each year, I think of that

scene, the clean west country town, the bright clear bay, the

Bristol Channel glittering in the sun, and Lundy Island

standing up above the sea as an oval- shaped jewel stands from
a ring ; it looked in the pure atmosphere like some faii-y land,

some home for beings, perhaps little children, too pure and
innocent for mixing with the throng in this tainted world ; and,

then, last of all—and longest of all—I think of the blooming

Lilacs, bending their beautiful heads, wet and perfumed, in

the sunshine.

—

Wllishiee Eectoe.

THE APPLE CROP OF 1H07.

Froji information which has reached me from various parts

of Kent and Sussex, there appears to be an apprehension of a
great falling oHin the Apple crop of the ensuing autumn, owing
to the late severe winter, which has caused so many abortive

blooms, and this idea will be strengthened by the occurrence

of the severe frosts and biting winds of the past fortnight,

which have made havoc of and sadly disfigured the young growth
of nearly everything exposed to them, as well as of the Apple
bloom. On examination, however, of the orchard under my
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own charge and of those in the immediate neighbonrhood, I do

not apprehend such serious conaeqaences as the first appear-

ance might indicate. In the first place, there has been a pro-

fusion of healthy expanded bloom on both old and young trees

of early and late varieties, which are set Tery freely, and if

one-sixth of the fruit Bwell-off there will be a good crop of

kitchen sorts, and an average one of dessert kinds.

How fare others in different localities ? I registered 5' of

frost, on the morning of the 15th, and 3"" on the ICth inst.

Pears, Cherries, and Plums promise abundantly.

—

Thomas
Recoud, Hatckhurstj Kent.

ROYAL HORTICULTURiVL SOCIETY.
Floril Committee.—May 'list.—Although the Meeting thia day

was specitilly dedicated to the examination of Tariegated Zoual Pelar-

goniums, soreral plants of great beauty and interest were exhibited.

'Xhe following awards were made :—Measrs. Veitch exhibited a large

collection of new plants, of which Dichorisandra mosaica, a bcautiful-

foliaged plant, had a tirst-class certi&cate, Dichorisandra undata one
of the second-clasa, Adiantum yariety of concinnum a first-claas cer-

tificate, Dracipna regina a first-class certificate. Dendrohium Mao-
Carthiffi and D. PahBhii had both been awarded first-class certificates

two years ago. A special certificate was awarded for a beautiially-

grown specimen of Anthurium Scherzeriauum with the largest scarlet

spathes yet seen. Messrs. Veitch also exhibited Echites rubro-venosa,

Taxus hibemica fastigiata, au Aralia, and a new bedding plant,

Irva sangainoleuta, with dark reddish purple foliage. Mr. Bull ex-

hibited several new plants, of which Anthurium regale had a first-elass

certificate, Zamia viUosaa first-class certificate, Dichorisandra mosaica

a first-class certificate, and D. undata a second-class certificate. Seed-

ling Zonal Pelargonium Valiant, and a basket of well-arranged Zonal
Pelargoniums in small pots were also shown by the same exhibitor.

Messrs. Backhouse sent an Orchid rarely seen in flower, Oneidium
nubigenom. Mr, Williams, HoUoway, sent small plants of Athyrium
Filix-foemina plumosum graudifiomm, au Adiantum, a seedling from
Farleyense, and Gymnogramma Steltzneriana, with Tery little colour

on the back of the frond
;
probably these plants were too young to

derelope their beauty.

Mr. Staudish, Ascot, received a first-class certificate for Retinospora
filifera ; and Mr. Kinghorn a first-class for a very lovely Azalea called

Lizzy, vfith pure white fiowers with rosy purple flakes. The outline

and substance of the flower and petals were perfect. This will be

found one of the best in the section of the white Azaleas. He also

sent Azalea Conspicua, bright rose, but no advance on others. Messrs.

Osbom, Fulham, sent a collection of cut flowers, which in the hurry
of the meeting were overlooked, and would have had a special certih-

cate ; also a singular form of Lomaria gibba var. Belli, raised from
the spores of L. gibba : this variety received a first-class certificate in

1865. From the same firm came likewise a dwarf-growing plant of

Oamunda regalis, to be named by Mr. Moore, and which received a
first-class certificate ; aud Viola pedata, a very pretty plant with
divided foliage. Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.,

received a special certilicate for a collection of plants ; and W. W.
Bnller, Esq., a similai award for a collection of Orchids, cousisting of

beautiful Cattleyas and Dendrobiums. Messrs. Low, Clapton, had a

special ccrtihcate for a collection of Cattleya citrina with exquisitely

perfumed flowers, much resembling in size and colour the Daffodil.

Mr. William Paul had a first-elass certificate for Ulmus aurea, a very

promising yellow- foliaged Elm. Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent Kpi-

gynium acuminatum, a very singular plant, the deep scarlet liowers

being produced on the stem ; it received a second-class certilicate ; also

Ulmus aurea, which had a first-class certificate. Mr. Turner, Slough,

contributed several fine seedling Pelai'goniums of the large-flowering

kinds. Example, a very beautil'ul flower, had a first-class certificate.

Victor also received a first-class certificate ; and Heiiloom one of the

second class. The others were Patrician and Leotard, and Fanny
Geu" aud Excelsior, two Fancies.

W^e must now as well as we can give some account of the Tricolor

Zonal Pelargoniums, or, as it has been suggested, Versicolor or Varie-

gated Zonals. In this large collection from all parts of the kingdom,
we need not be surprised that there was a great similarity, aud hence
the difficulty of making a selection of the best and most distinct. It

would not be correct to say that thty were all good, but a very great

many were so. Mr. Turner received a first-class certificate tor seed-

ling Zonal Mrs. Turner; Messrs. E. G. Henderson had a first-class

certificate for Sunshine; Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laiug a similar

award for Nosegay Pelargoniums Countess of Rosslyn and Emmeline.
Mr. W. Paul received first-class certificates for Nosegay Lilacinum and
Versicolor Zonal lied Admiral. Mr. Wells had for Her M:ijesty, with

a dark broad zone on a yellow ground, a first-class certificate, aud a like

award for Beauty of Kibblesdale. Mr. John Maun, Brentwood, ex-

hibited a seedling Zonal, Lord Derby, the finest and largest scarlet

yet produced, and having green foliage aud a dark zone ; it was awarded
a first-class certificate ; and Christabel, with bright rosy flowers re-

ceived one of the second class. Mr. Wheatley, gardener to the Kuv. R.
Clive, sent a seedling Ivy-leaved Pelargonium Mrs. CUve, the leaves

with pink margins, & very distinct yariety, for which a first-class cer-

tificate was awarded. From Mr. Grieve came Victoria Regina, the

brightest and most highly eoloared Varief^ated Zonal yet seen ; a first-

clasa certificate was awarded. Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwioh, sent

Magnificent—first-elass certificate ; Resplendent—first-class certifi-

cate ; and Jetty Lacey—first-clasB certificate ; Mr. Groom, Ipswich,

Lord Stanley—first-class ; Messrs. Saltmarsh, Sunrise—first-class,

and Crown Jewel—first-class.

Medals were awarded to the exhibitors of collections as follows :—
Silver Flora to Messrs. E. G. Henderson, who exhibited their finest

specimens of the best varieties in cultivation ; the bright and vivid

colouring of some of the varieties, such as Lady Cullum, Lucy Grieve,

Sophia Cusack, Sophia Dumaresque, Italia Unita, tVc. cannot be sur-

passed. The examples illustrating the first break into colour, the

gradual process before the colour and character become fixed, the

prognostics of a diseased or healthy growth, were very interesting aud
well defined by Messrs. Henderson.

Silver Flora to Mr. Wills. This collection, so well represented by
the peculiar strain of wluct Beauty of Oulton is a type, was veiy ex-

tensive and superb.

Silver Flora to Mr. Grieve. This father of Tricolor Zonals, as

he may very properly be styled, exhibited some extremely fine varieties,

too many, indeed, for their names to bo taken down as we could have

dusired to have done. The crowning work of skilful cross-breeding

was well and nobly exemplified in his magnificent seedling Victoria

Regina, which certainly stands the premier among Variegated Zonals.

Silver Flora to Messrs. Carter & Co. In this collection were some
of the fiuest Tricolor Zonals yet seen ; but as the rules of the Floral

Committee forbid awards to be made to seedlings, several of these

in this as well as in others were passed. There were some first-

class varieties among them ; when their character as to colour and
habit shall have been fixed they will most assuredly stand high in the

estimation of the admirers of these plants.

Silver Knightian Medal to Messrs. Smith, Dulwich. The collection

sent by this firm was very excellent, and although the plants had
Buffered severely from the knife, and had not their usual fine and

healthy foliage, their peculiar style and colouring were greatly ad-

mired, as the certificates awarded will testify.

Silver Knightiau to Messrs. Garaway. Many beautiful varieties

were to be found in this collection. Mrs. Allen was specially noticed

for its great beauty, both in the colour and form of the leaf.

Silver Ivnightian to Messrs. Saltmarsh. A curious sport of a Fancy
Pelargonium was exhibited in this collection, the white margin of the

leaf being well aud distinctly defined. Sunrise and Crown Jewel were

certainly gems.
Bronze Flora to Mr. Groom. Lord Stanley is a most beantifol

variety, rich in colour and marking. There were several other ex-

cellent kinds.

Bronze Flora to Messrs. Windebank & Kingsbury. This collection

contained small plants, many of them yearlings, and of great promise.

Bronze Flora to Mons. Langlois, St. Heliers, Jersey, who exhibited

some beautiful seedlings, but not sufficiently distinct from others in

cultivation.

Several other collections were sent by Messrs. Chater, Watson, J.

Aldred, Perkins, Wood & Ingram, and Maule & Sons, in each of

which plants of great merit were to be seen.

The care taken to give the pedigree of seedlings reflects great credit

upon the exhibitors, aud will, without doubt, prove very useful to

those who are commencing the interesting occupation of cross-breed-

ing. The only regret that can be expressed on this occasion is that

there was not more time for examining the plants. However, the

Meeting was a great success, the forerunner, we trust, of another dis-

play of the Versicolors. Public thjinks are du'i and will be voted 7ian.

coil, to those exhibitors who so kindly and liberally supported the

Meeting. Such a sight had never been seen before.

Weekly Show, May 2iSth.—Prizes were offered for collections of

Fancy Pelargoniums (Nurserymen) ; for miscellaneous iilants (open) ;

for Cape Heaths (open) ; for cut flowers arranged in a basket (open) ;

and for the best exhibitiou of Vegetables (open). The cold weather of

Saturday last prevented all but two exhibitors sending plants. A first

prize was awarded to Messrs. Lucking Brothers, Bayswater. for a col-

lection of twelve miscellaneous plants ; and Mr. Morgan, Ball's Park,

Hertford, gained a first prize lor cut flowers in a basket. From the

Society's Garden, Chiswick, an interesting collection of plants was

exhibited, consisting of pot Roses, Calceolarias, Petunias, variegated

Sedum, Gloxinias, Schizanthus, &C.

TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.
I AM concerned that my remarks appear to have been mis-

understood. If Mr. Grieve -will give those remarks a second

perusal, he will find that I carefully avoided any comparison of

Mr. Basket's Kainbow with Mrs. Pollock as a Tricolor Pelar-

gonium. It is in many points essentially different and inferior;

also all the zone, brilliant as it is, is not permanent as summer
advances ; and, as I stated, I grow it for its noble truss of

bloom only. Ab the parent of Burning Bush and other well-

known handsome plants, I thought the fact of its early exist-

ence deserved notice. Again, Burning Bush as an earlier
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production was the forerunner of Italia tTnita, but I by no

means asserted it to be the progenitor of that beautiful plant.

—M., Deptford. ^____

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.—May S.-Ith.

It is certainly a fortnnate oircnmstance that the dates fixed for the

creat horticiiltiiral London Shows are nnusually late this season, for

even the earliest, (he Ci7stal Palace Show, held on Saturday last, not

a month from midsummer, took place on a day as chilly and ungcnial

as any in this exccrtionallv cold season. There was. notwithstanding,

a remaihahly huKC nttcudanco of visitors, of ladies especially, so

much so that locomotion about the middle of the afternoon was a

work of no small difficulty. The display, however, was well worthy

of the inspection of the numerous company which it attracted, ana

thou"h there was a slight falling off in some respects, this was amply

compensated for in others, and as a whole it may be prononnced (luite

qual to its predecessors.
i a ^^

Stove and Greenhouse plants, as in former years, constituted the

most important feature, and the collections shown were numerous, and

several of them of gi-eat excellence. Mr. T. Bames, gardener to H.

Micholls, Esq., Summerfield, Bowden, Manchester, took the lead m
the class for sixteen with an admirable collection, in which there were

Ixoi-a aurantiaca and coccinea, the latter with some remarkably hne

heads of bloom ; one of the finest siiecimcns of Acrophyllum venosum

ever seen, a very large and finelv-bloonied plant of Genetylbs tuli-

pifcra, the showv crimson and white Clerodendron Thomsonte, Dipla-

denia crassinoda", Boronia serrulata, Eriostemon dcnsiflorum 1 ran-

ciscea confertiflora, Aphelexis, Azaleas, Heaths, and a fine plant of

Epacris Eclipse. Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell, Lower Nor-

wood, came second with, among others, a fine specimen of Erica

Cavendishii, E. vontricosa maguifica, Eriostemons, Pimelea decussata,

GenetyUis tuchsioides, Dracophyllum gracile, a fine specimen of Tetra-

tbeca ericicfolia. and Allamandas. the last quite eqnal to any cx-

libited, but far from so fine as in former years. Mr. D. Donald, gar-

dener to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton, who was third, had a very good

Stephanotis florihunda, the hlae-flowered SoUya linearis, a fine Clero-

dendron Tbomsome, Rhyuchospermnm jasmmoides, and the deep

jeUow-flowered Cassia corymhosa. Other collections m the same_class

were furnished by Mr. Kemp, gardener to Earl Percy, Albury Park;

Mr Wheeler, gardener to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill; and Mr.

Coles, gardener to R. H. Page Henderson, Esq., Beckeuham, and com-

prised besides plants already named, examples of Hoya Paxtoni, Posc-

qucria longitlora, with long-tubed white flowers, Coleonema rubra,

lolygalas, Chorozemas, Pleroma elegans, the blue-flowered Lesche-

naultia biloha major, and Statice profusa.
_ « , t n

In the class for ten, Mr. Peed was first, and Mr. « ilkie. Oak Lodge,

Eensington, second ; the latter having a tine specimen of Medinilla

magnifica, and Clerodendron Balfourii, which, however, as shown was

not more effective than the species Thomsons', of which it is a variety.

The third prize went to Mr. Kemp, who had a large specimen of

Coleonema rubra, and Erica Westphalingia in fine bloom. From Mr.

Wheeler, gardener to Sir F Goldsmid, Bart., M.P., came the small

jellow-flowercd Dillwynia florihunda, a very old plant but not often

exhibited, though useful in a New Holland-house.

In the corresponding class for Nurserymen, Messrs. Lee, of Ham-

mersmith, took the first prize with a very fine specimen of GenetyUis

tulipifera and Ixora coccinea, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea splendid

in colour, and an excellent specimen as well, Stephanotis florihunda,

Franciscea confertiflora. Azaleas in fine bloom, and Heaths. Mr.

Rhodes was second with specimens of Heaths, Aphelexis, and Gene-

tyUis tulipifera and fuehsioides, the latter very bright in colour. In

the collection of Mrs. Glendinning & Sons, which was third, was

Stephanotis florihunda in fine bloom ; and in that of Mr. WiUiams,

which took the next place, Bougainvill.Ta glabra.

For six plants, Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Willdns, Esq., Leyton,

was first ; Mr. C. Smith, gardener to A. Anderson, Esq., Norwood,

second ; and Mr. 'Wheeler, Stamford Hill, third. The first two had

good examples of DracophyUum gi'acile ; and Mr. Ward had also

Phanocoma prolifcra Barnesii, a good specimen, but not sufficiently

advanced in hloom to prove effective.

Mixed collections of fiuc-foliaged and flowering plants were on the

whole excellent, especially those from Messrs. Lee, Williams, and Baines,

who took the three principal prizes. The fine-foliaged plants consisted

of fine specimens of Theojihrasta imperialis, Rhopalas, Cordylme m
divisa, Alocaaia metallica, Spha-rogyne latifolia, Pandannses, tree

Ferns, Palms, Crotons, variegated Aloe-leaved Yucca, and Marantas.

Mr. Baines had a noble specimen of Dicksonia antarctica, with a thick

trunk, Gleichenia spelunca' and flabellata, large and in beautiful con-

dition, and Sarracenia purpurea with its green and purple-vcmed

pitchers, remarkably fine. Among the flowering plants were Ixoras,

Clerodendron fallax, Aphelexids, GenetylUs tulipifera, Stephauotis

florihunda, Medinilla magnifica, Rbyncospermum jasminoides. Azaleas,

Heaths, Eriostemons, and the white-bractcd Mussa>nda frondosa, &c.

Of Heaths there was a good display of well-grown plants in good

bloom, but not essentially differing from exhibitions of previous years.

The principal prices were taken by Messrs. Rhodes, Basendine, Peed,

J. Wheeler, Wilkie, Ward, and J. .t C. Lee.

Azaleas were not equal to those exhibited earlier in the season, and

many of them were past their best. There were, however, well-bloomed

specimens of Extrani, Coronata, Holfordi, Perryana, Iveryana, CJiel-

soni Optima, Trotteriana, Criterion, Triumphans, Gledstanesi formosa,

Barclayana, and the effective yellow-fiowered Sinensis.^ The awards

were -—For eight (Nurserymen) : first, Mrs. Glendiiinmg & Sons

;

second, Mr. C. Turner. (Amateurs) ; first, Mr. Penny ;
second, Mr.

G Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., M.P. ;
third, Mr. W.

Gell, gardener to Mrs. Beaufov, South Lambeth. For six (Nnrseiy-

mcn) : prize, Messrs. J. & C. Lee. (Amateurs) : first, Mr. S. M.

Carson, gardener to W. R. G. Farmer, Esq., Cheam; second, Mr.

Wilkie; third, Mr. C. Smith, Norwood.

Orchids, most probably owing to the coldness of the weather, were

not shown so numerously as usual. The best coUection of twenty

came from Mr. Penny, gardener to H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent s Park,

and contained Odontoglossum Phala-nopsis with five beautiful blooms,

Phalffiuopsis gi-andiflora with three good spikes, a good Cattleya

Skinneri, Dendrobium uobile, the yellow and brown Oncidium sar-

codes, Saccolabinm curvifolium, Acrides, Lfclia purpurata in tine

bloom, L. cinnabarina, Vanda suavis, Cj-pripedium laevigatum wittJ

four blooms, and a fine specimen of C. barhatnm superbum. Mr.

Gedney, gardener to the Rev. W. Ellis, Hoddcsdon, was second witli

Cattleya citrina having six fine hlooms, Lwlia cmnabar.na, with four

spikes of bright orange flowers, Oncidium ampliatum maps, Dendro-

bium tortile, Vanda cristata. Epiphora pnbescens, with yellow and

hvown flowers, a South African species which has been known for

thirty years, but is seldom exhibited ; Chysis Limmmghi, Oncidiums,

Cattieva Mossiic, Aerides, and Saccolabiums. In the class for ten,

Mr. Williams, of Holloway, was first with Cypripedinm Stonei with re-.

markably fine flowers nnusually delicate in colour, Angnloa Uowesu,

Cattleya Skinneri, Liclia elegans, Dendrobium nobile Wallicbianum,

&c. Messrs. Lee, who were second, had among others Dendrobium

densiflorum and nobile, Odontoglossum citrosmnm, with more colour

than usual, and the yeUow and brown Oncidium alt.ssimnm. In tne

collection of Mr. Young, gardener to W. H. Stone, Esq., Leigh Park,

Havant, who was first for twelve, we noticed a fine spike of Phalre-

nopsis Schilleriana, Cypripedium birsutissunum, and Odontoglossum

citrosmnm. . ^ . , , n -.t.:.,!.

New and rare plants (with the exception of florists flowers, which

are noticed in a separate report), were shown m considerablo nnmbers

by Messrs. Veitch and Mr. Bull, and less numerously by other exbibi-

tors. Nearly all of them, however, have been noticed in recent

reports. First-class certificates were awarded to Messrs. Veitch for

the yellow-veined Sancbezia nobilis variegata, Dichor.sanda mo^a'^a,

Mai-anta Veitchii, Dracaena regina, with creamy yellow variegation,

and Areca crinita, a graceful Palm ;
second-class certificates for

Lomaria ciliata, from New Caledonia, Retinospora P'"™"'"' f°*
Bignonia ornata. Mr. Bull had first-class ceriihcates for Sanchezia

nobilis variegata, Dichorisandra mosaica, Anajctochilus petola mar-

morta, Tillandsia argentea, and Zamia viUosa ; and certificates of the

second class for Asplenium myriopbyllum, Agave
"f"-'"'™*^?'' ^fj"

rium Goringiannm pictum, and Maranta roseo-picta. The last two

being likewise shown by Mr. Williams, a similar award was made to

him for these, as also first-class certificates for Sanchezia nobdr.

variegata, and the golden-variegated New Zealand Flax. Mr Carr,

gardener to P L. Hinds, Esq.. Byfleet, bad a first-class certifacate for

a beautiful specimen of Adiantum Farieyense, a distinct and bold-

looking Fern of recent introduction. A similar award was made to

Messrs Lee, who, as well as Messrs. Veitch, exhibited Areca crinita.

Among miscellaneous snbiects, Mr. Baines had some remarkably

fine Ferns, inclnding Davallia bullata, of a beautiful glossy green,

D. tenuifolia, Pteris cretica albo-lineata, P. scaberula, and a very

large-trnnked Dicksonia antarctica, with a P^ndolon",
"^f^p ,"^

same exhibitor likewise contributed fine Sarraeenias, and Mr. Gedney

Nepenthes Rafilesiana. From Mrs. Glendmning & Sons "^^me some

pretty AnECctochils, and from Mr. Drewett, gardener to H. lora-

bull, Esq., Rookery Down, some beautiful wreaths of BougamvJlsa

spectabilis.
~

Nothing could, I think, display more s,t^'i."Jgly *%7''^<=f°l,?^
and successful culture of English horticulturists than the marveUoufl

display at the Cn'stal Palace ou Saturday, after a winter "nexampka

of late years for the duration of its severity, and a spring which abnost

seemed to be a renewal of winter, with changes of tempera ui^dm^g

the present month which were enough to haflle all precautions Yet

never have I seen, and rarely has any one else seen, such a display at

the Crystal Palace May Show. Orchids were weak
;
but the wonder

was, not that they were so few, hut that there were any, consi^nns

the danger of havdng them frosted, a calamity which l''=*'ll

^^.J'^"/*
of Azaleas onlv the other day on their way to a show. Azaleas were

not quite so goo'd as I have seen them, hut the stove and g^-'^enhouse

plants were magnificent ; and the Pelargoniums and Roses e^iT^g
hat could be wished. It is of these that I wish o 6?™/ ,^7^ "°^:
and first as to the queen of flowers. The two coUecUons of ten exlu-

bited by Mr. W. Paul and Mr. Charles Turner were truly magnifi-

cent, the fault of the latter being that they wanted a few more days as

many of the plants were not sufliciently in bloom. The first l^e WM
taken by Mr.V. Paul with Juno, a magnificent P^^"' ^.C'^'"'^^^^';

son as it always is, very beautiful ; General Jacquemmot
;

Madame

do S?. josepi (Tea ; Souvenir d'un Ami (Tea), a ^^--tiful plant

;

Madame Villermo. (Tea), very good; .S''"^'>",
^'"'^f'^'.,f^,^^'M°

Louise Pcyronny, abeautiful plant ; President and Paul Kieaut Mr.

Turner's consisted of Anna Alexiefi, Victor Yerdier, flue
;
Souvenir d na
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Ami, Charles Lawaon, General Jacqaeminot, a fine plant; Souvenir
de la Maimaison. Marechal Vaillaut, lovely ; Paul Perra9, Madame
Damaizin, and President. Messrs. Paul &: Son were third ; this

collection contained a lovely plant of Marechal Niel. In the class

for twelve Roses in eight-inch pots Messrs. Paul <fc Son were first

with nice younj* specimens of Princess Mary of Cnmbrid^ei Manrice
Bemardin. Souvenir d'un Ami, &c. Mr. Charles Turner was second,

and Mr. W. Paul third. Messrs. Paul & Son also exhibited some
boxes of beautiful cut blooms, to which an extra prize was awarded

;

and around these as usual was gathered a re^Iar bevy of delighted
visitors, who conned with more acumen than they did most things the
very beautiful blooms exhibited.

For the last two years Mr. Turner has not been quite up to the
mark with Show Pelargoniums. He tried some experiments, I believe,

and they certainly had not been vci-y successful. Ho has now quite

recovered his ground, and I have never seen more magnificent plants
than those he cxliibited on Saturday, and with which he easily gained
the first prize. They were Desdemona, Rose Celestial, a plant which
was perfection itself ; Lilacinum, Royal Albert, a fine flower and very
effective ; Spotted Gem, very pretty ; Mdlle. Patti, a lovely flower
with a clear white throat ; Pericles, JBelle of the Ball, Fair Rosamond,
Exhibitor, and Fairest of the Fair. Mr. Fraser was a good second
with Celeste, a rich warm, rose, a little crumpled in the petal ; Sans-
pariel, Desdemona, Candidate, Empress Eugenie, Beacon, Regina For-
mosa, Pericles, Koseum, a beautifully bright flower, and James Lodge.
Amongst Amateurs Mr. Nye, gardener to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer
Manor, was first \vith Favourite, Mdlle. Patti, Royalty, Sir C. Camp-
bell. Belle of the Ball, Rose Celestial, Patroness, JFair Rosamond, and
Garibaldi. Fancy Pelargoniums were also very beantiful ; more diffi-

cult to show well than the show varieties, their successful culture
displays greater skill, and the plants exhibited really seemed the very
acme of perfection. Mr. Turner was again first with Lady Craven,
Ellen Beck, very pretty; Lucy, Delicatum, very fine; Roi des Fan-
taisies, and Undine, very fine. Mr. Fraser, who was second, had Clara
Novello, Undine, Delicatum, Ellen Beck, and Marionette. Amongst
Amateurs Mr. Donald was first, and Mi'. Weir, gardener to Mrs.
Hodgson, second.

I can- well understand the perplexity into which the Judges must
have been cast at tho Tricolor Pelargonium Exhibition on the '21st, by
the sample from only three exhibitors on Saturday; but some limit

must be made, and especially now, as so much is said and thought
about them. The three exhibitors were Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of

Dnlwich. who had a large collection ; Mr. Watson, of St. Albans ; and
Messrs. Carter, who had some boxes of three varieties and a plant
of a new seedling, which, if it retain its character when propagated,
will be, indeed, a gem—Prince of Wales. It is very large, and a
noble-looking plant. Messrs. Smith obtained fii-st-class certificates for

Exquisite, Mr. Grieve, Resplendent, deep yellow edge, broad zone, car-

mine red with black, very fine; Jetty Lacy, really magnificent, bright
golden yellow, chestnut red and black zone ; Louise Smith, yellow
margin, zone of red and black. Mr. Watson, of St. Albans, had first-

class certificates for his two fine plants—Mi"s. Dix and Miss Watson,
and Messrs. Carter had one for Titania.
Among the Show Pelargoniums Mr. Wiggins obtained a first-class

certificate for Hermit, a fine, large white flower, with deeply-marked
upper petals, and L'Empcreur, a fine warm rosy crimson flower,

and a second-class certificate for Queen of Roses, beautiful in colour,
though somewhat rough. Mr. Bull obtained a first-class certificate

for Lobelia Rosy Gem, a very curious and distinct colour ; Mr.
Cunningham a first-class for L'Elegante, silver-edged Ivy leaf ; and
Mr. Bull had Silver Gem, in the same style, but better. Messrs. Downie
and Co. received a first-class certificate for Emmeline, a rosy pink
Nosegay.—D., Deal.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The first of the great summer Shows of this Society was held yester-

day, and was in every respect a charming display, for although many
of the suhjeets had appeared at the Crystal Palace on the previous
Sattirday, the fresh green turf banks employed at the Regent's Park
instead of stages, made the plants look fresher and more beautiful

than ever. Stove and greenhouse plants were as usual numerously
shown, and in excellent condition, and of Ferns and fine-foliaged

plants Mr. Williams had very fine collections. Heaths, too, were well
represented : and Pelargoniums, both Show and Fancy varieties, as ex-

hibited by Messrs. Turner, Fraser, Nye, and Ward, were not only largo

but in profuse bloom. Roses from Messrs. W. Paul, Turner, Paul and
Son, and others, were admirable, and contributed largely to the effect

of the Exhibition. Among Orchidtj Cypripedium caudatum, in a fine

collection fiom Mr. Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., Enfield,

was the finest specimen of that singular and highly ornamental species

which we remember having seen. Odontoglossum Bluntii had no less

than eleven of its beautiful blossoms, the largest number with which it

has as yet been shown, except by Mr. Anderson, of Meadow Bank, who
exhibited it with twelve. Of new plants, Messrs. Veitch and Bull
had each interesting collections. Fruit was not invited at this Show,
bnt Mr. Turner, of Slongh, had some fine Muscat and Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, Grosse Mignonne Peaches, and Nectarines. Mr. John
Waterer's American plants, though not yet at perfection, were still

sufficiently advanced to add materially to the attractions of the Show.
We shall give a full report next week.

THE APPKOACHING MANCHESTER HORTI-
CULTURAL, EXHIBITION.

One eveniii!; last week I took one of my occasional walks
tbrough the Manchester Botanic Gardens, and was particularly
impressed with the extensive preparations which are being made
for holding the great National Horticultural Show in June next.
It occurred to me that a brief account of the arrangements for
the occasion would be interesting to jour numerous readers.

It is, I suppose, generally known that there is in the garden
a large glass building, called the Exhibition-house. This
structure is 200 feet in length, and CO feet in width, and in it

all the ordinary flower shows are held. Along one side of this
structure, and connected with it, there will be erected a tent of
the same dimensions, and the large sliding doors in the side of
the building will be drawn back, so that persons may easily
pass from it to the tent, or the contrary, thus making the two
structures for all practical purposes the same as one. By this
means the amount of space available for exhibition purposeB
will be doubled. There will be a broad walk down the middle
of the tent, and a stage on each side for the various collections
which it will contain.

In addition to the Exhibition-house and tent, another strnc-
ture is now being erected at right angles to these, extending
along and beyond one of their ends. This consists of a woodea
framework, covered with canvas, and is 60 feet wide and
300 feet in length. The internal arrangements of this wing
are somewhat similar in style to those adopted at the great
International Show of last year, consisting of a series of grass
banks and gravel walks. The space of 300 feet is divided into
six equal portions, and in the centre of each is thrown up a
circular mound, 6 or 7 feet high, and having three tiers or
stages all covered with green turf. These are surrounded by a
gravel walk 12 feet in width, and on the other side of this walk
there are more grass banks of two stages, extending the whole
length of the building.

It will be understood from the above description that the
general form of the Show will be something like the letter L;
and it will be evident to the reader, that a person standing in
the angle thus formed would be able to see the whole length of
both wings without changing his position. This circumstance
has been taken advantage of by forming an artificial mound,
about 12 feet high, over the top of which the broad walk that
runs through the tent first described is made to wind, in its

way to the grass banks in the other wing. From the top of the
mound the whole of the exhibition will be seen at a glance
and will no doubt present a very imposing appearance.

Orchids and the more tender stove plants will be placed itt

the Exhibition-house ; fruit, vegetables, and cut flowers will be
arranged in the tent at the side of the building ; and the larger
specimens of flowering plants. Ferns, and ornamental-foliageJ
plants will be staged on the grassy shelves which surround the
mounds in the long wing. The exit from the Exhibition is so
placed that the visitors, on emerging from the building, will find
themselves on a broad gravel walk which surrounds the flower
garden, situated on their left hand, and a lake of water, with
its islands and ornamental bridges, on the right. The various
ranges of hothouses, greenhouses, &c., together with the
lodges and entrance-gates, are all being repainted for the Show,
which, so far as I could learn, is likely to prove a great success.

—Tnos. Jones, Gardener, liusholme.

CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS IN POTS.
Pehmit me to add my small stock of experience of the pot-

culture of Cucumbers, having formed the opinion, before I saw
it advanced in the Journal, that the system was good.

I have grown good crops of fruit on plants placed at the
bottom of 11-inch pots, set on an inside Vine border, the plants
being surrounded with loam as they increased in height, until
it was heaped up above the rim of the pot. I think I may say
they were good crops, as the fruit averaged 18 inches long, with
a circumference of 7 inches, some being as large as 22 inches
by 84 inches, and 3^ lbs. in weight.
One of your correspondents mentioned 16 and 18-inch pots in

a way which led me to suppose my pots had been unusually
small, while another referred to the large size of the leaves of hig
plants. I have never permitted this luxuriant foliage, for my
practice has been to syringe freely, shut up early, and prone
severely.

—

Amateue. _...

[We have grown Cucumbers and Melons in smaller potu
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than the 11-inch ones you nee with snch success, but we prefer

16 or 18-inch pots as involving less trouble ; and our prac-

tice has been to place the pretty-well-established Cucumber
plant. Bay from a 5-incli pot into one of IG inches in

diameter, bo as to leave a fourth of the pot unfilled, and then

earth up by degrees, using turf and zinc rings above the surface

of the pots. So far as we recollect we never had a case of

Cucumber diseace when the plants were so cultivated. You
have done so well that we do not advise you to alter your mode.]

BLUE BEDDING PLANTS.
A CORRESPONDENT in the Journal of May 9th, signing himself

an " Ayrshire Gardener," regrets the absence of blue bedding-

plants. He makes no reference to the lovely little blue Anagallis

Monelli, or Italian Pimpernel, I believe. It appears to me as

lovely as the Lobelia. I do not know the disadvantages of the

Anagallis, unless it is that it requires a very hot sun to make
it open. I do not have it here. My former garden was a very

sunny one, generally much burnt up. Possibly the Anagalhs

might not do well in Ayrshire.—A Subscriber.

STOCKS FOR TEA-SCENTED AND NOISETTE
ROSES.

I SHALL be much obliged for some information as to the best

stock for working Tea-scented and Noisette Roses upon. I

like the Manetti stock for Hybrid Perpetuals, and shall be glad

to know if it is equally good for other kinds of Roses. In this

wet and stormy part of the country I find that the kinds which
are not very double succeed best, as the flowers open more
freely than such Roses aa Due de Rohan and Comtesse C. de

Chabrillant.

The two sorts that are my mainstay here are Gloire de

Dijon and GiuitaX Jacqueminot, as they afford abundance of

bloom for gathering from the end of May till Christmas, and
are both good of their kind, though very old-fashioned in these

days.—B., DolgclUj, Norlli Wales.

[Excepting Cloth of Gold and Isabella Gray, neither of

which is suitable to your wet, cold, and windy part of the

country, I have always found the common Noisettes (I keep
none of them now), and Tea-scented Noisettes do well on their

own roots, on the Briar, and on Manetti. I specially recom-

mend to you Triomphe de Reunes, Solfaterre (south wall),

Celine Forestier, Gloire de Dijon, and Marfichal Niel (south

wall). The first, third, and fourth prefer a wall, but they will

do perfectly well in the open ground on their own roots, on
the Briar, or on the Manetti. I name a few easy and abundant

and late bloomers suitable to the part of the country described.

Some of them are old Roses, but they are still good and valu-

able. Those marked with an asterisk are extra fine. The
colours may be found in Mr. W. Paul's catalogue.

Hybrid Perpetuals.—Anna ylexieff, Anna de Diesbacb, Ba-

ronne Prevost, Beauty of Waltham, •Charles Lefebvre. the

finest of all Roses ; Due de Gazes, Duchesse de Medina CoeU,

Duchess of Sutherland, Empfireur do Maroc, Eugene Appert,

Geant des Batailles, General Jacqueminot, Jean Goujon, 'John
Hopper, »Jules Margottin, Lion des Combats, Lord Raglan,

Madame Alfred de Rougemont, Madame Boutin, Madame
Hector Jacquin, not a late bloomer ; •Madame Victor Verdier,

Marichal Vaillant, Mrs. W. Paul, Paul de la Meilleray, •Prince

Camille de Rohan, 'Senateur Vaisse, •Souvenir de Comte
Cavour, 'Triompbe de Paris, Triomphe des Beaux Arts, not

full; VicomteVigier, Princesse Mathilde,not full; »W. Griffith,

Cardinal Patrizzi, Madame Louise Carique, Mrs. Elliot, Pius IX.,

Reynolds Hole, and Pauline Lansezeur.
Bourbons.—Louise Odier, Michel Bonnet, very pretty ; Bou-

quet de Flore, Queen, and Sir J. Paxton.
Tea lioses.-—•Devoniensis (wall), Sombreuil, extra hardy and

fine.

Autumnal Moss.—Salet ; Madame E. Cry is the best, but it

might not open in a cold climate.

"B." would find the following summer Roses great acquisi-

tions with duplicates and cutting back by instalments, or by
the spring removal of one each of the duplicates, their season

of blooming may be greatly prolonged. They do well on all

Btocks :

—

Damask.—La Ville de Bruxelles, Madame Soetmans, or

Zoutmau. Galllca.—Boula de Nanteuil, La Voluptc, Kean,

Schismaker, pure slate, and Tricolor de Flandres. Hybrid

China.—G6n£ral Jacqueminot, the best ; Madeleine. Hybrid
liourbon.—Charles Lawson, Coupe d'H6b^, Paul Ricaut.

When I left Rushton I gave my stock of noble summer Roses
to Mr. and Mrs. Farquharson. They never had such a Rose
season before ! I bought the plants of Mr. Cranston ten years

ago, and nobly did they bloom and withstand all the shocks d
time. I brought here only Schismaker, a most curious Rose,

and Madame Zoutman, the finest of all white Rosea.—W. F.
Radclyeee, Okeford Fit^paine.]

FEUIT PROSPECTS AT HADDINGTON, N.B.
In a note which I sent you in February last, with some

remarks on the effects of the intense cold of the 1st of January,
which had then become apparent, I stated that some Pear
trees in my garden had suffered much, the buds having been
apparently deprived of all vitality. As the season advanced
this became quite visible, and while the blossoms on the un-
injured trees expanded, the embryo buds of the former withered
and became like dust. However, we had some fine warm days ia

April, which brought out the blossoms of all kinds of fruit, and
the Pear trees in this district were loaded with flowers. With
the exception of those of which the buds had been killed, ap-

pearances were so favourable, that I began to think that I

should be obliged to resort to the thinning process. However,
on the 13th of this month we were visited by a severe frost,

the thermometer falling to 25° during the night, and in the

morning all Potatoes and plants of equal tenderness, except

where under the shelter of a wall with a south aspect, were cut

to the ground. Since then we have had a succession of very

cold north-east winds, and occasionally some heavy showers of

hail, and this has materially altered the complexion of gardens

here, which were previously exhibiting a rich and healthy ap-

pearance. Many of the embryo Pears which were setting in

clusters, are now turning yellow, and dropping off, and al-

though we may still have a partial crop, yet in the cases of the

Duchesse d'AngoulC-me, Gansel's Eergamot, and other tender

kinds that require a high temperature while setting, the trees

are already almost bare of everything but leaves.

The frost of the 13th browned the tops of the Apple blossoms,

and, no doubt, has killed many of the germs, but there is a
rich display of flowers, and, perhaps, as many will set as will

be sufficient for a crop. Plums blossomed abundantly, but the

result in such weather is doubtful. Cherries seem setting

badly, and look a scanty crop. The early blossoms of Straw-
berries are black in the heart, and a certain per-centage of the
crop is destroyed, but with good weather soon we may still

have a fair crop. The plants look strong and healthy, and
bear plenty of flower-trusses. Gooseberries and Currants show
well, but I hear complaints of the fruit of the former dropping
off in some gardens.

As I write the cold still continues. The thermometer has
never to-day (May 22nd) risen higher than 47°. We have
seldom seen such unfavourable weather for bedding-out plants.

They must either be planted out with the risk of perishing, or

kept under cover to be drawn up.

—

John Fekme.

THE FROSTS OF MAY.
Shakballt, Ireland.—We have not escaped without some

loss from the effects of the frost during the past winter
; yet

when I looked this morning (May 23rd), and found the thermo-
meter (Negretti and Zambra's, 3 feet from the ground), at 20°,

and everything covered with hoar frost, ice in the gutter
of the greenhouse five-sixteenths of an inch in thickness, I
began to reflect whether we were past the worst even then. As
soon as the sun shone out, with a piercing easterly wind, I
found Potatoes, Kidney Beans, young Cauliflower plants, and,
I fear. Beet just up, all turned black ; Strawberries in bloom,
Roses, Peas, and strong Cauliflower plants, hanging their

heads as if dying. Even the young shoots of Plum, Pear, and
Apple trees, and of Beech hedges are scorched. I hope that
others have escaped better, or I do not know what will become
of us soon, for, however hard it is to replace Roses and
Conifers, I find it far more difficult to satisfy the cook when
Cauliflowers and good Potatoes are not to be found.

—

George
Beckett, Shanbally, Clogheen, Ireland.

Naseby Wooley.—Last Wednesday and Thursday nights
(May 22nd and 23rd), occurred the sharpest frost that has been
known here for some time so late in this month. At 12 o'clock

at night the thermometer in a cool greenhouse stood at 29°,
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and one out of doors at 22°. Even on the top of the Melon

lights there was ice as thick as a twopenny-piece. The frost

has quite killed Kidney Beans and Dahlias, blackened Potato

tops, Ivy, Laurel, and the young growth of shrubs and trees.

It has done much damage to bedding plants in several places

round here. It was so severe as even to catch Pelargoniums

covered with mats. I had two beds of Calceolarias out, and it

has turned some of the leaves quite black.

Norwich.—A thermometer placed 34 feet from the ground,

facing west, registered

On May 22nd, 8 p.m. .32°, lowest point 28°

„ 23rd „ 33° „ 26°

„ 24th, 10 P.M. 28° „ 23°

„ 25th „ 40°

„ 26th „ 45°

Showing 17° difference between Friday and Saturday nights.

Bedding plants are much injured, and in some instances killed,

Bo are Kidney Beans, Potatoes, and Strawberries, the bloom of

the latter being black inside. Wmd N. to N.E.—F. A. S.

[We have similar reports from many other localities ; but

the untoward severity is not confined to Europe. In North

America it has been so general and persevering, as to rouse

even the rustic poets, and this is an extract from one of their

outpourings :

—

" WeU, Sprinp, youv cum at last, hev yon ?

The poit Bez youv bin a sittin in Old Winter's
Lap—now, aint you ashamed of yourself ?

I spoBf the old feller's bin a bussin you

;

I should think he had from your breth
A bein so cold—but that's the way them
Old fellers hev a doin.

" But now youv cum

!

We feel your cheering prcsenz wen we
Git round onto the south side ov the bam I

We bear the hens a kaldin when they've
Laid a eg 1 We see the Horseradish
A starting up along side the garding
Pens ! "The wommin is a lukin into

The old tepot after garden sedesl
And all these things make me think youv cum !

" Ef so be I've riled

Ye, Spring, a showing up of yer short cummins,
Jes set it down to havin a poits lisens,

(Tho I haint taken wun out yet, I 'low to).'*

—Eds.]

\VHAT IS meant;
A PARAGKAPn is worded thus in a prize schedule—" For the

best 12 specimen plants of anj' kind in 12 varieties." Would
the Show and Spotted Pelargoniums be admissible as two
varieties, the silver and golden-edged Zonal Pelargoniums as

two varieties, and the Nosegay and Zonal green-leaved as two
varieties ?

—

An Amateur.

[Interpreting the clause strictly, twelve Pelargoniums if all

of different varieties would comply with the wording ; but we
think that the Committee of the Society could not have so in-

tended. They probably meant twelve different species. Why
not ask the Committee for an explanation ?]

POOLEY'S GROUND TOBACCO.
Now that the Board of Customs has remitted the duty on

ground tobacco, mixed in bond with other ingredients to pre-

vent its being smoked or snuffed by human beings, we shall

no longer be at the mercy of clouds of insects, so destructive to

vegetation at this season.

About ten days since I selected for the application of the

above powder a Mirabelle Plum, which had not borne a crop for

many years, the leaves having always been destroyed by
aphides early in the season. The powder ought to have been
applied before the dew was on the leaves and insects, and, if

possible, when the air was still. I waited for neither, as I was
afraid another day would put an end to all hopes of a crop.

However, the tree is now healthy, and the fruit as numerous as

well can be. I applied the tobacco dust by placing it in an
old worsted stocking, tied to the end of a pole. This dusted

every leaf, at the expense of a halfpennyworth of tobacco

powder. The same effect was produced on a dozen Kose trees.

The powder, unUke others that have been brought out, can be
either washed perfectly clean oS the leaves or left on, as it is

quite harmless. It is applied to the Hop plant when the dew
is on at the rate of ten acres a-day, with the apparatus which
is used for sulphuring Hops ; 1 cwt. per acre being sufficient,

at a cost of £2 2s.— Obberveh.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are glad to observe that the Boyal Horticultural Society,

following the example set by the International Horticultural

Exhibition of last year, announce that their Great Fete, com-

mencing June 4th, will remain open for five days, and we under-

stand it is intended to admit the public on the Thursday and

Friday for Is. The policy of giving the million a chance of see-

ing such a grand Exhibition will, doubtless, prove successful.

We hope that there will be a very good attendance at

the anniversary dinner of the Gardeners' Boyal Benevolent

Institution on the 27th of June. Sir Robert Peel will preside,

and there is a goodly array of Stewards.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Attend to hoeing and otherwise stirring the ground. Weed
and thin crops. Caulifloivers, Celery, and Lettuces, plant out

;

also Capsicums, in a warm situation. Endive, let a sowing be

made directly. Throw in a sprinkling of Early Dutch Turnip

on a cool border, neither digging nor using manure. It is a

mistaken notion to persist in digging ground for Turnips in

kitchen gardens, so full of old manures, the Turnip being

naturally too gross there, under any circumstances. We always

choose the poorest and hardest ground we can find, and merely

hoe the seed in, by these means we have always procured good

Turnips. Nothing is better than well-burnt ashes of any vege-

table refuse for the Turnip. Kidney Beans, let full crops be

planted forthwith, and a row of Knight's Marrow Fcas, or the

British Queen. The row should be prepared after the manner

of a Celery-drill, and the manure completely saturated with

moisture. Potatoes, earth-up. Onions, sow a few for drawing

young.
riiUIT GAEDEN.

The leading shoots of Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot trees

will require to be tacked-in, taking care to allow plenty of room
in the shreds. In thinning-out superfluous shoots, it is neces-

sary to foresee ;what portions of wood will require to be re-

moved at the ensuing winter pruning, and the most appro-

priate shoots must be accordingly reserved for succession and

encouraged throughout the summer. ,If any shoots laid-in for

bearing have failed to produce, they may be gradually removed,

in order to afford more space for successional young shoots.

In regulating the vegetation of these trees, commence at the

base and proceed successively along each branch, but do not

dress the lower part of the tree and leave the upper untouched

even till nest day. Whilst the trees are being gone oyer insects

must not be overlooked. The aphis seems to delight in healthy

foliage, but the red spider prefers that which is less thriving,

particularly from dryness at the root. It has been stated of

this pest, that water is its certain destruction, the water, how-

ever, requires to be applied at the roets as well as the tops.

Examine grafts and re.clay if necessary. Strawberries in blossom

must be well watered. Eemove some of the watery shoots from

the Currant bushes, and thin the Raspberry suckers.

FLOWER GAEDEN.

The different kinds of climbing Roses must be carefully tied

or nailed to prevent their being injured by wind. Plant out

DahUas, Salvias, Ten-week Stocks, Asters, Convolvuluses, No-

lanas, Campanulas, Kaulfussias, Nemophilas, Indian Pinks, ifec.,

in borders or flower-beds, likewise a few on rockwork. Pot a

portion for planting out into beds later in the season, to replace

such as have gone out of bloom. Hoe and rake borders, and cut

off dead flowers as they appear. Divide Campanula carpatica,

and plant it for edgings or in borders of herbaceous plants.

Eemove any shading from plants recently planted out, and if

thfe weather again set in hot, shade for a few days. TuUp roots

should be taken out of the ground when the foliage assumes a

yellow, withered appearance. In the present season in particular,

from the damaged state of many collections, this should be

carefully attended to. Should the bulbs be in a decaying state

their exterior coverings or skins should be removed, which will

bring many from a flowering state to mere offsets. The buds

of Pinks may now be thinned out, and where intended for

exhibition they should be reduced to two at most. The
laterals may also be removed. Watering once a-week with

liquid manure will now be requisite. Carnations and Picotees

are, generally speaking, suffering this season, and, on the

average, are not looking so well as usual. Attend to the clean-

liness of the plants and keep down green fly, giving water and
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attending to the general routine culture when required. Pansies
should also be shaded from excessive sunlight. They have
been severely attacked by the legions of slugs which have every-

where abounded this season. Hand-picking appears to be the
only effectual remedy. Dahlias which are sufficiently forward
shonld be staked.

GREENHOUSE AKD CONSEKVATOKY.
Climbing or trained plants now require attention in regard

to thinning, training, stopping, &a. It the sun shines very
brightly a slight shading would be of benefit for a few hours
on very hot days. The inmates of such structures, however,
are sometimes very various in character and habit, and the
foregoing advice would be more applicable, perhaps, to the
various New Holland plants. Oranges, Camellias, Arc. In all

mild weather the fires in the greenhouse may be nearly or
entirely dispensed with. If the weather is genial and accom-
panied with bright sunshine, heat sufficient for the night may
be secured by shutting-up early, not, however, soon enough to

scorch. A general rule can scarcely be laid down in such cases
to guide the inexperienced. On sunny afternoons the air may
be reduced one-half at three o'clock, and altogether shut off at

four o'clock. Attend to the various points of cultivation as
before recommended, remembering that now is the period for

rapid growth. Camellias should be placed in a little warmth
to make wood and set their flower-buds ; be particular in never
allowing them to suffer from want of water. Keep up a gentle
moisture by occasional syringings. Azaleas as they go out of
flower may also be similarly treated ; indeed, all kinds of green-
Louse plants are benefited by being kept rather close and warm
when making their wood. Rhododendron arboreum and its

varieties should be fully exposed to the sun imder glass, if you
wish to have perfect foliage and abundance of iiower-buda.
Partial shading to these is their ruin, both as regards their
foliage and the forming of their flower-buds.

S10TE.
Thorough cleanliness, free ventilation, plenty of atmospheric

moisture, and occasionally a slight shading in very bright sun-
shine are the prime requisites in this house. No means should
be neglected to encourage a free growth at this period in the
Orchidaceous tribes in order to have their pseudo-bulbs firm,
well-fed, and well-ripened at an early period. As the weather
still continues changeable, take especial care that the young
shoots of all plants in this house shall not be checked or in-

jured by cold draughts, or scorched by sudden outbursts of sun.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Shift and carefully attend to such plants as are intended to

form specimens
; sprinkle with water and shut up closely late

in the afternoons of hot days. Put in cuttings of choice green-
house and herbaceous plants, in order that tliey may be rooted
before the pits are again wanted for cuttings to supply the
flower garden next year.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WTiEK.
Many of us will remember the Derby day of 1867, for its hail

and snow, and bitter north winds, and the keen frosts which
occurred on the succeeding mornings of the week, cutting down
to the ground all our Scarlet Runners, and Dwarf Sidney Beans
not under protection, blackening our forward Potatoes, and
causing the pods of forward Peas to look as if they had been
scalded by a spattering of water close on the boiling point.
Strawberry plants have, as yet, suffered less than we expected,
though early on Thursday morning the leaves were like boards,
and the bloom encased in sheets of ice ; but fortunately for us
on that morning, which was the coldest, the sun did not appear
until late, aud not much then, and the thawing process was
effected very gradually. If we had many such seasons, it W(|uld
be well to revert to the old-fashioned style of flower gardening

—

the mixture of shrubs, herbaceous plants, annuals, &c., filling
up all vacancies with bedding plants, instead of making these
the principal decorative objects. This we do know, that not
a few, who were kindly but somewhat ostentatiously pitying us
for being so far behindhand, are now wishing that they had
tui-ned out fewer of their tender plants. We should not like
to yentui-e for a fortnight, unless there were a great change,
Heliotropes, Perillas, Amaranthus melancholicus, &c. Such
plants when thoroughly chilled, seldom do much good after-
wards. It is not desirable not to be able to finish combination-
beds at once, but in such weather it is safest to do the work at
different times, turning out the hardiest plants first, in their

allotted places, and afterwards the more tender as the weather
becomes more settled.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
One of the first matters attended to after the frost, was

sowing Scarlet Pamners, Dwarf Kidney Beans, &c., in boxes for

future transplanting, placing them where they could be for-

warded by heat ; and then, as the weather was dry and parching,
though cold, ran the Dutch hoe through all the borders and
quarters where it could be worked. We likewise earthed-up
Cabbages, Potatoes, and Cauliflowers, where possible. Our
earliest Cabbages, that we had to forward in pets before trans-
planting, owing to the four-footed vermin having left a desert
of our autumn-planted quarter, are hearting well, and became
too thick before we could earth them up. The somewhat
forcing treatment which they have received, first potting the
little plants, putting them under glass, and then after planting
giving them a dash of manure water, has rendered the stems
too small in proportion to the heads ; therefore, a little earthing-
up would have been desirable.

We mention these Cabbages thus particularly for two pur-
poses—first, that it may be clearly known that when all this

trouble has to be taken, even such a common vegetable as a
Cabbage cannot be obtained quite so soon, or at the same cost

as respects labour, as when the plants can be put out at once
and be secured from hares and rabbits. It would be sheer folly

for a man to meet the competition of the market with Peas for

the season, if, instead of casting his seed into the ground, he
found he must either transplant his Peas when 3 or 4 inches
high, or protect the seeds and the seedhngs by wire netting.

When people talk about a garden costing so little, it must be
clearly understood that there must be none of this wasting,

and, what is worse, harassing labour, of doing, having the work
undone for you, aud then the doing it again as best you can.

Secondly, we would say, Let the importance of this doing and
doing again in such circumstances never be forgotten by gar-

deners, as they may rest assured that employers will not forget

to look for their favourite dishes at the usual times ; though
they will very likely forget all about disasters to crops, brought
about less from any fault or carelessness of the gardener than
their own regulations as to other matters, which will certainly

consign a good portion of the garden produce to other quarters

instead of lending attractions to a gentleman's table. We do
not at present philosophise on the right or wrong in the matter

;

we merely wish to state the too general fact, that when produce

is wanted the destruction from frosts and from the predations

of two-footed and four-footed game are apt to be quite forgotten.

Sliir/s and Seedn.—From all quarters we hear of the numbers
of slugs and snails this season. One of our best gardeners

has informed us that he has had fifteen distinct varieties this

season, and of every variety legions. After the severe frosts one
would have thought they had had a nipping. One peculiarity

in our own case is, that though we saw too well where they had
been, we have been able to find but comparatively few on the

surface of the ground, even in mild dewy mornings, when they

are generally most abundant. It is just possible, too, that

great as their depredations have been, they have been blamed
more than they actually deserve. Our own opinion is, that

seeds in general have not been quite up to the mark this season,

whether owing to the dull wet autumn of last year, or other

causes, we could not take upon ourselves to decide ; but there

can be no question, that in some cases where snails and slugs

were blamed, they never had the chance of doing mischief, as

the seed rotted iu the ground, though receiving all proper treat-

ment. We have received many complaints as respects even

Peas, and though some sorts have come up as well as ever,

others that were thin were found to have many seeds mould-

ing and rotting that had never germinated, or had come weakly

as old seeds wiU. For ourselves from close picking, the wet of

last autumn and an invasion of rats, we did not have the chance

of saving any seeds of Peas.

We h.ave already alluded to the general hoeing of all ground

where the Dutch hoe can go. Where neatness is an object, a

back draw with the hoe will leave all level and neat, but this is

seldom necessary, aud the svm aud the breeze soon put the

weeds out of sight.

The dretLdei Bindweed has been cut twice already, and where
plenty of time cannot be afforded to dig out its roots the Dutch
hoe is the grand remedy, as, if the shoots are constantly cut

by the time they grow 3 or 4 inches above the soil, the great

milky-white roots will be forced to yield up their life in de-

spair, though if left alone half an inch of these roots would

ere long make the progress of a garden. Oi all weeds .this^ is
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the worst, and ia some places we are almost beaten by it every

season, because it grows too fast and too strong before we can

commence to combat it, and it is comparatively of little use to

cut it after it has twisted round something to the height of

2 or 3 feet. By that tima if you cut the top, the old root has

received enough of strength to send out a lot more stiong

shoots. The most economical mode of extirpating it is not to

trouble yourself greatly with the large white roots when digging,

but to have a man on purpose, and tell him whatever else he
does, a shoot of the Bindweed is never to be seen more than
3 inches in length. We have often resolved to do so, but then
when the pinch of so much to do conies, the man cannot pay
attention to this work in time, and in a few days if let alone

the pretty white-flowered Bindweed that adds, along with the

Clematis, such a wild loveliness to our hedge-rows, will cling

to and EuSooate in its embrace the very plants you would wish
to be free from it.

What we can scarcely account for is, that after having been
extirpated foryears, it will come backagain without any apparent
cause. Some years ago we had two small pieces of ground,

perhaps 24 feet square, quite overrun with it. One piece we
kept hecing, and gave it a kind of summer fallow, planting
only some Lettuces, &c., but never allowing a shoot to grow
above a few inches in length. On digging we could soon have
taken out a barrowload of roots. The other piece was, if any-
thing, worse, and the weed was allowed to have its way until it

carpeted the ground with its twisted wreaths. It was then cut

with an old scythe, and the crop burned, and a layer of short

grass from the lawn a foot deep was placed on it, and allowed

to bo there until the autumn. In both of these pieces when
dug up at the end of autumn, not a root was to be seen. The
hoeing, and the cutting and grass-covering, had destroyed the
fleshy roots, and for years not a shoot made its appearance,
but this season in the latter piece, a few shoots have shown
themselves, and we fear they must have found their way in

small bits in the dressings apphed. We only wish the great

proportion of our readers may have no occasion to trouble

themselves with such a pest, beautiful though it is ; but if

any should be so unfortunate, the Dutch hoe used quickly
and repeatedly, is the best remedy. Hot abort grass laid over
the ground long enough will also destroy the roots. Some
years ago a lady sent a very fine variety of this climber. The
flowers are of the purest white, and very large, quite as large

as those of the beautiful Ipomfca Learii, and though in placing
it against a wall to show off its beauty, we took the precaution
to put the roots in a large pot, and plunged it, these roots and
shoots together found their way through and over the pot, and
if let alone would soon cover the wall from end to end. We
have often wished we had burned the roots instead of planting
them in any way except in a woodland wild.

Mr. Keane, whose very timely and particular directions leave
us more at liberty to indulge in general remarks, tells us in
a recent Number to "manure and dig the ground as it be-
comes vacant, for the winter crops of Brussels Sprouts," &c.
But what if you have no vacant ground ? And what if you
have no rotten or half-rotten manure ? From a scarcity of tree

leaves this season, we are short of manure. We expect we
must get off the early Potato-beds, to place something beneath
them for Celery ; and as for crops of Cauliflower, as well as

winter crops that will not go between Peas, we must depend
chiefly for the help that can be obtained from short grass, and
no bad help may thus be had, and with but little preparation.
As the Broccoli is nearly cut, we wheel short grass on the
piece from the lawn, tumbling it into a good-sized heap, where
it heats strongly of itself, and then when shallow-trenched
down in a rather thick layer, it yields no bad nourishment to

all strong-growing crops. The only drawback to it is, that it

requires to be spread and dug in before ladies are about in the
garden. Even painters, who are used to disagreeable scents,

were fairly overcome by the fumes from this short grass. When
not so used, or forming a component part of hotbeds, linings,

&o., it is too valuable to be lost, and if made a component of

the rubbish-heap, and duly covered over, it will cause all to

ferment, and not only communicate a richness to the whole,

but, if the heat produced is strong, will help to kill all weeds
and roots in the heap.

FKUIT DEPAETMENT.
The cold wet, which hung so long on Peach and Apricot trees

unprotected, has much injured the shoots, killing some of the
young wood outright. Had they been kept dry by even thin
hexagon Nottingham netting, we have not a doubt but that

they would have suffered httle or nothing. This is one of the

tacts that will ever make unhealed orchard-houses so valuable.

The dryness and the stillness of the enclosed atmosphere are the

great points of safety. These secured, success will much depend
on retarding, by plenty of air, the time of blooming, giving

plenty of air then, and only taking advantage of the confined

heat from the sun after the fruit is set and sweUing. We trust

that Plums, Cherries, Pears, and Apples are sufficiently ad-

vanced not to suffer much from the frosty mornings. The
Apple bloom, and we never saw the individual blooms larger

and finer, had been mostly cast a few days before the 20th.

A few Cherries are spotted ; Gooseberries and Currants, which
are very abundant, are sufficiently defended by the fohage to

save them from danger. We think the Cherries were marked
more by the hail than the frost.

Raspberries.—We have seldom had the canes injured by cold

before this season, and we believe the injury was done by the

severe frost after the new year. AVe were surprised that the

canes did not break as usual. On examining these faulty canes

there is hardly one of them which is not quite green, after

moving the bark, and the cane seems sound enough to the core ;

but the buds along the cane, though looking as if nothing was
the matter with them, when closely examined are found hard
and dry, as if burnt right to the heart. We think it possible,

that if the sap rises in such canes, fresh but latent buds may
be thrown out. In such a case, if this took place, the sap would
rise without the excitement of expanding buds. We can assign

no reason why some canes have thus had their buds destroyed,

and others have started and are showing fruit as usual.

Figs Out of Doors.—We have some on a west wall, from which,

with but httle attention, we have had good gatherings, and
better since we left them not fixed so closely to the wall, and
that mode of proceeding we learned from Mr. Tillyard, who
had fine crops in-doors and out of doors at Bentley Priory. We
used to put a few branches, &c., against these trees in winter

;

but in the press of other matters they were forgotten in the

two severe frosts of last winter, and as we could scarcely have
the cold more severe the trees were left to take their chance.

We expected there would be little show this season, as every

Fig that was left was frosted, and withered up and fell off ; but
what we did not expect to see was this—though the points of

many shoots were killed by the frost, a plentiful supply of

young Figs is coming from near the base of the shoots, and
often all along them, and which would never have shewn at

all if a few small ones had been saved during the winter near

the points of the shoots. As, except in a few extreme cases,

the Fig tree never ripens more than one crop out of doors in

our climate, we have always recommended the cutting away all

fruit larger than a good-sized Marrowfat Pea that appeared on
the shoots of the present year's growth in the autumn, as

above that size they would almost certainly fall in winter.

The above fact is corroborative of the propriety of that advice,

and shows that when trees are wholly unprotected it may be

carried quite as far in the removing of the summer-shown fruit.

On these shoots, now bristling with young fruit, not one was to

be seen in March, or even in the first part of April.

Strawberries.—As the houses become shady we have to re-

sert to various schemes, which have already been adverted to,

for keeping up a daily supply of fruit ; and another reason is

that in places where much artificial heat is used. Strawberry

plants after the middle of May are very Uable to attacks from
red spider, and when ripening it does not do to use the syringe

so freely as at other times. The frame and the pit, and sashes

over borders, must therefore help us instead of shelves in

houses.

Out of doors we never saw bloom more plentiful, or in such

masses, and as already stated, except by retarding, we do

not think the severe frosts have done much harm. The
Dutch hoe has been driven through the spaces between the

rows twice, to leave a loose surface, and to help to keep in the

ground the moisture from the recent rains, and we would
have used a sprinkling of soot and lime if we could, but the

scuffling of the ground, which is rich enough, will do much to

start and unsettle slugs and mice, the two greatest enemies

which nets are powerless to keep away.
The keeping the fruit clean is the next consideration, and

nothing is better than clean straw, where this can be had

;

but few places will be able to afford clean wheaten straw at the

present prices. The next best material is litter from the stable-

yard, well shaken, and packed in to the sides of the rows soon
enough to be well washed by the rains ; and the next best, if

not the better of the two, is long grass before it begins to seed,

and which is free from Daisies. This not only answers well
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tnt in fine, dry weather, gives a sweet perfume of new-made
hay to the garden. Short grass from the mowings of lawns,
though often used, are about the worst, not only because in
hea-vy rains the little bits of grass are driven into the Straw-
berries, and in close, damp weather, mouldinesa of fruit ensues
prematurely, but also because such short grass is almost sure
to supply a dense crop of Daisies afterwards. Fresh tan
is also excellent for the purpose, laid on thinly, and as soon as
the fruit is set, as then all the acrid properties of the surface
tan are washed away, and neither slugs nor worms like to come
in contact with it. We have also tried boards, tiles, slates, Ac,
with advantage, though in very hot weather the latter are apt
to scorch the fruit, and all such means are good for forming
traps beneath them for slugs, &c. On the whole, when the
flower-stalks are strong, instead of using tiles or boards, we
would prefer the simple plan of putting in httle sticks 2 or
3 feet apart at the sides of the row, and connecting them with
a light string of small cord, which prevents the clusters of fruit
falling on the ground. Among some of these modes we trust
our humblest readers will find the means for keeping the de-
licious fruit from coming in contact with the earth. For want
of such simple precautions we have seen fine fruit passed
through several pails of water, and then dried on paper before
being sent to table. In addition to these precautions were the
berries for our own use, we would insist on the fruit being
picked with footstalks to hold by, and sent to table in the
basket in which they were gathered, or merely turned carefully
into a suitable dish, without any attempt at dressing them into
cones or other shapes, which can only be done by handling
evejy fruit separately. Artistic appearance in all such cases
IB gained at the expense of true delicacy and refinement.
For ornamental department see previona weeks' notices.

—

B.F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Mat 20.
The weather of the past weekhaa somewhat interfered with operations,

bnt not to the extent of causing much difference in the quotations.
There is an abundant supply, and vegetation has rapidly overcome the
effects 01 the late frosts. Continental produce is of the usual character.

PBUIT.

Apples j sieve
ApricotB doz 4
Cherries box 2
Chestnnts bush.
Currants j sieve

Black do.
FlgB d02. 10
Filberts )b.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. Ih. 5
Lemons 100 6

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle 4
Beans, Kidney, per 100 1

ScarletRun-i sieve
Beet, Red doz. 2
Broccoli bundle 2
Ems. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz. 1

Capsicums 100 Q
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz. 6
Celery bundle 1
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle 2

>. d. . d
3 0to4
4

S

Melons each 8
Nectarines doz. 15
Oranges loO 5
Peaches doz. 21
Pears fdessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb. 5
Plums j sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.
Strawberries oz.
Walnuts bush. 10

d.

0tol2
24

6

4

10
42

8

1

20

VEOETABIiES.

d. B. d
6to0 8

S

8
12
2

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Ma8td.& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle

Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.
Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

d. 8. d
3 too 4

2
2

6
4
1

4
6

6

4
n

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
E. G. Henderson * Son, Wellington Koad, St. John's "Wood,

London, N.W.—Catalopue of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and
Bfddmg Plants.

Francis & Arthur Dickson & Song, lOG, Eastgate Street, and
Lpton Nurseries, Chester.— Ca(a;o..7iie of Beddiny Plants, cfc.

J. Pringle, Wragby, Lincoln.—Catalogue of Bedding Plants
and Hoses.

William Hooper, New Wandsworth, London, S.Vf.—Plant
Catalogue.

Hooper & Co., Covent Garden Market, Lonion.—Catalogue
of British and Exotic Ferns.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•,• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed tolely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, e&c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books (CUriew).—Keane's "In-door Gardening," and Eoane's "Oat-
door Gardening." If you enclose forty postage stamps with your address
they win be sent free by post from this office.

Trees Opposite the Front of the Palace of St. Clouo is Feance
iW. H. C).—Theflo. just now in bloom, and with leaves similar to the leaf
of the Lilac, but with the bloom shaped like that of the Wistaria, but pink,
are either Corcis siliquastrum or Cercis canadensis. Both are grown
about Paris, ond are very similar to each other.

White Zonal Pelabgoniom (G. it. D.).— If, as you say, your aeedlinK
is better than Madame Vaucher, it will be an acquisition. You had better
send a cutting bearing trusses of the flowers to the Floral Committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society.

Bundles of Asparagus (./. S.A. G.).—In Covent Garden Market there
is no standard for a bundle of Asparagus. The regular market gardeners
put 120 in the best, and 150 in the seconds ; but it is brought to market
in all quantities, from 25 to 200 in a bundle, by other growers.

Be2m (C. ^far3tUn).—Wecannot decide whether it is thevariety "Gem '•

until wo have seen a pod.

Fasciated Asparagus (./oJml/rt!/).—For a shoot of Asparagus to become
flat, and much enlarged, and even to curl round like a ram's horn, as in
the specimen you enclosed, is not uncommon. It is termed "fasciated"
by botanists. We never Biiw so large a specimen before as that which
you sent. It was fully C inches in circumlertnco at the largest part, and
weighed Hj ozs.

Pelargonium Sport (C. Gilby).—It is not at all uncommon for a cross-
bred Pelargonium to produce "a flower very distinct from all its other
fl owers. The sport probably resembles those of one of the parents of
the plant.

iNSECT-DESTROTlTto PoWDER (J. Price).—You must decide for yourself
whether you keep the preparation secret , and endeavour to obtain a sale
for it. There are many such preparations, and you will require a very
considerable outlay before you can obtain attention to it ; and even then
we fear it would nut acquire a remunerative sale.

Black Currant Bud Insect (W. F.).—The very minnte wiite insects
found in such vast numbers in the buds of Black Currant trees at the
present time, in different parts of Scotland, prove to be the young state
of a new species of Mite, with only four legs, and a long, cylindrical,
fleshy body. Tlieir fully grown state is not known. We can only recom-
mend nipping off and buraing those buds which appeared withered from
the result of the attacks of these minute creatures, which completely
destroy the embryo bloom.—W.
Mrs. Grieve Tricolored Pelargonium (F.).—The name of this Pelar-

gonium has been changed to Victoria Regina.

Gbapes Spotted [A. B. C).—The small nicer in your Grapes is called

by gardeners "the spot." It is probably caused by the roots being not
sufficiently active. If you can have the border a little warmer, and supply
the roots once a-wcek with liquid manure heated to the temperature of

the house, you will be bkuly to checl: the appearance of the disease.

In No. 303 of this Journal is the recipe for more speedily skeletonising
leaves.
Pear Trees in Pots Unproductive (J. Don^las\—Notwithstanding

the particular description of your Pear trees in pots, we can form no
idea of the cause of your want of success, unless the plants have been
treated too kindly, and have been kept in a close instead of an open
house. Nectarines and Plums will set freely in a close atmosphere at
night, in which Apricots and Pears will drop and refuse to set.

Oxide of Iron in Water—Hygro3ieter [Amateur).—A small amount
of oxide of iron would not, in our opinion, do any harm to Vines, but an
extra (juautity most likely would, and we would therefore avoid any but
the smallest amount. We havo not had so much experience with Vines ;

but we have had pot plants, such as tender Ferns, injured by using
water from the hot-water pipes of a hothouse. We cannot tell you where
you can have explicit informatiou as to the use of a hygrometer in a vinery,

but numerous articles and statements are interspersed in our volumes,
and in the " Science and Practice of Gardening." Meanwhile, if you use
evaporating-pans on your heating medium, and if in frosty and in bright
sunny weather you keep floor, stage, and pathway moderately damp, the
bygi'ometric state of the atmosphere of the vinery will be correct.

Sea-kale Leggy iU. T. Hmitinridon).—Your plants, we imagine, are
old, and have long stems with a crown at the end. Wo would not take
the plants up and divide, though you may take ulT any stems that are
long and straggling, and plant quite up to the crown. M.arch being a good
time to do it. We prefer makiug a new plantation of one-year-old plants

in February, and, after allowing them a year's growth, forcing in the
following year. Seed may be sown in March, and you will have plants by
autumn large enough for making a new plantation, and by the second
year fit for forcing. Sea-kale requires a good, rich, light, well-drained
soil. We advise a new bed, either from sowing seed or planting young
plants, in preference to suckers or divisions from the old plants, the old
bed being left until the new one comes into bearing.

Pyramid Pear Trees Unfruitful (E. If.).—The most likely cause of
the trees failing to set their fruit is their roots h.iving penetrated into
bad soil, or from some other cause not having perfected the flower-budS.
We advise you to lift the trees carefully in autumn as soon as the leaves
begin to fall, and to shorten any thick roots which go down or extend
considerably from the stem, but preserve the fibres as far as possible. If

the soil is heavy, plant on a slight mound, and mulch around the stOQlS
to the full extent of the roots with 3 inches of littery manure.
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Shaxj:. Iris—pROPAOiTiKa Strawberries (H. K. O.).—Your specimen
is Terry imperfect. It seems bo either Iris biglamis, rnthenic*, or pnmlla
csemlea. nJJ of which will bear the thick, dwarf, pretty character you give
your plant, making it so tit for a border-edgin;; plant. With regard
to Strawberry ranners, the first runner formed is by no means uniformly
barren, it ja nlways the strongest ; and the second and third runners,
tboBgh weaker, are generally more fruitful. Wo would rather avoid
taking runners from plants of last August which have not bloomed, and it

other plants are plentiful we would not preserve such. As to plants
of the age referred to which did not flower, but showed knots of embryo
bloom, which cnme to nothing, you may keep the plants, also the runners
from them, if desirable and scarce, as we often find that plants that show
Bucb a deficiency in fructification when forced, will fruit freely in the
aatnmn and in the following season; but when there is abundant
room for selection, it is just as well to avoid all such specimens in taking
rnoners, as there is always the tendency, however small it may be, to
continue snch peculiarities. In large places it is next to impossible to
attend to these little matters, whilst amateurs by doing so will ensure
greater success.

Soil for Camellias (AnTiou3).—T'he best soil for Camellias is a good
light loam pared off a pnsture to the thickness of about 1^ inch. This
should be torn in pieces with the hand, and made rather small for such
plants as yours. They ought to be potted now in seven-inch pots. The
pots shonJd be well drained, and the compost pressed rather tightly
about the plants, keeping the collar of these rather high. Having no
greenhouse you may place the plants in a cold frame, and after giving a
gentle syringing and a good watering draw on the lights. The plants
should have air from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. by tilting the lights at back, and
if the days are bright a thin mat thrown over the glass from 9 a.m. to
S P.M. will keep the foliage from spotting. At five o'clock water, if neces-
Bary, and give a sprinkling overhead every day, shutting up the frame
afterwards. This treatment may be continued until the plants have
made their growth, when they should have air day and night, but about
twice as much by day as night, and a slight shade may be afforded them
during the hottest part of the day, otherwise afford abundance of air
and all the light possible. Keep them well watered, but do not keep the
soil in ft saturated condition.
Violets in Pots (Idem).—The ranners should be taken off and potted

iii_small pots in a compost of turfy loam and leaf mould, with a free ad-
mixture of sand. The old plants may be divided, potted in small pots,
aod placed nith the runners in a cold frame, a gentle watering being
given. Sprinkle the plants overhead morning and evening, and keep
them close and shaded until they are growing freely. You must then ad-
mit airand diminish the amount of shading, dispensing with it altogether
in a few days, or as soon as they will bear sun. In July shift them into
4j-inch pots, and the most promising may, early in September, have six-
inch pots. They should be well watered, but not excessively, and have a
good watering overhead on the evenings of hot days. The lights should
be drawn down after the plants become established. They are the better
of a rather shady place from May to September. Winter in a cold frame,
the pots being plunged in coal ashes, with air during mild weather, and
the protection of mats over the lights during severe frosty weather.
Chinese Primulas after Flowering (Idrm).—They should be placed

in a cold frame and have air plentifully. Towards the end of Juue you
will see which are worth keeping, and these you may pot in the same-
sized pots as before, most of the old soil being shaken from them. The
lights should be drawn on closely, and a very light sprinkling of water
0ven every evening, with shade from bright sun. When the plants re-
cover from the potting admit air freely, and keep them well supplied with
water. At night the lights may be drawn off and replaced in the morning,
tilting them high at back, during dry hot weather, and when heavy rains
occur. In August shift the plants into six-inch pots, pursuing the same
treatment as before. The plants will bloom finely in autumn, all bloom
stems showing before September being pinched off closely. It is only
the best that are worth keeping, for seedlings arebetterfor a late autumn
and spring bloom.

MmuLUS MACuLosus Culture (MimuJus).—We think yonr plants have
gone off in consequence of mildew, caused by their close confinement in
scold frame; but your description being too incomplete to enable us to
arrive at a satisfactory conclusion, we cannot advise. We are not quite
sure that the plants were not destroyed by the severity of last winter's
frost, for although plants might sur^'ive out of doors, others in a frame
might be frozen, the former having such a good covering of snow. You
may sow seeds in the beginning of August in order to raise plants for
next year's bloom. Sow in a close cold frame, grow the plants on. pot them
off when large enough, and winter them in small pots on a shelf near the
glass in a greenhouse. The soil should be kept moist over the winter, and
pot as often as the pots become filled with roots. They require protection
from frost. We like M. maculosus best, but both are worth growing.

ToDEA suPEEBA Fronds Browned (IT. N^.—The fronds sent appear
to have bten scorched by a cuiTent of cold, dry air. We think there is a
deficiency of atmospheric moisture. We would advise a little more heat to

be given, and the atmosphere to be kept more humid. The brownness
does not arise from damp, nor yet closeness of atmosphere, but from dry-

ness with coid.

CcTTiKO DOWN Stephanotis (F.ff. F.).—Xi i» not desirable to cut back
the shoots of this plant, as they flower very freely from moderately strong

shoots. It 19 generally suflSclent to thin out the old, weak, and useless

ehoots, and to train the young in their places. Thia should be done annu-
ally. As your plant is bare at bottom, cut it in to within a few inches of

the soil, the shoots having dormant buds or eyes below where headed;
but it will not flower next year. If yon cut it back one-half it is likely It

will be aa bare of shoots at the bottom as ever. It should be plunged ia

the pit for some time to secure the breaking of the buds and a good
growth. The latter cannot be too well ripened.

Raising Aucuba japonica from Seed (H.F. S.).—The seed should ba
taken from the berry and sown in a compost of rather light loam. Tho
pot or pan may be placed in a house with a moderate heat, as a warm
greenhouse, and if the soil is moist the seeds will vegetate before August,

or in spring. They germinate sooner if sown in a hotbed. If they do
not vegetate at once keep the soil moist but not wet, and plants will

come within twelve months. The seed is best sown as soon as it is ripe,

or in March if purchased. Any of the principal nurserymen can supply

you with the Verbenas yon require.

Peach and Nectarine Blooms Falling Prematubelt (A Puzzled.

Man).—With respect to the trees which failed in the orchard-house where
others succeeded, though all were treated alike, we come to the conclu-
sion, either that the trees which bloomed freely, but refused to set their

fruit, were too dry at the roots, or the wood was more luxuriant, and
therefore more imperfectly ripened last autumn tkan the trees that re-

tained their fruit.

Runners from Unfruitful Strawberries (^m«z).—We have taken
runners from plants not fruiting, and they produced as good a crop as
those from fruitful plants. We prefer, however, runners from fruitful

plants. We are not so particular in this matter with the newer sorts,

but you will do well to take runners from fruitful plants only.

Alotsia citbiodora Propagation 'A. B.)-—Cuttings maybe taken from
the shoots of the current year, and such are best when from 3 to 6 inches
in length, and when the wood is about half ripe, or a little hardened, but
not woody. They should have three joints, and not exceeding four if

short-jointed. The leaves should be removed from the lowest two joints,

and the cutting be cut through with a sharp knife immediately below the
lowest joint. A six-inch pot is large enough for a dozen cuttings. Tho
pots should be drained to one-third their depth, and then be filled up
with a compost of sandy loam, fibrous peat, and silver sand in equal

parts, surfaced with silver sand. The cuttings are to be inserted in the

Band up to the leaves or nearly so, and placed round the sides of the pot

at about an iuch apart. A gentle watering being given the pot should
be plunged in a mild hotbed of from TO"* to 75^ and slightly shaded from
bright sun. The atmosphere should be moist, and the sand also, but not

excessively so, otherwise the cuttings will damp off; if the atmosphere is

close they will soon root, and be fit for potting-off singly in six weeks.

Harden them ofl' when well established.

Compost for Crotons (J Novice).—y^e find them succeed admirably

in a compost of turfy loam, sandy fibrous peat, and leaf mould in equal

parts, with about one-sixth pieces of charcoal from the size of a hazel

nut down to that of a pea, and a like quantity of silver sand. The loam
may be torn in pieces with the hand, the pieces of root or wood should ba
picked out of the peat, aud the leaf mould should be sifted with a three-

quarter-inch riddle. The whole must be well mixed. The whole of tha

Crotons require a winter temperature of from 55^ to 60° at night, and
from 65^ to 70^ by day, and in summer a temperature of between 65' and
75-, with a rise of 10^ or 15^ with sun and air. They cannot have too

much light. Liquid manure may be given when the pots are fall of

roots and the plants growing vigorously, it may be afforded once a-week.

It is not necessary, however, for the growth of fine Crotons.

Cucumbers in Pots {.4»ia(eur).—We have grown very fine Cucumbers
in 12-inch pots, but we prefer them in those 15 inches in diameter. We
put in the plants from the pots they are in after potting off, the plants

being strong ones that have been stopped. The fruiting-pots are three

parts filled ^vith soil, and the plants put in in the centre and up to tha

seed leaves in the soil. As they grow more soil is added, and we fill to

the rim at twice, the first earthing being given a fortnight after potting,

and the second in ten days or so afterwards. In about another fortnight

we give a top-dressing of rotten manure an inch thick, and water once

or twice a-week with liquid manure.
Grub (C C. iJ.).—The grub which had destroyed tho root of the Straw-

berry plant is the larva of the common May Bug, or Cockchafer, Melo-

lontha vulgaris.

Names of Plants {A Svhscriher).—!, Azalea pontica ; 2, Ranunculus
aconitifolius, double-flowered variety; 3, Saxifraga granulata, double-

flowered. [A Constant Eeader, and C. TF.).—The Bird Cherry, CerasuS

padus. (Jo/in).—Halcsia tetraptera. (Clee Hill).—The Homed Violet,

Viola cornutn, a native of Spain, and introduced nearly a century ago.

(.J. A'.).—Sophora (Edwardsia) microphylla; Andromeda sp. (An Ama-
teur).—l, Nerium oleander: 2, Phytolacca decandra; 3, Solanum nigrum.

(C. M.I.—The Cytisus, growing as a standard budded upon a Laburnum
is C. sessilifolius. (Bradford].—I, Picea pindrow ; ti, Abies oyientalis ;

3, Abies Hudsonii ; 4, Cephilotaxus drupacea ; 5, Abies Douglasii.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Londom for tbe Weok ending May 23th.

BABOMETEB.

Max. Min.

Wed. . 22
Thurs. 23
FW. .. 24
Sat. .. 25
Son... 26
Mon... 27
Tnes. . 2j

Mean

30.041)

30 101

30.125
30.044
29.640

29.6al

29.807

29.912

29.919
29.937
3a.03S
29.803
29.633
29.557
29.759

29.795

THERMOMETER.

31
43
44
47

34.71

1 It. dp. I 2 ft. dp.

53
51
50
50
50
50
60

51
50
49
49
49
49
50

49.57

W"*- inehes.

N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
E.
S.
S.

S.W.

.12

.00

.00

.35

.02

.00

.00

0.49

Genebal Reuabes.

Clear and cold ; snow mixed with hail ; overcast, rain.

Cold and boisterous ; heavy clouds ; fine, frosty.

Heavy clouds ; ciondy ; finV; sharp frost at night.

SliRht dry haze ; cloudy; densely overcast at night.

Rain ; fine ; cloudy ; fine at night.
,

Heavy clouds ; cloudy and fine ; very fine at night.

Densely clouded ; cloudy and fine ; mild at night.
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POULTRY. BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

r.lIAHMA POOTRAS.
I FIND I omitted the following notes in my communication

TPhich appeared in jiaRO 349.

The made Biahm.i Pootras appear to have the pea-comb, and
to be without the vulture or falcon hock (certainly more vulture

than falcon), hut the pure-bred Brahmas are without the pea-

comb, and are siuRle-combed, with the vulture hock. The
purest-bred Cochin!; or Shanghaes have the vulture hock, I

think; and as to this, I differ from the "Standard of Ex-
cellence," which does not commend vulture hocks. I cannot
Lelp thinking, that the vulture hock is the proper distinctive

characteristic of all feathered-legged poultry, as in the feathered-

legged Bantams for instance, and I think that the legs of Buoh
sorts of birds are always much better feathered with the vul-

ture hock than without it.

I see that Messrs. Gunson & .Teffrrson, of Whitehaven, in

Cumberland, advertise the Birchen Grey Malays, which are,

perhaps, imported by Mr. Jefferson, from the United States,

but this I do not know ; however, it is from these Malays that

the pea-combed Brahmas were originally produced I believe,

and it is the Malay, and not the Dorking expression which is

thus given to Brahmas, as pea-combed Brahmas stand much
nearer to Malays than to Dorkings. The long necks also come
from the Malays, and the legs of the pea-combed birds are

generally less feathered than those of the single-combed birds,

more especially when the latter are vulture-hocked. The
Dorking cross may, of course, exist, but I cannot say that I

have ever much observed or suspected it, and if common it

would, of course, be clearly evident to every close observer.

The Americans having a great trade to Shanghae, imported
many of the Shanghaes, and with Birchen-Grey Malay cocks

these made the pea-combed Brahmas. The Birchen-Grey
Malay breed are not uncommon in the United States I

nnderstand.
The pea-combed birds I consider to be the original cross

made in America. The birds with the brownish markings, I

think are the original Brahma Pootras, and those without the

brown markings, and which have white, grey, dun, or black
markings instead of brown, arc the latest made or most culti-

vated strains of them. The stripe in the chickens is only
brown in the brown-marked sorts, and is black in the grey and
black-marked sorts, if pure-bred birds of the sort.

—

Tkevoe,
CTHEEWIBE NeWMAIIKET.

for ground oats and potatoes. Presh water was supplied in a
barrel, and kept contiuually runring or dropping by means of a
small tap. It will be seen by the following account that tha
nett profit of this lot for six months amounted to £18 10s. 6d.

The average laying for the whole year was abont two himdred
eggs from each hen, and the expense of keeping the whole stock

for that period was about £25 or £26 :

—

FROM FEERDART IsT TO JULY 31ST, ONE HCNDBED SIH-EE-
PENCILLED HAMBUEGHS.

POULTRY-YARD FOR THE WHOLESALE
PRODUCTION OF EGGS.

Being like most of your readers an admirer of the feathered

tribe, and always glad to receive and read the opinions and
hear of the success of others through the medium of your
Journal, I beg to send you the result of an experiment I made
a little time ago.

For some years I considered it, as many do, a matter of

doubt, whether poultry-keeping in a commercial point of view
could be carried out with a profitable result. My experience
has solved the question, and I am satisfied now of the practica-

bility of an establishment being conducted with success, where
enterprise, skill, and systematical management are combined.
My attention was first drawn to the possibility of making

Jowls profitable some few years ago, when I had occasion to

leave home for a period of two months. My stock then con-

sisted of about 150 Silver-pencilled Hamburghs. Not having any
idea that I should be away so long, I did not give instructions

to the man in charge what was to be done with the eggs. To
my astonishment, on my return I found in a corner of a

room an immense heap of eggs, resembling, all but in colour,

potatoes shot out of a sack. This naturally suggested to me
the possibility of such prolific hens being remunerative, and
induced me to investigate by a carefully noted trial what their

laying capabilities really were.

I commenced my trial with one hundred Pencilled Ham-
burghs, ninety-five hens and five cocks, in the month of

February, and kept a debtor and creditor account till the end
of July, six months, during which period they produced 11,000
eggs, the average being about five to each bird per w(ek.
A peck of mixed grain was allowed every day, and boiled flesh

twice a-week. On Saturdays the mixed grain was substituted

Payments. £ s, d.

Barley and whoat 7
Oats 1 2
Flesh U
Potatoes 10
Sand and chalk 3 6
Prottt 18 10 6

28

Sold 11,000 at 5j. per 100 .. 27 10 6
Manure 010

28

As the eggs of this breed are small, I last year crossed
them with a Spanish cock, my object being to have the best

layers as well as non-sitters and a moderate-sized marketable
egg.

Supposing instead of ray having kept only these one hundred,
I had a farm of 10,000 hens, what would be the result ? It

would very naturally be remarked, so many fowls together

would never answer ; but I say with proper management they
would in our part of the country ; and in many parts of England
(I should prefer the midland counties), there are thousands of

acres of uncultivated sandy heath land w-ithin five or six miles

of some of our largest manufacturing towns, on which small

hen-houses might be built, sufficiently large to contain from
100 to 150 fowls each, extended over acres of land, allowing an
acre for each one hundred birds, with proner cottages and out-

buildings for the ke?pers. One hundred acres of this land
could be hired on a lease at a nominal rent, and the droppings

of the fowls would improve the soil and make the property more
valuable.

The following estimate will show the amount of capital and
the profit on a stock of 10,000 hens of the cross-breed :

—

PATTkTENTS.
Cost of 10.000 breeding
hens at 2*. each

Building eiffhty hen-
houses, two cottapes,
and eutbnildinjTS ....

Horse, cart, mincing-
mill, and tools

Horse keep
Sundry losses
Cost of corn
Flesh, &c
Kent of 100 acres of
waste land

Salary to Manager
Wages to men and hovs
Cost of breeding 2(100

hens yearly to supply
stock

Con Is, package, &c
Profit

£ f. d.
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from -weather, and will be found most desirable for general pur-

poses. The roosting portion occupies the whole area of the upper

floor; beneath this are laying boxes, occupying one-third of the

ground floor, fitted with sliding doors, by which means a broody

hen can be shut in for sitting, without the possibUity of being

Fig. 1.—Back view.

disturbed. The remainder of the ground floor, open at back, is

a general shelter for the birds, providing also the dry dusting-

bath, so necessary to the well-doing of poultry. This house
gives great command over the birds, is well ventilated, and
light and elegant in appearance. Dimensions, 6 feet square.

Height, 5 feet to eaves, 6i feet to ridge.

Fig. 2.

"The Double Poultry-house (Jifl. 2), comprises two houses
under one roof, on oue floor; and where more than one variety

of fowls is kept, will be found a desideratum. The building has
a division down the centre, forming thus two houses alongside

one another, with nests arranged at the back. Trap doors at

each side of the building open into separate yards. This house
presents a very elegant appearance. Dimensions, 6 feet square.

Height 5 feet to eaves, 6i feet to ridge."

LIGURIAN DISAPPOINTIMENTS.
In my few notes on bees, which appeared in " our Journal

"

of 11th December, 1866, I mentioned having introduced two
stocks of Ligurians into my apiary during the preceding au-
tumn, with what results the following narrative will show.
The first stock I received was purchased of Messrs. Neigh-

bour & Sons, and arrived during very warm weather in the
middle of September, 186.5 ; they reached me in good condition,

and passed the winter safely, were forward in the spring, but
although with such a cold May as that of last year I did not
attempt increasing them until the 30th of that month, I had
by the middle of June three stocks formed from them. I then,

for certain reasons, ceased to multiply them, and well was it I

that I did so, for the original stock eventually died of foul

brood during the following winter, and all the stocks formed
from it have fallen a prey to the same dire disease. A hybridised

queen, which with another was received last October from Mr.
Woodbury, also perished during the severe weather in March
of the present year, leaving honey and combs useless. Messrs.

Neighbour, on being communicated with on the subject, at once

offered to exchange the infected stock for a recently imported

one with a pure young fertile queen. This stock I received

about the middle of last month (April), in good condition. The
queen breeds well-marked workers, and a few beautiful Ligu-

rian drones have appeared. I may add that my apiary was
originally, and I have every reason to believe that it now is,

perfectly free from the disease thus imported into it, and which

has proved itself so fatal.

The other stock of Ligurians was purchased of Mr. Carr, of

Newton Heath, near Manchester; it arrived early in October,

1865, robbed of its heavy honeycombs, so that it might travel

better
;
yet in spite of this precaution a great many bees lost

their lives during the journey. The remaining bees were

headed by a diminutive but good-coloured queen, which bred
good-coloured workers in a small eight- framed box 12 inches

square by 9 deep, which, as well as the frames, was painted

inside and out ! The bees, as might have been expected, never

did well in such a toy, coated as it was with oil paint. After

taking in their autumnal store of food they were, in spite of

upward ventilation, much troubled throughout the winter -with

internal moisture, and in the spring were in a wretched con-

dition. The queen did not begin to lay until the middle of

April, and during the summer never filled more than the

middle of three or four of the frames with brood, so that it

was the end of Jaly before the stock was in any way healthy or

strong. The honey season beiug then over, I had to give it

about 14 lbs. of food before it was safe for the winter. The
queen of this wonderfully prolific strain of Xjigurians ceased

laying about the end of August ! Frequent examination during

the spring of this year only revealed the mortifying fact that

this queen, which was advertised in your Journal as having

been bred from the " most beautiful strain of Ligurians to be
found in Europe," had not laid a single egg ! I know not how
prolific she might have been before she came here, but after

she came into my possession she certainly showed none of those

great breeding powers attributed to Mr. Carr's strain of Ligu-

rians, and up to the 29th of April had not commenced egg-

laying. I therefore took her from her remaining subjects

(about twenty in number), and placed her at the head of a

strong stock of black bees, whose queen had been removed
eight days and royal cells one day previously. She was well

received, and lived in the hive until about the 3rd of May,
during which time she never laid an egg, and was ultimately

missing on the evening on that day. So ended my Ligurians.

The case and particulars were duly reported to Mr. Carr, but I

have never received any aus'iver from him.

I have since obtained a stock of pure Ligurians from Mr.

Woodbury, which, all being well, will, with the other sent by
Messrs. Neighbour, shortly increase the Ligurian element in

the apiary of—J. B., Bracl^cn Hill.

[I am very sorry to learn from the foregoing narrative that

Messrs. Neighbours' bees are infected with foul brood, and
trust that " J. B." is correct in believing that noue of the

seeds of this insidious malady ar« lurking either in the second

stock received from them, or in his own apiary. Although it

is now approaching four years since I finally got rid of it, I

have too vivid a recollection of my own woeful experience of

foul brood not to sympathise most sincerely with any bee-

keeper whose apiary may be suffering from so terrible a disease.

I trust the Ligurian stock which " J. B." has recently received

from me, and which I know to be thoroughly healthy as weU
as perfectly pure, may do something towards compensating

him for his previous disappointments ; but it does appear to

me that Jlr. Carr should cither refund the money paid for the

abortive Ligurians, or replace them with a good stock in a

properly constructed hive.—A Devonshiee Bee-keepee.]

MEAD, METHEGXIN, AND HYDKOMEL.
A cor.KESPONDEXT of The Jochxal of Horticulture (May

9th), inquires for receipts for making mead and metheglin. I

enclose some taken from an old book of receipts of Sir Eenehn
Digby's, published in the year 1075, by Henry Brome.

" Mr. Wehlie's Meath.—Master Wel.be, who inaketli the ting's meath,

ortlereth it thas :—I take as much of Hyde Park water aa will mate an
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hognhead of meath, boil in it abont 6 ozs. of best hops for about half
an honr ; bythat time tbe water will have drawn out the Btrenpth of

the hops. Then skim them clean off ; then dissolve in it warm, abont
one part of honey to six of water ; lave and beat it nntil the honey be
perfectly dissolved ; then boil it, beginning gently till all the scum he
risen and scummed away. It must boil in all about two hours. Half
an hour before you end your boiling put in some rosemary tops,

thyme, sweet marjoram, one sprig of mint ; in all about half a hand-
fnl, and as much sweet-briar leaves as all these ; in all about a hand-
ful of herbs, and 2 ozs. of sliced ginger and 1 oz. of bruised cinnamon.
Let these boil about half an hour, then scum them clean away, and
presently let the liquor run through a strainer cloth into a keever of
wood to cool and settle. When you see it is very clear, lade out the
liqnor into another keever carefully, not to raise the settlings from the
bottom. When it is cool and perfect clear, then run it into a cask that
has been used for sack, and stop it up close, having an eye to give it

vent if it should work. When it hath wrought and is well settled,

which may be in two months or ten weeks, draw it into glass bottles,

and it will be ready to drink in a month or two. If you would have it

sooner ready to drink you may work it with a little yeast."
" White Mfthcglin of my Lculy Jliaigrr/onI, vhi*Ji is exceeduiffly

jrraised.—Take your honey and mix it with fair water until the honey
be quite dissolved. If it will bear an egg to be above tbe liquor, the
breadth of a groat, it is strong enough : if not, put more honey to it

till it be so strong, then boil it, and when skimmed put into it one
handful of strawberry leaves, and half a handful of violet leaves, and
half as much sorrel, a dozen tops of rosemary, four or five tops of

balm leaves, a handful of hart's-tongue and liverwort, a little thyme
and red sage. Let it boil an hour, then put it into a wooden vessel, where
it will stand till it be quite cool ; then put it into tbe barrel, then take
half an ounce of cloves, as much nutmeg, four or five races of ginger ;

bruise it and put it into a fine bag with a stone to make it sink,

then stop very close. The herbs and spices are in proportion for six

gallons."
*' A Eecn'pt to Malcc MetheyJin as If w Mark af Antwerp.—Contains

one measure of honey to three of water ; 1 lb. of hops to every barrel
of meath ; 1 lb. of best raisins to every gallon of water."

*^ Strong Menel.—Take one measure of honey, and dissolve it in fonr
of water, beating it long up and down with clean wooden ladles. The
next day boil it gently, scumming it all the while till no more scum
riseth. The rule of its being boiled enough is, when it yieldeth no
more scnm, and beareth an egg. Then pour it out of the kettle into

wooden vessels, and let it remain there nntil it be almost cold. Then
turn it into a vessel where sack hath been."

*' To Make Hornby Drhik.—Two quarts of water, 1 lb. of honey. Boil
and skim it. Bottle it next day, putting in each bottle four or five,

cloves and as many races of ginger. Stop it close, and it will be ready
to drink in ten days."

*' Ilydromel, as it was made weak for the Queen Mother, and was
exceedingly liked by everybody.—Take eighteen quarts of water, and
one part of honey. When the water is warm put the honey to it.

Continue skimming it as long as any scum will rise. Then put in one
race of ginger, four cloves, and a little sprig of green rosemary. Let
these boil one hour, then set to cool till it be blood warm, and then
pnt to it a spoonful of ale yeast. When it is worked up, put it into

a vessel of fit size, and after two or three days bottle it. You may
drink it after six weeks."

OUR LETTER BOX.
Chicken Dead in the Shell (B. B.).—If out of nearly three hundred

yon have only lo^t two chickens in hatching, you have been indeed for-

ttinate. The chicken enclosed to us is malformed, and would not have
lived if it had extricated itself from the shell. The other you mention
was trampled upon by the hen probably.

Books (M". if. I,.).—"The Poultry-Keepers' Manual." You can have it

free by post from our office, if you enclose your address and 7*. lOcf. in I

postage stamps.

Hens not Laying (M. H. L.).—Your hens are feverish. Discontinue
the whole corn for a time, give meal instead, and feed plentifully on
lettuce. If they have no grass run let them have one, and they will soon
lay. Nothing is a more certain sign of fever than for the hen to sit so
long on the nest without laying. If you c.innot give them a grass run,
give them large sods of gro\ving grass.

Eggs not Hatching (Idem).—The eggs were what is called clear, and
would have remained the same had the hen sat three months. They
were not fecundated, and therefore were not susceptible of change. The
cause of failure was no doubt the same in both cases, nr it may be in the
first place the eggs were frozen. In that case they would produce nothing,
but they would change.

La Fleche, Creve C(KUR, and Houdan Fowls (La Flccke)-—Onrex-
perience of the French breeds is that the Houdan is the really hardy
bird. La Fleche and Creve Coeurseem subject to epidemics. Some time
since all our cocks died off, young and old. We do not consider them
strong, but the hens are stronRer than the cocks. The best treatment
we have discovered is to withhold water. allowinR them only a very limited
quantity twice a-day. We some time since visited the parts of France
where most of the poultry is bred, and we were confirmed in our opinion
that the cocks are weaker than the hens, by heincr told the same observa-
tion had been made there. As we are bound to give all our experiences,
and happy to do so, we can eay that at an establishment in Wales the
La FKche have succeeded better than any fowl had ever done previously.
We believe La Fleche chickens want more food than any other, and the
old birds are great eaters.

Gave Cock's Bill Dakaged (North Lanca8hirf).~Tn competition
half as close as it generally is in the Game classes in your county, the
slightest defect, even an accidental one, is sufficient to turn the scale
against you. The perfect can hardly win, the faulty cannot hope for
success.

Colour of Dorking Chickens when FrnsT Hatched M. B. B.),—
It is an old saying that any colour is admissible and correct in a colomred
Dorking, save black and white. Many chickens hatched apparently wMto
become grey and silver grey, and apparently black onng arc only the dark
birds that are so much admired both for weight and beauty. Wo have
never seen a Black Dorking.

Millet Seed and Millet Meal as Food poh Poultrv (B. B.).—We
have tried millet and millet meal for fowls, but it did not answer, as they
disliked it. It makes the heaviest meal of anything we have tried. The
French use meal made of buckwheat. We think both millet and back-
wheat are better for fattening than for making flesh and muscle.

Combs of Dorking Hens (E. ilf". B. ^.).—The comb of a Dorking hen
Is of small importance. It should be moderate in size, well serrated, and
should hang over the side. Those who are skilled in, and very observant
of poultry, look "awry " on ver>- upright combs in hens. The ladies who
deliRht in such distinctions (generally go on till they crow. For leg-weak-
ness give nourishing diet, plenty of green food, and four grains of citrate
of iron daily until the bird's strength is improved.

Cochin-Chinas not LAvrNG (A'tVf;/).—We are vcrv unbelievers in the
assertions that are made that three or four healthy hens do not lay
at this time of year. Our belief is that your hens lay and eat their
eggs. It is a simple impossibility that four Cochin-China hens should
go on ^\ithout laying till now, and you are hiKhly favoured that they
are not broody, or at least three of them. Our fate is very different

;

when we went into one of our houses this morning each corner was
tenanted by three or four hens, swelled to monstrous dimensions, and en-
deavourini? to produce life in tbe largest stones they could scrape to-
gether. We were ^\ii(\ their language could not be interpreted when they
remonstrated against being moved.

Bantams (A. B. (7.).—Your White Tropical Bantams are the Japanese
Silky fowl, or an offshoot from it. Any dealer can procure them for you.

Pigeons (if.l.—We have not seen more than the first part of the work
on Pigeons, by Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier and Mr. Harrison Weir ; but a disap-
pointed purchaser writes to us that *' the second part contains twenty-two
pages and a half, of which ten piges and a half are quotations, and the
remaining twelve contain nothint* new. If Mr. Tegetmeier makes the
futurolparts like tlie two I have, the work will be a pretty picture book, bat
not one from which the experienced fancier will learn anything; still I
rejoice at the publication of ' Pigeons,' as it will increase. I trust, the
number of admirers of these beautiful birds. There are four illustrations

—a pair of Frillbacka, those uncomfortable-looking Pifjeons which, like

the sight of Frizzled Fowls, fill one with an uncontrollable longing to
smooth their feathers ; then a pair of Fantails, in which Mr. Harrison
Weir's skill is seen very favourably; then a pair of Blue Brunswicks and
a pair of Black Priests, very priestly-looking indeed, with M.B. waistcoats
and shaven crowns. I fear we are doomed to an increased invasion of
German Toys, mere birds of feather. I wait anxiously to see, not the
drawing, for that is sure to be excellent, but the colouring of the Almond
Tumblers, which will test more than any variety the powers of Leighton
Brothers. In how many bird books the colours are too bright! Morriss's
' British Birds ' is a glaring instance of this fault, and it is one which a
colour artist should try to avoid."

Rabbits (A. H. E.).—Your Rabbits are unusually good, and well de-
veloped for their age.

Canaries Laying Shell-less Eggs (Suthinffs).—Place a piece of old
mortar in the cage, and keep it there while the birds are breeding. One
cock and two hens will do very well in the same cage. Birds in a cage
and placed in the avairy where others are flying loose will make no diffe-

rence to their breeding. Canaries will endure cold in winter in the hoase
without fire, either in cages or loose in a room ; but care should be taken
that there be no draught, and that they be not removed suddenly from a
warm place to a cold one.

Ferrets (A Consiant R'^adfr).~W6 never heard of any difficulty in
keeping them. Any raw meat, birds, &c. ; abont the size of a mouse daily

is enough for one. They should be kept very clean, and the floor of the
hutch covered thickly with sand, or they become footsore.

Payne's IsrpRovED Cottage Hive (
).—It can beobtainedof Messrs.

Neighbour, High Holborn.

Questions on Bees (Stttpid).—1, Langstroth on the Hive and Honey
Bee, published in America at IJ dollar, and procurable in England for

about 7s. 6rf. 2, We do not think it matters much if the ventilators in bee
glisses do not reach to within 2 inches of the bottom.

Small Bee (A South Lancashire Bec-kccper).—The small bee is named
Andrena albicans, and is common throughout England at this season.

Dressing Hives and Feeding Swarms (J. M, B. K ).—We know not
how far it may he usual to dres« or anoint hives intended for swarms
with either salt or sugar ; but we believe it to he a custom more honoured
in the breach than the observftuce, being of opinion with Mr. Taylor, that
*' a dry clean hive is preferable." We do not, however, c^msider that the
dressing with sugar and salt injured the cast which issued on the 19th

inst. ; the fact, doubtless, being that the bees are dying, if not already

dead, from starvation, owing to the recent inclemency of the weather.

POULTRY MARKET.—May 29.

We have still a dearth of poulty, and consequent high prices. We are
suffering from the terrible winter, and the poultry we are waiting for

makes little progress in this uncertain and trying weather.

Large Fowls
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Chemical research can go no further, for it cannot unveil

Nature at her work, and reveal how she manages that cells in

juxtapoaition shall some produce secretions that whiten, others

that redden, and a third set that render the chlorophyll yellow.

The chemist's progress is similarly harred in the animal crea-

tion, for he cannot explain the somewhat similar phenomena

of tiie varied colours in piebald horses, hnndlod cows, and

tortoiscshell eats.

Tet we can conceive something of the agency employed. A
V617 slight alteration in the chemical composition of a vege-

table secretion totally changes its qualities. Tannic acid differs

only from maUc and tartaric acids in having a little less oxygen.

Yet tannic acid with the iron in sap strikes a black colour, which

the other two acids do not. This may be the source of the

horseshoe in Pelargonium leaves. Then, again, ammonia,

present in all cultivated plants and soils, changes, says Liebig,

into splendid blue or red colouring matters when it comes in

c»ntaot with some bitter principles, or even tasteless matter, as

that of Roccella tinctoria.

iTr If a departure from usual colour is a symptom of disease,

then variegation is such a symptom ; but if disease is properly

defined as a condition where one or more functions of the plant

are altogether impeded, then it is open to doubt whether varie-

gation satisfies the definition. We know that variegated plants

are for the most part as hardy and as prolific as those with

leaves of the normal colour.

It has been said that we shall never have a blue Pelargonium,

but we do not include this in our list of impossibilities. There

is no evidence to show tliat Pelargoniums are excluded from

what has been called the cj-anic series of colours. The blotch

of some varieties tends towards a purple tint, and if a Pelargo-

nium could be fertilised by the pollen of some one of its blue-

flowered lelatives, the Geraniums, we think the colour desired

would be obtained.]

ROSES ON MANETTI STOCKS.

It was with much surprise that I saw in a monthly contem-

porary an assertion that " Pvoses on the much-vauuted Mauetti

have not escaped [the effects of the severe weather] notwith-

standing that they presant no difficulty in the way of giving

protection." It is certain that they present no more difficulty

in this respect than those on their own roots, and not so much

as those in the form of standards, which when grown in con-

siderable numbers, and on account of thoir form, must almost

of necessity be left unprotected ; hence they have been kiUed

by thousands. Kot so with Mauetti Eosos, except where, as

Mr. KadclySe says, people have not taken the pains to keep

them out of mischief ; but here, as with him, the case is

totally different. Out of oOO plants on the Manetti stock, I

have lost but three, and these were small weak plants that

probably would have died under any circumstances. They

were propagated by artificial heat under glass, planted out last

summer, but made no growth. Their names were Xavier

Olibo, Madame William Paul, and Souvenir de Bernardin de

St. Pierre.

All the beds of iluuetti Roses, with a trifimg exception, were

covered last September with loose stable litter about 3 or 4

inches thick. This, with 12 inches of snow, was the protection

afforded, but it was very eflootual. Scarcely any portions of the

plants below the suow-liue were killed, nor were the exposed

shoots above it injured generally. The latest growth and the

ends of the shoots suffered. Owing to peculiarity of situation,

the frost in Junuiuy was less seveie here than in many places.

The cold of January being followed by mild and even warm

weather in February, not only P.oses, but every kind of plant

began to break into foliage with the rajiidity that always suc-

ceeds severe temperature. The thermometer frequently stood

ut 50°, and the night temperature was comparatively high.

Then 'succeeded the check in March, which apparently told

more than the previous ordeal in .January ;
for many plants,

especially standard Roses, which seemed to be alive and push-

ing, were thrown back by the abrupt change of weather. In

the' first week in May the thermometer sometimes indicated

fj-om 85° to 90° in the sun ; from the 21st to the 2dth there

•was Irost every night; on the 22nd the ground was white

with snow foi some minutes about 12. BO in tlie middle of the

day, and again iu the afternoon. These violent and sudden

chuiiges hu've already marked the present year as an excep-

tional one, ibut will long be remembered.

It is not surprisii'g that i;o,ie3 have suffered much, hut the

losses would undoubtedly have been less if they had been
grown in a form in which they could be more or less pro-

tected ; and that protection afforded them, they may be pre-

served through the severest winter if a little care be bestowed
upon them. I have not many Tea Roses, but I have not lost

one. Noisettes trained against the house and too large to be
covered have suffered most. Solfaterre and Ophirie have lost

three-fourths of their wood. Isabella Gray and Marechal Niel

(smaller plants) have not had any of their shoots lulled, but
they are breaking languidly, and indicate an impatience of the
many checks they have received. Cloth of Gold I have cut
down to the ground ; though not killed, the wood was unsound.
Celine Forestier and Gloire de Dijon (twenty plants each) are

uninjured, and are now showing bloom-buds. Triomphe de
Rennes, ten plants slightly injured, one killed.

Rose amateurs must follow Mr. Eadclyffe's advice if they
wish to have good Roses ; they must not be afraid to use tha
pruniug-knife freely. All imperfect wood should be out away.
No good ever results from leaving half-dead wood and unsound
shoots : hopes founded upon such are false hopes.

Munetti Roses, as above stated, are safe. I have never
allowed them to become large plants. Close pruningis best on
light soils. They make shoots from 4 to C feet long in a season ;

but I rarely leave them higher than 3 feet. The latest-formed

foliage has slightly suffered from the frosts of May 21 and suc-

ceedmg days, being a little blistered, but not destroyed. I

have seen some, where the frost was more severe, shrivelled

and black like tinder : the first blooms are therefore lost.

Mine have escaped. I enclose specimens of leaves fully de-

veloped prior to the late frosts taken from Manetti plants

exposed to all the vicissitudes of the weather.

Of briar Roses I have little to say, regarding them as

things of the past where Rosea can be better grown on their

own roots or on the Mauetti ; and here, where they should be
discarded, I retain them only till such time as I van supply
their places with others in either of these forms. The mor-
tality has been considerable—about sixty dead or rendered use-

less out of five hundred. Marechal YaiUant, Gloire de Dijon,

Celine Forestier, Charles Lawson, and Coupe d'H£b& do well as

standards.

I wish to correct a misstatement in my report on Messrs.

Ivery's Nursery, at p. 341. ForCedrus Libani to bedescribedas
nearly every plant killed or so severely injured as to be worthless,

is not quite true ; many are greatly injured and some are quite

killed, but there are some uninjured. OtCupressussempervirens,
no plants have escaped above the snow-hne. The large specimens
of Pmus excelsa that I thought were dead, are not so ; they are

very severely injured. Arbutus photiuifolia, Milleii, magnifica,

and others are all killed above the snovf-lme, and much
injured below it.

—

Adoli-hus H. Kunt.

THE FROSTS OF JANUARY, AND THE
FROSTS OF MAY.

The damage done by the frosts last week, particularly on
Friday night, or Saturday morning, (May 24th-25th) when the

temperature fell 10° below freezing, makes me look back upon
the winter's frost as a trifling affair of the past. The young wood
of the Abies, Piceas, Hollies, Laurels, Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
Ash, Beech, Oak, Chestnut, &c., is nearly all killed. Potatoes

and Dwarf Kidney Beans are killed to the ground. All the kinds
of Brassica I am saving for seed (excepting my Eclipse Broccoli,

which is now in fine head), are at present in bloom, and I think

are very much injured. The Strawberry bloom is nearly all de-

stroyed. Gooseberries and Currants are fast falling off; the

Cherries are frozen through, and all other fruit severely injured.

I never saw such destruction by frost before.

—

John Catiell,
Nursirij, }i'e>:terham.

The foUswmg is a list of some of the consequences of last

January's frosts at Mr. Cattell's nursery :

—

Abios Donglnsii, only the foliage shglitly iujured.

Abies Mormda, vei-y much injured, portions of the wood killed bock.

Aruucaria imbrioata, being ou elevated ground, only shghtly in-

j ured.

Cedrus deodara, in one portion of the grounds, very much injured,

some plants being nearly killed, iu other parts more elevated not

injured at all.

Cuijressus raacrocarpa, nearly all killed donn to the snow line.

Puuis iuai^nin, all liirge plants quite kdled.

PoJocuipus andiua, very much injured.

Taxodiuiu sempen':rL-ns, the growth of last year mostly destroyed.

Irish Yew, foha^e of many much injured.
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Arbutus, in some portions of the grounds quite lulled down, in more
elevated purta elij^btly iiijured.

Laurustinns. tlie same.

Ancuba japonica, sliRbtly injured.

Sweet Bay. killed down to tbe ground.

Holly, Variegated, very much injured, some tine standards quite

killed.

Holly, Common Green, some nearly killed.

Laurels, Common, tbe foliage mucb destioyeu, in some cases tbe

wood killed.

Oaks, Evergreen, some nearly killtd.

Rbododendrous, some kinds nearly destroyed.

Sorts of Pears tbat suffered most, but wbich were worked on Quince

—

Beurrc d'Aremberg, Ducbesse d'AngouU-me, Seckle, Louise Bonue of

Jersey, and Fondaute d'.A.utomno.

Hoses, of all classes, have suffered severely. Of standard

Hybrid Perpetuals it is difficult to say which is the most hardy, for

those which were supposed to liave escaped have lately died, being so much
injured tboy could not recover. The Moss kinds seem to have suffered

least. The Hybrid Bourbons and Hybrid Cliiuas have been very

severely injured; some of the Climbers—Ayrshire, &c., were slightly

injured.

Lowest temperature registered 7° below zero—that is, .30" of frost,

January 4th, 5th, and 6th.

ORIGIN OF VARIEGATED PEEARGONIUMS.
[The following is the paper on this sahject which Mr. Wills

intended to have read at the Koyal Horticultural Society's

Meeting, May 2l9t.]

My intention was, had there been time, to have bronght

the whole of my specimens of the old Pelargouinms before the

meeting. They would have illustrated the progress that has
been made from the year 1710 to the present time. I have to

thank Mr. Davies, gardener to Lord Bridport, for several of

these curious old forms. One of them. Miller's old variegated,

is especially interesting, as being the first variegated Pelargo-

nium ever seen in this country, and probably the parent of all

the beautiful variegated forms we see around us on this occa-

sion. I have also in my collection plants of two of the wild

Cape Pelargoniums— namely, Pelargonium inquinans, the

parent of all the plain-leaved section, and the wild Pelargo-

nium znnale, wbich is the parent of all the zonate varieties.

These old varieties, which have been so long cast aside as

worthless, are, nevertheless, very interesting, as being the

parents of the magnificent host of variegated Pelargoniums
we see around us.

I am very much inclined to think that it is not by man's
agency that our first variegated kinds were obtained. My
opinion is, that Nature in the first instance received no
assistance from man, but that some of the earliest varie-

gated kinds originated naturally. The first .'ilver-variegated

Pelargonium of any note was sent out many years ago by
the Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, and named by them Lee's

Variegated Scarlet ; and I think there can be little doubt
but that the origin of this variety was a sport from a green

parent, which may have been naturally impregnated by the

pollen of Pelargonium zonale variegatum. One of the seedlings

from this natural cross, although perfectly green for several

years, may have had the tendency to variegation, and many years

may have elapsed before the plant had sufficiently matured itself

to enable it to produce a variegated sport. In support of this

view, I may quote a letter I received some months ago from
Mr. Davies, and in which he says. " Many years ago I raised a

quantity of seedlings from Lee's Flower of the Day. One of

them produced a beautiful bright scarlet flower, the flower-truss

of which was very large. The original parent, which is now
about 18 feet high by 10 feet wide, continued perfectly green

till about four years ago, when it occasionally threw out sports,

producing variegated leaves on different parts of the plant,

which are generally greatly admired." Many instances of a

similar nature have come under my own observation. This, I

think, will show the possibility of plants retaining variegiition

in their nature for many years, and only developing it when
the plant has grown to a large size, or been subjected to some
peculiar treatment.

Whatever may have been the origin of Lee's Variegated

Scarlet, it is certain it was the parent of some of our very

best silver-margined varieties. From it Mr. Kinghorn raised

Flower of the Day, a variety which is still grown very largely,

and is not yet surpassed for general usefulness by any at

present in cultivation. Flower of the Day was followed by
Mountain of Light, and a little later Mrs. Lennox appeared

:

after this Bijou, Alma, and many others in the same way.

Previous to the appearance of these varieties Mr. Kinghorn
raised Attraction, which was the first variety ever produced
with a pink zone. This was followed by Countess of Warwick,
and then the appearance of Mr. Elphinstone's varieties created

a sensation. Their names were—Fontainbleau, Hotel de Cluny,
St. Cloud, and The Queen's Favourite. In 1833 Mangles' Silver

Variegated appeared as a sport on Pelargoniuin heterogamnm in

the garden of Captain Mangles at Sunning Hill. This variety

has never been of any use for cross-breening purposes. I

have never known it ripen seed "nut once ; tl]^t was at Oulton
Park during the hot and dry summer of 1805. None of the

seed vegetated. The origin of Golden Chain was a sport from
P. inquinans, produced about the year 1814, in the neighbour-

hood of Ipswich. Some years after this Lady Plymouth also

sported from P. graveolens. Osborne's Brilliant appeared in

1851 ; this was also a sport.

There are several claimants to the honour of having raised

the first Tricolored Pelargonium. A correspondent stated in

The .Tournal of Horticultcee lately, that the first Tricolor was
raised in the neighbourhood of Blackheath nearly twenty years

ago, and that it was named Rainbow. If this statement is

true, it is strange that a variety nearly equal to Mrs. Pollock

should have remained unknown so long, and that its fortu-

nate raiser had not a keener eye to business. Mr. Elphinstone,

of the Sprowston Nurseries, Norwich, appears to have exhi-

bited the first Tricolor. In a letter which I received from him
some months ago, he said, " I raised the first Tricolor Pelar-

gonium, and exhibited it at the Horticultural Society's rooms
in Regent Street in the year 18.51, and was highly compli-

mented by the late Dr. Lindley." This variety Mr. Elphinstone

sold to Mr. Veitch, who could do nothing with it, and even-

tually lost it. Major Trevor Clarke, I believe, was the first to

discover the potency of the pollen of Golden Chain upon other

varieties. To Mr. Grieve belongs the honour of having pro-

duced the first permanent Tricolor. His name will be handed
down to posterity alone, as the originator of this beautiful

class of plants. The advent of his Mrs. Pollock in 1861 caused
quite a revolution amongst raisers and growers of bedding
Pelargoniums. I have no doubt that Mr. Grieve procured Mr.

Elphinstone's and Mr. Kinghorn's varieties, and with them
was enabled to bring about such wonderful results. I know,
from my own experience, that green seedlings from Mr. Elphin-

stone's varieties were produced in large numbers with very

dark and partly variegated zones. The pollen of Golden Chain
applied to the flowers of these would produce both Golden
and Silver Tricolors. One of these seedlings, raised five years

ajo from The Queen's Favourite, I used last year as a female

parent, because the zone was very dark and beautifully defined,

and the plant showed faint signs of variegation on its stem.

Its flowers were fertilised with the pollen of one of my Golden
Tricolors : it has produced both Golden and Silver Tricolors,

and one of the seedlings that remained perfectly green for nine

months afterwards threw out both Silver and Golden Tricolors.

This plant, also shown in my collection, is a living proof that

both Golden and Silver Tricolors can be produced by one plant

spontaneously.
I have noticed in many instances seedling plants producing

a solitary variegated leaf after they had attained a height of

9 or 12 inches, and that this leaf has had sufficient power to

inoculate the whole of the plant. If the variegated leaf is

carefully preserved on the plant, and some of the green leaves

above it are removed, the effect of inoculation will soon be

observed. This will go on spreading and increasing untU the

whole system of the plant has become inoculated ; the plant

will then break out into variegation, and if any green leaves

appear on the variegated sport they should he immediately
removed. This will enable the variegated portions to predomi-

nate, and the future character of the plant will remain fixed

and permanent, only occasionally, perhaps, showing a greea

leaf.

Again, small seedling-plants only showing very faint signs of

variegation in the cotyledons will ultimately become perma-
nently variegated, although no sign of variegation may be

seen on any of the leaves of the plants for nine, twelve, or

twenty-four months ; afterwards, if such plants be kept, it will

be seen on close examination by any one that there are streaks

of variegation appeariug on the stem near the position of one
of the cotyledons. These streaks, if the plant be freely culti-

vated, will extend very rapidly, and the variegation wiU in-

crease month after month until the whole system of the plant

become thoroughly impregnated ; then the plant will begin

pushing out variegated sheets from the base upwards. Some-
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times I have found the variegated portion extend too rapidly,

especially when it begins to develope itself on very young

plants or in an early stage of their growth. In this case, I

always pinch portions of the variegated foliage away to enable

the green leaves of the plant to recruit its strength, and when

it is found necessary to check the predominance of the green

part, portions of the fohage on this part of the plant are

picked off. To such plants as these I give the preference. I

have found, after the sports tbey produce are fixed, that they are

propagated much more easily, and grow much more freely,

than do the cuttings from plants that are perpetuated from

seedlings which have become very much variegated in an early

stage of their growth. In these, the constitution of the plant

becomes very much crippled by variegation.

A curious instance of sporting is seen in a large plant of the

bronze and gold section, named Her Majesty. The female

parent of Her Majesty was one of the green seedlings from The

Queen's Favourite, which I have before referred to. The plant

was two years old when it was used as a pollen parent, and

did not exhibit the slightest signs of variegation at the time I

selected it for fertilising with the pollen of Beauty of Oulton,

on account of its having a very deep zone. Two months ago

it threw out a white sport near the position of one of the coty-

ledons. I took it off, struck it, and it is now to be seen in my
collection. Another white sport appeared shortly afterwards

;

this still remains on the plant, and may be seen by any one

who will examine the beautiful specimen named Her Majesty

in my collection.

The preceding, I think, abundantly shows the way in which

Tariegation is transmitted from one generation of plants to

another ; also that although it may not appear in the first,

second, or third generation, it may in the fourth or fifth.

This, I think, goes far to prove that variegation in plants is a

disease.

In a future paper I will describe the results of some experi-

ments I have now in hand. They will, I am sure, prove very

interesting. I have inoculated some strong-growing plants

with pieces of several kinds of both Golden and Silver Tri-

color Pelargoniums. It will be curious to note what will be

the resxilt—whether they will be perpetuated singly or not by

the plant, and what the effect on its flowers may be, and, above

all, how the progeny will be affected.

I think I have stated enough to show that our old variegated

Pelargoniums originated from sports, and that from them the

numerous varieties now in cultivation have been perpetuated.

I will now leave the subject to be dealt with by some of our

scientific gentlemen, and hope they may be able to find out the

causes of variegation.—J. Wills.

at the roots in hot weather, you would not be so plagued with

mildew. Mildew is called " the daughter of drought," because

in such weather the leaves put forth sticky secretions, to which
the sporules of the fungus adhere, and in due time take root,

and spread with wonderful rapidity. As soon as you see the

slightest " haze " on the leaves, or even before you see it, you
had better pour the vitriolic lotion over those plants whieh
are more liable (as some are) to fungoid diseases.—W. F. Ead-

CLYIFB, Oheford Fitzpaine.]

THE LEAFING OF THE OAK AND THE ASH
INDICATIVE OF THE SUMMERS WEATHER.
WuicH comes into leaf first in the year ? Is there any truth

in the adage that if the Oak break leaf before the Ash it will

be a wet summer, and if the latter show leaf before the Oak a

dry one ? In this neighbourhood the Oak is fully clothed and
the Ash bare, and it usually is so—I think always so ; but I

have been contradicted in this saying by a person who professes

to know. AsmON-UNDEE-LVNE.

[The popular opinion in the midland counties is, that if the

development of the leaves of the Oak precedes that of the Ash
the weather during harvest will be fine ; but that the weather

will be wet if the Ash-leafing precedes that of the Oak. The
rhymed form of the proverb is

—

" If the Oak 's before the Ash
Then you'll only get a splash;
If the Ash precedes the Oak
Then you may expect a soak."

The leafing of the Oak usually precedes that of the Ash.]

MILDEW ON ROSE TREES.
Though not a " rosarian," I am a lover of Roses, and in

spite of deaths from last winter's frost, have considerably more
than a thousand plants still flourishing.

The one enemy which I cannot subdue is mildew. It shows
itself here and there at this time of year; but the time when
it really works mischief is when the flower-buds are forming

on the second growths early in August. Some varieties of the

Boss are more affected by it than others. Prince Camille de

Bohan, for instance, becomes with me so unsightly, and so

debilitated by mildew, that I have half resolved to throw it out,

although for hardiness iu resisting low temperature, and for

freedom in blooming, it is surpassed by none of its colour that

I know of.

I notice that the Rev. Mr. Eadclyffe recommends " vitriol
"

as an antidote to mildew and funguses in general. I have

ionnd the usual remedy, black sulphur, to be of inappreciable

efiect, and should be glad to try what Mr. Eadcliffe recom-

mends ; but what is it? Sulphuric acid, sulphate of iron, and
sulphate of copper, are respectively known as oil of vitriol,

green vitriol, and blue vitriol.

—

Monticola.

[Either blue vitriol (sulphate of copper), or gi'een vitriol

(sulphate of iron), will do. You can purchase either of a di'Uggist,

who should pound it fine, and put it up in two-ounce packets.

Two ounces are sufficient for a stable-bucUetful of water.

Before the vitriol is put into the cold water, it should be

thoroughly dissolved in hot water, and well stirred when added
to the cold wa'er.

I never found any benefit arise from applying to the Bose
mildew either yelljw or black sulphur out of doors. If you
would supply joui plants with water, both over the leaves and

THE PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
I SUPPOSE that while veiy different views wUl be entertained

of the Exhibition generally, there never has been and never

can be but one opinion as to the building itself—that it is

ugliness exemplified. People have compared it to a gasometer,

&c. ; but in truth it can be compared to nothing, for you can

(unless you choose to motmt the lighthouse, or some eminence),

only see the exterior arcade. All the inner portion of th»

building, being lower, is of course hidden from view ; and from

its circular construction, as has been already oftentimes said,

no vista, no lengthened view, can be obtained ; while for the

same reason the contents are shown off to the least possible

advantage ;
yet withal it is a wonderful place. In the exte-

rior portion, by courtesy called The Park, but really a vast

conglomeration of every possible thing, lighthouses, churches,

cafes, stables, farmyards, theatres, are brought together, and

so completely cover the ground that all idea of a park is done

away with. Therefore a contributor to The JonESAL op Hob-
TicoLTURE has no excuse for dwelling on this portion of the

undertaking.

Of the Jardin reserve, however, we have a right to talk, and
of this different opinions will also be entertained. It seems to

me that the one predominating fault of the whole Exhibition

has been that of forgetting the legitimate objects for which
such gatherings were instituted, and, by attempting too much,
spoiling the whole. What object, I may ask, can a Tunisian

cafe or a Chinese theatre have in view so far as affording in-

struction and profit ? And then in the horticultural depart-

ment there are incongruities which ought not to have been
tolerated, and which give a cocknified aspect to it. What legi-

timate object in connection with horticulture has a marine
aquarium '! and yet this grotto, stocked with sea anemones and
fish, occupies a central position in the garden, and has been

erected at the cost of some 300,000 francs. The mania for

aquariums, which prevailed here some years ago, seems now to

have seized the French ; and in a prominent position on the

Boulevards is now to be seen a large shop fitted up in a grotto,

where you are invited to enter and see the animals fed at par-

ticular times, as the beasts at the Zoological Gardens. In the

Jardin d'Acclimatation you find a whole house devoted to the

same oliject; though what end is to be gained by acclimatising

Crassicornis and Dianthus, &c., I am unable to say. I suppose

it is this that has led to what I look upon as a great blemish.

There may be some excuse for admitting Mr. Frank Buckland's

salmon-breeding apparatus into the Eoyal Horticultural So-

ciety's gardens at Kensington, but why this grotto should have
been admitted to Ihe jardin rescri'c I know not.

We have been always so ready and willing to defer to the

French in matters of taste, and to beheve them to reign para.
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mount there, that I think not a few persons will be surprised

at the unmitigated bad tasto of their large conservatory ; while

they will also smile, if they know aught about it, at the attempt

at a flower show which it and the other buildings exhibited.

The conservatory was half filled with Palms, grouped without

any reference to good arrangement or beautiful effect. There
was an attempt at grass, which was a miserable failure, while

the grouping of the Azaleas was by no means first-rate. I am
now alluding to what is called the fourth flower show ; and we
may well ask, Where is French horticulture ? Take away the

magnificent specimens sent by our zealous countrymen Messrs.

Veitch, and the collections of the Belgian growers, and what
would there be left ? When I saw the Azaleas they had been

some days exhibited, and were manifesting undoubted symp-
toms of flagging. The plants exhibited by the French and
Belgian growers were very small—not equal to some of the third

and fourth-rate collections of our International Show, and
amongst the varieties exhibited there was nothing either new
or of first-rate excellence. Amongst the new plants M. Linden,

of Brussels, Jlessrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, and Mr. Bull, of

Chelsea, were the principal exhibitors ; and here again the

French nurserymen were out of court. Collections of Agaves
and Cacti filled some of the smaller houses ; while in the

grounds were some tolerably pretty beds of various kinds of

annuals, plunged in pots and grouped together, mixed with
Grasses, the prettiest bed being certainly a bed of Rhodanthe
Manglesii surrounded with Gollinsia, and that again bordered

with Nemophila insiguis. My good old friend, M. Margottin,

had just planted a bed of standard Roses under canvas, and
very pretty they looked, consisting as they did of many of our

best kinds of all classes ; but the plants were not large

—

nothing more, in fact, than the good ordinary-sized plants

which are obtained from any respectable nurseryman. They
had been grown under glass (but not forced), especially for the

Exhibition. This reminds me that the Tea Rose sent out by
GniUot fils last autumn, and called Madame JIargottiu, is

really lovely. I have jast bloomed it, and nothing can be more
beautiful than the contrast between the outer delicate yeUow
petals and the lively peach-coloured centre.

Any one who remembers what the Champ de Mars was

—

who can call to mind, as I can, days when one has seen 80,000

troops and National Guards defiling before the Emperor, the

ground resounding with the trampling of horses, the tread of

men, and the roll of the artillery and waggon trains, but must
feel astonished at its present aspect ; and I hope I am not

hypercritical in regarding the horticultural part as too trifling.

It is very wonderful to see the petty lakes and the meandering
rivulet ; but, after all, the whole has rather a tea-garden aspect.

Immeasurably superior was Mr. Gibson's grand result last

year, even although produced under canvas, and consequently
having to combat with the poles and framework, which were
very likely to mar the effect, but which were lost sight of in the
amazing blaze of beauty to be seen at all sides. I think, how-
ever, that we must pretty well come to the conclusion that

international flower shows are ouly such in name. The perish-

able nature of the objects, the expense of transit, the certain

loss of plants, make it almost impossible to expect the produc-

tions of foreign growers. But verj- few appeared at onr Inter-

national Show, and several of those woiild, I should think,

never attempt it again. Messrs. Veitch and Mr. Bull are the

sole representatives of English horticulture ; and it is manifest

that only a firm so wealthy and enterprising as the former
eould have sent such collections as they have done. I think

one conclusion that every horticulturist may safely come to

after a visit to the Paris Exhibition and the Paris nurseries

is, that whatever the French may know concerning the
theory of horticulture, yet in real love of plants and skill in

growing them we are immeasurably beyond our neighbours.

Hay I express a hope that some one will keep a sharp look-

out on the new Roses, which were to he, I believe, exhibited on
June Ist ?—at least a letter from Guillot informed me that he
and the other Lyons raisers were about to send their blooms up
then ; and there is one flower especially of his which I saw
last year—a new hybrid Tea, of which I thought highly, and
of which I should like to hear some weD-qualified opinion.

Unfortunately, my own visit was so planned this year, that I

could not have the opportunity of seeing any of the new Roses.

—D., Deal.

Viola cornuta.—Too much cannot be said in favour of this,

either as a spring or autumn bedding plant. I have positively

cartloads of it now ia, the highest state of perfection, being

one perfect mass of flower ; indeed, it is blooming so profusely
that the flowers form a perfect sheet of bloom. As to the
varieties, my opinion is well known to the readers of your
.Journal. I have just had a visit from Mr. Tillyard, who can
bear witness to all I have said in its favour and as to its

beauty.

—

Edwakb Ben.nett, Osberton Hall, Worksop.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCEETYS GREAT
SHOW.—June 4th.

This, which commenced on Tuesilay last, and will continne open
till Saturday, is the lar;»est horticaltnral exliibition which has taken
jilaoo since the International Show last year. It is held in the
immense tent which the late Captain Fowke designed—that in which
Messrs. Waterer it Godfrey's Rhododendrons were exhibited in former
yeai-3

;
and thongh some of the large Ferns and fine-foliaged plants,

too tall to place at the sides, obstruct the view of the smaller flowering
specimens, still the general effect is very f.'ood, especially when the
display is viewed from one end of the tent. Lofty tree Ferns, Yuccas,
Dracfenas, and noble Palms at once catch the eye and prevent that
appearance of flatness which the more uniform" height of the other
plants would give ; and the green turf banks on which the varions sub-
jects are arranged, afford a dcUghtful relief to the eye from the bright
and varied colours of the masses of flowers.

Azaleas are numerously shown, the principal exhibitors being
Messrs. Penny, AVilkie, and Carson among amateurs, and Mrs. Glen-
dinning & Sons aud Mr. Turner among nurserymen. In the class for
nine plants, Mr. Penny, gardener to H. Gibbs, Esq., is first with
Brilbant, a veiy late variety, with an excellent constitution, producing
vivid orange scarlet flowers of good shape and substance ; Chelsoni,
Sir C. Napier, Formosa, and JIagnet, aU different shades of orange
scarlet : Magnificent and Iveryana, white ; and Model, rose. Mr.
Turner is second with plants mostly between 5 and 7 feet in height,
and about 5 feet in diameter. HoHordi, Iveryana, and Gem are those
in the best condition.

In the Nurserymen's class for six plants, Mrs. Glendinning & Sons
take the first prize with the same plants as shown at the Royal Botanic
Society's Show, and Mr. Turner is second with larger plants but not
so healthy. In the Amateurs' class for six, Mr. Carson, gardener to
VV. R. G. Farmer, Esq., Cheam. was awarded a first prize for fine
specimens of Apollo, orange scarlet, Symmetry, Stanleyana, Sir C.
Napier, Variegata, and Model.

In class i. fifteen plants in 12-inch pots, the best come from Messrs.
Iver^, of Dorldng. who have among others Madame Ambroise Ver-
schaiielt, white flushed with salmon, and heavily spotted in the upper
petals \Tith deep red, a very fine and showy variety ; President Claeys,
salmon broadly edged with white, Charles Enke, Etoile de Gand,
Gem, very bright in colour, Duchesse Adelaide de Nassau, scarlet
blotched with violet crimson in the npper petals, verv rich in colotir

;

Leopoll I., deep rose; Elegantissima, a fine white,"flaked with oar-
mine, bat as shown too sportive in character, and Kinghomi, with
large rosy lilac flowers. Mr. Turner has the second prize for a very
good collection consisting of several of the preceding kinds. Brilliant,
and Pi'-sident with large orange salmon flowers.

Roses form a most beautiful feature of the Exhibition ; indeed, it is
scarcely possible to speak too highly of the beanty of some of the
specimen plants. Mr. Turner is first in the class for nine, with a
splendid plant of Charles Lawson, and fine examples of Gloire de
Dijon, Madame Boll, Gen'-Tal -Jacqueminot, Souvenir d'un Ann. Yi-
comte Vigier, Queen, Juno, and Comtesse de Chabrillant. In the set
of the same number from Mr. William Paul, who is'second. are fine
plants of Jnuo, Paul Perras, Souvenir d'nn Ami, Xiphetos, Senatenr
Vaisse, and Comte de Nanteuil. For six plants Messrs. Paul & Son
are first with Charles Lawson, .Juno, Souvenir d'nn Ami, Celine Fores-
tier, Lord Raglan, and Niphetos, all in excellent bloom. Messrs.
Francis, of Hertford, who are second, have good examples of Madame
Villermoz and Souvenir d'un Ami. In a miscellaneous collection
from Mr. Turner, of Slough, the beautiful Alba Rosea, Souvenir de
la Malmaison, and Beanty of 'n^altham are noticeable.
Of new Roses not sent oat previous to 1864-5, there are only two

collections, these being from Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. 'William
Paul, who each receive first prizes. The former have Michel Bonnet,
a full rose-coloured flower, Duchesse de Caylns, Pierre Netting,
vei^' dark, Madame Victor Verdier, and Princess Mary of Cambridge

;

while Mr. W. Paul has. among others. Triomphe do la Terre deg
Roses, very large aud fall, violet rose : Jean Roseulrantz, full, crim-
son ; and Dr. Ajidry.

Pelargoniums are numerously exhibited, and with some exceptions
in excellent comUtion. Mr. Turner, of Slouch, has the first prize
for nine, showing of light kinds Desdemona, Patroness, and Fairest of
the Fair: Golden Hue, Lord Clyde, and Landseer, dark: Spotted
Gem, Mdlle. Patti, and LUicinum. M;-. Fraser is second witk
Caraetacus, Sylph, Festu?, Empress Eugenie, Sanspareil, Pericles,
Mdlle. Patti, LUacinum, and Rembrandt. For six, fine phints of Ariel,
Rose Celestial, Lilacinum, Lord Clyde, Desdexoja, ard Leander,
from Mr. Fraser, are first : and Mr. Turner is second with, among

I

others, John Hoyle, a showy clouded scarlet variety, with dark npper
1
petals edged with carmine ; Mary Hoyle, a very pretty orange salmon

I
variety with a white centre and a rather small black blotch. Among
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Amatenra, the boat set of six is furnisheJ by Mr. Nye, Rardener to

F, B Fosti-r. Esq., Clower Manor, wbn lina fme sjiecimens of Mdlle.

Patti', Etniv, Desdemona, Bello of the V.M. Garibaldi, and Conqueror,

which is hirger than Lilttcinam, hnt much the same in chn meter. Mr.

Ward, Rardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., is second; Mr. Wiggins, gar-

dener t"o W. Beck, Esq., third.
, , ,, ,t t?

The Fancy varieties are always charming, and of these Mr. Eraser,

who is first in the Nnrscrrmen's class for sii, sends beautiful examples

of Ellen Beck, Roi des 'Fantaisies. Orjstal Beauty, Lucy, Undine,

and Celestial, the last very fine. Mr. Turner comes second with some

of the varieties just named. Acme, and Ann Page. Mr Bailey, gar-

dener to T Drake, Esq., Shardeloes, has the first prizem the Amateurs

class for good idauts, though not so large as those which he has exhi-

bited in former years. Mr. Weir, gardener to Mrs. Hodgson, Mr.

Windsor, and Mr. Donald, Lcyton, also exhibit.

A first prize for the best specimen Pelargomnni of any kind is taken

bv Mr Turner with Delicatum, a Fnncy variety, measurmg about

3 feet across, and quite a mass of bloom. Mr. Nye has a second

prize for Kose Celestial (Show), about 34 feet across, and admirably

bloomed ; and Mr. Eraser is eqnal second with Desdemona.

Mr Turner also shows ft miscellaneous collection of new Pelargo-

niums, among which The High Admiral, Charles Turner, and WiUiam

Hoyle are remarkably fine varieties.

In the class for six Zonal Pelargoniums Mr. Fraser is the only ex-

liibitor, taking a first prize for admirably grown and bloomed plants

of Madame Werio, white, with a pink centre ; Louis Enjseler, salmon

scarlet, Hose Eendatler, Emilo Lican, orange salmon ;
Monsieur Ken-

datler, white, sufiused with salmon ; and Clipper, brilliant orange

scarlet, very fine. We hope that at future exhibitions there will be

several competitors, as it is evident that specimens such as those ol

Mr. Eraser are capable of adding much to the biillmncy and interest

of horticultural gatherings.

Orchids are not so plentiful as they usually are at this season, nor

are they £0 fine as wo have seen them, but they comprehend a large

nnmber of interesting species. Mr. Penny shows the best collection

of twelve ; in this we noticed a fine specimen of Cypnpedium bar-

batam, C. HookenM with a dozen blooms, Yandas, Lrelia purpurata,

Dendrobium macrophvUnm giganteum, D. nobile, Acrides « amen,

and Cattleva Warneri: Mr. Wiggins is second with a collection in

which there are Saccolabium priemorsum with two fine racemes, b ox-

brnsh and other Acrides, Cypripediums, Cattleyas, &c. In the Nur-

servmen's class for ten, Messrs. Veitch take the lead mth Lielia pur-

purata, fine ; Cattleya lobata, Mossiic snperba, and McMorlandii the

last with conspicuous orange markings in the lip ;
Cypnpedium bar-

batum, and the bold-looking variety called Veitchii, Saccolabium gnt-

tatnm, and other species. Mr. WUliams, who comes second, has

Cattleya citrina with a dozen blooms, Lslia elegans, the fine rosy

purple and white Acrides crispnm, and Oncidium altissimum. Mr.

Bull is third, having among others Cj-pripeduim caudatnm with hve

tlowers, several varieties of Cypripedium barbatnm, and Cottloya ci-

trina. In the class for six Orchids, Mr. Penny, who is first, has Sacco-

labium suttatum with five racemes, but short ;
and of Irichopilia

crispa a fine specimen in beautiful bloom. Mr. Eairbaim, who is

second, shows Vandas and good ex.amples of other genera, in the

Nurservmen's class for six, Messrs. Jackson, of lungston, and J. iV C

Lee, of Hammersmith, stand first and second, and exhibit a good

example of Dendrobium densifiornm with orange blossoms, other

species of the same genus, Odontoglossum citrosmum. Cattleyas,

Lffilias, and Vandas. For the best single specimen, Mr. Sherratt,

gardener to J. Bateman, Esq., Knypersley. is first with Dendrobium

MacCarthia- ; and Mr. Fairbaim second with Phalffinopsis grandiHora,

which is not, however, remarkable.

Stove and Greenhouse plants in flower are shown in great uumliors

and are generally fine. The principal exhibitors are Messrs. Lee,

Ehodes, and Glendinnina, among nurserymen; and of amateurs,

Messrs. Wilkie, Carr. gardener to P. L. Hinds, Esq., and Peed.

Amon" the plants shown are excellent specimens of MedmiUa uiag-

nifica,' Khynchospermum jasminoides, Dracophyllum gracile, Alla-

mandas, Stephanotis floribunda, Ixoras, Clerodendrons, Heaths,

Azaleas, Geuetyllis tulipifera, &c. The first pnze in the class for

the best specimen plant was awarded to Mrs. Glendiunuig & Sons, and

the second to Mr. Wilkie, who both have AUaraanda Hendersoni with

immense blooms. Messrs. Lee are third with Dipladenia crassiuoda.

Heaths are very numerously represented, and by fine specimens

contributed by Messrs. Khodos, Peed, .Jackson & Son, Ward, and

Wilkie ; while beautifully bloomed plants iu pots not exceeding 5 inches

ia diameter are shown by Messrs. Jackson anl Osboru.

Of other subjects in bloom Jlr. WiUrie has a fine standard Khodo-

dendron ;
there aro some Fuchsias, but not remarkable ;

and herba-

ceous Calceolarias are shown as usual in fine bloom by Mr. James,

gardener to F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth. Mr. Williams contributes a

dozen Amaryllises ; and Mr. Turner takes a fir.st prize and Mr. bull

a second prize for Liliura auratum, a plant of which from the lonner

has a spike of ten hltims.

Fine-folia"ed plants and Ferns arc fhown in great numbers, and

most of the'specimcns aro not only large but in beautiful condition.

Pandanuses, Palms, Crotons, Dracienas ; Alocasia metallica, Lmvii, and

macrorhi^a variegata ; Yuccas, Theophrastas, Gleicbcnias, Marattia

elegans, Dicksonias, Cibotiums, Cyathoas, Alsophilas, and many others,

ai-e admii-able. The collections sent by Mr. WUliams, of HoUoway ;

Mr. Fairbaim, Sion ; Mr. Taylor, gardener to J. Yates, Esq.
;
Mr

Donald, Mr. Carr, Mr. Smith, Mr. Bnll, and Messrs Jackson, of

Kingston, are well worthy of particular notice. Of Caladiums, like-

wise, there are some very fine plants from Mr. Fairbairn. For three

Anthuriums, Messrs. Ve'itch have taken the first pnze with A. Scherzer-

ianam with four matmificent scariet spathes about 5 inches m length,

A. cordifolium or magnificum, and A. regale. Mr. W dUams is second

with the fir,st named and A. magnificum, with its deep green loaves,

prominently veined with pale green, measnnng '2 feet in length and

little less icross. The third species is A. acaule with ample green

foliage. In tho class for the best pair of Yuccas or Beancanieas, Mr.

Williams takes a first prize with two very remarkable specimens of

Boaucamea recurva and B. gbuica, Messrs Veitch being second with

fine specimens of the Variegated Aloe-Ieaved Yucca and Mr. BuUtlurd^

Of Draca-uas, I\tr. Fairiiaim shows a remarkably fine pair, but the

species is not stated, and Mr. Williams takes a second prize with two

fine examples of D. lineata. Agaves, from Messrs ^^^^^^:
l'^^'

and Bull, comprise some curious as well as pretty kinds. Ot Pan-

danns Veitchii, Messrs. Veitch have a remarkable specimen form-

iu" an immense fan ; and of tree Ferns, Mr. Williams shows a Dick-

sonia antarctica not less than IS feet high, and Messrs. \ eitch and

Mr Bull also show very large specimens of tho same species. l.na-

ma^rops humilis, ot which Mr. Williams sent a very largo specimen,

was awarded the prize for tho largest and finest Palm.

Of hardy evcr-r-cu trees and shrubs, interesting collections are

shown by Messr.^.'Veitch, Bull, and Oshom ; and Mr. Salter, of Ham-

mersmith, has a v,-,7 fine collection of hardy variegated plants, of

which ho possesses at his nnrsery a nch and curious collection. Of

hardy British F. rns, Messrs. Ivory have a beautifully grown coUoction

in which Athyiium FUix-fa.mina Victoria., A. F .-f. plumosum, A. 1 .-f.

pulcherrimum, and Polysticlium angulare prohferum and plumosum

aro remarkable for their beauty. Mr. Salter and Mr. Bull also con-

tribute many pretty forms.
, „ r^ n ti j«.-„n

Tricolor Pelargoniums are shown by Messrs. E. G Henderson,

Messrs F & A. Smith, Mr. Watson, and others, but these varieties

have recently received so much attention that thoy need not here be

'"'To''so^'"other subjects shown we shall have to revert next week;

hnt Mr. Bull's singular Amorphophallus, refen-od to in the report of

tho Roval Botanic Society's Show, must be mentioned, as one of the

most singular. It is now fully developed Hotteia japonica in group

from Messrs. Veitch is also very fine. Mr. Fairbairn shows some hne

Selaginellas, of which a panful of S. apoda is most beautiful. Ml.

Bartlett, of Hammersmith, has also some fine Hymeiiophyllums.

Fruit is not one of tho objects invited, but Mr. "VV ard, gardener to

T Miller Esq , Bishop Stnrtford, has been awarded an extra pnze

fo'r Pine AppleS. He exhibits one Queen, weighing .5* lbs and a Provi-

dence S lbs. in weight. Mr. Nealo, gardener to E A. Cs^twnght

Esq., Banbury, also has an extra prize for a very good Smooth-leaved

Cayenne ; and simUar awards have been made to Mr. Tegg. gardener

to the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, for Brngnon Nectannes
,
to Mr

Sage, gardener to Eari Brownlow, Ashndge, for Peaches, to Mr.

Shermt, for Elruge Nectarines, and to Mr. Henderson Cole Orton

Hall for a H-lb. box of Black Hamburgh Grapes; besides which, he

send; a collection ot eight varieties. Mr. Fraser sends some ve^

good Strawberries in pots, and to tho Fmit Committee on the first

day Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, sent seven varieties of Chemes

from pot trees, which being very fine were awarded a special certificate.

Mr Lydiard, of Batheaswn, likewise sent a small collection of vege-

tables; and Mr. Francis, of Hertford, Hill's June BroccoU, a hardy

sulphur-coloured variety.
,, , „ .,, i

Intending exhibitors will be glad to learn that they wdl now have

an oppoituiiity of examining the cups and some of the other ynzes

to be awarded at the Bury Show, those bemg placed on a table m the

centre of tho exhibition-tent for public mspection.

At the General Meeting of the Society, held on Tuesday, W. Wilson

Saunders, Esq., in the chair, twelve new members were elected.

Flob.1L Committee, J:,nc ilh.-The seedlmg Snow Polargonlnms

were the great feature of this meeting. There were many entnes for

these and hut little novelty among them. Probably tho fickle weather

we ha™ had of late may have affected them, or m many ins ances

he petals were crumpled and the flowers wore dehcient in smoothness

and outline. Mr. w! Nye, gardener to E. B. Foster Esq exhibited

several seedlings. First-cla.« certilicatcs were awarded o Rob Eoy

Joan of Are and The Emperor. This last was considered the flower of

the^vearr^t was most superb. Messrs. Dowii.e, Lan-d, ;t Laing, sent
tueyear.ik w . „„a other varieties. A fine, broad-

pctld brigh fr,tterSat'e variety, Seraph Zonal, was awarded

Tfir t-cias^eertificito. There were many promismg varieties but m
this and other instances the plants were too young and small to give

nnv Ilea o their qualities. Snd unless tho Nosegay section is seen

Zit^d out 01 Tn a mass, it is generally impossible^ to come to the

Perils of the plant. The bedding Pansy Imperial Blue, sent out by

Me-srs Downie & Co., seems to be a useful variety.

Mo^'r Backhouse received a first-class certificate for Silene penn-

sylvam a a dwarf plant, covered with bright pmk flowers, and very

useful l™r rocLo.k Ld other decoraUve purposes. Mr. Hoylo, Read^

Tn, eSed eleven seedling Show Pelargon.mns ;
Example and

Victor had received iirst-clasi certificates last month. There ap-
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pearoil too great a similarity amonijj them, and no advancn on last

year's seedlings. Mr. Turner, Slua^h, received a Bocond-class cer-

tificate for a very pretty Fancy l*elttrgoninm Madame Vilda, a very

deep carmine flower with a pure wiiite centre. This plant wiU improve

apon aequiliutanre and become a favourite. Mr. Wiggins sent nine

seedling Shovr Pelargoniums—Hermit was awarded a tirst-clas-s cortili-

cate, Filomt-'ua a secoad-clas.s ctjrtificate. The gardener to J. U.

Ramhill, I'jsq , WaltUainstow, sent throe promising Zonal Pelar-

goniums, but the pl.iuts were too small to justify any award. Messrs.

Ivery received tirst-class certiticate,* for Polyatichum angulare oxy-

phyllitm, Athyrinm Filix-fuMuina plumosum raultitidum, the Axmin-
ater variety of A. Filix-fiemiua pluinosam, and A. Filix-fiemLnatiirdlo-

stonii. Mr. Watnon exhibited again his Nosegay Pelargonium Excel-

sior, which is not sulliciently distinct from other varieties. Messrs.

Salter, Versailles Nursery, were awarded a first-class certificate for

a beautiful variegated plant, Coerosma Baueriana variegata. Mr.
Uohert Veitch, Exeter, sent two magnificent specimens of Adiantum
Farleyense and .^.iliantum species, probably a seedling from the former.

Mr. Stone, gardener to ,T. Day, Esq., exhibited a new and very magni-

ficent variety of Cypripedium Stouei, with much broader petals and
stripes in the wings—a decided improvement on C. Stonei. It received

a first-class certitieato. He also exhibited Cattleya Dowii, a superb

plant, which had received a first-clasi ; Epideudmm vitelliaum majus ;

and Oucidium Krameriannm, hut which was said to be O. papilio

pictam. Messrs. E. tr. Heudersoa sent a large group of interesting

plants very prettily aiTanged, edged with a doable row of their Pyre-

thrum aureum, or Golden Feather. A special certificate was awarded.

Mr. D. Ferguson, "Whitton, Hounslow, sent a collection of Petunias

;

Mr. "VV. Paul, Nosegay Pelargoniums Blue Bell, Crimson Queen, Little

Crem, all of which have been noticed before.

Mr. James Clarke, Bury St. Edmunds, sent a very singular seedling

Pink, a deep rose colour, tine smooth petals. It came without a

name ; the Committee named it Chirke's Rose Pink, and awarded it a

second-class certificate. It is a very pretty and useful variety. A
short history of its origin would be very interesting. Mr. Mann,
Brentwood, sent some very pretty seedling Zonal Pelargoniums. First-

class certificates were awarded to Mimas, a beautiful light orange

scarlet, a fine-formed fiower ; Uosabel was a distinct colour, but rough,

as exhibited on Tuesday. Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich, exhibited

two collections of Zonals, the one with plain foliage, the other con-

sisting of some of their best Versicolors or Tricolors. This collec-

tion was not entered for the examiiiation of the Committee, and con-

sequently the various seedlings in it received no award. Among the

twenty sent, L'Empcreur, Louisa Smith, Imperatrico Eugenie, Queen
Victoria, Meteor, and Prince of Wales appeared to be plants of great

merit, and will please all who umy be desirous of purchasing them.

Mr. Bull sent Zonal Pelargonium Valiant, Petunia Ofiicial, a striped

variety, Pyrethrum aureum, and Lobelia Rosy Gem.

Weekly Show, Jatic l.<i(.—Pri-es were offered for collections of

French Pelargoniums (amateurs). Orchids, miscellaneous plants (open),

and for the best exhibition of fruit. Mr. A. Wilkie, gardener, Oak
Lodge, Addison Road, Kensington, was awarded a second prize for

Pelargoniums, and also a first prir.e for collection of miscellaneous

plants ; an extra prize was also awarded Mr. Wilkie for a collection of

Ferns and Heaths. A third prize was obtained by Mr. W. Bartlett,

Shaftesbury Road, Hammersmith, for Pelargoniums, and an extra

pri:^e for collection of Maiden-hair Ferns. Mr. Bartlett exhibited a

ceillectiou of miscellaneous plants, and also a collection of hardy
Ferns. An extra prize was awarded Mr. Niell, Rivington, Lancashire,

for a box of seedling Calceolaria blooms ; and Mr. W. Earley, gar-

dener to F. Pryor, Esq., Digswell, Welwyn, Herts, gained an extra

prize for a collection of vegetables. From the Society's garden, at

Chiswick, an interesting collection was exhibited of Gloxinias, Caleeola-

rins, Petunias, Sedum variegatum, ii;c.

season was in everybody's month," a change might suddenly

come, and not alone rudely check this unseasonable develop-

ment o( fronds, but do (or the plants altogether. 'Well, a change

did come, and with a vengeance, too ! A Christmas-eve and a

Chriatmas-day mild and warm almost to oppressiveness ; a

New Year'a-day of bitter cold and snow, the former increasing

in intensity until but four days later the mercury on the other

Bide of the Irish Channel fell below zero, and here (Ireland)

it was not many degrees above it.

We anxiously, but almost hopelessly, looked for tidings of the

tree Ferns at Kilronau. We should have previously mentioned

that the kinds Bubjectod to exposure were Cyathea medullaris,

a noble Fern, and further remarkable as the one whose pith,

formed a staple article of food of the Maori, and C. dealbata

the most light and airy, as well as, perhaps, the loftiest, of the

New Zealand tree Ferns, its stems often reaching the height of

40 or more feet. In the course of this week Dr. de Eicci placed

in our hands a portion of a frond of the latter, received from

Lady Louisa Tenison, and which she had just taken from the

specimen of C. dealbata that had been exposed to the Siberian

rigours of the past winter, and had come through entirely un-

scathed. It appears, in fact, it was the plant that had not a,

shadow of protection that is now in such fine condition. The
portion of frond lying before us is as fresh-looking as possible,

and not even in the least browned or discoloured, and we are in-

formed the young growths above alluded to are coming away
quite uninjured. Ou the other hand, C. medullaris succumbed

to the severity, and is gone. That Kilronan this year did not

enjoy any special immunity from very severe frosts may be in-

ferred from the fact that its beautiful lake was frozen to the

depth of several inclies, and traversed as a roadway by the

people.

—

[Iriih Fanner's Gazette.)

ACCLIMATISATION OF NE-W ZEAI;AND
TREE FERNS.

The hardihood of two or three species of the New Zealand
tree Ferns has been rather severely tested at Kilronan, Co.

Eoscommon. the beautiful residence of Colonel and Lady Louisa

Tenison. We say severely tested, for there did not apjiear to

be any special precautions taken in their favour when placed

out of doors. They must have had goodly stems, iuasmuch as

her ladyship had received them from a friend, direct from New
Zealand, some years previously, and it was their having out-

grown their house aceommodalicu at Kilronan that suggested

the idea, and w;i,s the immediate cause of subjecting them to

the ordeal. It appears they had done famously, aud, as may be

imagined, formed charming objects out of doors through the

summer, and continued to be such up to Christmas, when they

were actually putting forth from their crowns a new growth of

their crosier-like fronds, and their pushing at that season

formed one of the most serious grounds of apprehension for

their safety ; for though up to that period " the mildness of the

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION OF 1M(!0.

It is gratifying to be able to announce the highly satisfactory

conclusion to the Great Horticultural Exhibition of 1866. In

the correspondence whicli follows, the arrangements which the

Executive Committee have finally made will, we doubt not,

meet with the approval of all who are interested in the advance-

ment of horticultural and botanical knowledge, by the establish-

ment of what will henceforth be known as " the Lindley Library."

Since the dispersion of tlie rich library the Eoyal Horticultural

Society formerly possessed, there has been no place where the

horticulturist could go f(.r reference to works that are not in

everyday use ; and from the central position at South Kensing-

ton, and the facilities that will be aflorded to readers, the Lindley

Library must become a great boon to all who would desire to

make use of the advantanges it oilers.

" Botanic Gardens, Chelsea, April 11, 1867.

" Sir,—I am desired by the Executive Committee of the Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition, to forward you tho enclosed copy

of certain proposals for the lUsposal of the surplus funds now in its

hands, adopted at its last meeting, and through which it is trusted the

Society will derive some permanent benefit in acknowledgment of the

facilities granted by your Council to the Committee at the time the

extension of the Great Show -.vas thought desirable.

" May I heg that you will lay the proposals before the Council at

the earliest opportunity, and that you will as soon as possible acquaint

me with its reply '/ " I am Sir, your obedient servant,

"Thomas Mooek.
" To the Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society."

ExTR.iCT from Minutes of Executive CoM:jrrTEE, Ejibodyixg

THE Proposals above Referred to.

" 1, That the snrjilus fumls realised at the International Horticul-

tural Exhibition of ISOG, he applied to the establishment of a per-

manent horticultural and botanical library, to be vested in seven

Trustees, as hereinafter mentioned, and to he called The LmdJey

Library, in memory of the late Dr. Lindley and his zealous devotion

to tlie cause of horticultural aud botanical science.
^ t j

'•
2, £6i)0 of this saq)lus to be appUed to the purchase of Dr. Lmd-

ley's own library. As it appears that tho Royal Horticultural Society

has already provisionally secured possession of this collection with a

view to prevent its d!s;iersioii. the Society to surrender it to the Trus-

tees absolutely, in consideration of being repaid the sum of £600 in

question.

"3, The Society to consent to the Library now proporel to bo formed,

being placed Jn the Council-room during the period of the contmnanca

of then- lease under the Royal Commissioners for tho Exliibition of

1851.
" 4. Of the balance of the fund (about ,£1'200), the Trastees to expend

such sum as they may think expedient in the purchase or constniction
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of bookcases and fittinps for the reception of the Lindley Library, and
any Bubsequcut extension of it in the Council-room of the Society.

"
.1, The Librai-y to be available for consultation by Fellows, Mem-

bers, and Associates of the Hoyal Horticultural Society, and other
persuns jiossessing rights of admission to the premises ; also, by gar-

deners on their producing a satisfactory introduction from their em-
ployers, and by young gardeners who may liave passed or are prepar-

ing for the examinations held by the Royal Horticultnral Society and
by the Society of Arts. In the case of other persons to whom it may
appear desirable to give the privilege of consulting the Library, tho

Trustees and the Society to agree upon the conditions under which
the privilege of admission shall be given.

" G, In the event of the books being kept under lock and key in the
bookcases, the Society to entrust the custody of the keys to one of its

officers, who shall be prepared at all reasonable times to give access to

the books to those persons entitled to consult them.
*'

7, The remaining balance of the surplus, after providing for the

above items of expenditure, and setting aside any snm that may be
necessary for contingencies (such as the preparation of the trust deed
hereafter referred to, ttc), to be applied by the Trustees to the pur-
chase of further works to be added to tho Libraiy.

" 8, A trust deed to be prepared for the purpose of giving effect to

the present arrangement,—three of the Trustees to be appointed by the

International Executive Committee (namely, the three Secretaries of

the International Horticultural Exhibition and Botanical Congress,
Mr. Thomas Moore, Dr. M. T. Masters, and Dr. R. Hogg), three by
the Royal Horticultural Society (namely, the Treasurer and Secretary
of the Royal Hoiticultural Society for the time being, and one other
person to be chosen by the Society), and one to be added by the six

Trustees above-mentioned jointly.

"9. The Trustees to have the power of removing the -whole of the
books jrarchased under the trust, or added to the Library by presenta-

tion, together with all the bookcases, fittings, (tc, referred to in para-
graph 4, in the event of the determination of the lease held by the
Society under the lioy;il Commissioners, and of making such arrange-

ments as they may think fit for establishing the Library elsewhere."

" Royaf Horticultural Society, South Kensington,
*' April 17, lSb7.

*' Sir,—The extract from tho minutes of the Executive Committee
of the International Horticultural Exhibition respecting their surplus,

which you were good enough to forward me, was yesterday read to the

Council, and I am requested to convey to you their thanks for the

very liberal proposition which your Committee has made.
" The Council will, as wished, surrender absolutely the Lindley

Library for the sum of £(iUU ; and in accordance with the terms of

paragraph 8 has elected Mr. W. WHson Saunders as the third and
permanent Trustee from the Council.

"With respect to paragraph 5, the Council would prefer that the

admission of strangers shonld be regulated by the Trustees, and
perhaps your Committee will find no difficulty in adding this slight

concession to their veiy handsome present.
" The Conncil desire me to add that in their opinion no better or

more acceptable return could have been made to the Society for the

facilities afforded to your Committee by the Council.
" I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

"Henrv Scott, Secretary.

*'To Thos. Moore, Esq., F.L.S., &c.

ROYAIi BOTANIC SOCIETyS SHOW.
May 29th.

A SHORT account of this Exliibition having been given last week, it

now only remains for us to notice more particularly the principal sub-

jects which collectively produced one of the most effective displays

ever seen at the Regent's Park, but at which, unfortunately, there was
not so lai-ge an attendance of visitors as usual, owing to the occurrence
of a thunderstorm in the forenoon and of frequent heavy showers in

the afteruoon.

Of stove and greenhouse plants, collections of ten were furnished

by Messrs. Baines, Peed, Kemp, and Wheeler, who had prizes in the

order in which their names are mentioned. In Mr. Baines's collec-

tion several of tho plants which he had at the Crystal Palace Show
were reproduced in excellent condition, especially his tine Acrophyllum
Tenosnm and Genetyllis tulipifera. Mr. Peed's Acrophyllum, though
aot so large, was in fine condition, showing the rich reddish brown
young leaves at the ends of the flower-spikes, as the plant should do
vhen in perfection ; his Allamanda granditlora had much improved,
and was a mass of large yellow flowers. In other collections, besides

the species already named, were Statice profusa, Leschenaultia biloba,

fine examples of Stephanotis tioribunda. Azaleas, Heaths, Rhyncho-
Spermum jasminoides, Dracophyllum gracile, Eriostemons, Cleroden-
drons, Aphelexis, Tetratheca verticillata, a magnificent example of

Medinilla magnifica (from Mr. Wilkie, Mr. McHeni-y's gardener), and
many other plants which have frequently been noticed at similar ex-

^bitions.
Collections of eight were furnished by Messrs. Donald, Coles, and

"Wilkie, among amateurs, and by Messrs. Lee, Rhodes, Glendinning, and
Williams, among nurserymen, each of whom took prizes in the order
in which their names are stated ; whilst collections of six came from
Mr. Ward, Leyton, and Mr. Smith, Norwood.

Of finc-foliaged plants alone and mixed with flowering specimens*
effective groups were furuisht;d by Messrs. Lee, Williams, Fairbaim,
Baines, Glendinning, Donald, Khodes, Peed, Kemp, Ward, and Wheelerj
and included tree and other Ferns, Palms, Cycads, Rhopalas, Dra-
cifcuas, Cordyline invidisa, Aloe-leaved Yucca. Beaucameas, Alocasias,
Sarraceuia purpurea, variegated New Zealand Flax, Dieffenbachiae, &c.

Ferns, too, were represented by fine collections from Messrs.
Williams, Taylor, and Baines, comprising many beautiful specimenH,
among which were Lomaria gibba and cycaditlora. Cyatheas, Ci-
botiums, Dicksonias, Davallias, Todeas, and NothochhTua lievis.

Messrs. Ivei-y, of Dorking, had a pretty collection of British Ferns,
of which Athyrium Filix-fcemina (iirdlestonii, the Axminster variety
of A. F.-f. plumosum, and Athyrium angulare oxyphyllum had first-

class certificates.

Of Roses there was a very fine display. Mr. Turner, of Slongh,
whose plants at the Crystal Palace were not quite far enough ad-
vanced, had them now in pcrl'ectiou, they being covered with magnifi-
cent blooms, and in growth and foliage all that could be desired. The
varieties were Anna Alexieff. Charles Lawson, of the largest size,

Vicomte Vigier, Marcchal Vaillant, Victor Yerdier, Souvenir d'un
Ami, Celine Forestier, Baronue Prevost, General Jacqueminot, and
Souvenir de la Malmaison. Mr. William Paul, who was second,
closely pressed Mr. Turner with remarkably fine plants of Lselia,

Charles Lawson, Juno, Paul Ricaut, G'-n'-ral Jacqueminot, Madame
Villermoz, Souvenir d'un Ami, and President. Messrs. Paul and
Son, who were third, had tine plants of Madame de St. Joseph,
Celine F'orestier, and Charles Lawson ; and Messrs. Francis, of Hert-
ford, and Mr. Terry, Youngsbury, Ware, had also good groups.
Beautiful cut blooms were likewise furnished by Messrs. Paul and
Sous.

Orchids, though not so numerous and fine as at the corresponding
show last year, comprised, nevertheless, some very fine specimens, the
most remarkable of which was the C}q)ripedium candatnm, noticed
last week, and shown in the collection of lil'teeu from Mr. Wilson, gar-
dener to W. Marshall, Esq., Enfield. This had a dozen very large

blossoms, with tails about 2^ feet in length. Odontoglosaum Alex-
andra from the same exhibitor was also very fine. The second prize

was awarded to this collection, the first prize going to Mr. Penny,
gardener to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., who had Airides Warneri, and others
of the same genus, a fine specimen of Calauthe veratrifolia, Odonto-
glossum Phalienopsis, Dendrobium Parishii, Cypripeilium Iffivigatum,

Lrelia puri)urata, Lycaste Skinueri, and other well-known species.

Mr. Gedney, gardener to the llev. W. ElHs, was third. Mr. Peed had
a finely-flowered plant of Oncidium sessile, a species which was also

shown in good bloom by Mr. Fairbairn, of Sion. For eight plants,

Mr. I. Hill, gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq., The Poles, Ware, waf
first with, among others, good examples of Vanda suavis and tricolor,

Calanthe veratrifolia, Chysis Limmiiighi, Phalicnopsis grandifiora,

Cattleya Skinueri, and Cyj^ripedium Stonei, the last a fine species,

but as yet by no means common. The second prize was taken by Mr.
Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, who contributed

Saccolabium priemorsum, Dendrobium densiflorum, Cypripedium hir-

sntissimum, and other well-managed plants. Messrs. Veitch received

a first prize for a collection of six plants, among which were Cattleya

MossifE snperba and lobata, Cypripedium barbatum, Lcelia purpurata,

and the Fox-brush Ai-rides, beautifully flowered. From Mr. Young,
Leigh Park, came Phalrenopsis Schilleriana, in good condition ; and
Mr. Williams, Messrs. Lee, and Mr. Bull likewise contributed collec-

tions of Orchids.

Azaleas constituted a brilliant feature of the display, but many of

the specimens were scarcely so fine as in former years. The first

prize for eight was awarded to Mrs. Glendinning it Sons, for well-grown

pyramidal plants, well covered with bloom, and di3pla3ring here and
thero green leaves with excellent effect. The sorts were—Gem, Alba
lutcscens, white striped with red ; Madame Miellez, Variegata, Perry-

ana, Extraui, Eulalie, and Iveiyana. Mr. Turner was second with

plants which, as regards size and beauty, have for these last few

seasons been the admiration of all who have seen them, but which,

though very effective, were greatly past their best as regards consti-

tution. In the Class for six Azaleas, Mr. Turner was first with mag-
nificent examples of Juliana, Petuniieflora, Holfordi, Sir CharlfeB

Napier, Iveryana, and Flower of the Day.
Of Cape Heaths there was a fine display, famished by Messrs.

Rhodes, Peed, Baxendine, Kemp, and Ward. The best came from
Mr. Rhodes.

Pelargoniums, as usual, at this Show were very beautiful, being even

finer than at the Crystal Palace on the previous Satm-day. In the

Class for nine plants equal first prizes were awarded to Mr. Turner

and Mr. Eraser. The former had fine plants of Lilacinnm, Pericles,

Spotted Gem, Royal Albert. Patroness, Fair Rosamond, Belle of the

Ball, Desdemona, and Lord Clyde : and Mr. Fraser Rose Celestial,

Empress Eugenie, and others. In the Amateurs' Class, Mr. Nye, gar-

dener to E. Foster, Esq., had the best collection, in which were Sir

Colin Camnbell, Desdemona. Patroness, Belle of the Ball, Garibaldi,

Etna, Mdlle. Patti, Rose Celestial, and Fair Rosamond. Mr. Ward,
Mr. Wiggins, and Mr. Weir, also showed collections in this class. In

Fancy kinds Mr. Fraser was first with very fine examples of Lncy,

Celestial, Clara Novello, Roi des Fantasies, Arabella Goddard, and
Maroon. Mr. Turner, who was second, hadDelicatum, Lady Craven,

Godfrey Turner, and others, in nearly equally good condition. Mr.
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Donald, Mr. Weir, and Mr. James, also showed pretty collections of

Fancy kinds.

New Plants were Tery nnmeronsly shown by Messrs. Veitch, Bull,

Williams, E. G. Henderson, and others, as may be judged from the

fact that some ninety certificates were awarded for them ; but they

have nearly all been noticed in previous reports. Amorphophallus
oobilis, exhibited by Mr. Bnll, deserves, however, special mention, on
account of its singular-looking flower, which was in course of develop-

ment, and which formed a fleshy mass about 7 inches in height, and
4 or 5 inches in diameter, and was of a deep chocolate colour becoming
paler towards the base. Like most of the genus the flower will pro-

bably have a very offensive odour when fnlly developed. From Mr.
Wilson, garden to W. Marshall, Esq., came a pretty variety of Mil-

tonia fipectabilis, called rosea, and from J. Gray, Esq., Ashridge
Park, a variegated form of Deotzia gracilis.

First-class certificates were awarded for the following new Show
Pelargoniums—viz., Man of Mark, Example, and Victor, raised by
Mr. Hoyle, of Reading, and exhibited by Mr. Turner ; to Hermit and
Lady of Quality Lnproved from Mr. Wigging ; and to Grandee, Rob
Roy, and Emperor from Mr. Nye, gardener to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer.

Certificates of the same class were also given for Marmion, Pink of

Perfection, and East Lynn, three Fancy varieties, shown by Mr.
Tamer. Of Nosegay varieties Emmeliue, from Messrs. Downie,
Laird, & Laing, and Dr. Hogg and Waltham Nosegay, from Mr.
William Paul, had first-class certificates, and a similar award was
made for Lord Derby, a Zonal variety, shown by Mr. Mann, of Brent-
wood, and noticed at page 373.

Of other subjects, Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing had a very good
tand of cut Pansies, and good blooms were likewise exhibited by Mr.
Hooper, Bath, Mr. Kingston, and Mr. James, of Isleworth, who had
also some fine herbaceous Calceolarias. A pretty group of flowering

and fine-foliaged plants, edged with the silvery-leaved Meadow Grass
and Golden Feverfew, came from Messrs. E. G. Henderson ; some
beautiful Aucubas and other variegated hardy plants, as well as some
very fine standard variegated Pelargoniums, from Mr. W. Paul ; Lilium
anratnm, from Mr. Turner and Mr. Bnll ; Aniectochilus, from Mrs.
Glendinning & Sons ; a fine pair of Agave filifera, from Mr. Bull ; a
large and handsome specimen of Iresiue Herbstii, from Mr. Hill, gar-

dener to R. Hanbury, Esq. ; a magnificent group of Sarracenias, from
Mr. Baines ; cut flowers of Ixias and other Cape bulbs, from Messrs.

Hooper ; and variegated Bamboo and other plants, from Messrs. Barr
and Sugden.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETYS MEETING.
The May meeting, held on the Gth ult., was presided over by Pro-

fessor Westwood, V.P. Amongst the donations to the Society's library

received since the last meeting were several works of considerable

interest—namely, M. Snellen Van Vollenhoven's two volumes on the

insects of the Dutch settlements in the Spice Islands, belonging to the

families ScuteUeridie (Hemiptera), andPieridae (Lepidoptera Diuma)
;

and Mr. Stainton's volume on the Tineina of the Holy Land ; and the

tenth volume, completing the first series, of his great work en the

Tineina of England, a second series of ten volumes being announced.
Some valuable works by Dr. J. Leconte on the Coleoptera of the

United States of America were also presented by their author. A
new part of the Society's " Transactions " was announced as ready

for distribution among the members.
Mr. Bates read a communication from Dr. Felder, of Vienna, in

which he made some observations on the priority in date of publication

•f some of the species of Butterflies contained in the volumes of the

Novara expedition. He also made some very severe comments on
Mr. F. Walker's catalogues of Lepidopterous insects published by the

Trustees of the British Museum.
Mr. Stainton exhibited some larva-cases of Colesphora lexella, which

kas the remarkable habit of feeding when in the young state of the

lArva on Thymus serpyllum, but at a later period it transfers itself to

ft species of grass. This species had been forwarded to him by Herr
Heinemann, of Brunswick. He also exhibited the larva of Hypono-
meuta egregiella first found in the south of Spain, and afterwards at

Cannes by Mr. MilUere, and at Fontainbleau by Mr. Stainton feeding

•n Erica cinerea. The specimen was then engaged in spinning its

•ocoon.

Professor Westwood mentioned that he had recently received some
CimicidsB (Enicocephalus Tosmanicns), from New South Wales, which

•ongregate in the air like Ephemerae, and emit a pleasant scent like

musk, which had communicated itself even to the letter in which the

isects had been forwarded.

A communication from Mr. Fereday, corresponding member in

New Zealand, was read, mentioning the capture of Cynthia Cardni in

that colony. Mr. Bates, however, stated that it was the Australian

form of the species, diifering permanently from the European one,

and likewise that the so-called C. Cardni of South America was a pink

Tariety of C. Huntera.
A letter was read from Mr. C. A. Wilson, corresponding member

at Adelaide, in which the writer gave an account of a Centipede having

been killed by the excessive heat (114° to IKi'), in Cockatoo Valley.

He also announced the discovery, on the banks of the Gawler River,

of a species of Strepsiptera, by Mrs. Ki-ensler, being the first instance

•f that order being detected in Anstralia. Mr. F. Smith added some

farther information respecting this parasite, and exhibited specimens
of the Wasp Paragta decipiens, in the body of which it is parasiticaL

It was also stated that Mr. Holiday had noticed the genus Stizus to
be infested with these parasites in Italy.

A paper by Mr. H. W. Bates was read, on a collection of

Butterflies formed by Thomas Belt, Esq., at the mines of Monies
Aureas, in tho interior of the province of Maranham, about 160 miles
south-east of Para. During three months Mr. Belt had collected not
fewer than 364 species of Butterflies, amongst which eight were new
to scienee.

Mr. S. Stevens exhibited some very interesting Carabidfe, collected

by Herr DameU in the district of Cape York, on the north coast of

New Holland.

ALICALINE SALTS AS MANURE FOR POTATOES
—FEATHER-STEMMED SAVOY.

Last year I intended proving the utility of alkaline salts as

manure for Potatoes, but circumBtances prevented my carrying

out the experiment as I wished. I had about three roods of

ground for the purpose, and planted eight varieties of Potatoes,

using the salts on each alternate row of all the varieties, so that

there could be no difference in the soil. There was scarcely

any difference in the appearance of the small-topped sorts, such
as Daintree's and Handsworth ; but the stronger-growing varie-

ties, such as Fairbairn's Pink Seedling, Ambassador, and King
grew remarkably strong in the haulm, the colour being of tho
darkest green. The tubers of the rather late varieties grew
again before being ripe much more than those not treated with
the manures referred to. As to flavour, mealiness, &c., I fear

the good effects of alkaline salts are all a myth. It is very
probable, I think, that alkalies may be advantageously used in
growing early varieties ; but as regards the general crop o£

Potatoes, they do not return a tithe of the expense. This i«

not my first acquaintance with saltpetre, &c., as manure.
My limited experience leads to the following conclusions :

—

Alkaline salts are good for Trefoils and Grasses generally ; in
fact, wherever foliage is the main object of the cultivator. 'With

cereals they grow large crops of straw at the expense of the
grain. I shall at some time try their effects as hurrying ma-
nures for early crops, and when I can state the results with
scientific accuracy I will send you an account.

I also wish to call the attention of your readers to a vegetable

which is not grown so extensively as it deserves to be ; I refer

to the Feather-stemmed Savoy. It has a rather coarse appear-
ance during the autumn and early winter months, but after the
heads have been cut the stems continue to throw an abundance
of sprouts, which when cooked are exceedingly tender and well-

flavoured. It is so hardy that the severe weather last winter

had very little effect upon it, although Kale, Brussels Sprouts,

and Eoseberry Sprouts were very much destroyed.^F. Flittok.

ORCHARD-HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
In reply to the request of " Subscribek," page 347, I must

first say that I merely threw out the hint respecting orchard-

houses for the Editors of the Journal to take up, not at alt

expecting my letter to be published in full. I feel quite unable

to advise others, being myself only a learner ; but as far as I
can I will offer such explanations as " Subscriber" asks for.

I have roughly measured my ground, and find that I have in

lawn 1400 yards, in kitchen garden and frame ground about

one acre, and the remainder in carriage-drive and shrubbery.

I turn out this year seven hundred pots of flowers. I work
ten lights of frames. I have an orchard-house 42 feet long by
14 feet wide, a vinery 12 feet by 9, a Fig-house 12 feet by 9, a
Cucumber-house 18 feet by 6, and a Mushroom-house 18 feet

by 5.

I think that in gardens of ordinary size like mine, where no
skilled gardener is kept, much labour may be saved by carefully

attending to a few points like these.

First, let the master who intends to help in any way really

do the work he attempts. I never call a man from his work to

bring me this or that. I take the tools, ladder, iS;c., which I

may want, and thus my help is really of service.

Secondly, I always have- help when it is really wanted, and
thus the work is done at the proper time. In hot weather, for

example, I have every weed cut down ; an extra man is worth
much then, and will save labour for weeks afterwards.

Thirdly, I save labour by having plenty of room for putting

things into their right place. For example, I have room in

my frame ground for the manure to lie ready for the beds. I
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have often seen tbree men at work at a hotbed, two filling and
wheeling from the heap 20 or 30 yards off, and one making the

bed. My plan is to have the manure drawn to the garden

door, have it wheeled in and shaken up on a day when no
other work presses, and then when the hotbed is to be made it

requires one man only, and he will do it in a \cry thort time.

I also have pits 2 feet deep for my beds. This saves much
time in measuring the ground and in making up the bed ; and
much less skill is requi^te, as anybody can raito a bed 2 feet

high, which is quite sufficient above the ground line.

Fourthly, I have all work done in mnter that can be done.

The whole garden is dug and manured in winttr, and thus the

cropping is far less laborious. 1 have seen crops of Teas ready

to stick, when the man has had to take a horse and cart to

bring the sticks, and then to spend a day in cutting and sharp-

ening them, and then to carry them to the Peas. I have such

work done in the winter, and the sticks stacked close to the

ground intended for Peas.

These are just examples of the many trifles in which I think

labour in small gardens may be well or ill applied.

My own help is not great, as I have much work on my hands.

I am a country clergyman with a wide parish and a large school,

and my time is, of course, very much taken up ; but I manage
every morning to go round my garden and give directions for

the day's work, and in the evening I can often do a little

nailing or pruning.
I have omitted to state that I think it great economy to

have plenty of tools, water-pots, wheelbarrows, and every work-

ing requisite.

If " SuEscniEER" really thinks of putting up an orchard-

house, and would like to see mine, I hope he will let mo know
his nearest railway station ; and if within distance of me I

hope he will come for the day, when he shall know all my
secrets if I have any to communicate. Most probably he is

already far in advance of me in gardening knowledge.

I would just add, that while I of course look up to Mr. Elvers

as the father of the orchard-house system, and doubt not that

in his soil and climate his lules are perfect, I think they

require considerable modification in other soils and climates.

I cultivate my trees with considerably less trouble than his

rules advise. This is my fourth year, and I have departed

more and more from his rules each year with manifest advan-

tage, and this year I am perfectly satisfied. I do not see many
orchard-houses to compare them with my own, but I cannot

imagine one nearer perfection. I have forty-nine trees in it,

of which one is blank, three have small crops, and the re-

mainder are really pictures—full of fine fiuit now, numbers of

them 3 inches in circumference—not a vestige of insect or

cnrl, except here and there a little scale, which springs into

being after the tree seemed quite free—in a single day appa-

rently ; but you may look a good while before you find one of

these.

I ought to add that I have 100 yards in length of wall,

covered with fiuit trees, varying in height from 7 to 12 feet.

—C P.

POOLER'S TOBACCO POWDER.
In my article on this insect-killer in your last number I find

it stated that this powder should be ajiplied before the dew was
" on " the leaves and insects; it should be before the dew is

" off," sincG it is the dew, impregnated v.'ith tobacco dust,

which kills the insects. Since I last wrote on this subject I

have tried various other experiments with the powder, all of

which were most satisfactory. Another person, to whom I gave

BOme of the powder, used it on a Honeysuckle completely

covered with aphides. On my inspecting it the day afterwards

I found all the insects dead.

—

Obsf.rvee.

[We have inserted this and the preceding communication

having faith in an old subscriber who is known to us ; but we
are not surprised at having a letter, from which the following

is an extract :

—

"What are we to infer from the statement of " Observer"
at page 377 ? Can it be that the boon so long sought by the gar-

dening public— the remission of duty on tobacco for horticul-

tural purposes, has been actually granted by the Government ?

It seems to me that you should at once either confirm this

assertion, that " the Board of Customs has remitted the duty

on ground tobacco," or repudiate it, or, at least, explain how
much of this irresponsible statement is really valuable to us.

If it is dependable, under what forms is untaxed tobacco

allowable, and how is it to be procured ? Who is Pooley ? and
where is his preparation to be obtained ? and at what price ?

—P. H. G."]

FLOWERS BLOOMING DURING MAY—
CAMASSIA ESCULENTA CULTURE.

I WOULD say a word in praise of one flower during May,
which is not so well known as it ought to be—viz., Camassia
esciilcnta. As a pot jilant in early spring it deserves a place in
all cool greenhouses. It is a bulbous plant of easy culture,

thriving in a compost of fibrous sandy loam and leaf mould,
with thorough drainage. After flowering it should be carefully

attended to until the leaves are matured ; then it may be stored
in the pots in any cold dry place nntil the autumn, when it

may again be potted. It should then be placed in a cold pit

where it can be kept from the frost during winter. Six or
eight bulbs placed in an eight-inch pot when in bloom form a
verj' desirable object. Treated as above and planted out in the
border or spring garden in a sheltered situation, it will repay
any little care that may be bestowed upon it. In appear-
ance it is almost like one of the Ornithogalums ; its flowers are
of a lovely blue colour, and the plant is abont 15 inches in
height. A few bulbs planted together in patches, or massed,
have a beautiful effect, especially in spring gardens and among
herbaceous plants.—M. H., Acklam Hall, Middlesborough-on-
Tecs.

May Srd. Purple Orchis

„ Mabalcb CbeiTT
„ Aubrietin Caml'bolli

„ Uvuliu'ia nmplL'Xicuulis

,, Epimcdium rubrum
May 6th, Pa'ouiae of various kinds

„ Euphorbia cjpariSKius

„ Corjdalis lulea
May 9tb. Camaxsia L-sculenta

„ Laburnum
„ Common Broom
„ Pyrus malus (Apples.)

„ Cerabus padus
„ Dapbiie laureola

May lllh. Aucuba japouica

„ Deutzia gracilis

„ Azalea pontica. Tare.

„ Asphodulus lutcuB

„ HyacinthuB non-scriptUB

., Malcolmia maritima
May 18th. LUy of the Valley

May ISlh. Slountain Ash
„ Houeyauclde
„ Solomon's Seal

„ Londou Pride

„ Lilacs of various kinds
„ Dble.-blosMomed Cherry
,. Narcissus bidorus

„ I^arcissus pocticus
May 10th. Horse- Cheatuut

„ Yellow Kibes
„ "N'iburnum opulus sterile

May 18th. Mimulus cuprous
„ Aucbusa .semperrirens

May iiOth. Saxifrnga hypnoidea
„ Trullius europa3UB
„ Limuauthes Douglaaij

May '.i'ind. Polemouium coeruieuin

,, CoroniUa emerus
May '.iSth. Quince
May :^bth. Khodiola rosea

„ Bhodudeudi'ons, varions

EARTHING-UP POTATOES.
I AM in doubt whether to earth Potatoes or no. I find it

stated in the " Garden Manual " that earthing-up diminishes
the crop one-fourih ; ^hile, en the other hand, I find the uni-
versal custom in this neighbourhood is to earth them np.
What is the object of earthing-up ? and in cases where it is

not intended to do so, is it necessary to plant deeper? If the
object be to produce tubers instead of leaves I should have
thought that the operation should have been performed much
earlier than it is usually done.

Is liquid manure of any use to Potatoes, or is it likely to be
detrimental '!—Tyro.

[Wo never earth-np Potatoes. We plant the sets uniformly
6 inches deep, hoe frequently to keep down weeds, and draw
the earth over any tubers which may have formed exceptionally

near the surface. Our experiments convinced us that earthing-
up diminishes the produce and retards the ripening of the
tubers.

Ko liquid manure should be applied to Potatoes.]

GOOD CROPS OF STRAWBERRIES.
In April or May, 1865, I obtained some Strawberry plants

from Mr. Rivers ; I did not allow them to bear any fruit that
year, but last year (1866), they bore what I consider a beau-
tiful crop ; but as I am only an amateur grower, you will cor-

rect me if my idea of a good crop falls short of what it might
be. The whole of the plants were laden with berries, but it

was not tmtil the third time the fruit was gathered that I took
particular notice of the quantity, when 1 selected a fine-looking

plant, and took from it at that gathering sixty-one fine large

berries ; they failed a dessert-dish full. At the next, or fourth,

gathering I Irad twenty berries, and at the fifth thirty. How
many were gathered at the first and second gatherings I can-

not say. The Strawberry was called President by Mr. Elvers ;
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the fruit is finer than that of Sir Charles Napier on the whole,

and as good in flavour. The plants are very promifing this

year again, and on Bome of them I could count from four to

five hundred blossoms.

I may take this opportunity of stating that La Constante
Strawberry, thirty plants of which were kindly sent to me by
M. De Jongho, of Brussels, have turned out remarkably well,

the fruit is fine and hamlsome, and, without doubt, by far the
' moGt delicious-flavoured I ever tasted.—J. H.

[Our correspondent lives in a climate and on a soil in the
Isle of Wight that are most favourable for Strawberries.

—

Eds.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Those who are interested in the trials of the various sorts

of early Peas will have an opportunity of comparing them at

Cbiswick during the next ten days or a fortnight, and of judging
the relative merit as to earliness of the competing sorts

—

Dillistone'K Early, Carter's First Crop, Sutton's Ringleader,
and Veitch'a Early. All of these bloomed on the same day,
slatted on the same day, and are at present to all appearance
" as like as two Peas." Dickson's First and Best is about two
days later in blooming.

Tnn Strawberry May Queen was gathered at Chiswiok
on the 3rd of June.

The following Floral and Horticultural Societies have
announced their intention to hold exhibitions and meetings
during the present month :

—

Jtmc, 4th tn 8th Royal Horticultural.

„ 7th to IStli Manchester.
„ Uth Hnlifnx.

„ „ West London Rose Show (Ealing).
„ Wolverhampton.
„ 13th, Uth Leeds.
., 19th Royal Botanic of London.
,, „ Rovftl Jersev.

., I9th, 20th York GrnnrtFlnral and Horticultural Fete.
„ 25th Bristol and Clifton.

„ „ Fermoy (Irelnnil).

„ ., Royal Oxfordshire.

„ 26tb Maidstone.

„ „ Nottingham.
„ ,1 Wrexham.

We shall be glad to insert the dates of the Shows of any
other Societies.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KIXrUEN GARDEN.

Tee late frosts have so injared and in many cases destroyed
Dwarf Kidney Beans, Scarlet Runners, Lettuces, &c., that it is

advisable to have recourse to any means of hastening germina-
tion, an object which is best attained by soaking the seeds. A
fortnight may in general be recovered by having recourse to
the steeping process. There is sometimes sufficient moisture
in the ground for the first stages of germination, yet by the
time that is accomplished, and before the tender radicle has
extended itself beyond the reach of such vicissitudes, the
drought has overtaken it, and total desiccation is the result.

If the seed is on the eve of germination previous to its inser-
tion in the soil, and if the soil is newly dug. the young plant
will in general establish itself in safety. The plan which I
would recommend is to steep the seeds in water at a tempera-
ture of about 80°, for about six hours or more, according to
the character of the seed, and to place the vessel where it will

maintain that temperature; then to strain oil the water and
remove the vessel to a more moderate temperature, say 6.5°,

until the first signs of sprouting, when the ground should bo
instantly prepared and the seeds sown. Brnccoli, the Cape,
although a small Broccoli, is one of the most useful kinds in the
kitchen garden when a constant succession is required. This
is a good time to make a very full sowing to supply the table
through October and November. CciuUflourrs sown now will

head in November, and may then be housed in cellars, sheds,
or outhouses, and continue in use until past Christmas. It is

a good plan to sow some Cape Broccoli in drills, prepared after
the manner of a Celery trench ; the seed to be dropped in
patches about a foot apart, and the seedlings to be afterwards
thinned out to about three in a patch. Sow a little more of
Knight's Protecting, and a sprinkling of some very late spring
Broccoli ; it may serve to prolong the succession next April and
May. Cckry, every attention should be paid to the plants;
they must have abundance of water in every stage. Those
pricked out from the seed-bed should have well-prepared beds, t

the surface of which, for 2 inches deep, should consist of well-

rotted manure, soaked with water, and rolled and pressed level

previous to pricking out the plants. If the weather prove

sunny they should be shaded with boughs.
FRUIT GARDEM.

Proceed with thinning out the superabundant shoots of wall

trees, and nail those which it is necessary to lay in. By fre-

quently going over these trees confusion is prevented, and on
the whole a saving of time will be the result. The fruit must
be well thinned, othenvise it cannot be fine—this applies to

the fruit of Pear trees, as well as to stone fruit—taking care

to leave those that may now be seen to take the lead in swell-

ing. The shoots of Pears should not yet be cut back, otherwise

the buds that ought to remain as such to form fruit-spurs will

be induced to break into shoots. They ought, however, to have
as much light as possible, and, therefore, the more advanced
of the foreright shoots should be stopped by merely cutting off

an inch or two from their points. It is now a good time to

scrub the stems of fruit trees infested with scale, for the young
insects are issuing from their fastnesses, and are as naked and
tender as mites. Apple and Pear trees are about this time sub-

ject to the ravages of the caterpillars of the lackey moth (Clisi-

ocampa Neustria). They are easily destroyed whilst they re-

main in groups, and this they do till after their third moult-
ing, they then dissolve partnership, their united efforts in the

formation of a web being no longer necessary, and dispersing

over the tree in all directions their capture becomes almost im-
possible. Vines on walls or buildings must be attended to, as

to disbudding, stopping, kc.

FLOWER GAEDEV.
The Banksian Rose under glass is now goingout of bloom, and

shovJd be pruned at once quite close to the old wood, in order to

ensure a good bloom next year, carefully leaving all the strong

young wood of this year that is well placed. Plants out of

doors must not, however, be cut until the blossoms make their

appearance, when all weak wood should be removed. Early-

planted beds in the flower garden would be much improved by
hoeing them slightly to loosen the surface after the heavy showers
of rain, but do not rake them for a few days. Thin out annuals,

and transplant choice kinds. Mow lawns regularly during tnis

growing weather. Clip edgings, and endeavour to render the

whole neat in appearance. When the soil is poor and the

lawn looks badly, a thin dressing of nitrate of soda will have
an astonishing effect ; apply it in moist weather. Plant out

in borders Salvias, Scarlet and other Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,

or any of the other surplus plants after the beds are filled up,

taking care not to crowd too much. Hardy American shrubs,

such as Azaleas and Rhododendrons, on high-dressed lawns,

should at this period have thorough waterings in very dry

weather. Carnations must be strictly attended to ; a top-

dressing of rich compost will be found highly advantageous
;

take care that the ligatures are not too tight on the stems,

otherwise they are apt to become distorted. Pinks will be
blooming, tie some waxed threads round the buds to prevent

their bursting. Pansies maybe struck under hand-lights on a

shady border; let the cuttings be put in as thinly as possible.

Polyanthuses are extremely apt to suffer from the attacks of

red spider ; during dry weather shade is absolutely necessary

for their successful cultivation.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOKT.
Continue to clear away exhausted flowers in the conservatory

in order to give place te fine specimens of Fuchsias, Pelargo-

niums. Calceolarias, Roses, or other gay and popular flowers.

See that Fuchsias have abundant watering. All fires should

now be entirely dispensed with, and a light screen of some
sort kept at hand to ward oft intense sunshine. Shade the

blooms of Pelargoniums as they expand, and lower the tempe-
rature as far as practicable to prolong their beauty. Those
desirous of obtaining new varieties with greater certainty,

should protect them with canvas from bees and other insects

which are likely to intermix the kinds. Much care is requisite

in this respect, for even at best the hopes of the most assidu-

ous are frustrated. Supply them generously with water, and
occasionally with liquid manure.

STOVE.
Continue to shift young and growing stock, and to remove

early-grown plants for autumn or winter flowering to the cool

shelves of the greenhouse, in order to harden their wood and
prepare them for early excitement. Much of the success in

obtaining winter flowers depends upon this. Stanhopeas will

now be blooming; the baskets should be well examined, or fine

buds will bo lost through contact with the sides. Let the
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house have a thorough circulation of fresh air early in the

morning, and if the atmosphere is warm give air most abun-
dantly. If the fire is put out betimes the air may be some-
what reduced by eleven o'clock. Some of the free-growing kinds

will be benefited by increased pot room, and those on blocks of

wood and in wire baskets may have a little additional moss ap-

plied over the roots. When vigorous growth is going on never
allow the young and succulent roots to perish for want of

moisture, which at this season they are apt to do. Gradually
expose plants coming into flower to a colder temperature if

you desire to enjoy them for any length of time.

FORCING-PIT.

This pit may be profitably filled with numerous ornamental
plants requiring the aid of additional warmth to bring them
kindly into bloom. Among these may be classed Balsams,
Cockscombs, Hydrangeas, Gardenias, &o. The propagation of

Pelargoniums miy also be carried on at the same time in this

pit, as well as that of many kinds of softwooded plants.

riTS AND FRAMES.
Shift specimen plants as often as they require it, shade a

little during the middle of the day if the sun is hot, and attend
•arefully to watering, giving manure water to such plants as

have filled the pots with roots, but not too frequently. Do
not use it too strong, and let it be as clear as possible ; many
plants are destroyed by a too-frequent application of manure
water. Let the young stock be brought forward in small pots

forthwith. Achimenes, for late flowering, may be brought on
in a cold pit. Of the young stock of New Holland plants, and
Heaths, Epacrises, and Cytisus, many wiU do best here, the pots
being plunged in sand or coal ashes to keep them cool and

liESERVE GARDEN.
Double Wallflowers, Mule Pinks, and some common Dian-

thuses, Alyssums, Phloxes, Iberises, and many kinds of dwarf
Cistuses and Helianthemums may be propagated under hand-
glasses in a shaded situation, and will be found very useful
next spring.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Never was there better weather for keeping the Datch hoe
going wherever it could find access, so as to knock up all weeds
before they were an inch in height, and to keep a loose surface
with the view of preventing heat and dryness from penetrating,
and in stiff soils preventing cracking. A press of other work
alone prevented us from so treating every piece of ground
where the hoe could be used. For such purposes the draw-hoe
is altogether out of date, and one drawback to its use is that
you tread on the ground after hoeing, and to this may be added
that the ground is left more in ridges, whilst the Dutch hoe,
well managed, leaves a level surface and little or no trace of
its working. Where weeds are ouly peeping through the ground
the Dutch hoe goes over much more ground in the same time.
The work has chiefly been of a routine character. Being a little

short of common vegetables, we have used what have been con-
sidered a great delicacy, and what in most cases find their way
to the rubbish-heap—Sea-kale flower-heads, even at the risk of
scarcely having enough of heads to produce seed, but which in
general is easily obtained from the seed merchants. These flower-
ing heads make an agreeable change at the hall table, or, indeed,
any table with Spinach, Cabbages, or Sprouts. We consider
they are best just when the bloom begins to open, and we
advise those to try them who have never done so, boiling them
like other Greens, with just a little carbonate of soda in the
water.

Turnips.—This has been a bad season for Turnips. What-
ever preventive one might adopt, the fly would be almost
oartain to do much damage. The farmers will mostly have the
advantage this year, against their will, owing to the weather
and the recent rains, especially in stiff land, of sowing late,

which, owing to the greater heat in the soil, will cause the
Turnips to come more quicldy and stronger, and so far present
a better opposition to the fly ; at any rate late crops are little

meddled with in comparison with early ones. Our first-sown
crops in the open air are a little irregular, and this failure in
the early part of the season first led us to transplant the early
Turnips when the rough leaves were well formed. From our
earliest Turnips, sown under the protection of glass, we
thinned out as many as planted regularly a piece of a sloping
bank, and hardly one has failed ; they will come in before the

first sowings out of doora, and with the exception of twice
sprinkling with water gave no trouble, as they were too strong
for the fly to nibble at. We have two patches under hand-
lights which we will transplant if the weather should be dull,

though we perceive that the last sowing, fully exposed, is ag

yet untouched. Of course we dust with almost everything in

the way of ashes, soot, and lime to keep off the fly, but we
never met with anything so elfectual as Spruce branches. For
many years we never were troubled with the fly, for then ws
used to have a lot of old fence hurdles, through which we drew
branches of Spruce in winter, and most of the needle-lik»

foliage had fallen before we wanted them for seeds. On sowing
Turnips, the hurdles were placed on the ground. When the
seedlings were up the hurdles were raised on six-inch pots, and
ere long on larger ones, and wore removed as the plants be-

came strong. Whether owing to the scent of the Spruce, or

something else, the fact remains that under such treatment
the Turnips were scarcely ever touched by the fly, a fact that

may be of importance to the possessors of small gardens, who
thus might easily protect a small piece of Turnips. We have
of late been unable to lay our hands on Spruce branches, and
therefore for regular early crops we have partly resorted to

transplanting. For field culture, nothing is so good a preven-
tive of the fly as fine tillage and a forcing manure, which
help to make a strong plant quickly. Even then, however,
frequent sowings at times will be necessary. Notwithstanding
all attempts at dusting, rolling to crush and to destroy the fly,

other enemies sometimes appear. Oue of the be^t farmers of

the day lately told us that on high-priced land he had a large

field of Turnips that came up beautifully, but which would have
soon been a desert from an invasion of black snails. He
turned out all his own ducks, and all the young ducks he could

beg or buy in the neighbourhood, shut them up when full, and
turned them out again when hungry to help him whilst they

helped themselves ; and he thus saved his Turnips. A few
young ducks are very useful in a garden.

Cabba(te Tribe.—Our seed-beds have suffered much, the young
plants dwindling away less from fly than the heavy rains, hail,

and frosts, and, therefore, we shall sow over again, and that no
time may be lost, we will use a mat, a cloth, or even a sash

for covering them, until fairly up. It is well to make sure,

even by a late sowing, and then though, as in our own case,

we hope there will be pretty well enough left, still it is best at

the expense of a few seeds to be sure.

Scotch Cabbaijing Kale.—Of all last season's planting this

is now almost the only thing from which gatherings can be
obtained, and that only from a free cutting-down of the flower-

stems as they appeared. The young shoots that come from
the base are very tender and sweet, and will still do to make a
change for a week or two. Of most of the new Greens and
Brussels Sprouts we cannot say they are more useful than the

older kinds.

Sowed successions of Peas, digging the ground well and en-

riching it moderately. After this sowing future sowings will

be more for the sake of having Peas late than for the profitable

returns they will render. What is sown after the day begins

to shorten does not do so well as that which has the lengthen-

ing day to help it.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
Much the same as last week : thinning, tying, regulating,

pinching, and above all watering. The Peas in the orchard-

houses almost hid the stems and leaves with the profusion of

pods.
A correspondent writes to say he is surprised that we did

not mention cocoa-nut refuse as one of the best substances to

lay along rows of Strawberries to keep the fruit clean. We
have no doubt whatever that it is excellent ; but, cheap as it

is, where severe economy is practised it could hardly be recom-

mended for use in a wholesale way, either for this purpose or

the covering of flower-beds as a mulching when the ground had
been rendered hot enough by the rays of the sun, though for

small neat places it would do admirably for both purposes, and
if carefidly taken off might be repeatedly used season after

season before it became decomposed. The refuse from flax

mills also answers well for such a purpose. Another corre-

spondent is surprised we did not allude to tiles and slates

placed between the rows, were it for nothing but their forward-

ing properties in fully-exposed places. In thaukiug both cor-

respondents, we would just remind them that the most easily

obtainable materials, so as to be most generally useful, must
form a main point in these cursory observations. For our own
part we have found tiles and slates placed between the rows
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forward the crop in sunny weather about a week ; in dull
weather they would not forward it at all. The drawback was,
that in very bright weather some of the fruit would be scorched ';

but this was done to such a trifling extent as would prevent us
^ding serious fault with any one that proposed using them.
With strong vigorous rows in the garden of an amateur, who can
obtain no litter, i-c, we do not tliink that any mode could
be more economical than a few small sticks connected with a
ball of small cord. Sixpennyworth of cord will go over a lon^'
epace.

°

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
We have concentrated the chief part of our strength here. We

are hurrying on late subjects or those which suffered slightly, as
Perilla, Amaranthus, and Iresine, as we find that young plants
of these grown to some size, and planted out after the ground is
warm, always do best. We have planted Amaranthus melan-
cholicus in the end of May, and it dwindled every day, and
from the same sowings we have planted-out small plants in the
middle and the third week of June, that became better and
better until the frosts of autumn came. We mean to try the
Coleus, especially the brown one, again, but to plant a fort-
night or three weeks hence, when the ground hag become
warmer. The worst of using such plants in a composition
group is, that the arrangemeut is not complete at once, but we
had better submit to this than turn out tender plants too early.
Amid the press of matters needing attention, we must just

for the sake of the less experienced select a few, little in them-
selves, but of importance in securing ultimate success—much
more important than turning the plants out so early as to
astonish your quieter neighbours, and most likely in such a
season as this has been to astonish yourself, by having much
of your work to do over again. As a fact, we may also mention,
that we have seen good plants turned out into beds in the end
of April, and plants no better turned out in the end of May
and the beginning of June, but from the end of July and
onwards the late-planted ones had all the running as they
liked to take it. As more important, then, than early planting,
we would say

—

_
1st, Be particular that the ground should be well pulverised,

aired, and several times slightly turned over, especially after a
hot day—in fact, act as if success depended in digging down
sunbeams.

2nd, Be particular that all plants in pots or otherwise should
be well watered before transplanting—that is, as many hours
before as will permit of all excess passing away, so that, especi-
ally if pricked out in a bed previously, the weight of the soil
will not cause it to fall from the irregular ball. Plants with a
ball of any kind, if planted with the ball in a dry state, wiU
scarcely be made wet by any amount of watering afterwards.
In extreme eases of dry balls, it may be necessary to soak the
ball in a pail before planting. As respects very tender plants,
nse water heated to 75° or 80°.

3rd, In planting, press the earth to the sides of the ball
gently, do not press the ball much downwards, whether there
be earth above it or not. Many practical men are in the habit
of doing this, and thus crack and break the ball, and strain or
destroy the roots, though to keep both entire much consider-
ation had been given.

4th, In planting from pots, if the ball is at all matted with
roots, gently disentangle the outside roots, by drawing the
points of the fingers along the ball, and then firm the boU at
the sides as stated above.

5th, In watering, use only as much as will settle the earth
moistened about the roots, and not deluga the surrounding
ground. In dry, sunny weather, give this watering before the
earth is all replaced, so that you may put dry soil over the
moist soil close to the roots. Bear in mind, that evaporation of
moisture from any body cools the substance from which the
vapour comes, and the damper the soil and the warmer the
weather, the greater the evaporation.

_6th, Keep the same principle in view in future waterings.
Give the plants no more than they will do with without flagging.
In bright days, if the leaves look distressed, whilst the roots are
moist enough, shade, or syringe overhead, instead of deluging
the roots. As to the time for future watering, for six weeks
hence it will be best to water in the early part of the day, so as
to have the surface soil partly dried before night. When the
nights are warmer it is best to water towards evening, and then
the plant, uninfluenced by rapid perspiration in the sun's rays,
will have more time to absorb the moisture. Remember that
the less water tender bedding plants have when first turned
cut, the less will the soil be cooled at night.

7th, Let all plants, especially in exposed places, be secured.
For this purpose we know nothing better than small branching
twigs, such as the points of Pea sticks. Spruce branches that
have lain a twelvemonth in a heap, with a weight over them,
as a haystack orcornstack, are the very best for such a purpose;
they are full of little twigs, and if taken care of they will last
a number of years. When plants grow intertwined among
such twigs these become all covered, and the strongest winds
will scarcely be able to throw them into unseemly wreaths or
heaps. In low protected places, such trouble may be avoided,
but we dare not trust a single Calceolaria, or Scarlet Pelargo-
nium without such securing twigs.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN 5IARKET.—June 5.

SOPPLV continues fully equal to the demand ; but prices are but little
affected. New Potatoes bring from ad. to id. per lb.

8. d. B. d I

Apples Jsiove 3 0to4
Apricots doz 4
Cherries box 2 3
Chestnuts bnsh.
Currants 4 sieve

Black .". . do.
Fics doz. 10 15
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9 16
Gooseberries ..quart 4 6
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 5 10
Lemons 100 5 10

Melons each 8 Otoia
Nectarines doz. 15 24
Oranijes 100 5 10
Peaches doz. 21 42
Pears (dessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb. 5 8
Plnms i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries oz. 6 10
20Walnuts bush. 10

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletPvun.4 sieve
Beet, Red T. doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 1(10

Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. 8.

6ton
4 7

6
6
1

6

2
8
8
8

2 6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce.... per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
New lb.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch

d.

S too

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Books (J roimr, Czardner).—^on can have " The Cottage Gardeners'

IJictionarv," free by post from this office if you enclose sixty-eight postage
stamps, w-ith your address. (IK. M. P. i.—Johnson's "The British Ferns."
It can be had free bypost from this office if you enclose forty-six postage
st.amps with your address. (C. F. 7.).—We have a book full of plans, now
printing, referring to the laying out of gardens which will appear in a
month or two.

American Scupflixg Hoe {K. il. H.).—We know of no one who makes
it in this counti-y. Any whitesmith could make one from the drawing.
Insect on Vine Stems (J. B. D.).—It is the Vine Scale, Coccns vitis.

Scrape off the bark, and paint the stems with a creamy mixture com-
pounded of soft soap } lb., flowers of sulphur 1 lb., black pepper in powder
J lb., and water 3 gallons. Boil them together twenty minutes.
Seaweed Manure—Prdnihg-time (A Novicr, North of Ireland).—SeA-

weed is an excellent manure both for Sea-kale and Asparagus. It mav
be put on now, or at any timo, whilst fresh, and be forked into the soU
when the beds are dressed in autumn. Apples, Pears, and Plums are
pruned in autumn when the leaves have fallen ; but if summer-removing
and pinching of shoots have been duly pursued, little remains for th«
knife to do in autumn.
Cost of EREcrrXG a Vinery {Amateur).—It is quite impossible for ns

to state the cost. Apply to builders who advertise in our columns, and
to others in your neighbourhood, and then make your selection from the
estimates.

Kitchen Refuse (Tuhc Bill).—The earth is the best and cheapest of
deodorisers. Put the refuse on any vacant ground, and spread a little earth
over it.

Ants (H. E.).—They may be driven away by sprinkling a little gnan«
over their haunts daily, until they cease to appear.

Direction [Iuo).—Mr. Dobson, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

Bean {C. Mar^den).—We are quite sure that it is not a horse bean ; but
the best authorities at the Royal horticultural Society could not help lu
to identify it without seeing a pod.

Grapes (Z. Z. Z., Surrpi/).—Write to Messrs. Webber & Co., Fruiterers,
Covent Garden, and state what you wish.

Currants Blooming but Fruitless (G. H. L.).—We can assign no
reason under your treatment for the Raby Castle Currant having fruitless
flower-stalks, except the rich manuring. Prune in summer as before,
but avoid the yearly rich top-dressing for a year or two.
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VrNE TTkiitialthv (/Jfuf).—Tho w:\sted tondril-llke bnnrhfiq are the
result of tho want of corroUtive action betwoon branches and roots, partlv
tbo conflpqnonco nf the roots beinR over-deep, of unripenod wood, or of
oTPrcroppmR ia the previous year. It may also, to some extent, be
nwinff to the state of the foliage. wUich isoompletoly overran with thrips.
The VinoR nould do no (jood whilst in that state. Now. we can only re-
commend yon to Hmoke your hou'io fonr or tWe times with tobirco, leav-
iuff a nitrht or two between each tiino. Before smoUini? Hhut np the
house by three o'clock. Let all the Vine'? bp dry, and then ne\t. morning
early Ryrint;e freely with water at 100\ If thti leaven are a fair sample
you will have to repeat the process fonr or five times at least.

pREVESTiN-t; Grapes Sh^vkin^ (J. .-f.).—For Vinos planted thirtr-flve
yearn we would recommend you to brin^' forward strontf youn;? Vines,
ond replace the old ones bydeffreca. Meanwhile, as the Vines now show
so well and are ho henlthy, we would, to avoid shankini?. run a deep drain
in front of the bord<>r, and if the weather be dry water the border with
manure water. If you could not make the drain you might make two or
three dumb wells.

Air RooTfl of Vivns f j:. S.).—The roots on the stems will alwavs be
produced frrcly under two circumstances—first, when the atmosphere
of the house is kept very moist, and secondly, when from various causes
the temperature at the roots ia much lower than the temperature of the
house, or there is any other canso for tho roots not rootint? kindly at the
time in the border. Some ffardeners encijun<je them rather than other-
wisc; butthoni^h Ro Innij as vitjornns theradd totho stren!,'t,ho{ the Vine,
they dr>' up at the coIourin<; period when most strentjth is wanted.
Another circumstance aKflinst them is, that whilst thoy root freely in the
honse, there is so far n check ffiven to the free rootintjin the border and
therefore we consider it advisable to cut them off rather th^,n enconraffe
them. As corroborative of these remarks, we may remark that this root-
infi rncide takes place chiefly in forced vineries, where there is likely to bo
more difference between the top and the mot temperature.
CucuMBEUR FAtr.KT> (W. M.).—We could discover no insects on the

encumber leaf, but there were marks as if thrips had been visitint? yon.
It IS a small insect, and jumps as yon approach it. There are a few places
that look as if viPited bv red spider. Neither insect likes tbo fumes of
sulphur, such as Riven off by a hot-water pipe, or bv the sun ahininp on it
when plastered apainst a wall. Neither likes the free use of the svrinffo.
For the thnps you will have to smoke with tobicco several times and
synnge freely; but if the uenorality of the Joaves are as bad as those
sent, we would advise bringing on yoimi? plants in another place. Take
whatyoucan from the present plants, then turn thoinout, removini? all the
soil, ants, and all, smokiuK the place with hurninc aulnhnr. keeping shut
up for twenty-four hours. Then wash all the walls, fill them with fresh
rtoil, and replant with the fn^sh plants. If the leaves are all as bad as the
one sent, tobacco smoking would be more waste; if only a few are so,
then smoke and syiinpe.

Watering Vises ix an In-stoe Border (Av .4maVur).—Mnch will de-
pend on the state of the weather. If the weather is vprv bright with dry
wind the Vines ^vill require water every day, especially if the liorder has
been made of light loam that does not retain inoisturo long after water-
ing, and the Vines are in a very vigorous state of growth." This applies
to the pcno 1 of the Vine setting its fruit, and so on to the commencement
of the colouring nf the berries, when they should not he so liberally sup-
plied with water. With regard to the quantity of water to be given,
^Amateur's" judgment should be his best guide. No one could state
the exact quantity, as so much depends on the nature of the soil the
border is composed of. If it is an open sandy soil a large quantity should
be given at each watering ; on the other hand, if it is a retentive soil the
Vines are growing m, a less quantity will bo sutBcient, but small drihblota
of water are not to be recommended at any time. Mr. Wills nlways
applies it in eufiicient quantity to thoroughly soak the soil the Vino or
other plants are gi-owing in. If the drainage of your Vine border has
been properly seen to you cannot err bv applying waterin large quantities
ns soon as the roots of the Vine are in full action, and from that time to
the period named above. As soon as all the berries have changed colour
the water-pot may be put aside, only using it occasionally to keep the
Vines from flagging. All the air that can bo givon with a liicher tempe-
rature IS also then required to give tho berries that fine finish and flavour
which are the most necessary and essential points the Vino cultivator
should keep in view.
Robe Isabella Gray not Flowerixo (A Ten-yenrs Subscriber).—We

can only account for the Rose showing buds and not expanding them,
from the atmosphere being kept too close and moist. Give more air, and
keep the plant near tho glass.
Propaoating Daphne cneorum (Idem).—It is best propagated by

layering into small pots placed in the ground around the plants. Anv
disposable bushy shoots put in the soil up to the leaves, and pegged
securely in tho soil, and about an inch below the surface, will succeed.
It IS not nccessnry to make a slit or cut. but that facilitates tho rooting.
Shoots Inycred now will be well rooted by the autumn.
pROPAfiATioN OF RnBuns AND Trees 'J. B. 1^.).—Rhododcudrous may

be layered m spring before they bcufin to gi-ow, or in autumn after the
growth is perfected, and we think autumn n^*'fer.^blo. Kvertn-een shrubs
should be layered in September or in March, hut the former is more

dqnirable. Deciduous troe^ and shrnhs shonld bo layered in autumn
sfter tho loavfl^ fill, and cittings of evergreens, as Ijiiirols, shouM be
put in daring Sentt'inber, or of Aucubns early in the mouth, and cuttings
of Coniforae at tho end of August. Wo consider the cut in layering prefer-
able to the twist.

Fkrn- pRONns BucKKNUD—E\,TKS DT WooDT.icB (Pier! !)—The yotmg
fronds dio off b-^foi-,! they uufobl, from cold, wet, and suddoii changes of
temperature. K'^nu the atmospiiere more humid, and avoid wetting the
fronds, and give a slight increase of temneraturo. We nev.u- heard of
woodlico being destroyed l>y "' carbonic acid gas,'" and if you create such
a g'4s in y.jiir fernery as to drive awty the woodlico, we think your own
life and that of thuso entoring it will ho ]"oopardi3»d, to say nothing of
the destructiiiu of i)\^ plants. You say you have follow^il o'lr advice and
catch them by humlreds, but you really do not see that it leasens the
quintity. We can onlv say, Set more traps or baits. Wo are certain
you will exterminate them.

PRUsr*i(i F,VEU''.nr:E>j TF.nrs and Snurms (.f .<?«?)« ri?.^r>.~\rbutns yon
may cut-in in spring. >m\. unless it grows unshapely it should not he pruned
at all, and it as well as Evergreen Oik-i should not have any pruning
beyrmd the caf.tiug-out of a long niked branch, or the shortening of
irregulir growthsi. This should be ibme in spring before thoy begin to
grow. Portugal liTireN should be pruned early in Mnv, cutting them in
to any shape or form refiuired. and if compact close head'^ are wanted
they should bo gone over ng.iin at the end of August. Laurels may bo
cut ia June, or if they require much cutting it should be done ejirly in
April. We. however, cui ours at the end of Mayor eirly in Jane, and
again in August. Aucubis should be cit insnrin^ before tho growth is

made, and then only ; and tho Liurustiuus should ba cut early in May,
and tho young growths not after .vards shoi'teuod, as they flower from tba
ends

.

SoLANT-H CAP3Tr^sT^u?I TREATMENT (H. (r. B ).—Tho pUut of which
you sent us a fruit nnd iprig is Solanum c^^^^cls•r',lm. a greenhouse or
half-hardy shruh. It mav be placed out of donrs from now until October,
but is bo.4t kept in a cold frame, or cool oiry greenhouse.

Genista or Coronu-t, v after FLowKRixa (f./.'-mi.—If the plant re-
quires repjtting it «;'iti1 1 ha dioo at o-ic). A cimpost of sin.lv loam and
one-third leaf mould, witli a free admixture of snd, will grow it well, and
it miy bo cut ia ii nor'essary; but this should be done previously to
potting, the latter taking place when the new shoots arc a few inches
long. Tho plant may bo placed out-djors in summer, it being kapt well
supplied with water.

Propaoatino Arabis vartegata (C. F. r.).—This plant may now have
the side runners slipped off, and, bfing placed in sand in a shady border,
and kept moi.it. they soon rout. This may be done from now up to Sep-
tember; but w^ prefer dividing the plants now, and the divisions form
nice plants for autumn planting.

PnoPAG.vTiNO Ceuastium tojirntosux (Idem).~-ThQ bi^t method that
we have tried is to put in cuttings of the last year's growth at the end of

March or early in April, two or three together where wanted, inserting
them so that they may l>e two-thirds covered by the soil. They should be
put in in littlo ttifts, or two or three branches together, about 6 inches
apart from plant to plant, or from tuft to tuft. They make n splendid
edging by July. (.'iTttinL,'i 'Strike freely if iusevted in sind and nliccd in
a cold frame or shady I'order, and more quickly if placed in a mild hot-
bed. The plant i.^ easy of propagation by division.

Roses for Training to House (Idi^m).—There are no evergresa
Roses such as you require, but we think the following would please you,
though they lose their leaves in winter, as every good Rose does;—
Bourbon, Acidalie and Sir Joseph Paxton ; Tea-scented, Climbing Devoni-
ensis, Gloire do Dijon, and i\rar jchal N'iel ; and Hybrid Perpetual, Mart--
cbal Vaillant, Madsnio Louise Cnrique, Madame de Cambaeeres, Lord
Raglan, Jules Margottin. Mailamo Julie Darau, and Eugene Apport.
Insects in Cucumber Krame {Gon»txint Reader,!. M ).—We think from

your description that tho insects of which you complain are woodlice.
They cannot be thrips. a-) these confine their excursions to the loaves and
stems, and may be found on the under si'le of the leaves of plants at-

tacked by them ; besides, tobacco smoke will destroy thcra, which yon
say it does not those ravaging your plants. Procure a toad or two and
place in tho frame. Tliey will clear the bed of woodlice in a short time.
We keep them in constantly.
Ferns (X. M. i^.).—Write to Mr. Sims, Nurseryman, Foots Cray. Kent.
Preserving the Colour ok Dried Flowers (jRus- .—Arrange and

press tho apecimen fl^it ; then put it into a tin dish partly filled with dry
sand, cover the specimen with more dry sand, and place in an oven at a
heat that will dry the plant quickly without scorching. Wo are told
that this mode preserves tho colours. We shall be obliged by information
on this subject.
Names of Plants {C.F.).—Andromeda marlana. (Comlanf licadt^r).—

Aspleuium ndiantum nigrum ; 1, Tradescantia virginica ; 2, >retrosideros
citrina ; 3, Veronica gentianoides. (T. B ).—1. Pelliea gerimiifijia ; 3, So-
laginella Kraussiana (?) ; 3, Asplenium rhizophorum ; 4. Pellsa hastata ;

5, Asplenium falcatum ; 6, Adiautum trapeziforme. (If. B.].—1, Adiantam
pedatum (?) ; 2, Adiantum capillus-Veneris; 3, Asplenium marinum
4, Pteris chinensis.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Loudon for the Week ending June 4th.

Date.
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POULTBY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

BOYAL AGRICULTUR^VL SOCIETY'S POULTRY
SHOW AT BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

It appears that the Committee do not intend to pay any
attention to the appeal of " Nemo," either by postponing the

date of entry or rescinding the rule which imposes a fine of

10s. per pen if the poultry is not sent.

I thought I would try them, and so sent an entry, but refused

to '• engage to forfeit and pay a sum of £20 if the birds should

prove on entering the yard to be suffering from any infectious

disease," or " to pay a fine of 10s." if they were not sent, the

"only exceptions to the fine allowed being death or disease."

As"Neuo" says, "a thousand circumstances may occur " in

that time to prevent one from sending them—" the hens may
be broody," or some of them may be stolen, &c. Some thieves

paid me a visit a fortnight ago, broke into my Duck-house, and
cleared the place. I might have had them entered, and, to

make amends for my loss, I should have had to have paid a

fine of IOj. for losing them ! Further, the exhibitor is called

upon to state exactly the very pair of birds he intends to send
;

their exact age to a " day " must be stated separately, and lest

he Ehonld not be able, or willing, to state the precise age, the

Committee ask for the date of their hatching ! I suppose they
think poultry fanciers keep a " register of births," or that, if

they happen to have a dozen cocks and hens of the same kind,

they fhali not be able to send any but the identical pair entered,

althongh the others may at the time of the Show be far more
eligible than those it was first intended should be sent. There
is neither sense, reason, nor good policy in such regulations.

Do the Committee think poultry fanciers as a class are so short-

sighted as to send valuable birds from home to be penned up
for a week when they know they are suffering from disease ?

The probability iathe birds would be dead long before the end of

the Show. Or do they think that after paying an entrance-fee

of 0.'. per pen every one would not try to send his fowls if at

all practicable ?

Well, I sent an entry, but stated I would not " engage to do
anything so absurd " as to subscribe to those rules, but would
agree to " forfeit the entry money if not sent, which was enough
for all purposes." Mark the result. My entry money is re-

turned to me with a note to the effect that the Committee
" cannot accept my entry unless on the terms printed on the
certificate." Surely such policy is suicidul, for, as " Nemo "

says, " he and many others " will, no doubt, " keep their fowls
St home."— J. E. J.

COMB OF THE DORKING HEN.
Tour, statement that " the comb of a Dorking hen should be

moderate in size, well serrated, and should hang over the
side," seems to me to reveal a weak point in the present system
of judging, upon which I should like to have the opinion of

Mr. Hewitt, or some other good authority.

Nothing is more essential in a Dorking cock than that his

comb should be straight, and yet the comb of the hen " should
hang over the side." Ton are not alone in this assertion. Mrs.
Arbnthnot states that the comb " should fall over on either

Bide." If this rule be correct, how, let me ask, are you to breed
perfect birds ? If I wanted cocks with perfect combs, surely I

ought to obtain hens as well as cocks whose combs do not fall

over, either on one side or the other ? Yet yon say, that " those

who are skilled in, and very observant of poultry, look ' awry '

on very upright combs in hens."

It seems, then, to me, that a straight comb ought to be no
drawback to a Dorking hen, but rather one of her nualifi-

cations, provided it be correct in other respects. Unless,

indeed, the present rule be modified, I do not see how you can
expect to breed prize cocks from prize hens.—E. M. B. A.

[We forwarded the preceding to Mr. Hewitt, and this is his

reply:—"In giving my opinion as to the formation of the

comb of a Grey Dorking hen, I quite agree with your published

statement, that the comb should be of moderate size, well-

serrated, and hanging over the face on one side. The theory

propounded by ' E. M. B. A.' of breeding from what is com-
monly known as a ' prick-combed,' Grey Dorking hen, has been
again and again attempted, but I never yet knew a single in-

dividual who persisted in the experiment a second year, for

disappointment was the invariable issue, and the chickens thus
produced proved utterly useless for exhibition. If your corre-

spondent purposes breeding Dorkings, I would strongly advise

him to adopt the very plan he repudiates at present—viz., mate
together a cock having a perfectly upright comb with hens
whose combs fold and then turn over the face, it matters not on
which side. He will then find, if well-bred stock bird.<, that all

his chickens will have combs exactly of the same formntion as

the parent birds. In Spanish fowls the same rule again holds

good. It is only great age or want of health and condition

that will cause the combs of either Spanish or Dorking cocks to

fall over, if they are truly-bred birds. In the latter case, it

very frequently happens that restored constitution causes the

comb to become again as erect and firmly fixed as ever. The
different formation of the comb is, in the breeds referred to,

simply characteristic of sex, as is the mane of a lion or the

antlers of a buck.

—

Edward Hewitt."]

POULTRY AT THE BERKS AND
AGRICULTUR-AL SHOW.

H.\NTS

"We are glad to note an npward tendency in this Show. Th-^ experi-

ment of moving from town to town is a success, and enUsts new snp-
portera at every place visited. In common with other agricnitnral

meetings this suUered by the absence of cattle ; but the show of sheep,
horses, &c., was so good that the yard was tilled, and no ugly gap in
the rows told of the existence of the " Pest " in some parts. Hamp-
shire is. fortunately, free from it. These shows are now so thoroughly
understood, that they become training schools for farmers who are still

in search of knowledge and anxious to learn. Thng, the mowing
machines are no longer exhibited in a row in the implement yard, but
they have their trial at actual work one against the other. No one
can overestimate the importance of seeing machinery in motion, and
we believe that more can be learnt by spending an hour with the
machines in action, than by a great amount of study of diagrams and
lectures.

The progress, however, is not confined to horses, sheep, pigs, or
machinery. Our department also increases, and the notabilities of
the poultry world meet for a friendly joust at Basingstoke, Heading,
or Winchester, as the case may be. We have published the prize list,

which will afford an earnest of the quality of the birds. Colonel
Lane's Dorhings were of the highest merit, as were also the second-
prize birds. These latter owed their position principally to the
fact the hens were unequal, one very good, one very inferior. The
White Dorkings were unusually large and good. There was a bird of

great size in pen 15, but so decidedly yellow in his hackle and saddle that
he could not be considered a white bird. The CochiTis were r^n/ good,
especially Miss Millward's prize pen. Goiiv'. left nothing to desire,

the Brown-breasted Reds being the best birds. This Show has a name
for I'olajids. Mrs. Pettat's Golden and Mr. Edwards's Black with
white tops maintained their old reputation. The Spanish were the
best that have been ever shown at this Show. Mr. Pittis's first-prize

pen of Golden-pencilled is among the best we ever saw. Though we
connot say as much for the Spangled, yet we are warranted in saying

the first and second prize pens were very meritorious. There was
great competition in Brahma Footras, some of the best yards being
represented. The prize birds were nearly even, and a pen of chickens

shown by Mr. Fowler deserves notice. They were early, and we
thought them birds of promise. We come now to a class that fairly

demands an increase of prizes. Two are not enough for twenty pens to

compete for. There were eight deserving prizes and only two to

award. We have seldom seen so many good Duckwings as at this

Show. The Variety class, comprising Andalnsian, La Flcche, Malay,
Gnoldres, Silkies, Crt-vo Cceur, and nondescript, was amusing as
well as attractive- It may give rise to discussion some day. There
was a dumpy La Flcche, all the points well developed, save that she
seemed a gallinaceous " Widdrington," and stood " upon her stamps."

Then we had a vulture-hocked La Flcche cock. This is the fii-st time

we have seen such a mooster. We make no doubt that in I'^tJO there

will be a party declaring that vulture hocks are the correct thing for

a La Flcche cock. We hereby enter our protest. The Malays were

excellent.

Then we came to Diu-is. .A.}lesbnry and Eonen took thtir places

first and second. Some beautiful small Buenos Ayrean, and a cage

of veiy tame and graceful Pintail were obUged to be content with high

commendations.
I'iiietms are daily becoming greater favourites. The present Show

was no exception. The Carriers, Tumblers, Fantails. TmmiKters,

and Mac-pies, noticed in the prize sheet, were all highly merilorions.

In the Magpie class, one pair that took second prize was of EuiiiassiBg

beautv. The Various class showed Nuns, Barbs, Jacks, SwaUowf,

and White Jacks.

Then large downv Itnlhits, with ears dropring and trading on the

ground, called for our attention, the first-prize one measuring 19i inches

'in length, and 4J in width ; the second. ISJ in length, by i\ in width.

Foreiim brought pretty Himalayans, but we doubt whether any of the

rough-haired are really "Fore'ign." '^^•' "'•'* "»' «- '"'^ '"'»''= '•"•The next was a large class for
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Rabbits (to incluclo all poiats). Many were very goo;l, and deserred

prizes.

Captain Booth, an amateur in the nei(»hbonrhooil, sent a most at-

tractive and remarkable collection. Two lar^e ca5;es, placed on a

carriape, were decorated with flowers and everf»reens. They had
perches of peeled wood, fli.at shone iu the sun. and were tenanted by

a score of Golden and Silver cock Pheasants, all in full plumage.
These had for companions Doves—White andBarbary. Another caf;e

held a Chamois, and another a Bartavelle. All seemed perfectly

happy and fearless, and it was apparent to all it was not '' their first

appearance on the staffe."

The band of iho GOth Rifles, the trials of hunters over six hnrdles,

a cbarminc^ "locale." and an excellent and nnraerona attendance,

combined to make this a rural Firte, as well as a successful Show. A
working Committee of gentlemen, and the zealous and experienced

services of the Secretary, Mr. Downes, deserved no other result.

BouKrs'os fColoured).—First, Lieut.-Col. Lnno, Bracknell. Second, C.

Cook, Shorehara, Ku'-9px. Highly Commended, Mrs. St. John; Lieut.-

Col. L;ine. Commended, H. Portsmouth, Basingstoke.
DoimiNos (White).—First and Second, H. Lin^vvood, Barking, Needham

Market, SufloMt. Commended. G. Butler, BuUsdown, Bramley.
Cochin-China.—First, Miss J. Millward. Netvton 8t. Loe, Bristol. Se-

cond, Rev. S. C. Rtnmc-i-tun, The North Gate, Warwiclt. Hitthly Com-
mended. Rev. W. C. H HupbesD'Aeth, Arborfield, Reading. Commended,
S. D. Forbids, Portsen ; Mrs. St. John.

Gabie.—First. S. Dupe, Evercreech, Bath. Second, S. ^latthew, Stow-
market. Highly Commended, J. Seken, Eltham, Kent ; J. Mason, Wor-
cester.
Poi>ANDS.—First, Mrs. Pettat, Ashe Rectory. Second, T. P. Edwards,

Lyndhurst. Highly Commended, T. P. Edwards. Commended, Mrs.
Pettat.
Spanish.—First, A. H. Drummond. Maidenhead Thicket. Second, J.

Jenner. Lewes. Hi^jhly Commended, F.James.
Hasiburghs ("Silver or Golden-pencilled).—First, F. Pittis, jnn., New-

port, Isle of Wight. Second, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton.
HAirBunoHS {Silver or Golden-spangled).—First, Mrs. Pettat. Second,

T. Walker, inn., Denton. Manchester. Highly Commended, Mrs. Pettat.
Brahma Pootras (Light).—First, H. Dowsett, Pleshey, Chelmsford. Se-

cond and Cnnimended. J. Pares, Postford House.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—First, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Second,

F. James, Peckham, Highly Commended, Lieut.-Col. Lane ; J. K. Fowler.
Bantams.—First. F. Pittis, jun. Second, Mrs. Pettat. Highly Com-

mended, W. Boufcher, Nottiiig Hill, London ; Rev. J. De L. Simmonds ;

E. Sheerman, Chelmsford; Miss R. Read, Nutley, Micheldever; F.
Pittis, jnn.
Any Variett not Before Mentioned.—First, J. K. Fowler (Creve

Cceur). Second. J. Hinton, Hinton, Bath (Malays). Third, W. Weston,
Bramlev, Guildford (And:ilusians). Highlv Commended Mrs. St. John
(Silkies') ; S. C. Phair. Southsea (Creve Cceur.)

Docks.—First and Second, J. K. Fowler. Highly Commended, T. C.
Harrison, Hull; Miss J. Millward.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—Prize, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
TcnrBLERS. -First. J. Fnrd, Monlcwell Street, London. Second, — Mar-

tin, Hulme Barracks, Manchester. Highly Commended, J. Ford; H.
Yardley ;

— Martin.
Fantails.-First, Miss J. Millward. Second and Highly Commended,

H. Yardley.
Trumpeters.— First, H. Yardley. Second, A. P. Maurice, Herriard

Grange.
Magpies.—First, — Martin. Second, F. Pittis, jun.
Ant Variety not Before Mentioned.—Fu'st, H. Cawood, Thome, Don-

•aster. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, H. Yardley; Master
W. Barton, Basingstoke ; H. Cawood ; G. Hill, Winchester.

Rabbits.-ioTj^cs? i;f(r,s.—First and Second. G. Hill. Forrij??!.-First,

H. Cawood. Second, Mrs. M. Churcher, Stratton, Micheldever. Variett/

to includ'- nil points.—Fir^t, G. Hill. Pecond, F. Bhmden, jun., Basing-
stoke. Highlv Conimemled. J. Ruff, Basingstoke; J. Astlett,Polhampton,
Overton; P. Warmn, Sunthampton ; H. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Ryde;
H. Child, Birmingham; F. Blunden, jun.

Judge.—Mr. John Baily, 113, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square,
London.

LAUNCESTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 29th of May, in connection with the Show of

the Royal Cornwall Agricultural Association. There were lt)0 entries,

and in all classes there were good specimens of the several breeds.

The prize list is as follows :

—

Dorkings (Coloured).—First and Second, Rev. A. C. Thynne, Peustow,
Stratton. Third, R. W. Beachy, Kin^skerswell Commended. T. Smalo.
Dorking.—Coct.—Second, F. Phillips, Calstock.
Dorkings (White).—First, Lieul .-Col. Archer, Trelaske. Second, Mrs.

WoUeeombe, Stowford Rectorv.
Spanish.-First, J. H. Reed, Clastock (Black). Second and Third, G. T.

Sleeman, Pvworthy. Commended, J. H. Nicholls. Lostwithiel (Black.)
CoCHiN-CniNA.—First, F. Phillips, Calstock iBuff). Second, Mrs.Wolle-

•ombe (Buff). Third, T. E. HawUen, Lostwithiel (Wbito.)
Game.—First, J. Francis, Kilkhampton. Second, T. Pickard, Stratton

(Black-breasted Red). Third, A. West, Bude (Black-breasted).
Game.—Cock.—First, A. West (Browu-breastedl. Second. J. Callacott,

Tavistock (Black Red). Highly Commended, J. Callacott (Bro^m-breastedJ.
Commended, R. W. Beachey.
Brahmas.-Fii-st, R. D. G. CouboIb, Tavistock (Dark), Second, J. H.

KichoUs.
Malays.—First and Second, H. Darch, Stratton.
Cornish.—First and Second, D. Maynard, Stratton.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled) —First, J. F. Delmar Stratton, Second,

J. H. Nicholls. Commended, N. Barter, Plymouth ; J. F. Delmar,
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—Prize, N. Barter.

Hamburghs (Golden-spangled) .—First, J. "F. Delmar. Second, J. Med-
way. Menheniot.
HAMBCRGns fSilver-spanplcd.—First, S.Blanchard, Tavistock. Second,

W. M. Lancaster, Thuborou«h, Holswortliy.
PoLANDS (Golden-spiinfjlcd) —First, S. Slv, Werrint^ton. Second, T.

E. Hawken, Lostwithiel. Third. T. Chndley, Plymouth.
Barnpoor.—First. .T. B.Lvle.Launnells. Second and Third, J, S. Perry,

WhittTow. Fourth, W. J. Lyle. Fifth, J. H. Nicholls.
Bantams 'Black and other colours).—First, H. M. Brazeley, Eideford.

Second, — Morgan, Ettloskerry.
GciN'EA Fowls.—First and Second, W. M. Lancaster.
Ducks ' Aylesbury).-First, J. H. Nicholls. Second and Third, J. Binds,

Brid'jrerule.

Ducks (Cf^mimon).--Fir?t, J. Jnckman. Second, J. K. Cotton, Marham-
chnrch. Third. D. Brent, Linkinhnrne.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, W. Raddall, South Petherwin. Second, A.

Jeffery, Lifton.
Pigeons.—Comvton.—First, J. Brock. Second, J. Heal, Buckland Brewer.

Third,. I. K. Cotton. Carricrs.—Vrize. R. Carter, Penzance. 5ar&s.—Prize,
R. Carter. Pouters.—Prize, W. H. Scott, Exeter. FantaiU.—Prize, R. H.
Clay, Launceaton. Jacobiiu.—Prize, R. Carter. Trumpeters.—Prize, R,.

Carter.

Tiie Jud^rea wei^e Messrs. H. Tyrrell, J. Dunning, E. Carlyon, and
H. Leeworthy.

NEW BOOK.
The Practical Poultry-Kcrper. By L. Wright. Cassell, Fetter,

and Galpin. 1867.

Anotheh book on PouUrv ! Surely the fancy is increasing

rapidly, for many new works must show the advance of the
subject in popular esteem. Another new work, and another
good one too, and one containing a considerable amount of

original matie:.
I own to being somewhat influenced by the size and appear-

ance of books. The booksellers manage these affairs, and tbey ''

cunning men, manage them well. Somebody said that the
west end of every town was its best part ; it was a theory
which did not bear the test of proof, but my book theory will.

For instance : there is the large, broad-margined, ornamentally
bound book with beautiful pictures ; well, that is meant for a

drawing-room table ornament, and the pictures are the best

part of it. Then, of course, we all know what three purple-

clad volumes contain, and how they are not read, but skipped

and rattled through by young ladies (Would they bad something
better to do !), and how they are secreted by school girls from
the severe-eyed spinster who rules them—for their good. Then
there are the two volumes, rather large, of travels ; the one
thick volume for the gentleman's business-room ; and the neat-

looking book, handy to hold, and which opens nicely, and is of

good type. This volume is meant to be read and referred to,

it lies open so easily, and is therefore full of practical matter.

Now just such a volume is Mr. Wright's. It is divided into

sections, which sections I will review in their order. The
first is headed, " The Management of Domestic Poultry, with

a View to Profit." In this section and the one that follows,

on '* The Breeding and Exhibition of Prize Poultry." lie the

strength of the book. They are evidently written from per-

sonal experience, and there has been also a quick eye and a

handy pen at work. Mr. Wright starts with the idea that his

reader may be " totally ignorant of poultry-keeping." but that

he wishes to learn and prosper. Perhaps some may object to

the somewhat positive and commanJing way in which Mr-
Wright gives his instructions. Thus he says, " The pages of

this [the first] section are not intended simply to be read and
commended," but the orders are "meant to be done;" and
*' such food must be regularly given." Well, nothing of this sort

can be too plainly put or too strongly expressed, in order that it

may be implicitly followed. What Sir Charles Napier said he
felt to want at Meanee, and what he wished the great Duke
would write, was a few positively written plain orders, which a

general could not forget: so poultry-keepers want a few posi-

tive, plain, good rules, so put as to be always remembered.
Our author writes as an old uncle speaks to a young nephew

—

" Now mind, young man, you must do this, and you must not

do that," &G. If by thus writing Mr. Wright makes us feel

young again—well, that is not objectionable.

Mr. Wright insists on personal attendance, and bringing up
the children of a family to look after fowls ; and the conse-

quence will be that very soon they will grow to love their

charges. He lays, also, strong emphasis upon the grand rule of

cleanliness iu the fowl-house, and that it must be *' perfectly

waterproof, yet well ventilated, and yet no draught, and that

sunlight must reach the birds some time during the day."

His plans of poulti-y-houses are good. In choosing fowls he
gives a good description to guide the beginner as to knowing a

young bird, and also the absolute need of having young birds
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every year if winter ef»g3 are desired. In his hints on feeding

I coincide with him in his recommendation to give the last

meal in the day of whole corn. Indeed, all Mr. Wright's prac-

tical remarks are worth notice. Thus, the water-vessel he
recommends, having an opening at the top closed by a cork, is

much preferable for cleansing to the ordinary stone fountain.

The chapter on Incubation is full of good hints. The advice

about moisture is perfectly correct. I would advise that if yon
must sit a hen in a box on wood, as in a hayloft, cut a large

turf, and set the box on it, and wet the turf now and then.

Rearing, Fattening, and Diseases are noticed in their turn.

Passing on to Section II. we come to Mr. Wright's advice

concerning " The Breeding and Exhibition of Prize Poultry."

Profit and fancy are usually two separate things, yet fancy

poultry may frequently pay well. Be it so, yet I wish the

English lower middle class could make ordinary poultry so

profitable, that the money spent on foreign eggs could go into

English pockets. The chapter " On Scientific Principles of

Breeding, and the Effects of Crossing," may not convince all

minds, but it is well written, and very interesting. One
remark is undoubtedly true, " without foundation by long-

continued selection no strain can be depended on." This I

have found to be true over and over again. The remarks on
" Treatment of Fowls Before and AftBr Exhibition," should be
tested by the reader's own present and future experiences.

The third Section on "Different Breeds of Fowls," is less new,
as upon its subject so much has been of late written. All except

Brahma fanciers will, I fear, think the chapter on that breed

too long in proportion to the space given to other varieties
;

but, without doubt, those who have contributed descriptions

of the breed understand it thoroughly. I may instance Mr.
Pares, Mr. Hinton, and others. This latter remark applies to,

other contributors to this section. The chapter on Game fowls

is written by " Newmaeket," who gives his name, and of

whom I may, therefore, speak as Mr. Trevor Dickens. I wish
this gentleman would publish a separate book on Game fowls.

He understands this breed thoroughly, and combines the now
rare knowledge of the bird in its former pugnacious character,

and its present character as a bird for the show pen. I ask,

too, because even in a recent and large work the chapter on
Game fowls is very meagre. Such a book well illustrated would
be valuable, for it would record permanently facts already dying
out, because the pastime is gone; and certainly Mr. Dickens
knows thoroughly the Game fowl in all its varieties, and would
not pass them over as of mere local knowledge. After the
English breeds, the French varieties are mentioned at large.

I imagine the Houdan will in time be extensively bred in Eng-
land. Then the Bantams are briefly noticed—too briefly ; and
lest any fowl should be offended, the very barndoor bird is

written about. Looking at him in this pretty book, I say

—

" This bird we know is neither rich nor rare,
The only wonder is, how ever he got there."

Section lY. treats of " Turkevs, Ornamental Poultry, and
Waterfowl." Section V. of " The Hatching and Rearing of

Chickens Artificially," and the sixth and last Section treats of

"The Breeding and Management of Poultry upon a Large
Scale," as shown in France, at Belair. The last section I read
in Cassell's monthly number.
Thus I have briefly reviewed Mr. Wright's work, and pro-

nounce it to be what its title declares. More pretentious books
on poultry, and kindred subjects, are often made up chiefly of

quotations from well-known works, and have no claim to origi-

nality. Not so this book. The illustrations are not equal to the
letterpress, but the waterfowl are better than the land birds.

None but a poultry fancier can well illustrate fancy poultry
;

even to a good artist a fowl is a fowl, and no more, and its

points are not seen. Plainer backgrounds cause figures to

stand out sharper and clearer.

In conclusion, I may state that Mr. Wright is the " Nemo "

of our columns; now " Nemo '' is somebody.

—

Wiltshike
RECTon.

INCREASE OF PRIZES FOR CANARIES AND
RABBITS.

Pekmit me to make a few remarks on the great falling off in

the entries of Rabbits and Canaries owing to the small amounts
given as prizes. For instance, fanciers living at a distance are
obliged to forward their stock by rail, the cost of so doing,

even for a single Babbit or Canary, being more than the value
of the first prize should it be fortunately obtained.
Now, in the opinion of a large number of fanciers, and

having the best intentions towards these exhibitions, the follow-

ing alterations would be advantageous, and I trust Com-
mittees will take them into consideration :—Instead of giving

the small prizes that are now given, and only charging small

sums for entrance, we wish for £1 as the first prize, and 10s.

as the second, and 2s. or some such sum to be charged for

entrance fees. The entries would be largely increased.

It is well known that long-eared Rabbits are very valuable,

also pure-bred Belgian Canaries ; Babbits often being sold for

from £5 to £10 in these exhibitions, and Canaries often for

very large amounts.

—

John Taylor, Sliefield.

BEE-KEEPING IN RUSSIA.
{Continued from page 304.)

A POUND of drained honey costs in these countries from Ijd.

to 3(2. Honey in the comb is somewhat more expensive, cost-

ing 3}rf. per lb. Honey is always filtered on a warm hearth

through a sieve of bast, in order to separate it from the wax.

Wax, which however is very often adulterated with tallow and
pea flour, costs from OJd. to Is. per lb. All this, however, ai

far as regards prices, holds good only for the more southern

governments, as, for example, laaratoff, Irenburg, &c. In the

more northern governments, especially Moscow, the prices are

different, and are often more than double what is above stated.

In Moscow, on the honey-feast, the 1st of August, a pound o£

honeycomb costs from Is. to Is. id. per lb. ; in autumn lOd.,

and in the months of February and March, during the great

fast (Lent), from Is. Gd. to '2s. During the great fast an
enormous quantity of honey is consumed, as all the orthodox

Russians are allowed to drink tea, which is the chief beverage,

only with honey or raisins, as sugar is not " pure for fast-

ing," because it is cleaned with burnt bones. A pound of wax
costs from 2s. to 2s. Gd. in winter. In Petersburg the prices

are the same.
He who would send en gros fine honeycomb in frames from

Germany to Petersburg in February or March could make a very

good business of it, as honeycomb in Russia is comparatively

bad

—

i.e., it is in small pieces and broken, while those who buy
usually look out for larger pieces, which, however, as Dzierzon'*

system is not known there, it is difficult to obtain.

In the western governments the bees are treated in an en-

tirely different way to the east. In the north-west of th«

Russian governments of Nowgorod, Pskow, and the formerly

Polish provinces of Ismolensk and Witebsk, they leave tha

stocks in the open air on their stands in winter without sur-

rounding them with straw, &c. ; nay, they do not even take

the trouble to close the rabbets, &c. with clay, &c. The stock*

being lagers, resting at a small height from the ground, aro

often buried so far in the snow that only the higher point is to

be seen
;
(they do not lie horizontally as has been mentioned).

But, nevertheless, although they are lagers—as the head ia

raised they are to be considered as half-lagerstocks—and are

exposed for six months to intense cold, which often reaches
— 30" R. (32° below zero of Fahr.), and lasts long; most of

them winter well. The snow, which almost buries them, is per-

haps the cause of it ; nay, in one of two stocks belonging to

a neighbour of mine in the government Ismolensk, where I

lived in the years 18G0-1862, the lower door had fallen out in

the winter of 1860-1, and the opening, more than 1 foot by
G inches, remained open until spring without the stock dying.

I tried the same experiment with my klotzbeuter in the winter

1861-62, of course on purpose. The lower opening remained
the whole winter exposed to storm and snow, and on the 21st o£

April the bees very cheerfully flew out for the first time to clean

themselves, and I counted at most from 100 to 150 dead bees.

The following day they carried in pollen of Anemone Pulsatilla.

In spring, as soon as the bees have held their flight for

cleaning themselves, all the lower part of the comb in tha

stock is removed, so that only 18 inches remain.
This is considered necessary, that the bees may " work more

industriously." After cutting out the combs, the stocks which
are poor in honey receive a few pounds of honey, which is mostly

granulated. The swarms which, in spite of the bad treatment,

issue rather early here, often in the beginning of the first week
in June, are all placed singly, in spite of their light weight of

2, at most i lbs. ; the latter weight only occurs exceptionally.

Only late swarms, which often weigh merely three-quarters of

a pound, are united together. In the mouth of July honey
is taken in proportion from all the old stocks, even from those

that have given swarms, if only a few ounces, and 6 inches or

somewhat more of the lower part of the combs, even if filled
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with brood, is cut away that the bees may not " be idle." In
autumn the honeycombs are cut out, and honey is given to
all strong stocks which are poor in honey, according to their
want. Empty combs are cut away at the top of the hive, and
honeycombs are inserted instead, and they try by means of
wooden pegs to give them a regular position.

Stocks which are too weak are destroyed, but the beea are
not killed, nor united with other stocks, but they let them
disperse where tliey like. In all these countries little honey
is obtained, in spite of the luxurious vegetation. In spring
the best gathering is from anemones, especially Pulsatilla,
different kinds of willows, poplars, maples, ashes ; in summer
from Rhamnus frangula, Prunus padus, Sorbus aucuparia,
white thorn, and bilberry, from large areas of Thymus serpyl-
lum, later from the very extensive buckwheat fields, and lastly,
late in summer and in autumn, from the enormous quantity
of heath. The pines and fir trees which alternately form large
forests here, are of no use to the bees in these countries.

In the same manner as in the countries mentioned, the
Esthen Letten and others in the provinces on the Baltic manage
their bees, with this difference, that the klotzbeuter-stiinders,
which are the principal hives there, are taken into a cold
chamber, <to., during winter. In the more southerly-situated
western provinces of Russia and in Poland the stocks are taken
for the winter into dry cellars, or under the floors of dwellings,
after a few boards have been removed and a hole has been dug
in the ground for this purpose.
The owners of a great many stocks dig large pits on elevated

spots, place the stocks in them, and cover the pits with thin
beams or refuse boards, on which is placed a thick layer of straw,
and a sloping roof to shoot the water off. It is strange that
the bees are wintered in the open air in a large part of
the_ north-west, and in-doors, &c., in the milder south. In
spring, when the snow is gone and great cold is no longer to
be expected, the stocks are again placed in the open air, but
no care is taken that every hive be put in its former place

;

this is nowhere in Russia attended to. The following day, after
placing the stocks again in the open air, they are cleaned of
dead bees, rubbish, mouldy combs, i-c. All the lower part of
the combs, to the first cross of the klotzbeuter, more than
a foot high, is then cut away, just as we have seen in the more
northern part of Russia. At the swarming season almost all
the swarms which issue are placed singly, the smaller ones in
smaller hives, which are often but G inches in diameter, but
from IJ to 2 Prussian ells (3} to 4 feet) long or high. Only
late swarms and very weak ones are united. In autumn all the
stocks, whether young or old, which have too much or too little

honey for the winter, are killed with brimstone by the owner him-
self, and a similar mixture is obtained as in the east of Russia.
In South Russia, the desert districts, where straw cylinders

are used, the bees are treated in the same way.
In Poland proper, partly the swarming system, partly the

pruning method is employed, and in the same manner as with
stocks with immoveable combs in Germany ; the hives are kept
in special bee-houses. The artificial increase of stocks, how-
ever, is as unknown in Poland as in all the other parts of the
Russian empire. I was stared and laughed at in the different
parts of Russia when I told the clergymen, &c., of artificial

swarms, &c. That the drone is a mole and the worker a neuter
is quite strange to the people in all Russia. With regard to
the queen, they are-all clear about her in Russia proper ; the
queen they consider the female, and call her mother ; but the
workers are said to be the males. Only in many parts of
Poland and the provinces on the Baltic the queen is taken for
the male bee, the workers for females, and the drones for the
nurses of the brood, for which they (the drones) are taken
throughout the whole empire.

Bovist (fungus), is nowhere used for fumigation. Foul
brood is only known in the western provinces ; lately, however,
it has appeared also in the government of Moscow, "thus rather
easterly ; in the proper east, however, this disease is not known
at all. Dysentery ouly appears but rather frequently in the
west. Strange to say, this disease is unknown elsewhere, al-

though the bees in Russia are obliged to remain inside the
Live during the whole of six months.
With regard toklotzbeuters, I have still some remarks to make.

They are mostly made of oak or fir trees, less frequently of lime
trees, besides being worked more roughly. Inside they are
hollowed out carefully (smoothly), and equally in diameter.
They are distinguished from the German klotzbeuters by having
a piece of wood driven in as a wedge outside, just in the middle,
through the opening of the door, which piece of wood projects

at both sides and forms two handles, and at the same tiine

divides the stock outside into two equal parts, each of which
receives a solid door—a thick board. In the western govern-
ments only where lager-klotzbeuters are kept they are not divided
by a piece of wood. It may also be mentioned, that in all Russia
proper some honey is taken from the strongest stocks at the
end of July, besides the proper honey harvest in autumn, in
order to be able to supply the public with honey on the Ist of
August, the honey-feast, when every wealthy Russian provides
himself more or less with honey.

—

Edwaed Assmuss.

A Bee City.—Mr. Carpenter, one of the great bee-masters of

Hampshire, died a few days ago. He had two hundred stocks.

He and his ancestors have resided at Godfrey's Farm at Beao-
Ueu, In the New Forest, for upwards of a century.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Crkve C<ECn's Feathers Ragged (C7. £.).—This is the time of year

wheu the pluiuaf,'e of fowls is brittle and shabby. Feathers that aro
damaged and sickly now, will not be renewed till next moulting time,
when, wo have no drfubt, your bird will regain a perfect appearance.
Thousands of liens that enjoy every possible advantage are ia the same
plight as yours.

IvlLLED BY OvER-Kl!5DKEss (T. E. P.).—Your chickens are ovor-stimn-
lated; they do not require to be uuder glass, nor do they want so much
egg as yon appear to give. Move them out on to grass, doing so in the
heat of the day, that the change may not be too great or sudden ; keep the
hen under the rip, hut let the chickens run about. They wiU then do
well. They are dying from being over-stimulated, and you may discon-
tinue the egg altogether.

DoBBiNG Sci'isoRs {}V. R.).—We find no diflneulty in obtaining them at
any good cutler's. Those used by grooms for cUpping horses answer the
purpose very well.

Incubator Regulator (it.l.—We never heard of a regtilator which
could be atlixed to the ordinary gas burner of an iucubator; such, for in-

stance, as a mercury float that would, in rising and falling according to
the temperature, turn on and diminish the gas.

RrCE FOR Fowls (Clara).—Rice is the least natritlous of all the foods
available for poultry. It may be given in moderate quantities, either

dm-ing very hot weather, or when fowls have become too fat and it is

desirable to reduce them.

Dorking Cock P.'.raly3ed (C G. S.).—The loss of power in the legsi

walking backwards, and staggering, are indications that a blood-vessel
is raptured on the brain. Keep the bird quite quiet and cool, and on low
diet; the oozing then sometimes, but rarely, ceases, and we have known
the bii'dd afterwards recover.

Pigeons Laying Soi--t Eggs, &c. [W. I. 1.).—Your Pigeon troubles have
arisen from one chief cause—the birds being confined. Had they been
at liberty, they would by exercise and pickingup various things have kept
themselves free of disease, which high feeding without air and exercise

will frequently bring upon these birds, and Trumpeters are not very
active, but will sit iu the same place for hours. Our Pigeons walk about
the garden, aud ot some periods of the year feast on green seeds, as their

deeply dyed beaks plainly show. Wo would advise you to sow a large

shallow i)os or pan with lettuce, cress, and cabbage seeds, and when
nicely grown put the box iu your loft. Pigeons like to pluck at green
food when growing, but do not care for it when cut, apparently being
better able to nip off a piece when the plant stands firm aud fixed. Also
feed low, avoiding tares and beans, and let your birds have a bath chuly,

and salt iu the house. Mashed potatoes would also be beneficial, like-

wise a doseof castor oil. Inflammation from high feediugand confinement
being the disease, the cure must rest iu any means which will lower the
system, and remove the fever.

Pheasants—Duration of Sitting—Feeding (W. S. fl".).—Pheasants
sit twenty-two days, but sometimes a day or two longer. You can keep
cock Pheasants of every sort together, provided there bo no hens—yon
cannot keep them together iu pairs. The young require to be fed on eggs
boiled hard, and chopped fine, on curd made of milk aud pressed dry,

bruised wheat, rice boiled in milk, dough made of oatmeal, and if they
are sick, on ants' eggs.

Feeding Cygnets ( W. 1. 1.).—Let the cygnets and the old Swan be
shut up for three or four days. They should have a shallow vessel, with

growing grass at bottom, some lettuce cut in loug narrow strips, and oat-

meal enough to cover the surface of the water. After they are at liberty,

it is still well to feed them for a time in this way.

Chicken-eating Cat (.Edith).—We like a cat on our hearthrug, bat we
like our chickens more ; so if our cat killed the latter, we should condemn
the cat to a watery death. You could only save your chickens and tlie

cat too by having the chickens within a wire cncloBuro—wired at the top

as well as the sides.

Queen Laying a Plurality of Eggs in One Cell—FRAaiE HrvEs
(Edyard Fairbrothcr).—We do not fancy that there was any defect in the
unforlunate queen, which was merely impelled to relievo nature by
depositing a pluraUty of eggs in every available cell, owing to the circum-
scribed breeding space to which she was restricted in so weak a colony.

Could you once have succeeded in raising the population to a sufiicient

extent, we have little doubt that she would have proved herself fully

equal to the occasion. We perfectly coincide with you in your apprecia-

tion of frame hives, and in considering that apiarians generally are

indebted to Mr. Woodbury for making public and disseminating his modi-
fication of, and improvements upon, this German and American invention,

"artificial Swarms (W. H. S(ccr).—Do not attempt to equalise the

population by reversing the position of the hives, as by so doing you
would risk the loss of one or both the queens. We should not attempt to

artificialise under such circumstances, but should prefer waiting the

issue of natural swarms.
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Utoat tbe miciaie of September, and not later than the

omI ci the mouth, the plants should be lifted very carefully

vith a fork, on a damp day if possible. Preserve the old ball

^lire, bot shake away the looae soil ; then place them in nine-

iDch pots, affording liberal drainage, and using a compost of

OD0-third loam from rotten turf—that from a pasture where the

Boil is a rather strong yellow loam is to be preferred—one-third

thoionghly decomposed cowdung, and a like proportion of rough

or thiee-parts-dccayed leaf mould, with the addition to the

lAole ol about one-sixth sharp sand. The loam should be

torn in pieces with the hand, the cowdung should be so dry as

to be easily broken with a spade, the leaf mould ought to be

passed Ihxongh a three-quarter-inch riddle to free it from sticks,

ad nil should be well mixed and incorporated. The soil must

lie well worked in amongst the roots, and the plants ought

not to be potted deeper than they were before, or only very

little. They may, after potting, be placed in a cold pit, a gentle

•wstering and a slight syringing overhead being given, and the

tame kept close and shaded for a few days until the plants re-

cover from i>otting so as to endure sun and air without flagging.

After they have become again established, air should be given

rery freely whenever the weather is mild, and protection must

be afforded them by mats placed over the lights. They may
temain in the cold pit or frame until the close of November, or

oren later if the weather be mild, when they should be re-

mored to a cold and airy greenhouse, where they cannot have

too light and roomy 3 position. The plants must be watered

to keep them gently growing, in fact the foliage should not be

allowed to flag ; no water, however, is to be given until the soil

becomes dry, then afl'ord a watering sufhcieut to show itself at

the drainage. This is the grand secret of watering, for it is

positively injurious to water a plant when the soil is wet, and

it is equally liurtful to allow it to droop from the soil being too

dry. As regards temperature, it is sufiicient during winter if

the plants be kept from frost ; even a few degrees below

freezing with a dry atmosphere will be better than a few

degrees too much heat. Protection from frost is all they re-

quire, and air on all favourable occasions.

In February the plants may be shifted into 12-inoh pots,

employing the compost already mentioned, and this is all the

patting I consider necessary for subjects intended to be planted

out in the flower-garden. Let the plants continue in a cool

house until the end of March ; then place tbem in a cold pit,

and let them remain there until the end of May, giving air on

all favourable occasions, and keeping them as cool as possible,

bnt protecting from frost. Sometimes when I have had little

room I have not potted tbem early in spring, but have fed

tbem with liquid mauui'c instead ; but the plants were not so

fine as those which had had a shift.

The ground where Humeas are to be planted should have a

liber&l dressing of manure and leaf mould, or holes, each suffi-

ciently large and deep to hold a barrowful of the compost

named for potting, should be dug for the plants. After planting

gire a good watering.

if specimens are required for the greenhouse or for other

porposes, some of the most promising plants may, early in

Januaiy, be potted in 12-inch pots and kept in a cool house.

By the end of February they will h&ve filled the pots with

roots ; they may then have a final shift into 15 or 18-inch

pots, and nt this potting the soil may be rougher but not

richer, though the loam may be ot a stronger nature. They
flhonld be carefully watered uutil the roots are working in the

fresh soil, and may after February have a sprinkling of water

overhead night and morning, but nothing Bpproacbing to a

close atmosphere. Of air and light they canuot have too much,
and they cannot be kept too cool so long as they are merely

protected from frost. They must have plenty of room, and if

inclined to grow on one side more than another the pot should

be reversed, placing next the liglit that side of the plant which

eeems disposed to grow least. When they have filled the pots

with roots they may have liquid manure at every alternate

witcring, and afford a liberal supply of water when it is re-

qmired. If sphis appear fumigate with tobacco paper, and
tlirips mny be disposed of in the same manner ; but either of

these insects attacking Humeas show the air to have been too

close, warm, and dry. Keep cool, airy, and well watered.

—

G. Abeet.

and not to Messrs. J. Teitch & Sons as was stated. Mr. Stan-

dish holds the entire stock of this splendid Conifer, which he

is now sending out.

XIktisostoea FiLiTEnA.--The first-class certificate for this

jfjant, which waa exhibited on Tiiesdny, the 21st of May, was
Bwsrdsd to Mr. .John Standi'^h, of the Pvoyal Nursery, Ascot,

A VISIT TO LEIGH PARK.
I BECENTLY accompanied a friend to the gardens appertain-

ing to Leigh Park, near Havant, Hampshire, the residence of

W. H. Stone, Esq., M.P. ; and amidst the varying lights and
shades of an April day, passed a few hours most agreeably

amongst the objects of Nature's handiwork which are met with

there.

The neat little town ot Havant, lying on the South Coast

Line, about seven miles from Portsmouth, is easily accessible

to holiday-seekers, and the attractions ol the Park are fully

appreciated in summer by visitors from miles around. The
entrances to the place are from the Portsmouth turnpike road

;

that which afforded us ingress is about a mile and a half from

Havant, and is provided with a handsome lodge, the architectural

design of which is the first evidence of taste which attracts the

eye of a stranger. After entering at this place, and following

a carriage drive winding amongst " ancestral trees," we came
to a slight wire fence separating the shrubberies and precincts

of the mansion from the park without. Passing this, my at-

tention waa first arrested by a curious-looking building, of

which the masonry, grey with age, proclaimed its antiquity.

A most intelligent guide who accompanied us through the

grounds informed us that this was the old library, the present

mansion being a modem erection, and occupying a different

site from that of the old house. The library is a beautiful

octagonal building, and its eight oriel windows contain excellent

paintings relating to the Staunton family, to whom the estate

formerly belonged. The harmonious blending and richness of

the colours in these windows is very attractive to the eye, and

the skilful workmanship displayed in the carved surroundings

enhances their beauty.

From near this place a straight path diverged towards the

aquatic-house, where the Egyptian Paper plant (Papyrus anti-

quorum), Bullrushes of the Nile, interspersed with the blossoms

of the Victoria regia and other water plants, displayed them-

selves in natural perfection. The gold fish here were remark-

able for their tameuess as well as beauty.

Leaving the aquarium we passed into the Orchid-house,

which is connected. Here are many new and rare species of

Orchids, some of which are very tine specimens. Of these

most of the names have escaped my memory ; but my at-

tention was forcibly attracted by a profuse-growing AUamanda
.Schottii trained to the roof, which it traverses. Besides look-

ing very ornamental, it excellently guards oft the direct rays of

the sun.

Leaving this house, and going westward of this range, vre

passed through two vineries and a Heath-house. In the latter

the numerous varieties were most brilliant and lovely—so

lovely, that in gazing on the beauty of the Australian plants I

was reminded of those lines

—

" Another Flom there of bolder hues
And richer sweets, beyond our garden pride.

Plays o'er the helds."

I lingered amongst these charming plants, and shall always

retain a pleasing recollection of the Heath-house at Leigh

Park. Here a glass case 4 feet wide is connected, and extends

the whole length of the west wall. This is made serviceable

for many purposes as well as the protection of the trees on the

wall from late spring frosts, and preventing the fruit from being

damaged by heavy rains when approaching maturity.

Eetracing our steps to the Orchid-house, and making our

way through the entiie range, we were next introduced to two

more vineries, one of which contained coloured Grapes, all, I

believe, of the Black Hamburgh kind, and admirably trained.

The Peach-house completed this range. Two other vineries

were passed, and then we came to the pineries, consisting of

four ranges, two of them lean-to's and the other two span-roofed

pits. The two latter contained successions of fruiting Pines,

all presenting a very healthy appearance.

Next we were shown a large and lofty stove, in which were

fine specimens of flowering and ornamental-foliaged plants and

tree Ferns— viz., two plants of Maranta Portennn, and also of

Maranta zebrina, two handsome specimens of Cycas revoluta,

Zamia Lehmnnni, Philodendron pertusum, Musa C'aveadishii,

in fruit, Ixovas, &c. Among the tree Ferns were Dick-

sonia autarciica, Alsophiia australis, Cyathea dealbata, C, me-
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doUaris, and Cibotium prinoeps. Some seedling Gymnogrammas
were also worth mentioning.
A propagating-pit was the next building we entered. This

contained cuttings of plants of valuable species, all affording

good evidence of their careful culture. Wo were then con-
ducted along the back of the building, taking the orchard-
house on our way ; and passing by a side walk towards the east

we entered the new kitchen garden. Tliis has only been
recently formed, but promises full well under the management
of Mr. Young, the head gardener. It ia three acres in extent,
admirably laid out, and walled in, and the various crops are in
a thriving state. There is a number of new pits for forcing
vegetables, and Cacumbers and Melons were in a flourishing
state.

Passing out of the kitchen garden, through the shrubberies,
we soon arrived at the new carriage drive, on one side of which
is a thickly-planted border of Rhododendrons, and on the other a
neat plantation of choice Conifers on a well-kept piece of turf.

We continued our walk along this winding and ornamental
drive towards the mansion, which is about 350 yards north-
west of the kitchen garden. A new conservatory, a lofty and
imposing structure, graces the south front to the mansion.
Being unfinished there is nothing worthy of remark here, save
the extensive and lovely landscape which is opened to the view,
bounded by the hills of the Isle of Wight, and with the sea in
the foreground. Hayling Island is distinctly seen, and right
and left is spread a panorama of picturesque scenery as beau-
tiful as any in this country. A narrow spiral staircase con-
ducts from this conservatory to a vaulted corridor, open to the
west, on the lowest level of the west front. This is designed as
a promenade on rainy days. From this corridor we passed on
to the green turf before the house. It is an elegant edifice,

very unlike the general massive and stately architecture em-
ployed in England. The style is pure Swiss, with all the
gables and terraces prominent as in a mountain chateau.

Descending about 500 yards of gentle slope we came to the
borders of a sheet of ornamental water. This miniature lake,

three acres in extent, has an island in the centre nearly covered
in the season with brilliant Rhododendrons. We were told that
a former owner of the estate had a regular war slonp lying here
completely rigged and manned, and a ruined fort is still shown
on the island, which was made to resist mimic bombardments,
for the amusement of a generation that has now passed away.
There are various points of attraction in the grounds we tra-

versed around the water, such as the rustic bridge connecting
the island with the mainland, some rustic shady retreats, a very
pretty grotto, and a rockery, where hardy Ferns were flourishing
amongst early spring flowers.

Leaving this we ascended the hill towards the Conifer ground.
Having gained one of the walks which wind through a part of
the pleasure grounds, we pa<!sed one of the Rose gardens and
along the south and west side of the fruit garden. Here we
saw Camellias in full bloom trained to the wall. Not one of

them had suffered by the severity of the late winter. We
were now among the Conifers. All these are certainly worthy
of remark individually, and the least that I can say is,

that amongst others two magnificent plants of Araucaria im-
bricata may be seen there without a blemish in any tier from
top to bottom ; also, a Picea pinsapo, superior to any which
I have seen in uniform growth and size. A few steps further
brought us past another Rose garden to the old conservatory,

|

the freshness and beauty of its tenants being unsurpassable,
and the grouping and arrangement excellent.

Making such a hurried visit I had not time to pay attention
individually to the various specimens of plant life with which
this place is enriched.

Altogether Leigh Park is a vei-y charming place ; and as Mr.
Young (to whose courtesy I shall always feel indebted), is con-
tinually making improvements, in which he is warmly sup-
ported by the owner of the estate, I have no doubt that in the
course of time it will become one of the finest residences in
England.

—

George Newltn, Daiujstein.

EFFECT OF FROST ON PITH OF ROSES.
I OBSERVE that your correspondents " D., Deal," and Mr.

Eadclyffe, have alluded to the dark brown colour in the middle
of the wood of many Roses, and it is a very interesting question
why some trees were injured in the bark, and others in the
centre of the wood. Can it be that the discoloration of the
centre was the effect of the frost on the roots ?

Three facts have suggested this explanation :—1st, The rods
when pruned were mostly discoloured near their base, and were
in many cases quite untouched towards their tips. 2nd, Xhose
pruned in April were much more discoloured than those praned
in March, though of the same sorts and in some cases even oa
the same plants, from which I think we may coaelade "»»»

the colour was connected with the rise of the sap. 3rd, I found
some briars as much affected as the most tender Hoses.

It would also be interesting to know what is the effect of tbe
brown colour on the health of the plant. Some which I gave
up as hopeless, have made thus far very vigorous shoots; while
others which appeared at first more promising have mtheiei
and died.—E. H.

THE CLOUDS AKD SUNSHINE OF OECHAKD
HOUSE CULTURE.

I HAVE been much charmed with the letter of your eom-
spondent, " A Constant Reader," page 342, in which that great
end is attained—instruction without dulness. How fatigoed
one often feels with some of our good gardeners becanse they
cannot tell what they know without being constrained. I fed
half ashamed to contribute my experience of orchard-honsco
something after the manner of our friend and instructor; it

seems something like those authors who, after Cervantes, conld
never write a novel without a species of Saucho Panzu in
attendance on their hero.

Sdnny.—My Cherry trees, all pyramids in pots, are crowded
with fruit, from some of which I gathered ripe fruit May 24tk.
1 have had a Cherry feast daily since, and shall continue to do
so till the end of July. My earliest sorts, some of them now
(June 3rd), dead ripe, are the Early Purple Guigne, Gnigne
Trts PriJcoce, and Empress Eugenie. The trees are in I3-ineh
))ots ; they were top-dressed early in November by taking ont
the surface soil i or 5 inches in depth round the sides of the
pots, and replacing it with loam and rotten manure.

Cloudy.—Some fine seedling Peach trees three and four
years old in 11-inch pots, after blossoming abundantly and
giving much promise, shed all their blossoms without setthig
any fruit. The cause I attribute to their roots being slightly
injured by tlie severe frost in January. The pots were pro-
tected with hay, but not sufiioieutly to resist the severity of the
frost of that month, when on the 5th the thermometer outside
registered 28° of frost.

Sonny.—Some larger seedling Peach trees in 13-ineh pote,
and all my Peach and Nectarine trees budded on Plum etocte,

are bearing fine crops. They were top-dressed early in No-
vember, were soundly watered a week aftervfards, and remained
dry all winter.

Cloudy.—Some fine standard Peach trees growing in the
border of the house, and capable of bearing a peck each, sbed
their blossoms, and have set but very few fruit, while thoae
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, in pots, and standing on
the floor of the same house, are full of fruit. I am at a loss to
account for the failure of the standard trees, as they are in the
most vigorous health.

Sunny.—My numerous Apricot trees in pots are full of fruit.

They have been treated according to the new rules given to ok
by Mr. Rivers in his paper written for the Congress last spring
—that is, not top-dressing them in autumn as usual, but giviBR
them a sound watering about the first week in November, and
allowing the pots to remain dry till the first week in March;
they are then watered ; and in May, as soon as the fruit are the
size of horse beans, the surface mould is scraped off to a.bmtt

2 inches in depth, and a surface-dressing of finely chopped
manure, or horse-droppings from the roads thoroughly satniated
with strong manure water, is placed on the surface of the pots
3 or more inches deep, so as to be above the rim of the pot,

and made concave to retain water. It is good practice to add
malt combs to this compost. This dressing should be renewed
in June and July if it settles down sufficiently. This is the
grand secret of Apricot culture in pots under glass, and has
never failed.

Cloudy.—Some fine old Apricot trees, which were top-dressed
last October, and which blossomed abundantly, have set bat a
scanty crop of fruit. This top-dressing was an experiment.
I am now quite satisfied that the new method is the best.

Sunny.—My pyramidal Pear trees in pots, which blossomed
beautifully in my orchard-house in April, have set fine erops
of fruit. I was sorely tempted to place them out of doors
during the hot weather in May, thinking that summer bad
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arrived, but I resisted it, and thus escaped the lamentable
frost of the 25 th ult. I may add that I have been equally
iortanatc with my Plum trees in pots.

SpN>:y.—Mulberries in pots have a fine crop on them. Those
ont of doors arc all destroyed by the late frost.

Sunny.—Expecting frosts on the nights of the 22nd, 23rd,

and 21ih of May, I had my ground vineries covered with mats.
Not a shoot is touched, and there i.s a fine show of bunches.
Vines on walls are much iujured, and in some places the fruit

all destroyed.

My orchard-house trees have been treated exactly as reeom-
meuded in your columns and elsewhere, having had the soil

renewed in autumn—with the exception of the Apricots re-

ferred to—and surface-dressed in spring and summer. Last
April while the trees were in full bloom my house was open
Hight aud day, as the weather was mild and humid. I

have found the treatment of my trees, as described in this

article, attended with nnvarjing success. I mention this be-

cause your correspondent " C. P.," page 39-i, seems to have
discovered a newer and a better way of treating his trees ; for

lie says, referring to Mr. Elvers by name, "I have departed
from his rules more and more every yenr with manifest advan-
tage." This is a serious assertion, aud I think Mr. Rivers and
many of your readers will feel greatly obliged by his flaying

promptly how he manages his trees, and stating his climate
and soil. We, your readers, have npparenlly something of

consequence to learn, and I feel assured that Mr. Kivers will

thank him for giving a fresh stimulus to orchard-house culture.

HOETULANUS.

MANCHESTER NATIONAL EOETICULTUKAL
EXHIBITION.

Mr. Frsr.LAT's great tindcTtalciucj may be looked npon as a gi-and

success. "We have only seen one exhibition to sni-pass it, and the Man-
chester people mny Tvell be proud of the success attentUng the efforts

of the able Curator of their Botanic Garden in getting up an Exhi-
bition very Uttlo inferior to the Great International Horticultural
Exhibition held at South Kensington last year. Friday and Saturday
were very unfavourable. The rain pouring down on Friday deterred
many intending visitors from going to the Exhibition ; but in the

afternoon the weather cleared up, and the sun shone out brilliantly

for an hour or so. Visitors to the number of three thousand then
assembled to witness the grand sight prepared for them. Saturday
morning opened more favourably, and the day continued very fine up
to about two o'clock, when the rain fell again ; but m spite of this a
i^ood company assembled, and towards evening the weather cleared up,
and the number of visitors increased.

Bo£es were the only subjects which we thought were not so well re-

presented aa at Kensington last year ; they were, ho^7eve^, very good.
"The Orchids were wonderfully line. The splendid coUectious shown
hy J. A. Turner. Esq.. were, probably, the finest ever seen at any pro-

vincial eshibition, and the magnificent groups of new and rare plants
sent down by Messrs. Veitch & Sons attracted much attention. ,These
were grouped on a circular stage in the centre of the Exhibition-honse,
and were seen to great advantage. On one side of them were arranged
tlie designs for table decoration, on the other the fruit. For the time
of the year, this was well represented. Mr. Meredith and Mr.
Dixon were placed equal first for two bunches of Black Hamburgh.
Mr. Bloredith's, although much finer aud better-gi'owu bunches, were
not so well coloured as Mr. Dixon's. We think the Jurors acted wisely
in giving an equal first to both exhibitors. Mr. Dixon exhibited
Grapes largely. He certainly proved at Manchester that he is capable
of growing good Grapes, as well as wiiting a good book on raising
Tricolor Pelargoniums.
On euteriug the Exhibition-house we -n-ero pleased to see a box of

Tsias aud Sparaxcs
; these were contributed by Mr. R. P. Ker, of

JjiTCi-pool, and were veiy beautiful. It is to be hoped that this

fine class of bulbs will become more generally grown. The collection

eshibited on this occasion contained coloui-s of evoi-y conceivable
shade. Near it we observed a most beautiful plant, Anthurium Scher-
zerianum, as well as the < urious Amorphophallus nobilis, exhibited
hy Mr. Ball, of Chelsea. The stove and greenhouse plants staged in

the Exhibition-house were remarkably fine ; those exhibited by Mr.
Baines, gardener to H. MichoUa, Es.i., were especially good. Mr.
Mitchell, gardener to the Duke of Hamilton, likewise exhibited fine

collections ; he had also a splendid collection of finc-foliaged plants,

which, though they had travelled up from Scotland, were in excellent

condition. Mr. B. S. WiUiams was an extensive and veiy successful
exhibitor, his plants being in vciy fine condition. His collection of

finc-foliaged plants was very beautiful, and so were his Orchids and
atove and greenhouse plants.

At the conclusion of the labours of the Jurors, the Council of the
Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society aud the Judges, sat

<[owu to an excellent cold collation in a tent in tlie gardens. In
4he unavoidable absence of the President of the Society, J. A. Turner,
Ksq., Sir J. Watts presided, aud after the loyal toasts, proposed

*' Prosperity to the Society and the Exhibition." The Kev. Canon
Gibson responded, aud proposed '* The Judges," cottpled with the
name of Mr. Mitchell, who replied in a very able and satisfactory

manner. Mr. W. Thomson, of Dalkeith Palace Gardens, also made a
very interesting speech, and endeavoured to impress upon the Council
of the Society the necessity of giving greater prominence to fruit in
their future exhibitions. This object, Mr. Thomson said, would be
gained by offering better prizes. Mr. Thomson spoke in very flattering

terms of the success of the Exhibition, aud saij, excepting the Great
Interaational of last year, it was the best he had ever seen. Mr.
Thomson in the course of his remarks said that he thought the Man-
chester people wei-e exceedingly fortunate in having in Mr. Findlay a
gentleman so well able to manage their horticultural exhibitions, and
although he had never seen Mr. Findlay before that day, he was very
glad to congratulate him on his great success. Sir J. Watts gave the
" Health of the Exhibitors," to which Dr. Ainsworth responded, and
after speaking in high terms of the arrangements, thanked Mr. Findlay,
on behalf of the Council, for the great exertions he had made, and said

the Council would adopt the suggestions Mr. Thomson had offered

them, and would in future offer more hberal prizes for fnxit. Mr.
K. S. Williams, of HoUcway, also responded, remarking that he was
the oldest exhibitor in London, and, therefore, he had had that ex-

perience which justified his saying that after the International of last

year, this was the best flower show that had ever been seen. Mr.
Williams, in the course of his remarks.(said he hoped the gentlemen
iireiient, and others, would not allow the Manchester Botanical So-
ciety to remain any longer in debt ; it was a disgrace, he said, to Man-
Chester. He hoped they would put their shoulders to the wheel. He
was wilUug to give, on his part, soirething towards it, aud if they would
only help him they might soon have a very flourishing society, free

from debt aud care. Other speakers followed, all expressing their

gratification at the success of the Exhibition, Tiie Chairman next
gave the health of the Curator, Mr. Findlay, which was received with

great applause. Mr. Findlay returned thanks in a very feeling and
appropriate speech, in the course of which he said he thought there
was nothing calculated to enlighten and elevate the minds of the inha-
bitants of large towns so much as horticultural exhibitions. The
health of the Chauman was then given, and in returning thanks he
very warmly commended lilr. Findlay for his origination of the Ex-
hibition, and for the excellence of the arrangements which he had
superintended.

The following is a list of the principal awards :

—

AMATEURS.
Fourteen Stovo aud Greenhouse Plants, in flower—1st, Mr. H. L. Ml-

cholls, Bowdon ; '2nd, Sir J Watts, Cheadlu ; ard, the Duke of Hamilton.
Twcuty Exotic Orchids, in flower—1st and 2nd, Mr. J. A. Turner, Pen-

dlebury ; Srd, Mr. T. .lones, Whalley Range.
Eight Greenhouse Azaleas, in flower—1st, Mr. L. Ilanmer, Woodford;

2nd, Sir J. Watts ; Srd. Mr. J. Stevenson, Lnrk Hill.

Ten Fine-folinned Plants—1st, the Duke of Hamilton; 2nd, Mr, J.
Stevenson; 3rd, Mr. T. Hobson, Wilmslow.
Eight Stove or lireenbouso Ferns—1st, Mr. T. Hobson; 2nd, Mr. J.

Stevenson ; 3rd, Mr. J. Broome, Faliowfield.
Twelve Hnrdy Ferns—1st, Mrs. Hampson : 2nd, Mr, W. Pearson, Prest-

wich; 3id, Mr. J. F. Kowbolham, Chorlion-cum-Hardy.
Ten Zonal Pelargoniums, in flowci*—2nd, Mr. H. K. Balstone, Bowdon.
Ten Variegated Peliirgoniurns—1st, Capt. Starkic ; 2nd, Mr. E. Phillipi

;

Srd, Mr. J. Lees, Hawkwood.
^ix Show Pelargoniums.in flower—1st, Mr. T. Agncw,Manche8ter; 2nd,

Mr. J. Broome.
Six Fancy PcMnrgoniums—1st, Mr. T. Agnew; 2nd, Mr. J. Broome.
Six Rhododendrons, in flower—Srd, Mr. T. Hobson.
Six Amaryllis, in flower—1st, Pr. Ainsworth. Manchester.
Three Palms- 1st, the Duke of Hamilton ; 2iid, Mr. J. Broome.
Three Tree Ferns—1st, Mr. H. MichollB,BIanchester.
Six Fuchsias, in flower— 1st, Mr. H. K.Balstone ; 2nd, Mr. W. Bindloss,

Eccles; Srd, Mr. W. Chittick. Bowdon.
Eight Stove and Greenhouse Plants, in flower—1st, Mr. J. Stevenson ;

,

2ud. Mr. T. Kendall. Cbeudle.
Eigbt Greenhouse Azalens, in flower—1st. Sir J. Watts.
Twelve Exotic Orchids, in flower- 1st, Dr. Ainsworth; 2nd, Mr. J. A.

Turner; Srd, Mr. T Baker, Manchetter.
Six Herbaceous Calceolarias, in flower—1st, Mr. E. Tootal, Weaste;

2nd, Mr. J. Kcymer, Timxierley: Srd. Mr. K. Andrew.
his t^hrubby Calceolariiis, in flower—1st, Mr. J, Keymer.
Four Greenhouse Azalens, in flower—1st, Mr. L. Hanmcr; 2nd, Mr.

H. Micholls : Srd, Sir J. Watts.
Ten Miscellaneous PInnts—1st, Mr. S. Schloss, Bowdon; 2nd, Mr. T,

KeudiiU ; Srd, Mr. H. Micholls.
F-itiht Exotic Orchids, in flower—1st, Mr. J. Stevenson; 2nd, Mr. T.

Kendall; Sid, Dr. Ainsworth.
Six Fine-foliaged Plants—1st, Mr. S. Pchloss ; 2ud, Mr. E. Philippi.

Twelve Miscellaueous Softwoodt^d Plants, in flower— 1st. Capt. Starkie.

Four Stove and Greeuhouse Plants, in flower—1st, Mr. T. Kendall;
2Dd, Sir J. Watts ; Srd, Mr. E. Philippi.

One Azalea, in flower—1st, Mr. h. ilanmer (Juliana) ; 2nd, Mrs. Hamp-
son; Srd. Mr.T. Keudafl.
One Exotic Orchid, in flower—1st, Mr. T. Kendall {Saccolabium re-

tusuml ; 2nd, Blr. T. Jones; Srd, Dr. Aiu.swnrth.
One Cape Heath, in flower—1st, Mr. T. Kendall (Erica veutricosa coc-

cinea).

One Rhododendron, in flower—1st, Mr. L. Hanmer.

NURSERYMEN.
Twelve Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower—Ist, Mrs. E. Cole and

Sons. Withington ; 2nd, Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway.
Six Greenhouse Azaleas, in flower—Mrs. E. Cole & Sons ; 2nd, Mr.B. S.

Williama.
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Ten Roses, in flower—1st, Messrs. TT. Lane & Son, Great Berkhamp-
Ftead ; 2nd, Mr. K. Ashcroft, West Derby.
Sixteen Itoses, in flower—Ist, Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshnnt ; 2nd, Mr.

J. Rhftw, Bowdon.
Ten >how Pelnrsoniums. in flower—1st, Mr. H. May, Redale.
Ten Fancy Pelaj-goniuiu'?, in flower—1st, Mr. H. May; lind, Mr. C.

Rylance.
Twelve Exotic Orchids, in flower—let, Mr. B. Williams; 2nd, Mr. J.

Siiaw ; 3rd, Mr. s. StaflTord, Hvde.
Eight Cape Heaths, in flowor—1st, Mr. B. S. Williams; 2nd, Mrs. E.

Cole & Sons ; 3rd, Mr. J. <haw.
Twelve Fine-folincfid Plants—1st, Mr. B. S. Williams; 2nd, Mr. J.

Shaw : 3rd. Mr. S. Stafford.
Twelve Amaryllis, in flower—Ifit, Mr. B. S, WillifiTns.

Thirtv-six Hardy Ferns-1st, Mr. J. !^haw ; 2nd, Mr. Asbcroft ; 3rd, Mr.
8. Stnfford.

Twenty Hardy Rhododendrons, in flower—1st, Messrs G. & W. Yates,
Manchester; 2ud. Mr. J. Shaw.
Ten Hnrdv Rhododendrons, in flower—lat, Mr. J. Shaw ; 2nd, Messrs.

G. & W. Yates.
Six Tree Ferns—1st, Mr. B. S. Williams ; 2nd, Mr. J. Shaw ; Srd, Mr. S.

Stafford.
Ten Zonal Polarponinmg, in flower—1st, Messrs. G. & W.Yates ; 2nd,

Mr. R. Barnes, Macclesfield : 3rd. Mr. J. Shaw
Ten Variegated Pelargoniums—2od, Mr. R. Barnes ; Srd, Messr-s. G.

and W. Yates.
Twelve Misoellaneons Plants—1st, Mr. B. 8. WDliams ; 2nd, Mr. J.

Shaw ; Srd, Mr. S. Stafford.

Fourteen Greenhouse Azaloas. in flower—1st, Messrs. H. Lane & Son

;

2nd, Mr. B. S. Williams ; 3rd, Mrs. E. Cole & Sons.
Fifty Hiirdv Rverfrreen Trees nnd Shrubs—1st, Mr. J, Shaw, Bowdon ;

2nd. Mesprs. G. & W. Yates ; 3rd, Mr. S. '^taflord.

Fifty Hardy Alpine and Herbaceons Plants—1st. Messrs Dickson and
Brown, Manchester ; 2Dd. Mr. S. '^tiff'ord ; 3rd. Messrs, G A W. Yates.
Twentv-five New and R-ire Plants— l«t, Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea; 2nd, Mr. B. -=. Williams; 3rd. Mr. J. Shaw.
Three Pots of Lilinm auratum, in flower—1st, Mr. B. S. Williams ; 2nd,

Mr. J. Shaw.
Six Fancy Pelargoniums, in flower—2nd, Mr. C. Rvlnnce.
Eight Yuccas or Beaucarneas, Ist, Mr. B. S.Williams; 2nd, Mr. J.

Shaw.
Six Stove and Greenhouse Plants—1st, Mrs. E. Cole & Sons ; 2nd, Mr.

B. 8. Williams.
Eiffht Dracienas and Cordylines—1st, Mr. B. S. Williams; 2nd, Mr. S.

Stafford.

Ten Stove or Greenhouse Ferns—1st, Mr. B, S. Williams; 2nd, Mr. J.
Shaw.
Six Roses, in flower—1st, Messrs. Paul & Son ; 2nd, Messrs. H. Lane

and b'on.

FRUITS.
Ten Orchard-house Trees, in fruit, in pots—1st, Messrs. H. Lane and

Son.
Two Vines, in pots—1st, Messrs. H. Lane & Sons ; 2nd, Mr. T. Statter,

Stand.
One Queen Pine Apple—1st, Mr. T. N. Miller.
One Providence Pine Apple—1st, Capt. B. Gleirp.
One Smooth C ivenne Pine Apple-1st, Mrs. Holland, AUrincham.
Two Bimches of Black Hamburgh Grapes— Ist, Mr. T. Dixon, St. Helens,

and Mr. J Meredith, Garston, equal; 2ud, Capt. B. Glegg; Srd, the
Bishop of Manchester.
Two Bunches of any other Black sort—1st, Mr. T. Dixon ; 2nd, Mr. H.

J. Hopwood ; 3rd. the Bishop of Manchester.
Two Bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Ist, Mr. W. Chittick,

Bowdon ; 2nd, Mr. T. Dixon ; Srd, Mr. E. Greaves. Barford.
Two uncbes of any other White kind, 1st, Mr. T. Dixnn.
Four kinds of Grapes— 1st, Mr. T. Dixon, and Mr. H. J. Hopwood equal

;

3rd, the Bishon of Manchester.
One Green-fle^hed MMna—2nd, Mr. J. Meredith ; 3rd, Mr. H. Littledale.
One Scarlet-fleshed Melon—3rd. Mr. W. Chittick.
Six Peaches—2nd, the Duke of Leinster; Srd, Mr. R. O. Leyceeter,

Knutsfnrd.
Six Nectarines—1st, Capt. B. Glegg ; 2nd, the Duke of Leinster ; Srd,

Mr. H. J. Hopwood.
Six Dishes of Fruit—Ist, Mr. H. J. Hopwood.

TOBACCO DUTY-FREE FOR GARDENING
PURPOSES.

I HAVE noticed in your valuable paper one or two communi-
cations respecting ground tobacco and tobacco powder, and
your correspondent '* P. H. G." puts several questions, to

which you will, perhaps, kindly permit me to reply. I am the
more anxious to do this because I have been for some time in

correspondence with the Government on the subject of duty-

free tobacco, and the Company I have the honour to represent

has spared no trouble or expense to induce tbe Lords of the
Treasury to accede to the wishes of the gardening pubHc.
Indeed, if I mistake not, you noticed in your pages last year

the efforts made in this direction.

Now, the boon spoken of by your correspondent " P. H. G."
is granted, but under such conditions that it may be useful it I

explain them as briefly as possible.

The Honourable the Board of Customs will permit the

tobacco to be prepared only in a warehouse houded according

to the usual regulations imposed upon all bonded premises,

and the process of grinding and mixing must be carried on
under the direct superintendence of the crown officers. The
tobacco 60 prepared has to be mi>;ed with certain proportions

of sulphur and assafoetida, and it can be issued to the gardener
for use. The drugs aro added by the Government to protect
the revenue against fraud, by rendering the tobacco nn&t lor
the purposes to which it is usually applied.

Of the advantages conferred by the Government in this con-
cession I need say nothing, as the gardening public know the
great value of tobacco.

On a former occasion the Government authorised our Com-
pany to prepare tobacco juice, and stipulated that the juico-

should be treated with logwood in order to protect the revenue,
and this preparation also has been widely used by Hop-growers.
—J. P. Ta-fe, Secretary, Richmond CavendUh Tobacco Com-
pamj-i LiverpooL

HARDY PLANTS IN FLOWER durixg APRIL, 1867,
AT BITTON, GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

April 1. Vinca minor
minor alba
minor fl. pi.

„ 3. Auemono r.inuncnloides.
Narcissus aurantius plenus

Cypri
„ '1. Adoxa moschateUina

Fragaria vesca
Latlirsea squamaria
Oxiilis acetosella
Draba aizoou

„ 5. Almond
Crocus obesus

„ 6. Plnm
Bonble-flowered Peach
Kerrii japonica
Pulmonaria azurr^a
Narcissus, Double Jonqnil

Queen Anne's Jonquil
Maeleayi
White Polyanthus
propiaquus
Sibthorpii
lacticolor

Scilla italica
Tulipa sylvcstris

„ 9. Fritillaria imperialis
Suiriea piunifolia fl. pi.

Wald-^teinia cc'Oides
Saxifrncra tridactylites
Blackthorn

„ 10. Cowslip
Pear

„ 11. Niircissits montanus
inconiparabilis
iucomparabilis 11. pi.

semipavtitus
tenuior

Myosotis montana
Sasifraga crassifolia
Borago orieutalis
Litb ospermum fruticosnaa

„ 13. C:iltha palustris
Primula cortusoides
Pacb> Sandra procumbens
Narcissus aurantius
Fritillaria meleagris

„ 15. Berberis nquifoliutn

„ 17. Daphne Fioniana
Ribes americannra
Dondia epipactis
Narcissus bulbocodiiiin

triandrus
oriental IS

„ 18. SciJla hyacinthoides
Melandrium Presley!
Jeffei'-ionia diphylla
Muscari moschatuoi
Scilla amoena
Pulmonaria virginica
Viola biflora
Soldanella crispa
Saxtfraga geranioidas

virginica
Sibbaldia procumbens
Arcmonia ngrimonioides

„ 19. Geranium tuberosum

-H. N. E.

April 19, Apple
Berberis dnlcis

Darwinii
Daiibarda fragarioides

„ 22. Saxifraga irrigua
Skimmia japunica
Cliveden Hansiea
Myosotis arvensis
Carplamine pratensis

„ 23. Trillium grandiflornm
Tulipa cornuta

retr.'Qexa

„ 25. Doronieum pardalianches
Lonicera Ledeboorii

„ 27. Fritillaria nigra
Asarum europreum
Scilia nutans

patens
Geranium phseniD
Anemone stellata S. p2>.

Allium subhirsutum
TroUius europieus
Senecio aureus
Scilla patula
Pulmonaria da\Tirica
Orobus vernus plenus
Valeriana dioica
Arabis turrita
35elUs perennis prolifera
Fritillaria melengris fl. pi.
Iberis corilolia
Adysetura orientale
Euphorbia epitbymoides
Rubus spectabilis
Saxifraga incurvifolia

Stansfie'dii
cordiif&lia
Gmelini

Dielytra epectabilis
Staphylea piunata
Ai'um macnlatum
Lilac, purple and white
Lunaria biennis

„ 29. llagnolia purpurea
Pvrus spectabilis
Couvallaria poiygonatnm

majalis
Prunus sinensis fl. pi.

Berberis empetrifolia
Ribcs niveum
Gcntiana acaulis
Daphne cueornm
Oruitbogfllum ombellatztst
Tinrella cordifoka
Phlox nivalis
Preonifl cretica
Irispamilalntca
Alysii'jm saxatile ccanpac»

tum
I^itillarii persica
Saxifraga En;]dandi
Primula inv-ducrata
Rosa BauksiiB

„ 30. Jasminum rcvolutBin
Lychnis fios-cuculi
Bellevalia romana
Saxifraga granulaia fl*pL

Mil. JOHN WATERETl'S KHODODEXDKON
EXHIBITION.

NoTTViTHSTA>rDiNG the excessive cold of the past winter and the frosts
of May, Mr. ^'aterer's display of Rhododendrons in the Royal Botanic
Society's Gardens, Regent's Park, is as extensive and beautiful as in
former ye.irs. It is just now in perfection ; how long it will continue
so we cannot venture to say, for it is to be feared that the present in-
tensely hot weather will somewhat abridge the duration of the bloom.
Conspicuons among the newest varieties is Michael Waterer. which
has been exhibited under the name of Anuihilator. This Mr. Waterer
cousiiers the best hardy late crimson variety known. Joseph Whit-
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vorlk. ietrp pjm.lish lake, is, a3 last year, remarkable for ita larpe

ftwcis and conspicuous anthers ; Madame Masson, white, with orange

^wte, i» pleasing; and Sir Robert Peel, crimson, is a ver)- briRbt-

coloored, freo-Mooming variutv. Duchess of Sutherland, Mrs. titz-

COraU, Iiady Alice I'eel, Sidney Herbert, and Warner, maintam their

character as tine varieties. Most of the older kinds are well ropre-

sontcd-and of these BuUerianum, Bylsianum.Lucifcrnm, Lady tleanor

Cthrart, Mrs. John Wateror, Lady Godiva, and John W aterer, are

fwySn*.

FRUITITJL VINES BECOMING UNFRUITFUL.

Ik the autumn of last year I took charge of a large vinery,

Mod at that time it was crowded with young wood; hkewise

there were, I thought, too many canes, and a very heavy crop,

tbs hsii of which ripened ; the remainder shrivelled, llie

oveMiowding I remedied by thinning out; and at the Pining

seMon, each Vine having two leaders, I cut one o2. Ihe ex-

cessive crop I conjectured was too far advanced to do any good

by thinning, consequently I allowed the bunches to remain.

•nas spriug all the buds readily started and have made strong

shoots; but, much to mv surprise, the trees have scarcely

shown any fruit. They have had every necessary attendance,

di.sbudding being duly practised, as soon as the shoots were

ol size to choose from. The Vines are planted m an outside

border, and were watered in the first week m May. Can i do

Djtliing to enable me to have a few bunches this year ? Would

cuttiug back this year's wood to the first joint be of any

service?—A Scbscrieee.

fToDis is a puzzUng case. No donht you did right in thin-

ninR-out the wood, and lessening the number of canes in

«rinter, so far as the future welfare of the Vines is concerned ;

but yon may have overdone the cutting off of shoots and wood,

so far as the first season afterwards was concerned. At any

rate, several times in Mr. Fish's practice, when he has lessened

the space on the roof occupied by an old Vine, expecting it to

come mnch stronger in consequence, he has found there was

no impi»vement, perhaps the reverse, the first season after-

waxda. tbongh in the second season there was a manifest im-

•BroTemcnt. There being less top branches to carry, the roots

seemed at first to receive a paralysing influence from the want

of the usual correlative action. In one case, some ten years

ago, o very fruilf al Vine yielded very little fruit the first season

after such a severe lopping, but, as in your case, it made fine

wood and bore well afterwards.

We attribute your want of fruit chiefly to two causes, lirst,

the excessive crop left on the Vines, which would have a

tendency to exhaust them as respects fruit-bearing ;
and,

secoDdly, the wet and sunless autumn, unless fire was used,

would be apt to leave the wood in an immature state, and tins

«e are more inclined to beUeve, as the Vines show such vigour

of grovih this season. „ . . ,

As to what you propose, we would decidedly advise you to

rest satisfied with the good wood the Vines are making, getting

it wcU browned and hard by October, and to look for next season

to repay von for your attention. We have known several cases

of fmit boinq obtained by cutting back the young green wood

of this season's growth to the first and second joint
;
but we

never knew that to be done except under two circumstances.

Thecnlting took place at the end of February or the begmmng

of March, en Viues that were started early, but did not show

frail to please ; and then the pruning-back had to be applied to

the whole Vine. If a few shoots were left unpruned they took

all the growth ; and the shoots made this year, when cut back,

broke very weakly in consequence. Even then the Vines were

greatly injured.
' Mr. Fish savs that when a young man he

helped to conduct a large experiment. Vines in a Pme-stove

broke well and showed fairly, but the bunches almost wholly

nm to tendrils instead of flowers. The roots were all out-

side. He attributed the evil less to a deep border than to the

border being flat, if anything sloping to the house, to an un-

ngaaUy wet cold autumn, aud to a severe frost, when the Vines

had broken and the shoots were some 2 inches in length, there

bring nothing to protect the border. He always thought the

chin and the want of action at the roots caused what would have

b'eT bunches to lengthen out into something like tendrils, on

which the flower-buds that showed all shrivelled up or dropped

€iH The gardeurr, after much consultation and self-commun-

ing' pmm-a t'je Vines back in JIarch just as proposed, and

thon'-'h fruit was obtained, it was neither abundant nor fine,

and the wood was much weaker than usual. In fact, the sight

of the Vines was quite sufficient to show that such pruning

dtonld sot be done.

Mr. Fish adds, that a considerable amount of care had to be

exercised to bring the Vines back to their original condition,

and he recollects that in two or three cases the Vines showed

scarcely any fruit after this second pruning, and in their case he

selected the best shoot that came from near the base, trained it

without stopping, and took off all the other shoots as it reached

them, until about the middle of July the old stem was cut out

altogether, and the one shoot then had all the strength of the

Vine, and the following year this shoot showed abundantly,

and fine bunches too.

Mr. Fish knows something of having two crops from the

same Vines in the twelvemonth, but no one would think of

this as a matter of prudence or economy. He has several times

in pits cut back Vines in June that had borne a crop, selected

a young shoot, and had it weU ripened in autumn to bear early

the following summer; but that is very different from what
" A Subscriber" proposes. Had Mr. Fish pruned back such

shoots on the Vines that bore fruit in June he would have had

a fair chance for a late crop, though most likely he would have

been deprived of an early one next summer ; but the cutting

of such ripe wood in June is different from cutting green wood

that, it is presumed, did not start until March or April. His

advice, then, is to make the most of the good wood for next

season. Lest, however, " A Subscriber " is resolved to try,

or some correspondents may give other advice, a circumstance

may be mentioned in connection with the experiment already

referred to, and which the gardener could not account for.

Before he pruned back these unfortunate Vines the tempe-

rature of the house was considerably lowered for eight or ten

days, and this was continued for about ten days afterwards,

the temperature at night averaging from 50° to 55°, instead

of from G0° to 65° and onwards, it being considered that

this lower temperature for a time would do no harm to the

Pines beneath the Vines. This was done upon the supposi-

tion that the Vines would break a second time better if

they enjoyed a comparative rest. Afterwards Mr. Fish came

to the opinion that it might have been better if the tempe-

rature had not been lowered, but kept at the usual rate

before and after cutting. He cannot say that up to the present

day he has quite decided on that point, but has no hesitation

in advising " A Subscriber" to make the most of the present

growth.]

THE CYLINDER OR TOWER '\^NERY.

This is a new invention by the originator of the ground

vinery. The above form of vinery or plant case has been

invented, not to supersede the ground vinery, which is a very

neat, useful, and, if made after the plan of its originator, a

very economical structure, costing as few shillings almost as

pounds are being charged for it ; but this I wiU enter further

into in a future paper.
-,, . , t

The cylinder vinery has many advantages. It stands erect,

and thus all the beauties of the plant are seen. Sorts required

to be thinned can be grown in such vineries. The plants be-

come covered with dew in warm nights, if the top be left open.

The continual circulation of air (resembling ebullition), witfi-

out draughts, is an important feature. Light is m every di-

rection admitted to the leaf and fruit. The plants are not

subject to be infested by vermin of any kind The whole

structure is air-tight when closed. Air can be admitted at the

bottom of the cylinder, but it has not been found necessary, a

constant circulation being sustained by the warm airrismg,

and the cold air nassing downwards. The structure is very

light and novel ; it can be made of any height, up to 15 fcet.or

more ; it is very strong, from the scientific principle on which

it has been constructed, and it is the cheapest of glazed strac-

""wiU now endeavour to describe it. The materials nsed are

glass, wood previously boiled in creosote to render it inde-

structible, a few slips of iron, and a small quantity of rather

stout copper wire, no putty or paint being used. The vmery

can be erected in a few hours by any one of common mtelh-

gence. I will describe a structure of 10 feet in height and

111 feet in circumference, capable of holding three Vnes. For

this six wooden bars 2! inches square, and 12 feet long- are

required, the glass being 20 inches by 15, 21-07,., fourth

quality, costing about £1 2s. Gd. These bars (rendered as hard,

^nd ahnost as heavy as ebony, by be ng foiled m creosote

which gives a brownish colour, and if taken ^^ «/ tl^f^f^/

bet becoming dry in a few minutes, are grooved to the depth of

five-eighths of an inch at the two inner angles, the grooves being
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so formed as to graep the glass tightly. Each bar is driven
2 feet into the earth, and they are about 19 inches one from
the other, so as to form a six-cornered figure, giving two sheets

of glass 21 inches wide to each Vine.
In order t9 prevent the edges of the glass being too much

pressed on by the glass above, and also to prevent the sheets
being broken when the whole edifice is bound tightly by the
copper wire, a very simple contrivance has been adopted—an
iron bar of the same thickness as the glass, one-fourth of an
inch wide, and one- eighth of an inch longer than the width of

the glass, is forced down the grooves on to the glass. The
copper wire being threaded through the wooden bars over the
iron ones, is then drawn tight, and the structure becomes quite
firm ; but the cone is not fixed until aU the glass has been in-

serted in the grooves. Instead of the iron bar being inserted on
the last sheet of glass, a wooden one, 2 inches wide, makes a better
finish. I have thus a firmly-erected, glass, six-cornered tube,
10 feet in height, and about 3 feet 9 inches in diameter, a light

frame, in which four sheets of glass are inserted, forming the
door. As there is no draught the heat accumulates to a great
extent during the day. In one of these structures with slate at
the north side, a thermometer (shaded) marked 99' Fahr.

These vineries are now being made of a conical form, on the
same simple principle, when, perhaps, it may be found neces-
sary to give air below. The heat given ofl from the earth at

uight, can be retained by having the wooden bars double-
grooved and double-glazed, a stratum of motionless air being
then enclosed. This extra expense would not exceed £1 10s.

The structure which I have endeavoured to describe would
cost about £2 2.<. This, for three Vines, is rather different
from the £5 now charged for a ground vinery holding only one
Vine, an expenditure never contemplated by the originator, and
one which must be a complete obstacle to his system of growing
Grapes for the million. I will shortly describe a structure made
of indestructible materials, and costing only 14s.—A Lookee-on.

TOWN SEWAGE.*
The hook upon sewage by Mr. Krepp has been laboriously

written, contains a description of almost all that has ever been
attempted for the disposal of town sewage, and is in reality
composed to advocate the system propounded by a Captain
Liemnr—a plan which in this work is elaborately described
and illustrated by various engravings.

It was said of the critic Uennis that he was the fairest of
critics, for he industriously pointed out what other poets should
do in his reviews, and showed them what they should not do
by his own poems. This remark well applies to the work
before us. We here find an account of the chief sanitary
attempts from Dent, xxiii. 13 to the present day—till Mr.
Krepp arrives at his climax (p. 205), that " Captain Liernur's
Engineering Agency is at 2, Royal Exchange Buildings, Lon-
don, E.G."

Of that plan, which consists in the separation of human
excreta from other sewage and its removal by carriages, it is

needless to speak ; no local board of health will ever dream
of adopting so absurd, so impracticable a process. The far
greater number of sanitary schemers forget that the removal
of human excreta from populous places is only a portion of the
great objects to be obtained by boards of health. Such persons
do not consider—1st, that a more copious supply of water, which
is in almost all towns required, leads to an increase in the
amount of sewage—this must be provided for by sewers ; 2nd, that
the rainfall must also be conducted into the drains, and this rain
water, which is rendered impure by the washings of the streets
and houses, must also be provided for—it becomes a weak
liquid manure, containing, besides other foreign matters, am-
monia, and, in the case of granite-formed ways, a considerable
portion of potash. This impure liquid must not be conveyed
into the adjoining stream ; it can only be sufliciently purified
for its admission into a river by being previously employed in
irrigation. If, therefore, it were practicable to separate the
excreta from the other matters of town sewage, this would
not obviate the necessity for sewers. They must still be
constructed, and must also be regularly flushed by water.
These requirements must all be considered by the sanitary
improver. By separating the excreta from the other portions
of town sewage as proposed by Captain Liernur, you would

* "The SewaRe QiieBtion : Being a General Review of all Systems and
Uethods. By Frederick C. Krepp." Pp. 305, royal octavo. London,
Iiosgmana &, Co. Vmal.

add largely to the expense, and add to the discomfort of the
inhabitants.

As it has been observed in another place, such sanitary diffi-

culties commence as soon as men begin to dwell in fixed habi-
tations. As long as they live a wandering life they have little

need to regard the refuse matters of their families, since they
find it easy to often remove their tents to a fresh locality.

When, however, men began to congregate, a different state of
affairs arose. Of course the most primitive mode of disposing
of such refuse matters was by throwing them into the street, a
practice that to a very late period was adopted in some of our
cities, a plan even yet followed in many of the plague-haunted
cities of the East.

After a time, as towns increased in size, this disgusting
practice gradually began to be superseded by another bad sys-

tem. Cesspools were introduced. And now another very in-

jurious sanitary effect was very slowly discovered. These cess-

pools could only be useful by being constructed in a porous
soil, and lined with bricks without cement, so that the sewage
daily poured into them from the houses could soak away into
the soil. The result was, that the sewage very speedily de-
scended into the earth until it reached the water-bearing
stratum, from which the house-well obtained its water. Thug
the water used for domestic purposes became tainted, and was
in fact only a very diluted filtered sewage. The earth through
which that sewage flowed in its way to the well (as was then
but very little understood), merely removed the mechanically
suspended matter, but not the chemically combined substances
of the foul stream.
Then came the period, about a quarl-er of a century only

since, when these facts were vigorously explained to the public
at large. Long before this time, however, sewers had been
constructed, even as early as the ages of imperial Rome ; but
they were only partially used by the citizens, were constructed
upon very erroneous principles, and emptied their noxious
streams into the adjoining river, such as the Tiber, or the
Thames.
Then came the days of the Public Health Act in 1848, when

good sanitary principles began to be better understood. Sewers
of a better character were then made ; the sewage of various
towns was completed ; the sewage of the district was conducted
to a common outfall, and that point was too certain to be at

the bank of the adjoining stream. A new and very important
difficulty now presented itself : the large mass of sewage thus
for the first time collected and poured into the river rendered
the stream too noxious to be endured by those dwelling on its

banks. Courts of Equity were, therefore, speedily applied to ;

injunctions were granted, and in consequence boards of health
were compelled to try and abate the nuisance. Here other
mistakes were speedily made by those who were honestly en-
deavouring to benefit their fellow-creatures. It was deemed
possible to deodorise the sewage before it reached the river. A
small flight of schemers soon made their appearance, each
with a plausible plan. These comprehended every possible

variety of modes—settling tanks, filtering machines, preci-

pitants, deodorisers, and combinations of two or three of these.

The fate of these has been uniform : they have been and wiU
be all failui'es. They neither accomplished the object sought to
be obtained, nor, if they had done so, would they have been
otherwise than a costly and needless expense to the inhabitants
of the sewered districts, to say nothing of the utter waste of

fertilising matter which they all involve. Several of these
plans were carefully tried at the town of Croydon ; but after

every effort had been made, recourse was had to the employ-
ment of the sewage in irrigation. This plan, first adopted by
the Local Board of that town, is now being successfully adopted
by other populous places. It possesses the great advantages of

being not only effectual, but of more than paying its necessary
expenses.

It is, indeed, idle to assert that the use of sewage in grass

irrigation is profitless ; for when we know that the fields of
Edinburgh let for £25 to £30 per acre, that the four hundred
acres of sandy land at Mansfield (once let at 2s. an acre), have
been converted by the Portland family into the richest grass
land in Nottinghamshire by watering it with the sewage of

Mansfield ; when we further learn that the sewage-irrigated

alluvial soil of Croydon produces annually at least thirty tons
of grass, and tnat thirty-six acres of land on the London basin
clay at Norwood, in the same district, yield a still larger amount
of grass, it is useless to deny the fact that the irrigation system
is successful and profitable. In adopting that system the error

mast be carefully avoided of applying the aenaga to the land
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in insufficient quantities. It is almost only to grass that the
application is valuable, and to grass the quantity most snocess-

faUy employed is annually from 3000 to 5000 tons per acre.

The ground, indeed, must always bo kept in a state of great

moisture ; the habits of the grasses must be, as it were, changed
;

an artificial demand for food must be created iu the plant, and
constantly supplied, and this is materially interfered with if

the soil is allowed to become as dry as in its natural state.

We must not forget that when we apply, say, 3000 tons of

sewage to our land, this is only equal to a fall of rain of

30 inches, and this is about the actual difference iu the rainfall

between the western or grass-growing side of our island and
the eastern or corn-producing side.

PORTEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOAVERS, AND
FRUITS.

Amaryllis pardina (Leopard-spotted Amaryllis).

—

"Sat. ord.,

AmaryllidacejE. J-.tmi., Hexandria Monogynia. " A truly mag-
Bificent plant." Native of Peru. Found by Mr. Pearce, Messrs.
Veitch's collector. Flowers yellow, densely studded with scarlet

spots.

—

(Uot. iJaff., t. 5645.)

Bletia Shereattuna (Sherratt's Bletia).

—

Nat. ord., Orchid-
aceiE. iiHtt., Gyuandria Monandria. "Perhaps the prettiest

of the Bletias." Native of New Grenada. Imported by Messrs.

Low. Flowers rosy purple ; lip striped with yellow.

—

(Ibid.,

t. 5646.)

Billeergu sphacelata (Withered Billbergia).— Nat. ord.,

Bromeliacea?. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. " Very hand-
some, conspicuous for its magnificent crown of leaves, each
from 4 to 5 feet long." Native of Chili, near Conception, where
it is called Chtipon. Its fruits, sweet and pulpy, are called

Chupotics, and are the delight of the native children. Flowers
lilac— {Ibid., t. 5647.)

SiEMONACANTHns Peaecei (Mr. Pearce's Stemonacanthus).

—

Nat. ord., Aeanthacesp. Litin., Didynamia Angiospermia.
Named after Mr. Pearce, collector for Slessrs. Veitch. Native
of Bolivia. Flowers scarlet.

—

{Ibid., t. 5648.)

Dendroeium macrophyllum, var. Veitchiancji (Veitch's

Large-leaved Dendrobe).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidaceje. Linn., Gjnan-
dria Monandria. Native of Java. Found by the late Mr.
Lobb, Messrs. Veitch's collector. Flowers greenish yellow ; lip

streaked with purple.

—

{Ibid., t. 5649.)

SciLLA sib:eica.—Dark blue.

—

{Flore des Serves, 1677.)

Eanunculuses.—Six varieties.

—

{Ibid., 1679.)

Crocuses.—Omer Paclta, white, purple-edged. Grand Jaxine,

yellow. Scottish, white, crimson lines. Jilammoth, very large,

ivory white. Drop d'Or, yellow, crimson streaks. Louis
Napoleon, very large, crimson purple. Albion, white, tinged

and streaked with crimson. Lc Nuance, ivory white, crimson
base. Argris, white, crimson-feathered. Mont Blanc, white.

Beranger, lilac purple.

—

{Ibid., 1680-1.)

Single Tulips.—Junger Gelber Prinz, yellow. Jagt van
Hotterdam, white, crimson flakes. Pottcbakker Wane, white.

Cameleon, sprinkled with scarlet, ilatelas rose, crimson, white-

edged. Dorothea, white, crimson-flaked. Grootmeester van
Malta, white, crimson-flaked. Gouden Standard, yellow, crim-
son-flaked. Ville de Haarlem, white, shghtly flaked with
purple.—(76M., 1682-4.)

Double Tulips.—Couronne de lioses, crimson, while-edged.
Gloria Solis, scarlet, yellow-edged. Mariage de via Fille, white,

crimson flakes. Itcgina rubrorum, yellow, crimson flakes. licr

rubrorum, deep crimson.

—

{Ibid., 1685.)

Single Early Tdlip.—Flower crimson, white-edged ; leaves

yellow-edged.— (/fcirf., 1687.)

Cattleta citrina (Tellow-flowered Cattleya).

—

Nat. ord.,

Orchidacete. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of Mexico.
Jlowers yellow, lip streaked with orange.

—

{Ibid., 1689.)

Scutellaria costaricana (Scutellaria of Costa Bica).

—

Nat.
ord., Labiatie. Linn., Liidynamia G^^nnospermia. Introduced
by M. H. Wendland, from Costa Rica, in Mexico, where it

grows at an elevation of 6000 feet. Flowers scarlet with orange
throat.—(76id., 1690.)

Maranta illdsteis.—Leaves with white zone, purple under-
Burface.— (/Ziirf., 1691.)

Magnolia Lennei.—A cross-bred between Tulan and pur-
purea, and named after the Director-general of the royal gar-

dens of Prussia. Flowers pale rose, edged with white.

—

(Ibid,,

1693)
CRAT.EGue oxYACANTHA cocciNEA TLORE-PLENO (New Double-

bloBEomed Crimson Thorn).—" As a hardy ornamental tree for

planting in the shrubbery and flower garden, we loop upon this
Thorn as the grandest acquisition that has been obtained for
many years ; and as a forcing plant it is equally desirable, for
the young plants appear to flower freely when only a few inches
high. This, indeed, has been sufiiciently shown by the examples
which have been exhibited by Mr. W. Paul at the Boyal Horti-
cultural Garden, South Kensington, and at the Royal Botanic
Garden, Regent's Park, several times during the spring of the
present year.

" As there has been some doubt created in the mind of the
public as to whether there are not two new double Crimson
Thorns, issuing from different establishments, under similar
names, we are glad to be able to dispel the mystery. We speak
advisedly when we say that the plants shown by Mr. William
Paul, and the branches shown by Messrs. George Paul & Son,
are identical both in leaf and flower. The variety is a sport
from the double Pink Thorn, and originated in the beautiful
and well-kept garden of Christopher Boyd, Esq., of Cheshnnt
Street, near Wallham Cross, where it still exists. It has,
therefore, never been the exclusive property of any one nursery-
man.

" The history of the sport is briefly this : About seven or
eight years ago some flowers of this intense hue were observed
on a plant of the double Pink Thorn, and on examination it

was found that a strong branch had started up from near the
centre of the tree, with leaves as well as flowers differing from
its parent. The branch was encouraged, and year by year in-

creased in size, retaining the colour and character originally

observed. The parent plant is apparently about twenty-five
years old, SO feet high, and as much in diameter, measured
from the outermost branches at its greatest width. There is

still only one stout central branch of this deep colour ; the
other branches, which are profusely adorned with flowers,

being of the original pale pink so well known to horticulturists.

When looking at the tree recently, so great was the contrast
between the sport and the original, that we could not rid our-
selves of the impression that the parent variety was in this
instance paler than usual, and we asked ourselves whether the
colouring matter had not been drawn from the larger surface
and intensified in this particular branch by one of those secret
processes which the student of Nature is often called upon to
behold and wonder at, without being able to account for or
explain. This may be fanciful, but here is certainly a lusus

naturce worthy of the attentive consideration of our vegetable
physiologists.

" We do not hesitate to advise every one who has a garden,
to purchase this plant at once."

—

{Florist and Pomologist,
vi., 117.)

DESTROYING WORMS BY CORROSIVE
SUBLIMATE.

Can you inform me the proper quantity of corrosive subli-

mate per gallon to dissolve in water in order to destroy worms in
lawns ? I h.ave tried it during the evening on a small piece ot
grass, and the number of worms it brought out was surprising.

The quantity used was about as much as would lie on a sixpence
to a six-gallon watering-potful of water. Do you think this is

strong enough to injure the grass?

—

Philip Crowxet.

[The quantity of the virulent poison you employed would not
injure the grass ; but birds or poultry swallowing the worms
would be injured or killed. One ounce to fifteen gallons of

water is the quantity usually employed. Lime water is as
eflicacious as the solution of corrosive sublimate, and involves
no danger. We are of the number who think it is better to

disperse the wormcasts every morning with a broom, than to
destroy the worms. We are of opinion that those wormcasts,
and the admission of air to the interior of the soil by the holes
made by the worms, are very beneficial to the grass. ]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are requested to state that the following error was

published in the advertised prize list of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Show in our last number. In class 7, for six

new Roses not sent out previous to 1864-5, in any sized pots

(open), it was announced that Mr. William Paul obtained the

first prize ;
whereas the first prize was awarded to Messrs.

Paul & Sou, and the second prize to Mr. William Paul. In
our reporter's original report his notes were correct, and at the

last moment, when he saw the official prize list, he altered his
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own report, being unaware that any change in the prize cards

had been made. That change was unauthorised and erroneous.

The Council of the Koyal Horticultural Society, with the

consent of the exhibitors, determined to extend the time of

keeping open the Great Show to Whit-Monday and Tuesday to

allow holiday-folks an opportunity of seeing such a magnificent

display, and this concession was taken advantage of by a large

number of persons. The attendance of visitors during the

Show has been as follows :—Tuesday, June 4th, 50G0 ; Wednes-
day, 1154; Thursday, 3351; Friday, 3107; Saturday, 1064;
Monday, 3826 ; Tuesday not yet ascertained.

According to the " Journal of the Society of Arts," the

following prizes were adjudged to gardeners at the final examina-
tions, conducted under the auspices of the Society. The first

prizes for Botany and Floriculture, of £5 each, were awarded to

Robert Greaser Kingston, aged 20, Richmond Parochial Library

and Reading Room, gardener. The second prize of £3 for Flori-

culture, was allotted to William Pritchard Roberts, aged 27,

Bromley Literary Institute, gardener. The first prize for Fruit

and Vegetable culture, £5, was adjudged to John Charles Higgs,

aged 26, Southampton AthenEoum, gardener ; and the second
prize to George Stanton, aged 26, Slough Mechanics' Institute,

gardener. The Royal Horticultural Society's prizes were awarded
as follows :—In Botany : first prize, £5, to Robert Greaser Kings-

ton, 20, Richmond Parochial Library and Reading Room, gar-

dener. Second prize, £3, Richard Lee Keenan, 23, Richmond
Parochial Library and Reading Room, gardener. No other

candidate qualified to receive a prize. In Floriculture : first

prize, £5, Piobert Greaser Kingston, 20, Richmond Parochial

Library and ReadingRoom, gardener ; second prize, £3, William
Pritchard Roberts, 27, Bromley Literary Institute, gardener.

In Fruit and Vegetable culture : first prize, £3, John Charles

Higgs, 26, Southampton Athenffium, gardener; second prize,

£3, G. Stanton, 26, Slough Mechanics' Institute, gardener. The
" Gardeners' Chronicle " Prize of £3 is awarded to Robert
Greaser Kingston, 20, Richmond Parochial Library and Reading
Room, gardener.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Prepare gi-ound for planting out Brussels Sprouts, Borecole,

Broccoli, Cauliflowers, and Savoys. Peas, sow Knight's Marrows;
if dry weather continue, the drills for Peas, Kidney Beans, &c.,

should be rendered moist before sowing, and if the seeds are

previously steeped in water for eight or ten hours rapid ve-

getation will be insured at this period of the season. Turnips,

take advantage of the first cloudy weather to sow a portion of

the main crop of winter Turnips. They should be sown in

drills whilst the ground is freshly prepared, placing in the bot-

tom of the drill a compost of rotten dung, in order that roots

may be emitted at once, and that the plants may form rough
leaves sooner, so as to be out of the reach of the fly.

FRniT GARDEN.
Particular attention will now be required with regard to wall

trees planted last season. In the case of Pear trees it will be
desirable that a central shoot be trained upright, and one on
each side to form the lower tier ; but in order that the latter

may acquire greater vigour, they should not yet be brought to

a horizontal position. If they appear of equal strength, they
should diverge at the same angle, but if unequal the weaker
should be allowed the greater elevation. "The lowest side

shoots of Peach and Nectarine trees should also he encouraged
by as much elevation as can be afforded, consistently with the
possibility of bringing them to their ultimate position, that of

an angle of about 43° for a Uttle distance from their origin, and
then nearly horizontal. If the central shoot exhibit too great

luxuriance, its point may be inclined to either side ; a few of its

laterals may yet be permitted, lest by stopping them the lower

eyes should break prematurely. Disbud Figs, retaining no
more wood than is required for the next season. Be sure to

select the short-jointed wood.
FLOW-ER GARDEN.

Attend to the tying-up herbaceous plants that are tall or

showing flower, such as the different kinds of Rockets, Pasonies,

double and single Lychnis, &c., in order to prevent their being

injured by the wind. Take up Anemone pavonina as soon as

the foliage begins to die off, clean the roots, and store them
away in an airy cool shed or loft to dry. Collect seed of the

Poppy Anemone as it ripens, and sow it at once in a sead-bed
;

the plants will bloom ne^t season if seed is sown during this

month. Dog's-tooth Violets will succeed well if taken up, parted,

and replanted as soon as the fohage is matured. Mow lawns
often during this growing weather. Hoe and rake borders

;

remove dead leaves and blossoms, and water any of the recently-

planted beds in which plants have not taken sufficient hold of

the groHnd. Verbenas, Petunias, and similar plants should bo
pegged down where it is requisite to cover the surface of the
beds. Fine specimens of Fuchsias may be planted out on
lawns, also largo Pelargoniums, chiefly of the scarlet kinds, and
should be well staked. Ten-week Stocks may yet be sown for

a display in September and October, and a little late Mignonette,
as also a few of the best annuals for autumn work. Ranun-
culuses are in bloom in early localities, shade from the powerful
rays of the sun, and occasionally water with soft water between
the rows. Look sharply after a green caterpillar exactly the
colour of the stem. It will generally be found just under the

blooms. Pinch off the laterals, and thin the buds of Pinks, in
order that those intended for exhibition may increase in size.

Water those grown in pots during the evening, and tie with
waxed thread the pods of those which are sufficiently advanced.
Carnations and Pieotees will now require considerable attention,

e.'camine the ties and see that no stems are pinched or con-
tracted ; continue to fasten others as they elongate ; remove
laterah, and use every means to encourage robust growth.
Pansies for exhibition should have a slight awning over the bed.

GREENDOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Now is the time to encourage a rapid and sturdy growth in

Corrajas, Epacrises, Pimeleas, Chorozemas, Leschenaultias,

Polygalas, Ericas, iSrc. A constant stopping of gross shoots will

be necessary, in order to equalise the sap, and encourage the
lower part of the plant. Let liberal shifts be given during the
season, in order that the pots may be tolerably well filled with
roots before the approach of winter, thereby guarding against
stagnation in the soil. As a general compost for the most of

these tribes, we would recommend three parts of a fibrous

heath soil in a lumpy state, and abounding in sharp grit, to

one part of a free turfy loam ; a good sprinkling of charcoal

from the size of a Pea to that of a Broad Bean, with a portion
of pounded crocks of similar size, should be added to the mass.
It is hardly necessary to urge the necessity of thorough drain-

age ; let it, however, be thorough. Crocks carefully placed to

provide outlets for the water, and these again covered with a
smaller size of pounded crocks and charcoal, and finally with'

the roughest part of the compost, to place the ball on, will be
found, although apparently troublesome at first, to be by far

the least so in the end. This mode of arranging the parts

of a compost, as also the drainage, will be found very essential,

if not absolutely necessary, where liquid manure is constantly

used. Cinerarias done blooming may be cut down, dipped in

tobacco water to clear the aphides, and turned out into a raised

bed in the kitchen garden or reserve ground ; they will pro-

duce an abundance of suckers by the end of August, and may
then be increased.

STOVE.

The principal work in this house is to attend to the climb-
ing plants ; see that they are all properly trained either to

stakes or trellises. Some of them may require stopping to

cause them to throw out a greater profusion of shoots. The
beauty of these useful plants depends much on the training

which they receive during the period at which rapid growth is

going on ; many of them are ruined owing to the want of timely
attention in this respect. Keep down the green fly by fumi-
gation, the red spider by syringing, and the mealy bug with the
linger and thumb. The thrips, one of the worst of enemies to

gardeners, may be subdued by constant smoking, and occa-

sionally syringing with lime and soot water in a perfectly clear

state ; but this, and all other insects, when once they make
their appearance, must be followed up in right earnest until

they are completely destroyed. Where a great amount of heat
is indulged in to promote the rapid growth of Orchids, some of

the Guatemala kinds, the Lajlias, and those from cool and
mountainous regions, should be separated, if possible, from the
main stock. A vinery in which a trifling amount of heat is

kept up would do. Abundance of moisture in the atmosphere
must, however, be provided.

PITS AND FRAJIES.

Put in cuttings of the most choice kinds of Phloxes or other
herbaceous plants, in order that they may be rooted before the
frames are again required for autumn cuttings. Shade during
the day, sprinkle and shut up early in the afternoon.

FORCINQ-PIT.

The young stock of Gardenias are the chief occupants here.
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and now begins the propagation by grafting of Camellias, Eho-
dodendronp, and Azaleas ; when expedition is preferred, these

may be kept in a strong, moist, and close heat till they are
united, but they will do perfectly well in a close cold frame,
well shaded, only they take longer time in this way.—W. Keanf:.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN OARDEN.

The routine has been very much the same as last week

—

hoeing, planting, and taking means to forward crops that were
injured by the frost. Pricked out plenty of Cehru, and fully

exposed what will be the first crops, as we have not yet manure
at hand to plant in the trenches, or, rather, three-rowed beds,

but we shall be able to attend to that presently. One advantage
of planting large plants with good balls is, that the base of the
plant can be examined, and everything like subsidiary shoots
or suckers removed before final planting. When the plants
are turned ont young this dressing must, in a great measure,
be done after they have giown in their allotted places, and with
much more trouble than at planting-time. Large plants with
good balls can be moved without the necessity of taking away
a leaf, except with these axillary shoots or suckers, .\lthough in
Tery sunny weather the plants may require an extra .sprinkling

overhead, this, even, will not be necessary if they can have the
flickering shade of staked rows of Peas between the beds.

Caulifott'iis that were brought forward under hand-lights,
and a good portion of which still remains, were finally banked
up by digging a trench between the rows where the glasses
were, and then for keeping them moist enough at the roots

they were well banked up with short grass. They are much
beneiiled by this mulching, especially when on a bank sloping
to the south. Looked after succession crops, pricked out seed-

lings, and sowed for the last crops out of doors. AVe have had
good returns by sowing in the beginning of .July in patches,
and allowing the plants to remain without transplanting ; but
the middle of June is late enough when they are to be trans-
planted. In small gardens there must be frequent sowings of

everything to keep up a supply and have nothing to run to

waste. Until the last sowing of Turnips it is advisable only
to BOW a small space at a time, and then the crop is always
young, sweet, and tender.

Cucumhcr^.—Regulated those on a ridge intended for Gherkins,
&e., also Vegetable Marrows. Banked up the linings of those
in frames by placing short grass and a little litter above it,

pretty well as high as the frames. The linings, properly speak-

ing, have never been meddled with. The beds were made so

much wider than the frames at first as to admit of this bank-
ing-up above the level of the bed, as it were, and thus heat is

thrown in by forcing the wood to be a conductor, and there is

ro danger of too much bottom heat. These frames are so

shallow that the soil inside is below their lower edges, except
where some is beaten firm all roimd the insides to prevent any
access of deleterious steam.
When such material as that referred to above is used for

banking-up, care must be taken in giving air, to prop up the
sashes, instead of sliding them up or down. The proppiug-up
system is always the best in every way, and .should always be
adopted where there are linings of fermenting material. The
fumes from rank dung will destroy a bed of Cucumbers as

effectually as burning sulphur among them would do.

As soon as we can, we will take the soil from a bed that did

good service for early Potatoes, remove a foot or more of the
npper tree leaves, &c., mix dung from stables and short grass

with the lower layer, replace that taken off, as well as the old

soil, add a quantity of fresh, put frames on, and plant with
strong Cucumber plants for succession, either to ease or take

the place of those bearing freely as yet. There are so many
casualties that may come, that it is best to be ready.

Cucumber Disrnxc.—This either in its gummy secretion, or

curled or spotted leaf, we are as yet free from ; but in answer
to many inquiries, we must say that we neither know what
brings these evils, nor what will keep them away, as we had
them for several years, and under every imaginable condition

—

in pits heated by hot water, in dung-beds, on ridges, in the open
ground, it mattered not where, in what soil, or in what tem-
perature. We even sowed in warm places out of doors, in the

Sandy fashion, but it was of no avail ; by the time the plants

began to be useful they showed signs of the disease, and our

only partial remedy was frequent sowing, using seed from a

distance, and fresh soil each time. Now, we mention this pro-

minently here that it may attract the attention of all who

have Buffered, particularly ef any one who has discovered a
remedy, and more especially because one of the best Cucumber-
growers in the country, whose house, pits, and frames, used to
be remarkable for the fertility and health of the plants, and
who never had anything of the sort before in a long practice,
has it now among all his Cucumbers, and he says he feels
powerless to arrest its progress. Like ourselves, he is not aware
of any difference as to treatment, soil, itc.,and we had worked
at least a quarter of a century among Cucumbers without ever
having anything to do with such troublesome pests. At present
we would venture to state, that the gardener who is thus
troubied is to be pitied rather than blamed. We know there
are many who make light of all this, but if they only once
have a visit of the enemy, as our friend referred to has, they
will find it too serious to make sport of. Who will make
known a remedy for this evil?

Potatoes Disi'ascd.—It is only right to mention another evil,

as to the cause of which we are forced to confess our ignorance.
This season early crops in pots and in frames have been very
good. We mentioned planting a wide earth pit, with just a
little heat at bottom, heat given by tree leaves, &c., not higher
than 80' when highest, the heat in the soil ranging from 50' and
a little more when highest ; soil a rather hght sandy loam. The
Potatoes had been set on leaf mould in shallow boxes, and were
sprung about 3 inches when planted. The rows were 18 inches
apart, and there was nothing between them. Up to May nothing
could look better, stems thick and sturdy, foliage of a dark green,
and on examining them with the fingers several times the young
Potatoes were found coming all right. All at once, after a
thunderstorm followed by some days of bright sunshine, the
tops showed signs of distress. On examining the soil we found
it was in a healthy state, neither wet nor dry ; but to keep the
plants in a healthy growing state we gave them a slight water-
ing, which revived them until the next fierce sun, when many of

the tops flagged again. On examining more closely those that
flagged, we found that a little below the surface of the ground,
the underground main stem was a mass of rottenness, and on
these the young tubers progressed no more. On taking up
what was thus, contrary to our expectations, a scanty crop, the
soil if anything was dry, sweet, and friable, just the very oppo-
site condition to that which would encourage rottenness. On
many of the stouter stems thus decayed below the ground,
there had been an attempt to throw out fresh roots and runners
near the surface. The Potatoes taken from plants that escaped
this infliction were good, clean specimens. Another puzzling
circumstance is, that one end of the bed is still perfectly healthy

,

and is well supplied with good tubers, though treated in every
way exactly as the rest, with these differences —This part was.

planted a fortnight or three weeks later, and whilst the earlier

part consisted chiefly of varieties of the Ashleaf, the second^
and as yet sound part, consisted chiefly of Early Frame and
Prince of Wales. The latter was merely tried and promises
well, though the stems are rather luxuriant for this system of
early growth. The sets of the Prince of Wales were not home-
saved. On some of the decayed stems we found a few small
worms, &c., but, as it appeared to us, they came as the result

and not as the cause of decomposition. There was no appear-
ance of fungus of any kind—in fact, that was partly guarded
against by mixing a little quicklime with the soil and forking

it over several times before planting. Before this giving way
of the underground stems no plantation could have looked
more robust and healthy, for they had plenty of air except in
very cold weather. Who will help us to account for a lot of

the earliest planted thus suffering, and the later planted escap-

ing under precisely similar circumstances in other respects ?

Have any of our readers noticed similar manifestations ? For-
tunately, though our genera! crops of Potatoes out of doors

suffered a little from the frosts, those at the foot of walls

escaped and are tubering well.

Proceeded with thinning Carrots, Parsnips, and Onions,

hoeing the ground at the same time ; the thinnings of the

Onions, put in thickly, will do for salading and for forming small-

buttons. Carrots sown now will yield rich sweet pullings in

autumn. Planted out Beet, as for years we have found it folly to

sow, as it would require fine netting to keep the birds from it just

as it comes through the ground. They are quite as destructive

to the coloured young leaves of Prince's Feather and Love-lies-

bleeding ; but once the leaves have grown a httle they cease to

meddle with them.
FEUIT EErABTMENT.

Nipping, thinning, watering, looking after insects, as detailed

in previous weeks' notices. Nipped the stronger forerighti
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shoots from Pears, Apples, Plums, &c., so as to give more light

to the smaller stubby shoots, and were careful not to overdo

this nipping just yet, that there might be no inducement to

these stubby spurs to elongate into shoots. By thus carefully

summer-nipping our dwarf trees there will be no lack of fruit-

buds, if the roots are iu good condition, and the trees are kept

compact and near home.
Melons.—" Frutex " wants to know if he cannot grow Melons

in a cold frame after the middle of June, and also how best to

manage the training and pruning in the simplest way. To the

first we say. Yes. We have had good crops merely with a

frame over them and no bottom heat, but taking care to secure

all the heat possible from the sun, by shutting up closely early

in the afternoon, and covering the glass in cold nights. The
crop wUl be all the more sure if there be, beneath the centre

of each light, two or three barrowloads of hot dung, on which
the soil must he placed and firmly trodden. If it can be

managed, the plants will do as well if the roots be confined to

from 2 to 3 feet in width of soil, as over-luxuriance is thus

avoided. The soil, however, should be 18 inches deep. We
shall describe the simplest mode of cultivation, and the easiest

to a beginner. Supposing, then, the lights to be 4 feet in

width, and .5* or G feet in length, we would recommend three

plants to a light, each plant pretty well established in a separate

pot previously. This will be better than sowing the seed where
the plant is to grow ; but however obtained, as soon as the

plants are 3 or 4 inches or so iu height nip the point out. Of
the shoots that come from the axils of the leaves select two, as

equal in strength as possible. Plant carefully, and train one
of these shoots to the b.ick and the other to the front of the

frame, and do not stop them until they each are folly 2 feet

long, but nip out the side shoots that come from the axils of

the leaves as the shoots grow. When you do stop, leave three

or four joints, which will be close together when you nip out

the terminal bud. These joints will grow farther apart as the

shoot lengthens ; and from the axils of the leaves at the joints

a shoot will come, which may be expected to show fruit, and
should be stopped a joint above the fruit, and, if too much
fruit set, you can thin out as you like. If this side shoot do
not show fruit at the first joint wait until the second come

;

and if that do not, stop to cause the production of a fourth

side shoot. Now, by this simple means you will have sis main
shoots from your three plants ; the disbudding of these six

shoots secures fine foliage without crowding with smaller shoots
;

and if from one main shoot you can manage to set and swell

only one fruit, that wUl give you six fruit to the light, and so

on in proportion to the number you would like, or the size of

the Melon, bearing iu mind that if a moderate number is taken
the fruit will generally be better, heavier for its size, and
richer in flavour. Bemember, too, that whatever number of

fruit you take from a plant, you must induce them to set, and
begin to swell at once and together ; for it only one fruit swell

on a plant it is difficult to get any more to set and swell.

This is one of the reasons why we recommend the three

plants to a light, and planted in the centre at regular distances,

as it is easier to set two and four fruit on a plant at the same
time than six or a dozen. The mode of disbudding the first

side shoots and only leaving those at the point to come, secures

strength of plant before the fruit shows, and renders much
other pruning unnecessary. For many years we acted strictly

on this simple plan, suggested by a careful study of the growth
and nature of the plant, and with great general success. From
press of other matters we have not been always able to see the
plan simply carried out, but we have met with no other plan
so good and so successful at a minimum of trouble and labour.

Of course, when one plant is designed to occupy a large space,

four, six, or more shoots must be obtained after the first stop-

ping, and the more regular these shoots are in strength the

more equally will the fruit be distributed and set. The three

plants will be the simplest for the inexperienced. The
simplicity will be a little increased if one plant have the two
secondary shoots trained to the back, and the next plant have
the two shoots trained to the front. Each plant will then be
wholly in one position as respects light, temperature, ifcc,

and the setting of different fruit at one time will be, if

anything, easier.

We trust it will thus be seen that the primary shoot of the
Melon is that which comes at once from the seed, the main
stem as it may be called. The secondary shoots are those

selected that come after the pinching-out the point of the main
stem. These are what we recommend to train over the bed,

disbudding the tertiary shoots that come from them nearest

the stem ; and the tertiary bearing shoots are those we allow

to come from near the stopped point of these secondary shoots,

and which tertiary shoots we stop again at the joint above
the fruit.

OBNAltENTAL DEPABTMENT.
Some of the walks not pleasing us we ran the hoe over

them when damp, and raked them level on a sunny day. The
weather compelled us to mow, and was too wet to permit us to

proceed with flower-bed planting ; but if it continue fine, the

most will be done before this is printed. Not wishing to repeat

what has recently been said, we would refer to last week's

notices for what is more important even than early planting.

Looked after bulbs, Pinks, &c., and commenced propagating

the latter.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Jd.ne 12.

Under the influence of this sunny weather supplies are greatly im-
proved both in quantity and quality, and a marked increase in Continen-
tal imports is observable ; they now comprises Peaches, Nectarines,
Melons, Figs, Apricots, and Cherries. Of home-grown Pines and Grapes
there is an abundance, with a good sprinkling of Peaches and Nectarines,
and a large quantity of open-air Strawberries. Potato trade dull at
former prices, and unfortunately much disease is aU-eady making its ap-
pearance.

FBCIT.
B. d. B. d

Apples J sieve 3 0to4
Apricots doz 3 4
Cherries box 2 3
Chestnuts bush.
Currants i sieve

Black do.
Figs doz. 6 10
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 9 16
Gooseberries . . quart 4 6
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 5 10
Lemons 100 S 10

8. d. B. <t

Melons each 5 0to8
Nectarines doz. 10 18
Oranges 100 5 10
Peaches doz. 15
Pears (dessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb. 5
Plums i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb. 1

38

8

Walnuts bush. 10 20

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRun.i sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. B. d
etoo 8

3 6

2

LeekB bnnch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms pottle

Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley per sieve

Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
New lb.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.

Sea-kale basket
ShaUots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.

Turnips bunch

s. d. s.

3 too
10 2
16 2

4
3

9
9

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
A. Barnaart, Vogelenzang, Haarlem, Holland.

—

Catalogue of

Dutch Flower Boots.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AH
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'C, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
Hospital (A Young Gardrner).—There is a hospital specially devoted

to diseases of the heart, at 67, Margaret Street, Cavendish Square. With-

out medical advice we know persons who have had heart-disease for

twenty years, and are still alive. Physicians of tn-oatest eminence
merely advised temperate hving and avoidance of violent exertion.

Seedling Cinerarias and Calceolarias (It. B.).—The flowers were
punched flat and dry. Flowers, and indeed all specimens of plants,

should be sent in damp moss in a box.

FcN-GDS IN Bark Bed of Stove (Linda).—The name of the fungus is

Agaricus (Lepiota) clypeolarius, a British species, not uncommon in hot-

houses. It is not a recognised eatable species, and we cannot recommend
any means for preventing its recurrence without injuring the tan ; it will

probably soon disappear of its own accord. You, or any one. would oblige

us by sending three or four fresh specimens, iu an old seidlitz-powder

box (with a bit of wet moss), to Mr. W. G. Smith, 12. North Grove West,
Mildmay Park, London, who is making a collection of drawings of Fungi.

Viola corndta (Brockfield).—They are correct blooms as far as we can

make out in their shrivelled state. Flowers should be enveloped by damp
moss in a box for travelling.
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Dbainikg a Clayey Soii. (Siinna).—Vie Icnow the soil in your Rarden
ftt PenKc, and recommend you to have drain pipes laid ftt 2^ feet from
the surftice, and the drains to be not more than 12 or 15 feet a^jart.

WiRKWORMs IN VnJK BORDER (Constant Header, Otas(jow).~lt yonr
Vine border ia bo much infested with wirewornifl, wo fear that nothing
will do except removing the seil and frcah planting. Before resorting to
this, however, stick pieces of Potatoes, Radishes, Carrots, Turnips, or any
thing of that kind, all over the border, just deep enough to be out of
flight, and go and examine them every morning, and do what you think
best with the wiroworms wbich you find. Make also holes where there
are no roots, and put gas tar in tlio holes.

THINNrNG THE FrUIT OP OnCHARD-HOtJSE PeACH AND NECTARINE
Treks—Frdit E.\ten dy ^Voodi.ice tlinynl Genrrje.—'We wonld thin the
Iruit of your Koyal George Peach tree to two dozen, and they will give
you more satisfaction tban six dozen. We have had more than three
dozen from such a tree. We would thin at once. Timely thinning is the
best means of preventing fruit dropping when stoning. To keep woodlice
Irom going up the stems of your pot trees, tie a little clean wadding firmly
round the stem, and over that wadding dipped iu a mixture of oil and
coal tar. Once wo were greatly troubled with them on Cucumber plants
in pots. They nipped the points of every young fruit. We had circular
vessels made of tin or zinc, 1 inch wide and 1 inch deep, long enough
either to go round the stem or round the inside rim of the pot when set
firmly on the soil, and then the one-inch space was partly filled with tar
and oil. The vessel must not be much leas than an inch in width, or the
woodlico will stretch over it.

Thripr on Vine Leaves (E. D. S.).—We found n few remains of thrips
on the Vino leaves, and the remedy is tobacco-smoking and severe sjTing-
ing afterwards. The leaves alsohad this peculiarity, that the leaflets
seemed to come double, one over the other, and that, we presume, was
the result of over-luxuriance, and a close, moist atmosphere.
Leaf Mould {Andover).—'Y\ie leaves should he laid in a heap, not very

thickly, and, being left until autumn, they will have decomposed suffi-
ciently to be used for mixing with soil as compost for plants. If turned
over now, and again in autumn, they will decompose more rapidly, and
still more speedily if you mix a little lonm with them at ench turning.
Leaves at the end of t«-elve months are usually sufficiently decomposed
for potting-pnrposes, but they are not thoroughly so until the second
year. For bedding plants the compost should consist of two-thirds loam
and one-third leaf mould. Leaf mould is too open, and becomes too
dose and saturated, owing to the frequent waterings, to be employed alone.

Pampas Grass Killed by Frost (Ztlfto).—The Pampas Grass with us
is not killed, but is much injured. The old plants have suffered most.
It is owinp; to the last exceptionally severe winter that so many are killed
or injured, otherwise this beautiful Grass is sufficiently hardy to eudure
our ordinary winters.

Definition of Zonal and Nosegay Pelargonittms (Llcm).—The
name of Zonal was given a few years ago to that particular section of
Pelargoniums to distinguish it' from others. They were all called
•* Scarlet Geraniums." which did not truly express what was meant, as
there are so many shades of colour in the flowers of that class, and it

would be absolutely incorrect so to call Madame Vancher, which has a
pure white flower. Almot^t the whole of this family have a zone on the
leaf, though sometimes faintly developed, hence the old-fashioned name
of " Horseshoe " Geranium. The word " Zonal'' at once conveys to the
mind theparticular section of Pelargoniums of which we may be spenk-
ing. A Nosc'tJfiy Pelargonium is a Zunal in every sense of the word, the
leaves are generally marked with a zone : and then a Nosegay differs only
from other Zonals in the form of its flowei-s, the petals of which are
narrow and long, and the three front petals wide apart from the two
at back ; the trusses are much larger than the usual size, and are more
enduring under rain or hot weather. Nosegay Stella and the vaiiety
called Punch, or Tom Thumb, are respectively good examples of a
Nosegay and the large-flowering Zonals.

Melon Plants Dying Off {A. A. N. fl".!.—The leaves sent have- every
appearance of suffering severely from mildew. Vour only remedy is to
syringe the pl:ints and dust the leaves and stems on both sides with
flowers of sulphur. The contact of the sulphur with the fungus, and the
fumes that will be emitted whenever the sun shines powerfully upon the
house will destroy the mildew ; but if your plants are so much affected
as it would appear from the leaves sent, we fear they are beyond cure,
and that your best plan will be to replant. Melons like a strong unctuous
loam if it contain grit, but we never found chalky soil or lime rubbish
of any benefit in Melon culture.

Camellias Unhealthy (Oxonian'^.—Wo fear we cannot help yon, for
your plants appear to be in a very bad condition, and have been so for
acme time. We advise your shaking them out of the pots, removing all
the soil, for that appears to us to contain something injurious to the
roots, and potting them afresh. Use turf from a pasture where the soil
is ar good rather light or sandy loam, paring it off from 1 inch to 1^ inch
thick, and t^ar it in pieces with the hand, and work it in among the roots.
Pot rather linnly, affnrd good drainage, and do not biu-y the collar of the
plant too deeply, in fact, it should bo level with the rim of the pot. The

plants after potting should be placed in a house with a moderate tempe*
rature, iu a cool vinery for instance, and be moderately supplied with
water, but always give enough to show itself at the drainage. They
should have a good syringing every evening, and the atmosphere must be
kept moist. Air should be given moderately, and if the plants are in a
house where there are no Vines, slight shade should be afforded when the
sun is powerful. We would not cut back the shoots, but if very close

together we recommend thinning out the weak wood. All, or nearly all

the flower-buds should be removed. If you treat your plants as above
recommended they may recover, and in a year or two become healthy.
Do not attempt to force them into second growth, but first secure a
healthy root-action. You may continue the plants in a viuery until August.

Amaranthus melancholicus ruber Ccltube (A Subscriber).—The
phmt, of which you sent us a seedling in the rough leaf, is that named
above, and should now have been 6 inches high and in the course of

being planted out. The seedlings should be potted off singly in 60-sized

pots, or three in a 48-pot, when in the condition of that sent us, and be
continued in a frame with a gentle heat, such as that of a hotbed
used for cuttings and seeds, shifting them into pots a size larger when
those they were first potted in are filled with roots. Use a compost of

rich turfy loam and leuf mould, with a free admixture of sand. The
plants should be kept moist, and be slightly shaded after potting until

established; but when they have recovered from the potting, air should
bo given freely. The seed should be sown at the end of March, or early

in April, in a hotbed, and the plants potted off and grown on in heat
until the beginning of June; they should be hardened off and planted
out in the second week in the month.
Vine Leaf Scorched ( J. iJani.tfcr).—The discoloration of the leaf ap-

pears to be caused by its being scorched, probably through the sun
shining poweifully on the glass whilst the leaves were wet ; or it might
be caused by water being poured upon a hot flue or pipe. A little sur

given early in the morning will prevent the first danger; in fact, the
scorching of Vine leaves is chieflv attributable to not giving air before

the sun acts powerfully upon tlie house. The brown or small black

injects upon the leaves mavbe thrips, and there are traces of their having
infested the lenf sent us. If you find them at work upon the leaves, keep
the foliage of the Vines dry on a calm evening, and, shutting the house
up close, fill it TA-ith tobacco smoke, and repeat the fumigation on the next

night but one.

Bulbs after Flowering {Aiiver^ne).—Vihe\i the foliage begins to

decav the roots should he taken up, and be placed thinly on a shelf in a

cool airy shed to dry. When the stalks part freely from the bulbs they
should be removed, and the bulbs stored thinly on shelves in dry sand.

They will keep sound and plump until autumn, and then the loose scales

and old roots may be removed.

Melons Diseased (H. £7/r7;m(Tsfrr).—The leaf sent is much rusted, and
the e-vil will only disappear by syringing the plants overhead, and dusting

the leaves on both sides with flowers of sulphur. This should be done

early in the afternoon ; the frame should then be shut up closely, ^^°i^
mat be thrown over the glass if the sun is powerful. Do not practise the

syringingg with Gishm-st, and tobacco fumigations are of no use. The
c-^use of the evil is an unhealthy plant. The plants are very weak, and
look as if they wanted air.

Rhododendrons Injured by Frost {A Constant Reader).—"We would
not cut off the shoots that were injured by the frosts of May, but leave

them for a time, and in a week or two remove any of the dead parts, and.

these only.

Trees and Shrdbs at an Elevation of IfOO Feet (B.).—If you
were to state your locality, aud the mimes of the shrubs (if any), or what
is the vegetation of the locality, we might be able to advise.

Canada West (/;n!a;Ki).—The Pansy grows and flowers abundantly in

Canada, and plenty of varieties may there be obtained. Vou might

however, take over English-saved seed. We are not acquainted with any
work on the climate of Upper Canada, but if you apply to the Commis-
sioners of Emigi-ation, 8. Park Street, Westminster, you will be furnished

with reliable information as to the comparative advantages of different

parts of the country.

Flowers for a Grave (Margaret).—Y^e know Rhyl churchyard, and
we think that if the grave was carpeted over with Stonecrop (Sediim

acref. aud studded with double purple Violets, they would thrive and be

suitable.

Pelargoniums for Exhibition (TI'. H. M.).—ZonaU : Clipper, Eugpme
Mtzavd, Monsieur Barre, and Madame Vaucher. Variegated, not being

Tricolors: Queen of Queens, Alma, Golden Chain, and Golden Fleece.

Tricolors : Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, Sophia Dumaresque, and Italia Unita.

Names of Plants (H. W. £.).- Cystopteris fragilis. (TT. TF. i?.).—

1, Lastrea dilatata; 2, Asplenium adiantum nigrum; 3, Lastrea sp._;

4, Asplenium trichomanes; 5, Lomaria spicant; 6, Lithosnermum fruti-

cosum. (G. iJroicH).— It is an impossibility to name seedlings. [J. C).—
Selnginella Martensii (1-2). (B. ilo.-if) —1, Crataegus oxyacautha plena;

2, Saxifraga aizoon ; 3, Helleborus viridis; 4, Vaccinium vitis-idrea;

5, (bad state) ; 6, Polemonium caruleum. (E. S. B. G.).—1-2, saxifraga

cKspitosa, vars.; 8, Stellaria holostea. {W. Jv.).—Phlomia macrophylla.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending June 11th.

Date.
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POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

GUARANTEEING HIGII-PPaCED EGGS.
As there is considerable discussion about the quality of high-

priced eggs just now, perhaps the experience of one of your
subscribers may be useful. Of purchased eggs I have tried

three sittings simultaneously : one Dark Brahma, one Black

Spanish, one Black Duck of a foreign variety. The first sit-

ting cost quite £1, for there was carriage to pay and a man's
time in going to the station on three consecutive days, in addi-

tion to the high price for the eggs. The result was six chickens

hatched, with which I was satisfied. The Spanish eggs I ac-

quired by exchange from one who guaranteed the bonajidcs of

one of your advertisers a short time ago. He stated that he
was quite satisfied with his part of the agreement, made ac-

cording to his own terms, and I in return asked him to guarantee

me four chicks, and to be sure and send the eggs fresh. I re-

ceived them on a Friday evening, and set them the following

Tuesday morning ; the result was only one chick saved out of

three hatched. I wrote about it, and was promised, as all

appeared fair and aboveboard, a few others, which I have
never received. Of the Black Ducks, nine were hatched out

of thirteen—a very good result ; but they have never been
advertised to my knowledge. I supplied five eggs of the Silver-

spangled variety to a friend, and they were all hatched in nine-

teen days, or two days previous to the expected time ; and as

I had some Sebright eggs, which I offered for sale but did not
part with, I set the layer herself on nine, and she hatched the

whole of them, coming off with a strong brood on the morning
of the twentieth day. I did not select the eggs, but took them
in the order of their being laid.

All the three sittings which I purchased I set under first-class

Dorkings exactly under the same circumstances, so there was
no excuse in any way, the hens being well cared for and looked
after. It is useless to talk of eggs being fresh when they do
not hatch to time, for that is the great test. Of the three
Spanish chicks, the first two were so weak that they did not
survive the hatching, the third was so weak in the shell that

to strengthen it I gave it raw egg, which helped it through.
These remarks, I am sure, will do good to all those who ad-

vertise eggs, if they will guarantee what they ask a high price

for, and these continued disappointments are only prejudicial

to their best interests. The Spanish eggs, I should state, cost

with carriage expenses 16s.

—

Veiutas.

GAPES IN CHICKENS.
The above disease seems in consequence of the cold wet

weather, to be more than usually prevalent this year amongst
Dorkings and other delicate breeds ; and as I heard a short
time ago of a remedy which appears to have been singularly

successful, I have thought it might be of service to give it

publicity.

It was furnished me by a friend who is breeding Dorkings
this season from some of the best stock in England. His
chickens having suffered severely from gapes, the following pre-

scription was given to him as an unfailing cure, by a game-
keeper who has had the rearing of 1500 head of Pheasants
per annum, and the very first results were so promising that I

had thought of publishing them a fortnight ago, but have pur-

posely delayed till they should be confirmed by subsequent ex-

perience. This, also, being satisfactory, I trust you may find

loom for the prescription, as follows :—Bol. Armen. 20 grs.

;

spirits of tar, 12 drops; cochineal, 1 oz. To be divided into

pills the size of a peppercorn, and given on the first symptoms
appearing, or one pill as a preventive to all chickens, where the

disease has prevailed, about the sixth day after hatching. It

may be as well to remark, that, as a preventive, the medicine
must be used with caution, as it is a violent purgative.

I have not hitherto had much faith in internal remedies for

this disease, but the following results have induced a change of

opinion ;

—

1, A chick apparently dead from gapes, showing some slight

signs of animation under warmth, was given a dose. Next
morning it could stand, and was given another pill. It lived

through the day, and my friend believes would have recovered,

but having to leave in pursuit of his business avocations no
further medicine beyond the second dose was given, and the

chick died.

2, Another chick not bo far gone, but yery badly infected,

recovered.

3, Whilst one or two chickens were lost daily previous to

the trial of this medicine, none have died where it has been

given.

I shall be glad if any of your readers who may try the above

remedy will state their experience of its success. I maka no
claim to originality, I simply give the remedy as written for

me by my friend referred to. It is new to me, and I publish

it, but if any one else shall say that it is as old as Adam, I

shall not deny it, only if it is effective let it be tried.

I will only add, for the sake of novices in poultry-keeping

(old hands do not need it), that the best means of preventing

any disposition to gapes are, to keep the chickens clean and dry,

and to give them clear spring water, putting in the fountain

each time it is filled a lump of camphor and sulphate of iron

the size of a small pea. All chickens are much benefited by

this in cold weather.

—

Nemo.

EXTENSn^E POULTRY-liEEPING.
In reply to your correspondent " Toby," I may remark that

my experience as a poultry-keeper on a large scale is greatly at

variance with his statements. I keep almost 2,00!j fowls for

eggs, and I have never been able to obtain much more than

half the number of eggs per head which he does, and the

quantity of food consumed is very much more.

As my fowls are nearly all common cross-bred birds, I should

have attributed my ill-success to that cause if I had not care-

fully analysed " Toby's " estimate for 10,000 hens. He puts

the cost of corn for that number at £2000. This sum would
buy say 1335 quarters of barley or damaged wheat, weighing

50 lbs. per bushel, at 30s. per quarter, which is is. or Cs. below

the present price, and the weight would be 238 tons 7 cwts.

He allows £50 for flesh, which at £10 per ton gives 5 tons.

This weight of food is to produce 2,000,000 eggs, which ought
to weigh 2 ozs. each, or 111 tons 12 cwts. ; thus, about 2 tons

3 cwts. of food is supposed to produce one ton of eggs. I leave

your readers to judge whether it is probable Hamburghs or any
other poultry will ever accomplish that feat. If it could be
done, the profit at the present prices of eggs -would be ovei
100 per cent.

A business of the kind proposed might, with a suitable soil

and situation, and an energetic manager aceustoiaed to the

charge of large numbers of poultry, be carried on lit a profit,

otherwise it would be a decided failure.

—

George Chambers,
Standon, Herts.

"STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE."
I AM much surprised to observe it stated, that the " Standard

of Excellence " is appended to a poultry book by permission of

the Poultry Club. This to me looks very like disposing of the

Club's " stock-in-trade," and for considerations, I, as a member
of the Club, know not of.

The only return the members of the Club have received for

a number of years' subscription has been the " Standard," and
it now has apparently been handed over to others, who will

thus receive the benefit of that which it has taken the Club
years to produce. If the consideration for publishing the
" Standard " is to be handed over in prizes at a Show, it will

certainly be at a very distant date, as after the experience of

Kochdale, notwithstanding the excuses made for that gigantic

failure, few members will contribute to a certain prospect of a
similar result.

—

Keform.

PRE^^LNTING HENS SITTING.
In your answer to " Kitty," you seem to think it a difficult

task to prevent a Cochin hen sitting. I have found it so until

this year, when I tried the plan recommended by the Hon.
Mrs. Arbuthnot with great success.

It is as follows : Let the hen sit three or four days in the

nest she chooses ; then place her in a yard, or anywhere where
there is no nest, and feed well ; in four or five days she may
be returned to her own yard, and in about a fortnight will lay

again.

—

Philip Ceowley.

The Prize Schedule of the Long Sutton and South Lin-

COLNSHLRE PoTjLTRY, PiGEON, AND RaBBIT ShOW manifests B

very great advance on any of the three previous shows. In
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each of the fifty-eeven general classes prizes to the amonnt i

of £1 and 10s. will be awarded, old birds and chickens of each
variety being appointed separate classes. Silver cups cf the i

valne of five guineas each will be given respectively for the best
pen of Dorkings, Cochins, Brahmas, Spanish, Hamburghs,
Game, Game Bantams, Bantams, and also for the best pen of
Any other variety of fowls. In Pigeons, besides £1 and 10s.
prizes for the respective classes, three five-guinea cups will be
given for the best pen of Carriers, Tumblers, and the best pen

of Any other variety of Pigeons. Besides those named there is a
number of local prizes confined to residents only, and to these
also, besides the money prizes, three five-guiuea cups will be
given. With so tempting and liberal a prize schedule there
can be little doubb of a complete success being insured ; and
the Committee announce as the Arbitrators the well-known
names of Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay. The Show will be held
on October "Jth and 10th, the entries closing on Saturday,
September 28th, after which date no post entries will be received.

PORTABLE POULTRY-HOUSES.

While portable fowl-houses are occupying public attention,
allow us to particularise one of those we advertise for sale. It
is exceedingly portable, as light as possible consistent with
durability, and very economical of space, besides possessing
excellent interior arrangements for the comfort of the fowls for
roosting, laying, etc. The nests are so arranged that any lady
can collect the eggs without going inside the house. The open
space under the house affords ample retreat for the inmates on

wet days. The whole being mounted upon wheels, and pro-
vided with side fall-down lever handles, it can readily be moved
abont, and these houses represent one of the most useful im-
provements in poultry arrangements.
They are equally adapted to either garden or farming pur-

poses, the land becoming enriched and cleared from insects

at a small cost with benefit to both proprietor and fowls.

—

E. & F. Crook, 5, Carnahtj Street.

INCUBATORS.
YoDK correspondent, " Brown Bed," seeks for information

relative to machines for hatching eggs, and suggests that you
should undertake the task of testing the merits of rival in-
cnbators. Now, Messrs. Editors, I give you credit (and, indeed,
editors generally), for having a vast amount of patience ; but
I think a trial of incubators would quite exhaust your stock of
that virtue, as we are told it is, and a very great virtue it must
be when exercised in relation to hatching eggs by the machines
at present invented. To say which is the best incubator would
be quite as difficult as to say which is the worst ; they differ
Bimply in detail ; the principle in all is the same—viz., hot
water—it matters little how the water is heated. Differ
amongst themselves as they may about the merits cr demerits
or infringements of patents, the manufacturers of incubators
have all the same end in view—to puff their individual ma-
chines and make money by them ; they leave purchasers to
find out the imperfections. The machines at present sold to
hatch eggs are perfectly useless as practical and remunerative
incubators. They may answer as an amusement, or as a hobby
to waste time and money upon ; for all else they are useless.

I have spent a considerable sum of money, and much time
and patience in trials with incubators. I have tried warm
water, boiling water, and steam ; machines heated by gas, oil,

spirits, and paraffin ; machines where the water flowed and
where it did not ; and I have had made on principles of my
own some that I thought would be sure to answer, but they
simply turned out as good, or rather as bad as the others. I
think, instead of testing incubators, if you would kindly open
yonr columns to correspondents who have experimented with
machines for the purpose of hatching eggs, something may be
gained from an account of their failures if not their successes.

I would remark, that eggs in incubators appear to go on very
well until about the fifteenth day. I have generally found that
about this time the chickens died ; numbers have I taken out

of the shells perfectly formed and feathered, but dead. Now
as to the cause of this I am quite in the dark :—Too much
heat or not enough ; well, I have hatched strong chicks side

by side with those dead youngsters. Not enough ventilation

—

I do not believe in this much-talked-of ventilation in hatching
eggs ; I succeed best in hatching under hens when the hens
are placed in a greenhouse in close boxes with only a small aper-

ture for the hens to enter, and I am disappointed when I do
not obtain twelve chicks from thirteen eggs ; I frequently hatch
the whole of the eggs. Much ventilation in natural or artifi-

cial hatching I have found not beneficial. Want of moisture—
now I think we are in the neighbourhood of the mischief; to

prevent dry heat in incubators, it is the practice to place water

in the machines that moisture may be supplied by evaporation

;

if you then place a piece of glass in the incubator the surface

of that glass will be found to be wet, or at any rate there will

be moisture upon it : place another piece of glass under a sit-

ing hen, it will be warm, but will present no appearance of

moisture upon the surface. Take two eggs, the one from the

machine, the other from under a hen ; try both eggs with a ther-

mometer, and they may be both of the same temperature, yet the

feel in the hand is perceptibly different. Now, as to whether
the contact with the flesh of the fowl has anything to do with

this difference or not, I am not satisfied ; at any rate, when I

have time I intend to try a substance resembling to the touch

the flesh of a sitting hen, and that substance is india-rubber.

If a solid india-rubber bag, similar to those used by invalids

when travelling (I do not mean stuff waterproofed with india-

rubber), be fiUed with warm water, it will be to the touch ex-

actly the same as the flesh of a sitting fowl ; there is, in fact,

a moist heat without perceptible moisture. I give the idea

for others to work upon it they like.

I have already, I am afraid, made my letter too long, or I

could add much relating to hatching eggs by artificial means.
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W« are not, I think, now as sncoessful even with incubators

as Eeanmur and Bonnemain were in the last centnry, for it is

stated that the machine made by the latter supplied the table

of IioTiis XIV. with chickens. If I can render any information
relatire to incubators to any of your correspondents experi-

Toenting with machines, I shall be most happy to do so.

—

Mbebtfieijis.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND SOCIETY'S
POULTRY SHOW.

Ai.TH0UGn there were many persona who predicted thai a second
year's conset-nlivc meeting of the Bath and West of England Society

at Salisbury- wonhl prove a failure so far as the exhihition of poultry
a>nd Pigtona vma concerned, we are much gratified to find that such
nnfavonrahle anticipations were by no means realised, for, on the con-
trary, it has veiT rarely, if ever occurred that so complete a success

has been atlain'^d. Under the able and unceasing superintendence of

Dr. Brent, of Kxeter, and R. H. Bush, Esq., of Clifton, the acting

management of the poultry department of this Society has become
most popular, as nu entry of over four hundred pens sufficiently attests.

It is well Iniown among poultry-breeders that the present spring has
been peculiarly unfavourable for the production of early chickens, the
rapid changes of weather completely upsetting the calculations of the

most cartfal and experienced, and even old birds have suffered very
f^onsiderably from this cause also

;
yet, on the whole, the condition

was better than could be anticipated. A single glance along the poultry
tent proveti that such vicissitudes had told most severely on the iSjyo/iish

and Grey Dorh'nf/ classes, want of general condition in them being
the order of the day—in fact, it was in these two classes only that any
considerable falling off occnrred. The White Dorkings were, how-
ena-, nnusnally good, though we could have wished to see a more ex-

tended entry. The Bnff Cochins were of great merit, and the Par-
tridge-colonred ones are worthy of especial mention. The Brahmas,
vith the exception of the mnning pens, were not so good as we have
met vith on previous occasions, many of the pens being very negligently

matched for exliibition. The Game classes contained many most ex-

cellent specimens, and the Ilamhnrglis and rolands were capital. The
Variety dass was remarkably well filled, and some, especially true-

feathered Cnclcoo-coloured Cochins, obtained much public notice. The
Water fowls were excellent, and the representatives of both fancy and
table birds in these classes were remarkably well shown. In Bantams
this year's show was far in advance of previous ones, the Game
Banlxim dass alone containing nineteen good pen?.

JPigccms were numerous, and most of the classes such as left little

room for improvement.
Tbe weather was most favourable, and the poultry-tent, itself

one of ihe best constructed we ever met with, was constantly one of
the chief attractions of tbe showyard. To give greater opportunities
of competition, a cock and one hen only were by rule shown this year
(a3 most carefully laid down for the guidance of exhibitors), and it

was, therefore, a matter of great regi-et to find that a very Lirge num-
ber of excellent pens were thrown completely out of competition from
non-attenlion to this regulation. The additional second hen thus
shovn, throo*;h the neglect of owners, caused many of the best pens
ceztain defeat, as in all instances they were passed unnoticed. Exhi-
bitors cannot be too careful in their attention to this particular before
entering for competition, as regulations must be rigidly enforced. It

was a matter of general congratulation that the health of the poultry
shown was good without exception, and the great attention evinced in
proriding for the wants of the birds during their somewhat lengthy
stay at Salisbury was all the most anxious owner could desire.

Spahish.—First and Second, E. Jones, Clifton. Bristol. Third, R. Fulton,
D^tford, Kent. Commended, Viscountess Holmesdale, Linton Park,
Staplehurst, Kent.
BoBEiNcs (Coloured).— First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second. L.

Patton, Taunton, Somerset. Third. Dr. Hewson, Coton Hill, Stafford,
Staffordshire, Commendet), C. Cork, New Shoreham, Sussex.
DoBKiKcs (White).—First and Second, H.Lingwood. Barking, Needham

Market. Suffolk.

CocHHi-CHisA (Cinnamon and BuflT).—First, G. Shrimptou, Leighton
Bozzard, Beds lEuff). Second, J. H. Dawes, BirminRham. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs Llewellyn, Court Colman, Bridgend, Glamorganshire; W.
Baji^, Wnlsall, Staffordshire (Buff). Commended, F. W.Rust, Hastings,
Snasex (BufT.)

CocHi?i-CKnrA (Brown and Partridge-feathered). —First and Second,
-T, Stephens, WftlsftU, Staffordshire (P.irtridfje). Commended, J. K. Fowler,
Prebcnda] Farm, Aylesbury. Bucks (Partridge.)

Cochin-Chjna iWbite).—First, F. W. Zurhorst, Dublin. Second, H.
Hobson. "Wfll^all, Staffordshire.
BaAtnLi-Pr>ornA (Dark).—First, R. W. Boyle, Bray, "Wicklow, Ireland.

Second, J. K. Fowler. Higlily Commended, Lieut.-Col. Lane, Lily Hill,

Bracknell, Berkshire. Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road,
London; Lient.-Col. Lane.
BBAHMA-PoomA (Light).—First, F. Crook, Forest Hill, Kent. Second,

H. Dowsett, Pleshey, near Chelmsford. Highly Commended, F. Crook.
Commended. J. Pares, Poslford, Guildford, Surrey.
GuEB ("White and Piles).—First, Rev. G. S. Crnwys. Tiverton, Devon

(Piles). Second, S. JIatthew, Stowmarkot, Suffolk. Commended, Rev.
F. Watson, Kelvedon, Essex.
Gakb (Blacks and Brassy-winged, except Greys).—First, Rev. G. S.

Cmwys (Black). Second, J. Pares (Black). Commended, A. D. Edwards,
Hac^rsfield, Yorkshire (Black) ; C. Bulpin, Bridgewater, Somerset.

GAaiE (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, S. Matthew. Second
Rev. F.Watson. Highly Commended, H. Loe, Appledurcome, GodsbilJ,
Isle of Wight. Commended, T. L.Mills, Orcheston St. Mary, near Devizes
Wilts ; Rev. G. S. Cruwys.
Game (Duckwinijs and other Greys and Blues).—First, S. Matthew.

Second, T. Dyson, Halifax, Yorkshire. Commeudud, Hev. G. S. Cruwys.
Hambdrchs (Gulden-pencilled).—First and .'Second, F, Pittis, jun., New

port, Isle of Wight. Highly Commended, S. Onley, Cheltenham.
HAMBunans (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles, Karby, Skipton, York-

shire. Second, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley, Yorkshire.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, I. Davies, Harbome, near Bir-

mingham. Second, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire. Highly
Commended, W. A. Hyde, Hurst, Asbton-imder-Lyne, Lancashire. Com-
mended, N. Marlor, Denton, near Manchester.
Hamdurghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, A. K. Wood,

Castle Donington, near Derby. Highly Commended, Mrs. Pettat, Ashe
Rectory, Overton, Hampshire.
Polish (Black, with White Crests).-Prize, H. Beldon.
Polish (Golden).-First, H. Beldon. Second and Commended, Mrs.

Pottat.
Polish 'Silver).~-First, H. Beldon, Second and Commended, G. C.

Adkins. The Lightwoods.near Birmingham.
Malay.—Prize, J. Hinton.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, Col. Stuart Wortley (French),

Second, Rev. D. B. Binney, Shirley, Southampton (Cn-ve Cceur). Equal
Second, J. C. Phair. Southsea, Hants (Cuckoo Cochins). Equal Third,
S. A. WvUie, East Moulsoy (Houdan and La Fb-che). Equal Third,
Miss S. H. Northcote, Upton Pynes,near Exeter (White Spanish). Highly
Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley (French); J. C. Phair (French); J. K.
Fowler (Creve Cceur). Commended, J. Pinckney, Great Durnford, Salis-

bui-y (Creve Ccenr) ; J. H. Araory, Bolham, Tiverton (Sultan); J. C.
Cooper, Cooper Hill, Co. Limerick (Creve Ccpur and Sultan) ; J. W. Har-
rison, Spalding (Cuckoo Cochin) ; Miss S.H. Northcote (Black Minorcas).
Guinea Fowl.— First, Miss S. Northcote. Second, T. C. Harrison.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First and Second, J. K. Fowler, Highly

Commended, Mrs. L, M. Squarey, Oldstock, Salisbury. Commended,
H. Dowsett.
Ducks (Rouen) —First n-nd Second, G. N. Hulbert, Perrotfa Brook,

Cirencester. Highly Commended, J. W. Han'ison ; H. Dowsett. Com-
mended, C. Edwards, Wrington, Somerset.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Second, T. C. Harrison. Extra

Third, W. Pinckney (Muscovy). Commended, J. H. Amory (White Musk);
W. C. Finch, Salisbury (Peruvian Musk).
Gef.se.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, L- Patton, Comeytrowe House,

near Taunton. Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper ; L. Patton.
Turkeys.—First, J. C. Cooper. Second, Capt. Warr*^n, Basingstoke.
Bantams (Gold or Pilver-laced).- First, Mrs. Pettat (Silver-laced).

Second, Messrs- S. & R. Ashton. Mottram, Cheshire.
Bantams (White or Black).—First, N. Marlor, Denton.near Manchester.

Second, J. R. Jessop (White). Highly Commended, Miss K. Charlton,

Chapelthorpe, near Wakefield (Black). Commended, Mrs. F. H. Freke,

Hiffhworth, Wilts (Black, and Clean-lepRcd Black); Messrs. 8. and R.
Ashton (Black); Rev. P. W\ Story, Daventry, Northamptonshire (White
Feathered-legged).
Bantasis (Game).—First, A. I. Robson, Sunderland, Durham (Black

Red). Second, F. Pittis. jun. Extra Third, T. Dyson. Halifax, Yorkshire.
Commended, T. H. Wyndham. Salisbury, Wilts; S. Lang, jun.. Burrow,
near Bristol, Somersetshire (Black Red); J. K. Fowler (Black-breasted

Red) ; E. Sheerman, Chelmsford, Essex.

SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.—First, withheld. Second. J. Langdon, Sherborne, Dorset.

Dorking.—First, J. W. Harrison, Second, H. Dowsett. Highly Com-
mended, Viscountess Holmesdale.
CocniN-CHiNA.—First, H. Mapplebeck, Woodfield. Moseley, Birming-

ham (Buff). Second, J. H. Dawes, Moseley Hall, Birmingham (Buff).

Highly Commended, S. Onlev, Cheltenham (White) ; R. Barrett, Stroud,

Gloucestershire (Buff); J. Cattell, Birmincham (BuffJ. Conmi.^nded,

E. Pigeon, Lympstone, near Exeter (Partridge Cochin); J. K. Fowler
(Partridge).
Brahma Pootra.—First, R W. Boyle, Bray. Co. Wicklow (Dark). Se-

cond, G. Meares, Thomhill, Bittern, near Southampton (Light). Com-
mended, J. K Fowler.

,

Game.—First, Rev. A. G. Brooke. Ruyton XI. Towns, Salop (Black-

breasted Reds). Second, S. Matthew. Highly Commended, S. Dupe,
Evercreech, Bath ; Rev. G. S. Cruwys.
Any other Distinct Variety. —First, J. Hinton (Silver PolandaJ.

Second, J. Pinckney (Creve Cceur). Highly Commended, F. Pittis, jun.

(Golden-pencilled Hamburgh).

PIGEONS.
Carriers (Blue or Silver).—First, R. Fulton, Deptford, Kent (Blue);

Second, .J. C. Ord, Pimlico, London (Blue!. Commended. J. C. Ord (Silveri.

Carriers (Any Colour except Blue or Silver).— First and Second,

R. Fulton. Extra Second. J. W. Harrison, Spa]ding,Lincolnshire (Duni.

Tumblers (Almond).—First, R. Fulton. Second. J. Ford, Monkwell
Street, London. Highly Commended, J. Ford ; J. E. Brcward, Coventry.

Commended, R. Fulton ; H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Tumblers (Any other variety).- First, R. Fulton (Short-faced). Se-

cond, H Yardley." Commended, R. Fulton ; F. Mills, Orcheston St. Mary,

Wilts iBald-pate).
, ^ t, t^ 7^

Pouters.—First and Second, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, R. !• alton ;

J. Gould, jun., Taunton, Somerset; J. E. Breward, Coventry.

Runts.—Prize, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.-First. C. Bulpin. Second, Rev. F. "Watson.

FANTAiLS.-First. S.A.Wyllie, East Moulsev, Sun-ey. second, H. Yardley.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley, Commended, Miss J. Milward, Newton
St. Loe, Bath.
Owls.—First, S A. Wvllie. Second, C. Bulpin.

Trumpeters.—First and Second, C. Bulpin.

Barbs.—First. R. Fulton. Second, S. Dupe, Evercreech, Bath, Somerset.

Turbits.-First, Rev. F. Watson. Second, C. Bulpin. Highly Com-
mended, H. Yardley.
NcHS.—First and Second, C. Bulpin. , , «
Dragons.— First, H. Yardley. Second and Highly Commended, K.

Pigeon, Lympstone, near Exeter.
Archangels.—First, C. Bulpin. Second, H. Yardley.
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Any other New or Distinct Vabiett.—First, H. Ynrdlfly. .<!econa,
Eltra Seimnd. and Hijjlilv Cnmmeniloil, P. Broomol (Ur:il Ion Piacons,
Fniry SwnllowF, Swiss). Comnirnrlert, H. Yfirdley; H. Snushall, Gedney,
liincolnsbiro (Spangled Gerrann Ice Pigeons.)

The Arbitrators were Edward Hewitt, Esq.. of Srarklirook, Bir-
mingham ; and W. K. Tegetmeier, Esq., of Maswell Hil], London.

ALBION SOCIETYS SHOW OP PIGEONS AND
FANCY RABBITS.

Tire first Show of this Society, held in the Dining Hnlls. Camhridge
Street, Birmingham, commenced on the 11th iust., and will continue
till the Mlh.

PIGEOXS.
Carriers.—CocJ:s.~-YiTst, H. Yardley. Market Hnll, Birminsrham. Se-

cond, F. F Foster. Navigation Street, Birmingham. Heii.';.—First, F. F.
Foster. Second. H. Yardley.
Pouters.—First, F. F. Foster. Second. H. Yardley.
Balds and Beards.—First. H. Yardley. Second, F. Waitt, Birming-

ham. Commended. F. F. Foster.
TmniLERs.—-(ImoTirf.-First, F. F. Foster. Second, E. D. Careless,

Birmingham. Highly Commended, H. Yardley. Shnrt./ared.—First,
F. F. Foster. Second. H. Yardlev. Highly Comniended. E. D. Careless.
Other than Shnrt fared.—First and Commended, P. P. Foster. Second.
J. W. Edge, Aston Now Town Mufed.—First and Second. E. D. Careless.
Ednts.—First and Second. H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—First, U. Yardley. Second, J. W. Edge. Commended. F.F.

Foster.
Fantaii.s—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. W. Edge. Commended, H.

Yardley ; F. Waitt.
Thompetf.es.—First, H. Yardley. Second, F. P. Foster.
Owls.— First, H. Yardley. Second. J. W Edge.
Ndns.—First and Comm'enfled, J. W. Edge Second, H. Yardley.
TuRBiTS.-First. H. Yardlev. Second, .T. W Edge.
Babes.—First, F. F. Foster. Second, H. Yardley. Commended, J. W.

Edge.
Archangels.—First and Second, H. Yardley.
Swallows—Prize. J. W. Edge.
Magpies -First, J. W. Edge. Second, F. Waitt, Bii-mingham. Com

mended, H. Yardley ; F. P. Poster.
Dragons.—First, J. W. Edge. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended. J. W. Edge.
Antwerps.—First and Second, H. Y'ardlcy. Commended, J. W. Edge.
Any otfer New or Distinct Variety.—First and Third, H. Yardley

(Blue and Black Fairies, Swiss, and Urnl Ice). Second, F. Waitt (Ur.il Ice
and Black Fairies). Fourth and Fifth, F. F. Foster (Red Fairies and
Swiss). (An excellent class. The whole class highly Commended.)

RABBITS.
For Length of Ears (Grey and White).— Biict.-Pirst. B. Johnson.

Birmingham. Length of ears, 22J inches ; width, 6J inches. Second
(Yellow and White). B. Johnson, Length, 23 inches: width, 5i inches.
Black and White i For all T)rniiertics).—BMc&.—First, H. "Beech, Bir-

mingham. Length of ears, 2r'i inches ; width, 5 inches. Doc—"^econd,
W. H. Webb, Deenfields, near Bilston. Length, 19^- inches ; width. 5 ins.
Yellow and White (For all rropcrties).—Doc—First, H. Attwood,

Birminchnm. Lenqth of ears, 19;^ inches : width, 5 inches. Buck.—
Second, B. Johnson Length, '20i inches ; width, 5J inches.
ToRToisESHELL (For all properties).—Doc.—First, W. Worrall, Smeth-

wick. Lencfh of ears, 20( inches; ^vidth, 5 inches. Second, H. Attwood.
Length, 19A inches ; width, 5 inches.
Grey and White (For all properties).—Swci.—First, W. H. Webb.

Length of ears. 19.^ inches ; width, 5 inches. Doc—Second, H. Attwood.
Length. 79^ inches: width, 41 inches.
Self Colodr.—fJuii i't/cA-.—First for colour and Second for wereht. H.

Attwood. LcDfrlh of ears. 21 inches : width, 5g inches. Weight, 8 lbs. 10 ozs.
Second for colour and First for weight, B. Johnson. Length, 20^ inches :

Width, 6 inches. Weight, 11 lbs.

Judges.—Mr. S. Coleman, Mr. B. Guest, Mr. C. Hall, and Mr. J-
Kevton.

GAME FOWLS.
I THINK that "YonKsniKE" advocates Tireeding rather too

closely iu his last article (page 28G), and if it could be avoided,
I should object to breeding any nearer than with a " first-

cousin " strain in breeding in-and-in. With all due deference
to the opinion of "Yokk.shiee," in which he is not singular,
I still adhere to the "well-up," well-siokled, and spreading or
fanned tails, which should be narrow only at the base of the
tail. I do not, of course, like a broomy tail, as being too
thickly feathered, but think that the switch tails present the
shape of a broom more than the spread tails.

In hens of the same strain, I prefer the spurred ones, as
harder and throwing more cock chickens. They are also, I

think, deeper or higher bred as a rule, and coek-fi:,'hters prefer
them, if of first-rate shape, to other hens. Of the two hens
which " Yorkshire " instances, the Black was probably of the
slower strain, as Blacks are generally slower than the Spangled,
and the latter are quicker, and shorter in body generally. I

have never seen spurred Black hens, and I think pure-bred
Blacks are too slow for the pit, though the Brassy-winged
Black cocks are quite equal in general to the best willow-legged
Black-breasted Bed cocks.

As to the weights in the mains of the present day. the average
is, perhaps, 55 lbs. and varies from 4j lbs. up to 9 lbs.

I have a few notes on the Duke of Leeds' " Shackbags " of one
hundred years ago, and others relating to Colonel Slordaunt,
afterwards, I think. Sir .John Mordaunt, Bart. Could "York-
shire " state what colour the " Shackbags " were of?

I have heard of the Muscovite Black and Brown Game fowls
as being of the Muffled variety of Game fowls. I have also

heard of Mr. K. M. T. Scrimminger as a breeder living near
Lutterworth, in South Leicestershire, and breeding the two
Red varieties. I think he took a silver cup at Birmingham for

Brown Reds, and a first prize for Black-breasted Eeds at the
samo time—in 1865. He is a cocker, I hear.

All the breeders I mentioned are breeders and not buyers of
Game fowls, but Mr. Gamon has since sold off his whole stock

;

so has Sir St. George Gore, I am sorry to see. I think that
Mr. Brierley's Black-breasted Reds are, perhaps, the very best
and handsomest birds as to colour ever exhibited. They have
the true red eye, are of a most brilliant red colour, of good
shape, and spirited carriage, and are evidently of very good
blood. I see they took both first prizes for Black-breasted
Eeds at the last Accringtou Exhibition, which shows that
Messrs. Teebav and Tegetmeier judged that class very correctly.

I admire Jlr. Statter"s Brown Eeds for their short bodies, good
shape, and spirited carriage, and for their dark brown, not
black hens, of the true Brown Eed colour, and for the red-brown
breasts in the cocks. I do not think Mr. Brierley's Brown
Beds so good as many other strains, though they are good.
Mr. Brierley should not mix his splendid strain of Black-
breasted Eeds with Brown Eeds, or any other colour, or he will

certainly spoil them, and brown their colour, spoil the red eye
and bright plumage, and mar all their best characteristics.

As to Piles, I think the best ever exhibited were shown
at the Birmingham Exhibition ten or twelve years ago, by a
Mr. Eichard Durameller, of Shackerstone Heath, near Ather-
stone, Warwickshire. These birds took several first prizes at

Birmingham, and were evidently of very high blood ; they had
red eyes and white legs. Mr. Brierley's Black-breasted Eeds
would make splendid Piles, putting a red-eyed Pile cock to the
hens. As to red-eyed willow-legged Duckwings, I think a Mr.
Henry Shield, of Preston, near Uppingham, Eutlandshire, bred
the best I ever saw ; they were very short in body and were
very quick. He bad also some capital White Game—red eyes,

white legs—and the best Ginger Brown Eeds, with willow legs,

I ever saw. He bred all colours, including Blues and the Ginger
Blues. He has now moved to near Northampton, I hear.

Could " Yorkshire " say which was the old favourite colour

for the pit in Yorkshire prior to the introduction of the Brown
Eeds ? which sort, I think the Yorkshire breeders had chiefly

from Lancashire, a county which has rather better birds than
Yorkshire in general ; also, what other breeds the late Earl of

Mexborough had besides the Ginger-backed Yellow Duckwings?
I think Bradford and its vicinity has about the best birds in

Yorkshire. Staffordshire and Cheshire have some capital birds,

I know. I think Lancashire stands first.

—

Newmarket.

INCREASE OF PRIZES FOR RABBITS.
In reply to the suggestions of Mr. .Tohn Taylor, Sheffield, in

your last issue, permit me to inform him and other Eabbit
fanciers, that the Committee of the Wolverhampton Poultry
Show have resolved to add Babbits to their prize list this year,

and had, some days before the publication of Mr. Taylor's letter,

decided upon the very amounts he wishes as prizes—viz., first

prize, £1 ; second, 10.<. ; the entrance-fee to be also as he
suggests, 2s. Our schedule is preparing, and particulars will

appear in your advertising columns shortly.

—

Thomas J. Bar-
rett, Secretary.

LIGURIAN DISAPPOINTMENTS.
Me. T. Apdey, sen., has sent us a long letter, in which he

states that he was employed in Messrs. Neighbour's apiary for

fourteen weeks during the last summer, and that he did not
find that their bees had foul brood. We regret to say, however,
that we have now before us the most conclusive evidence that

"J. E.'s " is not the only instance in which Messrs. Neigh-
bour have sent out infected stocks. Mr. Addey also states

that Mr. Carr has presented him with a drone-breeding queen,
and recites two instances in which his bees have done well.

This does not, however, disprove the fact that the stock sent to
" ,1. B." proved a complete failure, and that Mr. Carr not only

\ withheld all compensation, but has left his letters unanswered.
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BEES AND BEEKEEPING IN EGYPT.
It may be remembered that in No. 278 of " our Journal,"

when commencing a series of articles upon " The Egyptian
Bee," I stated that the distinguished German apiarian Herr
Vogel had taken charge of the illustrious little strangers, whose
involuntary migi'ation into Europe had been made under the
auspices of the Berlin Acclimatisation Society. After succeeding

to admiration in multiplying and disseminating his interesting

protei/ces, Herr Vogel seems to have been inspired with the
desire of making the acijuaiutance of Apis fasciala in its own
habitat. This desire he was enabled to gratify during the spring

of 1860, and, I have now much pleasure in submitting to the

readers of " our Journal" a translation of the very interesting

account which ho has given of his apiarian observation during
his Egyptian trip.—A Devonshire Bee-keepef..

THE EGTPTI.VN BEE.

The recluse who never moves outside the four walls of his

house, or at the farthest goes not beyond the familiar shade of

the trees in his own garden, may well believe that the sun shines
not on foreign lands, and that the inhabitants of distant coun-
tries must perforce dwell in utter darkness ; but the bee-master
should at least know from what field and from what flower his

bees gather sweet nectar and gaily-tinted pollen, as well as the
places from which they fetch water. The reader of our bee
Journal may also if he pleases travel in thought through Ger-
many, Italy, Poland, Russia, and by land to all the countries
of Europe—bv water to America, Asia, and Africa ; to the
lands of the Mohammedan and the heathen, and witness how
the little bee is everywhere provided for by the beneficent
Creator, and how she is fostered by man.

Let me beg the courteous reader to permit himself to be in
thought transported with me through the air and over the blue
waters of the Mediterranean to the ancient city of Cairo. But
Cairo alone, the unsubdued or rather the invincible, is not, with
all her glory and magnificence, sufficient to captivate us, for we
are anxious to see the little bee and the Egyptian bee-masters.
Hiring donkeys, the driver straightway conducts us to Old
Cairo, and to the Arab Soliman, who is gravedigger in the
English churchyard. Here accordingly we find the old Arab
occupied in the God's-acre under the shade of the tall trees

;

but he is not now making a last resting-place in the cool
ground for any child of man, but is only closing a bee-hive,
into which he has just shaken a swaim of his wards. Our
dragoman introduces us as European bee-keepers who are come
to sit at the feet of the Egyptian bee-master, and listen to the
teachings of Egyptian wisdom. Alas, it is not permitted to us
to read in the eyes of the Arabian bee-master the impression
which this representation has made upon him. Soliman cer-
tainly wears no yash-mak, like the feminine beauties or ugly
ones of his land, but has simply a bee-cap drawn over his head.
We express to him our surprise at seeing in Old Cairo a bee-
cap exactly similar to those we have met with in Europe, when
Soliman at once becomes communicative, and relates as follows :—" In the year 1242 • the foreigner Hammerschmidt bought of
me a stock of bees, which he took to Europe. In the following
year Hammerschmidt came again from IJerlin, a town of the
unbelievers in the cold north, to Cairo, and brought me this cap
as a present. The inventor of the bee-cap is Togel. a bee-
keeper in Europe who received my bees. Neither my father,
nor my grandfather, nor great-grandfather knew bee-caps, and
formerly I also continually went amongst my bees without a
bee-cap. How proud, then, am I to possess the first bee-cap
in the land ! How costly is the material of this fabric ! The
great Prophet himself could not have worn worthier or better
raiment ! The colours of the material and of this band, are
they not excellent and ravishing to the eye as a rose that is
kissed by the first blush of the dawn? Vogel's friend has
washed this fabric with pearls of dew in the morning, and dried
it in the evening glow of the heavens !

"

We miss bearing the farther praises of the bee-cap whilst
making the folliwing note in our diary :

—

1. '• In the year ISfiS, the Berlin Acclimatisation Society
sent through the photographer Hammerschmidt a bee-cap,
which Vogel had furnished, to the Arab Soliman, in Old Cairo.
This cap is the first in Egypt."
We are pleased at the truthfulness of the Arab, who does

not extol himself as the inventor of the bee-cap, whilst we
pardon his mistake + in ascribing the invention to Vogel.
In order not to weary the reader with the diffuse and pom-

Hcgira. f Errarc humanum est.

pons speeches of the old Arab, we merely extract the farther

notices from our diary, permitting ourselves only to add some
explanatory remarks.

2. " The ruler of the bees is slender as a palm tree, the male
heavy as a crocodile ; the slaves are most like the mother,
must work day and night, cleave in love and service to the
ruler, and slaughter the males at command. The ruler orders
the murder of the males as soon as the flowers are withered in
the heat of summer ; the males are unable to defend them-
selves in that they are stingless. If the males were to remain
alive in the summer they would obtain authority ; but in the
bee-community only the mother shall rule."

The Arab also knows three different kinds of bees—the
queen, drones, and workers. He says that the worker-bees
may be so attached to the queen because they owe their ex-

istence to her. The egg of the bee is not unknown to the
Arab bee-master ; he knows that out of it will come a worm,
and in time a young bee.

3. " Bees swarm in Old Cairo in the month of March, when
the clover begins to flower. At this time the Arab daily lays
his ear on his stocks in order to hear when the old mother-bee
begins to 'weep'. When this 'weeping' is heard he counts upon
a swarm being pleased to issue the next dr.y. As the queen
will then forsake her children and her government to found a
new empire, the Arab deems the sounds of lamentation very
natural."

We can scarcely understand this mistake in respect of
swarms. Soliman firmly maintains that swarms can be looked
for only when the rulers "weep" (pipe or clack). From what
we heard, we concluded that the Arab first watches for swarms
when a stock has already sent off a prime swarm, and when
the young queens in the stock hives pipe and clack. The first

prime swarms must therefore certainly fly off, unless he should
by accident discover them hanging on a tree. To the question.
Whether he did not sometimes have a swarm without the
queens having " wept," he answered that then he had either
missed hearing the " weeping," or the swarm found was a wild
(flown away) one.

-t. " The swarms are shaken into empty cylinders. In order
that the bees may be pleased with their new dwelling, empty
and full honeycombs are set up in it. This can be easily done,
as all cylinder-hives are of equal width. Each comb must be
placed on a forked stick, and by means of this may be firmly
fixed, if the length of the stick be the same as the diameter of
the hive."

It is certain that during the past hundred years the Egyp-
tians have been able to prevent swarming. Soliman is, in this
point of his practice, perfectly Dzierzonian, without, however,
knowing Dzierzon's name. That the Arab prevents swarming
in order to dry the tears of the ruler of the swarm, is, practi-
cally, of no importance whatever.

5. ' If a stock swarms, notwithstanding that the queen has
not yet ' wept,' the Arab makes an artificial swarm. When
the bees have taken flight, he, towards evening, stops the en-
trance in the front disc of the cylinder, opens the door be-
hind, takes out a portion of the comb with the bees hanging
on it, and places it carefully in an empty cylinder. In order
not to weaken one stock too much, ho takes combs and bees
from two or three hives, and forms his artificial swarm by
putting them all together. When the back door is again
closed the front entrance is opened, so as to receive into the
parent stock, instead of into the artificial swarm, those bees
which have collected during the removal of the combs. The
Arab thinks that he has then a queen in the new stock, and
that otherwise the operation fails. ' When,' says Soliman,
' I do not divide and remove the bees at the right time, the
young bees kill their old mother and cast her dead body out
of the hive.' "

Our friend Soliman also understands dividing and transport-
ing. He only divides those stocks that have young queens
which pipe and clack. He always takes care that he has a
young queen in the artificial swarm, because after a queen has
been hatched the divided swarm would not have suitable brood
for raising a queen, as when a stock pipes and clacks after the
first swarm has issued all the brood is already sealed over.
That artificial swarms may be made with brood only, passes the
comprehension of the Arab, and thinking is not his mi'tier. I
doubt not that to this day there are old boys in Germany that
know no more of the manner in which a queen is produced
than Soliman himself. Some years since a bee-keeper died in
this neighbourhood, who never could thoroughly comprehend
that it was possible for the bees to raise a queen out of an
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ordinary worker-egg or larva. In order to demonstrate the
matter to him ad instaittiuvi and ad ocidos, I made on my own
stand, and before his eyes, an artificial swarm by means of
brood-comb. Every comb did he most rigidly examine, and
finally declared it certain that no royal cells were there. Eight
days afterwards I took this opposer of the march of intellect
to the artificial swarm, lifted out the combs, and showed him
five adhering royal cells. " Yes," he admitted, " those are
queen cells." I detained the old man in order to convince
liim, and described the manner in which a queen-bee was
reared. Daring my discourse he shook his head, as I fondly
thought, in wonder at the marvellous instinct of the bee ; but
some days afterwards I heard that this incredulous and mis-
trustful blockhead had thus expressed himself:—" Why, this
blunderer would make me believe something. He puts royal
cells into the hive behind my back, and would then persuade
me that the queenless bees had built them." Jloina locuta,

rcsfinita, thought I. Our bee-colleague Soliman could, indeed,
hardly have expressed himself worse.—W. Togel.

(To be continned.)

ARTIFICIAL SWARMS.
Until I received a hive of Ligurians from Mr. Woodbury last

year I had not adopted frame-bar hives ; I then had some made.
They were painted of a brilliant red colour, and with these I
attempted to make artificial swarms of Ligurians, by taking a
combof Ligurian brood, putting it into one of these frame-
bar hives, and placing the latter in the room of a strong stock
of black bees when a large number of them were out foraging.
The stocks of black bees used for the purpose were in straw
hives, Stewarton octagons, painted red, ttc. The result in
every case was the same. The black bees on seeing the frames
refused to enter the frame-bar hives ; honey dropped within
the entrance failed to overcome their repugnance, and after
waiting undecided for a time, they at length crowded round
the entrance to the nearest stock hive, to which they slowly
advanced, fanning with their wings, and in other ways intimat-
ing to the occupants their peaceful intentions and desire to be
admitted into fellowship. I nearly closed the entrance to the
stock hive, the better to enable the inmates to offer resistance

;

but this they did not appear disposed to do, for many of the
applicants for admission were heavily laden with pollen, and,
doubtless, with honey. I then closed the entrance, swept
away the besiegers, and covered the hive with a cloth. The
strangers then went under the stool, and found their way thus
under the cloth to the closed entrance of the hive. I took
away the cloth, removed the obstruction from the mouth of the
hive, and the entire mob of strangers rushed in. There was
no instance of fighting^ndeed, I think the occupants were
delighted to see their visitors laden with presents, each bearing
a contribution to the wealth of the community. However, on
the following day there was a commotion in some of these
hives (not in all), the bees rushing out and up the front and
there clustering; possibly there may have been some instances
of queen encasement ; but the disturbance subsided in the
course of the day, and the affairs of the hive went on smoothly.
Now, in many of these cases the bees which refused to enter

the untenanted frame-bar hive containing Ligurian brood
comb, nevertheless did subsequently enter a neighbouring stock
hive totally different in appearance from their own ; the bees
of a common straw hive freely entering a Stewarton octagon
painted red, and riVc versa : so the empty frame in the frame-
bar hive appears to have been the objection.

In order to utilise the black bees in raising Ligurian queens
in this way I raised the stocks of black bees intended to be
used on frame hives, of course taking away the crown-board,
and filling in the open corners of the frame hive with triangular
pieces of wood, and making all tight and close with brown
paper and paste. The black bees thus soon became accustomed
to the frames, and I had no further difficulty in using them for
the purpose named.—M. S.

[The persistent refusal of your black bees to enter the strange
domicile to which you invited them, was doubtless owing to the
ItaUan brood comb being denuded of bees. Whenever an arti-

ficial swarm is made by removal in the manner above described,
all the bees that adhere to the brood comb should be suffered
to remain on it, making sure, however, that the queen is not
among them by previously ascertaining her presence on another
comb. The wanderers who find themselves so suddenly ren-
dered homeless will then more readily enter their new habi-

tation, and no serious quarrel need be feared. Another adTon-
tage is, that the young bees adhering to the corab famish the
embryo colony with the class of " nurses" described by Hober,
which are much more likely to succeed in raising queens than
a chance-medley collection of foragers, which may from age
have become either wholly or partially disqualified for the task.
If other stocks are in close proximity, it is well also to prepare
for the operation by shutting them up overnight, and removing
them out of the way of the wanderers until they have entered
and accepted their new domicile.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Basihostoke Podltry Show.—Mr. C. Cork took the second prize for

Dorkings at this Show.

Bhahmar at Launceston Show.—The first prize was awirded to
T. Richards, Devon Great Consols, Tavistock.

Poultry Fajim for Ecgs.—If " Er " will enclose to our office a letter
in a stamped envelope, wo will direct it to " Toby."

Game Cock (/?. C).—We are not surprised at the bird's deficienc7nx
couraRe, for the inhabitants of the yard from which you purchased him
were bred for exhibition, not for the cock-pit.

Remedy for Gapes (W. T.).—According to your list of failures, yon
have unsuccessfully tried every known remedy for the gapes. We mno
never known camphor fail. We have not had a case of gapes tins year,
last year we cured hundreds with camphor pills and camphor julep. Wo
have used a decoction of wormwood in all our chickens' water this year,
and we believe it has acted as a preventive. Our theory has always been,
that these parasitical worms came from larvae that are peculiar to rain
water. The worms are identical, or almost so, with the myriads that are
to be seen at the bottom of a water-butt which catches rain-water. M
these are broucht in contact with camphor they die at once ; now if you
handle a chicken a few hours after it has taken a couple of pills of
camphor, it is completely saturated with it and smells of it. A.a the para-
sites lie at the back of the crop, and the camphor is in the crop, the smell
of it reaches them, and they die.

DuBBrNG Game Bantam Cocks (P. Croirfcffl.—Except when "ihown tfft

chickens. Game cocks of every description must be dubbed. Cruel as it

may seem, it is not so in reality. It is their nature to fiv-ht, and those
who may have seen the condition of those that have fought when nn-
dubbed, will never call the operation a cruel one. After ton minutes*
fiehtiug, a bird fighting with his head furniture entire is, indeed, a
pitiable object: his gills hang down in strips, the serrations of his comb
are hardly distinguishable, while the comb itself is a mass of bleeding
wounds. The deaf ear is generally torn open, and from the porchase
given to his antagonist he is a terrible sufft^rer. AU this is avoided by
dubbing, and the bird shows for fight, if fighting be necessary, like an
"athlete," with hia skull round and close-cropped, instead of long hair,
afi'ording advantage to his opponent.

EcGS NOT KATcniKQ ( Chateau Vallon).—The cause of the putrefaction
of the eggs in question is, that they were originally good, and were snffi-

ccntly sat upon to develope the germ of life. This was allowed to perish
from some cause, and hence corruption. Each is a dead egg, but it once
had life. The probable cause of failure has been, that the lieu has left

them to feed early in the morning, and while she was off they were
chilled. This has been fatal to them. In ordinary seasons, at the end
of May, a hen may leave her eggs for hours with impunity, the atmo-
sphere is warm enouch to prevent their being chilled, but this year we
had in the last week of May from 'V to 7"^' of frost. There is no hope of
eggs that were exposed tu this ever producing birds.

Grass Seeds for Sandy Soil for a Poultry Ron {Stifolk DarUngf),—
You may, after the potato crop is cleared in July, hive the gromid
prepared ; and with the first prospect of rain sow of ItaUan Rye Grass,
10 lbs.; Lolium perenne, 18 lbs.; Festuca duriuscula, 4 lbs.; Festnca
rubra, 4 lbs. ; Dactylis glomerata, 4 lbs.; Cynosurus cristataa, 4 lbs.; Baa
nemoralis, 2 lbs. ; Poa pratensis, 2 lbs. ; and Trifolium repens, 8 Ibe.

Lightly bush-harrow after sowing, and well roll. You will byeowingthen
gain a season.

Hens Eating Each Other's Feathers (J. H.).—Spanish fowls are more
prone than any to eat each other's feathers, and, like most bid habits, it

finds many imitators. There is no doubt it arises iu the first place fnmt
the lack of some necessary food—something they require at this seaaon
of the year. Those that have no accews to grass always do it. We believe
if they are supplied with a grass run they always discontinue the h^!)iL

A good supply of lettuces cures them, and those that are goneto seed
are the best for the purpose. If you cannot give your fowls a grass ran,
let them have largo sods of growing grass, cut with plenty of moold,
thrown into their pens daily, and supply them with lettuce freely.

Ducklings Dying in the Shell (M. H).—Your Duck's eggs are set

under hens, and you allow them to undergo the same process as if they
were fowl's eggs. The ducklings die in the shells because they are too
dry, and the inner membrane of the egg becomes consequently so tough
that the inmate cannot emerge. IftheDiick satfor herself she wo aid be oflT

and in the water night and morning. She would return dripping with
water and sit on the eggs, thoroughly wetting them twice every day. If

you will do the same yuur eggs will hatch.

DiARitiio^A IN Chickens (W. ^.).—Your food is too heating. Give
them ground oats slaked with water, as thin as can be without waste, foor*

few days, and, if they will peck it, the tender heart of lettuces. Discontinne

eggs, bread, and all stimulants. Earth worms are often useful in removing
this malady, which becomes incurable in a few days.

Hen with Inflamed Vent (G. P.).—Oil your finger, and with it return

the protruding vent. Give the hen a tablespoonful of castor oii, feed on
soft food only, and give abundance of lettuce leaves. Her egg-passage

is inflamed.

Cockroaches (A. M. C).—To get rid of cocki-oaches in a kitchen ^lere
they Bwarm, we recommend you to try Chase's Beetle Poison, sold by Mr.
T. Chaee, Chemist, 14, Holborn Hill, London*
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migbt have obtained variegated foliage, of a more lasting

character, and adapted to the requirements of the humblest
cultivators.

Although success in this direction may be slow of achieve-
ment, I nevertheless liopo to hear of some progress being made.
What I want is simply a substitute for Golden and Silver-

edged Pelargoniums that would look as well out of doors in

midwinter as these do in summer ; and why should we not
have such a plant? Do the best Golden or Silver-edged Pelar-
goniums of the present day' even when at their very best,

equal the Golden or Silver-edged Holly, as seen at all times,
winter and summer ;' and why should wo not have other plants
as hardy as the Plolly, clothed in the same golden or silver

garb ? I should very much like to hear that raisers of Tricolored
Pelargoniums had turned their attention to effecting improve-
ments in the Ivy. Their first efforts might prove failures, or
the progress might be slow, but it has been the same in the
case of other plants with which a good result has been at

length attained.

Can any one trace the history of the Gold and Silver-va-
riegated Hollies, their origin, and how they comported them-
selves in the earlier years of their existence ? If so, something
useful as regards the treatment of the Ivy might he learned.

There are, it is true. Golden and Silver-leaved Ivies, hut they
fall far short of that clearness of colouring and constancy which
the Variegated Hollies present ; thus, although at the present
time (the end of May), a bed of White-leaved Ivy at this place

is very pretty, and a mound covered with the Tellow one is

prettier still, yet neither plant retains its beauty. In winter
the folinrre of the White variety becomes dirty and blotched,
and in that of the Golden, green is the rule, yellow the ex-

ception ; and the latter is anything but clean and handsome. I

have had more than one variety of each kind of variegation,
but perfection is far from having been as yet attained with
either.

I trust that some one will direct his attention to the subject.

and that in a few years we shall possess as many varieties of

Ivies as we now have of Pelargoniums; and if an equal degree
of improvement can be eifected in tho one plant as in the
other, wo .ehall then have a plant capable of doing duty at all

seasons. The Holly may be pointed out as such, why not the
Ivy? The smooth glossiness of the leaves is much alike in
both plants, and why should not a similar degree of variegation
be produced in the Ivy to that whi.h the Hr.lly presents? The
Japanese have done much in transforming the foliage of plants,
and, no doubt, they could change that of the Ivy. There are

• other plants besides the Ivy, which I believe capable of being
improved for bedding purposes, l.ut its clear, bright foliage, and
its convenient habit of making itself .at home everywhere, and
adapting itself to all forms, point it out as being one of the best
to operate upon. Whoever can favour us with a Cloth of Gold,
a Silver Queen, or, perhaps, a Mrs. Pollock Ivy. will deserve
equal honoms with those who supplied us with the Pelar-
goniums of the same names.—J. FiOesok.

USE OF A GLASS-ENCLOSED OUTSIDE VINE
BORDEE.

I HAVE a lean-to vinery, south aspect, in which Black Ham-
burghs were begun t" be forced on the 1st of February. On the
outside is a border 6 feet wide, 50 feet long, covered with sashes
on hinges to lilt. Between the border and the vinery are port-
able lights, so as to remove when necessary, and render the
two of equal temperature. The Vine border outside so covered
1 am desirous ot tniuing to the best marketable account, if

this can be done without losing in one way what we gain in
another. I have thought of two plans : one to raise and bring
on Strawberries in pots, and ]>lant out on. say, 1st of October

—

they will probably fruitin May ; and on, say. Istof June, to plant
out strong Melon pl.iuts not requiring bottom heat—they will
have fruited if at nil by October 1st; then top-dress and give
liquid manure to balance that which tlie two crops may take
from the soil. The other, and apparantly less desiraLile plan,
is to plant Vines after the manner of the curate's vinery. The
drawbacks to this are, first, shallowness of border, being onlv
2 feet at b,ack from tlie glass to the surface of the earth, and
1 foot in front; the difticulty in thinning without injury to the
bunches; and, thirdly, the interference of the roots of one set
of Vines with the other.

—

Old Subsckibeh.

[We decidedly consider that all outside Vine borders are
better UDcropped, or having but little in them in summer. As

your outside border is only 6 feet wide, and the inside one ia

wide, you might dispense with the outside one altogether. As
it is there, it will be to the benefit of the Vines to have it

covered over with glass in the way of a pit ; and as there is a
means of heating that pit from the house by sliding sashes, it

would do no harm to the Vines to keep Strawberry plants and
other things in that pit on the surface of the border in winter
and spring. For this purpose, in the way of profit, we would
recommend Keens' Seedling ; but we would grow the plants in
pots, instead of planting them out, for several reasons, such aa
having them more under control, and being able at once to take
out a barren plant. As to their future use, they may be planted
out in tho open ground, and they will bear immensely the
following year ; or they may stand at the back of a north wall
for a couple of months, have the earth shaken away, and be
repotted and grown on for the following year, when most likely

they will bear a great quantity of fruit, though individually
not so fine as would be procured from younger plants obtained
from early layers, potted, and the pots well filled with roots
before autumn. From what we stated at first, we would rather
not grow Melons and Cucumbers in such a place in summer,
not merely on account of the shade they would give to the
ground, but for the likelihood of having fly or thrips transferred
by such crops to the Vines. We have done so, however, exactly
as you propose, and with good success ; but, as a n at'er of advice,
we would recommend some rough backs and fronts to receive
the sashes in summer elsewhere. If the sashes could remain
a few weeks over the border after the Strawberries were re-

moved it would benefit the Vine roots. We did not gather
Strawberries out of doors until the 1-lthof June, and therefore
Strawberries might be had until they came plentifully out of

doors. Strawberries at all forced go so much to leaf when
planted out that we recommend pots.]

GLADIOLUSES AT FONTAINEBLEAU.
The readers of The Jofrnal of Hokticcltuee wUl have no

difticulty in understanding the reason of my paying a visit to

Fontaineblcau. It was not the grand old chateau with its

historic associations which brought me there, for so little did

this enter into my calculations, that I went there the only day
in the week on which it is closed (Monday) ; nor was it to see

its much-talked-of forest that proved to be the attraction

;

though I must say, as in duty bound, that these were high
considerations with some of my party to which I am bound to

pay all deference ; and certainly it I had taken tho journey

from Paris for the purpose of seeing the forest I should have
felt wofully taken in. Like everything of the kind that I have
seen in France, it is spoiled by its excessive regularity. Straight

avenues, ;;ud central crosses from which these diverge, meet
you on all sides, one as like the other as possible ; while the
trees themselves are allowed to grow so thickly together, that

very few fine specimens are to be seen of really fine trees. In
a few places there are some wilder spots—one especially, from
whence you can obtain a grand view over the forest, stretching

on all sides of you ; but having, as I had, lively recollections

of many a grandly wooded scene in old England, with its mag-
nificent Oaks and glorious Beeches, under whose shade, like

Tityrus of old, I had stretched my wearied limbs, I must con-

fess that feelings of disappointment formed the largest ingre-

dient in my thouglits when we had finished our drive. No,
it was neither of these, but a courteous invitation from the

Coryph.TUS of Gladioli-growers, Mons. Souchet, the jardinier

en chef ot the chateau, that drew me to Fontainebleau ; and
had I nothing to think of as the result of my visit btit the truly

hospitable and amiable reception we met with from him and
his good wife, I should ever recollect with feelings of deepest

)i!easure the very pleasant d.iy I spent with him ; but when
this can be supplemented with a long talk on a flower which
is a favoxtrite with us both, and which ought to be far more
popular than it is, my readers will readily believe that it was a
source of no little enjoyment.
Mons. Souchet grows nothing else but the Gladiolus ; it is

his spccialite, and has been for many years. Indeed the taste

is hereditary, for his father, upwards of thirty years ago, turned
his attention to it, and originated many fine varieties of the

P.amosus section ; but these have been long since left behind
by the varieties raised by his son—varieties which are increasing

in beauty every year, and constitute one of tie greatest orna-

ments oif our gardens in the autumn. He occupies some
twenty-six acres of ground (twelve hectares), ajod has annually
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from four to five acres under culture with the Gladiohis alone.

Nor does he practise succession o£ crops, for he allows the
portion of his land not occupied to be fallow, so that every
year his roots are planted in not only fresh soil, but in soil

that has rested. This soil is very light, and he does not hesi-

tate to enrich it with considerable quantities of manure,
although he believes that this may be overdone. We some-
times talk of our difficulties in the cultivation of the flower

;

but what are they to his ? Who knows what the " ver Wane "

is ? Happy those who are in perfect ignorance of the pest,

which is no other than the larva of the cockchafer, or May bug
of our school days. This is a tremendous pest in France,
especially in those parts nearest the forest. The perfect insect

strips mmy of the trees quite bare ; but the larva is the fellow

for miscJuef. No schoolboy has a more accommodating appe-
tite than he has. Let him once find his way into the ground,
and shrubs, young trees, roots, allvauish before him as rapidly

as the three-cornered tarts, jam puffs, and Bath buns do before
the hungry scholars of Dothoboys Hall. As we went thi-ough
the grounds of the chateau we passed Lilac trees, young Coni-
fers, &c., all in a state of decay. "Ah!" said M. Souchet,
"that is the 'verblauc.'" As we were leaving him for Paris
in the dusk of the evening he said, " Ah ! my woik is not yet
done for the day. I must be off to my grounds, for I have
fifty or sixty women and boys coming in to gather ce taiTible

enfant." At this time of the year it is on the wing. The
female drops on the ground, and, if time is allowed her, deposits

her eggs, aud thus the mischief is done. Hence M. Souchet's
plan is to " catch them alive " before they have time to effect

their amiable object, and to destroy them. This is actually
done by bushels at a time, and thus he escapes with compara-
tive impunity.

This cockchafer grub, however, is not M. Souchet's only
enemy. I observed that his bulbs were planted in very shallow
trenches. Supposing this to be for the convenience of water-
ing them, I made an observation to that effect. " Oh, no !"

was his reply, "but it is to avoid the attacks of a grub which
we have here ; and I find that if the bulb is planted shallow
it is not attacked. I afterwards, when the bulbs have well
started, fill in the trenches with earth." Plague No. 2, thought
I, from which we are pretty well free. I then asked him about
plague No. 3, which we do know something of—the spot.

This he believes to arise in a great measure from the practice
of planting the bulbs in the same ground in successive years.
Whether this be quite so or not I cannot say, but his lengthened
experience entitles him to speak as with authority; and he
assured me that he was himself very little troubled with it,

attributing that to the practice of changing his ground, which
he so rigidly adopts. Where bulbs are slightly affected by it

there is a chance of recovery ; but even then they ought to be
planted in some place apart, and not in the beds. When they
are deeply affected by it nothing avails, and ihe bulbs perish.

I asked M. Souchet with regard to the size of the bulbs, and
how it affected their blooming, and found that he quite agreed
with me, that the medium-sized bulbs (which indeed would be
called small), gave the best blooms. Large bulbs are pretty
sure to throw up several trusses, and for those who wish to

propagate them this is all very well ; but simply for bloom the
smaller bulbs are best. He showed me, for instance, some
about the size of a large Filbert. These, he s-iid, will bloom
well, and they will make beautifully symmetrical bulbs for

next year. Even little " bulbules " not bigger than a Marrow-
fat Pea he said would bloom ; and, as I mentioned last autumn,
this had been confirmed by my own experience. In some
varieties this is more remarkably the case. Beine Victoria,

for example, a fine white, never blooms well from a large bulb
;

and small ones, which a buyer would, did he not know this,

invariably reject, are sure to give a satisfactory spike. There
are the same idiosyneracies in these as in every other flower

—

some blooming early and some late, some always certain and
others uncertain. Thus that noble^variety Shakspeare, which
was let out last year, is a very early bloomer, will always start

in its dry state, and requires to be planted long before the
others ; while MarCchal Vaillant again, another fine sort, was
so uncertain, that M. Souchet had some doubt whether at one
time he would send it out. These are peculiarities which the
grower of every florists' flower knows about, and which he can
only know by the lessons of experience. These lessons are

sometimes gained at a severe cost ; they make one the more
careful when they have been learned.

I found that as to varieties we had not much difference of

opinion. He was exceedingly modest as to his own merits in

the matter, but at the same time stated what we all know, that
the best of those now grown are his productions ; and he has
promised to supply me witli a list of lbo.se sent oat by him in
each year, and which I hope at some future time to lay before
the readers of the Journal. On speaking to him of the defec-

tive form of some of his flowers, such as Lord Byron, he
frankly acknowledged it ; but then added, " But what a colour !

Could I discard it?" Ad. Broigniart and Princess Marie de
Cambridge, both flowers of this year, he thought very fine, and
likely to be general favourites; the foimer for its peculiarly

novel colour, and the latter for its great purity. At the samo
time he added he was quite astonished at the manner in which
old varieties that he should long since have discarded are still

inquired after : possibly their chea^mess is the cause of this.

I should, however, state that M. Souchet does not himFelf sell

his bulbs. They are supjilied by him to five Paris houses

—

Messrs. Vilmorin, Andiieux, et Cie., Quiii de la Mfigisserie ;

Messrs. Thibaut et Kettleer, Kue de Churonne; Moos. Charles
Verdier, Rue de Marche aux Chivaux ; Mcins. Engeno "Verdier,

Eue Dunois ; and Mons. Lui-e, Qnai de la Megisserie; and
English buyers can deal direclly with these houses.

Many of the readers of the .Journal will doubtless be visiting

Paris this summer. I would advise any lovers of the Gladiolns,

if they possibly can. to make tlitirs about the middle of August,

and take a day at Fontainebleau. I was requested by Mons.
Souchet to say that he should be most hapjiy to vhow his col-

lection to any amateur at that time; but I must at the same
time warn them that they must lie prepared to speak with him

j

in his own language, tor neither he nor his amiable wife

understands a word of English, and I ciin assure them that

they will meet with a kindness of reception which cannot be
excelled even in the wide and generous hospitality of the
Emerald Isle.—D., Deal.

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.
I .\ii obliged by Mr. T.ife's courteous notice of my inquiries

on this subject. In common with all cultivators of flowers, I

hail the boon which he aunouucfs as a kind aud graceful con-

cession from the Government. There are, however, one or two
further points on which, as an nmateur gardener, I solicit in-

formation. Perhaps Mr. Tafe will be so good as to assure us.

The advertisement speaks of the prepared tobacco, " either

as a powder, or". . . . as a wash ;
" but are we limited to

these two modes of'application ? I fear neither would be of

much avail for houses in which costly and delicate plants are

grown. Who would powder his floweiiiig plants with snuff, or

syringe them with tobacco water? And the anointing of each

leaf and twig with a sjionge or !)tush is hopelessly tedious. Pre-

suming, however, that the powder can be burned on an iron

plate, or on coals, for fumigation—ihe only mode likely to be

of much use for plant-houses—an irMportant question arises

from the presence of t'ue sulphur. The fumes of burning sul-

phur are fatal to plants, tmless appbed with extreme caution.

Is the proportional amount of sulphur in a given quantity of

the new powder so small as to permit the mixture to be burned
in a plant-house without danger? We need to have distinct

assurances on this point before we can expose our valuable

plants to risk. It it prove that there is no danger im this score,

then it seems probable that the coarser form advertised for

agriculturists, at 28o;. per cwt., would be the most suitable for

fumigation, unless there is some Intent objectif^n. All this we
shall be glad to know.—P. H. Gosse, P.E.S., Torquay.

That the public is now enabled to obtain ground tobacco

free of duty, is owing solely to the exertions of the inventor of

the " Ground and Cylinder Vineries."

—

Oeseevee,

The Eecent Fkost.—I was fishing a few days since in the
Bray, which runs through one of the most warm and sheltered
valleys in our usually genial climate (Barnstaple). I was
amazed and grieved at the melancbolv appearance of the woods
which clothe the hill sides. The Oak coppices appeared as
if a fire had passed over them, the leaves brown, the young
shoots quite killed. The shoots of the .Ash were as much
damaged ; the Alder shoots not quite so much injured. The
only vegetation that appeared to have entirely escaped injury
was the Hazel and Mountain .Ash, Verns of all sorts were cut
down and brown as in winter, and in some places the Gorse
was entirely killed. The damage to the growing woods and
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coppices will be very great, they will scarcely recover this year.
A cold north-west wind and frosty mornings have almost cleared
onr Pear crop. Apples will be much better. Plums, and wall
fruit generally, though well set, have dropped off.— J, M. M.

KOY.VL HOETICULTUR.VL SOCIETY.
Weekxt Show, June 15//*.—Thougli several prizes were offered,

only one exhibitor put in an appearance—namely, Mr. A. Wilkie,
gardener. Oak Lodj^e. Addison Koad, Kensinfiton. A third prize was
awarded him for a collection of cut Roses, and he received three extra
f)rizes for six Fuchsias, six Pelarnoninms, and a collection of miscel-
aneous plants. A collection of Gloxinias, Begonias, Pelargoniums,
&c., from the gardens of the Society at Chiswick, made up a small
but interesting exhibition.

Flob.\l CosniiTTEE, June \%th.—Among other plants exhibited on
this occasion, a single flower of a seediing Cactus, sent by Mrs.
Merrick, was brought before the Committee, but it proved to be in no
way distinct from known varieties. Messrs. Do^v^ie, Laird, & Laiug
received a secoud-class certificate for Nosegay Pelargonium Flori-
bundum, and a similar award for Nosegay Pelargonium Right Hon.
G. Hardy, both plants producing liuo trusses, but not very distinct
from or better than many others. The same firm also sent Nose-
gay Comet, a promising variety with a compact truss ; and a Fancy
Pelargonium called Mr. J. W. Todd. Mr. J. Da%'idson, Highfield
Park, Hants, exhibited Pelargonium Emily, not equal to Rose Queen,
tfec, and three specimens of variegated Laurels, very faintly variegated,
and by no means an improvement as regards the foliage. Messrs.
Osboru sent a group of plants, among them one well known but rarely
seen, Gordonia javaniea. It was deservedly much admired, and was
awarded a special certificate. Mr. Lee, Albion Road, Hammersmith,
sent a seedling Lobelia named Lee's Dwarf Blue, veiy compact in
habit, distinct in colour, and a decidedly useful plant. *It received a
first-class certificate. Lobelia Fawn, pale lavender ; and Lobelia Ultra-
marine, came from the same exhibitor. Mr. Shortt, gardener to
Viscount Eversley, Heckfitld, exhibited a cut specimen of Pentstemou
Cobosa vera, a very handsome form, witli large white flowers deeply
veined ; and Ruscus aculeatus, covered with berries, as standard
plants for table decoration ; the hemes had been produced by careful
impregnation.

Messrs. J. Sc C. Lee sent seedling Lobelia Sparkler, Hypericum
(chinense) monogynum. and Carex pilulifera var. anrea. Mr. Bull
exhibited a specimen of Drosera filiforme, a curious plant; likewise a
collection of C^-pripediums. Bertnhinins. Podocaqius, &c., for which a
special certificate was awarded. Mr. John Parker, gardener to S. G.
Cooper, Esq., brought a variegated form of Lobelia speciosa, which
appeared to be L. speciosa spoiled. Jfr. Whitehorn sent several seed-
ling Pelargoniums—Purity and Pauline, show flowers ; and Purple
King, a beautil'ul fonn of Rollisson's Unique, which might be much
more appropriately named Crimson King. TJiis plant we hope to see
shown a^ain

;
it is very distinct, and will be useful.

Mr. Mann, Brentwood, sent some good seedling Zonal Pelargoniums,
but the specimens were too small to allow of judgment being passed
npon them. A Nosegay called Novelty well deserved its name, but it

was quite useless. Nosegay The Baron; Guardsman, a promising
Zonal light orange, itc, were also sho^^Ti by Mr. Mann ; as well as
Zonal Startler, Christabel, Bridesmaid, and North Star, a bright
scarlet. These plants we hope to see again in better condition : the
specimens were too young and too small for any fair decision as to
merit. Mr. Tirebuck, Luton Nurserj', sent several seedling Zonal Pe-
largoniums, bnt none of them new or distinct. Richard Keely, with
bright yellow foliage, was the most distinct, and may prove useful.
Crimson Cushion and eight others were of no use, not being distinct
from known varieties. Mr. Kimberley exhibited a spotted seedling
Show Pelargonium, Grand Arab.

Messrs. Veitch sent Dendrobium Bensoni.-e, sweet-scented, which
received a first-class certificate ; also Dendrobium species, with small
insignificant flowers. Mr. R. AVarner received a special certificate for
a very fine collection of cut specimens of Orchids. Mr. Sherratt,
gardener to James Batemau, Esq. Knypersley, was awarded a first-

class certificate for Miltonia spectabilis var. rosea, a very beautiful
plant. Mr. Anderson, gardener to T.Dawson, Esq., Meadow Bank,
Uddingstone, near Glasgow, received a lirsL-class certificate for a
beautiful new Odontoglossum, called roseum ; and Lord Egerton of
Tatton received a special certificate for a very superb spike of Aerides
Fieldingii. This was a marvellous specimen, baring eight branches
besides the central spike of flowers. So unusually fine was this speci-

men that the Committee recommended it for the Lindley medal, which
the Council most readily granted. W. W. Buller, Esq., exhibited
Odontoglossum flavescens. for which a second-class certificate was
awarded. A small collection of Orchids was sent from the Society's
gardens, also some seedling Caladiums ; some of the latter, being of
great promise, will be sent to the Committee again, when they will,

without doubt, receivt- their proper award.
Fruit Committee.—Mr. Tillerj. of Welbeck, sent three dishes of

Strawberries grown under glass. They were fine specimens, and Mr.
Tillery stated in a letter that he had been gathering fruit of the same
size and quality ever since the beginning of May. The plants were

grown in pots only 5 inches wide and 6 inches deep, and the fruit was
thinned out so that each plant carried only two fruits. They were
stood on shelves, which held about half an inch of soot water. The
sorts were Ingram's Prince of Wales, Empress Eugenie, both excellent
in flavour, and Reeves's Eclipse, which was not so rich. The Com-
mittee awarded them a special certificate. Messrs. J. & C. Lee, of
Hammersmith, exhibited fruit of '* The Lady " Strawberry. The frait
was large, but being not ripe had no flavour. Plants were also ex-
hibited which showed the highly prolific character of this variety.

Messrs. Wood & Ingram sent specimens of the fruit of a small oblate
Apple veined with russet, which appears to be Grange Apple, and
which was perfectly sound, and of good quality.

Mr. Sliortt, gardener to Lord Eversley, of Heckfield, sent a fruit
of Passifiora quadrangularis under the name of macrocarpa. It
was of large size, and weighed .3 lbs. 9oz9., but was not ripe. Mr.
Shortt also sent specimens of a hybrid Melon called Golden Eversley,
which, however, was overripe, and the flavour flat. He also sent four
varieties of early Potatoes— viz., Paterson's Early Red Kidney, Early
Handsworth, Rivers's Royal ludney, and Old Ashleaf Kidney, all of
which were planted on the 6th of March in the open ground, and the
tubers exhibited of each were ten of the largest, selected from three
plants. James Bateman, Esq., of Knypersley, sent a dish of forced
Peaches.

Several dishes of Strawberries were sent from the Society's Garden
at Chiswick, among which the best-flavoured were President, Sir
Joseph Paxtou. and Napoleon III. Prince Imperial was highly
flavoured with a fine aroma ; Souvenir de KieflF is a large conical
Strawberry, solid flesh, and with a fine brisk decided flarour; La
Coustauto was firm, solid, and with a fine flavour.

General Meeting.—Sir Roderick I. Murchison, Bart., in the
chair. After five new Fellows had been elected, and the Llangynwyd
Cottage Garden Society, Merthyr Tydvil Floral and Horticultural
Society, and Newjiort (Salop) Floral and Horticultural Society had
been admitted into union with the Society, Mr. Shortt offered a few
remarks on Passiflora " macrocarpa," which he stated to be of Brazilian
origin, and considered different from P. qnadiangularis, for which it

had been taken. The plant on which the fruit exhibited was produced
was not ten mouths old, and any one who could give moderate heat
and moisture could grow it in an eight-inch pot. He himself had
plants in flower in five and six-inch pots. Mr. Shortt concluded by
remarldug that the splentUd Tacsonia Van-Volxemi also prodocea
edible fruit.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley said that with the exception of the Orchids
there were few plants that required any observation. The first to

which he would direct notice was Gordonia javaniea, belonging to the
same natural order as the Tea plant. Gordonias were bog plants,

and in North America their bark was extensively used for tanning.

Mr. Shortt's fruiting specimens of Butcher's Broom next claimed
attention, and their ornamental appearance for dinner-table decoration

was pointed out. The plant, however, being diiHcious. it was difficult

to fruit it except by artificial impregnation, as Mr. Shortt had done.
After noticing Limnanthes Douglasii, as a very pretty spring bedding
plant if sown in autumn, Mr. Berkeley directed attention to a beautiful

specimen of a fasciated Pinus Pinaster, in which the lower part was
spirally twisted, and bore normal cones, while the subordinate upper
branches were fasciated. Abnormal pressure in the bud, he remarked,
Vould not account for this example of fasciation. Though so much
had lately been said about the foliage of Zonal Pelargoniums, he
would venture to make a few more remarks on the subject. A doubt
had been expressed whether it was possible for a white ground to be-

come pink ; but he exhibited two leaves of the same variety, L'Elegante,
shown by Mr. Bull, the one with white, the other with pink edges, the

result, he believed, solely of different treatment, the plant in the former
case being subjected to ordinary treatment, and in the latter kept

dry and near the light. Another curious subject for investigation was
the appearance of the leaves of a hybrid between the common Zonal
and the Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, and in which the upper part of the

leaf partakes of the Zonal character, whilst the lower part has that of

the Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, and the flowers are partly those of the
Zonal, partly of the Ivj--leaved parent. This case could not be ac-

counted for in the same way as the production of C^i-isus Adami, by
cell-grafting, and tended to show that the theory which had been
formed respecting it was entirely wrong ; at the siime time the mode
of action of the pollen on the embryo sac was not known. Schleiden

supposed that the end of the poUen-tube entered the embryo sac and
became a new plant ; but, j)robably, the action of endosmose and ex-

osmose would account for the passage of the pollen influence into the

sac ; the subject, however, was one of those mysteries which at present

we are unable to explain. Passing to another subject, Mr. Berkeley

said that about a month ago he was in the grounds of Sir Frederick

Pollock, at Hatton, near Hounslow, and observed that four plants of

Cupressus macrocarpa. once the pride of the garden, had perished.

On examining them he found that the whole of the plant was covered

with the spores of a fungus (Pestalozzia funerea), which nnder the

microscope formed one of the most beautiful objects he had ever seen.

Some years ago the Camellias in one of the principal nurseries near

Canterbury were devastated by an allied species of fungus, originally

discovered in France by M. Dupin.

Mr. Bateman said, that though all knew the splecdid sprcimens of
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Orchids which Mr. Anderson, Mr. Dawson's gardener at Meadow
Bank, was in the habit of exhibiting from time to time, yet he had
never sent finer than those which he had exhibited on this occasion.

Beautiful as his bunch of Odontoglossnm Pescatorei was, it only re-

presented a fraction of the blossom on the plant from which it was

cat, and on which no less than three hundred flowers were connted

;

fcat, glorious as Mr. Anderson's Oilontoelossnm was, even it was sur-

passed by the cut specimen of Ai-'rides Fieldingii, from Lord Egerton

of Tattou, which was the most magnificent t'xample of that species

which had ever been exhibited, and to which, on the recommendation
of the Floral Committee, the Lindley medal had been awarded Mr.
Bateman then noticed two or three small specimens of Orchids, and
especially the little Peruvian OJontoglossum roseum, which, though

'beautiful in niiniyns, would present a still more glorious appearance

when larger specimens were obtained. Miltouia spectabilis. of which
his own gardener had sent a fine variety called rosea, was also men-
tioned as having been obtained through Messrs. Low ; likewise Epi-

dendrum vitellinum, ^rom Mr. Anderson, which was figured twenty-five

years ago by Dr. Lindley, from dried specimens, but when the plant

was flowered some years later by Mr. Barker, evoi-y one considered the

drawing exaggerated, so poor were the blossoms then ; but now that the

cultivation of the plant, which comes from an elevation of 7-SOOU feet,

13 conducted on the cool—that is. sensible—mode of treatment, the

original representation utterly failed to do justice to its beauty. Beauti-

ful, however, as Mr. Anderson's example of this Epidendrum was.

Mr. Bateman said he hod seen one far superior a day or two before at

Mr. Day's, at Tottenham.
Coming now to the immediate subject of his lecture, Lslia majalis

or Flor de Mayo, it was one of the few Orchids which was fortunate

in having a histori' as well as a name—iii fact, many names, the

native one being Itzumatjuee ; besides which it had two or three

Sparish, and three or four Latin names. It was ail very well for old

Rnmphius to say that the Orchids are the aristocrats of the vegetable

kingdom, but not one in a hundred of them had ever been heard of

before the present century, and in classical or heroic ages they were

unknown. No one, not even the Chairman, had ever found a fossU

Orchid. Any Orchid, even, whose history could be traced back to the

conquest—of America he meant—would hold a distinguished place. It

had been said that when the French took possession of a settlement

the first thing they did was to establish a cnf'-, and in a like man-
ner the Spaniards were in the custom of erecting a church. For
the elaborate services of these churches the Spaniards, being ignorant

of the resources of their new possessions, at first carried with them
their old-world flowers ; but they soon discovered the value of Orchids

for church decoration. In connection with this part of the subject he
might mention that his old friend Mr. Skinner had seut home from
•Guatemala some bulbs which proved to be no other than those of the

common white Lily, which had doubtless been taken out for the very

purpose, and had run wild. The value of Orchids for church decora-

tion having been discovered, as before remarked, they were largely

employed for the purpose ; and the names of the saints' days and
festivals for which they were suitable were applied to them, and of

these Mr. Batemen cited a number, of which "Flor de Mayo" was
one. Knowing the extensive use of Orchids in church decoration, Mr.
Skinner, he might remark, when he wanted to know what Orchids
were in season, always went to church to look at the altar decora-

tions. To proceed with the history of Lwlia majalis, the first natu-

ralist who went to Mexico was Hernandez, who published in 1648,

at Rome, a book, in the frontispiece of which two Orchids were re-

presented, one of which was the beautiful Ladia majalis. Humboldt
was the next to notice it under the name of Bletia speciosa, as one
of those beautiful Orchids the recollection of which no time could
efface. About the same time Lexarza, who went out to Mexico,
failing to recognise the plant as described by Humboldt, called it

Bletia grandiflora. His description of this and other Orchids so im-
pressed the youthful Reichenbach, that he wanted to visit Mexico
himself; but this proved unnecessary, for Mr. Barker dispatched a

traveller thither, who sent a number of plants, which, arriving in mid-
winter, were sent home in blankets, but they never flowered. Next
M. Deschamps, in 1837, exactly thirty years ago, brought home a
/jartload, for which he asked enormous prices, and eventually he was
glad to sell the plants at a cheap rate ; but they all disappeared with-

out flowering, except one, which was purchased by Mr. DiUwyn Lle-

welyn, and which was figured in Mr. Bateman's work on the Orchids
of Mexico and Guatemala, and by Dr. Lindley in the " Botanical
Register," 1844. The drawing in the former work was made under
Dr. Lindley's direction, who thought the plant produced four or five

flowers; but never, except under exceptional circumstances, did it pro-

duce more than two on a scape. Just as Humboldt failed to make his

description of the plant intelligible to Lexarza, so the latter to Lindley,

who called the plant first L»Ua Grahami. and afterwards L. majalis,

and though Reichenbach wishes to go back to L. speciosa, Lielia

majalis it is to cultivators, and so it ever will be.

Mr. Bateman then mentioned that Mr. Anderson had communicated
to him his treatment of the plant, which differs materially from that

pursued by Messrs. Backhouse, as stated also to him (Mr. Bateman),
in a letter from his friend Mr. WentworthBuller. Mr. Anderson grows

the plant in a kind of Wardian case, where the temperature rises

by Bun in the day to SO^, but is cool at night and in winter. Mr.
BoUer, oa the other hand, states th«t it is kept by Messrs. Backhouso

in a house where the temperatnre in winter ranges from 45'' to 53",

and sometimes falls as low as 37^, no fire heat being given unless the

temperature declines below 40^. Abundant ventilation is likewise

afforded, the ventilators being opened at uight when the external tem-

perature permits. In the same house was growing Epidendrum era-

bescens, likewise figured in Mr. Bateman's superb work, and far sur-

passing any plants of the species which Mr. BuUer had seen else-

where. Mr, Bateman. in concluding, then remarked that success in

the cultivation of the latter plant and of the La-lia would appear

rather to depend on abundance of air kept moving than on temperature.

The Chairman, in returning Mr. Bateman the thanks of the meeting

for his interesting remarks, said that though a fossil Orchid had never

yet been- discovered, he would endeavour to stimulate geologists to

search after such.

Mr. Bateman, in replying, asked to be allowed to add an observation

which be had omitted to make at the proper time—namely, that some
of the Orchids which Mr. Anderson had sent were growing on flat tiles.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
At the second great Show of this Society, held yesterday, there Wft9

again an excellent display of stove and greenhouse tioweiing and fine-

folianed plants, many of which were in greater perfection than on the

last occasion. Pelargoniums and other florists' flowers were also

numerously exhibited ; and of Fuchsias we have rarely seen finer than

some of the plants shown by Mr. Brockwell and others. Large and
most interesting collections of new plants came from Messrs. Veitch,

Mr. Bull, and others. Orchids were fairly represented, though not so

numerous as we have seen them in former years. Among fruit there

were numerous and well-ripened bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes,

fine bunches of Black Prince from Mr. Meads, gardener to Raikea

Cnrrie, Esq., Minley Manor ; some very good Providence Pines, excel-

lent Peaches, Nectarines, and Strawberries.

CHELTENHAM HORTICULTURAL SHO\Y.
{From a Correspondent .)

The Cheltenham Horticnltaral Society's second Show for the season

was held on the l'2th of Jane in the beantifal grounds of Pittrille Spa,

and the afternoon beinf^ tine attracted a numerous concourse of yisitors.

The collections of omamental-foliaged plants, grouped for effect,

exhibited by T. P. W. Butt, Esq., and Mr. Heath, were particularly

worthy of remark, as were the stove and gi-eenhouse plants from

Mr. Butt and Mr. Cypher. Fine collections of British Ferns were

shown by Sir Alesander Ramsay, Bart., and Mr. Pilgrim ; and of

Pelargoniums by Mr. Hopwood, Miss Douglas, and Mr. Heath. There

was a severe competition in vases of cut flowers, arranged in threes

for the dinner table ; those shown by Lady Kamsay, Rev. W. Coventry,

Capt. Fickell, G. Lonthean, Esq., and Mr. C.^-pher being exceedingly

elegant and artistic in their arrangement. Cut Roses received their

full share of attention, and were well shown. The boxes contributed

by Mr. C. Brydges, the Rev. W. Coventry, and T. W. Potter, Esq.,

were particularly good.

The Show of vegetables was unusually good. Cauliflower, Asparagus,

Peas, Kidney Beans, new Potatoes, Mushrooms, and baskets of Salad

were excellent. The last were tastefully designed, well arranged and

well fiUed. That from Mr. E. Smith was surprisingly good.

The show of fruit was not so good as in former years, although there

were some fine dishes of Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries, Cherries, and

Melons.

ROSES INJURED BY FROST.
" E. H.'s " case is, I believe, not a solitary one, as I have ob-

served something of the kind here (Staplehurst), though my
Roses have suffered but little from frost, almcst my whole stock

being dwarfs on their own roots, and many of them plants eight

or ten years old. Except that they have suffered a little at the

tips during the severe frost of January, I see no difference in

their appearance this season from that which they exhibit in

other years ; they seem to bloom quite as strongly and as freely.

This remark refers more particularly to the Hybrid Perpetuals.

The damage done to the China varieties was more severe ; but

not a plant has been kUled, and they are blooming as well as

before, liaving only received a more severe pruning than usual.

Of Tea Koses I have not many ; but I find two plants against

a south-west wall have been injured. On one of them the

shoots, appearing to be still alive, were left at the usual pruning

time in March, and started into life ; but since then portions

have died back, and the plant is far from healthy.

The above is the only ease of a plant having been more in-

jured by the frost than it at first appeared to be ; while, on the

contrary, many subjects that were pronounced by fair judges

dead, are breaking out in different portions of their branches, as

Bays, Laurustinus, Majorca Box, Euonymus, and some Conifers.

These have never been meddled with, as I am not an advocate

' for cutting down if it can be avoided. A fine bushy tree of
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Pinus insignis, upwards of 40 feet high, waa quite red, and,

on ('xamication, its twigs showed what appeared to be hopeless
deiulness in its pith, as " E. H." describes in his Eoses

;
yet

the ti|>s seem to have escaped destruction, as it is pushing out
green all over; and althoiiKli it will not be so handsome for a
year or two, I hope it will do good service yet. Some other
plants, such as Pliillyreas, exhibited similar injury, and are like-

wise recovering, the tijis of the last year's wood being in most
cases all that are really lost; but why should these plants have
shown greater injury than they have received, whilst, on the

contrary, the Eose in question was more hurt than it really

seemed to be, as so many shoots have died since the tree

started into growth ?

I may add that two old standard Gloire de Dijon Tea Eoses
are quite uninjured, although growing close to where Laurus-
tinus was much damaged. Trailing Eoses have suffered only

a little ; yet some of them, in the way of the one alluded to,

and a plant of Jasminum nudiflorum, growing against a pillar

in a very cold and exposed place, has been killed to the ground,
but is starting again. I find that in the open ground Leyces-
teria formosa and Phygeliua capensis are both killed to the
snow line, and a plant of the latter against a wall has suffered

a like fate ; but up, neither of them presents so hard and inrm

a woody stem as most thrubs, their being injured need not be
wondered at. I hear of several Evergreen Oaks, thought to be
dead, coming to life again. After all, we must not complain
too much if some of our Eoses suffer more than could be
wished, as the total number of subjects absolutely lost is much
less than was at one time thought to be the case.—J. E.

PYRETHRUMS AND P.EONIES AT VERSAILLES
NURSERY, HAMMERSMITH.

The Messrs. Salters' collection of these very magnificent
flowers is now in perfection, and all persons interested in hor-

ticulture would do well to avail themselves of an opportunity
of viNiting this nursei^y.

It is very interesting to see the progress, by cultivation, made
in the Pyrethrum. From a single white flower double varieties

have been raised, varying in colour from the deepest carmine
rose to pure white ; the flowers are perfect in form, and the
foliiige of the plants elegant. They must be seen to form any
correct notion of their beauty ; and grown as they are by the
Messrs. Salter in large beds, the effect is quite startling.

Of the Chinese P.-eonies too much cannot be said. They are

gorgeous in colour, and yet exquisitely delicate. Some of the
light varieties are sweetly scented, and the flowers standing up
amcuig the dark rich fnliiige make them very conspicuous. It

is most remarkable that these hardy and useful plants are not
moie generally cultivated. No one should leave the gardens
without inspecting a novel and beautiful design in the applica-

tion of some of the low-growing Sedums.
Mr. Alfred Salter has been most successful, and exhibited

great taste in the use he has made of these plants. The uneven
surface is completely carpeted with various shades of colour, in

which small groups of Cacti and other succulent plants are
must judiciously introduced. This arrangement of these pe-
culiar plants is most effective and novel. There is little doubt
but that the idea will be followed out by many amateurs. The
collection of Zonal Pelargoniums is very interestiug, and some
of the finest varieties both English and foreign are to be seen.

One remarkable featiire in the greenhouses is the total absence
of Variegated or Versicolor Pelargoniums, when the finest col.

lection in England of variegated plants is distributed all over
the grounds.—J. D.

INFLUENCE OF THE GRAFT ON THE STOCK.
It has been a mooted question for years whether the graft

exerts any influence on the stock, and if so, how much '? The
judgment of observers is not unanimous, the most part urging
that there is no influence whatever. The stock has an influence

on the graft, however, as the process of dwarfing demonstrates.
A fast grower does not develope itself with nearly so much
vigour on a weak-growing stock as on a fast one. This, indeed,
is the philosophy of dwarf fruit-tree culture. Now, as it is a
pretty well known fact that in almost all the active forces of

nature two forces can scarcely combine without mutual influence
on each other, we might almost expect some difference in the
stock by the influence of the graft, as well as to find the graft

influenced by the stock.

Experiments have often been made to test this matter, but
little evidence has been collected in favour of the graft's in-

fluence. Muscat Grapes grafted on Hamburgbs still produce
Muscat Grapes—and the upper half of a White Beet has been
grafted on a Eed one when young, and the line of red and white
has been preserved through the whole life of the Beet ; and we
believe a great many similar experiments with other things
have resulted in the same way. Yet we see things sometimes
that scarcely admit of explanation in our present state of kno^w-

ledge, that would indicate that some mutual influence is pro-
bable as well as possible.

If we take two Quince stocks of equal strength and vigour,

grow them as nearly as may be in similar circumstances, and
graft on one a strong-growing variety of Pear, and on the other
a weak variety, we find the Quince stock on the fast-growing

Pear growing faster than the stock of the vjeak-growing Pear ;

and, indeed, we can get wood of a Quince on which a Pear has
been grafted much thicker than any Quince would ever grow
in the same time. So far as growth is concerned, then, the Pear
graft has an influence ; and if there is an influence in one point
why may there not be in some others ?

We have noticed another instance where an influence on the
stock was perceptible. A tree of White Doyenne Pear, which
had borne nothing but worthless cracked fruit for years, had,
three years ago, all its upper branches grafted with Eartletts,

and the lower branches of the White Doyennfe were suffered to

remain. The growth of the Eartletts has been very strong,

and their strength has been evidently communicated to the
stock for several inches below the point of union. On one of
these branches a sprout of the Butter Pear, growing just below
the point of union, had been overlooked in the grafting, and
the shoots bore last year clean perfect fruit, all the rest of the
tree being cracked and worthless as heretofore. The most
probable influence in accounting for this is, that this shoot had
received its conditions of health from the Bartlett shoot above it.

That there is really a downward influence of some kind in

plants is shown by occasional circumstances which vegetable

physiologists stow away in their cabinets of curiosities. Some
years ago the late Mr. William Eeid, of Elizabeth, New Jersey,

showed some variegated Y/illows which he had grafted on some
plain-leaved varieties, and the variegations were pushing out
all down the sides of the stock below the grafts. We do not
remember whether the stem variegations were of the same
varieties as the stem or the stock, which would be very interest-

ing to know ; but we have a note from Mr. J. Stough, which
shows that the influence downwards does carry with it the
identify of the graft. He has a Mountain Ash on which is

grafted, 3 feet from the ground, a Bartlett Pear; last year,

C inches below the graft, a Pear sprout came out which is now
7 inches long, and there are Mountain Ash sprouts above and
below this Pear sprout. Mr. Stough takes great pride in pre-

serving this curiosity, as well he may. He informs us that he
once had a Eose Acacia (Robinia hispida), grafted on the Black
Locust (E. pseud-acacia), which pushed out Rose Acacia sprouts
from the stem which tried to bear Eose Acacia flowers, in every
respect the shoots being as the grafts above it.

These are all very interesting facts, and have considerable
bearing on the influence of the graft on the stock.

—

[American
(Janlcncr's MonthJy.)

WOODSEAT,
Thk Residence of Colin M. Campbeix, Esq.

WooDSE.w is situated on a gentle eminence near the con-
fluence of the Dove and the Qhurnet on the eastern boundary
of Staffordshire, about tour miles north of Uttoxeter, and half

a mile from the Eocester station on the Churnet Valley EaU-
way.

'The mansion, built in the Italian style of architecture, is a
structure of considerable pretensions, and is surrounded by
picturesque scenery. The interior is elaborately decorated,

and possesses every advantage for domestic comfort and con-

venience.

The iirincipal entrance is on the north-east side of the man-
sion. "The carriage-drive passes between sloping banks of diver-

sified outline, but properly speaking, I believe, through a deep
cutting, though very natural in its appearance ; and large clumps
of choice evergreens are judiciously arranged on each side. It

terminates in a large open courtyard, encircled with a low
panelled brick wall, surmounted by ornamental masonry.
The exotic fernery is situated at the north-east corner of the

mansion, and communicates with the billiard and other rooms.
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It is like a huge cavity hewn out of a eolid rock. The walla

are formed of a kind of ru;;ged stone adapted for rookwork,

called tufa, brought from Matlock, in Derbyshire. This is a

loose and porous kind of stone, formed by depositions from
springs usually calcareous, hut becoming harder on being ex-

posed to the air. In the arrangement of this house a natural

appearance has been successfully combined with effect—here

bold pieces of rock clothed with Lycopods or Ferns jut out;

there we find a recess overshadowed with the fronds of various

Ferns ; and in another place the projecting rock forms an arch,

from beneath which gushes a stream of water that makes its

exit by a subterranean passage. Among the Ferns which find

a congenial abode among the crevices of the rockwork, and in

nooks overhung by higher portions of rock, may be mentioned
Neottopteris vulgaris, or the Bird's-nest Fern ; Asplenium
Veitchii, a plant of exquisite beauty ; A. cicutarium, Didymo-
chlsona truncatula, Adiantum formosum, Lastrea decomposita,

Davallia dissecta, D. canariensis, or the Hare's-foot Fern, &c.

Associated with the Ferns are a few other plants which naturally

delight in the same situation, such as Ficus repens trailing over

the stones, and creeping by the side of the rocky streamlet

;

Dioscorea discolor, SelaginellaWildenovii, S. flexuosa, S. csesia,

Calla aithiopica, and a few other ornamental plants vrith fine

foliage.

The conservatory is at the south-west corner of the mansion,
and is in communication with the dining-room, and other

apartments. It forms a triangle, two sides of which are 3G feet

in length, and it is 20 feet wide at the base. In the borders there

was a fine collection of vigorous Camellias, with luxuriant dark

green foliage, some in bloom, and others just bursting into

flower. I also noticed Epaerises, ilonochajtum ensiferum, and
a large stock of Linum trigj'num, covered with a mass of

bloom. It would be instructive to the readers of this Journal

if Mr. Rawbone, the head gardener, would record in its pages

the mode of treatment by which he flowers the plant in such

perfection at midwinter. The gorgeous Camellias in the back-

ground, and the Linums, interspersed with Poinsettias and other

gay-flowering plants, rendered the conservatory as brilliant at

the time of my visit (December '20th), as other conservatories

generally are in summer.
There is a range of houses near the conservatory, and on

proceeding from the latter, the first is a greenhouse 30 feet

long by 18 feet wide, well filled with healthy plantt; of Erios-

temons, Polygalas, the much-neglected yet beautiful Correas,

and hut.'e plants of Azaleas, 6 to 8 feet high, trained iu the pyra-

midal form with the utmost exactness. Among the sorts cul-

tivated were Sir H. Haveloek, Chelsoni, Criterion, Brilliant,

Imperialis, Virginalis, Le Lion de Flandres, President, and
Amcena, the last the most useful of all for early forcing purposes.

The second house is the early vinery, which had been just

started; the wood was in excellent condition. It is 31 feet

long by 17 feet wide, and is planted with Black Hamburgh,
Euckland Sweetv,'ater, and Golden Hamburgh.
We next enter the Peach-house, 40 feet long and 17 feet wide.

The trees are trained under the roof to two trellises, one row
of dwarfs in the front, and a row of standards behind. In

the cultivation of the Peach and Kectarine, as well as of the

Vine, Mr. Rawbone seems to develope no ordinary amount of

skill. It was partly from this house and the early vinery, that

the coUectiou of fruit came which took the first prize at the

Eoyal Botanic Society's Show last July. A superficial ob-

server might almost mistake the Peach trees for Lord Suftield

Apple trees, the short-jointed sturdy wood, and the bold pro-

minent buds with which the trees were covered, more resembled

those of the Apple tree than of the ordinary Peach. The
borders, which are 34 feet deep, rest upon 2 feet of drainage.

Mr. Rawbone uses a rather adhesive soil—a very strong turf

—

with not a particle of manure, a quantity of rough lime rubbish

being intermixed with it, and the whole very firmly trodden

down. Last autumn he had occasion to root-prune two young
trees that were growing too luxuriantly, and so firm was the

border, that he was obhged to use a pick to remove the soil from
about the roots.

The last house in the range is a late vinery of the same di-

mensions as the first, and the varieties grown were Lad}-

Downe's, Alicante (Meredith's variety!, White Tokay, Muscat
of Alexandria, Trebbiano, and Black Hamburgh. There is

one set of Vines planted in front, another along the middle of

the house, trained to the pillars that support the roof, and a

third against the back wall. The last during the past season

bore fruit within a few inches of the ground. ^Vhen I saw the

Vines the fruit was all gathered, and notwithstanding the fine

fruit and heavy bunches that had been grown during the last

season, they promised to do equally well in future. I can
give no conception of the strength and size of the Vines, though
they have only been planted three years. With fruit from
them Mr. Rawbone took the first prize for Trebbiano and Ali-

cante, and the second for Muscats, at Liverpool, in the autumn
of 18GS, and last November he also took the first prize for Ali-

cante, and a like award for Trebbiano, at the same place. The
two bunches of Black Alicante weighed 9 lbs., and the two
bunches of Trebbiano 11 J lbs. The latter were said to be the
finest Grapes ever exhibited at Liveipool.

As there has been such a prolonged contest in these pages
as to the formation of Vine-borders, I will state the manner in

which those at Woodseat are formed. If I remember aright,

the borders are raised considerably above the goneral level.

There is in the first piace a depth of 2 feet of drainage, con-

sisting of broken bricks and rough hme rubbish left quite

open, with drain-pipes underneath, and the bottom concreted.

The surface of this lower stratum of drainage is also concreted,

and drain-pipes are laid on the concrete, on this nnother foot

of rough mortar rubbish, and then the border, 3} feet deep, com-
posed of turf thinly pared from an old pasture, a little horse-

manure, and a good proportion of old plaster, brick rubbish,

and broken bones. The borders are 17 feet wide inside, and
8 feet wide on the outside. Seven feet in width of the inside

border is devoted to the Vines on the back wall, and the re-

maining 10 feet to those planted in the front. Mr. Rawbone
practises the bit-by-bit system of border-making, which is so

frequently recommended in this Journal. The inside borders

were made first, and the roots had well filled and permeated
the whole of the inside mass before the outside borders were
added. The same attention has been paid to drainage on the

outside as within. The outside border is G inches lower at the

back than the inside border, and gradually slopes towards the
front.

The next house we enter, for Pines and stove plants, is

50 feet long and 17 wide, with a narrow path along the centre.

The front part is entirely devoted to Pines, some just pushing
into fruit, and others for succession. They looked remarkably
healthy, and were particularly distinguished for thic!;, sturdy,

compact foliage, rather than lanky leaves, many not being more
than 2 feet long. The back part of the house was filled with
stove plants, fine examples of health and vigour. Among the

most conspicuous were Sphaerogyue latifolia, a very beautiful

specimen ; Cyperus alternifolius variegatus ; Rivina humilis,

covered with a profusion of crimson berries, a most useful

plant during winter for dinner-table decoration and for con-

servatory embellishment ; Dipladenia amabilis ; Bougainvillasa

glabra; Eucharis amazonica, smothered with masses of pure
white blossoms ; Begonia carnea, a well-known favourite ; Ixora

javanica, very fine ; I. acuminata, I. salicifolia, I'ractena ferrea,

D. Cooperi, and D. terminalis. intermixed with huge Crotons

of various sorts, Alocasias, Thyrsacanthus rutilans, &'C. On
the roof was trained a plant of Thuubergia Harrisii, gaily

covered with purple flowers, a very useful stove climber.

In front of the house just referred to was another pit of the
same length, full to overflowing with many kinds of plants for

spring and summer decoration, besides other pits devoted to

Cinerarias, Primulas, herbaceous Calceolarias, and thousands of

bedding plants, all arranged so as to effect the utmost economy
as regards space.

At the back of the vineries is a Mushroom-house heated from
the same medium as the vineries, iu which Mushrooms are

grown by the bushel. Mr. Rawbone told me that he found Cut-
bush's Milltrack Mushroom spawn to run the quickest and
yield the heaviest crops.

We have now traversed most of the houses, and returning

towards the terrace front of the mansion, I will take the reader

along several of the walks of the pleasure grounds ; and though
my visit took place in midwinter, when deciduous trees were
stripped of their foliage, and vegetation genersiUy presented

but a cheerless aspect, yet in my rambles I made many notes

of general interest. The terrace front faces the south-east,

and commands many interesting views. The mansion is a
little elevated, and the park slopes gently to the railway, which
is skirted by a belt of Scotch Firs and other trees of the Pine
tribe. Through the vale run the rivers Churnet and Dove,
and a little farther on the former terminates its course and
joins the Dove ; on their banks graze many sheep and cattle,

which give interest to the landscape. On the opposite side of

the valley is a long range of hills, called Heaton Woods, their

summits almost enveloped in the clouds, and covered with
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wood and heath. To the right lies Needwood Forest, a vast

tract of land, Tvhich np to the commencement of the present
century was in a state of nature and a favourite hunting ground.
The terrace is encircled with a low balustrading ; and below
the terrace, directly opposite the mansion, is a neat flower

garden, of which the accompanying is a plan, laid out with
much taste.

REFERENCES TO PLAN.

1. Grass, surrounded by a kerb 7. Ornamental stone steps.
of stone, a vase in the centre. 8. Balustrading. The sciuares

2. Beds edged with Box on indicate positions for vases to be
gravel walk. filled with Pelargoniums, &c., in

S. Beds edged with Box. summer.
4. Beds with a broad stone kerb- 9. Gravel walk ou terrace,

ing. The other beds at each end 10. Grass.
are cut out in the turf. 11. Sun dial.

5. Gravel walk. 12. Mansion.
6. Grass slopes.

In the front of the conservatory is the croquet ground, and
near this spot is a tine old Cedar of Lebanon, which has with-
stood the storms of many a winter, and now stands venerable

in its old age. Wending our way to the left we come to a rustic

summer-house, from the doorway of which may be obtained
pleasant views of the lake and its numerous waterfowl. I saw
it when the sun was shining through the hazy clouds, and its

waters glittered like burnished silver, whilst other beauties

distant and near offered themselves in turn to my eye, and
united to form a scene of unrivalled interest.

Pursuing my course downwards I came into a romantic
rocky dell, called the rockery and hardy fernery. Its position

is sufficiently secluded, and it aiifords that amount of shade
and dampness which the plants grown there require. It is

formed of a quantity of picturesque old roots, gnarled and con-

torted stumps of trees, and oddly shaped stones skilfully dis-

posed to produce effect ; and from the artificial rocks little

streams of water occasionally trickle. All the plants in this

little dell seemed quite at home, and those of trailing habit
scrambled about in the wildest confusion and luxuriance.

Among the numerous plants growing in this locality I noticed as

the most prominent Escallonia rubra, Kerria japonica, Euony-
mus variegatus, Berberis Fortuni, Yucca gloriosa, and Skimmia
japonica, a very useful plant in winter either for in or out-door
decoration. The beautiful berries, with which it is densely

covered, render it valuable also for the embellishment of the
dinner table. It is easily propagated by the seeds the berries

contain. There were in addition Polystichum lobatum, Poly-

podium vulgare, P. dryopteris, Lastrea Filix-mas, Scolopen-
drium vulgare, Thujopsis borealis, on inverted old tree roots,

Berberis Darwinii, and Sciadopitys verticillata, or the Um-
brella Pine, intermingled with variegated Ivy, Cotoneasters,

Pernettyas, tufts of Sedums, and the Green Spleenwort (Asple-

nium viride), brought from Croxton Abbey. I passed from
this secluded spot beneath a rustic arch covered with Honey-
suckles, Clematises, &c.

The pleasure-grounds present quite an undulating surface,

and are ornamented with clumps of choice evergreens, and
specimens of Conifers disposed in the highest style of the

landscape gardener's art, and possess a charm of no mean
order when the destructive ice-king has thrown prostrate the

beauties of the floral world. Among the most noticeable plants

were vigorous specimens of Thuja Lobbi, Picea Nordmanniana,
Picea nobilis, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Wellingtonia gigantea,

and different species of Juniperus, Taxus, Pinus, &c. Andro-
medas, Kalmias, Rhododendron ferrugineum, Berberis of sorts,

Cotoneasters, and the stronger-growing Ehododendrons, are

massed in quantities sufficient to produce effect, and to develope

the habits and characters of the different plants. A narrow
stream of water runs through the lower part of the grounds,

and on its banks and in the water were growing many aquatic

plants.

Arriving at a bridge, which I passed over in going towards

the kitchen garden, I caught a glimpse of a long strip of ground

that skirts the pleasure-ground, and which, during the sum-
mer, is planted in the ribbon style. Mr. Rawbone told me that

last season he planted it as follows, and the effect was very

good. Beginning at the front, the first row was Cerastium

tomentosum ; second. Lobelia speciosa ; third, Pelargonium

Brilliant ; fourth, Calceolaria Aurea floribunda ; fifth, Pelar-

gonium Christine ; sixth, Stella Nosegay Pelargonium ; seventh.

Gladiolus.

The enclosed kitchen garden ia about an acre in extent. On
the walls were well-trained Peaches, Apricots, Pears, Plums,

and Cherries, and round the different quarters were good ex-

amples of pyramidal Apple and Pear trees. This system of fruit

cultivation is now becoming very popular, and deservedly bo

too, for it has been demonstrated that a great variety of fruit,

and of excellent quality, can be thus obtained from a limited

plot of ground. Fine beds of Strawberries with their crowns
prominent were conspicuous. Many of the newer kinds wer«
grown in the nursery plantations to test their suitability to

the soU and climate previous to planting them in the perma-
nent beds.

I have dwelt longer on the gardens of Woodseat than I con-

templated ; but I may say, in conclusion, that the last place I

visited, but not the least interesting, was the gardener's cot-

tage. It was, for size, convenience, and accommodation, what
all intelligent and respectable gardeners ought to enjoy, and
offered a marked contrast to the inconvenient back sheds, un-

healthy rooms over stables, and low, damp dwellings, into

which gardeners are too often thrust. The walls were mantled
with Roses and other climbing plants, and in front of the cot-

tage was a neat flower garden. I received an unlooked-for

amount of courtesy from Mr. Rawbone, and I have only to add,

out of no mere compliment, that the place was in excellent

keeping, and that progress was everywhere apparent.

—

Quintin
Read.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Dr. Seemann, who has recently returned from Central

America, has, we are informed, brought with him a large col-

lection of novelties from the Chontales gold region, some of

which are said to be of a very ornamental character.

To form alum crystallisations over fresh flowers, make
baskets of pliable copper wire, directs the American " Journal

of Pharmacy," and wrap them with gauze. Into these tie to

the bottom Violets, Ferns, Pelargonium leaves. Chrysanthe-

mums—in fact, any flowers except full-blown Roses—and sink

them in a solution of alum of 1 lb. to the gallon of water, after

the solution has cooled, as the colours will then be preserved

in their original beauty, and the crystallised alum will hold

faster than when from a hot solution. When you have a light

covering of distinct crystals that cover completely the articles,

remove carefully, and allow them to drain for twelve hours.

These baskets make a beautiful parlour ornament, and for a
I long time preserve the freshness of the flowers.

• A gardener of Ghent has, after many trials, succeeded,

writes Galigimni, in giving any kind of fruit the flavour he
pleases while it is still on the tree. Let us take an Apple for

instance ; he pricks it rather deeply in four or live places with

a large needle, and then lets it dip for a while in a bowl con-

taining a liquid possessing the flavour he wishes to communicate.

After a few seconds this liquid wUl have penetrated into the

pulp ; and this operation being repeated two or three times,

at intervals of eight or ten days, the Apple is left to ripen on

the tree, and will subsequently be found to have acquired the

taste either of Strawberry, Raspberry, Cloves, Sea., according to

the liquid employed.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Broccoli, plant out, also Cmdilhm-ers, and water the late

CauUflowers most abundantly. Sow, also, on a rich border, so

that they may be thinned out to attain perfection without

transplanting. Sow Cahbanes for planting out for Coleworts.

Carrots, sow another bed of' Horn. Endive, those who desire a

good and constant supply for the autumn and winter, must
make a full sowing forthwith. Endive is generally sown too

thickly. Another good sowing should be made in the first

week of July, and a third towards the middle of the same

month, after which the plants will not attain their full size.

As soon as the plants are a few inches high, mow the tops of

the leaves off with a scythe, cutting about one-third of the

leaves away. This will stiffen the plants and cause much heart

to develope itself, as well as enable them to bear transplanting

better. Celcrij, plant ; ftnd completely remove aU suckers.

Lccks, prepare the ground by heavy dressings of manure. Mush-

room.'', the spawn should now be made without delay. Peas,

the last sowing of Knight's Marrows should be made. Some of

the earher kinds should also be sown. Lettuce, sow thinly in

rows 1 foot apart, and transplant from seed-beds before the

plants become too large. Savoys and Brussels Sprouts, plant.
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Turnips, this is a good time for a liberul sowing of autumn
Turnips, the Dntch or Stone is best for the kitchen garden.

FKUIT uahijex.
The ground having acquired its usual summer warmth, with

abundauco of moisture, wall trees are making rapid growth,
and prompt attention must accordiugly be paid to their regu-

lation. The foreright shootR of Pear trees will require to have
their points cut or clipped oli, but do not cut their points back to

the extent usually practised. Two or three inches off their points
will generally be sufficient, and if the shoots appear crowded
in places they may be thinned by cutting some out close to the
base, and others to about 3 inches from it. If any shoots are
overtopping the wall they should be reduced in the first in-

stance. The fruit of Peach and Nectarine trees should be
finally thinned. Laterals must bo stopped above the second
bud. Advantage should be taken of moist weather to remove
the clay from grafts where the growth of the scion requires the
matting to be loosened, but this must at all events be attended
to before there is danger of the scion being galled by the liga-

ture, which will be the case iu proportion to the quantity of

the foliage that the shoot has made. Layer Strawberry-runners
iu small pots for forcing.

FLOWEK GAEDEN.
All recently-planted beds should be regularly watered, ob-

serving to stir the surface as soon as it again becomes a little

dry, to keep the earth moist beneath and to prevent the ground
from cracking. Rockets, Phloxes, and other herbaceous plants

now coming into bloom should also be watered if the weather
continues hot and dry. Dahlias would be greatly improved
by a slight mulching of rotten dung during very hot or dry
weather. Do not mow grass lawns too frequently if the weather
continues hot, but ply the Daisy-rake during the heat of the

day. Gentian edgings should be regularly attended to with
water, nothing injures this beautiful plant so much as drought.
Seedling Auriculas which have been pricked out in store

pans must be protected from drenching rains, at the same time
taking care that they do not suffer from extreme drought.
Occasionally look over old plants, keep them free from weeds,

and carefully notice whether the drainage is free. No plant
suffers so soon as the Auricula from deficiencies in this respect.

Shade Ranunculuses from intense heat where it is desired to

prolong the bloom, or where the flowers are to be exhibited.

Flowers intended for cross-breeding ought not to be shaded.
Pinks are in various localities unusually late this season, but
are now making riipid progress. Tie-up the buds with waxed
thread, retaining only one or two on weak plants. Pipings
may now be put in. The most successful mode of propagation
is to prepare a border on the north side of a wall or fence, to

dig it one spit deep, to rake the surface fine, and to cover it

about 4 inches deep with about a barrowful of light sandy soil

;

then water with a fine-rosed watering-pot. Instead of cutting
off the piping at the third or fourth joint, it is pulled oiit of

its socket, and, being held between the finger and thumb, it is

pushed into the soil. Not a blade of grass should be cut, and
no knife ought to be used in the operation. In a month or

five weeks the pipings will be struck and fit to plant out in

beds in showery weather. Pipings of Carnations and Picotees
will strike freely if treated in a similar manner.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATORT.
The conservatory being thoroughly relieved of all superfluous

stock, nothing remains but to carry out a cleanly system of

cultivation, and to introduce fine specimens from other houses
or pits. All available surfaces should be moistened with water
morning and evening, thorough ventilation afforded, and a thin
canvas screen kept on during bright sunshine. In the mixed
greenhouse use abundance of water morning and evening, with
a free circulation of air. Camellia stocks may now be grafted,

choosing the young wood which has the leaves perfectly

developed, andwhich is of a ripening brown colour at the base.

We use the bottle plan, .and find it answer well if the plants
receive close or cutting treatment for a month afterwards. A
slight hotbed with a bottom heat from fresh fermenting matter
{to yield much steam), of 80°, will do well, placing a foot deep
of cinder ashes over the bed to keep down the worms. Remove
aU young Heaths into frames or pits ; if lo frames, make them
face the north, when little shading will be required. Place the
plants on a bottom of coal ashes, and supply them liberally

with water. As many of the specimens which flower freely

are apt to go off without giving warning, pay particular atten-

tion in watering, that the ball is quite moistened through.
This tribe of plants suffers more just now from waut of au

abundant supply of moisture than from all other causes com-
bined. Many of the plants also, from long confinement
under glass, when succeeded by hot and dry weather, suffer

extensively from mildew. » When this is perceived sulphur
them well, and place them in the open air under a wall, or
better, behind a hedge in a north aspect. In a few days the
sulphur may be syringed off, first laying the pot on its side,

and then plying the syringe in all directions.

STOVE.

This will now be a good time to increase many of the valuable
sorts of stove plants, they being now in a free-growing state.

Take off short and rather firm shoots, plant them in sand in
bottom heat under a hand-glass, and most of them will strike

root in a few days. The Luculia, of which so much has been
written, will root with certainty and freedom. The main point
is to catch the wood in a proper state; select short young
shoots, and the difiiculty of propagating it ends. A very free use
of the syringe, with abundance of air night and day, should be
persisted in, the main business being to produce sturdy plants

with short-jointed wood. Liquid manure, composed of cow-
house drainage, guano, and soot water, should be constantly
in use, taking care to apply it in no other way than clear and
weak. Give air most liberally to Orchids, syringing them
freely early in the morning, and shutting up much solar heat,

together with wet floors, walls, &a.

PITS AND FRAMES.
All late-struck cuttings, if not wanted for turning out, should

be potted off for store plants, or for filling beds in the autumn.
Continue to shift any plants that require it. A little air should
be given during the night, if the weather continues hot, to

prevent plants from becoming drawn. Shade during the heat
of the day, and water freely.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Though still very busy in all departments we are beginning
to have the prospect of mastering the work. No weather has
been more suitable, from its sunshine and showers, for encou-

raging weeds, as well as more useful growths, and the hoe has
been unsparingly used at every favourable opportunity among
growing crops.

Walks which a month ago were, as respects cleanliness, every-

thing that could be desired, have again demanded attention.

A broad smooth walk was becoming green at the sides, robbing
the fresh growth of the Box-edging of its beauty, and after a
shower the sides were hoed, raked, to be followed by a rolling,

when the small weeds have been withered out of sisht, for pick-

ing them up would have been a serious affair. The centre or

main point of the walk being clean was left untouched. Had
the verges been tiles or slates we might have ventured on a little

salt, but we never like to put salt nearer to Box-edgings than
12 or 15 inches. The central part of the walk was too fine and
smooth to permit of salting to advantage, even if it had needed
it, as the salting would nlwajw have a tendency to make the

surface smoother, and then in wet damp weather it would
increase the tendency to rise and clag with the boots. Another
side walk was becoming rather green, conspicuously so when
the small weeds were glistening with the dew, but as this had
a rough pebbly surface we merely hoed and raUed the sides,

and salted the centre, as that will make short work of the weeds
there, and if the salt does crack and lessen the size of the

pebbles in the gravel, it will make it all the more pleasant

and agreeable to walk upon.
We are particular on this matter, because several inquiries

have been made as to the circumstances under which it is ad-

visable to salt walks, and we have half a dozen complaints that

firm smniith walks have been rendered unfit for wnlking upon
after salting whenever the weather was damp. "Argo" tellg

us he has a broad smooth walk becoming completely green,

and he dreads breaking it up, and wonts to know how to clean

it, unless by a layer of salt. We would advise scraping off the

surface if that can be done, and adding a sprinkling of sandy
fine gravel. The quickest way would be to salt it all over, and
on the salt place a good sprinkling of fine sandy gravel. The
fresh gravel will become partly saturated with the salt, and the

surface will yet be so free from it that there will be no sticking

to the feet in damp weather. To heavily salt a smooth walk
without such a surfacing is almost to make sure of a soft walk

all the winter. Salt, therefore, we consider the cheapest and

I quickest way of freeing walks from weeds ; but our experieno*
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forces us to add that it is anything but economical when the
wear of gravel and the subsequent comfort of walking on it in

all weathers are concerned. This is more esjiecially the case
when chalk forms any part of tlie gravel.

When court-yards are pitclied with large hard stones, or still

more neatly with hard pebbles, from half to the full size of a
fist, and on which the wasting agency of salt acts little or
nothing, there is no means of cleaning such places equal to

salt, either scattered over it on a sunny day and the dews
allowed to melt it, or the salt mixed with hot water close on
the boiling point and applied at once. We think scattering
the dry salt thickly enough just to make a white sprinkling is

as effectual as any, if the ealt will remain a day or two witbout
being all dissolved. If a sudden shower follows after the ap-
plication, it will be less effectual. The scattering of the salt

is, therefore, most effectual when applied in dry weather, and
the whitish appearance is little thought about as umjleasant.
The salt when dissolved in hot water acts at once. It is best,
however, kept from edgings of all sorts, as it will injure Box,
as well as weeds, and even stone and tile edgings, if at all soft,

will crumble and waste from its use. Mr. Fleming used it at

Trentham, in small parterres, and even among the letters of the
names of some of the family formed with Box, but we cannot
say that we have used it much close to Box edgings, without
seeing its deleterious effects.

Potatoes.—A gardener in a large place has informed us that
a part of a pit of his Potatoes went off just as we described last

week, the underground stem becoming rotten a little below the
surface of the ground, whilst earlier and hifer varieties under
similar circumstances were not affected. In his case, as if to
show there was nothing in the soil, he pulled out all such Po-
tatoes, and planted again, and the second crop was growing
quite healthily. This is the only other case of which as yet we
have heard, and it seems to throw no light on the cause or
reason of the failure. In our case, we never had a crop that
looked better before the disease manifested itself.

Seeds.—All sowings must be secured from birds, and cover-
ing the seeds with red lead just damp enough to encrust tbem,is
a good protection. A net is also useful, as there are many plants
of which birds are fond just as they are in, and a little beyond
the seed-leaf. As to Peas and Beans, we found the red lead
also effectual, and even mice scarcely touched them, but for
pheasants and partridges we find the cheap galvanised wire
netting'advertised every week, of two-inch mesh, quite a suffi-

cient protection. We merely bend the wire in semicircular
form over the row, and put in a few sticks along the sides to
fasten it to the ground, and remove and roll it up when the
Peas are 3 inches in height. The pheasants can put their
heads easily through the meshes, and withdraw them without
injuring themsplves, and without being able to re.ich the Peas.

Cauliflowers that were coming on rather fast were pulled up
and placed in a wide barrel with a little water at the bottom.

Peas.—All have been cleared from the orchard-house, as the
outside ones have been coming in freely. Cauliflowers and
Cabbages will now be ieneSted by all the manure water that
we can give them. Cottagers in general are not yet aware how
largely they may increase their crops by a free use of all the
slops and sewage from their houses, &c. A man of thought
will contrive some receptacle in his garden, at the farthest
possible distance from his house, where he can always put his
hand on a number of pailfuls of such valuable manure. The
precaution we must add is—use it as often as you like, but
not over- strong.

Cahhaqcs.—Merely for the sake of the amateur, who may
have little room and wislirs to make the most of it, we would
speak in high favour of Messrs. Veitcb & Sons' improvement
on Atkins's Matchless Cabbnge. We have just now a little

piece fit for table ; compact heads, firm, and becoming white
inside, and on actually measuring the plants we find they range
from 11 to 12 inches in height from the surface of the ground,
the plants having hfid no eavthing-up, whilst the diameter of

the plants, from outside to outside of the large bottom leaves,
was not more than 12 inches. This kind, therefore, could be
grown in the greatest perfection in rows 15 or 16 inches apart,
and 1 foot apart in the row. We measured fine specimens of
larger Cabbages beside them, with larger heads it is true; but
the diameter of the plants, as regarded the lower leaves, was
from 27 to 30 inches. The cabbaging central part is the great
object ; the huge outside leaves make little appearance on the
table, and hence we speak favourably of this compact Cabbage,
which is quite in the style of Atkins's Matchless, which we grew
for many years ; but it is still more compact and upright in

growth, and has, so far as we see this year, fewer and smaller
side leaves.

Sowing, planting, &c., much the same as in last and previous
weeks. Pricking-out winter stuff, as every yard of ground is

already occupied, and will transplant when there is more room.
We lost every Kidney Bean out of doors by the frost, and
not one of them came or broke again, as they have done in
many places. Garden Beans were scarcely injured—not so
much as Peas, and those transplanted are coming in well.

rr.UIT DEPARTMENT.
Gathered the first dish of Black Prince Strawberry out of

doors on the 14th of the month, and picked a few Ketne' Seed-
ling. Keens' Seedling in the orchard-bouse has done very well,

and is yielding profusely. British Queens in full bloom in
the coldest orchard-house during the severe May frosts have
not set so well. We feared at the time the bloom was injured.
For a standard that will bear all sorts of rough treatment,
there is no Strawberry with which we are acquainted that will
compete with Keens' even now, though many of the newer
kinds are very good, and bear well too ; but it is rare for Keens'
to fail under even adverse circumstances. Thinned pretty well
finally the crops in the first orchard-house, though we fear we
have still left too many, and we must commence with the later
house immediately, as the fruit is still far too thick. CherrieB
have ripened well, and come in useful, and it will be as well to
have them over before they come in out of doors. We saw on
Saturday a few shoots of Peaches which had been attacked by
our old enemy the Aphis persica>, and we quietly slipped them
off and took them carefully to the nearest furnace, and gave
the house, except the Cherries, a good lashing with clear soot
water. Out of doors the changes of the weather have brought
fly, green and black, on Plums and Cherries, and after a rough
handling to remove the worst, gave the trees a hard syringing
and engining with clear lime water and clear soot water, which
seems to have fettled the most of them. Will go over them
with a biush and clear quassia water as soon as we can.

OHNAMENTAL DKriKTMENT.
Proceeded with our bedding-out, though there will yet ha

much to do with carpeting and edging-finishing. Dahlias will
now be perfectly safe, and it was as well to wait a little in such
weather. Tulips and other bulbs may be lifted as the foliage

decays. Pinks and Carnations and Picotees want supporting
carefully. There is no support neater and more economicsJ
than twisted wire, about the thickness of a quill, 6 inches or
so straight to go in the ground, the part above twisted in half
volutes, so as to leave an open space when looked down through
the centre. Fifteen inches would do for most Pinks, and from
30 inches for Anne Boleyn Pinks, Carnations, and Picotees.
No tying is required. You merely place the flowering- stems as
they grow round the twist, and that holds them securely. A
set of such wires, if kept painted, would last for many years.
The quickest way to paint them is to place the paint on a glove
on the left hand, and then draw the wire regularly through
it and quickly. If the wires galvanised they need no paint-
ing. The Messrs. England, wire-workers, of Hertford, used
to make them in lar^e quantities. No one after using them
would ever be troubled with cutting sticks and tying the shoots
to them. There is a broader whorl at the top for the flower to
rest on. We used them largely at one time ; but, alas ! the
rabbits did for that pleasant work, and if we obtain a good col-

lection again of these fine, old-fashioned flowers, we must keep
them inside of walls.

In mo-'ing plants from the houses, conservatory, ifcc, for the
summer season, great care must be taken that they receive no
sudden check, and especial care must be exercised that the pots
are not exposed to a burning sun. See the directions given by
Mr. Keane, as to Heaths, Epacrises, Primulas, &c.
We will finish this busy week with a few words on sowing

small seeds, such as those of Calceolarias, Primulas, and Cine-
rarias, at this season, to meet the case of a few correspondents
who tell us that year after year they sow, and are no further
forward, as they hardly ever obtain a plant, though purchasing
the seed from the best seedsmen. We have seen pots sown
with no better success, and from the same packet we have sown
and had a carpet of seedlings. We believe in the great ma-
jority of cases, the want of success is owing to some fault in
the watering ; either the seeds when germinating are starved
with dryness, or they are deluged, or washed out of the pots,
and perish then from exposure to sun, &c. We would recom-
mend for all small seeds, not so much for Primulas as for Cal-
ceolarias, Lobelias, &c., little or no watering until the seedlings
appear, and then let moistiu-e be given as much as possible
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from beneath, instead of from above. To be precise, choose
pans or pots for sowing in—say the latter, for convenience,
and suppose they are six-inch pots, fill them nearly half full

with drainage, then a layer of rough riddlings, then another
layer of finer soil—say sandy loam, and a little peat, pressed
well down, and a third layer of finer still ; but to terminate
within one inch of the top of the rim of the pot. Press all

firmly down with a round board, with a nail or a wooden peg
in the centre for a handle. Then water ail these thoroughly,
either through a fine rose, or by setting the pots in a tub of clean
water, so that the water will cover them all over. When soaked
lift the pots out carefully, and allow them to stand in a shady
place for from twelve to twenty-four hours, until they are
thoroughly drained, and the surface soil is just becoming some-
what dry. On this sow the seeds. Scatter on them, if very
small, the least sprinliling of dry sand, and press with the
board, or the bottom of a pot gently. Plunge the pots, but not
too closely together, in ashes in a frame, or under a hand-light.
Place a square of glass, or a piece of stout paper over each pot,
if glass, which ia best, cover it with paper, or a little moss,
until the seedlings appear. If notwithstanding this care the
surface soil become rather dry before the seedlings appear,
pour water among the ashes in which the pots are plunged, and
that will generally be sufficient. If in some extreme cases that
does not afford moisture enough for some particular small
seeds, either sail the surface of the soil carefully with water, or
what is better and safer, lift the pot carefully out, and holding
it in your hands place it in a pail of water, so that the surface
shall have water placed gently all over it without the chance of
displacing a seed.

With such care as above detailed—all very pleasant work for
amateurs—the little seedlings will soon come in general, and
as soon as they manifest themselves the shading of paper, &c.,
must be removed by degrees—first at night, then morning and
afternoon, and then altogether ; and air should be given also
gradually—first raising the square of glass at a comer, increas-
ing it by degrees, taking it away at night, replacing with this
raising up during the day, and finally removing it altogether,
leaving only the top of the hand-light on the frame, and giving
more air by degrees by this outer covering. This may be all

done in a common window-sill. A thin paper frame makes an
excellent substitute for a hand-light, and a double pot with moss
between the inside and outside pot makes a fine substitute for
a bed of ashes. Bear in mind that until the seedlings of these
small seeds are pricked oft' separately, or in little patches at first,

it will be more or less unsafe to water a thicket of seedlings over-
head with the finest rose. It will be safer every way to cover
the surface with water by pouring it carefully on a potsherd at
the sides, or setting the pot, held by the hand, in a pail of water
until the water gently trickles over the rim and covers the sur-
face. If the outsides of the pots be kept moist, these opera-
tions will seldom be necessary, and this object can be effected
as well by a double pot as by plunging in a bed. With such
precautions there will be fewer complaints of wunt of success,
and less blame laid at the doors of the best and the most
honourable seedsmen.—E. F.

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries box
Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Blaclf do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse. .It.

Lemons 100

B. d. 8. d
3
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Various (W. M. G.).—You mny Bmoke ft vinery a week filter tbe Grapes
nre set. Zinc pots may be used with ftdvantnpe for growinK all kinds of

plants. They do well, as proved practically, for Strawlierries nnd !iU kinds
of cuttin^B. We would prefer Fuchsia fulgenp. corymbiflora, and the
large-berried kinds, as those to experiment upon for raisinti berries fit for

table. We never knew anybody who liked to do more than taste them.

Constructing a Small Greenhouse (T. S.).— We should like to
understand you better before advising you, as, if the wall at the bottom
of the gardeu, or that portion wbich you can use, faces due north, and
the Karden is only 18 feet wide, then we can hold out no hope of your
beinfj able to firow Grapes, or even pood ffreeuhouse plants, thouKh such
ft house would do to keep tbe more hardy ones in dnriuR the winter, find

the more hardy bedding plants, and, with the help of your proposed flue,

would do admirably for Ferns and Slosses. Such a house niiRht be the
height of the wall at back, and for a lean-to, 10 or 12 feet wide and fi feet

in height in front. We would pave the floor, and make the top of the
flue a part of the paved floor, and that in the passage near the front.

Provided you are not shaded on the east and west, and could come out
*20 to 30 feet, you might have a span house from 10 to 13 feet wide, with
a path down the centre, and that would suit any purpose. If your pro-
posed building is to be on the south side of the wall, then with a lean-to
you can ^ow anj-thing.

Heating a Greenhouse [Irfnoravuis).—We would prefer plan No. 1 for

the specified pur^iose, because the three-inch pipes will heat sooner on
auch an emergency as a sudden frost than four-inch pipes. We would, to

give you more power, and to diffuse the heat more regularly, alt^r the
flow-pipe, and take it along the front instead of along the back. Thus,
we would take the flow from n to d^ then toe, h, a. and return from thence.
Were the front of your stage on posts instead of a four-inch wall, we
would place the pipes inside of that instead of outside on the pathway.
As it is, we would rather make the wall pigeon-holed to lot the heat out
freely towards the path and the front platform, and have the pipes inside

of it, for it may be necessary at timea to sulphur the pipes, and if in the
pathway a lady's dress is apt to come in contact with them, otherwisa
they will do where proposed.

WiRKWORM IN Vine Bordbh {B. TiVNah).—The best mode with which
we are acquainted of clearing ground of wireworm, is to point-in ft good
dressing of soot, plant a thin crop of Potatoes, and strew the ground with
soot so as to make it quite black. Placing Potatoes or Carrots in the soil

and examining them frequently is a good plan.

Vine Shoots Mildewet>, and Bunches Turning Brown {J. M. M.).—
The ftppPTances on the Vine, the mildew on the stem of No. 4, and the
turning hi own and dropping of the lower end of the bunches as they are
coming into bloom, are partly owing to the vigour of the Vines and to a
close atmosphere—hot at one time, we presume, and cold at another.
The blotfiies on the leaves show the presence of accumulated vapour iu
a clnsc tniosphere, that vapour becoming hot by the sun before air is

given. The remedies in your ease are lessening the \igourof mere growth
by a drier and warmer atmosphere, and air at all times, even affording a
very little at night, unless when it happens to be very cold. Wo do not
discover any mildew on the leaves, but we would wash the stems affected

with a paint of soft soap and sulphur. We would cover the heating
apparatus with sulphur paint, but taking care that the heating medium
is never higher than 160°. We would also paint all open places on the
wall with sulphur. These precautions, with more air and a drier atmo-
sphere, we hope will cause all to come right. We had 6d. carriage to pay
for the box, which please remit in postage stamps.

Nasies of Plants i W. Ratharcay).—If you send us specimena with a
number attached to each, we will endeavour to identify them. {Constant
Subscriber)-—Pelargonium cucuUatum and Mahernia incisa. (M. B.),—
1 and 3, Cystopteris fragilis; 3, Pteris scaberula. (T. S.*.—1, Olearia
nitida ; 2, Celsia betonicfefolia ; 3, Thalictrum aquilegi folium. {E. S.).—
Scleranthus annuus. (G. £.).—Thermopsia fabacea. (C. J'.).—Oncidiom
altissimum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS iu the Suburbs of London for the Week endinj^ June 18th.

Date.
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now that I cannot see the force of the objection. It would at
all events be a fair fight, which is not the case now ; and if I
am beaten—siiy by "Newmarket," in the scuffle for the first
claim to a pen of Game, I should at least know the reason
why, and may go up next year with my "big brathor" and
hope for better Incli. I could give some curious imstances <of

the brazen cheating carried on openly under the present sys-
tem ; but my time is as valuable as your space. The matter is
self-evident, and I can conceive no other way to stop .the eviils
complained of than that I have suggested.

These hints I throw out simply as practical matters of detail,
only trusting that the Committee will repeat this year the ad-
dition of Mr. Teebay's name to the list of Judges—a step in
the right direction, and which shews that they are not altogether
unamenable to reason.

—

Nemo.

THE COMING SHOW AT B.\DMINTON.
Will you permit me to call th e attention of your readers to the

Poultry Show v?hich will be held at Badminton on August 7th ?
This is a first show, and therefore far less known than shows
which have been held year after year. A few clergymen and
others interested in poultry have got up the exhibition of these
birds in connection with the Badminton Farmers' Club ; and
I cannot help thinldng, that the name of Badminton being so
well known as associated with that of the Duke of Beaufort,
many will like to have an opportunity of gratifying their poultry
taste, and in addition having a peep at his world-renowned
residence. There will be prizes for ditferent varieties of fowls—small, it is true ; but then the Show is young and the
Stewards careful, and if the Show pay this season doubtless the
prizes will be of greater value next year. There are also prizes
for Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys; then prizes for Pigeons—viz.,
for Ckrriers, Dragons, Powters, Fautails, Turbits, Shortfaced
Tumblers, B.aldheads, Barbs, Nuns, and Jacobins. I could
have wished there had been also a prize for Any other variety,
as this would have filled many pens. I trust there will be
some arrangement, by vehicles put on for the day, for convey-
ance from Chippenham and Tate stations ; and then I feel
sure, the day being favourable, we shall have a happy throng
iat Badminton.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

BRAHMA POOTRAS.
I HA^'E heard it asserted of these, that they are the native

American Cochiu-Chinas or Shanghaes ; but as their East Indian
and south-eastern Asiatic origin is well known, this is rather
too positive and exclusive an assertion. The pea-combed and
non-vulture-hocked, are the made Brahmas, and the single-
combed and vulture-hocked the true and pure breed in my
opinion.

The Malay origin of the pea-combed birds appears to me to
have been carefully concealed by most of their breeders, who
express surprise and dissent when taxed with the Malay origin
of their pea-combed strains. I think that the strains with the
pea-oombs, and not vulture-hocked, are also more liable to the
long Malay necks than the single-combed and vulture-hocked
birds are. 01 course, the pea-combs could have been pro-
duced as easily in India, by the Malay cross, as in America, or
in Britain. The brown-marked birds appear to me to be of
the primitive colour of Brahmas, and those with the other
markings, not brown, to be the made colours and strains.
Pea-combed birds, though the favourites, are certainly not
the primitive pure strain of these birds, the pea-comb 'being
popular, as making them a distinct sort from the C.jchin-Chinas.
Unless for this, I think the pea-comb should be considered as
nglier, and also a defective Malay cross.
The vulture hocks are, I think, a proper and distinctive

mark of the purity and goodness of the breed, as no bad cross
could produce them, but only the Cochin or Shanghae cross. I
also think the single-combed birds would be found more pro-
lific than the pea-combed.

I think that the terra Brahma Pootra would do best for the
whole tribe. Cochin- Chinas and Shanghaes included; but all

three names are derived from locality, the river Burrampooter or
Brahmapootra, which divides India from Assam and Burmah,
being the origin of the first name, and they are probably to be
found on both sides of this river. The port of Shanghae, in
China, it is scarcely necessary to remark, has a large trade,
especially with the United States.

The single-combed Brahmas might not incorrectly be

terined the Birchen Grey, Birchen Dun, or Mealy Grey Cochins.
I think the Malay expression of face is only found in the pea-
combed birds, and never in the others. I think, too, that
vulture-hocked birds have, as a rule, a longer, heavier, and
bettor leg-feathering. I think that they ought to be the cup
birds in either Cochins or Brahmas, and as the pea-combed
have been chosen for cup birds of the latter, though the
"bastard" breed of Brahmas, perhaps the vulture hocks
should have the eu'is among Cochins ; but I should prefer
single combs and vulture hocks in both sorts myself, as dis-
tinguishing marks, though I may be singular in so' doing.
Pea-combed Brahma Pootras may be bred from any Malay

cocks put to the single-combed Brahma hens, as well as from
the Birchen Grey Mulay cocks put to Cochin liens. Brahmas,
like all other fowls, must, of course, be judged by the opinions
of the best judges, but as an individual, I consider the single-
combed and vulture-hocked to be the true, pure, unmixed
breed, and the pea-combed to be the mixed strain, which has
been produced by crossing with the Malays. The pea-combed
birds are also, I think, uglier in the head than the single-

combed birds and clumsier, being thicker in the head cross-
ways.
The pea-combed Brahmas have only been increased or con-

tinued by careful .selection, but may have been first produced
accidentally in the United States by the Malay cross. All
Brahmas would naturally incline to breed back to the single
combs, and, perhaps, to vulture hocks too, if left to themselves
in breeding, and often these characteristics are still produced
when not wanted, and though birds in which they are present
are not at all selected fur stock. The legs, or shanks, of the
pea-combed birds are often rather too long, partaking of the
Malay cross.

As to habits the Brahmas appear to me almost exactly to

resemble the Cochins. If crossed with the more sterile Dork-
ings, especially the rather sterile Grey Dorkings, such Brahmas
would be less prolific than others, as Malays are more prolific

than Dorkings, especially Grey Dorkings, not being so dry as

Dorkings in their constitution. Dorkings could not, unless
rose-combed, have given the pea-comb at all, and the pea-comb
has much more resemblance to the Malay-comb than to the
Dorking rose-comb. The Malay cross, likewise, would not at all

improve the laying or table qualities of pea-combed Brahmas.
Brahmas are said to sit a little less frequently than Cochins,
to lay somewhat less, and to be a trifle worse for table, but are
much thesame. The greyed-colour and pea-combed Malay cross
would lay rather worse, I think.

Brahmas, with Cochins and Bantams, are the best breeds for

small spaces and confined yards ; the Bantams from their small
size and being, when red-combed and healthy, such good winter
layers, though their eggs are small ; and the Brahmas and
Cochins from their inferior powers of locomotion. All other
sorts require larger runs than these three.

The Malay cross cannot improve pea-combed Brahmas for

table, as the Malays are the worst table fowls of all. Soma
breeders are ignorant that their pea-combed Brahmas cam»
from Malays by crossing. Some freely confess it, and some
conceal it.

—

Teevor, otherwise Newmarket.

DOTTINGS AT SALISBURY.
With a tremnlous hand I seize, as T. Hood Lath it, " the epis-

tolary implemeuts," for it would seem impossible to malce '* dottings,"

without treading on the toes of some, or obliging others by treading on
their skirts, as our fiiends in the Sister Isle prefer being treated.

However, having been able to spend a too brief hour at Salisbury, it

may possibly interest a few if I give my thoughts on some of tho birds

collected there.

We poultry fanciers all know too well that June is not the month to

see our birds in the best trim. A coat that has to be donned every

day, wet or dry, even though carefully brushed at night, will show
traces of wear, even under tho most careful management : what wonder,

then, if our pets after three or four months of constant wear, have
plumage less brilliant than of yore '.' The brilliancy of plumage in th»

majority of the specimens hid cci-tainly deteriorated, yet I must confess

that there were some very sinking exceptions; notably amongst these

the first-prize single Game cock exhibited by the Rev. A. G. Broote,

the prize Partridge Cochins of Mr. Stephens, the Polands and Silver-

spangled Hamburghs belonging to Mr. Beldon.
But to the catalogue. Tho aristocratic Spaniards are always treated

as amongst the vUtc of our feathered friends by the Bath and West of

England Society ; exceptionally with the Coloured Dorldngs, they wet*
offered three prizes. There were eight entries of the former, eighteen

of the latter, aB compared to twenty entries of Dark Brahmas for tyn>
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prizes ; bnt to this point I will retaru. The enti-ies of Spanish were
certainly meagre in numbers, and excepting the Bristol pens, which
were easily first and second, I should call them equally so in Quality.

In the first-prize pen there was already a divorce, the gentleman be-

having very badly. Something of the same Idud, I presume, had hap-

pened to the first-prize JJurkinf/ pen, Lady Holmesdale's, as the hen
alone occupied the pen, and I could not see the cock. The hen. if I

mistake not, was one out of the pen with which her ladyship obtained

the prize, ;-»((/• ("j.vv7/c'7?ct', at the Clifton Show, in Jauuaiy last. The
hen is certainly splendid in build, and, I expect, in weight, but in my
eyea, without the pendulous comb that a siugle-combed Dorking hen
ought to have. Several of the Dorking cocks had their fourth and
fifth claws some distance up the leg, so high up that as the birds stood

erect, they rested only three claws on the ground, the hinder claw
being in some cases half an inch from the gi'ound ; this I canuot con-

sider any improvement to a Dorking foot. In White Dorldngs, Mr.
T. P. Edwards lost all chance, as he did also in the Whitd-crested

Black Polands, by sending two heus instead of one in each pen. Other
exhibitors committed the same error, aud a pen in the Buff Cochin
class would certainly have been placed, but for a similar mistake.

The Cochin classes, especially the Buffs, were better filled than last

year, when five entries contested precedence, and three prizes were
oflfered. I liked the Partridge Cochin birds of Mr. Stephens much the

best, they were to my fancy among the gems of the Exhibition. The
White Cochins have degenerated, or else my mental visions of the
past do not agree with the examples shown at Salisbuiy.

I scanned myo^vupets, the Brahma iuefra classes, somewhat closely.

The Dark headed the poll as to numbers, with the exception of the

variety class—twenty entries—the Light made twelve more—thirty-

two pens, but only eight were iu the prize list. Mr. Boyle headed the

Dark class with a large, well-coloured and feathered peu, but the cock
was very stilty ; as a friend remarked to me, you might drive a coach
and four between his leg'!. It appeared to me that the bird was deficient

in depth of chest, and this made his legs appear objectionably long. I

greatly preferred Jlr. J. K. Fowler's sepoud-px"ize pen. Mr. Fowler
had also a pretty pair of chickens unnoticed, the pullet a beautiful bird.

Another pair of chickens was shown in this class, that ought to have
been amongst the Light Brahmas. These were perfectly white, and
but for the pea-comb might have passed well for White Cochins. They
would probably have received some notice in their proper class. The
Dark class generally I conaidereu weak in leg-feathering ; but with this

verdict ay to the Dark, what shall I say as regards the Light ? There
was only one peu that I noticed fairly feathered, the colour very non-
descript, as the breast of the cock was black, or nearly so, and the
back of the hen brownish. This pen was fairly feathered, especially
the hen ; the other pens were lamentably deficient in this, to me. most
impoi-tant point. Seiiously, less trimming of the legs than some of

the Game exhibited had endured about their faces, would have ren-
dered the shanks of many birds, even those noticed by the Judges, per-
fectly bare. The length, too, of some of the shanks in this class, if

bare, would have helped to show that our friend, " Tkevor, other-
^^SE NE^V3IARKET," might be right as to the Malay origin. Again I
lift the warning linger against the naked hock, as certain nUimattly to
develope the naked shank. I write most impartially. I did not ex-
hibit Brahmas, possibly I shall not do so again, until this extreme
horror of the covered hock has somewhat moderated ; but if the class
of Light Brahmas is to be taken at all as a type of those from which
the light birds are bred, and be it remembered some of our most
successful exhibitors showed, deterioration has thoroughly set in, and
the naked hock is rapidly fulfilling my prophecy.
The Game classes were well filled, iind contained some beautiful

specimens, so I thought; but, perhaps, " our Game critic" was there,
and I forbear to say more than that the tweezers had been diligently
used in many of the. pens, and those in which this precaution had
been neglected had not the ghost of a chance. I think the Bath and
West of England Society has a rule against trimming, too !

Mr. F. Pittis, jun., was first and second in Golden-pencilled Ham-
bimjlis. Both the cocks had good earlobes ; but both, especially the
first-prize bii-d, had stains of white over the red face in patches ; this,

certainly, is no improvement to the breed. Many of the combs in
this class wero large and coarse, and not a few earlobes blushed. I
presume at my impudence in remarking them. I thought the Spangled
birds the best, rdands were few, alas ! too few ; but they were very
beautiful. I preferred Mr. Beldon's Silvers ; nearly every pen was
decorated.

Shall I say that I regretted the paucity of entries iu the next class—Malays :' I might certainly have been diUerently placed ; as it was,
I thrashed evei-ybody there, only there was nobody to thrash ! Both
Mr. Cooper, of Limerick, and the Rev. A. G. Brooke showed other
birds, and I regi-et they did not enter their Malays. Bath and West
of England folk have stuck to this class for a long time. Can Malay
fanciers—alas, their name is not legion, expect this to go on when
they refrain from entering the lists ?

The Any other distinct variety class gave the Judges very great trouble,
so report says. It is quite uecessaiy that an alteration should be made
here. The Houdans, La Fleche, Creve Cceurs, »tc., might be grouped
toRflther, as I have before suggested, into a class under the heading of
*' French Fowls." At Salisbury with such a class there would have
been a dozen entries. I greatly admired the Creve—no ; what am I
writing ? I do not think I ever can—no I it was the Cuckoo Cochins.

They were awarded second, or extra second prize, and very beaatifal

I thought they looked.

The single cock Spanish were very poor ; one or two had been good,

and one or two never would be. In the Dorking class was a beantifol

unnoticed white bird, very large, but with a single comb. He had th*^

deformed spur, now so often seen, the spur growing outside the leg ;

still, I thought him the best bird in the class. The noticed Cochins
were very good. Mr.. Boyle was first in Brahmas ; again a goodly
number of entries. The first-prize cock, a beautiful bird, was Tery
nearly blind. I noticed a cock in pen 57, I thinlc, that was also in the

same comlition. The Game, as I have said before, was headed by a
bird in beautiful condition, belonging to the Ilev. A. G. Brooke. Silrer

Polands were first in the Any other variety, Creve Ca^ur second.

J)tuh'i were good, I shoiild imagine. The first and secoud-priza

pens iu the Any other variety class were charming specimens ; but what
they were the catalogue failed to inform us.

The Bantmn classes I only glanced at. Gold or Silver-laced, truly,

—Ciesar and Pompey very much alike, especially Caesar ; it really was
hard to say which was which. It is very sad to think that this beauti-

ful mongrel, if you will, but still most beautiful breed, should fad«
away ; but it appears by no means improbable.

As I have already remarked, the Brahmas eutered in largest num-
bers. I only deduce from this fact that great shows should offer the
same prizes iu amount to all the classes that generally till fairly. The
promoters do not know, aud cannot possibly fathom the eccentricities

of entries. AVho could foresee the position of Brahmas this year ?

And who, remembering that last year Malays beat Buif Cochin and
some other classes, who, I repeat, could foresee the solitaiy entry ? I
do not intend to argue from this that Malays should have as largo

prizes as Buff Cochin and the more useful classes : they do not deserve

it, I am soriy to say. The change from two hens to one—a point I

have constantly advocated in these pages, was tried for the first time.

How delighted the poor birds must have been, for the glorious summer
so nrayed for by us mortals did not certainly add to the comforts of

our poor prisoners. Nearly every class showed this more or less : the
open beak, the panting chest, the extended wings, told how they suf-

fered. The birds were most carefully attended to—too much food, if

anything, being given ; but the hard barley—not the finest specimen,
by-the-by, that strewed the pens which were untenanted, showed the
great error committed in the first meal offered to the birds. It is well

known now, and frequently is acted on, that soft food, and that

sparingly given, should be the first meal ; if this precaution is neces-

sary at Christmas, it is doubly imperative at this season of the year.

I did not notice a single peu ticketed "sold." This was strange, I
think ; but Tuesday was my day of visiting the Show. The catalogue,

as I purchased it, was minus the prize list.—Y. B. A. Z.

VITALITY RETAINED IN CHILLED EGGS.
I SAT a ben on eleven Duck eggs on May 13tb. The nest

was iu a tea-chest, and there was a row of such for other hens
to lay iu, and the position being high and, as I thought, too

dry, considering the habits of the Duck, I used generally to

sprinkle the eggs when the hen was oil". After she had sat a
fortnight, however, more effectually to moisten the eggs I put
under them some damp short grass half made into hay, and
to my surprise twenty-four hours afterwards I found the old

favourite Game hen (which had always been so good a sitter and
mother), on a chalk egg in the next box—the eggs as cold as

stones, and damp too. I put her on them, hoping against

hope that tbey might hatch, and determined that she should

have her sit out. Her time was up on the 10th of June, and
to my surpii.se nearly all the eggs were chipped on the 9th,

and she hatched the whole of the eleven eggs, which are now
fine healthy little ducklings. I am sure she was ofi her eggs

quite twenty-four hours.-—Pbter Hammokd.

BAR-FRAME HIVES.
In the latter part of the last paragraph hut one of " Our

Letter Box," page 402, I find the bar-frame system of hive re-

ferred to as " of German and American invention." Perhaps

you will do me the favour tq allow me to state that the bar-

frame hive (or skeleton hive within a hive or box), which has

been found to he the only approach to the natural "habitat"

of tlie honey bee, may he used in nil climates, and has super-

seded the advantafres that straw hives had previously held over

wooden boxes as non-conductors of heat and absorbents of

moisture, was originally the invention of an Enplishman, and
was first introduced by Major Munn in his bar-frame hive, or

skeleton hive within a hive, many years ago. I therefore beg

to state that the invention of the bar-frame hive is due to this

country (England), and it is not either of Geiman or American
origin,

—

Sudbury.

[The rudiments of the modem rectangular frame hivea may
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T ingenious but Bomewhat unpractical " bar-and-frame hive "

invented and patented by Major Jlimn, and described by him
in a pamphlet firrt published in ISU. The validity of Mr.
Langstroth'a patent in America has, in point of fact, been
unavailingly disputed on this very ground. If, however, we
are to go back to rudiments and first principles, we should be
inclined to ascribe the original invention to Huber, who, during
the last century, used rectangular frame, or, as he denominated
them, "leaf" hives, which only require the addition of an
outside casing to approximate very nearly to the German frame
hives of the present day. Upon the whole, therefore, we are
disposed to indorse the decision arrived at by the trans- Atlantic
law courts, and consider that we are indebted to the Baron von
Berlepsch in Germany, and the Rev. L. L. Langstroth in
America, for the invention of the practical and convenient
frame hives now in such general use and high repute amongst
us. We may add. moreover, that we do not find that the frame
hive, or skeleton hive within a hive or box, supersedes the ad-
vantages which straw holds over wood as a non-conductor of
heat, and that for this reason we much prefer frame hives made
in straw to wooden ones, even when these latter possess the
advantage (?) of the most carefully-devised means of ventilation.]
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BEES AND BEE-KEEPING IN EGYPT.
(Concluded from paqi" 420.)

The Arab holds the erroneous opinion that at the time of
ST7arming there are several queens in one and the same hive

;

and that if the stock does not swarm, or he does not divide it,

the old mother is always killed by the young queens.
6. "In the middle of summer (August), when the Nile rises

and overflows its hanks, the Egyptian bee-master cuts out the
honeycombs. Whilst this is being done the entrance is stopped,
and the disc at the back of the hive being removed, the bees
are driven towards the front by means of smoke. A knife
having been used to loosen them at the top, perhaps three-
fifths of the honey-laden circular-shaped combs are taken out.
Combs containing brood-cells are not meddled with ; and if at
any time the Arab by mistake takes out a comb containing
eggs, larvie, or sealed brood, he immediately returns it again.
The destruction of bees by sulphur is unknown."
In Egypt they also follow the swarming and depriving*

system. To destroy brood is there held as a sin. What,
indeed, would Soliman call those German beekeepers who
teach that at the time of the blooming of the willow (the end
of March or beginning of April), one should cut out of the
stocks all empty and brood-combs up to the sealed honey at
the top ? Verilv all that they do in strange lands and distant
parts of the earth is not so much amiss.

7. " Soliman is truly a great smoker, yet he never employs
tobacco in his operations, but smokes bees only with dried
cowdung."

I have before stated that the Egyptian bee stings only when
irritated, and I now repeat the same in order to avoid mistakes

;

but on the other hand, it irritated it is extremely vicious.
I at first operated on the imported colony without smote

;

and as I was neither stung nor otherwise molested by the bees,
I could then with truth assert that the Egyptian bee did not
sting. About four weeks afterwards I made use of cigar-
smoke when withdrawing an Egyptian brood-comb in order
to remove it. I forthwith received eleven stings in the face
and five in the hands. The other day I purposely operated
with tobacco-smoke, and, having on no bee-cap, was compelled
to run away. All recent observations go to prove that tobacco-
smoke excites the greatest wrath in the Egyptian bee. With
German and Italian bees the human breath produces the same
effect. If the ire of an Egvptian stock is once excited, it

remains for a long time extremely vicious, and when it has at

last calmed down, we need use but a few whiffs of tobacco-
smoke to see the rage of the little insect break out again in its

full fury. We can understand with what spirit the Egyptian
bee sets upon people, when we consider the extraordinary agility

and vivacity of the insect. In order to subdue its irritation I

use the smoke of decayed willow wood (touchwood), and this

converts its courage into embarrassment, despondency, and
dread. They will even then fly at the operator, circle round
him like mad, and pitch on his face, hands, ifcc, curving them-
selves at the same time as if they would sting, but mostly fly

* Tliis deprivatinn is effected by cutting combs out of the hives.—

A

Devonshire Bee-keeper,

oft again without having done so. I have not yet tried upon
the Egyptians the effect of smoke from dried cowdung.

8. " The Egyptian-cylinder hives are four feet long,+ and are
made of a compost of Nile mud and cowdung. The Arab makes
a mould of reeds, round which he plasters the well-kneaded
material to the thickness of about 3 inches. When the cylinder
which is thus formed becomes dry, the reedwork is withdrawn.
Straw hives are unknown in any part of Egypt. In Upper
Egypt, in addition to these cylinders, they also use as bee-hives
moveable pots and pans formed of the same material. Stray
swarms are frequently discovered on the ground, when, if the
finder has not the courage to hive them, and the swarm be on
his own land, he takes Nile mud mixed with cowdung, and
builds a little but in the form of an oven, closing up the hole
which he has left by means of a door formed of the same
material."

Travellers tell us not nnfrequently of bee-hives which they
have seen in Egypt. So, for example, De Maillet in his D<-
acription de 1 Egypte speaks of "hives," "bee-hives," and
"honey-hives." Among the Egyptian "bee-hives" they have
not, up to the present time, contrived straw hives, but only
cylinders, pots, &c., formed of Nile mud. There is positively

no reason whatever for supposing that the ancient Egyptians
used straw hives, since straw is, on account of its retention of

heat, a most unlit material for bee-hives in this country.

9. " The Egyptians place their bee-hives as near as possible

to the clover fields. In the immediate neighbourhood of the

cylinder-hives, which are piled up like drain-pipes, is erected a

dwelling for the bee-watchman."
Bees collect the most honey from clover. The clover which

is so abundantly cuitivated in Egypt, Trifolium alexandrinum,
should also be cultivated by the Berlin Acclimatisation Society

in the experimental fields in Berlin, where, through sowing
the original seed, they had such a brilliant result in the year

1862. The plant is an annual, and the seed raised, even on
good soil, in this locality, is wanting in the vigour necessary to

produce the superior clover which we find in its native country.

To import seed annually would, with the high cost of trans-

port and the doubtfulness of the supply, be doubly disadvan-

tageous.

10. " Travelling with bee-stocks is no longer seen in Egypt."
According to various accounts, the ancient Egyptians prac-

tised a profitable system of migratory bee-keeping. De Maillet

related (1740), that they then still made use of the Nile in

order to obtain a rich honey harvest. " In Egypt they have
preserved a custom, introduced by the ancients, of maintain-

ing bees in a very peculiar manner. Sainfoin is first sown
towards the end of October, when the Nile subsides. As Upper
Egypt is hotter than Lower Egypt, and the inundation sooner

disappears, the sainfoin there grows and flowers earlier. They,
therefore, send their bee-hives from Lower Egypt to the south,

in order that the bees may gather from the flowers. The bee-

hives are all numbered and piled in a pyramidal form on Nile

boats. The bees pasture for some days in the fields, and when
it is believed that the chief harvest is over, the boat moves
two or three miles northwards, and halts again so long as the

bees can profitably remain. At last, in the beginning of

February, the boatman returns to the sea and restores the

stocks to their owners." Niebuhr also describes migratory

bee-keeping in Nile boats. From verbal information imparted
to Dr. Gerstiicker, we learn that neither Ehrenberg nor Dr.

Hartmann observed during their travels the transportation of

bee-hives on the Nile. Hammerschmidt's careful inquiries in

the year 186.5 have established the fact, that at present migra-

tory bee-keeping is not pursued in Egypt. All modem ac-

counts, therefore, which represent migratory bee-keeping as

being still customary in that country, are, of course, unfounded.

11. " The worst enemy which the bees have in Egypt is a
long slender wasp, or humble-bee, with a red body. In the

latter part of the summer this insect sets itself before the en-

trance of the hive and kills every bee that comes out. At this

season, therefore, a child is stationed in front of the hives

with a larse fan to drive away the wasps. In the year 1865

the Arab Soliman had in a short time no less than eighteen

out of a hundred stocks so completely plundered that they

died, and all through the carelessness of the child to whom
the watch was intrusted."

What Egvptian insect may be meant by the red-bodied

wasp, or humble-bee, I am unable to learn. I hope, however,

that those naturalists who are among the rea ders of our bee

f About 3 feet 10 inches English measure.
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Jonmal will be able to determine its name from this insufficient

description.

12. " W. Hammerechmidt, the photographer, had promised
me a photograph ef the Arab Soliman, undoubtedly the greatest

Egyptian apiarian. At my request, also, Soliman declared

that he would gladly permit himself to be photographed ; but

he soon changed his mind. Even the most civilised Arab can-

not understand the nature of the photograph, and therefore

views the art as the work of the devil, terrifying accordingly

to the ordinary Bedouins and Fellaheen. Friend Soliman vei-y

Boen began to allege all manner of excuses, such as that he
suffered from rheumatism, and was unable to go when Herr
Hammerschmidt invited him to accompany him and have his

likeness taken ; so that all I obtained from the old Soliman
was an «xchange of compliments."
The reader may, perhaps, be enabled from the information

which I have set before him to picture to himself Egyptian
bee-keeping. 1 am indebted for this information almost entirely

to Herr Hammerschmidt, who has passed nearly a generation

in Egypt, and is a perfect master of the Arabian language, so

that an understanding with the Arab became easy. Herr Ham-
merschmidt obtained answers to a number of questions which
I had written, and noted them down immediately. lu order

not to pervert the sense of Herr Hammerschmidt's memoranda,
I have transcribed them almost literally.

We have been far away from home, and right glad are we to

be safe back again with wife and child. We intend next to

make an excursion to Greece, in order to report upon the bee-

keeping in the convent of Cffisarea, one league from Athens,
on the front spur of the Hymettus.—W. Vogel.

MEAD OR METHEGLIN. versus HONEY BEER.
The American receipt at paj^e 336 for mead or metlieglin is very

good, and " W. H. S." may, amidst distracting counsels, nnhesitattngly
trust to it ; but a large handful of elder flowers would be much too
great a proportion for the palates of nine persons out of ten. One
ounce of the dried flowers to a ten-gallon cask would be safer. Elder
flowers are very searching, and when wine or anjrthing else is over*
flaToured with them, the liquor is generally pronounced to be very
disagreeable. Let me also advise, that the " lees remaining in the
cask " be thrown away ; they are useless after fermentation. I can
advise with some authority, as I have been a maker of mead for years.

I sent a bottle of it up to one of the Royal Horticultural Society's

meetings last April twelvemonth, along with about thirty samples of

home-made grape and other wines for judgment. The award my
mead gained was this :

—" Very disagreeable ! " I had previously
arrived at the conclusion that mead is not liked as a beverage by the
majority of people in these times. Our forefathers were pagans, and
considered their mead only sufficiently worthy for the halls of Valhalla,
their heaven, to be drunk there in reward for braverj', out of the
skulls of the enemies whom they had slaughtered during life ! For
my part, then, I feel sorry for our forefathers, and I only intend
making mead in future for the purpose of turning it into vinegar,
because I now manufacture a drink out of honey infinitely superior, I
think, for the purpose of quenching thirst. So did the judges, as the
award they gave to a bottle of honey beer was, " Very good indeed—

a

very succcssfnl experiment." A bottle of mead-vinegar also gained the
following character :

—'* A very first-class vinegar with a sauce flavour."
I will consider no brewing-plant or fixtures of any description as

being necessary, excepting the copper, which would be found to be
in most cases already set ; but that which I use for my small brewings
of honey beer is made of galvanised iron, and holds nine gaUons.
I temporarily tix it over the kitchen grate. I prefer working the
liquor in a large, glazed, earthenware pan, as when a wooden-tub has
not been previously used for working malt liquor, it is apt to absorb
much of the saccharine matter. We must, of course, have either a large
stone bottle or cask to contain the beer, and it should be sweet and
in good order. A brewing thermometer costing 3.?. Gr/., and one of
Roberts's saccharometers. which costs 65., are very desirable, as by them
the temperature and specific gravity, or sweetness, are correctly shown,
entirely doing away with guesswork. The most certain way to procure
good hops is to order them from the most respectable dealers. A chief
consideration, also, is the barm, or yeast. To procure it fresh and
good, find out if some neighbour has lately been brewing, for it is much
more likely to be obtained genuine from a private source than from
a public-hons", in these days of nux vomica, strychnine, and other
additions. H-ilf a pint of ale barm, or still better half as much
again of small beer yeast, would be sufficient for our present six-

gallon brewing; hut whatever quantity may be required to eventually
fill the jar or atOi, allow one-third more water to compensate for waste
by evaporatirjii duriug the boiling, and to make sure of enough for the
rtyeated tilUiii-^-up of the cask during the working proces.^. Some
^people prefer hur.l water, hut others say soft water is best to brew
malt liquor with. I never in my practice could perceive any difference.
I use soJt water in brewing honey beer, and the preference seems

reasonable ; at any rate, when using the saccharometer the tempera-

ture of the liquid operftted upon must be tested by the thermometer,

and brought up or lowered to 60'^.

Now, I shall suppose wo have arrived at a time—say September, when
the bees have quite done honey gathering, that their superfluous storea

are taken, and the honey—at least as much of it as will do so without

much breaking the combs—run off ; then what remains in the combs
reclaim by emptj'ing the contents of the canvas bags into a pan, with

two quarts of water to two quarts of the honeycomb, first making the

water dissolve what honey adheres to the bags by rinsing and wringing

them in it. Occasioually stir the mash well with a wooden spoon,

and at the expiration of three or four days strain the liquid through a
bag or bags, sufficiently fine in their texture to retain every particle

of the wax, into a large pan. Measure it, and add the desired quantity

of water to compose the brewing. Prove the temperature by the ther-

mometer, and if it is not 60° make it so by adding some hot water.

Now, for strict economy's sake, collect any odds and ends of last year's

honey remaining uselessly on hand, or any of that of the present year

which appears discoloured, or not of sutficient quality to command a
first-rate market price, and keep mixing it till it is quite dissolved and
blended with the water in the pan. Continue to test the sweetened

water with the saccharometer till the latter floats at the degree or

specific gravity of 40°, marked on its index-plate (equal to 200^ by
Thompson's saccharometer, a more scientific and expensive instru-

ment, costing at least ten times as much as Koberts's)—that is, equal

to within a fraction of 3§ lbs. of honey to the gallon of water.

Supposing the pan to contain for our sis-gallon brewing nine gallons

of what I shall call sweet wort, we will immediately enter it into the

boiler, and there add to it not quite half a pound of hops, rubbing

and separating them well between the hands, as we do so incorporating

them well with the liquor, using a large wooden spoon, and not inter-

fering again till it begins to boU. Watch it narrowly, for if, through

negligence, it should boil over at this stage, almo.st before you can think

it will be all out of the copper. As soon as the hops heave and break,

and foam appears through the fissures, look at the clock. The process

must now have your undivided attention for about an hour ; allow the

liquor to boil freely for that time, coaxing it within bounds with the

mash stick or wooden spoon ; but if it persists in boiling too violently

damp the fire with some moistened slack coal, which it is advisable to

have at hand. After the first hour the liquid will naturally boil more
gently ; then cast into it about 2 ozs. of salt. Allow it to simmer
gently an hour and a half longer :

" A slow brewer and a quick baker "

is a proverb. Clear, well-flavoured beer, let it be made either with

malt or honey, to stand the proof of keeping cannot be had unless it

be well boiled, nor can the virtue be extracted from malt unless it be

well mashed. Now place a tub near the copper, suspend a sieve, or

strainer of that sort, over the tub, and lade the beer from the boiler

into the strainer, where the hops will be retained, and this done, im-

mediateiy pour some water into the boiler, if it be a fixture, to prevent

the fire burning a hole in the bottom. Move off the strained beer to

a cool place (my plan is to carry it at once into the cellar and enter it

into a cooler) ; in doing so be careful not to spill any, as we are brew-

ing to close measure.
I have now said all that I think necessary to initiate cottagers who

may be the possessors of but a few bee hives, into what large brewers

in my native county of Suffolk sneer at as '" tea-kettle brewings." But
never mind, we cannot be all large brewers ; and " tea-kettle brewers

"

do know what they drink, and so far as my observations of them have

gone they are inclined to keep sober. I want to knock at the door of

the cottage onu> as well as that of the cottage proper, so I will finish

this paper on the supposition that we are brewing fifty gallons of

honey beer, and point out the manner in which the feimentation of the

larger quantity should be conducted, the process being the same in both

cases, only that the larger quantity requii-es more time, and there is

more complication attending its management which it will be as well

to explain.

The working tub must not be placed in the way of cold draughts, but

close to the cask intended to be filled. Tilt the tub, by placing some-

thing for the edge of its bottom to rest upon, and then pour into it

about six gallons of beer set previously apart to cool. Plunge the

thermometer into it, and make sure that its temperature is lowered to

70" at least. This temperature (milkwarm), is the proper degree of

heat to apply the yeast, which must be thoroughly mixed with the

beer ; then place the lading-bucket, which should be made of wood,

with its handle inverted, in the midst of it, and this will be found to

considerably expedite the fermentation, which invariably begins at the

point of contact with the bucket. Separate from the cooler double

the quantity of beer just set to work in a different tub, to be added

to that in the working tub when the ferment is causing a white froth

to be formed upon the surface. Be very particular as to this ; until a

white "head " is well formed over do not add more beer, or fermen-

tation may be checked in the beginning, and the working rendered

precarious afterwards. Let the formation of the "head" act as a

guide for future additions, and whenever one is made, separate more
beer to become cooled, each time doubling the quantity. Of course,

you have to uutilt the working-tub when you add the second quantity.

Malt liquor is set to work exactly in the same manner as I have just

described, and should you prev-iously have been a brewer of it, do net

become frightened at the more sluggish fermentation of honey beer.

The process of fermentation is longer, and never so active as in beer
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made from malt. Khould the honey beer cool down too much in

the cooler before it con all be got together, briu^' up its temperature by

reheating a portion of it in a eancepan. or prevent thq escape of heat

by covering the cooler over with some sacUa or old carpeting. Patience

is a virtue in carrying out tlie fermentation of honey beer, as I believe

it to be in most oi aer operations.

Now, we will i)lace our cask firmly and level on a slieleton tram,

elevated a foot or so from the floor, so that by a free circulation of

air beneath it may bo preserved from damp and injury. Make two

cork-holes, or one as tho ease may be ; two holes are better, one below

the other in the centre of tbo barrel. Take out the veut-peg, allow tbe.

bunghole to lean slightly to one side for the pni-pose of casting off

the Bcnm, because, as I just mentioned, the fermentation is sluggish,

and will scarcely if ever render a working-tube necessary ; slip a pan
nnder the barrel to catch tbe scum, adjust the tun-pail in the bung-

hole, and the vessel is ready to be filled. Directly the beer is all in

the working-tub, let this part of the proceeding be completed, and
when the cask is nearly full froth will issue violently, then take away
the tun-pail, complete the hlling-up with a spouted jug quietly, and
remove the pan or other vessel from beneath ; empty it and replace

it. Should the filling of the barrel be done in the evening, it would be

as well to rise in the middle of the night and attend to it in case the

fermentation should have begun and more liqnor is wanted to keep the

cask full. Now the necessity will be seen for having some to spare for

that puri)ose.

In tbe event of the beer showing no sign of worldng in the barrel

after the expiration of forty-eight hours, it will be necessai-y to en-

courage it to do so. Take a double handful of flour, place it on a

plate before the hre, and stir to prevent its burning till it becomes
quite hot, grating into it in the meantime about 1 oz. of ginger. Enter
this by degrees with the left hand in at the bnnghole, and keep
Btirring it about the liquor in the cask with a stout lath quickly with

the right hand, so as thoroughly to mix the whole, and. doubtless, the

fermentation will soon commence. The temperature of tbe place where
the cask is set to work should, if possible, not be much below 60°.

No given time can be stated when fermentation will cease, but it must
not be allowed to go on too long, and as soon as it becomes gentle, and
the liqnor has become apparently fine, rack it off. At this stage the

iiaccharometer would be found of the greatest consequence, as this is

just the time when nine people out of ten allow their wines. &c., to

enter into the acetous fermentation unwittingly, from not knowing the

specific gravity. As soon as the liquor has attenuated itself by fer-

mentation to y ^ by Roberts's saccharometer, which can be ascertained

by occasionally floating the instrument at the bunghole. the contents

of the cask should be immediate]}' racked off, and the settlings or lees

rinsed and drained from the barrel, mixed with twice their hulk of

water, and applied to the roots of the rose trees showing the most
blossom-buds.

After having cleaned the cask, turn it bnnghole downwards, and
Jlx it in that position. Then at the end of an old iron spoon place
about 1 oz. of flowers of sulphur, set light to it by the flame of a

caudle, place it at the mouth of the bunghole, and allow the fumes to

enter the baiTcl. As soon as the sulphur is burnt out, replace the
cask, and enter the honey beer into it again immediately. Further
fermentation will by this proceeding be nearly if not entirely arrested,

and there will he no danger of the liquor becoming soar. It has also

the effect of fining down and brightening it.

The cask may safely be bunged down tightly in three weeks after

the racking. I ought, perhaps, to explain how to do that also. Force
in the cork at the bottom of the barrel and allow the beer to escape
into a cooler ; tilt the vessel when it begins to run slowly until the
thick grounds are perceived to escape ; then untilt immediately, fasten

in a new cork, and proceed as above stated. An underground cellar

is always to be preferred, on account of its being warm in winter and
cool in summer. We cottagers cannot often command such, but,

wherever it may be, an even temperature of 50^ is desirable. Frost
and strong light should be avoided, and gleams of suu must be as
•arefally excluded as from a dairy.

Digest.

To make a Strong Honey bi^er.

Quantity to be brewed . . 50 galls.

Water required 67 galls.

Proper temperature of
water to prove by sac-
charometer GO''

Proper sweetness of wort
by Roberts's saccharo-
meter 40^

Or, quantity of honey at

Si lbs. per gallon 234i lbs.

Bo. of hops if required
to keep 12 mouths 4 lbs.

Do. of hops if for 6 months S lbs.

Do. of barm for working 3 pints
Time for boilint,' the beer 2^ hrs.

A good haudful of salt thrown in
after first hour's boiling.

Quantity to begin to set
to work with 6 galls.

Proper heat tosft towork 70°

Time for brewing—September or
October.—Upwards and Onwabcs.

Digest.

A Tabli' Honey beer Breicing.

Quantity to be brewed . . 50 galls.

Do. of water required. ... 67 galls.

Do. of honey, 2 lbs. per
gallon 134 lbs.

Do. of hops 2 lbs.

Do. of barmfor working. . 2 qi"ts.'

The table beer requires a larf^er

proportion of barm to carry out
the fermentation than the strong
beer.

Time for boiling 2^ hrs.
A good handful of salt thrown in

after first hour's boiling.
Quantity to begin the
working 5 galls.

Proper temperature to set
to work 80°

Times for brewing—In the spring
and summer as wanted, and to
be drunk directly it is racked and
becomes fine in the cask.

Bees at the Manchester National Horticultural Exm-
BiTioN.—We learn from the Manchester Courier that at the

National Horticultural Exhibition recently held at the Botanical

Gardens, Old Trafford, Mr. Carr exhibited two stocks of Ligu-

riau bees; one being in an ''improved observatory revolving

bar-frame hive," and the other in an " improved wnicomb
observatory revolving bar-frame hive." He also exhibited what

is stated to be "the finest bell-glass filled with upwards of

32 lbs. of the most splendid honeycomb ever collected in Lan-

cashire," and frames filled with honeycombs weighing from

() to 71b.^. each. Our contemporary pronounces the exhibition

to have been altogether most successful.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Chickens DvniG (An old Cocker).—The present warm weather will bo

the most effectual remedy for the dinrrhofa in your chickens. A little

bread sonked in ale once a-day, and a pood supply of lettuce leaves to

peck will be good treatment, in "addition to oats, grits, and soft food.

Food for Bantam Chickens (.V. £.).—Custard and oatmeal would
miike very good food for Bantam or any other chickens. We should not
think it too fattening, but we should give plainer food with it, both for a

change and to prevent cloyiug. We do not know the Canary wine.

Hens Sold for Pullets [JiLstitia).—Birds of 1866 would not be con-

sidered pullets in June, 1867. A pullet is always considered a bird of the

year. There is no age that constitutes a pullet or otherwise, after the
end of the year in which it was hatched. Thus, if it could be proved, a
bird hatched on the last day of December. 186G. could not be shown in the

pullet classes at Hirminghnmnest December; but one hatched on the 1st

of Januai-y would be strictly within the rules, although the difference in

Qgc would be only a few bours. At shows held after Christmas, if there

are pullet classes, it is thought advisable to add to the word " pullet,"

hatched in 1665, 6. 7. as the case may be. We have pullets of this year
that show signs of being broody. (G'. H. T7.).—You should not be put to

any expense in the matter. We do not think yoii have been treated

Bright in the transaction. You are unfortunate enough to obtain only three

chickens from two sittings of egcs. The cockerel appears to he good,

the pullets not good enough to exhibit with hope of success. Yoo,apply

for two pullets, and choose the highest priced, in order to make an exhi-

bition pen. This must consist of all chickens or all adults, unless it be
for open competition in an all-aged class. A cock hatched in 1867, and
two hens hatched in 1866, would not form a pen. Late birds are not

desirable, and those now eleven months old must have been hatched

last August. Those sent to you are hens, and cannot possibly ba de-

scribed as pullets.

Incubator Regulatok.—In answer to " K.," I recollect seeing such a

thing many years ago in Kemp's shop for chemical apparatus, in Edin-

burgh. The regulator was nut for sale, bat was at woi'k in the shop,

S^omething requiring a fixed temperature uuder boiUng point for its pre-

paration was placed in a water-bath, and a thermometer in the water-

bath regulated the flow of gas. I cannot now remember the form of con-

nection between tbe thermometer and the gas-pipe; but if Kemp's
business is still can-ied on in Infirmary Street, close to the University,

some of your Edinburgh subscr.btrs or correspondents might procure %
drawing of the apparatus for you.

—

Monticola.

Cock's Feet Cramped 'A. IT.).— Give him bread soaked in ale once

daily, and plenty of lettuce leaves ; keep him in a warm dry place. When
settled dry and warm weather arrives, let him go where he pleases.

Camphor Administered to Cure Gapes {T. F.).— The dose for a

chicken five or sis weeks old is a pill of camphor the size of a small

garden poa. Where the camphor julep given to them to drink is strong,

they seldom require a pill. It is the odour of the camphor that kills,

there is no real contact with it. It is impossible, because the parasites

are in the windpipe.

Fowls Eating Each Other's Feathers (Constant Reader).—We can

onlv repeat the advice we gave last week. This propensity only cornea

to those that are in confinement. Birds that are at liberty never fall into

it. It arises from a had state of body ; this is caused by confinement and
deprivation of something they get when they are at liberty. We speait

practically. Ours are cured by lettuce, sods of grass, and fresh earth.

Canary's Wing-feathers Diseased at their Root (C. A. ./.).—The
bird with quill-end of feathers full of blood is affected with the scurf.

which ixi-iiates the skin and causes the bird to peck the roots of the

feathers, and makes them stick out irregnlarly, bleed, and fall off. Get a

little cold cream at a chemist's and apply it to any parts naked with a

feather. Place a small pan of lulicwarm water in the cage for the bird to

bathe, and if it will not bathe, take a squirt or a little in the mouth and
spirt over it from behind, so that the water may go under the feathers,

and let it dry before a fire if there is no sun. liepeat this on several

days. Soak a piece of stale bread in hot water to extract the alum,

squeeze the water out. and then add a little milk and mawseed to it and
squeeze rather dry, give it to the bird while warm. Examine the cage

and nest and see if there be anv insects. Gas, smoke, or cold would

cause the waning of the bird, also the feathers to drop off. Give plenty

of air.

POULTRY MARKET.—JuNE 19.

This season will rank as one of the extraordinary ones. Had there

been anything like the average demand, such prices would have been •

given as were never before heard of. There is still but a very moderate

supply. , ,

Pheasants to

Partridges jj

Grouse »

Guinea Fowls
Rabbits 14 15

s d. 8. d
Large Fowls 5 to 6
Sffaller do S
Chickens 1

Goslings 5
Ducklings 2
Pigeons

6
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thing, bewildered by tho number of blooming beauties that are
soliciting our attoution. It is in winter, when all outside is

blenk ami bare, when tlio grnuml is hard, covered with snow,
or the storm rages, and the iiitiloss rains descend, that a few
plants in bloom in our windows or in a little greenhouse pre-

sent their chief charms ; and hence we would advise every one
who has such a greenhouse to try some simple means for keep-
ing the frost from his fjivourite plants. Some time ago we
chronicled how large jilants of Scarlet Pelargoniums stood in

rather a large lufty house last winter, and had no assistance

whatever in the coldest nights, except opening for a couple of

hours or so tho door iluit connected tho place with the living-

room. These plants lost most of their leaves, and looked rather

badly in IMarch, but now they are huge masses of scarlet, and
Ho one would think they had come through such an ordeal.

A small stove in such a place would have kept them green
euougli.

Kow, to our correspondent, who is anxious to keep the
cold out of her house, wo will at once state that a stove, a
flue, or hot water will do admirably tor her ; aud as she cannot
have a stove that will require prepared fuel, then, as the
cheapest and quite effectual for all the purposes she wants, we
would recommend an iron stove which can be set outside in

j

summer, aad that will burn coke or cinders, and have a pipe,
i

3^ inches in diameter, to go out of the house ; one of the sim-
plest modes being removing a square of glass, and putting in

j

a square of zinc, or galvanised or sheet iron in its place, with
a hole in the centre to admit the pipe passing through. Ex-
cept where a pipe can be taken from a kitchen boiler, it is very
expensive in proportion to the size to heat a small house by
hot water. It is much cheaper to do it by a iiue. V/e thus
heated a small house by a flue beneath the floor for little more
than as many shillings as a hot- water apparatus manufacturer
said he would want j)oundg. For so small a house we would
be satisfied with a small stove.

To prevent tho evil eflects of diy stove heating, and to

insure the moisture which our correspondent desires, two
essentials must bo .secured. First, the stove, however small,

should be large enough to permit of the firebox being fixed

inside, free of the sides of the stove ; and, secondly, the

top of the stove should be flat, so as to permit of an iron

vessel of the same size, as to width, standing on it, supplied

with water. For this purpose it is best that the smoke-pipe
should issue from tho side near tho top of the stove, instead of

from the top itself, and that, after going a foot or 15 inches

horizontally, it should have a joint, and go straight up through
the roof. It matters not whether the atovo is round or square
if these conditions are attended to. For such a place as " Sub-
scbiber'b," the stove might bo IS or 20 inches in height, and
1 foot in diameter or square, aud the firebox inside be 7* or

8 inches in diameter or square. The evaporating-pan might
be the same width, aud 8 inches deep, so as always, when much
fire w-as used, to have a little water in it. In very severe

weather a little water could also be poured on the floor near
the stove. Plenty of stoves can be procured with all these

conditions. The reasons why the firebox should not reach the

sides were lately given. Were we to have a little stove of the
kind made, then v/e would have a double moveable top to it,

the inner part of rough plate iron, to go in a groove and to be
covered with sand, and the upper to be of a somewhat orna-

mental character. This will both prevent the top becoming
too hot, and allow of the inside centre being easily examined
at any time. The draught should be regulated by openings
in the ashpit door.]

POTATOES.
Bably-planied Potatoes have been, I hear, much injured by

the severe May frosts. Here Rivers's Eoyal Ashleaf, which
was 9 inches high at the time of the frosts, is the only one
that seems to have materially suffered. I hear that the small

tubers of sorts cut down have put out young Potatoes. 1

bought a sack of Salmon Kidney to eat, and the price was 16s.

1 hope we shall have lower prices next year. I planted the

following four sorts 5 inches deep on ihe 13th of February,

tinder grass clods freshly broken up—namely. Grammars, Had
Robins, Scotch Hocks, aud Salmon Kidneys, and they are un-

injured, and a capitul plantation. I have had them backed
and slightly earthed up. They were previously dressed with
2 ozs. of blue vitriol to tho stable-buckeilul of water.

" UrwAUDS AND O.NWAr.Ds " was so kind as to send me several

varieties, which were severely dressed with blue vitriol. Among

them was Premier, the handsomest Potato I ever saw—a Kid-
ney ; I did not like it. The others, which have come up well

and are very strong, having been uninjured by the frosts, were
Fenn's Onwards, Pebble White, Gryffe Castle Seedling, Scotch
Rocks and Yorkshire Hero (both here before), Shutford Seed-
ling, and Prolific Seedling. Fenn's Onwards takes my fancy
much, both tuber and plant. It is marked in my book, " Bound,
second early, first-rate." Premier is a Kidney, marked, " Splen-
did, first-rate.'' Pebble White is marked, " Kidney, late, excel-

lent, first-rate." Gryffe Castle Seedling reads thus in my book,
" Roundish oblong, rough skin, which in round Potatoes in-

dicates fine flavour." I find that Kidney Potatoes strongly

vitriolised do not come up well, neither will they stand being
" chimped." I will report on some of the sorts sent. On the

whole I am satisfied with prospects here. I enclose, by per-

mission, the letter I received from " Upwauds and Onwards."
—W. F. liADCi.Yri-E, Olifford Filspame.

P.S.—" Nameless" and Yorkshire Hero were severely vitriol-

ised, plnnted, and dug up again before sent to " Upwards and
O.NWARDS :" hence failure. Some Potatoes are more tender

than others about their eyes.

[The following is an extract from the letter of " Upwards aud
Onwards."]

" I have seven sorts in competition in sheltered comers

;

these escaped from the frosts scathless. Those in the open
ground, on ray usual ridge plan, fared worse, though much
better than those of my neighbours who planted on the fiat.

It is worthy of observation that one row of tho old Ashleaf

Kidney, which I planted on the flat between two rows of Aspa-

ragus, for the purpose of early household use, without earthing

even, were killed down to the ground, even to the destruction

of some of the tubers. In short, the Potatoes have suffered

more in these parts from the severe pinching they had than
has been known in the memory of the ' oldest inhabitant.'

" I am sorry to tell you also, that the tubers to a great extent

are showing no signs of recovery. Mine are now looking as
' sprack ' as if nothing had happened, excepting the Ashleaf

row, though I must own that Premier, .Sussex Kidney, Sutton's

Racehorse, and Empress Eugonie do not seem to have liked it.

The Emperor Napoleon, however, stood out the frosts trium-

phantly ; but whether it was by mere chance, or whether it is

constitutionally ' frost-resisting,' it is difficult to say, for in

the majority of the sorts—I have fifty kinds competing this

year—a solitary top or two escaped being frostbitten. Never-

theless, as the Emperor altogether escaped, I will give it the

benefit of the doubt, and call it a most 'frost-resisting'

variety. I'orkshiie Hero did not maintain that character with

me. I have tivo rows of Onwards. It has a distinct, robust

character, which at once distinguishes it from its compeers in

this garden. We had some store tubers of the sort for dinner

the day before yesterday ; they were quite firm before being

cooked, and quite up to the mark as regards appearance and
flavour at table.

" I have upwards of one hundred young plants from the

berries produced by flowers which I fertilised last year, and
which will certainly yield tubers ; they are the results from

164 seeds sown.
" Mr. Fish's observations about diseased Potatoes, at page

412, is another step in the direction of the electrical theory. He
saya, ' A.11 at once, after a thunderstorm, followed by some
days of bright sunshine, the tops showed signs of distress, &c.

Another puzzling circumstance is thai one end of the bed is

still perfectly healthy.' Evactly! those which became affected

were at the midstnge of their growth, the age at which I have

always found them most susceptible. Those at the other end

of the bed were vouuger, and they escaped. They would have

been affected like the rest it they had been of more mature

growth. The cool non-electric state of the air just now is very

favourable to the well-doing of Potatoes, and on this account

I trust no thunder and lightning will visit us for some time."

At page 412 there is a description of a failure in Potato

stems, and the question is asked if similar manifestations have

been noticed. Although, probably, my garden is more than

three hundred miles from the place where these symptoms

have appeared, vet a precisely similar condition of things exists

here (Cornwall)"in uiv own and some neighbouring gardens.

I have carefully examined the stems which have rotted

down, I find they are solely those of the Scotch Regents ;
Early

Frames, Kidnevs, Flukes, and others have no instances amongst

them, and this holds good in the other gardens alluded to.

From watching them and from examination of the stems, I feei
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convinced that the rottenness arises from the very wet and windy
season we haye had. The stems with me having grown rather

luxuriantly, they were violently swayed by the wind, and by
degrees revolved, as it were, in the ground, and so cut tlieir own
throats ; for in each instance the rottenness is found where the

action such as I describe it would be felt by the stem. The other
kinds to which I have referred escape, owing, I believe, to their

more sturdy growth, and to having a more sheltered position.

The tenderness of the Regent stem marking it out as the first

victim for blight is well known ; this more delicate habit, with
the peculiarly unseasonable weather, with us I consider to be

the cause of this failure.

—

Subsciiiber.

WPIAT IS A VARIEGATED PELARGONIUM?
Many raisers of Variegated Pelargoniums are very anxious to

have this matter definitely settled, so that no mistake may
occur at any exhibition where they raay exhibit their varieties.

At the forthcoming Bary St. Edmunds Show one of the
special prizes, a silver cup valued at £10 10s., is offeied for the
best twelve seedling Variegated Pelargoniums of 18(16 and 1867.

Two other prizes are also offered in Classes 18 and li) for six

Variegated Pelargonium?. In Class 18 the subjects invited are

described as six Variegated Pelargoniums including Nosegays,
distinct varieties. There are very few Nosegays that I have
seen that have more than two colours in the leaf. If Pelargo-

niums of the Bronze and Gold section are to be excluded from
collections for which the £10 10s. prize is offered, what is to

be done in the class for six Variegated, in which Nosegays are

admissible ?

I think the schedule in its present form is likely to mislead
many intending exhibitors at the forthcoming Exhibitiou, and
to occasion the jurors at that Exhibition much trouble and
unpleasantness.

I maintain that any departure from the normal state must
be variegation. If, as I understand by a communication lately

received, a collection competing for the £10 10s. prize would
be disfiualilied if containing plants belonging to the Bronze
and Gold section, then I say the old Manglesii, Flower of the

Day, Bijou, i-c, are no Imger Variegated Pelargoniums ; and
if not, what are they ? I shall, therefore, feel obliged if the
Editors will give us the benefit of their opinion. I also hope
correspondents will give us their views on the matter.

I enclose leaves of several of my Bronze and Gold varieties,

also leaves of a new section. The latter have only two colours

in the leaf. Several of the Bronze have three ; but it the
Bronze and Gold cannot be considered variegated, the leaves
of the pretty varieties named above cannot be variegated. I
trust the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society will inform

,
exhibitors by advertisement as early as possible, that all varie-

ties with leaves containing more than one colour are variegated
and eligible, and that such varieties may be exhibited without
being disqualified at the forthcoming Bury St. Edmunds Exhi-
bition. If something of this sort be not done, I think few
exhibitors from a distance will bring their plants to the Exhi-
bition. Mr. U. T. Fish wishes to see everything of beauty
exhibited on that occasion. I therefore hope he will give us
his views on the matter, and also try to induce the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society to adopt some measure similar
to that which I have suggested above.—J. Wills.

[We have no doubt, it the words of the prize list remain
unexplained, that any Pelargonium havinL' another colour in it

except the ordinary green and the dark zone, or horseshoe, is

admissible to compete for the County silver cup, and in Classes
18 and 19; for that prize list does not even employ the word
" Zonal."
To remove all doubts, we hope that the Society's Council

will publicly announce the varieties they intend to be included
under the general term of " Variegated Pelargoniums."
To avoid ambiguity, Zonal Pelargnniums, we think, should

be divided into four sections, each with its special designation
and characteristic!;.

1. Zonal Pelargoniums (the old Horseshoe), having green
leaves with a dark zone.

2. Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, having green leaves with a
dark zone, and edged, or otherwise marked, with white or yellow ',

3. Golden Zonal Pelargoniums, having yellow leaves and a
dark or coloured zone.

4. Versicolor Zonal Pelargoniums, having leaves partly green,

but marked with two or more additional colours, and zone
partially or entirely red.

Such a division tnay be considered arbitrary, but it has Hie
great advantage of certainty—enabling competitors to foreknow
clearly against what and with what they must contend. It

would also proportionately lessen the difficulties of the Judges.
—Eus.]

THE EDINBURGH WORKING MENS
FEOWER snow.

This is fixed to take place on the Krd of August next.
" The Show of ISIiti was a complete success. It was held in

the Corn Exchange, Grassmarket, on Saturday, 2Sth July. It

is estimated that upwards of 5000 persons visited it in the
course of the day, 4000 having paid Id. each admission after

two o'clock. In all, there were '245 competitors, 80 of whom
entered in Class IV. as ' Juveniles under fifteen years of age;'

and, in addition, there were about oO exhibitors, including
several nurserymen, who kindly brought forward valuable and
interesting collections of plants. (At the former Show, there
wore only 160 competitors.) There were 481 entries of plants,

iSjc., for competition.
"The number of successful competitors was 133, to whom

were awarded 220 prizes, including a number of ' specials,'

amounting in all to £21 6s. <jd.

" The unanimous opinion of the Judges was, that, compared
with the Show of 1863, a most decided improvrment in the
quality and appearance of the plants exhibited had taken place,

showing increased care and skill in culture; and testifying to

the f'lct that the experience gained during the foimer year had
gone far to assist in educating the people in the cultivation of

flowers, even at smoky windows, and other situations equally

unfavourable to floriculture.
" The Committee are pleaded to announce that during the

past year a permanent fund, in support of the Working Men's
Flower Show, was originated by the hand.some donation of

£100 sterling from the late Bailie .\lexauder, as trustee of the late

John Mackenzie, Esq., 8, Manor Place, Edinburgh, the interest

of which will be applied to payment of a series of prizes to be
designated the ' Mackenzie Prizes ;' and the Committee hope
tliat additions to this fund will be made from time to time by
parties interested in this movement.
"A new feature of last year's Show, which imparted to it

con.siderable interest, was the district competition—prizes

having been offered for plants grown in specified districts, in

addition to those open to residents in any part of the city.

" In beginning operations for the ensuing summer, the Com-
mittee would earnestly solicit a renewal of the liberality of

their friends. Bills, containing full particulars relative to the

Working Men's Flower Show for 18(j7, may be had on appli-

cation to—W. P. Duuii3ioND, Sccrctari/, 52, George Street,

EdinLarrik."

HARDY PLANTS IN FLOV>'ER IN EARLY
SPRING.

BITIOX, GLOnCESIEESHIRE.
arch 1.
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'Antirrhinums ; Pfimroses, the sulphur, red, and crimson
^"rieties ; Chrysantbemnms,' various colours j «Wanflower3,
•"eath (the piuk herbaceous), Hepaticas, single pink and blue
'''arieties ; Aconite, yellow; Cowslip, yellow, and varieties;
'Viola cornuta ; 'Eoses, monthly, *La Brillante, "Aunuste Mie

;

Pulmonaria. Those to which an asterisk is prefixed were
flowering throuyhout tho greater part of December.
In the fourth week of .January I had the Hellebore or Christ-

mas Rose, Snowdrop, Arabis albida, garden varieties of Daisy,
and the yellow-striped Crocus.
By the second week of February I had Hepaticas, the double

blue and pink ; AVood Strawberry in flower ; Crocus, white,
mauve, and Drapd'Or; Hyacinth, white or Koman. In the
third and fourth weeks of February :—Mezereon, Hound's-
tongue, or Cynoglossum, Aubrietia, and Polyanthus.

March, owing to its severity, added little to the list ; it rather
indeed, diminished it. The Rosea, the Chrysanthemums, the
Antirrhinums, Laurustiuus, and Wallflowers, were cut off, and
others arrested in their growth. It produced, however, the
blossoms of the .\lmond. Apricot, and Peach, numerous Hya-
cinths, and the pale yellow Van Thol Tulip.

These all grow on the slope of the high table land between
Grantham and Stamford, the highest table land in England,
according to the trigonometrical survey, notwithstanding that
the prejudices of some have led them to speak of Lincolnshire
as consisting only of fens, marshes, and bogs. Jly garden,
however, is greatly sheltered by evergreens, and the minimum
temperature in it is usually from l°to S° higher on the average
of a week than in the vicinity of London, as registered in Tue
Journal of HoRTicuLiur.E. The soil is generally loamy, and
filled with small fragments of magnesian limestone, the rock
being only from 3 to 5 or U feet below the surface. The soil
of the flower-beds is, of course, more of an artificial character,
having had various fertilising substances from time to time
thrown upon it.

—

Philokepos.

ACKLAM HALL, MIDDLESE0R0UGH-0N-TEE8.

Anril
•.f?

Aiiricots, Pcnches, par-
tially in bloom

Variegated Daisy
Lnngwoi't
Elm
White T>ead Nettle
Wood Primrose
Shepherd's Purse
Willow
Asiien
Ribfs santruiuenm
Daffodil, double
DoronJcnm austriacum
BeUis pereunis
Doc's-tooth Violets
Yellow Field Pansy
Oonble White Priniroac
Donble SulphurPrimrose
Vinca minor
Dandelion
Goise or Whin
Hyacinths in the border
Veronica ngrestis
Varipgated Arabis
Larch
Koniga luaritima

April 3. <irape Hyacinth
J)ouble S'arcissus
Asarum europa;um
Tulips

„ 9. Anemone apennina
Auricula, various
Common IJos

„ 18. Sweet Galo
Corchorus japouicus
Corydalis bulbosa
Fritillnria meleaKris
Almond tree
Helleboruaniger
Honesty
Rhododendrons, various

„ 24. Hoop-petticoat Narcis-
sus

Virginian Stock
Wood S'^rrel

Snowy Mespilus "

Plums
Pears

,

„ 26. Cvdonia japouica
W'hite Rihes
Cerastium Eiehersteinii

LEAFING OF THE OAK AND ASH.
I QUITE agree with Tou conceniirg the leafing of the Oak and

Ash. I have always found the Oak some days earlier. I take
my observations fi-om the same trees yearly where the trees are
growing together. Tliis has been the case for fen years. Vn-
fortunately I have not the former six years' register, but I

state the time of budding and leafing for the last four years.

18G-1. 186.1. 186fi.

Oak in Inid Apr. I'^tlj. . . Apr. Ifitli. . . Apr. IWh.
Onlc in leaf .... Way ;"th. . . May 7th. . . ilay '2fith.

Ash in Inid Apr. 29th. .. Apr. 12fh. .. May lOth.
Ash in leaf .... May 16tli. . . May 20tli. . . May 2fltli.

1S67.

. Mav 7tli.

. May loth.

. May 29tb.

Juno 5th.

i saw it stated a few weeks ago, that the Ash and Oak always
come into leaf simultaneously. I think locality must have
something to do with tlie trees from which that conclusion was
derived.—E. Hawkixs, fiunderland.

Mascuester Horticultubal ExniBiTiox.—We are informed
that the money taken at the gates in half-crowns and shillings
will more than cover expenses ; but beyond this 2.50 new two-
guinea subscribers have been obtained, and there is no doubt

but that a very large number of these will continue members,
thus contributing to the permanent good of the Society. £500
obtained by extension of membership is of very much more
importance than the same amount received for entrance to the
Show.

DUTY-FFtEE TOB.VCCO.
Fon fumigating-purposes, I think an admixture of Cayenne

pepper would be better than sulphur, and protect the revenue
at least equally well.—G. S.

[We think so too. If sulphur is peremptorily required to

be mixed with tobacco duty-free for gardening purposes, it

will prevent its being employed for fumigating.]

JOTTINGS ABOUT FLOWER GARDENING.
There is often some difficulty in arranging plants in flower

gardens, and even after many years' practice the task of arrange-

ment is not always satisfactorily completed without much
mental balancing of the plants employed. For instance, should
we plant a flower garden of eighteen or twenty-four beds with
a variety of colours, in all probability lecourse will be had to

Pelargoniums with variously coloured foliage. Now, here arises

a difliculty. If Flower of the Day, or any of the varieties of

which it may be taken as a representative, be employed, the

colour of the leaves and that of the flowers will cause perplexity

at once, as one or the other will not come in well in forming a

proper arrangement with the Tom Thumb and the Nosegay
sections.

If, on the contrary, regard is paid only to the colour of the

flowers without reference to that of the leaves, the matter is

more easily settled. Were I confined to one class or section of

Pelargoniums in order to produce a pleasing result in a mode-
rate-sized flower garden, I would decidedly choose the Nosegay
varieties, for these offer a great variety of colours ; still their

foliage in general partakes more or less of a dark green hue,

especially when viewed from a short distance; and I hold
that a flower garden is seen to most advantage from a moderate
distance if it is of some extent, has pleasing surroundings, and
is of an appropriate form for displaying to advantage the

living picture within. Where flower gardens are placed close

to mansions with terraces where architectural embellishments

are largely employed, from the architect studying only the dis-

play of his professional talent very often when the gardening

artist has to perform his part towards the adornment of the

residence, he is embarrassed by the massive surroundings.

I have often found a more pleasing effect produced in a

flower garden by principally employing the Nosegay Pelargo-

niums, along with Calceolarias and two or three of the most
distinct and compact-growing Verbenas, than when I availed

myself of any of the light and Variegated bedding Pelargoniums.

Between twelve and sixteen years ago I often encountered a

similar dilHoulty in respect to the tartan-looking varieties of

Verbenas which were then planted. Examined individually

they may have been pretty, but no frame to the picture, how-
ever refreshing to look upon of itself, could compensate for,

or cure the muddy appearance which many of them presented

to a person at 40 or .50 yards away.

No colour can show off flowers to greater advantage than

green, which affords relief to the eye, and a pleasing contrast

to the colours of most tho plants now used so extensively in

flower gardens.

When 1 have wished to produce effect by the foliage, and not

by the flowers, I have frequently never permitted Flower of the

D.iy and similar Variegated Pelargoniums to flower, cutting oft

the blooms as soon as they appeared. Indeed, one of the most

effective ribbon-borders I ever had owed its beauty entirely to

the foliage. In it I had Flower of the Day and Golden Chain,

with between the two a row of Perilla nankinensis, always kept

to the proper height. Golden Chain was next the grass.

What I said respecting standard sorts and former favourites

may apply with more or less force to Mrs. Pollock and similar

beautiful varieties. If there were a greater contrast between

their foliage and flowers, to what advantage could they be em-

ployed—for instance if any of them had flowers of the colour

of Christine instead of red, salmon or flesh-coloured ones, which,

being borne above such a glossy leaf-surface of rainbow hues,

greatly diminish the effect, especially when seen from the

distance of only a few yards. I never .saw Mrs. Pollock look

better than in alow-roofed greenhouse, where the range of vision

was limited, and where all the flower-stems were removed. la
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a partially shaded house, and a rather moist atmosphere, this
variety is seen to great ttdrantage ; but iQ the open garden in

the BUM, partii;ulariy where the soil and subsoil are both dry and
gravelly, the whole of the Mrs. Pollock class are liable to have
their luaves browned. Such is the effect of soil and situation,
that in one pbice they are not satisfactory, except in well-

prepare 1 borders and beds, whilst in others they gtow as freely

as Tom Thumb
j but after all will thoy ever prove so effective

as the Nosegays, when seen from a distance of, say, 10 or
50 yards ?

—

(i. D.iwsox.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SIIOAV.—June 19.

It ha^ uot falleu to my lot to witness many of tlie great shows this

year ; and us this was the only one I am lilioly to enjoy tliis season, '

1 was htartily glaJ to hear it pronounced by several of the most cou- I

strtnt hiliilw s one of the best. To me the exhibitions here seem not i

only unsarpissed but oneipialled. At the Kogeut's Park, though no
novelty is attempted, uo sensational alteratioud made, yet the scene
is ever novel and fresh. The view on entering the tent, although
seen a dozen times, is still as striking and as line as ever ; and an es-

hibitor must feel, however he stands with his competitors, that every-
thing has been done to make his plants look effective.

In endeavouring to give an account of the florists' flowers, I shall

begin, as iu duty bound, with tlie Roses. Here amongst the growers
for sale were to be found, as usual, the liuest flowers. Tlieir stock is

.so large, that it is only when amateurs approach them in this respect.

that they can hope to compete with them. Messrs. Mitchell, Cranston,
Paul (t Son, and Frasor, were the exhibitors ; and the best box iu the

Exhibition was that shown by Mr. Cranston. These consisted of

Pauline Lansc/.eur, Jean Goujon, Souvenir d'Khse, Madame \Yiller-

moz, Marguerite de St, Amand. Abbe Berleze, Madame Fartado, Lo
Khone, Madame Julie Daran, Niphetos, Madame Boll. Souvenir d'nu
Ami, Dr. Andry, a truly grand Bose ; General Jacqueminot, now
BUperseded by some of his protjeny ; .Tales Margottin, Victor Verdier,
Senateur Vaisse, Madame Knorr. MtUle. Kmain, Gloire de Dijon,
and Marechal Vaillant. Messrs. Paul & Son had some tine boxes,
containing in especially good condition Lord Herbert, Duehesse de
Caylns, Joseph Fiala, Alfred Colomb, and Triompho de llenues. Mr.
Mitchell had some very line boxes of twenty-live Hoses, three trusses

of each. They were La Tour de Crouy, too full, and rejected by me
long ago for that reasou, but here very tiue ; Alfred Colomb, SlauiiL-e

Beraardin, Celine Gonod, John Hopper, Pierre Xottiug, excellent

;

Charles Lefebvre, still unsurpassed ; Le Phone, Madame Boll. Sena-
teur Vaisse. .\nna de Diesbuch, Madame Furtado, Gloire de Ducher,
Marechal Suchet, loose; Madame Domage, ditto; Louis Van Houtte,
rough ; Madame Ciemeuce Joigneaux ; Marechal Niel, line—it is,

by-the-by, a mistalre to call this hardy ; Charles Margottin, rough
;

Louise Peyronny ; Adolphe Rothschild ; Xavier Ohbo, crooked on open-
ing ; Caroline de Sausal, and Madame Victor Verdier. Messrs. Paul and
Son were second with hue flowers, coutaiuing amou^st others Priucesse
Marie de Cambridge, Madanv; Fdlion, Beauty of Waltbam, Alba
Rosea. 01i\ii-r Delhumme, Franvois Lacbarme, .\chille Gonod, Ma-
dame V. Verdier, Glou-e de Dijon. Xavier Olibo, Comtesse de Cha-
Lrillant, JIadame Charles Wood, Marguerite de St. .\mand, ven- flne

;

Pierre Netting ; and .Alfred Colomb. a very tine Rose. Before leaving the
queen of lIowei"s I must notice a truly regal addition, in every sense of

the word, to our aheady numerous favoui-ites, but in a class in which
we are very deficient, i allude to Miss Ingram, a Rose raised at the

Royal Gardens, Frogniore, by Mr. Ingram, the veteran and accom-
plished gardener at that truly regal establisiimeut. It is a lovely

white Rose with a blush centre, somewhat of the shape of the old Cab-
bage, perfectly hardy, having withstood the frost of January, which
destroyed nearly all the light Rosea in that loi^ality. I venture to

predict for it a career as an English Rose equal to John Hopper.
I suppose many will consider it rather comin-.; down from Roses to

Pansies. Ail I can say is, that it astonishes me tliat the Pansy is not
more grown. It requires, indeed, as all florists' flowers do, more care
than bedding plants ; but I am sure the enjoyment of beholding these
lovely flowei-s displaying their beauties in early spring, is worth tlie

trouble. Take Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laings collection, which
was sent up from Scotland on purpose for thi.s Show. What beauties I

The stand contained Mr. J. Graham, Waverloy, Vesta, .Alice Downie,
jMiss C.Lrnegie, Yellow (Jueen, Prlu^^ess of Wales, Countess of Rosslyn,
General Young, .Alex. McNab, Mary Lamb, Perfection, Miss Ramsay,
Comns. C. W. P. Ramsay, Mary .f. White, Alex. Whamond, Vilbige

Maid, Lady Lucy Dundas, General Lee. Miss Muir. J. B. Downie.
'Attraction. Arab, luvincible, Emily Lyall, Miss Watson. Gem. Mrs.
Hopkins. Eclat, George Wilson, and Chancellor. Inferior to them in

form and substance, but remarkable for their novel colouring, were
the Fancy Pansies, consisting of — Oriana, Princess Alice, Colleen
Bawn, Earlof Rosslyn, Miss Melville, Cedo NuUi. Jeanctte, Maccaroni.
3Irs. R. Dean. Belle Lilleoise, Indigo, Striped t,Jueen, and Hugh W.
Adair. Jlr. Turner, of Slough, bad a beautiful stand of Pinks, con-
taining exquisite flowers of Attr.action, Beauty of Bath, Lord C.
Wellesley. Excellent. Rev. (ieo. Jeans, Marion, Devi.^e. Charles Water-
ion, Charles Turner. .Tames Hogg, Presdont, Helen, Cristabel, Blondin,
Marguerite, Harleijuin, Mary Anne, Prince of Wales, Victory, and

Emily. Here is another florists' flower whidi bnl few giw in these
days of gardening made easv.

Pelargoniums were exhibited in fine condition, but I shall only dwell
upon the seedlings, of which there was a large bank, the greater portion
boing contributeil by Mr. Foster, of Clewer Manor. Ofthese the best
were—Siuur de t'harit'', a bright orange flower, lower petals slightly
pencilled, upper petals dark, with bright salmon rose margin ; Empresr,
a salmon rose floiver, with a beautiful shade of violet through it, dark
blotch, with narrow edge ; Joan of jVrc, a tine dark flower, reminding
one by its name of the first grand march in Pelargoniums, ah ! how
many years ago, when the old Joan of Ai-c and Foster's Sylph as-
tonished the world

; but what an advance since then I Hermit, carmine
lower petals, painted with dark cerise, upper petals black, shaded with
dark crimson ; Prince (.'onsort. rosy carmine lower petals, medium
blotch, the plant of excellent liabit. a"nd very free-blooming ; and Trou-
badour, n beantiful salmon-coloured flower, very like Mary Hoyle, but a
little more carmine in it, perhaps. Mr. Hoyle Uad only some yearling
pbmts—Needle Gun, very dark ; Patrimony, a large flower of bold
appearance ; and iliss Uurvey, a pretty painted flower. Marksman
(Fraser), is sure to make a good market plant, from its habit and
profusion of bloom. From what I have seen and heard, the present is

likely to be what I Jo not think last year was— productive of some line
flowers

; certainly in last year's group there is nothing so strikingly
in advance as Charles Turner and John Hoylo were when they weri*
sbowu.

Tiicre is much more to say, but space fails ; and here must end my
contribution towards encouraging the growth of florists' flowers by
detailing the beauties that sliiuc amongst them.—D., Dtal.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Weekly Show, June. -llmL—Ki the Show held this day there was

only one exhibitoi^—namely, Mr. A. Wilkie, gardeuer. Oak Lodge,
Addii'on Road, Kensington, who took a second prize for a collection of
Zonal Peloigouiums, a first prize for a collection of Fuchsias, a first

prize for a collection of miscellaneous plants, and an extra prize for
another collection of plants, also a first prize for cut flowers. From the
gardens of the Society at Chiswick an interesting collection of plants
was exhi'oitod, consisting of Raphanus caudatus (the Rat'stad Radish),
Gloxinias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Fuchsias, i'c.

HOOi'ERS NURSERY, NEW WANDSWORTH.
Fon evidence that a taste for flowers is rapidly progressing

we have only to look around and see what has been done within
the last few years; and us regards the neighbourhood of Lon-
don, it is only necessary to visit Covent Garden Maiket, and
compare the quantity and quality of the supply at present with
what it was twenty years ago. If we go towards CJapham,
Wandsworth, and Kingston iu one direciiou, to West Drayton
in another, to Horusey in a third, to Norwood, or, iu short, if

we take any thoroughfare out of London, not only villas but
whole streets will be found adorned with a little conservatory
or greenhouse attached to each dwelling. In digressing from
my immediate subject I take this opportunity ol directing at-

tention to the fact, that although some progress has been made
in heating by hot water by the tank system, and by gas, never-
theless there is a held open for some ingenious practical gar-

dener to obtain celebrity by devising a simple, economical,
and efficacious system of heating the small greenhouses or con-
seivatories attached to dwellmg-houseE.

Mr. Hooper's nursery is but live minutes' walk from the
Clapham Junction station. The grounds are entered from ths
high road. On the left is the seed-shop, counting-house, ic.
and on the right the show-house, containing line specimens of

the following Zonal Pelargoniums :—Beauty, pure white, with
small centre spot of rosy salmon, dwarf, compact, and perfect in

outline. Couspicuum, carmine salmon, margin white, truss large

and compact, rising well above the foliage; abundant bloomer,
dwarf habit. Clipper, vivid scarlet, large finely-formed flowers.

Dr. Lindley, orange scarlet, clear white eye. Duchess, rosy lake,

compact, free. P'estoon, centre rose, tinted with delicate olush;

flowers of very line form. Gloire de Nancy, deep rosy carmine,

with large and perfectly double flowers. Glow, \ery large truss,

and flowers of tiue form and substance ; free bloomer, colour

rich deep scarlet. Wiltshire Lass, rosy pink, remarkably large

fljwers and trusses, a valuable variety. Nonsuch, bright sal-

mon, white centre and oUges. Eev. H. Dombrain, rich velvety

cense, large well-formed flower and trnss, very free. Rosebud,
rose, edged with white, well formed flower.

The main walk from the entrance has a border at each side,

40 yards lung and o feet wide, planted very tastefully iu tri-

angular form with .Mrs. Pollock, Lucy Grieve, Lady Cullom,

Edward George Henderson, Luna, Goldfinch—the last two
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witb golden yellow foliage and bronze zones of different shades

—

and other Zonal and Variegated Pelargoniums ; also Calceola-

rias, RuUisson's Unique Pelargonium, and the newest and best
varieties of Verbenas. Mrs. PoUoclt, Lucy Grieve, and other
Pelargoniums were planted out before the severe frost of May,
and although they lost a few leaves, they are now growing freely,

which will go far to prove that they are not so tender as gene-
rally supposed.

In the quarters on each side of the main wall; are five acres
of nursery stock, consisting of dwarf-trained fruit trees of

various sorts, also two large beds of the beautiful Spanish Iris,

several beds of border Tulips and other bulbs. Lilies of the
Valley, Helleborus niger, and upwards of a thousand Provence
Eoses well furnished with bloom. The pits contained Ca-
mellias and Azaleas, which succeed well placed on a cold
bottom. There was also a large collection of Verbenas, mostly
the new varieties of 186G. Conspicuous amongst them were
Crimson King; Junius, a rich Indian red ; Mrs. General Lee, rich
magenta, with crimson centre ; Eosy Circle, brilliant crimson,
tinted with rose, white eye ; and Scarlet Nonpareil, soft lake
scarlet, with large white eye. Variegated Hollies and other
evergreens are piopagated extensively in small pots, and in the
propagating and other houses are Mrs. Pollock, Lady Cullum,
Lucy Grieve, and the other new Zonal and Variegated Pelar-
goniums. Each cutting is inserted in a thumb-pot, and when
rooted (which they are in a week or two with bottom heat), they
are shifted into larger pots. I noticed a good Lobelia called Blue
King, also Arabis mollis variegata, invaluable for eJgings to beds
and borders, and very freely increased. The two varieties of
Viola cornuta can be seen here.

This nursery has been established only four yeai-s ; for the
last two it has been in the possession of Mr. Hooper, who adds
to his stock everything worthy of notice in floriculture.

—

W. Keane.

VIOLA CORNUTA.
As I wrote to you last year respecting my being disap-

pointed in Viola cornuta, I wish to say a few words now in its

favour.

The plants have been in the gronnd thronghoutthe winter, and
are now looking perfectly lovely. From present appearances
they will continue to bloom for some weeks. I have a circular

bed of about 3 feet in diameter, and it is all covered with beau-
tiful mauve-coloured blossoms, and is not surpassed by any-
thing in my garden. Perhaps it is only equalled in efiect by its

neighbour bed of Cerastium.
Tou advised me last season to take cuttings of the Viola. I

did so, but they do not bloom so well as the parent plants that
have been exposed to the long and severe winter. —A. 0.,

Exeter.

GISHURST COjMPOUKD.
In a wood of nine hundred acres of young Fir trees, only

1, 2, or 3 feet high, I noticed two years ago the presence in
numbers of a sort of insect, the name of which I did not know
and could not obtain from any one. These insects were then
(in 18C5), confined to two or three acres, scattered about in
the wood in several parcels, and they did some harm, destroy-
ing several hundreds of trees. The insects lasted the whole
year, notwithstanding the cold and the warm weather.

Last year (18(56), I noticed that the insects had much in-

creased, and that they covered twenty or twenty-five acres,

also scattered about in the wood in many parcels ; and at the
end of the year I ascertained that many thousands of trees were
destroyed by them.

Finally the Easter of 18G7 came, and I saw with terror that,

contrary to what had ever been teen in this country, all these
insects were still living, although the winter had been very
cold and very long, and that the trunks of the trees were lite-

rally covered with millions of nests of twenty to thirty eggs
each ; so that it was to be feared that the whole of the wood
might be overwhelmed by them, and millions of trees de-
stroyed.

I tried several applic.itions to kill the insects, but nothing
succeeded, or when it really killed the insects it also killed the
trees at once. I finally heard of Gishurst compound, and
used it in brushing the trunks and dipping the branches. It

succeeded admirably, killing immediately the insects without
doing any harm to the trees. I determined, although the cost

of Buch work was considerable, to do it all over the twenty or

twenty-five acres when it was necessary; but I had nearly
done two or three acres, when after some extremely hot days,
I was happily prevented continuing the task by the arrival of
thousands of small insects, which I think are mealy bugs, and
which destroyed in a week all the insects and their nests.—A, B.

CULTIVATION OF THE TOMATO IN COLD
FRAMES.

Thep.e are some dozen or more varieties, Powell's Early Bed
we consider the best ; it answers well for frame culture.

The experience of the past season has sufficiently shown
that we ought not to depend entirely on out-door culture to meet
the demand. There may be exceptional cases in favourable
localities, but in Scotland generally, from tho information I
have been able to gather, tho Tomato crop may be considered a
failure last season.

Where abundance of glass is at disposal, few difficulties

attend tho proiitable cultivation of the Tomato ; it will produce
abundantly, protected by glass, with or without the aid of arti-

ficial heat, if provided with an open exposure. The back wall
of a vinery. Peach-house, or orchard-house affords grand scope
to its luxuriant growth, from which we sometimes see enormous
crops gathered ; but in our opinion, cropping in such houses
is sometimes carried too far, and we think some restraint

should bo put on the roots. The necessity of this will at once
be manifest when we refer to the gross-feeding nature of the
Tomato, and its innumerable rootlets, which spread themselves
in all directions, extracting the richer qualities from the soil.

To avoid this consumption of what is essential to the proper
health and development of the permanent plants, boxes 2 feet

square by 8 inches in depth (inside measure), plunged level

with the surface and filled with rich soil, would be sufficient

accommodation to meet the requirements of the Tomato, with
the addition of good waterings of liquid manure from time to

time.

In many eases none of the accommodations mentioned are

at command, and still the demands for Tomatoes are the same.
Cold frames would assist many out of this difEcnlty if pro-

perly applied. But the question may be urged, Where, in

that case, are Pelargoniums, &c., to be grown '.'—they must be
displaced or sacrificed before this can accomplished.

The system we yearly practise with good success is as

follows :—In the beginning of February a frame is put in order
to receive our first batch of cuttings, early Melons, &c. As
soon as the bed is reduced to a proper heat, a sprinkling of

Powell's Tomato is sown in a six-inch pot and plunged in the
leaves along with the Melons, both getting the same attention

on to the time the Tomato requires to be singled out and
planted individually in pots 3 inches in diameter. The soil

used for this operation has been previously warmed by lying a
few days in the hotbed. The plants are returned into heat
again, and at the next potting they are shifted into 4^-inch
pots, the compost employed being one-third light loam, one-
third well-rotted manure, and one-third equal portions saud
and leaf mould. The plants are again returned to their old

quarters, and are similarly managed for a few weeks more,
giving larger shifts when their roots have filled the pots. The
last potting ought to take place at the commencement of May,
and this time into eight-inch pots, by which time the plants

are vigorous and are pointing out their laterals (side shoots).

They are again put back to the frame and kept in an active

condition till the middle of the month, when they are removed
to a dry cool pit, placed on boards, and shaded for a few days
until they recover the change.

After-culture.—In the last week of May, the arrangements
are completed for their final shift into cold frames in the follow-

ing manner. A line of boxes is placed at proper distances along

both ends, and also the back of the frames, and other lines cf

boxes are placed running from south to north directly under
each rafter. The boxes are plunged level with the surface of

the sawdust which covers the bottom. They measure ISinchtS

long, 15 broad, by 8 deep, and are stiiHy filled with a mixture

of equal portions of rotten turf and old mushroom-bed dung,

chopped well up but not riddled. The plants are next intro-

duced and planted at a distance of 2} feet apart along the batk
and ends, as well as in the boxes placed immediately beneath

the rafters. Strong stakes are next placed at convenient dis-

tances underneath the rafters to tie the shoots to, making the

tops of the stakes press hard against the rafter, while the points

are secured in the soil below, which acts as a support, and keeps
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them from moving ; in like manner stakes are proTided for the

other plants, to avoid damaging the frames by nailing up the

shoots to them. The plants should now be well watered, but

ventilated sparingly for a few days, and shaded with mats if the

snn is strong. It will now be seen that a considerable space is

left vacant between the rows of plants, which will give abundance
of room to such plants as Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Balsams,

and the like, the Fuchsias and Balsams being plunged among
the sawdust, and the Pelargoniums raised on large pots to a

convenient distance from the glass. The frames may thus be

well stocked, but not overcrowded, and one finds convenience
for many plants that are often neglected.

Traininff.—Our custom is to allow for each plant one leading

shoot, and three on each side, trained fan-shape, which shoots

are tied carefully to the upright stakes as they progress, and as

soon as each has formed two trasses of flowers, their points are

pinched out or back to the eye beyond the last-formed truss,

and all other growths are scrupulously cut away. Admit air

abundantly throughout all the stages of their growth, but par-

ticularly when the flowers begin to expand, until the fruit has
formed. As soon as the fruit has attained to the dimensions
of Walnuts, the first watering of weak liquid manure is given,

at first twice a-week, afterwards in every alternate watering. The
eyes left at the last pruning will by this time have grown into

shoots ; these, and every superfluous growth remaining, should
be removed.

After this dressing, if the plants are in a vigorous condition,

in a short time they will show themselves very impatient, and
it there is still one dormant eye about them it will be forced

out, and must be at once cut away. The leaves will also be in

vigorous growth, and have expanded to prodigious dimensions,
which they may fairly be allowed to do, excepting trimming
back any tliat cover or shade the fruit. As the season advances,
the swelUng of the fruit will keep pace, and the plants will

rapidly extract the moisture from the soil, which neoossitatea

a daily and abundant supply of water, especially in strong sun-
shine ; if the weather prove dull, less will be required.

The subsequent management is merely a repetition of that

already given—viz., air abundantly, keep clearof extragrowths,

trim the leaves that interfere with the fruit, at the same time
preserving as many on the plant as possible, tie out the laterals

as they advance, sprinkle with pure water overhead after a
day's strong sun, and as soon as a general show of colour is

visible, discontinue water, and take off the lights, excepting on
wet days.

From the above system of treatment we managed to keep up
a supply from the end of July until November, with a frame
measuring 30 feet long, 10 wide, 4.4 high at back wall, and 3 at

front wall.—A. Keee (in Gardener).

NEW VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS AT THE
BURY ST. EDMUNDS SHOW.

Permit me to call the attention of your readers to the ac-

companying letter, which I have received from Mr. John Wat-
son, nurseryman, St. Albans, the raiser of Miss Watson and
other fine Tricolor Pelargoniums, proposing sweepstakes of

twenty and ten guineas for the best two new Variegated Pelar-

goniums and the best single new Variegated Pelargonium, to

be competed for at the Bury Show :

—

*' I see that there is a cup of the value of ten guineas offered for the
best twelve seecUing Variefjated Pelargoniurar, of 136G-67. for which
I wonld be glad to compete ; hut under the arrangements it is impos-
sible for me to do so. for the simple reason that, as soon as I see a
seedling is not likely to he useful I di.seard it at once. And as to

seedling Pelargoniums of this class, I see but little advantage to he
derived, either hy the puhlic or by private individuals, from exllihiting

them in this state, as it is well known amoug raisers that there is no
dependauce upon them until their character is estahlished both as to

habit and colour.
*' The ohject to be sought is to know who has the best kinds not yet

sent out ; and the only way to bring out the right kinds is to have a
challenge cup, value twenty guineas, to be awarded to the r.aiser of the
best two. and a second cup of the v.ilue of ten guineas to the raiser of

the one best land. aUo^^ing any raiser to compete for both cu|is. and
no raiser to exhibit less than six plants of each kind. This would
plainly show who has the best to send out in the two years ti) come

—

1867 and 186S—the plants to he judged according to rules laid down in
the gardening papers.

*' Now, I shall be willing to subscribe .£5 5s. towards the above prizes.

TVUl you and your friends contribute the remainder ? An appeal
tbroDgh the gardening papers would doubtless be responded to at once,

and the dcsu-ed end wonld be .gained. Of course it is understood that

I should he at liberty to compete for both prizes. Let mo know as
quicldy as possible, and I will forward my five guineas by post to yoa
at onco.

—

.John" Watson."

This spirited challenge deserves the support of your readers.
I shall be happy to co-operate in auy way—to receive and hold
the stakes, and correspond with intending exhibitors. I have
accepted Mr. Watson's liberal offer conditionally. If liberally

responded to the prizes will be offered ; if not, all monies en-
trusted to me will bo promptly returned. I sincerely hope,
however, that the challenge will be accepted. Independently
of such a competition adding much to the richness of the Bury
Show, it would test real merit better than any of the other
prizes.

There is much force in Mr. Watson's remarks on the insta-

bility of seedlings. However, it is now too late to alter the
schedule ; but by supporting Mr. Watson's thoroughly practical
proposal, growers and the public alike would discover two or
three of the very best varieties in existence—a point of the
greatest possible moment at the present time, when both are
bewildered by hundreds of so-called novelties, cilher like or
inferior to those already in cultivation.—B. T. Fisn, Ilardwicke,
Bury St. £dinundx, Suffolk.

PARENTAGE OF CL.\RKES ROSE TINK
LORD LYON.

The parentage of Clarke's Rose Pink Lord Lyon, a seedling
for forcing, to which a second-class certificate was awarded at
the Fioyal Horticultural Society's Show, is as follows :

—

Clarke's Garibaldi is the seed parent of Lord Lyon, Claude is

the seed parent of Garibaldi, Anne Boleyn is the seed parent of
Claude. The pollen parent was a laced Pink named Sir Robert
Grant. Mr. D. Fish counted 110 flower-buds on one plant ia
my garden on the 8th iust.

—

James Claeke, College Street,

Bury St. Edmunds.

TOBACCO TOUCH-PAPER.
" N. E. 0." requests me to repeat my mode of making fumi-

gating paper. It is as follows :

—

Procure some coarse brown or the coarse blue paper usually
employed as the outside wrapping of loaf sugar. Cut the paper
into strips about 10 inches or 1 foot wide, and form them into a
loose roll, confined so by a piece of string. Now, take an old
iron saucepan which is useless for other purposes, and place
in it a quarter of a pound of coarse shng tobacco, along with
three pints of water. Boil for twenty minutes or so, and then
strain the liquor oS through an old colander. Return the
liquor into the pot along with 2 ozs. of saltpetre, and a pinch
or two of flowers of sulphur. As soon as the saltpetre is dis-

solved and the liquor has again become heated, stand in it the
roll of coarse paper, and turn the latter upside down now and
then. Continue the pot by the fire to keep the liquid hot till the
paper becomes thoroughly saturated, then unroll it so that it

may lie flat in a large dish, weighting it down with, say, a
couple of pebbles, then pour over it the remainder of the
liquor from the saucepan, and let it remain tiU it is cold.
Now, dry t'ue strips of paper in the sun, or by a fire, and to
what liquid rem.iins in the dish add double the quantity of
water, and syringe it over any tree or plant affected with aphis.

In sick-rooms, or when there is any offensive smell in a
sitting-room, a strip of the paper merely lighted and allowed to
consume will be found to purify the place like magic, and a
quarter of a pound of coarse fresh tobacco distributed evenly
over the surface of three pieces of the touch-paper, each about
1 foot long, rolled loosely into the shape of a Pickwick cigar,

and kept in that shape by three pins—namely, one at each
end, and one in the middle, would prove sufficient to fumigate
a small greenhouse for the green fly. When the cigars are to
be lighted they can be retained in position by leaning them in
small empty flower-pots. Should the tobacco prove too damp
to burn freely, light the cigars at bottom instead of at the top.
I do not, however, recommend this latter method, as the eigar
is apt to burst into a flame, and for the welfare of the plants
it should never be allowed to do so. One eigar would be suffi-

cient for a two-light Cucumber or Melon-frame.
Plants too large to be covered by the crinoline contrivance,

which has been twice illustrated in these pages, I place in the
earth-closet. My latest exploit, only a few days ago, in this

way was with two large plants of Coronillas, on the stems and
branches of which I observed a few scale insects ; a large
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Myrtle with a few of anotber speciea of scale cu the leaves
;

and two plants of EoUisson's Unique relerRonium, a favourite
sort of mine, though very liiiblo to be attacked by Rreen fly. A
cigar in the evening and a good syringing next morning before
the (inn was allowed to ebine upon the plants, have set them
free from the pests. The exhausted boiled tobacco should be
dried and kept for mild fumigations of delicate plants in flower.—Upwaiids aud Onwaioib.

PEAR CULTURE.
{Continuedfrom page 296.)

Fijramiilal Trahiiiui.—A maiden tree being planted early in
autumn, it should be headed back in llarch to one, or at mosttwo
eyes above the place where worked. If, however, it is weak the
top should merely he shortened a little, but not so much as to
cause the eyes near the ground to break, and in autumn, when
established, it must be cut back to one or two eyes above the
graft. lu spring a strong shoot will push from one or both of
the eyes or buds ; if there be two shoots, the best is to be re-
tained, and the other removed. That which is retained should
be trained upright, and allowed to grow throughout the season
untouched as regards pruniug.
" In autumn the shoot should be cut down to within 13 inches
from the ground, cutting above a bud, and not too close to it,

for if the winter prove severe the bud next below the cut may
ba injured : therefore, make the cut not less than a quarter of

an inch above the bud intended to furnish the leader, nor
more than half an inch above it, and in spring, when the re-

sulting shoot is but a few inches long, the portion left may be
cut off closely, in order that the shooter leader may grow erect.

This shoot should be trained upright as a continuation of the
stem, and below it other shoots will be produced. These must
be under more restraint until the cessation of growth, which will

be in September, when the strong should be brought down to

the horizontal line, or nearly so, but those that are weak ought
to be allowed to remain as they are till they become sufficiently

vigorous to be bent down, which will be the case by the autumn
or end of summer following that of their production. Although
the shoots may not be naturally disposed to form a sym-
metrical head, much may be done towards securing such by
judicious early training. The laterals, if any, which is rare,

need not be stopped, unless they interfere with the shoots ad-

joining, when they may be stopped at the sixth leaf. If this

be necessary the tree is sufficiently vigorous to allow of the
stopping of the upright when it has grown 13 inches, which
should be done before midsummer, or not at all, and unless
the tree is exceedingly vigorous, the operation is best deferred

until the following year, for the side shoots will be much
stronger from the mature than from the immature central

shoot or stem.
In November the upright should be pruned 13 inches above

the point at which it was last cut ; but if very strong, 15 inches,

and if weak only 11 inches. This heading-back will cause

shoots to push for the second tier of branches. The laterals

npon the lower tier of branches .should not be stopped in the
following Bummer, as it is hardly possible to have the lower
branches too strong ; but if the laterals interfere with the
shoots above them their points should be taken out at the
sixth leaf. When the leader or upright has grown 13 inches
its point should be pinched oil, but not unless the tree is

vigorous ; for if weak, it is best to secure the iirst, second, and
third tiers of horizontals being strong and proceeding from
the mature wood ; as regards those towards the top of the
tree, the maturity of the wood is of less consequence. I shall

presume that the leader has been pinched at 13 inches above
where last headed back. Many shoots will be produced at that
height, the uppermost of which is to be trained upright, and
allowed to grow during the remainder of the season.

At the winter pruning the upright should be cut back to

13 inches above where.it was pinched, and the laterals to within
an inch of their base ; the side branches, having been depressed
and regulated at the previous winter pruning, are not to be
shortened unless beyond the bounds essential in forming that
cone or pyramid of which I now propose to treat. I shall now
dismiss the stem and side branches by simply stating that they
are to be reared and originated in future years as in the past,

until the height desired be attained, when the leader is to be
closely pinched.

The width of a pyramid or cone at its ia?e should be one-
third the height of the tree. A tree, therefore, having a height

of 6 feet, should measure 2 feet in width at the lower tier of
branches. Supposing trees to be planted by the sides of central
walks in kitchen gardens in borders not under 4 feet nor ex-
ceeding (j feet in width, the tiees in a four-feet-wide border
should be a little more than the width of the border apart, or
ii feet, to allow of access to them on every side ; in a hve-feet
border, H feet 9 inches ; and in a six-feet border, 7 feet.

I will take it for granted that the border i84feetwide,aiid the
trees 4* feet apart. A tree in such a border will, with two
tiers of horizontals from the mature and one from the im-
mature or summer growth, appear as represented in./ijr. H.

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

The two pegs, a a, are intended to be used in tying down the
side branches, i i, in a horizontal position. A line being
strung from a to c, above the central stem, and 6 feet from
the ground, as indicated by the dotted line a c, will show
the places at which the side branches are to be stopped

—

namely, where the line crosses ihtm. This stopping should
be performed in summer ; but as it is most desirable to have
the lower branches strong, they should not be stopped until

they have exceeded the limits indicated by the dotted lines;

and stopping should not be practised until the first tier from
the immature wood is taken by stopping the leader.

In the autumn following, the third year of tiaining, the side

branches should be cut back, as shown by the bars in f,g. 11.

The knife must in future years not be used except to shorten
the central shoot or stem, and to cut the laterals to within a
quarter and not more than half an inch of their base. All the
side blenches should not be iirst cut close to the dott(d lines,

for the upper will grow more freely than the lower ; the upper,
therefore, should be shortened more than the lower— for in-

stance, h may be cr.t at the dotted line, the next tier above at an
inch from it, and the third 2 inches, reckoning from the central

stem.
The following year the base of the tree should be extended,

as shown in I'ip. 12, still taking the line up no higher than
before. The dotted lines are intended to show this. Kow, the
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side shoots, from whatever part prodnced, are to be stopped

at the snmmer pruning at the lower tier when they reach

the dotted line, and so on upwards ; and as the side branches

will not be numerous enough, they maybe allowed to fork;

only a proper distance (9 inches), should he allowed between

the branches, and none but those required for permanent
branches ought to be allowed to extend. Such are necessary

to secure and preserve the outline of the pyramid, but all

within these must be kept closely pinched. The upper
branches will be stronger than the lower; they must, therefore,

be restrained by earlier and closer pinching, so as to equalise

the sap as much as possible.

It will be seen that the mode of training above recom-
mended is different from that referred to in Vol. XL, page 4B1.

I have acted on the idea that when the cultivator will take the

trouble to train bis own trees, he should do so in the moat
handsome form ; but the mode of training which I have just

described is inapplicable to the majority of trained trees ob-

tained from nurseries.

The great fault of the trees which I have received from nur-
series has been their having been originally headed back far too

high; the consequence was they were badly furnished with shoots
near the base. Sometimes the trees had been headed back at

3 feet from the ground, and were without shoots on one side for

a distance of 2 feet from the ground, whilst there were plenty on
the other side. This was probably owing to the trees standing
so closely together as they do in nursery lines. In other cases
the trees were badly furnished with shoots at the base, and
those situated there were weak, and consequently the tree could
never become so well furnished there as at the upper part, even
were the upper branches cut back, and the summer pinching of

the shoots produced at the upper part excessive. The case
would have been different had the leader been headed back to

12 or 13 inches. They would then have formed trees similar
to that represented in fir/. 13, which is the sort of tree I would
recommend, and the only description of tree that ought to be
selected. It is only justice to say, that the majority of the
trees which I have received from nurseries were well furnished
with shoots near their base, in many cases equal to the tree
represented hyfig. 13, and in most little inferior.

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

In the case of such trees as those represented injifi. 13, 4 or

5 feet in height, formed as shown in thj. 12, or bushes of the same
height {firi. 14), it would be well to head back the leaders at

the winter pruning to 13 inches until the height of 6 feet was
attained, when the leader should be stopped when it has grown
Cinches, cutting back the after-growth in the autumn to a bud
6 inches above the last stopping, and so on in subsequent
years until the required height is attained.

The only other mode of training Pear trees (ny. 15), is either

the original or a modification of M. Du Breuil's system, the

object, it wonld seem, being to cover the wall or trellis quickly.

The trees should be on the Quince stock, maiden plants being
eligible for planting. They should be planted 3 feet apart

upon a 9-feet, and 2 feet apart upon a 12-feet wall. If planted

3 feet apart they may have three branches, and if at 2 feet two
branches, obtained as follows :

—

The trees being planted early in autumn may be headed
back to two eyes, from which shoots will push. The strongest

is to trained upright, and the other cut away. Every en-

couragement should be given during the summer by watering

freely during dry weather, and the tree having made a shoot

3, 4, or 5 feet in length, this should not be cut back in autumn
but be brought down to an angle of 4.5°. In the case of the

end trees, the shoot should be taken to the right or left

horizontally.

The shoot in the case of all the other trees being brought
down to an angle of 4.5°, will in spring push every eye or

bud, and when this is done the branch may be nailed erect,

and all the laterals pinched at the sixth leaf, except a strong

shoot near the base of the tree, which is to be trained-in

to the right or left of the lowest branch, according to the

side of the wall which it is required to cover. Neither it

nor the leader of the branch must be shortened in summer
or autumn, unless one outgrow the other, when the strong

may be kept pinched-in during the summer. In autumn
they are to he brought down to an angle of 43°, as shown by
fig. 1.5, which is intended to represent a 12-feet wall covered in

the manner above described. The plan is that of M. Do
Breuil, but I have not read his work.

Fig. 15.

The end traes should be planted as many feet, less one,

from the end of the wall as the latter is high, but as the shoot

will not be of sufficient length the first year to reach to the
end of the wall if brought to a horizontal position, it should in

the second year be kept at an angle of 45°, a strong leader

being insured by closely pinching back the laterals, and in the

autumn it may be brought down to the horizontal li ne, shoot

in the following year being trained in diagonally at a f '^ ot apar
all along the horizontal branch.
Upon a 10-feet wall three branches will be required ; the ad-

ditional branch is to be originated in the same way as the

second, and during the third year. The central tree on the
wall must be fan-trained. It wonld be as well to have it and
those at the ends of the wall on the Pear stock.

Summer Fkdnisc..—This is the most important operation of

fruit-tree culture ; for it is evident that if the laterals are not

shortened the crop must be small from the vigour of the tree

being expended on a quantity of spray, and the fruit must bs
badly coloxired and ripened from its being shaded by the need-

less crowding of the foliage. It is not the present production

only, but the crops of succeeding years that are injured by
neglecting to summer-prune ; for the crowding of the shoots

and foliage prevents the spurs receiving sufficient light and air

for their full maturation and perfection. Summer pruning ha s

for its object the maintaining of the tree in order and fertility;

it tends to check overluxurianee, prevents the overcrowding of

the shoots, secures the formation and perfection of the spurs

and fruit-buds, and favours a more full perfection of the fruit.
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There is not only some difference of opinion as to the time,

bnt also as to the amount of summer pruning. The time is

solely dependant on the season, and the vigour of the trees.

The amount of pruning depends on the growth of the trees

operated on, for tliat of some trees is so weak that it may be
necessary to encourage it ; others are not weak in growth, but
are vigorous enough to produce fine fruit ; whilst some are so

vigorous that the spurs are not nearly so jdentiful as the shoots,

and the fruit fewer in number than the spurs. Now, to fix any
time as the most suitable for summer pruning, and to limit

the extent of the pruning to any one rule is impraoticablc, as

it is evident that different trees require different treatment.
All shoots and laterals not required for the extension of the

tree, or to fill up vacant space, must be summer-pruned or
pinched, whether they spring from the young or old wood ; but
the leading shoots, or those shoots required for the extension of

the tree, should not be pruned, except in the case of pyramidal
or bush trees, in which, when the leading shoots make a greater

gi'owth than 12 inches, these should have their points lunched
at that length. It the trees have covered as much space as is

allotted to them, then the leading shoot, and, in fact, all the
shoots, should be stopped or pruned in the same manner as

the laterals.

Very few trees are so tractable as to produce good crops and
require no pruning, or if there are such (as I have had a few
instances), the fruit is generally small, and iudifferent in qua-
lity. In such rare cases, no shortening of the summer shoots
being practicable, or at least desirable, any that show them-
selves should be allowed to grow, and not be stopped until the
second week in July, when they may have their points taken
off immediately above the sixth leaf, and that is all the pinch-
ing they will need.

Trees that are moderately vigorous, or those with shoots not
exceeding from il to 12 inches in length, should not be pruned
until the fourth week in .lune or first week in July, according
to the season, when they should have the points of all the laterals

taken out at the sixth leaf, and when they push again, as in all

probability they will, take out their points at the third joint

above the last stopping, or from the base of the last growth.
Trees that are vigorous, and make shoots when unrestrained

of 15 or 18 inches in length, should have the points of the
shoots taken off above the fifth leaf, and all growths after the
first stopping should be pinched off at the third leaf until the
beginning of September, when pinching should cease.

Trees of very strong and rampant growth should be stopped
as soon as they have made four leaves, and repeatedly through-
out the summer up to September at the third leaf, after the
first stopping.

Trees upon the Quince stock may be stopped in all cases one
or two joints closer than those on the Pear. The most vigorous
shoots will be those at the top of the wall, or where the greatest

amount of winter pruning is practised ; but, wherever they are,

the strongest shoots will of course attain a length fit for pinch-
ing sooner, and they ought to be the first stopped or pinched,
and in the course of a few days the remaining shoots should
be stopped. In all cases, in calculating the number of leaves
for stopping, do not count the latent or undeveloped buds at

the base of the shoots, of which there are always two or more

;

OJily the leaves should be counted, and not the joints or buds.
Any trees with the branches weaker in one part than in

another may have the laterals upon the strong branches closely

pinched, whilst those upon the weak branches are allowed to

grow without stopping until September, when a few inches
may be cut from the extremity of each, and these in winter
should be cut back to within an inch of their base. In spring
a number of shoots will spring from the short stub left. All
of them except one should be pinched, that one being left to

grow unrestrained until September, when a few inches of its

point may be removed, and cut close away at the winter prun-
ing. The shoots pinched throughout the summer should be cut
in winter to within 1 inch of their base. We have now a stub
two years old, on which fruit-buds are usually produced. It

is hardly necessary to add that the short stubby shoots (spurs),

with a bunch of leaves, are not to be stopped, for on them
fruit-buds form.—G. Abbey.

GYPSUM AS A FERTILISER.
SuiiBHATE of lime, popularly called gypsum, or plaster of

Paris, is, in many portions of America, the mineral manure in
most general use. As found in the refuse of salt-works, it

acquired a local celebrity in some parts of Europe seveial

centuries ago, but the employment of the pulverised rock for-

agricultural purposes only dates back to about the period of the
American Revolution.
Gypsum is a compound of 41.5 parts lime with 58.5 parts-

sulphuric acid ; in its natural state it also contains about:

twenty per cent, of water.

It is very sparingly soluble in water, requiring 460 grains ol
water to dissolve a grain of gypsum. This lack of ready solubility

would at first thought be considered as objectionable to its use,

but really it is a most beneficial property ; for if it were,

dissolved as easily as salt, its benefit to the plant would not be
so lasting, and it would require frequent applications to make
it productive of much good. Besides this, any mineral salt,-

although it may be absolutely essential to the growth of thei

plant, if furnished in too great abundance acts as a poison
rather than as food. Now as plants only take in earthy matter-

when in a state of solution, it is evident that a substance which>
will allord a lasting rather than an extensive supply will be
most advantageous.
The manner in which gypsum acts to increase the produc-

tiveness of our fields is a subject on which there have been
more discussion and controversy than any other connected with
agricultural chemistry ; indeed, there have hardly been two
writers who have advocated the same theory respecting it.

Davy regarded it simply as an essential constituent of the

plant, and held that it was not decomposed, but that it entered

the plant as gypsum. Liebig holds that its chief use is to fix

the ammonia of the air. According to his theory, a double
decomposition is effected in the sulphate of lime and the

carbonate of ammonia, sulphate of ammonia and carbonate of

lime being the result of this decomposition. Hedwig compares
the action of gypsum on the food of the plant to the action of

the saliva and gastric juice on the food of the animal. That
gypsum thrown into stagnant water that contains vegetable

.and animal substances in a state of decomposition, will cause

the production of sulphureted hydrogen, and will also produce

a more rapid decay of the vegetable and animal tissues, has
often been noticed. To effect this result, it is evident that the

sulphuric acid must be decomposed ; the oxygen uniting with

the carbon of the organic matter to form carbonic acid, and the

sulphate combining with the hydrogen.
To apply gypsum with a oerlainty of producing the best

results, requires ruore theoretical and practical knowledge than
does the employment of most manures. Composts, and the

solid and liquid excrements of animals, can seldom be used
without benefit, whatever be the soil in which they are placed,

or the crop it is intended to produce. They are, in a m.inner,

universal fertilisers, from the fact that they contain the

essential food of almost every plant. But with gypsum the

case is very different. Indeed experience has proved that

gypsum of itself is quite inadequate to produce fertility, and
that it is only when it acts in conjunction with vegetable

manures that its value is most apparent. It is also true that

the longer it is used the smaller are the number of crops

which are deemed benefited by its apjilication.

It is now well settled that it promotes the formation of woody
fibre .and adds to the luxuriance of foliage, and that it protracts

the period of the growth of the plant, or in other words, delays

the time of its maturity. Dust gypsum on half the area of S
clover field and the following distinctive results will ordinarily

be observed : The leaves will be longer and of darker colour,

the stalks more hardy and consequently less liable to lodge,

and the period of blossoming will be delayed several days ; the

number of flowers being comparatively smaller than in that

part of the field not so treated.

Now all these results are desirable in the production of clover

;

particularly are they so when sheep-growers bear testimony to

the statement that sheep manifest a preference for, and eat with

greater avidity, the clover raised under such circumstances.

On other crops, however, when the object is to produce seeds

or fruits, rather than stalks and foliage, the use of this substance

would not be desirable
;

particularly would this be the case

where an early harvest is desired. Thus, the use of gypsum
has becu objected to in the cultivation of Strawberries, for the

reason that it tended to the production of Strawberry hay rather

than berries.

Too large an amotmt of it applied to Potatoes, either in the

hill or as a top-dressing, has been found to produce a luxuriant

growth of tops and comparatively small tubers
;
but a small

quantity placed in the hill or on the sprouts when they are

first breaking through the soil, has been found to be highly
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beneficial. For the production of Peas and Beans, probably

from the large amount of sulphur they require, t.heusoof gypeum
isjustly celebrated both for improvinf; the quality and increasing

the quantity of the product ; the same is also true in relation

to the culture of the Turnip.—(Pjuirie Farmer.)

THE NEW TEAS.
The Fruit and Vegetable Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society has at last gone thoroughly into the question of

the new Peas—a question upon which so much has been written,

and so many conflicting statements have been made. No better

opportunity could have been found of coming to a satisfactory

conclusion on the subject, the trials at Chiswiek h.aving this

season been in every "way most successful, and all the varieties

being produced in their best condition.

As regards Dillistone's Eai'ly, Carter's First Crop. Sutton's

Ringleader, and Yeitch's Early, there is no shadow of doubt as

to their being all perfectly identical. They bloomed on the

same day, or within a day of each other, slatted on the same
day, and were fit to gather on the same day. It is a remark-

able fact, that some samples of Dillistone's Early, which were
obtained from Mr. Dillistone himself, proved to be a spurious

and badly mixed stock, resembling Saugster's No. 1, and this

•will in some measure account for a great deal of the confusion

and counter statements that have been made in the discussions

relative to this Pea. How such a circumstance has arisen it is

for Mr. Dillistone to say, and it is due to the public that some
explanation should be given. Some years ago, when this variety

was first introduced, it was received perfectly true from a whole-

sale London house, which was supplied with it by Mr. Dillistone,

and singularly enough the sample sent by Mr. Dillistone him-
self was false. On the representation being made, the follow-

ing year he sent it perfectly true. If, therefore, any confusion

has arisen respecting his Pea, and if in any instances it has
been spoken of in depreciating terms, Mr. Dillistone has him-
self to thank for it.

Dickson's First and Best is a taller grower and produces
more haulm ih.an the true Dillistone's, and i^roves to be a first-

class stock of true Sangster's No. 1.

Taber's Perfection is rather stronger in the haulm, and some-
what later 'oy a day or two in filling than Sangster's No. 1.

Young's No. 1 is a first early Pea, 4 feet high, producing
more haulm, and about as early as Sangster's No. 1. The
ripe seed of last year is rather darker, having a pale olive

tinge.

Carter's Improved Emperor is an excellent free-bearing Pea,
and is a fine stock of true Sangster's No. 1.

Washington is the same as true Early Emperor.
Carpenter's Express appears to be a run-out mixed stock of

early Peas ; and the same remark is applicable to Hooper's
Early.

Loudon Conqueror is an indifferent second early Pea.

Stanstead No. 1 is identical with Essex Rival ; and Essex
Rival is one of those pale-podded second or third early Peas,

of the class of the old Ringwood Marrow.
Stuart & Mein's Improved No. .1 is identical with Dickson's

Favourite, as is also Taber's No. 08.

Sudbury Al is a white wrinkled Pea, 9 inches to a foot high,
and about as early as Sangster's No. 1. This is an excellent

Pea.
Dwarf Waterloo is another dwarf Pea, 9 inches to a foot

high, a great bearer, producing a fiue large pod nearly if not
quite as large as the old Waterloo or Victoria, and earlier than
Bishop's Long-podded.

Sutton's Loiig-podded Tom Thumb is wonderfully like the
old Spanish Dwarf.

Carter's Improved Tom Thumb is not considered any im-
provement on the old Tom Thumb.

Mr. Laxton, of Stamford, has been successful in raising

some varieties which will prove of high merit, when their

characters become fixed. As yet they appear not to have been
sufficiently long grown. They were obtained by crossing Lax-
ton's Prolific with Advancer, and it has been found that where
these crosses are made the produce from them assume various
forms, and it takes two or even three seasons before a per-

manent character is fi.xed; and this is done by very close

selection. This was so in the case of Dr. Maclean's many
seedlings. When they were first raised, they assumed many
forms, and for the first two or three years, even from closely

selected seed, more than one variety may have been obtained.

We look forward with much interest to see more of Mr. Lax-
ton's novelties, and especially that named Alpha, which is an
early wrinkled Pea with an iramoneo pod, and as early as

Dillistone's. If this keep its present character it will be a
treasure.

THE WARATAir, OR NATIVE TULIP TREE
OF NEW SOUTH >VALES.

The flower called by the aborigines " Waratah," and " Native

TuliiJ " by the colonists of New South Wales, is considered the

most beautiful vegetable production indigenous to the colony,

and is produced from a stiff, erect and rigid shrub, having the

leaves of a hard woody texture, marking the I'roteads, to which
order the Waratah (Telopea speciosissima, R. Br.), belongs.

The leaves are oblong, more or less unequally toothed, and
from 4 to 6 or 8 inches in length ; dark green, but when just

expanding, of a dark red colour. 'The fruit is a pod containing

many winged seeds. The Waratah is indigenous to, and grows
luxuriantly and in abundance in the vicinity of Sydney, and
other parts of New South Wales, and when first described by
botanists was classed with a genus now known as Grevillea,

named Embothrium speciosissimum, and figirred under that

name in Smith's "New Holland Plants," and in Curtis's "Bo-
tanical Magazine " (edited by Dr. Sims). It afterwards formed
a new genus, called Telopea, derived from telopas (seen at a
distance), from its bright crimson blossoms being discernible

far off; and those who have had an opportunity of seeing tbis

plant in flower, either wild or cultivated, will readily admit the
correctness of this name.

There are some peculiarities of its natural habits and repro-

duction worthy of notice. The first year the Waratah blossoms
it throws out from two to four shoots from each flower-head ; in

the second year only two, and in subsequent years only one,

or more rarely two. To ascertain the way these shoots are

produced, it is necessary to procure a flower-head, full-blown or

just fading, and on looking closely among the flowers, from one
to two or four young shoots will be observed just developing
themselves ; and these will form the branches of the following

year, from each of which a flower-head will most likely be pro-

duced. A knowledge of this fact will explain why the plucking

of the flowers destroys the new branch, injuring its natural

development, keeping the shrub stunted in growth, and prevent-
ing its flowering in the ensuing year. The Waratah produces
seeds every second year. A tree growing in a garden at Hunter's
Hill, in the vicinity of Sydney, five years old, and 10 feet high,

produced in 18G4 as many as twenty fine heads of flowers at

one time, forming a gorgeous sight; and in a tree growing in

the Botanic Gardens at Sydney, I observed in the spring of

1865, from one flowering branch produced in the previoits year,

three stems, each of which was crowned by a magnificent full-

blown flower-head.

When a Waratah tree grows in a dense thicket of shrubs, or
among creepers by the side of a wall, in the shade, it runs up
to a great elevation, a tall slender shrub, seeking the sun's rays;
and to obtain light and air previous to developing its blossoms,
in several instances, when so situated, the plants have been
seen to attain the height of from 10 to 12 feet, or even 1.5 feet,

and then flowering for the first time. In suitable situations, in
their wild state, they usually flower when about 4 to 6 feet high,

and when at that time stripped of their blossoms, they become
stunted, devoid of beauty, and so remain until suckers are

thrown up from the roots, by which flowering branches are

reproduced. I have also observed that the Rice-paper plant
(Tetrapanax papyriferum, C. Koch), only produces branches
from the flowering stem ; in order to prove it I removed all the
panicles of flowers from a young tree flowering for the first

time ; the result was that the main stem increased in height

and developed a new canopy of fine foliage, but no lateral

branches were produced as obtained with those permitted to

flower as usual. Those desirous of growing the Waratah in

perfection, should not permit a flower to be gathered or other-

wise destroyed. Many who are aware of the habit of this highly

ornamental plant, have some magnificent specimens in their

gardens, attracting attention by their rich and brilliant mass of

briKht crimson blossoms.

The Waratah thrives in a poor sandy soil, well exposed to

light and air. The usual time of flowering is in September,
(the early spring in New South Wales), and it continues for

nearly two months. There are two kinds of flowers,—one the
normal slate, of a deep, rich crimson, calyx segments tipped
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with white. The blossoms wheu'just expanding are of a delioate

light pinlc, a rose colour, Rraiiually o!iaQ;;ing to a more or less

deep crimson hue.—Dn. G. Bennet (in Journal d/ Botanij).

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The third Great Exhihition of Roses and Congress of Rosa-

rians will this year be held as usual at Brie-Comte-Kobert
(Seine et Marue). It will commence on the lith of July, and
last for the two following days. Brie-Oomte-Rcihert is the
centre of the greate<t Rose-gro.ving district of France, and the
Exhibition may fairly be expected to be a very line one, which
all English horticulturists who are at the time in Taris should
endeavour to see.

ExHiiiiTioN-.s taking place in the month of July are an-
noimoed by the following Floral and Horticultural Societies :

—

July 1st. 2ail St. Ann's Nottiusliam.
„ 2ud Royal Horticultural Rose Show.
„ , Erevyash Vallev.

„ Wakefield.

M .*ird Roval Botanic of London.
„ 4th Alton.

„ ,
Spaldinrj.

„ 4th, 5th Birmingham Rose Show.
„ nth Lnulh.
„ nth West ot England Rose Show.
„ 17th Lou^hboroULjh.
,, yoth Buckingham.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEK GARDEN.

Special attention must at once bo directed to those crops
which are to afford the chief supply during the coming winter
and spring, planting out Celi'ri/ in its various stagfs. Broccoli,

Gaalifioicers, lirmscU Sprouts, i'uro;/.*. Kale, &a. The ground
from which early Peas, early Potatoes, early Beam, and IVinter

Spinach have been cleared will be suitable for this purpose,
ifxhausted Strawberry-beds dug after the fruit is gathered,
will be excellent as a change for the better Broccolis and Cauli-
flowers. Deep digging and heavy manuring must be resorted
to in all these cases, more especially for the Celery, which
cannot be grown tender and crisp without manure and mois-
ture. See that nothing is delayed at this period having a
bearing ou the supply of the table throughout the coming

!

winter. To this end an extra labourer should be employed
by those overpowered by spring business.

FKHIT GARDEN.
Tlie foreright shoots of espalier fruit trees should now bo

shortened, precisely as directed to bo done last week in the
case of wall trees. This is the most essential step in a system
of pruning, by which those trees may bo made to bear from
the stem almost to the extremities of the branches. The
utility of espaliers, particularly as regards many of the new
varieties of Pears, is unquestionable, and the best and cheapest
mode of constructing and maintaining their supports deserves
consideration. It is now a good time to shorten the shoots of
dwarf trees. These trees may be well regulated and judiciously
cut within their assigned limits at the winter pruning, but an
abundant supply of shoots instead of fruit is the usual result
unless the summer pruning is properly attended to. Let a vigo-
rous shoot go ou untouched till winter, then cut it back to a
few buds, aufl the general consequence will be the production
of three similarly fruitless shoots in the following season,
whereas, by shortening such a shoot at the pre?ent time, the
formation of fruit-buds is almost certain. Therefore, with the
exception of some that may be required to fill vacancies, all

the shoots of the dwarf trained Apple, Pear, Plum, and Cherry
trees should now be more or less shortened. One-third of

their length may be taken off. Those who understand fully
the immense importance of thoroughly ripening the wood of all

wall trees and espaliers, will pay some attention early in sum-
mer to thorough thinning and training. Who can expect
Peaches to ripen perfectly when the young wood is dangling
from the wall until August ?

PLOWEH GAr.DEN'.

As soon as the leaves of Tulips, Hyacinths, Narcissuses, itc,
have begun to show signs of decay, the bulbs should be at once
taken up and placed in an airy situation to dry, and the bed in
which they have been growing should have a good soaking of

water if they are very dry, and then be dug and replanted imme-
diately. The earliest-planted beds should be kept well watered if

the weather be dry. Fill up all vacancies, and cut off dead flowers

from Pffionies, Reckets, tie. Sow Brompton Stocks for the last

time this year, also Ten-week Stocks for next year. Trans-
plant Sweet Williams and other biennials that are now ready.
Hoe and rake borders, and sweep and clean as often as required.
Tying-up will be the order of the day generally, all is confusion
unless flowers are well staked. A thjrough thinning of the
shoots of various herbaceous plants should take place pre-
vious to the general staking period. A mixed bed will never
look well in which gross aud overgrown plants infringe on
the rights of their weaker but more graceful neighbours.
The Ranunculus-beds after blooming, when the grass begins
to assume a yellow tinge, ought, if possible, to be protected
from rain, as the Ranunculus is extremely apt to emit fresh

fibres, and when that is the case, if no worse consequences
result, to say t!ie least the next year's bloom is much deterio-

rated. The seedlings should also be carefully taken up and gra-

dually dried. The mam crop of Pink-pipings may now be put
iu ; with common care not one in twenty ought to fail.

GREESnOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Many of the plants in the conservatory will, in a majority of

cases, be set out of doors ; also the principal part of the New
Holland plants may be placed iu a shady sitisution in the open
air, where they will mature and ripen their growth. In this

hardened state they will be much better fitted for winter con-
finement. The wood of greenhouse plants matured in the open
air is less likely to sutler from damp or long confinement than
that which has been produced during summer under glass.

The juices are much better elaborated ; the young wood alto-

gether assumes a firmer and closer texture, aud the foliage

a more persistent character. These truths are obvious to most
growers. Care must be taken that the plants are thoroughly
attended to with water, aud the worms kept out. Good depths
of cinder ashes are efllcieut for this purpose, yet even these
should be lime-watered occasionally. No drainage can be long
complete iu pots or tubs if liable to the inroads of the e.arth-

worm from beneath. Let every attention be paid to young
stock of Correas, Epacrises, Polygalas, Ericas, Chorozemas, &c.,

as regards thorough watering, stopping the gross shoots, and
giving them sufficient room, with a free circulation of air,

if in-doors. Such of them as are intended for winter flowering

should not be shifted after this time. If any Achimenes re-

main iu a state of rest, they m.iy be potted for a iate display.

Cinerarias from seed should be put into single pots as soon as

large enough, and suckers may bo taken from the old plants and
nursed iu a similar way. All Cactaceic exhausted with flowering

should hive the old aud withered shoots cut completely
away, receive liquid maniu'e, aud have every encouragement to

rapid growth. Pelargoniums should be cut down in due time,

before thoroughly exhausted, and cuttings made. The plants

should be suffered to become dry iu their pots before cutting-

in, to prevent bleeding, which exhausts them much. They ma.y

be laid on their sides for a week after cutting, if out of doors,

to prevent them from becoming wet, and when the young bud
has fairly shown itself, they may be disrooted. Put out cut-

tings of hybrid Roses if firm, and let Chrysanthemums have
every attention.

STOVE.

Many of the plants which have been excited, and which are

coming into flower, such as Clerodeudrons, Gardenias, &c.,

may be gradually exposed to a lower temperature until the.7

bear with impunity the temperature of the greenhouse, when
they may remain some time in flower. AVhea they are done
flowering they may be laid upon their sides and kept in a com-
paratively dry stale during the winter, or until they are excited

in early spring. Some of the stronger-growing stock, such as

Poinsettias, Eranthemums, Sic, may be stopped occasionally,

in order to keep them bushy, also to produce a degi'ee of suc-

cession in the order of their flowering. Attend well to the Eu-
phorbias for winter flowering, more especially the E. jacquini-

ajflora ; a gayer plant does not exist if well grown. They
delight in one half fibrous and gritty heath soil, and the

other half porous materials, such as charcoal, pounded crocks,

small gravel, &o., and the drainage should nearly equal that

for Orchids. Clear and weak liquid manure may be given

them.^W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AYEEK.
Until Saturday we had a dull, cheerless week, without a

sight of the sun ; but now a rising barometer and the disper-

' sion of the hazy clouds give promise of a chance for hay-
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making, and a better warming of the ground than it haa hitherto

received, after which we may surface-stir and pulverise as much
as we may. It should not be forgotten that, early in summer,
whilst surface-stirring the ground helps to prevent heat and
moisture from escaping, it also assists in keeping heat from

entering. lu sunny days in .June we have sometimes found

a" or 4° difference in the temperature at .'J inches below the

surface of a hard gravel i:)ath and that of earth stirred at the

surface, but equally exposed, and in favour of the hard gravel.

In the case of tender plants in the flower garden, where the

earth temperature is a matter of importance, we have some-
times deferred a little the surface-hoeing of the ground, con-

vinced that though the breaking of the crust to let air into the

soil would do good to the plants, it would do more good still if

the firm surface had previously been well heated.

KITCHEN OARnEN.
The work was to a great extent a repetition of that of last

week as respects surface-hoeing, watering Cauliflowers, Peas,

and Beans, pricking out, and thinning Onions, Parsnips, and
Carrots. Sowed a bed of the latter for pulling young, also

Lettuces and Turnips. Two matters we may notice : For six

weeks or two months we had in a Strawberry-pit a rat visit,

which annoyed us considerably, as neither poison nor traps

would dispose of him or them ; but at length a huge rat was
trapped. He must have managed to find his way in and out

by the openings for ventilation. He did much more mischief

by what he cut off and left than what he actually devoured.

Rven a rat, however, may bo blamed for what he does not do.

On the morniug he was caught we noticed that about a pint of

pods had been ))ulled and partly eaten from a flue row of Tom
Thumb Peas at the foot of a wall, and the same rat was blamed
for that as well as the Strawberries. Fearing, however, he
might have accomplices, we gathered enough for a good dish of

the most forward of the Peas, and we were glad we did so, as

the next morning from a peck to two pecks were spread along

the ground, some of the pods opened and gnawed, and a good
many that had Peas not half grown were untouched. This
was done though several traps had been carefully set close to

the Peas ; but for the injury he does we can hardly help ad-

miring the rat, owing to the cunuing, the wisdom, perseverance.

every bird within visiting distance would find out what was
beneath these branches, and acted accordingly. Ou the same
principle, if a net is not made secure it will be worse than no
netting. The very sight of it sets every thieving bird recon-

noitering. We would let them have their share willingly, hut
when they are satisfied with nothing less than all the crop, it

is time to begin to think how we are to be paid for our own
labour. Mucli against our will, we were forced to thin the
sparrows a little with potatoes and arsenic beat up together,

and put down where no domestic animal or other favourite

bird was likely to go near the tempting bait.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Watered some Strawberries, to cause them to finish swelling

their fruit in perfection, removed the most of those under
glass, and watered trees in pots and Peach and Vine borders

with manure water. In going tbrongh an orchard-house we
noticed that in some bunches of (Jrapes just sot, the little

berries, like dust shot, were black at the points, and we feared

that some fungus or mildew was paying us a visit, more espe-

cially as, owing to the cold and sunless character of the weather,

there had been less air given than usual. On closer inspection

we found that the dark ugly appearance was owing to the calyces

of the flowers clinging to the young fruit, and a gentle appli-

cation of the hand along the young bunch, and a rather higher
temperature, caused the most of them to drop off. A little

more lieat, and a moister atmosphere when coming into bloom
and setting, would have caused the calyx to drop off freely

without assistance. Without the slight help given, most likely

the berries thus cramped would have failed to have grown or

swelled freely. The appearance of these few bunches before

being thus acted on, was just as it the points of the berries had
been painted with a blue blacking. Notwithstanding the little

trouble given, a few of the berries will prove to have been too

firmly embraced by the calyx to swell freely afterwards. This
appearance took place only on one Vine, and there is more
than double enough loft, .and the manifestation was entirely

owing to the want of more heat, to give an additional impetus
to vitality to throw off the calyx freely.

Perhaps in no season have there been more complaints of

young bunches decaying, shanking-off, or becoming little better

and forethought which he frequently exhibits. Unless when ! than a tendril, from the flowers dropping. When such appear-

very hungry or hard pressed, he will not go near a trap or a

bait so long as the smell of the human hand will linger near
it. Some time ago we detailed how we caught, tarred, and
feathered a rat, and for a number of months we were let alone

;

but now, as the stackyards in the neighbourhood are getting

empty, we are threatened with a fresh inroad of an army that

will come to no terms of conciliation. They must either be
killed or driven away if we wi.^h to enjoy the fruits of our labour.

We have numbers of letters from various parts of the country
telling the same tale—that where game is greatly encouraged,

where pheasants are fed and reared, there will be sure to be
plenty of rats and clouds of sparrows. In a lot of Peas, the

ances are not due to the want of reciprocal action between
roots and branches, to unripened wood of the previous year, or

to bare roots a long way from the surface, they are likely to be
produced by a too close and moist atmosphere in the house,

and which with many of us is apt to be the case in cold, sunless

weather, when we wish to economise fuel, which we must have
burnt if we had given much air.

Blotches and scaldings on the leaves are also produced from
the same cause, and mildew is likewise to a great extent due to

the same fertile source of mischief. Early ventilation, and a
little more artificial heat to enable it to be given, would be the

best cure for most of these maladies. Painted the pipes in the

garden being more still last Sunday, if one pod was picked by i viuery when pretty cool with flowers of sulphur and water, and
sparrows there was fully a bushel so used, and at a time when
every pod was wanted to keep np a regular supply. Under
such circumstances the greatest advocates of the featliered tribe

need not wonder that we resorted to means to lessen the number
of such visitors, even though against our inclination, for we
love to see them hopping about and chirrnping. One of our
favouriles, and who seems to like the protection he obtains, is

the dishwasher, or water wagtail, one of the most beautiful

and useful of British birds, as he picks np the innumerable
insects. We thought that the winter had thinned considerably
the thrushes and the blackbirds, but as soon as the Cherries
and Strawberries are swelling we have whole clouds of them

;

in f^ct, without securely netting we never could have fruit of

any of these fit for table. What is puzzling and a little irri-

tating is, that whilst we could not leave a Cheriy unprotected
after it took the second swelling, and long before it was ripe,

there are large Cherry trees in meadow orchards within less

than a mile of us, close to hamlets, with seemingly nothing to

disturb the birds, and there the Cherries will become ripe and
scarcely one be nibbled. Last season when, owing to not
netting and never firing a gun, scarcely a Pear flower-bud was
left on our dwarf trees, at a short distance in village and farm
gardens not a bud was touched. The firing of a canister of

powder has saved our Pear-buds this season, and the crop
consequently will be good. The only trees that suffered from
the birds were some early ones that we put some Laurel
branches round to protect from the cold ; and if we had not

to make this paint adhere better, used dissolved soft soap in

the water. V/hen the pipes became warm the sulphur and soap
smelt rather strongly, and for several nights a little air was left

on at the top of the house, even all night, to avoid every possi-

bility of danger. There is no better preventive of mildew, red

spider, &o., than keeping a coating of sulphur on the pipes, but

it must not be applied to a house where the pipes are hot,

without air being given, or it will rust the berries when young.
The Black Hamburgh is, perhaps, the most likely to be affected

injuriously when in a yonng state, just out of bloom. Some
plants, as Ferns, also suffer from sulphur fumes, especially if the

heat in the pipes is above 160'. A little air kept on will make
all safe, and the sulphur will be the best antidote to mildew.naj

OENAilUNTAL rKPARTMENT. =">f.'

Much has been done in this field of labour, but we bare
time to advert to only two subjects, in addition to those re-

ferred to last week.
With or without bulbs, the flower garden is generally any-

thing but at its best for some weeks after the bedding plants

are turned out, and though much may be done with earli/

animals, beds of these, if sown where they are to bloom, pre-

vent due justice and preparation being given to the bedding

plants. We have frequently followed a system with early-

flowering low-growing aunua^, that rendered the flower-beds

gay at once, after early bulbs, -or without them, and that inter-

fered but little with the welfare of bedding plants in the same
beds. The beds were dug and prepared in the usual way, and

removed the branches we would not have had a bud left, as . then were planted in patches, with Nemophilas, Chukiaa, ic.
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that were either Bown in the previous autumn, or in a bed in the
following spring, so as to be raised in patches. These patches
were far enough apart to permit of the bedding plants being
well planted and in their regular places, and the annuals kept
up a good appearance of bloom until the bedding plants
almost choked them with their advancing growth. Many plants,
as Sweet Alyssum, &c., may remain ns under-crop or carpeting,
and if a few flowers come through the foliage of the bedding
plants, it will be an advantr,;e rather than otherwise. If a
fine bed of annuals is groviu and flowered where sown, the
same ground will not do justice to bedding plants, and they
will make no great displ.Tv v:.Iees turned out as large plants
from pots. The lowest-giuv,,ng annuals are the best for this

early-flowering and partly-carpeting system, and when the
annuals are planted out in patches of a good size and a con-
siderable distance apart, every fair chance is given to bedding
plants, and the ground is never so much seen after fresh planting.
The second subject is u-atcrinrj. The season has been trying

to bedding plants turned out early. We did not plant early,

and, therefore, lost none from that cause. Some plants, as
Amaranlhus melancholicus and Ii-esine, we turned out about
the 20th of June, and early enough we found it for the first,

though the sun that we have now will make up for all deficien-
cies. When some of these early-planted bedding plants looked
rather badly, they were made much worse in many cases by inju-
dicious watering. When a plant shows signs of distress the
water-pail is looked upon as the infallible remedy, when cold
rather than dryness is the cause from which they suffer. Would
some of our readers just reflect, that the damper they make the
soil the colder they make it, they would use water less plenti-
fully. Some of our contemporaries have been telling their
readers to soak their bedding plants well, and yet there are
complaints that these do not thrive. We should say, that at
least up to Saturday we have had no weather that would have
warranted giving more water than would just moisten the roots
of bedding plants, and the drier the surface of the soil was left

all round them the better it would be for them. If fresh-
yAlanted subjects, whilst the ground was comparatively cold,
showed distress at a little bright sunshine, it would be safer to
sprinkle the foliage a little instead of deluging the cold soil to
insure its being made colder. A very little water at the bottum
of each plant is all that has yet been given to our bedding
plants, besides the little at planting to settle the earth about
the roots, and we would not have given more even had we
a river to go to. The plants are as yet all right, and we should
not think of deluging the ground with water, or even damping
the soil far beyond the extent of the roots, until at least we
have had more sun and a higher temperature, that the roots
may have warmth as well as moisture.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—June 2t;..

All, kinds ol ont-door veKctahles nre plentiful ; and Cherries, Straw-
berries, and forced fruit are equal to tlie demand.

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries bo3
Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

BL-ick do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Ijemons loO

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarlctRun.i sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
-Carrots bunch
Oauliilower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Ktaseiadish . . bundle

FRUIT.
B. d. B. d

I

B.

3 0to4 , Melons each 5
3
2

4 I Nectarines doz. 10
5 I Orantles 100 8
6 ! Peaches doz. I'J

i

Pears (dessert) . . doz.
kitchen doz. n

10 Pine Apples lb. 5
Pluips i sieve

1 6 Quinces doz.
6 Raspberries lb.

irawberries lb.

12

d. a. d
to S
18
14
24

8

8 (1

VEGETABLES,
s. d. 8. d I

3 to 6
I Leeks bunch

16 6 ! Lettuce per score10 2 Mushrooms pottle
I
Mustd.& Cress, punnet

3 3 I Onions per bushel
2 J> Parsley per sieve

II (I Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
G New lb.

2 Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle

s. d. s.

8 too
10 2
1 G

9

6
iiSavovs doz.

2 -Sea-kale basket
8 Shallots lb.

8 1
I

Spinach bushel
3 ' Tomatoes per doz.

2 6 4 I Turnips bunch

n

1

8
4

9

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*. We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticullnrn, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifi.able trouble and expense. AU
communications should therefore be addressed solely to
I'he Editors of the Journal of Uorticultxire , dJc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix np on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get tliem an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

OEcnAUD-HocsK M.\Nir.E5iENT {C. P.).—Thc direction is "Tf. W.,"
Holcombe Vicirn^re, Wellington. Somerset.

CoNjFi^u.'E f.7. T'., Coriiii'all).—Several pages nf our .Toumal would bo
occupied if wo exiilain.-id hitelligibly and nsefiilly thc numerous genera
of this natural order. We have a volume preparing which will impart
the information, and much more than you mention.

Irrigation tir. Jackson).—Stephens's "Practical Irrigator" will suit
you.

Mr. HurLETT's Chinese Sugap. Grass (Hopf Deferred),—VCe are sorry
that ynu sowed it, and sorry that it has failed, hut we canuot aid you.
Bo wiser in future.

Greenhocse Stages (Amatrur).—You must be the best judge of bow
the stage should Ije altered to suit the plants. Even now you could
not well have thc front shelf of the stage lower without lowering your
platform in front. We consider the stage a ver>' good one for small or
fair-sized plants. If your plants are large you could set them farther
apnrt, and even miss one shelf and use the next. X good-cized pot will
stiind on a shelf 7^ inches wide. We would not wish a better stage for
gener.nl purposes. It will hold many small plants, and large ones placed
more thinly will have all the light possible. If large plants are chiefly
desired, a fiat table or a stage with fewer and wider shelves would he
better.

Training Cdcumsers (Idem).—It is well not to keep Cucumbers too
long in vineries : but we have grown them well there and early on the floor,

on a bed, on a trellis, and standing upricht trained to a stout rod, and
pretty well stumped in, much in the style that Mr. Rivers adopts with his
trees in pots. Cucumbers bear well on that plan, but we will give the best
advice when we know the case.

Viola cornuta IF!. S. S.).—The tlowers you enclosed are the true Vio'a
cornuta. It is in many old gardens, and being introduced nearly a
century sinc*\ it is not surprising that it has been in yours a quarter
that period. Thc sand enclosed is quite suitable for potting-purposes.

Removing Roses ix .Jci.t (TF. Jl/. S.).—As Ibey must be removed, cut
all round each of them at ones, at 1 foot distance fi-orn the stem, by
thrusting down a sptido the full depth of its blade. Keep them weU
watered, and remove in .Tuly with the balls of earth as unbroken as pos-
sible. If to be removed to a distance, each had better be put into a pot
fully large enouiirh to receive the ball. After planting keep them w-ell

watered and mulched.

Azalea Cuttings (Jeremiah).—The cuttings should be taken from tho
shoots of the current year, selecting those which are moderately strong.
When the wood becomes a little hard, or what is known as half ripe, the
I)oints of the shoots should be taken oil' at asufticieut length for cuttings.
Cut below the lowest joint which they may have, remove tJie leaves from
the lower part of thc c tting, and for half its length ; then insert the cut-
tings up to the leaves in sils'er sand. The pots may be plnnged in a hot-
bed of from 70^ to 75-, with a shaded and close atmosphere. Azaleas
imite the two sc.^es in the same flower.

EilEOTHRIUM COCCINEUM AND PjIILESIA EDrcXFOLIA CULTURE (F. G.).—
The Embothrinm renuires to be pl.inted ng^iiirst a wall with a south-west
aspect, training it figainst the wall and keeping the shoots moderately
thin, and the foreright shoots well stopped during summer. It does well
in a compost ot turfy peat and loam, with a free admixture of sand. Phi-
lesia busitolia succeeds in a compost of wet bog soil or peal, and should
be kept abundantly supplied with water. Free drainage is essential. It
is hardy, .and so is the Embothrinm. They flower freely when of sufficient

age, and are to be kept in order by frequently stopping the irregular
growths, up to .Tuly. wlien stopping must be discontinued. They are also
vei-y tractable .is pot plants, if aJTurdod the protection of a cool bouse in
winter, with abundant light and air at all times. The blooming is depen-
dant on the ripening of the wood, it being necessary to secure a good
growth, and to have it well ripened by full eiposnre to light and air.

AcaoPHVLLUM VENoscM CULTURE (Idem).—This plant rcquircs fl light
and airy situation in a cool house, to be well supplied with water
when growing, and at all times to have the soil moist. A compost of two-
thirds sandy peat, and one-third turfy loam, with a free admixture of
sand, will grow it well. Good drainage is essential, and not less so are
light and air plentifully furnished. The plant should ho potted in spring
alter fl .wering, and may then be cut in as required, to give it a suitable
shape. It is not hardy, but requii-es a house in winter, from which frost

is excluded, otherwise it cannot be kept too cool in winter. It is the
better of a cold pit or frame in summer. A work such as you mention is

being prepared for publication.

Taking up Tea kcenteb Roses in Winter (Syntax).—It is desirable
to take up the delicate kinds of Tea-scented Roses in autumn, keeping
them cool and dry during the winter, and planting out in spring. They
must not be kept so warm in winter as to cause them to grow. .\nj' of
the florists advertising in this Journal caa supply the Violets you require.

Peas Failinli {Yoituif Oarilrncr).—We can only account for your Peas
failing from your watering them excessively. In fact, you say they are
sown in deep trenches, as *or Celery, putting in plenty of mtmiu-e. Peas-
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like good rich soil, but are impatient of boffgy soil, Bach as yonr trenches

filled with manure would l>e, the subfoil boint,' ti yellow clay. An openinR
made and filled with manure, and this well niijod with the soil, is ex-

celleut for summer crops of Peas, but the trencli should be filled up
to the level of the surroundinR ground. When sown in a trench the

plants are apt to become e;irthed too deeply, and the stems rnt or decay

when watered, or during wet periods. Such we think is the cause of

failure in vour case, and we can only recommend you to look to the

drainage of the soil. Let it be well drained, and wo think that with
liberal dressings of manure you may grow Peas well, for it is just such a

soil as late crop^ succeed well in. The warts at the roots are finite natural.

You will find them on all plants of tho Pea family.

LlQClI) Mascre Fon C4I.ADIUMS AND AcHIMENEs (J Comlait Mender).
—Tho hest liquid manure that we have tried for those plants, and,
indeed, fcir all plants in pots, is that formed by pouiiug thirty gallons of

rain water over one pock of sheep's dung fresli from the pens, and one
peck of Ront. Stir the whole well up twice a-dny for two or three days,

allow the liquid to stand a day or two longer, then stir again, and u'^e it

lor watering with once or twice a-week. 1 lb. of guano in twenty gallons

of water, along with half a peck of soot, will form one of the best liquid

manures known.

CoVERlNd FOR Vine-border (Tdfm),—K cheap and eff,^ctual covering
for Vine-borders is felt well pitched and tarred, and sanded, fastened to

a frame formed of slater's laths 2 inches by J inch). A number of such
frames, each C feet long and 3 wide, can soon be made for covering
the border, and are easily moved. A covering of tarpauliug is also good.

Muscat HAjrEunon Vises Mildewed i^Tr. G'iuijh}.— The bunches
should not be syringed but be covered with sulphur; thi^ will check the

disease— in fact, cure it. In a few days the sulphur may be waslied off

by syringing with clear soft w.ater. If you find any difficulty in making
the sulphur adhere to the berries, you may slightly syringe the bunches,
and then apply the snlphur, washing it off in a few days.

Removing Sweet Williams and Dianthuses (Roue),—To make room
for bedding plants you may take up the Sweet Williams after they have
flowered, also the other Dianthuses, with good balls of enrth, giving them a

good watering previously, and planting them in an opeu situation. Shade
them for a few days, and afford copious supplies of water uutU esta-

blished. They should be planted where they are to bloom.

Rose CtiTTiNGB (flow).—Cuttings put in immediately after the first

flowering is over, or now, will bloom finely next year. They should be
inserted in sand in a cold frame, and kept closo and shaded until they
begin to grow, when they may be taken up and potted. Continue them
in the frame until spring, affording air during mild weather, and pro-

tection from frost. In spring they may bo planted out where thoy are to

bloom.

SuamER-rnuNiNc. Cchuant and Gooseberry Boshes IIdem). — Yoa
may now cut back all the laterals or side shoots to three loaves, and take
out the points of the terminal shoots. This will give you finer fruit, and
if they push again stop or take out their points in like manner at the
third joint or loaf above tha last stopping. The last stopping should be
done in .\ugust.

Propagating Goldev Balm (Hem).—This plant strikes from cuttings

as freely, if not more so, than the white-variegated variety ; but is not so
constant in its variegation. Cuttings put in now in sand iu a cold frame,

shaded, and kept close, will soon root, and being protected over the

winter in a cool house or frame, will furnish a quantity of cuttings in

spring. Those will strike freely in a gentle heat. Vou may tako up two
or three old iilants in autumn, wintering them in a cold frame, and by
placing thorn in heat in spring you will be able to obtain a number of

cuttings. These if put in in March, or early in April, in heat, will be fit

to plant out at the end of May.

Hardy Fcchsias (SuuDi, HanJs).—Most, if not all the kinds of Fuchsias,

will succeed in sheltered situations and well-drained soils, with a six-

inch covering of dry leaves or litter in winter. The following need no
protection, but are better with a covering of decayed leaves—Ricoartoni,.
gracilis, corallina, globosa, microphylla alba rosea, and niicrophyUa

grandiflora supevba.

SniniER-pRDSiNG Pear Trees (r. R. DmJre'.—See some notes by Mr.
Abbey to-day.

Names of Plants (F. Fencott).—It seems to be a Melissa, but not

being in flower we cannot be certain. Whatever it is, it is of no particular

value. (D. A. B.).—Selaginella uncinala, Pilea muscosa. (.4 Sub^rriber],

—Aucbusa sempervirens. (Quintin iir'aii).—1, Nepeta Mussini ; 3, Saxi-

fraga coratophylla. I IT. R. P.).—1, Olintonia pulchella ; 2, Thalictrnm

aquilegifolium ; 3, Spirasa ariaefolia.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending Juno, aSth.

Wed. . 19
Thurs. 20
Fri. .. 21
Sat.
Sun..
Uon..
Tues.

baroubter.

Max.

SOOHS
M lias

80.1199

3D.1'34

29.987
30.025
30.337

80.0S7

Uin.

29.9615

29.9M
30.076
SQ.04.3

29.932 7.5

29.947 7i)

30.179 75

thermometer.

70
C5
66
72

80.019 70.43

40
44
44
42

1 ft. dp. 2 ft. dp.

CO
GO
60
60
60
61
62

66
07
57
67
66
53
68

60.48 67.00

Wlna. iaohes.

N.E.
NE.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.W.
N.E.

.00

.00

.00

.01

.00

.00

.00

0.00

Generai. Rbuares.

Hazy and w.arm ; cloudy ; overcast at night.

Overcast throughout.
Cloudy ; overcast ; cloudy at night.

hine, slight dry haze ; fine ; overcast.

Very fine ; fine ; very fine at night.

Fine ; overcast ; fine at night.

Clear and di-y ; very fine throughout.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

GAME FOWL BREEDING THIS SEASON.
I fear that the mortality amongst our young broods this

season has been very severe in some locaUties. Several of my
friends here have complained of the serious losses wbich they
have sustained ; indeed, my own yard has not escaped a

fatal disease which is quite novel to mo. I will endeavour to

be as minute and particular as to the nature of the complaint
and with respect other matters as possible.

My brood stocl; consists of a fine healthy Blach-breasted
Eed cock, three puilets of mv own breeding, and three hens
selected from a celebrated yard on the borders of Shropsbire
{I am informed Shropshire was at one time famed for its ex-

cellent breed of Game fowls). These were put early together,

and one of the pullets becoming broody in the end of Decem-
ber, I placed nine of her own eggs under her in a warm situa-

tion, and as free from intrusion as possible. I am glad to say
from these eggs she brougbt out seven chickens, wbich were
placed as soon as convenient in a room where a fire was oc-

casioually kept. Their food was given frer[ueutly, and was
varied, consisting of such as boiled eggs chopped and mixed
with bread crumbs, bread soaked in milk or ale, potato, pudding,
small sound wheat, and grits; indeed, anything that would
conduce to their well-doing. They had also shallow boxes
containing dry earth often changed, clean fresh water, and,

when the ground and weather would allow it, worms were given
them. Grass was also given them gathered from the sunniest
banks, and where least exposed to the inclement weather.
They were also indulged an hour or two each day out of doors
in some warm shady place when the weather was favourable

;

indeed, no effort was spared to raise them, and I am glad to

say now, that with the exception of one all are fine, healthy,

vigorous birds.

In February, I had two more clutches hatched from the three

hens. These" wore placed in a room devoted entirely to tha

young broods, and where no fire was kept, but facing the sun.

The hens were placed in pens which are ranged longitudinally,

and are 2 feet square, each pen having two doors with rounded

bars placed 3 inches apart. Clean sweet straw was given them,

and fresh supplied when necessary. The floor of the room was.

covered with dry earth and everything kept scrupulously clean.

I Feeding and other particulars as before. These all died.

In March I had another clutch from the same hens. These

met with the same fate.

In April I obtained a sitting of Game eggs from a friend.

These were placed under a broody hen, and at the same time I

placed a sitting from my own hens under another hen, and as

soon as these were hatched they were taken away a mile from

i my house, both broods being placed in one room, and every

care taken for their well-doing. Strange to say, those from

my own hens all died, affected in a similar manner to^ those

before, and those from my friend's are now fine healthy chickens,

never having shown the shghtest symptoms of the disease.

j
I will now give you as nearly as possible the particulars of

i this destructive malady. In some instances all go on well for

a fortnight ; in other instances the chickens are hurried away
' in two or three days, the symptoms being (without apparent

j

cause), sudden loss of appetite, violent purging, the motions

j

being of a very acrid glutinous nature, and the vent becoming

I glued up ; the' body dry and much attenuated, and then comes

I the end. I have tried many modes of treatment to save the'

j

chickens thus affected but without success, with the exception
'

of two cases. I find warmth and slightly stimulating food the

best remedy.
I seldom keep more than a dozen hens, and have only reared

one brood of chickens in the same yard before. They have an
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' unlimited grass run and good water, also a dry soil. I have
fonnd that hirds by a removal from the country where they
were hred, to a distant one have suffered in confititution, and I
have also known it to have a confrnry effect. For instance, a
few years a^o I forwarded to a friend in Craven, some forty
miles from wiierp I reside, a pen of Game fowls. Tliese bird's

had been bred in-and-in, and were becoming somewhat small.
My friend bred from them, and, singular to say, the prodnce
improved botli in bone, size, and stRmina. Tlie situation was
dry and well sheltereJ, wHh good water, and the mineral lime-
stone. It is just possible the hens I have bred with this
season have suffered by removal, or they have otherwise had
some hidden taint in the constitution.

I have no hesitation in snying, that several of our most
choice breeds of poultry have much degenerated in stamina,
and to a great extent this deterioration is owing to breeding
from stock which has been too freely exhibited, and, conse-
quently, cannot have the health necessary to produce a vigorous
progeny.

—

Yokkshire.

posed to imposition, hut where they have reason to believfl in
the respectability of the party concerned, I think it would be
only just to make some allowance of the kind I suggest.

—

An
Irish Sdbscribeb ANp Soffbrek.

Tuy ^iiiviU in

UNPRODUCTIVENESS OF HIGH-PEICED
EGGS.

I' QUITE agree with " Verit.^s," that the sellers of high-
prieed eggs do themselves more harm than good in supplying
eggs that are either stale or insufficiently impregnated. My
own experience this season has been somewhat the same as
his. About a month ago I sent an order to one of the best
poultry estabhshments for two sittings of eggs. The eggs
were received and placed under two proved hens that I had
waiting in five days, so that no time was lost. The cost of the
two sittings was about Z&s., all expenses paid ; the result,

fJaree chicks.

I wrote at once to the house stating the case, and by return
of post received a letter expressing regret at ray iil-succesg,

but stating tijat the same number of eggs (twenty-six), had been
gathered from the nests that morning, and sent to me, " free

of cost." Now, this is what I call liberal and conscientious

dealing, and wortliy of the imitation of all, and in all trades.

I do not feel at libertv to disclose the name of the firm, but
will certainly do all I can to recommend it amongst my own
friends.

Whilst I am on this subject, I would like the opinion of ex-

perienced breeders on this theory expressed by the writer of

the above letter, " that unless the birds are well impregnated
at the commencement of laying, the whole batck of eggs re-

main unproductive." Is not this rather far-fetched ? I think
with " Veritas," it is simply a matter of fresh or stale eggs.

I have just had two broods hatched, the one Houdans, in

twenty days, the other Creve Coptirs, in between nineteen and
twenty days. The eggs were in both cases nil laid by my own
fowls in one day, and put to hatch at once. I had twenty-five

chicks out of the twenty-six eggs. A friend of mine has spent

some pounds this season in high-priced eggs, the result has
generally been two or three chicks per sitting. Another friend

has one cock and twenty-eight hens, all last season's, a mongrel
set, but fine birds. He has had about one hundred chicks this

month. His losses average ten per cent, on the eggs, and the
chicks are healthy and strong.

Some of mv friends argue that travelling is detrimental to

eggs for hatching. This cannot, I think, hold good with fresh

eggs, being perfectly full. A fresh egg cannot be shaken ; a

stale egg. wasting every day, produces a vacancy, which, of

course, gives room for the yolk to be shaken about. My last

sitting of last season's, the eggs from London, in the month of

August, produced twelve chicks out of thirteen eggs.—A. Le
CmSMrNANT, Fouloii Vah; G)iernf.et/.

MERITS OF HAMBURGHS.
I coTKciDE with all that your correspondent " ToBV " says

about the Pencilled Hamburgh fowls. If any of the fanciers of
the Brahma Pootra, Dorking, or Cochin kinds will keep an
accurate account of the quantity of eggs laid in a season, they
will find that the Silver-pencilled Hamburghs will throw all

the others into the shade. No doubt those fanciers will say
the eggs of Hamburghs are small—and they are rather small

;

but let the eggs for a season he weighed, and a very large
balance will then be found on the Hamburgh side.

I well remember one of your correspondents asking, Who
ever heard of a Hamburgh fowl laying in the winter ? I have
had fresh-laid eggs from Hamburgh fowls all through the
winter. I have had Silver-pencilled hens laying when nearly
naked in the moult, and only stopping for a very short time;
whereas my neighbours who have kept the leading kinds they
call winter layers have not had an egg, and have come to me
for the eggs of my Hamburghs. I have kept all kinds of fowls
except the new French ones, and I find that as layers the
Hamburghs are the best. Moreover, not one of the four varie-

ties of Hamburghs are such large eaters as most of the large

fowls.—E. F. g;

I SAW in your Journal sittings of Dorking eggs advertised in

England, and in March wrote for a sitting, for which I paid,

with carriage, 19s. They were put immediately on their

arrival under a most steady sitting hen, but at the end of the

usual period there was not a vestige of a chicken in any of

them, and some presented an appearance similar to that of a

boiled egg. I am bound to say, however, that from the first

sitting of egss this year from my own birds. I had only one
chicken in the lot, and iu a second only five. I think, however,

where very high prices are paid for eggs, it would be iu the

interest of dealers, in cases of such total failure, to supply a

second sitting—say at half price—not that they should be

bound to do so, as, of course, in some cases, they might be ex-

BRIGHTON POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, held in connection with that of the Southern Countie<*

Agricultural Association, comraenrecl on the 24th iust., and will close

on the 2Stli. The entries amounted to about 180 pens of poultry and
Pigeous. The following is the prize list :

—

DoRKiNfis (Coloured).—First. D. C. Campbell, M.D , Brentwood. Se-
cond, J. Clift, Dorking. Highly Commended, C. Cork. New Sliorebam,
Sussex ; J. Lewry. Bolney. Cuckfield. Commended, D. C. Cami^l)!^!!, M.D.
Chicl-ciij;.—First, J. Lewry, Bolney, Cuckfield. Second, Messrs. E. & A.
Stanford. Ashnrst, Hurstpierpoint. Commended, D. C. Campbell, M.D.;
Mrs. M. Seiimons.
DonKiNGS (White).—Prize, T. P.Edwards, Lyndburst, Hants. Chidcen^.

— Second. H. Lingwood. Barking, Keedhnni Market, Suffolk.

Game (Black nnd other Reda .—First. S. Matthew, stowmarket. Suffolk.

Second, S. Dnpe, Evercrcecb, Bath. Highly Commended. H. Gorringe,
So\:thwick Green. Sussex. Chickens.—First, J. Jeken, Eltham, Kent.
Second, J. H. BiRden, Hove.
Game (Pile, Blue, or Duckwinc:).—First, S. Matthew. Second, Kev. F.B.

Parkes, Rectory, Soutbwick, Susses.
SpANiSH.^First, J. Jenner, Lewes. Sussex. Second, A. Heath. Calne,

Wilts. Highly Commended, R. Wrijjht, Hollowjiy Rofid. London; J.

Jenner. Commended, R. Fulton, Deptfnrd. C7ii>/vth.i.—First, F. James.
Second, J. Jenner.
Cocittn-China (Coloured).—First, J. Stephens, Waleall, Second, T.

F,lnm, Suuthsen, Hants. Chickem.—Fivst and Second, F. W. Rust»
Hnstings.
Corms'-CHiNA (White).—First, H. Hobson, Walsall. Second, H. Loe,

l>:\e of Wight.
Brahma Pootras,—First, The Marchioness of Btith, Muntham Court,

Worthing. Second, E. Shecrman, Chelmsford Highly Couimendeil. F.

Jnmes. Pcckham. Commended, E. Sheerman : F. Crook, Forest Hill

;

Mnrchioness of Bath. Ch ickrn.t.—First, Mrs. M. Seamons. Second, A.
Espery, Kingswood. near Bristol.

HAVrRURGHR (Gold and Silver-pencilled) —Fir.st and Second, F. Pittie,

jun., Newiinrt, I. W. (Gold nnd Silver). C/jiVA-ck-n-.—First. H. Pickles, jun.,

Einliy, Skipton, Yorkshire. Second, C. CatU Bri(?bton (Gold). Commended,
C. Havers. The Beacons. In^atestone, Essex (Silver); C Cntt C^ilver).

Hamburghs (Gold nnd Silver-spangled).-First, withheld. Second, T.

Penfold. Newhaven fSilver). niicke^nt.—Trize. H. Picldes. jun.

PoLANDS.—First, D. Mutton, Brighton. Second and Commended, T. P.

Edwards.
Game Bantams.—First, F. Pittis, jun. 'Duckwings). Second, Rev. G.

Baynor, Tonbridge 'Black Bed). Commended, J. Lamb, H:xstings (Black-

breasted Red Game). rhirk'.m—'Prize, Rev. G. Raynor (Black Red).

Bantams (Any other distinct variety).—CAieA-^ns.-Second, T. C. Harri-

son. Bcveiiev Eond. Hull (Sel»right).

Gfesf.—First. Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury. Second, Lady
M. Macdonald. Woolmer, Liphook. Hants.
Ducks (Avlesbury).—First nnd Second. Mrs. M. Seamons.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, H. Densett, Pleehey, Chelmsford. Second, F.

Parlett, Great Baddow, Chelmsford.
Ducks (Anv other distinct variety).—First, W. Stanford, jun.. Pteyniug

(Black East Indian). Second, Mrs. H. Wild, East Peckbam, Kent (Mus-

covvi.
Turkeys.—First, Marchioness of BHth. Second, Lady M. Macdonald.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First. H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, R. Fulton. Highly

Commended. Messrs. Wat«nn. Hove ; R. Fulton.
Tumbt-ers (Almond).—First, R. Fulton. Second, F. Else, Westbourne

Grove, B.^vswater.
Tumblers (Other sorts).—First and Commended, R. Fulton (3hort

Face). Second, H. Ynrdlev.
Pouters.—First and "econd, R. Fulton. Commended, H. Yardley.

Runts.—Prize, H. Ynrdlev.
Jacobins.—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Percivall.
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Fantaii,5 —First and Second, H. Yardley. '"'' '^'"

Owls.—Prize, R. Fulton.
TitusfPETEns.- -First, T. Crundcn, jun., BarKOSs HiJl. Second. R. Ful-

ton. Commended, H. Lno.
BARBs.-Pirst R. Fulton. Second, .J. Perciviill. Highly Commended,H. inrdley; R. Fulton.
Tdrbits.—Prize, H. Yardlev.
NoNS.—Prize, H. Yardley.
AHCHANGEL8.—First aud Cniiiraondcd.H. Yardlev. Second. .1. PercivallANY OTnER Distinct Vaiuetv.^ First, F. Else (Ice PiKoons and

ri-umpeters). Secoud, H. Yardley. Commended, H. Yardlev: F. Pittis.
jun. (Magpies and Swiss).

'

THOENE POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
At no previous meeting of tlic Tliome Society bas there been so

larse an entry, nor, as a whole, so pood a competition for Rcneral
quality, as at that held on the I'Jth inst. This Show has always been
ver^- pojiular— in fact, the great animal event of the neighhourhooil •

and It has often been romarUed that it is quite •' a lady show," as well
as one for poultr)-. This year, however, the attondauje of the fair sex
was very limited, for the day was very onfavourable, rain fallin" from
(lavbreak. Even unjer such aJverso circumstances the nnremittin"
courtesy and attention of Mr. Kicbardsou. the Honorary Secretary"
deserved, and received, the highest praise. The arrangement of the

""f son
"' «'^™«"'>".!!ly good

;
of fowls alone there was a length in pens

ot .1j( yards, besides which there ivere other long lines of coops for
'*t,TnrI;eys, Geese, Ducks, R.ibbits, and Pigeons.
Ihe kpanmli, classes were most excellent, and, stracge to say atvna season, they were sbo™ in exceedingly good condition : hence

tnis portion of the Show was very attractive. Mr. J. Thresh, of Brad-
ord, showed some very creditable pens. norhms were good. Buffs
talnng the first position, but closely pressed by some very superior
lartridge-colourec'. The Dark Brahman were very good, but little canhe said m favour of the Light ones. DorJdnqs were well shown. Intue Came classes the competition was unusually severe ; aud Messrs
Ajtooyd Mellor, Julian, Brierlev, Hellewell, Chaloner, and Butcher,may well boast of success, the condition of the generality of tbeii- birds
Being perfect. Although only three pens of Pulands were entered,
they were remarkably good. The n„mhunjli classes, in which therewere heavy entnes, were also of great merit. The Game Banlaui cksswas first-rate, Mr. Crosshind, of Wakefield, with only three pens (alloiacK itedsj, talang both pri/.es aud a high commendation. The twoneus m the first-pme pen were such as we have not seen for a lono
ttmo past. ^

Some splendid specimens of the Mandarin and also the Pintail
/>«.-fo placed Mr. Harrison, of Hull, at the head in the Extra Duck
Class. Ihere was a close rivalry as regards both Pionms and Bahhils
Ul J'..rlra htucl:. a very fine pair of Chinese Silver Pheasants aud alarkey hen busUy engaged in attending to a family of thirteen poults,

t'v," a?
"^^"^^ ""'''' interest among the visitors.

1 he Show ground had been very carefully and successfully decorated
;ana as it naturally possesses great attractions, a bright sunny daywonld have been the only requisite to have made this year's SIiow themost successful ever held. We trust that another season better weathermay attend this Society's meetings, as the Show is only open a single(lay—a limitation as to time which is no doubt gi-eatly" appreciated bytoo owners of competing stock, but which sadly Umits the receipts ii

ine day prove a rainy one.

Sh^efflekrH^SrV''-
Thresh, Bradford. Peeond. Messrs. Burch & Boulter,

nZ,„, J?'ghly Commended, H. Beldon, Binglev ; .T. Marchant, HalifaxCociUN-CniNA. - First, H. Beldon. Second, T. M. Dern-, GedneyHichly Commended, W. A. Taylor, -.Mancliester.
ueuney

SpaTdin"*
^°'"''"' -*'"st, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, J. W. Harrison,

H-Vhw J-""'""-^','"','
Mrs Arkwright, Etwall Hall. Second, H. Beldon.mgnly Commended, J. White, Warlaliy.

aml'fv,lU;^'''i°.,
"?,''/'''?-''''•'''• ''"'^- "• ^- Mellor, Colwiek. Second

ai^jl Commended, U. Eiitcher. Cressvwell (Piles).

ton ii„ "."'v.'"'?;"',','''
"'"^ °'^" Reds).-First, C. W. Brieriey, Middle-

Bradfonl h' ^•, He"eweII..Walkley. Higbly Cr^mmended, E.'Xykrovd,

field -pki ^*'•S^^ "illiamsou.WheatlevBar; D. Gambles, Hat-held, C. Chaloner, Whitewell; J. Laming, Spalding.

Cocki'n^ r,,T 1?"" «'"' other Grevs and.Bluesl.-Firat, Master G.Coclting, Curlew House. Second, H. M. Julian, Hull.

Avk^l' n-
™>-«?.^-)—First and Silver Cui), C. Chaloner. Secoud, E.

M^i^, c f'S'^'/^o'niuended. J. Fletcher, Manchester; H. M. .Tulian;

Sln^"., A" f"
E,e'itley, Crowie : C. W. Brieriey. Commended, C-

rnv,! H- 1 f"^*"'—
^irst and Silver Cup, H M. Julian. Second. E. Avk-

Bri«;ie?'?T i*'iw'"""'?.'^'"''
M^ss"- 8»les & Bcntlcy; J.Lnming; CVW.Bnerlcy, Middlotou. Commended, J Fletcher.

indRi3.*,'^"Tj-^!'5^'^''J'-""'''''^'
"'"' Second, H. Eeldou (Silver-spangledand Bl.icks). Highly Commended, W. Harvev (Goldcn-spansled).

Mani hest''^"^
(Silver-siiangled).-First, U. Beldon. Second, J. A. Taylor,

H.WIBUKGH (Golden-«pnngIed>.-First, H. EeVb.n. Second. J. White,

wXi!) ^V S."','",''"'"-
Ui'-'hly Commended. T. Walker, jun., Denton ; W.«ood, Stojield. Commended, J. A. Taylor.

Hamburgh cilvei-pencilledj.-First.H. Beldon. Second, W. Wood,
w.^hf ,^ ' (Gold. n-pencilled).-P rst, W. Wood. Second, H. Bcldor.Highly Commended, F. Rollings, Br«dford.

«eclY^p"'5
D'SIINCT VARIEXV.-First, R. Loft, T,-ondmansey fSultnns).Secoud R Pashley. Worksnp ,La Fb-ehel. Higblv Commended, Hon.

(»,",''„,'""''''' iHoudnns). Commended. P. W nkclman, O jmursollUJUcans)
; Col. btuart Woitloy, Loud-m (Creva Cu a-").

ham, Driffield. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
' s

w 1 « .P^S^*,!^^ ',^"5' treed).—First and Second, Master E. Crossland.
Wakefaeld Highly Commended, Master E. Crossland, : J. Fletcher Co-ulmcudcd.O. L. Curtis, Sclby ; R. Chnrlcsworth, Manchester ; Rev. H. C'
itus-iuU, Doncastor.
BiNTAjis (Silver or Golden-lacod)— First, Messrs. s. & E. Ashton.:Mot rain. Second, J. Walker, Halifax. Commondod, T. C. UarrisouT

rill 11,
'

B-4KTA MS ( Black, White, or any Colour).—First, W. A. Tayl or. Second '

R. Boutley, Fiiininsley Park. Highly Commended, W, A. Taylor. Com-mended, J. R. Jossop, Hull (Elackl.
SINOLE Cock (Any l.rced).- First, W. A. Taylor (BufT Cochin). Second,
T ,i, ^"^W Commended, VV. Harvey (Partridge Cochin). Com-mended, RPasbley, ^^ol;ksop (Dark Brahma); Cob Stuart Wortley

Brahini.)
;
G. Uohnes, Dnffleld (G.iMcn-spangled Hamburgh). H.-iij.-

I'lrst, J. Thresh Bradford (Black Spanish'. Second, R Pashley (BrownRed Game). Highly Commended, H, Beldon (Golden Pulaiidsl M
! arrant), Dalton (Black Spanish) ; W. Harvey (Partridge Cochins). Com-mended Mrs. Arkwright Grey Dorkings); Rev. W. J. Mellor (Dark
,^ «,V ', MO'S". H. & S. Cooper, Walsall (Spanish) ; Col. Stuart Wortley
(Cilfl' CoeJiin

;
Messrs. Burch & Boulter (Spanish). Cockerel and two

/'ui/d*.—Fu-st, Messrs. Buvch & Boulter (Spanish), -econd, W. Wilkin-
sou, Wath (Black Red Game). Highly Commended, Mrs. J. Newman.

.

AVorsborough (Dark Brahinas) ; W. F. Enlwisle, Leeds (Black Red Game
;,",,?'."' ' J-

'^°''' I'<='"-'''tT (Grey Dorkings). Commended, A. Bamford,
Middletou iBuft Cocjiin-China).
Guinea FowLS.-First, T. C. Harrison. Secoud, H. Merkin, Driffield.Highly Commended, Miss Chester, Dykesmarsh.
TuRKEvs.— Kirst, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, H. Merkin. Hiahly Com-

mended, Roy. W. J. Mellor.
Extra bTOCK.—Commended, Miss Smith, Hatfield (Turkeys)
(jEESE.—First and Second, J. Whito (Toulouse). C/ids.'—First, Mrs

S. Hodgson, Thome (White). Secoud, J. Hepworth, Bearswood Green
(Grey). Highly Comaien.led, Master J. C. Coalman, Thorne ; Miss L.
Outwin, Hatheld Parks ; O Haycroft, Thome.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Second. O. A. Young, Driffield.
Ducua (Any breed).—First and Second, T. C. Harrison. Highly Com-

'

mended, R. Bontley. Finningley Park.
n j

j^

Extra Stock.—Highly Commended, P. Sales, Crowie (SUver Cliineso
Pheasouts). »

RABBITS.
Buck and Doe.— Fir.it, Messrs. Hausoa & WagstalT, Thorne. Second,

C. bmgleton, Thome. Commended, A. H. Easten, Hull ; H. T. Marriott
Wirksworth. '

Buck.—First, F. Roberts, Thorne. Second, A. H. Easten. Highly Com-
mended, Messrs. Hanson & Wagstafl'; J. Owen, ShetHold. Commended,
J. Bradley, Hatfield. Zioc—First, R. Dobsoa, York. Second, Messrs.
Hanson & Wngstafl'. Coinmendcd, J. Manghsm, Shelliebi ; A. O. Young
For Weight.- Fu-st, W. Gant, Doncaster. Second, G. Chester, Thome'

Highly Commended. J. Owen.
Extra Stock.—First and Second, H. Cawood (Himalaya).

PIGEON?.
Carriers.-First, — Newbitt, Epworth. Second, E. Horner, Harcwood.

Higlily Oonitnended, H. Yardlev.
Croppers,—First. Master E". Crossland, Wakefield. Second, F. Key. '

Highly Commended, H. Y,ardley. Commended, Messrs. Newbitt; T.
Burgess, Brighouse.
Tumblers.-First, P. Key. Second, H. Y'ardloy. Highly Commende'di i

a. Cawood; G. Kelsey
; C. Gravil, jun. Commended, T. Burgess. ,. i.ii

Jaoobixs.—First and Second, E. Homes, Harewood. Highly Com-
mended, F. Key. Commended. H. Grant.

'

'

^'

Nuns.—First and Stcond, J. Marshall, Driffield. Commended, fi."'
lardley.

; . , ,'-i'^
Tbumpeters. — First, E. Horner. Second, S. Robson, Brotherton.

'

Highly C,>inmended, C. Gravil, jun. ' '"

TuBBiTS.—First, E. Horner. Second. Messrs. Newhitt. Highly Com
mended, H. E. B. Laycock. Woodville ; J. Jkai'shall, Driffield. Commended.
Master E. Crossland ; .1. M.irsliall.
Fantails.—First, E. Horner. Second. H. Yardley. Highly Commended,

H. Yardley; J, EUrington, Woodmansey, Commended, Messrs. Newbitt.
Owls.—First, E. Horner. Second, H. B. Laycock. Highly Commended,- •

II. Yardley. ,.,,_ '

,
-

,.

Bares—First, E. Homer. Second, E. Brown. Commended, H.YardlejjV

.iiivi ,if)g

T. Burgess.
EXTR\ Stock.—Messrs. Newbitt (Fairy Swallows).

The Judges were Mr. Harry Adams, of Beverley, and Mr. EdwM
Hewitt, of Birmingham.

PROMOTING SWARMING-CONFINING BEES.
I HAVE an old cottage bive wliicU I have been expecting

to swarm for tbe last fortnigbt. The bees are clustered about
the mouth of the hive and bang nearly to the ground, more or
less, according to the weather, but they will not swarm. Would
it be advisable to sweep them off into a hive, or let them
remain to swarni in their usual way?

I bad a strong swarm last year which I put into a bar-ard-
frame bive (.straw), which did exceedingly well all summer, and
stood the winter; they came out during the few fine days in
February, and were yery active. The second frostand .snow then
came, when I put the perforated xinc before tb.e entrance as
usual during the snowy weather, but when the snow cleared I
found nearly all the bees d"ead, aud how to account for it I
know not. They had plenty of honey, and they were well
covered up. They stand by the side of a cast I bad put into a
wooden bar-audframo hi\e which was too large for them, so I
bad to feed, and did not expect them to live, but they are
doing exceedingly well. Some ot the bees work, aud soma
appear idle. A fortnight ago I took the crown-board off, and
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'took out some of the side frames, and found many of them
sealed np. When I came to the centre one I found some young

bees ready to come out of the cells. I did not look for the

queen, nor did I take out all the frames, as it appeared to

irritate the bees. If I be so fortunate as to liave a cast from the

old hive, would it be advisable to put them to this hive to

strengthen them, or let them remain as they are ?

Would you also be pleased to inform me which is the best

practical work on bee-keeping ?—J. W. G.

[Sweeping the clusters of outlying bees into another hive

would do no good, as they would speedily leave it and return to

their old domicile. Why not drive all the bees into an empty

hive and establish them as an artificial swarm on their old

stand ; then cut out their combs and appropriate those con-

taining honey, lilting the brood-combs into frames and apply-

ing them to strengthening the other stocks ?

The colony in the first-mentioned frame hive was weakened

by your mistaken kindness in confining the bees during snow,

the mortality which ensued being, doubtless, owing to suffo-

cation caused by an accumulation of dead bees in the doorway.
" Bee-keeping for the Jiany," published at this oiJice, price

4d., free by post for five stamps.]

TRAPPING DRONES.
How can I trap drones at the mouth of the hive ? I placed

an old stock upon a square box, which the bees have nearly

filled. Will there be any danger of the queen being in the box

when I take it off ? If so, what will be the result ?

—

Barok.

[The Germans trap drones in a wire receptacle attached to

the hive's mouth. This receptacle is made of such a mesh as

to retain the drones whilst the workers escape, and when filled

is plunged into boiling water. The queen is very likely to be

in the lower box, to which the seat of breeding may very

probably be transferred. In this case the top hive should be

removed, but there is a probability of too great a proportion of

drone combs being built in the nadir, and this may seriously

impair the future prosperity of the colony.]

UNITED SWARMS.
On the 11th inst., I had a first and second swarm (from two

separate hives), which I shook into Stewarton-boxes, uniting

them together the same evening by drawing the slides. The
union was accomplished pretty amicably, only a few dead bees

being observable the next morning. For room they were

allowed three body boxes of the Stewarton hive, and on the

evening of the l'2th the two united swarms filled the two top

boxes completely. On the 13th they seemed to work very well,

and the same evening the two boxes were filled as before. On
looking at them this evening, June 1-lth, I found that only the

top box was filled with bees, the second box being completely

empty. Am I to conclude that one of the swarms has taken

its departure ? This morning they seemed busy at work, and I

bad concluded that all was well, but am now afraid that I have

lost one of the swarms.—D. C.

[You need not be uneasy. The desertion of the second box

was doubtless owing to a fall in the temperature, causing the

bees to cluster more closely together, and, therefore, to occupy

a smaller space.]

SWARMS.
On June 10th, a swarm of bees came from one of my two

hives, and after flying about in the air some minutes returned

to the hive they came from. On the 18th, a swarm came from
the same hive, which I secured. To-day ('21st), another swarm
came off from the same hive, which I also secured. Will you
kindly tell me which you consider the first swarm, the one

which returned, or that which 1 first secured ? Can you also

tell me the cause of the swarm returning, and whether there is

likely to be any more swarms from the hive mentioned this

season ? The super at top is only half full of comb.—A Bee
Amateue.

[The queen either remained behind or dropped on the ground
and was lost, and, therefore, the bees returned to the hive.

The swarm which you secured on the 18th was, we should

think, the first. We can offer no opinion as to the probability

of a further issue.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
HATcniNfi IN AN Incubator (O. M.).—Eggs do not take longer to liatoh

iu an incubator than under a hen.

The French Fowl Le Brest {E. H. C.).—We do not think well of the
" Le Brest" fowl—that is, we pi'cfor the other breeds. Of all the French
importations, the Houdan is in our opinion the hardiest, and a capital

winter layer. The La Fh-che and Creve Cceur produce very lar^e eggs,

but wo have had much trouble with the cocks. They die, or live in a
dying state, while the pullets thrive well in the same yard and on the
Bamo food.

Young Turkeys Picking their Feet {J. M.).—Your Turkeys need
Fomething which they have not, or there is something in the soil that
adheres to their feet and causes discomfort. Give them some lettuce,

and put some brimstone in the water they have to drink.

Dorking Chickens Crooked-breasted [O. P.).—We do not think the
short time the chickens roost on tho sharp rails in the neighbourhood of

their haunts woiUd have auy eflfect on their breasts, but sharp or nan*ow
perches in their roosting-places may have much to do with them. We
have often noticed that chickens are ambitious to roost where as adults

thoy do not care to do so. There is little doubt that crooked breasts are
hereditary iu some strains. If, however, you had none last year, and are

still breeding from the same stock, it cannot be so in your case. Fast-
growing chickens when roosting on narrow perches are obliged to cUng
closely with their feet; but as they often lack sufficient strength to hold
on, they, to avoid see-sawing, rest their breasts on the perch. There is

no doubt that, as it is at this age quite cartilaginous, it takes easily the
formation of a round and narrow resting-place. Our own chickens, though
now good-sized, do not roost in a house. They live out of doors, and at
night either get under hayricks or into the rips which they occupied
when they were young and smaller. We keep them out of doors as long
as possible, hut when they are put in houses at night we allow them
perches within 2 feet of tlic gi-ound, and made of fir poles 16 iui-hes in

circumference, sawn through the middle, and placed, with the bark on,
round side uppermost. It depends much on the competition whether
l>orking8 with crooked breasts would be successful at a show. If they
were very crooked it would bo much against them; if only slightly so,

and other points wei'e favourable, they would win in spite of it.

Chickens Drooping (R. C).—When your chickens dl-oop feed them on
bread and ale. If they are supplied with strongly camphorated water it

will do much for them. A pill of camphor the Hize of a garden pea ia

beneficial to an adult, while one hiilf the size is a sufficient doae for a
chicken. We know no publication now that gives the rules of the pit, or

instructions for training cocks. Such things are out of print; but in

some jiarts of the north and north-west they have been correctly handed
down from father to son.

Bhahma Pootra's Feather (TI'. !).)—The feather you enclosed may
have belonged to a perfectly pure Brahma cock, but he was an old bird.

We should not impugn the" purity of a young bird for such a feather, but
we should not keep him. The hen's beak cannot grow ag;iin, and when
she has reared her brood she should be consigned to the cook. She wUl
do no good, and the trouble her iujui-y causes is all labour thrown away.

DiARRH<EA IN CHICKENS.—" I thiuk thfit bread or toast soaked in port

wine is a good remedy for diarrhoea in chickens that are not too young for

wet or damp food.—T. D."

Preserving Eggs (G. 5.).—Take a bread-pan or other pan, put slaked

lime into it, till it has enough to allow the eggs to stand upright smaU
end downwards. As soon as the layer is completed, fill up till they are

covered and there is an even surfnce. When you have enoui^h of eggs to

make another layer, then put in slaked hme sufficient to be filled up by the
eggs you have ready. You may continue till the pan is full. If the eggs
are put in fresh you may keep on, and they will be fit for breakfast at any
time, and he the same as new-laid eggs. You must recollect, if they are

Btale when put in this process will not restore them. There aro cases wo
can neither understr.nd nor prescribe for. Yours as regards the Dorldng
cock may be oue of them. You must judge for yourself as regards the

Dorking "cock. If you have one to take his place, take no more trouble

about him—put him iu the stock-pot. If you have not, we can only
advise you to persevere.

Spanish Cock's Face [White-faced Spanuh^.—YoxyrhirA with the white
wrinkles grown over his eyes has what is called a cauliflower fiico. We
doubt wliether ho will recover from his blindness. Wash his face care-

fully with equal parts of cold water and vinegar. At this time of year

the hens often peck the cock's face, and cause the bliudueBs you complain

of. Put him by himself, nnd try tho application. Many of the best birds

suffer from this and become useless.

Foul Brood (ilf. Y. I,.).—This ten-iblo malady is very infectious, and is

a disease, not of the bees, hut of their brood, which dies iu the ceDs and
becomes putrid nnd offensive, emitting a very disagreeable odour. It

can rarely he identified, except in moveable comb hive^, until the stocks

are dead,"when the foul state of the combs makes it evident enough. Its

first cause has not been detected, although various liypothcsea have been
mooted on the subject. A long discussion on foul brood took plaoo in our

pages during the autumn of 1863, and continued until the spring of 1864.

A graphic description of the ravages committed by this disease in the

apiary of "A Devonshire Eeij-keeper," and the means by which he

finally banished it, will be found in Nos. 121, 123, and 123 of our new
series.

Destruction of Drones {T. B. Draie).—This premature expulsion of

the male element is owing to the failure of tho honey harvest, and is

tberefore unusual at this season. The unfortunate drones have doubtless

been denied access to tho dwindling «tores of food, until, weakened by

starvation, they have been entirely banished from tho hive.

Honey Harvest (S. E. Y. D.).—There can, we think, be no doubt that

the honey harvest up to the present time has been but scanty. How far

bees benefit directly by honeydews is a disputed point. They certainly

collect honey iu abundance at such times; and we have oeoaBionally,

although rarely, seen a bee licking the saccharine deposit from the loaves.

A Book (.1 iiiihscriher).—\Si\ie to 5Ir. W. J. Pettitt. Snargate Apiary,

Dover, enclosing twenty postage stamps with your direction.

Caterpillars of Bo:metx cynthia.—JJromley wishes to know if these

can be fed on mulberry leaves. We never knew them fed on anything

but leaves of the Ailanthus.
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